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Photosynthesis. Energy from the Sun

14th International Congress on Photosynthesis

Editorial Introduction

Photosynthesis is the natural process of harvesting, 
converting, and storing light energy. It is widely 
distributed among living organisms. With minor 
possible exceptions near hydrothermal vents, deep 
in the dark of the ocean floor, all life as we recog-
nise it, including our own, depends absolutely upon 
this process.

The first truly international conference on pho-
tosynthesis was held in Freudenstadt in Germany 
in 1968 (Govindjee 2005). It was organised by 
Helmut Metzner. 

By simple arithmetic, the unbroken succession 
of thirteen triennial international photosynthesis 
conferences, or congresses, stands behind the 
fourteenth and most recent, held in Glasgow, 
Scotland, U.K. from 22nd – 27th July 2007. The 
book you are reading contains individual papers 
by world leaders in research. These volumes are 
their collective record of the most recent advances 
in understanding how photosynthesis works, what 
it does, where it came from, where it is going, 
what we can do with it, and what we can learn 
from it. We see here that photosynthesis holds 
many promises for the future.

The fourteenth international congress on pho-
tosynthesis had 824 registered participants. Each 
participant was invited to submit no more than one 
paper for consideration for publication in these 
proceedings. The result, after editorial and peer 

review, contains 347  chapters of a book in twenty-
five sections, each section representing one of the 
topics covered by plenary lectures and sessions at 
the meeting.  The abstracts of presentations were 
published in time for the meeting as a special issue 
of the journal Photosynthesis Research (2007).

These proceedings are not just “conference 
proceedings” – all papers have been edited and 
peer reviewed. Many manuscripts had to be revised 
extensively in order to become acceptable for 
inclusion. Some manuscripts submitted could not 
finally be accepted for publication at all. We take 
full responsibility for these editorial decisions, 
while thanking the many reviewers for helping us 
to arrive at them.

As editors we believe strongly in the value of 
these volumes.  Firstly, they contain the latest and 
the best research in this field, in succinct form, 
and often years ahead of more lengthy published 
papers in traditional primary and review journals. 
Secondly, the context of the succession of confer-
ences shows the lasting value of a distinct and 
personal record of research, a chronicle of the time. 
Priority disputes are often most effectively dealt 
with by means of reference to past proceedings 
volumes. Huge progress in advancing knowledge 
of biological energy conversion is clear to see in 
each successive set of proceedings volumes. Those 
who believe that scientific knowledge is a matter of 



personal choice, each person free to make his of her 
own, could do worse than look at the waves of new 
insight and comprehension that accrue in these vol-
umes. These proceedings also refute the argument 
that science is merely a matter of majority, or pow-
erful, opinion. Invariably today’s orthodoxy and 
textbook accounts developed from what, at their 
inception, were radical and minority viewpoints. 
This process will continue. It is science itself. It is 
human progress “as she is writ”.

We thank Chris Trimmer, Suzanne Brockhouse, 
and Sarah Blackford of the U.K. Society for 
Experimental Biology, together with other SEB staff 
for expertly handling the practicalities and logistics 
of a huge and successful international congress. We 
thank Jacco Flipsen (Fig. 1), Editorial Director, 
and Noeline Gibson at Springer, Dordrecht, The 
Netherlands, for their patience and planning of 
this unique published record of achievement. We 
are indebted to Art van der Est and his informat-
ics maestro, Ben Davidson, at Brock University, 
Canada, who provided the database and interface 
for on-line submission and retrieval of manuscripts. 
We also thank Amina Ravi, project manager, and 
her staff at SPi Publishing, Pondicherry, India, for 
meticulous layout and attention to proofs, each 
checked and corrected by individual authors.

We thank Christine H. Foyer (Fig. 2) of the 
University of Newcastle, U.K., for mounting the 
successful bid to host the fourteenth international 
congress on photosynthesis in the U.K., for choos-
ing the brilliant location of the Scottish Exhibition 
and Conference Centre on the banks of the river 
Clyde in Glasgow, and for chairing and master-
minding this meeting. 

The International Society for Photosynthesis 
Research continues to promote both these meet-
ings and the international photosynthesis research 

community in general. Fig. 3 is a photograph of the 
ISPR president at the time of the meeting, Eva-
Mari Aro (University of Turku, Finland), together 
with past president Bob Blankenship (Washington 
University, St Louis, Missouri, U.S.A) and, not least, 
the ISPR award winners at the congress, all of whom 
delivered inspirational presentations and papers.

Lastly we thank all conference participants. Of 
course and in particular, we thank those whose 
chapters are published here.  You go down in his-
tory. You deserve to. Your work is a chronicle of 
our growing understanding of the most important 
chemical process on our planet. 

What could be a finer achievement, and legacy, 
than that?

John F. Allen

Queen Mary, University of London

Elisabeth Gantt

University of Maryland

John H. Golbeck

The Pennsylvania State University

Barry Osmond

Australian National University

31 January 2008
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Fig. 1 The editors at “PS2007” with Jacco Flipsen of Springer. Left to right: Barry Osmond; John Golbeck; Beth Gantt; Jacco 
Flipsen; John Allen. Photograph taken and kindly provided by Carol Allen, Queen Mary, University of London, U.K.

Fig. 2 At the PS2007 conference banquet. Foreground, left to right: Christine Foyer; Alison Telfer (Imperial College 
London, U.K.); John Allen. Alison and John are successfully persuading a reluctant Christine to make a speech at the ban-
quet, prior to the opening number of the inimitable Baskerville Blues Band of Bill Rutherford (C.E.A Saclay, France; not 
pictured – busy tuning up). Photograph taken and kindly provided by Zhen-Ling Sun, Sheffield University, U.K.
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Fig. 3 At the PS2007 awards ceremony. Left to Right: Robert Blankenship (Past President, ISPR; Chair Selection 
Committee for the Awards); Eva-Mari Aro (President, ISPR); Jan Anderson (The Lifetime Achievement Award); Warwick 
Hillier (The Robert Hill Award); Govindjee (The Communication Award); Junko Yano (The Robert Hill Award); Julian 
Hibberd (The Melvin Calvin Award); Ulrich Schreiber (The Innovation Award). Photograph taken and kindly provided by 
Zhen-Ling Sun, Sheffield University, U.K.
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CHAPTER ONE

Photosynthetic Electron Transport Properties 
of an Uptake Hydrogenase Deletion Mutant 
of Nostoc punctiforme PCC 73102

Yagut Allahverdiyeva1, Ilkka Sairanen1, Karin Stensjö2, Peter Lindblad2, and Eva-Mari Aro1

Abstract  Nostoc punctiforme PCC 73102 (ATCC 
29133) is a nitrogen-fixing filamentous cyanobac-
terium containing an uptake hydrogenase encoded 
by the hupSL genes (operon). By using the NHM5 
mutant strain and WT Nostoc punctiforme PCC 
73102 we have studied whether the lack of HupL 
has any effects on the performance of photosyn-
thetic light reactions.

Keywords  Uptake hydrogenase, electron trans-
port, Photosystem I, Photosystem II

Detailed studies of electron transport properties of 
the Photosystem II complex performed by flash 
induced fluorescence relaxation measurements 
revealed slower relaxation of fluorescence both in 
the absence and presence of DCMU, thus indicat-
ing a modification of both the acceptor and donor 
side of the Photosystem II complex in the NHM5 
mutant. Moreover, oxido-reduction measurements 
of P700 revealed significantly slower re-reduction 
rate of P700+ as compared to WT.

Introduction

In cyanobacteria, at least three enzymes are 
directly involved in hydrogen metabolism: nitro-
genase, uptake hydrogenase and bidirectional 
hydrogenase (Tamagnini et al. 2002). Nitrogenase 
is an enzyme catalyzing the biological photo-
production of hydrogen as a by-product of 
nitrogen-fixation into ammonium. The uptake 
hydrogenase (encoded by hupSL) has been found 
in all nitrogen-fixing cyanobacteria examined so 
far. The enzyme is expressed only in heterocysts 
and its transcription coincides with heterocyst for-
mation (Ghirardi et al. 2007). The uptake hydro-
genase catalyzes the oxidation of H2 produced 
by nitrogenase. It transfers electrons from H2 to 
the photosynthetic/respiratory electron transport 
chain, thus regaining energy that was lost while 
H2 was synthesized during fixation of nitrogen. 
Uptake hydrogenase can be therefore considered 
as an obstacle for profitable biohydrogen produc-
tion. Recently, a NHM5 mutant strain of Nostoc 
punctiforme was constructed, in which the hupL 
gene was inactivated by insertion of an antibiotic 
resistance cassette (Lindberg et al. 2002). The 
NHM5 mutant was found to evolve H2 when 
grown under nitrogen-fixing conditions.

1Department of Biology, Plant Physiology and Molecular 
Biology, University of Turku, FI-20014 Turku, Finland
2Department of the Photochemistry and Molecular Science, 
Ångström Laboratory, Box 532, Uppsala University, 
Uppsala SE-751 20, Sweden
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Photosynthesis. Energy from the Sun: 
14th International Congress on Photosynthesis,
3–5. © 2008 Springer.



4 Photosynthetic Electron Transport Properties of an Uptake Hydrogenase Deletion

In the present study we have addressed the ques-
tion whether the lack of the uptake hydrogenase in 
the NHM5 mutant strain influences the perform-
ance of the photosynthetic light reactions.

Materials and methods

Culture growth. Wild-type (WT) Nostoc punctiforme 
PCC 73102 and the NHM5 mutant strain were grown 
photoautotropically in BG-110 medium under a PFD 
of 5–10 µmol photons m−2s−1 at 25 °C. One week old 
cultures of cyanobacteria were used in the experi-
ments. The cells were harvested by centrifugation and 
were resuspended in a new BG-110 medium before 
performing the experiments. Chlorophyll concentra-
tion was determined spectrophotometrically in 90% 
v/v methanol (Meeks and Castenholz 1971).

Oxygen evolution measurements. Oxygen evolu-
tion activity of the cells was measured at 25 °C with 
a Hansatech DW1 oxygen electrode (Hansatech 
Instruments Ltd., UK) illuminated with a slide 
projector lamp.

Flash-induced fluorescence relaxation. Flash-
induced increase and the subsequent relaxation of 
chlorophyll fluorescence yield were measured by a 
double-modulation fluorometer (PSI, Czech Republic) 
as described in Allahverdiyeva et al. (2004). The cells 
at chlorophyll concentration of 10 µg Chl per mL 
were dark adapted for 10 min before the experiment.

Determination of P700 re-reduction. The redox 
state of P700 in cells was determined by measuring 
the A810 (absorbance change at 810 nm), using A860 
as a reference. Absorbance changes were monitored 
using an ED-P700W unit attached to the PAM101 
fluorometer (Walz, Germany). Cells were dark 
adapted for 3 min before the measurements. The 
P700 was oxidized for 30 s by far-red light provided 
from a FR-102 LED (Walz, Germany).

Results and discussion

Activity of the photosystem II complex

We have examined the activity of the Photosystem 
II complex by determination of the oxygen  evolution 

rate of the cells. Surprisingly, the NHM5 mutant 
strain showed higher oxygen evolution rate 
(245 µmol O2/mg Chl/h) compared to WT (140 µmol 
O2/mg Chl/h). For more detailed investigation of the 
functional performance of the PSII complex, we 
applied flash-fluorescence relaxation technique to 
WT and NHM5 mutant cells. The relaxation of 
flash induced fluorescence yield (in the absence of 
DCMU) reflects the different reoxidation routes of 
QA

−, and accordingly detects the electron transport 
properties on the acceptor side of the PSII complex 
(for more details see Allahverdiyeva et al. 2004).

As seen from Fig. 1, the NHM5 mutant cells 
demonstrate modifications in the overall flash 
fluorescence relaxation kinetics in the absence of 
DCMU, indicating kinetic changes in the QA to QB 
electron transfer.

In the presence of DCMU, which blocks the 
reoxidation of QA

− by forward electron transfer, the 
fluorescence relaxation indicates the status of the 
PSII donor side due to recombination of QA

− with 

Fig. 1 Flash-induced fluorescence and the subsequent relax-
ation of fluorescence yield in Nostoc punctiforme and 
NHM5 mutant strain. Cells of WT (squares) and NHM5 
(triangles) were dark adapted for 10 min, then flash-induced 
fluorescence relaxation detected in the absence (closed sym-
bols) and in the presence of DCMU (open sym bols). For 
easy comparison, the fluorescence relaxation curves were 
normalized to the same amplitude. Inset: DCMU curves 
without normalization to the maximal signal
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donor side components. Significantly slower fluores-
cence relaxation kinetics was observed in NHM5 
mutant also in the presence of DCMU, imply-
ing stabilization of S2QA charge recombination. In 
addition, the total amplitude of fluorescence in the 
presence of DCMU, reflecting the amount of active 
PSII centers, was significantly higher in NHM5 cells 
compared to WT.

Re-reduction of P700

To examine the photosynthetic performance of the 
PSI complex in mutant cells, we monitored re-reduc-
tion of P700+ in the dark after far-red  illumination 
of 30 s. Interestingly, P700+ re- reduction was slower 
in NHM5 mutant cells as compared to WT (Fig. 2). 
This demonstrates less cyclic  electron flow around 

the PSI complex in the NHM5 mutant cells than in 
WT. Moreover, it seems that the NHM5 mutant has 
lower electron input from stromal reductants to the 
intersystem electron pool than WT.

Taken together, the results obtained here suggest 
that the lack of the uptake hydrogenase affects the 
performance of the photosynthetic apparatus of 
Nostoc punctiforme cells. Further investigations of 
the photosynthetic capacity of the NHM5 mutant 
strain under high and low CO2 and under nitrogen 
fixing and non-nitrogen fixing conditions will be 
performed.

Acknowledgments.  This work has been supported by the 
Academy of Finland.
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Abstract  The stoichiometry of photosystem II to 
photosystem I reaction centres in spinach leaf seg-
ments was determined by two methods, each capa-
ble of monitoring both photosystems in a given 
sample. One method, based on the fast electro-
chromic (EC) signal, was applied to leaf segments, 
thereby avoiding potential artefacts associated with 
the isolation of thylakoids. Two variations of the 
EC method were used, either suppression of PSII 
activity by prior photoinactivation or suppression 
PSI by  photo- oxidation of P700, gave the separate 
contribution of each photosystem to the fast EC 
signal. The PSII/PSI  stoichiometries obtained by 
the EC methods ranged from 1.5 to 1.8 for spinach, 
and 1.5 to 1.9 for two other plant species. A second 

method, based on electron  paramagnetic resonance 
(EPR), gave comparable  values of 1.7–2.1 for 
 spinach. A third method consisting of separate 
determination of the contents of  functional PSII 
by oxygen yield per single turnover flash and of 
P700 gave a PSII/PSI stiochiometry consistent 
with above values. We conclude that the content 
of functional PSII is greater than that of PSI, and 
PSII/PSI reaction centre ratios considerably higher 
than unity in typical higher plants.

Keywords  Electrochromic signal, EPR, Photosystem 
I, Photosystem II, Photosystem stoichiometry

Introduction

Initially, it was assumed that the two photosystems 
in higher plants were organized as a supercomplex 
in stacked granal thylakoids with a stoichiometric 
relationship near unity. Following the proposal of 
lateral heterogeneity in the lateral distribution of 
the photosystems between stacked and unstacked 
thylakoids (Andersson and Anderson 1980) with 
structurally and functionally autonomous PSII and 
PSI performing both cyclic and non-cyclic electron 

CHAPTER TWO

The Stoichiometry of Photosystem II to Photosystem I 
in Higher Plants
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transport, there is no reason to expect equal num-
bers of PSII and PSI. Indeed Melis and Brown 
(1980) first reported variable ratios of PSII/PSI > 1 
in higher plant thylakoids, and Chow et al. (1988) 
reported PSII/PSI ratios considerably greater than 
unity, even in low-light grown plants. As separate 
methods were usually used to quantify the two 
photosystems, uncertainty in one or other method 
might have influenced the reported ratios. To avoid 
this possibility, we compared electrochromic (EC) 
signal (Chow and Hope 2004) and the electron par-
amagnetic resonance (EPR) method of Danielsson 
et al. (2004) to investigate PSII/PSI stoichiometry 
in several higher plant leaves and thylakoids to 
directly determine the ratio of the two photosys-
tems using a single method.

Materials and methods

Plant growth. Spinach (Spinacea oleracea L.) 
leaves were obtained from garden-grown plants or 
from the market. Cucumber (Cucumis sativus L. 
cv. Lebanese) plants were grown at 24/21 °C (day/
night) with a 10-h photoperiod (200 µmol photons 
m−2 s−1). Poplar (Populus deltoides L.) leaves were 
collected from trees growing on the campus.

Electrochromic (EC) measurements. The EC 
signal was measured as a flash-induced absorb-
ance change at 520 nm; it represents a change 
in the delocalized electric potential difference 
across the thylakoid membrane following charge 
separation in PSII and PSI reaction centres (Chow 
and Hope 2004). Following suppression of either 
the contribution of PSII by prior photoinhibitory 
treatments or of PSI by background far-red light, 
we determined the separate contributions of each 
photosystem to the EC signal and thereby quanti-
fied the ratio of the two photosystems directly in 
leaf segments.

EPR experiments. EPR was performed at room 
temperature (290 K) using a Bruker E300E spec-
trometer with a standard Bruker 4103 TM cavity. 
EPR conditions: Microwave frequency 9.810 GHz, 
microwave power 8 mW, modulation amplitude 
4 G, modulation frequency 100 kHz, time constant 

0.65 s. The PSII/PSI ratio was monitored by the 
content of tyrosine radical YD

• in PSII and P700+ in 
PSI in isolated thylakoids according to Danielsson 
et al. (2004).

Results

The fast increase (<1 ns) of EC signal (Af) is equally 
contributed from PSII and PSI. After pretreatment 
with high light in the presence of lincomycin so as 
to photoinactivate varying proportions of the PSII 
reaction centres, Af decreased linearly with the 
content of functional PSII reaction centres (Fig. 
1A). Extrapolation of the regression line to zero 
functional PSII gave the remaining contribution 
from PSI reaction centres only. Thus, the stoichi-
ometry of the two photosystems obtained from 
the separate contributions of the photosystems to 
the fast rise Af (Fig. 1B). The EC signal can also 
be used to determine the photosystem stoichiom-
etry by suppression of PSI reaction centres to Af 
by photo-oxidization of P700 with continuous 
background far-red light (Fig. 1C). In the presence 
of steady, moderately strong far-red light, PSI is 
largely photo-oxidized and the contribution to Af 

then comes almost entirely from the PSII reaction 
centres.

EPR, like the EC signal, is also capable of moni-
toring both photosystems in a single sample, albeit 
in isolated thylakoids. PSII was assayed as the free 
radical YD

• and PSI as the radical P700+ (Fig. 2).
Table 1 shows the PSII/PSI ratios obtained by 

using the EC signal method with variations in 
leaf segments, and by EPR of isolated thylakoids. 
The PSII/PSI stoichiometry obtained by EC signal 
was in the range of 1.5–1.9 for cucumber, poplar 
and tobacco, and 1.5–1.8 for spinach, while EPR 
gave values in a comparable range of 1.7–2.1 for 
 spinach. These values were consistent with data 
from separate determinations of the content of 
functional PSII in leaf segments by the oxygen 
yield per single turnover-flash and that of PSI by 
photo-oxidation of P700 in thylakoids isolated 
from corresponding leaves, giving a PSII/PSI stoi-
chiometry of 1.5–1.7 for spinach (Table 1).
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Discussion

Although earlier literature on quantification of P700 
gave comparable results, there was much greater 
variability in the PSII reaction centre  content (Fan 
et al. 2007). Nevertheless, most  literature on PSII/
P700 ratios were >1. Our novel EC signal methods 
that monitor the two photosystems in leaves, thereby 
minimizing loss of functional reaction centres, and 
EPR (Danielsson et al. 2004) that requires isolated 
thylakoids (Table 1) are consistent with PSII/PSI 
ratios markedly higher than unity for spinach. We 
note that the EPR method gave a higher PSII/PSI 
ratio in spinach thylakoids than the results with plant 
leaves obtained by other methods (Table 1). The EPR 
quantification of PSII by YD

• overestimates functional 
PSII reaction centres, as some could have been non-
 functional, yet still have photo-oxidisable YD

•. Note 
that YD

• gives the total active and inactive PSII con-
tent, because our EPR value agrees with the number of 
DCMU-binding sites in spinach (Chow et al. 1989).

Our spinach PSII/PSI ratios of 1.5–1.8 differ 
markedly with the ratio PSII/PSI of 0.88 obtained for 
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Fig. 1 (A) The electrochromic EC signal induced by a 
 single-turnover xenon flash applied at time t = 0 ms in 
spinach leaf segments either without high light treatment 
(Control) or after 4 h exposure to 1,200 µmol photons m−2 
s−1 in the presence of lincomycin. (B) The amplitude of 
the fast rise in the EC signal varied by the fraction of func-
tional PSII by a varied duration high-light pre-treatment of 
spinach leaf segments. The content of functional PSII was 
determined from the oxygen yield per single-turnover flash, 
and expressed on a Chl basis before being normalized to the 
control values. Regression lines were constrained to pass 
through the point (1,1) for the controls. (C) The amplitude 
of the fast EC signal varied by lowering the fraction of func-
tional PSI by suppression of PSI activity with far-red light 
given to spinach leaf segments 
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 cabinet-grown spinach by Danielsson et al. (2004). 
We do not doubt the accuracy of the EPR method 
used. However, their spinach was grown under 
extremely far-red-deficient light from “cool-white 
fluorescent lamps”. The PSII/PSI stoichiometry is 
dynamically regulated during growth by light inten-
sity and  quality (Anderson et al. 1988; Chow et 
al. 1990; Melis 1991). Plants grown under far-red 
enriched light, mainly PSI light, have less P700 and 
more PSII reaction centres, while those grown under 
far-red deficient light, mainly PSII light, have more 
P700 and less PSII reaction centres (Chow et al. 
1990; Melis 1991), accounting for the Danielsson et 
al. (2004) results with unusually low PSII content. 
We conclude that higher plants under normal growth 
conditions have an excess of PSII over PSI, giving 
PSII/PSI stoichiometries in leaves well above unity, 
due to more functional PSII than PSI.
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Table 1 PSII and PSI stoichiometries, and contents of the two photosystems assayed by methods of EC signal and EPR

 Fresh spinach Market spinach Poplar Cucumber Tobacco

PSII/PSI via photo-inactivation of PSII  1.61 1.62  1.50
 by EC signal
PSII/PSI via far-red light suppression of PSI  1.81 ± 0.06 1.54 ± 0.12 1.72 ± 0.08 1.89 ± 0.16 
 by EC signal
PSII/PSI via EPR 2.12 1.66   
Functional PSII mmol (mol Chl)−1 2.80 ± 0.08 2.62 ± 0.13  2.60 ± 0.10 2.78 ± 0.06
P700 mmol (mol Chl)−1 1.68 ± 0.04 1.79 ± 0.05  1.55 ± 0.06 1.76
Functional PSII/PSI 1.67 ± 0.09 1.46 ± 0.11  1.68 ± 0.11 1.58



Abstract  Green sulfur bacteria grow phototroph-
ically using sulfur compounds such as sulfide, 
sulfur, or thiosulfate as electron donors. The com-
ponents of the thiosulfate oxidoreductase system, 
and the functions of each component are con-
troversial. The thiosulfate-dependent mammalian 
cytochrome c reducing activity of the cell extract 
from Chlorobaculum tepidum was resolved into 
four fractions (Fraction I, II, III and IV) by ammo-
nium sulfate fractionation, anion-exchange chro-
matography and cation-exchange chromatography. 
Fraction I is a heterodimer of SoxY and SoxZ, 
Fraction II SoxB, Fraction III is composed of SoxA 
and SoxX, and Fraction IV is SoxF2. For reduc-
tion of mammalian cytochrome c by thiosulfate, 
all of Fraction I-III is indispensable. The optical 

spectrum of dithionite-reduced SoxAX showed 
characteristic of cyt c with an α peak at 551 nm. 
SoxYZ and SoxB are colorless. SoxF2 is yellow 
and binds flavin. We have also purified a soluble 
cyt c-554 (about 10 kDa). Addition of SoxF2 and 
cyt c-554 to Fraction I-III enhanced the thiosulfate 
oxidation.

Keywords  Electron transfer, green sulfur bacte-
ria, inorganic sulfur, thiosulfate oxidation

Introduction

Green sulfur bacteria grow phototrophically using 
sulfur compounds such as sulfide, sulfur, or thio-
sulfate as electron donors. They are strict anaer-
obes and obligate phototrophs. In green sulfur 
bacteria, the thiosulfate oxidizing system had been 
most intensively studied with Chlorobium limicola 
f.  thiosulfatophilum: thiosulfate is oxidized by  color-
less thiosulfate-cytochrome (cyt) c oxidoreduct-
ase (Kusai  and Yamanaka 1973) and it donates 
 electrons to cyt c-551 complex, which in turn transfers 
 electrons to soluble small molecular weight cyt 
c-555. The flavocytochrome c which catalyzes 
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sulfide-dependent reduction of cyt c-555 can also 
reduce horse heart cyt c in in vitro. In Chlorobaculum 
 tepidum, soluble cyt c-554 (a counterpart of C. 
 limicola f. thiosulfatophilum cyt c-555) donates 
 electrons to cyt cZ bound to the photosynthetic 
reaction center (Itoh et al. 2002). There seems to 
be another pathway of inorganic sulfide metabo-
lism that by-pass cyt c-554 (Tsukatani et al. 2006).
Sulfide is also oxidized by membrane-bound sulfide 
quinone oxidoreductase (SQR), and the reduced 
quinone in the quinone pool reduces cyt b/c complex 
(Shahak et al. 1992).

The thiosulfate oxidation system is most intensively 
studied in the facultatively lithoautotrophic bacte-
rium Paracoccus pantotrophus, and the  oxidation is 
catalyzed by multiple proteins encoded by the sox gene 
cluster (Friedrich et al. 2001): all of SoxAX, SoxB, and 
SoxYZ have been shown to be essential for thiosulfate 
oxidation with cyt c as the electron acceptor. SoxYZ 
has been proposed to act as a scaffold for covalently 
binding sulfur compounds. SoxB contains two manga-
nese atoms, and proposed to catalyze hydrolysis of thi-
osulfate. The SoxAX protein covalently binds C heme. 
A complex reaction scheme of sequential oxidation of 
thiosulfate involving all the above factors is proposed, 
but many of the biochemical reaction steps remain to 
be established.

The sox gene cluster of C. limicola and 
C.  tepidum encodes ten periplasmic proteins which 
constitute the sulfur-oxidizing enzyme system. In 
C. tepidum, the sox genes constitute clusters that 
code for SoxF2, X, Y, Z, A, CT1020, B, and W 
and, apart about 1 Mb from these gene cluster, 
soxE and soxF1 (Verté et al. 2002). To under-
stand  biochemical reactions of thisulfate oxidation 
in green sulfur bacteria, we purified thiosulfate 
 oxidizing proteins from C. tepidum.

Materials and methods

Bacterial strains and growth conditions. 
Chlorobaculum tepidum strain TLS (ATCC49652) 
was photoautotrophically grown in Pf-7 medium 
(pH6.5) at 40 °C by illuminating with light from 
incandescent lumps at 30 µE m−2 s−1.

Purification of SoxYZ, SoxB, SoxAX and SoxF2. 
The cells harvested by centrifugation (8,000 × g) 
were washed twice with 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.8) 
containing 100 mM NaCl and 5 mM sodium ascor-
bate. The precipitated cells were resuspended in 
50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.8), 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM 
EDTA, 5 mM sodium ascorbate, 5 mM dithiothre-
ithol, 1 mM 6-amino-n-caproic acid, 1 mM phenyl-
methylsulfonyl fluoride and p-aminobenzamidine 
2HCl, and homogenized by sonication followed by 
disruption with a French pressure cell at 140 MPa. 
The suspension was centrifuged at 20,000 × g for 
20 min, and unbroken cells were removed as a pre-
cipitate. The supernatant was further centrifuged at 
160,000 × g, and the fraction of the resultant super-
natant precipitated between 40% and 80% ammo-
nium sulfate saturation was saved. Precipitated 
proteins were collected by centrifugation, and the 
pellet was resuspended in 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.8) 
and dialyzed against the same buffer. The dialyzed 
preparation was applied to a DEAE-Toyopearl 
650 M column (TOSOH) equilibrated with 20 mM 
Tris-HCl (pH 7.8). The thiosulfate-cyt c redyction 
activity was obtained in flow-though fractions 
unbound to the column. Proteins which were 
bound to the column were eluted with 0.3 M NaCl 
in the same buffer, yielding fractions containing 
SoxF2. The buffer of the flow-though  fraction was 
changed to 10 mM MES-NaOH buffer (pH 6.0) 
by ultrafiltration (YM-3, Millipore) and applied 
to a Hitrap SP column (GE Healthcare) equili-
brated with 10 mM MES-NaOH buffer (pH 6.0). 
The column was washed with a linear gradient of 
NaCl (0–300 mM), and the fractions that contain a 
thiosulfate-dependent cyt c reduction activity were 
saved. The combined solution was concentrated 
and washed with 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH8.7) by 
ultrafiltration (YM-3, Millipore), and applied to a 
Hitrap Q column (GE healthcare) equilibrated with 
the same buffer. Protein was eluted with a linear 
gradient of NaCl (0–300 mM) (Fig. 1). SoxYZ 
containing fraction was desalted by ultrafiltration 
(YM-3, Millipore) and applied to a MonoS column 
(GE Healthcare) equilibrated with 10 mM MES-
NaOH (pH 6.0). Proteins were eluted with a linear 
gradient of NaCl (0–300 mM) yielding purified 
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SoxYZ. SoxB containing fraction was desalted by 
ultrafiltration and applied to a MonoQ column (GE 
Healthcare) equilibrated with 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 
8.7). Proteins were eluted with a linear gradient of 
NaCl (0–300 mM) yielding purified SoxB. SoxAX 
containing fraction was applied to a MonoQ col-
umn (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with 10 mM 
Tris-HCl (pH8.7). Protein was eluted with a linear 
gradient of NaCl yielding purified SoxAX. For 
SoxF2 purification, the fraction eluted by 0.3 M 
NaCl from a DEAE-Toyopearl 650 M column, 
was dialyzed against 10 mM MES-NaOH (pH 6.0), 
and the dialyzed preparation was applied to a SP 
Sepharose FF column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated 
with 10 mM MES-NaOH (pH 6.0). After washing 
the column with 10 mM MES-NaOH (pH 6.0), 
protein fractions finally eluted by 400 mM NaCl 
in the same buffer were saved. The fractions were 
desalted by ultrafiltration (PM-30, Millipore) and 
applied to a Hitrap SP column (GE Healthcare) 
equilibrated with 10 mM MES-NaOH (pH 6.0). 
Proteins were eluted with a linear gradient of NaCl 
(0–300 mM), each fractions were assayed for facil-

itation of thiosulfate-dependent cyt c reduction, 
and active fractions were saved. The buffer of the 
active fractions was changed to 50 mM Tris-HCl 
(pH7.8) by ultrafiltration and applied to a Hitrap 
Q column equilibrated with 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 
7.8). Proteins were eluted with a linear gradient of 
NaCl (0–300 mM), yielding purified SoxF2.

Purification of cytochrome c-554. Cytochrome 
c-554 was purified to homogeneity from cell 
extracts as described previously (Itoh et al. 2002).

Enzyme assays. Thiosulfate-dependent cyto-
chrome c reduction assays were carried out at 25 °C 
in a volume of 0.1 ml reaction mixture. The reaction 
mixture contained 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.8), 20 µM 
cytochrome c-554 or horse heart cyt c, 2 mM sodium 
thiosulfate and 0.5 µM each of purified thiosulfate-
oxidizing factors (SoxYZ, SoxB, SoxAX) unless oth-
erwise stated. The time course of the cyt c reduction 
was monitored by spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, 
UV2500PC). Reduction rate of cytochrome c-554 
from C. tepidum and cyt c (horse heart, Wako) were 
calculated from ∆ε554 = 23.8 mM−1 cm−1 and ∆ε550 = 
20.0 mM−1 cm−1, respectively.

Results

The cell-free extract contained thiosulfate- dependent 
cytochrome c-554 reduction activity, which disap-
peared in any of the single fractions separated 
by Hitrap Q column chromatography. However, 
a mixture of all of the three fractions I, II, and 
III (Fig. 1) restored the activity. The factors in 
the above three fractions essential to thiosulfate 
 oxidation were purified to apparent homogeneity, 
yielding SoxYZ, SoxB and SoxAX (see below). 
In addition to these three factors, another factor 
(SoxF2) is not essential to, but facilitates thiosul-
fate-dependent cytochrome c-554 reduction was 
purified to homogeneity from the fraction bound 
to the DEAE column.

SoxYZ is a color-less heterodimer with masses 
of SoxY and SoxZ of 13 and 9 kDa, respectively, 
as estimated by SDS-PAGE. SoxB was a color-less 
monomer with a molecular mass of was 62 kDa. 
SoxAX binds a total of two heme c and proposed 

Fig. 1  Separation of thiosulfate-oxidizing factors by Hitrap 
Q column chromatography. Fractionation was performed 
using the FPLC system (GE-healthcare)
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to act as an electron acceptor to link the -S− adduct 
of thiosulfate to SoxY. The molecular mass of 
SoxF2 was 43 kDa. SoxF2 shows an absorption 
spectrum typical of a flavoprotein, with peaks at 
about 278, 359, 451 and 476 nm. As with SoxF of 
P. pantotrophus, CtSoxF2 was purified as a mono-
meric protein and does not bind heme c. From 
comparison of N-terminal amino acid sequence and 
the sequence deduced from the gene, it was found 
that all of the purified Sox proteins except for 
SoxZ had experienced N-terminus signal peptide 
cleavage indicating localization of these proteins 
in periplasm.

A combined system of purified SoxAX, SoxB 
and SoxYZ reconstituted thiosulfate dependent cyt 
c-554 reduction activity without participation of 
SoxF2. When SoxF2 was added the reconstituted 
system, the reduction rate was increased further. 
The stoichiometry of horse heart cyt c reduced 
was 2.1 ± 0.02 mole per mole of thiosulfate oxi-
dized. Addition of SoxF2 accelerated the rate, but 
did not affect the stoichiometry of cyt c reduction 
(2.1 ± 0.01 mole/mole) nor Km for thiosulfate. 
These results indicate that SoxF2 is not involved in 

 binding of thiosulfate, but accelerate some step(s) 
after initial thiosulfate oxidation takes place.
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Abstract  Cytochrome b559 is an intrinsic and 
essential component of the photosystem II reaction 
centre in all photosynthetic oxygen- evolving organ-
isms, but its function, although widely investigated, 
still remains unresolved. Most of the functional 
hypotheses propose that cytochrome b559 may 
participate in secondary electron transfer pathways 
protecting photosystem II against oxidative dam-
age. Mutational studies have not succeeded in 
demonstrating this redox function because most of 
the cytochrome b559 mutants obtained are impaired 
in the functional assembly of photosystem II holo-
complex. We have constructed a series of site-
directed mutants of cytochrome b559, each carrying 
a single amino acid substitution, in the thermophilic 
cyanobacterium Thermosynechococcus elongatus, 
in order to modify the redox potential of the heme 
without altering the assembly properties of photo-
system II. We have obtained 19 mutant strains of 

cytochrome b559. All the mutants grew photoau-
totrophically at a rate similar to that of the wild-type. 
Some of these mutants showed relevant differences 
in redox properties of cytochrome b559 compared 
to wild-type. The α-R18S mutant strain showed the 
most important effects on redox potential and pho-
tosystem II activity.

Keywords  Photosystem II, cytochrome b559, 
site-directed mutagenesis, Thermosynechococcus 
elongatus

Introduction

Cytochrome b559 (Cyt b559) is one of the essen-
tial components of the photosystem II (PSII) 
reaction centre. The recent resolution of the 3-D 
structure of PSII has clearly established that Cyt 
b559 is a heme-bridged protein heterodimer with 
two  subunits (α and β, encoded by psbE and psbF 
genes) of 9 and 4 kDa, respectively (Loll et al. 
2005). Cyt b559 exhibits different redox potential 
forms: a high-potential form (HP) with a midpoint 
redox potential (E’m) around +400 mV and a  low-
potential form (LP) with a E’m ranging from +200 
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to +20 mV (Roncel et al. 2001, 2003 and references 
therein). Despite the recent progress in understand-
ing the structure and function of PSII, the exact 
role of Cyt b559 in PSII is still not clear. It has been 
proposed that Cyt b559 participates in secondary 
electron transfer pathways protecting PSII against 
oxidative damage (Stewart and Brudvig 1998) or as 
a plastoquinol oxidase keeping the plastoquinone 
pool oxidized in the dark (Bondarava et al. 2003).

Previous mutational studies have not succeeded 
in demonstrating the function of Cyt b559 in 
PSII. Deletion mutants of the α-subunit of Cyt 
b559 (Morais et al. 1998) and both α-subunit and 
β-subunits (Pakrasi et al. 1989) are impaired in 
the functional assembly of PSII holocomplex. In 
addition, different site-directed mutagenesis stud-
ies performed by substituting the His heme axial 
ligands by other residues have showed that only the 
His22Lys mutant of Cyt b559 α subunit grew pho-
toautotrophically, and was able to accumulate stable 
PSII reaction centres (Pakrasi et al. 1991; Morais 
et al. 2001; Hung et al. 2007). We have constructed 
a series of site-directed mutants of Cyt b559, each 
having substitutions at single amino acid different 
to the His heme axial ligand, in the thermophilic 
cyanobacterium Thermosynechococcus (T.) elon-
gatus, in order to modify the redox potential of the 
heme without altering the assembly properties of 
PSII. The redox and phenotypic characterization of 
the α-R18S mutant are presented and discussed.

Materials and methods

Strains and standard culture conditions. Cells of 
the T. elongatus strain transformed with a histidine 
tag on the CP43 protein of PSII (His-CP43 strain, 
WT’) (Guerrero and D. Kirilovsky, 2006) and the 
Cyt b559 mutants were grown as described in 
Kirilovsky et al. 2004. The Cyt b559 mutant cells 
were grown in the presence of spectinomycin (Sp) 
(25 µg ml−1)/streptomycin (Sm) (10 µg ml−1) and 
the WT’ strain in the presence of chloramphenicol 
(4 µg ml−1).

PSII core complexes preparation. PS II core com-
plexes were prepared as described by Kirilovsky 

et al. 2004. PSII preparations used in this work had 
an oxygen evolution activity of 3,000–4,000 µmol 
O2 mg (Chl)−1h−1.

Redox potential measurements. E’m values of 
Cyt b559 were determined by reductive potentio-
metric redox titrations of samples contained PSII 
core complexes (30–50 µg Chl mL−1) in 40 mM 
Mes pH 6.5 and a set of suitable redox mediators 
as described in Roncel et al. 2003.

Results and discussion

Construction of site-directed mutants

To generate the site-directed mutants of T. elongatus, 
the genome region containing the psbEFLJ gene 
operon (coding for the α and β subunits of the Cyt 

Fig. 1 (A) Mutant construction. Gene arrangement of the 
psbEFLJ operon and flanking regions. The Sp/Sm resist-
ance cassette was inserted in the NruI site of the tlr1540 
gene. The primers used in PCR amplification of T. elonga-
tus DNA are indicated. (B) Position of the mutations in the 
heme pocket of the Cyt b559
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b559 and the PSII subunits PsbL and PsbJ) and the 
3¢ terminal part of the tlr1540 gene (coding for a 
ser/thr kinase) was amplified by PCR (Fig. 1) using 
as primers two oligonucleotides containing artifi-
cial BssHII restriction sites. The amplified region 
was cloned into the plasmid pBC-SK+ at the BssHII 
restriction site. The tlr1540 gene was then inter-
rupted by insertion of a Sp/Sm resistance cassette 
at the unique NruI restriction site (pcyt1 plasmid).

Plasmids carrying the site directed mutations 
of the Cyt b559 were constructed using the plas-
mid pcyt1 and the Quick Change XL site-directed 
mutagenesis kit. The plasmids thus obtained 
were introduced into His-CP43 T. elongatus cells 
(Guerrero and D. Kirilovsky, 2006) by electro-
poration according to Kirilovsky et al. 2004. The 
wild-type’’ strain (WT’’) was obtained by identical 
procedure, except that the transforming plasmid 
carried no mutation.

The construction allowed us to perform mutant 
selection by growing cells in the presence of Sp/
Sm. Complete segregation and homoplasmicity of 
the mutants was verified by PCR analysis using 
the Cyt b559α’ and psbJ+76rev primers. Since 
the double recombination could occur between 
the antibiotic cassette and the point mutations, 
not all the Sp/Sm resistant mutants contained the 
site-directed mutations. To test for the presence of 
the different mutations the amplified fragment was 
digested with different restriction enzymes (data 
not shown). Each mutation is accompanied by a 
silent change which modifies the action of a restric-
tion enzyme. Sequencing of the PCR amplified 
fragment confirmed the presence of the mutation.

Cultures growing photoautotrophycally of 19 
mutant strains (R8I, R8L, I14A, I14S, R18S, 
W20L, W20Y, I27A, I27T and F31Y of Cyt 
b559 α subunit and W20I, W20F, W20T, V21T, 
V28S, V28T, I31A, I31G and F32Y of Cyt b559 
β-subunit) have been obtained.

Redox properties of Cyt b559 
in T. elongatus mutants

Two different redox potential forms of Cyt b559 
were found in PS II preparations from T. elongatus 

(WT’’) with E’m of +390 mV in about 85% of the 
centres, and +225 mV in the other 15% (Fig. 2 and 
Roncel et al. 2003). In all mutants studied (α-R18S, 
α-I14A, α-I14S, α-I27A, α-I27T, β-V28T and 
β-F32Y) the percentage of PSII centres present-
ing the HP form was significantly decreased (data 
not shown). Figure 2 shows the reductive redox 
titration of Cyt b559 in the α-R18S mutant strain. 
In this mutant only 20% of the PSII centres pre-
sented the HP form of Cyt b559. The IP form could 
not be fitted to an n = 1 Nerst equation curve. These 
results seem to indicate that the mutation R18S in 
Cyt b559 α-subunit produces an important altera-
tion in the heme pocket which could be responsible 
for the destabilization of the HP form and for the 
difficulty to measure the E’m of IP form.

The phenotypic characterization of the α-R18S 
mutant was carried out by thermoluminescence 
(TL) and fluorescence measurements. The intensity 
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of the TL-B band after two flashes was signifi-
cantly smaller in the mutant than in WT’’ cells. 
The TL emission intensity of this band as a func-
tion of the flash number, that normally oscillates 
with a periodicity of four, showed the highest peak 
after two flashes in WT’’, whereas in the α-R18S 
mutant the maximum occurred after the third flash 
(data not shown). These results seem to indicate a 
decreased amount of active PSII complexes in the 
mutant and also some alterations in the So/S1 states 
ratio and/or the redox state of PQ pool in the dark. 
Exposure of the WT’’ and α-R18S cells to strong 
illumination in the presence of the protein synthe-
sis inhibitor lincomycin resulted in a faster decline 
of fluorescence (% Fmax) for the mutant, indicating 
higher sensitivity to light (data not shown).
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Abstract  Even the most conservative estimates 
predict that by the year 2050 the world’s energy 
requirements will more than double. This increase, 
corroborated with the limited amount of conven-
tional energy sources and the severe environmental 
issues raised by their use point toward the imme-
diate necessity to develop new, efficient, envi-
ronmentally clean energy solutions. Solar energy 
represents a continuous and maintenance free 
power source to be harnessed for the production of 
clean fuels. Development of efficient biohydrogen 
production in a process driven by solar energy in 
natural or biomimetic systems represents a major 
challenge for the human civilization.

Keywords  hoxY, bidirectional hydrogenase, bio-
hydrogen, Synechocystis, Anabaena

Cyanobacteria, can, under particular growth conditions 
evolve variable amounts of hydrogen. The hydrogen 
is produced by the activity of two enzymes: nitro-
genases and hydrogenases. In many cyanobacterial 
species, a bidirectional hydrogenase is present. 

The physiological role, its cellular localization and 
regulation are still unclear but under appropriate 
cellular conditions it has the ability to produce 
dihydrogen from two protons and two electrons.

We present the results of a comprehensive 
study aimed at investigating the effect of argon-
induced microaerobic conditions on the expression 
of hoxY gene, which encode the small subunit of 
the bidirectional hyrogenases. We have investi-
gated this effect on the nitrogen fixing Anabaena 
sp. PCC 7120 as well as the non nitrogen fixer 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. A sharp initial induc-
tion of the gene was recorded in Anabaena with the 
expression then leveling to a constant amount. The 
initial burst of transcripts is light dependent but not 
the sustainer level of induction. Synechocystis did 
not show a similar pattern of induction but a rela-
tive high level of basic expression was detected in 
this cyanobacterium.

Introduction

Even the most conservative estimates predict that 
by the year 2050 the world’s energy requirements 
will more than double. Solar energy represents a 
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continuous and maintenance free power source 
to be harnessed for the production of clean fuels. 
Cyanobacteria, can, under particular growth con-
ditions evolve variable amounts of hydrogen. 
The hydrogen is produced by the activity of two 
enzymes: nitrogenases and hydrogenases.

Bidirectional hydrogenase (BH) is present in 
most nitrogen fixing and non- nitrogen fixing 
cyanobacterial species. Species that have or miss 
BH do not seem to have anything in common 
(Tamagnini et al. 2002).

The physiological role of the enzyme is still a 
matter of debate with three main hypotheses pre-
sented: (i) BH plays a role in the release of excess 
of reducing power in anaerobic environments 
(Kentemich et al. 1991; Schmitz et al. 1995). (ii) 
BH acts as a valve for low-potential electrons pro-
duced in the light reaction of photosynthesis (Appel 
et al. 2000; Tamagnini et al. 2002; Gutthann et al. 
2007). (iii) BH could represent the missing activity 
subunits of the NDH1 complex in cyanobacteria 
(Appel and Schulz 1996; Tamagnini et al. 2002). 
Enzymatic activity and hydrogen production under 
various conditions are relatively well documented 
but very little is known about the dynamic of the 
hydrogenase transcripts under changing environ-
mental conditions.

Materials and methods

Strains, growth and treatment conditions. Anabaena 
sp. PCC7120 and Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 
were grown in BG-11 medium, autotrophically 
at 30 °C and 45 µE m−2 s−2 of fluorescent white 
light. The cells were bubbled with air or 100% Ar 
and 100% H2 respectively, when necessary. Ar 
induced micro-aerobic conditions were achieved 
soon after the onset of the treatment. 20 µM 3-(3′, 
4′-dichlorphenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea (DCMU) was 
used to block the QA to QB electron transfer. The 
dilution factor for DCMU was 1000 and in paral-
lel a sample with the same volume of ethanol was 
used as control. 200 µg/ml lincomycin was used to 
block translation.

Gene expression. RNA-isolation was performed 
using a TRIZOL based protocol. Two units of 
Ambion Turbo DN-ase treatment was applied in 
order to remove the traces of residual genomic DNA. 
First-strand cDNA synthesis was performed using 
BioRad’s iScript kit from 1 µg RNA for each tem-
plate. Expression of the hoxY gene encoding the small 
subunit of bidirectional hydrogenase was probed by 
RT-Q-RT-PCR using a pair of specific primers. The 
efficiency of each PCR reaction was estimated using 
LineReg Software. The relative expression changes 
were calculated using eff∆CT parameter.

Flash fluorescence measurements. Flash-induced 
and the subsequent decay of fluorescence was meas-
ured with a double-modulation fluorometer (PSI 
Instruments, Brno, CZ) as previously described in 
Sicora et al. 2006.

Results

We have investigated the expression of hoxY gene 
in Anabaena 7120 and Synechocystis 6803 during 
the transition from aerobic growth to Ar-induced 
microaerobic conditions.

In Anabaena 7120 a sharp induction was detected 
during the first minutes of microaerobic exposure 
in growth light conditions. When Ar was applied 
in darkness the expression rose to a relative steady 
state level in about 3 h. Synechocystis 6803 did 
not show any significant change in expression of 
hoxY gene during 3 h of exposure to microaerobic 
conditions in growth light or darkness. However a 
relatively high level of constitutive expression was 
observed in this case (data not shown) (Fig. 1).

Both the electron transport blocker, DCMU and 
the translation inhibitor, lincomycin, were able to 
quench the initial burst of hoxY transcript but did 
not seem to have an effect on the long-term induction 
(Fig. 2).

BH has a low Km for hydrogen that suggesting 
molecular hydrogen as a preferred substrate. We 
have also checked the effect H2 has on the expres-
sion of hoxY by bubbling 100% H2 for 1 h directly 
into the cultures of both Synechocystis 6803 and 
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Anabaena 7120. The hydrogen treatment was fol-
lowed by a subsequent 2 h recovery period when 
air bubbling was restored. On both species the 
hydrogen had a stimulating effect on the expres-
sion of the gene (data not shown). This effect was 
much more pronounced in Anabaena 7120 than 
Synechocystis 6803. After return to air bubbling for 
2 h the transcript level decreased in both species.

Discussion

Bidirectional hydrogenase could play an important 
role in our strategies for development of reliable 
new energy sources. The understanding of the 
regulation and the dynamic response of the gene 
expression to various physiological conditions is 
key for future improvement of hydrogen production. 

Fig. 1 Effect of microaerobic conditions on the expression of hoxY gene on Anabaena 7120 and Synechocystis 6803 in dark 
(blue) and growth light (red)

Fig. 2 Effect of Ar-induced microaerobic conditions on the expression of hoxY gene on Anabaena 7120 cells (red), 
Anabaena 7120 cells + 20 µM DCMU (blue) and Anabaena 7120 cells +200 µg/ml limcomycin (green)
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We present here data documenting the transcriptional 
regulation of one of the important genes under 
standard growth and microaerobic conditions in 
two representative cyanobacterial species.

There is a clear difference between the two 
species on the regulation of hoxY expression after 
the onset of Ar-induced microaerobiosis. As com-
pared to Anabaena 7120, Synechocystis 6803 does 
not show an increase in transcript level (Fig. 1) 
and the previously documented (Appel et al. 2000; 
Cournac et al. 2002) hydrogenase activity increase 
must be based on the relatively high level of con-
stitutive transcription.

Light plays an important role on the increase 
of hoxY expression in Anabaena 7120 shown as a 
sharp increase in transcript immediately after the 
onset of microaerobic conditions. However the 
light is not a prerequisite for transcript induction 
as the transcript level of the gene steadily increases 
even in the absence of light and levels out in about 
60–80 min. This burst of transcription recedes in 
about 60 min to the level on the gene induction in 
the dark (Figs. 1 and 2).

The sharp induction of hoxY transcription in the 
presence of light is dependent in different extents 
on functional photosynthetic electron transport 
as well as “de novo” protein synthesis. However, 
none of these factors totally quench the transcript 
induction, that still reaches “dark induction” level 
in about 60 min (Fig. 2).

Even if Synechocystis 6803 hoxY does not change 
its expression during Ar-induced microaerobic 
conditions the gene responds to its substrate by 
increasing expression in the presence of molecular 
hydrogen (data not shown).
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15N Photo-CIDNP MAS NMR on RCs of Rhodobacter 
sphaeroides WT and R26
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Abstract  RCs of Rhodobacter sphaeroides 
wildtype (WT) and the carotenoid-less mutant R26 
have been investigated by 15N photo-CIDNP MAS 
NMR. In both cases, the dimeric structure of the 
special pair in the radical cation state and the involve-
ment of the bacteriopheophytin in the radical anion 
state are evident. 15N photo–CIDNP MAS NMR 
appears to be a straightforward method for functional 
screening of magnetic intermediates in RCs.

Keywords  Solid-state NMR, photo-CIDNP, 
Rhodobacter sphaeroides, electron transfer

Introduction

Photochemically induced dynamic nuclear polari-
zation (photo-CIDNP) is a light-induced effect 
in photosynthetic RCs, which has been shown to 
occur in presence of high magnetic fields resulting 
in strong modification of NMR signal intensi-
ties (Daviso et al. 2008). The initial radical pair 

is completely in the singlet state and therefore 
highly electron polarized. During the lifetime of 
the radical pair, hyperfine (hf) interaction drives 
intersystem crossing (ICS) to the triplet radical 
pair. Concomitantly to this process of electron-
spin ICS, electron polarization is transferred to 
nuclei by the three-spin mixing (TSM). In the 
differential decay (DD) mechanism, a net photo-
CIDNP effect is caused if spin-correlated radical 
pairs have different lifetimes in their singlet and 
triplet states. Both mechanisms are sufficient to 
explain the solid-state photo-CIDNP effect in RCs 
of Rhodobacter (Rb.) sphaeroides WT (Prakash 
et al. 2005a). In RCs having a long lifetime of the 
donor triplet, as in RCs of Rb. sphaeroides R26, 
the differential relaxation (DR) mechanism occurs 
since nuclear spin relaxation is significant on the 
triplet branch causing incomplete cancellation of 
nuclear polarization of two branches (Prakash et al. 
2006). The chemical shift provides information on 
the electronic structure in the ground state, while 
the intensity of the photo-CIDNP signals is linked 
to the electron spin densities on particular nuclei 
in the radical pair state. Hence, photo-CIDNP 
magic-angle spinning (MAS) NMR provides a 
tool to photosynthetic research, allowing for a 
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straightforward characterization of the photo- and 
spin-chemical machinery.

The solid-state photo-CIDNP effect has first 
been observed by 15N MAS NMR in purple 
non-sulphur bacterial RCs from Rb. sphaeroides 
WT under continuous illumination (Zysmilich 
and McDermott 1994) and repeated by us at 
higher MAS frequency (Prakash et al. 2005b). 
In the spectrum, light-induced emissive signals 
appeared and were assigned to the special pair 
and the bacteriopheophytin acceptor. Later, the 
effect was observed in plant photosystems I and 
II (Diller et al. 2007). The effect also has been 
demonstrated for 13C on RCs of Rb. sphaeroides 
WT and R26 (Prakash et al. 2005a, 2006), of 
green sulphur bacterium Chlorobium tepidum 
(Roy et al. 2007) as well as in plant photosys-
tems I and II (Matysik et al. 2000; Alia et al. 
2004; Diller et al. 2005). Trials to observe a 
solid-state photo-CIDNP effect with protons 
failed. The advantage of 13C photo-CIDNP NMR 
data is that it provides a detailed view on the 
electronic structure, however, due to the high 
amount of signals, the interpretation may be dif-
ficult and require selective labeling (Matysik et al. 
2000; Schulten et al. 2002; Alia et al. 2004; 
Diller et al. 2005; Prakash et al. 2007). On the 
other hand, one-dimensional 15N photo-CIDNP 
MAS NMR spectra are relatively straightforward 
to interpret having less overlap of the signals, 
and furthermore, 15N labeling is mostly rather 
simple. Here we present 15N photo-CIDNP MAS 
NMR spectra of uniformly 15N labeled RCs of 
Rb. sphaeroides WT.

Materials and methods

Rb. sphaeroides WT was grown under anaero-
bic conditions in medium containing 95% 15N 
labeled NH4Cl from VEB Berlin Chemie (Berlin-
Adlershof, Germany). The extent of 15N incor-
poration has been determined by GC-MS to be 
∼60%. The RCs were isolated by the procedure of 
Okamura et al. (1978). Quinone-depletion in the 
WT RC is reported by S. Prakash et al. (2005c). 

For quinone-reduction in R26 RC, 5 µL 0.05M 
sodium dithionite has been added to 100 µL sample 
volume.

MAS NMR measurements are described in 
Daviso et al. 2008. Chemical shifts are given rela-
tive to 15NH3, using the response of solid 15NH4NO3 
at δ = 23.5 ppm as a reference.

Results and discussion

Figure 1A shows the spectrum of uniformly 15N 
isotope labeled R26 RC in the dark at 4.7 T. The 
strongest signal appears from the amide nitrogens 
of the protein backbone at about 120 ppm. Between 
110 and 60 ppm, weak features appear caused by 
nitrogen-containing amino acids. The spectrum of 
WT RC is essentially identical (data not shown). 
Under illumination with continuous white light, 
several strong emissive (negative) signals appear for 
both Rb. sphaeroides WT and R26 (Figs. 1B and C).

In both species, a total of eight light-induced 
signals is observed from BChl, which can be divided 
into two sets of different intensity. The more intense 
set of BChl signals appears at 260 (N-IV), 255 
(N-II), 197 (N-III) and 187 ppm (N-I). The second 
set occurs at 258 (N-IV), 253 (N-II), 192 (N-III) and 
190 ppm (N-I). Most reasonable is an assignment 
of both sets to the two BChl molecules forming 

Fig. 1 15N MAS NMR spectra of bacterial RC of Rb. 
sphaeroides R26 in the dark (A) and under illumination (C). 
15N MAS NMR spectra of bacterial RC of Rb. sphaeroides 
WT under illumination (B). Experiments are performed at 
223 K with MAS frequency of ωr/2π = 8 kHz at 4.7 T
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the special pair. The intensity ratio between both 
sets of photo-CIDNP signals assigned to BChls is 
between 1:4 and 1:10. The ratio of electron-spin 
densities between the both halves of the special pair, 
DL and DM, has been determined by 1H ENDOR 
to be 2:1 (Lendzian et al. 1993) and by 13C photo-
CIDNP MAS NMR to be 3:2 (Prakash et al. 2005b). 
Therefore, we assign tentatively the set with stronger 
intensity to the special pair BChl-DL which carries 
higher electron spin density. In 13C photo-CIDNP, 
the accessory BChl cofactors has been observed to 
contribute weakly (Schulten et al. 2002; Prakash 
et al. 2007). We cannot rule out entirely that signals 
of an accessory are resonating exactly at a frequency 
of one of the BChls of the special pair, however, 
that is unlikely since these signals are slightly 
shifted in 13C photo-CIDNP MAS NMR experi-
ments. The strong signal at 298 (N-II, N-IV) can be 
conveniently assigned to BPhe, the primary electron 
acceptor. Also the other signals are at frequencies 
that are characteristic for BPhe molecules. Hence, 
the data provide clear evidence that the radical 
pair is spread of three cofactors. Two of these 
cofactors can be assigned straightforwardly to the 
special pair donor, having different electronic 
structures in the electronic ground state. Obviously, 
due to its direct interpretations, 15N photo-CIDNP 
MAS NMR is an ideal method for fast and simple 
characterization of electronic structures of unknown 
RCs at the molecular level. Complementary 13C 
photo-CIDNP MAS NMR data allow detailed analysis 
at the atomic level.

A comparison of chemical shift data between Fig. 
1B and C reveals that both RCs have identical elec-
tronic structures in the electronic ground state. On 
the other hand, as indicated by differences in signal 
intensities, there are significant differences in the 
electronic structure or lifetime of magnetic interme-
diates. In WT, the strongest signal is the resonance 
at 298 ppm assigned to N-II and N-IV of the BPheo 
acceptor, while in R26 the strongest signals are due to 
the special pair donor. Since the difference between 
the two samples is the additional occurrence of the 
DR mechanism in R26 (Prakash et al. 2006), which 
occurs selectively at the donor side, this difference is 
interpreted in terms of enhanced emission of the spe-

cial pair signals. This would imply that the DR causes 
emissive signal intensity in 15N photo-CIDNP MAS 
NMR, while it has been shown to lead to enhanced 
absorption in 13C photo-CIDNP MAS NMR.

Figure 2 shows the magnetic field dependence 
of photo-CIDNP for Rb. sphaeroides R26, obtained 
at fields of 9.4 T (A) and 4.7 T (B). At both fields, 
all light-induced signals show negative sign. This 
can be interpreted in terms of a predominance of 
the TSM over the DD mechanism (Prakash et al. 
2005b). At 4.7 T, both the donor signals between 
260 and 180 ppm and the acceptor signal at 295 ppm 
show enhanced emissive signals. This suggests that 
lower fields favor the TSM more than the DD, while 
the contribution of the DR mechanism remains 
unchanged. The two spectra show same resonances 
between 180 and 300 ppm. The relative intensities 
of the donor signals appear to be identical. At 4.7 T, 
despite of the increase of intensity of the acceptor 
signal at 295 ppm, the resonances at 129 ppm (N-I) 
and 137 (N-III), which are present at 9.4 T, are hardly 
to detect. The reason for this change in intensity ratio 
between acceptor signals is not yet understood.
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Fig. 2 15N MAS NMR spectra of bacterial RC of Rb. 
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Abstract  The thermodynamics of the thermal 
stability of the reaction centre (RC) of Rhodobacter 
sphaeroides isolated in detergent micelles and 
reconstituted into liposomes has been investigated. 
The temperature dependence of circular dichroism 
(CD) spectra was monitored in the visible region to 
investigate the thermal stability of the RC co-factors. 
The isolated RC in detergent micelles shows two 
melting transitions at 10 °C and 45 °C. For these two 
transitions the melting entropies (∆Hm) are 210 kJ 
mol−1 and 320 kJ mol−1 and specific heat capacities 
(∆Cp) are 0.68 kJ K−1 mol−1 and 0.5 kJ K−1 mol−1. 
In reconstituted reaction centres only one melting 
transition was observed in the case of centre at 
83 °C. Moreover, we observed a lower ∆Hm (140 kJ 
mol−1) and a substantial increase of ∆Cp (2.2 kJ K−1 
mol−1) in the liposome reconstituted RC.

Keywords  Reaction centres, thermostability, 
thermodynamics, circular dichroism

Introduction

The reaction centre (RC) of Rhodobacter sphaeroides 
is one of the most intensively characterised photo-
synthetic complexes. Its crystallographic structural 
model has been known for over 2 decades and has 
been solved to nearly atomic resolution (Michel 
et al. 1986). Therefore the RC of R. sphaeroides is a 
paradigm of multi-cofactor binding membrane pro-
teins. It is made up of three protein subunits, called 
L, M, and H. The L and M subunits heterodimer 
binds all redox active co-factors active involved in 
light-induced electron transfer reactions. Following 
primary charge separation, which is initiated at the 
level of the primary donor (P870), the electrons are 
transferred to a monomeric bacteriochlorophyll a 
(BChl a), to a bacteriopheophytin a and the sequen-
tially to the ubiquinones QA and QB. Improvement 
in structural and biochemical characterisation have 
shown that lipids are also non-covalently bound 
to the RC. In particularly the binding pocket of a 
cardiolipin has been identified (Jones et al. 2002). 
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It has been suggested that the binding of cardiolipin 
influences the catalytic (Fyfe et al. 2004) and the 
thermal stability to this complex.

The thermal stability of globular soluble proteins 
has been investigated extensively, and the thermo-
dynamic parameters which control the folding and 
temperature induced unfolding of these proteins 
have been discussed in details (Privalov 1989). 
However, the investigation of thermal stability 
of membrane proteins, and particularly of multi-
subunit, multi-cofactor binding complexes, is not 
fully understood yet. In particular, the interactions of 
proteins with lipid can be separated into two classes; 
the generic interaction with the membrane bilayer 
and the interaction with specifically bound lipid, 
such as cardiolipin in the RC of R. sphaeroides.

Studies relating to the thermal denaturation 
of the RC of R. sphaeroides have been already 
performed either by monitoring the temperature-
induced modification of the absorption spectra of 
the cofactors (Hughes et al. 2006) or by micro-
calorimetry (Fyfe et al. 2004). However, the effect 
of the lipid environment on the thermal stability of 
the complex was not systematically investigated in 
these previous studies. Here, we have compared the 
thermal stability of RC either embedded micelles 
of lauryldimethylamine (LDAO), the detergent 
used in the purification of the complex, or recon-
stituted in 1-palmitoyl 2-oleyl-sn-phosphotidyl-
choline (POCP) liposomes, by monitoring the CD 
spectra of the cofactors.

The results indicate that the lipid surrounding 
greatly enhances the stability the complex. The effect 
can be explained by a large increase in the difference 
in ∆Cp between the native and denaturated state of the 
complex, after its insertion into liposomes.

Materials and methods

RC were purified (McAuley-Hecht et al. 1998) and 
reconstituted into POCP liposomes as previously 
described (Hughes et al. 2006). CD spectra were 
collected on a Chirascan spectrometer, at a scan 
speed of 1.5 s per nm and a resolution of 1 nm. The 
measurements were performed in samples diluted 

to an optical density of 0.2 cm−1 at 802 nm in a 
5 mM Tris/HCl (pH 8) buffer. The samples were 
left to equilibrate for 3 min at each temperature 
before the spectra were collected. The temperature 
was controlled by a Peltier element, using an external 
water bath as a reference. The data were fitted, at 
discrete wavelength of observations, using the fol-
lowing equation, which describe the temperature 
dependence of the circular dichroism (CD) in the 
frame of a simple two-stage denaturation thermo-
dynamic model:
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where ∆el,n and ∆el,d, are the molar ellipticity of 
the native and denaturated complex respectively, 
and Keq is the equilibrium constant.

The temperature dependence of the free energy, 
which appears at the nominator of the exponential 
index in the definition of Keq is described by the 
Gibbs-Helmholtz equation:
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where ∆Hm is the melting enthalpy, ∆Cp is the dif-
ference heat capacity between the denaturated and 
the native form of the RC and Tm is the melting 
temperature.

Results

The CD spectrum of the RC of R. sphaeroides in 
the region between 300 and 550 nm shows two main 
features; a derivative shaped peak with a maximum 
of 371 nm and a minimum of 352 nm and a broad 
band between 425 and 525 nm (Fig. 1).

The broad band can be assigned to the sphaeroi-
dene on the basis of its absorbance peak, while the 
other peaks arise from excitonic interaction amongst 
BChl a and Bpheo a chromophores. The same CD 
spectrum is recorded for RC embedded in LDAO 
micelles and reconstituted in POCP liposomes.

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of 
the CD spectrum in the 5–70 °C interval, for the 
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case of RC in LDAO micelles (Fig. 1) and in the 
5–120 °C interval for RC in POCP liposomes (Fig. 2).

With increasing temperature the intensity of CD 
arising from both BChl a interactions and sphaer-
oidene decreases. The temperature dependences of 
the CD signal at discrete wavelengths characteristic 
of each chromophore moiety, 317 nm for BChl a 
and 513 nm for sphaeroidene, are shown in Fig. 
1 and Fig. 2 for the case of RC in micelles and in 
liposomes respectively. The fit of the temperature 
dependence of the CD intensities using the Gibbs-
Helmholtz relationship yields Tm, ∆Hm and ∆Cp of 
the thermal denaturation process (Table 1).

The thermal denaturation of RC in LDAO 
micelles monitored at 371 nm (BChl a) shows a 
single melting temperature at 48 °C. The same 
transition is observed at several observation wave-
lengths (not shown). However, when the sphaeroidene 
CD signal is monitored a second transitions 

occurring at 10 °C is observed together with the 
48 °C transition (Fig. 1).

The thermal denaturation of the RC reconstituted 
in liposomes shows a single thermal denaturation 
transition characterized by a melting tempera-
ture of 82 °C irrespectively of the wavelength of 
observation (Fig. 2). The thermodynamic analysis 
indicates that the increased melting temperature is 
correlated with a four times larger value of the ∆Cp 
between the denaturated and the native state of the 
complex in liposome reconstituted RC, compared 
to complexes in detergent micelles.

Discussion

We have conducted a comparative investigation 
of thermal stability of the RC of R. sphaeroides 
embedded in LDAO micelles and POCP liposomes. 

Fig. 1 (A) Temperature dependence of CD spectrum of the RC of R. sphaeroides in LDAO micelles (range: 4–90 °C). The 
arrows indicate the two wavelengths (513 nm (B) and 371 nm (C) ) for which the CD signal intensity have been plotted as a 
function of temperature in the panel B and C on the right hand site of the figure. The lines are the best fits according to the 
thermodynamic model described in the material and methods
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POCP liposomes form a bilayer and hence can be 
considered a membrane mimicking environment. 
We demonstrated, in accordance with previous 
studies, that the reconstitution of RC into POCP 
liposomes does not alter the CD spectral features. 
Hence, the reconstitution of RC into POCP 

liposomes has no major effect on structure and 
the binding of the cofactor in the complex.

The analysis of temperature pre-equilibrated 
samples show two striking differences between the 
RC embedded in micelles and reconstituted into 
liposomes:

1. In LDAO micelles, two melting transitions 
could be observed when monitoring sphaeroi-
dene CD.

2. The melting temperatures are up-shifted by 
33 °C when RC are reconstituted into liposomes.

The low temperature transition might be explained 
by a perturbation of the sphaeroidene binding 
pocket in a population of RC, perhaps due to the 
isolation procedure. This fraction of centres can 
be estimated as about 10–15% of the total, based 
on the amplitude of melting transitions monitored 
between 510 and 530 nm. Thus, in the case of the 
carotenoid we are dealing with a local stabilization 

Fig. 2 (A) Temperature dependence of CD spectrum of the RC of R. sphaeroides reconstituted into POCP liposomes (range: 
4–120 °C). Panels B and C as in the legend of Fig. 1

Table 1 The thermodynamic parameters derived from the 
fitting of the thermal denaturation of the RC of R. sphaeroides. 
∆GRT is the Gibbs free energy at room temperature (290 K)

 371 nm  513 nm  371 nm  513 nm
 (micelles) (micelles) (liposomes) (liposomes)

TM K 321 284 and 320 353 353
∆H kJ  301 211 and 313 148 144
 mol−1

∆GRT kcal  18.2 −12.4 and 16 10.8 11.3
 mol−1

∆Cp kJ  0.45 0.56 2.6 2.2
 mol−1

 K−1
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of the carotenoid binding site conferred by the lipid 
bilayer.

The principal denaturation transition, monitored 
by the CD of chromophores, is characterized by a 
melting point of 48 °C. The CD signal which arises 
from excitonic interaction between the BChls 
bound to the RC has an inverse third power inter-
chromophore distance dependence. Thus, even 
very small changes in inter-pigment distances lead 
to large quenching of the visible CD. The most 
straightforward interpretation of the temperature 
induced loss of CD is that the protein-protein 
interaction between the subunits which bind the 
co-factors are weakened leading to a looser asso-
ciation of the complex. Therefore, the increase of 
30 °C of the principal melting transition is inter-
preted as a global stabilization of RC subunits 
interaction conferred by the lipid environment.

The estimated values of the thermodynamic 
parameters ∆Hm and ∆Cp are very similar for the 
two wavelengths at all the investigated wavelengths, 
indicating a homogeneous effect of the temperature 
over the entire CD spectrum. Compared with RC 
in detergent micelles the most striking difference 
in the thermodynamic parameters is the reduction 
of ∆Hm, which is almost halved (∼150 kJ mol−1 
vs. ∼300 kJ mol−1), and a large increase in ∆Cp 
between the denaturated and the native form of the 
protein, which increases four folds (∼2 kJ mol−1 
K−1 vs. ∼0.5 kJ mol−1 K−1).

An interesting observation is that the value 
of ∆G at 298 K is larger in the case of RC in 

micelles compared with those reconstituted into 
liposomes. However, the difference in the fraction 
of native and denaturated complexes is very small 
at this temperature, irrespectively of the ∆G value. 
Nevertheless, when the fraction of denaturated RC 
is considered over the entire temperature range, it 
is clear that reconstitution into liposomes confers a 
general increase in stability.
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Time-Resolved Delayed Chlorophyll Fluorescence to Study 
the Influence of Bicarbonate on a Green Algae Mutant 
Photosystem II

Joachim Buchta1, Tatiana Shutova2, Göran Samuelsson2, and Holger Dau1

Abstract  Investigations on photosystem II (PSII) 
electron transfer processes by observing transient 
absorption changes are challenging. They require 
high PSII concentrations, extended averaging and 
are negatively affected by the strong light scattering 
of various sample types. Avoiding these prob-
lems, the analysis of the time-resolved delayed 
fluorescence (DF) measurements has become an 
important tool to study quantitatively light-induced 
electron transfer as well as associated processes 
(e.g. proton movements) at the donor side of PSII.

Inter alia this method can provide insights in the 
functionally important inner-protein proton move-
ments, which are hardly detectable by conventional 
spectroscopic approaches. The delayed emission 
of chlorophyll fluorescence was measured on both 
wild type and mutant of green algae PSII membrane 
particles in the time domain from 10 µs to 60 ms 
after each flash of a train of nanosecond laser 
pulses. The influence of the PSII-associated car-
bonic anhydrase (CA) on the donor side reactions 

was studied for a Chlamydomonas reinhardtii wild 
type and CA-free mutant.

Keywords  Bicarbonate, carbonic anhydrase, 
Chlamydomonas, delayed chlorophyll fluorescence, 
photosystem II, prompt chlorophyll fluorescence

Introduction

Carbonic anhydrases (CA) are metalloenzymes 
that accelerate the interconversion of CO2 and 
HCO3

−. A novel CA, cah3, was found in the 
thylakoid lumen of green algae Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii (Karlsson et al. 1998). Subsequently 
Park et al. (1999) showed that it binds to PSII. 
A C. reinhardtii mutant denoted as cia3 differs 
from the wild type by lacking such an active thy-
lakoid CA (Moroney et al. 1986). Results from 
Villarejo et al. (2002) provided strong evidence 
that cah3 is required for the optimal function of 
the water oxidizing complex by functioning as a 
catalyst for the interconversion of inorganic carbon 
species at the donor side of PSII. We examined the 
CA-free mutant using time-resolved delayed and 
prompt fluorescence methods described elsewhere 
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(Buchta et al. 2007; Grabolle and Dau, 2005), in the 
absence and presence of bicarbonate in the medium.
 PSII membrane particles. For all measurements, 
PSII particles of the cia3-mutant of the green 
algae Chlamydomonas reinhardtii were prepared 
as described in Villarejo et al. (2002). These PSII 
membrane particles were added to a buffer; the 
final chlorophyll concentration was 10 µg/mL. 
The buffer (1 M glycine betaine, 15 mM NaCl, 
5 mM MgCl2, 5 mM CaCl2, and 25 mM MES) was 
adjusted to a pH value of 5.5. The buffer was bub-
bled for at least 1 h by CO2-free nitrogen gas which 
had passed through a vessel containing the carbon 
dioxide adsorbent ascarite. One minute before 
measurement, the electron acceptor DCBQ was 
added to yield a concentration of 20 µM.

Time-resolved measurements of delayed Chl 
fluorescence. The dark adapted samples were 
excited by a train of saturating ns-laser flashes of 
2.5 mJ/cm2. Data points were recorded by a gated 
photomultiplier in the time range from 10 µs to 
60 ms after each laser flash. For a detailed descrip-
tion of the method, see (Buchta et al. 2007).

Time-resolved measurements of prompt Chl flu-
orescence. For prompt fluorescence measurements, 
the samples were excited with ns-laser pulses 
(pump pulse) as described above. The time courses 
in the yield of the prompt fluorescence (Dau 1994) 
were measured using a pump-probe technique with 
logarithmically spaced probe pulses (six pulses 
per decade, 100 µs to 690 ms). For a more detailed 
description, see Buchta et al. (2007).

Results and discussion

Influence on the acceptor side

The change in the yield of the prompt, variable 
fluorescence provides insights in the acceptor-side 
reactions because the fluorescence decay reflects 
the decrease in the concentration of reduced QA (pri-
mary quinone acceptor in PSII) by electron transfer 
to QB (secondary quinone acceptor in PSII).

In wild-type (not shown) as well as in the CA-
free mutant (Fig. 1), bicarbonate addition to the 

previously bicarbonate depleted medium does not 
cause any significant effect on the acceptor-side 
electron transfer. (We note that observation of the 
well-established bicarbonate influence on the PSII 
acceptor side requires removal of the bound bicar-
bonate by formate. Mere bicarbonate depletion of 
the buffer seemingly is insufficient for removal of 
the bicarbonate ion bound to the non-heme iron 
at the PSII acceptor side.) We conclude that the 
acceptor-side electron transfer in PSII is not accel-
erated by bicarbonate addition. This holds for PSII 
of the WT and of the CA-free mutant.

Influence on the donor side

The presence of bicarbonate accelerates the delayed 
fluorescence decays after both the second and the 
third flash (Fig. 2) while there was no difference 
visible after the first flash (Fig. 2).

Presumably, the proton release in S2 → S3 and 
S3 → S4 transition is slowed down in the absence 

Fig. 1 Decay of the yield of the prompt fluorescence yield 
detected after laser-flash excitation for the CA-free mutant in 
the presence (filled circles) and absence (unfilled squares) of 
bicarbonate. The time courses, which reflect the QA→QB elec-
tron transfer, were detected after the third laser flash applied 
to dark-adapted PSII particles as it is described in (Buchta et 
al. 2007). Unfilled squares represent measurements without 
bicarbonate (BC) which show no significant difference to 
those with re-added BC (filled circles). In all time courses 
the final value was subtracted before normalization of the 
maximal value to unity (FM = maximal fluorescence, F0 = 
minimal fluorescence). Significant differences are not detect-
able; the result is obtained for all other laser flashes of a flash-
sequence applied to dark-adapted PSII particles
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of bicarbonate. Results of simulations (curve-fitting) 
with a sum of three exponential functions are 
shown in Table 1.

A noticeable change could be determined for 
one of the time constants of intermediate formation 
(S4-formation (Dau and Haumann 2006, 2007a, b; 
Haumann et al. 2005) ), τ2, which is decreased from 
198 ± 37 µs without BC to 146 ± 18 µs in the pres-
ence of bicarbonate. The Gibbs free-energy changes 
from −90.5 ± 1.9 meV to −93.9 ± 1.9 meV.

The addition of bicarbonate does not affect the 
time constant for oxygen evolution, τ3. It remains 
at a constant value of about 1.9 ms.

In the S3→S0 and in the S2 → S3 transition, pro-
ton transfer from the Mn complex to the lumenal 
bulk phase likely precedes electron transfer from 
the Mn complex to the oxidized Tyr-160/161 of the 
D1-protein of PSII (YZ

•) (Dau and Haumann 2006, 
2007a, b; Haumann et al. 2005). This proton transfer 
is reflected in the delayed-fluorescence time courses 
measured after the second and third flash applied to 
dark-adapted PSII (Buchta et al. 2007; Haumann et 
al. 2005). The acceleration of the decays in the CA-
free mutant PSII by bicarbonate addition supports 
the hypothesis (unpublished results) that bicarbonate 
and the PSII-associated carbonic anhydrase facilitate 
more efficient proton removal from the Mn complex 
at the donor side of PSII.
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Light Induced Exchange of Different psbA Gene Copies 
in the Cyanobacterium Thermosynechococcus elongatus

Péter B. Kós, Zsuzsanna Deák, Otilia Cheregi, and Imre Vass

Abstract  The D1 subunit of the Photosystem II 
reaction center is encoded by three psbA genes in 
Thermosynechococcus elongatus, which code for 
three different protein forms. We used quantitative 
RT PCR to follow changes in the mRNA level of 
these genes, in combination with thermoluminescence 
and chlorophyll fluorescence measurements to 
detect changes in the electron transport activity of 
Photosystem II under exposure to different light 
conditions. In cells adapted to growth light condi-
tions, psbA transcripts are dominated by psbA1. 
Upon exposure of the cells to high light inten-
sity psbA3 is replacing psbA1 as the dominating 
psbA mRNA species. Thermoluminescence and 
chlorophyll fluorescence measurements indicated 
accelerated S2QA

− charge recombination when the 
main transcript species was psbA3 as compared to 
that of psbA1. These data indicate that changes in 
the composition of the psbA transcript pool lead 
to changes in the distribution of the corresponding 
D1:1 and D1:2 forms that result in different electron 
transport properties of PSII.

Keywords  psbA genes, D1 protein forms, Photo-
system II, Thermosynechoccus elongatus

Introduction

In cyanobacteria the D1 protein is encoded by the 
small psbA gene family with 1-5 gene copies, which 
encode 1-3 different D1 protein sequences in the 
cyanobacteria characterized so far (Golden 1995). 
Their main physiological role is most likely related 
to adaptation to various stress conditions. The best 
characterized example is Synechococcus 7942 with 
three psbA gene copies that encode two different 
D1 protein isoforms (called D1:1 and D1:2) whose 
expression is altered to selectively exchange the 
D1:1 isoform with D1:2 under exposure to high 
light (Clarke et al. 1993; Campbell et al. 1995). 
By expressing the two D1 forms of Synechococcus 
7942 in Synechocystis 6803 background it has 
been shown that increased light tolerance is related 
partly to different extent of photodamage of PSII 
centers with D1:1 and D1:2 protein forms, and 
partly to the different ability of D1:1 and D1:2 to 
incorporate into the PSII complex during the repair 
cycle of D1 (Tichy et al. 2003). Thermosynechoccus 
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elongatus, is a thermophilic cyanobacterium, which 
has gained importance recently as the source of 
PSII complexes suitable for crystallization (Zouni 
et al. 2001; Ferreira et al. 2004). This species has 
three psbA genes, which if all transcribed would 
encode three different D1 protein forms. Under 
normal growth conditions the dominating psbA 
transcript must arise from the psbA1 gene, since 
the crystallized PSII complexes contain the corre-
sponding D1:1 protein form. Based on the analogy 
with other cyanobacteria with divergent D1 forms, 
such as Synechococcus 7942, it is expected that 
the different psbA genes and the corresponding D1 
proteins forms of Thermosynechoccus elongatus 
are also expressed differentially under different 
light conditions.

Materials and methods

Thermosynechococcus elongatus cells were grown in 
BG-11 medium in a rotary shaker at 40 °C under CO2-
enriched atmosphere at 40 µmol m−2 s−1 light intensity. 
Cells in the exponential growth phase were harvested 
by centrifugation and resuspended at a concentration of 
10 µg Chl ml−1 in a fresh culture medium.

High light illumination was performed in open, 
square glass containers with continuous stirring at 
40 °C. An array of halogen lamps with adjustable 
light intensities provided homogenous white light 
illumination. During light treatment sample aliq-
uots were collected and stored at −80 °C until they 
were used for various measurements.

Gene expression analysis. 10 mL of samples 
were harvested by centrifugation and total RNA 
was isolated by hot phenol method. The crude RNA 
was further purified and freed from DNA contami-
nation. 2 µg of the RNA was reverse transcribed 
using H-MuLV. Aliquots of the resulted cDNA 
were used in the Q-PCR reaction as template.

Quantitative RT PCR was carried out on an ABI 
7000 Sequence Detection System using SYBR 
green PCR Master mix of the same manufacturer. 
Primer pairs for the individual sequences were 
designed using Primer Express 2.0 program (ABI).

Flash-induced increase and subsequent decay 
of chlorophyll fluorescence yield was measured by 

a double-modulation fluorometer (PSI Instruments, 
Brno), in the 150 µs–100 s time range, in samples 
which were dark adapted for 3 min prior to meas-
urements, as in (Vass et al. 1999).

Thermoluminescence curves were measured 
with a home built apparatus as described earlier 
(Cser and Vass 2007) using cells harvested on a 
filter disc at 50 µg Chl a amount. Samples were 
excited by a single saturating flash at 0 °C in the 
presence of 10 µM DCMU, and TL was measured 
with 20 °C min−1 heating rate.

Results

Effects of light conditions on psbA transcript levels

In control cells grown at 40 °C and 40 µE m−2 s−1 
light intensity, 95–96% of the psbA transcript comes 
from psbA1, with 4–5% contribution from psbA3 and 
negligible amount of psbA2. Exposure of cells to high 
light (500 µE m−2 s−1) induced an almost complete 
exchange of the distribution of psbA1 and psbA3. The 
psbA3 mRNA replaced psbA1 as dominating psbA 
species in the first 30 min of high light exposure. The 
increase of psbA3 contribution continued until 60 min, 
and reached about 95% of the total psbA mRNA pool. 
After that the relative contribution of psbA1 started to 
increase again at the expense of psbA3 and reached 
steady state level at about 20:80% distribution, 
respectively. After shifting the cells back from high 
to growth light conditions the rapid increase of psbA1 
and concomitant decrease of psbA3 amount resulted 
in the restoration of dominating contribution of psbA1 
in 30 min (Fig. 1).

Effect of psbA transcript distribution on PSII 
electron transport characteristics

In order to check if the exchange of different D1 pro-
tein forms of Thermosynechococcus elongatus has 
any effect on PSII electron transport we compared 
charge recombination characteristics under different 
illumination in which either psbA1 or psbA3 is the 
dominating transcript form by using thermolumi-
nescence (TL) and fluorescence relaxation measure-
ments. The so called Q band of TL arises from the 
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S2QA
− recombination in the presence of DCMU. 

Its peak position reflects the energetic stabilization 
of the charge separation state. Interestingly, the Q 
band is shifted to lower temperatures in high light 
adapted cells, in which psbA1 is replaced with 
psbA3 (23–24 °C) as compared to low light adapted 
cells (26–27 °C), which contain the PsbA1 protein 
form (Fig. 2A) indicating the acceleration of S2QA

− 
recombination. This effect was confirmed by flash-
induced chlorophyll fluorescence measurements in 
the presence of DCMU, which also arises from 
charge recombination of QA

− reoxidation with the S2 
state. The time constant of the overall decay in low 
light adapted cells is about 8 s, which is decreased to 
3–4 s in high light adapted cells (Fig. 2B).

Discussion

Our data demonstrate that the psbA1 transcript is 
exchanged with psbA3 when Thermosynechoccus 
elongatus cells are exposed to high light. This 
effect is similar to that observed in other cyanobac-
teria with multiple psbA gene forms that encode 
divergent forms of the D1 protein. The high light 

induced replacement of psbA1 with psbA3 as the 
dominant psbA transcript form was accompanied 
with acceleration of the S2QA

− charge recombi-
nation. It is important to note that the low light 
PsbA1 form has Gln at the 130th position in 
the amino acid sequence, while the high light 
induced PsbA3 form has Glu. The D1Q130E 
change by site directed mutation, which increases 
the redox potential of Phe by about 35 mV, has been 
shown to accelerate S2QA

− charge recombination in 
Synechocystis 6803 (Rappaport et al. 2002; Cser 

Fig. 1 Light induced changes in the mRNA level of the psbA 
homologues. Thermosynechoccus elongatus cells grown 
at 40 µmol m−2 s−1 light (LL) and 40 °C were subjected to 
500 µmol m−2 s−1 light (HL) for 4 h, followed by 2 h recovery 
period under growth light. Distribution of the psbA1 (dark), 
psbA2 (white) and psbA3 mRNA (light) homologues are 
shown after normalizing the sum of the three psbA mRNA 
concentrations to 100%

Fig. 2 Effect of high light treatment on flash-induced TL 
and fluorescence decay in Thermosynechococcus elongatus. 
TL (A) and flash induced fluorescence (B) was measured in 
cells adapted to low (40 µE m−2 s−1) and high (500 µE m−2 
s−1) light in the presence of 10 µM DCMU. Low and high 
light TL traces are shown by solid and dotted line, respectively. 
Low and high light fluorescence traces are shown by circles 
and squares, respectively. The fluorescence curves are 
normalized to the same initial amplitudes. The arrows indicate 
the overall half decay times
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and Vass 2007). A similar effect was observed 
when the psbA genes encoding the D1:1 and D1:2 
forms of Synechococcus 7942 were expressed in 
Synechocystis cells (Tichy et al. 2003). Therefore, 
the acceleration of fluorescence decay in the pres-
ence of DCMU provides a strong indication that 
under high light condition the change observed in 
the psbA mRNA forms leads to the exchange of 
the two D1 protein forms as well. In analogy with 
the well characterized example of Synechococcus 
7942 where exchange of D1:1 with D1:2 provides 
protection against photodamage, it is likely that a 
similar physiological role can be assigned to the 
light responsive exchange of the PsbA1 and PsbA3 
forms in Thermosynechocuus elongatus as well.
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Abstract  Optical spectra of chemically reduced 
PSII core complexes isolated from spinach are 
presented. In these samples, QA is pre-reduced in 
darkness, allowing the photo-accumulation of its 
electron transfer pathway precursor, PheoD1

−. We 
report low-temperature (2–200 K) spectral changes 
in circular dichroism (CD) and absorption spectra 
associated with PheoD1 photo-reduction. The area 
of the narrow (2 nm FWHM) bleach at 683.8 nm 
is fully commensurate with that of an isolated 
Pheoa, indicating weak coupling to its neighboring 
pigment, the accessory chlorophyll ChlD1. Also, a 
highly structured, second-derivative-like pattern is 
seen in the change in the CD at 683.8 nm upon pho-
toreduction. This can be interpreted as indicative of 
a weak PheoD1-ChlD1interaction.

Keywords  Photosystem II, circular dichroism, 
exciton coupling

Introduction

Pheoa acts as the primary electron acceptor of the 
light driven electron transfer pathway in oxygen 
evolving photosystems. Crystallographic studies 
(Ferreira et al. 2004; Kamiya and Shen 2003; Loll 
et al. 2005) identify Pheoas bound to the D1 and D2 
protein subunits. PheoD1 acts as the primary accep-
tor. PheoD1 is approximately equidistant to the D1 
accessory chlorophyll (ChlD1, ∼10 Å) and the first 
plastoquinone electron acceptor (QA, ∼13 Å). The 
orientations of its transition moments are such that 
QY is directed towards the plastoquinone and QX 
is in the membrane plane. PheoD2 is arranged in 
an equivalent position between QB and ChlD2. The 
crystal structure provides no immediate explana-
tion for uni-directional charge separation in PSII 
via PheoD1.

The role of PheoD1 is critical to charge separa-
tion in P680. This work addresses the electronic 
coupling of PheoD1 to neighboring chromophores 
via absorption and CD changes induced by its 
photoreduction. Exciton coupling calculations, 
based on inter-pigment distances from crystal struc-
ture determinations and the direction of transition 
dipoles in isolated pigments, point to a relatively 
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strong mixing of PheoD1 and ChlD1 QY excitations 
(Renger and Marcus 2002). There have also been 
suggestions that ChD1 and PheoD1 are relatively iso-
lated (Peterson et al. 2003; Diner et al. 2001).

Materials and methods

Preparation of Spinach Cores. PSII core complexes 
from spinach were made according to the method 
of Smith et al. (2002). The cores displayed an 
activity of ∼2,500–4,000 µmol O2 per mg chl/h and 
were stored at 1–3 mg chl/mL in 400 mM sucrose, 
20 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2, 0.3 g/l DDM, pH 6.5 at 
−88 °C until use.

Chemical reduction of QA. Reduction was 
achieved via minimal exposure of the core sample to 
sodium dithionite. Dithionite solutions (1 M HEPES, 
pH 7.0 (HCl) ) were prepared 1–2 min prior to use. 
Upon the addition of dithionite, the optical cell was 
rapidly filled and the sample frozen to 4 K. The time 
taken to complete this procedure was 2–3 min. The 
final concentration of dithionite was ∼6 mg/mL.

Optical sample protocols. The PSII solution 
was diluted with a 50:50 mix of ethylene glycol: 
glycerol as a glassing agent. This liquid sample 
was introduced into a strain-free, quartz-windowed 
cell assembly with path length of 200 µm and 
mounted on a sample rod. The rod was introduced 
into an Oxford Instruments Spectromag 4 cryostat, 
through a helium gas lock, the latter fitted with 
quartz  observation/illumination windows. The lock 
provided an anaerobic environment for room tem-
perature illumination. To achieve glasses of good 
quality, the sample rod was plunged into liquid 
helium.

Absorption and CD data were collected simulta-
neously on a custom built spectrometer designed in 
our laboratory. It employed a 0.75 m Spex Czerny-
Turner single monochromator using a 1,200-lines/
mm grating blazed at 500 nm, with dispersion of 
1.1 nm/mm.

Low temperature illumination (2 K) of the PSII 
core complex sample utilized an argon laser. The 
laser was tuned to 514 nm, and had an output of 

300 mW/cm2 at the sample. Illuminations were 
typically 15–20 min in length. High temperature 
(275 K), white light illuminations used a 150-W 
quartz halogen lamp imaged onto the sample 
through a 10 cm water heat filter.

Results

Figure 1(A, B) compares the absorption and 
CD spectra of untreated (i) and dithionite treated 
(ii) core complexes in the 600–750 nm region. 
Figure 2A displays the corresponding Pheoa QX 
region (540–570 nm). Upon addition of dithionite 
in the dark, QA and Cytb559 become reduced. The 

Fig. 1 The QY region (600–750 nm). Panel (A) compares 
the absorption of the untreated (i) and dithionite treated 
(ii) core complexes. Panel (B) provides corresponding CD 
spectra. Panel (C) displays difference spectra of dithionite 
treated PS II core induced by 514 nm illumination at 2 K: 
(i) immediately after illumination at 2 K, (ii) after annealing 
at 90 K, (iii) the component removed upon 90 K annealing, 
i.e. (i)–(ii). Panel (D) shows the change in the CD upon 2 K 
illumination
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reduced form of Cytb559 gives rise to a band at 
560 nm. The QX band of PheoD1 shifts 2–3 nm as a 
consequence of the formation of the QA

−. This shift 
is consistent with the light induced shift observed 
in untreated PSII core complexes upon the pho-
toinduced formation of the QA

− state. Little overall 
change is seen in the absorption or CD spectra in 
the QY region compared to the untreated PS II core 
complex. This suggests that the PSII core pigment 
assembly remains intact upon dithionite treatment.

Figure 1C displays the light-minus-dark differ-
ence spectra induced in dithionite-treated PSII core 
complexes in the QY region (600–750 nm) follow-
ing 514 nm illumination at 2 K. Figure 2 shows the 
corresponding changes in the 540–570 nm region. 

Annealing at 90 K removes a broad derivative 
pattern in the QY difference spectra but does not 
lead to measurable change in the QX region, i.e. 
there are changes in QY while no re-oxidation of 
PheoD1

− has occurred. We attribute changes in QY 
upon annealing to a photo-physical process associ-
ated with the CP43/CP47 light-harvesting units 
(Hughes et al. 2006).

Bleaches observed at 543 and 559 nm, Fig. 2C, 
correspond to the loss of PheoD1 and Cytb599

red 
respectively. Quantification of these bands estab-
lishes a ∼30% photoconversion of reaction 
centers. Difference spectra in this region can be 
attributed to the formation of the PheoD1

− Cytb559
ox 

radical pair.
The spectral changes in the QY region, Fig. 

1C (ii), induced by 514 nm illumination are close 
to conservative, i.e. involve little net change in 
absorption. Notable is a narrow (FWHM 2 nm) 
bleach at 683.8 nm. Positive absorption changes 
(665–680 nm) include features at 672 nm and 
680 nm. A similar absorption change was induced 
upon 275 K illumination, but having magnitude 
3–4 times that of the 2 K spectrum.

The reduction of the PheoD1 yields an interest-
ing change in the CD (Fig. 1D). The CD changes 
in the QY region are close to conservative. The CD 
change near 683.8 nm appears as a second deriva-
tive of the narrow bleach feature seen at this wave-
length. An analogous change in CD pattern was 
observed upon 275 K illumination, where close to 
quantitative reduction of PheoD1 can be achieved.

Discussion

We suggest that the highly structured CD change 
near 683.8 nm observed upon formation of PheoD1

− 
may be straightforwardly interpreted as arising from a 
weak interaction between effectively monomeric, but 
quasi-degenerate, ChlD1 and PheoD1 QY excitations. 
Alternatively, the change may be a consequence of 
a complex interplay of modified excitonic couplings 
of D1/D2 pigments, along with electrochromic shifts, 
associated with PheoD1 anion formation.

Fig. 2 Panel (A) compares the absorption of the untreated 
(i) and dithionite treated (ii) core complexes. Panel (B) 
shows the absorption spectra of the dithionite treated PS 
II core prior to (i) and after illumination at 2 K (ii). Panel 
(C) displays the light minus dark difference spectra: (i) 
immediately after illumination at 2 K and (ii) after anneal-
ing at 90 K
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We have shown (Peterson et al. 2003) from an 
analysis of electrochromic patterns in spinach cores 
and BBYs induced upon QA

− formation, that QY 
of PheoD1 appears dominantly as a narrow (2 nm 
FWHM) excitation near 684 nm at 1.7 K. ChlD1 has 
been assigned by other workers (Diner et al. 2001) 
as an essentially monomeric but slightly broader 
(2.5–3 nm FWHM) excitation near 683 nm at 5 K.

This coincidence suggests the possibility that 
the ‘second derivative’ CD changes observed 
upon PheoD1 reduction are due to the elimination 
of (weak) exciton coupling between isoenergetic 
PheoD1 and ChlD1 excitations (<10 cm−1). The exci-
tonic CD of these excitations will be necessarily 
equal and opposite. The subtraction of equal and 
opposite isoenergetic features of similar widths 
then give rise to the apparent ‘second derivative’ 
pattern seen.

Absorption changes in the QX region allow 
accurate estimates of the fractional photoreduction 
of PheoD1. Using the established ratios of QY/QX 
integrated absorption strengths of isolated Pheoa, 
the narrow bleach at 683.8 nm has an area corre-
sponding to 1 QY Pheoa per Pheoa photoreduced. 
This result further indicates that PheoD1 absorbs 
predominantly near 684 nm and with a spectral 
width of ∼2 nm.

We assign the positive features in the absorp-
tion difference spectra at higher energies to the 
PheoD1 anion. As mentioned above, their integrated 
intensity is close to that of the bleach at 683.8 nm. 
This assignment is entirely consistent with those 
indicated from Pheoa reduction spectra in solution 
(Klimov et al. 1977).
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Abstract  We studied the role of charge recom-
bination reactions in Photosystem II photodamage in 
Synechocystis 6803 cells, in which the redox prop-
erties of Phe were modified. In the Q130E mutant 
where Em(Phe/Phe−) is shifted by about +35 mV 
photodamage and 1O2 production is decreased 
relative to the WT, whereas the opposite effect was 
observed in the Q130L mutant where Em(Phe/Phe−) 
is shifted by about −50 mV. We conclude that the 
extent of photodamage is influenced by competi-
tion of dissipation pathways of 1[P680

+Phe−] via 
non-radiative charge recombination and spin con-
version to 3[P680

+Phe−], which regulates the yield of 
3P680 and related 1O2 production. The non-radiative 
recombination rate of 1[P680

+Phe−] is affected by 
Em(Phe/Phe−) whose modulation by the D1-Q130E 
amino acid replacement appears to be a photopro-
tective mechanism in cyanobacteria in vivo.

Keywords  Photosystem II, electron transfer, 
charge recombination, photoprotection

Introduction

Recent studies have revealed the importance of non-
radiative indirect charge recombination as the main 
of channel of back reactions in PSII via the primary 
radical pair (Rappaport et al. 2002; Cser and Vass 
2007). This process involves the formation of 3P680 
whose interaction with oxygen leads to the produc-
tion of harmful 1O2 that damages the reaction center 
complex (Szilárd et al. 2005). The efficiency of 
the indirect non-radiative pathway is modulated by 
∆G(Phe < - > QA). The significance of Em(QA/QA

−) 
in photodamage via 3P680 (and 1O2) formation has 
been demonstrated by using inhibitors of the QB site 
(Fufezan et al. 2002) or mutants that affect the protein 
environment of QA(Fufezan et al. 2007). Although 
Em(Phe/Phe−) can be modulated via the D1-Q130E 
amino acid replacement (Merry et al. 1998), which 
also occurs in vivo (Campbell et al. 1995), the 
involvement of Phe redox potential in photodamage 
has not been studied previously.

Materials and methods

Synechocystis 6803 cells were grown in BG-11 
medium containing 5 mM glucose, in a rotary shaker 
at 30 °C, in CO2-enriched air, and 40 µE m−2 s−1 light 
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intensity. The Q130L and Q130E mutants were 
constructed as described previously (Merry et al. 
1998). Flash-induced chlorophyll fluorescence 
yield was measured, using a double-modulation 
fluorometer (PSI Instruments) as in (Cser and Vass 
2007). 1O2 production was measured by the rate of 
oxygen uptake in the presence of histidine.

Results and discussion

Effect of Em(Phe/Phe−) on photodamage

The increase of Em(Phe/Phe−) in the Q130E mutant 
accelerates the overall charge recombination rate 
with concomitant increase in the yield of the indirect 
non-radiative pathway. The opposite effect occurs 
in the Q130L mutant, which increases ∆G(Phe 
< - > QA) due to decrease of Em(Phe/Phe−) (Cser et al. 
2007). Under strong illumination the Q130E strain 
showed decreased loss of PSII activity in com-
parison to the WT. In contrast, light sensitivity of 
Q130L was increased (Fig. 1). Light sensitivity 
can also be modified by changing Em(QA/QA

−) 
using inhibitors of the QB site: DCMU (bromox-

ynil) shifts Em(QA/QA
−) by about +50 (−45) mV 

(Krieger-Liszkay and Rutherford 1998) with a 
concomitant decrease (increase) of light sensitiv-
ity in the WT, and the Q130E and Q130L mutants 
(not shown). 1O2 production was also affected by 
the Q130 mutations and the presence of inhibitors. 
It increased in the Q130L mutant and decreased in 
Q130E relative to the WT, while it was increased 
in the presence of bromoxynil and decreased in the 
presence of DCMU in all the three strains relative 
to that in the absence of inhibitors (Fig. 2).

Light sensitivity changes brought about by modi-
fied Em(QA/QA

−) have been explained by  modulation 
of ∆G(Phe <-> QA), whose decrease or increase 
enhances or suppresses, respectively the yield of 
indirect non-radiative charge recombination via the 
triplet form of the primary radical pair and 3P680 
(Krieger-Liszkay and Rutherford 1998; Fufezan 
et al. 2007). Our data, which show enhanced pho-
todamage and 1O2 production in the presence of 
bromoxynil and the opposite effect in the  presence 

Fig. 1 Light sensitivity of the D1Q130 mutants without 
addition. The cells were exposed to 1500 µE m−2 s−1 inten-
sity light without addition and the initial amplitude of flash 
induced fluorescence was plotted as a function of illumi-
nation time for the WT* (circles), Q130E (squares), and 
Q130L (triangles) strains. The experiments were performed 
in the presence of 100 µg mL−1 lincomycin to prevent the 
repair of PSII during the photoinhibitory treatment

Fig. 2 Singlet oxygen production in the D1Q130 mutants. 
1O2 was detected by measuring the rate of oxygen uptake 
in the presence of histidine in WT and mutant cells dur-
ing illumination with 500 µE m−2s−1 light. When indicated 
DCMU or bromoxynil was also present during the light 
treatment. The data are shown after normalization to the 
highest value obtained in the Q130L mutant in the presence 
of bromoxynil
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of DCMU, supports this model. However, modifi-
cation of ∆G(Phe <-> QA) by Em(Phe/Phe−) induces 
apparently the opposite effect on photodamage: 
Photodamage and 1O2 production was smaller in 
the Q130E mutant in which ∆G(Phe <-> QA) is 
decreased due to increased Em(Phe/Phe−), and the 
opposite effect was observed in the Q130L mutant 
in which ∆G(Phe <-> QA) is increased due to 
decreased Em(Phe/Phe−). Thus, Em(Phe/Phe−) affects 
photodamage not only by modulating ∆G(Phe <-> 
QA) and the yield of the indirect non-radiative path-
way, but also the balance of recombination from the 
singlet and triplet forms of P680

+Phe−.
For the interpretation of the above data it has to 

be considered that during continuous illumination 
3[P680

+Phe−] can be formed not only via back reac-
tions from stable charge separated states, such as 
S2QA

−, but also via spin mixing from 1[P680
+Phe−] 

if its lifetime permits. Continuous illumination 
keeps QA reduced in most of the PSII centers, 
which blocks forward electron transfer from Phe− 
to QA. Thus 1[P680

+Phe−] can be dissipated by 
recombination to the ground state, either via the 
direct route (or with a lower yield via P680

*), or 
via spin conversion to 3[P680

+Phe−]. Consequently, 
the yield of 3P680

* formation will be influenced by 
the competition of 1[P680

+Phe−] dissipation via spin 
conversion to 3[P680

+Phe−] and recombination to 
the ground state.

Direct recombination is expected to occur 
between any charge pairs embedded in a protein 
matrix, depending on their distance, free energy 
difference and reorganization energy (Moser et al. 
2005). The 1[P680

+Phe−] -> P680Phe recombination 
is largely exergonic (∆G ∼ −1.6 eV), which places 
this process into the inverted Marcus region. As a 
consequence, the recombination rate is substantially 
slowed down compared to the activationless case, 
which is required for preventing the loss of the 
charge separated state of two closely spaced redox 
components. Being in the inverted region, decrease 
of the driving force will increase the rate of 
direct charge recombination. Therefore, shifting of 
Em(Phe/Phe−) by the Q130E mutation to more posi-
tive values will enhance the direct recombination 
of 1[P680

+Phe−] that leads to decreased efficiency of 

spin conversion. The opposite effect is expected in 
the Q130L mutant due to the shift of Em(Phe/Phe−) 
to more negative values. The time constant of direct 
recombination from 1[P680

+Phe−] was estimated at 
around 2.5 ns (Moser et al. 2005), which is compa-
rable to the few ns time constant of spin conversion 
between the singlet and triplet states of P680

+Phe− 
(Hoff 1981). The roughly 30–50 meV shift of ∆G 
in either direction would induce two- to threefold 
change in the direct recombination rate, which 
might be sufficient for an efficient control of its 
competition with spin conversion.

Physiological relevance

Most cyanobacteria, like Synechococcus 7942, 
have two different D1 protein forms (D1:1 and 
D1:2), which are transiently exchanged under high 
light and other stress conditions (Campbell et al. 
1995). Although the D1:1 and D1:2 forms of 
Synechococcus 7942 differ in 25 amino acids these 
involve the replacement of Q130 in the D1:1 form 
with E130 in the D1:2 form, whose effect is mani-
fested in the acceleration of S2QA

− recombination 
in the presence of D1:2 (D1E130) as compared 
to D1:1 (D1Q130) (Tichy et al. 2003). Increased 
light tolerance in the presence of the D1:2 form is 
related partly to decreased extent of PSII photodam-
age in the absence of protein synthesis, and partly 
to the increased ability of D1:2 to incorporate into 
the PSII complex during the repair process (Tichy 
et al. 2003). The D1-Q130E replacement is observed 
in all cyanobacteria, which have more than one D1 
forms, which points to the involvement of Em(Phe/
Phe−) in the regulation of phototolerance in vivo.

Conclusions

Our results show that Em(Phe/Phe−) regulates harm-
less dissipation of excess light energy by enhancing 
the yield of the direct non-radiative recombination 
pathway via 1[P680

+Phe−], which leads to down 
regulation of 3P680 formation. This process most 
likely represents a dynamic photoprotective path-
way in cyanobacteria.
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Abstract  Primary charge separation in PS2 core 
complexes from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 has 
been studied by femtosecond visible/mid-IR pump-
probe spectroscopy upon excitation at 680 nm. It 
is now quite well accepted that primary charge 
separation predominantly starts from the acces-
sory chlorophyll BA. In order to identify spectral 
signatures of BA, and to better clarify the process 
of primary charge separation, we have compared 
the femto-IR pump-probe spectra of the wild type 
PS2 core with those of two mutants, in which the 
histidine residue coordinated to PB (D2-H197) has 
been changed to alanine or glutamine. The mutated 
histidine is indirectly H-bonded to BA, through a 
water molecule, and the mutation is expected both 
to perturb the vibrational properties of BA, possibly 
by displacing the H-bonded water molecule, and 
to modify the electronic properties and the charge 
localization on P680

+. The comparison of the time 
resolved spectra of wild type and mutants allowed 
us to propose a band assignment identifying the 
characteristic vibrations of BA.

Keywords  Photosystem II, energy transfer, charge 
separation, ultrafast spectroscopy

Introduction

Photosystem II (PSII) is a pigment-protein complex 
located in the thylakoid membrane of plants and 
cyanobacteria, which converts light into electro-
chemical energy by promoting a sequence of electron 
transfers coupled to proton translocation across the 
membrane. The PSII core is composed of three main 
pigment-protein complexes, the two core antennas 
CP43 and CP47 and the D1D2-cytb559 reaction 
centre (RC) (Loll et al. 2005). Absorption of light 
induces fast and multi-exponential intra-antenna 
energy transfer and energy trapping from the RC. 
Once the excitation reaches the RC a sequence of 
electron transfers occurs, leading to the formation 
of a long lived charge separated state. Based on the 
structural homology of PSII to the non oxygenic 
purple bacterial RCs, it was initially proposed that the 
primary donor in PSII was a special pair of chlorophyll 
(Chl) molecules, P680, which upon excitation would 
transfer an electron to a pheophytin (H) molecule, 
generating the radical pair P680

+ H−. Time-resolved 
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vis-pump/Mid-IR probe experiments on isolated 
RCs (Groot et al. 2005) have provided evidence 
that charge separation in PSII starts predominantly 
from the monomer chlorophyll BA, coordinated 
by the D1 polypeptide. The identification of the 
primary donor was based on the observation that 
characteristic absorption signals of H− were visible 
in the spectrum after ∼1 ps, while bands indicating 
the formation of P +

680 only appeared after 6 ps. In 
order to further investigate the dynamics of primary 
charge separation in intact PSII cores and to attempt 
to identify specific infrared signatures of BA, not 
definitely assigned, we have compared the femto-
IR pump-probe spectra of the wild-type (WT) 
PS2 cores with those of two mutants, in which the 
histidine residue coordinated to PB (D2-H197) has 
been changed to alanine or glutamine. The x-ray 
structure of Rb. sphaeroides (Camara-Artigas et al. 
2002) indicates that a water molecule is H-bonded 
to both the C9 = O keto carbonyl of BA and to the 
M-His202 axial ligand to PB (homologue of D2-
H197). The resolution of the PSII x-ray structure is 
not sufficient to resolve a water molecule, but the 
high degree of structural conservation between PSII 
and the purple bacterial RCs, strongly suggests that 
this H-bonding water molecule is conserved in PS2. 
Mutation at D2-H197 is expected to perturb both 
the vibrational properties of BA, possibly by displac-
ing the H-bonded water molecule, and to modify 
the electronic properties and the charge localization 
on P680 (Diner et al. 2001).

Materials and methods

PS2 core complexes from Synechocystis sp. PCC 
6803 WT and mutants were prepared as described 
elsewhere (Diner et al. 2001). For vis/Mid-IR 
measurements the core particles were suspended in 
a 50 mM MES buffer (pH 6.1) in D2O containing 
20 mM CaCl2, 5 mM MgCl2 and 0.03% β−DM and 
concentrated to an OD of 0.35–0.6 at 670 nm for a 
20 µm optical path length. The experimental setup 
has been described elsewhere (Groot et al. 2004). 
The excitation wavelength was 680 nm and the 

excitation power 100 nJ. The data were subjected to 
global and target analysis (van Stokkum et al. 2001).

Results and discussion

The PS2 complexes were excited with a 100 nJ, 
680 nm laser beam and probed in the mid-IR region 
between 1,800 and 1,600 cm−1, a range that includes 
the vibrational modes of the 9-keto carbonyl and 
the 10-ester carbonyl groups of chlorophylls. This 
spectral region is particularly informative as both 
the keto and ester carbonyl vibrations are sensitive 
to the environment in which the pigment is located. 
Formation of H-bonds and variations in the polar-
ity of the environment are expected to produce 
shifts of several wavenumbers with respect to iso-
lated chlorophylls dissolved in non polar solvents 
(Groot et al. 2004; DiDonato et al. 2007).

The time resolved traces collected for PSII cores 
from WT and the two mutants were globally ana-
lyzed with a sequential kinetic scheme with increas-
ing life times. The resulting evolution associated 
difference spectra (EADS) are shown in Fig. 1.

The overall appearance of the spectra is similar 
for both the WT and the mutants. Particularly evi-
dent are bleachings in the spectral region 1,700–
1,650 cm−1 due to the absorption of 9-keto groups of 
chlorophylls contained in both the antennas and in 
the RC. Less intense bleachings around 1,750 cm−1 
are assigned to 10-ester carbonyl absorption. Both 
ester and keto absorptions downshift in the excited 
state, the 9-keto giving rise to the intense and 
broad band centred around 1,650 cm−1. Charge 
separation, and localization of a positive charge on 
chlorophylls induces an upshift of the absorption. 
Comparison of the wild-type EADS with those 
of the mutants shows significant differences, par-
ticularly in the carbonyl bleaching region. In the 
case of WT, two bleachings are evident in all of 
the time-resolved spectral components, an intense 
one at 1,702 cm−1 and a less pronounced one at 
1,680 cm−1, while for the H197Q an additional 
small bleaching at ∼1,690 cm−1 appears in the first 
spectral component and becomes more evident in 
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the following spectral evolution. In the case of the 
H197A mutant two bleachings are present, whose 
positions are similar to those observed for the WT, 
but in this case the bleaching at 1,680 cm−1 is the 
most intense. The kinetics of charge separation is 
slightly affected by the mutation, to a greater extent 
for the H197A mutant, where the first two com-
ponents are faster than in the WT, while the third 
one is significantly slower. Spectral differences 
between the three set of measurements are already 
evident in the fastest time component, which pos-
sibly implies that the mutation also affects the 
dynamics of energy transfer between the minor 
antennas and the RC, because of a variation of the 
electronic levels of P680/BA, determining a different 
distribution of the initial excitation between the RC 
and the antennas.

Although spectral differences can be revealed by 
the EADS obtained by global analysis, it is difficult 
to disentangle from these spectra energy transfer 
and primary charge separation processes. For this 
purpose it is necessary to apply a kinetic model and 
to analyze the data by means of a target analysis. 
We applied the kinetic scheme represented in Fig. 2, 
where the comparison between the species associated 
difference spectra (SADS) representing RC*/RP1 
state for the WT and the two mutants is also shown. 
Our target scheme contains five compartments: two 

antenna compartments CP43 and CP47, a RC*/RP1 
compartment, representing a mixture of the RC 
excited state and the first radical pair BA

+H−, and 
two successive radical pair compartments, both 
representing the final state of the system in our 
experimental conditions, P +

680H
−.

To assign spectral signatures to BA, we compare 
the RC*/RP1 spectrum obtained for the WT and 
mutant samples. The wild type spectrum shows 
two bleachings at 1,702 and 1,680 cm−1, the H197Q 
SADS exhibits an additional small bleaching at 
1,691 cm−1 and for the H197A the intensity ratio of 
the two bleaching signals is different with respect 
to the wild type. Earlier FTIR measurements of 
triplet formation in PSII assigned a bleaching at 
1,670 cm−1 to BA, where the triplet is localized at 
low temperature (Noguchi et al. 2001) We con-
clude, in agreement with this interpretation, that 
in the case of WT the 1,670 cm−1 signal is hidden 
by the 1,650 cm−1 induced absorption band, while 
the absorption attributed to BA becomes visible for 
the mutants, up-shifted because of the perturbation 
of the H-bond. We thus assign the bleaching at 
1,691 cm−1 for the H197Q mutant to the up-shifted 
9-keto carbonyl of BA and we suggest that in the 
case of the H197A mutant this signal is shifted to 
∼1,680 cm−1, responsible for the increased intensity 
of this band with respect to the wild type.

Fig. 1 EADS resulting from a global analysis of vis/Mid-IR pump-probe kinetic traces of wild type PSII core and the two 
mutants H197Q and H197A
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Abstract  The electronic structures of the cofactors 
involved into the primary radical pairs in LH1-bound 
RCs of Rhodopseudomonas acidophila and in iso-
lated RCs of Rhodobacter sphaeroides are compared 
by photochemically induced dynamic nuclear polar-
iziation (photo-CIDNP) magic-angle spinning (MAS) 
NMR. Only minor differences in the electronic 
ground-state of the donor and a very similar distribu-
tion of the electron spin density in the radical pair 
state is observed. On the other hand, the ratio between 
donor and acceptor signals appears to be slightly dif-
ferent. The origin of the effect is discussed. 

Keywords  Photo-CIDNP, MAS NMR, electron 
transfer, electron donor

Introduction

Until now, the observation of the solid-state 
photo-CIDNP effect (for reviews, see Jeschke 
and Matysik 2003; Daviso et al. 2008) is limited 

to natural photosynthetic RCs. Photo-CIDNP has 
been observed by MAS NMR in purple bacterial 
RCs from Rhodobacter (Rb.) sphaeroides R26 
and wild type (WT) (Prakash et al. 2005, 2006), 
green sulphur bacterial RCs from Chlorobium 
tepidum (Roy et al. 2007) as well as in plant 
photosystem I and II (Matysik et al. 2000; Alia 
et al. 2004; Diller et al. 2005, 2007). The origin 
of photo-CIDNP observed in the solid state in 
photosynthetic RCs is explained by the parallel 
occurrence of up to three mechanisms (Jeschke 
and Matysik 2003; Daviso et al. 2008) called 
three-spin mixing (TSM),  differential decay (DD) 
and differential relaxation (DR). Photo-CIDNP 
MAS NMR is a method for obtaining fast and 
comprehensive information on the photochemical 
machinery of an RC. Here, we present the first 
photo-CIDNP data on RCs of the purple  bacterium 
Rhodopseudomonas (Rps.)  acidophila, using 
preparations of LH1-bound RCs.

Materials and methods

Rps. acidophila strain 10050 was grown at 30 °C 
and a light intensity of 2,000 Lux (incandes-
cent lamps) in sterile liquid medium as described 
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previously (Alia et al. 2001). For incorporation 
of [13C6,

15N3]-L-histidine (Cambridge Isotope 
Laboratories), the labelled histidine was included 
in the growth medium together with 19 other 
(unlabeled) amino acids as described by Raap 
et al. (1990). RC-LH1 and LH2 complexes were 
purified from the Rps. acidophila as described 
elsewhere (Cogdell and Hawthorntwaithe 1993). 
In brief, chromatophores were prepared and solu-
bilized by addition of the detergent LDAO. Then 
the solubilized material was layered onto the top 
of a sucrose-density gradient and centrifuged at 
50,000 rpm for 14 h. Purified LH1-RC complex 
appeared at 0.8 M sucrose band on the sucrose 
gradient. The LH1-RC band was collected and 
dialysed against 30 mM Tris/EDTA buffer (pH 8.0) 
containing 0.3% LDAO for 12 h and concentrated 
to an OD860 of 330 cm−1 using a Filtron 30-kDa 
 filter. For photo-CIDNP  experiments, 0.1 mL of the 
sample was reduced with 0.05 M sodium dithionite 
and loaded into a 4-mm sapphire rotor.

MAS NMR measurements. The NMR  experi-
ments were performed on a DMX-200 NMR. All 
MAS NMR spectra were obtained at a temperature 
of 240 K and at a spinning frequency of 8 kHz. 
The spectra were collected with a Hahn echo 
pulse sequence and proton decoupling. A total 
number of 46,850 and 10,566 scans was collected 
for RCs of Rps. acidophila and Rb. sphaeroides 
WT,  respectively. The illumination set-up used has 
been specially designed for a Bruker MAS probe 
(Daviso et al. 2008).

Results and discussion

Signals of the protein

Figure 1A shows a 13C MAS NMR spectrum of a 
u13C-histidine labeled LH1-RC complex of Rps. 
acidophila in the dark. The spectrum shows the 
features of a normal protein with signal groups 
in the aliphatic region. Furthermore, weak humps 
appear in the region of the aromatic carbons 
due to the aromatic amino acids and cofactors. 
Additionally, caused by the carbon labels in the 

histidine residues, broad features appear between 
110 and 135 ppm (Alia et al. 2001).

Light-induced signals

Upon continuous illumination with white light, 
several emissive (negative) signals appear in 
the aromatic region (Spectrum 1B). No  photo-
CIDNP effect is observed in the aliphatic region. 
A detailed view of the aromatic region is 
presented in Spectrum 2A. At 189.4 ppm, a light-
induced carbonyl signal appears, at a frequency 
typical for C-131 carbonyl carbons in BChl a and 
BPhe a. The strongest signal is found at around 
160 ppm and can be conveniently assigned to a 
C-14 of a BChl a. Other strong signals appear at 
164.0, 152.5 and 145.3 ppm and can be assigned 
to C-19, C-1 and C-11 carbon atoms of a BChl 
a cofactor, respectively. In the region of the 
methine carbons, two signals can be recognized 
at 97.4 and 94.9 ppm, which can be assigned to 
C-20 methine carbons.

Electronic structure of the donor

Of especial interest is a comparison to a 13C photo-
CIDNP MAS NMR spectrum of a RC of Rb. 

Fig. 1 13C MAS NMR spectra of reaction centres of 
Rhodopseudomonas (Rps.) acidophila obtained in the dark 
(A) and under continuous illumination with white light (B). 
Both spectra have been obtained at 4.7 T, 240 K and a MAS 
frequency of 8 kHz
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sphaeroides WT (Spectrum 2B), since this RC has 
been well studied with several spectroscopic meth-
ods including photo-CIDNP MAS NMR (Prakash 
et al. 2005). The overall shape of the spectrum is 
very similar, which is a clear demonstration that 
the electronic structure of the special pair in RCs 
of Rps. acidophila is very similar to those of Rb. 
sphaeroides WT. In the latter, the electron spin 
density ratio between the two halves of the spe-
cial pair has been determined to be 2:3 in favour 
of the L-BChl in the radical pair state. Hence, 
we conclude, that also the special pair in RCs of 
Rps. acidophila has a very similar  distribution 
of electron spin density in the radical pair state. 
The quality of Spectrum 2A is lower than that of 
Spectrum 2B, which has been obtained from puri-
fied RCs. On the other hand, despite the dilution 
of antenna complexes, the quality of the photo-
CIDNP data on the LH1-RC complex is still suf-
ficient for a detailed comparison of both spectra. 
There are some differences in the  chemical shift 
pattern of the two spectra, especially the two 
signals at 158.7 and 153.6 ppm (Spectrum 2B), 
which are assigned to C-9 and C-1 carbons of the 
special pair, respectively (Prakash et al. 2005). In 
the RCs of Rps. acidophila (Spectrum 2A), both 
signals are shifted to slightly higher field (157.6 
and 152.5 ppm), indicating minor differences in 
the electronic ground-state structure of the donor.

Electronic coupling in the radical pair

The signals at 134.0, 119.4 and 108.5 ppm, which 
are assigned to C-2, C-12 and C-15 from the BPheo 
acceptor are significantly weaker in the spectrum 
from the RCs of Rps. acidophila. This may be par-
tially explained by overlap with absorptive (posi-
tive) signals of the u13C-labelled histidine, which 
appear in the same region. On the other hand, all 
signal arising from the BPhe acceptor are weaker 
relative to the signal group around 160 ppm which 
is assigned to the donor. In particular, also the 
signals of the methine carbons, which are assigned 
to the BPhe a acceptor, are weak. Hence, the ratio 
between donor and acceptor signals appears to be 
changed in the RCs of Rps. acidophila in favour 

to the donor signals. This could be explained in 
terms of a different ratio between the contributions 
of the TSM and DD mechanisms. While TSM 
contributions are emissive for both the donor and 
acceptor, DD contributions are emissive only for 
the donor, but absorptive for the acceptor (Jeschke 
and Matysik 2003). According to previous simula-
tions the TSM mechanism strongly dominates in 
RCs of Rb. sphaeroides. If the ratio between the 
lifetimes of singlet and triplet radical pairs, which 
we assume to be 20 in Rb. sphaeroides RCs, would 
be larger in Rps. acidophila, the enhanced DD con-
tribution would add to the donor polarization and at 
the same time partially cancel the emissive accep-
tor polarization caused by the TSM mechanism. 
Alternatively, the different ratio of the two contri-
butions could also result from a smaller exchange 
coupling between the donor and acceptor radicals 
in Rps. acidophila compared to Rb. sphaeroides. 
This would dimi nish the TSM contribution and 
leave the DD contribution unchanged. A smaller 
exchange coupling is caused by a smaller overlap 
between donor and acceptor orbitals. A quantita-
tive comparison of total enhancement factors for 
the two types of RCs could show whether a higher 
lifetime ratio or a smaller exchange coupling is the 
reason for the observed changes.

Effect of LH1 antenna

There is no hint of any involvement of the LH1 
antenna on the photo-CIDNP effect. This may not 
be surprising since also no electron spin density 
has been reported to occur on the LH1 antenna 
pigments. Since the anisotropy of photo-CIDNP 
causes only minor spectral effects (Diller et al., in 
these proceedings), we cannot rule out a mechanic 
orientation effect upon spinning induced by the flat 
ring of the LH1 antenna. Orientation rectangular 
to the rotor axis slightly increases the intensity of 
the acceptor signals relative to the donor signals 
(Diller et al., in these proceedings) and, hence, the 
increase of the acceptor signals in Fig. 2 could be 
explained alternatively by sample alignment paral-
lel to the rotor axis.
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Abstract  Reaction centers (RCs) from the 
photosynthetic bacterium Rhodobacter (Rb.) 
sphaeroides R-26 exhibit drastic changes in the 
recombination kinetics of the charge separated 
radical pair state, D• + QA

•−, depending on whether 
the RCs are cooled to cryogenic temperatures 
in the dark or under continuous illumination 
(Kleinfeld et al. 1984). Here we investigated 
light-induced structural changes associated with 
chargeseparation, using time-resolved electron 
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and pulsed elec-
tron-electron double resonance (PELDOR) tech-
niques at 95 GHz, which yielded the distance 
and the relative orientation between donor and 
acceptor ions (D•+ QA

•−) in RCs frozen in the dark 
and frozen under illumination. The results showed 
that the difference in the charge recombination 
kinetics of D• + QA

•− is not due to changes in dis-
tance or orientation of the radical ions.

Keywords  Bacterial photosynthesis, reaction 
centers, radical pairs, recombination kinetics, high-
field EPR, high-field PELDOR

Introduction

In photosynthetic bacteria, light-induced charge-
separation occurs in the reaction center (RC), a 
transmembrane protein complex. The RC consists 
of three polypeptide subunits and a number of 
cofactors associated with the electron transfer 
chain (Feher et al. 1989). The actinic light induces 
a transmembrane charge-separation with an elec-
tron leaving the primary donor, D, a specialized 
bacteriochlorophyll-a dimer, passing via inter-
mediates to the primary (QA) and secondary (QB) 
ubiquinone-10 acceptors. For QB light-induced 
structural changes associated with the electron-
transfer have been observed (Stowell et al. 1997). 
For QA such structural changes were suggested 
to explain the observed difference in charge-
recombination kinetics in RCs cooled in the dark 
and cooled in the charge-separated state (Kleinfeld 
et al. 1984). The authors explained the slower 
recombination kinetics in the charge-separated 
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state by changes in the donor-acceptor average 
distance and its distribution. This hypothesis has 
been tested using distance information obtained 
from pulsed X-band EPR studies (Zech et al. 
1997; Borovykh et al. 1998) without a conclu-
sive result. These experiments were insensitive 
to the relative orientation of the radicals. In this 
work, we applied high-field electron paramagnetic 
resonance (EPR) at 95 GHz (W-band) to obtain 
the necessary orientation selectivity and spectral 
resolution of the radical-pair spectra. In particular, 
the W-band pulsed electron-electron double reso-
nance (PELDOR) technique (Savitsky et al. 2007) 
was applied to explore the nature of the proposed 
structural changes. Using deuterated RCs for 
optimum resolution we address the following 
question: Is the light-induced charge-separation 
accompanied by changes in the orientation and/or 
in the orientation distribution of the D• + QA

•− elec-
tron-transfer cofactors?

Materials and methods

Sample Preparation. Fully deuterated RCs were 
obtained as described (van der Est et al. 1993). 
Deuterated RCs were isolated and purified as in 
(Isaacson et al. 1995). The replacement of the non-
heme Fe2+ with diamagnetic Zn2+ was accomplished 
as in (Utschig et al. 1997). The ratio of Zn/RC was 
determined by atomic absorption and EPR spec-
troscopies to be ≥0.90. To inhibit electron-transfer 
beyond QA, the QB binding site was blocked with 
stigmatellin (Giangiacomo et al. 1987).

EPR Experiments. EPR and PELDOR experi-
ments were performed on the home-built W-band 
(95 GHz/3.4 T) EPR instrument described previ-
ously (Savitsky et al. 2007) using a TE011 resonator. 
The pulse sequences as well as the data analysis 
were similar to those reported (Savitsky et al. 
2007). The recombination kinetics were recorded 
by transient EPR after laser flash (532 nm) using 
lock-in detection/field modulation. The samples 
in quartz tubes (ID = 0.6 mm) were cooled to 90 K 
either in the dark or under continuous illumination 
using a cw diode laser (690 nm).

Results

Charge-separated state D• + QA
•− in frozen 

deuterated RCs

Field-swept ESE-detected W-band EPR was used 
to monitor the charge-separation in the frozen 
state. From the RC sample frozen in the dark no 
EPR signal was observed prior to illumination. 
Upon continuous illumination, a reversible radical-
pair D•+ QA

•− EPR signal was formed from 100% 
of the sample (Fig. 1a). From the sample frozen 
under continuous illumination, charge-separation 
was also observed in 100% of the RCs (solid 
line, Fig. 1b). However, only ~30% of RCs shows 
cyclic electron-transfer, whereas ~70% of the RCs 
remained in the D•+ QA

•− state (stable for days), dot-
ted line in Fig. 1b.

Transient W-band EPR with laser-flash illumi-
nation was used to monitor the kinetics of charge 
recombination (see Fig. 1c). The respective rates 
were determined by fitting the kinetic decays to the 
commonly used function (Kleinfeld et al. 1984)

S(t) = S0 + S1 /(1+lt)n

The fitting parameters λ and n are related to the 
average charge recombination rate, k = n × λ, and 
to the width of the rate distribution, σ2 = n × λ2. 
The results are shown in Table 1. The difference 
in recombination kinetics observed in this work 
by EPR is in a good agreement with that reported 
by Kleinfeld et al. (1984) by optical spectroscopy 
(see Table 1).

Distance and relative orientation of the 
donor-acceptor radical pairs

Orientation-selective W-band PELDOR spectros-
copy (Savitsky et al. 2007) was used to monitor 
the relative orientation of the cofactor ions, the 
orientational distribution of QA

•− and the distance 
between the donor and acceptor ions in the pair 
D•+ QA

•− of RCs frozen in the dark or frozen under illu
mination. Figure 2 (middle part) shows PELDOR 
spectra of the spin-correlated (SC) radical-pair 
corresponding to the sample frozen in the dark. 
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The electron-electron dipolar coupling along the 
direction parallel to the donor-acceptor axis (ν||) 
is 4.11 ± 0.02 MHz. It is positioned at a magnetic 
field (BQ||) value of 3383.08 ± 0.02 mT (EPR of 
QA

•−). The dipolar coupling frequency represents a 
direct measure of the donor-acceptor distance. The 
BQ|| value yields information about the orientation 

of QA
•− with respect to D•+. The broadening of the 

PELDOR response at ν|| is a direct measure of 
angular distribution. The spectral density (dots at 
Fig. 2, bottom) was modelled using a pseudo-Voigt 
function (90% Lorentzian and 10% Gaussian) 
(dashed line at Fig. 2, bottom) with a linewidth 
(∆B1/2) of 1.00 ± 0.07 mT. This considerably 
exceeds the intrinsic inhomogeneous QA

•− EPR 
linewidth of 0.29 mT. Thus, the geometry of 
D•+ QA

•− is characterized by a significant distribution 
of QA

•− orientations. Similar results were obtained 
for D•+ QA

•− in the recombining fraction (~30%) of 
the sample frozen under illumination. In this case 
the following values were obtained from the PELDOR 
spectra: ν|| = 4.10 ± 0.02 MHz, BQ|| = 3383.09

Table 1 The average D•+ QA
•− → DQA charge-recombination 

rate constant (k) and its distribution (σ) in RCs frozen in the 
dark and frozen under illumination (see Fig. 1c). Numbers in 
parenthesis are the values given by Kleinfeld et al. (1984)

Sample k (s−1) σ (s−1)

Frozen in the dark 46.3 ± 4.3 (45.4) 22.7 ± 3.0 (18.4)
Frozen in the light 19.1 ± 1.4 (15.4) 16.7 ± 1.9 (14.3)

Fig. 1 Field-swept ESE-detected W-band EPR spectra of D•+ QA
•−. (a) RCs frozen in the dark, (b) frozen under continuous 

illumination. Light-off and light-on spectra are shown by dashed and solid lines, respectively. Samples illuminated with 
cw laser (690 nm). (c) Charge-recombination kinetics, RCs frozen in the dark (solid line) and frozen under illumination 
(dotted line) measured by transient W-band EPR, pulsed laser (532 nm) excitation. Gray solid lines are best fits to a power-
law function (see text)
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± 0.03 mT and ∆B1/2 = 1.06 ± 0.09 mT. Thus, all the 
structural parameters of the D•+ QA

•− radical pair are 
the same for both RC states.

Summary

1. In the sample frozen (90 K) in the dark, the 
 radical-pair state D•+ QA

•− was reversibly formed 
in 100% of the RCs (“fast” conformation), see 
Fig. 1a, c.

2. In the sample frozen under illumination (to 
90 K), D•+ QA

•− was accumulated in ~70% of 

the RCs (“stable” conformation), but revers-
ibly formed in the remaining ~30% of the RCs 
(“slow” conformation), see Fig. 1b, c.

3. The same distance and the same relative orien-
tation of the donor and acceptor radical ions in 
D•+ QA

•−, as well as the same orientation distribu-
tion of the acceptor QA

•−, were observed in RCs 
frozen in the dark (“fast” conformation) and 
under illumination (“slow” conformation), see 
Fig. 2.

These results indicate the existence of three kineti-
cally different conformations associated with the 

Fig. 2 W-band PELDOR spectra of the spin-correlated radical pair D•+ QA
•− in RCs frozen in the dark. The observer mw 

frequency is fixed at the value corresponding to the field B¢, while the pump mw is swept (field region B²). The middle 
part: contour plot of the positive Fourier intensities of the echo decays. Its amplitude (at the slice position) vs. magnetic 
field (dots) and the best fit to a pseudo-Voigt function (dashed line) are shown at the bottom. The intrinsic EPR linewidth 
(solid line) is 0.29 mT
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charge-separated state D•+ QA
•−. Furthermore, they 

show that the difference in charge-recombination 
kinetics between the “fast” and “slow” conforma-
tions (reported by Kleinfeld et al. 1984) is not 
related to changes in the distance or in the relative 
orientation of the donor and acceptor ions in D•+ QA

•−. 
Since it is unlikely that both D and QA move dur-
ing illumination in a concerted way, it is concluded 
that the same orientation for QA

•− is observed in RCs 
cooled in the dark and under illumination (“slow” 
conformation). Therefore, our results suggest that 
the difference in recombination kinetics of D•+ 
QA

•− is due to structural changes involving other 
cofactors, e.g., the intermediate electron acceptor 
bacteriopheophytin (φA) or involving the protein 
surrounding. Further experiments are necessary to 
clarify this point.
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CHAPTER TEN

A0 Æ A1 Electron Transfer in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 
PS I with Replaced A0 Axial Ligand
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Abstract  Replacement of methionine, the natu-
ral axial ligand to the primary electron acceptor 
(A0) in Photosystem I, with a series of different 
amino acids results in dramatic increase of the A0

− 
lifetime from ~20 ps in wild type to a few nanosec-
onds in the mutants in the case of Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii (Ramesh et al. 2004, 2007). This effect 
is similar independently if the mutation affects 
A-side or B-side A0. This observation confirms an 
existence of two equivalent primary electron accep-
tors in both symmetric branches of Photosystem I 
in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, which makes this 
photosystem unusual among other photosystems 
(from purple bacteria, PS II), which are essentially 
unidirectional. However, it is still not clear if the 
bidirectionality of electron transfer in Photosystem 
I is complete, i.e. if the electron from A0

− reaches 
A1 in both branches or takes another route in the 
“non-active” branch. In order to solve this issue, in 
this contribution we attempted to compare kinetics 
of A0

− reoxidation to the kinetics of A1
− formation 

in the case of B-side A0 mutant with methionine 
replaced by serine.

Keywords  Photosystem I, electron transfer, pri-
mary electron acceptor A0, mutants, femtosecond 
transient absorption

Introduction

In the literature there is no consensus on a few very 
basic issues related to the primary electron transfer 
reactions in Photosystem I. First one is the nature 
of the primary electron donor. Traditionally, a chlo-
rophyll a dimer called P700 is thought to play this 
role. However, in a recent model it was proposed 
that the first electron transfer reaction in PSI occurs 
from an accessory Chl to the primary electron 
acceptor, Chl A0 (Holzwarth et al. 2006).

Another important issue is the secondary  electron 
transfer from Chl A0 to phylloquinone A1. In normal 
PSI this reaction occurs within ~20 ps (Hastings 
et al. 1994; Brettel and Vos 1999) which is a value 
similar to that of exciton lifetime in PSI core. It was 
hypothesized that methionine axial  ligand to Chl A0 
was responsible for the fast  electron transfer between 
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A0
− and A1 (Ramesh et al. 2007). Indeed, replace-

ment of methionine ligand with His, Ser, Leu, and 
Asn resulted in increased lifetime of A0

−. In the case 
of cyanobacterial PSI, electron transfer from A0

− to 
A1 with methionione in branch A (but not in branch 
B) replaced by Leu or Asn was measured to be 
100 ps (Dashdorj et al. 2005). The lifetime of A0

− in 
PSI from Chlamydomonas reinhardtii was reported 
to be extended to 1–2 ns in the samples with the 
methionine replaced by His, Ser, and Leu in either of 
two branches of electron transfer cofactors (Ramesh 
et al. 2007). However, in the case of C. reinhardtii 
it was not shown that after 1–2 ns the electron from 
A0

− was indeed transferred to A1. Therefore, in this 
contribution we describe our attempt to measure the 
kinetics of both decay of A0

− and formation of A1
−.

Materials and methods

The transient absorption measurements were per-
formed for MS(B664) mutant of PSI in which the 
methionine axial ligand to primary electron accep-
tor A0 (M, the 664-th residue in subunit B of PSI) 
was replaced by serine (S). The sample was excited 
by flashes provided by NOPA (noncollinear opti-
cal parametric amplifier) and absorbance changes 
were probed by white light generated in a calcium 
fluoride plate. The 800-nm laser pulses with ~100-fs 
duration produced by Spectra Physics 1-kHz laser 
system were used for pumping NOPA and for white 
light generation. The transient absorption signal 
was detected by the CCD camera. The experiment 
was carried out in room temperature with time 
window limited by 1-ns delay line. The excitation 
energy was estimated to 0.5 µJ/pulse. The primary 
donor was kept neutral during repetitive excitation 
by addition of 20 mM sodium ascorbate and 20 µM 
phenazine methosulfate (PMS).

Results and discussion

The decay of A0
− can in principle be measured both 

in Qy and Soret regions as a decay of photobleach-
ing caused by reoxidation of A0

− (Hastings et al. 

1994; Mi et al. 1999; Ramesh et al. 2004, 2007). 
Two panels in Fig. 1 show transient absorption 
spectra measured in Qy region, 300 ps and 1 ns after 
excitation of MS(B664) PSI mutant at 400 nm. For 
comparison, transient absorption spectra measured 
300 ps after excitation of PSI WT at 695 nm are 
shown. The difference between these two traces 
with a minimum at ~682 nm in each of the panels 
is assigned to accumulation of (A0

− - A0) in the 
mutated branch B (compare to Ramesh et al. 2004, 
2007). Interestingly, the maximum of (P700+-
P700) photobleaching is red-shifted in the case of 
the mutant to 697–698 nm (691 nm in WT). This 
phenomenon was not observed before for any A0 

Fig. 1 Absorption difference spectra of MS(B664) (thin 
solid lines), recorded 300 ps (A) and 1 ns (B) after ~100-fs 
excitation at 400 nm at room temperature. Absorption dif-
ference spectrum of WT (dashed lines) was recorded after 
~150-fs excitation at 695 nm at room temperature. The 
(Neutral Mut – Neutral WT) difference (thick solid lines) 
should correspond to accumulation of (A0

− - A0) in the 
mutated branch B
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mutants (Ramesh et al. 2004, 2007). Also, some-
what unexpectedly, no clear evolution of transient 
spectra for MS(B664) mutant was observed from 
300 ps to 1 ns. Previously, the (A0

− - A0) signal was 
reported to decay with a time constant of 1,150 ps 
(Ramesh et al. 2007). The observed differences may 
indicate longer A0

− lifetime in this preparation.
In Fig. 2, decay associated spectra (DAS) are 

presented for MS(B664) mutant in blue and red 
spectral regions. The sub-100-ps components we 
assign mostly to excitation dynamics in the PSI core. 
We are aware that resolving components with time 
constants ≥1,000 ps is not very reliable in terms of 
exact values of lifetimes and amplitudes considering 
that the experiments were performed in 1,000-ps 
time window. However, we still present them as an 
indication of slow ∆A changes possibly related to 
A0

− reoxidation and A1 reduction. The 1.7-ns DAS 
in panel B is clearly different from the 1,150-ps 
DAS published before for the same mutant (Ramesh 
et al. 2007): apart from previously reported maxi-
mum at 681 nm it shows even larger amplitude 
around 700 nm, suggesting decay of both A0

− and 
P700+. Since the non-decaying component shows 
unaltered ratio between the amplitudes at ~681 and 
~698-nm (compare to panel B in Fig. 1) we think 
that the time window in our experiment was not suf-
ficient to clearly observe the complete decay of A0

−. 
The 1.7-ns DAS may be either largely  contributed 
by an artifact or may indicate slow recombination 
between P700+ and A0

−. The latter conclusion would 
be opposite to what was concluded from our previ-
ous work, in which decay of A0

− was not accom-
panied by the decay of P700+ but was suggested to 
decay via slowed forward electron transfer to A1 
(Ramesh et al. 2007).

The slow, ~1-ns DAS of very minor amplitude 
was resolved also in the blue region (left panel 
in Fig. 2). It could be related to the decay of A0

− 
photobleaching signal in the Soret region (com-
pare to Mi et al. 1999).

In the view of relatively small decay of A0
− 

recorded in our experiments, one cannot expect sig-
nificant formation of A1

−, which in principle should 
be observable at ~385 nm. At this wavelength, 
the transient absorption signal from (A1

− -A1) is 

expected to be three times larger than the signal 
from (P700+-P700) (Brettel 1988). Both these 
 signals should be positive since they originate from 
excited states absorption (ESA) and should have 

Fig. 2 Decay associated spectra and non-decaying compo-
nent for PSI from MS(B664) mutant of C. reinhardtii. Data 
were collected at room temperature on a 1,000 ps time scale, 
using excitation pulses at 675 nm for measurement in blue 
region (A) and excitation pulses at 400 nm for measurement 
in red region (B). In panel C, there is a kinetic trace of ∆A 
measured at 385 nm with excitation at 675 nm
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total amplitude five times smaller than the ampli-
tude of (P700+-P700) photobleaching signal at 
∼436 nm (Brettel 1988). The amplitude of the non-
decaying component is indeed positive at ~385 nm 
(Fig. 2A) but it is 20 times smaller than at 436 nm. 
This small positive amplitude is hardly enough to 
account for expected ESA of P700+, and not at all 
enough to account for expected ESA of A1

−. This 
observation confirms that the hypothetical slow 
formation of A1

− in the mutated branch is low in 
1,000-ps time scale. However, both small negative 
amplitude of the 1,020-ps component (Fig. 2A) and 
the kinetics (Fig. 2C) at 385 nm indicates an exist-
ence of slow raise of absorption at this wavelength 
possibly originating from the formation of A1

−.
Further experiments on longer than 1-ns time-

scale and with more A0 mutants are in progress to 
solve definitely the fate of electron residing on A0

− 
for extended time.
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Abstract  Simulations of echo-detected and CW 
EPR lineshapes at W-band yield the princi-
pal g-values [2.00307, 2.00249, 2.00224] for the 
P •+798 radical in the heliobacterial reaction center 
(HbRC). The transient echo-detected EPR spec-
trum sets an upper limit for the lifetime of a 
presumed A•−

1 acceptor of <10 ns. The amount of 
the net polarization in the EPR spectrum after a 
laser flash as well as it magnetic field dependence 
strongly suggests that the polarization stems from 
a primary short-lived (~500 ps) pair in the electron 
transfer pathway, presumably P •+798 A

•− 
0. A reported 

break exists in the temperature dependence of the 
recombination kinetics between 100 and 230 K that 
is due to either a glass transition or a shift of P •+798 F •−x 
recombination to an earlier P •+798 A •−1 recombina-
tion (Chiou and Blankenship 1996). The constant 
σ/k ratio (rate distribution ratio/rate constant) 
from application of the power law to four different 

 temperature points argues for a conformational 
change in the HbRC rather than a change in the 
identity of the acceptor.

Keywords Heliobacteria, Type I reaction center, 
P798, high-field EPR, quinone

Introduction

Heliobacteria are obligatory anaerobic photo-
heterotrophic microorganisms that contain a 
homodimeric Type I reaction center (RC). The 
primary electron donor is P798, a special pair 
consisting of bacteriochlorophyl (Bchl) g (in fact, 
a heterodimer of Bchl g and g’). The  primary 
acceptor A0 is a monomer of Chl a (in fact, 
81-OH-Chl a). Although heliobacteria contain 
menaquinone-7, information on its function as an 
intermediate electron transfer cofactor has been 
elusive. In particular, transient EPR spectroscopy 
has failed to detect a P •+798 A

•−
1 radical pair. One 

explanation is that electron transfer might be too 
rapid for the radical pair to be detected by EPR 
(van der Est et al. 1998).

The kinetics of P •+798 decay have been stud-
ied previously by transient optical difference 
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 spectroscopy (Chiou and Blankenship 1996). The 
decay of P •+798 was found to be mono-exponential 
at temperatures below 160 K (τ = 2 to 4 ms) and 
above 240 K (τ = 12 to 15 ms), but in the 160–240 K 
range the decay is biphasic, and both fast and slow 
components are present. It was proposed that the 
biphasic response in this intermediate temperature 
regime represents either a conformational change 
in the HbRC as the result of a glass transition, 
or a shift of the P •+798 F •−x recombination to an ear-
lier P •+798 A

•−
1 recombination. Here, we distinguish 

between these two possibilities using high-field 
EPR spectroscopy.

Materials and methods

Heliobacterium modesticaldum cells were 
grown anaerobically and HbRC cores (con-
taining only PshA) were isolated as described 
earlier (Heinnickel et al. 2005). EPR measure-
ments were performed on a home-built W-band 
(95 GHz/3.4 T) multi-purpose spectrometer. The 
electron transfer was initiated by light excita-
tion at 532 nm using a Nd:YAG laser (5 ns 
pulse length, 10 Hz repetition rate, 0.5 mJ on the 
sample surface) or at 690 nm using a CW diode 
laser (25 mW  output, 10 mW on the sample sur-
face). The samples were  characterized using a 
number of EPR detection techniques including 
CW EPR (with field modulation), time-resolved 
EPR (direct detection without field modulation), 
pulsed EPR, and lock-in transient detection (with 
field modulation). The pulsed EPR measurements 
were performed with a time delay after the laser 
flash, TDAF, using the microwave pulse sequence 
for primary echo generation: hv − TDAF − (tp)x,−x 
− τ − (2 tp) − τ −echo. Here, tp is the pulse length 
of the π/2 mw pulses, which was generally fixed 
at 30 ns, and τ is a pulse separation. The slow 
decay of the EPR absorption was recorded using 
lock-in transient detection with field modulation 
(30 kHz, 0.1 mT modulation amplitude). The time 
resolution of the latter technique was varied from 
100 µs to 1 ms.

Results and discussion

Continuous illumination

A dark-adapted sample of HbRC cores shows 
no detectable EPR resonances at W-band. After 
illumination with a CW laser at 690 nm, an EPR 
signal appears that consists of one slightly asym-
metrical line positioned around g ~ 2.0025 (Fig. 1a, 
top trace) that can be attributed to the accumulated 
primary donor radical P •+798 (compare with P •+700 
from PS I, Fig. 1a, bottom trace).

Simulations of the echo-detected and CW EPR 
lineshapes yield the principal g-values [2.00307, 
2.00249, 2.00224] for the P •+798 radical (error ± 
2•10−5). These values are very close to those 
[2.00309, 2.00258, 2.00224] for the P •+700 radical. 
The EPR spectrum of P •+798 is best described by 
a slightly broader inhomogeneous line width of 
1.1 mT (FWHM) as compared to 0.8 mT for P •+700. In 
PS I, an additional signal is present in the  low-field 
region that can be attributed to the intermediate 
electron acceptor A•−

1 . The integrated intensity of 
the A•−

1  signal is about 10% that of P •+700 as a result 
of their different lifetimes. There is no evidence for 
the presence of a quinone-like signal in the HbRC 
sample. If a quinone would participate in electron 
transfer in the HbRC, the lifetime of its radical 
state could be estimated to be <30 µs from the S/N 
of the measured spectrum and from the  P •+798 life-
time of 3 ms at 100 K (see below). After switching 
off the CW laser, a small signal of P •+798 remains 
during the time of the EPR measurement. It is esti-
mated that the overall amplitude of this fraction is 
less than 10% of the accumulated amplitude. Thus, 
the ‘cyclic’ component of the photoinduced elec-
tron-transfer process is greater than 90%, which is 
much higher than the 25% reported in a previous 
study (van der Est et al. 1998).

Pulsed illumination

In Fig. 1b, the transient echo-detected W-band EPR 
spectra of HbRCs and PS I are shown TDAF = 200 ns 
after the laser flash. The PS I spectrum  displays 
a specific spin-polarization pattern  composed of 
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absorptive (A) and emissive (E) lines. They are 
slightly shifted and of opposite sign, so that the total 
emissive and absorptive contributions are the same, 
i.e. the integrated EPR intensity is zero. After pulsed 
laser excitation, the primary donor in the radical pair 
P •+700 A

•−
1  appears in the spin-correlated radical pair 

(SCRP) state, which is characterized by weak elec-
tron spin-spin coupling in a fixed geometry of the 
radicals in the pair and an initial singlet state of the 
excited donor P700*. The HbRC spectrum displays 
only features in the P •+798 region and assumes that the 
radical pair partner (FX

−) does not contribute to the 
spectrum. This results in an upper limit for the life-
time of the putative intermediate P •+798 A

•−
1   precursor 

radical pair of <100 ns.
The integrated EPR intensity shows enhanced 

absorption consistent with previous observations at 
X- and K-band (van der Est et al. 1998). The spec-
trum can be analyzed in terms of net and multiplet 
(overall integrated intensity of zero) contributions. 
To obtain the value of the net contribution in terms 
of absolute population difference between thermally-
equilibrated (Boltzmann) electron Zeeman levels, the 
spectrum of P •+798 after relaxation of the initial polari-
zation by T1 (about 100 µs at 100 K) was recorded 
500 µs after the laser flash (dotted line in Fig. 1b). 
After scaling the net contribution to the thermally 

equilibrated spectrum, and after taking into account 
the equilibrium population difference at 100 K and 
3.4 T (W-band EPR) of 2.3 • 10−2, a net contribu-
tion of (1.70 ± 0.05) • 10−2 was obtained. This value 
is consistent with theoretical estimations reported 
previously (Kandrashkin et al. 1997). Additionally, 
by comparing EPR spectra obtained at X-, K- and 
W-bands, an increase in the net contribution with 
increasing magnetic field is observed. The size of the 
light-induced net polarization as well as its magnetic 
field dependence strongly suggests that it evolves 
fully in a primary short-lived radical pair in the elec-
tron-transfer pathway, presumably P •+700 A •−0, and is 
projected onto the observed late radical pair state.

The time resolution of direct-detection transient 
EPR in W-band is about 5 ns, and on this time 
scale no indication of additional polarized EPR 
signals, presumably stemming from the P •+700 A •−1  
radical pair, could be found (data not shown). This 
supports the conclusion that the lifetime of A •−1  
would be <10 ns (thus superseding the 100 ns value 
noted above).

Charge recombination

The lifetime of the primary donor radical state pro-
vides information about electron-transfer  processes. 

Fig. 1 (a) W-band field-swept 2-pulse echo-detected EPR spectra (τ = 150 ns) taken at 100 K under continuous illumination 
by a CW laser (690 nm); at 100 K; upper curve HbRC, lower curve PS I from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. (b) W-band 
field-swept 2-pulse echo-detected EPR spectra (τ = 150 ns) taken at TDAF after the laser pulse (532 nm) at 100 K; upper 
curves HbRC for TDAF = 200 ns – solid line, and TDAF = 500 µs – dotted line, lower curve PSI from Synechocystis sp. PCC 
6803 (TDAF = 200 ns)
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The reported lifetimes of P •+798 are in the order of 2 
to 20 ms and can be obtained by measuring the time 
dependence of the P •+798 thermally  equilibrated EPR 
absorption signal, i.e. after relaxation of the initial 
polarization by T1, in a transient EPR experiment 
that utilizes lock-in detection and field modulation. 
The time decays show no dependence on magnetic 
field within the EPR spectrum of P •+798. Thus, the 
time decays are due to electron recombination 
and can be analysed for temperature dependence. 
Figure 2 demonstrates selected traces of P •+798  
obtained, for the same sample, at 100, 150, 200, 
and 230 K.

The decays are found to be non-exponential. 
Moreover, the fit to a biexponential function 
assuming two rates of 10 to 15 ms and 2 to 4 ms as 
reported previously (Chiou and Blankenship 1996) 
does not yield a satisfactory fit. The best agree-
ment between experimental and calculated traces 

was obtained with the commonly used power law 
(McMahon et al. 1998):

A(t) = A0 + A1/(1+λ • t)n

with the fitting parameters λ and n that are related to 
the average decay rate constant k = n • λ (τ = k−1) and 
the width σ2 = n • λ2 of the rate distribution  function, 
assuming for example a Gaussian distribution. It 
can be seen that although the lifetime changes with 
temperature as described earlier, the σ/k ratio is 
constant throughout the measured temperature range 
(Table 1). Similar results have been described for 
the purple bacterial RC, for which it was concluded 
that a single event with an increasing distribution 
of rate constants is responsible for the temperature 
dependence of the kinetics (McMahon et al. 1998). 
It can thus be concluded that no previous accep-
tor such as A1 is ‘switched on’ in the HbRC as 
the temperature is lowered, and that the break in 
the  previously–observed temperature dependence 
(Chiou and Blankenship 1996) can best be explained 
by a conformational change in the HbRC due to the 
presence of a glass transition.
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Table 1 Kinetic parameters of charge recombination in 
HbRCs obtained from the analysis of W-band decay profiles 
of P •+798 EPR absorption (see text)

T/K k/s−1 σ/s−1 σ/k

100 313 ± 10 100 ± 8 0.32 ± 0.03
150 230 ± 5   66 ± 7 0.29 ± 0.03
200 104 ± 3   32 ± 3 0.31 ± 0.03
230   83 ± 3   22 ± 2 0.27 ± 0.03

Fig. 2 Representative decay profiles of the thermally 
equilibrated P •+798 EPR absorption signal after a laser flash 
(532 nm) obtained with transient lock-in detection and field 
modulation. The kinetics are measured at 100, 150, 200 and 
230 K. The lifetime increases with increasing temperature
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Quinone Anion Bands in A1
−/A1 FTIR Difference 

Spectra Investigated Using Photosystem I Particles 
with Specifically Labeled Naphthoquinones Incorporated 
into the A1 Binding Site
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Abstract  Time-resolved step-scan Fourier trans-
form infrared difference spectroscopy (TRSS FTIR 
DS) has been used to produce A1

−/A1 FTIR dif-
ference spectra for menB photosystem I (PS I) 
particles from Synechocystis sp. 6803 (S6803) 
that have a 2-methyl naphthoquinone (2MNQ) 
occupying the A1 binding site. 2MNQ is the same 
as phylloquinone (PhQ) except that the phytyl 
chain is replaced with a hydrogen atom. We have 
also obtained spectra for PS I particles containing 
2MNQ that is 18O labeled, and specifically 13C1 or 
13C4 labeled. These spectra allow a demarcation 
between bands associated with the quinone and 
bands associated with other molecular groups in 
the binding site. To aid spectral interpretation we 
have also obtained FTIR absorption spectra for 
all labeled and unlabeled quinones, and have used 
density functional methods to calculate the FTIR 
absorbance and “anion minus neutral” absorbance 
difference spectra for all of the quinones studied.

Keywords  Photosystem I, A1, phylloquinone, 
FTIR, time-resolved step-scan

Introduction

Recently we have been using time-resolved step-
scan FTIR difference spectroscopy (TRSS FTIR 
DS) to produce A1

−/A1 FTIR difference spectra 
(DS) for unlabeled and isotope labeled PS1 parti-
cles at 77 K (Sivakumar et al. 2005), for PS I par-
ticles that have a modified PhQ species occupying 
the A1 binding site (Bandaranayake et al. 2006b), 
and for PS I particles that contain a completely 
different quinone species (plastoquinone 9 [PQ9]) 
in the binding site (Bandaranayake et al. 2006c). 
These later studies were undertaken using the 
menB mutant PS I particles from Synechocystis sp. 
6803 [S6803] (Johnson et al. 2001). Using menB 
PS I particles we have shown that it is possible to 
replace PQ9 in the A1 site with PhQ, by incubat-
ing the isolated particles in a large molar excess 
of PhQ. We have shown that A1

−/A1 FTIR DS 
obtained using PhQ reconstituted menB PS1 parti-
cles are very similar to that obtained using WT PS1 
particles (Bandaranayake et al. 2006c).

Based on the A1
−/A1 FTIR DS we have obtained 

for PS I particles under a variety of conditions, we 
have proposed assignments for several of the bands 
in the spectra. However, there are still lingering 
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doubts and ambiguities. To discriminate between 
bands that are associated with the incorporated 
pigment in the A1 binding site, or bands that are 
associated with other pigments or protein amino 
acids, it is desirable to compare FTIR DS obtained 
on PS I particles that contain unlabeled and specifi-
cally labeled quinones. To this end we have incor-
porated 2-methyl 1,4 naphthoquinone (2MNQ) 
[see Fig. 2 inset for structure and numbering] into 
the A1 binding site in menB PS I particles. We have 
also incorporated 18O labeled 2MNQ, and 2MNQ 
that has the carbons at positions 1 and 4 specifi-
cally 13C labeled. We have then obtained A1

−/A1 
FTIR DS for all of the PS I particles containing 
the differently labeled quinones. A priori, it is far 
from obvious how bands will shift, and how their 
intensities will change, upon quinone labeling. 
With this in mind we have used density functional 
theory (DFT) to calculate the harmonic vibrational 
mode frequencies of unlabeled and labeled 2MNQ 
and 2MNQ− model systems that are and are not 
asymmetrically hydrogen bonded.

Materials and methods

Specifically 13C labeled 2MNQ was a gift from 
Professor Dietmar Stehlik, who prepared the 
material in collaboration with Professor Herbert 
Zimmerman (Pushkar et al. 2004). Incorporation 
of quinones into the A1 binding site in menB PS I 
has been described (Bandaranayake et al. 2006c). 
MenB mutant trimeric PS1 particles were prepared 
using standard procedures (Johnson et al. 2001). 
Time-resolved step-scan FTIR experiments with 
5 µs time resolution, at 77 K, were undertaken 
as described previously (Sivakumar et al. 2005; 
Hastings 2006).

Results

A1
−/A1 FTIR difference spectra

Figure 1 shows calculated A1
−/A1 FTIR DS in the 

1,540–1,370 cm−1 region (anion region) obtained 

using menB PS I particles that have had (a) PhQ 
and (c) 2MNQ reincorporated. Spectra are also 
shown for particles that have had (b) 18O, (d) 13C1 
and (e) 13C4 labeled 2MNQ incorporated.

Calculated quinone anion spectra

Figure 2 shows calculated IR spectra for DMNQ−, 
2MNQ− and NQ−, and various forms of labeled 
2MNQ−. The structure and numbering scheme 
for 2MNQ is shown in the inset. DMNQ  contains 
methyl groups at the 2 and 3 positions, NQ con-
tains hydrogen atoms (H), while 2MNQ contains 
one H and one methyl group. Calculated DMNQ− 
spectra are very similar to calculated PhQ− spectra 
(Bandaranayake et al. 2006a). No scaling  factors 
have been applied to the calculated data as we 
are primarily interested in frequency differences, 
that are accurately calculated without scaling 
(Bandaranayake et al. 2006a).

Discussion

Calculated spectra. For DMNQ−, the antisym-
metric stretching of both C = O groups occurs 
at 1,534 cm−1. Replacement of the methyl group at 

Fig. 1  A1
−/A1 FTIR DS obtained using menB mutant PS 

I particles reconstituted with (a) unlabeled PhQ, (b) 18O 
labeled, (c) unlabeled, (d) 13C1 labeled, and (e) 13C4 labeled 
2MNQ. Spectra are obtained by subtracting static P700+/
P700 FTIR DS from time resolved P700+A1

−/P700A1 FTIR 
DS, as described previously (Hastings 2006)
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the 3 position with H (2MNQ) leads to a 10 cm−1 
upshift of the C = O mode frequency, while replace-
ment of both methyl groups with H at the 2 and 3 
position (NQ) leads to a 18 cm−1 upshift.

Upon 18O labeling the antisymmetric C = O 
mode of 2MNQ− downshifts 11 to 1,533 cm−1. 
A 14 cm−1 18 O induced downshift has been 
 calculated for PhQ− (Hastings et al. 2008). For 
2MNQ− the mode at 1,476 cm−1 is due to C —… C 
and C-C stretching of the aromatic and quinonic 
parts of the NQ ring, respectively. In addition, 
C-H waging and antisymmetric C —… O stretching 
also contribute to this mode. For 2MNQ−, upon 
18O labeling, the 1,476 cm−1 mode is calculated 
to downshift 8 to 1,468 cm−1. Upon 13C1 and 
13C4 labeling, the mode at 1,476 cm−1 downshifts 
10–11 cm−1.

Upon 13C1 labeling the mode appearing at 
1,537 cm−1 is predominantly a C4 = O stretching 
vibration, with some (antisymmetric) coupling 
to the C1 = O vibration, and other C = C and C-H 
modes. A second, lower intensity mode appears 
at 1,506 cm−1 and is due predominantly to a 
C1 = O vibration, with some (symmetric)  coupling 
to the C4 = O vibration. So, upon 13C1 labeling 
the antisymmetric C = O mode of 2MNQ− splits, 

with the C4 = O/C1 = O vibration downshifting 
7/38 cm−1, respectively.

Upon 13C4 labeling the mode appearing at 
1,536 cm−1 is mainly a C1 = O stretching vibration, 
but with strong (antisymmetric) coupling to the 
C4 = O vibration. A weak symmetric C = O vibration 
is found at 1,515 cm−1. So, upon 13C4 labeling the 
 predominantly antisymmetric C = O mode of 2MNQ− 
downshifts 8 cm−1, while the predominantly symmet-
ric C = O mode downshifts 29 cm−1.

A1
−/A1 FTIR difference spectra. For samples 

with PhQ incorporated a prominent band associated 
with the C=O mode of PhQ− is found at 1,494 cm−1 
(Bandaranayake et al. 2006b). For samples with 
unlabeled 2MNQ incorporated a prominent band is 
found at 1,506 cm−1 (with a shoulder at 1,501 cm−1). 
Figure 2 indicates that the C —… O mode of 2MNQ− 
should be ~10 cm−1 higher in frequency than the 
corresponding band of DMNQ (or PhQ). So the 
calculations suggest that the 1,506 cm−1 band in 
the A1

−/A1 FTIR DS of 2MNQ incorporated PS I is 
due to a C —… O mode of 2MNQ−. Upon compari-
son with the spectrum obtained using samples with 
18O labeled 2MNQ incorporated it appears that 
both the 1,506 and 1,501 cm−1 features downshift 
~11 cm−1 upon 18O labeling. This is exactly the shift 
calculated expected for C —… O modes of 2MNQ− 
upon 18O labeling (Fig. 2). We therefore propose 
that features at 1,506 and 1,501 cm−1 are due to 
predominantly C —… O modes of 2MNQ−. Since 
two bands are observed at 1,506 and 1,501 cm−1, 
this may suggest that the calculations (Fig. 2) may 
be too simple to adequately model 2MNQ− in the 
A1 binding site in PS I as only a single antisymmet-
ric C —… O mode is calculated for the anion state.

Upon 13C4 labeling the band at 1,427 cm−1 dis-
appears with a new band appearing at 1,409 cm−1. 
The 1,427 cm−1 band is much less impacted by 13C1 
labeling. Upon 13C1 labeling the band at 1,506 cm−1 
(and 1,501 cm−1) is greatly reduced, with a new 
band appearing at 1,486 cm−1. The 1,506 and 
1,501 cm−1 bands are much less impacted by 13C4 
labeling than 13C1 labeling.
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Fig. 2  Calculated IR absorbance spectra for (a) NQ−, 
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Abstract  It is shown that in all photosystems 
of oxygenic photosynthesis, with the exception 
of the largest PS II units, the energy trapping for 
the excited states is limited by charge separation 
in the reaction centers, and not by energy transfer 
from the antenna to the trap. Recent ultrafast spec-
troscopic studies show that in the reaction centers 
of oxygenic photosynthesis the primary electron 
donors are the monomeric accessory chorophylls, 
and not the “special pairs” P680 or P700. These 
findings change dramatically our understanding 
of the ultrafast electron transfer processes in reac-
tion centers. The insight gained from the ultrafast 
studies on isolated antenna/reaction center units 
has been applied to unravel the quenching sites 
in the so-called “non-photochemical quenching” 
processes that protect in particular photosystem II 
against photodamage in high light.

Keywords  Primary reactions, ultrafast spectros-
copy, charge separation, reaction center, non-photo-
chemical quenching, energy transfer kinetics

Introduction

It has been assumed for decades that purple bac-
terial reaction centers represent the “role model” 
for the mechanism of the early electron transfer 
(ET) processes in reaction centers (RCs). More 
detailed ultrafast spectroscopic studies during the 
recent years have shown however that the RCs 
of oxygen-evolving organisms, i.e. photosystems 
(PS) I and PS II, actually employ different mecha-
nisms of charge separation (for recent reviews 
see (Holzwarth 2007; Renger and Holzwarth 
2005). The results and relevance of these recent 
studies – mostly based on a combination of 
ultrafast spectroscopy and RC point mutations 
– leading to these conclusions will be discussed 
(Holzwarth et al. 2006a, b; Renger and Holzwarth 
2005). Furthermore, the detailed insight gained 
from ultrafast spectroscopic studies in isolated 
complexes can be applied to the understanding 
and unravelling of time-resolved data of highly 
complex systems. Thus processes, like, e.g. high-
light adaptation, non-photochemical quenching 
etc. can now be studied at the level of thylakoids, 
intact leaves or entire plants using time-resolved 
fluorescence (Holzwarth et al. 2007a).
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Results and discussion

Energy equilibration between antenna 
and reaction centers

The question regarding the rate of energy transfer 
from the bulk Chls in the PS I and PS II cores 
to the RC pigments represents a key problem in 
understanding the dynamics of the primary proc-
esses in the two photosystems, including the early 
ET steps in the RC. Two fundamentally different 
models have been proposed for both systems, the 
so-called “transfer-to-the-trap-limited” model and 
the “trap-limited” model. The fact that the average 
distance between the Chl pigments surrounding the 
RC and the RC pigments is substantially larger on 
average (>16 Å in PS I and 20 Å in PS II) than the 
distance between the Chl pigments in the bulk core 
antennae has led to the proposal of the “transfer-
to-the-trap-limited” model for both photosystems 
(Dekker and van Grondelle 2000; van Grondelle 
and Gobets 2004). In that model the energy transfer 
to the RC from the bulk antenna represents a bottle-
neck for the overall decay of the excited state and 
thus for the overall charge separation in the RC. 
The problem would seem to be particularly critical 
for PS II due to the relatively large distances, which 
should substantially slow down energy transfer. 
Theoretical calculations for PS I seemed to support 
to various extents the “transfer-to-the-trap-limited” 
kinetics (van Grondelle and Gobets 2004). Yang 
et al. (2003) calculated an average arrival time of 
energy at the RC of ca. 19 ps for PS I cores from 
T. elongatus, which would represent about half 
of the assumed total trapping time of ca. 35–
40 ps. One of the drawbacks and problems of 
theoretical calculations is the uncertainty about the 
 spectral properties of the RC, which should have 
a substantial influence on the antenna-RC energy 
 transfer rates. Direct experimental data resolving 
the antenna to RC energy transfer step(s) have been 
missing until recently however. Holzwarth and 
coworkers resolved for the first time the average 
energy transfer time between antenna and RC for 
the PS I core of the green alga C. reinhardtii, which 
is devoid of red Chls. The equilibration time turned 
out to be 2 ps (Holzwarth et al. 2005, 2006a), i.e. 

much shorter than predicted by theoretical mod-
eling. The average overall antenna decay time 
(trapping time) in this system is ca. 13 ps, which 
in relation to the 2 ps equilibration time between 
antenna and RC results in an extremely trap-
limited kinetics (Müller et al. 2003). In PS II an 
even more extreme transfer-to-the-trap limitation 
than for PS I has been proposed (Dekker and van 
Grondelle 2000). In contrast, recent experimental 
data, which for the first time resolved spectrally 
and kinetically the antenna* and the RC* states in 
intact PS II cores, also gave evidence for very fast 
antenna-RC energy transfer for PS II, although the 
equilibration time between core antenna and RC is 
longer than for PS I.

According to the equation, where •tot trap is the 
total trapping time of the excited states, which is 
composed of two terms: •et is the energy transfer 
contribution to the trapping, and •CS is the charge 
separation contribution. A trap-limited model is 
realized if the ratio •CS/•et > 1. Figure 1 summarizes 
the situation for various PS I and PS II particles. 
It turns out that for all particles studied this ratio is 
substantially >1, ranging from about 6 in isolated 
PS II cores, to about 2 in intact higher plant PS I 
complexes (Holzwarth et al. 2007b; Slavov et al. 
2007). Only for BBY (PS II) particles with a large 
LHC II antenna content (3 LHC II trimers per PS 
II) an intermediate situation with •CS/•et ~ 1 results. 
Thus with the exception of large BBY particles a 
trap-limited kinetics prevails for the photosystems 
of oxygen-evolving systems and energy transfer 
to the trap is not rate-limiting. It remains a chal-
lenge for the theoretical calculations of the energy 
transfer rates to explain these experimental find-
ings. An important factor is certainly the fact that 
the primary ET steps are reversible for both PS I 
and PS II.

Early electron transfer steps in reaction centers

Photosystem II. It had been assumed for a long 
time that the early ET steps in the PS II RC would 
be analogous to the purple bacterial RC, i.e. the 
first ET step would start from the “special pair” 
P680. The first resolved radical pair (RP) was the 
state P680+ Pheo−, with no intermediates resolved 
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(see Renger and Holzwarth 2005 for a review). 
However, recent detailed ultrafast studies showed 
that this interpretation is not correct and that both 
in the isolated D1-D2 RC (Groot et al. 2005; 
Holzwarth et al. 2006b) as well as in intact PS II 
cores (Holzwarth et al. 2006b) the primary electron 
donor is the accessory ChlD1 and the primary accep-
tor is the PheoD1. Only in the secondary ET step the 
“special pair” Chl PD1 is oxidized (c.f. Fig. 2). The 
two first ET steps are reversible, leading back to the 
excited RC state. This new ET scheme also implies 
that the species with the highest oxidation potential 
is the oxidized monomeric ChlD1, and not P680+, a 
finding that dramatically changes our perception of 
the ET processes and redox properties of PS II RCs. 
Quite generally it may be expected that an oxidized 
monomeric Chl should be a better oxidant than a 
dimeric species.

Photosystem I. The early ET processes in PS 
I have been discussed controversially now for a 
couple of years. While for a long time the under-
standing was that – analogous to purple bacterial 
RCs and PS II – the ET would only use only one of 

the symmetric branches, for a couple of years now 
there has been evidence that both branches may be 
active in ET (Guergova-Kuras et al. 2001; Li et al. 
2006) (for a review see Brettel and Leibl 2001). 
However, the branching ratio was unknown for a 
long time and has been the subject of consider-
able debate. It had also been assumed that the ET 
would start on one or both of the P700 Chls (PA 
or PB, c.f. Fig. 3). Ultrafast transient absorption 
studies on PS I cores isolated from the green alga 
C. reinhardtii resolved for the first time in detail 
the energy transfer from the antenna to the RC 
and separated the early ET steps from the energy 
transfer steps (Müller et al. 2003). Three early RPs 
were required to explain the electron transfer up to 
the quinine acceptors A1 and the first ET process 
was found to be reversible (Holzwarth et al. 2005). 
Extension of these studies to various RC mutations 
around the P700 Chls (near PA or PB) provided the 
first direct evidence that the B-branch was also 
active in ET (Holzwarth et al. 2006a). In the same 
work we were also able to prove that the primary 
electron transfer starts from the accessory Chls 
(Chlacc) with the A0 Chls as the primary electron 
acceptor. Only in the second ET step the P700 
Chls are oxidized, while the third ET step then 
proceeds from the A0 Chl(s) to the quinine(s) A1. 
The decisive observation was that mutations near 
the P700 Chls, changing largely the redox potential 
of P700, did not influence the first ET step but only 
the second ET step. It was not possible however 
in that work to resolve all the individual ET steps 
in both branches. We recently performed similar 
transient absorption measurements on mutants of 
C. reinhardtii where the tyrosines making a hydro-
gen bond to the A0 Chls on either side of the RC 
were mutated for phenylalanines. In these measure-
ments it was possible to resolve all the early ET 
steps in the PS I RC in both branches (Holzwarth 
et al. 2007b). In agreement with our earlier pro-
posal of the sequence of RPs (Holzwarth et al. 
2006a) the A0 mutations affected the first ET step 
on the branch where the mutation was introduced. 
The overall branching ratio, starting from the 
primary ET steps on the respective Chlacc in each 
branch, was found to favor the A-branch by a ratio 
3:2 in the w.t., in excellent agreement with the ns 

Fig. 1 Dependence of the total energy trapping time on 
the scaling of the energy transfer rates. The latter were 
determined from the energy transfer rates in kinetic target 
modeling of the respective isolated antenna/RC units. BBY 
particles: PS II membranes with 3 LHC II trimers per PS II 
(Miloslavina et al. 2007). PS I core particles were isolated 
from C. reinhardtii (Holzwarth et al. 2006a), and PS II core 
particles were isolated from T. elongatus (Holzwarth et al. 
2006b; Miloslavina et al. 2006). Scaling of the energy trans-
fer rates (a scale factor of 1 corresponds to the experimental 
situation) shows that the total trapping lifetimes does not 
depend strongly on the energy transfer rates
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measurements resolving the reduction of the qui-
nones (Li et al. 2006). It is interesting that also in 
PS I, as already proven for PS II, the primary ET 
donor is the Chlacc, i.e. a monomeric Chl, and not 
a Chl dimer.

Unraveling the mechanism of non-photochemical 
quenching in intact leaves

At saturating light intensities, however, much 
more light is absorbed in the antennae than can be 

utilized in photosynthetic electron transport. It is 
thus vital for plants to be able to quickly adapt to 
varying light intensities and to be able to dissipate 
the excess energy efficiently in order to avoid pho-
tooxidative damage in the photosystems (Horton 
et al. 1996; Niyogi 1999). These dissipative proc-
esses, often termed as NPQ or qE quenching, are 
regulated by the pH of the thylakoid lumen. NPQ is 
believed to be strictly dependent on PsbS, a small 
protein possibly associated with PS II (Li et al. 
2000) and the action of the xanthophyll pigment 
zeaxanthin (Zx) in the antenna of PS II (Horton 
et al. 1996; Niyogi 1999). The specific roles and 
locations of PsbS and Zx and their interactions 
with the various antenna parts remained however 
unknown. Horton and co-workers favoured the 
idea that pH-induced conformational changes and 
aggregation induce the formation of a dissipa-
tive state in the major peripheral light-harvesting 
antenna (LHC II) of PSII, most likely without 
the direct intervention of Zx in the quenching 
(Horton et al. 2005). By contrast, ultrafast transient 
absorption measurements on thylakoid membranes 
brought evidence for the direct involvement of 
Zx in the quenching process by formation of a Zx 
cation radical in the antenna of PSII as the basis 
of energy dissipation (Holt et al. 2005). The NPQ 
quenching is by definition as property of the intact 
system and should thus be studied preferentially 

Fig. 2 Structure of the PS II RC showing the ET cofactors. The arrows show the sequence of the ET steps (first step from 
ChlD1 (green arrow) followed by the second ET step from PD1 (blue arrow) )

Fig. 3 Structure of the PS I RC showing the ET cofactors. 
The arrows show the sequence of the ET steps (first step 
from Chlacc in both branches (red arrows) followed by the 
second ET steps from PA and PB (green arrows) ). Pink: 
The mutations that have been studied around the P700 Chls 
(Holzwarth et al. 2006a)
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in intact leaves. However the complexity of the 
total excited state processes in intact leaves makes 
this a very difficult task. Using the detailed insight 
that has been gained from the studies described 
above on the dynamics of excited states and RPs 
in the isolated PS I and PS II particles, it has now 
been possible however to unravel the highly com-
plex excited state dynamics from intact leaves. 
Fluorescence kinetics has been measured from 
intact leaves under NPQ conditions and the con-
tributions of PS I and PS II have been unravelled 
using kinetic target modelling. This allowed us to 
identify the locations of the quenching sites and 
the quenching rates in the various antenna parts 
and led to a new model of the NPQ and QE phe-
nomenon (c.f. Fig. 4).

Our data obtained on w.t. Arabidopsis and two 
mutants that either lack PsbS (npq4) or the abil-
ity to form Zx in the light (npq1), show that two 
quenching sites exist in PS II which depend dif-
ferently on the presence and action of PsbS and 
Zx, respectively. The first quenching site is formed 
when LHC II detaches from PS II under the action 
of a ∆pH and forms aggregates that are highly 
quenched. This mechanism requires PsbS but 

not necessarily Zx. The second quenching site is 
formed in the remaining PS II antenna. We propose 
that it is located in the minor LHCs that remain 
attached to the PS II core. This type of quenching 
strictly requires Zx (Holzwarth et al. 2007a). 
A new role is assigned to PsbS: We propose that 
it functions as a kind of transport protein for LHC 
II. Under the influence of a low lumen pH PsbS 
presumably attaches to LHC II, detaches it from 
the PS II antenna and causes it to form a quenched 
aggregate in the membrane that is not functionally 
attached to PS II. This is deduced from the high 
similarity of a new fluorescence component that 
appears under NPQ conditions in vivo (Holzwarth 
et al. 2007a) and a quenching lifetime component 
that appears in in vitro aggregates of LHC II. This 
component is spectrally red-shifted as compared 
to the usual PS II components and the red part 
(700–740 nm) is strongly enhanced as compared to 
the fluorescence of isolated trimeric LHC II. This 
new interpretation of NPQ supports in part both 
presently existing opposing interpretation on the 
origin and location of the NPQ quenching proc-
esses. The LHC II aggregation model is supported 
as an important quenching site (Horton et al. 2005) 

Fig. 4 New model of the non-photochemical quenching processes and feedback deexcitation as deduced from time-resolved 
fluorescence studies on intact leaves of A. thaliana (Holzwarth et al. 2007a). Two quenching sites are proposed: The first 
quenching site (deactivation I) is located in aggregates of LHC II that are detached from the PS II antenna. The second 
quenching site is located in the minor LHCs which carry zeaxanthin (deactivation II)
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but it is also clear that a substantial portion of the 
quenching most likely requires direct interaction 
with Zx, thus making the formation of Zx cations 
as proposed by (Holt et al. 2005) highly likely.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

What Is the Origin of the Highly Dispersive Quantum 
Efficiencies for Secondary Donor Oxidation at Low 
Temperature in Photosystem II?

Joseph L. Hughes1, Ronald Steffen1, Nick Cox2, Paul Smith2, Ron J. Pace2, 
A. William Rutherford3, and Elmars Krausz1

Abstract  Optical and EPR illumination-induced 
difference spectroscopy was used to study secondary 
electron donation at low temperature in photosystem II 
(PSII) from Thermosynechococcus elongatus. Green 
or white light illumination led to the same quantum 
efficiency (QE) distribution for stable (t1/2 > 60 s) QA 
reduction and side-path donor oxidation. Selective 
excitation in the 700–730 nm region also resulted 
in stable QA reduction and secondary donor oxida-
tion, although with a QE decreasing by orders of 
magnitude. Excitation in the 700–730 nm region 
did however lead to high yield, high QE formation 
of the EPR S1-state split signal associated with 
TyrZ oxidation. These results indicate that the char-
acteristic  distribution and decrease of QEs is due to 
side-pathway processes, and that excitation of the 
weak long-wavelength (700–730 nm) band promotes 
primary photochemistry with high QE.

Keywords  Photosystem II, secondary donor, charge 
separation, quantum efficiency, P680, split signal

Introduction

In photosystem II (PSII) at <100 K, light induced 
charge separation results in oxidation of side-path-
way electrons donors (Faller et al. 2005). In higher 
plants, stable (t1/2 > 60 s) photoreduction of the 
primary plastoquinone acceptor (QA) at 1.7 K has 
been shown (Hughes et al. 2006) to exhibit highly 
distributed quantum efficiencies (QEs), spanning at 
least three orders of magnitude. In the same work 
(Hughes et al. 2006) a large decrease (up to ~10−4) 
in the QE of this process was observed for direct 
excitation of the lowest energy absorption band 
(700–730 nm). This band is suggested (Hughes 
et al. 2006) to be due to a transition with significant 
charge transfer character.

In the present work we have extended our stud-
ies of QE distributions and the weak lowest energy 
band in PSII to Thermosynechococcus elongatus. 
We have investigated the origin of the highly dis-
tributed QEs and the reason for its strong decrease 
following excitation in the 700–730 nm region. 
We address whether this phenomenon is due to the 
 primary charge  separation mechanism, as proposed 
in (Hughes et al. 2006), or due to secondary charge 
transfer processes.
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Materials and methods

Sample preparation. T. elongatus core complexes 
were prepared as described in (Boussac et al. 
2004). Subsequent sample handling was performed 
under dim green light. For optical measurements 
(and their EPR controls) samples were diluted with 
40% ethylene glycol:glycerol (1:1) as a glassing 
agent. EPR split signals were measured on samples 
with no added glassing agent.

Optical and EPR spectroscopy. A purpose-built 
CCD-based spectrograph was used for optical meas-
urements, and will be described in detail elsewhere 
(R. Steffen et al. in preparation). This instrument 
allows absorption spectra from ~450–1,100 nm to 
be collected with ~100 ms time resolution. Samples 
are syringed into a ~0.2-mm path-length quartz-
windowed cell assembly that is then attached to the 
sample rod and lowered into a He flow-tube system. 
EPR measurements were performed with a Bruker 
E500 EPR spectrometer operating at X-band.

Sample illumination. For optical measurements, 
both the green light (quartz-halogen lamp + filter 
stack) and 700–730 nm (Ti:Sapphire laser) illumi-
nations were as described in (Hughes et al. 2006). 
For the EPR measurements, non-selective illumina-
tions were with white light from a quartz-halogen 
lamp, passed through ~10 cm water bath and three 
Calflex filters. The power density at the EPR cavity 
was typically ~5–10 mW/cm2. For the 700–750 nm 
illuminations, an optic fibre was used to centre the 
output of a Ti:Sapphire laser at the EPR cavity so 
that the spot size was ~1 cm2.

Results

Side-pathway electron donation

Formation of the carotenoid radical was monitored 
by its absorption at ~980 nm, oxidation of Cytb559 
by the bleach of the reduced form at ~557 nm, and 
chlorophyll oxidation was quantified by the net 
bleaching in the Qy region 660–700 nm. The accu-
mulation of reduced QA was monitored by the elec-
trochromic shift of the Qx band of the pheophytin 
bound to the D1 protein (Hughes et al. 2006).

The results for green light illumination are 
shown in Fig. 1, plotted as the fraction of oxidized 
secondary donors or reduced QA per PSII. EPR 
split signals associated with TyrZ oxidation were 
not observed in these samples, consistent with other 
reports (Zhang et al. 2004) where the presence of 
glycerol inhibits TyrZ split signal formation. We 
find that 30–50% of electron donors remain unac-
counted for in these T. elongatus samples.

The distribution of QEs for oxidation of each 
of the side-path donors is similar and matches that 
for QA reduction. There is no clear association of 
a particular donor with a particular QE or range of 
QEs (Fig. 1). Deep red illuminations (700–730 nm) led 
to QA reduction and secondary donor oxidation with 
significantly reduced QE (data not shown), quantita-
tively similar to that reported in (Hughes et al. 2006) 
for higher plant PSII. These results were corrobo-
rated by EPR measurements (data not shown).

Tyrosine electron donation

Figure 2 shows EPR split signals generated by 
illumination of T. elongatus in the S1 state at 4 K. 
These are associated with TyrZ oxidation (Zhang 

Fig. 1 Fraction of reduced QA and side-path donors per 
T. elongatus PSII as a function of illumination time. 
Illumination was ~2 mW/cm2, 540 nm peak, FWHM ~40 nm
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et al. 2004, and references therein). Illumination 
with 25 mW/cm2 of 718 nm light for 30 s  generated 
trace (a), which was the maximum split signal 
induced by this wavelength. This is quantitatively 
the same as trace (b), which shows the maximum 
amplitude of the split signal generated by white 
light (~10 mW/cm2, 2 min in Fig. 2). Trace (c) 
shows the maximum amplitude of the split signal 
generated by 730 nm illumination (1 min, 25 mW/
cm2 in Fig. 2). No split signals were observed with 
750 nm illumination (~80 mW/cm2, ~10 min). The 
split signals generated by deep red illumination 
decayed with a t1/2 of a few minutes.

The maximum split signal induced by either 
the 718 or 730 nm illuminations generated <10% 
stable (t1/2 > 15 min) reduced QA or oxidized side-
path donor. However, when white light is used 
to  generate the maximal split signal, a substan-
tial fraction of side-path donors are oxidized, 
 corresponding to stable QA reduction in approxi-
mately 50% of centres. This establishes that for 
excitation of the deep red band, TyrZ oxidation 

is significantly more efficient than oxidation of 
side-path donors. The QE of TyrZ oxidation with 
red light is comparable to that achieved with white 
light illumination.

Discussion

Highly distributed quantum efficiencies

The large dispersion in QE for QA reduction appears 
to be due to side-pathway processes, and we find 
that particular donors are not associated with any 
specific range of QEs. At low temperature, the 
protein will be frozen into a large number of con-
formational states. This may create a distribution 
of mid-point potentials of the different side-path 
donors, thereby leading to a distribution in electron 
transfer rates and QEs. However, this effect would 
need to be significantly large to account for the 
dispersion over at least ~ three orders of magnitude 
seen in QEs for secondary donor oxidation.

A variation of the location of the stabilised 
P680+ cation could also contribute to the large 
 dispersion in QEs that we observe. Electron 
transfer from the D2 protein carotene (CarD2) is 
thought to be the rate-limiting step in the current 
branched pathway model for side-path electron 
transfer in PSII (Faller et al. 2005). Based on the 
separation distances (Loll et al. 2005) and the cal-
culated maximal electron transfer rate (based on 
Page et al. 1999) between CarD2 and each of the 
four central chlorophylls in the reaction centre, 
the variation in the electron transfer rate could 
be up to 105 greater than the variation in P680+ 
QA

− charge recombination, depending on which 
“P680” chlorophyll the cation largely resides 
(ChlD1, PD1, PD2, or ChlD2).

The weakly absorbing long-wavelength 
band in PSII

Our data showing high efficiency TyrZ oxidation 
indicate that excitation of the weak 700–730 nm 
band results in primary photochemistry forming 
P680+ QA

− with high QE, approaching 1. This is 

Fig. 2 The maximum S1-state EPR split signals generated 
by (a) 718 nm, (b) white and (c) 730 nm light in T. elongatus 
(see text for details). The traces have been offset for clar-
ity. Instrument settings: Microwave frequency = 9.4 GHz, 
microwave power = 20 mW, modulation amplitude = 10 G, 
modulation frequency = 100 kHz
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quantifiable as the QE is comparable to that with 
white or green light excitation.

We suggest that the significant decrease in QE of 
QA reduction with 700–730 nm excitation is due to a 
selectivity associated with side-pathway processes. 
This effect may be explicable by a change in the 
location of the stabilised P680+ cation as a function 
of deep red excitation. However, we would need to 
invoke a degree of correlation of cation location with 
the wavelength of excitation into the red band.

Conclusion

This work suggests that the long wavelength 
state, which has its electronic origin near 730 nm, 
presents a deep, physiologically relevant trap 
(>3 kT at room temperature) in PSII. Assumptions 
regarding exciton–radical-pair equilibration would 
then need to be revised. Experiments using saturat-
ing-flashes in the 700–730 nm region, as well as 
selective excitation of the long-wavelength band 
at higher temperatures may shed further insight on 
the significance this state in PSII to the early events 
in photosynthesis.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

Antenna Activity of Metal-Substituted Chl a Bound 
to the Chl a-Binding Sites in PS1 RC Complexes

S. Ohtake, Y. Morikawa, and I. Ikegami

Abstract  The antenna-depleted PS1 complexes 
with a Chl a/P700 ratio of 12 were used for recon-
stitution of antenna activities. Zn-Chl a bound to 
the complexes both with the binding affinity and 
the antenna activity as high as Chl a. The same 
results were obtained with Cd-Chl a, except that 
it had a binding affinity as half as Chl a. Hg-Chl 
a bound to the Chl a-binding sites with the same 
binding affinity as Chl a, but without any antenna 
activity, probably due to the lifetime of its excited 
state too short to transfer its excitation energy to 
the neighboring Chl. Cu-Chl a, as well as Phe a, 
bound to the complex, but with the formation of 
aggregated forms and without any antenna activi-
ties, suggesting that Cu-Chl a could bind not to the 
Chl a-binding sites, but probably on the protein 
surface.

Keywords Excitation energy transfer, metal-
 substituted chlorophyll, photosystem I, P700

Introduction

On reconstitution of antenna pigments to the 
antenna-depleted PS1 complexes with a Chl a/P700 
ratio of 12 (Ikegami et al. 2000), we found that the 
Chl a or b could be functionally bound, when 
added with lipids such as  phosphatidylglycerol 
(PG) (Ikegami et al. 2007). The functional binding 
of Chl b suggests that the Chl a-binding sites have 
some ambiguity for pigment binding, and a slight 
structural alteration of the substrate might not 
affect its binding affinity.

In the present report, we investigated the effects 
of the metal-substituted Chl a both on the  binding 
affinity to the Chl a-binding sites and on the 
antenna activity. We found that only the specified 
metal-substituted Chl a which could bind to the 
Chl a-binding sites and fluoresce, could recover the 
antenna activity.

Materials and methods

Lyophilized spinach PS1 complexes were extracted 
twice with diethyl ether containing water at 80% 
saturation. By this treatment, all the carotenoids, 
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almost all Chl b and more than 90% of the Chl a 
were removed without any loss of P700 to yield 
the PS1 complexes with 12 molecules of Chl a 
per P700 (Ikegami et al. 2000). The ether-treated 
materials were then dried and suspended in a 
0.05 M phosphate buffer (pH 8). 25–100 µg Chl 
a or metal-substituted Chl a and 400 µg phos-
phatidylglycerol dissolved in 20 µl ethanol were 
dropped into 1 ml of the buffer suspension of the 
antenna-depleted materials (that had originally 
contained about 200 µg Chl a/ml), incubated for 
60 min at 5 °C and then centrifuged to remove 
free Chl as a supernatant. Metal-substituted Chl a 
was synthesized by insertion of metal ion to Phe 
a in methanol at room temperature. Their purity 
was determined by HPLC. Absorption spectra 
and light-induced absorption changes of P700 
were measured with a Hitachi model U-3010 and 
Hitachi 556 dual wavelength spectrophotometer, 
respectively. Fluorescence emission and excitation 
spectra were determined as described previously 
(Ikegami 1983).

Results

Binding affinity of metal-substituted Chl 
a to the Chl a-binding sites in PS1 complexes

When added Chl a to antenna-depleted PS1 com-
plexes, the number of bound Chl a increased 
proportionally with increasing amounts of Chl a 
added, but only about one-third of the Chl a was 
bound to the complexes, irrespective of the amount 
of Chl a added. For example, when 60 Chl a/P700 
(i.e., 100 µg Chl a added to a 1 ml suspension of 
PS1 complexes) were used for reconstitution, only 
one-third of the Chl a (20 Chl a/P700) was bound 
to the complexes (Fig. 1). The results suggest that 
the binding affinity of Chl a is estimated to be 
about three times higher for PG-liposomes than for 
the Chl a-binding sites in PS1. On the other hand, 
when used Phe a, instead of Chl a, for reconstitu-
tion, the number of the bound Phe a increased 
exponentially with increasing amounts of Phe a 
added, and the bound Phe a was about a half that of 

Chl a at 60 mol/P700 added. The binding of metal-
substituted Chl a could be classified into two types. 
Zn-, Cd- and Hg-Chl a showed the same binding 
profile as Chl a, even though only Cd-Chl-a bound 
about as half as Chl a. Cu-Chl a showed the same 
binding profile as Phe a, but it bound about twice 
as much as Phe a (Fig. 1). By a HPLC analysis 
of Cu-Chl a, it showed a retention time at more 
non-polar side than Phe a, suggesting the positive 
charge of Cu2+ might be cancelled by binding two 
axial ligands with a negative charge, such as Cl− or 
acetate ion. The binding profile suggests that  Cu-
Chl a and Phe a bind to the sites other than the Chl 
a-binding pockets.

The absorption spectra of the bound Chl a 
 derivatives were fundamentally the same as those 
determined in organic solvents, such as diethyl 
ether or methanol, except for about a 10 nm-shift 
of their red- and Soret-bands to the longer wave-
length side. The shapes of the absorption spectra 
of the bound Zn-, Cd- and Hg-Chl a, as well as the 
bound Chl a, were not changed when the number 
of the bound molecules increased from 5 to 20 mol/
P700. On the other hand, those of the bound Phe 
a and Cu-Chl a changed, as the bound molecules 

Fig. 1 The relationship between the number of Chl a, Phe 
a or metal-substituted Chl a molecules added (abscissa) and 
bound (ordinate) to complexes. The number of bound Chl 
molecules (Chl a; solid circles, Zn-Chl a; solid diamonds, 
Cd-Chl a; solid triangles, Hg-Chl a; open square, Cu-Chl a; 
open diamonds, Phe a; open circles), expressed on the basis 
of P700, was determined by HPLC analysis with a methanol 
extract of the Chl-bound complexes
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increased, i.e., a shoulder at the longer wavelength 
side of the red peak became more prominent.

Efficiency of excitation-energy transfer from bound 
metal-substituted Chl a to P700

In order to estimate the quantum efficiency of exci-
tation-energy transfer from bound Chl a to P700, 
we measured the initial rate of P700  photooxidation 
with a limited intensity of excitation light (Fig. 2). 
The initial rate of P700 photooxidation increased 
proportionally with an increasing number of Chl 
a bound to the complexes. The degree of the 
increase divided by the number of the bound Chl 
a reflects the quantum efficiency of the excitation-
energy transfer, which was the same as that of Chl 
a remaining in the antenna-depleted complex. The 
bound Zn- and Cd-Chl a showed the  enhancement 
of P700 photooxidation and their quantum efficien-
cies were almost similar to that of Chl a, when the 
number of the bound molecules varied between 
5–20 mol/P700. On the other hand, the bound 
Hg- and Cu-Chl a, as well as the bound Phe a, had 

almost no or a rather inhibitory effects on P700 
photooxidation.

The bound Zn- and Cd-Chl a fluoresced so that 
the emission spectra consisted of those from the 
bound Zn- or Cd-Chl a and the Chl a remaining 
in the complexes. On the other hand, the bound 
Hg- and Cu-Chl a did not fluoresce and the emis-
sion spectra, due to the Chl a remaining in the 
complexes, decreased with increasing the bound 
molecules. Excitation spectra of Hg-Chl a-bound 
complexes in the Soret band region showed no 
contribution of the bound Hg-Chl a for the fluo-
rescence peaking at 680 nm. The results suggest no 
excitation energy transfer from the bound Hg-Chl a 
to Chl a remaining in the complex, probably due to 
rapid quenching of excitation energy on the bound 
Hg-Chl a. Zn- and Cd-Chl a-bound complexes 
showed the excitation spectra of the fluorescence 
at 680 nm quite similar to their absorption spectra, 
because the fluorescence had a contribution of the 
bound Zn- or Cd-Chl a and their absorption spectra 
had no prominent features in the Soret band region, 
compared with that before reconstitution.

Discussion

Mg is the metal essential to the antenna function of 
chlorophyll molecules. The lifetime of the excited 
state of Mg-Chl a is long enough so as to transfer its 
energy to the neighboring Chl. In addition, the axial 
coordinate bonding of Mg2+ properly fixed Chl a in 
the binding pocket. If Chl bind sites other than the 
pockets, it would disturb efficient energy transfer 
to the reaction center. Therefore, for reconstitution 
of antenna activities by metal-substituted Chl a, 
there are two critical points, i.e., the ability of Chl 
a to bind axial ligands in the binding pocket and its 
excited state long enough to transfer its excitation 
energy. On these bases, the metal-substituted Chl a 
used in the experiments were classified into three 
types. First type, including Zn- and Cd-Chl a, binds 
to the Chl a-binding sites with a binding affinity 
as high as Chl a in Zn-Chl a or as half as Chl a in 
Cd-Chl a. They had almost the same quantum effi-
ciency for P700 photooxidation as Chl a remaining 

Fig. 2 Enhancement of P700 photooxidation on recon-
stitution with Chl a, Phe a or metal-substituted Chl a. 
Enhancement was determined by measuring the initial rate 
of the light-induced absorption change at 696 nm (∆A696 
s−1) divided by P700-content, with low light intensity 
(24.5 µE m−1 s−1), and is expressed as a percentage of that 
before reconstitution (Chl a; solid circles, Zn-Chl a; solid 
diamonds, Cd-Chl a; solid triangles, Hg-Chl a; open square, 
Cu-Chl a; open diamonds, Phe a; open circles). Blue excita-
tion light (360–480 nm) was supplied with two blue filters 
(Hoya B-460 and Corning 5–60)
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in the complex. The chemical properties of these 
two metals resemble to Mg, all of which have only 
+2 valence and fluoresce when coordinated in a 
porphyrin ring. Second type, including Hg-Chl 
a, binds to the Chl a-binding sites with a binding 
affinity as high as Chl a, but without any antenna 
activity. Hg belongs to the same group as Zn and 
Cd, but it has +1 and +2 valences, which results in 
a too short life time of its excited state to transfer 
its excitation energy to the neighbors. Third type, 
including Cu-Chl a and Phe a, could bind not to 
Chl a-binding sites, but probably on the surface 
of complex with making aggregated forms, so that 

they did not show any antenna activity. Probably, 
these two could not make coordinate bonds to axial 
ligands in binding pockets.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

Unidirectional Electron Transfer in Chlorophyll 
d-Containing Photosystem I Reaction Center 
Complex of Acaryochloris marina

Shigeru Itoh1, Tatsuya Uzumaki1, Shinichi Takaichi2, Masayo Iwaki3, Shigeichi Kumazaki4, 
Kunihiro Itoh1, and Hiroyuki Mino1

Abstract  The purified photosystem I (PS I) reaction 
center complex of a cyanobacterium Acaryochloris 
marina contained 88 Chl d: 1.1 Chl a: 19 caroten-
oids: 2.0 phylloquinone. Amino acid sequences of 
PsaA and PsaB polypeptides were almost homolo-
gous to those in the other cyanobacteria. The ligands 
for A0 was Met698A and that for A0′ was Leu688B 
but not Met that is conserved in all the other PS I. 
Laser excitation induced the 10-ps bleach and the 40-
ps recovery at 680 nm of Chl a-type pigment in par-
allel with the 49-ps bleach of the Chl d-dimer P740 
at 740 nm. The results indicate that A0 is Chl a-680 
ligated by Met698A and that the PsaB branch with 
Leu688B is inactive for the electron transfer. The PS 
I of A. marina, thus, is the unique asymmetric type I 
reaction center with the unidirectional electron trans-
fer pathway only through PsaA branch.

Keywords  PS I reaction center, electron transfer, 
Acaryochloris, ESR, quinone, chlorophyll d

Introduction

A new group of cyanobacteria Acaryochloris marina 
(Miyashita et al. 1996) uses Chl d that absorbs 
700–740 nm light as the major pigment with only a 
small amount of Chl a (ca. 5%) and grows photo-
autotrophically. In the purified PS I reaction center 
(RC) complex of A. marina, Chl d functions as 
the light-harvesting antenna as well as the primary 
electron donor named P740 that absorbs at 740 nm 
(Hu et al. 1998) in contrast to P700 used in all the 
other organisms, which is a special pair of Chl a ¢ and 
Chl a  (Jordan et al. 2001).

The electron transfer along the two branches 
of cofactors pseudo-symmetrically arranged in the 
PS-I RC, as revealed in PS I of Thermosynecococcus 
elongatus (Jordan et al. 2001), have been an 
attractive issue of arguments recently. Xu et al. 
(2003) indicated that the mutational introduction 
of  leucine residue in the place of a methionine 
residue, which ligates the central Mg atom of the 
electron acceptor chlorophyll a (A0) on the PsaA 
branch or its counterpart A0′ on the PsaB branch, 
inactivates the fast or slow electron transfer along 
each branch. The electron transfer rates on the two 
branches seem to be somewhat different depending 
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on the species, PsaA branch is more/less active 
in cyanobacteria/algae (plants) (Fairclough et al. 
2003; Xu et al. 2003).

In Acaryochloris PS I, we characterized cofac-
tors and the amino acid sequences of PsaA and 
PsaB polypeptides. We identified 14 amino acid 
residues that are unique for Acaryochloris PS I 
polypeptides. Most of them are not in contact with 
Chl. However, PsaB688 was Leu but not a Met that 
is highly  conserved in all the other PS I to ligate 
A0′. Laser spectroscopy suggested a functional A0 
to be Chl a. The electron transfer in A. marina PS 
I seem to proceed unidirectionally only along the 
PsaA branch.

Materials and methods

A. marina (a strain MBI11017) cells were cultured 
as described previously [4]. PS I RC complex was 
obtained as described in Hu et al. (1998). Cofactors 
were analyzed by HPLC (Takaichi and Shimada 
1992). Picosecond absorption measurements were 
done as described previously (Kumazaki et al. 
2002). ESR signals were measured by a X-band CW 
ESR spectrometer (ESR 200, Bruker, Germany) at 
150 K. Genes of psaA, psaB and psaC were cloned 
from the genome of A. marina. Sequences are 
 registered to gene banks.

Results and discussion

Chemical composition of RC complex

PSI complex of A. marina was obtained according 
to in Hu et al. (1998). The absorption spectrum of 
the RC showed a peak at 710 nm indicating the 
major pigment to be Chl d. The pigment composi-
tion in the purified complex indicated a stoichiom-
etry of 95 Chl d: 1.2 Chl a: 2.2 phylloquinone: 21 
carotenoids. The stoichiometry is comparable to 
that of 96 Chl a: 2 phylloquinone: 21 Carotenoids: 
P700 in the PSI of T. elongatus (Jordan et al. 2001) 
within an error range of 10%, although A. marina 
PS I contained Chl d and α-carotene.

Reaction of P740 and the electron acceptor 
chlorophyll (A0) measured by picosecond 
laser spectroscopy

We reproduced the fs-ps spectroscopy results done 
in A. marina PS I with a little modification (see 
Kumazaki et al. 2002; for further details). Upon 
the 100fs-laser excitation at 630 nm, time-resolved 
difference spectra were measured in the P740-pre-
oxidized and the P740-pre-reduced PS I samples, 
respectively, at the same delay time, and then, 
the difference was calculated between the light-
induced difference spectra in these two samples to 
extract the changes only associated with the elec-
tron transfer process (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Absorption changes induced by the laser excitation 
in PS I RC complex of A. marina. A and B, time courses at 
740 nm that represents P740+ accumulation and at 680 nm that 
represents Chl-680 change, respectively. C decay associated 
spectra (DAS) calculated from the time resolved difference 
spectra. Time constants of DAS are shown in the figure
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At 740 nm the absorption change developed 
with an apparent time constant of 49 ps indicating 
the photo-oxidation of P740 (trace a in Fig. 2A). 
At 680 nm (trace b) we obtained different kinet-
ics with the 10 ps fast bleach followed by a 40 ps 
recovery. We calculated the decay-associated spec-
tra (DAS) from a set of the time-resolved differ-
ence spectra (Fig. 2B). The DAS with a 40 ps time 
constant (trace a) showed negative and positive 
peaks at 680 nm and 730–40 nm, respectively. DAS 
of a long non-decaying component (after 1.2 ns) 
gave a peak only at 740 nm (trace b) indicating the 
P740+/P740 difference spectrum.

The 10-ps rise and the 40-ps recovery at 680 nm 
are almost comparable to the reduction and re-
 oxidation times of A0 in Chl a-based PS I (see a 
review by Itoh et al. 2001). A0 and A0′ have been 
known to be Chl a molecules that are ligated by 
Met residues on PsaA and PsaB subunits, respec-
tively (Jordan et al. 2001). A0 in A. marina PS I, 
therefore, seems to be Chl a-680 in the RC.

Electron transfer cofactors detected by ESR

ESR analyses indicated that the features of A0, A1, 
Fx, FA, FB in A. marina PS I are quite similar to 
those in PS I of plant and the other cyanobacteria.

Amino acid sequence analysis of PsaA 
and PsaB subunits

The PsaA and PsaB sequences are analyzed. 
Comparison with 20 diverse species of cyanobac-
teria and plants has indicated six and eight residues 
in PsaA and PsaB, respectively, as unique modifi-
cations in A. marina as projected on the structure 
of T. elongatus PS I (Jordan et al. 2001) in Fig. 2A 
and B. As for the residues that ligate Mg atoms of 
Chl, almost all of them, except one, are conserved. 
The His residues that ligate the special pair P700, 
and the Glu residues that ligate accessory Chl a and 
its counterparts via H2O are also conserved. The 
Met698A residue that ligates the election acceptor 
A0 on PsaA is also conserved. However, Met688B 
residue, which is conserved in all the other PS I 
RC to ligate A0′ on PsaB, is Leu in A. marina. This 

modification seems to make A0′ on PsaB to be 
inactive because the  alterations of the Met residues 
on PsaA and PsaB polypeptides to Leu residues in 
Synechocystis 6803 mutants (Xu et al. 2001) and 

Fig. 2A and B Side (A) and top (B) views of the arrange-
ments of the 14 amino acid residues that are uniquely 
modified only in A. marina and of chlorine rings of Chl a 
projected on the PS I RC structure of T. elongates. C and 
D. Arrangements of the special pair and A0 molecules in 
the PS I core. The location of the −C = O group carbons 
of Chl d estimated are also shown as the van der Waals 
contact regions of ethyl groups on Chl a in the structure of 
T. elongatus
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in Chlamydomonas chloroplasts (Fairclough et al. 
2003) were shown to inactivate the electron trans-
fer. The other 13 unique modifications are situated 
at the positions rather remote from Chls.

Locations of unique modifications in the core 
moiety of A. marina PS I

Each C2 vinyl group carbon of Chl a is shown as 
a large van der Waals sphere to show the positions 
to be replaced by formyl groups of Chl d. The vinyl 
groups in Chl a and a′ molecules of P700 are in 
contact with the partner Chls each other. The struc-
ture, thus, suggests apparently that no needs for the 
modification of amino acid residues to replace Chl 
a by Chl d in the binding sites of P700 (P740).

Conclusions

It can be assumed that the Met698A ligates Chl 
a and gives a locus for A0. A0′ on the B branch 
seems to be inactive and is not Chl a. The PSI of A. 
marina, therefore, can be estimated to have a clear 
asymmetrical electron transfer pathway only in the 
A branch. The uni-directional electron transfer is 
the only one exception in the Type-I RCs.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

13C Photo-CIDNP MAS NMR Studies on Oriented 
Reaction Centers

Anna Diller1, A. Alia1, Peter Gast1, Huub J. M. de Groot1, Clemens Glaubitz2, 
Gunnar Jeschke3, and Jörg Matysik1

Abstract  In order to study the orientation depend-
ence of photochemically induced dynamic nuclear 
polarization (photo-CIDNP) occurring photosyn-
thetic reaction centers of Rhodobacter sphaer-
oides, magic-angle spinning (MAS) NMR has been 
applied to both, isotropic and oriented RC samples. 
The sample orientation is obtained by magic-angle 
oriented sample spinning (MAOSS). In contrast 
to original expectations, experiments and simula-
tions show that the orientation obtained in MAOSS 
experiments does not induce significant spectral 
effects in the polarization pattern.

Keywords  Photo-CIDNP, MAS NMR, electron 
transfer

Introduction

The solid-state photo-CIDNP effect (for review see 
Daviso et al. 2007), discovered in 1994 (Zysmilich 
and McDermott 1994), has been observed until 

now exclusively in photosynthetic systems with 
magic-angle spinning (MAS) NMR. Recently, 
it has been shown for wildtype (WT) RCs of 
Rhodobacter (Rb.) sphaeroides that the photo-
CIDNP effect at 4.7 Tesla allows for enhancement 
of NMR signals of a factor of more than 10,000 
above the Boltzmann level (Prakash et al. 2005). 
The effect is explained in terms of a combination 
of several spin-chemical mechanisms: (i) In the 
three-spin mixing (TSM), net nuclear polarization 
is created in the spin-correlated radical pair due to 
the presence of both anisotropic hyperfine interac-
tion and coupling between the two electron spins 
(Jeschke 1998). (ii) In the differential decay (DD) 
mechanism, a net photo-CIDNP effect is caused 
by difference in singlet and triplet radical-pair 
lifetimes (Polenova and McDermott 1999). The 
original study predicted strong directional effects 
of the solid-state photo-CIDNP effect. In fact, both 
the TSM and the DD are coherent mechanisms and 
are expected to cause high anisotropy. The activ-
ity of both mechanisms is sufficient to explain the 
photo-CIDNP effect in WT RCs (Prakash et al. 
2005). (iii) On the other hand, in R26 RCs, having 
a long lifetime of the triplet donor, nuclear polari-
zation is partially extinguished leading to an excess 
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of opposite nuclear polarization produced by the 
singlet radical pair (Prakash et al. 2006). This dif-
ferential relaxation (DR) mechanism (McDermott 
et al. 1998) is a statistical, non-coherent process 
and, hence, photo-CIDNP produced by the DR has 
lost its spatial information, while this information 
is remained in the TSM and the DD mechanism.

The spatial information which may be obtained 
by photo-CIDNP MAS NMR experiments of 
 oriented samples may allow for revealing the ori-
entation of the cofactors producing photo-CIDNP. 
Furthermore, the anisotropy of this effect may 
provide a chance for spectral editing and allow 
for assignment of signals to particular cofactors. 
A method to orient membrane proteins is magic-
angle oriented sample spinning (MAOSS) (Glaubitz 
and Watts 1998; Lopez et al. 2007). In this case, 
round glass disks carrying the membrane layers are 
inserted into MAS rotors. Hence, the combination of 
MAOSS with photo-CIDNP MAS NMR may pro-
vide the chance to study the orientation properties of 
photo-CIDNP and using this information for cofactor 
determination, for example in complex plant RCs.

Materials and methods

RC preparation. Bacteria of Rb. sphaeroides WT 
strain 2.4.1 have been grown anaerobically at 30 °C, 
illuminated with incandescent light of intensity of 
2,700 lux. For details, see Okamura et al. (1975).

Orientation of RCs. Isolated RCs have been 
reconstituted into l-α-phosphatidylcholine (egg, 
chicken; Avanti Polar Lipids) bilayers. The lipid-
protein mixture is deposited on the planar surface of 
a glass disc as used in microscopy (diameter 5.4 mm, 
size 00, Marienfeld GmbH, Lauda-Königshofen, 
Germany). Upon hydration-induced self-assembly 
of lipids, the bilayers adopt the orientation of the 
surface. For MAOSS experiments, the glass disks 
were carefully inserted into a 7-mm sapphire rotor.

MAS NMR measurements. The solid-state NMR 
experiments were performed at either a DMX-
200 or a DMX-400 NMR spectrometer (Bruker 
GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany). Spectra have been 
collected with a Hahn-echo pulse sequence and 

proton decoupling at a temperature of 240 K. Non-
oriented samples were measured in 4-mm sapphire 
rotors, while MAOSS samples were investigated in 
a 7-mm sapphire rotor. The spinning frequency has 
been 4 kHz in both cases.

Simulations. Simulations of photo-CIDNP pat-
terns are based on the approach that was previously 
introduced for unoriented samples (Prakash et al. 
2005). For the simulation of any orientation effects 
we assume that the RCs in the membrane can 
freely rotate about their C2 pseudo-symmetry axis. 
Orientation selection can then be characterized by 
a distribution of angles θ between the C2 pseudo-
symmetry axis and the magnetic field vector. For a 
perfect MAOSS orientation the C2 axis is parallel to 
the axis of the sample rotor. It thus includes a magic 
angle of θm = 54.74° with the magnetic field axis.

To include imperfect orientation we have 
assumed a Gaussian distribution of the angle ∆θm 
between the sample rotor axis and the C2 axis, 
which is fully characterized by the standard devia-
tion σ. We have also tested Gaussian distributions 
with two parameters for which the mean angle 
between the C2 axis and the magnetic field vector 
deviates by a tilt ξ from the magic angle. In both 
cases, the distribution P(θ) of angles θ was com-
puted by integrating over a uniform distribution of 
angles φ corresponding to free rotation about the 
C2 axis, and over the distribution of angles ∆θm.

The nuclear polarizations are computed as an 
average over an orientational grid (θ,φ). Compared 
to a simulation without orientation selection, we 
multiply the contribution of each grid point with 
an additional weighting factor P(θ). The contribu-
tion of orientations with a P(θ) smaller than 0.1% 
of the maximum value is neglected to speed up 
computations.

Results and discussion

Assignments

In Fig. 1, photo-CIDNP spectra of non-oriented 
(A) and oriented (B) WT RCs are shown. The 
most downfield shift appears at 189.4 ppm and has 
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been assigned to the C-31 carbonyl of the BPhe 
acceptor Φ (Prakash et al. 2005). In Spectrum 1A, 
this peak is not visible at this spinning speed but 
has been observed at higher spinning frequencies 
(Prakash et al. 2005). At 164 and 160.1 ppm, in 
the non-oriented sample the two strongest emissive 
peaks appear and are assigned to C-19 and C-14 of 
the donor BChls, respectively. Upon orientation, 
a positive feature appears at ~155 ppm (Spectrum 
1B). The signal group at about 160 ppm appears 
to be dispersive. The peak at 153.6 ppm has been 
assigned to C-1 in the nonoriented sample, while in 
the oriented sample again a positive peak appears at 
~152 ppm suggesting a dispersive signal. The signals 
at 145.3 and 143.4 ppm have been assigned to the 
donor carbons C-11 and C-2, respectively. In the 
oriented sample, these peaks are among the strong-
est emissive signals. The strong emissive signal at 
134 pm has been assigned to the C-Φ1 and C-Φ3 of 
the BPhe acceptor (Prakash et al. 2005). The neigh-
boring emissive signal at 132.8 ppm may arise from 
the C-Φ2 of BPhe a or a C-13 of BChl a or BPhe a. 
The signal at 119.4 ppm, which also appears to be 
dispersive upon orientation, is assigned to C-Φ12 
(Prakash et al. 2005). Upfield in the methine carbon 
region, there are three strong negative peaks at 108.5, 

97.4 and 94.9 ppm. Furthermore, in the oriented 
sample signals at 106.2 and 101.8 ppm appear. All 
theses signals have been assigned to methine carbons, 
mainly of the BPhe acceptor.

Shape of the signals

Additionally to the exclusively negative peaks in 
the non-oriented WT spectrum, rather weak posi-
tive features are found in the oriented spectrum at 
~155, ~152, ~142, ~118 and ~105 ppm (Spectrum 
1B). At most of those frequencies, no signal is 
expected. On the other hand, despite careful phas-
ing, the positive signals appear to be caused by 
dispersion of strong and sharp emissive signals. 
It may be related to phase shifts which have been 
reported to appear in crystalline samples in echo 
experiments under MAS conditions (Olejniczak 
et al. 1984), as these effects also arise from a non-
uniform distribution of angles between the molecu-
lar frame and the rotor-fixed frame.

Simulations

A 13C photo-CIDNP MAS NMR spectrum of 
non-oriented WT RCs (Fig. 2, Spectrum 2A) has 
been simulated previously (Prakash et al. 2005), 

Fig. 1 13C photo-CIDNP MAS NMR spectra of RCs of 
Rhodobacter sphaeroides WT in non-oriented (A) and 
MAOSS oriented (B) sample conditions. Both spectra have 
been obtained at 4.7 Tesla, 240 K and a MAS frequency of 
4 kHz

Fig. 2 Simulated 13C photo-CIDNP MAS NMR spectra of 
RCs of Rhodobacter sphaeroides WT in non-oriented (A) 
and MAOSS oriented (B) sample conditions
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which is in good agreement to the experimental 
data (Spectrum 1A). The simulated spectrum of 
 oriented RCs (Spectrum 2B) is rather similar to 
that of non-oriented RCs (Spectrum 2A). Note that 
only the integral polarization over all orientations 
was considered for each carbon nucleus. Phase dis-
tortions are beyond the scope of the current simu-
lation approach. Within the noise limit of the data 
as well as in the uncertainty of the calculations, no 
significant difference in the integral polarizations 
can be detected. Hence, in contrast to original 
expectations (Polenova and McDermott 1999), the 
orientation obtained in MAOSS experiments does 
not induce spectacular effects in the polarization 
pattern. With hindsight, this can be traced back to 
the fact that even for perfect MAOSS alignment 
the magnetic field vector is distributed over a cone 
that includes an angle of 35.26° with the membrane 
plane. The distribution of orientations of the mag-
netic field vector in the molecular frame of the RC 
in an ideal MAOSS experiment is thus character-
ized by a fixed angle θ between the magnetic field 
vector and the C2 axis but a uniform distribution 
of angles φ corresponding to rotation about the C2 
axis. Strong effects might still occur if the polariza-
tion for the dominating orientations would have a 
different sign than the polarization averaged over 
all orientations. However, this does not apply to 
either the donor or the acceptor signals. Thus, 
effects of MAOSS on the photo-CIDNP spectra of 
WT RCs are manifested by only minor changes of 
relative intensities of the peaks and mainly cause 
phase distortions that are beyond the scope of our 
current analysis. Work on the latter aspect is now 
in progress.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

The Influence of Aspartate 575PsaB on the Midpoint 
Potentials of Phylloquinones A1A/A1B 
and the FX Iron-Sulfur Cluster in Photosystem I
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Abstract  Electrostatic calculations predict that 
the partial negative charge associated with D575PsaB 
plays a significant role in modulating the midpoint 
potentials of the A1A and A1B phylloquinones in PS 
I (Ishikita and Knapp 2003). To test this predic-
tion, the side chain of residue 575PsaB was changed 
from negatively charged (D) to neutral (A) and to 
positively charged (K). In these variants, the rate 
of electron transfer from A1A to FX was found to 
decrease slightly according to the sequence D/A/K. 
These results are consistent with the expectation 
that changing these residues will shift the midpoint 
potentials of A1A, A1B and FX to more positive values 
and that the magnitude of this shift will depend on 
the distance between the cofactors and the residues 
being changed. This rationalization of the changes in 
kinetics is compared with the results of electrostatic 

calculations. While the altered amino acids shift the 
midpoint potentials of A1A, A1B and FX by different 
amounts, the difference in the shifts between A1A 
and FX or between A1B and FX is so small that the 
overall effect on the A1A to FX and A1B to FX electron 
transfer rate is almost negligible.

Keywords  Photosystem I, phylloquinone, mid-
point potential, electrostatic calculations

Introduction

The relationship between various contributions to 
midpoint potentials and electron transfer  kinetics 
are difficult to calculate precisely. Because D575PsaB 
has been proposed to play such a  crucial role in 
lowering the midpoint potential of A1 (Ishikita and 
Knapp 2003), we focus on this residue. The 2.5 Å 
resolution X-ray crystal structure of PS I (Jordan et 
al. 2001) shows that D575PsaB is located consider-
ably closer to A1A than to FX and A1B. This suggests 
that any electrostatic influence due to this residue 
will be more prominent for A1A than for A1B. The 
difference in Gibbs free energy determines the net 
driving energy for the forward electron transfer 
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kinetics from A1A or A1B to FX. Therefore, it is as 
important to determine the relative midpoint poten-
tial shifts for FX as for A1A/A1B. We test the hypoth-
esis that the PsaB specific D575 residue has a 
significant effect on the midpoint potentials of A1A, 
A1B and FX by studying the influence of changes in 
the identity of the side chain on the rate of electron 
transfer from A1A/A1B to FX. To generate the largest 
possible range, Asp has been changed to Ala with a 
neutral side chain and to Lys with a side chain that 
is positively charged. The experimental kinetics 
results are compared with electrostatic calculations 
that take into account the influence of D575PsaB on 
the midpoint potentials of the FX cluster as well as 
the quinones in the A1A and A1B sites.

Materials and methods

The D557KPsaB and D557APsaB variants of 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 were constructed as 
described previously (Vassiliev et al. 1999). These 
variants correspond to D575KPsaB and D575APsaB, 
in Thermosynechococcus elongatus, which is the 
nomenclature used here.

Results

Time-resolved optical spectroscopy

Figure 1 (top) depicts typical flash-induced absorb-
ance changes measured at 380 nm for wild-type PS 
I. The kinetics can be reasonably fit to two discrete 
exponentials. A fast kinetic phase with a lifetime 
of ~15 ns represents 20% of the total absorbance 
change, and a slow kinetic phase with a lifetime 
of ~260 ns represents 80% of the total absorbance 
change. By analogy, these values are similar to 
those reported previously for cyanobacterial PS I, 
and have been attributed to the oxidation of A1B

− 
and A1A

−, respectively.
In general, the lifetimes and amplitudes of the 

slow and fast kinetic phases of the PS I variants do 
not differ significantly (i.e. more than a factor of 
two) from the wild-type. The lifetime of the slow 
kinetic phase in the D575APasB variant (Fig. 1, middle) 

is similar to the wild-type, while the lifetime of 
the slow kinetic phase in the D575KPsaB variant 
(Fig. 1, bottom) is somewhat longer than the 

Fig. 1 Time-resolved optical kinetics at 380 nm in the 
wild-type (top), and the D575APsaB (middle) and D575KPsaB 
(bottom) variants. The ∆A380 kinetics are presented on a log-
arithmic time scale so that the fast and slow kinetic phases 
attributed to A1A

− and A1B
− oxidation can be visualized over 

a broad timescale. The samples were measured at 10 µg 
ml−1 Chl in 25 mM Tris, pH 8.3, 10 mM sodium ascorbate, 
and 500 µM DPIP. The computer-generated exponential fit 
is shown as a solid line
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 wild-type. Although the lifetime of the fast phase 
in the D575APasB and D575KPsaB variants are also 
similar to the wild-type, the low amplitude of the 
fast kinetic phase and the relatively low number of 
data points make it difficult to draw firm conclu-
sions about changes in lifetime except that they are 
not significantly altered.

Transient EPR spectroscopy

TR EPR measurements were obtained at 260 K for 
wild type PS I and the D575APasB and D575KPsaB 
variants. On the right of Fig. 2, transients are 
shown taken at selected field positions indicated by 
arrows under the spectra on the left. At field posi-
tion a, only the A1A

•− contribution to the P700
•+ A1A

•− RP 
is observed, so that the decay of the TR EPR signal 
at this field position represents mainly the forward 
electron transfer rate, provided that it is signifi-
cantly faster than the decay of the spin polarization. 
At other field positions, contributions from both of 
the intermediate RP states P700

•+ A1A
•−  and P700

•+ (FeS)•− 
are observed.

The slowing of the A1A
− to FX electron transfer 

in the D575PsaB variants is seen most clearly in the 
transients at field position b. It is apparent that the 
Lys variant (dotted curve) shows a larger effect 
than the Ala variant (dashed curve). The electron 
transfer lifetimes obtained by fitting the TR EPR 
data, together with an extrapolation of data at three 
different lower temperatures to room temperature 
(295 K), are collected in Table 1.

Discussion

The partial negative charge associated with the side 
chain of D575PsaB is predicted by electrostatic calcu-
lations to play a prominent role in establishing the 
very negative midpoint potentials of A1A and A1B 
(Ishikita and Knapp 2003). Removing this negative 
charge by replacing D575PsaB with a neutral residue 
such as Ala should drive the midpoint potentials of 
A1A and A1B more positive and this effect should be 
more pronounced when a positively charged residue 
such as Lys is introduced. Also, the location of the 

Fig. 2 Comparison of transient spin polarized EPR data at 260 K with electron transfer observable between consecutive radi-
cal ion pair intermediates assigned to the P700

•+ A1
•− and P700

•+ (FeS)•− RP states. The microwave field was attenuated by 30 dB 
in order to suppress transient nutations modulating the observed transients. Transient spectra at early time (solid curves, time 
window 200–400 ns) and at late time (dashed curves, 1.75–2.25 µs) for wild type PS I (top) and the D575APsaB (middle) and 
D575KPsaB (bottom) variants. Top, right: TR EPR kinetic traces (transients) from the same data set at selected field posi-
tions, as indicated by the arrows labeled a–d below the spectra in the left part. From the transients the electron transfer time 
constants are evaluated to 785, 1,070 and 1,280 ns for the wild type, D575APsaB and D575KPsaB PS I particles, respectively
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residue being changed plays a decisive role in deter-
mining how the kinetics are altered. In the D575PsaB 
variants it is presumed that the potential of A1A is 
predominantly driven more positive and hence the 
driving energy is reduced and the A1A to FX electron 
transfer is slowed, as was observed. The ~20 meV 
change in the driving energy is surprisingly small, 
particularly when compared with the ~200 mV 
contribution of the negative charge that D575PsaB is 
predicted to make to the midpoint potential of A1A 
when D575PsaB is fully ionized. To understand why 
such small changes in the electron transfer rates 
are observed our computational studies have been 
extended to include the shifts in midpoint potential 
of FX as well as of A1A and A1B. The values listed 
in Table 1 indicate that with the loss of the negative 
charge on D575PsaB (alternatively, the appearance 
of an uncompensated positive charge) significant 
upward shifts in the midpoint potential are cal-
culated for the quinones and Fe/S cluster. For the 
D575PsaB variants, these shifts are rather similar for 

A1A, A1B, and FX. Hence, the A1A/FX and the A1B/FX 
differences in midpoint potential from the wild-type 
(∆(∆E) ) are small, and this is in agreement with the 
experimentally-observed small effects on the A1A to 
FX electron transfer rates. Nevertheless, the experi-
mental results indicate a small but systematic trend 
to longer A1A to FX electron transfer for the D575PsaB 
variants. This discrepancy may indicate a role of the 
charged state of the varied side chain. Moreover, 
the replacement of D575PsaB with Lys, and to some 
extent also with Ala, may lead to a conformational 
change that is often accompanied by an alteration in 
the character of the charged residue.
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Table 1 Calculated shifts (∆Em) in the midpoint potential 
(Em) in meV and driving energy for the A1 → FX electron 
transfer (∆(∆E) ) in meV relative to the wild type Em in meV

 ∆Em
a ∆(∆E)a

 A1A A1B FX A1A → FX A1B → FX

D575APsaB +119 +136 +123 −4 +13
D575KPsaB +125 +144 +132 −7 +12

aCalculated values with the crystal structure for the native 
PS I complex from T. elongatus. For the mutant PS I com-
plex, model structures were used
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Redox Potential of Chlorophyll d
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Abstract  Chl d is a major pigment in a novel 
 oxygenic prokaryote Acaryochloris marina and func-
tions as the primary electron donor P740 in PS I. 
The midpoint potential of P740 was reported to be 
+335 mV, which is significantly more negative than 
that of P700, and thus Chl d had been  supposed to 
possess a lower oxidation potential than Chl a. Here, 
we report that the oxidation potential of Chl d was 
+0.88 V vs. SHE in acetonitrile, which was higher than 
that of Chl a (+0.81 V), and lower than that of Chl b 
(+0.94 V). The oxidation potential order, Chl b> Chl d > 
Chl a, can be explained by inductive effect of substituent 
groups on the conjugated π-electron system on the 
macrocycle. The results will help us to broaden our 
views on  questions about photosystems in A. marina.

Keywords  Acaryochloris marina, chlorophyll 
a, chlorophyll d, photosynthesis, reaction center, 
redox potential

Introduction

In 1996, a Chl d-dominated cyanobacterium 
Acaryochloris marina was discovered (Miyashita 
et al. 1996). P740 was initially proposed to be 
a homodimer of Chl d (Hu et al. 1998), later a 
homodimer of Chl d’ (Akiyama et al. 2001), and 
finally a Chl d/d’ heterodimer (Akiyama et al. 
2002, 2004; Kobayashi et al. 2005, 2007), just 
like the Chl a/a’ for P700 (Kobayashi et al. 1988; 
Jordan et al. 2001). The active primary electron 
acceptor, A0, is not Chl d but Chl a in A. marina 
(Kumazaki et al. 2002).

The midpoint potential, Em, for P740 was 
reported to be +335 mV (Hu et al. 1998), which 
is significantly negative of ca. +470 mV for 
P700 in other cyanobacteria. Because of this, 
Chl d had been supposed to possess an oxidation 
potential lower than that of Chl a, even though 
no experimental evidence was present. The fact 
that the QY-band of Chl d is at the longest wave-
length  compared with Chls a and b seems to 
have led to some misapprehensions concerning 
the oxidation potential of Chl d; one estimated 
that Chl d had lower oxidation potential than 
Chl a (Fig. 1). To elucidate the in vivo role of Chl d, 
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it is of much importance to clarify its redox 
potential in vitro. Here, we present our recent 
result of the redox potential of Chl d as well as 
those of Chls a and b.

Materials and methods

Pigment preparation. Chls a and b were extracted 
from parsley (Petroselinum crispum) and Chl d 
from Acaryochloris marina MBIC11017, which 
were then purified by normal-phase HPLC.

Electrochemical measurements. The redox 
potentials of chlorophylls in acetonitrile were 
measured by both cyclic voltammetry (CV) and 
square wave voltammetry (SWV). After each 
measurement, the redox potentials of the fer-
rocene-ferrocinium were measured as +0.45 V vs. 
Ag/AgCl.

Results and discussion

Oxidation potentials of Chls a, b and d

Four reversible redox reactions were clearly resolved 
in both CV and SWV. The anodic sweep of CV 
for Chl d showed that E2

red= −1.20, E1
red= −0.88, 

E1
ox= +0.93, E2

ox= +1.12 V vs. SHE, and the cathodic 
sweep showed that E2

red= −1.32, E1
red= −0.94, 

E1
ox= +0.84 and E2

ox= +1.06 V, resulting in E2
red= 

−1.26, E1
red= −0.91, E1

ox= +0.88 and E2
ox= +0.89 V. 

The values agreed well with the redox potentials 
obtained from the SWV: E2

red= −1.26, E1
red= −0.91, 

E1
ox= +0.88, and E2

ox= +0.89 V. In Table 1, we sum-
marize the first redox potentials, examined here. Chl d 
showed higher oxidation potential than Chl a, and 
lower potential than Chl b.

This result can be explained by inductive effect 
of substituent groups on the macrocycle. The redox 
potential of chlorophyll is affected by substituent 
groups on the π-electron system. The -CHO group 
is an electron-withdrawing group, and reduces 
the π-electron density. The replacement of -CH 
= CH2 at C3 of Chl a by →CHO to yield Chl d 
causes the macrocycle to be electron poor, thus 
rendering the molecule less oxidizable (Eox: Chl d > 
Chl a). Similarly, replacement of -CH3 at C7 of 
Chl a by →CHO to yield Chl b makes Eox more 
positive than that of Chl a. Therefore, the Eox order 
becomes Chls b, d > Chl a. When one pays atten-
tion to -CH3 at C7 of Chl d and -CH = CH2 at C3 
of Chl b, the -CH3 group is more electron-donating 
(←CH3), thus making the Chl d macrocycle more 
electron rich, and hence the oxidation potential less 
positive (Chl b > d); consequently the Eox order 
results in Chl b> Chl d > Chl a (Table 1).

Inductive effects on the absorption wavelengths 
and intensities of QY-bands of chlorophylls strongly 

Table 1 Redox potentials [V vs. SHE] in acetonitrile and 
QY transition energy [eV] in diethylether of Chls a, b and d

 Eox Ered Eox − Ered QY

Chl a +0.81 −1.12 1.93 1.88
Chl b +0.94 −1.02 1.96 1.93
Chl d +0.88 −0.91 1.79 1.81

Fig. 1 Estimation of the oxidation potential of Chl d in 
acetonitrile from the QY excitation energy in diethyl ether 
(•).°: experimental data (Watanabe and Kobayashi 1991; 
Kobayashi et al. 2007)
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depend on the substitution position, due to the pres-
ence of two different electronic transitions polar-
ized in the x and y directions (Fig. 1). Replacement 
of the electron-donating group, ←CH3, at ring 
II of Chl a by the electron-withdrawing group, 
→CHO, yielding Chl b, causes the blue-shift and 
significant intensity reduction of QY-band. In con-
trast, replacement of -CH = CH2 at ring I of Chl a 
by -CHO, yielding to Chl d, causes the red-shift 
and intensity increase of QY-band.

Comparison of redox potentials of P700 
and P740 with Chls a and d

Em for P740 in A. marina was reported to be lower 
than that for P700 by 100 mV or more, while Eox 
of Chl d in acetonitrile was found to be higher than 
Chl a by 70 mV (Fig. 2), suggesting that negative 
potential shift caused by chlorophyll dimerization 
to constitute P740 and P700 is larger for Chl d in 
A. marina than Chl a in other oxygenic organisms. 
If so, interaction between the special pair chloro-
phylls, Chl d ′ and Chl d for P740, may be much 
stronger than that between Chl a’ and Chl a for 
P700. Excitation energy for P740 is smaller than 

that for P700 by 90 meV. The primary electron 
acceptor, A0, in PSI is the same molecule, namely, 
Chl a. If the redox potential of A0 in A. marina 
is the same as that of A0 in other PS I, the differ-
ences between P*/P+ and A0/A0

− are calculated to 
be 300 mV for A. marina and 250 mV for other PS 
I, respectively.

The Em(Fx/Fx
−) value for P700 is −0.67 V, which 

is positive enough for the electron transfer from 
both Chl a− and Chl d − to Fx. If A0were Chl d in 
A. marina, Em(A0/A0

−) would be expected to be 
less negative. In this case, more positive values 
for both P740*/P740+ and P740/P740+ couples are 
enough. The reason why A. marina uses Chl a as 
A0 is still an open question.
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CHAPTER TWENTY

Unexpected Difference in the P700 Redox Potential 
Among Oxygenic Photosynthetic Organisms Revealed 
by Spectroelectrochemistry

Yuki Kato1, Akimasa Nakamura2, Tomoyuki Suzawa1, and Tadashi Watanabe1

Abstract The redox potential of the primary 
electron donor P700 of photosystem (PS) I 
has been determined for diverse organisms by 
 spectroelectrochemistry with an optically transpar-
ent thin-layer electrochemical cell (OTTLE) to 
explore reasons for heavy scattering seen in the 
reported values of the P700 redox potential. The 
organisms submitted to examination were seven 
different organisms, four cyanobacteria including 
a primitive cyanobacteria Gloeobacter violaceus 
PCC7421, a red alga, a green algae and a higher 
plant. The P700 redox potential, determined within 
an error range of ±4 mV, showed a strong  species-
dependence with a span over 70 mV. The causes 
for the strong species-dependence of the P700 
redox potential are discussed in terms of the redox 
potentials of in vivo electron donors, cytochrome 
(cyt) c6 and plastocyanin (PC).

Keywords  P700, photosystem I, redox potential, 
spectroelectrochemistry, electron carrier proteins

Introduction

The primary electron donor of PS I, P700, 
 generates a strong reductive power on excita-
tion. P700  consists of a chlorophyll (Chl) a/Chl 
a’ heterodimer (Jordan et al. 2001; Nakamura 
et al. 2003). The redox potential of P700 is lowered 
by about 400 mV than that of monomeric Chl a 
in organic solvents (Watanabe and Kobayashi 
1991). How the Chl a/Chl a’ heterodimer exhibits 
such a low redox potential is still unknown. In 
addition, the value of the P700 redox potential 
shows considerable  ambiguity. The redox poten-
tials reported to date is scattered heavily from +375 
to +525 mV (Ke 2001). Though a part of this scat-
tering may arise from experimental artifacts, there 
is another possibility that the P700 redox potential 
is highly species-dependent. Because the amino 
acid sequence of PS I core polypeptides PsaA/B 
is highly conserved among species, the species-
dependent nature of P700 is hardly extracted from 
a brief inspection of these amino acid sequences.

To unravel possible reasons for the heavy  scatter, 
we have determined the P700 redox  potential for PS 
I isolated from seven different species, cyanobacteria, 
red algae, green algae and higher plants listed in 
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Table 1 by a highly accurate and reproducible spec-
troelectrochemical method with an OTTLE developed 
recently by ourselves (Nakamura et al. 2004, 2005).

Materials and methods

PS I samples were prepared from  cyanobacteria 
(G. violaceus PCC7421, Spirulina platensis, 
Thermosynechococcus elongatus, Synechocystis 
PCC6803), a red alga (Cyanidium caldarium), a 
green alga (Chlamydomonas reinhardtii), and a 
higher plant (Spinach) as described previously 
(Nakamura et al. 2003).

The redox potential of P700 was measured with 
an OTTLE by monitoring the absorbance change 
at 808 or 700 nm induced by oxidation of  pre-
reduced P700 in the presence of redox mediators 
(Nakamura et al. 2004, 2005).

Results and discussion

The P700 redox potential was determined from the 
Nernstian plots of the absorbance changes at 808 
or 700 nm induced by application of varying anodic 
electrode potentials (Fig. 1). The plots obeyed 
remarkably well with the theoretical lines for the 

one-electron redox process, ensuring that the redox 
reaction of P700 is reversible for all the species 
examined. The results are summarized in Table 1.

The results in Table 1 reveal that the P700 redox 
potential varies significantly among species, and 
appears to follow the order order: cyanobacteria 
(G. violaceus, S. platensis and T. elongatus) < red 
algae < cyanobacteria (PCC 6803) < green algae 
and higher plants. The former and the latter cyano-
bacteria are called hereafter the group I and II, 
respectively.

The group I cyanobacteria show the lowest 
potentials among the organisms in Table 1. These 
organisms are thought to be the primitive forms of 
cyanobacteria. The chloroplasts of eukaryotic algae 
and higher plants are considered to have evolved 
from cyanobacteria by symbiosis of cyanobacteria 
and prokaryotes. The species-dependence of the P700 
redox potential in Table 1 appears to reflect the path 
of evolution of oxygenic photosynthetic organisms; 
the more developed species exhibit higher P700 
redox potential.

Photooxidized P700 is re-reduced by an elec-
tron carrier protein, cyt c6 or PC, in vivo. Another 
intriguing feature of the species-dependence of the 
P700 redox potential is that it roughly parallels the 
nature of the electron carrier protein(s) involved. 
The group I cyanobacteria, namely S. platensis and 
T. elongatus (Ki 2005; De la Rosa et al. 2006), and 
red algae (Sandmann et al. 1983) possess cyt c6 
alone as the electron carrier protein for PS I. The 
group II cyanobacteria (S. PCC6803) and green 
algae use both cyt c6 and PC as the electron donor 
(Ki 2005; De la Rosa et al. 2006). Higher plants 
utilize only PC to reduce the oxidized P700. As 
seen in Table 1, the P700 redox potentials of the 

Fig. 1 Nernstian plots for P700 redox reaction of various 
organisms that utilize only cyt c6(°), both cyt c6 and PC (•), 
and only PC ( ) as the electron donor for P700+. Each curve 
represents theoretical one-electron redox reaction

Table 1 Redox potentials of P700 in various organisms

  E0¢/mV  Electron
Species Classification vs. SHE donor

G. violaceus Cyanobacterium +398 ± 4 cyt c6, PC
S. platensis Cyanobacterium +414 ± 1 cyt c6
T. elongates Cyanobacterium +423 ± 2 cyt c6
C. caldarium Red alga +430 ± 3 cyt c6
S. PCC6803 Cyanobacterium +455 ± 4 cyt c6, PC
C. reinhardtii Green alga +468 ± 1 cyt c6, PC
Spinach Higher plant +469 ± 2 PC
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group I cyanobacteria and red algae, possessing 
only cyt c6, are lower than those of the group II 
cyanobacteria, green algae, and higher plants uti-
lizing PC as the electron donor.

To transfer an electron from a donor (cyt c6 or 
PC) to an acceptor (P700+) at an efficiency over 
90%, the redox potential of the donor must be 
lower by about 110 mV than that of the acceptor 
according to thermodynamic considerations. The 
reported redox potentials values of cyt c6 (Díaz-
Quintana et al. 2003; Proux-Delrouyre et al. 2003; 
Cho et al. 1999) and PC (Díaz-Quintana et al. 
2003), and the P700 redox potentials determined 
in this work are displayed in Fig. 2.

The reported redox potentials of cyt c6 are lower 
than those of PC. The redox potential difference 
between P700 in T. elongatus and of PC in spinach 
is roughly 40 mV, while that between cyt c6 and 
P700 in T. elongatus is about 100 mV. Though the 
difference in the redox potential between cyt c6 or 
PC and P700 for a common organism is sufficient 
for an efficient electron transfer, the difference 
between P700 in the group I cyanobacteria and an 
electron carrier protein in other organisms cannot 
support an efficient electron transfer. The P700 
redox potential must have been raised to utilize PC 

as electron donor. It was previously suggested that 
the original electron donor protein utilized by PS I 
is cyt c6, and PC has been acquired by PS I in a later 
phase of evolution (De la Rosa et al. 2006). In view 
of this, the species-dependence of the P700 redox 
potential revealed in this work indicates that the 
redox potentials of P700 and the electron carrier 
proteins may have been optimized interdepend-
ently to attain efficient electron transfer between 
them in the course of evolution.

Most of previous works have interpreted the 
evolution of PS I and the electron donor under an 
assumption that the physicochemical properties 
of P700 are well conserved throughout evolution. 
However, the results of the present work have 
brought about a completely new insight that the 
P700 redox potential has not been the same during 
evolution, but has undergone a significant change 
as a result of evolution of cyt c6 and PC and their 
incorporation into PS I.
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Fig. 2 Relationship of redox potentials between electron carrier proteins and P700
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CHAPTER TWENTY ONE

The Oxidation Potential of Chl a Is the Lowest – A New 
Scheme for O2 Evolution in PS II

Masami Kobayashi1, Shunsuke Ohashi1, Sohjiro Fukuyo1, Masahiro Kasahara1, 
and Tadashi Watanabe2

Abstract  Oxygenic photosynthesis universally 
uses Chl a for P680. For water oxidation, higher 
oxidation potential of chlorophyll is supposed to 
be favorable. We found, however, Chl a had lower 
oxidation potential than Chls b and d. Phes a, b and d 
showed remarkably higher potentials than Chls. The 
results suggest that Phes, not Chls, might be favorable 
to water oxidation, although Phes has not yet been 
used in P680. Further, conventional scheme for water 
oxidation in PS II has a fundamental problem; redox 
potential of the Mn-complex is fixed during S-cycle. 
To explain the enigma, we propose a unique model 
for O2 evolution, where the stepwise positive shifts 
of oxidation potentials of the Mn-complex take place 
to create the great high oxidation power to oxidize 
water. Lower oxidation states may accept holes from 
P680+, but the highest oxidation state cannot do this 
and should utilize photon energy to attain the final 
state to oxidize water.

Keywords  Acaryochloris marina, chlorophyll, 
O2 evolution, P680, photosystem II, Z-scheme

Introduction

Oxygen evolution in PS II is widely supposed to 
result from a sequential electron transfer:

H2O → Mn-complex → YZ → P680 → Phe a

In this scheme, the energy for extracting electrons 
from H2O should ultimately be supplied by P680+

(Fig. 1A); the P680/P680+ redox potential must 
be sufficiently positive in comparison with that of 
H2O/O2. On the basis of redox potentials of Chls and 
the electrochemistry of water oxidation, however, 
the scheme seems to be questionable. The reversible 
potential for the H2O/O2 couple is given by

E= + 1.230 V − (0.059 V)pH vs. SHE

The potential for H2O oxidation at pH 5.5, inter-
nal solution pH of the thylakoid during O2 evolu-
tion, is calculated to be + 0.91 V. The potentials, 
+ 0.82 V (Fig. 1A) and + 0.91 V (Fig. 1B), are for 
thermodynamic equilibrium potentials, and hence 
the reaction does not proceed at this potential. To 
drive O2 evolution, overvoltage is needed. The 
lowest value was estimated to be 0.30 V (Fig. 1B) 
(Watanabe et al. 1990), and hence the lowest value 
of the operational potential for oxygen evolution is 
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Komaba, Tokyo 153-8505, Japan
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around +1.2 V. Mediation of the hole transfer from 
P680+ to the Mn-complex via Yz must accompany 
an additional free energy loss, and thus the P680/
P680+ potential has to be over +1.3 V. From the 
physicochemical viewpoint, the raising of potential 
of Chl a by 0.5 V (+0.8 V → +1.3 V) appears to be 
almost impossible, even by postulating intricate 
interactions with surrounding positively-charged 
amino acid residues around P680.

In a well accepted model (Fig. 1A), water oxi-
dation potential was assumed to be +0.82 V, and 
redox potential for P680 was to be ca. +1.12 V. 
However, only E(Phe a/Phe a−) = −0.61 V and min-
imum excitation energy (ca. 1.82 eV) for P680 have 
been experimentally determined. The fixed redox 
potential of the Mn-complex has a serious problem, 
because accumulation of holes at the Mn-complex 
must raise the potential stepwise. In this paper, we 
present redox potentials of Chls a, b, d, Phes a, b 
and d, showing that Chl a has the lowest oxidation 
potential, and then propose again our unique idea 
(Watanabe et al. 1990; Kobayashi et al. 2005).

Materials and Methods

Pigment preparation. Chls a and b were pre-
pared from parsley, and Chl d from Acaryochloris 
marina. Phes a, b and d were prepared by pheo-
phytinization of corresponding Chls.

Electrochemical measurement. The redox 
potentials of Chls and Phes in acetonitrile were 
measured by cyclic voltammetry and square wave 
voltammetry.

Results and Discussion

Oxidation potentials of Chls a, b, d, 
Phes a, b and d

In acetonitrile, Chl a showed lower oxidation 
potential (+0.81) than Chl b (+0.94) and Chl d 
(+0.88) (Kobayashi et al. 2007). For water oxida-
tion, higher oxidation potential is believed to be 
favorable. If so, Chl b might be most preferable, 

and Chl a might be most unsuitable. Note that Chl 
b has not yet been used for P680.

From the view point of water oxidation, Phes 
are much more favorable due to their amazingly 
high oxidation potentials: Phe a (+1.14 V), Phe b 
(+1.25 V) and Phe d (+1.21 V), which are ration-
alized in terms of an electron density decrease 
in the π-system by the replacement of Mg with 
more electronegative H (Kobayashi et al. 2007). 
Phes, however, have not yet been found to func-
tion as P680. One reason might be that Phe itself 
(and proteins around it) could not withstand 
chemical modification due to the high oxidation 
power.

Primary charge separation initiated 
from accessory chlorophyll

As shown in Fig. 1B, it was recently proposed that 
the primary charge separation in PS II is initiated 
from the excitation of accessory Chl a, in Chl 
a-type oxygenic organisms: P680-Acc*-Phe → 
P680-Acc + -Phe− → P680 + -Acc-Phe− (Diner and 
Rappaport 2002; Raszewski et al. 2005). The value 
of Em for the special pair in PS II is a little more 
negative than that of Em(AccChl/AccChl+), which 
is rationalized by the fact that dimerization results 
in a negative shift of the redox potential.

The replacement of AccChl a with AccChl d 
is fundamentally necessary in PS II of A. marina 
(Fig. 2) (Kobayashi et al. 2005, 2007), because, 
if Acc was Chl a, energy transfer from antenna 
Chl d to AccChl a would be difficult because of 
the extremely uphill process. Here we adopt a Chl 
a/d heterodimer model for the PS II special pair 
(Fig. 2) (Kobayashi et al. 2005, 2007; Schlodder 
et al. 2007), although the identity is a matter of 
controversy. The primary electron acceptor is not 
Phe d but Phe a (Akiyama et al. 2001). The Chl a 
molecule in a Chl a/d heterodimer might be located 
in the D1 active side, partially supported by the 
sequence data for the D1 and D2 proteins between 
A. marina and other cyanobacteria. Alignment of 
amino acid sequences of D2 (PsbD) showed that 
the tryptophan (W) residue at the position of 191 in 
Synechocystis D2, which has been known to inter-
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act with P680 and to be conserved in all D2, was 
substituted by leucine (L) in A. marina D2, while 
such conversion was not seen in D1 (H. Miyashita, 
personal communication). The evolutionary con-
straint on the tryptophan residue was changed in 
D2 of Acaryochloris, resulting in the substitution 
of D2-side Chl a for the special pair by Chl d in the 
PS II RC of A. marina.

Photoassisted accumulation of oxidation 
power in the Mn-complex

We propose again a novel idea of the stepwise oxi-
dation potential shift of the Mn-complex and the 

photoassisted accumulation of oxidation power in 
the Mn-complex at the final S-state for water oxi-
dation. Accumulation of holes raises stepwise the 
oxidative power of Mn-complex, and such a poten-
tial shift is well observed in artificial Mn-clusters. 
Lower oxidation states of the Mn-complex may 
accept holes from P680+, but the highest oxidation 
state for water oxidation cannot do this.

A route to get through this difficulty would be to 
invoke photoexcitation of the Mn-complex (Fig. 1B). 
Pieces of circumstantial evidence for such a view 
are reported; di- and multinuclear Mn- complexes 
are colored, so that their excitation is possible in the 
visible light (Horner et al. 1999; Hakala et al. 2005). 

Fig. 1 (A) Conventional and (B) proposed new schemes for water oxidation in PS II. In model (B), redox potential 
of Mn-complex is not fixed but dependent on S-state

Fig. 2 Proposed scheme for water oxidation in PS II of A. marina
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A very high potential around +1.5 V has been actu-
ally realized by the Mn(III,IV)/Mn(IV,IV) couple 
of a dinuclear Mn-complex, whereas the potential 
is much lower (+0.42  +0.89 V) for the Mn(III,III)/
Mn(III,IV) couple (Baldwin and Pecoraro 1996; 
Horner et al. 1999). Visible illumination to a dimeric 
Mn(III) complex resulted in O2 evolution from water 
(Ashmawy et al. 1985). It has been well known that 
P680 + is reduced with S-state-dependent kinetics 
displaying half-times between 20–250 ns. Electron 
transfers are relatively fast during the early S-state 
transition, but slow appreciably as the oxygen-evolving 
complex becomes more oxidized (Wild and Ball 
1997), supporting in part our model, because double 
excitation of the Mn-complex and the AccChl is 
needed at the final step.
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CHAPTER TWENTY TWO

Structure for Thermostability of Photosynthetic Reaction 
Center from Thermophilic Purple Sulfur Bacterium, 
Thermochromatium tepidum

Masayuki Kobayashi1, Yuichiro Shimada2, Yoichiro Fujioka2, Hiroaki Suzuki3, 
Zheng-Yu Wang3, and Tsunenori Nozawa4

Abstract  Thermostability of the photosyn-
thetic apparatus from purple sulfur bacterium 
Thermochromatium tepidum was investigated 
under various conditions and was compared with 
that from Allochromatium vinosum. It was found 
that the thermostability of reaction centers (RCs) is 
very sensitive to its environment, and to the pres-
ence of surrounding core light-harvesting complex 
(LH1). The results imply that the RC of T. tepi-
dum gains thermostability through interactions 
between its polypeptides and LH1 complex. The 
thermostability of RC was also affected by its 
constituting subunits: that is, the RC containing a 
cytochrome subunit was more thermostable than 
the cytochrome-detached RC. This suggests that 
the cytochrome subunit may play an important role 
for protecting the special pair pigments from dena-
turation. Furthermore, we have found that the LH2 
complexes from T. tepidum and A. vinosum showed 

very high thermostability among photosynthetic 
membrane pigment-protein complexes.

Keywords  Photosynthetic reaction center (RC), 
light-harvesting complex 1 (LH1), thermophilic 
purple sulfur bacterium, thermostability, lipid

Introduction

In photosynthesis, the light energy absorbed by 
antenna complexes is transferred to the photo-
synthetic reaction centers (RC’s) that convert the 
energy to electrochemical potential across photo-
synthetic membranes. Integral membrane antennas 
from photosynthetic purple bacteria are composed 
of polypeptides, bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) and 
carotenoid molecules, and can be divided into two 
types: core light-harvesting complex 1 (LH1) and 
peripheral light-harvesting complex 2 (LH2). The 
bacterial RC consists of three (or four) polypep-
tides called L, M and H subunits (and sometimes a 
cytochrome subunit), and photosynthetic pigments: 
four BChls, two bacteriopheophytins (BPhes), and 
two quinones (and four hemes). Three dimensional 
structures of the RC from mesophilic bacteria, 
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Blastochloris ( formerly Rhodopseudomonas) viridis 
and Rhodobacter sphaeroides, have been deter-
mined (Deisenhofer et al. 1985; Allen et al. 1987). 
Thermochromatium tepidum is a thermophilic pur-
ple sulfur bacterium which can grow at temperature 
up to 58 °C, the highest of all the purple photosyn-
thetic bacteria (Madigan 1980). Recently three-
 dimensional structure of the T. tepidum RC has 
been determined by X-ray crystallography at 2.2 
Å resolution (Nogi et al. 2000). Comparison of 
the structures of RC between the thermophilic and 
mesophilic bacteria revealed that many arginine 
residues exist on the membrane surface of the 
periplasmic side. These positive charges are con-
sidered to interact with the phosphate groups of 
phospholipid, which may play some roles for the 
thermostability of the RC (Nogi et al. 2000). In this 
study, we have investigated the thermal stability of 
the RC’s in liposomes by measuring their absorption 
and circular dichroism (CD) spectra. The samples 
used include the LH1-RC and the RC from a ther-
mophilic bacterium, T. tepidum, and a mesophilic 
bacterium, Allochromatium vinosum, reconstituted 
in liposomes, and the factors responsible for the 
thermostability of pigment-protein complexes from 
T. tepidum are discussed.

Materials and methods

Isolation of intracytoplasmic membranes, LH1-
RC and RC. The culture and growth conditions of 
cells of T. tepidum and A. vinosum were described 
previously (Nozawa et al. 1991). Intracytoplasmic 
membranes (ICMs) were prepared from the cells by 
sonication methods (Nozawa et al. 1986). The RC 
and the LH1-RC were solubilized from the ICMs by 
using detergents (Nozawa et al. 1987). Purification 
of RC, RC without cytochrome and LH1-RC were 
carried out with DEAE-anion exchange column 
chromatography (Nozawa et al. 1987).

Reconstitution of RC and LH1-RC into lipo-
somes. Extraction of lipids from ICMs was carried 
out with the mixed solution of 2-propanol, chloro-
form and water (1:2:1). Reconstitutions of RC and 
LH1-RC into liposome made of their own lipids 

were performed by a dialysis method described 
elsewhere (Kobayashi et al. 2004).

Thermal stability experiments. The samples of 
ICM, reconstituted LH1-RC and RC liposomes 
were resuspended by 20 mM HEPES buffer (pH 
7.8). The special pair of RC in the samples was 
reduced by addition of 1 mM sodium ascorbate. 
The samples were heated in a water bath for 30 min 
at respective temperatures and held on ice for 
1 min. Then the absorption spectra were measured 
with Beckman UD-640 spectrometer at room tem-
perature. The CD spectra were obtained with Jasco 
J-720 W. The thermostabilities of RCs in ICM and 
reconstituted LH1-RC liposome were estimated by 
photo-activities of RC, which were calculated by 
difference absorption spectra between the reduced 
and photo-oxidized states after treatment at each 
temperature (Kobayashi et al. 2004).

Results

The absorption spectra of ICMs and LH1-RC and 
RC in a reconstituted liposome from T. tepidum 
at 40 °C, 60 °C, 65 °C, 70 °C, 75 °C and 80 °C are 
shown in Fig. 1. The absorption spectra at 40 °C 
are in agreement with the previously reported 
spectra for the detergent solubilized LH1-RC and 
RC at 4 °C (Nozawa et al. 1987), and indicate that 
reconstituted LH1-RCs and RCs in the liposomes 
resemble that in the native membranes. The three 
bands at 915, 850 and 800 nm in Fig. 1A are 
assigned to LH1 (915 nm, B915) and LH2 (850 
and 800 nm) (Nozawa et al. 1986). The magnitude 
of the LH1 peak decreased as rising the tempera-
ture and finally its absorption bleached completely 
at 80 °C, whereas the LH2 absorptions remained 
almost unchanged under these conditions. Thus, 
the LH2 is considered as the most thermostable 
membrane associated BChla-protein complexes 
in the ICM of T. tepidum. The bands at 915 and 
800 nm in Fig. 1B can be attributed to the B915 
of the LH1 and the accessory BChla in the RC, 
respectively (Nozawa et al. 1987). Magnitude of 
the B915 band decreased and the intensity of 760-
nm band increased with increasing temperature. 
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At 80 °C, the B915 band bleached completely and 
the 760-nm band became the largest in this region 
and a new band appeared around 840 nm. The 760- 
and 840-nm bands can be attributed to the BPhea 
and the aggregated BPhea’s in organic solvents 
– buffer solution (Scherz et al. 1989), indicating 
that the BChla’s were released from the LH1-RC 
and changed to BPhea’s by thermal perturbation 
and the BPhea’s formed aggregates at this higher 
temperature. The 885, 800 and 755 nm bands in 
Fig. 1C are assigned to the transitions of special 
pair, accessory BChla and BPhea, respectively 

(Nozawa et al. 1987). At 75 °C, the special pair and 
the accessory BChla bands decreased drastically 
and the BPhea band increased rapidly. Since the 
free monomeric BPhea is characterized by a peak 
at 750 nm in detergent-buffer solution (Scherz and 
Parson 1984), the result indicates that the BChla’s 
molecules of the special pair and the accessory 
BChla were released and changed to BPhea during 
the thermal treatment.

Figure 2 shows the comparison of the stability 
of the special pair and B915 from T. tepidum and A. 
vinosum in the ICM, in the reconstituted LH1-RC 
and RC liposomes. Thermostabilities of the special 
pair and B915 in the ICMs from T. tepidum are 
very similar to those in the reconstituted LH1-RC 
liposome from T. tepidum. The RC in the LH1-RC 
complex in liposome maintain most of the photo-
activity at 70 °C, while the RC of the liposome of 
RC lost its activity to 40% at 70 °C. These facts 
indicate that the thermal stability of the RC can be 
raised by the existence of the surrounding LH1. 
The data for ICMs of the two species show that the 
LH1 of T. tepidum is more thermostable than that of 
A. vinosum. The difference in the  thermostability is 
about 10 °C in ICM, which almost corresponds to 

Fig. 1 Absorption spectra of the ICMs (A) and LH1-RC (B) 
and RCs (C) in reconstituted liposome from T. tepidum in 
near IR region at various temperatures. Absorption spectra 
at 40 °C, 60 °C, 65 °C, 70 °C, 75 °C and 80 °C were shown by 
the bold line, dotted line, broken line, one dotted line, two 
dotted line, and gray line, respectively. The samples were 
suspended in 20 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.8) containing 
1 mM sodium ascorbate at 4 °C

Fig. 2 The temperature dependence of the activity of RC’s 
in the ICM from T. tepidum (filled circle and bold line), in 
the reconstituted LH1-RC liposome from T. tepidum (filled 
square and bold line) and in the RC liposome from T. tepi-
dum (filled triangle and bold line) and the activity of B915 
in the ICM from T. tepidum (open circle and bold line), in 
the reconstituted LH1-RC liposome from T. tepidum (open 
square and bold line), in the ICM from A. vinosum (open 
circle and dotted line), and in the LH1-RC liposome from 
A. vinosum (open square and dotted line)
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the differences of their optimum growth tempera-
tures. While the LH1 of T. tepidum in the reconsti-
tuted LH1-RC liposome has similar thermostability 
to that in ICM, the LH1 of A. vinosum was more 
stable in ICM than that in the reconstituted LH1-
RC liposome. This means that the interaction 
between LH1 and RC can be the predominant fac-
tor for the thermostability of the LH1 in T. tepidum, 
but that is not the case in A. vinosum.

Discussion

Thermostable structures in the RC 
from T. tepidum

It was found that the RCs in the reconstituted 
LH1-RC liposome and in the ICM were more 
thermostable than that in the reconstituted RC 
liposome (Fig. 2). The result strongly suggests 
that the T. tepidum LH1 does contribute to the 
stability of the RC. Three-dimensional structure 
of the T. tepidum RC revealed several specific 
arginine residues on the membrane surface of the 
periplasmic side (Nogi et al. 2000). Analysis of 
the primary structure of the T. tepidum LH1 con-
firmed a deletion of one residue in the α subunit 
located at the periplasmic side (Fathir et al. 1998). 
This deletion leads to an asparic acid residue with 
a negative charge on the membrane surface of the 
same side where the above-mentioned arginine 
residues exist (Nogi et al. 2000). These facts 
suggest a formation of extra ionic interactions 
between RC and LH1 for T.  tepidum may be an 
important factor for the thermostability of the RC 
in T. tepidum.

The T. tepidum RC consists of L, M, H subunits 
and a tightly bound cytochrome and it is possible 
to isolate the RCs with and without the cytochrome 
(Nozawa et al. 1987). Although the special pair of 
the cytochrome-attached RC remained intact by 
40% at 70 °C (Fig. 1C), that of the cytochrome-
depleted RC did not show any absorption at this 
temperature (data not shown). This shows that the 
RC complex with the tightly bound cytochrome 
is more stable than the RC without a cytochrome 

subunit. Because esterification between the cyto-
chrome and lipid molecules has been observed for 
the T. tepidum RC (Nogi et al. 2000), the N-termi-
nal cystein residue of the cytochrome may form 
an ester bond with a lipid molecule and act as an 
anchor for supporting the RC in liposome. These 
facts imply that the tightly bound cytochrome not 
only transports electrons to the photo-oxidized 
special pair cation but also play a role in protec-
tion of the special pair pigment from denaturing 
(Deisenhofer et al. 1985).

Thermostability of the membrane proteins LH2

The spectral profiles of LH2 from T. tepidum 
did not show essential change over the tempera-
ture range of 40 °C ~75 °C (Fig. 1A) and similar 
spectral behavior was observed for the LH2 from 
A. vinosum (data not shown). The high ther-
mostability of the LH2 from both thermophilic 
and mesophilic sulfur bacteria is very interesting. 
Since the LH2 bands of ICM from R. sphaeroides 
largely changed from 60 °C and almost bleached 
at 80 °C (M. Kobayashi, unpublished data), not 
all LH2 complexes show high thermostability. In 
this regard, it is very interesting that B800-850 
complexes in native membranes from A. vinosum 
and T. tepidum show two couplet-type CD signals 
in near IR region (Nozawa et al. 1991), but only 
one negative and one couplet-type CD signals 
were observed for that from R. sphaeroides. This 
indicates that the aggregation structure of LH2 pig-
ments which reflect the interactions among the pig-
ments from R. sphaeroides is different from those 
of A. vinosum and T. tepidum, therefore, suggests 
that the aggregated structures of the LH2 pigments 
may be important for the thermostability of the 
LH2. Determination of the structure of these LH2 
complexes would yield detailed information on the 
mechanism of thermostability of the membrane 
pigment-proteins.
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CHAPTER TWENTY THREE

Detection of Quinone Function in the Homodimeric 
Type-I Reaction Center of Heliobacterium modesticaldum

Toru Kondo1, Hiroyuki Mino1, Masahiro Matsuoka2, Chihiro Azai2, 
Hirozo Ohoka2, and Shigeru Itoh1

Abstract  Heliobacteria have the type I 
homodimeric reaction center (RC) complex that is 
symmetrical in contrast to the heterodimeric RCs 
of PS I and type II. The function of quinone in the 
heliobacterial RCs has been unclear. We purified 
the RC core complex of Heliobacterium modesti-
caldum, which shows turnover of FX and is depleted 
of iron sulfur centers FA/FB. We studied the flash-
induced ESR signal and detected the E/A pattern 
spin polarized ESR signal that decays with a time 
constant of 4 ms and assigned it to originate from 
the P+

800
 FX

− radical pair as reported in the mem-
branes. The RC also showed another new signal 
of A/E/A pattern that decays with a time constant 
of 70 µs. We assigned this signal to be originated 
from the P+

800 A1
− radical pair in comparison with 

the P+
700

 A1
− state signal in PS I RCs. The result 

suggests the function of quinone as A1 in this RC. 
The A/E/A ESR spectral pattern was ascribed to 
the menaquinone which has an orientation different 
from that of phylloquinone in PS I. The distances 
and the electron transfer rates between A0, A1, and 

FX in the heliobacterial RC might be interpreted by 
the unique orientation of A1-menaquinone.

Keywords  Reaction center, electron transfer, 
heliobacteria, ESR, spin polarization

Introduction

Heliobacteria are strict anaerobic primitive pho-
tosynthetic bacteria that have only a type I reac-
tion center (RC) complex as do the green sulfur 
bacteria. Their RCs are essentially analogous to 
photosystem (PS) I of plants and cyanobacteria 
and form a homodimeric structure that is made 
of two identical polypeptides in contrast to the 
heterodimeric PS I RCs and type II RCs of purple 
bacteria or oxygenic organisms that are made of 
two similar but  different polypeptides carrying 
two branches of electron transfer pathways. In 
the heterodimeric RCs, electron transfer occurs 
asymmetrically along two pathways, however, in 
the homodimeric RCs, electron transfer seems to 
occur along two symmetrical pathways, in which 
cofactor arrangements have not been clarified yet 
(Oh-oka 2006).
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Heliobacterial RC contains bacteriochlorophyll 
g dimer as the primary electron donor (P800), 
81-hydroxychlorophyll a as the primary electron 
acceptor (A0), and three iron sulfur centers (FX/
FA/FB) as the tertiary electron acceptors. The 
fast charge recombination of FX

− with P+
800 in 

the membranes of Heliobacterium modesticaldum 
was identified (Miyamoto et al. 2006). Although 
 phylloquinone molecules (A1) function as a media-
tor of the electron transfer between A0 to FX in the 
PS I RC, the presence of corresponding quinone 
molecule have not been identified so far in the 
heliobacterial RC.

In heliobacteria (Nuijs et al. 1985) or green 
 sulfur bacteria, A0

− is known to be re-oxidized 
with a time constant of 500–600 ps that is signifi-
cantly slower than the 20–30 ps time constant in PS 
I. It was suggested that FX

− is reduced directly 
by A0

− in Heliobacillus mobilis by picosecond 
absorption spectroscopy. Direct electron transfer 
from A0 to FX was also assumed to occur in a 
single phase with a 700 ps time constant by pho-
tovoltaic measurements. On the other hand, the 
fast  reduction of P+

800 with a 2–4 ms time constant 
at low  temperatures was ascribed to the reduction 
by A1

− in heliobacterial RC in analogy to PS I 
(Chiou and Blankenship 1996). It is, therefore, not 
clear yet whether quinone functions as the electron 
acceptor A1 or not.

Materials and methods

The RC core complex was purified from H. modes-
ticaldum cells as reported (Miyamoto et al.). ESR 
spectra were measured with a Bruker ESP-300E 
X-band spectrometer (Bruker Biospin, Germany) 
equipped with a liquid-helium flow cryostat and 
a temperature control system (CF935, Oxford 
Instruments, Oxford, UK). Continuous white light 
illumination was given from a 650 W tungsten lamp 
through heat cut glass filters. Repetitive Xenon-
flash excitation light with a 30 µs duration was 
given through a 1 m glass fiber light guide for the. 
Appropriate amounts of sodium dithionite were 
added to reduce cofactors in the RC if required.

Result

Detection of A1 in heliobacterial RC

We detected the electron-spin-polarized (ESP) sig-
nals that arise from light-induced radical pairs by 
transient ESR measurement.

The RC core complex of Heliobacterium 
 modesticaldum, which is depleted of iron sulfur 
centers FA/FB, was cooled down to 14 K in the dark, 
and the continuous wave (CW) EPR spectra were 
measured during and after the illumination. The 
light-minus-dark difference spectrum showed a sig-
nal at g = 2.0029 with a 10.1 G line width (Fig. 1a) 
of the primary donor P+

800. Then, we measured the 
transient ESR spectra at 0 µs (Fig. 2a black-circle) 
and at 500 µs (Fig. 2a white-circle) after the Xenon 
flash. The former spectrum showed an E/A pattern 
electron-spin-polarized (ESP) spectrum, which can 
be assigned to the signal from the P+

800FX
− radical 

pair (van der Est et al. 1998), and the latter spec-
trum can be attributed to the P+

800 signal thermally 
equilibrated after the relaxation of polarization. 
The decay kinetics observed at a magnetic field 
at the negative peak of P+

800 spectrum (indicated 
by an arrow in Fig.2a-inset) exhibited three decay 
components of 90 µs, 1–2 ms and 4–8 ms. The fast-
est one was ascribed to the decay of P+

800FX
− ESP 

signal, and the slow ones to represent the P+
800 that 

decreases in the charge recombination with FX
−.

The sample was, then, illuminated for 1 h at 
210 K and cooled down to 14 K under light to 
measure the CW ESR signal. The treatment gave 
rise to a light-minus-dark spectrum at g = 2.0062 
with an 11.4 G line width (Fig. 1b). The signal was 
assigned to the A1

− radical. The ESP spectrum 
measured in the shorter time range after the flash 
excitation showed a new A/E/A pattern. This sig-
nal obviously differs from the P+

800FX
− ESP signal 

of E/A pattern (Fig. 2b black-circle) and almost 
disappeared at 500 µs after the flash (Fig. 2b white-
circle). The kinetics measured at the negative peak 
of the ESP signal showed the decay time constant 
of 70 µs (indicated by an arrow in Fig. 2b-inset), 
indicating that the charge recombination occurred 
before the relaxation of the polarization.
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Discussion

In the isolated RC core complex of Heliobacterium 
modesticaldum, illumination induced a CW ESR 
signal at g = 2.0029 of P+

800 at 14 K. Another signal 
at g = 2.0062 was light-induced after the pre-illu-
mination at 210 K followed by cooling to 14 K 
under illumination in the presence of dithionite. 
This signal can be assigned to originate from A1

− 
judging from its high g value although the value 
is a little higher than that of A1

− phyllosemiqui-
none signal at g = 2.004 reported in PS I by some 
unknown reason. We also detected an ESP signal of 
P+

800A1
− radical pair that decayed with a 70 µs time 

constant. The ESP signal has features different 

from that of P+
800FX

− ESP signal. The result strongly 
suggests that menaquinone functions as A1 in this 
RC as does phylloquinone in PS I.

The A/E/A pattern ESP-ESR spectrum newly 
found in the H. modesticaldum RC, which can be 
assigned to the P+

800A1
− radical pair, differs from the 

well known E/A/E pattern ESP signal of P+
700A1

− 
detected in the PS I RC. Different signal patterns 
suggest different molecular orientations of A1 with 
respect to P700 or P800 in these RCs because the ESP 
pattern is known to sensitive to the orientation of 
cofactors.

It was estimated that the A1 quinones binding 
sites in Heliobacterial RC are more hydrophilic 
compared to those in the PS I RC (Miyamoto 

Fig. 1 Light-minus-dark CW ESR spectra in the Heliobac
terium modesticaldum core RC. The purified H. modesticaldum 
core RC was cooled to 14 K in the dark (a) and illuminated 
for 1 h at 210 K, and cooled down to 14 K under illumination 
(b). Conditions for the ESR measurement: temperature 14 K, 
microwave power 1 mW, microwave frequency 9.533 GHz, 
modulation frequency 100 kHz, modulation amplitude 4 G

Fig. 2 Transient ESR spectra in the H. modesticaldum core 
RC. The core RC was cooled to 14 K in the dark (a) and 
illuminated for 1 h at 210 K, and cooled down to 14 K under 
illumination (b). The spectra obtained at 0 µs (black-circle) 
and at 500 µs (white-circle) after the Xenon flash were 
shown. Conditions for the ESR measurement: tempera-
ture 14 K, microwave power 1 mW, microwave frequency 
9.533 GHz, modulation frequency 100 kHz, modulation 
amplitude 4 G
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et al. 2006). The orientation of A1 menaquinone 
in H. modesticaldum RC can be assumed to be 
somewhat different from that of phylloquinone 
in PS I. The 70 µs re-oxidation time of A1- and 
the reversible rapid turnover of FX reported in the 
Heliobacterial RC are very different from those in 
PS I RC as discussed previously (Miyamoto et al. 
2006). It has been rather difficult to be interpreted 
on the homologous architectures of RCs. However, 
the difference might be interpreted if the distance 
between A1 and FX in the Heliobacterial RC is dif-
ferent from that in the PS I RC. If the orientation of 
A1 in Heliobacterial RC is tilted to give the longer 
distance from A0 to A1 and the shorter distance 
from A1 to FX compared to those in PS I, the slower 
electron transfer rate (500–700 ps) from A0 to A1 
seems to be interpreted. The fast re-oxidation rate 
of FX (4–8 ms) as well as its reversible turnover at 
cryogenic temperature also seem to be interpreted 
by assuming the closer association of A1 to FX in 
Heliobacterial RC. The identification of menaqui-
none signal in this RC shows that all the photosyn-

thetic RCs irrespective of the type I and type II, or 
heterodimeric and homodimeric, ubiquitously use 
quinone as the secondary electron acceptor.
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CHAPTER TWENTY FOUR

The Role of AspL213 for Stabilizing Semiquinone Binding 
to the Photosynthetic Reaction Center

Eva-Maria Krammer and G. Matthias Ullmann

Abstract  The binding of the semiquinone to its 
two position (proximal and distal) in the QB site 
of the bacterial photosynthetic reaction center of 
Rhodobacter sphaeroides, was studied using con-
tinuum electrostatics. Experimental determined 
populations of the semiquinone in the proximal 
positions could be reproduced. Residues influenc-
ing either the binding of the semiquinone or the 
popluation of the semiquinone in the proximal 
position, could be identified. Both, the population 
and the binding of the semiquinone to the QB site is 
coupled to the protonation state of AspL213, which 
is located in direct vicinity of the semiquinone. Our 
results show, that a protonated AspL213 stabilizes 
the binding of the semiquinone and it favors the 
proximal position.

Keywords  Reaction center, continuum electro-
statics, semiquinone binding, AspL213, theory and 
modeling

Introduction

As the heart of photosynthesis, the bacterial photo-
synthetic reaction center (RC) uses the light energy 
to doubly reduce a coenzyme Q (CoQ) molecule. 
During the light-induced reaction, two electrons 
and two protons are transferred stepwise to a CoQ 
molecule bound in the QB site of the reaction 
center. The electrons originate from the special 
pair formed by two bacteriochlorophyll molecules. 
The proton entry and the proton transfer pathway 
organization are still under debate, but it is consen-
sus, that the protons are transferred to GluL212 and 
AspL213 in the QB binding site and from there to 
QB (Paddock et al. 2003). Two binding positions 
of CoQ in the QB site are known (Stowell et al. 
1997; Koepke et al. 2007) distal and proximal to 
the non-heme iron of the RC. The proximal posi-
tion is considered to be the reactive position. After 
the transfer of two electrons and two protons, the 
quinol leaves the QB site to the quinone pool of 
the membrane and is replaced by a quinone. It is 
known, that the quinone and the quinol are weakly 
bound to the QB site, whereas the semiquinone 
(first reaction intermediate) is tightly bound.
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In this study, we examined the binding behavior 
of the semiquinone Q.− to the two positions in the 
QB site using continuum electrostatics. We focused 
on possible interactions between protein residues 
and the binding of Q.−.

Materials and methods

Protonation and binding probabilities. The CoQ 
concentration of the quinone pool in the membrane 
is considered in the calculations of protonation 
and population probabilities by extending the pH 
dependent state energy Gn (pH) (Ullmann and 
Knapp 1999) to a pH and CoQ concentration 
dependent state energy Gl

n,q (pH, log[CoQ]). The 
energy Gl

n,q (pH, log[CoQ]) is determined by the 
conformational energy C1, the intrinsic pK value 
pKint,l

H of each protonatable group, the relative dis-
sociation constant pKint,l

Q of the CoQ binding, and 
the interaction energy Wij,l between the charged 
forms of each possible pair of protonatable groups 
and CoQ:

G pH, log[CoQ] = x x RT pH pK

+ x

l
n,q

i
n
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N

( ) ( ) ln10( )
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j l
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N+
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where xi
0 is the reference protonation form (1 for 

acidic and 0 for basic protonatable residues) and 
xi

n the actual protonation form (1 for protonated 
and 0 for deprotonated) of the protonatable group 
i. The intrinsic pK is given by the experimentally 
determined pKa of the protonatable group in aque-
ous solution and the shift of the pKa value due to a 
different solvation environment inside the protein. 
The CoQ binding can be defined analogously, 
since protonation is also a binding reaction. xq

0 is 
the reference binding form (unbound, 0) and xq

n 
the actual binding form (0 for unbound and 1 for 
bound) of CoQ.

For the electrostatic calculations, the structure 
of the RC of Rhodobacter sphaeroides in the 

charge-separated state (2J8D) was prepared as 
described before (Koepke et al. 2007) except for 
the CoQB. Here, only the semiquinone Q.− was 
modeled in the QB site. The energetic parameters 
pKH

int,l, pKQ
int,l and Wij,l were calculated by solving 

the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation with 
the program MEAD (Bashford and Gerwert 1992) 
using the same parameters as before (Koepke et al. 
2007). CMCT was used to perform the Monte 
Carlo titration calculations.

Correlation function. To analyze the stabiliza-
tion of the proximal position by a certain proto-
nation form of a given residue, we used (Koepke 
et al. 2007) the correlation function cic =< xixc > 
− < xi > ⋅< xc > (< xixc > and < xi > are the prob-
abilities, that residue i is protonated when CoQ 
populates the proximal position and that residue i 
is protonated, respectively. < xc > is the population 
of CoQ in the proximal position). A similar corre-
lation function ciq =< xixq > − < xi > ⋅ < xq > is intro-
duced to analyze the mutual influence between 
the protonation form of a given residue and the 
binding state of CoQ (< xixq > is the probability 
that residue i is protonated when CoQ is bound; 
< xq > is the probability for CoQ to be bound and 
< xi > to be protonated).

Results and discusion

Population of Q·− in the proximal position

The population of the semiquinone in the proximal 
position (see Fig. 1A) is pH and log[Q·−] depend-
ent. When Q·− is bound (Q·− binding curve: Fig. 
1B), the proximal position is highly populated 
up to pH 6. Afterwards the proximal population 
decreases until it reaches a population of 0.3 for 
the proximal position at pH 12. The observed 
proximal populations are in good agreement with 
the earlier measured and calculated populations 
(Koepke et al. 2007).

At pH 6 the proximal Q·− population starts to 
decrease, because it is coupled to the protonation 
of AspL213, which starts to depronate at this pH 
value (see Fig. 1C). The coupling between the 
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proximal Q·− population and the protonation of 
AspL213 is shown by a high correlation cic in the 
corresponding pH/log[Q·−] region (for the cor-
relation curve see Fig. 1C). Thus, a protonated 
AspL213 is needed to keep the semiquinone in the 
reactive, proximal position.

Binding of Q.− to the RC

Like the population of the semiquinone in the 
proximal position, also Q·− binding is pH depend-
ent, indicating that the binding depends at least on 
the protonation form of one protonatable residue. 
Using the correlation function ciq, AspL213 and 

GluL212 could be identified to be the major fac-
tors determining the pH dependence of the bind-
ing. Both residues are located in the QB binding 
site (see Fig. 2A) and are known to be involved in 
proton transfer to QB (Paddock et al. 2003).

At high pH (11–14) GluL212 starts to deproto-
nate (see Fig. 2B), leading to a correlation ciq with 
Q·− binding. Thus, a protonated GluL212 favors Q·− 
binding, meaning that Q·− is still bound at lower 
Q·− concentrations (see Fig. 1B) in the pH range of 
0–11, compared to the pH of 11–14 where GluL212 
starts to depronate.

When Q·− is bound (see Fig. 1B), AspL213 is 
protonated at low pH and starts to deprotonate at 

Fig. 1 (A) Population of Q.− in the proximal position. At low pH Q.− mainly populates the proximal position when Q.− is 
bound (see Fig. 1B). With increasing pH the proximal Q.− population decreases until it reaches 0.3 at pH 12. (B) Q.− Binding. 
The Q.− binding is pH and log[Q.−] dependent. At low pH Q.− binding starts at a log[Q.−] of around 5 whereas at high pH it 
starts to bind around 0. (C) Titration curve of AspL213. If Q.− is unbound (see Fig. 1B), AspL213 is deprotonated, whereas 
with bound Q.−, AspL213 is protonated at low pH and starts to deprotonate at pH 6. (D) Correlation cic of AspL213 and proxi-
mal population. In the pH/log[Q.−] region where the Asp L213 deprotonates (see Fig. 1C), a high correlation with the proximal 
Q.− population is observed, indicating that the protonation of AspL213 is coupled with the proximal Q.− population
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pH 6 to 8, leading to high ciq values. Such a high 
ciq indicates, that a protonated AspL213 keeps the 
semiquione bound in the RC.

Stabilization of Q.− in the proximal site by 
Aspl213

Mutational studies showed, that bacteria containing 
RC without AspL213 (mutated to asparagin) are 
not able to grow photosynthetically, even though 
first electron transfer rates are measurable in these 
mutant RCs (Rongley et al. 1993).

AspL213 has a dual role during the light 
induced reaction (Paddock et al. 2003): it transfers 
a proton to QB and by its negative charge, a proton 
is stabilized in the environment of QB. The data 
presented here suggest a third role for AspL213: a 
protonated AspL213 is required to keep the semi-
quinone bound to the proximal, the reactive, position 
in the QB site of RCs of Rhobobacter sphaeroides.
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Fig. 2 (A) Position of GluL212 and AspL213 in the QB site. The proximal (grey) and distal (black) position of CoQ as well 
as possible hydrogen bond partner of CoQ in the QB site (HisL190, AspL213, GluL212, SerL223, and the backbone of L224 
and L225) and the non-heme iron are depicted. Carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and iron atoms are shown in white, grey, black 
and as a white sphere, respectively. (B) Titration curve of Glu212. In absence of Q. GluL212 starts to deprotonate at high 
pH. When Q.− is bound (see Fig. 1B) GluL212 stays protonated. (C) Correlation ciq of GluL212 and Q.− binding. A correla-
tion of the protonation of GluL212 and Q.− binding is observed when Glu212 deprotonates (see Fig. 2B) indicating, that a 
protonated GluL212 stabilizes the Q.− binding. (D) Correlation ciq of AspL213 and Q.− binding. A high correlation between 
the protonation of AspL213 and the Q.− binding is seen in the pH/log[Q.−] region where AspL213 starts to deprotonate, 
indicating that the protonated AspL213 is coupled to Q.− binding
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CHAPTER TWENTY FIVE

Triplet States in Photosynthetic Reaction Centers 
of Rb. sphaeroides

Aliaksandr Marchanka1, Wolfgang Lubitz1, Mark Paddock2, and Maurice van Gastel1

Abstract  The photoexcited triplet state of the pri-
mary donor P865 and of the carotenoid spheroidene 
in the reaction center of Rb. sphaeroides wild type 
and mutants were investigated by EPR spectros-
copy. Different mechanisms of triplet formation 
were observed: At T = 10 K, Rb. sphaeroides strain 
R.26–1, 2.4.1 and the double mutant GD(M203)/
AW(M260) form a triplet via the radical pair mech-
anism. Charge separation in these species proceeds 
exclusively via the A-branch of the reaction cent-
ers. In the double mutant LH(M214)/AW(M260) 
the intersystem crossing mechanism is dominant. 
At T > 30 K, the radical pair mechanism via the 
B-branch also contributes to the triplet formation. 
Moreover, at these temperatures the carotenoid 
takes over the triplet state from 3P865. Anisotropy 
of triplet-triplet transfer has been observed that can 
be traced back to the anisotropy of 3P865 forma-
tion from radical pair states. The data confirm that 
triplet energy transfer from 3P865 to Car proceeds 
via the accessory BChl, whereby the 3P865→BChla 
transfer step is rate limiting.

Keywords  Electron transfer, triplet state, carote-
noid, intersystem crossing, photosynthesis

Introduction

In photosynthesis, large protein-cofactor com-
plexes catalyze a light-induced electron and proton 
transport across the photosynthetic membrane with 
a quantum yield close to 100%. Bacterial reaction 
centers (bRCs) have been studied by many groups 
and significant progress in the structure and func-
tion of the center has been obtained (Thurnauer 
1979; Allen et al. 1987). The reaction center of Rb. 
sphaeroides is composed of three protein subunits 
and different cofactors: four bacteriochlorophylls 
(B, BChl), two bacteriopheophytins (H, BPheo), 
two ubiquinones, one carotenoid and one non-heme 
iron (Allen et al. 1987). Two bacteriochlorophylls 
form a dimer, or special pair, P865, The other cofac-
tors comprise two branches, denoted A-branch 
and B-branch (Fig. 1a). After excitation a radical 
pair state P+

865H
−

A forms that can recombine into 
the paramagnetic triplet state 3P865, which can be 
studied by EPR. The goal of this study is to inves-
tigate by EPR spectroscopy the charge separation 
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process and the directionality of electron transfer 
with respect to the A and B branches. It was shown 
before with optical spectroscopy that the A-branch 
is active in charge separation and electron transfer 
with efficiency close to unity and B-branch transfer 
is below 1% (Feher et al. 1989).

In our study, the triplet states of 3P865 and 3Car 
in bRC in four species were investigated: Rb. 
sphaeroides R-26.1, that lacks the carotenoid, Rb. 
sphaeroides 2.4.1 (wild type), Rb. sphaeroides 
GD(M203)/AW(M260), where the first mutation 
makes the electron transport over the A-branch 
energetically less favourable and the second muta-
tion blocks the quinone (QA) binding site; Rb. 
sphaeroides LH(M214)/AW(M260), where the 
first mutation changes the bacteriopheophytin in 
the A-branch to bacteriochlorophyll and the sec-
ond mutation is the same as in Rb. sphaeroides 
GD(M203)/AW(M260) (Paddock et al. 2005).

Materials and methods

Experiment. Rb. sphaeroides R-26.1 and 2.4.1 
were isolated and purified according to known 
procedures (Allen et al. 1987; Lendzian et al. 
1998, and references therein). Rb. sphaeroides 
mutants GD(M203)/AW(M260) and LH(M214)/
AW(M260) were expressed and purified according 
to (Paddock et al. 2005).

Electron Spin Echo (ESE) detected spectra were 
recorded on a Bruker Q-band pulse EPR spectro-
meter with laser excitation at 865 nm in the tem-

perature range of 10–100 K. With two-pulse EPR, 
the polarization pattern of the triplet state can be 
measured; the delay-after-flash EPR (DAF) reveals 
information about the kinetic parameters.

Simulation. Simulations of the triplet EPR spec-
tra were performed with a home-written program, 
where both the radical pair (RP) (Thurnauer 1979) 
and intersystem crossing (ISC) (Dauw et al. 1998) 
mechanisms are implemented. Simulations of the 
growth and decay of the triplet carotenoid EPR 
signal have been performed using a model that 
takes into account the singlet and triplet radical 
pair states as precursor states to 3P865 and 3Car.

Results

The Q-band ESE detected EPR spectra of Rb. 
sphaeroides R-26.1, 2.4.1, mutants GD(M203)/
AW(M260) and LH(M214)/AW(M260) were 
recorded at temperatures from T = 10 K up to T = 
100 K. The spectra are comprised of absorptive (A) 
and emissive (E) signals (Figs. 1b, 2).

Rb. sphaeroides R-26.1

The polarization pattern of the ESE detected EPR 
spectrum of 3P865 in Rb. sphaeroides R-26.1 at T = 
10 K is AEEAAE, which is consistent with earlier 
EPR measurements (Thurnauer 1979; Lendzian 
et al. 1998). The ZFS parameters D and E obtained 
from the spectrum are: |D| = 0.0188 cm−1, |E| = 
0.0031 cm−1. They agree well with those reported 

Fig. 1 (a) Cofactor arrangement in bRC of Rb. sphaeroides 2.4.1 (wild type). (b) ESE detected triplet EPR spectra in bRCs 
of Rb. sphaeroides 2.4.1 at T = 10 K (3P865) and T = 50 K (3Car)
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earlier (Thurnauer 1979; Lendzian et al. 1998). 
When the temperature is increased from 10 to 50 K, 
the shape of the EPR spectrum does not change 
and the amplitude decreases, which means that the 
triplet state remains localized on 3P865.

Rb. sphaeroides 2.4.1

The EPR spectrum of Rb. sphaeroides 2.4.1 is 
essentially the same as that recorded at 10 K for 
R-26.1, but it changes drastically when the tem-
perature is increased to 50 K (see Fig. 1b). Such a 
change in polarization pattern can be attributed to 
the presence of a carotenoid, which takes over the 
triplet state (Hoff and Proskuryakov 1985). The 
carotenoid triplet spectrum is broader and therefore 
has different D and E parameters than that of 3P865. 
The 3P865 signal is quenched quickly by the caro-
tenoid with time constants of about 1 µs (B || Y, Z) 
and 4 µs (B || X) and the 3Car signal decays to the 
ground state with time constants of 6 µs (B || Y, Z) 
and 14 µs (B || X).

Rb. sphaeroides GD(M203)/AW(M260)

The EPR spectrum of Rb. sphaeroides double 
mutant GD(M203)/AW(M260) at T = 10 K is simi-
lar to those of R-26.1 and 2.4.1 with minor changes 
in the intensities of the XI and XII transitions. At 

T = 50 K, the 3P865 triplet is again taken over by 
3Car, but it is seen that more 3Car is present for 
mutant GD(M203)/AW(M260).

Rb. sphaeroides LH(M214)/AW(M260)

The ESE detected EPR spectrum of 3P865 in Rb. 
sphaeroides LH(M214)/AW(M260) at T = 10 K has 
a polarization pattern EEEAAA, which differs com-
pletely from those of the triplet spectra in all other 
systems (Fig. 2). The signal in mutant LH(M214)/
AW(M260) is weak in comparison with the triplet 
signals in the other systems, the ZFS parameters are 
virtually identical to the other species.

At T = 50 K, the EPR signal changes as com-
pared to T = 10 K. The polarization pattern becomes 
EAAEEA and the ZI and ZII transitions are weak 
(Fig. 2). Strikingly, the D and E parameters read 
from the spectrum at T = 50 K agree with those of 
3Car observed in the other three systems, but the 
polarization pattern is different.

Discussion

Triplet formation

Based on the polarization pattern, in Rb. sphaer-
oides 2.4.1, R-26.1 and GD(M203)/AW(M260) 
we conclude that the triplet is formed by the RP 
mechanism.

The ESE detected EPR spectrum of Rb. sphaer-
oides LH(M214)/AW(M260) shows a different 
polarization pattern, which can only be explained by 
the ISC mechanism of triplet formation. In this mech-
anism (Dauw et al. 1998), the excited electron does 
not leave the special pair. We conclude that mutation 
BPheo→BChla completely inhibits electron transfer 
via the A-branch, electron transfer via the B-branch 
also does not proceed at temperature T = 10 K.

Carotenoids in bacterial radical centers
and triplet-triplet transfer

When a carotenoid is present, the triplet state is taken 
over by Car from 3P865 by a Dexter energy transfer 
mechanism, which occurs via the accessory BChla 

Fig. 2 (a) ESE detected EPR spectrum of 3P865 (T = 10 K) 
and (b) 3Car (T = 50 K) in Rb. sphaeroides LH(M214)/
AW(M260); (c) simulation of 3Car in Rb. sphaeroides 
LH(M214)/AW(M260)
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in the B-branch (Frank et al. 1993). The triplet 
transfer rate from the special pair to the carotenoid 
is fast. The carotenoid triplet spectrum also displays 
a radical pair polarization pattern EAAEEA, which 
is opposite to the polarization pattern AEEAAE of 
3P865. The sign of D of 3Car is hence opposite (i.e. 
negative) (Hoff and Proskuryakov 1985) to that of 
3P865. Growth and decay of the carotenoid signal 
can be described well with three time constants. The 
observed difference in the growth constants can be 
traced back to the radical pair P+

865 HA
− as precursor 

to the triplet state. The anisotropy of singlet↔triplet 
“oscillations” for the RP state leads to anisotropy of 
the dynamics and associated time constants. This 
phenomenon is detectable by differences in the 
growth constants of the 3Car signal.

Directionality of the electron transfer

The polarization (EEEAAA) in Rb. sphaeroides 
LH(M214)/AW(M260) is taken over by the caro-
tenoid at higher temperatures. Under the assump-
tion of a Dexter mechanism for triplet transfer and 
that the D parameter of 3Car is opposite to that 
of 3P865, the polarization pattern is expected to be 
AAAEEE. However, the observed polarization pat-
tern is EAAEEA at T = 50 K. The respective EPR 
spectrum cannot be simulated correctly with only 
the ISC mechanism for triplet formation. When the 
RP and ISC mechanisms are both active, the simu-
lation agrees well with experiment (Fig. 2). We 
conclude that at higher temperatures (over 30 K) 
charge separation becomes possible. Since no 
bateriopheophytin is present in the A-branch, the 
radical pair is expected to form in the B-branch and 
charge separation via the B-branch becomes active 
with low quantum yield. Triplet-triplet transfer 
from the special pair to the carotenoid proceeds via 

the accessory bacteriochlorophyll in the B-branch. 
Both processes become operative at temperatures 
above T = 30 K. The transfer step P865→BB is 
probably rate limiting for charge separation via the 
B-branch.
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CHAPTER TWENTY SIX

Triplet Photoprotection by Carotenoid in Intact 
Photosystem II Cores

Victor Martinez-Junza1, Malwina Szczepaniak1, Silvia E. Braslavsky1, Julia Sander2, 
Matthias Rögner2, and Alfred R. Holzwarth2

Abstract Two ß-carotenes are located in the D1-
D2 reaction center (RC) of photosystem II (PSII) 
in the X-ray structure (Loll et al. 2005). Despite 
the presence of these β-carotenes and a high 
yield of reaction center (RC) triplet chlorophyll 
(Chl) production, no Chl triplet quenching by β-
carotene has been observed so far in the RC of PS 
II (see Telfer 2005 for a review). We have used 
nanosecond transient absorption spectroscopy 
to study the triplet kinetics and photoprotection 
in intact PS II cores with closed RC from T. 
elongatus. We report efficient photoprotection by 
3Chl-to-Car quenching. We assign the 3Car to the 
D2 carotene, proposing a photoprotective role to 
the otherwise inactive branch of the RC.

Keywords Carotenoids, intact photosystem II, 
photoprotection, PSII

Introduction

Singlet oxygen is an extremely harmful species 
produced via triplet chlorophylls. To avoid singlet 
oxygen formation it is necessary to quench triplet 
Chls in an efficient way. A recent 3 Å resolution 
structure resolved two ß-carotenes situated in the 
D1-D2 reaction center. The ß-carotene in D1 is 
far away (20 Å) from the D1-chlorophyll (ChlD1), 
whereas the D2 carotene is only 13.2 Å away from 
ChlD2 (Loll et al. 2005).

In isolated D1-D2-b559 complexes, where QA 
is lacking, the forward electron transport cannot 
proceed and the charge separated state P680 

+ -Pheo− 
recombines to form a 3Chl state that is not quenched 
by the carotenoids as indicated by a lifetime of 
1.5 ms (Takahashi et al. 1987). In intact PSII par-
ticles with single-reduced QA a shorter lifetime of 
2–20 µs at 20 K and of 30 and ca. 150 ns at r.t. were 
reported for 3Chl (van Mieghem et al. 1995). To 
explain these shorter lifetimes an electron transfer 
quenching mechanism was proposed (van Mieghem 
et al. 1995) but no direct experimental proof for this 
hypothesis exists. An alternative mechanism would 
be the location of this RC triplet on a Chl differ-
ent from the ChlD1 and subsequent quenching by 
β-carotene.
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The results of a recent ultrafast transient 
absorption study in our laboratory led us to 
reexamine the destiny of the RC 3Chl in intact 
PS II cores with singly reduced QA. That study 
shows that in fact no reduced Pheo is formed 
upon charge separation at r.t. in closed reaction 
centers (Holzwarth et al. 2007, unpublished), 
quite in contrast to the situation with open RCs 
(Holzwarth et al. 2006). As a consequence, the 
different nature of the radical pair (RP) formed 
under these conditions might then also give rise to 
a different location of the resulting 3Chl.

Nanosecond transient spectroscopy was used in 
the present study to analyse the 3Chl decay in intact 
PS II cores from T. elongatus. We propose a new 
photoprotective mechanism involving 3Chl-to-3Car 
transfer in the D2 branch of the RC.

Materials and methods

Experiments were performed at room tem-
perature on dimeric PSII core particles from 
Thermosynechococcus elongatus with an intact 
oxygen evolution complex in a 20 mM MES buffer 
(pH 6.5) under anaerobic conditions. The RCs were 
closed by addition of 20 µM DCMU [3-(3,4-dichlo-
rophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea] and weak background 
illumination. Laser excitation at 660 and 450 nm 
was used. The instrument response function is about 
20–30 ns wide. Typically 100 shots were averaged 
for each decay. Global analysis of the data was done 
using the global fitting function from Origin v7.5 
(OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, USA).

Results

Transient absorbance changes were measured for 
intact PSII with closed RCs, upon excitation at 
660 nm, at twelve wavelengths between 420 and 
600 nm. Figure 1 shows two signals obtained at 
530 nm and the fitting obtained from a global 
analysis. The global analysis yielded a rise time 
of about 190 ns and a decay time of 7 µs. The 
amplitude spectra associated with the two lifetimes 
(DAS) are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 Transient absorption signal of a PSII core sample 
with closed RCs at 530 nm upon excitation at 660 nm

Fig. 2 Decay-associated triplet-singlet difference spectra 
with the rise time (190 ns) and decay (7 µs) of the carotenoid 
triplet in a sample of PSII cores with closed RCs
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Discussion

The difference spectrum associated with the appear-
ance and decay of the transient species (190 ns 
rise, 7 µs decay, Fig. 2) is characteristic of a triplet 
carotenoid (see e.g., Groot et al. 1995). Our transient 
absorption maximum at 530 nm (Fig. 2) is in agree- 
ment with the value observed by Takahashi et al., 
(1987) in PS II core particles but differs from the 
value in the isolated RCs (540 nm) Takahashi et al. 
(1987) and in the core antenna (520 nm) (Mathis et 
al. 1979). The decay time of 7 µs is also in the typical 
range for the decay of triplet carotenoids in a protein 
(Peterman et al. 1995; Schlodder and Brettel 1988). 
Assuming that all the RCs are excited, a minimum 
carotenoid yield F (3Car) ∼10% is estimated, but it 
could actually be up to 20%.

The 3Car formation occurs with a 190 ns rise 
time. The 660 nm excitation precludes a direct 
carotenoid excitation. The only possible precur-
sor for the 3Car then can be a 3Chl formed with 
substantial yield. Direct formation of 3Chl in the 
antenna with high yield before charge separation 
is very unlikely. Charge separation occurs in a 
time below 100 ps in PS II cores with closed RC 
and gives rise to a singlet RP that lives only for 
about 2–4 ns (Schatz et al. 1988; Szczepaniak 
et al. 2007) when QA is singly reduced. Thus, 
an efficient 3Chl formation can only occur via 
the RP dephasing mechanism in the RC on one 
of the RC Chls (Ogrodnik et al. 1988; Michel-
Beyerle et al. 1979). The RC 3Chl could then be 
quenched by one of the β-carotenes in the RC. 
In isolated PS II RCs, where the 3Chl has been 
shown to be located on ChlD1, the quenching 
by the CarD1 does not occur, presumably due to 
the long distance of 20 Å and an unfavorable 
arrangement of β-carotene CarD1 to ChlD1 (Loll 
et al. 2005). Since the 3Chl in closed (singly 
reduced) PS II cores has a drastically shorter 
lifetime than in isolated RCs, that must imply a 
different RC triplet Chl formation. The only other 
possibility for the RC Chl triplet quenching would 
be CarD2, which is only 13 Å apart from ChlD2 
but that would require the 3Chl to be created on 
ChlD2. This mechanism would thus imply a switch 

in the nature of the RP being formed with closed 
RCs. Our femtosecond transient absorption data 
(Holzwarth et al. 2007, unpublished) strongly sup-
port such an interpretation since Pheo never gets 
reduced during the lifetime of the RPs with closed 
RCs. The data actually suggest the formation of a 
RP located at least partially on the D2 branch. This 
situation then would most likely allow also the RC 
3Chl to be formed on ChlD2, rather than on ChlD1 
as is the case in isolated RCs (van Mieghem et al. 
1991, 1992).

The disapperance of the 3Car signal in open RCs 
reveals that this photoprotective mechanism only 
plays an active role when part of the RCs are closed. 
This is exactly the situation when triplet photopro-
tection is required. The observation of 3Car with 
substantial yield in intact PSII cores when RCs 
are closed thus permits us to propose a switching 
mechanism of charge separation and photoprotec-
tion for PSII that involves the D2 branch of the RC, 
rather than the D1 branch. The latter is used for 
electron transport when RCs are open (no reduced 
QA present) (Holzwarth et al. 2006). The switch is 
activated by the reduction of QA. That also explains 
why this photoprotection mechanism has not been 
observed in isolated D1D2 RCs.
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CHAPTER TWENTY SEVEN

Redox Reactions of the Non-Heme Iron of Photosystem II: 
An EPR Spectroscopic Study

James P. McEvoy1 and Gary W. Brudvig2

Abstract  We have used EPR spectroscopy to 
investigate the redox chemistry of the non-heme 
iron of photosystem II, focusing on the cryogenic 
electron-transfer reactions of iron, QA and a variety 
of secondary electron donors, namely chlorophylls, 
carotenoids and tyrosine D. Glycolate coordination 
to the iron was used in combination with potas-
sium ferricyanide to preoxidize the non-heme iron 
completely and prime it for photoreduction. The 
oxidized Fe3+ and QA centers operated as a single, 
one-electron acceptor site: EPR quantitation of 
both the oxidized donor yield and the Fe2+ QA

− 
yield found no evidence for the formation of more 
than one oxidized secondary electron donor per 
PSII. The photooxidized chlorophyll and caroten-
oid secondary electron donors were shown, for the 
first time, to be capable of charge recombination 
with photoreduced Fe2+, oxidizing the iron in a 
temperature-dependent fashion below 300 K. Two 
redox populations of Fe3+ were revealed at low 
temperatures. One population was photoreduced 

at the lowest attainable temperatures, while the 
other was fully photoreduced only at temperatures 
above ca. 140 K. It is hypothesized that the redox 
activity of the non-heme iron depends upon the 
existence of a facile proton-transfer pathway linking 
the site to the stromal surface of the protein, and that 
the redox activity of the non-heme iron may probe 
redox-coupled proton-transfer reactions around the 
QB site.

Keywords  Photosystem II, electron paramag-
netic resonance, EPR, non-heme iron, redox

Introduction

The non-heme iron of photosystem II (PSII) lies 
between the two quinones QA and QB, ca. 7 Å 
from each, near the stromal surface of the protein. 
Crystallographic studies of PSII (Loll et al. 2005) 
have shown that the non-heme iron is coordinated 
by four histidines and a chelating bicarbonate 
anion. The metal is unlikely to be a redox inter-
mediary between QA and QB because its reduction 
potential (E°¢ = +400 mV vs. SHE) is higher than 
that of the quinones (−100 to 0 mV) (Ishikita and 
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Knapp 2005) and its physiological role is unclear 
(Diner and Petrouleas 1987). The non-heme iron 
may be oxidized by ferricyanide and its reduc-
tion potential demonstrates a pH-dependence of 
−60 mV/pH unit, indicating a 1e−/1H+ proton-
coupled electron transfer reaction (Petrouleas and 
Diner 1986). The bicarbonate ligand may be 
replaced by various exogenous carboxylate ions, 
each having a distinctive effect on the non-heme 
iron’s reduction potential (Diner and Babcock 
1996). It has been hypothesized that the non-heme 
iron modifies the potential(s) of QA and/or QB, and 
that its bicarbonate ligand is involved in control-
ling proton transfer to QB as it is reduced (van 
Rensen et al. 1988; Diner et al. 1991). This work 
makes use of complete chemical oxidation of the 
glycolate-ligated non-heme iron (E°′ = 370 mV 
(Deligiannakis et al. 1994) ) to characterize by 
EPR spectroscopy the temperature-dependence 
of its photo-reduction at cryogenic temperatures, 
the accompanying photo-oxidation of chlorophyll 
and carotenoid cofactors within PSII, and charge 
recombination upon warming.

Materials and methods

Preparation of PSII samples. PSII-enriched (BBY) 
membranes were isolated in dim green LED light 
from market spinach (Berthold et al. 1981). The 
membranes were resuspended in a buffer containing 
0.4 M sucrose, 15 mM NaCl, 20 mM MES, adjusted 
to pH 6.5 at 0 °C. The oxygen-evolving activities of 
the membranes ranged from 300–500 mmol of O2 
(mg of chl)−1 h−1, measured at 25 °C with a Clark 
electrode under saturating red light. Before the 
EPR experiments, sodium glycolate and potassium 
ferricyanide were added to the BBY sample to 
give, respectively, 40 mM and 4 mM final concen-
trations, and the sample incubated overnight. The 
chlorophyll concentration of the final EPR sample 
was ca. 2.5 mg of chl ml−1.

EPR spectroscopy. Experiments were performed 
at X-band on a Bruker Biospin Elexsys E500 spec-
trometer, using a Super High Sensitivity cavity. 
Temperature control was achieved with an Oxford 

ESR900 liquid helium cryostat and an Oxford 
ITC4 temperature controller. Illumination of the 
sample within the EPR cavity was performed with 
a 150 W halogen lamp, using a 6 cm-long water 
filter to remove infra-red radiation.

Results

Complete non-heme iron oxidation, and 
temperature-dependent photoreduction

Figure 1 (black line and insert) shows the EPR 
peaks at g ≈ 8.3 and g ≈ 5.5 due to fully-oxidized 
non-heme Fe3+ in PSII ligated by glycolate at pH 
6.5. Integration of the g = 8.3 signal (Aasa et al. 
1989) and comparison with the double-integral 
of the g ≈ 2 signal obtained from stoichiometric 
oxidation of YD indicated that 100% of the iron 
centers were oxidized, and that complete oxidation 
was retained after ferricyanide was washed out of 
the sample (data not shown).

Fig. 1 EPR spectra showing the temperature-dependence 
of the photoreduction of the non-heme iron. Main figure: 
black = initial, fully oxidized non-heme iron signal; gray = 
following 5 min illumination at 3.6 K; light gray = following 
further 5 min illumination at 143 K. Inset figure: difference 
(black – light gray) EPR spectrum at 3.6 K of the oxidized 
non-heme iron of PSII, with exogenous glycolate coordina-
tion. EPR spectrometer conditions: microwave frequency 
9.39 GHz, microwave power 1 mW, modulation frequency 
100 kHz, and modulation amplitude 31 G. Spectra averaged 
from four scans
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Figure 1 shows the photoreduction of the 
non-heme Fe3+ with increasing temperature. Five 
minutes of illumination at the lowest obtainable 
temperature (3.6 K) reduced 70–75% of the centers, 
but complete photoreduction was only achieved at 
temperatures above 140 K.

Photo-oxidation of chlorophylls, carotenoids 
and YD at 30 K

At 30 K, photoreduction of non-heme Fe3+ or QA 
was accompanied by the photooxidation of redox-
active chlorophylls and carotenoids and tyrosine D. 
The production of Chl+, Car+ and YD

• radicals was 
found to account for charge separation in 100% of 
PSII centers, and no double oxidation of secondary 
electron donors was seen.

Charge recombination involving oxidation 
of the non-heme iron

Upon warming from 30 K in the absence of ferricya-
nide, recombinations of Chl+, Car+, YD

• … Fe2+ QA 
and Chl+, Car+, YD

• … Fe3+ QA
− charge separations 

were observed, leading to reduction of Chl+, Car+ 
and YD

•, along with the oxidation of Fe2+ to Fe3+ and 
QA

− to QA. As Fig. 2 shows, the Fe3+ EPR signal did 
not rise to its original intensity representing 1 Fe3+ 
/PSII monomer. Gradual warming in the dark to 
273 K caused the g = 8.3 signal to increase from 27% 
of total centers (immediately following illumination, 
marked as ‘start’ in Fig. 2) to 41% of total centers 
upon annealing at 273 K, while the Chl+, Car+ signal 
diminished to zero, and the YD

• signal returned to a 
little below its original dark-stable value.

Discussion

The absence of double charge separations in 
this work indicates that the oxidized non-heme 
iron Fe3+ and QA centers do not act independ-
ently as separate electron acceptors at liquid 
helium temperatures, but as a single acceptor 
which may receive an electron at either site but 
not at both.

The work reveals two populations of oxidized non-
heme Fe3+ in PSII at cryogenic temperatures, only one 
of which is photoreducible at the lowest temperatures. 
The two populations probably represent different 
conformations around the metal site, which have been 
‘frozen in’ at liquid helium temperatures, preventing 
inter-conversion. We suggest that, in the cryogeni-
cally photoreducible population, there is a route by 
which a proton reaches the coordination-sphere of 
the iron as it is reduced, whereas in the cryogenically 
non-photoreducible population there is no such path. 
This observation may be relevant to the movement of 
protons from the stromal surface of PSII to QB, which 
has been linked with the non-heme iron environment 
(van Rensen et al. 1988; Diner et al. 1991).

Following illumination at 30 K, the non-heme iron 
Fe2+ has been observed to undergo charge recombina-
tion with Chl+ and Car+ centers in PSII. The appar-
ently incomplete recombinative reoxidation of the 
non-heme iron following warming is plausibly due to 
a local concentration of superoxide, known to be pro-
duced at the acceptor side of PSII during illumination 
(Cleland and Grace 1999). Superoxide has a reduc-
tion potential (relative to 1 M O2) of −160 mV (Wood 
1988) and could reduce Fe3+ at higher temperatures.

Fig. 2 Temperature dependence of decay of photogenerated 
Chl+/Car+ (solid gray diamonds) and YD

• (open gray dia-
monds), and accompanying increase in the non-heme Fe3+ 
(solid black diamonds). The values indicated at ‘start’ are 
those immediately following illumination at 30 K. One hour 
was allowed for equilibration at each temperature, while 
purging with He(g) at the three highest temperatures
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CHAPTER TWENTY EIGHT

Spectral and Kinetic Properties of Semiquinones in Bacterial 
Photosynthetic Reaction Centres Embedded in Liposomes 
Obtained by Different Phospholipids

Francesco Milano1, Emiliano Altamura2, Angela Agostiano1,2, Livia Giotta3, 
and Massimo Trotta1

Abstract  Reaction centres (RC) isolated from 
the purple non-sulphur photosynthetic bacterium 
Rhodobacter sphaeroides have been reconstituted 
in different biomimetic systems (liposomes) pre-
pared with three phospholipids, namely phosphati-
dylcholine (PC), phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) 
and phosphatidylglycerol (PG). The two quinones 
embedded in the protein have been selectively 
reduced by photo-activation in the presence of 
exogenous electron donor. The lifetimes of both 
semiquinones have been recorded along with their 
transient optical spectra. The spectra of the two 
semiquinones, markedly different in the infrared 
region, show only minor difference in the various 
solubilizing environments tested. On the other 
hand, the lifetimes were found to be sensibly 
reduced in the case of PG liposomes.

Keywords  Reaction centres, semiquinones, 
phospholipids, liposomes

Introduction

When photosynthetic RC are hit by a light pulse 
in the presence of an exogenous electron donor, 
an electron can be trapped either on the primary 
(QA) or on the secondary (QB) quinone accep-
tor and the spectral changes accompanying such 
reaction can be recorded (Vermeglio 1977). In 
the visible part of the spectra, the light-induced 
absorbance changes due to the reduction of QA 
or QB are very similar and closely resemble the 
ubisemiquinone spectrum obtained in alcoholic 
solution (Bensasson and Land 1973). Major dif-
ferences are found in the infrared region of the 
spectrum, where the presence of an unpaired elec-
tron on one of the quinones induces band shifts in 
the bacteriochlorophyll and bacteriopheophytin 
molecules. Such differences allow to measure 
the kinetics of the forward (QA

– to QB) electron 
transfer. This reaction, studied in detergent-solu-
bilized RCs, was found to be biphasic, with a fast 
component, kAB(1)fast in the range of some tens 
of ms representing the electron movement from 
QA

– to QB and a slower component kAB(1)slow in the 
range of some hundreds of microseconds charac-
teristic of the charge relaxation within the protein 
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induced by the forward electron transfer (Tiede 
and Thiyagarajan 1996).

The spectral properties of the RCs as well as the 
kinetics and thermodynamics of electron transfer 
reactions have been mainly studied in micelles 
since the native membrane lipids are replaced by 
detergent molecules during the purification. There 
are however several indications that detergent  
molecules modify the cofactors electronic structure 
(Muh et al. 1997) and interact with the channel in 
which the secondary quinone acceptor is taken up 
or released (McPherson et al. 1990). A common 
strategy used to study the RC in a more native envi-
ronment is its incorporation in artificial vesicles 
(liposomes) in which the lipid composition and 
quinone pool size can be easily modified (Trotta 
et al. 2002).

Upon RC reconstitution in PC or PG vesicles, 
no major changes in kAB(1)fast were found, while 
kAB(1)slow was found significantly smaller in PG 
liposomes, presumably because of electrostatic 
interactions between the phospholipid negative 
charge and the semiquinone (Agostiano et al. 2004; 
Milano et al. 2007). Semiquinones lifetimes and 
optical spectra however, were not yet measured in 
different solubilizing environments.

Materials and methods

Chemicals. Lauryl-dimethyl amino-N-oxide (LDAO), 
Na-Cholate, Triton X-100 and ubiquinone-10 (UQ10) 
were obtained from Sigma and used without any 
further purification. Phosphatidylcholine, phosphati-
dylglycerol and phosphatidylethanolamine were 
obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids, frozen in the dark 
upon arrival.

Reaction centres purification. RC were iso-
lated from Rhodobacter sphaeroides strain R26.1 
by LDAO extraction, ammonium sulphate pre-
cipitation and DEAE-sephadex chromatography 
(Isaacson et al. 1995). The fractions with an optical 
ratio A280/A800 less than 1.4 where collected and 
concentrated to [RC] = 70 mM.

Liposome preparation. RC were reconstituted in 
artificial bilayers, containing UQ10 when needed, 

using the “micelle-to-vesicle (MVT) transition” 
method by size exclusion chromatography for 
detergent removal (Trotta et al. 2002). Full active 
QB was achieved with the molar ratio phospholipid/
RC/UQ10 1000:1:10, whilst no exogenous quinone 
was used in case of sole QA RCs. Furthermore to 
the latter preparation, excess terbutryne was added 
to block any residual QB activity. All liposomes 
preparation were analysed by dynamic light scat-
tering for size determination (see below).

Kinetic measurements. Charge recombination 
reactions were followed at 865 nm using a home-
made kinetic spectrophotometer (Milano et al. 
2003). Semiquinones lifetimes were measured at 
450 nm with a Cary 5000 spectrometer (Varian) 
in kinetic mode using a time resolution of 33 ms. 
Excitation of the RCs was obtained by a xenon arc 
lamp (Hamamatsu) in the presence of ferrocene 
50 mM, added in order to ensure reduction of the 
primary donor.

Semiquinone spectra. The spectra were recorded 
in the interval 350–890 nm with a Cary 5000 spec-
trometer (Varian). A baseline was collected before 
any flash, and the spectrum was immediately col-
lected. Scan rate and wavelength intervals were 
chosen in order to ensure semiquinone stability dur-
ing the spectrum acquisition. The final spectrum is 
the result of at least 8 repeated measurements. The 
ferrocene donation ability to reaction center results 
somehow slowed down in liposomes.

Dynamic light scattering. DLS measurements 
were performed on liposomes by using an Horiba 
LB-550 instrument. The three types of liposomes 
prepared were found 100 ± 20 nm in diameter.

Results and discussion

The plasmatic membrane of Rb. sphaeroides is 
constituted mainly by a mixture of PE, PC and PG 
in the ratio 2:1:1 (Benning et al. 1993). RC was 
hence reconstituted in liposomes made from each 
component, except for the PE case since it is a non-
bilayer forming phospholipid. In this latter case it 
was employed in mixture with PC using the ratio 
PE/PC 3:2.
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Semiquinones lifetimes are listed in Table 1. A 
longer lifetime of QB

– with respect to QA
− was found, 

in accordance with the lower midpoint potential of 
the QA/QA

– couple (Em = −45 mV) (Dutton et al. 
1973) compared to the QB/QB

– couple (Em = 20 mV) 
(Rutherford and Evans 1980). Such difference reflects 
on the rate of electron loss to the solution. A marked 
difference is observed in PG liposomes where faster 
oxidation rates, by a factor of about 3 for QB

– and up 
to 60% less in QA

–, are observed for both quinones. 
It is likely that the negative charge sitting on the 
phosphatidylglycerol polar head interacts with the 
unpaired electron sitting on the semiquinone, desta-
bilizing it. Interestingly, the QA

– lifetime shows the 
same tendency found for the D*/QA

– energy difference 
as measured by delayed luminescence (Nagy et al. 
2004) in which the QA

– energy level increases in the 
order PG > PC, PE:PC > TX.

The semiquinones spectra recorded in the vari-
ous environments are shown in Fig. 1 for QA

– (left 
panel) and QB

– (right panel). Because of the 

QA
– lifetime, the relevant spectra were obtained by 

dividing the overall 350–900 nm interval in steps 
of 20 nm using a scan rate of 20 nm/s. QB

– lifetime 
is longer so the relevant spectra were recorded at 
the same scan rate as QA

– by dividing the overall 
wavelength interval into two steps.

The infrared part of the spectrum contains bands 
that arise from the shifts of the bacteriochlorophyll 
and bacteriopheophytin peaks due to the electric 
field generated by the presence of an unpaired elec-
tron on one of the quinones. The shape of the spectra 
is mostly governed by the geometry of the system 
and by the distances between the chromophores 
and the semiquinones. The spectra similarity in the 
various solubilizing environments suggests that the 
surrounding lipids poorly influence the inner protein 
conformation. In particular the set of spectra pre-
sented in Fig. 1 indicates that if any displacement of 
the semiquinone position inside the RC is associated 
with the presence of phosphatidylglycerol, its extent 
cannot be detected with this assay.

Table 1 Lifetime of the flash-induced semiquinones QA
− and QB

− in different solubilizing environment

Solubilizing molecule Structural formula QA
− lifetime (s) QB

− lifetime (s)

Triton X-100 O
O

H

n

57 132

1,2-Diacyl-sn-glycerol-3-
phosphoryl choline CH2

H2C

CH

OC

O

R'

OC

O

R''

O P O

O

O
-

N
+

34 157

1,2-Diacyl-sn-glycerol-3-
phosphoryl ethanolamine CH2

H2C

CH

OC

O

R'

OC

O

R''

O P O

O

O-

NH3
+

38 143

1,2-Diacyl-sn-glycerol-3-
phosphoryl glycerol CH2

H2C

CH

OC

O

R'

OC

O

R''

O P O

O

O-

OH

OH

24   59
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CHAPTER TWENTY NINE

A Model for Temperature-Dependent Peak Shift 
of the Bacterial Reaction-Center Absorption

Koichiro Mukai, Keisuke Saito, and Hitoshi Sumi

Abstract  Temperature dependence of the  reaction-
center absorption of purple bacteria was modeled 
in the light of quantum chemical calculation. 
The 860 nm absorption, assigned to the lower 
excited state of the special pair dimer of bac-
teriochlorophyll-a (Bchla), shows striking tem-
perature dependence, decreasing markedly with 
lowering temperature. A model for this tempera-
ture- dependent peak shift is given, by constructing 
potential-energy surfaces for the electronic excited 
and the ground state of the special pair. The excited-
state potential is sensitive to the intra-pair distance 
and the mutual angle of the dimer molecules, the 
potential surface becoming markedly-anharmonic. 
The anharmonic excited-state potential surface 
was calculated by the quantum-chemical approach. 
The other protein vibration modes were assumed 
to be harmonic and were represented by a single 
reorganization energy ë. Employing these potential 
surfaces, the absorption band was calculated as a 
function of temperature. The large peak shift with 
temperature could successfully be reproduced. This 
mechanism does not rely on the thermal expansion 

(Chang et al. 2001) which has been assumed so far 
to be effective in the peak shift without detailed 
calculation. The peak shift is due to density-of-
vibrational-states difference between the excited 
and the ground state potential surfaces.

Keywords  Purple bacteria, reaction center, 
special pair, absorption-peak shift, temperature 
dependence

Introduction

Purple bacterial reaction center (PBRC) is a 
membrane-bound pigment-protein complex that 
uses light energy to catalyze the translocation 
of charges from the cytochrome bc1 complex to 
ubiquinone through a series of light induced elec-
tron-transfer reactions. PBRC contains four Bchla 
molecules, two bacteriopheophytins (Pheo) and 
two ubiquinones (QA and QB) that are bound to 
the L and M polypeptides. Two of the four 
Bchla molecules, located at the center of the L/M 
complex, have been called the special pair (SP). In 
its Qy-absorption region, PBRC has three bands. 
Among the three bands, only the lowest peak 
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assigned to the lower excited state of the special-
pair dimer shows large temperature-dependent 
peak shift, decreasing markedly its energy with 
lowering temperature.

The purpose of the present work is to give a rea-
sonable model for reproducing the observed peak 
shift. An emphasis is put on the interaction between 
exciton states formed on the special pair and protein 
vibrations. The absorption spectrum is determined 
by two multi-dimensional  potential-energy surfaces 
for the electronic excited and the ground state of the 
special pair. The excited state of the special pair is an 
exciton composed of strongly-coupled excited states 
of individual Bchls. Its energy is sensitive to the 
intra-pair distance and the mutual angle of the dimer. 
These features result in a makedly- anharmonic 
excited-state potential surface for a certain direction 
in the multidimensional space of protein vibrations, 
as shown below. Whereas, the ground-state potential 
can be approximated by a harmonic one in the vicin-
ity of its energy minimum.

Methods of Calculation

Excited state energy surface. As a representative of 
the anharmonic mode, we chose protein  vibrations 
which change the distance between two bacterio-
chlorin plane of the SP dimer. Along the coordinate 
of such vibrations, the Qy-absorption energy of the 
dimer was calculated as a function of the bacte-
riochlorin plane distance. Our work is based on the 
crystal structure of Rhodobacter sphaeroides RC 
reported by (Stowell et al. 1997). The phytyl chain 
of a Bchl has been removed for simplicity. The 
2.2-Å resolution of the structure is not sufficient to 
resolve the hydrogen atoms. Hydrogen positions 
were determined, for each configuration of the Bchl 
dimer, by using geometry optimizations (keeping 
the other atoms fixed) at the B3LYP (density-func-
tional theory) level with a STO-3G basis set.

The excitation energy was calculated at the 
RCIS level with a STO-3G basis set. The geom-
etry optimization and excitation-energy calculation 
were carried out by the GAUSSIAN 98 program 
(Frisch 1998, GAUSSIAN 98).

Absorption spectrum. We assume that the mul-
tidimensional potential surface is spanned by a set 
of harmonic oscillators and one anharmonic oscil-
lator. The anharmonic oscillator represents protein-
vibrations that change the inter-plane distance of 
the SP dimer. The set of harmonic oscillators was 
represented by an interaction mode Q, with a reor-
ganization energy ë = 100 cm−1 and the free-energy 
difference ÄG between the excited and the ground 
state of the dimer. For the anharmonic oscillator, 
the excited and the ground-state potential surface 
is represented as functions of the coordinate q, as 
ue (q) and ug (q), respectively.

The energy difference between the excited and 
the ground state at a set of q and Q is given by

Ueg(q,Q) = ue(q) – ug(q) – ′2 Q + ‘ + €  G.

Using the distribution function of the ground state 
P (q, Q) = Aexp (− %(ug(q)+ Q2 / 2) ) with ‰ = 
(kBT)−1, the absorption spectrum can be given by
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where Qo (q)=(ueg (q) +‘+ € G–E)/ 2’.

Results and Discussion

Exciton energy of the SP dimer as a function 
of bacteriochlorin plane distance

SP is composed of two Bchl molecules arranged 
in the head-to-tail manner with the inter-plane dis-
tance q ~ 3.5 Å. The excited state of such a closely 
packed dimer is well characterized by an exciton. 
In such an arrangement, the lower exciton state 
carries most of the oscillator strength. The excita-
tion energy can be calculated by an approximation 
of dipole-dipole interaction, whose dependence on 
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the inter-molecular distance is proportional to 1/q3 
for large q values. At a closer distance, the energy 
deviates from values given by this approximation, 
but the potential surface is upward convex in the q 
region calculated. The intra-dimer attractive force 
results only from the excitation-transfer interaction 
in the excited state. As a result, the equilibrium 
point in the excited-state potential surface shows 
a shift to closer inter-molecular distance. These 
features are illustrated in Fig. 1.

In the case of the harmonic potential, the 
 excitation energy is approximated as a linear 
 function of the protein-matrix distortion. It is 
 obvious that the dependence of the obtained excita-
tion energy, shown in Fig. 1, on the protein-matrix 
distortion is not linear and hence that in the cal-
culation of the Qy absorption of SP, the harmonic 
approximation of the potential surface is not appro-
priate.

Although the STO-3G basis set used in the 
calculation is crude and not adequate in a quantita-
tive estimate of the Qy absorption, a qualitative 
nature of the excitation energy dependence on the 
protein-matrix distortion can be obtained from the 
calculation.

Temperature dependence of the SP absorption 
spectrum

The absorption spectrum of SP calculated at various 
temperatures is shown in Fig. 2. The peak position 
of the calculation was fitted to the observation. The 
red shift of the peak with lowering the temperature 
can well be reproduced. At higher temperatures, 
the absorption band gets a tail on the lower energy 
side of the absorption.

This temperature dependence of the absorption 
can be ascribed to the strong anharmonicity in the 
potential surface for the SP-dimer excited state. 
The potential surface is upward convex, and the 
density of vibrational states (DOVS) on this poten-
tial surface is not constant but increasing with a 
rise of energy. This is in contrast to the harmonic 
potential under which the DOVS is constant at all 
energy values.

With the thermal-equilibrium distribution on 
the ground-state potential surface, the excitation 
potential was integrated to get the absorption 
spectrum. The distribution for the protein-matrix 
distortion at the ground state is centered at the 
bottom of the potential surface, which corresponds 

Fig. 1 Qy excited-state energy of SP calculated as a function 
of the inter-bacteriochlorin plane distance. The X-ray crys-
tallography indicates the average distance of 3.5 Å

Fig. 2 Absorption spectrum of SP calculated at various 
temperatures from 10–310 K
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to the inter-plane distance of 3.5 Å in SP. With a 
rise of temperature, the distribution of the protein-
matrix distortion becomes wider. A protein-matrix 
distortion to give a smaller and a larger inter-plane 
distance contributes to absorption on the lower 
and the higher-energy side, respectively. But the 
way it contributes to the absorption has a marked 
difference. Because the DOVS of the excited-state 
potential surface increases with energy, the protein 
matrix distortion to a larger inter-plane distance 
gives a strong contribution to the higher-energy-
region absorption. Whereas, the protein distortion 
to a smaller inter-plane distance gives the absorp-
tion peak a longer tail on the low-energy side. 
As the result, with a rise of temperature, the SP 
absorption shows a peak shift to the higher energy 
region and a longer tail on the low-energy side.

The mechanism adopted in this work does not 
rely on the thermal expansion adopted by (Chang 
et al. 2001) which has been assumed so far to be 
effective in the peak shift. The thermal expan-
sion seemed remarkably simple and convincing 
with some experimental supports. However, the 
temperature dependence of the intervalence-band 
absorption of the oxidized dimer (SP+) indicates 
that the inter-molecular distance does not decrease 
significantly even if reaction centers are cooled 
to cryogenic temperatures (Breton et al. 1992). 
The mechanism proposed in the present work was 

derived from the strong exciton coupling within the 
SP dimer, which is compatible with the observation 
of the intervalence–band absorption.
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CHAPTER THIRTY

The Heme-Containing Portion of Cytochrome cz 
from Chlorobium tepidum: Its Over-Expression 
in Escherichia coli and Spectroscopic Studies

Makoto Higuchi1, Hirozo Oh-oka2, Toru Kondo3, Hiroyuki Mino3, 
Shigeru Itoh3, and Zheng-Yu Wang1

Abstract  Green sulfur bacteria have the type 1 
reaction center (RC) similar to photosystem I in 
cyanobacteria and higher plants. Cytochrome cz 
(cyt cz) contains a heme c and serves as a direct 
electron donor to the P840. It is anchored to mem-
branes with its N-terminal hydrophobic helices and 
holds a heme in its C-terminal hydrophilic domain. 
As the electron transfer rate strongly depends on 
the viscosity of reaction media, the heme-con-
taining moiety is considered to fluctuate all the 
time while searching for the appropriate reaction 
surface on the RC complex. The C-terminal heme-
containing portion (C-cyt cz) was over-expressed 
in Escherichia (E.) coli in order to study its reac-
tion characteristics in detail. We constructed a 
co-expression system containing a plasmid pEC86 
that carries the cytochrome c maturation genes 
cluster derived from E. coli to express the heme-
attached C-cyt cz. The C-cyt cz was expressed in the 

periplasmic space of E. coli strain C41 and purified 
with ion-exchange and gel filtration chromatog-
raphies. The expressed C-cyt cz showed typical 
absorption, circular dichroism (CD), and mag-
netic circular dichroism (MCD) spectra of c-type 
cytochromes. But 1H-nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR) spectrum of the oxidized form revealed 
larger paramagnetic shifts in low-field compared 
with those of other low-spin c-type cytochromes. 
This suggests that the conformation around the 
heme group is different from the other c-type cyto-
chromes.

Keywords  Cytochrome cz, Chlorobium tepidum, 
over-expression, circular dichroism, 1H-NMR

Introduction

The photosynthetic RC complex of green sulfur 
bacteria is similar to photosystem I and consists of 
four subunits, PscA, PscB, PscC, and PscD. The 
PscC subunit, which is membrane-bound mono-
heme cyt cz, serves as a direct electron donor to the 
special pair of bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) a, P840, 
in the homodimeric core PscA. It is estimated that 
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cyt cz has three membrane-spanning α-helices in 
the N-terminal domain, and has a single heme c 
binding site at the C-terminus. The hydrophobic 
region of this protein is located close to the PscA, 
and the hydrophilic domain mediates the electron 
transfer between the cytochrome bc and P840 without 
involvement of other water-soluble cytochromes 
(Oh-oka et al. 1997; Tsukatani et al. 2004). This 
type of electron donor with a hydrophilic tail shows 
no significant amino acid sequence homology to 
other types of cytochromes, so cyt cz has been 
designated as a new class of cytochrome c, class V 
(Okkels et al. 1992). In addition, cyt cz is consid-
ered to fluctuate with its C-terminal domain during 
electron transfer in reaction media as demonstrated 
by its anomalous viscosity dependence (Oh-oka et al. 
1997). However, the three-dimensional structure of 
cyt cz is still unknown and the mechanism of elec-
tron transfer is not clear as well.

It is difficult to isolate large amount of pure cyt 
cz from a green sulfur bacterium Chlorobium tepi-
dum, so we tried to construct an E. coli expression 
system to over-express the C-terminal heme-con-
taining domain of cyt cz (C-cyt cz) to investigate 
structure/function relationship.

Materials and methods

Construction of expression vector. The gene cod-
ing for cyt cz consists of 618-bp. The C-terminal 
soluble region from 349 to 618-bp was amplified 
by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using prim-
ers designed for introducing a BamHI and a BglII 
sites to the 5′ and 3′ ends of the gene, respectively. 
The resulting PCR product was cloned into the 
BamHI site of pET12a (Novagen) which carries 
an N-terminal ompT leader sequence for potential 
periplasmic export of the target protein and an 
ampicillin marker. This plasmid was designated as 
pETH211.

Expression and isolation. The plasmid pETH211 
was transformed into E. coli strain C41 derived from 
BL21(DE3) competent cells which already harbor 
the plasmid pEC86, derived from pACYC184 and 
kindly gifted by Dr. L. Thöny-Meyer. The pEC86 

encodes cytochrome c maturation (ccm) genes 
cluster, ccmABCDEFGH, and a chloramphenicol 
marker. The expressed CcmABCDEFGH proteins 
can attach the heme when the target protein passes 
through the inner membrane to the periplasmic 
space in E. coli. The ompT leader peptide was 
removed in the process of this heme-attachment. 
Expression of the Ccm proteins favors anaero-
bic condition, whereas expression of apo C-cyt 
cz favors aerobic condition. As a result, slightly 
aerobic condition was required to express holo 
C-cyt cz, and this was achieved by reducing the 
shaking speed of E. coli culture. Holo C-cyt cz 
was expressed in Luria Broth (LB) medium sup-
plemented with ampicillin and chloramphenicol. 
Induction by isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside 
(IPTG) was not necessary in this study. The protein 
expressed in the periplasmic space was isolated by 
the osmotic shock protocol and purified with an 
anion-exchange chromatography (TOYOPEARL 
DEAE-650S, TOSOH) followed by gel filtration 
(Sephacryl S-200 HR, GE Healthcare). Protein 
purity was evaluated with an R value (R = OD415/
OD280) and confirmed by sodium dodecyl sulfate-
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE).

Spectroscopic measurements. Absorption spectra 
were measured with a Beckman DU-640 spec-
trometer at room temperature. CD and MCD 
spectra were measured with a Jasco J-720 W 
spectropolarimeter at room temperature, and the 
magnetic field was 1.5 T for the latter. 1H-NMR 
spectrum was measured with a Bruker AVANCE 
DRX-400 spectrometer at 298 K. Electron spin 
resonance (ESR) spectra were measured with a 
Bruker ESP-300 X-band spectrometer equipped 
with a liquid-helium flow-type cryostat and a 
temperature control system (CF935, Oxford 
Instruments, Oxford, UK).

Results and discussion

Absorption, CD, and MCD spectra

Figure 1 shows the Absorption (A) and MCD (B) 
spectra of the C-cyt cz.
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The reduced form of the C-cyt cz showed a 
typical absorption spectrum of c-type cytochromes 
with the α-peak wavelength at 550.5 nm, which 
was slightly shorter than the intrinsic one (552 nm) 
in vivo. The MCD spectra of oxidized and reduced 
forms of the C-cyt cz showed that it contains a low-
spin (S = 1/2) monoheme c, whose axial ligands are 
methionine and histidine (Ookubo et al. 1987). The 
chirality of the axial methionine in the oxidized 

form was determined by CD spectroscopy, using 
the 695 nm absorption band. This band is derived 
from a charge transfer between the heme iron and 
the axial methionine sulfur. It is known that the 
positive Cotton effect in this region corresponds to 
S chirality of the axial methionine and negative to 
R chirality (Senn and Wüthrich 1983. The positive 
Cotton effect was observed for the oxidized C-cyt 
cz in this study.

Fig. 1 Absorption (A) and MCD (B) spectra in the UV-visible region for the reduced (dashed line) and oxidized (solid line) 
C-cyt cz in 30 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.5)
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1H-NMR and ESR spectra

Figure 2 shows the molecular structure of heme 
c and 400-MHz 1H-NMR spectra of the oxidized 
C-cyt cz at 298 K.

The resonances of heme ring methyls were 
observed in far low-field around 46 ppm compared 
to those of other monoheme-type low-spin cyt c, 
usually around 35 ppm. In general, paramagneti-
cally shifted resonances from heme c ring methyls 
are observed for the oxidized cyt c in the low-
field region of 1H-NMR spectra. This significant 
low-field shift is attributed to the paramagnetic 
heme iron which has one unpaired electron, Fe3+. 
This electron affects the chemical shift of nearby 
protons via contact and pseudocontact interac-
tions (Wüthrich 1974). The magnitude of this 

paramagnetic shift has two patterns, that is 8≥3 
> 5≥1 and 5≥1 > 8≥3 (the numbers indicate the 
position of heme ring methyls). The 8≥3 > 5≥1 pat-
tern has been observed in horse cyt c, cyt c2 from 
Rhodospirillum rubrum, and cyt c from Paracoccus 
denitrificans, while the opposite 5≥1 > 8≥3 pattern 
has been found in cyt c from Pseudomonas aerugi-
nosa, and Rubrivivax gelatinosus strain 29-1. It is 
also known that if the chirality of the axial methio-
nine is S, the shift pattern is 5≥1 > 8≥3, and 8≥3 
> 5≥1 for the case of R (Senn and Wüthrich 1983; 
Banci et al. 1994). Thus, the order of paramagnetic 
shift is strongly correlated with the chirality of the 
axial methionine.

The larger paramagnetic shift observed for the 
C-cyt cz indicates a larger unpaired electron spin 
density, because pseudocontact shift is normally 
‘high-field’ shift (Wüthrich 1974). So it is specu-
lated that the distance from the axial methionine 
sulfur to the heme iron is longer, leading to a 
weaker ligand-field energy. As a result, the total 
spin delocalization is increased, i.e. the high-spin 
contribution of the heme iron becomes larger. ESR 
measurements also indicated the presence of both 
low- (S = 1/2) and high-spin (S = 5/2) hemes in a 
single preparation, although the latter contribution 
seemed to be relatively lower. The reason for this 
should be attributed to the conformational restric-
tion or hydrophobic environment around the heme 
pocket, which has not been reported for other low-
spin cyt c. The results of this study imply a differ-
ent structure of the C-cyt cz.
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CHAPTER THIRTY ONE

Slow Energy Transfer from the Core Antennas CP43 
and CP47 to the PSII RC Studied by Femtosecond 
Mid-Infrared Spectroscopy

N. P. Pawlowicz1, M. L. Groot1, I. H. M. van Stokkum1, J. Breton2, 
and R. van Grondelle1

Abstract  The core of Photosystem II (PSII) of 
green plants contains the reaction center (RC) pro-
teins D1D2-cytb559 and two core antennas CP43 
and CP47. We have used time-resolved vis-
ible pump/mid-infrared probe spectroscopy in the 
region between 1,600 and 1,800 cm−1 to study the 
energy transfer and charge separation events within 
PSII cores. The absorption difference spectra in 
the region of the keto and ester chlorophyll modes 
show spectral evolution with time constants of 3 ps, 
27 ps, 200 ps and 2 ns. Comparison of IR difference 
spectra obtained for the isolated antennas CP43, 
CP47 and the D1D2-RC with those measured for 
the PSII core allowed us to identify the features 
specific for each of the PSII core components. We 
conclude that the kinetic model proposed earlier 
for the energy and electron transfer dynamics 
within the PSIIRC (Groot et al. 2005), plus two 
slowly energy transferring antennas C43 and CP47 
explains the complex excited state and charge sepa-
ration dynamics in the PSII core very well.

Keywords  Photosystem II, reaction center, mid-IR 
spectroscopy, charge separation, slow energy transfer

Introduction

The Photosystem II (PSII) core complex is com-
prised three pigment-binding subunits: the two 
antenna complexes CP43 and CP47, and the PSII 
reaction center complex D1D2cytb559. A structural 
model for the PSII core is available (Ferreira et al. 
2004). From this it was established that CP43 binds 
14 chlorophylls (Chls) a, CP47 17 Chls a, while 
the PSIIRC contains 6 Chls a and 2 pheophytins 
(Pheo) a. The Chls in CP43 and CP47 are relatively 
far (>20 Å) away from any of the RC pigments, 
suggesting that energy transfer from CP43 or CP47 
to the PSII RC is a rate limiting step. Following 
excitation of the PSII core rapid energy transfer 
occurs among the pigments of each of the core 
antennas, followed by energy transfer to the RC. 
Once one of the pigments of the PSIIRC becomes 
excited an ultrafast charge separation is initiated 
leading to the formation of PD1

+ PheoD1
− (P+H−). 

On a timescale of a few hundred ps the electron is 
transferred from PheoD1 to QA.
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So far fluorescence, pump-probe and time-resolved 
fluorescence measurements on PSII cores have been 
interpreted using the so-called exciton radical-pair 
model (van Grondelle 1985), which assumes ultrafast 
energy transfer among all the Chls of the PSII core. 
This seems to be in conflict to what is expected from 
the structure of the PSII core. Since the interpreta-
tion of visible pump-probe data for PSII cores 
are hindered by the spectral congestion in the 660–
700 nm region, we performed a visible pump/mid-IR 
probe study on PSII cores with the aim to distinguish 
the various excited states and charge separated states 
according to their IR-signature.

Materials and methods

The PSII core samples were isolated from spinach 
as previously described (Groot et al. 1999). The 
samples were concentrated to an OD of 0.5 per 
20 µm−1 at 680 nm and suspended in 50 mM MES 
D2O buffer, pH 6.1, containing 10 mM CaCl2, 
5 mM MgCl2 and 0.03% β-DM. The experimental 
technique and setup consisted of an integrated Ti:
sapphire oscillator-regenerative amplifier laser sys-
tem (Hurricane, Spectra Physics) were as described 
previously (Groot et al. 2004). Data analysis was 
performed on the raw data using global and target 
analysis methods (van Stokkum et al. 2004).

Results and discussion

PSII cores were excited with 250 nJ, 100 fs, 681 nm 
laser pulses and the resulting absorption changes 
in the mid-IR between 1,780 and 1,580 cm−1 were 
measured. To visualize the time-dependent evolution 
of the measured absorption difference spectra a 
sequential scheme with increasing lifetimes was 
fitted to the experimental data, which yielded the 
following lifetimes: 3 ps, 27 ps, 200 ps and 2.5 ns. 
The resulting ‘Evolution Associated Difference 
Spectra (EADS)’ are shown in Fig. 1. In the differ-
ence spectra we observe the bleaching of several 
keto C9 = O modes of Chl or Pheo molecules 
between 1,710 and 1,640 cm−1.

The initial spectrum, which has a lifetime of 
1–3 ps (black line, Fig. 1), represents the excited 
states of the PSII core chlorins as reflected by the 
large positive band at 1,645 cm−1, typical for the 
CP43, CP47 and RC excited states (Groot et al. 
2005; Breton et al. 1997; Groot et al. 2004; Di 
Donato et al. 2007). The negative bands at 1,705 
and 1,678 cm−1 were observed in the initial spec-
trum of isolated D1D2 RC, while the next two neg-
ative bands at 1,691, 1,669 cm−1 and the positive 
band at 1,698 cm−1 were observed in isolated CP47; 
the broad negative feature at 1,745 cm−1 is probably 
a mixture of the bleach in excited CP47 and in 
CP43 at the same frequency, while the two positive 
bands at 1,715 and 1,730 cm−1 were observed both 
in the isolated CP43 and CP47 spectra.

In the next spectrum, which is formed in 1–3 ps 
and decays in 27 ps (red line, Fig. 1), we observe 
all the excited PSII core parts, but about half the 
excited states have disappeared as reflected by 
the decay of the 1,645 cm−1 band. This is due 
to multi-excitation annihilation occurring within 
CP47 (Groot et al. 2004), CP43 (Di Donato et al. 
2007) and the D1D2 RC (Groot et al. 2005), as 
a consequence of the high excitation power. We 
observe about 10–20% of charge separation by the 
bleach at 1,656 cm−1. Formation of PD1

+ PheoD1
− is 

observed after 27 ps in the green spectrum by the 
appearance of the negative band at 1,656 cm−1. We 

Fig. 1 Evolution associated difference spectra resulting 
from sequential analysis of the data using a model with 
increasing lifetimes (excitation at 681 nm, Pexc = 250 nJ)
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observe a further decay of the band at 1,705 cm−1, 
and we see the bands related to PD1

+ /PD1: positive 
bands at 1,731, 1,7121, and 1,666 cm−1, and nega-
tive bands at 1,656 and 1,610 cm−1. The negative 
bands at 1,740 and 1,722 cm−1 are related to the 
presence of PheoD1

−.

Target analysis

We established a kinetic model for energy trans-
fer between the antenna complexes CP43 and 
CP47 and the PSII-RC, including annihilation. The 
model is depicted in Fig. 2.

It contains five compartments: three excited states 
and two radical pairs. The first three compartments 
represent the CP43, CP47 and RC complexes, respec-
tively. For each antenna there is one ‘equilibrated’ 
excited state that ‘slowly’ transfers energy to the next 
excited state RC*RP1 compartment. To describe the 
annihilation and fast energy transfer processes within 
CP43, CP47 and the RC, each of the excited states 
contains an intra-complex dynamic component, that 
take place on a time scale of ∼2 ps.

The compartment RC*RP1 represents a mix-
ture of RC excited state and the first radical pair 
RP1 identified as ChlD1

+ PheoD1
−. Taking into 

account the complexity of the system and the low 
population of the ChlD1

+ PheoD1
− state during the 

experiment, including these two states separately 
in a model is unfeasible. The formation of the 
stable charge separated state PD1

+ PheoD1
− (RP2) 

occurs from RC*RP1. The kinetic model contains 

an additional radical pair RP3, which represents 
the relaxed form of the secondary radical pair PD1

+ 
PheoD1

−. We use the time-resolved IR absorption 
difference spectra of the individual CP43 and CP47 
complexes (Groot et al. 2004; Di Donato et al. 
2007) as input for the target analysis. In addition, 
we included the fluorescence emission data meas-
ured on PSII core complexes in the closed state.

The rates that are estimated from target analysis 
are indicated in the kinetic scheme in Fig. 2. Care 
was taken to fix the start values of the forward and 
backward rates in the energy transfer processes to a 
value consistent with the fact that there are approx-
imately twice more Chls in each of the antennas 
than in the RC. The ratios of the forward and back-
ward rates in the charge separation processes were 
found to be 4 and 3 respectively.

Conclusions

We conclude that the model in Fig. 2 explains the 
mid-IR spectral evolution. The model incorporates 
slow energy transfer from both CP47 and CP43 to 
the PSII RC, consistent with the structural model 
for the PSII core with a large distance between the 
Chls in CP43/CP47 and the PSII RC.
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Theoretical Modeling of the Optical Properties and Exciton 
Dynamics of the PSII Reaction Center

Roman Y. Pishchalnikov, Marc G. Müller, and Alfred R. Holzwarth

Abstract  The transient absorption kinetics and 
spectra of isolated reaction centers of photosystem 
II (PSIIRC) have been modeled using modified 
Redfield theory. This yielded the site energies of 
the eight RC pigments, and the intrinsic charge 
separation rate as well as the charge recombination 
rate between the excited state and the first radical 
pair (RP) state. The intrinsic charge separation 
rate was found to be 0.67 ps−1 for the accessory 
chlorophyll on the D1 branch as primary electron 
donor. This is consistent with an average effective 
primary charge separation time of 5–6 ps. The site 
energies on the D1 and D2 branches were found 
asymmetric, with the site energies of all D2 branch 
pigments substantially higher than for the sym-
metrically equivalent D1 branch pigments. This 
is partially at variance with the results of other 
exciton modeling studies.

Keywords  Exciton dynamics, modified Redfield 
theory, ultrafast spectroscopy, charge separation, 
energy transfer

Introduction

There is still a considerable debate over the mecha-
nism of charge separation in the PSII reaction 
center and the understanding of its spectral prop-
erties. Most of the theoretical modeling based on 
exciton theory has been focused on the calculation 
of the stationary linear spectra so far. However, 
much more information is contained in the ultra-
fast time-resolved spectra. In this investigation the 
femtosecond pump-probe spectra, exciton dynam-
ics and charge separation kinetics of the iso-
lated D1-D2 PSII reaction center (PSIIRC) were 
modeled using modified Redfield theory. The 
PSIIRC contains eight pigments, i.e. six chloro-
phylls (Chls) among which are the two peripheral 
ChlZ pigments, the two RC Chls PD1 and PD2, and 
the two accessory Chls AccD1 and AccD1, and two 
pheophytins (Pheo). Based on a spectral density 
function containing 48 vibronic modes the absorp-
tion properties of a monomeric Chl in solution have 
been first optimized. This optimized function was 
then used as a spectral density to model the exciton 
dynamics and spectra of the PSIIRC. The absorp-
tion difference spectra of the radical-pair (RP) 
states were obtained from the kinetic analysis of 
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the experimental data (Holzwarth et al. 2006). By 
fitting the exciton and RP state model to the femto-
second data (Holzwarth et al. 2006) we explore the 
recently proposed mechanism of charge separation 
with incorporated the accessory Chl D1 as the pri-
mary electron donor.

The goal of this study is to get a quantitative 
description of the exciton relaxation and primary 
charge separation processes in the PSIIRC. In 
order to clarify the mechanism and rate of the 
energy and primary electron transfer processes a 
lot of experimental work has been done by non-
linear spectroscopic techniques, such as pump-
probe, time-resolved fluorescence and photon 
echo (see Holzwarth et al. 2006; Holzwarth 2007; 
Prokhorenko and Holzwarth 2000 for a review and 
further references). Various theoretical attempts 
based on Förster, Redfield and modified Redfield 
theories have been made in order to understand 
the exciton transfer and charge separation rates. 
The first modeling of the stationary linear spectra 
has been done by (Raszewski et al. 2005). The 
time-resolved kinetics and spectra have been mod-
eled by Prokhorenko and Holzwarth (2000) and 
Novoderezhkin et al. (2005). It is clear that time-
resolved data contain substantially more informa-
tion than the stationary spectra but are much harder 
to fit quantitatively. In our present modeling we used 
the modify Redfield theory. This allows in principle 
to simulate the proper line-shape of the pigments, 
which is impossible in the Redfield regime since 
there the absorption line has a Lorentzian shape. 
Given the substantial coupling energies in the 
PSIIRC the Förster and Redfield approaches are 
clearly inadequate for a description.t

Materials and methods

For fitting we used a differential evolution algo-
rithm. The experimental femtosecond transient 
absorption kinetics have been reported (Holzwarth 
et al. 2006). The data were measured with the exci-
tation pulse centered at 681 nm. The exciton theory 
used to model the kinetics has been described by 
(Zhang et al. 1998). In terms of this theory an 

aggregate of two-level molecules usually describe 
using the Frenkel Hamiltonian. All relevant infor-
mation about the exciton-phonon interaction is 
contained in the spectral density function. The 
expression for the third-order response function 
can be obtained using projection operator tech-
niques (Mukamel and Abramavicius 2004). In our 
modeling we consider eight two-level pigments 
and three RP states. The time evolution of the 
exciton manifold and the three RPs was calculated 
by means of a unified rate constant matrix. The 
rates which determine the energy flow between 
excitons and RPs were calculated by assuming the 
Chl AccD1 to be the primary electron donor. For 
Chls the effective dipole strength was taken as 18 
D2 and 10 D2 for Pheos. Since the exciton relaxa-
tion is practically finished after 10 ps, we used two 
time scales with the different time ranges and steps 
for modeling of the pump-probe kinetics. The first 
time scale has a 100 fs to 7 ps time range with a 
25 fs step and the second one has a 1–500 ps range 
with a 1 ps step.

Results

Exciton model

In the modeling procedure the site energies for 
the eight pigments are determined as free fitting 
parameters. Further free parameters are the inho-
mogeneous broadening width (FWHM = 68 cm−1), 
and the dielectric constant. The results of the fitting 
for the one-exciton Hamiltonian are shown in Table 1. 
The ratio of the transition dipoles for the S1–S2 and 
S0–S1 transitions of the Chls, which is also a fitting 
parameter is 0.62, and the shift of the S1–S2 transi-
tion energy with respect to S0–S1 transition energy 
is 330 cm−1. The calculated kinetics is compared in 
Fig. 1 with the experimental data for two selected 
detection wavelengths.

Radical-pair states time evolution

The values of the intrinsic charge separation rate 
and the charge recombination rates between the 
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excited state of the AccD1 and the first RP were 
obtained as 0.67 and 0.063 ps−1, respectively. The 
value of the charge separation rate results in an 
effective charge separation time constant of about 
5–6 ps.

Discussion

As can be seen from Fig. 1 the results of the fittings 
are far from perfect. However it appears that further 
improvements in the parameters will be possible. 
In the present fitting we have used the point dipole 

approximation for the coupling energies. We are 
presently testing various different improved sets of 
coupling energies and spectral density functions in 
order to improve the fits. Nevertheless some tenden-
cies are very clear and have been obtained already 
with less sophisticated models: On of these observa-
tions is the substantial asymmetry between the two 
branches of the PSIIRC. All symmetry equivalent 
pigments have higher site energies in the D2 branch 
as compared to the D1 branch, which helps to steer 
energy to the active D1 side. One notable points is 
the substantial difference in site energies of the two 
ChlZ pigments. Their site energies were found to 
be quite high and very similar in the modeling of 
other groups (see above). However, our femtosecond 
data had already provided clear evidence for the 
red-shifted nature of one of these peripheral ChlZ 
pigments (Holzwarth et al. 2006). This is clearly 
confirmed by our modeling results. The consequence 
is that also the site energies of the other pigments 
must be shifted and quite a new picture results. The 
PD1 and the AccD1 pigments have the lowest site 
energies. The effective charge separation lifetime 
of about 7.2 ps that results from the modeling is in 
very good agreement with our experimental data 
(Holzwarth et al. 2006). It is also clear however that 
due to inhomogeneous broadening of the system the 
rate of charge separation is significantly dispersive 
even at higher temperature (Fig. 2).

Table 1 Set of the used interaction energies and the fitted site energies for the one exciton 
Hamiltonian obtained from the fitting by the differential evolution algorithm

Interaction energy (cm−1)
Site energy 
(cm−1)

PD1 PD2 AccD1 AccD2 PheoD1 PheoD2 ChlZ1 ChlZ2

205.9 −14.5 −69.6 −3.4 13.8 0.5 0.7 PD1 14,930.2
205.9 −70.8 −9.2 17.0 −3.4 0.8 0.8 PD2 15,459.6
−14.5 −70.8 10.0 59.4 −4.0 2.1 0.0(05)AccD1 14,982.4
−69.6 −9.1 10.1 −4.6 53.6 −0.0(3) 1.9 AccD2 15,449.0
−3.4 16.9 59.4 −4.7 2.6 −3.1 −0.3 PheoD1 15,042.2
13.8 −3.4 −4.0 53.6 2.6 −0.2 −3.5 PheoD2 15,295.2
0.5 0.8 2.1 −0.0(3) −3.1 −0.2 0.2 ChlZ1 15,034.9
0.7 0.8 0.0(05) 1.9 −0.2 −3.5 0.2 ChlZ2 15,271.2

Fig. 1 Comparison of experimental and fitted pump-probe 
kinetics for two characteristic wavelengths and two time 
scales; time in units of [ps]
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Directionality in Photosystem I: A Preliminary Study 
of the PsaA-A684D Mutant

Rajiv Luthra1, Audrius Jasaitis1,2, Fabrice Rappaport2, and Kevin Redding1

Abstract  Like all photosynthetic reaction centers 
(RCs), the core of Photosystem I (PS1) is com-
posed of two related membrane polypeptides that 
sequester electron transfer (ET) cofactors into two 
pseudo-symmetrical branches, each consisting of 
two chlorophylls (Chls) and a quinone. An open 
question in the evolution of photosynthesis is how 
this symmetrical structure has been modified in 
type 2 RCs, in which ET proceeds exclusively 
down one branch. We have recently shown that 
directionality can be altered by breaking H-bonds 
to the ec3 Chl (Li et al. 2006), as visualized by 
the amplitudes of ET from the two phylloquinones 
(PhQA and PhQB). Here are presented new results 
on the first of a series of mutants designed to alter 
the environment of the ec2A/ec3A Chl pair. PsaA-
Ala684 is close to this pair, with the methyl group 
pointing at ec2A. We have changed this residue to 
Asp. Like PsaA-Y696F, the PsaA-A684D mutant 
exhibited an increase in the faster component of 

PhQ reoxidation, consistent with a redirection of 
electrons down the B branch.

Keywords  Photosystem I, charge separation, electron 
transfer, directionality, site-directed mutagenesis

Introduction

As with all the RCs, PS1 has a C2 symmetrical struc-
ture with two virtually identical branches of redox 
cofactors extending across the membrane. The X-ray 
crystal structure of PS1 from Thermosynechococcus 
elongatus (Jordan et al. 2001) has permitted iden-
tification and mutagenesis of amino acid residues 
interacting with specific ET cofactors, in order to 
investigate how ET in the two branches is control-
led. Many of these studies (Boudreaux et al. 2001; 
Cohen et al. 2004; Dashdorj et al. 2005; Fairclough 
et al. 2003; Gibasiewicz et al. 2003; Guergova-Kuras 
et al. 2001; Ramesh et al. 2004; Xu et al. 2003a, b) 
point toward the possibility that ET takes place in 
both branches of cofactors. There is general agree-
ment that the major fraction occurs in the A-branch 
and that the slow phase of ET from PhQ to Fx is 
associated with this branch (see Fig. 1).
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The involvement of the B-branch was less 
clear, but there is mounting evidence to support 
the assignment of the fast component PhQ to Fx 
ET to this branch, as proposed (Guergova-Kuras 
et al. 2001). We recently described mutants in 
which tyrosine residues (PsaA-Tyr696 and PsaB-
Tyr676, using T. elongatus numbering system) 
that donate a H-bond to the 131-keto oxygen of 
the ec3A and ec3B Chls, respectively, were con-
verted to phenylalanines to break these H-bonds. 
As shown previously in the case of Photosystem 
II (Merry et al. 1998), the loss of such a H-bond 
should shift the Chl’s reduction potential to more 
negative values, thus altering the rate, and pos-
sibly the yield, of ET to the targeted ec3 Chl. 
Consistent with this idea, the amplitude of the 
∼200-ns phase, which is assigned to reoxidation 
of PhQA, was reduced in favor of the ∼20-ns phase 

in the PsaA-Y696F mutant; the converse was seen 
in the PsaB-Y676F mutant (Li et al. 2006). As 
neither ultra-fast pump-probe optical nor transient 
EPR spectroscopic measurements provided evidence 
for back-reactions provoked by the mutations, the 
conclusion of these experiments was that breaking 
the H-bonds to a specific ec3 Chl redirected ET to 
the other branch.

The question now becomes: what does this 
redirection of ET represent? A new hypothesis 
is that the initial charge separation (CS) event 
occurs within an ec2/ec3 pair, followed by rapid 
ET from P700: RC* ←→ ec2+ ec3– → P700

+ ec3– 
(Müller et al. 2003). In this model, the ec2/ec3 
pair in which reversible CS is stabilized by ET 
from P700 would determine which PhQ is reduced. 
This idea has received support from recent fluo-
rescence decay measurements, indicating charge 
recombination to the excited state (Holzwarth 
et al. 2005), and ultra-fast absorption experi-
ments with P700 mutants (in either the axial ligand 
to PB or the H-bond donor to PA) showing that 
these mutations affected a secondary ET step but 
not initial CS (Holzwarth et al. 2006). However, 
recent experiments have demonstrated that both 
the ec3 H-bond mutants do seem to affect the 
primary CS step (Slavov, Luthra, Müller, Redding 
and Holzwarth, 2007). Considering that P700 
mutants seem to affect  neither directionality (Li et al. 
2004) nor primary CS, while ec3 mutants affect 
both, the hypothesis that primary CS occurs 
within the ec2/ec3 pair begins to seem reasonable. 
We have tested it further by constructing a mutation 
that is near to ec2A and is expected to affect the 
ec2 A/ec3 A pair.

Materials and methods

Mutagenesis of PsaA-Ala684 and introduction into 
the chloroplast genome of C. reinhardtii was car-
ried out as previously described (Li et al. 2004). 
The in vivo pump-probe spectroscopic analysis of 
the mutant was performed as previously described 
(Li et al. 2006).

Fig. 1 Arrangement of cofactors in PS1, based on the 
T. elongatus crystal structure (Jordan et al. 2001), with 
the donor side at the top. The pseudo-C2 symmetry axis 
is shown as a dotted gray line dividing the two branches. 
For sake of clarity, the phytyl chains of the cofactors 
have been truncated and the terminal acceptors FA and 
FB are not shown. Reduction of the ec3 Chl(s) occurs 
in <100 ps, with subsequent ET to the PhQ on a similar 
timescale. In the nanosecond timescale, the electron is 
transferred to FX (and then to FA/FB), with ET from PhQA 
and PhQB occurring with decay times of 200 and 20 ns, 
respectively
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Results

Design and construction of the Psaa-A684D 
mutation

There are relatively few choices for mutagenesis 
targets that might affect the ec2/ec3 pair. Rather 
than mutate a residue that interacts directly with 
one of the Chls (e.g. axial ligand or H-bond part-
ner), we decided to target an Ala residue that points 
at ec2 (Fig. 2). We are now constructing a series of 
mutations at this position in both PsaA and PsaB 
using the same methodology as in previous studies 
(Li et al. 2004, 2006), but the PsaA-A684D mutant 
was the first one successfully made. This mutation 
was introduced into a strain lacking Photosystem II 
and much of the LHC proteins in order to simplify 
the in vivo spectroscopic analysis. It causes PS1 
to be accumulated at a lower level than wild-type 
(~20–30%), and the mutant strain is quite light 
sensitive (data not shown).

Pump-probe in vivo spectroscopic analysis

We used pump-probe spectroscopy in whole cells 
to assess the use of the two PhQs of PS1. A tunable 
dye laser was used to excite PS1 at 700 nm, and 
a second monochromatic flash from a Nd:YAG 
laser equipped with an optical parametric oscilla-
tor was used as the probe beam. Both flashes were 
5 ns in duration, with a variable delay between 

them. Shown in Fig. 3 is the decay of the positive 
absorption change at 390 nm due to the reduction 
(unresolved rise) and reoxidation (decay) of phyl-
loquinone. The early part of the decay (<100 ns) 
is mainly due to the fast phase (~20 ns) assigned 
to reoxidation of PhQB, while the later part of the 
decay (100–1,000 ns) is mainly due to the slow 
phase (~200 ns) assigned to reoxidation of PhQA. 
As can be seen, the fast phase appears to account 
for a higher fraction of the decay in the PsaA-
A684D mutant than in the wild-type strain.

Discussion

The PsaA-A684D mutation appears to produce a 
phenotype very similar to that of the PsaA-Y696F 
mutation. We have not yet performed an ultra-fast 

Fig. 2 Position of residue PsaA-Ala684 relative to the 
ec2A/ec3A Chl pair. Note how the methyl group of the Ala 
sidechain points at ec2A

Fig. 3 Decay of PhQ– absorbance in vivo in WT and PsaA-
A684D. Time scale is logarithmic from 5 ns to 100 µs and 
indicates the delay between the pump and probe flashes. 
Positive absorbance changes are relative to non-excited 
sample and at 390 nm largely represent creation of PhQ– in 
<1 ns (Guergova-Kuras et al. 2001); here they are normal-
ized to the initial bleaching of P700
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analysis, so we do not know if the ultimate origin 
of this effect has to do with a rapid back-reac-
tion. However, it is entirely consistent with the 
hypothesis that the mutation somehow interferes 
with CS in the ec2A/ec3A pair, leading to more CS 
occurring in the ec2B/ec3B pair. Although we do 
not know if the introduced aspartate is ionized, it 
seems unlikely, given the difficulty of burying a 
negative charge in the membrane. FTIR analysis of 
the PsaB-N591D mutant, in which the Asn that H-
bonds with the water molecule serving as the axial 
ligand to ec2A was converted to Asp, demonstrated 
that the sidechain was a carboxylic acid rather than 
a carboxylate (Li, Hastings and Redding, 2007). 
Thus, it seems more likely that the introduced 
Asp is a carboxylic acid rather than a carboxylate, 
and that there is no introduced negative charge. 
However, the increased size of the sidechain and/or 
the increased polarity may well have an impact 
upon CS in the pair. Of course, it might also impair 
ET from P700 to ec2A, whether that occurs during 
primary CS or immediately after. Further work on 
this mutant and others in the series should help to 
clear up these issues.
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13C Photo-CIDNP MAS NMR on the Reaction Center of 
Green Sulphur Bacterium at Two Different Magnetic Fields

Esha Roy1, A. Alia1, Peter Gast2, Hans J. van Gorkom2, Gunnar Jeschke3, and Jörg Matysik1

Abstract  Photochemically induced dynamic 
nuclear polarisation (photo-CIDNP) has been 
observed at two different magnetic field 9.4 and 
4.7 Tesla, in reaction centers (RCs) of green sul-
phur bacterium Chlorobium (C.) tepidum by 13C 
magic-angle spinning (MAS) solid-state NMR. 
The data suggest that the donor is a very symmetric 
dimer and the electronic coupling parameters are 
similar to those of RCs of Rhodobacter sphaer-
oides and of photosystem I.

Keywords  Photo-CIDNP, MAS NMR, electron 
transfer, green sulphur bacteria

Introduction

The primary donor in the reaction center (RC) of 
green sulphur bacteria is termed P840. It has been 
assigned to two BChl a molecules (Feiler et al. 

1995), probably two C-132 epimers (Kobayashi 
et al. 2000). This RC also contains Chl a, called 
Chl 670, which is esterified with ∆2,6-phytadienol, 
rather than phytol as in plants and cyanobacteria 
(Kobayashi et al. 2000) presumably acting at the 
primary electron acceptor (A0) (Nuijs et al. 1985). 
Based on EPR experiments, a menaquinone cofac-
tor has been proposed to be the secondary electron 
acceptor (A1) (Nitschke et al. 1987; Kjaer et al. 
1998). However, RCs of green sulphur bacteria and 
heliobacteria are active without the presence of qui-
nones (Kleinherenbrink et al. 1993; Frankenberg 
et al. 1996). The terminal electron acceptors are 
three iron-sulphur centers, FX, FA and FB, as 
detected by EPR studies (Vassiliev et al. 2001).

A rapidly developing technique to study photo-
chemically active cofactors of photosynthetic RCs is 
photochemically induced dynamic nuclear polarisa-
tion (photo-CIDNP) magic-angle spinning (MAS) 
NMR (Daviso et al. 2008). As in all NMR methods, 
the chemical shifts allow the exploration of the 
electronic and protonic structure in the electronic 
ground-state. Photo-CIDNP has been observed 
by MAS NMR as modification of signal intensity 
and is related to the local electron spin densities 
(Jeschke and Matysik 2003). Three sometimes 
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competing mechanisms can produce photo-CIDNP 
in solids. In purple bacterial RCs of Rhodobacter 
(Rb.) sphaeroides wild type (WT) (Prakash et al. 
2005) and the carotene-less mutant R26 (Prakash 
et al. 2006), the strongest enhancement of NMR 
signals observed is of a factor of 10,000.

Recently, we have presented 13C photo-CIDNP 
MAS NMR data of the RC of the green sulphur 
bacterium Chlorobium (C.) tepidum obtained at 4.7 
Tesla (Roy et al. 2007a). In the 13C photo-CIDNP 
MAS NMR spectrum of the RC of C. tepidum, all 
signals are emissive (negative), showing an overall 
photo-CIDNP pattern similar to that observed in 
plant photosystem I (Alia et al. 2004). The carbo-
nylic and aromatic signals can be assigned to the 
two BChl a molecules of the donor side. Doubling 
of several signals having very similar intensities 
has been interpreted in terms of a highly symmetric 
dimer in both the electronic ground-state and radi-
cal-cation state of the donor side. In order to obtain 
information on the magnetic field dependence, we 
present here 13C photo-CIDNP MAS NMR data 
obtained at two different magnetic fields.

Materials and methods

Sample preparation. Chlorobium (C.) tepidum 
strain TLS were grown in a medium described in 
ref. (Wahlund et al. 1991). The 3FMO-RC particles 
of C. tepidum were isolated as described in ref. 
(Roy et al. 2007a). For photo-CIDNP studies the 
samples were reduced by 50 mM sodium dithionite 
under nitrogen air flow.

MAS NMR measurements. The NMR experi-
ments were performed on a DMX-200 and a DMX-
400 NMR spectrometer (Bruker-Biospin GmbH, 
Karlsruhe, Germany). The MAS NMR spectra 
were obtained at a temperature of 233 K at 9.4 Tesla 
and 240 K at 4.7 Tesla, with a cycle delay of 12 s 
and at a spinning frequency of 8 kHz. The spectra 
were collected with a Hahn echo pulse sequence 
and two pulse phase modulation (TPPM) proton 
decoupling. A total number of 20 K scans per spec-
trum were collected. The illumination set-up used 
has been specially designed for a Bruker MAS 
probe (Matysik et al. 2000; Daviso et al. 2008).

Results and discussion

Samples in the dark

Figure 1 shows the 13C MAS NMR spectra of the 
RCs of C. tepidum obtained in the dark without 
induction of the photo-CIDNP effect obtained at 
9.4 (Spectrum 1A) and 4.7 Tesla (Spectrum 1B).

Essentially, three features appear. The broad 
response around 30 ppm, mainly caused by the 
aliphatic carbons of the protein, the signals of aro-
matic carbons around 130 ppm, and the sharp signal 
around 175 ppm, which originates from carbonyl 
carbons mostly of the amide backbone. The qual-
ity of both spectra is comparable, although for the 
lower field, broader signals would be expected.

Light-induced signals

Under continuous illumination with white light, 
several signals appear (Fig. 2). All these light-
induced signals are emissive (negative) and appear 
in the aromatic and carbonylic region.

The carbonyl signal appears at 190.5 ppm and 
can be assigned to the 131 carbonyl. This sig-
nal is amazingly strong. Similar intensity of the 
photo-CIDNP of a carbonyl carbon has only been 
observed in photosystem I (Alia et al. 2004). 
The light-induced aromatic signals appear in two 
groups, from 160 to 130 ppm as well as from 110 

Fig. 1 13C MAS NMR spectra of reaction centres of 
Chlorobium (C.) tepidum obtained at 9.4 Tesla (A) and 4.7 
Tesla (B) in the dark. The spectra were measured at 233 and 
240 K, respectively at a MAS frequency of 8 kHz
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to 90 ppm. The latter group originates from the 
carbons of the methine bridges.

Signal shapes

Some light-induced signals appear to be doubled, for 
example the signals at 156.3, 145.9 and 135.1 ppm. 
In all cases, the distance between the two signals 
is about 1 ppm. This suggests that this group of 
aromatic signals originates from the dimeric donor, 
having similar ground-state electron densities at 
both halves of the dimer. Hence, the electron donor 
of C. tepidum is a special pair much more symmetric 
than that in RCs of purple bacteria (Prakash et al. 
2005). Some signals, as the carbonyl carbon and the 
methine bridge carbons are not split into two parts of 
similar intensity but appear to originate from a sin-
gle cofactor. This may be explained by assignment 
of these signals to the monomeric acceptor, the Chl-
a derivative. In that case, the pattern of assignment 
of the aromatic signals from 160–130 ppm to the 
donor and of the carbonyl and methine bridge car-
bons to the acceptor would be the same as observed 
in RCs of Rb. sphaeroides WT (Prakash et al. 2005). 
The intensities of the aromatic photo-CIDNP signals 
are rather similar, also in the region of the methine 
bridge carbons. Such pattern can be interpreted in 
terms of an electron spin density distribution which 

is evenly spread over both cofactors and within both 
cofactors.

Field-dependence of the photo-CIDNP effect

The intensity patterns of the light-induced signals 
are similar at both fields, except that the carbonyl 
signal may be stronger at lower fields. This is 
in-line with other field-dependent experiments 
conserving the overall pattern (Prakash et al. 2005, 
2006; Roy et al. 2007b) Relative to the dark sig-
nals, the photo-CIDNP intensity is quite similar 
at both fields. This suggests that the electronic 
coupling parameters are related to both, RCs of 
Rb. sphaeroides, having higher signal intensity at 
4.7 Tesla, and photosystem I, showing strongest 
enhancement at 9.4 Tesla.
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CHAPTER ONE

Abstract  In the reaction center of photosystem 
II (PSII), the primary charge-separated state P+ 
H− between the primary electron donor P and the 
pheophytin H occasionally forms a spin triplet state 
on the accessory chlorophyll B between P and H by 
recombination of a hole and an electron in P+ H−. 
This is one of the specificities of PS II from other 
photosystems, since the triplet state is formed not on 
B but on P in the purple-bacterial photosystem. In 
this formation, we can consider three pathways with 
different intermediate states: (1) the hole-electron 
type (P+ BH− → PB+ H− → P3B*H), (2) the electron-
hole type (P+ BH− → P+ B−H → P3B*H), and (3) the 
excitation-transfer type (P+ BH− → P+ B−H → 3P*BH 
→ P3B*H). In this study, we shows theoretically that 
the pathway realized depends on the magnitude of 
the hole-transfer integral Jh relative to the electron 
one Je. Only when Jh << Je, it occurs by (3), other-
wise by by (1). We also discuss how the intermediate 
state mediates the triplet-state formation.

Keywords  Photosystem II, electron transfer, hole 
transfer, triplet-state formation, charge recombination

Introduction

In the reaction center of photosystem II (PSII), 
light energy is initially fixed by the formation of 
the primary charge-separated state P+ H− between 
the primary electron donor P and the pheophytin 
H. Although this charge separation is normally 
 followed by further electron transfer, an electron 
and a hole in P+ H− occasionally recombine. This 
recombination forms a spin triplet state (3B*), 
which has been observed on the so-called accessory 
chlorophyll B located between P and H (Noguchi 
et al. 2001). In the purple bacteria evolved from an 
ancestor common to PS II, on the other hand, the 
triplet state is formed not on the accessory chloro-
phyll B but on the primary electron donor P. In the 
bacterial case, we have clarified theoretically that 
the triplet state on P is formed by electron transfer 
to P from H mediated by B with the hot sequential 
mechanism, where the second electron transfer to 
P from B occurs on the way of thermalization of 
phonons (Saito et al. 2006). In this study, we reveal 
the mechanism of triplet-state formation on B in 
PSII, in comparison with the bacterial case. Here, 
we expect to see one of the specificities of PS II 
from other photosystems.

Institute of Materials Science, University of Tsukuba, 
Tsukuba, Ibaraki, 305-8573, Japan
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Possible pathways

The process of the triplet-state formation on B in 
PS II can be divided in two parts. The First one 
is a spin-flipping process. The charge-separated 
state P+ H− created by light is a spin-singlet state. 
This state changes into the spin-triplet state by the 
hyperfine interaction (Mieghem et al. 1995):

1[P++H−]→3[P++H−].

As the next process, a hole and an electron in the 
spin-triplet charge-separated state recombine on 
B. In this recombination process, we can  consider 
three pathways with different intermediate states:

1.  Hole-electron type: 3[P+ BH−] → P3[B+ H−] → 
P3B*H

2.  Electron-hole type: 3[P+ BH−] → 3[P+ B−]H → 
P3B*H

3.  Excitation-transfer type: 3[P+ BH−] → 3[P+ B−]H 
→ 3P*BH → P3B*H

Note that the spin-flipping process is  rate- limiting 
in the triplet formation because of observation that 
the final yield of the triplet state depends on the 
magnetic field (Volk et al. 1993), with a similar 
consideration in the case of purple bacteria (Saito 
et al. 2006).

The recombination process, since this pathway 
is mediated by at least one intermediate state, has 
mutually-opposite limits of stepwise (ordinary-
sequential) and unistep (superexchange or con-
certed) mechanisms. A mechanism halfway between 
the two limits has been called the hot one, where 
the final transition occurs during thermalization of 
phonons in the intermediate state as mentioned in 
the introduction. We focus on this recombination 
process. Which pathway participates? And how 
classified is the mediation mechanism?

Method of calculation

We use the theory of ET mediated by a midway 
molecule (Sumi 2002), with which we can calcu-
late the rate constant of a transition mediated by 

an intermediate state, and classify the mediation 
mechanism. In calculation by the theory, important 
parameters can be classified by two aspects. The 
first is the energy aspect. Here, we use the free 
energy DG of each state shown in Fig. 1, which is 
estimated by

DG = E + P – I – C,

where E is the excitation energy of the pigment 
(P, B, or H), P and I are the redox potential of 
pigments for the oxidized and the reduced state, 
respectively, and C is the Coulomb interaction in 
the charge-separated state. These energies were 
determined as follows:

Exciation energy E. P*: 14,850 cm−1 (Saito et al. 
2005). 3B*: 10,530 cm−1, from the peak of the fluo-
rescence spectrum in solution (Mau and Puza 1977). 
3P*: 10,630 cm−1, because observations (Noguchi 
et al. 1998) (Kamlowski et al. 1996) show that 3P* is 
65–105 cm−1 higher than 3B*.

Redox potentials P and I. P+/P: 1.17 V (Klimov 
et al. 1979). H−/H: −0.604 V (Rutherford et al. 1981). 
B+/B: 1.35 V. Since B+ has not been observed so far, 
the energy of PB+ H must sufficiently be higher than 
that of P+ BH in comparison with the thermal energy. 
Indeed, this value sets the former energy at 750 cm−1 
higher than the latter. B−/B: −0.91 V, as observed in 
solution (Watanabe and Kobayashi 1991).

Coulomb interaction C. Calculated from the 
3D-structure (Ferreira et al. 2004) with an assump-
tion of a spherically-symmetric distribution of the 
central charge on the pigment and the dielectric 
constant at 5.

The second aspect of important parameters is 
the so-called transfer integral, which is the off-
diagonal element of an Hamiltonian, inducing the 
electron or the hole transfer. For calculation, we 
need the transfer integral Je for electron transfer 
both between B and H and between B and P, and 
that Jh for hole transfer between P and B. We can 
guess that Je has a magnitude of 10 decades of 
cm−1, from a study of the primary charge-separa-
tion process in PSII (Mukai et al. 2005). However, 
we cannot guess the value of Jh since, to own 
knowledge, no data has been known for it between 
chlorophylls. Generally, Jh has not always the 
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same order of magnitude as Je, because the orbital 
occupied by a hole transferred (so-called HOMO) 
are different from that occupied by an electron 
transferred (LUMO). In this study, therefore, we 
consider three typical situations, Jh << Je, Jh ~ Je 
and Jh>> Je.

For simplicity, we took the reorganization energy 
associated with a change of charge in each pigment 
(e.g. from of P+ to P) at the same value of 300 cm−1, 
and that for a transition without such a change (e.g. 
from of B to 3B*) at 150 cm−1. Other parameters 
were also selected at typical values in accordance 
with the former study (Saito et al. 2006).

Results and discussion

We calculated the rate constant kT of the recombi-
nation process for the hole-electron type of (1), the 
electron-hole type of (2), and the excitation-trans-
fer type of (3). Although there are two intermediate 
states in (3), we calculated the rate constant of a 
process compose of the first two electron transfer 

of 3[P+ BH−] → 3[P+ B−]H → 3P*BH. This rate 
constant is more important than that of the last 
excitation transfer of 3P*BH → P3B*H, since the 
energy difference between 3[P+ BH−] and 3P*BH 
is sufficiently larger than the thermal energy as 
shown in Fig. 1. In such a situation, generally the 
first process is rate-limiting due to a large equilib-
rium constant.

The bottom graph in Fig. 2 shows the results of 
calculation as a function of temperature for situa-
tions of (A) Jh<< Je, (B) Jh ~ Je and (C) Jh>> Je. 
The solid, the dotted and the dashed line indicate 
the pathways of (1), (2), and (3) respectively. The 
triangles shows the rate constant kT estimated from 
the energy broadening of the state of 3[P+ H−] (Volk 
et al. 1993), which can be regarded as the upper 
limit of the actual value of kT because the broaden-
ing includes the inhomogeneous one. The squares 
and the circles are observed rate constant of the 
formation of the triplet state at B, which can be 
regarded as the lower limit of the actual value of kT, 
because the triplet-state formation is rate-limited 
by the spin-flipping process by the hyperfine inter-
action as mentioned earlier. The theory classifies 
the mediation mechanism by the degree of ordinary 
sequentiality DOS, which has a value in 0 < DOS 
< 1. When DOS ~ 1, the mediation mechanism is 
stepwise, when DOS << 1, it is unistep, and when 
DOS ~ 0.1, it is hot sequential. DOS is shown in the 
upper graph in Fig. 2 by the same lines as the rate 
constants.

In all situations, the fastest rate constant  calculated 
in the three types is in-between the upper and the 
lower limit. Except the situation (A) of Jh << Je, the 
hole-electron type of (1) dominates the triplet-state 
formation in the whole temperature region. DOS 
shows that the mediation mechanism switches at 
~150 K from the unistep into the stepwise mecha-
nism as the temperature increases. Only in the situa-
tion (A) of Jh << Je, the exitation- transfer type of (3) 
with the unistep or the hot mediation dominates the 
formation, although type (1) becomes to contribute 
around the room temperature.

To clarify the real pathway of the triplet-state 
formation, therefore, we need to know whether 
the situation (A) of Jh << Je is realized or not. 

Fig. 1 Arrangement of free energies. The solid, the dotted 
and the dashed arrows schematically illustrate pathways of 
(1) the hole-electron, (2) the electron-hole, and (3) excita-
tion-transfer type. These energies were estimated by the 
method mentioned in the text
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Unfortunately, now we do not have a sufficient 
knowledge to answer it. Instead, we can just 
say that we have no positive reason for Jh << Je. 
Therefore, the triplet state seems to be formed by 
the hole-transfer type of (1).
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The Physiological Relevance of Bidirectional Electron 
Transfer in Photosystem I of Eukaryotes

Stefano Santabarbara1,2, Paolo Bombelli2, Charlotte Russell2, Saul Purton1, 
Anna Paola Casazza3, and Michael C.W. Evans1

Abstract  The effect of the substitution of the 
axial ligand to the primary electron acceptor A0 
on the photosynthetic electron transfer perform-
ance is investigated in two site-directed mutants 
of the green alga C. reinhardtii (PsaA-M684H, 
PsaBM664H). Both mutations affects the stability 
of the PS I reaction centre, the accumulation of 
which is about halved compared to the wild-type. 
In whole cells of the PsaA-M684H and the PsaB-
M664H mutants the rate of linear electron transfer 
(ET) is decreased by 10% and 90% compared to 
the wild-type, respectively, under saturating light 
conditions. Under limiting light conditions these 
rates are decreased by 50% and 90%, respectively. 
These functional differences in the ET reactions 
involving the PsaA-bound and the PsaB-bound 
cofactors are not explained at full by previous spec-
troscopic investigations. We interpret the results in 

terms of an asymmetric effect of the axial donor 
substitution to A0 on the maximal photochemical 
efficiency of PS I. These results also highlight the 
physiological importance of ET reactions involving 
PsaB-bound cofactors.

Keywords  Photosystem I, electron transfer, pho-
tochemical quenching, quantum yield

Introduction

Photosystem I (PS I) is a large supramolecular 
complex located in the thylakoid membrane of 
photosynthetic organisms, and it is an essential 
component of the linear oxygenic photosynthetic 
electron transfer chain. PS I catalyses the oxidation 
of plastocyanin, and the reduction of, ferredoxin. 
The reaction centre of PS I is composed of an 
heterodimer of the PsaA and the PsaB subunits, 
which with PsaC, bind all the redox active cofac-
tors, and about 100 Chl a and 30 β-carotene mol-
ecules that act as antenna chromophores (reviewed 
in (Santabarbara et al. 2005). The electron transfer 
cofactors are arranged in a highly symmetrical fash-
ion with respect to the symmetry axis  perpendicular 
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to the plane of the membrane (Jordan et al. 2001; 
Ben-Shem et al. 2003). Because of the symmetrical 
arrangement of cofactors bound to PsaA and PsaB 
it was suggested that two possible pathways are 
active in electron transfer (Joliot and Joliot 1999; 
Guergova-Kuras et al. 2001). This model is often 
referred as bidirectional electron transfer. Although 
a general consensus has not been reached yet, an 
increasing body of literature (Santabarbara et al. 
2005) is pointing towards the bidirectional model, 
although a stronger case for bidirectionality is 
made for the eukaryotic PS I than the prokaryotic 
PS I.

Nevertheless, the proportions of electrons 
transferred through the electron transfer cofactors 
bound to PsaA and PsaB vary widely between dif-
ferent organisms. The proportions range between 
0.5:0.5 and 0.9:0.1, in favour of the PsaA-bound 
redox chain, in green algae and cyanobacteria, 
respectively.

Beside spectroscopic analysis, the effect of site 
directed mutagenesis on electron transfer cofactor 
binding sites of the PsaA and the PsaB subunits 
has been generally investigated only in terms of 
their growth phenotype. Thus, the physiological 
relevance of bidirectional electron transfer remains 
to be established. We have performed an investiga-
tion of the photosynthetic performance of two site 
directed mutants of PS I of C. reinhardtii in which 
the axial ligands to the A0A and A0B chlorophylls 
have been substituted from methionine (in the 
wild-type) to histidine (in the mutants). These 
mutants were previously extensively investigated 
in terms of their electron transfer characteristics 
(Santabarbara et al. 2005). It was shown the pro-
portion of electrons transferred through the PsaA 
or the PsaB bound chains is altered as a conse-
quence of the point mutation (Byrdin et al. 2006). 
Here we show that the mutations induce large 
differences in the performance of the whole photo-
synthetic electron transfer chain. We interpret the 
results in terms of an asymmetric effect of the axial 
donor substitution to A0, affecting more markedly 
the maximal photochemical quantum efficiency of 
the PS I reaction centre of the PsaB-M664H mutant 
of C. reinhardtii.

Materials and methods

Chlamydomonas cells were grown on TAP medium, 
at 25 °C, in the dark, to allow homogeneity in 
growth condition. Simultaneous measurements of 
oxygen evolution/uptake and the redox state of the 
plastoquinone pool in whole cells were performed 
in a home built set-up previously described in detail 
(Finazzi et al. 1999). The maximal PSII efficiency 
was determined as the ratio between the maximal 
fluorescence emission (FM), obtained from a 1sec 
saturating flash (1500 µE m−2 s−1) and the variable 
fluorescence (FV) on a dark-adapted sample. The 
actinic light was then switch on, and a series of 
5–6 saturating flashes spaced by 30 s were applied 
in order to estimate the photochemical quenching 
according to the following expression (Buffoni 
et al. 1998):

 
ΦqP

M x

M

=
F - F

F

′
′  

(1)

Where FM is the maximum fluorescence emission, 
Fḿ is the maximum fluorescence emission in the 
presence of an actinic illumination, Fx is the steady 
state level of fluorescence emission in the presence 
of actinic illumination.

Results

The light saturation plots of net photosynthetic 
O2 evolution in whole cells of the wild-type, the 
PsaA-M684H and the PsaB-M684H mutants of 
C. reinhardtii are presented in Fig. 1.

At light intensity higher than 350 µE m−2 s−1 the 
net rates of oxygen evolution in the wild-type and 
the PsaA-M684H mutant differ by 5–10%, which 
is close to the limit of statistical significance. At 
sub-saturating light regimes the rate of O2 evolu-
tion of the PsaA-M684H mutants are in the range 
of 45–55% of the wild-type. On the other hand, 
the oxygen evolution rates of whole cells of the 
PsaB-M664H mutant are about 10% that of the 
wild-type, at all photon flux densities.

The reduction state of the plastoquinone pool 
as a function of the actinic light intensity was 
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 investigated by means of the pulse amplitude 
modulated fluorescence technique. In Fig. 2 are 
presented the dependences of the photochemical 
quenching yields (ΦqP) on the intensity of the 
actinic illumination. Photochemical quenching in 
the PsaA-M664H is lower than in the wild-type at 
photon flux densities below 300–450 µE m−2 s−1, 
but does not differ significantly at higher actinic 
fluxes. On the other hand, ΦqP is significantly 
reduced in the PsaB-M664H mutant, compared to 
the wild-type and the PsaA-M684H, at all photon 
flux densities.

Discussion

The photosynthetic performance of two site-
directed mutants of C. reinhardtii in which the 
axial donor to the primary electron acceptor A0 has 
been substituted from a methionine to a histidine 
on each reaction centre subunits has been inves-
tigated. Despite of similar PS I assembly in the 
two mutants, the growth phenotype (Fairclough 
et al. 2003; Ramesh et al. 2004) and the photo-
synthetic oxygen evolution rate differ greatly. 
Whole cells of the PsaA-M684H mutant show a 
rate of oxygen evolution comparable to the wild-
type near and at saturating light regimes. On the 
other hand, at  sub-saturating light intensities the 
rate of oxygen  evolution was about 50% that of 
the wild-type. This observation was confirmed by 
the more reduced state of the plastoquinone pool 
and the decrease in ΦqP under limiting actinic 
light. However, whole cells of the PsaB-M664H 
mutant show 85–90% reduction of the maximal 
rate of oxygen evolution. These observations are 
consistent with highly reduced plastoquinone pool 
and low photochemical quenching yield at all the 
actinic illuminations.

Since PS I accumulation is only slightly affected 
in the PsaB-M664H mutant compared to the  PsaA-
M684H mutants (data not shown), the different 
ability of transferring electrons across the photo-
synthetic chain of thylakoids can not be simply 
ascribed to a difference in the PS II to PS I stoichi-
ometry. Instead, it has to be related to the specific 

Fig. 1 Rate of net oxygen evolution in whole cells of 
C. reinhardtii as a function of the actinic light intensity. 
Full squares: wild-type; open circles: PsaA-M684H mutant; 
open diamonds: PsaB-M664H mutants. The maximum 
photon flux density was 1,250 µE m−2 s−1. Each point is the 
average of 10–15 independent measurements. The error bars 
represent the standard deviations

Fig. 2 State-state level of photochemical quenching yields 
as a function of the actinic photon flux density. Diamonds: 
wild-type; squares: PsaA-M684H mutant; circles: PsaB-
M664H mutant. The maximum photon flux density was 
1,500 µE m−2 s−1. Each point is the average of 3–5 independ-
ent measurements. The error bars represent the standard 
deviations
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effect of axial donor substitution to A0 bound by 
the PsaA or the PsaB reaction centre subunits of 
PS I. In our view, it is not possible to explain at 
full the experimental observations relating to the 
 photosynthetic performance of the PsaA-M684H 
and the PsaB-M664H mutants, in the frame of 
previous spectroscopic investigations. A simple 
redistribution of the electron transfer between the 
PsaA- and the PsaB-bound redox-active chains 
will not lead to a significant difference in the 
overall rate of electron transfer of PS I. This is 
represented as the population evolution of the 
terminal  radical pair of the PS I electron transfer 
chain, [P700

+ FB
−]. We have simulated the popu-

lation evolution of [P700
+ FB

−], using the kinetic 
model previously described by (Santabarbara et al. 
2005), but selectively suppressing electron transfer 
either through the redox centres bound to the PsaA 
or the PsaB subunit. The electron transfer simula-
tion show that even complete redistribution of the 
electron transfer in favour of one or the other redox 
active branch, does not alter the overall kinetics 
of  electron transfer through PS I (not shown). The 
most likely explanation for the results obtained in 
the PsaA-M684H and the PsaB-M664H mutants, is 
that the mutation affect, the maximal photochemi-
cal efficiency of PS I differently, which is the ratio 
of (irreversible) charge separation events and the 
number of photons absorbed by the photosystem. 
The maximal photochemical yield is independent 
from the photon flux density, at least at physi-
ological relevant light regimes. In whole cells, 
at saturating light regimes, the photosynthetic 
electron transfer is limited by the operation of 
the carbon fixation metabolic reactions and the 
 differences between the PsaA-M684H mutant and 
the wild-type are less pronounced. However, in the 
PsaB-M664H mutant the reduced photochemical 

efficiency of PS I always limits the chloroplast 
metabolism.
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CHAPTER THIRTY SEVEN

Temperature Dependence of the Reduction Kinetics 
of P680+ in Oxygen-Evolving PS II Complexes Throughout 
the Range from 320 to 80 K

Eberhard Schlodder

Abstract  Transient absorbance difference spec-
troscopy has been used to study the reduction 
kinetics of P680+ after the first flash given to dark-
adapted oxygen-evolving PS II complexes from 
Thermosynechococcus elongatus as a function of 
temperature between 80 and 320 K. The half-life 
of P680+ reduction by TyrZ increases from 20 ns 
at 300 K to about 4 µs at 150 K corresponding to 
an activation energy of (122 ± 3) meV. Analyzing 
the temperature dependence of the rate in terms of 
nonadiabatic electron transfer theory, one obtains 
a reorganization energy of about 700 meV and an 
edge-to-edge distance of about 8.5 Å which is in 
good agreement with the distance between PD1 and 
TyrZ in the recent structural model of PS II at 3.0 
Å resolution (Loll et al. 2005). In the range from 
260 to 150 K, the re-reduction of P680+ by TyrZ 
is increasingly replaced by the charge recombina-
tion between P680+ and QA

−. It is proposed that 
reorganization processes which are required for 
the stabilization of the state P680TyrZ

ox become 
arrested around 200 K. Freezing out of the electron 

donation from TyrZ to P680+ is the result. The yield 
of TyrZ oxidation at low temperature is <5%.

Keywords  Photosystem II, electron transfer, 
TyrZ, P680, transient absorption spectroscopy

Introduction

Photosystem II (PS II) is a multi-subunit pigment-
protein complex embedded in the thylakoid mem-
brane of plants, algae and cyanobacteria that uses 
light energy to catalyze the electron transfer (ET) 
from water to plastoquinone. The structure of PS 
II from Thermosynechococcus elongatus has been 
determined by X-ray crystallographic analysis to a 
resolution of 3.0–3.5 Å (Loll et al. 2005; Ferreira 
et al. 2004). The most recently published X-ray 
structure of dimeric PS II (Loll et al. 2005), identi-
fies 36 transmembrane helices and the following 
cofactors: 35 Chl a, 11 ß-carotene, 2 pheophytin 
a (Pheo), 1 b-type (Cyt-b559) and 1 c-type heme 
(Cyt-c550), the Mn4Ca – cluster, 2 plastoquinones 
(QA and QB) and the non-heme-iron.

The absorption of light by PS II induces a trans-
membrane charge separation between the primary 
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electron donor P680, which is composed of PD1 and 
PD2, and the plastoquinone acceptor QA. The pho-
tooxidized P680 is rereduced by the redox active 
tyrosine TyrZ (D1-Tyr-161) which in turn accepts 
an electron from the oxygen-evolving Mn4Ca-cluster 
(OEC). The oxidation of TyrZ is followed by the 
release of the phenolic proton, whereby the neutral 
radical is formed. The proton has been suggested to 
be accepted by D1-His190, which possibly forms 
a hydrogen bond to TyrZ (for a detailed discussion 
see Diner and Britt 2005).

At 295 K the oxidation of TyrZ occurs after the 
first flash given to dark-adapted oxygen-evolving 
PS II complexes with a half-life of about 20 ns 
(Brettel et al. 1984). From measurements in the 
temperature range between 295 and 250 K an 
activation energy of about 10 kJ/mol (105 meV) 
was obtained for this electron transfer (ET) step 
(Eckert and Renger 1988). Using this value, the 
extrapolated half-lives for the reduction of P680+ 
by TyrZ at low temperatures are significantly 
shorter (1 µs at 150 K/60 µs at 100 K) than the half-
life of the charge recombination between P680+ 
and QA

− (»3 ms at T < 200 K) which is nevertheless 
observed at these temperatures (Reinmann and 
Mathis 1981; Hillmann and Schlodder 1995).

In this work, the temperature dependence of the 
reduction kinetics of P680+ in dark adapted PS II 
from T. elongatus with the oxygen-evolving-center 
in the S1 state has been analyzed throughout the 
full temperature range from 320 to 80 K.

Materials and methods

Samples. O2-evolving PS II core complexes of 
T. elongatus were prepared as described previously 
(Zouni et al. 2000). For low temperature meas-
urements, the PS II sample was diluted by buffer 
containing 20 mM MES (pH 6.5), 10 mM MgCl2, 
20 mM CaCl2, 0.02% (w/v) β-DM and glycerol to 
give a final glycerol concentration of 60% (v/v).

Transient absorbance spectroscopy. Laser-flash 
induced absorbance changes (∆A) at 830 nm due 
to the formation of the Chl radical cation P680+ 
were measured as described previously (Hillmann 

and Schlodder 1995). We used a cw laser diode 
as measuring light source. The samples were 
excited by non-saturating laser flashes at 532 nm 
with a pulse duration of 3 ns. The decay kinet-
ics were analyzed by a sum of exponential decay 
components minimizing the sum of squares of the 
weighted residuals.

Results and discussions

Figure 1 shows the kinetics of P680+ reduction at 
selected temperatures. The formation and decay of 
P680+ is monitored by the absorbance change at 
830 nm, where the radical cation P680+ absorbs. 
The half-life of the ns decay after the first flash 
given to dark-adapted PS II complexes increases 
from 20 ns at 300 K to about 500 ns at 180 K. Below 
250 K, the amplitude of the ns decay component, 

Fig. 1 P680+ reduction after the first flash given to dark-
adapted oxygen-evolving PS II monitored by flash-induced 
absorption changes at 830 nm
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indicating the yield of P680+ reduction by TyrZ, 
decreases strongly upon lowering the temperature.

In Fig. 2 inset, the rate of P680+ reduction by 
the redox active tyrosine TyrZ is plotted on a loga-
rithmic scale as a function of the reciprocal of tem-
perature in the range between 320 and 120 K. By 
using the Arrhenius equation, an activation energy 
of (122 ± 3) meV has been determined for the elec-
tron transfer from TyrZ to P680+. The temperature 
dependence of the rate can be well described by 
non-adiabatic electron transfer theory.

Using an expression for the rate with a single 
vibration coupled to the electron transfer, the fit 
of the experimental data yielded a reorganization 
energy λ of about 700 meV, an electronic coupling 
V of about 0.6 meV and a value of about 20 meV 
for the energy of the vibrational mode coupled to 
the electron transfer. For the standard Gibbs free 
energy of reaction, ∆Go, a value of −60 meV was 
used. As −∆Go is small compared to λ, the uncer-
tainty in ∆Go has relatively small effects on the 
calculated values of V and λ. In order to estimate 
the distance between P680 and TyrZ, an empirical 
relation has been used that gives the free-energy 
optimized rate kop as a function of the edge-to-edge 
distance R: kop = 1013 s−1 exp(−ß(R − R0) ) with ß = 
1.4 Å and R0 = 3.6 Å representing van der Waals 

contact (Moser et al. 1992). With kop = 1010 s−1 
(calculated for −∆Go = λ, T = 295 K and the other 
parameters as given above) we obtain an edge-
to-edge distance of R ≅ 8.5 Å corresponding to a 
center-to-center distance of about 13 Å in excellent 
agreement with the structural models of PSII. As 
the energy of the vibrational mode coupled to the 
ET is <kT, the semiclassical Marcus equation can 
also been used to fit the data. Similar value for λ 
and kop were obtained by this fit.

Figure 2 depicts the amplitude of the nanosec-
ond decay phase, indicating the yield of P680+ 
reduction by TyrZ, as a function of temperature. 
The maximum amplitude at 300 K was set equal to 
100%. Measurements on a slower timescale show 
that in the range from 250 to 150 K the reduction of 
P680+ by TyrZ is increasingly replaced by the charge 
recombination of P680+ with QA

− (not shown). 
This cannot be explained by a kinetic competition. 
Charge recombination takes place with a half-life 
of about 3 ms below 200 K and is thereby at least 
by a factor of 1,000 slower than electron donation 
by TyrZ (t1/2 ≅ 250 ns at 200 K). It is proposed that 
reorganization processes (e.g. the deprotonation of 
the phenolic-OH), which are required for the sta-
bilization of the state P680TyrZ

ox, become blocked 
around 200 K. This result can also explain the inhi-
bition of the S2−state formation upon lowering the 
temperature reported earlier (Brudvig et al. 1983). 
It can be assumed that freezing out of reorganiza-
tion processes results in a decrease of the driving 
force, which would explain a lowering of the P680+ 
TyrZ ⇔ P680TyrZ

ox equilibrium constant upon low-
ering the temperature.
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Low Quantum Yield Electron Transfer Pathways in PSII

Matthias Schenderlein, Maria Andrea Mroginski, Marianne Çetin, and Eberhard Schlodder

Abstract   At low temperatures (<180 K) the 
 electron transfer in photosystem II (PSII) is inhibited 
from QA

− to QB and from YZ to P680
+. Depending 

on the initial redox state of Cytb559 different 
long-lived states are formed upon illumination 
(QA

−P680Cytb559+, QA
−P680Car+, QA

−P680Chlz+). The 
formation and decay of these states are investigated 
by means of Raman and (polarized) absorption 
difference spectroscopy. Raman bands appearing 
upon illumination of PSII at 77 K with Cytb559 
preoxidized are assigned to the ß-carotene cation. 
DFT-calculations on ß-carotene and its radical 
cation confirm this assignment. The linear dichr-
oism of the 1,000 nm band of the ß-carotene cation 
shows that the oxidized Car is oriented parallel to 
the membrane plane, which is in agreement with the 
orientation of the Car on the D2 side. Chl oxidation 
has been monitored by the bleaching bands in the 
Soret (433 nm), in the QX (610 and 624 nm) and in 
the QY region (665 nm).

Keywords  Photosystem II, Raman, DFT  calculation, 
secondary electron donors, linear dichroism

Introduction

Photosystem II is a membrane-bound pigment-pro-
tein complex that uses light energy to drive electron 
transfer from water to plastoquinone. The structure of 
PSII from Thermosynechococcus elongatus has been 
 determined by X-ray crystallographic analysis to a 
 resolution of 3 Å (Loll et al. 2005). At low temperature 
(T < 180 K), the light-induced formation of P680+ QA

− 
in PSII is followed by the charge recombination, as the 
electron transfer from QA

− to QB and from YZ to P680+ 
is inhibited. Upon repetitive excitation by flashes or 
continuous illumination, the yield of P680+ QA

− for-
mation decreases to about 20%. This is explained by 
the oxidation of secondary electron donors (Cytb559, 
Car, Chlz) by P680+ that occurs with low quantum 
yield in competition to the charge recombination 
of P680+ QA

−. Thereby, long-lived states as, e.g. 
QA

−P680Cytb559+, QA
−P680Car+, QA

−P680Chlz+ are 
accumulated. To determine the function of the second-
ary donors in photosynthesis, the formation and decay 
of the long-lived states are investigated by means of 
Raman and optical spectroscopy. DFT-calculations on 
b-carotene and its radical cation have been performed 
in order to assign Raman-bands recorded in dark 
adapted and illuminated PSII  samples at 77 K.

Max-Volmer-Laboratorium, Technische Universität Berlin, 
Strasse des 17 Juni 135, 10623 Berlin
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Materials and methods

PSII core complexes from T. elongatus were pre-
pared as described in (Kern et al. 2005).

Raman experiments have been performed with 
1,064 nm excitation (Nd-YAG cw laser) on a 
Bruker RFS100/S Fourier-Transform-Raman spec-
trometer (spectral resolution 4 cm−1, laser power 
300 mW, 2,000 scans).

Absorption spectra were taken with a Cary1E 
or Cary50 spectrophotometer. Temperature con-
trol was achieved with an Oxford cryostat (Model 
DN1704).

Absorbance and linear dichroism (LD) were 
measured as described in (Schlodder et al. 2005).

DFT calculations of the vibrational frequencies 
of ß-carotene were done using the Gaussian03 
program package with the B3LYP functional and 
6-31G* basis sets. Force constants were scaled 
with a set of global scaling factors (Magdo et al. 

1999; Mroginski et al. 2000, 2006). This approach 
affords an accuracy of 11 cm−1 for calculated 
wavenumbers. Raman intensities were calculated 
numerically by means of the finite electric field 
method (Magdo et al. 1999). In order to increase 
the accuracy of the Raman intensities the deriva-
tives of the polarizability with respect to the normal 
modes were computed using 4th order differentia-
tion algorithm that effectively minimizes the errors 
associated with the numerical differentiation.

Results and discussion

In order to probe Car and Chl oxidation in PSII at 
low temperatures various methods have been applied. 
Figure 1 presents experimental Raman-(difference) 
spectra as well as a calculated Raman spectrum. The 
spectrum shown in Fig. 1a was recorded at 77 K with 
dark adapted PSII of T.  elongatus. The main bands 

Fig. 1 Raman spectrum of dark adapted PSII (a); calculated Raman spectrum of ß-carotene (b); light-minus-dark Raman 
difference spectra of PSII with oxidized (c); and reduced (d) Cytb559; excitation:1,064 nm, T = 77 K
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in the spectrum are assigned to neutral ß-carotene 
based on a comparison with the Raman spectrum of 
pure ß-carotene in n-hexane (not shown) and DFT-
calculations of the Raman spectrum of ß-carotene 
(Fig. 1b). Both experimental spectra are very similar. 
Compared to earlier calculations (Schlücker et al. 
2003), our calculated band positions and intensities 
are in perfect agreement with the spectrum of pure 
ß-carotene and with the contributions of ß-carotene to 
the spectrum of dark adapted PSII (compare Fig. 1a 
and 1b). The spectrum of dark adapted PSII contains 

additionally smaller contributions from chlorophyll 
a. Bands of Chl a are marked with asterisks. They 
are positioned at 1,556, 1,331, 1,118, 1,046, 990, 920 
and 746 cm−1 in accordance with measured spectra 
of pure Chl a dissolved in n-hexane (not shown). 
Figures 1c and 1d show light-minus-dark difference 
spectra obtained with Cytb559 in the oxidized state 
(Fig. 1c) or in the reduced state (Fig. 1d) before the 
illumination. Oxidation (reduction) of Cytb559 was 
achieved by addition of 2 mM ferricyanide (2 mM 
ascorbate/5 µM PMS).

Table 1 Experimental (column 1) and calculated (column 2) wavenumbers and intensities of 
vibrational bands (column 3) of the ß-carotene radical cation. The experimental numbers are 
derived from the spectrum shown in Fig. 1c

Exp. ν̃/cm−1 Calc. ν̃/cm−1

PSII difference* Car+w Assignment

1,585(m) 1,583(m) C = C stre, C-C stre, C-H rock
1,570(m) 1,554(s) C = C stre, C-C stre
1,560(w) 1,552(m) C = C stre, C-C stre, C-H rock
1,530(s) 1,532(vs) C = C stre, C-H rock
1,489(vs) 1,488(m) C-H rock, C = C stre
~1,464(w) 1,459(w) Me aDef, C-H rock, CCH scis
 1,456(m) CCH scis, Me aDef
1,443(m) 1,447(m) Me aDef
 1,442(w) Me aDef, CCH scis, C = C stre
1,418(m) 1,426(m) C-H rock, C = C stre
1,366(m) 1,371(w) Me sDef
1,334(w) 1,326(m) C-H rock, C = C stre
 1,322(w) C-H rock, C = C stre
1,305(m) 1,297(m) C-H rock, C = C stre
1,291(m) 1,286(w) CH2 twist
1,270(m) 1,278(w) C-H rock
~1,232(m) 1,236(m) C-H rock, C-C stre, C = C stre
1,223(m) 1,222(w) C-H rock, C-C stre
1,212(m) 1,218(vw) CH2 twist, Me rock, C-H rock, C-C stre
1,188(s) 1,191(w) C-C stre, C = C stre
 1,180(w) C-C stre, Me rock
1,161(vs) 1,158(s) C = C stre, C-C stre
~1,150(~m) 1,142(w) C-C stre, Me rock, CH2 twist
~1,136(w) 1,138(w) C-C stre, Me rock, CH2 twist
1,025(m) 1,032(m) Me rock
1,002(vs) 1,008(vw) Me rock, C-C stre
 1,002(vw) Me rock, C-C stre
969(s) 965(w) CH oop, conj. tors
 963(w) CH oop, conj. tors
954(m) 952(m) CH oop, conj. tors
947(m) 949(w) CH oop, conj. tors
897(w) 884(w) CH oop
868(vw) 858(vw) CH oop
854(w) 853(w) CH oop
840(w) 839(w) CH2 rock
794(w) 780(w) C-C stre
 776(w) C-C stre
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The spectra were obtained by subtracting the 
Raman spectra of dark adapted PSII complexes 
from those measured under illumination of the sam-
ple. If Cytb559 is initially oxidized, strong Raman 
bands appear upon illumination. These bands can 
be attributed to the formation of Car+. Their posi-
tions are very well reproduced by DFT-calculations 
carried out on a ß-carotene cation (Table 1).

Intensities of the bands however are not per-
fectly well reproduced as certain modes of the 
cation are strongly enhanced at the excitation 
wavelength of 1,064 nm, which is close to the 
absorption maximum of the cation at 1,000 nm. 
Comparison of the calculated spectrum with 

 experimental data reported by Telfer et al. (2003), 
which were acquired with off-resonance excitation, 
shows much better agreement. Raman bands due to 
the Chl radical cation are not resolved in the dif-
ference spectrum. If Cytb559 is initially reduced, 
the formation of a ß-carotene radical occurs only 
in about 5% of the PSII complexes (Fig. 1d) as the 
long-lived stated QA

−P680Cytb559+ is accumulated 
upon illumination under these conditions.

Figure 2 shows light-minus-dark absorbance 
difference spectra at 77 K for PSII with Cytb559 
in the oxidized state. The spectra were obtained 
by subtracting the absorbance spectra in the dark-
adapted state from those after illumination with the 

Fig. 2 Light-minus-dark absorbance difference spectra at 77 K for PSII with Cytb559 in the oxidized state, inset: linear 
dichroism of the 1,000 nm ß-carotene cation band
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indicated number of saturating flashes or continu-
ous white light for 60 s. For comparison the 77 K 
absorbance spectrum of PSII is also depicted.

In the presence of preoxidized Cytb559, illumina-
tion leads to reduction of QA indicated by the band 
shift centered at 543 nm (C550) and the oxidation of 
a Car and of a Chl. The Car+ formation leads to the 
bleaching bands at 459, 491 and 518 nm (Fig. 2 top) 
and the strong absorbance increase around 1,000 nm 
(see Fig. 2 bottom). Chl oxidation can be monitored 
by the bleaching bands in the Soret (433 nm), in the 
QX − (610 and 624 nm) and in the QY − region (665 nm). 
In the QY − region, the ∆A spectrum exhibits addition
ally electrochromic band shifts of nearby Chl a and 
Pheo a pigments induced by the electric field of QA

− 
and (CarChl)+. The absorbance increase in the NIR 
(700–900 nm) is dominated by the short-wavelength 
tail of the Car radical cation. One flash induces about 
10% of the absorbance changes induced by 60 s illu-
mination. Using extinction difference coefficients of 
130 mM−1 cm−1 at 1,000 nm (Mathis and Vermeglio 
1972), 50 mM−1 cm−1 at 434 nm, 8.3 mM−1 cm−1 
around 620 nm and 63 mM−1 cm−1 at 665 nm (Davis 
et al. 1979) the ratio of Chl+:Car+ is estimated to be 
1:0.55. The LD of the 1,000 nm band (see Fig. 2 
bottom inset) shows that the oxidized Car is oriented 
parallel to the membrane plane which is in agree-
ment with the orientation of CarD2. The oxidized Chl 
can be tentatively assigned to ChlzD2 which is close 
to CarD2 (nomenclature as in Loll et  al. 2005).
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Detection of Ultrafast Process in the Energy and Electron 
Transfer Dynamics in the Photosystem I Reaction Center

Yutaka Shibata, Shunsuke Kawamoto, Yosuke Satoh, and Shigeru Itoh

Abstract  Fluorescence dynamics of photosystem 
I reaction center over a femtosecond to nanosecond 
time range was observed by using both the fluo-
rescence up-conversion (FUC) technique and the 
streak camera (SC). Simultaneous analysis of the 
data of both FUC and SC resulted in determina-
tion of the time dependent fluorescence spectrum, 
in which the wavelength dependence of the sen-
sitivity is corrected. The observed data could be 
well reproduced based on a kinetic model assum-
ing three fluorescent compartments and one dark 
compartment. The parameter set estimated by the 
fitting suggests that the entire fluorescence decay 
was determined by the rate of the energy transfer 
step from the red chlorophyll-a pool to the primary 
charge donor.

Keywords  Photosystem I, fluorescence up-
conversion, streak camera, decay-associated spectra, 
species associated spectra

Introduction

The light-harvesting process and the primary electron-
transfer reaction in Photosystem I (PS I) reaction 
center have been studied for a long time by various 
techniques. In spite of intensive studies so far, it 
has been still a controversy as to which is rate-
limiting in the early photoreactions of PS I, the 
energy-transfer (transfer limited) or the electron-
transfer (trap limited) process. Holzwarth’s group 
has recently proposed, based on their ultrafast tran-
sient-absorption and fluorescence studies, a model 
of the light-harvesting and the primary electron-
transfer processes in PS I (Holzwarth et al. 2006). 
In their model, it was assumed that the primary 
charge-separation is reversible and then the “trap-
limited” picture is the case in PS I.

Time-resolved fluorescence measurement can 
be a complementary approach to the transient 
absorption measurement to confirm the model 
proposed by Holzwarth et al. However, fluores-
cence measurements of PS I with sufficient time 
resolution have not been done intensively so far. In 
order to evaluate the early energy-transfer kinetics 
in PS I, here we re-studied the fs time-resolved 
fluorescence dynamics of PS I by using both the 
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fluorescence up-conversion (FUC) technique and 
the sensitivity-corrected streak camera (SC) sys-
tem. Analysis of both data of FUC and SC enabled 
us to deduce the sensitivity-corrected fluorescence 
kinetics over the fs to ns time range. The obtained 
data were analyzed based on a kinetic model 
considering the red-chlorophyll-a pool in PS I 
antenna.

Materials and methods

The PS I trimer was purified from a thermophilic 
cyanobacterium, Synechococcus elongatus. The 
purified PS I particle was dissolved in a 25 mM 
Tricine-NaOH buffer with pH 7.5, containing 
50 mM NaCl, 20 µM methoxy PMS, 10 mM sodium 
ascorbate, and 0.05% n-dodecyl-β-D-maltoside. 
The sample solution was contained in a quartz cell 
with an optical path length of 2 mm and stirred with 
a rotating magnetic bar. The optical density at the 
Qy absorption peak was adjusted to about 0.4/2 mm. 
Ti:sapphire laser (MaiTai; Spectra-Physics) with a 
repetition rate of 80 MHz was used for both FUC 
and SC measurements. The excitation wavelength 
was 430 nm, which may result in non-selective 
excitation of chlorophyll (Chl)-a molecules in the 
sample. The averaged excitation power was neces-
sary to be set 10 mW (0.125 nJ/pulse) to get a suf-
ficient S/N ratio. This power is still well below that 
causing the singlet-singlet annihilation (Savikin 
et al. 1999). This excitation condition, however, 
results in the accumulation of the closed (P700 oxi-
dized) state in the PS I particles within the excited 
volume. It has been suggested that the fluorescence 
dynamics of the closed PS I is almost equal to that 
of the open PS I. It has been considered that the 
effective quenching of the excitation energy in the 
closed PS I is caused by the energy transfer to P700 
cation state and consequent rapid relaxation to the 
ground state (Byrdin et al. 2000). We consider that 
the energy-transfer kinetics is unchanged in the 
closed PS I. In the SC measurement, streak camera 
(C5094; Hamamatsu Photonics Inc.) was used. 
The wavelength dependence of the SC system was 
corrected by measuring the standard lamp emission 

spectrum. The widths of the instrumental response 
functions were 230 fs and 44 ps for FUC and SC 
measurements, respectively.

Results and discussions

Scattered lines in Fig. 1A–C show the fluorescence 
dynamics of the PS I sample observed by FUC 
(panels (A) and (B) ) and by SC (panel (C) ). The 
observed dynamics was fitted to a model function 
of sum of five exponentials,
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convolved with the instrumental response function. 
Here q(t-t0) is a step function having the value of 
unity/0 with t larger/smaller than the time origin t0. 
A0 is the parameter adjusting the different sensitiv-
ity of fluorescence detection between FUC and SC. 
A0 was fixed at 1 for the model curves to the data of 
SC, whose wavelength dependent sensitivity was 
corrected. The fluorescence dynamics observed at 
each wavelength by FUC and SC system were fit-
ted globally with the values of A1˜5 and t1˜5 shared. 
Finally, the fluorescence kinetics at all monitoring 
wavelength were globally fitted with the values of 
t1˜5 shared. Smooth lines in Fig. 1A–C are the fit-
ting curves, which well reproduced the data. Figure 
1 panel (D) shows thus obtained sensitivity-cor-
rected decay-associated spectra (DAS). There are 
two DAS components that show both positive and 
negative amplitudes suggesting the energy transfer 
processes. These two components, with time con-
stants of 0.7 ps (closed circles) and 3.6 ps (open 
triangles), probably reflect the energy transfer 
process from the most blue Chl-a group to the bulk 
Chl-a and from the bulk to the red- Chl-a pool, 
respectively. The 26 ps DAS component is posi-
tive in whole wavelength region, and is considered 
trapping component. The 1.1 ns component has a 
maximum value at 680 nm and then is considered 
emitted from free Chl-a.

We also fitted the data to the model curves calcu-
lated based on a kinetic model shown in Fig. 2A. In 
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this model, we assumed three fluorescent compart-
ments Ant1, Ant2, RC* and one dark compartment 
P700+*. Ant1, Ant2, and RC*  correspond to the bulk 
Chl-a, the red Chl-a pool, and the antenna  pigment 
group which are tightly coupled to the primary 
electron donor, respectively. In the present case, we 
assumed that the excited state is quenched by the 
energy transfer from RC* to P700+* and subsequent 
rapid  de-excitation to its ground state (Byrdin et al. 
2000). Here, this process was assumed to be irrevers-
ible, because of the large red shift of P700+ absorption 
band as compared to the antenna Chl-a. The 1.1 ns 

free-Chl-a component is considered not relevant to 
the energy transfer kinetics and then was subtracted 
from the observed fluorescence decay curves. The 
ratio between the forward/backward rate of the 
energy transfer from RC* to Ant2 was fixed at 
10 according to the assumed energy difference 
around 600 cm−1 between these two compartments. 
The scattered and smooth lines in Fig. 2B are the 
observed data and the fitting curves, respectively. 

Fig. 1 Scattered lines are the fluorescence decay dynamics 
of PS I sample observed by FUC (A) (B) and by SC (C). 
Smooth lines are the fitting curves. Panel (D) shows the 
decay-associated spectra with the time constants of 0.10 ps 
(open circles), 0.70 ps (closed circles), 3.6 ps (open trian-
gles), 26 ps (closed triangles), and 1.1 ns (crosses)

Fig. 2 (A) The kinetic model of the early energy transfer 
and quenching process of the closed PS I sample assumed in 
the present study. Numbers by the arrows indicate the rates 
of the steps. (B) Scattered and smooth lines are the observed 
data and the simulated curves based on the kinetic model 
in panel (A), respectively. (C) Time dependence of the 
population of each compartment calculated from the kinetic 
parameters estimated by the fitting. (D) The estimated 
species-associated spectra of Ant1 (open circles), Ant2 
(closed circles), and RC* (open triangles)
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The simulation well reproduced the data. Figure 2C 
shows the population kinetics of each compartment. 
The estimated rates are indicated in Fig. 2A in the 
unit of [1/ps]. It is suggested from the model fitting 
that the energy transfer from the red Chl-a pool to 
RC* is the step that determines the decay of the 
entire fluorescence. Figure 2D shows the obtained 
species-associated spectra (SAS). Three compart-
ments have rather broad spectra, overlapping each 
other. Ant2, that is assumed red-Chl-a pool, has the 
most red-shifted SAS.

The results described above suggest an impor-
tance of the red-Chl-a pool to determine the entire 
fluorescence decay. The observation of the ultrafast 
fluorescence dynamics of PS I in the open state is 
important future problem.
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CHAPTER FORTY

Low Temperature Secondary Pathway Donation 
in Photosystem II of Spinach

Ronald Steffen1, Joseph L. Hughes1, Nick Cox2, Paul Smith2, Ron J. Pace2, 
and Elmars Krausz1

Abstract  At low temperature (5 K) light-induced 
charge separation in photosystem II (PS II) is fol-
lowed by charge stabilization due to reduction of 
P680+ by secondary donors such as carotenoid 
(Car) or chlorophyll (Chl) that compete with P680+ 
QA

− charge recombination.
In order to study charge stabilization in photosys-

tem II at low temperature we utilized a newly devel-
oped CCD-based absorption spectrometer providing 
minimal actinic fluence and reasonable time (100 ms) 
and spectral (0.5 nm) resolution while covering a 
large spectral window from 470 to 1,100 nm. This 
enabled us to follow the electron transfer reactions in 
photosystem II by monitoring the specific signals for 
QA

−, Chl+ and Car+ simultaneously in the wavelength 
and time domain. We show that, as a result of induc-
ing multiple turnovers in photosystem II core com-
plexes from spinach, during the course of illumination 
with continuous green light the relative amounts of 
the donors Car+ and Chl+ depend on the number of 
photons absorbed. In a prolonged illumination Car+ is 
largely replaced by more stable donors.

Keywords  Low temperature absorbance differ-
ence, photosystem II, secondary donors, carotenoid

Introduction

Investigation of electron transfer reactions in PS II at 
low temperature provides important information about 
the electronic properties of redox cofactors in PS II. 
In particular side-path donation to P680+ has been 
studied in much detail and different models have been 
suggested to explain pathways of Car and Chl oxida-
tion at low temperature (Hillman and Schlodder 1995; 
Hanley et al. 1999; Tracewell et al. 2001; Faller et al. 
2001). These investigators used either steady state 
techniques or single wavelength kinetic measurements 
to monitor separately the different signals of donors 
and acceptor in PS II. The combination of both tech-
niques enabled us to gain new insight in the electron 
transfer reactions of PS II at low temperature.

Materials and methods

Isolation of PS II core complexes from spinach. PS 
II core complexes from spinach were prepared as 
described in Smith et al. (2002).
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Low-temperature absorption measurements. A 
custom build CCD-based absorption spectrometer 
equipped with a PIXIS CCD camera (Princeton 
Instruments) and a 50 groves/mm grating blazed 
at 800 nm was used. Spectra in the 470–1,100 nm 
wavelength region were taken with an exposure 
time of 100 ms. An 514 nm Ar-laser was used as 
actinic light source.

Results

Figure 1 shows a typical data set extracted from a 
single experiment on PS II core complexes from 
spinach. After 10 min of dark adaptation at room 
temperature the sample was cooled to 5 K and 
illuminated for 5 min. Different spectral features 
reported to be specific to PS II can be identified in 
the light induced absorbance difference spectrum, 
namely: Pheo Qx (544.5 nm) and Qy (684 nm) shifts 
due to QA

−, Car+ radical band (985 nm), CarD2 
bleach (508 nm) and a 495 nm feature associated 
with CarD1. The extent of Chl oxidation can be 
measured at 662 and 669 nm or as the overall 
bleached area in the Qy absorption band.

During the course of the illumination, the  signals 
specific to the redox state of donors and acceptor 
in PS II exhibit quite different characteristics. The 
most prominent difference is observed with respect 
to the Car+ absorption band and its concomitant 
bleach at 508 nm. These signals increase to a 
maximum and then slowly decrease, whereas the 
signals specific to Chl oxidation and QA reduction 
continue to increase or saturate, respectively.

Which Car is oxidized and reduced under
illumination?

The most recent crystal structure (Loll et al. 2005) 
identifies two carotenoids, CarD1 and CarD2 in the 
reaction centre of T. elongatus. With respect to 
these carotenoids we assume a correspondence of 
this structure with our core complexes of spinach. 
Furthermore, spectral features for two different 
carotenoids have been described in the literature 
(Telfer et al. 2003). Both of these features are 
present in the light induced difference spectrum in 
Fig. 1. A bleach at about 508 nm has been assigned 
to CarD2 and a feature at about 489 nm to CarD1 
(Loll et al. 2005; Kwa et al. 1992).

Fig. 1 Light-induced conversion and subsequent decay kinetics in the dark of PS II core complexes from spinach at 5 K. 
Inset: absorbance spectra before and after illumination and light-induced difference spectrum
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Comparing the kinetic traces for the CarD1 and 
CarD2 features with the kinetic trace for Car+ it 
is clear that the 508 nm bleach exhibits the same 
conversion characteristics as the radical band at 
985 nm. Furthermore, no change in the 496 nm 
feature associated with CarD1 is observed in the 
light-induced difference spectrum corresponding to 
the reduction of Car+, i.e. the Car+ reduced under 
illumination can be identified as CarD2.

What is the origin of CarD2
+ reduction under 

illumination?

According to models currently discussed in the 
literature (Hillman and Schlodder 1995; Hanley 
et al.1999; Tracewell et al. 2001; Faller et al. 
2001) secondary pathway donation at low tem-
perature is expected to take place via transient 
oxidation of CarD2 with either cyt b559 or ChlZ,D2 
constituting the terminal donor. Reduction of Car+ 
is therefore expected to be a light-independent 
process taking place under illumination and in the 
dark. Furthermore, depending on the illumination 
regime, any decrease in Car+ should be limited by 
either QA

− Car+ recombination (if the recombina-
tion competes with the rate of excitation) or ChlZ,D2 
donation (if recombination is not limiting). In addi-
tion an increase in Chl bleach is expected due to 
oxidation of ChlZ,D2.

Usually reduction of Car+ by either side-path 
donor is expected to be fast compared to the oxida-
tion of Car by P680+ and therefore transient popula-
tions of Car+ under illumination are not detectable 
by scanning absorbance difference spectroscopy. 
In our PS II cores complexes from spinach cyt b559 
is initially oxidized and not available as a donor, 
i.e. the only known donor to Car+ that is available 
is ChlZ,D2.

Different experiments were performed to test 
the above predictions with respect to (a) Car+ 
reduction by ChlZ,D2 and (b) Car+ reduction by 
recombination with QA

−.

(a) Car+ reduction by ChlZ,D2. As can be seen in 
Fig. 1 Chl oxidation as estimated by 662 nm 
bleach does occur under illumination but no 

increase in this signal is observed in 40 min 
of dark decay. This lack of Chl oxidation in 
the dark decay following illumination (Fig. 1) 
shows that a dark process of ChlZ,D2 donation 
to Car+ can be excluded, and therefore can-
not account for the observed Car+ reduction 
under illumination. In contrast to the model 
predictions Chl oxidized under illumination 
is stable in the dark.

In a second experiment (data not shown) 
a sample illuminated for 5 min at 5 K with 
green light was annealed to 130 K over a time 
period of 40 min. According to the literature 
this procedure results in reduction of Car+ 
by ChlZ,D2 (Hanley et al. 1999). In agree-
ment with the low temperature decay kinet-
ics no increase, indeed no change at all, in 
Chl oxidation was observed in our samples. 
Therefore it can be excluded that donation 
by ChlZ,D2 as a dark process is responsible 
for the slow reduction of Car+ under illumi-
nation.

In both experiments the decrease in QA
− 

in the dark is accounted for by recombination 
with Car+. It can, however, not be excluded 
that ChlZ,D2 is rapidly oxidized on a ms 
timescale in a fraction of centers that escape 
the time resolution of this experiment.

(b) Car+ reduction by recombination with QA
−. 

Recombination of Car+ with QA
− under illu-

mination can only result in reduction of Car+ 
if a second charge separation induced in the 
same reaction centre has a certain probabil-
ity of generating a donor state not involving 
Car+. In a mechanism such as this the reduc-
tion of Car+ would, in first approximation, 
be limited by the recombination of Car+ with 
QA

−. Indeed, since the quantum efficiency 
of the non-Car+ pathway would be low, we 
can expect the reduction of Car+ via this 
mechanism to be significantly slower than 
the recombination of Car+ with QA

−.
Figure 2 (upper panel) shows the kinetic 

traces for Car+ at different illumination pow-
ers. It can be seen that when the laser power 
is increased above the saturation limit for 
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Car+, the reduction of Car+ is accelerated 
and indeed is proportional to the number of 
photons absorbed (lower panel). This shows 
that reduction of Car+ under illumination is 
a light-driven process and is not limited by 
recombination with QA

−.

Discussion

The results presented here show that the reduction 
of Car+ under illumination is a light-driven process 
other than the primary charge separation. Neither 
recombination with QA

− nor donation by ChlZ,D2 as 
a dark process can explain the observed reduction 
of Car+ under illumination.

Two alternative models would be able to explain 
the observed light-induced reduction of Car+ under 
illumination:

(i) Inactive branch charge separation. A P680+ 
PheoD2

− charge separation on the inactive branch 
in the presence of Car+ could enable reduction of 
Car+ by PheoD2

−. This charge separation process 
could be either intrinsic to the reaction centre 
in its dark state or it could be enabled due to a 
change in redox potentials in the presence of Car+.

(ii) Direct excitation of ChlZ,D2. Direct excitation of 
ChlZ,D2 may lead to reduction of Car+ if the redox 
potential of ChlZ,D2* is raised above that of Car+.
Experiments to distinguish between these two 
models are in progress.

Fig. 2 Light-induced conversion kinetics for Car+ for different illumination powers (upper panel) and comparison of con-
version kinetics for donors and acceptor in PS II (lower panel)
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Structure-Function Correlations in the (A0 Æ A1 Æ FX) 
Electron Transfer Kinetics of the Phylloquinone (A1) 
Acceptor in Cyanobacterial Photosystem I

Nithya Shrinivasan1, Irina Karyagina2, John H. Golbeck1, and Dietmar Stehlik2

Abstract  Phylloquinone (PhQ) functions as a 
cofactor with a highly reducing redox potential 
during light-induced electron transfer (ET) proc-
esses in Photosystem I (PS I). The origin of its low 
redox potential is investigated here by specifically 
replacing the H-bonded Leu residue (L722PsaA) with 
a bulky Trp residue. The low temperature transient 
EPR (TR-EPR) spectrum of the L722WPsaA variant 
shows that the orientation of PhQ in the charge-
separated state is identical to that in native PS I. 
A change in the hyperfine couplings, however, 
indicates a redistribution of the unpaired spin den-
sity over the PhQ ring consistent with a consider-
able reduction in H-bond strength. The observed 
kinetics in the L722WPsaA variant relative to the 
wild-type show: (i) a faster rate of forward electron 
transfer by an order of magnitude from A1A

•− to FX, 
and (ii) only a minor alteration in the spin polariza-
tion pattern, indicating an upper limit of about 1 ns 
for the A0A

•− to A1A
•− ET time constant. An order of 

magnitude change in the kinetics from A1A
•− to FX 

is consistent with a more reducing redox potential 
of PhQ, comparable to that obtained for PS I with 
anthraquinone (AQ) incorporated into the A1A site. 
However, the driving energy for the preceding ET 
step from A0

− to PhQ is altered to a lesser extent in 
the L722WPsaA variant than for AQ-substituted PS 
I. Studies of temperature dependence indicate that 
the electron transfer from A1A

•− to FX is thermally 
activated with properties different from both native 
and AQ-substituted PS I.

Keywords  Photosystem I, electron transfer, qui-
none binding site mutants, TR EPR

Introduction

Transient (TR) EPR spectroscopy is well suited to 
follow certain sequential ET steps during the pri-
mary processes of light-induced charge separation 
in photosynthetic reaction centers (RCs), especially 
those involving the quinone (Stehlik 2006). In PS 
I, identical electron acceptors are arranged in two 
quasi C2 symmetrical branches in the PsaA/PsaB 
heterodimer that connect the primary donor P700 
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via two pairs of Chls and a pair of PhQs (in the A1A 
and A1B sites), to the Fe/S cluster FX. This arrange-
ment is fully compatible with two active branches 
in light-induced charge separation, although all 
observations agree that the electron proceeds pre-
dominantly along the A-branch in cyanobacterial 
PS I. In addition, the time resolution limitations of 
TR EPR discriminate against processes with kinet-
ics faster than the 10 ns regime. This limitation can 
be turned into an advantage if the ET intermediates 
and kinetics need to be characterized along the 
A-branch only. Hence, variants of the PhQ accep-
tor or the binding site environment can be studied 
exclusively in the A1A site. Corresponding modi-
fications concerning the A1B site will yield results 
essentially indistinguishable from the wild type.

Well-characterized protein-cofactor interactions 
of the A1A and A1B sites include (i) a π-stacked 
Trp residue, (ii) a highly asymmetric H-bond from 
the protein-backbone -NH of a Leu residue to the 
stroma-facing quinone carbonyl group, and (iii) 
various electrostatic interactions mostly associ-
ated with partial charges in both the near and the 
more distant protein environment. Contemporary 
research focuses on the question of how these 
protein-cofactor interactions control the functional 
properties of (nearly) identical quinone acceptors in 
Type I (a strongly reducing potential) and Type II 
(a ~ 700 mV less reducing potential) RCs. Standard 
strategies in the pursuit of a better understanding 
of functional properties include the replacement 
of the native PhQ or the modification of the A1A 
and/or A1B binding sites, mostly by site-directed 
mutagenesis. In the case of the purple bacterial RC, 
alteration of the equivalent Ala residue (A-M260) 
to one with a bulky side-chain (Trp) leads to the 
exclusion of ubiquinone from the QA site (McAuley 
et al. 2000). Thus, the corresponding alteration 
of the A1A site in PS I might be expected to have 
similar consequences. However, an inspection of 
the respective X-ray structural models suggests that 
PhQ has an increased chance to be retained in the 
A1A site of PS I because the side chain of either Leu 
or Trp points away from the quinone. In this con-
tribution, an initial set of TR EPR data is presented 
for the L722WPsaA variant of PS I.

Materials and methods

Generation of point mutations of Synechocystis 
sp. PCC 6803 and the isolation of PS I trimers 
was as described previously (Xu et al. 2003). 
Multi-frequency TR EPR techniques are applied as 
described in (Stehlik 2006).

Results

Direct detection X- and Q-band TR EPR spectra 
in frozen solution at 80 K for the charge separated 
P700

•+ A1A
•− state of PS I from the L722WPsaA variant, 

together with corresponding WT spectra, are pre-
sented in Fig. 1. The following features are readily 
recognized:

(i) The overall spin polarization pattern is nearly 
identical for the L722WPsaA variant and WT at 
both frequencies. This indicates that all mag-
netic interaction parameters relevant to the 
observed spectra are conserved. To that extent, 
the integrity of the observed A1A binding site 
is preserved.

(ii) The partially resolved (here barely notice-
able) hyperfine structure (hfs) for the WT 
spectra due to the equivalent methyl protons 
is clearly reduced for the L722WPsaA variant, 
consistent with a substantial weakening of 
the single-sided H-bond. A weaker H-bond 
is expected to shift the redox potential of the 
PhQ to a more negative value and thereby 
increase the driving energy for electron trans-
fer from A1

•− to FX. The kinetics of this ET 
step is accessible to TR EPR detection at 
temperatures down to about 240 K. Figure 
2 presents TR EPR spectra (top) taken in an 
early time window (solid line) after the excit-
ing laser pulse and in a late window (broken 
line). Analogous to previous data reported in 
(Pushkar et al. 2005), they represent the two 
consecutive ET intermediate states: P700

•+ A1A
•− 

and P700
•+ FX

•−, respectively.

Corresponding transients at selected field posi-
tions (indicated by arrows below the spectra) 
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are shown in Fig. 2 (bottom). The data for the 
L722WPsaA variant (black lines) are compared with 
those of PS I with AQ substituted into the A1A site 
(grey lines) (Pushkar et al. 2005). The ET rate from 
A1A

− to FX for the L722WPsaA variant increases by 
about an order of magnitude compared to the WT. 
On the other hand, the early and late spectra for the 
L722WPsaA variant show little change from those 
of the WT, see Fig. 2 top. Note in particular that a 
minor deviation is observed from the wild type E/
A/E polarization pattern of the P700

•+ A1A
•− state. This 

applies also to the E/A pattern for the subsequent 
P700

•+ FX
•− state, where the strong E contribution is 

slightly weaker and the small A slightly stronger 
for the L722WPsaA variant. In contrast, the corre-
sponding spectra for PS I with AQ in the A1A site 
show considerably more drastic changes, consistent 
with an increased lifetime of the precursor P700

•+ A0A
•− 

state sufficient to allow for singlet-triplet mixing as 
analyzed in detail in (Pushkar et al. 2005).

Fig. 1 Spin polarized TR EPR spectra in direct detec-
tion at X-band (top) and Q-band (bottom) of PS I from 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 in frozen solution at 80 K. 
(Positive EPR intensity corresponds to absorptive (A), 
negative to emissive (E) signals). The spectra represent the 
charge separated P700

•+ A1A
•− state and are compared for PS I 

particles from the WT (light grey) and the L722WPsaA vari-
ant (dark black)

Fig. 2 Time evolution of X-band spin polarized TR EPR 
spectra near ambient temperature (240 K). Top: the early 
spectra (solid line) due to the P700

•+ A1A
•− state and the late 

spectra (broken line) due to the P700
•+ FX

•− state are superim-
posed and compared for PS I from the L722WPsaA variant 
(dark black) and from PS I with AQ in the A1A site. Bottom: 
Transients at three selected magnetic field B0 positions 
marked by arrows below the spectra (top). Note similar time 
constants due to the three overlapping processes of instru-
mental rise, electron transfer and spin relaxation. The dif-
ferent polarization patterns for the two samples are clearly 
recognized for the up field positions by different amplitudes 
(b) and even different signs (c)
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Thus, the driving energy (the difference in 
redox potentials) for ET from A1 to FX is increased 
relative to the WT for both the L722WPsaA variant 
and AQ substituted PS I in a similar manner. On 
the other hand, the reduction in driving energy 
for the preceding A0 to A1 ET process is clearly 
smaller for the L722WPsaA variant than for PS I 
with AQ in the A1A site. Intuitively, this correlates 
well with the expectation that an influence on the 
A0 site is less likely in the former compared to the 
latter case. The bulky side chains of both L722PsaA 
or W722PsaA point away from the A1A/A1B sites as 
well as from the even more distant A0A/A0B sites, 
thereby rationalizing the reduced influence.

The temperature dependence of the ET rate 
from A1A

•− to Fx could be readily determined for the 
L722WPsaA variant between 200 and 260 K. The 
transition from a thermally activated process near 
room temperature to a nearly temperature inde-
pendent behavior appears to be different compared 
to that observed for AQ substituted PS I.

Discussion

This work represents a preliminary study of the 
residue that anchors the PhQ involved in electron 
transfer between A0 and FX, to the protein through 
a H-bond. Spectroscopic characterization of the 
L722WPsaA variant in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 
includes TR EPR studies at low and high tem-
peratures. The former suggests that the alteration 
leads to a decrease in the hyperfine coupling of the 
methyl group on the PhQ ring, indicating a reduc-

tion in the H-bond strength. The latter suggests a 
change in electron transfer properties through PhQ. 
In conclusion, the replacement of the H-bonded 
Leu residue with a bulky Trp residue reduces the 
strength of the H-bond to PhQ, thereby increasing 
the driving energy between A1

− to Fx which, in turn, 
increases the ET rate between the two cofactors.
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CHAPTER FORTY TWO

Influence of the Protein Environment on the Regulation 
of the Photosystem II Activity – A Time-Resolved 
Fluorescence Study

Malwina Szczepaniak1, Julia Sander2, Marc Nowaczyk2, Marc G. Müller1, 
Matthias Rögner2, and Alfred R. Holzwarth1

Abstract  The early photosynthetic processes 
 taking place in Photosystem II (PSII), charge 
separation and electron transfer, can be regulated in 
many ways, amongst which the intrinsic properties 
and the internal dynamics of particular cofactors in 
the electron transfer chain as well as their interac-
tions with the surrounding proteins play a significant 
role. We compare the time-resolved fluorescence of 
the dimeric cyanobacterial (Thermosynechococcus 
elongatus) Photosystem II core particles isolated 
from WT and from cells expressing only the psbA3 
gene product. The D1 protein of the PS II reaction 
center (RC) is present in three different copies in 
cyanobacteria: PsbA1, PsbA2 and PsbA3. In the 
investigated PSII particles the two former genes 
were knocked-out, resulting in the overexpression 
of the psbA3 gene, which is not present under phys-
iological light conditions. The psbA3 gene product 
differs from PsbA1 in over ten amino acid residues, 
some positioned close to the early electron transfer 
chain cofactors. The influence of this amino acid 

alteration, in particular the interaction between the 
active pheophytin PheoD1 and the D1-130 residue 
(glutamine/glutamate), on the primary events was 
investigated in PSII particles with the RCs in either 
the open or closed state. We are particularly inter-
ested in possible changes of the protein dynamics 
coupled to charge separation.

Keywords  Photosystem II, fluorescence,  pigment-
protein complex, photoprotection

Introduction

Photosynthetic organisms are subject to a broad 
range of light intensities under natural conditions. 
High light intensities may cause severe damage to 
the proteins hosting the primary processes of the 
photosynthesis. For instance the D1 protein of the 
PS II RC is subjected to a destruction/repair cycle 
at high rates. Interestingly, cyanobacteria under 
high light conditions express primarily the D1 
psbA3 gene product, presumably for better photo-
protection. The mechanisms protecting this protein 
better than the usually expressed PsbA1 protein are 
not clear however.
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Of particular importance is the alteration of the 
D1-130 residue which is occupied by glutamine 
(Q) in PsbA1, and is exchanged for glutamic acid 
(E) in PsbA3, leading to an increase of the H-bond 
strength to PheoD1 (Dorlet et al. 2001). PheoD1 is 
the primary acceptor in the electron transfer proc-
ess in the RC (Holzwarth et al. 2006). Thus the 
change in its H-bonding interaction with D1-130 
residue is expected to influence the very first events 
in the RC and might be participating in the regula-
tion of photosynthesis upon stress conditions.

Materials and methods

Time-resolved fluorescence measurements were 
conducted on WT and PsbA3-PS II core complexes 
from T. elongatus with active oxygen evolving 
complex (Miloslavina et al. 2006). An oxygen-
scavenging system (glucoseoxidase, catalase and 
glucose) was employed during the measurements. 
PSII particles were suspended in 20 mM MES (pH 
6.5) buffer containing 10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM CaCl2, 
0.5 M Mannitol and 0.03% β-DM. For closing RCs 
20 µM DCMU was added together with additional 
illumination (LED λ = 630 nm, 3 µE/m2/s) for the 
prereduction of QA and to assure complete removal 
of QB from its binding pocket.

Measurements were performed using the single 
photon timing technique with 663 nm excitation 
light (Miloslavina et al. 2006). Data were ana-
lyzed by target analysis using compartment models 
(Miloslavina et al. 2006).

Results and discussion

Global analysis

Table 1 shows the results of a global lifetime analysis 
of the various measurements. The peak of the decay-
associated spectra (DAS) for the PsbA3-PSII is blue 
shifted relative to WT (681 nm vs. 685 nm). Another 
difference is found in the average lifetime of fluo-
rescence. Preparations with oxidized QA differ only 
slightly, with WT exhibiting faster decays, whereas 

in PSII with closed RC the fluorescence of the 
PsbA3-PSII decays substantially faster than the WT.

Target modeling of the time-resolved 
fluorescence data

To gain more insight into the physical processes 
kinetic modeling has been applied. We present 
here the best solutions, whose validity was judged 
from the fit residuals, χ2, and the shape of species-
associated emission spectra (SAES). A model with 
three excited state compartments (antennae CP43*, 
CP47*, and RC*), three radical pairs (RPs), and one 
additional compartment outside the kinetic scheme 
was applied (Fig. 1). Since energy equilibration 
between the antennae and the RC is very fast 
(Miloslavina et al. 2006; Holzwarth et al. 2006), it 
was assumed to be conserved between the WT and 

Fig. 1 Scheme of the six-compartmental kinetic model 
used in the target calculations. CP43* and CP47* correspond 
to the excited states of PSII core antennae, RC* to excited 
state of RC, while RP1, RP2 and RP3 to subsequent radical 
pairs. In PSII with reduced QA the model is extended to four 
RPs (from RP1 to RP4)

Table 1 Results of global analysis: lifetimes (in ps) and 
average lifetime of the excited state (in ps) calculated for 
samples, WT and PsbA3-PSII, in two different states: with 
open RC and with closed RC

 WT open  PsbA3  WT closed  PsbA3
Sample RC open RC RC closed RC

Lifetimes (ps) 2 1 4 2
 9 35 53 41
 41 92 242 235
 105 348 1,250 1,150
 332 2,550 3,760 3,840
 2,000 – – –
Excited state 84 95 839 624
average
lifetime (ps)
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the psbA3 gene product (Table 2). Apart from a 
fairly small increase in the rate of charge separation 
(CS) in the PsbA3-PSII we do not see substantial 
differences in the kinetics in samples with oxidized 
QA. Most rate constants, as well as lifetimes, are 
the same within the error limits (10%). In contrast, 
some of the rates and lifetimes differ by up to 50% 
in the PSII cores with closed RC. For example the 
CS rate is much bigger in PsbA3-PSII, while the 
rate of back reaction from RP1 to RC* and the rate 
of charge stabilization RP2 – RP1 are lower.

Comparison of the free energy differences (∆G) 
describing subsequent electron transfer processes 
(Fig. 2) reveals no substantial effect caused by D1-
Q130E exchange in particles with open RC. While 
a change in redox potential is usually expected if a 
hydrogen bond to one of the electron transfer cofac-
tors is modified, it might have no substantial effect 
on the rate of electron transfer if the rate was opti-
mized at the optimum of the Marcus curve for the 
WT. On the other hand, prereduction of QA substan-
tially affects the ∆G value of the charge separation 
process. Although the total ∆G drop from excited 
state to the final RP3 is similar, the ∆G drop cor-
responding to the initial CS is almost 75% larger in 
PsbA3-PSII than in WT. For that it can be argued 
that cyanobacteria exposed to high intensities of 

light adapt to the external conditions by modifica-
tion of the protein composition, what consequently 
leads to the prevention of the formation of highly 
reactive singlet oxygen due to the back reactions 
from RP states to the excited state of RC chloro-
phylls and finally the damage of the enzyme.

Table 2 Forward and backward rates (kfor/kback) of energy or electron transfer processes (given in ns−1) 
between model compartments and associated lifetimes; lifetimes describing the additional compartments not 
connected with the kinetic scheme are given in italics

 WT open RC PsbA3 open RC WT closed RC PsbA3 closed RC

CP43*/RC* 126/230 126/230 200/200 200/200
CP47*/RC* 90/155 90/155 76/144 76/144
RC*/RP1 160/45 177/44.4 56/26 82/21
RP1/RP2 105/10.2 103/11.7 17.3/10 13/12
RP2/RP3 7.8/2 8.7/2 4.5/3.2 5.8/2.6
RP3/RP4 4.1 4.1 1.6/0.4 1.4/0.3
RP4 decay – – 0.6 0.5
Lifetimes (ps) 1.6 1.5 1.8 1.8
 6.5 6.6 8.0 8.0
 9.6 9.6 19 22
 41 37.2 67 55
 108 104 206 225
 377 365 953 979
 3,600 2,500 3,500 3,600

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the free energy differ-
ences ∆G between different compartments of kinetic models 
described in text; RC in open (left) and closed (right) state. 
RC* was used as a reference state for the free energy cal-
culations
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Demonstrated models take account of the 
possible relaxation dynamics of the protein sur-
roundings. In other words, at least one of the 
RPs belonging to the kinetic scheme corresponds 
to the relaxed state of the protein environment. 
And thus for open RC, in PsbA3-PSII and in 
WT, we assign in accordance to (Holzwarth et al. 
2006; Groot et al. 2005) RP1 = ChlaccD1

+ PheoD1
−; 

RP2 = PD1
+ PheoD1

−; RP3 = RP2relax = (PD1
+ 

PheoD1
−)relax. However, in the case of PSII with 

RC in the closed state any assignment of RPs is 
not yet clear. One or two of resolved RPs might 
be basically associated with analogous protein 
reorganization process. Moreover, on the basis 
of our data (Szczepaniak et al. 2007) we assume 
that PheoD1 is not reduced in the first RP in WT 
PSII. Instead, another redox state is formed. In 
such case there should be no difference in the ∆G 
drop corresponding to the initial CS, since the 
introduced amino acid alteration affects mainly 
PheoD1. However, we do observe almost 75% 
increase in the ∆G value for PsbA3-PSII when 
compared with WT. This effect may be due to 
additional changes in the protein structure.

To conclude, we postulate that cyanobacterial 
PSII kinetics is optimized for efficient enzymatic 

activity under the physiological conditions, while 
the exposure to higher intensities of light might 
provoke such photoprotective behavior as the 
expression of the in general silent gene.
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CHAPTER FORTY THREE

Purification and Biochemical Characterization of PSI-LHCI
Supercomplex in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii

Mariko Sumimoto, Takahito Onishi, Jian-Ren Shen, and Yuichiro Takahashi

Abstract  We report a simple and rapid protocol for 
large-scale purification of supercomplex consisting of 
photosystem I (PSI) core and light-harvesting chlo-
rophyll a/b complexes I (LHCI) from the green alga 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. The thylakoid extracts 
were separated by sucrose density gradient ultra-
centrifugation and were subsequently purified with 
anion exchange column chromatography. The puri-
fied PSI-LHCI supercomplex contained eleven PSI 
(PsaA, PsaB, PsaC, PsaD, PsaE, PsaF, PsaG, PsaH, 
PsaI, PsaJ, PsaK, PsaL) and nine LHCI polypeptides, 
but lacked three PSI polypeptides, PsaN, PsaO and 
PsaP. We also tried to crystallize PSI-LHCI and were 
able to obtain small crystals, which showed X-ray 
diffraction of 10.3 Å thus far. It still needs to improve 
the purity of the PSI-LHCI preparation and search for 
optimal crystallization conditions before we will be 
able to start analysis of crystal structures.

Keywords  Photosystem I, PSI-LHCI supercom-
plex, sucrose density gradient ultracentrifugation, 
DEAE chromatography, polypeptide composition, 
crystallization

Introduction

Photosystem I (PSI) catalyzes a light-induced elec-
tron transfer from plastocyanin or cytochrome c6 
to ferredoxin and forms PSI-LHCI supercomplex 
consisting of PSI core and peripheral light-harvest-
ing chlorophyll a/b complexes I (LHCI) in higher 
plants and green alga. The core complex is com-
posed of 14–15 subunits and about 100 cofactors 
such as chlorophyll a, β-carotene, phylloquinone 
and Fe-S cluster. The crystal structure of plant 
PSI-LHCI revealed the association of four LHCI 
complexes (Ben-Shem et al. 2003; Amunts et al. 
2007). In contrast, polypeptide composition of 
PSI-LHCI from the green alga Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii revealed that nine distinctive LHCI 
polypeptides are stably bound to the supercomplex, 
suggesting that the peripheral antenna is much 
larger in C. reinhardtii (Takahashi et al. 2004). 
However, it is not yet determined how many copies 
of LHCI polypeptides are present and how they are 
organized in PSI-LHCI. Single particle analyses of 
PSI-LHCI preparations were reported so far (Nield 
et al. 2004), but the resolution is not so high as to 
give us clear answer. Here we report a simple and 
rapid purification procedure for PSI-LHCI from 
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C. reinhardtii that can be used for crystallization to 
obtain X-ray crystal structure in near future.

Materials and methods

Isolation of thylakoids. Chlamydomonas wild-type 
cells were photoheterotrophically grown to a loga-
rithmic stage at 3–5 × 106 cells/ml in Tris-acetate-
phosphate medium in light at 50 µE/m2/s. Isolated 
thylakoids were treated with 2 M NaBr to remove 
extrinsic proteins.

Purification of PSI-LHCI supercomplex. 
Thylakoids (0.8 mg Chl/ml) were solubilized with 
0.75% n-dodecy-β-D-maltoside and were separated 
by sucrose density gradient ultracentrifugation with 
a Beckman swing rotor SW28 at 28,000 rpm at 

4 °C for 24 h. Sucrose gradients contained 0.02% 
n-dodecy-β-d-maltoside and 5 mM Tricince-NaOH, 
pH8.0. Ion exchange chromatography was  carried 
out with DEAE Toyopearl 650S (Toyo Soda, Japan) 
at 4 °C with a column of 2.5 cm φ.

Immunoblotting. Antibodies were raised against 
synthetic oligopeptides corresponding to a part 
of PsaG, PsaH, PsaI, PsaJ, PsaN, PsaO and PsaP, 
respectively. Polypeptides were resolved on SDS-
polyacrylamide gel, electro-blotted onto a nitrocel-
lulose filter, and detected immunologically using 
enhanced chemiluminescence.

Crystallization. The purified PSI-LHCI in 5–20 mM 
Tricine-Tris, pH7.3 at 2–4 mg chlorophyll/ml was 
used for crystallization under variable conditions 
by using hanging drop method as described (Ben-
Shem et al. 2003).

Results and discussion

Large-scale purification of PSI-LHCI

A simple and efficient purification protocol for PSI-
LHCI from Chlamydomonas thylakoids was already 
reported (Takahashi et al. 2004). However, the pro-
tocol needs to be revised in order to obtain a larger 
amount of PSI-LHCI with more intact structure for 
crystallization. First, we solubilized thylakoids at 
optimal DM concentration of 0.75% DM to obtain 
satisfactory separation on sucrose density gradient 
with minimum release of PSI polypeptides from 
the complex. The three major chlorophyll-protein 
complexes (A1, A2, and A3 from the top of the gra-
dient) were separated and PSI-LHCI supercomplex 
was mainly recovered in A3 as already reported 
(Takahashi et al. 2004). DM concentrations lower 
than 0.75% resulted in poorer separation of the 
chlorophyll-protein complexes because the separated 
bands were broad. Higher DM concentrations often 
gave us better separation but some peripheral PSI 
polypeptides were partly detached from the complex. 
Second we optimized sucrose gradient for  better 
separation of A2 and A3 and found that sucrose 
gradient of 0.4–0.7 M provides us optimum separa-
tion from a larger amount of  thylakoid extracts. 

Fig. 1 Polypeptide profile of PSI-LHCI preparations. 
The polypeptides were solubilized in the presence of SDS 
and dithiothreitol, separated on SDS-polyacrylamide gel, 
and stained with CBB. A3 is obtained on sucrose density 
gradient as described in Results while DEAE is the final 
PSI-LHCI supercomplex preparation after subsequent puri-
fication by DEAE chromatography.
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Under this condition, the thylakoids extracts equal 
to 4.4 mg chlorophyll were applied to one sucrose 
density gradient tube with satisfactory separation. 
The polypeptide profile of A3 is shown in Fig. 1. A3 
already appears to be pure but still contains small 
amount of several contaminated polypeptides as 
indicated by arrowheads. In fact two bands on the gel 
around 50–60 kDa correspond to α- and β-subunits 
of chloroplast ATP synthase.

A3 obtained from the thylakoid extracts of 
52.8 mg chlorophyll was subsequently applied 
onto a DEAE column (2.5 cm φ × 5 cm) equili-
brated with 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0 and 0.05% 
DM and eluted out with the same solution with 
0–150 mM NaCl gradient. The chromatography 
provided an almost single elution peak with 
small shoulders. We collected the main peak 
containing PSI-LHCI, diluted three times with 
0.05% DM, and applied onto a second DEAE 
column (2.5 cm φ × 5 cm) to exchange buffer and 
detergent. Concentrated PSI-LHCI was eluted 
from the column with a small volume of 20 mM 
Tricine-Tris, pH7.3 and 0.045% n-dodecyl-β-D-
thiomaltoside (DTM). The fraction was diluted 
three times with 20 mM Tricine-Tris, pH7.3 and 
0.045% DTM and were spun down in the pres-
ence of polyethylene glycol. The final sample 
(2–4 mg chlorophyll) was suspended in 5–20 mM 
Tricine-Tris, pH7.3 and used for crystallization. 
The yield of PSI-LHCI was 5–8% on a basis of 
chlorophyll. Figure 1 shows that the final prepa-
ration was almost absent from the contaminated 
polypeptides detected in A3.

Polypeptide composition of PSI-LHCI  supercomplex

The polypeptide composition of the final PSI-
LHCI preparation is shown in Fig. 1. The stained 
polypeptides were assigned with an LC-MS/MS 
after digestion with Trypsin and also detected by 
immunoblotting (data not shown). Two homolo-
gous reaction center proteins (PsaA and PsaB) 
are observed as a diffuse band around 70 kDa and 
nine LHCI polypeptides (Lhca1) were separated 
around 20–30 kDa (Takahashi et al. 2004). In addi-
tion, several smaller peripheral PSI polypeptides 

were detected on the gel as migrating faster than 
Lhca1 polypeptides. Two closely migrating bands 
around 20 kDa are PsaD and PsaF. Furthermore, 
PsaL, PsaH, PsaE, and PsaK were detected in the 
order of electrophoretic mobility. PsaG and PsaC 
were separated as a broad band around 9–10 kDa. 
Intensity of the stained bands of PsaH, PsaL and 
PsaG was variable depending on preparations, sug-
gesting that binding of these polypeptides to PSI 
core complex is weak. Immunoblottings revealed 
that two small hydrophobic polypeptides, PsaI 
and PsaJ, are also present in PSI-LHCI. PsaO 
was found in PSI preparation from Arabidopsis 
thaliana (Knoetze et al. 2002). Recent crystal 
structure of pea identified and localized PsaN in 
PSI-LHCI supercomplex (Amunts et al. 2007). 
However, in Chlamydomonas, PsaN and PsaO 
were totally detached from the complex during the 
first step of the purification (data not shown). Thus 
these polypeptides were not detected in PSI-LHCI. 
A new PSI subunits, thylakoid membrane phos-
phoprotein 14 kDa (TMP14) was proposed to 
be present in the proximity of PsaL, PsaH and 
PsaO in Arabidopsis thaliana and was desig-
nated as PsaP (Khrouchtchova et al. 2005). This 
polypeptide was also detached from PSI in the 
first purification step and was lost from PSI-
LHCI. We conclude that the binding affinity 
of PsaN, PsaO and PsaP is very weak and it is 
difficult to purify PSI-LHCI that retains these 
polypeptides in Chlamydomonas.

Crystallization of PSI-LHCI supercomplex

Figure 2 shows small crystals of PSI-LHCI super-
complex generated under different conditions. 
The sample was incubated in different solutions 
at 12 °C and 20 °C for several days. The struc-
ture shown in Fig. 2a appears to be a cluster of 
needle-like crystals. However, the one shown in 
Fig. 2b appears to be a better crystal. In fact, this 
showed X-ray diffraction at resolution of 10.9 Å, 
indicating that this is not an aggregate. However 
the resolution is still rather poor for the subse-
quent structural analysis. We therefore need to 
improve the quality of crystal by optimizing the 
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purification of PSI-LHCI and the crystallization 
conditions.

The yield of PSI was 5–8% on a basis of chlo-
rophyll. However, if we take it into consideration 
that Chlamydomonas chloroplast accumulates a 
large amount of LHCII, it can be concluded that the 
yield is acceptable level. The purification method 
requires only ordinary equipments and proceeds 
very rapidly. The required time for the whole 
purification steps is about 36 h so that one can 
start screening for crystallization without freezing 
samples on the last day of the purification. It is 
concluded that the PSI-LHCI purified here is basi-
cally suited for crystallization.
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Reassessment of the Redox Potential of P740: 
The Primary Electron Donor in Photosystem I 
of the Chlorophyll d Containing Cyanobacterium, 
Acaryochloris marina

Matthias Schenderlein1, Marianne Çetin1, Eberhard Schlodder1, Samuel Benson2, 
Prabhat K. Sharma2,3, James Barber2, and Alison Telfer2

Abstract  The oxidation potential of the primary 
electron donor P740 of photosystem I (PS I) 
of the chlorophyll d dominated cyanobacterium, 
Acaryochloris marina, has been reinvestigated. 
We find a midpoint potential of about 450 mV in a 
photosystem I-enriched membrane fraction as well 
as in thylakoids, which is significantly higher than 
that originally reported by Hu et al. (1998). This 
value, which is, indeed, very similar to that found 
for P700 in chlorophyll a dominated organisms, 
is in agreement with results of Bailleul et al. (this 
Congress). In addition, the extinction difference 
coefficient for the oxidation of the primary donor 
has been determined and a value of 45 (±4) mM−1 
cm−1 at 740 nm was obtained.

Keywords  Acaryochloris marina, chlorophyll d, 
photosystem I, P740, P700, redox potential

Introduction

The chlorophyll (Chl) d dominated cyanobacterium, 
Acaryochloris marina, has excited a great deal of 
interest since it was discovered in 1996. This is 
because the excited state energy gap of Chl d is 
~0.1 V less than that of Chl a, which is the charge 
stabilizing Chl in all other oxygenic organisms. In 
photosystem I (PS I) of A. marina the donor is a 
dimer probably composed of one chlorophyll d and 
one chlorophyll d´ which is the 132 epimer of Chl 
d. Due to its bleach maximum, it was named P740 
(Hu et al. 1998). Hu et al. (1998) reported the redox 
potential of P740 to be much lower than that of 
P700, 335 mV which would be nearly isopotential 
with redox potential of cytochrome f (measured 
in Chl a organisms). On the other hand, the oxi-
dation potential of Chl d in organic solvents was 
recently found to be more positive than that of Chl 
a. Therefore, we remeasured the redox potential of 
P740 in PS I-enriched detergent solubilized mem-
brane fractions and thylakoids from A. marina and 
find that it is not as low as was originally proposed 
by Hu et al. (1998).
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Materials and methods

Sucrose gradient fractionation of isolated A. 
marina thylakoids was carried out as in Chen 
et al. (2005b) and Schlodder et al. (2007). The third 
band from the top (F3) is enriched in PS I but still 
contains a mixture of PS I trimers and PS II dimers 
(Chen et al. 2005a).

Chemically induced oxidized-minus-reduced 
steady state absorption spectra of various A. 
marina samples were measured using a Cary spec-
trophotometer (or a Shimadzu UV2501) by adding 
1 mM potassium ferricyanide, initially, to oxidize 
the primary donor, and subsequently 2 mM sodium 
ascorbate to reduce it.

Time resolved absorption changes were meas-
ured as in Schlodder et al. (2007).

Redox titrations of the primary donor (P740) 
of A. marina PS I were performed by measuring 
the initial extent of the flash-induced absorbance 
change at 826 nm due to the oxidation of P740 as 
a function of the potential of the medium adjusted 
by adding ferricyanide and ferrocyanide. The mid-
point redox potential value was obtained by fitting 
the data with a one-electron Nernst equation.

The difference between the molar extinction 
coefficients of P740+ and P740 at 740 nm was 
determined by measuring the flash-induced absorp-
tion change of N,N,N´,N´-tetramethyl-p-phenylen-
ediamine dihydrochloride (TMPD) as described by 
Hiyama and Ke (1971).

Results

P740+/P740 absorption difference spectra 
at room temperature

Figure 1 shows the room temperature (P740+/
P740) absorption difference spectrum of PS I 
complexes from A. marina in the QY region. It 
resembles closely that reported by Hu et al. (1998). 
The absorbance difference spectrum exhibits a 
very broad bleaching band which probably results 
from the overlap of two bands centred at 740 and 
730 nm.

The zero crossing in the red region is at about 
774 nm. A sharp bleaching band appears at 711 nm. 
In addition, bleaching bands at 693 and 660 nm are 
observed. The zero crossing on the short  wavelength 

Fig. 1 Spectrum of the flash-induced absorbance changes due to the oxidation of P740 in the wavelength region between 
580 and 790 nm measured in a PS I-enriched sample
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side is at 588 nm, which is 14 nm more to the red 
than in PS I of higher plants and cyanobacteria, 
containing no Chl d. In the Soret region the bleach-
ing is maximal at 454 nm (not shown). The cation 
radical shows a broad absorption band in the near 
infrared which extends approximately 40 nm more 
into the near infrared relative to the Chl a radical 
cation (P700+) from Chl a dominated organisms 
which is consistent with the 40 nm red shift of the 
QY bleach of P740 relative to P700.

A chemically induced P740+/P740 absorption 
difference spectrum could also be obtained with 
F3, the third band from the top of a sucrose  gradient 
of thylakoids solubilised with 1% b-dodecyl mal-
toside (not shown). Samples were initially incu-
bated for 5–10 min with 1 mM  ferricyanide (FeCy) 
to obtain a stable oxidized spectrum and then were 
reduced with 2 mM ascorbate (Asc). A certain 
amount of irreversible bleaching of  chlorophyll 
by FeCy peaking at the red absorption maximum 
of the sample (706 nm) was always seen (data 
not shown).

Redox titration of P740+/P740

Figure 2 shows that the amplitude of the absorb-
ance change as a function of the redox potential 
could be satisfactorily fitted using the one-electron 
Nernst equation.

Titrations have been performed with two F3 
preparations and also with thylakoids. Within the 
error limits, the midpoint potential was identi-
cal for all samples with a value of (450 ± 5) 
mV. This is about 10 mV more positive than 
the oxidation potential of P700 in PS I from 
Thermosynechococcus elongatus which has been 
determined under the same conditions. It should 
be noted that the value of 450 mV is significantly 
higher than the value of 335 mV reported by Hu 
et al. (1998).

Extinction coefficient reassessments

Previously we have used an extinction coefficient 
for Chl d in methanol of 98.6 mM−1 cm−1, which 

Fig. 2 Redox titration of the primary donor (P740) of A. marina PS I. The initial extent of the absorption change at 826 nm 
after a flash-induced excitation is plotted against the redox potential of the medium. The midpoint redox potential value 
obtained by fitting with a one-electron Nernst’s curve (solid line) in this experiment was +455 mV
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however is the value originally determined in 
diethyl ether. Ritchie (2006) recently showed that 
the ratio of the QY peak absorbance in methanol 
(at 696 nm) to that in diethyl ether (at 688 nm) 
is 0.704 thus Chl d concentrations measured in 
methanol have been consistently under estimated 
in the past.

The difference between the molar extinction 
coefficients of P740+ and P740 at 740 nm was deter-
mined by measuring the flash-induced  absorption 
change of N,N,N´,N´-tetramethyl-p-phenylenedi-
amine dihydrochloride (TMPD) as described by 
Hiyama and Ke (1971). The reduction of P740+ 
after the flash is well coupled with the  oxidation 
of TMPD. TMPD oxidation was measured at the 
 isosbestic point of P740 oxidation, i.e. 588 nm (see 
Fig. 1). An extinction coefficient of 10.2 mM−1 
cm−1 has been determined for oxidized TMPD at 
this wavelength at pH 8.0. The size of the absorp-
tion changes at 740 and 588 nm were measured for 
the same sample. From the ratio of the amplitudes 
of the absorption changes at 740 and 588 nm a 
value of 45 (±4) mM−1 cm−1 has been calculated 
which is significantly lower than that reported by 
Hu et al. (1998). This value is in agreement with 
the ratio of absorbance changes at 740 compared 
to those around 830 nm (approximately 5:1) result-
ing in an extinction coefficient at 830 nm of about 
9 mM−1 cm−1 for the Chl d cation. The ratio of PS I 
to chlorophyll is thus calculated to be 1:~150 Chl d 
and in thylakoid membranes 1:~200 Chl d.

Discussion

It appears that the previous measurement of the 
redox potential of P740 by Hu et al. (1998) may 
be incorrect and this is possibly due to the fact that 
they measured the absorption changes at 740 nm 
where the measuring beam may have had an actinic 
effect.

We found by measuring the absorption increase 
due to the cation formation at 826 nm, where the 
sample does not absorb, a value which was quite 
close to that of P700. We also found the same redox 

potential at the bleach maximum, 740 nm, but great 
care was taken to prevent net reduction of P740 
by the measuring beam. A similar redox potential 
was found by Bailleul et al. (this Congress) in 
 thylakoid membranes isolated from A. marina. The 
intersystem electron transfer equilibria determined 
in their work are also consistent with the difference 
in potential of cytochrome f and P740 based on the 
new value of the midpoint potential of P740.

The consequence of this is that the 100 mV exci-
tation energy gap difference between the excited 
Chl d and Chl a in PS I reaction centers must lower 
the P* potential in this photosystem. As A0 has 
been shown to be a Chl a molecule (Itoh et al., this 
Congress) the consequence is that the driving force 
for the primary electron transfer steps is smaller 
compared to Chl a dominated PS I.
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CHAPTER FORTY FIVE

Identification of the Special Pair and ChlZ 
of Photosystem II in Acaryochloris marina

Tatsuya Tomo1, Tatsunori Okubo2, Seiji Akimoto3, Hideaki Miyashita1,4, 
Tohru Tsuchiya1,4, Takumi Noguchi2, and Mamoru Mimuro1,4

Abstract  The special pair and ChlorophyllZ (ChlZ) 
of the photosystem II (PSII) in the Chl d-dominated 
cyanobacterium, Acaryochlroris marina were stud-
ied using FT-IR and electronic absorption differ-
ence spectroscopy. We purified photochemically 
active complexes consisting of CP47, CP43´, D1, 
D2, cytochrome b559, PsbI, and a small polypep-
tide. The special pair was detected by a reversible 
absorption change at 713 nm (P713) together with 
a cation radical band at 842 nm. FT-IR difference 
spectra of the specific bands of a 3-formyl group 
allowed assignment of the special pair. The com-
bined results indicate that the special pair comprises 
a Chl d homodimer. Two molecules of ChlZ were 
also identified as Chl d using FT-IR difference 
spectra and UV/Vis absorption difference spectra. 
The primary electron acceptor was identified to be 

pheophytin (Phe) a, and its potential was shifted to 
a higher value than that in the Chl a/Phe a system. 
The overall energetics of PSII in the Chl d system 
are adjusted to changes in the redox potentials, 
with P713 as the special pair using a lower light 
energy at 713 nm. Our findings support the idea that 
changes in photosynthetic pigments combine with 
a modification of the redox potentials of electron 
transfer components to give rise to an energetic 
adjustment of the total reaction system.

Keywords Photosystem, cyanobacteria, special 
pair, chlorophyll d, chlorophyll z

Introduction

It is widely accepted that reaction processes in 
photosystem (PS) II of oxygenic photosynthetic 
organisms are highly conserved, a result of requir-
ing a large number of subunits and a very high 
oxidation potential to carry out water splitting. 
A diversity of pigments constituting the reaction 
center is found in cyanobacteria, for example, 
di-vinyl chlorophyll (Chl) a in Prochlorococcus spp. 
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and Chl d in Acaryochloris marina. It is assumed 
that the basic reaction processes are not affected 
despite the substitution of pigments.

A. marina contains Chl d as the major pig-
ment (more than 95%) and Chl a at less than 5% 
(Miyashita et al. 1996), although Chl a is always 
present (Mimuro et al. 2004). The location and 
function of Chl a in A. marina is still controversial 
(Mimuro et al. 2004; Chen et al. 2005; Schlodder 
et al. 2007). A highly purified sample is thus indis-
pensable for the study of PSII reaction processes in 
A. marina. The history of this field indicates that a 
purified sample is necessary for the reliable iden-
tification and characterization of the special pair 
in a given organism. We have therefore purified 
PSII complexes from A. marina, and have identi-
fied the special pair and ChlZ using several differ-
ent spectroscopic approaches. Based on new data 
obtained from purified samples, we now identify 
the special pair and ChlZ in A. marina as a Chl d. 
We also discuss overall energetics in the context 
of an improved general understanding of PSII 
reaction processes and mechanisms in oxygenic 
photosynthesis.

Materials and methods

Isolation of photosystem II. Acaryochloris marina 
MBIC 11017 was photosynthetically cultured in 
IMK medium under continuous illumination from 
an incandescent light (15 µmol photons/(m2 s) ) at 
298 K. Isolation was conducted at 277 K unless 
otherwise indicated. PSII complexes were isolated 
described elsewhere (Tomo et al. 2007). Subunit 
compositions were analyzed by SDS-PAGE in the 
presence of 7.5 M urea (Ikeuchi and Inoue 1988).

Measurements of absorption difference spectra. 
Light-induced difference spectra of special pair 
were measured as described elsewhere (Tomo 
et al. 2007).

Measurements of FTIR difference spectra. FTIR 
difference spectra of the special pair and ChlZ were 
recorded on a Bruker IFS-66/S spectrophotom-
eter, using the method described elsewhere (Tomo 
et al. 2007).

Results

Subunit composition of PS II complexes

Subunits of PS II complexes purified from 
A. marina were identified by SDS-PAGE patterns 
and sequence analysis. According to proceed of 
purification, a polypeptide pattern became simple 
(Fig. 1, lane 1–3). In thylakoid membranes, many 
polypeptides were present (lane 1), and partially 
purified PSII complexes lost several of them, 
mainly phycobiliproteins (lane 2). The subunit 
composition of our final samples consisted of 
CP47 (closed circle), CP43  (closed square),D1 
(asterisk), D2 (open circle) and cyt b559 α-subunit 
(open square), and a few subunits (lane 3); this 
composition was comparable to spinach PSII RC 
(lane 4). Our samples did not contain any PSI 
complexes, as assessed by Western blotting (lane 
6). Compared with previous reports on the isolated 
PSII complexes from A. marina (Chen et al. 2005), 
our sample was highly purified as judged by the 
subunit composition.

Fig. 1 Lane1, thylakoid membranes; lane 2, crude PSII 
preparations after DEAE Toyopearl column; lane 3, puri-
fied PSII complexes; lane 4, PSII RC isolated from spinach 
chloroplast; lane 5, Western blot of thylakoid membrane 
(lane 1) raised against PsaA/B; lane 6, Western blot of puri-
fied PSII complex (lane 3) raised against PsaA/B. Individual 
marks represent CP47 (closed circle), D2 (open circle), D1 
(asterisk), CP43´ (closed square), cytochrome b559 α-subunit 
(open square), PsbI (open triangle) and b559 β-subunit 
(closed triangle)
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The light-induced difference spectrum of the PSII 
special pair was obtained at 298 K (data not shown). 
A negative peak was detected at 713 nm, and a 
positive peak at 842 nm. The former  corresponded 
to bleaching of the special pair (P713), while the 
positive peak corresponded to a cation radical of 
the special pair. This spectrum for the special pair 
in PSII of A. marina strongly suggests that the 
special pair consists of Chl d. Definite evidence 
for Chl d should be obtainable from the vibrations 
of a 3-formyl group in FTIR measurements. The 
CH stretching vibration of a formyl (–CHO) group 
gave rise to a peak at ~2,700 cm−1, which was not 
obscured by other CH stretching bands from methyl 
or methylene groups (2,800–3,000 cm−1). This peak 
thus served as a good marker for the formyl group. 
In our P+/P difference spectra of PSII complexes 
from A. marina, two clear peaks were observed 
at 2,723 and 2,696 cm−1, whereas no peaks were 
observed in this region in the P680+/P680 spectra 
of Synechocystis and spinach (data not shown). The 
presence of the formyl CH stretch also  provided 

strong evidence that the special pair of PSII com-
prises Chl d molecules. Two molecules of ChlZ 
were also identified as Chl d using FTIR difference 
spectra, two negative peaks were clearly observed at 
2,737 and 2,720 cm−1 in the ChlZ

+/ChlZ spectrum of 
A. marina, whereas no peaks were detected in that 
of spinach PSII (data not shown).

Discussion

It is generally thought that in PSII of oxygenic 
photosynthetic systems comprising Chl a/Phe a, 
the potential of P680 is between +1.1 and +1.2 V 
and that of P680* is between –0.74 and –0.64 V, 
with Phe a being at –0.61 ± 0.03 V. Relative to 
the Chl a/Phe a systems, the redox potentials in 
A. marina were modified. When the special pair 
of PSII in A. marina is assigned as P713 (Chl d), 
the energy gained by light absorption at 713 nm 
can be estimated as 1.75 V. This is lower by 0.09 V 
than the energy gained from light of 680 nm. 
If the redox potential of the special pair in 
A. marina is unchanged from that of P680, as 
suggested by (Shevela et al. 2006), the expected 
potential of P713* should be between –0.65 and –
0.55 V, and that of Phe a in A. marina should be a 
little higher. The potential of sodium dithionite is 
–0.53 V. Phe a in A. marina was actually reduced 
in the presence of dithionite (data not shown), and 
therefore the in vivo potential of Phe a is probably 
comparable to, or higher than, that of dithionite. 
This is consistent with the changes in potential 
observed for the special pair in PSI in A. marina 
(Hu et al. 1998); the potential of P740 has been 
estimated to be +0.335 V, lower by approximately 
0.1 V than that of P700. Nevertheless, reduction 
of PSI was maintained at the same level as in 
other oxygenic photosynthetic organisms, even 
after a lower gain of light energy. Water oxida-
tion and NADP+ reduction are prerequisites for 
construction of an oxygenic photosynthetic sys-
tem, and there is limited flexibility in these two 
reactions (Fig. 2). This is a clear generalization of 
the principles of the reaction system in oxygenic 
photosynthesis.

Fig. 2 Electron transfer in the PSI and PSII reaction center. 
(Left) Electron transfer pathways in PSI of plants, cyanobac-
teria and A. marina. Light induces the electron transfer from 
the donor (P700 in plants or cynaobacteria, and P740 in A. 
marina) to acceptor chlorophyll (A0). (Right) Electron trans-
fer pathways in PSII of plants, cyanobacteria and A. marina. 
Light induces the electron transfer from the donor (P680 
in plants or cyanobacteria, P713 in A. marina) to acceptor 
pheophytin (pheo)
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CHAPTER FORTY SIX

Transient EPR Studies of In Vivo Uptake of Substituted 
Anthraquinones by Photosystem I in Phylloquinone 
Biosynthetic Pathway Mutants of Synechocystis 
sp. PCC 6803

Sara Chirico1, Eric Drago2, John H. Golbeck3, Wade Johnson2, and Art van der Est1

Abstract  It is shown that for mutant strains 
of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, which are una-
ble to synthesize phylloquinone, supplementing 
the growth medium with various substituted 
anthraquinones (AQs) allows the mutants to grow 
under high light conditions. Chromatographic 
analysis of PS I particles isolated from cells 
grown in this way show varying levels of incor-
poration of AQ. Here we present room tempera-
ture spin polarized transient EPR data for such 
particles and show that they are remarkably dif-
ferent from both the wild type and the mutants 
grown without AQ. At room temperature, the 
spectra reveal that the AQ incorporated into PS 
I is active in electron transport and the kinetic 
traces show that electron transfer to the iron 
sulfur clusters occurs with lifetimes that depend 
on which AQ has been incorporated. The spin 
polarization patterns also provide evidence that 
the rate of electron transfer from A0 to AQ is slow 

and that significant singlet-triplet mixing occurs 
in the primary radical pair.

Keywords  Electron transfer, quinone exchange, 
photosystem I, anthraquinone

Introduction

The phylloquinone (PhQ) biosynthetic pathway 
mutants menB18 and menA are unable to produce 
PhQ. Previous studies of these mutants have 
shown that in the absence of PhQ, plastoquinone-
9 (PQ) is incorporated into the PhQ binding site 
in PS I, allowing the mutants to grow photoau-
totrophically but with reduced electron transfer 
efficiency that prevents them from growing at 
high light (Johnson et al. 2000). It was also found 
that the mutants could generate PhQ derivatives 
and incorporate them in PS I by supplementation 
of the growth media with various naphthoqui-
nones (NQ) (Johnson et al. 2001). It was shown 
that the 1,4-dihydroxy-2-naphthoate (DHNA) 
phytyltransferase encoded by the menA gene was 
necessary for the organisms to grow under high 
light suggesting that the presence of a phytyl tail 
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plays an important role either in incorporating 
NQ’s into PSI or making their redox potentials 
more negative so that the efficiency of electron 
transfer was increased.

Here we present results of similar experiments 
in which the in vivo introduction of various 
9,10-anthraquinones (AQ) into PS I is achieved 
through supplementation of the growth media. 
It has been shown previously in in vitro experi-
ments that AQ could be introduced into PS I fol-
lowing solvent extraction of PhQ but incubation 
of isolated PS I from the menB mutant with AQ 
did not lead to displacement of PQ from the A1 
site (Pushkar et al. 2005). The rate of electron 
transfer to the iron sulfur clusters is found to be 
higher with AQ in the quinone binding site than 
in native PS I. Hence the growth characteristics 
of the mutant strains supplemented with AQ may 
help to distinguish the effects of binding effi-
ciency versus appropriate redox potential in the 
PhQ binding site.

Materials and methods

Growth experiments. To test the incorporation 
of various substituted AQ’s in vivo the menB18 
strain of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 was 
grown photoautotrophically under high light 
conditions (120 µE) in BG-11 growth medium 
containing 5 µM AQ. Control experiments were 
also carried out either with no addition of AQ or 
under photoheterotrophic conditions in which 
the growth medium contained 10 µM DCMU 
and 5 mM glucose. Under glucose-free condi-
tions, the glucose was removed by washing the 
cells with BG-11 media. Initial cell density was 
0.1 OD at 730 nm.

Pigment composition and P700
+ lifetime. The pig-

ment composition of the samples was determined by 
HPLC and the P700

+ lifetime was monitored by the 
single turnover flash-induced absorbance change at 
811 nm both as described in (Johnson et al. 2000).

EPR experiments. X-band transient EPR experi-
ments at various temperatures were performed as 
described in (Pushkar et al. 2005).

Results

The average doubling times of the mutants and 
wild type strains under various conditions are 
shown in Table 1. As can be seen in the first two 
rows of the table, both the menB18 and menA are 
unable to grow photoautotrophically under high 
light but their doubling times are similar to the 
wild type under heterotrophic conditions. The 
other rows of the table show that the addition of 
several substituted AQ’s to the growth medium 
restores the ability of the mutants to grow photoau-
totrophically with doubling times similar to those 
found under heterotrophic conditions (DCMU and 
glucose) and for photoautotrophically grown wild 
type (24 h). This suggests that when an AQ is 
added to the growth medium it is incorporated 
in PS I and functions with higher efficiency than 
PQ. The incorporation of AQ into PS I has been 
confirmed by determining its quinone content by 
HPLC and as shown in the rightmost column of 
Table 1 all samples were found to contain AQ with 
varying amounts of residual PQ. No evidence for 
incorporation of AQ with a phytyl tail attached 
was found.

Single turnover laser flash induced absorbance 
difference measurements of the P700

+ lifetime also 
suggest partial incorporation of AQ. The absorb-
ance traces (not shown) are multiexponential with 
lifetimes typical of backreaction via a strongly 
reducing quinone such PhQ and a more oxidizing 
quinone such as PQ.

Table 1 Growth of menB18, menA and wild type strains of 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 with supplemented AQ. The 
“none” row is the photoautotrophic basal growth rate in 
BG-11 medium. Additions of DCMU and glucose are het-
erotrophic conditions. For a given standard deviation there 
are 3–6 independent results (n = 3–6)

 Doubling times (h)

Supplement menB18 menA WT PQ/AQ

None Died Died 29 ± 1 –
DCMU + glucose 30 ± 2 28 ± 2 26 ± 2 –
AQ 26 ± 2 15 ± 2 42 ± 1 0.92
1-CH3NH2-AQ 25 ± 5 24 ± 2 45 ± 3 0.23
2,3-diCH3-AQ 30 ± 2 31 ± 4 – 1.11
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To confirm the presence of AQ in the A1 binding 
site we have carried out room temperature transient 
EPR measurements. Figure 1 shows a comparison 
of the transient EPR spectra taken at early and late 
times from several PS I preparations.

For the wild type (Fig. 1 top) the E/A/E (E = 
emission, A = absorption) pattern at early time is 
due P+ PhQ− and the emissive pattern at late time 
is due to P+ (FeS)−. In contrast, the menB mutant 
shows only an E/A/E pattern due to P+ PQ−, which 
decays as a result of spin relaxation. However, 
when the menB growth medium is supplemented 
with CH3NH2-AQ (Fig. 1, third trace) the spectra 
at both early and late times are essentially identical 
to the E/A patterns observed for solvent extracted 
PS I incubated with AQ (Fig. 1, bottom). The E/A 
polarization pattern for the AQ sample has been 

shown previously to be consistent with increased 
singlet-triplet mixing in the primary radical pair 
as a result slower electron transfer from A0 to AQ 
probably because of the more negative reduction 
potential of AQ (Pushkar et al. 2005).

Figure 2 shows selected transients taken at 
260 K from samples of the menB mutant in which 
the growth medium was supplemented with a vari-
ety of AQ’s. In all of the traces the transition from 
absorption to emission represents electron transfer 
from the quinone to the iron-sulfur clusters, while 
the overall decay is due to spin relaxation.

At this temperature the electron transfer life-
time for the wild type is ~700 ns and in the case 
of the menB mutant the forward electron  transfer 
is slower than the spin relaxation. All three AQ’s 
have a shorter lifetime than both PhQ and PQ, 

Fig. 1 Room temperature spin polarized transient EPR 
spectra from various PS I preparations (see text)

Fig. 2 Selected EPR transients from various PS I prepara-
tions showing forward electron transfer from the quinone to 
the iron sulfur clusters at 260 K
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which is consistent with the fact that the AQ’s have 
reduction potentials −70 to −115 more reducing 
than PhQ, in solution (data not shown). Conversely, 
PQ has a significantly longer lifetime because it is 
more oxidizing than PhQ.

Discussion

The data presented here represent the first example 
of a quinone without an aliphatic tail functioning as 
an active secondary electron acceptor in vivo. The 
combination of growth studies, transient EPR and 
aborption difference spectroscopy and HPLC indi-
cates that AQ’s are incorporated into PS I without 
phytylation and are active in the electron transport 
chain. However, the HPLC data suggest that AQ 
does not completely replace PQ in both A1 sites in 
PSI. This opens the intriguing possibility that AQ 
may be incorporated preferentially into one of the 
two PhQ sites. Because the forward electron trans-
fer kinetics of the two PhQ site are believed to be 
different it may be possible to estimate the degree 
of incorporation of AQ into the two site by com-

paring the HPLC and kinetic data with each other. 
Further studies of this type are in progress.
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CHAPTER FORTY SEVEN

Energetics of Photosystem II Charge Recombination 
in Acaryochloris marina Studied by Thermoluminescence 
and Flash Induced Chlorophyll Fluorescence Measurements

Imre Vass1, Krisztián Cser1, Alison Telfer2, Samuel L. Benson2, James Barber2, 
and Zsuzsanna Deák1

Abstract  Charge recombination characteristics in 
Photosystem II were studied in whole cells of the chlo-
rophyll d-dominated cyanobacterium, Acaryochloris 
marina. Thermoluminescence intensity is enhanced 
2.5-fold per photosystem II center in Acaryochloris, 
as compared to the chlorophyll a containing cyano-
bacterium, Synechocystis 6803. Flash induced 
chlorophyll fluorescence is retarded or accelerated 
slightly in the absence or presence of the QB site 
inhibitor, DCMU, respectively, in Acaryochloris. 
Mild reduction retarded fluorescence relaxation 
significantly in Acaryochloris with almost no effect 
on Synechocystis. The modified charge recombina-
tion energetics show that the Em of QA and QB is 
increased, and the redox gap between P* and P+ 
Phe− is decreased in Acaryochloris relative to 
Synechocystis. The free energy span between P and 
P* is decreased indicating the involvement of chlo-
rophyll d in primary electron donor activity.

Keywords Photosystem II, electron transfer, 
Acaryochloris marina, chlorophyll d.

Introduction

Acaryochloris marina is an cyanobacterium con-
taining chlorophyll (Chl) d as the dominant pig-
ment with only a minor amount of Chl a. Although 
the primary donor in PSI is Chl d (Hu et al. 1998) 
in PSII the primary acceptor is pheophytin (Phe) a 
(e.g. Chen et al. 2005). Its redox potential has been 
suggested to be more positive than in Chl a con-
taining organisms (Tomo et al. 2007). However, the 
nature of the chlorophylls involved in primary elec-
tron donation in PSII is unclear. Conflicting views 
range from only Chl a (Mimuro et al. 2000, 2004), 
only Chl d (Itoh et al. 2004; Chen et al. 2005) or 
models with both Chls a and d participating (Tomo 
et al. 2007; Schlodder et al. 2007). Here we use 
thermoluminescence (TL) and flash-induced chlo-
rophyll fluorescence to compare electron transfer 
activity in Acaryochloris marina and the Chl a 
containing cyanobacterium, Synechocystis 6803.

Materials and methods

Synechocystis 6803 cells were propagated in BG-11 
medium in a rotary shaker at 30 °C under 5% CO2-
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6726 Temesvari krt. 62 Szeged, Hungary
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London, South Kensington Campus, London, SW7 2AZ, UK
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enriched atmosphere and 40 µE m−2 s−1 light intensity. 
Acaryochloris marina cells were grown in artificial 
sea water at 6–10 µE m−2 s−1 as in (Chen et al. 2005). 
Thermoluminescence was measured after excitation 
with a single turnover saturating flash at +5 °C as 
in (Cser and Vass 2007). Flash-induced chlorophyll 
fluorescence yield transients were measured, using 
a double-modulation fluorometer (PSI Instruments) 
in the 150 µs to 100 s time range (Cser and Vass 
2007) at 5 µg Chl/ml (using an extinction coefficient 
at 696 nm of Chl d in methanol of 98.6 mM−1 cm−1). 
Relaxation curves were analyzed using a fitting func-
tion with three components: F(t) − F0 = A1 exp(−t/T1) 
+ A2exp(−t/T2) + A3/(1 + t/T3).

Results

TL curves obtained after excitation with one flash 
are dominated by the B band arising from the 
S2QB

− recombination, peaking at 30 °C and 32 °C 
in Acaryochloris and Synechocystis 6803, respec-
tively (Fig. 1). TL intensity is fourfold higher in 
Acaryochloris on an equal chlorophyll basis, but 
only 2.5 times after normalization per PSII center 
(equal flash-induced fluorescence amplitude).

Flash induced reduction of QA leads to increased 
fluorescence yield, followed by relaxation in the 
dark in three main phases due to reoxidation of 
QA

− (see Cser and Vass 2007) (Fig. 2A). The fast 
phase arises from the reoxidation of QA

− by bound 
QB. The middle phase originates from QA

− reoxi-
dation by plastoquinone (PQ) in centers where the 
QB site was empty at the time of the flash. Finally 
the slow phase arises from back reaction of the 
S2 state of the water-oxidizing complex (QA

−QB 
in equilibrium with QAQB

−). The overall fluores-
cence decay is slower in Acaryochloris than in 
Synechocystis cells (Fig. 2A) due to a slower and 
smaller fast phase, a slower and larger middle 
phase and an accelerated and increased slow phase 
(Table 1). Plus DCMU, QA

− reoxidation proceeds 
via charge recombination with the S2 state (T3 ~ 
1 s) (Fig. 2B, Table 1). A much faster but very 
small component can also be observed from the 
recombination of QA

− and Tyr-Z· (T1 ~ few ms). 

The stability of the S2QA
− charge pair is very simi-

lar in the two species, but Tyr-Z•QA
− is stabilized 

more in Acaryochloris (Table 1)
Em(QA/QA

−) in Chl a containing PSII is ~−80 mV 
in the absence of QB site inhibitors and −30 mV in 
the presence of DCMU (Krieger-Liszkay and 
Rutherford 1998). Since the redox gap between 
QA and QB is ~60–70 mV, as estimated from 
fluorescence decay kinetics in the presence and 
absence of DCMU (Robinson and Crofts 1983), 
Em(QB/QB

−) is ~30–40 mV. Whereas, the Em of the 
PQ pool is ~100–120 mV (Vernotte et al. 1979). 
The ambient redox potential of a cell suspension 
can be brought to +60 mV by Na-ascorbate. Under 
these conditions the PQ pool is expected to be 
mainly reduced, but the redox state of QB should 
remain largely unaffected. Indeed, ascorbate had 
little effect on Synechocystis but there was sig-
nificant retardation of the fast and middle phases, 
and acceleration of the slow phase in Acaryochloris 
(Fig. 2A, Table 1). This shows that not only the PQ 

Fig. 1 Thermoluminescence characteristics. Acaryochloris 
and Synechocystis 6803 cells excited by 1 flash at +5 °C
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pool, but to a large extent QB becomes reduced 
at +60 mV. Consequently the Em of QB is sig-
nificantly more positive in Acaryochloris than in 
Synechocystis.

Discussion

We have shown that QA to QB electron transfer rate, 
and the energetics of charge recombination in PSII are 
different in Chl a and Chl d containing cyanobacteria. 
The significant retardation of fluorescence relaxation 
under mildly reducing conditions shows that Em(QB/
QB

−) is more positive in Acaryochloris (> +60 mV) 
than in Synechocystis (~30–40 mV). From the ratio of 
the slow phase ±DCMU (S2QB

− versus S2QA
− recombi-

nation) it can be estimated that the redox gap between 
QA and QB is smaller in Acaryochloris (65 mV) than in 
Synechocystis (75 mV). This places the redox potential 
of QA at or above 0 mV, in contrast to the ~−30 mV in 
Synechocystis. From the recombination rates of S2QA

−, 
it can be estimated that the free energy gap between P+ 
Phe− and S2QA

− is only 4 meV smaller in Acaryochloris 
than in Synechocystis. Based on recent models of TL, 
in which the yield is modulated by the free energy 
(redox) gap between P* and P+ Phe− (Rappaport et al. 
2002; Cser and Vass 2007), the 2.5-fold higher TL 
yield indicates that this redox gap is ~25 mV smaller in 
Acaryochloris than in Synechocystis.

Summing up the above estimated Em changes 
we conclude that the total free energy span 
between the P and P* is at least 25 meV smaller 
in Acaryochloris than in Synechocystis provided 
that the increase of Em(QA/QA

−) is compensated 
by a similar increase of Em(S2/S1) required for an 
unchanged rate of S2QA

− recombination. This value 
supports the involvement of both Chl d and Chl a 
in the primary donor. Alternatively, if Em(S2/S1) is 
left unchanged and the Em(Phe/Phe−) is increased 
(see Tomo et al. 2007), the decrease of the ∆G(P 
< − > P*) is ~60–70 meV. This value is close to 
the 85 meV energy difference of a 680 and 713 nm 
photon, leading to the conclusion that the energet-
ics of the primary electron donor are determined 
entirely by Chl d in Acaryochloris.

Fig. 2 Relaxation of flash induced chlorophyll fluores-
cence. Acaryochloris marina (circles) and Synechocystis 
6803 cells (squares) excited with a single turnover satu-
rating flash at t = 1 ms. Untreated cells (closed symbols) 
or reduced by 5 mM Na-ascorbate in the presence of an 
enzymatic oxygen trap (open symbols). No additions (A, B) 
and plus 10 µM DCMU (C). Panel B a Synechocystis trace 
is also shown (dashed line). Curves were normalized to the 
same initial amplitude
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Table 1 Time constants and relative amplitudes of chlorophyll fluorescence relaxation in Synechocystis and 
Acaryochloris

 Fast phase Middle phase Slow phase

Strain T1 (ms)/Amp (%) (ms)/(%) T2 (ms)/Amp (%) (ms)/(%) T3 (s)/Amp (%) (s)/(%)

 No addition

Synechocystis 6803 0.57/61 7.8/20 19.3/19
Acaryochloris 0.78/47 17.6/29 11.9/24

  Ascorbate

Synechocystis 6803 0.64/53 11.9/20 19.9/27
Acaryochloris 1.34/17 24.3/32 1.3/51

  DCMU

Synechocystis 6803 1.9/1 –/– 1.02/99
Acaryochloris 9.9/7 –/– 0.92/93
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Crystal Structures of the NblA Protein

Monica Dines1, Rakefet Schwarz2, and Noam Adir1

Abstract  Some forms of nutrient starvation in 
cyanobacteria and red-algae can lead to cell bleach-
ing, which has been shown to occur as a result of 
the disassembly of the phycobilisome antenna 
complex. The expression of a number of genes 
has been shown to be involved in this process, 
however only the NblA protein, has been shown 
to physically interact with the phycobilisome. In 
order to understand the mechanism of phycobili-
some disassembly at the molecular level, we have 
determined the three-dimensional structures of 
the NblA protein from the thermophilic cyano-
bacterium Thermosynecococcus vulcanus in two 
crystal forms, and obtained a preliminary structure 
of the NblA from the mesophilic cyanobacterium 
Synechococcus elongatus sp. PCC 7942. The new 
NblA structures are highly homologous to the 
previously determined structure of the NblA from 
Anabaena, with the monomer exhibiting a helix-
hairpin-helix motif which dimerizes into an open 

four-helical bundle. The largest differences occur 
at the less-structured polypeptide termini. Analysis 
of the interactions between the NblA monomers 
and dimers in the different crystal forms can sug-
gest possible mechanisms by which this protein 
may interact with the phycobilisome.

Keywords  Phycobilisome, cyanobacteria, red-algae, 
stress response

Introduction

The phycobilisome (PBS) is an extremely large 
membrane associated complex in cyanobacteria 
and red-algae that serves as a light-harvesting 
antenna for the photosynthetic apparatus (Adir 
2005; Adir et al. 2006). It is comprised of pig-
ment binding proteins (phycobiliproteins – PBPs): 
phycocyanin (PC), allophycocyanin (APC) and 
in some cases phycoerythrin (PE) or phycoeryth-
rocyanin (PEC). These subunits self assemble in 
circular disks that further assemble into larger 
structures (rods and cores). The internal spaces 
within the centers of the disks contain a variety of 
specific, un-pigmented proteins, generally called 
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linker proteins, whose putative role is to modify 
the energy absorption and transfer characteristics 
as well as to stabilize the PBS structure (Liu et al. 
2005). Under certain conditions of nutrient stress, 
specifically the lack of nitrogen or sulfur, cyano-
bacteria efficiently utilize the PBS as a secondary 
source of nutrients, by disassembly and degrada-
tion processes (Collier and Grossman 1994). The 
onset of PBS degradation leads to a yellowing 
(bleaching) of the cells, due to the loss of the blue 
colored PBS pigmentation. The molecular mecha-
nism which leads to the ability to disassemble the 
PBS complex has been studied genetically and 
biochemically for the past 15 years and a number 
of genes have been found to encode for proteins 
that are required in the bleaching process. The first 
gene was identified by analysis of a non-bleaching 
mutant and was thus called nblA (Collier and 
Grossman 1994). Additional genes involved in 
the bleaching process (Adir et al. 2006), denoted 
nblB, nblC, nblR and nblS, were subsequently 
identified. nblC, nblR and nblS have been shown to 
affect the expression of the nblA gene (as well as 
other genes), while nblB encodes for a phycobilin 
lyase homolog. Only the nblA gene product (the 
NblA protein) has been shown to physically inter-
act with the PBS (Li and Sherman 2002; Baier et 
al. 2004), and thus may single-handedly serve to 
induce the disassembly of the PBS. NblA sequence 
homology comparisons between a variety of photo-
synthetic species show a low degree of homology 
(<30% identity) (Bienert et al. 2006), which is 
somewhat surprising since the putative substrates 
(PE, PC or APC) are highly homologous (typically 
70–90%) (Adir et al. 2006). In addition, NblA has 
no known homology to any other protein family in 
the various gene banks, suggesting that its func-
tional activity may be unique.

The crystal structure of the NblA protein from 
the mesophilic cyanobacteria Anabaena sp. PCC 
7120 was recently determined (Bienert et al. 2006). 
The structure revealed that the monomer consists 
of a helix-hairpin-helix motif, which dimerizes 
to form an open four-helical bundle. On the basis 
of short stretches of sequence homology, in vitro 
analysis of site-directed mutants and in vitro binding 

assays, these authors proposed that the NblA 
protein interacts with the PBPs via the peptide 
termini. The model presented on the basis of this 
evidence shows most of the NblA protein project-
ing out from the PBPs, with very little contact area. 
As part of our attempt to try and obtain a clearer 
molecular picture of the role of the NblA protein in 
the disassembly of the PBS, we have determined the 
structures of NblA from two organisms, the ther-
mophilic cyanobacterium Thermosynechococcus 
vulcanus (T. vulcanus) and the mesophilic cyano-
bacterim Synechococcus elongatus sp. PCC 7942 
(S. elongatus).

Materials and methods

Protein expression, purification and crystalliza-
tion. The T. vulcanus (Tv) and S. elongatus (Se) 
nblA genes encoding for the NblA proteins were 
expressed, purified and crystallized as previously 
described (Dines et al. 2007). Briefly, both Tv-nblA 
and Se-NblA recombinant proteins had solubility 
problems that were alleviated by treatment with 
urea (Dines et al. 2007).

NblA structure determination. Native and Se-
Met derivative X-ray diffraction data, was collected 
at the ESRF (beamlines ID14-1 and BM30, respec-
tively). All data was reduced and scaled using 
Mosflm (Leslie 2006) or the Denzo/Scalepack 
package. The Tv-NblA with urea structure was 
determined by MRSAD, with MR performed using 
Phaser (McCoy 2007). A single monomer from 
the 1OJH structure (Bienert et al. 2006) was used 
as the search model and the SAD phases obtained 
using the positions of the sulfurs from the MR solu-
tion and peak anomalous data using CNS (Brunger 
et al. 1998). Refinement was performed using the 
MRSAD phases in CNS, and visualization and 
manual rebuilding of the structure performed using 
XtalView and Coot (Emsley and Cowtan 2004). 
The Tv-NblA and Se-NblA structures were both 
obtained using the Tv-NblA-urea structure as the 
search model. Additional crystallographic details 
will be published elsewhere. The coordinates for 
the two forms of the Tv-NblA have been deposited 
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in the PDB under accession codes 2Q8V (Tv-NblA-
urea) and 2QDO (Tv-NblA).

Results and discussion

NblA crystal structures. The remarkably low con-
servation of sequence homology between members 
of the NblA family of proteins has been previously 
noted (Bienert et al. 2006), and remains accurate 
in light of determination of additional nblA gene 
sequences. This issue must be taken into account 
since the putative substrate of the NblA, the PBPs, 
are highly homologous. In light of this discrep-
ancy, we decided to determine the structures of 
additional NblA family members to identify both 
similarities and dissimilarities within this family. 
Structural analysis could result in additional insight 
into the mode of NblA action in the mechanism 
leading eventually to PBS degradation.

The T. vulcanus NblA structure crystallized 
in the presence of urea. The expression, isola-
tion and crystallization of the NblA protein from 
T. vulcanus (Tv-NblA) and S. elongatus (Se-NblA) 
have been described elsewhere (Dines et al. 2007). 
Briefly, both proteins were obtained by recombinant 

methods. The resulting proteins were sparingly 
soluble and required the solubilizing by urea to 
afford the supersaturating conditions needed for 
crystallization. This method resulted in the growth 
of crystals of Se-NblA and Tv-NblA that diffracted 
to 2.2 and 2.5 Å respectively.

The structure of Tv-NblA in the presence of 
2 M urea (Tv-NblA-urea) crystallized in the P3221 
trigonal space group, and was determined to 2.5 
Å by a combination of molecular replacement and 
single wavelength anomalous dispersion (MR-
SAD). A single Anabaena polypeptide served 
as the search model (22% sequence identity to 
Tv-NblA). A single solution was obtained which 
contained a dimer in the asymmetric unit (Fig. 1A). 
The orientations of the two NblA monomers in 
the Anabena and Tv-NblA-urea dimers are almost 
identical; however there are significant difference 
in actual Cα atom positions (rmsd between all 
Cα atoms between the Tv-NblA-urea dimer and 
the six different Anabaena dimers ranges between 
1 and 1.8 Å). Following density modification, 
refinement was performed using CNS, interspersed 
with rounds of rebuilding and geometry improve-
ment. The final model includes residues 8-60 and 
11-62 in monomers A and B, respectively. Two 

Fig. 1 Cartoon depiction of the asymmetric units of Thermosynechococcus vulcanus NblA. Panel A, Tv-NblA-urea (P3221) 
dimer, monomers colored in black and gray. Arrows indicate two urea molecules found in the structure. Panel B, Tv-NblA-P1 
structure. The two dimers are shown in black and grey respectively and show α-helical interactions and packing angle 
between dimers
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patches of unoccupied density that were too large 
to represent water molecules were modeled as urea 
molecules (Fig. 1A). The urea molecules form 
hydrogen bonds with polar side chains and a water 
molecule. The overall structure shows a helix-turn 
helix motif with the two monomers associated 
around an approximate C2 axis. The monomers in 
the Tv-NblA-urea are very similar (rmsd between 
all Cα atoms is 0.4 Å).

As in the case of the mesophilic Anabaena 
NblA, the thermophilic Tv-NblA-urea dimeric 
structure is held together by relatively few inter-
chain polar interactions, indicating a largely hydro-
phobic interface. However the Tv-NblA does have 
more charged residues (four additional basic and 
two additional acidic residues), which strengthen 
both the intra-molecular α-helical structure as well 
as the inter-molecular structure. Four salt bridges 
are formed by symmetry related Glu17-Arg44 and 
Lys49-Asp50, replacing two less polar interac-
tions between Arg45-Glu45 and Gln23-Lys31 in 
Anabaena NblA (Bienert et al. 2006). On the other 
hand the Tv-NblA-urea lacks the aromatic Tyr-Tyr 
ring stacking contact in the center of the dimer 
(Bienert et al. 2006). The two Tyr residues are 
replaced by Ile53, which form a tighter (3.15 Å) 
hydrophobic contact. The structural insights from 
the Tv-NblA protein crystal supports the notion 
that Tv-NblA should be structurally stable at the 
elevated growth temperatures of T. vulcanus. Both 
the N- and C-termini are unstructured, and show 
the largest variance, between monomers, and in 
comparison with the Anabaena monomers.

The T. vulcanus NblA structure without urea. 
Only a single crystal of Tv-NblA was obtained 
in the absence of urea. This crystal belonged to 
the triclininc P1 space group. A MR solution was 
obtained using the Tv-NblA-urea structure, and 
has two dimers in the asymmetric unit (Fig. 1B). 
The overall monomeric and dimeric structures 
are very similar in the presence and absence of 
urea, reiterating that urea solubilization had little 
structural affect (rmsd between all Cα atoms is 0.3 
Å between the Tv-NblA-urea dimer and either of 
the Tv-NblA-P1 dimers). Generation of symmetry 
related molecules in the crystal lattice of the Tv-NblA-

urea form shows identical packing to that of the 
two dimers in the Tv-NblA-P1 form.

The S. elongatus NblA structure. Recombinant 
Se-NblA could only be isolated in the presence of 
2 M urea, which was then removed prior to crys-
tallization. Crystals were obtained that diffracted 
to better than 2.2 Å. Analysis of the diffraction 
pattern indicated that the crystals belonged to the 
P4 tetragonal space group, with slightly less than 
perfect merohedral twinning (twinning fraction 
= 0.48). Molecular replacement was performed 
using the Tv-NblA-urea structure, and a solu-
tion was obtained with reasonable statistics (R < 
0.5). However, refinement of the structures to an 
acceptable Rfree, was not possible due to the high 
twinning fraction. The MR solution clearly showed 
the presence of four dimers in the asymmetric unit 
(Fig. 2).

NblA structural attributes. Unlike the Anabaena 
NblA structure, the Tv-NblA structures presented 
here arrange themselves within the crystal in a 
fashion that exhibits a larger angle of rotation 
between adjacent dimers. The different compo-
nents of the PBS (PE, PE and APC) are all basi-
cally made up of helix-turn-helix motifs, which 
pack at angles reminiscent of the dimer packing 
of the NblA crystals. These stacking interactions 

Fig. 2 Cartoon representation of the Synechococcus elongatus 
sp. PCC 7942 NblA preliminary structure. The four dimers 
are colored in different shades of gray and show different 
packing modes with respect to the Tv-NblA structures
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in crystal may thus give insight into how the NblA 
interacts with the PBS. Experiments devised to 
check this hypothesis are underway, and will be 
described elsewhere.
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Molecular Basis of Antenna System Adaptation 
in a Chl d-Containing Organism

Min Chen1*, Kathy Donohoe1, Ben Crossett2, Martin Schliep1, and Tony Larkum1

Abstract Acaryochloris marina, a chlorophyll 
d-containing cyanobacterium, lives in a unique light-
environment, very low light intensity in general, but 
with high light intensity of infrared light. It contains 
a number of different types of antenna systems: 
the constitutive presence of accessory chlorophyll-
binding protein complexes, primitive structure of 
phycobilin protein and iron-stress-inducing protein 
A (CP43′) system under iron limiting conditions.

Keywords Acaryochloria marina; Chlorophyll d; 
Chlorophyll-binding protein; Phycobilin-protein 
complex; Phycobilisomes

Introduction

Acaryochloris is an ecologically important, bio-
chemically interesting and evolutionarily fascinating 
marine cyanobacterium using the unique chloro-

phyll, Chl d. In addition to the accessory Chl d-bind-
ing protein complexes as its major light harvesting 
system, which feeds energy to photosystems (PS) I 
and II (Chen et al. 2005a, b), it possesses a primitive 
phycobiliprotein complex as an accessory peripheral 
antenna system (Marquardt et al. 1997; Hu et al. 
1999). Most classical cyanobacteria use phycobi-
lisomes (PBS) as their major accessory light-har-
vesting system. However, IsiA (iron-stress-induced 
chlorophyll-binding protein A) in cyanobacteria 
takes the accessory role as light-harvesting com-
plexes transferring to PS I under iron limiting condi-
tions (Bibby et al. 2001; Boekema et al. 2001) where 
the phycobilisome system is switched off due to low 
nitrogen conditions caused by iron-deficiency.

In Acaryochloris, there are IsiA systems along-
side the presence of phycobilin-protein complexes 
(PBP) and constitutive expression of the accessory 
Chl d-binding protein complexes (Prochlorophytes 
Chlorophyll-binding protein [Pcb]-like complexes). 
There are multi-copies of genes, encoding the subu-
nits of PBP, identified from the updated genomic 
information (http://genomes.tgen.org). In order to 
understand the organisation of the PBP complexes 
as accessory antenna systems and the physiological 
relationships among the PBP and accessory chloro-
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Sydney, Australia
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phyll-binding protein complexes, we investigated 
the genes and their encoding proteins related to the 
PBP complexes and tested the optical properties of 
bilin-pigments under various qualities of ambient 
light. Furthermore, the possible switching among all 
forms of antenna systems has been studied by using 
real-time RT-PCR. A model of the antenna systems 
is presented and their relationships are discussed.

Materials and methods

Acaryochloris was cultured in enriched seawater 
medium at a temperature of about 25 °C. The cool 
white lights (Crompton 4,100 K/33) were used for 
routinely growing Acaryochloris with intensity of 
30 µE m−2 s−1, i.e. normal light conditions. The 
lower light condition with the intensity of 5 µE m−2 
s−1; the red light cultural conditions used red glass 
with transmitted light intensity of 17 µE m−2 s−1, 
and green light used green glass with transmitted 
light intensity of 6 µE m−2 s−1.

The phylogenetic analyses were performed by 
using standard methods: protein sequences multi-
alignment was performed by using CLUSTAL 

W and phylogenetic and molecular evolutionary 
analyses were conducted using MEGA version 3.1 
(Kumar et al. 2004).

Results

Figure 1A shows the absorption spectra of 
Acaryochloris (in vivo) grown under different light 
qualities (green, blue and red light) and different 
light intensities. The insert of Fig. 1A demonstrates 
the varieties of phycocyanin to Chl d under differ-
ent light conditions (ratio of 609 to 708 nm) (Gloag 
et al. 2007). The amounts of PBPs changed under 
various light qualities and quantities. The green 
light grown Acaryochloris produced the highest 
amount of PBP with an increase of phycocyanin 
(PC). Blue light grown cells showed the clear 
three distinct components in PBP complexes with 
a relatively higher amount of allophycocyanin 
(APC). The total amount of PBP in Acaryochloris 
is much less than the typical cyanobacteria, the 
highest index of PC: Chl d is less than 0.4 (see 
Fig. 1A insert), which is different from the typical 
cyanobacteria (e.g. Synechocystis 6803), in which 

Fig. 1A, The absorption spectra of Acaryochloris under various light conditions. Black line: normal light conditions; green 
line: grown under green light for 3 weeks; red line: grown under red light; blue line represents the culture grown under blue 
light. Gray line represents the cells grown under low light intensity conditions. The 1A insert: index of PC to Chl d (ratio of 
609 to 708 nm). B, The phylogenetic relationship of cpcG genes. Three copies of cpcG in Acaryochloris were downloaded 
from http://genomes.tgen.org along with other cpcG genes downloaded from the gene-bank (details reference, Kondo et al. 
2005). The phylogenetic tree was built using MEGA3.1
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the PBS is the major light-harvesting component 
and the index could reach to over 1 (Adir 2005). 
The results suggest that PBPs in Acaryochloris 
only play a minor role compared to the mem-
brane-integral light harvesting chlorophyll-binding 
protein complexes. The previous investigation on 
the organisation of PBP in Acaryochloris indicated 
that the PC (three homohexamers) and the APC 
(one homohexamer mixed with PC) form a rod 
shape together (Marquardt et al. 1997).

The gene cpcG encodes the linking peptide con-
necting the PC base (rod) to the APC core (LRC) and 
recent studies (Kondo et al. 2005) showed the differ-
ent LRCs (CpcG peptides) have the different proper-
ties and associated functions to PS I and PS II. There 
are three different clusters of cpcG genes (Fig. 1B), 
one involves building large PBS with more than 
five cylindrical cores, one forms typical phycobilin-
some with tri-cylindrical cores (cpcG1 group) and 
the other group, named cpcG2, involves forming 
the PBP complexes (or primitive PBS) with limited 
amounts of APC cores (Kondo et al. 2005). The 
phylogenetic tree demonstrated that three copies of 
cpcG genes in Acaryochloris are close to each other 
and belong to the cpcG2 group (Fig. 1B), which sug-
gested the PBP complexes require a small APC core 
or even no APC core (Kondo et al. 2007).

The genomic information revealed that there is 
no apcE gene (encoding linker peptide connect-

ing APC cores to membranes) in Acaryochloris, 
which is consistent with previous experimental 
results: there is no PBS, only primitive PBP struc-
ture, associated with the membranes. Regarding 
the phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 1B), we suggested 
that Acaryochloris possesses small numbers of 
APC cores, i.e. consisting of only one cylinder in 
one hexagonal layer and three PC homohexamer 
bases (Fig. 2). The secondary structure predic-
tion (by TmHMM) of cpcG’s deduced amino acid 
sequences demonstrate that the C-terminal of the 
protein has a helix structure, which suggested that 
a CpcG protein may be involved in connecting 
PC/APC bases to the membrane since the helix
C-terminal could be an anchor connecting PC to the 
membrane. The ultrastructural analyses (Marquardt 
et al. 2000; Swingley et al. 2005) showed that there 
are almost equal distances (100–120 Å) among 
thylakoid membranes when cells are grown under 
enriched iron-nutrient conditions.

There are multi-copies of genes encoding acces-
sory chlorophyll-binding protein complexes, which 
updates our earlier finding of two Pcbs (PcbA and 
PcbC) in Acaryochloris (Chen et al. 2005c). To 
understand the relationship among membrane-
integral light-harvesting chlorophyll-binding protein 
complexes and PBP complexes, we investigated 
the influence of iron nutrients on the transcrip-
tional level of those genes (data not shown) by 

Fig. 2 The model of PBP structure in Acaryochloris. Pcb, accessory Chl d-binding protein complexes; OEC, oxygen evolv-
ing centre; CP43 and CP47, core antenna proteins in photosystem II; D1 and D2, reaction centre II proteins; PsaA, core of 
reaction centre I
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using real-time RT-PCR. The cells were grown to 
exponential growth phase (A708 nm = 0.2–0.4) then 
transferred into the iron-stressed medium (enriched 
seawater medium without iron additives) and the 
cells were harvested at 0, 6, 24, 72 h after stress-
condition induction for real-time RT-PCR.

The pcb genes are constitutive or up-regulated 
under iron-stressed conditions. The isiA-like genes 
in Acaryochloris are upregulated from undetectable 
under normal culture condition to more than 100-
fold change under iron stressed condition. It was 
noticed that genes cpcB and cpcG, encoding the PC-
β subunit and the linker protein respectively, were 
downregulated after being 24 h under iron-stressed 
conditions (data not shown). Relatively similar 
changes were found with PSII: isiA is dramatically 
upregulated and cpcG gene is downregulated.

The variation of the optical properties of APC/PC 
and the level of Chl d provide Acaryochloris with 
the unique capability to adapt to different light envi-
ronments, using broad light regimes. Under normal 
conditions, membrane integral chlorophyll d-binding 
protein complexes are major light-harvesting protein 
complexes, while PBP complexes only play a minor 
role as an accessory antenna. CpcG protein (LRC) 
plays an important role for the architectural structure 
of PBP in Acaryochloris. The relationship among 
the three copies of cpcG genes in Acacryochloris 
will be investigated in the near future.
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Structural Assessment of the Bacteriochlorophyll d Stacking 
in Chlorosomes from a C. tepidum Mutant with MAS NMR 
Spectroscopy

Swapna Ganapathy1, Michael Reus2, Aline Gomez Maqueo Chew3, Donald A. Bryant3, 
Alfred R. Holzwarth2, and Huub J. M. de Groot1

Abstract  Magic angle spinning (MAS) solid-
state NMR spectroscopy was used to investigate 
the stacking of bacteriochlorophylls (BChl) in the 
bchQRU mutant of the green sulfur bacterium 
C. tepidum. This mutant produces [8-Et, 12-Me] 
BChl d instead of the BChl c in the wild type. 
Using uniformly 13C enriched bchQRU chloro-
somes, a 13C and 1H resonance assignment of the 
BChl d ring was made using two-dimensional 
13C-13C homonuclear and 1H-13C heteronuclear 
MAS NMR dipolar correlation experiments. The 
aggregation shifts are largest for the 21-H3, 121-H3, 
31-H, and 5-H, which are shifted upfield by −3.3, 
−2.6, −3.7, and −2.0 ppm, respectively. A compari-
son of the bchQRU chlorosomes with aggregation 
shifts for the wild type and chlorin models forming 
dense aggregates reveals parallel stacking of the [8-Et, 
12-Me]BChl d, which is more dense and much more 

homogeneously ordered than for the BChl c in the 
wild type. However, the structure is less dense than 
for the Cd-chlorin models which lack the 31-Me.

Keywords  Chlorosomes, bchQRU mutant, BChl 
d, MAS NMR spectroscopy

Introduction

Chlorosomes are the unique light-harvesting 
antenna of green sulfur bacteria. They are oblong 
vesicles, characterized by the self organization of 
several thousands of BChl c, d or e molecules via 
pigment-pigment interactions (Olson 1998) form-
ing several rod-shaped elements which are approxi-
mately 10 nm in diameter (Staehelin et al. 1980). 
The self-assembly mechanism in chlorosomes is of 
special interest, e.g. the design of biomimetic solar-
cells, due to its applicability in the design of novel, 
photostable, artificial supramolecular devices with 
related self-organization properties. MAS NMR
was used in the past, to investigate the self-assembly 
and structure of chlorosomes from naturally occur-
ring bacteria (van Rossum et al. 2001a), BChl 
aggregates (Balaban et al. 1995) as well as chemically 
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synthesized artificial chromophore aggregates of 
Cd-chlorin (de Boer et al. 2004). This has led to 
a model for the stacking and the supra structure, 
which has been challenged recently by investigations 
on chlorosomes from C. limicola (Egawa et al. 
2007). Both C.limicola and C. tepidum contain 
BChl c which appears to be subject to heterogeneity 
yielding broad lines. Here we show how 1D and 
2D NMR data collected from a BChl d producing 
mutant provide an attractive route to resolving 
existing controversies by working from a much 
better defined structure. The purpose of this short 
contribution is to perform a first structural assess-
ment of the stacking in BChl d chlorosomes in 
order to validate our earlier findings.

The bchQRU mutant of C. tepidum (Frigaard et al.
2003) produces chlorosomes containing BChl d 
rather than the BChl c molecules that are produced 
by the wild type of C. tepidum with an [8-Et, 12-Me] 
side chain pattern as shown in Fig. 1. BChl c and d 
differ by the presence of a methyl group at the C-20 
methine position in BChl c (Maresca et al. 2004).

Materials and methods

Sample preparation. Uniformly 13C-enriched chlo-
rosomes from the bchQRU mutant (Maresca et al. 
2004) were prepared according to procedures 
described elsewhere (Balaban et al. 1995).

MAS NMR experiments. MAS NMR experi-
ments were performed with a Bruker AV-750 spec-
trometer equipped with a 4-mm triple resonance 
probehead (Bruker, Karlsruhe, Germany), using a 
13C radio frequency of 188.6 MHz and at sample 
temperatures of 277 K. The 1H spins were decou-
pled during acquisition using two-pulse phase 
modulation (TPPM) (Bennett et al. 1995). The 13C 
and 1H chemical shift scale was calibrated from 
a spectrum of solid tyrosine·HCl salt. All spectra 
were processed using QSINE window functions 
in F1 and F2 and analyzed using the program 
SPARKY (T. D. Goddard and D. G. Kneller, 
University of California).

Results and discussion

Chemical shift assignment. Homonuclear 13C-13C 
dipolar correlation spectra shown in the upper 
panels of Fig. 2 were recorded using the radio fre-
quency-driven dipolar recoupling (RFDR) (Bennett 
et al. 1992) sequence with phase-sensitive detec-
tion in w1at a mixing times of 1.4 ms. 1H π/2 pulses 
of 3.1 µs were used with cross-polarization (CP) 
periods of 2 ms. For each of the 256 steps in the 
indirect dimension, 128 scans were accumulated. 
The nearest-neighbor connectivity of the molecular 
network leads to the 13C chemical shift assignment 
of the BChl d as is indicated with dashed lines in 
the figure (upper panels). The line-widths are rather 
narrow, of the order of ~1 ppm, which indicates a 
well defined structure without major inhomogene-
ous broadening due to disorder.

Heteronuclear 1H-13C correlations were obtained 
by using the frequency-switched Lee-Goldburg 
(FSLG) experiment (van Rossum et al. 1997) 
using a short CP time of 256 µs and a 1H 90° pulse 
of 3.1 µs. For each of 128 steps in the indirect 1H 
dimension, 128 13C transients were accumulated. 

Fig. 1 Chemical structure of BChl’s c and d in wild type 
chlorosomes and the bchQRU mutant chlorosomes. For the 
wild type R1 is a methyl group and R2 is predominantly 
an ethyl side chain, while for the bchQRU mutant R1 is a 
hydrogen and R2 is a methyl group
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Using the 13C data as a starting point, the 1H-13C 
signals were assigned, as depicted in the lower pan-
els of Fig. 2 for the bchQRU chlorosomes. Protein 
response is observed in the range of 7–10 ppm on 

the 1H scale which can be attributed to the NH 
protons correlating with the CO of the preceding 
amino acids, which resonate with a 13C chemical 
shift around 175 ppm (van Rossum et al. 2001b).

Fig. 2 Contour plot sections of a 13C-13C MAS NMR dipolar correlation spectrum of the bchQRU chlorosomes recorded 
in a field of 17.6 T using a spinning frequency of 11 kHz and a mixing time of 1.4 ms. The lower panels show contour plot 
sections of an 1H-13C MAS NMR FSLG dipolar correlation spectrum recorded in the same field employing a spinning rate 
of 13 kHz. The 13C-13C and 1H-13C connectivity network is indicated with dashed lines
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Aggregation shifts. The 13C and 1H shifts in 
solution were determined with 2D 13C-13C COSY, 
1H-1H COSY and 1H-13C HSQC NMR spectra of 
the monomer in CD2Cl2 with 5% CD3OD recorded 
on a DMX-600 spectrometer (Bruker, Karlsruhe, 
Germany). The chemical shifts were used to deter-
mine the aggregation shifts for 13C and 1H, respec-
tively. Significant upfield 1H and 13C aggregation 
shifts are observed relative to the monomer in 
solution, for the bchQRU chlorosomes.

The largest aggregation shifts are observed at 
the 21-H3, 121-H3, 3

1-H, and 5-H positions for the 
bchQRU chlorosomes and are listed in Table 1 
along with analogous shifts previously reported 
from the chlorosomes of the wild type of C. tepi-
dum (van Rossum et al. 2001a), and the Cd-chlorin 
aggregates (de Boer et al. 2004). The magnitude 
of the aggregation shifts observed for the bchQRU 
chlorosomes, while larger than the wild type chlo-
rosome, is still less than those for the Cd-chlorins. 
This shows that the stacking of the BChl d mol-
ecules is denser than those of the BChl c from the 
wild type. This can be attributed to the absence of 
the 20-Me group in BChl d which reduces the steric 
hindrance between 20-Me and 2-Me increasing the 
planarity of the macro-aromatic cycle in ring I. The 
structure is less dense than for the Cd-chlorin mod-
els which lack the 31-Me. The 1H aggregation shifts 
are dominated by ring-current effects, which are 
more useful than the 13C shifts for structure deter-
mination (de Boer et al. 2004). The aggregation 
shifts of the bchQRU chlorosomes are in agreement 
with parallel stacking of the bacteriochlorophylls as 
proposed previously (van Rossum et al. 2001a).
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CHAPTER FOUR

Role of Echinenone in Fluorescence Quenching in IsiA 
Aggregates from Cyanobacteria

Sandrine D’Haene1, Kostas Tsoukatos1, Stefania S. Lampoura3, Hans C. P. Matthijs2, 
and Jan P. Dekker1

Abstract  We compare the carotenoid composi-
tion and the quenching properties of IsiA aggre-
gates obtained from a Synechocystis PCC 6803 
psaFJ-null mutant and from a crtO-null mutant 
that is unable to synthesize echinenone. Pigment 
analysis indicates that isolated IsiA aggregates 
from the psaFJ-null mutant bind, per IsiA mono-
mer, about 16 chlorophyll a, 2.2 β-carotene, 0.9 
zeaxanthin and 1 echinenone molecules, and that 
isolated IsiA aggregates from the crtO-null mutant 
bind per 16 chlorophyll a about 3.0 β-carotene and 
1.1 zeaxanthin molecules. This indicates that the 
echinenone binding site is occupied by β-carotene 
or zeaxanthin in the crtO-null mutant. The isolated 
IsiA aggregates from this mutant and the cells from 
which these aggregates were obtained show the 
same temperature dependence of the fluorescence 
quantum yields as in the corresponding materi-

als from the psaFJ-null mutant. This suggests 
that echinenone is not necessarily involved in 
the quenching mechanism and that zeaxanthin or 
β-carotene could also act as quenchers.

Keywords  IsiA, cyanobacteria, iron stress, 
quenching, carotenoids, echinenone

Introduction

Under high illumination, or under other stresses 
that limit down-stream photosynthetic events in 
stress situation like a PSI decrease, cyanobacte-
ria synthesize a protein, IsiA, that forms rings of 
variable size around PSI or forms aggregates not 
connected to a photosystem (Kouřil et al. 2005). 
Isolated IsiA aggregates were shown to have short 
fluorescence lifetimes (Ihalainen et al. 2005), which 
is possibly related to a photoprotective function of 
IsiA (Havaux et al. 2005; Wilson et al. 2006).

Carotenoids are virtually omnipresent among 
micro-organisms, animals and plants, where they 
protect cells from reactive oxygen species that 
cause photo-oxidative cell damage. In photosyn-
thetic organisms, in addition to a role of light 
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harvesting, they also function in non-photochemi-
cal quenching, the thermal dissipation of chloro-
phyll excited state in excess of that needed to drive 
primary photochemistry. When excited states of 
chlorophylls accumulate, they can be converted to 
excited triplet states, which readily react with oxy-
gen to form singlet oxygen. Carotenoids have long 
been known to interact with both singlet-excited 
chlorophyll and triplet chlorophyll, de-exciting it 
in a pre-emptive reaction before singlet oxygen 
can be formed. Ultrafast absorbance-difference 
measurements have suggested that one or more 
carotenoids are directly involved in the quenching 
mechanism (Berera et al., these proceedings).

In this work we study IsiA aggregates isolated 
from mutant cells that are unable to synthesize 
echinenone. Temperature dependent emission from 
those isolated IsiA was measured and shows a strong 
emission at 4 K that decreases at lower cryogenic 
temperature in a similar way as in echinenone-
containing IsiA aggregates. Echinenone therefore 
is not obligatory for the quenching mechanism in 
the IsiA aggregates.

Materials and methods

Cells were grown at 30 °C in liquid BG11 medium 
under continuous illumination at a light intensity 
of 50 µmol photons m−2 s−1 in ambient air. Iron 
deficiency was achieved by inoculation of cells 
pre-grown in normal medium into 30–40-fold more 
medium where iron was omitted. The psaFJ-null 
mutant was used because of its high content of PSI-
free IsiA aggregates (Yeremenko et al. 2004). IsiA 
aggregates were isolated and purified after solubili-
sation with n-dodecyl-β,d-maltoside and purification 
with ion-exchange chromatography as described 
before (Ihalainen et al. 2005). Pigment analysis 
was performed a HPLC system equipped with a 
diode-array optical absorption spectrophotometer 
as described before (Ihalainen et al. 2005). For low-
temperature emission measurements, the samples 
were diluted in 66% (v/v) glycerol adjusted to the 
same original buffer and to an absorbance of 0.1 at 
680 nm. Temperatures of 4.2 to 240 K were obtained 

in a helium-bath cryostat. Fluorescence emission 
spectra were measured with a 1/2 m imaging spec-
trograph and a CCD camera (Chromex Chromcam 
I). The spectral resolution was ~0.5 nm. Broadband 
excitation was provided by a xenon lamp and a 
420 nm interference filter (bandwidth of ~15 nm). 
The recorded emission spectra were corrected for 
the wavelength-dependent sensitivity of the detec-
tion system.

Results

IsiA aggregates in crtO-null cells. The crtO gene 
encodes the enzyme β-carotene ketolase that 
is responsible for the conversion of β-carotene 
into echinenone. Cells from a crtO-null strain 
of Synechocystis PCC 6803 were grown without 
iron. After 3 days of growth without iron the cells 
showed a characteristic strong 77 K emission band 
at 685 nm (data not shown) that was also measured 
in emission spectra from wild-type cells under 
similar conditions (Yeremenko et al. 2004), sug-
gesting that IsiA aggregates are also formed in 
the iron-starved crtO-null strain. We isolated the 
IsiA aggregates as done before for IsiA aggregates 
from echinenone-containing cells (Ihalainen et al. 
2005) and found that the size of these aggregates, 
as measured by size-exclusion chromatography, 
the absorption spectrum in the Qy absorption 
region of the chlorophylls and the 77 K emission 
spectrum were very similar to those observed for 
echinenone-containing IsiA aggregates.

Pigment analysis. We analyzed the pigment 
composition of the isolated IsiA aggregates from the 
psaFJ-null and the crtO-null mutants. Figure 1 shows 
the chromatograms at 450 nm of the extracted pig-
ments. The IsiA aggregates from the psaFJ-null 
cells show a peak at around 26.2 min that is not 
present in the IsiA aggregates from the crtO-null 
cells. This peak is also absent in thylakoids pre-
pared from the crtO-null mutant (data not shown), 
and based on the elution time and spectrum, this 
peak was identified as echinenone.

The pigment composition of IsiA aggregates 
from both types of cells is shown in Table 1. 
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The IsiA aggregates isolated from the psaFJ-
null mutant were found to bind per 16 chloro-
phyll a 2.2 β-carotene, 0.9 zeaxanthin and 1.0 
echinenone molecules, in agreement with earlier 
data (Ihalainen et al. 2005), while IsiA aggregates 
isolated from the crtO-null mutant were found to 
bind per 16 chlorophyll a 3.0 β-carotene and 1.1 
zeaxanthin molecules.

These results indicate that the total amount of 
carotenoids is very similar in both types of IsiA 
aggregates and thus that the echinenone bind-
ing site has been occupied by ß-carotene or, to 
a smaller extent, by zeaxanthin. The same was 
found for the 9-cis echinenone bound to the cyto-
chrome b6  f complex. In this complex from the 
crtO-null mutant, the binding site was occupied by 

9-cis forms of β-carotene and zeaxanthin (Wenk et 
al. 2005).

Temperature dependence of steady-state emis-
sion. Figure 2 shows the emission spectra at vari-
ous temperatures of the IsiA aggregates from the 
two types of cells and the relative quantum yields 
compared to those at 4 K. At 4 K, both emission 
spectra peak at 686 nm, have a full width at half 
maximum of 6 nm and have vibrational transitions 
at longer wavelengths. The temperature depend-
ence of the emission spectra shows an identical 
behaviour for both types of IsiA aggregates. The 
total emission yields decrease strongly at increas-
ing temperatures, which is most likely caused by an 
increased probability to reach a quencher.

Discussion

The pigment analysis results confirm that 
echinenone is missing in the crtO-null mutant. 
The absence of the crtO gene corresponding to the 
β-carotene ketolase enzyme leads to the impairment 
of echinenone synthesis. Our results indicate that 
in the crtO-null mutant the echinenone binding site 

Fig. 1 HPLC chromatogram of the IsiA aggregates from psaFJ-null and crtO-null mutants, normalized to the area of the 
chlorophyll a peak. The identified pigments were zeaxanthin (Z), chlorophyll a (A), echinenone (E) and β-carotene (C)

Table 1 Pigments composition per IsiA monomer from 
psaFJ-null and crtO-null. Values ±0.1

Pigments PsaFJ- CrtO

Chlorophyll a 16 16
Zeaxanthin 0.9 1.1
Echinenone 1 –
β-carotene 2.2 3
cis β-carotene 0.1 0.1
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in IsiA is occupied mainly by β-carotene and to a 
lower extent by zeaxanthin. So this binding site is 
not selective for echinenone.

Carotenoids seem to be involved in the quenching 
properties of IsiA aggregates, as shown by transient 
absorption (Berera et al., these proceedings). The flu-
orescence emission yields at different temperatures 
show that the quencher is still present in the absence 
of echinenone and suggest that β-carotene and/or 
zeaxanthin can act as quenchers to a similar effi-
ciency than echinenone. Whether or not echinenone 
acts as a quencher in wild-type cells is not known. 
Experiments with cells with impaired zeaxanthin 
synthesis might shed more light on this issue.

Both β-carotene and zeaxanthin have a conjuga-
tion length of 11 double bonds, whereas echinenone 
has 12. In artificial dyads (zinc phthalocyanine mol-
ecules covalently linked to carotenoids with 9, 10 and 
11 conjugated carbon-carbon double bonds) carote-
noids that have a length of 10, 11 conjugated double 
bonds were shown to be strong quenchers (Berera 
et al. 2006). The pigments in a protein environment 
can show slightly different behaviour but if the caro-
tenoid replacing echinenone has a double bonds con-
jugation length shorter than of 10 it is possible that 
the quenching properties of IsiA will be altered.
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CHAPTER FIVE

A Comparative MAS NMR Study of BChl d and BChl c 
Producing Mutants of C. tepidum

Swapna Ganapathy1, Michael Reus2, Aline Gomez Maqueo Chew3, Donald A. Bryant3, 
Alfred R. Holzwarth2, and Huub J. M. de Groot1

Abstract  Magic angle spinning (MAS) solid-
state NMR spectroscopy was used to broadly 
envisage the differences between the [8-Et, 12-
Me] BChl c producing bchQR mutant and the 
[8-Et, 12-Me] BChl d producing bchQRU mutant 
of the green sulfur bacterium C. tepidum. Two-
 dimensional 13C-13C homonuclear MAS NMR 
dipolar correlation experiments on uniformly 
13C enriched bchQR and bchQRU chlorosomes, 
revealed a major doubling of the 13C resonances 
at the 5-C, 131-C, and 14-C position for the 
bchQRU mutant and a minor doubling at the 5-C, 
14-C, and 20-C positions for the bchQRU mutant, 
indicating the presence of two components in the 
chlorosomes from both mutants though not in the 
same ratios.

Keywords  Chlorosomes, bchQR mutant, bchQRU 
mutant, BChl c, BChl d, MAS NMR Spectroscopy

Introduction

The structure of self-assembled bacteriochloro-
phylls (BChl) in chlorosomes, the unique light-
harvesting antenna of green sulfur bacteria has 
been subject to considerable debate (Egawa et  al. 
2007; van Rossum et al. 2001). In addition 
the self-assembly mechanism in chlorosomes is 
of special interest, e.g. the design of biomimetic 
solar-cells, due to its applicability in the design of 
novel, photostable, artificial chromophores with 
related self-organization properties. The known 
genome sequence of C. tepidum (Eisen et al. 2002) 
has made it possible to investigate its mutants and 
their functionality. Recently a model platform 
became available based on mutants of C. tepidum 
with a much better defined structure than the wild 
type and the possibility to modify the BChl c into 
Bchl d (Maresca et al. 2004). In particular, the 
bchQRU mutant of C. tepidum (Frigaard et al. 
2003) produces chlorosomes containing [8-Et, 12-
Me] BChl d rather than the [8-Et, 12-Me] BChl c 
molecules that are produced by the bchQR mutant. 
BChl c and d differ by the presence of a methyl 
group at the C-20 methine position in BChl c 
(Maresca et al. 2004).
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Using 2D MAS NMR spectroscopy we have 
been able to broadly assess the differences in 
composition of the BChl c and BChl d producing 
chlorosomes from two mutants of C. tepidum. It is 
shown that the difference affects the supra structure 
of the chlorosomes by changing the ratio between 
two structural components in the system.

Materials and methods

Sample preparation. We have prepared uniformly 
13C-labeled chlorosomes from both the bchQR 
(Frigaard et al. 2003) and bchQRU mutants 
(Maresca et al. 2004) by growing the bacteria 
anaerobically in a 99% NaH13CO3 medium accord-
ing to procedures described elsewhere (Balaban 
et  al. 1995).

MAS NMR experiments. The radio frequency-
driven dipolar recoupling (RFDR) (Bennett et al. 
1992) technique was used to record 13C-13C correla-
tion data with a Bruker AV-750 spectrometer using 
a triple channel CP-MAS probe head. 2D 13C-13C 
RFDR spectra were acquired at a 13C radio fre-
quency of 188.6 MHz and sample temperatures of 
277 K. The protons were decoupled by using two-
pulse phase modulation (TPPM) decoupling during 
t2 (Bennett et al. 1995). The 13COOH resonance of 
U-[13C, 15N]-tyrosine·HCl at 172.1 ppm was used 
as an external chemical shift reference. The spectra 
were processed using the sine-square function in 
both dimensions and spectral analysis was done 
with the program SPARKY (T. D. Goddard and 
D. G. Kneller, University of California).

Results and discussion

The 13C-13C dipolar correlation RFDR spectra 
shown in Fig. 1 were recorded with a mixing 
time of 1.4 ms. The proton π/2 pulse was set to 
3.1 µs, corresponding with a nutation frequency of 
80.6 kHz, while a 13C B1 field strength of 50 kHz 
with a cross polarization time of 2 ms was used 
during a ramped CP sequence. One hundred and 

twenty-eight scans were accumulated for each of 
the 256 steps in the indirect dimension. The 13C 
chemical shift assignment for the chlorosomes 
from the bchQR and bchQRU mutants is done 
using the nearest-neighbor connectivity of the 
molecular network. The 20-Me cross peak seen 
in the upper panel of Fig. 1 for the spectrum of 
the bchQR mutant is not seen in the spectrum 
of the bchQRU mutant. This confirms that the 
samples for the bchQR and bchQRU chlorosomes 
contain BChl c and d respectively.

A small doubling of the 5/4, 5/6, 14/13, 20/1, 
and 20/19 cross-peaks of the bchQRU mutant and 
a pronounced doubling of the 5/4, 5/6, 131/13, and 
14/13 cross peaks for the bchQR mutant is seen. 
Hence the data reveal the presence of an additional 

Fig. 1 Contour plot sections of 13C-13C MAS NMR dipolar 
correlation spectra of the bchQR and bchQRU chlorosomes 
are denoted in grey and black respectively. The experiments 
were performed at a field of 17.6 T using a spinning fre-
quency of 11 kHz and a mixing time of 1.4 ms
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component in both types of chlorosomes. The two 
components have been denoted as I and II for clar-
ity and their chemical shifts are given in Table 1.

For instance, the doubled 5/4 cross peak is clearly 
resolved for both the chlorosome mutants as shown 
in Fig. 1. While the peak width of the 5(II)/4 cross 
peak and its intensity are clearly much smaller than 
that of the 5(I)/4 cross peak in the bchQRU mutant 
spectrum, their widths and intensities are almost 
identical in the spectrum of the bchQR mutant. This 
indicates that components I and II are present in 
approximately the same ratio for the bchQR chlo-
rosomes while only a minor fraction of component 
II is present in the bchQRU chlorosomes. The cross 
peak pattern and peak widths observed for the 
bchQR chlorosomes are in line with those observed 
for the chlorosomes from the wild type of C. tepi-
dum which also contains Bchl c (van Rossum et al. 
2001), however there are some differences for the 
chemical shifts at several carbon positions.

The differences in chemical shifts for the major 
component I between the bchQR and bchQRU chlo-
rosomes for values greater than 2 ppm is shown in 
Fig. 2, where the radius of the circle is proportional 
to the magnitude of the shift. In this way the differ-
ences between the two mutants can be visualized. 
The shift differences are quite substantial and indi-
cate a difference in the stacking structure, mainly 
involving the region around ring I.
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Table 1 13C chemical shifts in ppm of the two mutants of 
resonances that show major doubling into two componentsa

 bchQR mutant bchQRU mutant

Position I II I II

5 93.3 101.1 97.5 102.0
131 194.2 191.3 – –
14 162.6 159.2 162 160.2
20 – – 89.3 87.5

aThe numbering is according to Fig. 2
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CHAPTER SIX

Light-Harvesting and Photoprotection in Diatoms: 
Identification and Expression of L818-Like Proteins

Song-Hua Zhu and Beverley R. Green

Abstract  The diatom Thalassiosira pseudonana 
has genes for at least 30 members of the Light-
harvesting Complex (LHC) superfamily dispersed 
over a number of chromosomes but often found in 
pairs. Since diatoms do not have genes for PsbS, 
which is essential for non-photochemical quench-
ing in plants, we are investigating the possibility 
that several proteins related to the stress-induced 
LI818 proteins of green algae could be taking the 
place of PsbS in responding to high light stress. 
The expression patterns of these “Lhcx” genes 
under different light intensities were assayed by 
real-time RT-PCR and compared with several 
“standard” Lhcf genes encoding the major fucox-
anthin Chl a/c proteins. Lhcx1/2 was up-regulated 
4–5 times after 1 h high light (HL), then dropped 
30% in the next 5 h. Lhcx4 was also upregulated, 
although not as strongly, and Lhcx5 was unaf-
fected. An antibody specific for the C-terminus 
of Lhcx1 identified it as a 22 kDa protein, which 
remained elevated after 6 h HL.

Keywords  Thalassiosira pseudonana, diatoms, 
light-harvesting, fucoxanthin chlorophyll a/c 
 proteins, gene expression, high light stress

Introduction

Diatoms are unicellular photosynthetic eukaryotes 
responsible for a sizeable fraction of global CO2 
drawdown and are the basis for many marine food-
webs. They have plastids surrounded by four mem-
branes (a result of their secondary endosymbiotic 
ancestry), and use fucoxanthin Chl a/c proteins for 
light-harvesting. The diatom Thalassiosira pseudo-
nana has genes for at least 30 members of the LHC 
superfamily, belonging to three distinct clades: the 
major “standard” Lhcf’s, the red algal-like Lhcr’s, 
and the LI818-like Lhcx’s. However, there is no 
gene for the four-helix PsbS protein (Armbrust et al. 
2004), which is essential for non-photochemical 
quenching in plants. LI818 is a unique member 
of the LHC family discovered in green algae and 
induced in response to several stresses (Richard 
et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 2004). It is the only member of 
the LHC superfamily shared between the green lin-
eage and the red lineage, to which diatoms belong. 
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Could one or more of the four diatom Lhcx’s be 
taking the place of PsbS in photoprotection?

Methods

Culture conditions. An axenic culture of T. pseu-
donana (CCMP1335) was grown at 18 °C in sterile 
ESAW medium at 40 µmol m−2 s−1 under 12:12-h 
light:dark cycle with gentle agitation. Cells in late 
exponential growth phase were harvested at the 
beginning of the light phase.

Gene sequencing and expression. Total RNA was 
extracted using RNAqueous-4PCR kit (Ambion) 
followed by DNAase I treatment. Purified total 
RNA (1–2 µg) was used to make cDNAs for gene 
cloning, sequencing, 5' and 3' RACE (Invitrogen 
kit) and qRT-PCR. For qRT-PCR, gene-specific 
primers were designed to give products of about 
150 bp. Gene expression is relative to that of the 
actin gene. Genomic sequences and chromosome 
locations were obtained from http://genome.jgi-
psf.org/Thaps3/Thaps3.home.html.

Results

Sequence organization and analysis

Genomic sequences of the four Lhcx genes and six 
of the standard Lhcf genes were extracted from the 

T. pseudonana genome database (http://genome.
jgi-psf.org/Thaps3/Thaps3.home.html). RT-PCR 
was used to verify the correctness of gene pre-
diction and determine intron positions. The Lhcx 
transcripts have slightly longer (627–706 bp) open 
reading frames compared to 590–630 bp for the 
Lhcf transcripts. This agrees with protein molecular 
masses of about 22 and 19 kDa, respectively, deter-
mined by immunoblotting. The number of introns 
varies from 0 to 4, all with the cannonical GT/AG 
splice sites.

Lhcx1 and Lhcx2 are both located on chromo-
some 23, separated by only 2.4 kb and divergently 
transcribed, with the 5' ends proximal (Fig. 1). The 
deduced protein sequences are 100% identical; 
DNA sequences 97% identical. For this reason, the 
transcription of the two genes could not be distin-
guished and is combined in the RT-PCR experi-
ments (Fig. 2). Two pairs of Lhcf genes are also on 
the same chromosome, arranged divergently with 
the 5' ends proximal: Lhcf 3 and Lhcf 4 are 94% 
similar at the amino acid level; however, Lhcf6 
and Lhcf 7 only have 55% similarities at the amino 
acid level. This suggests that Lhcx1/2 and Lhcf 3/4 
gene pairs are the result of relatively recent gene 
duplications.

Transcription initiation sites identified by 5'-
RACE were 37–70 bases upstream of the ATG 
translation start site except for that of lhcx4 which 
was 136 bp. The motif CA(T/C)A was found at 

Fig. 1 Organization of several Lhcx and Lhcf genes on the chromosomes. Open arrows indicate positions and directions of 
transcription. Scale bar: 1,000 bp. Solid lines with // indicate a long distance between genes
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the transcription start site in five genes. In all five 
Lhcf genes examined, four nucleotides CAA(A/C)
[ATG] at the translation start site are conserved 
but this is true for only Lhcx5. However, all these 
genes follow the Kozak rule with an A at the –3 
position (relative to ATG). All transcripts appeared 
to have a 15–21 nt poly(A) tail, although the typi-
cal polyadenylation signal (AATAAA) was only 
found in Lhcf4, 18 bp upstream of the transcription 
termination site.

The upstream regions of the transcription start 
sites were searched for the presence of any eukary-
otic promoter elements: putative CAAT boxes were 
found in almost all, but TATA boxes in only two. 
In general, there is little similarity among the 5' 
upstream regions except between lhcx1 and lhcx2, 
which share 98% identity. Since this gene pair is 
transcribed divergently with a short intervening 
region, they may use a bidirectional promoter 
(Adachi and Lieber 2002).

Effect of high light stress on gene expression

In order to study the effect of high light stress, 
cells grown at 40 µmol m−2s−1 were exposed to 
700 µmol m−2s−1 white light for 1, 3 and 6 h. Total 
RNA was isolated from control (LL) and high 
light (HL) cultures at each time-point, and real-
time RT-PCR was used to determine the relative 
levels of gene expression for Lhcx1/2, Lhcx4 and 
Lhcx5 compared to Lhcf2, Lhcf4 and Lhcf5 (Fig. 2). 
Lhcx1/2 expression rose dramatically after 1 h HL 
treatment, and levels of Lhcx4 approximately dou-
bled. However, Lhcx1/2 transcript levels dropped 
after 3 h and were almost back to control levels 
after 6 h HL. Under LL there was very little change 
in Lhcx transcript levels during the day. In contrast, 
transcript levels of the Lhcf genes rose during the 
day and peaked at mid-day, like the standard fcp 
genes of other diatoms (Oeltjen et al. 2002) and 
the Chl a/b genes of plants. Under high light stress, 
their expression was markedly depressed.

Using an antibody specific to the C-terminus 
of Lhcx1/2, we were able to show that this protein 
is larger (about 22 kDa) than the Lhcf proteins 
(about 19 kDa). Western blot analysis showed that 
Lhcx1/2 protein is present under LL, increases 
about twofold after 1 h HL treatment, and remains 
at about the same level during the following 9 h 
under continuous HL (data not shown). This sug-
gests that this protein, once induced by HL stress, 
is stable under HL.

Discussion

Genomics aspect

The T. pseudonana genome contains at least 30 
Lhc genes scattered on 12 different chromosomes. 
Gene pairs like Lhcx1/2, Lhcf3/4 and Lhcf6/7 
which are located on the same chromosome have 
short intergenic regions (0.8–2.5 kb) and are tran-
scribed divergently, similarly to light-harvesting 
genes in the cryptophyte Rhodomonas (Broughton 
et al. 2006). Both Lhcx1/2 and Lhcf3/4 gene pairs 
are almost identical, suggesting recent gene 

Fig. 2 Expression of Lhcx (A) and Lhcf (B) genes in 
response to shift from LL (40 µmol m−2s−1) to HL (700 µmol 
m−2s−1) at the beginning of the light phase. Cells were sam-
pled after 1, 3 and 6 h
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duplications. Two other pairs, Lhcf1/2 and Lhcf8/9, 
share 96% and 100% identities at nucleotide and 
amino acid levels, respectively, but are located on 
different chromosomes, suggesting rearrangements 
that occurred after gene duplication. Interestingly, a 
number of genes (Lhcf 1, Lhcf 2, Lhcf 8 and Lhcf 9) 
contain an intron of 170–230 bp between AT and G 
of the translation start codon.

Gene expression

The qRT-PCR experiments showed that the expres-
sion levels for Lhcx1/2, Lhcx4 and Lhcx5 are not 
increased to the same extent by HL exposure. 
Lhcx1/2 is more sensitive to the light stress than 
Lhcx4 and Lhcx5. Our data also showed that the 
transcript levels for Lhcx1/2 and Lhcx4 peaked 
after 1 h HL but then dropped to 30% after the 
next 5 h, as compared with the LL controls. In 
contrast, the Lhcf genes reached their maximum 
6 h after illumination under both LL and HL (i.e. 
they still followed the normal diurnal rhythm), but 
their transcript levels were much decreased under 
HL compared to LL. This suggests that T. pseudonana 
cells cope with the HL stress by decreasing 
light-harvesting antenna sizes. The different patterns 
of Lhcx and Lhcf gene expression upon HL irradi-
ance suggest that they have different functions. 
Sequence alignment showed that Lhcx1/2 are 
very closely related to Fcp6/7 of Cyclotella cryp-
tica (Oeltjen et al. 2002), and to LI818 in the 
green algae Chlamydomonas (Richard et al. 2000). 
When C. cryptica was grown under HL conditions 
(Oeltjen et al. 2002), the steady state mRNA levels 
of fcp6/7 increased four to fivefold. Combined with 
our results, this shows that Lhcx1/2 and fcp6/7 are 
high light-inducible genes and might have a role in 
photoprotection.

In our experiments, there is a small amount of 
Lhcx1/2 protein even under LL growth conditions 
and the amount is increased after 6 h high light 
stress (data not shown). However, the decline of 
the Lhcx1/2 transcript was not accompanied by a 
decrease in the corresponding protein. Possibly, 
the expression of Lhcx1/2 under high light stress 
is independently regulated at the level of tran-
script and protein accumulation, and Lhcx1/2 
may be involved in both photoprotection and 
light-harvesting.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Coherent Spectroscopy of Carotenoid 
and Bacteriochlorophyll

Mitsuru Sugisaki1, Masazumi Fujiwara1, Kazuhiro Yanagi2, Ritsuko Fujii1, 
Richard J. Cogdell3, and Hideki Hashimoto1

Abstract  Nonlinear optical responses of a 
β-carotene homologue having a conjugation-double 
bond n = 15 and bacteriochlorophyll a (BChl a) 
were investigated in order to clarify the dissipa-
tion processes of excess energy. The experimental 
results were explained by a theoretical model cal-
culation. We have determined the spectral density 
which is the most important parameter to calculate 
optical signals. We found that the linear absorption 
spectrum can be fairly well reproduced when the 
vibronic oscillation modes of the solvent together 
are properly taken into consideration. In case of 
the β-carotene homologue, the nonlinear optical 
response can be well reproduced by properly tak-
ing the S0, S1, and S2 electronic levels into consid-
eration. In case of BChl a, our computer simulation 
suggests the involvement of the higher-order inter-
action, such as the two-photon process. The role of 

coherence and the efficient energy transfer in the 
light-harvesting antenna complexes are discussed.

Keywords  β-carotene, BChl a, nonlinear spec-
troscopy, four-wave mixing, Brownian oscillator 
model, spectral density

Introduction

The interaction between a material and its sur-
rounding environment is a fundamental topic for 
physical and chemical investigation. A clear under-
standing of behavior of quantum coherence in 
dissipative environments is of fundamental impor-
tance since this process, known as decoherence, is 
directly related to excitation energy dissipation in 
the material.

The availability of femtosecond pulses allows 
the use of time-resolved spectroscopic techniques 
to observe the evolution of spectra in “real time” 
(Cerullo et al. 2001; Kobayashi et al. 2001; Sugisaki 
et al. 2007). It is possible to monitor coherently 
excited microscopic nuclear motions in condensed 
matter. In this context it is to be expected that new 
spectroscopies that exploit the phase properties of 
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light will provide new insights into how materials 
interact with their environment. Information about 
energy flow or relaxation processes in materials 
can be obtained by observing the dynamics of 
coherent vibrational motion.

In the present work, we study the four-wave 
mixing (FWM) signal of a β-carotene homologue 
having a conjugation-double bond n = 15 (here-
after referred to as M15) and BChl a. The linear 
and nonlinear optical responses are theoretically 
calculated from the spectral density determined by 
the Raman spectra. The relationship between the 
decoherent time and the efficient energy transfer in 
the light-harvesting antenna is discussed.

Materials and methods

b-carotene homologue. M15 was synthesized using 
the method shown in our previous report (Yanagi 
et al. 2005). For the optical measurements, tetrahy-
drofuran (THF) was used for the solvent.

Bacteriochlorophyll a. BChl a was isolated 
from the cells of Rhodobacter sphaeroides 2.4.1 
and purified on a column of microcrystalline cellu-
lose (avicel FD-101, Asahi Kasei). For the optical 
measurements, BChl a was dissolved in acetone.

FWM spectroscopy. As the excitation light source 
of carotenoids, we have constructed a noncollinear 

optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) using a femto-
second Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier (Spectra 
Physics, Hurricane). Details of the NOPA together 
with the optical setup have been reported in (Sugisaki 
et al. 2007). The excitation light source used for the 
FWM signal measurement of BChl a is a self-mode 
locked Ti:sapphire laser (Femtosource, SynagyPro). 
All the optical measurements were performed at 
room temperature.

Results

M15 carotene. The solid curves in Fig. 1a show 
the linear optical absorption spectra of M15 due to 
the optical transition from the 1 Ag− state (ground 
state, S0) to the 1 1Bu+ state (excited state, S2). The 
pronounced structure with an energy spacing of 
about 1,300 cm−1 is owing to the combination of 
several vibrational modes.

The solid curve in Fig. 1b shows the FWM signal 
that was observed over wide population period t13 
(the temporal separation between pulse 1 and 3). 
The pulses 1 and 2 excite M15 simultaneously, i.e., 
we focus our attention on the transient grating signal. 
The intense signal was observed at the origin of the 
time. The coherent oscillation with a period of about 
20–30 fs is superimposed on a slowly varying com-
ponent that decays with a time constant of ~ 1 ps.
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BChl a. The circles in Fig. 2a shows the absorp-
tion spectrum of BChl a. The broad band at 
17,500 cm−1 comes from the Qx band. The intense 
absorption maximum at 13,000 cm−1 is from the Qy 
band, which has a shoulder on the higher energy 
side shifted by about 1,400 cm−1.

The contour map of the FWM signal is plotted 
in Fig. 2b. The signals are observed along the two 
lines: one is along the t23 axis and the other is along 
the diagonal line t23 = −t12. An overshoot at the 
origin of time is the so-called “coherent artifact”, 
which comes from the cooperative effect of the 
higher order interactions. The peak position fluctuates 
in time along the t23 axis. The decay in intensity 
is very small within the observed time range, 
suggesting a long decoherence time of BChl a. The 
transient grating signals are observed in the regions 
a and b in Fig. 2b. In addition to these regions, the 
signal appears along the diagonal line when t12 < 0 
[region c in Fig. 2b], which is the so-called the 
reverse transient grating signal.

Discussion

The following calculations are based on the basic 
protocol of quantum optics (Mukamel 1995). We 
calculate the line broadening function from the 

 spectral density which is based on the Raman spec-
trum [For the details of the calculation, see (Sugisaki 
et al. 2007)]. The Raman spectra of M15 and sol-
vent used for the calculation are shown in Fig. 1c. 
The absorption spectrum calculated in this way is 
shown by the dotted curve in Fig. 1a. The following 
parameters are used: λB = 230 cm−1, ωB = 250 cm−1, 
γB = 480 cm−1, and ωeg = 20,000 cm−1.

We have also calculated the FWM signal by 
employing the rotational wave approximation as 
shown by the dotted curve in Fig. 1b. The linear 
and nonlinear optical responses of M15 shown in 
Fig. 1 are well reproduced by our model calcula-
tion. All these facts indicate that the model prop-
erly reflects the electronic and vibronic structures 
of the system, and also the system-bath interaction. 
It should be noted that at the moment we have to 
be very careful when the region of t13 ≤ 20 fs is 
discussed because the calculation was performed 
in the impulsive limit.

The model calculation has also been performed 
in BChl a. The amplitude and frequency of the spec-
tral density is determined from the report (Sashima 
et al. 2000). The following parameters are used: 
λB = 230 cm−1, ωB = 200 cm−1, γB = 400 cm−1, and 
ωeg = 13,400 cm−1. As shown by the solid curve in 
Fig. 2a, the agreement between the experiment and 
calculation is fairly good. We have also calculated 
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the absorption spectrum without including the sol-
vent modes for comparison [dotted curve in Fig. 
2a]. This result clearly indicates that the inclusion 
of the solvent modes is very important.

As theoretically pointed out by Gelin et al. 
(2005), the signal in region c [see Fig. 2(b)] can not 
be explained by a simple two level system. We con-
sider the discrepancy can be overcome by including 
the higher-order of interaction. For example, when 
the two-photon process is considered, the response 
functions of the pulse sequences 2-3-1 and 3-2-1 
have non-zero values (Mukamel 1983, 2000). For 
more detailed calculation, the pulse width has to 
be properly taken. Since this computer simulation 
requires substantial work on methodology develop-
ment, this is left for future study.

Koyama and his co-workers have recently 
reported that the energy transfer from carotenoid 
to bacteriochlorophyll molecules in the LH2 com-
plexes is dominant from S2 state of carotenoids to 
Qx of bacteriochlorophyll (Koyama et al. 2004; 
Rondonuwu et al. 2004). The time constant of the 
process is less than 200 fs. In the present study we 
found that the decoherence of vibronic oscillation 
of β-carotene homologue and BChl a have the time 
constant of the picosecond region. We suspect that 
this may be important for the efficient energy trans-
fer from the S2 state. In contrast, the energy transfer 
from the S1 state takes place on the same time 
scale as, or indeed rather longer than, the decay of 
coherence. In the future work it will be interesting 
to investigate whether the loss of coherence affects 
the efficiency of energy transfer from the S1 state.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Purification and the Antenna Size of Photosystem I 
Complexes from a Centric Diatom, Chaetoceros gracilis

Yohei Ikeda, Yasuhiro Kashino, Hiroyuki Koike, and Kazuhiko Satoh

Abstract  Diatoms play a key role in an aquatic 
ecosystem on the earth as the primary photosyn-
thetic producers. We developed a new method to 
purify PS I complexes from Chaetoceros gracilis 
and Thalassiosira pseudonana. The molecular 
amount of chlorophyll (Chl) per P700 was 255 in 
the purified PS I complex from C. gracilis. While 
the Chl/P700 ratio of thylakoid membranes from 
C. gracilis was 1,346. High-performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) showed that the PS I 
complexes contained 30.6 Chl c, 69.7 fucoxanthin, 
34.2 diadinoxanthin and diatoxanthin, 1.0 vio-
laxantin, 20.1 B-carotene and 2.1 menaquinone-4 
molecules per 255 Chl a. Rates of electron transfer 
in the purified PS I complexes from C. gracilis 
were mesured directly. The electron transfer rate of 
the purified PS I complexes was 1.85 × 105 µmol 
mg−1 Chl a h−1 with cytochrome c6 from C. gracilis 
and methyl viologen (MV) as an electron donor 
and acceptor, respectively. Purified PS I complexes 
showed ~100 times higher oxidation rate than thy-
lakoid membranes.

Keywords  Photosystem I (PS I), diatom, fucox-
anthin-chlorophyll binding protein (FCP), antenna 
size

Introduction

Diatoms possess an ecologically and phylogeneti-
cally unique position. They are the major primary 
producers in the ocean and contributed ~20% of the 
annual net photosynthetic carbon fixation on earth 
(Field et al. 1998). To use light energy effectively 
under limited light conditions, they utilize their 
unique pigments such as Chl c and fucoxanthin 
for photosynthesis. These pigments are associ-
ated with fucoxanthin-Chl-binding proteins (FCPs). 
Diatoms are known to have a unique acclimation 
strategy against the change of environmental 
light conditions comparing to other photosynthetic 
organisms such as cyanobacteria, red algae, green 
algae and higher plants. The change of light 
intensities from high to low causes a decrease 
in the ratio of photosystem II (PS II) to PS I in 
other organisms, while the ratio increases in 
diatoms (Smith and Melis 1988; Falkowski et al. 
1981). Although other organisms such as higher 
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plants change their antenna size (the Chl a/b ratio) 
depending on the light intensity, the ratios of Chl c 
and fucoxanthin to Chl a do not change remarkably 
in diatoms (e.g., Ban et al. 2006). In this work, we 
will show a simpler method to prepare PS I com-
plexes from C. gracilis and T. pseudonana than a 
previous one. They showed higher efficiencies in 
energy transfer from FCP to the reaction center 
than previous report (Ikeda et al. 2005). Using this 
intact PS I complexes, we estimated the antenna 
size in the PS I complexes and the Chl/P700 ratio 
in the thylakoid membranes in C. gracilis.

Materials and methods

Purification of the PS I complexes. Centric dia-
toms, C. gracilis and T. pseudonana were grown 
in f/2 medium, and thylakoid membranes were 
isolated using a procedure described previously 
(Ikeda et al. 2005). Intact thylakoid membranes 
were solubilized with n-dodecyl-β-d-maltoside 
(DDM) (Anatrace, Maumee, OH), the best con-
centration of which was determined by prelimi-
nary solubilization test for each batch of culture. 
After removal of aggregated membranes by cen-
trifugation, the supernatant was diluted to decrease 
the DDM concentration by buffer A [50 mM 
2-morpholinoethanesulfonic acid (MES)-NaOH 
(pH 6.0), 10 mM MgCl2 and 5 mM CaCl2] and 
then centrifuged at 40,000 × g for 50 min. The 
resulting pellet was resuspended with buffer A 
supplemented with 0.6% DDM. After removal of 
unsolubilized PS I complexes by centrifugation, 
the supernatant was loaded on an anion exchange 
column (HiPrep 16/10 DEAE F, GE Healthcare 
Bio-Science, Piscataway, NJ). After short-time 
washing with 0.1 M NaCl, PS I complexes were 
eluted with 0.1–0.5 M NaCl linear gradient in 
buffer A supplemented with 0.05% DDM at a flow 
rate of 2.0 mL min−1. The elution was monitored at 
280 nm by a SPD-6AV UV-VIS spectrophotometric 
detector (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan). The fractions 
at around 0.2 M NaCl were collected and precipi-
tated by centrifugation at 40,000 × g for 5 min in the 
presence of 15% PEG 2000. The resulting pellet 

was resuspended with buffer B [5 mM 2-[4-(2-
hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazinly] ethanesulfonic acid 
(HEPES)-NaOH (pH 7) and 0.02% DDM].

Polypeptide analysis. Sodium dodecyl sulfate-
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) 
were performed as described in Ikeda et al. (2005).

Analyses of pigments and quinones. The amounts 
of pigments and menaquinone-4 were determined 
using HPLC according to Ikeda et al. (2005).

Photochemical activities. P700 was photooxi-
dized by blue light, which was passed through a 
Corning 4-96 band-pass filter and was monitored 
with a spectrophotometer, MPS 2000 (Shimadzu, 
Kyoto, Japan), at room temperature. The photode-
tector was protected by a filter of Toshiba VR-68. 
The reaction mixture contained 2 mM MV as an 
electron acceptor, 500 µM sodium ascorbate as an 
electron donor in buffer A supplemented with 1 M 
betaine and thylakoid membranes corresponding 
to 30 µg Chl a mL−1. In the case of purified PS I 
complexes, the reaction mixture contained 1 mM 
MV, 500 µM sodium ascorbate in buffer B and the 
complexes corresponding to 10 µg Chl a mL−1. The 
oxidation-reduction difference extinction coefficient 
of 70 mM−1 cm−1 was used (Hiyama and Ke 1972).

Purification and photooxidation of Cytochrome 
c6. Cytochrome (Cyt.) c6 was prepared from C. 
gracilis as reported in Koike and Katoh (1979) 
with some modifications. Photooxidation of Cyt. 
c6 was measured by the same system mentioned 
above for measurements of photooxidation of 
P700 except the filters set was exchanged. The 
reaction mixture contained 1 mM MV, 20.5 µM 
reduced Cyt. c6 in buffer C [Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) 
and 0.5 M NaCl] and the complexes and thylakoid 
membranes corresponding to 0.4 µg and 10 µg Chl 
a mL−1, respectively.

Results and discussion

Purification and activities of the PS I complexes 
from C. gracilis. We have developed to a simple 
method to prepare PS I complexes from C. gra-
cilis. Intact thylakoid membranes were isolated 
as reported previously (Fig. 1, lane 1) (Ikeda 
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et al. 2005). DDM-solubilized thylakoid membranes 
were diluted to decrease the DDM concentra-
tion and then were centrifuged (Fig. 1, lane 2). 
The resulting pellet (crude PS I complexes) was 
resuspended in buffer A including 0.6% DDM, 
and then the PS I complexes were purified by 
anion exchange chromatography. Anion exchange 
chromatograms showed two main elution peaks, 
free FCP fractions at around 0.1 M NaCl and a PS 
I complex fractions at around 0.2 M NaCl, which 
was confirmed by SDS-PAGE analyses (data not 
shown). Purity of the PS I complexes was as high 
as that reported previously (Fig. 1, lane 3). The 
same method was applied for purification of PS I 
complexes from T. pseudonana (Fig. 1, lanes 4–6). 
Biochemical characterization of PS I complexes 
from T. pseudonana is now under investigation. 
The SDS-PAGE patterns showed that the purified 
PS I complexes from C. gracilis had more FCPs 
than a previous preparation, which was supported 
by spectroscopic (data not shown) and pigment 
analyses (see below) and the antenna size of the 
PS I complexes (see below). The efficiency of 
energy transfer from FCP to the reaction center 
was higher than the previous ones (Ikeda et al. 
2005). In the previous work, PS I complexes were 
purified using sucrose density gradient centrifuga-
tion and gel filtration chromatography (Ikeda et al. 
2005). The final yield of the PS I complexes with 
the new method was increased from ~1% to ~3% 
of the starting thylakoid membranes on a Chl a 
basis. This yield was low compared to the cases of 
cyanobacteria and higher plants. This suggests that 
the content of PS I complexes is low in a diatom, 
C. gracilis. To further examine whether the isolated 
PS I complexes are as intact as those in the thyla-
koids, rates of reduced Cyt. c6 photooxidation was 
monitored at 553 nm. The oxidation rate of Cyt. 
c6 was 1.85 × 105 ± 4,350 µmol mg−1 Chl a h−1 
with the saturating amounts of Cyt. c6 and MV in 
the PS I complexes (Table 1). While the oxidation 
rate in the thylakoid membranes was 1.74 × 103 
± 53 µmol mg−1 Chl a h−1 (Table 1). Purified PS I 
complexes showed a ~100 times higher oxidation 
rate than thylakoid membranes. This indicates that 
both the donor and accepter sites of P700 were not 

much modified in the purified PS I complexes. We 
are now screening conditions for the crystallization 
of PS I complexes.

The antenna size of the PS I complexes. The 
antenna size of the purified PS I complexes was 
255 ± 9.7 Chl a per P700 (Table 1). This antenna 
size was larger than that of the previous prepara-
tion, which was 224 ± 9.0 (Ikeda et al. 2005). 
Amounts of pigments and quinones were deter-
mined by HPLC. The PS I complexes bound 
30.6 ± 2.1 Chl c, 69.8 ± 3.6 fucoxanthin, 34.2 
± 2.2 diadinoxanthin and diatoxanthin, 1.01 ± 
0.03 violaxantin, 20.1 ± 0.8 β-carotene and 2.1 
± 0.14 menaquinone-4 molecules per 255 Chl a. 

Table 1 The oxidation rate of Cyt. c6 and the antenna size 
of thylakoid membranes and PS I complexes from C. gracilis. 
Data presented are mean ± SD of 3–4 measurement

 Thylakoid PS I
 membranes complexes

The oxidation rate of 1.74 × 103 ± 53 1.85 × 105 ± 4,350
Cyt. c6 (µmol mg−1 
Chl a h−1)
Chl a/P700 1,346 ± 58 255 ± 9.7

1 2 3 4 5 6

97

66

45

30

20.1

14.4

kDa

Fig. 1 Polypeptide profiles of C. gracilis and T. pseudo-
nana. Lanes 1, 2 and 3; thylakoid membranes, PS I-enriched 
fraction and PS I complexes from C. gracilis, respectively; 
lanes 4, 5 and 6; thylakoid membranes, PS I-enriched frac-
tion and PS I complexes from T. pseudonana, respectively
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The number of menaquinone-4 bound to the PS I 
complexes was increased compared to the previous 
work. Because PS I complexes are known to bind 
two molecules of the quinones (Jordan et al. 2001), 
this result further supports that the intactness of the 
PS I complexes also improved in the present prepa-
ration. The Chl/P700 ratio was 1,346 in thylakoid 
membranes from C. gracilis which were grown at 
13 µmol photons m−2 s −1 (Table 1). In another cen-
tric diatom, Skeletonema costatum, the ration was 
1,360 when the cells were adapted to a low light 
intensity (30 µmol photons m−2 s−1) (Falkowski et 
al. 1981). When the light intensity was increased 
to 200–600 µmol photonsàm−2 s −1, the Chl a/P700 
ratio became as small as 800–600 (Falkowski et al. 
1981). However, PS II complexes are supposed not 
to change the antenna size following the change 
in to the growth light intensity (30–600 µmol pho-
tonsàm−2 s−1) (Falkowski et al. 1981). The simple 
method to purify intact PS I complexes will become 
a good means to check whether the antenna size of 
PS I changes according to the change in the growing 
light intensity. Functions of the xanthophyll-cycle 
pigments in PS I complexes are also an interesting 
problem to be solved in the future.
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CHAPTER NINE

Compositional Analysis of Carotenoids in a Purple 
Photosynthetic Bacteria, Rhodopseudomonas 
sp. Strain Rits, upon Irradiated Light Intensity

Tadashi Mizoguchi, Megumi Isaji, Jiro Harada, and Hitoshi Tamiaki

Abstract Recently we isolated a purple photo-
synthetic bacterium Rhodopseudomonas (Rps.) sp. 
strain Rits which is phylogenetically close to Rps. 
palustris. Under low-light conditions, this strain 
biosynthesized an unusual peripheral antenna 
(LH4) at the expense of the usual LH2. In this 
study, we analyzed the composition of carotenoids 
from the Rits strain together with Rps. palustris 
that were grown by irradiation of different light 
intensity. All seven carotenoids of spirilloxan-
thin biosynthetic pathway (lycopene, rhodopin, 
3,4-didehydrorhodopin, anhydrorhodovibrin, rho-
dovibrin, OH-spirilloxanthin, spirilloxanthin) were 
clearly detected by high-resolution normal-phase 
HPLC. In the extract from the cells, 3,4-didehy-
drorhodopin having 12 conjugated double bonds 
as well as one terminal hydroxy group was a 
major carotenoid under normal- and high-light 
conditions, while rhodopin having 11 conjugated 
double bond as well as one terminal hydroxy 
group was a major component under low-light 

conditions. 3,4-Didehydrorhodopin was found to 
be first accumulated at a significant amount in Rps. 
species including the Rits strain and Rps. palustris 
CGA009/DSM123.

Keywords 3,4-Didehydrorhodopin, Rhodop-
seudomonas, carotenoid biosynthesis, APCI-LCMS, 
normal-phase HPLC

Introduction

A range of antenna complexes have now been 
isolated and characterized from several different 
species of purple bacteria (Law et al. 2004). They 
all appear to be constructed on a common struc-
tural principle. Typically, they are aggregates of 
two small hydrophobic peptides (α and β). The 
pigments, bacteriochlorophylls and carotenoids 
(Cars), are non-covalently bound to these pep-
tides. Here, Cars might play a key role in stabi-
lizing the aggregation of peptides, in addition to 
light-harvesting and photoprotection functions. In 
Rhodopseudomonas (Rps.) and Rhodospirillum 
(Rsp.) species, Cars were biosynthesized through 
normal spirilloxanthin pathway as shown in Fig. 1. 
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A sequence of the reactions leading from lycopene 
to spirilloxanthin has been proposed (Schmidt 
1978). This sequence includes the successive steps 
of hydration at C-1,2, dehydrogenation at C-3,4 
and methylation of a terminal hydroxy group at 
C-1. These reactions occur first on one half of the 
molecule and then on the other half. The major 
component is the final product, spirilloxanthin, and 
usually small amounts of five to seven (all) Cars. 
In Rps. species, six Cars except 3,4-didehydrorho-
dopin have been reported (Takaichi 1999). In the 
spirilloxanthin pathway, 3,4-didehydrorhodopin 
was rarely found in Rps. species.

Recently, we isolated a purple photosynthetic 
bacterium, Rps. sp. strain Rits, which was phy-
logenetically close to Rps. palustris (Harada et al. 

2008). Both the species gave similar photosyn-
thetic apparatus structures, which were dependent 
upon irradiation light for bacterial culture. Under 
normal- and high-light conditions, usual RC-LH1 
and LH2 apparatuses were produced as the core 
and peripheral components, respectively. However, 
under low-light conditions, a unique LH4 having a 
different absorption spectrum from usual LH2 was 
observed as the major peripheral antenna system. 
In this study, we analyzed the composition of 
Cars from the Rits strain and from Rps. palustris 
that were grown at different light intensities. All 
the seven Cars reported in the spirilloxanthin bio
synthetic pathway (lycopene, rhodopin, 3,4-
didehydrorhodopin, anhydrorhodovibrin, rhodovi-
brin, OH-spirilloxanthin, spirilloxanthin) were 
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Fig. 1 The predicted pathway for biosynthesis of spirilloxanthin. The numbers of conjugated double bonds in each Car are 
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detected by high-resolution normal-phase HPLC. 
The compositional analysis of Cars in the Rps. spe-
cies enables us to consider a regulation of the type 
of peripheral antenna biosynthesized.

Materials and methods

Culturing of purple bacteria. Rps. sp. strain Rits 
from our culture collection and Rps. palustris 
CGA009/DSM123 were grown on an agar plate of 
PYS medium, and each single clone was used for 
this study. These bacteria were cultured anaerobi-
cally at 30 °C with three different light intensities 
(3, 30 and 200 µE • s−1 • m−2) in liquid PYS medium.

Compositional analysis of Cars. Car molecules 
were extracted from the cultured wet cells of the 
above Rps. species as follows: a mixture of acetone 
and methanol (9:1 vol/vol) was added to the cells, 
and mixed with a vibrator. A mixture of diethyl 
ether and petroleum ether (1:1 vol/vol) and then 
distilled water were added to transfer the carote-
noid component to the ether layer for collection. 
The ether was evaporated to dryness by a N2 gas 
stream. The extract thus obtained was dissolved in 
a small amount of the eluent for HPLC analysis. 

The HPLC was performed using normal-phase 
chromatography under the following conditions: 
column, Cosmosil 5SL-II (4.6 × 150 mm, Nacalai 
Tesque, Kyoto); eluent, 11.5% (vol/vol) THF in 
hexane; flow rate, 1 mL min−1; and detection wave-
length, 450 nm. In order to determine the amount of 
each Car, the area of each peak in the HPLC elution 
profile was used at the above detection wavelength. 
The entire electronic-absorption spectrum of each 
Car was also recorded, during elution, by the use 
of photodiode-array detector (PDA). The LCMS of 
the extracted Cars was performed using a Shimadzu 
LCMS-2010EV system (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) 
equipped with an atmospheric pressure chemical 
ionization (APCI) probe as described previously 
(Mizoguchi et al. 2006). Here, THF in the elu-
ent serves as a good matrix for ionization of Car 
molecules.

Results and discussion

Identification of Cars found in Rps. sp. strain Rits. 
Figure 2a shows the representative HPLC profile 
of the extract from Rps. sp. strain Rits (the top of fig-
ure) cultured under medium-light (30 µE • s−1 • m−2) 
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conditions. Although the Car composition changes 
depending on the time of culturing, seven peaks 
of different Cars can always be found in the set of 
elution profiles (data not shown). Those Cars are 
named to #1–#7 in the order of elution. First we 
determined the molecular structures of the seven 
different Cars by their electronic absorption and 
APCI-LCMS spectra. On the basis of their absorp-
tion spectra as shown in Fig. 2b, these components 
were assigned to be Cars. These absorption spectra 
of Cars #1–#7 were classified into three categories 
based on the number of their conjugated double 
bonds. Peaks #1 and #4 showing the 0→0 tran-
sition at 504 nm in the eluent were categorized 
into (C = C)11 group. Peaks #2, #5 and #6 show-
ing the 0→0 transition at 516 nm were (C = C)12 
group and peaks #3 and #7 at 528 nm were (C = 
C)13 group. These absorption properties of the 
seven Cars were consistent with those predicted 
in spirilloxanthin biosynthetic pathway as shown 
in Fig. 1.

Table 1 lists the results of mass spectrometry of 
Cars #1–#7. The molecular-ion peaks and the frag-
ment peaks originating from the terminal groups 
can be used to identify each Car. More specifically, 
the fragment peaks at [MH-18]+, [MH-32]+ and the 
combination of them ([MH-50]+ and [MH-64]+) are 
corresponding to the cleavage of terminal hydroxy 
and methoxy groups in each Car. Car #1 in (C = 
C)11 group exhibits the molecular-ion peak at 537.4 
as the protonated form and no fragment peak. Car #2 
in (C = C)12 group exhibits the molecular-ion peak 
at 567.4 ([MH]+) and the fragment peak at 535.4. 

This fragment peak is assigned to the cleavage of 
the terminal methoxy group in the molecule. Car #3 
in (C = C)13 group exhibits the molecular-ion peak 
at 597.3 ([MH]+) and the fragment peaks at 565.4 
and 533.3. These fragment peaks are assigned to the 
removal of one and two terminal methoxy groups 
in the molecule. Car #4 in (C = C)11 group and Car 
#5 in (C = C)12 group exhibit the molecular-ion 
peaks at 555.3 and 553.3 ([MH]+) and the fragment 
peaks at 537.4 and 535.3, respectively. These frag-
ment peaks are assigned to the cleavage of terminal 
hydroxy group in the molecules. Car #6 in (C = C)12 
group and Car #7 in (C = C)13 group exhibit the 
molecular-ion peaks at 585.4 and 583.3 ([MH]+), 
respectively, and the fragment peaks at 567.1, 553.4 
and 535.3 for Car #6 and 565.2, 551.3 and 533.2 
for Car #7. These fragment peaks are assigned to 
the cleavage of terminal hydroxy, terminal meth-
oxy and both of them, respectively. Based on the 
above consideration, Cars #1 to #7 are unambigu-
ously assigned to be lycopene, anhydrorhodovibrin, 
spirilloxanthin, rhodopin, 3,4-didehydrorhodopin, 
rhodovibrin and OH-spirilloxanthin, respectively. 
The elution pattern of Cars #1 - #7 is consistent 
with their hydrophobicity.

Compositional analysis of Cars in Rps. palustris 
species. Figure 2a also shows the HPLC profiles of 
the pigments extracted from Rps. palustris CGA009 
(the middle of figure) and DSM123 (the bottom of 
figure). In the profiles, we can clearly see the seven 
Cars found in Rps. sp. strain Rits (the top of Fig. 
2a). Car #5, 3,4-didehydrorhodopin, was found at a 
remarkable amount in all the Rps. species.

Table 1 Mass spectrometric data of the Cars extracted from Rps. sp. strain Rits

Fragmention

Peak # Car
Calculated 
for [MH]+

Molecular 
ion [MH]+ [MH-18]+ [MH-32]+ [MH-50]+ [MH-64]+

1 Lycopene 537.44 537.4 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.
2 Anhydrorhodovibrin 567.45 567.4 n.d. 535.4 n.d. n.d.
3 Spirilloxanthin 597.46 597.3 n.d. 565.4 n.d. 533.3
4 Rhodopin 555.45 555.3 537.4 n.d. n.d. n.d.
5 3,4-Didehydrorhodopin 553.43 553.3 535.3 n.d. n.d. n.d.
6 Rhodovibrin 585.46 585.4 567.1 553.4 535.3 n.d.
7 OH-spirilloxanthin 583.44 583.3 565.2 551.3 533.2 n.d.
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Light-intensity-dependence upon the composi-
tion of Cars in Rps. species. We investigated light-
intensity-dependence upon the composition of Cars 
in the cells of Rps. sp. strain Rits, Rps. palustris 
CGA009 and Rps. palustris DSM123. The relative 
amount of each Car found in Rps. species strongly 
depended upon the light intensity. In the extracts of 
the cells from Rps. sp. strain Rits and Rps. palus-
tris CGA009, 3,4-didehydrorhodopin was a major 
carotenoid under normal- and high-light condi-
tions, while rhodopin was major under low-light 
conditions. 3,4-Didehydrorhodopin was found to 
be first accumulated at a remarkable amount in 
Rps. species including the Rits strain and Rps. 
palustris CGA009/DSM123 under three different 
light intensities (3, 30 and 200 µE•s−1•m−2).
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CHAPTER TEN

Specific Interaction Between CpcG2-Phycobilisome 
and Photosystem I

Kumiko Kondo1, Mitsunori Katayama2, and Masahiko Ikeuchi1,2

Abstract Previously, we reported that the uni-
cellular cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 
6803 possesses two types of phycobilisome which 
differ in their interconnecting “rod-core linker” 
proteins (CpcG1 and CpcG2). We showed that 
CpcG2 forms a unique variant phycobilisome 
(CpcG2-PBS), which is composed of phycocyanin 
rods and CpcG2 but devoid of core allophyco-
cyanins (Kondo et al. 2005). We also reported 
that CpcG2-PBS is associated with the thylakoid 
membrane more tightly than CpcG1-PBS, and 
that it is engaged in preferential energy transfer 
to photosystem I (Kondo et al. 2007). Here, we 
fractionated thylakoid membranes by β-dodecyl-
maltoside-glycerol density gradient centrifugation 
containing sodium cholate. A part of CpcG2 was 
copurified with PSI trimer, while no CpcG1 was 
copurified with it. It is suggested that the CpcG2-
PBS interacts with photosystem I trimers more 
stably than the CpcG1-PBS.

Keywords Cyanobacteria, phycobilisome, CpcG, 
Synechocystis, photosystem

Introduction

The phycobilisome (PBS) is a supramolecular 
light-harvesting complex in cyanobacteria, rho-
dophytes and glaucocystophytes. Generally, it is 
composed of a core allophycocyanin complex and 
multiple peripheral phycocyanin rod complexes, 
which are connected via interconnecting linker 
polypeptide CpcG (Liu et al. 2005). Previously, 
we reported that two distinct forms of PBS are 
assembled with different CpcG copies (CpcG1 
and CpcG2) in a cyanobacterium Synechocystis 
sp. PCC 6803 (Kondo et al. 2005). According to 
the protein composition, CpcG1-PBS is equivalent 
to the conventional PBS supercomplex having 
peripheral rods and a central tricylindrical core. 
On the other hand, the second variant, CpcG2-
PBS retained phycocyanin rods but was devoid 
of a typical allophycocyaning-containing central 
core. Fluorescence spectra of the cpcG disruptants 
showed that energy transfer from PBS to PSI is 
decreased in the cpcG2 disruptant. Moreover, CpcG2 
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along with phycocyanins were found to be associ-
ated with the thylakoid membrane more stably than 
CpcG1 (Kondo et al. 2007). These findings suggests 
that CpcG2-PBS is associated with PSI and transfers 
light energy to it. Here we attempted to demonstrate 
the direct interaction between CpcG2 and PSI.

Materials and methods

Strains and media. The original strain of 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 showing positive pho-
totaxis was used. Cells were grown as described 
before (Kondo et al. 2005).

Preparation of thylakoids and fractionation of 
photosystem complexes. Photosystem complexes 
were fractionated as described previously but 
with some modifications (Sakurai et al. 2006). 
The cells were broken with zirconia/silica beads 
(0.1 mm diameter) in MCMG medium (20 mM 
MES-NaOH; pH 6.5, 5 mM CaCl2, 10 mM MgCl2, 
25% glycerol). Thylakoid membranes were iso-
lated and solubilized with 1% β-dodecylmaltoside 
(DM) at a chlorophyll concentration of 1 mg Chl 
ml−1, and then diluted with nine-fold volume of 
MCMG medium without glycerol. Proteins were 
fractionated by ultracentrifugation through a linear 
glycerol density gradient containing 5–30% glyc-
erol (w/v) in a medium comprised of 5 mM CaCl2, 
10 mM MgCl2, 1 M glycine betaine, 0.04% DM, 
20 mM MES-NaOH (pH 6.5), and 0.01% sodium 
cholate. The gradient was centrifuged at 160,000 × 
g for 19 h at 4 °C.

Immunoblotting. Proteins were resolved by 
SDS-PAGE using 15% acrylamide gel and were 
immunoblotted as described previously (Kondo 
et al. 2007).

Results and discussion

CpcG2 and photosystem I. Isolated PSII complexes 
with associated PBSs were previously reported 
(Clement-Metral and Gantt 1983; Pakrasi and 
Sherman 1984; Kashino et al. 1992). These meth-
ods used an SPC buffer (0.5 M sucrose, 0.5 M 

potassium phosphate, 0.3 M sodium citrate) for cell 
disruption and Triton X-100 or lauryl-dimethyl-amide 
oxide for solubilization of thylakoid proteins. But 
we found that PBSs were dissociated into small 
subcomplexes after solubilization (data not shown). 
Moreover, these methods induce phase partition, 
which is not suitable for isolation of CpcG2-PBS-
PSI supercomplex, as most of CpcG2 is fraction-
ated into upper detergent layer (Kondo et al. 2007). 
It is well known that PBSs are stable in a high-salt 
medium (e.g., 0.8 M potassium phosphate pH 7.0). 
Thus, we attempted to isolate the CpcG2-PBS-PSI 
supercomplex in the high-salt medium by solubili-
zation with DM. But photosystem complexes were 
not stable in this condition and dissociated into 
small subcomplexes after sucrose density gradient 
centrifugation (data not shown).

Then we tried to keep integrity of photosystem 
complexes by fractionation in the presence of gly-
cine betaine (MCMG medium). Thylakoid mem-
brane proteins were solubilized with DM followed 
by glycerol density centrifugation (Fig. 1). In this 
condition, PBSs were mostly disassembled but we 
traced CpcG1 and CpcG2 by Western blotting. PSI 
complexes were fractionated into trimer and mono-
mer, while PSII complexes were fractionated into 
dimer and monomer. Immunoblot analysis showed 
that a part of CpcG2 was recovered in the PSI 
trimer fraction, while CpcG1 was not detected in 
the same fraction (fraction 10 in Fig. 2). Moreover, 
we found that addition of sodium cholate improved 
recovery of CpcG2 with the PSI trimer fraction. 
This suggests that CpcG2 can be specifically asso-
ciated with the PSI trimer. It is also true that most 
of CpcG2 was recovered in the upper fractions, e.g. 
fraction 2. This suggests that CpcG2 binds to PSI 
by hydrophobic interaction.

Sodium cholate is a mild anionic detergent used 
for photosystem solubilization in the combination 
with DM. We also found that sodium cholate by 
itself solubilizes phycobiliproteins from thylakoid 
membranes (0.1% cholate, 0.1 mg Chl ml−1). In 
this condition, part of the CpcG2s were dissociated 
from the membranes.

These results are consistent with the deduced 
amino acid sequences. Both CpcG1 and CpcG2 
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share a conserved “linker” domain in their N-ter-
minal 180 residues, while the remaining C-terminal 
part of CpcG2 shows little homology to that of 
CpcG1. The hydropathy plot showed that CpcG2 
has a hydrophobic C-terminal region, which is 
absent in CpcG1. The CpcG2 hydrophobic C-termi-
nal region is suggested to interact with the thylakoid 
membrane or PSI complex (Kondo et al. 2007). 
Clust analysis of CpcG proteins in the database, and 
hydrophobicity analysis of their C-terminal domain 

showed that they can be divided into two categories 
characterized by a hydrophobic or hydrophilic 
C-terminus. All species have at least one hydrophilic 
CpcG, and many have hydrophobic copies in addi-
tion. Marine Synechococcus species have one or 
two hydrophobic copies and Anabaena sp. PCC 
7120 harbors one hydrophobic copy. It is suggested 
that these hydrophobic CpcGs are involved in a 
specific interaction between phycocyanin rods and 
PSI trimer to serve as a PSI antenna.

It also should be noted that some species do not 
possess hydrophobic CpcG. Rhodophytes, includ-
ing Cyanidioschyzon merolae, harbor only one 
hydrophilic copy of cpcG on the plastid genome. 
Instead, red algae have developed chlorophyll a 
containing antenna proteins that are specifically 
associated with PSI (red algal light-harvesting 
complex I, Wolfe et al. 1994). In prochlorophytes, 
where the PBS supercomplex and CpcG are absent, 
chlorophyll a/b-binding Pcb proteins serve as an 
antenna for both PSI and PSII (Bibby et al. 2001). 
Thus, it can be assumed that PSI antennae such 
as CpcG2-PBS, Pcbs, and LHCs, are universally 
essential for coordinated excitation of the two 
photosystems.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

The Oligomeric Antenna of the Diatom P. tricornutum – 
Localisation of Diadinoxanthin Cycle Pigments

Bernard Lepetit 1, Daniela Volke2, Milán Szabó 3, Ralf Hoffmann2, Gyözö Garab 3, 
Christian Wilhelm1, and Reimund Goss 1

Abstract  In the present work a thorough exami-
nation of the oligomeric antenna of P. tricornutum 
was performed. Solubilisation of thylakoids with n-
dodecyl β-d-maltoside in combination with gelfil-
tration and sucrose density gradient centrifugation 
revealed the existence of two oligomeric antenna 
states, the FCPo and FCP complex. Calculation of 
the molecular masses showed that these complexes 
are organized as hexamers and trimers, respec-
tively. By MS/MS analysis a specific assignment 
of the FCPs to their respective genes was achieved. 
The peripheral antenna contained the majority of 
the xanthophyll cycle pigments diadinoxanthin and 
diatoxanthin, while an additional small pool was 
tightly bound to the photosystem core complexes, 
indicating the existence of two distinct xanthophyll 
cycle pigment binding proteins.

Keywords  Diatoms, FCP, antenna structure, 
pigments, diadinoxanthin cycle

Introduction

The antenna system of diatoms is composed of 
FCPs (fucoxanthin Chl a/c binding proteins) which 
show high homology to the LHC of green plants 
(Grossman et al. 1990). In addition to Chl a 
they possess Chl c, fucoxanthin (Fx), diadinoxan-
thin (Ddx) and diatoxanthin (Dtx). Recent studies 
showed that C. meneghiniana contains two different 
types of antenna complexes, i.e. trimeric complexes 
and complexes of higher oligomeric state which 
both differ in their protein composition (Büchel 
2003; Beer et al. 2006). By addition of high salt 
concentrations trimeric FCPs could be detected 
in P. tricornutum (Guglielmi et al. 2005). In this 
work the antenna organization of P. tricornutum 
was examined using different concentrations of 
the detergent n-dodecyl β-d-maltoside (DM). Two 
FCP complexes were isolated and compared with 
respect to their pigment and protein composition. 
Furthermore, the localisation of the xanthophyll 
cycle pigments Ddx and Dtx, which play an important 
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role in the photoprotection of diatoms (Goss et al. 
2006), was analysed.

Materials and methods

Separation of pigment protein complexes. 
Thylakoids of P. tricornutum cells, grown under 
40 (NL) or 120 (HL) µmol m−2 s−1 photosyntheti-
cally active radiation (14 h light/10 h dark), were 
isolated and solubilised with a DM/Chl ratio of 5 or 
20, respectively, as described (Lepetit et al. 2007). 
Solubilised thylakoids were applied to gelfiltration 
(GF) or sucrose density gradient centrifugation 
(SDC). GF was carried out on a Superdex 200 HR 
10/30 column (Amersham) at 4 °C. SDC was per-
formed using a linear sucrose gradient (0–0.7 M) 
for 19 h at 4 °C and 110,000 g.

Characterization of the pigment protein com-
plexes. HPLC analysis and SDS-PAGE was 
performed using standard procedures. Protein 
sequencing was achieved by performing MALDI-
TOF/TOF-MS after tryptic digestion of SDS-gel 
excised protein bands (details see Lepetit et al. 
2007).

Results

Solubilisation of thylakoids with a DM/Chl ratio 
of 20 yielded two green and one brown fraction 
in the GF (Fig. 1): As deduced by spectroscopic 
means, peak (1) was composed mainly of PSI, 
while the following shoulder (2) consisted of 
PSII. The brown fraction with the longest reten-
tion time (5) contained the FCP complexes. By 
lowering the DM/Chl ratio to 5, the elution volume 
of the photosystems remained unchanged, while 
the antenna fraction eluted significantly earlier, 
with a comparable retention time as the PSII core 
complexes. As this indicated a higher oligomeric 
state this fraction was termed FCPo. GF of spinach 
thylakoids solubilised with a DM/Chl ratio of 20 
showed similar retention times for the PS fractions 
as P. tricornutum. The LHCII trimer eluted slightly 
earlier than the FCP fraction but significantly later 

than the FCPo. For spinach thylakoids two addi-
tional fractions were obtained, the first one repre-
senting LHC monomers. Using a calibration curve 
obtained with standard proteins dissolved in 2% 
DM we determined a molecular mass of 230 kDa 
for the FCP and of 245 kDa for the LHCII trimer, 
while the mass of the FCPo was calculated to be 
440 kDa. This indicates that the FCP is organized 
as trimer while the FCPo is most likely hexameric. 
Cultivation of P. tricornutum under HL condi-
tions did not influence the oligomeric state of the 
antenna complexes.

These results were confirmed by SDC (data not 
shown). Using a DM/Chl ratio of 20 yielded an 
FCP fraction which was located in a similar region 
of the gradient as the LHCII trimer of spinach. 
Decreasing the DM/Chl ratio to 5 shifted the FCP 
fraction to sucrose densities where the PSII frac-
tion was located.

The pigment composition of the fractions taken 
from SDC was virtual identical for FCPoNL and 
FCPNL (Table 1).

FCPs of HL grown cultures did not exhibit 
significant changes in the Fx/Chl a ratio. The Ddx 
+ Dtx content, however, was increased more than 
2.5-fold compared to the FCPNL. In PSINL fractions 
the (Ddx + Dtx)/Fx ratio was »1, while it was » 6 
in FCPNL. Under HL growth conditions the Ddx + 
Dtx content of the PSIHL fractions was increased, 
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Fig. 1 GF of P. tricornutum thylakoids solubilised with 
DM/Chl 5 and 20, respectively, and S. oleracea thylakoids 
solubilised with DM/Chl 20. 1: PSI, 2: PSII, 3: FCPo, 4: 
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whereas the relative amount of the other pigments 
remained essentially unchanged. This increase of 
the Ddx + Dtx content was, however, significantly 
smaller (>1.5) than in the FCPHL fractions (>2.5). 
Comparing the FCPNL and the PSINL fractions after 
actinic light illumination, which activated the Ddx 
de-epoxidase, revealed a 40% higher de-epoxida-
tion state (DES) in the FCPs (Table 2).

SDS-PAGE showed that both the FCPo and 
the FCP fraction were dominated by two bands in 
the 18 and 19 kDa range (Fig. 2). MS/MS analysis 
assigned the 19 kDa band to the gene products FcpC 
and FcpD, while the 18 kDa band was composed of 
FcpE (for further details see Lepetit et al. 2007). 
2d-gelelectrophoresis followed by MS analysis 
revealed that the 19 kDa band additionally con-
tained FcpB, while FcpA and FcpF were detected 
in the 18 kDa band. MS/MS analysis performed 
for the PSI fractions showed that the photosystems 
were incompletely separated in the SDC, as PSI and 
PSII proteins could be detected (Fig. 2A).

Discussion

The present data indicate that P. tricornutum 
contains an oligomeric antenna which, depend-
ing on the solubilisation conditions, is trimeric or 
hexameric. These results extend the findings of 
Guglielmi et al. (2005) and are in line with the 

existence of trimeric and higher oligomeric com-
plexes in C. meneghinia (Büchel 2003). However, 
unlike those in C. meneghiniana and higher 
plants, only one peripheral antenna fraction is 
present. Data from absorption-, low temperature 
fluorescence-, and CD-spectroscopy indicate that 
the FCPo more closely resembles the native state 
of the antenna of P. tricornutum than the trimeric 
FCP (see Lepetit et al. 2007). CD-studies on 
cells and isolated thylakoids furthermore suggest 
that the photosynthetic complexes of diatoms 
are arranged in a highly ordered macrostructure 
(Szabo et al. 2008). Oligomeric FCP complexes 
might be the prerequisite for the establishment of 
these macrodomains.

The isolated FCP complexes contained high 
amounts of Ddx and Dtx which confirms previous 

Table 1 Pigment composition of the FCP(o) and PSI frac-
tions of NL and HL grown cultures. Average pigment values 
are depicted in mmol/mol Chl a. n = 3

 FCPoNL FCPNL FCPHL PSINL PSIHL

Chl c 306 342 279 13 11
Fx 1,143 1,186 1,233 52 65
Ddx + Dtx 195 184 485 66 110

Table 2 DES of FCP and PSI fractions from dark adapted 
cultures and cultures illuminated with 1,000 µ mol m-2 s-1 
for 30 min. n = 3

 DESdark adapted DESilluminated

FCPNL 0.081 ± 0.014 0.42 ± 0.004
PSINL  0.11 ± 0.005 0.31 ± 0.013 
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Fig. 2 SDS-PAGE of the PSI and FCP fractions obtained by 
SDC after thylakoid solubilisation with a DM/Chl ratio of 
20 (A), and of the FCPo (1, DM/Chl 5) and FCP complex 
(2, DM/Chl 20) (B). Bands which were assigned by MS/MS 
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results of Lavaud et al. (2003) who showed that the 
FCP is the main binding site of the Ddx cycle pig-
ments. In our present experiments HL cultivation 
led to a strong increase of the FCP bound Ddx + 
Dtx without a comparable decrease of Fx or Chl c. 
This indicates that the additional Ddx + Dtx can-
not simply occupy other pigment binding sites in 
the FCP and raises the question of their specific 
localisation. We found that a small part of Ddx + 
Dtx is tightly associated with the photosystems. 
Differences in the ratio of (Ddx + Dtx)/Fx, the 
DES, and the increase of the Ddx + Dtx under HL 
growth conditions compared with the FCP com-
plexes suggest the existence of a special Ddx + Dtx 
binding protein connected with the PS core com-
plexes. Recent genomic data show that possible 
candidates like Lhcr-like and LI818-like FCPs exist 
in P. tricornutum (Green 2003). The physiological 
role of the PS bound Ddx + Dtx pool remains to 
be solved. Further ideas for future measurements 
are derived from the assignment of the FCP and PS 
proteins to their respective genes by MS/MS. This 
might allow a detailed examination of the role of 
specific proteins in the adaptation of P. tricornutum 
to different environmental conditions.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

A Theoretical Model for Excitation Energy 
Transfer in Chlorosomes: Lamellar and Rod-Shaped 
Antenna Structures

Linnanto Juha and Korppi-Tommola Jouko

Abstract  A model based on exciton theory is 
presented for description of excitation energy 
transfer in chlorosomes. Three models to describe 
the internal organization of the pigments inside the 
chlorosome were considered, a stack of single-wall 
rods, a stack of double-wall rods and a stack of 
lamellae directed along the long axis of the chloro-
some. Simulated absorption, circular dichroism 
and linear dichroism spectra of single-wall rod and 
the lamella structures turned out to be practically 
identical. It was shown that rod–rod interactions 
may localize the exciton states in the regions of a 
rod facing a neighboring rod. Such localized states 
provide a fast excitation energy transfer mecha-
nism in perpendicular direction with respect to the 
long axis of the chlorosome, a mechanism very 
different from Förster picture. Calculated intra 
chlorosome energy transfer rates for the lamella 
structure are very fast, an order of magnitude 
faster than the calculated intra chlorosome rates 
for the rod structures with the same inter-antenna 
distance. Since experimental energy transfer kinetics
 

of chlorosomes is multiexponential with long 
lived components, then collinear uniform lamellae 
organization of pigments along the whole length of 
chlorosome seems unlikely.

Keywords  Chlorosome, antenna element, energy 
transfer rate, green bacteria, rod element

Introduction

Green photosynthetic bacteria trap Sun’s light via 
antenna known as chlorosomes. Atomic details of 
the structure of chlorosomes or the structure of the 
antenna complexes inside the chlorosome are not 
known. For quite some time it has been assumed 
that the antenna complex is a tubular bacteriochlo-
rophyll (Bchl) self-aggregate, a rod element. The 
rod elements are assumed to be about 5 and 10 nm 
in diameter and 100–200 nm in length.(Saga and 
Tamiaki 2006) Recently, a lamellar organization of 
Bchl self-aggregates in chlorosomes has been sug-
gested (Psencik et al. 2004).

We have used rod and sheet structures as mod-
els of the antenna elements of the chlorosome. 
Exciton theory was used to study steady state 
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spectroscopic properties and excitation energy 
transfer (EET) processes in the chlorosomes. We 
will show that the size of the model system is 
an important parameter influencing spectral and 
energy transfer properties of such self-aggregates. 
Besides the length, orientation of the transition 
moment vector shapes of the CD spectrum. It is 
shown that inter rod interactions localize exci-
ton wave functions to provide an efficient EET 
mechanism in the perpendicular direction of the 
long axis of chlorosomes.

Model systems and computational 
methods

Model systems. Two different macrostructures, 
tubular rod and sheet aggregates were modelled. 
Linear Bchl arrays were brought together to form 
the larger aggregates. In the longest simulated 
aggregate a single array contained up to 275 Bchl 
c’s corresponding the length of about 190 nm, the 
a real length of a chlorosomes (Saga and Tamiaki 
2006) ). In the array, the nearest inter-molecule 
Mg-Mg distances of the adjacent Bchl’s were 
0.67, 0.92, or 1.55 nm. The shortest distance rep-
resents previously suggested (monomer-based) 
rod geometry (Prokhorenko et al. 2003). A value 
of 0.92 nm corresponds to a distance between 
identical Bchls of a piggyback dimer-based Bchl 
array that was suggested recently (Egawa et al. 
2007). Stacking and intra-dimer Mg-Mg distances 
of the piggyback dimer were 0.30 and 0.64 nm, 
respectively. The distance of 1.55 nm has been 
suggested for the lamella antenna geometry (Psencik 
et al. 2004). A single-wall rod with a diameter of 
4.9 nm contained 16 (12 for piggyback dimer) 
linear Bchl arrays. Double-wall rods with 20 and 
30 linear Bchl arrays with inner- and outer-wall 
diameters of about 5.7 and 8.6 nm, respectively 
were studied. Monomeric Qy transition dipole vec-
tor was oriented at angles of 20° (46° and 134° 
for piggyback dimer) with respect to the long axis 
(z-axis) of the model structure. Its projection in 
the xy-plane formed an angle of 85° (56° and 236° 

for piggyback dimers) with respect to the normal 
tube surface. The width of the slightly curved sheet 
aggregates, with 47 Bchl arrays, was 16.2 nm. In 
the sheet, monomeric Qy transition dipole vec-
tors were inclined by 18° from the main axis on 
a plane parallel to the normal of the sheet surface. 
The model for the base-plate complex consisted 
of Bchl a molecules separated by 2 nm in a cubic 
bi-molecular layer lattice structure. The size of the 
lattice was 200 by 40 nm and the monomeric Qy 
transition dipole vectors formed an angle of 90° 
with respect to the plane and parallel to the long 
axis of the antenna.

Calculation of spectra and EET rates. Spectra 
and EET rates were calculated by using structural 
parameters of the aggregates and dipole-dipole 
approximation using the methods described previ-
ously (Linnanto and Korppi-Tommola 2000, 2002). 
The value of transition dipole vectors was taken 
as 6.13 and 5.5 D for Bchl a and c, respectively. 
The dielectric constant was set to 2.1 [ε0] and 
monomeric Qy transition energies were taken as 
792 and 667 nm for Bchl a and c, respectively. The 
rate constants from EET calculations were used to 
estimate exciton populations as a function of time 
in the antenna elements according to Linnanto 
et al. 2006.

Results and discussion

Size effects on spectra and exciton states. All 
antenna geometries studied gave rise to chlorosomal-
like absorption, CD and LD spectra. A large red 
shift (about 70–110 nm) of the Qy absorption band 
with respect to monomer Bchl c absorption at 
650 nm was predicted, and CD spectra had from 
two to three bands and a strong positive LD signal 
was predicted.

A typical feature for all studied antenna 
geometries was, that up to the length to 60 nm the 
Qy absorption band red-shifts continuously, but 
remains at a fixed position for larger aggregates. 
A dramatic dependence of the shape of a CD 
spectrum on aggregate length was observed except 
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for the piggyback dimer-based rods (showing the 
broadest absorption band). Antennae shorter than 
30 nm had a variety of sign combinations and 
the total number of CD bands was higher than in 
longer antennae. Pigment orientations also had a 
remarkable effect on the CD spectra. For example, 
increasing the angle between the Qy transition 
dipole and the main axis in a long rod from 20° to 
36° changes the shape of the CD spectrum from 
−/+ to −/+/−, respectively.

Calculations show that energy order between 
exciton states is length dependent, which is most 
strikingly reflected in the shapes of CD spectra. 
Exciton density analysis shows that the lowest 
exciton state of a single antenna shorter than 
60 nm has helical occupation patterns as has been 
reported previously for tubular rods (Prokhorenko 
et al. 2003). However, in longer antennae the low-
est exciton state is delocalized. In a system contain-
ing several rods at a suitable distance, inter-antenna 
interaction localizes the lowest exciton state on 
pigments in the regions closest to the next interact-
ing rods. In collinear lamellae such localization 
does not take place.

Exciton energy transfer. Interactions in model 
systems containing ten collinear monomer-based 
rod (tri-layer) or lamella (monolayer) antennae 
(length of about 100 nm) parallel to the long axis of 
chlorosome with inter-complex distance of 2 nm 
were evaluated. In Fig. 1 is shown the simulated 
dependence of the fluorescence-excitation spectra 
of a single chlorosome on the polarization angle. 
Calculated variations of the intensity of the Qy 
band [maximum at 750 (rod) or 760 nm (lamella)] 
with a period of 180° is in accord with experimen-
tal fluorescence polarization studies of isolated 
chlorosomes (Shibata et al. 2007).

Calculated EET rates depend mainly on inter-
complex distances, thus the absolute values of 
the calculated rates are only a good guess for the 
EET rates in chlorosomes. EET rates between 
inner- and outer-walls of double-wall rod and 
between lamellae were very fast, with the domi-
nant component being 25 fs. Inter-rod excitonic 
EET rates were about 250 fs. For comparison, in 

rods with the delocalized lowest exciton state the 
rate became much longer, i.e. several ps. Localized 
exciton states serve as ‘funnels’ of excitation 
energy and transfer excitation energy much more 
efficiently than random transfer mechanisms as 
suggested previously. EET rates between antenna 
element and the base-plate were typically 8–16 ps. 
Calculated inter-rod and antenna – base-plate 
EET rates are in agreement with experimentally 
observed values reported by Psencik et al. (2003). 
In Fig. 2 is shown an analysis of exciton density 
of antenna elements of a model chlorosome at 
different time delays after excitation of the inner-
wall of a double-walled rod near the chlorosome 
envelope. Black shading represents the excitation 
migration in a single chlorosomes.

Fig. 1 Dependence of the fluorescence excitation spectra of 
single chlorosomes on the polarization angle of excitation. 
On the top are spectra of a stack of rods, and on the bot-
tom spectra of a stack of lamellae. The angle is set to 0° at 
the position where excitation is parallel to the long axis of 
chlorosome/antenna
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

Electron Spin Density Distribution of the Carotenoid Triplet 
State in the Peridinin-Chlorophyll-Protein Antenna of 
Dinoflagellates Determined by Pulse ENDOR Spectroscopy 
and Density Functional Theory

Jens Niklas1, Shipra Prakash1, Tim Schulte2, Maurice van Gastel1, Eckhard Hofmann2, 
and Wolfgang Lubitz1

Abstract  The triplet state of the peridinin 
 carotenoid 3Per in the refolded N-domain perid-
inin- chlorophyll-protein antenna complex from 
Amphidinium carterae is investigated by orientation-
selected pulse ENDOR spectroscopy at 34 GHz. The 
peridinin triplet is created by triplet-triplet transfer 
from 3Chl a, which is generated by illumination at 
630 nm. The 3Per lifetimes fall in the range of 10–
50 µs, which is close to the minimum duration of the 
pulse ENDOR experiment (~10 µs). Additionally, 
density functional theory (DFT) calculations of the 
magnetic resonance parameters of the carotenoid 
triplet state are presented, using the ORCA program 
package. An assignment of the 1H hyperfine cou-
pling constants (hfcs) to protons of the peridinin is 
achieved based on a comparison of the experimental 
and theoretical magnitudes, anisotropies and signs 
of the hfcs. This enables us to derive for the first 
time the wavefunction of the triplet electrons (S = 1) 
in a carotenoid molecule, which is a sensitive probe 
for the electronic and geometric structure of this 
short-lived excited state.

Keywords  Peridinin-chlorophyll-protein, triplet 
state, dinoflagellates, EPR, ENDOR, DFT

Introduction

Carotenoids perform a number of important func-
tions in living organisms, including light harvest-
ing and photoprotection (Blankenship 2002; Frank 
et al. 1999). In the peridinin-chlorophyll-protein 
(PCP), a soluble antenna system found in dino-
flagellates, the carotenoid peridinin (Per) acts as 
the main light harvesting pigment and quenches 
harmful chlorophyll (Chl) triplet states. Peridinin 
belongs to the group of highly substituted carote-
noids whose spectroscopic features are influenced 
by a conjugated carbonyl group. The crystal struc-
ture of the trimeric main form of PCP (MFPCP) 
from Amphidinium carterae has been determined 
by X-ray crystallography at a resolution of 2 Å 
(Hofmann et al. 1996). A MFPCP monomer con-
sists of two pseudosymmetric domains (N- and 
C-domain), each of which harbors one Chl a and 
four peridinin molecules. The pigments are densely 
packed, the edge-to-edge distances between perid-
inins within a single domain range from 4 to 11 Å. 
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The conjugated regions of the peridinin molecules 
are within van der Waals contact with the tetrapyr-
role ring of Chl a. The arrangement of the pig-
ments explains the high energy transfer efficiency, 
both for singlet-singlet and triplet-triplet transfer 
(Frank et al. 1999; Polivka et al. 2007). Recently, a 
heterologous expression system for the N-domain 
of MFPCP was developed (Miller et al. 2005). 
The refolding in vitro yields a complex called 
refolded PCP (RFPCP). The crystal structure of 
the homodimeric RFPCP has also been determined 
by X-ray crystallography at 1.5 Å resolution and is 
found to be very similar to the MFPCP (T. Schulte 
et al., unpublished results, 2007).

Time-resolved EPR is ideally suited to study the 
triplet states of Chl and Car molecules. The knowl-
edge of the g-tensor and the ZFS tensor provides 
important information about the electronic struc-
ture of this excited state. However, it is difficult 
to derive from these parameters detailed knowl-
edge about the wavefunction of the coupled triplet 
electrons (S = 1) in the peridinin molecule. This is 
possible if one determines the (isotropic) hyper-
fine coupling constants (hfcs). Pulsed ENDOR 
spectroscopy is the method of choice to obtain the 
information about the proton hyperfine coupling 
parameters (Lendzian et al. 2003). This method 
does not require isotopic labeling techniques. 
Here, we use Q-band spectroscopy to make use 
of the higher sensitivity at elevated frequency. 
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were 
performed to aid the assignment of the hyperfine 
couplings to specific protons.

Materials and methods

Isolation and purification of RFPCP. The RFPCP 
was heterologously expressed and refolded by 
adding purified pigments as described in (Miller 
et al. 2005). The RFPCP was purified with a 
HiTtrap DEAE Sepharose Fast Flow column (GE 
Healthcare). The final concentration of RFPCP was 
about 200 µM in 40% glycerol. The sample was 
filled in Q-band quartz tubes and frozen in liquid 
nitrogen.

EPR experiments. The experiments were carried 
out on a Bruker ELEXSYS E580-Q spectrometer 
with a Super Q-FT microwave bridge equipped with 
a home-built resonator. The resonator contained 
slits to allow in situ light excitation of the sample. 
The sample was excited by 630 nm flashes from 
an OPO Laser (GWU model VISIR 120) pumped 
by 355 nm flashes provided by a Nd:YAG Laser 
system (Spectra Physics, GCR 130). The repetition 
rate was 10 Hz. The light energy at the cryostat 
window was about 5 mJ per pulse. Field-swept 
echo-detected (FSE) EPR spectra were recorded 
using the two-pulse echo sequence (π/2-τ-π-τ-echo). 
The 1H ENDOR spectra were recorded using the 
Davies ENDOR sequence (Davies 1974). To achieve 
a 6 µs radio frequency (RF) π-pulse, an AR2500L RF 
amplifier (Amplifier Research) was used.

DFT calculations. The coordinates were taken 
from (T. Schulte et al., unpublished results, 2007). 
Calculations were performed for the peridinin 614 
(without taking into account the other cofactors 
or the protein). All DFT calculations were spin-
unrestricted calculations using the BP functional. 
The geometry of the peridinin was optimized using 
Gaussian 03C while keeping several carbons of the 
cyclohexane rings at the ends of the molecule and 
the keto oxygen of the lactone ring fixed. The ZFS 
parameters and the hfcs were calculated with the 
ORCA program package (Neese 2007). The triple 
zeta TZV basis set provided in (Schäfer et al. 1992) 
and (Schäfer et al. 1994) was used, augmented 
with two sets of polarization functions (TurboMole 
basis set library, available under ftp.chemie.
uni-karlsruhe.de/pub/basen).

Results

EPR investigation. Illumination at 630 nm leads to 
generation of the excited singlet state of Chl a in 
RFPCP. Subsequently, Chl a undergoes intersys-
tem crossing and the excited triplet state, 3Chl a, 
is formed. Due to van der Waals contact the triplet 
exciton is transferred with high efficiency to a 
close-by peridinin molecule. The fast decay of 3Chl 
a and the rise of 3Per is not resolved in transient 
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EPR experiments (data not shown), in agreement 
with previous observations of MFPCP (Carbonera 
et al. 2007). A typical Q-band echo-detected EPR 
spectrum of 3Per at 80 K is depicted in Fig. 1. It 
shows the polarization pattern EAEAEA. The ZFS 
parameters obtained from the simulation are |D| = 
48.2 mT and |E| = 4.7 mT. These observations are in 
full agreement with MFPCP (data not shown). The 
decay of the spin polarized EPR signal at 80 K is 
anisotropic with 11 µs at the Z orientation, 18 µs at 
the X orientation, and 8/44 µs at the Y orientation. 
The decay rates at 10 K are similar. This indicates 
that both at 10 and 80 K the spin lattice relaxation 
(T1) is longer than the physical lifetime of the 
excited triplet state.

ENDOR spectroscopy. Davies 1H ENDOR spec-
troscopy at Q-band was performed at all canonical 
orientations. More than 12 ENDOR signals were 
detected. As an example, the two complementary 
spectra recorded at single-crystal like positions ZI 
and ZII are shown in Fig. 1. The nine largest isotropic 
hfcs determined from the orientation-dependent 
ENDOR spectra are presented in Table 1.

DFT calculations. The DFT calculations were 
performed for peridinin 614 using a restricted 
geometry optimization (see Materials and Methods 
for details) and subsequent calculation of the mag-
netic parameters. The resulting spin density distri-
bution in this peridinin molecule is depicted in Fig. 2 
and the nine largest isotropic 1H hfcs are given in 

Fig. 1 Pulse Q-band EPR (inset, top left) and 1H Davies ENDOR spectra recorded at ZI and ZII orientations of the magnetic 
field (T = 80 K). The pulse ENDOR sequence is given (inset, top right). The frequency scale gives the deviation from νH 
in the respective spectra (narrow intense line). The hfcs correspond to the frequency shift between νH and the respective 
ENDOR line (Lendzian et al. 2003). Note that according to the ENDOR resonance condition the signs of the hfcs are directly 
obtained from the spectrum (indicated by arrows)
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Table 1. Another set of calculations was performed 
without geometry optimization (data not shown). 
These calculations lead to significant deviations of 
the hfcs, since they do not take into account the cor-
rect C-C and C=C bond lengths of the conjugated 
system in the excited triplet state, which can not be 
obtained from the X-ray coordinates.

Discussion

High-resolution ENDOR spectra have been recorded 
on a short-lived (≥11 µs) excited triplet state of a 
peridinin molecule in RFPCP. Good agreement of 
the experimental values with the results of the DFT 
calculations is found. The number and magnitude 
of the hfcs clearly show that only one particular 
peridinin molecule carries the triplet exciton. This 

is in agreement with a recent transient EPR study 
(Carbonera et al. 2007). The knowledge about 
the magnitudes, signs and anisotropies of the hfcs 
allows the determination of the orientation of the 
ZFS tensor axes in the peridinin molecule. The 
sign of the ZFS parameter D was determined to be 
negative. The ENDOR experiments described in this 
communication can be extended to other short-lived 
carotenoid triplet states, opening new perspectives in 
the investigation of these important molecules.
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Table 1 Isotropic 1H hyperfine coupling constants (MHz) 
of the peridinin triplet 3Per in RFPCP as determined by 
ENDOR spectroscopy and DFT calculations (geometry 
optimized with constraints, see Material and Methods for 
details). An tentative assignment on the basis of the DFT 
calculations is given

 Exp. DFT

8-CH +3.3 +2.83
18-CH3 +10.7 +8.91
10-CH +2.6 +1.72
11-CH −11.4 −8.88
13-CH −7.6 −6.51
14-CH −2.8 −2.53
14'-CH −2.6 −3.69
18'-CH3 +6.9 +5.82
7'-CH −6.2 −6.49

Fig. 2 Molecular structure of peridinin including the ZFS 
tensor axes and spin density plot of peridinin 614 in its 
excited triplet state



CHAPTER FOURTEEN

Investigating the Effect of Crystallization Conditions 
on the Validity of Phycocyanin Structural Details

Ailie McGregor, Liron David, and Noam Adir

Abstract  A high resolution (1.43 Å) crystal 
structure of phycocyanin from the thermophillic 
cyanobacteria T. vulcanus has been solved with 
crystallization conditions varying from those pre-
viously reported for this species (PDB code 1KTP, 
1.6 Å). The new crystal structure is isomorphous 
to the previous one and since both structures are 
of high resolution this provides an ideal model for 
investigating the pure effects of solvent on the crys-
tal structure independent of crystal packing effects. 
The effect of the crystallization conditions on the 
conformation of individual amino acid side chains 
and the cofactor environment is discussed.

Keywords  Antenna, crystallization, isomorphous 
structures, phycobilisome, phycocyanin, side chain 
conformation

Introduction

X-ray crystallography has allowed for the deter-
mination of thousands of atomic resolution protein 

structures, essential for detailed function–structure 
analyses. The fundamental assumption is that the 
protein conformation in the crystalline state is anal-
ogous to that in a solvent environment under physi-
ological conditions. Whilst this is generally true for 
the overall structure of the protein, structural differ-
ences may be notable in finer detail, such as loop 
regions or conformation of side chains. Structural 
discrepancy in the crystal state may be the result 
of either crystal packing interactions or protein-
solvent interactions. Studies on particular proteins 
(Zhang et al. 1995; Bower et al. 1997) or sets of 
non-isomorphic crystal structures (Eyal et al. 2005) 
have enabled the investigation of crystal packing 
effects on structure. Obtainment of isomorphous 
crystal structures by different crystallization condi-
tions is much rarer. Such data sets are necessary 
for investigating pure protein-solvent interactions 
independent of crystal packing effects.

Phycocyanin (PC) is a pigmented protein com-
ponent of the phycobilisome, a huge antennae 
complex found in cyanobacteria and red alga. 
PC isolated from the thermophilic cyanobacteria 
T.vulcanus (Tv_PC) has a rather unique crystal-
lographic characteristic in that regardless of the 
crystallization conditions or cryoprotectant used, 
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the protein always crystallizes in the same space 
group and with identical unit cell dimensions. We 
present a new high resolution structure of Tv_PC 
for comparison together with a previously reported 
Tv_PC structure obtained under different crystal-
lization conditions (Adir et al. 2002; PDB code 
1KTP). These isomorphous structures are used to 
investigate the effects of crystallization conditions 
on conformation of side chains and the cofactor 
environment.

Materials and methods

Isolation of phycocyanin. Cyanobacterial T. vulca-
nus cells were grown at 55 °C on BG11 medium 
supplemented with 5% CO2 in air, with continu-
ous fluorescent lamp illumination. Mature cells 
were collected by centrifugation and resuspended 
in buffer, 20 mM Tris (pH 8), 15 mM MgCl2 and 
15 mM CaCl2, and treated with lysozyme (1 mg/ml) 
for 1 h at 50 °C. The cells were then passed through 
a Yeda Press cell disrupter under 25 atm of N2. 
The PC containing supernatant was collected and 
purified by low pressure liquid chromatography 
followed by anion exchange high pressure liquid 
chromatography using a gradient of NaCl. Purity 
of the PC containing fractions was determined by 
absorption spectroscopy and SDS-PAGE.

Crystallization. Pure PC was concentrated to 
10–15 mg/ml and set up for crystallization using 
the hanging drop method (1 µl protein, 1 µl res-
ervoir). The PC-Suc crystal was obtained after 
1 week in 0.8 M (NH4)2SO4, 10.5% sucrose, 50 mM 
Tris pH 8.

Data collection and structure determination. 
Diffraction data for PC-Suc was collected at the 
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, on beam-
line ID-23. Data was scaled and merged using XDS 
(Kabsch 1993) and molecular replacement was 
carried out using CNS (Brünger et al. 1998) with 
the 1KTP structure (Adir et al. 2002) as a search 
model.

Structural comparisons. Structure alignment 
and comparison was carried out using the Pymol 
program (DeLano 2002).

Dihedral angle calculations. The dihedral angle 
for each amino acid was calculated using the 
VADAR program (Willard et al. 2003).

Results and discussion

Improved resolution Tv_PC structure. Numerous 
crystallization and cryoprotection trials identified 
crystallization in ammonium sulfate and sucrose 
as a condition consistently found to produce supe-
rior results and resulted in an improved resolution 
structure of Tv_PC. The new structure, PC-Suc, 
diffracted past 1.3 Å and refined to 1.43 Å. This 
is an improvement on the 1.6 Å 1KTP structure of 
Tv_PC which was a structure obtained by crystalli-
zation in PEG (Adir et al. 2002) and is comparable 
to the highest resolution structure of any published 
PC structure, 1.45 Å structure of PC isolated from 
the closely related thermophilic cyanobacteria 
T. elongatus (Nield et al. 2003; PDB code 1JBO).

The PC-Suc structure is of high crystallographic 
quality (R = 20.83%, Rfree = 22.49%) and occupies 
the space group R32 as a monomer in the asym-
metric unit (with unit cell dimensions a = b = 
187.84; c = 60.01; α = β = 90°; γ = 120°) similar 
to that of the 1KTP structure. In both structures the 
actual state of oligomerization is stacks of (αβ)6 
hexamers (αβ monomers associate into (αβ)3 
trimeric disks which in turn associate face to face 
forming hexamers) in a fashion analogous to the 
phycobilisome rod (Adir 2005).

Comparison of Side Chain Conformation. 
Alignment of PC-Suc and 1KTP structures shows 
a highly similar tertiary conformation, with a back-
bone RMSD of 0.233 Å. The side chain dihedral 
angles, χ1, were calculated and compared between 
the structures. Since a χ1 difference of 40° is a tra-
ditional cutoff for side-chain prediction accuracy 
(Bower et al. 1997) this value was used in our 
study and amino acids residues exceeding this limit 
between the two structures are listed in Table 1.

Amino acid position was classified as external 
(on the outside of the hexameric disk); internal 
(on the inside of the hexameric disk), interface (on 
either of the interacting faces of the (αβ)3 trimeric 
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disks), or buried (residues not interacting with either 
solvent or symmetry-related (αβ) monomers). Not 
surprisingly the majority of the amino acids show-
ing conformational differences are surface residues 
and polar (with the exception of an isoleucine).

A further structural comparison was carried out 
with the 1JBO structure from T. elongatus which 
was obtained from crystals grown in (NH4)2SO4 
and 40 mM Mes, pH 6.1 using the back-soaking 
method (Nield et al. 2003). The χ1 angles of the 
1JBO structure are also shown in Table 1 with 
the exception of αI95 since the 1JBO has a valine 
in this place. The conformation of side chains in 
1JBO strongly corresponds to that of PC-Suc with 
the exception of βN113 where the dihedral angle of 
1JBO is similar to that of the 1KTP structure.

Similarity of the PC-Suc and 1JBO structure on 
the level of side chain conformation is interesting. 
Whilst the precipitant, ammonium sulfate, was 
similar to both 1JBO and PC-Suc, PC-Suc was 
crystallized at a higher pH (8 compared to 6.1) and 
in the presence of a high concentration of sucrose 
(10.5%). This may indicate that the ionic strength 
of the crystallization solution is the important fac-
tor in affecting local structure.

Comparison of cofactor and cofactor environ-
ment. As the functional hub of the protein, the con-
formational detail of the cofactors is of particular 
interest in mechanistic studies. Each PC monomer 
covalently binds three chemically identical linear 
tetrapyrolle cofactors which are conformationally 
unique within the protein context. Since slight 
changes in conformation can result in drastic 
effects in absorption and fluorescence properties, 
the three dimensional structure of each cofactors 
is expected to be relatively invariant. Alignment 

of the cofactors from PC-Suc and 1KTP indeed 
shows highly conserved conformation. This is 
despite cofactors β84 and β155 being respectively 
internally and externally surface exposed. This 
conservation across vastly differing crystallization 
conditions indicates that the models presented are 
representative of the in vivo structure and not an 
artifact of crystallization conditions.

Of the amino acids side chains identified as hav-
ing conformational variation, only βI150 is located 
within the immediate environment of a cofactor 
(β155) and it appears to have no effect on the 
cofactor conformation (Fig. 1).

Additional investigation of the cofactor envi-
ronment shows the consistent presence of sev-
eral water molecules, including a water molecule 
 bridging the propionic acid groups as previously 
identified in the 1KTP structure (Adir et al. 2002) 
(Fig. 2). The presence of water molecules in struc-
tures obtained by different conditions again indi-
cates reproducibility of model detail.

We have demonstrated that crystallization con-
ditions have an effect on the conformation of side 
chains of isomorphous crystal structures of Tv_PC 
indicating that protein-solvent interactions plays 
some role in conferring local structure, with the most 
susceptible amino acids being surface polar residues. 
It has been further shown that, as would be expected, 
the conformation of the cofactors is highly conserved 
between structures indicating the reliability of the 
crystallographic model and its usefulness in providing 
structural detail for functional analysis.

Table 1 Side chains with variant conformations

Amino acid Position[χ1(1KTP),χ1(PC-Suc),χ1(1JBO)]

αI9 Buried_[97,–65.6,–67.3]
αQ49 External_[–83.7,–161.9,–166.6]
αI95 Buried_[70,–65.4,NA]
βE17 Interface_[50.1,–47.8,–69.5]
βN29 External_[153.4,–75.5,–74.7]
βN113 Internal_[–175.6,–74.3,–168.4]
βK135 External_[–120.7,–66,–71.3]
βI150 External_[42.5,–166.2,–167.1]

Fig. 1 Cofactor β155 and βI150 (1KTP shown in dark 
color, PC-Suc in light color)
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

Excitation Energy Transfer in PS I of the Cyanobacterium 
Gloeobacter violaceus PCC 7421 That Lacks the 
Long-Wavelength Form of Chlorophyll a

Mamoru Mimuro1,2, Michiya Higuchi2, Hidetoshi Inoue2, Makio Yokono3, 
Tohru Tsuchiya1,2, Hideaki Miyashita1,2, and Seiji Akimoto4

Abstract  Excitation energy transfer processes in 
photosystem (PS) I complexes, isolated from the 
cyanobacterium Gloeobacter violaceus PCC 7421, 
were studied by steady-state and time-resolved 
fluorescence spectroscopy. The absence of the long-
wavelength PS I components was demonstrated 
by low-temperature absorption spectroscopy, and 
no corresponding fluorescence components were 
detected at −196 °C. Time-resolved fluorescence 
spectra and subsequent analysis of the fluores-
cence lifetimes of PS I complexes clearly showed 
that at 22 °C, thermal equilibrium was established 
among antenna components within 10 ps after 
excitation. In contrast, at −196 °C, energy flow to 
the trap was clearly resolved by global analysis on 
the basis of a single value decomposition method. 
It was difficult to discern reasons for the absence 

of the long-wavelength PS I components based 
on the primary structures of the major subunits of 
complexes in comparison with other cyanobacteria. 
The biological relevance of PS I fluorescence at 
physiological temperature is discussed based on 
the energy distribution among antenna components 
including P700, and on a comparative study with 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803.

Keywords  Energy transfer, cyanobacteria, red 
chlorophylls, photosystem I, Gloeobacter violaceus

Introduction

Photosystem (PS) I consists of 11 subunits that 
are generally highly conserved among cyanobac-
teria. However, the thylakoid-less cyanobacterium 
Gloeobacter violaceus PCC 7421 (Rippka et al. 
1974) lacks three genes encoding PS I subunits, 
as deduced from the complete genome sequence 
(Nakamura et al. 2003). We isolated PS I complexes 
from G. violaceus and found that three subunits, 
PsaI, PsaJ, and PsaK, were missing as predicted, 
but that a new subunit (PsaZ) was associated with 
PS I (Inoue et al. 2004). PsaZ is not found in any 
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other photosynthetic organism, and thus is unique 
to G. violaceus. We further found that one of the 
major PS I subunits, PsaB, has a long C-terminal 
extension that is very similar to the peptidoglycan-
binding motif of eubacteria. The secondary electron 
acceptor of PS I in oxygenic photosynthetic organisms 
is usually phylloquinone, however in G. violaceus 
it is replaced by menaquinone-4 (Mimuro et al. 
2005), suggesting that G. violaceus is similar to 
photosynthetic bacteria in this respect. These mod-
ifications may be correlated with the phylogenetic 
position of this species, which branches off at the 
earliest stage of the phylogenetic tree (Nelissen 
et al. 1995). The spectroscopic properties of PS I 
complexes link directly to their function through 
photochemical reactions. We have investigated 
several spectroscopic properties of PS I complexes 
in order to understand their relations to the actual 
functions of PS I in G. violaceus.

Materials and methods

Algal culture. Gloeobacter violaceus PCC 7421 
was grown photoautotrophically in BG11 medium 
at 25 °C under a fluorescent lamp with a light inten-
sity of 5 µE/(m2 s). Air was continuously supplied. 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (hereafter referred to 
as Synechocystis) was grown in the same medium 
but under a stronger light intensity, 15 µE/(m2 s). 
PS I complexes were isolated by the procedures 
described previously (Inoue et al. 2004).

Spectroscopy. Absorption spectra at low temper-
ature were measured using a Hitachi 557 spectro-
photometer with a commercially available Dewar 
bottle. Fluorescence spectra at low temperatures 
were measured using a Hitachi 850 spectrofluor-
ometer; a custom-made Dewar bottle was attached. 
The spectral sensitivity of the fluorometer was cor-
rected using a sub-standard lamp (Hitachi, Japan). 
Time-resolved fluorescence spectra were measured 
by a time-correlated single photon counting method 
using a Ti:Sapphire laser as an excitation source 
and a micro-channel plate photomultiplier as a 
detector. Fluorescence lifetimes were estimated by 
a convolution calculation (Mimuro et al. 2002).

Results

Steady-state spectroscopy. Figure 1a shows absorp-
tion and fluorescence spectra of two PS I prepa-
rations measured at −196 °C. It was clear that 
G. violaceus did not show any long-wavelength com-
ponents in its spectrum, contrary to Synechocystis 
that has multiple long-wavelength components.

Figure 1b shows normalized fluorescence spec-
tra of the two PS I preparations measured at 
−196 °C. The fluorescence yield was only 6% in 
G. violaceus compared to that of Synechocystis. 
G. violaceus showed a broad band with a peak at 
approximately 691 nm and shoulders at 675 and 
682 nm. Synechocystis showed a typical PS I fluo-
rescence at 723 nm without any shoulder at shorter 
wavelength of the maximum. A red chlorophyll 
was absent in G. violaceus as evident from both 
absorption and fluorescence spectra.
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Fig. 1 Absorption and fluorescence spectra of PS I 
complexes at −196 °C. Thick lines represent spectra of 
G. violaceus and thin lines, those of Synechocystis. Note that 
the fluorescence yield of G. violaceus (in 1b) was only 6% 
that of Synechocystis
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Time-resolved fluorescence spectra and global 
analysis of G. violaceus at −196 °C. The time-
resolved fluorescence spectra were measured upon 
excitation at 400 nm (data not shown). The main 
component was observed at 692 nm in 50 ps after 
excitation. Long-lived minor components were 
detected at 673, 683, and 710 nm, however due 
to their low intensities, they were assigned to free 
pigments. The energy transfer or migration proc-
esses in the PS I complexes was analyzed by single 
value decomposition (SVD) analysis to estimate 
the number of decay components, followed by 
global fit analysis to estimate the component spec-
tra. SVD analysis showed that three components 
were sufficient to fit the spectral components, and 
global analysis gave individual component spectra 
(decay associated spectra, DAS) (data not shown). 
The 12-ps component showed a positive peak at 
682 nm and a negative peak at 696 nm, indicating 
energy transfer to the long-wavelength component. 
The middle lifetime component (τ = 32 ps) showed 
a maximum at 692 nm. Based on the DAS, the 
energy transfer processes in PS I of G. violaceus 
was resolved (Fig. 2).

The same analysis was applied to the time-
resolved fluorescence spectra of Synechocystis, 
and we finally obtained the scheme for the energy 
transfer in PS I. Two short-lived components and 
two red chlorophylls were clearly resolved with 
their lifetimes. The major difference was observed 
on the presence of the red chlorophylls. This indi-
cates that G. violaceus contains the basic antenna 
system of PS I.

Discussion

Reasons for the absence of the red chlorophylls. 
The presence of red chlorophylls was clearly dif-
ferent between Synechocystis and G. violaceus 
(Fig. 1). There are several possibilities for this 
difference: (1) the absence of the three PS I 
subunits (PsaI, PsaJ, and PsaK) in G. violaceus, 
(2) differences in the ligands to Chl a, (3) differ-
ences in the molecular interactions between Chl 
a molecules and protein moieties, (4) differences 
in the molecular interactions among multiple Chl 
a molecules, and (5) other unknown factors. The 
first two were considered by comparing amino 
acid sequences of several cyanobacterial species. 
However, it is hard to find reasons for the absence 
of red chlorophylls in the primary structures of the 
subunits. In order to consider the other possibili-
ties mentioned above, the three-dimensional struc-
ture will be necessary, and this will be the subject 
of further study.

Biological significance of the red chlorophylls 
in PS I. PS I Chl a molecules are thermally equili-
brated at physiological temperature, therefore all 
pigments are antennae of P700 irrespective of 
their individual energy levels. There is almost 
no significant difference between the two spe-
cies in this regard. The optimum light intensity 
for growth of G. violaceus is approximately 
5 µE/(m2 s), and the absorbance of Chl a relative 
to phycobiliproteins is small. Under these condi-
tions, P700 is most probably open. There is no 
necessary back transfer from P700 to antenna Chl a 
molecules in lower energy levels. The energy 
level of P700 is the same as the lowest antenna 
Chl a molecules in G. violaceus. This energy dis-
tribution in antenna is enough for a shallow P700 
trap. Since G. violaceus is assigned to a species 
that branched off early in the lineage of cyano-
bacteria (Nelissen et al. 1995), the constitution 
of the PS I antenna system might be a prototype, 
and red chlorophylls might have been acquired 
at a later evolutionary point. This is one possible 
explanation for the absence of red chlorophylls 
in G. violaceus, but further proof of this hypothesis 
would be necessary.

Fig. 2 Resolved energy transfer pathways in G. violaceus 
and Synechocystis at −196 °C. SVD and global analyses 
were applied to the time-resolved fluorescence spectra (data 
not shown), and transfer pathways were resolved
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(b) Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

Probing the Carotenoid in Its Binding Site in a Reconstituted 
LH1 Complex from the Photosynthetic Bacterium 
Rhodospirillum rubrum with Electroabsorption Spectroscopy

Katsunori Nakagawa1, Satoru Suzuki2, Ritsuko Fujii2, Alastair T. Gardiner3, 
Richard J. Cogdell3, Hideki Hashimoto2, and Mamoru Nango1

Abstract  Stark spectroscopy is a powerful tech-
nique to investigate the electrostatic interactions 
between pigments as well as between the pigments 
and the proteins in photosynthetic pigment-protein 
complexes. In this study Stark spectroscopy has 
been used to determine two nonlinear optical 
parameters (polarizabilty change Tr(∆α) and static 
dipole-moment change |∆µ| upon photoexcitation) 
of the purified complete and reconstituted LH1 
complexes from the purple photosynthetic bacte-
rium, Rhodospirillum (Rs.) rubrum. The complete 
LH1 complex was prepared from Rs. rubrum 
S1, while the reconstituted complex was assem-
bled by the addition of purified carotenoid (all-
trans-spirilloxanthin) to the monomeric subunit 
of LH1 from Rs. rubrum S1. The reconstituted 
LH1 complex has BChl a Qy absorption maximum 

at 878 nm. This is shifted to the blue by 3 nm in 
comparison to the purified complete LH1 complex. 
Based on the differences in the values of Tr(∆α) 
and |∆µ| between these two preparations we can 
calculate the change in the electric field around 
the BChl a molecules in the two situations to be E∆ 
~ 3.4 × 105 [V/cm]. This change can explain the 
3 nm wavelength shift of the Qy absorption band in 
the reconstituted LH1 complex.

Keywords  Bacteriochlorophyll a, binding-site 
in LH1 complex, carotenoid, reconstitution, 
Rhodospirillum rubrum, Stark spectroscopy

Introduction

Reconstituting carotenoids into carotenoid-less 
photosynthetic pigment-protein complexes has 
proved to be a powerful approach for the study of 
carotenoid function (Frank 1999). Reconstitution 
can only be used in experiments where the recon-
stituted pigments occupy the same binding-site 
as in the wild type pigment-protein complexes. 
Moreover, they must adopt the same structure and 
interact with the protein in the same way as in the 
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wild-type complexes. Reconstitution of the LH1 
complex in vitro was first reported by Davis et al. 
(Davis et al. 1995). They isolated the component 
molecules of the LH1 complex from Rs. rubrum 
(carotenoids, BChl a, LH1-α and LH1-β polypep-
tides) and performed the reconstitution in detergent 
β-octylglucoside (β-OG) micelles. Several studies 
have reported the results on reconstituting a range 
of well-defined carotenoids into the LH1 complex 
from Rs. rubrum (Akahane et al. 2004; Fiedor et al. 
2004). These studies used purified single species of 
carotenoids with different extents of π-conjugation. 
This series of reconstituted LH1 complexes were 
used to study the singlet-singlet energy-transfer 
processes from carotenoid to BChl a (Akahane 
et al. 2004) and the triplet-triplet energy-dissipation 
processes (Kakitani et al. 2007).

In all the above cases the authors used absorp-
tion spectroscopy as the main criterion with which 
to evaluate the quality of the reconstituted LH1 
complexes. However, this is rather insensitive to 
small changes in the quality of the reconstituted 
complexes. In this study Stark spectroscopy, which 
is more sensitive to changes in the pigments ‘local 
environment’, has been used to compare the electro-
static environment of carotenoids and bacteriochlo-
rophylls in the purified complete LH1 complex from 
Rs. rubrum S1 and the reconstituted LH1 complex. 
The reconstituted LH1 complex was prepared by 
addition of purified all-trans-spirilloxanthin to the 
monomeric subunit of the LH1 complex from Rs. 
rubrum S1. The data show that there is a substantial 
difference of the electrostatic field around the bacte-
riochlorophylls between the reconstituted and puri-
fied complete LH1 complexes, although that around 
carotenoids is essentially the same.

Materials and methods

All-trans-spirilloxanthin was isolated from cells of 
Rs. rubrum S1 (Furuichi et al. 2002) and purified 
by Alumina column chromatography (Fujii et al. 
2001). Reconstitution of the LH1 complexes was 
performed according to the method developed by 
Fiedor et al. (2004). The complete LH1 complex of 

Rs. rubrum S1 were prepared by a slight modifica-
tion of the method of Picorel et al. (1983). Stark 
spectra of the reconstituted and complete LH1 
complexes were measured as well as absorption 
and circular dichroism (CD) spectra. Two non-
linear optical parameters (polarizabilty change 
Tr(∆α) and static dipole-moment change |∆µ| upon 
photoexcitation) of BChl a and carotenoid were 
determined. Fluorescence-excitation spectra were 
recorded to determine the singlet-singlet energy 
transfer efficiency from carotenoid to BChl a in the 
LH1 complexes.

Results and discussion

Figure 1 demonstrates the comparison of the 
absorption spectra of the reconstituted LH1 com-
plexes and the complete LH1 complexes. These 
spectra have the same peak wavelengths in the 
Soret (376 nm) and Qx (589 nm) of BChl a absorp-
tion bands. However, a difference is observed in 
their Qy absorption bands. The reconstituted LH1 
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buffer containing 0.025% Triton X-100 at 4 °C
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has its Qy absorption maximum at 878 nm. This is 
3 nm blue-shifted in comparison to the complete 
LH1 (881 nm). In the 435–570 nm spectral region, 
three absorption peaks, ascribable to the vibra-
tional structure of S0 → S2 absorption band of the 
carotenoids, can be clearly observed. In the case 
of the reconstituted LH1 complexes the absorption 
maxima of the carotenoids are 1–2 nm blue-shifted 
relative to the complete complexes. In addition, 
the relative intensity of the Soret band is always 
stronger in the case of the reconstituted LH1 
complex. A possible reason for these additional 
differences is contamination with aggregated caro-
tenoids present in the solution of the reconstituted 
LH1 complexes.

Figure 2 compares the Stark spectra of the 
reconstituted and complete LH1 complexes. 
Interestingly, the Stark spectra in the carotenoid 
absorption region are essentially identical in both 
preparations. In the BChl a Qy absorption region, 
however, the preparations exhibit clear differences. 
The nonlinear optical parameters (Tr(∆α) and |∆µ|) 
of these two parameters are identical in the case of 
carotenoid absorption band.

Table 1 summarizes the nonlinear optical 
parameters (Tr(∆α) and |∆µ|) of the carotenoid 
and the BChl a Qy absorption bands of the recon-

stituted and complete LH1 complexes. The Tr(∆α) 
values of the BChl a Qy absorption band were also, 
within the limit of experimental errors, the same. 
However, the |∆µ| values of BChl a Qy band show 
a small but reproducible difference between the 
reconstituted and complete LH1 complexes. The 
difference of the |∆µ| was determined to be 0.6 
[D/f]. This small but significant change reflects a 
subtle difference in the electrostatic environment 
around BChl a in these two preparations.

Here we determine the difference of the magni-
tude of the local electric field E∆ felt by the BChl 
a molecules in the reconstituted and complete LH1 
complexes. ∆µrec and ∆µs are the static dipole-
moment change of the BChl a Qy band of the 
reconstituted and the complete LH1 complexes, 
respectively. In this study it has been demonstrated 
that the reconstituted LH1 and the complete LH1 
show similar values of Tr(∆α) (see Table 1). In this 
case, it is possible to determine the magnitude of 
|E∆| using Eqs. (1) and (2)

∆ ∆µ ∆µ ∆µ
∆α ∆

( ) = −
= ⋅

rec S

E  
(1)

E∆

∆ ∆
∆

≈ ( )
( )

m
aTr

 

(2)

Using Eq. (1) |E∆| can be determined and has a 
value of 3.4 × 105 [V/cm]. The Stark shift of BChl 
a Qy absorption band, due to the presence of |E∆|, 
can also be calculated and is equal to 3.6 meV. 
A 3 nm blue-shift of the BChl a Qy absorption 
band, as shown in Fig. 1, would correspond to a 
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Fig. 2 Normalized Stark spectra of the reconstituted LH1 
(black line) and the purified complete LH1 (red line) 
complexes from Rs. rubrum S1 in PVA matrices at room 
temperature. Normalization was performed against the mag-
nitude of the externally applied electric field as well as the 
concentrations of the samples

Table 1 The nonlinear optical parameters (Tr(∆α) and |∆µ|) 
of the carotenoid and BChl a Qy absorption bands of the 
reconstituted and purified complete LH1 complexes from 
Rs. rubrum S1 determined by Stark spectroscopy

 Carotenoid  BChl a (Qy)

Rs. rubrum Tr(∆α)  |∆µ|  Tr(∆α)  |∆µ| 
LH1 complex (Å3/f 2) (D/f) (Å3/f 2) (D/f)

Reconstituted 1,400 ± 100 7.5 ± 0.2 350 ± 20 4.9 ± 0.2
Complete 1,400 ± 100 7.2 ± 0.2 390 ± 30 5.5 ± 0.1
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3 meV shift in energy. Our analysis, based on Stark 
spectroscopy, therefore, is a good prediction of the 
direction and magnitude of the observed shift of 
the BChl a Qy absorption band.

The singlet-singlet energy-transfer efficiency of 
carotenoid to BChl a of the complete LH1 complex 
was determined to be 28%. The efficiency of this 
energy-transfer process is more efficient in the 
reconstituted LH1 complex. In this case the effi-
ciency was determined to be 40%.

Reconstitution experiments are indeed useful to 
investigate the physiological functions of the pig-
ment molecules bound to the pigment-protein com-
plexes. In these experiments, however, it is always 
assumed that the reconstituted pigment-protein 
complexes have exactly the same structure as the 
original, unmodified pigment-protein complexes. 
It appears that Stark spectroscopy provides a much 
more sensitive assay to test this assumption than 
standard absorption or CD spectroscopy.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

Regulation of Antenna Functions in Chlorophyll Assemblies

Toru Oba, Koji Ogura, Manami Hiraide, Satoshi Ito, and Kazuhisa Hiratani

Abstract  We synthesized 7-substituted chlorophyll 
(Chl) derivatives with different chain lengths and 
lithocholic esters as spacer molecules in the Chl 
nanoparticles. The Chl derivatives formed self-
aggregate nanoparticles in water, and the particle 
size and the fluorescence intensity of the nanoparti-
cles depended on the chain length at the 7-position. 
Chl derivatives and lithocholic esters coexisted in 
each nanoparticle without microscopic phase sepa-
ration. The lithocholic ester behaves as a spacer 
molecule to dilute the Chl concentration in each 
nanoparticle. The self-aggregates are new model 
systems to study the pigment-matrix interactions 
in antenna complexes, as well as potent photoelec-
tronic and clinical nanodevices.

Keywords  Aggregate, antenna, chlorophyll, nano-
particle, pigment-protein interactions

Introduction

Chlorophyll (Chl) molecules in some antenna 
apparatuses exist like aggregates with varieties of 
pigment-pigment distances and orientations for 
each neighbor. Chlorosomes possess true Chl self-
aggregates. Many Chl molecules coexist in close 
proximity in core antennas of PS1 and PS2, and 
are also regarded as Chl aggregates with protein 
matrixes. Higher plant LHC2s and FMO pro-
teins of green bacteria contain BChl ‘aggregates’. 
Although there is a variety of the intermolecular 
distances and orientations between the pigments 
in an antenna apparatus, the antenna functions 
seem to be optimized. The processes of forma-
tion of such pigment-protein complexes and the 
evolutional strategy to allow some flexibility and 
redundancy are of much interest. To elucidate 
structure-function relationships in antenna chloro-
phyll-protein complexes, we have developed a new 
model antenna system.

We synthesized chlorophyll (Chl) derivatives 
that have a series of alkyl chains at the 7-position 
(Fig. 1) (Oba et al. 2006). An aqueous dispersion of the 
chlorin afforded self-aggregation of nano-particles. 
The particle size, the position of Qy absorption, and 
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the fluorescence intensity depended on the alkyl 
chain length. Mixing of lithocholic ester (Fig. 1) 
with chlorophyllous pigments prior to dispersion 
induced disaggregation of the self-aggregates. The 
lithocholic ester was successfully mixed with the 
Chl derivative in each nanoparticle. The system 
enables studies of the regulation of the antenna func-
tion by changing the inner structure of the aggregate, 
and is a new model to study structure-function 
relationships of the photosynthetic antennas.

Materials and methods

Methyl 7-demethyl-7-hydroxymethylpyropheo-
phorbide-a (1) was synthesized from Chl-b accord-
ing to a previously described method (Oba et al. 
1997). 2a was obtained by esterification of 1 with 
acetic anhydride. 2b–2e were obtained by the 
reaction of 1 with the corresponding acid under 
the presence of carbodiimide, respectively. Ethyl 
lithocholate (4a) was obtained by esterification 
of lithocholic acid (3) and ethanol under acidic 
conditions. The other lithocholic esters (4b–4d) 
were obtained by a reaction of lithocholic acid 
with hexyl bromide, octyl bromide, or octadecyl 
bromide with K2CO3 in DMSO. A lithocholic ester 
with a dendritic tail (4e) was obtained by esterifi-
cation of 3 with a dendritic alcohol synthesized as 

described (Tamiaki et al. 2001). The products were 
characterized by 1H-NMR (Varian VNMR-500), 
MALDI-TOF-MS (Bruker Daltonics autoflex II), 
and UV-VIS spectroscopies (JASCO V-550). The 
self-aggregate nanoparticles were prepared by dis-
persing an aliquot of the chlorin (2a–e) solution 
(THF) with or without the lithocholic ester (4a–e) 
dissolved in THF into water, followed by stirring 
for 1 min at room temperature (Oba et al. 1997, 
2006; Oba and Tamiaki 2001). Fluorescence spec-
tra of the nanoparticles were recorded on a JASCO 
FP-777. Dynamic light scattering measurements of 
the nanoparticles were carried out by using a Zeta 
PLAS (Brookhaven Instruments).

Results

Effects of the length of the 7-ester side chain. An 
aqueous dispersion of 2 afforded self-assembled 
nano-particles (Fig. 1). 2a formed higher aggregate 
species whose Qy absorption peaks at 712 nm. 
2b–2e gave broad absorptions in 665–685 nm, indi-
cating coexistence of lower-aggregate species, while 
there is no remarkable absorption in the longer 
wavelength region. The average particle size of the 
nanoparticles of 2c was 54 nm, and was the smallest 
among all. 2b and 2d were also relatively smaller 
(100, 106 nm) than those of 2a and 2e (146, 177 nm). 
Self-aggregates of 2c gave a fluorescence emission 
peak at 684 nm, and were nearly twice as intense as 
the other aggregates. These results indicate that the 
chain length at 7-position influences supramolecular 
structures of the Chl self-aggretages.

Effect of mixing of lithocholic ester in the nano-
particles. When 2c was dispersed in water with 
the lithocholic ester (4a–4e) with a ratio of 2:4 = 
1:10, the Qy absorption band remained at 662 nm 
and the Qy emission was blue-shifted to 670 nm, 
indicating disaggregation of the chlorin molecules. 
2c and 4c gave the most fluorescent nanoparticle 
dispersion, and the Qy emission was intensified by 
a factor of roughly 2 (Fig. 2). Increase of the mixed 
4c increased the fluorescence emission of the nano-
particles. Our results were in line with the previous 
one reporting that cholanic acid as co-adsorbant 
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enhanced the fluorescence emission of chlorophyl-
lins on TiO2 particles (Kay and Graetzel 1993). The 
mixing of 4c enhanced the average hydrodynamic 
diameter of the 2c + 4 aggregate nanoparticles in 
going from 50–60 to 120–150 nm, roughly the same 
as the size of the nano-particles of 4b ( 150 nm). The 
2c + 4a aggregate had a polydisperse nature, while 
2c with 4b–4d gave the nanoparticles with very 
narrow size distributions. 2c and 4c showed rela-
tively the smallest average particle size (129 nm). 
Simultaneous changes in the particle size and the 
fluorescence intensity of the aggregate by mixing 
of 2 and 4 indicate that the lithocholic ester (4) suc-
cessfully mixed with the Chl derivative and formed 
nanoparticles without phase separation inside each 
particle, rather than formation of separate colloidal 
particles (Oba and Tamiaki 2001). The lithocholic 
ester behaves as a spacer to enhance intermolecular 
distances between chlorin molecules, resulting in 
recovery of fluorescence intensity. The effect was 
clear when using a dendritic lithocholic ester 4e. 
Mixing of 5, 10, and 20 eq. of 4e with 2c gave ca. 2, 
3, and 5-times greater emission than that recorded 
without 4e, respectively.

Discussion

The particle size and the fluorescence intensity of 
the Chl self-aggregate nanoparticles depended on 
the chain length at the 7-position. Chl derivatives 

2a–2e and lithotomic esters 4a–4e formed mixed 
self-aggregate nanoparticles as judged from changes 
in the particles size and the fluorescence intensity. 
The properties of the 2 + 4 mixed nanoparticles 
depended on the composition and/or the chain length 
of 4. It is noted that lithocholic esters enable regula-
tion of the intermolecular distances and photoprop-
erties of Chl in the self-assemblies. The finding that 
the chain length of the peripheral substituent of Chls 
affect the aggregation behaviors suggested that chlo-
rosomes, possessing a variety of Chl homologues, 
could show a wider variety in their supramolecular 
structures and antenna functions. Similarity in the 
structures and properties of chlorosomes are attrib-
utable to strong intermolecular interactions between 
Chl molecules (Oba and Tamiaki 2001). The fact 
that the lithocholic ester stabilized the Chl self-
aggregates suggests that the intermolecular interac-
tions between Chl and lipid molecules also plays an 
important role to form the chlorosomal self-aggre-
gates. The 2 + 4 mixed aggregates can be regarded 
as new model systems to study the optimization 
of pigment density in antenna complexes through 
dilution of the pigment concentration in the Chl 
self-aggregates by the lithocholic ester. The system 
also prompts us to study Chl-matrix interactions, or 
possible microscopic phase separation between Chl 
and matrix (peptides, proteins, or lipids), that may 
suggest the unclear processes of the formation of 
the antenna complexes. The facile preparation of 
a variety of sensitizer nanoparticles with the litho-
cholic derivatives is advantageous in fine tuning of 
their hydrophilic/hydrophobic characters and their 
photochemical properties, thereby suggesting their 
clinical and electronic applications.
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CHAPTER EIGTHEEN

Binding Sites of Cadmium Ions Within Photosystem II

Marzena de Odrowąz. Piramowicz1, Ralph Bock2, Aleksandra Orzechowska3, 
Kazimierz Strzałka4, and Květoslava Burda1,5

Abstract  We investigated the inhibitory action of 
cadmium ions on the energy and electron transfer 
within PSII using fluorescence spectroscopy. We 
have examined thylakoid membranes isolated from 
a wild type (WT) and a mutant (M) of tobacco with 
a point mutation in the β-chain of cytochrome b559. 
Variable fluorescence measurements were made of 
PSII samples treated with various concentrations 
of cadmium salts. From these experiments we were 
able to determine the impact of the cadmium cati-
ons on the efficiency of photochemical processes 
within PSII and the activity of its acceptor side. 
We observed that cadmium ions act differently on 

the WT and M in the presence of chloride anions. 
Sulfate ions enhanced the inhibitory effect of Cd2+ 
but at low concentrations, CdSO4 diminished some 
characteristic transitions monitored for CdCl2. At 
the lowest applied concentrations, the salts had 
no influence on the Kautsky effect in the mutant, 
whereas a strong effect is observed in the WT. 
This phenomenon is related to the point mutation 
of cytochrome b559 which is supposed to modify 
the QB binding site on the acceptor side of PSII 
(Burda et al., these Proceedings). At higher applied 
concentrations of Cd salts, one has to consider 
additional Cd2+ interactions with chlorophylls from 
the light harvesting antenna.

Keywords  Photosystem II, cadmium ions, chlo-
rophyll fluorescence, variable fluorescence, electron 
transfer

Introduction

The photosynthetic apparatus including photo-
system II (PSII) is very sensitive to heavy metal 
action. Among the many heavy metal ions, Cd 
exhibits a typical action on the light harvesting 
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complex, leading to its disruption. However, this 
metal is also known to interact specifically with 
redox-active components of PSII, as for example 
with the quinone–iron complex (QA–Fe–QB) on the 
PSII acceptor side (Ishikita and Knapp 2005). It 
was proposed that there are distinct mechanisms of 
Cd2+ action on PSII. It was shown that Cd2+ inhibits 
electron transfer between QA and QB (Utsching et al. 
1998), most probably via changing the protonation 
states of the histidine residues in the vicinity of 
QB site (Ädelroth et al. 2001; Paddock et al. 2003).

In order to elucidate the possible role of cyto-
chrome b559 in stabilizing the quinone-iron complex, 
we studied the influence of Cd2+ ions on the pho-
tochemistry of PSII in thylakoids isolated from 
a wild type tobacco and a mutant with modified 
cytochrome b559 (Bock et al. 1994).

Materials and methods

Thylakoid membranes and thylakoids enriched in 
PSII (BBY PSII) were isolated from Nicotiana tab-
acum using a procedure described in (Berthold et al. 
1981). In our studies, we used two types of tobacco: 
a wild type (WT) and a mutant (M) with modified 
cytochrome b559, in which a conserved phenyla-
lanine (Phe) at position 26 in the β subunit was 
substituted by serine (Ser). We measured variable 
fluorescence using a fluorometer with dual modula-
tion (Photon System Instruments, Czech Republic). 
Each sample of thylakoids contained 33–35 µg Chl/
ml and three times lower chlorophyll concentrations 
in the case of BBY PSII. Samples were treated with 
different CdCl2 and CdSO4 concentrations, ranging 
from 0.5 µM up to 60 mM, and incubated for 10 min 
in darkness before measurements were made.

The Kautsky effect curves normalized to maxi-
mum fluorescence (Fm) were evaluated using the 
following function:

F t A
t

tKautskyEffect i
ii

n

( ) exp= − −
⎛
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⎞
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⎛
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∑ 1

1  
(1)

where n is the minimal number of components 
necessary for fitting the experimental data, Ai – a 

contribution of each of the components and ti – a 
characteristic saturation time constant.

Results and discussion

From the Kautsky effect one can determine the 
impact of the Cd2+ cations on the efficiency of 
photochemical processes within PSII. Using 
formula (1), we determined Fv and F0 by the fitting 
the experimental data. Only amplitudes of the two 
fastest components contribute to the initial fluo-
rescence (F0), whereas the amplitude of the slower 
component corresponds to the variable fluores-
cence (Fv). The estimated F0 and Fv parameters for 
the wild type and the mutant tobacco thylakoids in 
the presence of CdCl2 and CdSO4 salts are shown 
in Fig. 1.

Variable fluorescence of the WT is sensitive 
to the action of CdCl2 and CdSO4 already at low 
concentrations of the salts (up to 20 µM) whereas 
at the same concentrations, the M is tolerant to the 
action of the cadmium salts. In the case of the WT, 
CdCl2 stimulates Fv up to 20%. At the same time, 
F0 slightly decreases suggesting that an increased 
efficiency of energy transfer from antenna to the 
reaction center and/or of activity on the PSII accep-
tor side (quinone-iron complex). Within the same 
range of concentrations, CdSO4 causes a decrease 
of Fv by about 15% and an increase of F0 by about 
40%. Thus, the sulfate anions switch the action of 
Cd2+ on PSII photochemistry from stimulating in 
the presence of Cl− to inhibiting. The stimulation of 
energy and electron transfer within PSII of the WT 
thylakoids treated with CdCl2 and the inhibition 
by CdSO4 seems to be strictly connected with the 
intact form of cytochrome b559 because the mutant 
is very resistant to low concentrations of the Cd 
salts. The decrease of Fv by 15% observed in the 
WT at the lowest applied concentration of CdSO4 
occurs in the mutant at 200 µM CdSO4 (Fig. 1). On 
the other hand, Fv and F0 in the case of the mutant 
exhibit significant transitions at 200 µM CdSO4 
and at 300 µM CdCl2, but the gap transition of 
Fv and F0 is diminished almost two times by the 
sulfate anions. At higher CdSO4 concentrations, 
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the decrease of Fv is similar for both plant lines, 
whereas its changes are more pronounced for the 
M in the presence of CdCl2. In the case of the WT 
even 10 mM CdCl2 does not change Fv in compari-
son to the control.

It is evident that the Cd2+ binding sites in the 
WT thylakoids and in the M thylakoids are differ-
ently sensitive to the anions. The concentration of 
sulfate anions, influencing in a similar way the F0 
and Fv as chloride anions do, is decreased by a fac-
tor 10 and 3 for the WT and the M, respectively.

Figure 2 presents the results for saturation time 
constants, ti, evaluated from Eq. (1) for the M and 
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WT thylakoids treated with various concentrations 
of CdSO4.

The shortest time constant t1 does not change 
significantly with the applied concentrations of 
CdSO4. It only slightly decreases in the M at salt 
concentrations higher than 1000 µM. In the case of 
M, the parameter t2 does not show any changes up 
to 500 µM CdSO4 and then it increases by 50% at 
the largest applied salt concentrations. This time 
constant for the WT control is two times lower in 
comparison to the control of the M and it is addi-
tionally decreased by a factor of 2 already by the 
lowest concentration of CdSO4 applied. At up to 
300 µM CdSO4, t2 remains stable and, above this 
concentration it increases two times at 2 mM cad-
mium sulfate. The longest saturation time constant 
t3 is decreased by 50% in comparison to the control 
for the M and up to 50 µM CdSO4 it does not dif-
fer from the t3 calculated for the WT thylakoids. 
Then it starts to increase showing discontinuity at 
200 µM CdSO4. The t3 parameter increases at 20 
times higher CdSO4 concentrations, at which t3 for 
the mutant starts to decrease. A similar behavior 
of the t3 constant has been observed in the samples 
treated with CdCl2. The changes of the satura-
tion time constants are well correlated with the 
changes of the variable and the initial fluorescence 
described above.

We found at least three ranges of Cd salts con-
centrations, at which the Cd2+ ions influence the 
electron transfer within PSII in a characteristic 
way. Their action depends on the anions (Cl− vs. 

SO4
2−) and on the M and the WT. Because variable 

fluorescence is still very high within the whole 
range of applied concentrations, we can conclude 
that the main target of the Cd2+ ions is the core of 
PSII and especially the quinone-iron complex.
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CHAPTER NINETEEN

Chlorosomal Self-aggregation of Zinc Chlorophyll Derivatives 
in the Presence of Cationic Surfactant Cetyltrimethylammonium 
Bromide and Organosilanes in Aqueous Phase

Yoshitaka Saga1, Hiromu Kida1, Yukihiro Nishikawa1, and Hitoshi Tamiaki2

Abstract Self-aggregation of zinc methyl 3-
devinyl-3-hydroxymethyl-pyropheophorbide a 
(zinc chlorin 1) was examined in the presence 
of a cationic surfactant cetyltrimethylammonium 
bromide (CTAB) and three kinds of organosi-
lanes (tetraethoxysilane (TEOS), ethyltrichlorosi-
lane (ETCS), and butyltrichlorosilane (BTCS) in 
water to construct stable supramolecules mimick-
ing chlorosomes by sol-gel processes. Zinc chlorin 
1 with CTAB and TEOS exhibited red-shifted 
Soret and Qy bands compared with monomeric 1, 
and large CD signals were observed in the Soret 
and Qy region. These indicate that zinc chlorin 1 
can form chlorosomal self-aggregates in the pres-
ence of CTAB and TEOS. In contrast, addition of 
a methanol solution of ETCS and BTCS to the 
aqueous solution of self-aggregates of 1 in CTAB 
micelles caused their disaggregation.

Keywords Bacteriochlorophyll, chlorosome, 
green photosynthetic bacteria, organosilane, self-
aggregates, sol-gel process

Introduction

Green photosynthetic bacteria have unique 
extramembranous light-harvesting complexes 
called chlorosomes. In chlorosomes, bacterio-
chlorophyll (BChl)s c, d, and e (the molecular 
structure of BChl d is shown in Fig. 1) form 
self-aggregates without the help of proteins sur-
rounded by a lipid monolayer. The architecture of 
BChl self-aggregates in chlorosomes is in sharp 
contrast to other photosynthetic supramolecules 
where photofunctional pigments are embedded 
in proteins. The supramolecular structures of 
BChl self-aggregates in chlorosomes will pro-
vide useful information to construct artificial 
photosynthetic nanomaterials. Thus, chlorosomal 
self-aggregates of natural BChls and their model 
compounds surrounded by lipid and surfactant 
molecules have been extensively studied as 
structural and functional models of chlorosomes 
(Hirota et al. 1992; Miyatake et al. 1999). These 
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chlorophyllous pigment molecules are assumed 
to be assembled in the envelope of lipids and 
surfactants by the same interaction among pig-
ment molecules as that in natural chlorosomes. 
However, such chlorosomal self-aggregates in 
aqueous micelles were little stable to external 
perturbation.

Sol-gel usage is one of the promising meth-
odologies for hybridization of biomaterials with 
inorganic materials toward stable bioactive 
devices. We previously reported self-aggregates 
of natural BChls and their model compounds 
by use of octadecyltriethoxysilane and tetra-
ethoxysilane (TEOS) molecules (Saga et al. 
2002, 2004, 2006). These studies suggested that 
chlorosomal self-aggregates could be stable by 
formation of a siloxane network on the surface 
of aggregates. In the present study, we have 
prepared and characterized self-aggregates of 
synthetic zinc chlorophyll derivatives in the 
presence of the cationic surfactant cetyltrimethy-
lammonium bromide (CTAB) and three types 
of organosilanes (TEOS), ethyltrichlorosilane 
(ETCS), and butyltrichlorosilane (BTCS) in an 
aqueous solution.

Materials and methods

Zinc methyl 3-divinyl-3-hydroxymethyl-pyrophe-
ophorbide a (hereafter denoted as zinc chlorin 
1: the molecular structure shown in Fig. 1) was syn-
thesized from chlorophyll a in 6 steps as described 
(Tamiaki et al. 1996). CTAB, TEOS, ETCS, and 
BTCS were purchased and used without further 
purification. 10 µL of a methanol solution of CTAB 
(17%) was mixed with 30 µL of a methanol solu-
tion of zinc chlorin 1, and dispersed into 3,960 µL 
of distilled water (the concentration of 1 = ca. 
10 µM). 0.4 mL of organosilane was dissolved in 
1.6 mL of methanol, followed by addition of 30 µL 
of 1 M HCl and stirring for 30 min at room tem-
perature. Then, 30 µL of 1 M NaOH was added to 
the solution and stirred for 1 min. Ten microliters 
of the methanol solution of partially hydrolyzed 
organosilanes was added into the aqueous solution 
of 1 and CTAB. Visible absorption and circular 
dichroism (CD) spectra were measured just after 
preparation and after incubation overnight at 50 °C 
with a Shimadzu UV-2450 spectrophotometer and 
a JASCO J-720 spectropolarimeter, respectively.

Results and discussion

Figure 2A shows visible absorption spectra of 
self-aggregates of zinc chlorin 1 in the presence of 
CTAB and TEOS in 1% methanol/water just after 
preparation and after incubation at 50 °C overnight. 
Zinc chlorin 1 exhibited a visible absorption spec-
trum with a 730-nm Qy absorption band just after 
preparation (solid curve in Fig. 2A), which was 
characteristic of chlorosomal self-aggregates in 
the coexistence of CTAB and TEOS. The Qy peak 
position was red-shifted compared with monomeric 
1 in methanol, whose Qy peak was positioned at 
652 nm. After incubation at 50 °C overnight, the Qy 
absorption band of self-aggregates of 1 with CTAB 
and TEOS was slightly shifted from 730 to 722 nm 
(broken curve in Fig. 2A).

CD spectra of self-aggregates of zinc chlorin 1 
with CTAB and TEOS just after preparation and 
after incubation at 50 °C overnight were depicted in 

Fig. 1 Molecular structures of natural BChl d and zinc 
methyl 3-devinyl-3-hydroxymethyl-pyropheophorbide a 
(zinc chlorin 1). BChl d; M = Mg, R3 = CH3, R17= farnesyl 
(major). Zinc chlorin 1: M = Zn, R3 = H, R17 = CH3
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Fig. 2B. Both the self-aggregates of 1 exhibited S-
shaped CD signals in the Qy region. Visible absorp-
tion and CD spectroscopy indicated that addition 
of TEOS and following possible sol-gel reactions 
did not decompose the chlorosomal self-assembly 
of zinc chlorin 1 in CTAB micelles. Incubation of 
self-aggregates of zinc chlorin 1 with CTAB and 
TEOS overnight at 50 °C increased the intensity of 
the CD signals in the Soret and Qy region.

In contrast, partially hydrolyzed ETCS and BTCS 
disaggregated chlorosomal self-assembly of zinc 
chlorin 1 in CTAB micelles. Typically, addition of 
a methanol solution of partially hydrolyzed ETCS 
to the aqueous solution of self-aggregates of 1 in 
CTAB micelles rapidly decreased the absorbance of 
the red-shifted Qy bands with the appearance of a 
new band around 655 nm, which could be ascribed 
to pheophytinized 1. The disaggregation might be 
due to generation of HCl by hydrolysis and/or sol-gel 
condensations of the trichlorosilanes used.

Chlorophyllous pigments are easily demetalized 
under acidic conditions (= pheophytinization), and 

the demetalization behavior can be used to find the 
stability of chlorophyllous pigments and photo-
synthetic supramolecules (Saga et al. 2006, 2007). 
Therefore, the stability of chlorosomal self aggre-
gates of zinc chlorin 1 in the presence of CTAB and 
TEOS just after preparation and after incubation 
overnight at 50 °C was investigated by removal of 
central zinc from 1 under acidic conditions.

The Qy absorption band of self-aggregates of 
1 just after preparation completely disappeared in 
10 min at 0.1 M of HCl concentration. The result-
ing visible absorption spectra were ascribed to the 
demetalization form of zinc chlorin 1, indicating 
that disaggregation and demetalization rapidly 
occurred under the acidic conditions. In contrast, 
self-aggregates of 1 after incubation overnight at 
50 °C became stable under the acidic conditions. 
Namely, disaggregation of self-aggregates of 1 
and formation of demetalized form of 1 slowly 
proceeded in 120 min at 0.1 M of HCl concentra-
tion. Similar stabilization after incubation at 50 °C 
on disaggregation and demetalization kinetics was 
observed in the case of self-aggregates of 1 in 
CTAB micelles without TEOS. These results sug-
gest that incubation of self-aggregates of 1 at 50 °C 
contributes to the stabilization of chlorosomal self-
assembly. Change of supramolecular structures 
of self-aggregates of 1 in CTAB micelles through 
incubation at 50 °C might be one of the possible 
reasons for the stabilization of the self-assembly.

In conclusion, we investigated the effects of 
the presence of organosilanes on chlorosomal 
self-aggregates of zinc chlorin 1 in cationic CTAB 
micelles. The present study will be useful to con-
struct stable artificial photosynthetic nanodevices.
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CHAPTER TWENTY

Ultrafast Relaxation Dynamics of a Keto-Carotenoid, 
Siphonaxanthin, Probed by Time-Resolved Fluorescence

Seiji Akimoto1, Makio Yokono2, Michiya Higuchi3, Akio Murakami4, 
Shinichi Takaichi5, and Mamoru Mimuro3,6

Abstract Siphonaxanthin (Siph) shows a char-
acteristic in vivo absorption band around 535 nm 
in the pigment-protein complexes in a green alga 
Codium fragile. To reveal optical properties of 
the keto-carotenoid, we examined the relaxation 
dynamics of Siph in solutions by femtosecond 
time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. The 
fluorescence kinetics after excitation to the S2 
state were analyzed by multi-exponential func-
tions with three components, independent of 
observed wavelengths and are: the 30–35 fs and 
the 180–200 fs components and a minor one 
longer than 10 ps. The 30–35 fs component well 

corresponded to the mirror image of the absorp-
tion spectrum in n-hexane; therefore, we assigned 
this component to the S2 fluorescence. The 
180–200 fs component was much smaller than the 
30–35 fs component in its amplitude, and its fluo-
rescence anisotropy was higher than that of the S1 
fluorescence after the S2 excitation, suggesting 
that its origin was not from the S2 state nor the S1 
state. The possible assignment of the 180–200 fs 
component is discussed.

Keywords Keto-carotenoid, siphonaxanthin, 
relaxation dynamics, time-resolved fluorescence

Introduction

Carotenoids are one of major photosynthetic pig-
ments and play important roles in light-harvesting 
and quenching of excess energy. The roles of the 
first and second electronically excited states (S1 
and S2) have been investigated (Frank and Cogdell 
1996), and are regarded as polyenes belonging to 
the C2h symmetry group. In the case of linear car-
otenoids, conjugation of a keto-carbonyl group to 
the conjugated C = C bonds forms an asymmetric 
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conjugated double-bond system and adds a 1(n, 
π*) state (Das and Becker 1982) causing sig-
nificant changes in the spectral properties. A keto-
carotenoid, siphonaxanthin (Siph) (Fig. 1) shows 
a characteristic in vivo absorption band around 
535 nm, the Sx state, in the pigment-protein com-
plexes in a green alga Codium fragile (Akimoto et 
al. 2007). This is not the case for lutein (Akimoto 
et al. 2005), which is a major carotenoid in green 
plants and consists of the conjugated C = C bonds 
without a keto-carbonyl group. To reveal optical 
properties of the keto-carotenoid, we examined 
the relaxation dynamics of Siph after an S2←
S0 transition in solutions by femtosecond time-
resolved fluorescence spectroscopy with higher 
sensitivity.

Materials and methods

Sample preparation. Siph was isolated from 
C. fragile collected from a subtidal gravel bed 
on the coast of Awaji Island, Japan, and puri-
fied by high-performance liquid chromatography 
just before measurements. Spectral-grade solvents 
including n-hexane and methanol were purchased 
from Kanto Chemical Co. (Japan) and used for 
measurements without further purification.

Steady-state and time-resolved measurements. 
Steady-state absorption spectra were recorded 
using a spectrophotometer (JASCO V-550, Japan). 
Fluorescence decay curves were measured by the 
fs fluorescence up-conversion system as previ-
ously reported (Akimoto et al. 2005), and each 
decay curve was analyzed using an iterative 
convolution method. Time-resolved fluorescence 
spectra were reconstructed from the fluorescence 
decay curves following procedures reported previ-
ously (Akimoto et al. 2005). For time-dependent 
fluorescence anisotropy, polarization components 
of the up-conversion signals, parallel (I//(t) ) and 
perpendicular (I//(t) ) to the excitation laser polar-
ization, were measured alternately and averaged. 
All experiments were carried out at room tempe-
rature (ca. 22 °C).

Results

Absorption spectra of Siph in solutions are depicted 
in Fig. 1. The absorption spectrum in n-hexane 
showed clear vibrational bands as observed for 
lutein (Akimoto et al. 2005), whereas that in meth-
anol lost its structure and exhibited an enhance-
ment of absorbance in the longer wavelength 
region, which was not the case for carotenoids 
consisting of the conjugated C = C bonds (Shreve 
et al. 1991).

Fluorescence kinetics after excitation to the S2 
state were analyzed by multi-exponential func-
tions with three decay components, independent 
of observed wavelengths and are: 35 and 200 fs in 
n-hexane and 30 and 180 fs in methanol (Fig. 2). 
A minor component longer than 10 ps was nec-
essary for the best fit especially in the longer 
wavelength region, although its amplitude was 
small (at most 2% at 630 nm). This behaviour is 
in striking contrasts with the fluorescence kinetics 
of lutein (Akimoto et al. 2005) because (1) no 
rise component was resolved, and (2) a wave-
length dependence of fluorescence kinetics was not 
expressed as wavelength-dependent lifetime but by 

Fig. 1 Absorption spectra of siphonaxanthin in n-hexane 
(solid line) and in methanol (dotted line). Molecular struc-
ture of siphonaxanthin is also shown
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wavelength-dependent amplitudes of three lifetime 
components. These indicate that dissipation of an 
excess vibrational energy occurs much faster in 
Siph than in lutein.

Figure 2 shows spectral properties of the 30–
35 fs and the 180–200 fs components. In n-hexane, 
the 35 fs component corresponded well to the 
mirror image of the absorption spectrum (Fig. 
2a); therefore, we assigned this component to the 
S2 fluorescence. The 180–200 fs component was 
almost ten times smaller than the 30–35 fs compo-
nent in its amplitude (Fig. 2a, 2b), suggesting that 
its origin was different from the 30–35 fs compo-
nent (the S2 state). Fluorescence anisotropy values 
were obtained to be r35fs = 0.40 and r200fs = 0.40 in 
n-hexane, and r30fs = 0.39 and r180fs= 0.38 in metha-
nol. Because the anisotropy value of the S1 fluo-
rescence was 0.32 after the S2 excitation (Akimoto 
and Mimuro 2007), the 180–200 fs component 
could not be assigned to the S1 fluorescence.

Discussion

Spectral properties of Siph are strongly depend-
ent on solvents. First, the relative intensity of the 
absorption spectrum on the longer wavelength side 
became larger in methanol. Second, the mirror 
image relationship was recognized between the 
35 fs fluorescence decay component and the absorp-
tion spectrum in n-hexane, but not in methanol (the 
30 fs component). The 30 fs component exhibits 
vibrational structure even in methanol, although 
the absorption spectrum is diffuse. Collectively 
this suggest that besides the S2←S0 transition, the 
absorption spectrum contains another transition at 
longer wavelength the intensity of which strongly 
depends on its surroundings. The existence of the 
additional decay component (the 180–200 fs com-
ponent) confirms this interpretation.

In LHC II, Siph exhibits an additional state (Sx) 
between the S1 and S2 state (Akimoto et al. 2007); 
the S2→Sx internal conversion is an ultrafast proc-
ess and only the Sx fluorescence were detectable. 
On the other hand, in solution, two major com-
ponents were found in the fluorescence decays. 
The shorter-lived one (30–35 fs) was assigned to 
the S2 fluorescence due to its spectral property. 
Therefore, the 180–200 fs component might corre-
spond to the Sx state of Siph in solutions, although 
its intensity is smaller than that in the pigment-
protein complexes. Polyenals whose conjugation 
system consist of 6–8  C = C bonds and 1 C = O 
bond exhibit a 1(n, π*) state close to the S2 state 
(Das and Becker 1982). Therefore, the 1(n, π*) 
state is the most probable origin for the 180–200 fs 
component. Because the S2←S0 transition has 
1(π, π*) character, energy levels of the S2 state and 
the 1(n, π*) state should show different solvent-
dependences, causing solvent-dependent change 
in interaction between these two states.

There still remains an unknown factor: why the 
fluorescence anisotropy of the Sx state after the S2 
excitation is different in solution and in LHC II. 
Two possibilities are conceivable: (1) a specific 
Siph–protein interaction which causes asymmetric 
dielectric circumstances around Siph, and (2) an 

Fig. 2 Contributions of the two lifetime components as a 
function of the observed wavelength: (a) 35 (closed circle) 
and 200 fs (open circle) in n-hexane, and (b) 30 (closed 
circle) and 180 fs (open circle) in methanol
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enhancement in deviation from the planar struc-
ture of Siph in the pigment-protein complexes. 
Further studies including theoretical calculation 
are required.
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CHAPTER TWENTY ONE

Kinetic Description of Energy and Charge transfer Processes 
in PSI from Arabidopsis thaliana

Chavdar Slavov1, Marc G. Müller1, Matteo Ballottari2, Tomas Morosinotto3, 
Roberto Bassi2, and Alfred R. Holzwarth1

Abstract  The energy and electron transfer proc-
esses in Photosystem I core and intact particles have 
been studied. Evidence is provided for location of 
the ‘red’ chlorophylls outside the core complex. 
The influence of these forms on the light utilization 
kinetics has been evaluated. The trapping kinetics 
in both particles is proven to be trap-limited.

Keywords  Photosystem I, ‘red’ chorophylls, kinetic 
modeling

Introduction

Higher plant Photosystem I (PSI) is a highly special-
ized membrane pigment-protein complex, that carries 
a large number of pigment molecules, amongst them 
are the so-called ‘red’ chlorophylls (Chls). Recent 
studies on higher plants show that the ‘red’ Chls are 

almost exclusively located in the periphery of the 
complex – in the LHCI, possibly including some 
of the ‘gap’ (Engelmann et al. 2006; Melkozernov 
et al. 2004; Morosinotto et al. 2005). The presence 
of the ‘red’ Chls in PSI is assumed to have signifi-
cant influence on the energy trapping kinetics and 
therefore makes the study of the complex important 
step towards the complete understanding of the pho-
tosynthetic machinery. However, there is no general 
agreement on the trapping kinetics type in PSI and 
the proposed models vary from diffusion-limited 
(Melkozernov et al. 2004) to transfer-to-trap limited 
(Ihalainen et al. 2005) through balanced (Byrdin et 
al. 2000) and trap-limited (Holzwarth et al. 2005). 
Clarification of this issue will certainly cast more 
light on the physiological role of the ‘red’ Chls.

The present work aims at characterizing the 
light energy utilization kinetics in higher plant 
PSI-core and -intact particles, and hence in evaluating 
the influence on it by the outer antenna.

Materials and methods

Isolated PSI-core and -intact particles from 
Arabidopsis thaliana were diluted in 30 mM Tricine 
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buffer (pH 7.8), containing 500 mM Sucrose and 
0.009% α-DM to OD – 0.3 cm−1. The medium also 
contained 40 mM sodium ascorbate and 60 µM 
phenazine-methosulfate as redox agents.

The single-photon timing technique was used 
to perform picosecond time-resolved fluorescence 
measurements. Experimental conditions were such 
as to ensure complete re-reduction of the RC 
before the next excitation. Excitation wavelength 
was 663 nm to selectively excite the bulk antenna 
Chls. Fluorescence decays were analyzed by means 
of global and target analyses.

Results and discussion

The main difference in the global analysis of the 
fluorescence decays of PSI-core and -intact particles 
is in the spectra of the red-shifted 40–50 ps lifetime 
components, representing mainly the dynamics 
of the ‘red’ Chls (data not shown). The lack of a 
significant amplitude of this component in the core 
complex indicates that no ‘red’ Chls are present in 
the PSI-core. However, unambiguous assignment of 
the lifetimes to a particular process is possible only 
after performing kinetic modeling (Fig. 1). The key 
features of the presented models are the introduc-
tion of a fluorescing compartment representing the 
RC and a charge recombination rate in accordance 
to our previous studies (Holzwarth et al. 2005). 
These are missing in the analysis carried out by oth-
ers (Engelmann et al. 2006; Ihalainen et al. 2005). 
The transient population of RC* reaches ~22% in 
the PSI-core and 15% in the PSI-intact particles. 
Additionally, the kinetic models for PSI-core and 
PSI-intact particles differ in the presence of ‘red’ 
Chls, since no significant ‘red’-shifted fluorescence 
was observed from the PSI-core complex.

The electron transfer kinetics in the RC is the 
same for the two studied complexes. The charge 
separation (CS) rate is 400 ns−1 and is in the range 
of the one estimated in algae (Holzwarth et al. 
2005). After performing kinetic modeling the 
lifetimes of the different processes can easily be 
assigned with the help of the eigenvector matrix 
(Table 1). The apparent charge separation life-

time is ~6 ps in agreement with previous result 
(Holzwarth et al. 2005; Müller et al. 2003), and 
few times shorter than the one proposed by other 
authors (Engelmann et al. 2006; Ihalainen et al. 
2005; Melkozernov et al. 2004). The discrepancy 
should be attributed to exclusion of some inherent 
system properties from the model assumptions in 
the latter works, which can easily lead to misin-
terpretation of the results. In addition, our results 
demonstrate the presence of two distinct ‘red’ 

Fig. 1 Compartment models with rate constants (ns−1) and 
time dependences of relative populations for the PSI core 
and PSI intact particles. The model for PSI-core complex 
does not include the RED1* and RED2* compartments and 
the ET rates are shown in brackets
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Chl compartments in PSI-intact particles, RED1* 
(~95 ps lifetime) and RED2* (~33 ps lifetime). This 
finding is different from that of Engelmann et al. 
(2006) where energy transfer kinetic heterogeneity 
was proposed.

The target modeling of the time-resolved data 
yielded the so-called species-associated emission 
spectra (SAES) (Fig. 2). The spectra of RC in PSI-
core and PSI-intact particles are relatively well pre-
served, in agreement with the conserved kinetics and 
number of co-factors in the RC. In addition the pres-
ence of ‘red Chls’ in the intact particles is reflected 
by the two broad red-shifted spectra peaking at 
721 nm (RED2*) and 733 nm (RED1*). The latter 
two spectra are in good agreement with the ‘red’-
shifted emission found in previous studies on isolated 
LHCI complexes (Morosinotto et al. 2003). Thus we 
attribute the RED1* and RED2* compartments to the 
‘red’Chl pools of Lhca4 and Lhca3 respectively.

In order to characterize the type of the trapping 
kinetics in higher plant PSI and the influence on 
it exerted by the peripheral antenna and the ‘red’ 
Chls we have performed the so-called scaling 
analysis of the data (Miloslavina et al. 2006). The 
average fluorescence lifetime in photosystems is a 
sum of two decays lifetimes: τavg = τET + τCS. The 
trap-limited case is realized if τavg is determined 
dominantly by τCS (τCS/τET > 1). The weight of τET 
and τCS in τavg can simply be estimated by scaling 
the ET rates in the models (Fig. 2) to infinity. In 

this way the fluorescence decay depends entirely 
on the CS, i.e., τavg will reflect τCS.

The outcome from this analysis after placing 
the whole excitation on a particular compartment 
(ANT*, RED1* and RED2*) is shown in Table 2. 
Evidently, the kinetics in both PSI-core and PSI-
intact particles is trap-limited. However, in PSI-intact 
particles the kinetics is somewhat slower due to 
the presence of ‘red Chls’ and larger antenna. 
This analysis reveals interesting difference in the 
‘red’ Chls kinetics (Table 2). RED1*, which has 
a longer lifetime and reddest spectrum posses a 
diffusion-limited kinetics, in contrast to RED2*, 
whose ET kinetics is much faster. This difference 
can be associated with differences in their func-
tion. Finally, we have performed this calculation 
on the model describing the kinetics in PSI-intact 

Table 1 Weighted eigenvector matrices representing the 
amplitudes of the model compartments in Fig. 1

τ (ps) RED1* RED2* ANT* RC* RP1

 PSI-core

 0.6   0.218 −0.295 0.082
 5.5   0.364 0.109 −1.002
 17.0   –0.418 0.186 0.920

 Intact PSI

 0.8 −0.002 −0.001 0.130 −0.139 0.072
 6.1 −0.046 −0.037 0.373 0.051 −0.831
 13.9 −0.119 −0.132 0.369 0.110 0.651
 33.2 −0.085 0.143 0.072 0.018 0.066
 94.9 0.252 0.027 0.056 0.013 0.041
 exc 0 0 1 0 0

Fig. 2 Species associated emission spectra (SAES) from 
the modeling of the time resolved fluorescence data of core 
(left) and intact (right) PSI particles
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particles (Fig. 2) not including the ‘red’ Chls. The 
results (Table 2) demonstrate that the slow down of 
the trapping kinetics is mostly (~80%) due to the 
presence of ‘red’ Chls in contrast to the proposed 
by Engelmann et al. (Engelmann et al. 2006) equal 
influence by the low energy forms and the enlarge-
ment of the bulk antenna.

Conclusions

In summary, we have described the trapping kinetics 
in higher plant PSI-core and -intact particles, estimated 
the rate constants and the lifetimes of the energy and 
electron transfer processes, and resolved the spectra of 
RC, bulk antenna and ‘red Chls’ compartments.

Our results indicate that no ‘red Chls’ are pre-
sented in the PSI-core particles from Arabidopsis 
thaliana. The observed two ‘red’ Chl compartments 
can be attributed to the low-energy forms found in 
the Lhca3 and Lhca4. The kinetics in the PSI-core 
and -intact particles is in the trap-limited case, 
however slower in the PSI-intact complex. The two 
‘red Chl’ compartments differ in the type of their 

ET kinetics, which can be attributed to difference 
in their physiological role. The influence of the 
‘red’ Chls on the trapping kinetics is ~four times 
larger than the antenna extension.
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CHAPTER TWENTY TWO

Diversity and Localization of Bacteriochlorophylls 
Possessing Different 17-Propionate Groups in Purple 
Bacterial Antennae

Tadashi Mizoguchi, Jiro Harada, Sayaka Yoshida, Megumi Isaji, and Hitoshi Tamiaki

Abstract  In the final stage of biosynthesis of 
phytylated bacteriochlorophyll (BChl), the pres-
ence of BChl-a molecules possessing geranylgera-
nyl, dihydro- and tetrahydrogeranylgeranyl groups 
at the 17-propionate were reported, but the molecu-
lar structures of the latter two BChl-a intermedi-
ates were not determined in terms of the positions 
of C = C double bonds in the 172-ester. Recently, 
we isolated a purple photosynthetic bacterium, 
Rhodopseudomonas (Rps.) sp. strain Rits, which 
was phylogenetically close to Rps. palustris. This 
strain biosynthesized unusual peripheral antenna 
(LH4) at the expense of usual LH2 under low-light 
conditions, and accumulated up to 40% of total 
the BChls-a produced as BChl-a intermediates 
having different 17-propionate. In this study, we 
isolated significant amounts of BChls-a in pure 
form and determined their structures by both mass 
spectrometry and 1H- and 13C-NMR spectroscopy. 
We also analyzed the composition of the BChl-
a intermediates in the isolated pigment-protein 

complexes (LH2, LH4 and RC-LH1) from Rps. sp. 
strain Rits, Rps. palustris CGA009 and Rps. palus-
tris DSM123 by HPLC. The results indicate that 
the BChl-a intermediates are found in the RC-LH1 
rather than in the peripheral antennae.

Keywords  Bacteriochlorophyll-a, Rhodopseu-
domonas, propionate, light-harvesting complexes, 
HPLC

Introduction

All the naturally occurring chlorophyll (Chl) pig-
ments have a propionate-type ester group at the 
172-position, except for most Chls-c. In general, 
Chl-a found in oxygenic phototrophs and BChl-
a in anoxygenic photosynthetic bacteria have a 
phytyl (Phy) group as their ester group (Tamiaki 
et al. 2007). Such (B)Chl molecules are biosynthe-
sized in photosynthetic organisms and function as 
energy and electron transferring pigments in light-
harvesting and reaction center complexes. In addi-
tion to the functions, the 17-propionate is believed 
to stabilize the complexes of the oligopeptides and 
the BChl-a molecules.
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At the final stage of BChl biosynthesis, bac-
teriochlorophyllides possessing a carboxy group 
at the 172-position are esterified with various 
long hydrocarbon chains (Rüdiger 2003; Addlesee 
and Hunter 1999). In anoxygenic photosynthetic 
bacteria, it has been believed that reduction of a 
geranylgeranyl (GG) group occurred in the same 
manner as Chl-a biosynthesis (Addlesee et al. 
1996). From some batch cultures of purple photo-
synthetic bacteria, BChls-a esterified with a GG, 
dihydrogeranylgeranyl (DHGG) or tetrahydrog-
eranylgeranyl (THGG) group in addition to major 
phytylated BChl-a were detected in at most 4% of 
total BChl-a component by HPLC (Addlesee et al. 
1996; Shioi and Sasa 1984). The molecular struc-
tures of the DHGG- and THGG-type components 
have not been fully determined: these esters were 
only speculated on the basis of GC-MS analysis 
of their cleaved alcohols (Shioi and Sasa 1984), 
but the positions of C = C double bonds have not 
been confirmed in either of the esters. It is neces-
sary to determine their structures to extend our 
knowledge on the final stage of BChl biosynthesis. 
In this study, we isolated significant amounts of 
pure BChls-a possessing a DHGG or THGG from 
full-growth cultures of a purple photosynthetic 
bacterium, Rhodopseudomonas (Rps.) sp. strain 
Rits, and determined their molecular structures 
(positions of double bonds) by means of both mass 
spectrometry and 1H- and 13C-NMR spectros-
copy without ambiguity. Second, we analyzed the 
relative amount of BChl-a intermediates in various 
purple photosynthetic bacteria and those in the iso-
lated pigment-protein complexes including LH2, 
LH4 and RC-LH1 complexes. These results enable 
us to discuss a regulation of the type of antenna 
complexes biosynthesized.

Materials and methods

Culturing of purple photosynthetic bacteria. Rps. 
sp. strain Rits from our culture collection, Rps. 
palustris CGA009 and Rps. palustris DSM123 
were grown on an agar plate of PYS medium, and 
each single clone was used for this study. These 

bacteria were cultured anaerobically at 30 °C with 
three different light intensities (3, 30 and 200 µE 
s−1 m−2) in the liquid PYS medium.

Isolation and structural determination of each 
BChl-a. The pigment component was extracted 
from the wet cells (∼125 g) of Rps. sp strain Rits 
as described previously (Mizoguchi et al. 2006). 
Each BChl-a component was isolated and purified 
by reverse-phase HPLC. BChls-a possessing a GG, 
DHGG, THGG or Phy substituent were isolated 
in 14.9, 6.8, 17.7 and 56.8 mg, respectively. The 
600 MHz 1H-NMR and 150 MHz 13C-NMR spec-
tra of each BChl-a were recorded in chloroform-d 
(Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) containing 1% (vol/
vol) pyridine-d5 (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, 
MA, USA) using a JEOL ECA-600 NMR spec-
trometer (JEOL, Akishima, Japan); tetramethylsi-
lane was used as an internal standard.

Determination of the composition of BChls-a in 
the cells. BChls-a were extracted from the cultured 
wet cells of the above purple bacteria as described 
previously (Mizoguchi et al. 2006). The extract 
thus obtained was dissolved in methanol for LCMS 
analysis. The LCMS of the extracted BChls-a was 
performed using a Shimadzu LCMS-2010EV sys-
tem (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) equipped with an 
atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) 
probe. HPLC was performed using reverse-phase 
chromatography under the following conditions: 
column, Cosmosil 5C18-AR-II (3 × 150 mm, 
Nacalai Tesque, Kyoto); eluent, 7.5% (vol/vol) 
H2O in methanol; flow rate, 0.65 mL min−1; and 
detection wavelength, 375 nm. In order to deter-
mine the amount of each BChl-a, the area of each 
peak in the HPLC elution profile was used at the 
above detection wavelength. Here, we assumed 
that each BChl-a had the same value of molecular 
extinction coefficient in the eluent.

Isolation of light-harvesting complexes from 
purple bacteria. The light-harvesting complexes 
including LH2, LH4 and RC-LH1 were isolated 
from Rps. sp strain Rits, Rps. palustris CGA009 
and Rps. palustris DSM123 by the reported proce-
dures. Briefly, the harvested cells were disrupted 
by French-press at 1,400 kgf cm−2. After centrifu-
gation, the supernatant was treated with 1% LDAO 
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in order to solubilize the antenna complexes. Then, 
this supernatant was loaded onto sucrose gradi-
ent centrifugation. LH2 and LH4 banded at 0.3 M 
sucrose layer and RC-LH1 at 0.6 M were collected. 
Each light-harvesting complex was purified by 
anion-exchange chromatography followed by gel-
filtration chromatography.

Results and discussion

Structural determination of BChls-a possessing 
different 17-propionate groups

Figure 1a depicts the molecular structures of BChl-
a. Replacement of the 174-substituent (R) in BChl-a 
by a hydrogen atom gives bacteriochlorophyllide-a. 
Figure 1b depicts the stepwise reduction from a 
geranylgeranyl to Phy group. Here, XOH represents 
either bacteriochlorophyllide-a or the diphosphate 
form. Hydrogenation of one (two) of four C = C 
bonds in GG gives DHGG (THGG). In order to 
determine the positions of C = C double bonds in 
a DHGG and THGG group, we applied 2D-NMR 
spectroscopy. The structures thus determined were 
shown in Fig. 1b. The details on the structural deter-
mination of the 17-propionates were reported in the 
previous paper (Mizoguchi et al. 2006).

Compositional analysis of BChl-a intermediates
 in various purple bacteria

Figure 2 shows representative HPLC elution pro-
files for the extracts from full-growth cells of Rps. 
sp. strain Rits (a), Rps. palustris CGA009 (b) and 
Rps. palustris DSM123 (c) cultured under medium-
light conditions (30 µE s−1 m−2). According to the 
previous reports on the accumulation of several 
BChl-a molecules in purple bacteria (Shioi and 
Sasa 1984; Mizoguchi et al. 2006), the major peak 
(BChl-a #4) is ascribable to phytylated BChl-a and 
the other three minor components (BChls-a #1–#3) 
are assigned to BChls-a esterified with GG, DHGG 
and THGG in the order of elution. The latter 
three BChls-a made up 40%, 21% and 11% of 

total BChls-a in Rps. sp. strain Rits, Rps. palustris 
CGA009 and Rps. palustris DSM123, respectively. 
Although the BChl-a composition was depend-
ent on the culture conditions, the four BChls-a 
were always found in the set of elution profiles 
(Harada et al. 2008). The relative amount of BChl-a 
intermediates decreased at decreasing the light 
intensity (data not shown). We also analyzed the 
relative amount of BChl-a intermediates extracted 
from the cells of Rps. palustris Morita and Rps. 
acidophila DSM137/DSM145. These bacteria also 

Fig. 1  Shown is the molecular structure of BChl-a (a) and 
its stepwise reduction from a geranylgeranyl to phytyl (b)
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contained significant amounts of the intermediates 
at ∼32% and ∼14%, respectively (data not shown). 
Therefore, remarkable amounts of the BChl-a 
intermediates were always found in Rps. species.

Localization of BChl-a intermediates in the iso-
lated pigment-protein complexes

In order to investigate the localization of BChl-a 
intermediates in the photosynthetic apparatus, we 
isolated the pigment-protein complexes (LH2, LH4 
and RC-LH1) from Rps. sp. strain Rits, Rps. palus-
tris CGA009 and from Rps. palustris DSM123 
cultured under low-light conditions (3 µE s−1 m−2). 
In comparison with the peripheral antenna (LH2 or 
LH4) and the core antenna complexes, the BChl-a 
intermediates were preferentially found in the core 
antenna complexes rather than in the peripheral 
antenna complexes in all the species.

In the present investigation, the following con-
clusion can be drawn: (1) The BChl-a intermediates 
whose structures were unambiguously determined 
by APCI-LCMS and 1H- and 13C-NMR were found 

in various purple bacteria at remarkable amounts. 
Especially these BChl-a intermediates in Rps. sp. 
strain Rits reached up to 40% of total BChls-a 
biosynthesized. (2) The relative amount of BChl-a 
intermediates decreased at decreasing light intensity. 
Furthermore, (3) the BChl-a intermediates were 
found in RC-LH1 rather than in peripheral antennae. 
The results also support the idea that the BChl-a 
intermediates having different 17-propionate groups 
in many purple bacteria are not degradation products 
but active pigments in photosynthesis.
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Functional Identification of GDP-Fucose Synthase 
Gene in Anabaena sp. PCC 7120

Mari Mochimaru1, Hajime Masukawa2, Takashi Maoka3, and Shinichi Takaichi4

Abstract  To elucidate the biosynthetic pathways 
of carotenoids, especially myxol 2′-fucosides in 
cyanobacteria, an Anabaena sp. PCC 7120 deletion 
mutant was analyzed that was proposed to be lacking 
GDP-fucose synthase (WcaG, All4826). The mutant 
contained polar carotenoid glycosides and also free 
myxol. Their glycoside moiety was identified to be 
rhamnose, isomer of fucose, by FD-MS and 1H-
NMR, instead of the usual fucose. This result 
suggests that in the mutant, fucose is not synthesized, 
and rhamnose is bound to myxol as a substrate by 
fucosyltransferase, so that all4826 is a functional gene 
for GDP-fucose synthase. We also identified a β-caro-
tene hydroxylase, CrtR (Alr4009), in Anabaena 7120 
that catalyzed deoxymyxol to myxol.

Keywords  Carotenoid, cyanobacteria, Anabaena, 
myxol, wcaG, crtR

Introduction

Cyanobacteria synthesize carotenoids, as do all 
phototrophic organisms. Carotenoids in cyano-
bacteria are not limited to just the common 
carotenoids, such as β-carotene, but also include 
some unique ketocarotenoids and carotenoid gly-
cosides, which are not observed in higher plants 
(Takaichi and Mochimaru 2007). It has become 
evident from several recent studies that these 
unique carotenoids vary among cyanobacterial 
species. We have recently identified the molecu-
lar structures of carotenoids in some Anabaena 
and Nostoc strains, and proposed carotenogenesis 
pathways and genes (Takaichi et al. 2005, 2006). 
In these genera, major carotenoids were β-caro-
tene and echinenone, and polar carotenoids were 
myxol and 4-ketomyxol glycosides. The presence 
of myxol and 4-ketomyxol glycosides is limited 
to cyanobacteria, and has not been reported in 
any other bacteria. In Anabaena sp. PCC 7120, 
the myxol and 4-ketomyxol glycosides are (3R, 
2′S)-myxol 2′-fucoside and (3S,2′S)-4-ketomyxol 
2′-fucoside, respectively. Their glycoside moiety 
is α-l-fucose, although it was previously believed 
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that rhamnose was the common glycosylating 
sugar in cyanobacteria (Takaichi et al. 2005).

The biosynthetic pathways of carotenoids, espe-
cially myxol glycosides, have yet to be fully 
characterized. Fucosylation of myxol is catalyzed 
by fucosyltransferase, and this enzyme requires 
a nucleotide sugar, GDP-l-fucose, as a donor of 
fucose. GDP-l-fucose is synthesized from GDP-
mannose. GDP-mannose 4,6-dehydratase (GMD) 
dehydrates GDP-mannose to form GDP-4-dehy-
dro-6-deoxy-D-mannose. The next two steps, 
epimerization and a NADPH-dependent reduction 
with the consequent formation of GDP-fucose, are 
catalyzed by the bi-functional enzyme GDP-fucose 
synthase (GMER). The genes encoding GMD and 
GMER cloned from Eschericia coli are called 
gmd and wcaG, respectively. Homologous gmd 
and wcaG genes are also found in Anabaena 7120 
(all4828 and all4826, respectively) using gene des-
ignations from the Cyanobase database.

In this study, we constructed deletion mutants 
of WcaG and CrtR (Alr4009, β-carotene hydroxy-
lase), and analyzed the pigments contained in these 
mutants.

Materials and methods

Bacterial species and cultivation. Anabaena 
(Nostoc) sp. PCC 7120 and its mutants were grown 
in BG-11 medium as described elsewhere (Takaichi 
et al. 2005). Cultured cells were collected by cen-
trifugation, and stored at −30 °C. The E. coli strain 
XL1-Blue MRF’ was used for plasmid mainte-
nance and strain HB101 containing pRL623 (Elhai 
et al. 1997) was used as a conjugal donor.

Construction of deletion mutants. Sequence 
information regarding the genomic DNA from 
Anabaena 7120 is available in the Cyanobase data-
base. The construction of mutants of Anabaena 
7120 by triparental mating was performed as 
described elsewhere (Masukawa et al. 2002).

Genomic DNA was isolated from Anabaena 
7120 using glass beads. Two adjoining parts of 
the target genes were amplified by PCR using 
KOD-Plus-polymerase (Toyobo, Japan). The dou-

ble-crossover mutants were obtained by the same 
protocol of the construction of the crtO- and crtW-
deletion mutants described previously (Mochimaru 
et al. 2005). The insertion of the neomycin resist-
ance cassette between two PCR fragments was 
confirmed by PCR.

Analysis and identification of carotenoids. The 
pigments were extracted using an acetone/methanol 
mixture (7:2 v/v) and analyzed by HPLC equipped 
with the µBondapak C18 column (Waters, USA) 
eluted with methanol/water (9:1 v/v) for 20 min and 
then 100% methanol (2.0 mL/min). The elution pro-
files and absorption spectra were monitored with 
an MCPD-3600 photodiodearray detector (Otsuka 
Electronics, Japan). The relative molecular masses 
of the purified carotenoids were measured with an 
M-2500 double-focusing gas chromatograph-mass 
spectrometer (Hitachi, Japan) equipped with field-
desorption apparatus. The 1H-NMR (500 MHz) 
spectra of the carotenoids in CDCl3 at 24 °C were 
measured using the UNITY INOVA-500 system 
(Varian, USA) (Takaichi et al. 2005).

Results and discussion

wcaG deletion mutant of Anabaena sp. PCC 
7120. We produced the wcaG deletion mutant 
of Anabaena 7120. The content of β-carotene, 
echinenone and canthaxanthin in the mutant was 
similar to those in the wild type (Fig. 1). Free 
myxol was identified to be similar to myxol from 
Anabaena variabilis ATCC 29413 (Takaichi et al. 
2006) and its relative molecular mass of 584 was 
also found to be the same (peak 3 in Fig. 1).

Two polar peaks (peaks 1 and 2 in Fig. 1) on 
HPLC showed a slightly shorter retention time on 
HPLC but the same absorption spectra as 4-keto-
myxol 2′-fucoside and myxol 2′-fucoside from 
the wild type, respectively. The relative molecular 
masses of the peaks 1 and 2 carotenoids were 744 
and 730, respectively. 1H NMR analysis of both 
polar carotenoids indicated that the carotenoid 
moieties were 4-ketomyxol and myxol, respec-
tively, and indicated that the glycoside moiety 
was α-l-rhamnoside. Consequently, the peak 1 
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and 2 components were identified as (3S,2′S)-4-
ketomyxol 2′-α-l-rhamnoside and (3R,2′S)-myxol 
2′-α-l-rhamnoside, respectively (Fig. 2). The peak 
4 component might be deoxymyxol 2′-α-l-rhamno-
side. The carotenoid composition of the mutant was 
identical to that of the Anabaena 7120 wild type, 
except for the replacement of fucoside by rham-
noside and the presence of myxol in the mutant. 
This suggests that in Anabaena 7120 in the absence 
of GDP-fucose, the native substrate for myxol 
2′-fucoside synthesis, GDP-rhamnose can serve as 
the substrate of fucosyltransferase, inferring that 
the substrate specificity of this enzyme is not very 
high. This results in the formation of myxol 2′-α-l-
rhamnoside and 4-ketomyxol 2′-α-l-rhamnoside, 
and some myxol remains in its free form.

Furthermore, since Oscillatoria limnotica pro-
duces both myxol 2′-α-l-fucoside and myxol 
2′-α-l-chinovoside (Aakermann et al. 1992), the 
substrates of glycosyltransferase might be both 
fucose and chinovose.

crtR deletion mutant of Anabaena sp. PCC 7120. 
HPLC elution profiles of the pigments of Dalr4009 
showed that, two peaks requiring hydroxylase 
activity (4-ketomyxol 2′-fucoside and myxol 2′-
fucoside), had disappeared and two new peaks elut-
ing later appeared (data not shown). The absorption 
spectra of the new two peaks were identical to 

those of 4-ketomyxol 2′-fucoside and myxol 2′-
fucoside, and their relative molecular masses were 
728 and 714, respectively. Therefore, the compo-
nents are (2′S)-4-ketodeoxymyxol 2′-fucoside and 
(2′S)-deoxymyxol 2′-fucoside, respectively.

Biosynthetic pathway of myxol glycosides in 
Anabaena sp. PCC 7120. Figure 2 shows a pro-
posed biosynthetic pathway of myxol glycosides 
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in Anabaena 7120. There are three enzymes whose 
function has been experimentally identified; CrtR 
(Alr4009), WcaG(All4826) and CrtW(Alr3189).

In Anabaena 7120, CrtR appears to specifically 
convert deoxymyxol 2′-fucoside rather than β-caro-
tene, judging from the small amount of zeaxanthin 
(<1%) but the large amount of β-carotene present 
in cells. Similar characteristics of CrtR are found 
in Anabaena variabilis ATCC 29413 and IAM M-
3 and Nostoc punctiforme PCC 73102 (Takaichi 
et al. 2005, 2006). On the other hand, CrtR of 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 readily converts both 
β-carotene to zeaxanthin and deoxymyxol to myxol 
(Lagarde and Vermaas 1999).

In Anabaena 7120, two β-carotene ketolases have 
been functionally confirmed (Fig. 2); CrtW and CrtO 
(Mochimaru et al. 2005). CrtW catalyzed myxol 
2′-fucoside to ketomyxol 2′-fucoside, and CrtO 
catalyzed β-carotene to echinenone. They show no 
significant sequence homology with each other.

The right half (ψ end group) of myxol has a 
very unique glycoside linkage. Although certain 
enzymes should be involved in myxol synthe-
sis, little is known about this process. ∆all4826 
produces myxol 2′-rhamnoside but not the usual 
myxol 2′-fucoside, and relatively little free myxol 
is present. GDP-rhamnose could be the sub-
strate of GDP-fucose transferase, which has yet 
to be identified, instead of the usual GDP-
fucose. Concerning the deletion mutant of GDP-
fucose synthase of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 
(Mohamed et al. 2005), it produces only free 
myxol, instead of the usual myxol 2′-dimethyl-
fucoside (Mochimaru and Takaichi 2007). This 
might be due to the absence of the substrate of 
GDP-fucose transferase.

CrtQ in Anabaena 7120 has also been function-
ally confirmed (Linden et al. 1993), and the pres-
ence of CrtE, CrtB, CrtP and CrtH is suggested by 
sequence similarity. Until now, lycopene cyclase, 
myxol synthesizing enzymes, and fucosyltransferase 
remain unknown, and further studies are needed.
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CHAPTER TWENTY FOUR

Chiral Self-assembly of Synthetic Zinc 
Protobacteriochlorophyll-d Derivatives

Hitoshi Tamiaki and Hajime Sumi

Abstract  Zinc 3-hydroxymethyl-13-carbonyl-
porphyrins possessing a chiral citronellyl group 
at the 17-propionate were prepared by modifying 
easily available chlorophyll-a as model compounds 
of natural chlorosomal chlorophylls. The syn-
thetic porphyrins self-aggregated inside an aqueous 
micelle to give large oligomers, similar to chloro-
somal J-aggregates. The supramolecules showed 
intense circular dichroism bands due to the chiral 
exciton coupling among the porphyrin π-systems. 
The induced chirality was ascribable to intermo-
lecular interaction between the chiral peripheral 
substituent and the achiral porphyrin core.

Keywords  Chlorophyll, chlorosome, green photo-
synthetic bacteria, light-harvesting antenna, porphy-
rin, self-aggregate

Introduction

Bacteriochlorophyll (BChl)-d molecules (see the left 
drawing of Fig. 1) self-aggregate in a hydrophobic 
environment surrounded by a lipid monolayer 
including proteins to form the core part of major, 
peripheral and extramembranous light-harvesting 
antenna systems (=chlorosomes) of green pho-
tosynthetic bacteria (Tamiaki et al. 2007a). As 
the chlorosomal models, self-aggregates of 
synthetic Zn-BChls-d (the middle drawing of 
Fig. 1) in an aqueous solution of Triton X-100 
(TX-100), a nonionic detergent, have been reported 
(Miyatake and Tamiaki 2005). Recently Zn-pro-
toBChls-d possessing a porphyrin π-system, the 
17,18-dedihydro-form of Zn-BChls-d (middle of 
Fig. 1), were prepared and their self-aggregates in 
a hydrophobic environment had similar supramo-
lecular structures as in natural chlorosomes 
(Tamiaki et al. 2005). Here we report synthesis 
of Zn-protoBChl-d derivatives 1 (right of Fig. 1) 
possessing (a)chiral hydrocarbon chains at the 17-
propionate by modifying naturally occurring chlo-
rophyll-a and their self-aggregation in an aqueous 
TX-100 solution.
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Materials and methods

All spectroscopic apparatus were described in 
our previous paper (Tamiaki et al. 2005). An aque-
ous micellar solution was prepared as follows. A 
tetrahydrofuran (THF) solution (5 µL) of zinc 
porphyrins 1 (6.6 mM) was mixed with a THF 
solution (15 µL) of TX-100 [20% (wt/v)] and the 
resulting solution was poured into a distilled water 
(1.98 mL) at 70 °C. After standing at room temper-
ature for 30 min, the aqueous solution was heated 
again at 70 °C for 30 min. The aqueous micellar 
solution was cooled to room temperature and used 
for measurements of its optical spectra.

Results and discussion

Methyl pyropheophorbide-d was transesterified 
with an alcohol [ROH, (R)-, (S)-citronellol or gera-
niol] in the presence of a tin-catalyst (Sasaki et al. 
2007) to give the corresponding ester. The resulting 
esters were transformed to zinc 3-hydroxy-methyl-
13-carbonyl-porphyrins 1a–c when following the 
reported procedures (Tamiaki et al. 2005). After 
HPLC purification, their optical spectra were 
measured.

In THF, synthetic compounds 1a–c gave the 
same sharp visible absorption bands (see the thin 
solid line of Fig. 2A) to be monomeric species 
with a THF molecule as an axial ligand of the 
central zinc. Chiral porphyrins 1a and 1b in THF 
afforded no circular dichroism (CD) peaks at the 
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visible region (the thin solid line of Fig. 2B) due 
to the lack of intra molecular interaction between 
the porphyrin π-system and the asymmetric carbon 
of the 17-propionate, which is consistent with the 
previous observation of no CD bands in a THF 
solution of 31-epimerically pure Zn-protoBChl-dM 

(Tamiaki et al. 2005).
All zinc porphyrins 1a–c in an aqueous TX-100 

micelle showed red-shifting and broadening in the 
absorption bands, compared to those of their mono-
mers (see Fig. 2A): λmax = 428/608 → 474/655 nm. 
These changes are ascribable to the formation of 
their self-aggregates through special bonds (13-C 
= O…   H–O…   Zn) as well as π−π interaction of por-
phyrin systems, whose supramolecular structures 
are similar to those of the chlorosomal J-aggregates 
of natural and artificial chlorophylls including (Zn)- 
BChl-d (Miyatake and Tamiaki 2005; Tamiaki et al. 
2007a). The self-aggregates of enantiomerically 
pure 1a and 1b gave large induced CD peaks at the 
regions of their red-shifted bands (Fig. 2B), which 
were mirror images of each other as expected. 
Neither a racemate of 1a and 1b nor achiral 1c 
showed CD bands in their self-aggregates. Such 
chiral supramolecules were produced by intermo-
lecular interaction of the achiral porphyrin π-system 
with the chiral 17-propionate. Thus the hydrocar-
bon chain as the propionate ester group is one of the 
important factors for the formation of chlorosomal 
self-aggregates, which has been claimed previously 
(Tamiaki et al. 2007a, b; Shibata et al. 2007).
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CHAPTER TWENTY FIVE

Excitation Energy Transfer in the Phycobiliprotein Antenna 
of Acaryochloris marina Studied by Transient fs Absorption 
and Fluorescence Spectroscopy

C. Theiss1, F. J. Schmitt1, S. Andree1, C. Cardenas-Chavez1, K. Wache1, J. Fuesers1, M. Vitali1, 
M. Wess2, S. Kussin2, H. J. Eichler1, and H.-J. Eckert2

Abstract  We investigated the excitation energy 
transfer (EET) in the phycobiliprotein (PBP) 
antenna of the Chl d-containing cyanobacterium 
Acaryochloris marina. The equilibration of the 
excitation energy over all phycocyanin (PC) and 
allophycocyanin (APC) molecules of the PBP-
antenna in A. marina was found to occur with time 
constants of < 400 fs, 3 ps and 14 ps. This is more 
than ten times faster than the EET from the PC 
rod-antenna to the APC core in typical cyanobac-
teria with phycobilisomes as Synechococcus 6301 
(Holzwarth 1991). These results are in agreement 
with the unique structure of the PBP-antenna of 
A. marina which consists of three PC-homo-
hexamers and one hetero-hexamer containing PC 
and APC (Marquardt et al. 1997). The results sug-
gest that the presence of APC and PC within one 
hexamer, which has so far been observed only in 
A. marina, enables a very fast 3 ps EET from PC 
to APC, thereby facilitating a fast energy transfer 

from phycobiliproteins to PS II with a time 
constant of 70 ps (Petrasek et al. 2005).

Keywords  Acaryochloris marina, phycobilipro-
tein antenna, excitation energy transfer, transient 
absorption spectroscopy, chlorophyll d, fluores-
cence spectroscopy

Introduction

The cyanobacterium A. marina discovered in 1996 
(Miyashita et al. 1996) is unique because it con-
tains Chl d as the major photosynthetic pigment in 
PS I and PS II, as opposed to the usually dominant 
Chl a. Chl d was shown to be the primary dona-
tor in the reaction center (RC) of PS I (Hu et al. 
1998). Based on the spectral characteristics of flash 
induced absorption changes due to the transient 
formation of the secondary radical pair PD1

+QA
− 

Schlodder et al. (2007) concluded that in PS II of A. 
marina the cofactor PD1 consists of Chl a and that 
the “accessory” ChlD1 is a Chl d which is actually 
the primary donor of PS II.

A. marina also has a phycobiliprotein (PBP) 
antenna with a much simpler structure than in typical 
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cyanobacteria. The phycobiliproteins are organ-
ized as rod shaped complexes consisting of three 
homohexamers containing phycocyanin only and 
one heterohexamer with phycocyanin and allophy-
cocyanin (PC/APC) (Marquardt et al. 1997). They 
do not aggregate in the form of phycobilisomes. 
Instead the excitation energy is funnelled directly 
from the rod-antenna to PS II without involvement 
of an APC core as in typical cyanobacteria. This 
difference in the structure was shown to lead to a 
much faster EET from the PBP antenna to PS II 
than in typical cyanobacteria (Petrasek et al. 2005). 
In order to investigate whether this fast PBP-Chl 
d EET is due to a faster PC-APC EET than in the 
phycobilsomes of Chl a-containing cyanobacteria 
we studied the excited state dynamics of the PBP-
antenna of A. marina by using transient sub-ps 
absorption spectroscopy and time-resolved fluores-
cence spectroscopy.

Materials and methods

The PBP antenna complexes were isolated accord-
ing to the method of Marquardt et al. 1997 from 
cells of A. marina which were grown as described 
in Petrasek et al. (2005). For the measurements of 
the transient absorption changes the PBP antenna 
complexes were concentrated up to a value of OD 
= 0.3 (2 mm) at 618 nm.

The pump probe setup used for the transient 
absorption measurements with time resolution of 
about 200 fs and the setup for the fluorescence 
decay measurements are described in Theiss et al. 
(2007) and Petrasek et al. (2005), respectively.

Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows time-resolved absorption differ-
ence spectra between 580 and 700 nm obtained at 
various delay times after excitation at 618 nm. At 
this wavelength mainly PC is excited because of 
a rather small absorption of APC. Within the first 
400 fs one observes an increasing bleaching of the 
absorption band of PC and a shift of the maximum 

of the bleaching from 620 nm (t < 200 fs) to about 
630 nm (Fig. 1a). The latter feature indicates a very 
fast EET between “blue” and “red” absorbing PC-
pigments with a time constant similar to the time 
resolution of our equipment (≈200 fs). The small 
positive band observed at 670 nm at these early 
delay times can be assigned to excited state absorp-
tion (ESA) of PC because it arises concomitantly 
with the bleaching of the PC-band. The very fast 
spectral shift during the first 400 fs is in agree-
ment with model calculations by Sauer and Scheer  
(1987), which suggested a fast 370 fs EET between 
pigments in adjacent subunits of PC trimers.

After reaching its maximum value at about 
400 fs the bleaching of the PC band decreases 
and its peak wavelength shifts further to red, 
however at a significantly slower time scale (Fig. 
1b). This continuous spectral red shift is observed 
approximately until delay times of t = 20 ps where 
the bleaching shows its maximum at 650 nm. We 
assign it to an EET from PC (630 nm) to APC mol-
ecules absorbing at 650 nm. At even longer delay 
times a new bleaching arises (Fig. 1 c). It exhibits a 
pronounced band at around 670 nm and approaches 
its maximum value within 50 ps. At longer times 
this 670 nm-bleaching decays without a shift of its 
spectral position.

The above findings clearly show that in A. 
marina the EET from PC to the energetically lowest 
APC is completed in less than 50 ps. For a better 
insight into the dynamics of the EET a global fit 
of the absorption changes between 610 and 680 nm 
was performed by using a multi-exponential decay 
model:
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The kinetics at different wavelengths (5 nm 
intervals) were fitted together (global fit) with 
common values of lifetimes τi (linked parameters) 
and wavelength dependent amplitude factors ai(λi) 
(non linked parameters). A reasonable global fit 
of the experimental data shown in Fig. 1 required 
three components with lifetimes of τ1 = 3 ps, τ2 = 
14 ps, and τ3 = 100 ps. The very fast (<400 fs) EET 
component observable in Fig. 1a by the very fast 
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620–630 nm shift of the bleaching is not resolvable 
in this fit.

In Fig. 2a the wavelength dependence of the 
amplitudes ai(λi) of the three lifetime components 
are plotted as decay associated spectra (DAS). The 
DAS of the 3 ps component is characterized by a 
negative band around 620 nm and positive values 
above 642 nm. The negative band at 620 nm reflects 
the decay of the excited state of PC. The broad 
positive band above 642 has two different causes 
as can be seen by comparison with Fig. 1. Between 
642 and 655 nm it is ascribed to an increase of the 
ground state bleaching of APC. Above 655 nm, 
however, it is mainly due to the decay of the ESA 
of PC (see above). These findings show that the 
excitation energy is equilibrated between PC and 
the majority of the APC-molecules with a time 
constant of about 3 ps.

The DAS of the 14 ps component exhibits a 
broad negative band around 640 nm where the 

absorption of APC has its maximum and a positive 
band at 670 nm. This 14 ps component therefore 
suggests an EET from APC in the PC/APC-het-
erohexamer to a pigment absorbing at 670 nm. The 
excited state of this pigment decays with a lifetime 
of 100 ps as shown by the DAS of the 100 ps life-
time component which exhibits a negative band 
near 670 nm (see Fig. 2a). In analogy to cyanobac-
teria with phycobilisomes (Mimuro et al. 1986) we 
assume that this 670 nm pigment is an APC con-
taining linker protein that connects the rod antenna 
with the thylakoid membrane and enables the EET 
from the PBP antenna to Chl d of PS II.

In order to check whether the EET in the iso-
lated PBP antenna is affected by the isolation 
procedure, we also measured the dynamics of the 
PBP-fluorescence in living cells of A. marina upon 
excitation at 632 nm. The obtained DAS of the flu-
orescence dynamics are shown in Fig. 2b. Besides 
two slower components with lifetimes of 70 and 

Fig. 1 Transient absorption difference spectra induced by 618 nm excitation (τ ≈ 70 fs, E = 65 nJ) in isolated PBP antenna 
complexes of A. marina at various delay time between pump and probe pulses: (a) 0–0.4 ps, (b) 0.4–15 ps and (c) 12–180 ps
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200 ps which reflect the EET from APC to Chl d of 
PS II (70 ps) and the decay of disconnected PBP-
complexes (200 ps) (Petrasek et al. 2005) the fluo-
rescence dynamic is characterized by a component 
with a lifetime of <20 ps. The measured lifetime of 
this component is limited by the time resolution of 
the fluorescence equipment.

The DAS of this <20 ps component is positive 
below 655 nm, reflecting a fluorescence decay, and 
negative at longer wavelengths reflecting rise kinet-
ics (Fig. 2b). In agreement with the results of the 
absorption measurements (where the rise term has a 
positive amplitude) the spectral characteristics of the 
DAS of this fast fluorescence component suggest an 
excitation energy transfer from the PC/APC-hetero-
hexamer of the rod antenna to an APC containing 
linker protein with a lifetime <20 ps (Schmitt et 
al. 2006). This indicates that the EET in the PBP 
antenna is not altered by the isolation procedure.
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CHAPTER TWENTY SIX

Unique Optical Properties of LHC II Isolated from Codium 
fragile – Its Correlation to Protein Environment

Tohru Tsuchiya1,2, Tatsuya Tomo1, Seiji Akimoto3, Akio Murakami4,5, and Mamoru Mimuro1,2

Abstract A marine green alga, Codium fragile, 
contains a specific keto-carotenoid, siphonaxanthin 
(Siph), that shows a characteristic in vivo absorption 
band at 535 nm in LHC II. This band is ecologically 
advantageous under the green light-rich underwater 
conditions, however it is not detected in solutions. 
In isolated LHC II complexes, an intensity of 
the 535-nm absorption band of Siph was clearly 
enhanced, and the efficiency of energy transfer 
from Siph to Chl was observed to be very high. 
We confirmed that this band originated from a new 
electronic excited state (Sx) between the S2 and S1 
states based on fluorescence anisotropy decay of 
Codium chloroplasts (Akimoto et al. 2004) and iso-
lated LHC II complexes (Akimoto et al. 2007), and 

proposed that this Sx state derives from distortion 
of Siph in the protein environment. To estimate the 
effect of amino acid residues close to Siph mol-
ecules, we determined a nucleotide sequence by 
isolation of a major lhcb gene with RT-PCR using 
degenerate oligonucleotide primers. Although the 
deduced amino acid sequence of Codium LHC II 
showed high similarity to those of other LHC II, 
some Codium-specific amino acid substitutions 
were observed. We considered the local effect of 
the substitutions to the electronic state of Siph. 
A possible model of the molecular interaction of 
Siph and protein moiety in Codium LHC II will be 
discussed.

Keywords  Electronic excited state, LHC II, sipho-
naxanthin, Codium fragile

Introduction

Light-harvesting complexes (LHC) II collect 
excitation energy and transfer it mainly to the reac-
tion centers of photosystem II. The other related roles 
of LHC II, such as photoprotection, have been also 
studied intensively. Recently, the trimeric structure of 
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pea LHC II was solved at 2.5 Å resolution (Standfuss 
et al. 2005). Like spinach LHC II (Liu et al. 2004), 
the pea LHC II also contains 14 chlorophylls (Chls) 
and four carotenoids per monomer. Based on a Chl 
a/b ratio, eight Chl a and six Chl b were assigned. 
Among four carotenoids, two luteins are located in a 
central position in the LHC II monomer.

Codium fragile, a marine green alga, contains 
a specific keto-carotenoid, siphonaxanthin (Siph), 
and Siph serves to harvest light energy. Although 
Siph shows absorption maximum around 450 nm 
in organic solvents, a novel absorption band was 
observed approximately 535 nm only in chloroplasts 
and LHCs (Anderson 1983; Akimoto et al. 2004). 
We proposed that the absorption band originated 
from a new electronic excited state (Sx) between 
the S2 and S1 states (Akimoto et al. 2004, 2007). It 
is considered that the amino acid residues around 
Siph molecules are involved in the formation 
of the Sx state in LHC II. Although many entire 
amino acid sequences of LHC II from various spe-
cies were obtained, the sequence of LHC II from 
Siph-containing green algae (including Codium) 
has not been reported except for partial N-terminal 
sequence for Bryopsis LHC II (Nakayama and 
Mimuro 1994). Thus, we isolated LHC II and a 
corresponding cDNA covering almost all of mature 
protein region. Codium-specific amino acid residues 
around Siph molecules were found and evaluated 
by a structural homology modeling.

Materials and methods

Preparation of C. fragile LHC II. LHC II was isolated 
from C. fragile collected from a subtidal gravel bed 
on the coast of Awaji Island, Japan. Thylakoid mem-
branes were prepared by a procedure described 
elsewhere (Anderson 1983). LHC II was solubilized 
from thylakoid membranes with 1% dodecyl-β-d-mal-
toside (DM), recovered by centrifugation (37,000 × g, 
30 min) and separated with DEAE-Toyopearl 650S 
column chromatography (Akimoto et al. 2007).

Spectroscopic analysis. Absorption spectra at 80 K 
were measured with a Hitachi 557 spectrophotometer
(Hitachi, Japan) equipped with a custom-made 
Dewar system.

Isolation of LHC II cDNA from C. fragile. 
Total RNA was prepared from C. fragile by the 
guanidinium chloride method. Codium cDNA was 
synthesized using total RNA and Transcriptor first 
strand cDNA synthesis kit (Roche, Germany). 
Consensus-degenerate hybrid oligonucleotide 
primers (CODEHOP) were designed based on the 
partial amino acid sequences of Codium LHC II 
and highly conserved amino acid sequences among 
LHC IIs (Rose et al. 1998). The 3′ cDNA fragment 
was amplified using total RNA and SMART RACE 
cDNA amplification kit (Clontech, USA) according 
to manufacturer’s instruction. Homology modeling 
of Codium LHC II was done by SWISS-MODEL 
(Schwede et al. 2003). Location of carotenoids in 
the LHC II was assumed based on the X-ray structure 
of pea LHC II (PDB; 2BHW).

Results and discussion

Purification and spectroscopic property of Codium 
LHC II. The LHC II complexes purified from 
Codium were detected as a homogeneous band at 
27 kDa by SDS-PAGE. This estimated molecular 
weight was similar to those of LHC II from other 
species. Absorption spectrum of purified LHC II at 
80 K clearly showed the presence of a 535-nm band 
(Fig. 1) in addition to bands of Chl a and Chl b.
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Fig. 1 Absorption spectrum of purified Codium LHC II at 80 K
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Partial amino acid sequences of purified LHC 
II were determined by de novo mass spectrometry 
sequencing after protease digestion (data not shown).

Cloning and deduced amino acid sequence of 
Codium LHC II cDNA. To obtain the whole amino 
acid sequences, cloning of Codium LHC II cDNA 
was necessary. We prepared total RNA from C. 
fragile, and cDNA was synthesized as a template 
for PCR. A PCR product (575 bp) was amplified and 
cloned. Because the deduced amino acid sequence 
of the cloned fragment showed a significant high 
homology to other LHC IIs, we assigned the frag-
ment to a part of Codium LHC II cDNA. Based 
on the nucleotide sequence of the fragment, RACE 

was performed. The 3′ end of message was success-
fully cloned. The deduced amino acid sequence of 
the determined Codium LHC II cDNA was 215 
a.a. in length, and this covered over 97% of the 
mature Chlamydomonas LHC II. Even though the 

N-terminus was not completely identified, it was 
insignificant in comparison because species-specific 
variation was found in this region (Fig. 2). Although 
the identity of Codium LHC II to LHC IIs in other 
Chl a/b-containing species was over 55% in entire 
sequence, several amino acid substitutions specific 
for Codium LHC II were found.

Locations of the Codium-specific amino acid 
residues were estimated based on the structure 
of pea LHC II (Standfuss et al. 2005). The two 
amino acid residues shown by arrows in Fig. 2 
were found in the two helix regions. The structure 
of Codium LHC II was estimated by structural 
homology modeling using that of pea LHC II 
as a template and lutein was replaced with Siph 
with an assumption that the π-electron system of 
carotenoids is overlapped even by replacement of 
carotenoid species. The two amino acid residues 
were predicted to be located near one central Siph 

Fig. 2 Multiple alignment of the deduced amino acid sequences of LHC II. The conserved (>60%) amino acid residues are 
highlighted. Transit peptide (TP) of pea LHC II is shown by dashed underline, and membrane-spanning helices are indicated 
by solid underlines. Arrows represent the position of Codium-specific amino acids estimated to be located near the Siph
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molecule (corresponding to Lut 1 designated by 
Standfuss et al. 2005), and this indicated that these 
residues might interact with the Siph molecule. 
Because the structure of Siph is asymmetric unlike 
lutein, more space is needed for binding to protein. 
Alteration of Ser to Ala in the helix A may satisfy 
this requirement. Moreover, when the keto-car-
bonyl group is rotated, the distance between the 
keto-carbonyl group and the side chain of the Ala 
residue is decreased, which is enough to form a 
hydrogen bond. Another substitution site (Ala to 
Val) in the helix B is located rather far from keto-
carbonyl group. Although the role of this substitu-
tion is unclear, Val residue may hold the Siph at 
the side of the keto-carbonyl group more tightly 
than Ala residue. We have proposed that the loss 
of symmetry of the conjugation system of Siph due 
to a perturbation of the keto-carbonyl group causes 
the appearance of the Sx state in the pigment-
protein complexes and interaction with a specific 
amino acid enhances the effect (Akimoto et al. 
2004, 2007). The Codium-specific substitutions 
revealed by the present study is consistent with this 
hypothesis, however a significant difference in the 
molecular structure between lutein and Siph will be 
considered for an in-depth examination.
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CHAPTER TWENTY SEVEN

Modelling the Structure of the IsiA-PS I Supercomplex

Yinan Zhang1,2,3, Min Chen1, Bret Church4, Anthony W. D. Larkum1,2, and Lars S. Jermiin1,2,5

Abstract In some cyanobacteria, poor nutrient 
conditions induce a reduction of the phycobilisome 
light-harvesting system and an up-regulation of a 
chlorophyll antenna protein, IsiA, which can form 
an 18-mer ring around Photosystem I (PSI) trimers. 
We have used the recent high-resolution structure 
of Photosystem II (PSII) to obtain a new model of 
the molecular structure of IsiA, which evolved from 
CP43. This model was further refined by analysis of 
sequence variation among CP43, IsiA, and the N-
terminal part of PsaA, to produce a model in which 
there are 16 chlorophylls (Chls) per IsiA subunit, 
two more than previously predicted. The structure of 
the IsiA-PS I supercomplex was then examined by 
comparing the potential of excitation transfer, which 
is done by optimizing the Chl-Chl distances.

Keywords Crystal structure, chlorophyll, IsiA, 
excitation transfer, light-harvesting-PSI supercomplex, 
modeling

Introduction

In some classical cyanobacteria, IsiA is expressed 
under iron deprivation (Riethman and Sherman 1988; 
Murray et al. 2006). In addition, upregulated tran-
scription of the isiA gene has been observed in mutant 
cyanobacteria, such as the cytochrome c6-deficient 
mutant and the psaFJ-null mutant of Synechocystis sp. 
PCC 6803. Using a two dimensional (2D) reconstruc-
tion based on electron microscopy of liquid crystals, 
the IsiA protein has been found to form a ring around 
trimeric PS I with 18 IsiA subunits in Synechocystis 
PCC 6803 (Bibby et al. 2001; Boekema et al. 2001). 
Subsequently, Nield et al. (2003) constructed a model 
for this 18mer IsiA-PS I supercomplex.

In this paper we present a new 3D structural 
model of each IsiA subunit and IsiA-PS I super-
complexes at the molecular level using the high-
resolution crystal structures of both CP43 and PsaA 
as templates and optimizing the whole structure by 
means of the most efficient energy transfer.
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Materials and methods

The strategy to build the supercomplex model. 
IsiA was modeled on the basis of the crystal 
structure of CP43 (Ferreira et al. 2004; Loll et al. 
2005) while its 14 + Chls (see below) and five 
carotenoids were modeled on the basis of crystal 
structures of CP43 and PsaA (Jordan et al. 2001); 
A ring with 18 IsiA and the diameter of 160 Å 
was then built; A trimer of PS I was placed in the 
space formed by the ring of IsiA. The compat-
ibility of the amino acid sequence of IsiA and the 
inferred 3D-model was evaluated using ValPred 
and Harmony (Pugalenthi et al. 2006).

Optimize the supercomplex. The distances 
between the Chls of neighboring IsiA; the Chls of 
IsiA and those in PS I; were calculated to determine 
how many of the Chls are positioned 20–25 Å apart 
(Nield et al. 2003), which is the optimal distance for 
efficient energy transfer between the Mg atoms of 
neighboring pairs of Chls (Melkozernov et al. 2003). 
The IsiA units were then rotated along an axis that 
runs parallel with the axis that goes through the 
centre of PS I. Each step involved rotating the unit 
by 10°; totally 72 models were made.

Software used. Swiss-PdbViewer Version 3.7, 
Pymol Version 0.99.

Results

The orientations of IsiA subunits have been tested 
and the optimal structural models showed that the 
helices of IsiA are not evenly distributed in space, 
hence the arrangement of IsiAs occur in a parallel 
configuration. IsiA protein was modeled on the 
basis of CP43 and PsaA. According to this new 
model, there are 16 Chls that have similarities to 
Chl-binding sites in either CP43 or PsaA (Fig. 1). In 
addition, the model includes five carotenoids, which 
are homologous with those of CP43. ValPred and 
Harmony all showed that this model is reliable with 
only minor exceptions.

Thirty-six models were made with the fifth 
loop of IsiA in the lumen side and another 36 in 
the stroma. Three optimal models were selected 

from them (Fig. 2) based on the number of 
optimal chlorophyll-to-chlorophyll connections 
within 20–25 Å. The model A has the highest 
number of IsiA-PS I connections, model B has 
the highest number of IsiA-IsiA connections and 
model C has the most balanced number of IsiA-PS 
I and IsiA-IsiA connections (Fig. 2). Model A and 
C have four IsiAs in direct connection with PS I 
while model B has only three. However, model A 
has only four Chls involved in connecting each 
IsiA subunit to its neighbor, whilst model B has 
eight Chls involved and model C has seven. It 
is hard to predict which one is the more likely 
model. Nevertheless, since they all have a Chl 
liganding to H84 it may be concluded that this Chl 
has a very important function, perhaps in connecting 
both IsiA-PS I and IsiA-IsiA subunits.

Discussion

The models presented here are based on the fol-
lowing assumptions: (i) IsiA has a similar structure 
to CP43 and that the Chl binding amino acids of 
CP43 are conserved in the IsiA protein, (ii) all the 

Fig. 1 Our model of IsiA with its chlorophylls and caro-
tenoids. The helices are in grey, the chlorophylls are in green 
and carotenoids are in yellow; the red and magenta molecules 
are the two extra chlorophylls predicted by our model
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IsiA molecules in an antenna complex are oriented 
in the same manner in relation to the central PS I 
trimer, and (iii) the IsiA molecules are in close con-
nection with each other and with the PS I trimer. 
The new model is an advance taken more advance 
over the earlier model (Nield et al. 2003) because 
it is built on an the recently available high-resolution 
crystal structures of CP43 (Ferreira et al. 2004; 
Loll et al. 2005) and PsaA (Jordan et al. 2001). 
The model is well supported by calculation using 
ValPred and Harmony and it is largely compatible 
with the IsiA amino acid sequence information. 
We then analyzed the conserved sites of histidines 
and glutamic acids in IsiA, CP43 and PsaA and 
predicted the numbers of Chls bound to IsiA, based 
both on the sequence information and the structural 
information. New high-resolution crystal structures 
(e.g., Ferreira et al. 2004; Loll et al. 2005) allow 
us predict two additional Chl binding sites in 
IsiA. Murray et al. (2006) suggested one more Chl 
binds to H159, which is consistent with our model. 
Using the structural model to develop an informed 
sequence alignment, we propose a second extra Chl 

binding site in IsiA, H84, which would result in a 
total of 16 Chls in IsiA. The extra Chls at H159 and 
H84 are in the region abutting the antenna units and 
seem to be an evolutionary adaptation to promote 
excitation energy transfer between neighboring 
antenna units. They are also close enough to Chls 
of the PSI trimers so that excitation energy transfer 
to the RCs would also be enhanced up to 15%.

In the IsiA-PS I supercomplex the distances 
between Chls were analysed. The model with the 
most Chls connecting in the range of 20–25 Å is 
likely to have the most efficient energy transfer. 
Energy transfer between neighboring IsiA units 
is another factor that influences the choice of the 
best model. This would be the model with the 
most Chls interconnecting IsiAs within the range 
of 20–25 Å. Thus the three outstanding dots on 
Fig. 2 seem to be the most efficient energy trans-
fer models, due to the fact that the Chls of IsiA 
are located in two layers, and one layer has much 
more Chls than the other. The Chls located near 
the edge of PS I representing the possible connec-
tions to adjacent IsiA units are all located near the 
lumen side.
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CHAPTER ONE

Purification and Crystallization of Photosystem II Dimer 
Complex from a Red Alga Cyanidium caldarium

Hideyuki Adachi1, Isao Enami2, Takahiro Henmi3, Nobuo Kamiya3, and Jian-Ren Shen1

Abstract  The central part of photosystem II (PSII) 
is highly conserved from prokaryotic cyanobacte-
ria to eukaryotes; however, there are some apparent 
differences in the extrinsic proteins involved in 
oxygen evolution among different organisms. So 
far, the crystal structure of PSII from cyanobacteria 
has been reported, whereas no reports have been 
published on the structure of any eukaryotic PSII. 
Red alga is one of the eukaryotic algae closely 
related to cyanobacteria, but its PSII differs from 
that of cyanobacteria in that the former contains a 
20 kDa protein, a unique, fourth extrinsic protein. 
In order to elucidate the structure of red algal PSII 
and its differences with cyanobacterial PSII, we 
purified and crystallized PSII from an acidophilic, 
thermophilic red alga Cyanidium caldarium. In this 
study, the previously published procedure for puri-
fication of PSII from the red alga was improved, 
yielding a highly purified PSII dimer preparation 

with high oxygen-evolving activities comparable 
with that of thermophilic cyanobacterial PSII. 
We obtained three-dimensional crystals of the red 
algal PS II under several conditions, and character-
ized the crystals by X-ray diffraction. The results 
showed that the red algal PSII crystals had a space 
group of P2221, which is different from that of 
cyanobacterial crystals. The unit cell parameters 
of red algal PSII were also different from those of 
cyanobacterial PSII, with a and c axes longer and b 
axis shorter than those of cyanobacterial PSII.

Keywords  Photosystem II, extrinsic protein, 
crystallization, membrane protein complex, red algae

Introduction

The function of Photosystem II (PSII) is to absorb 
and convert light energy into biologically useful 
chemical energy through a series of light-induced 
electron transfer reactions; coupled with this is the 
splitting of water into molecular oxygen. Although 
the central part of PSII is highly conserved from 
prokaryotic cyanobacteria to eukaryotic higher 
plants, there are some apparent differences in the 
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extrinsic proteins involved in oxygen evolution 
among different organisms. So far, the crystal 
structure of PSII from cyanobacteria has been 
reported (Kamiya and Shen 2003; Ferreira et al. 
2004; Loll et al. 2005) at 3.7–3.0 Å resolution; 
however, no reports have been published on the 
structure of PSII from any eukaryotic organism. 
Red alga is one of the eukaryotic algae closely 
related to cyanobacteria, but its PSII differs from 
that of cyanobacteria in that the former contains a 
20 kDa protein, a unique, fourth extrinsic protein 
(Enami et al. 1998, 2003). In order to elucidate the 
structure of red algal PSII and its differences with 
cyanobacterial PSII, we purified and crystallized 
PSII dimer from an acidophilic, thermophilic red 
alga Cyanidium caldarium.

Materials and methods

Dimeric PSII from a red alga Cyanidium caldar-
ium was prepared according to Enami et al. (1995) 
with slight modifications. Thylakoid membranes 
isolated from C. caldarium cells were solubi-
lized with 1.2% n-dodecyl-β-d-maltoside, and 
then loaded onto a DEAE TOYOPEARL 650 M 
column to obtain crude PSII particles. The crude 
PSII particles were solubilized with a combi-
nation of 0.4% DM and 0.8% sucrose monol-
aurate, followed by purification with a DEAE 
TOYOPEARL 650S column to yield PSII mono-
mer and dimer. Only the dimer fraction was used 
for crystallization.

Crystallization was performed with the method 
of hanging drop or sitting drop vapor diffusion. 
The best crystals were obtained with a reservoir 
containing 9% (w/v) polyethylene glycol 1450, 
50 mM PIPES-NaOH (pH 7), 100 mM sodium 
succinate and 10 mM CaCl2, and a sample mixture 
with half of the concentration of the reservoir 
solution.

For X-ray diffraction measurements, PSII crystals 
were transferred to a cryoprotectant solution con-
taining 25% glycerol and 20% (w/v) polyethylene 
glycol 1450 by dialysis, and flash-frozen in a 

nitrogen gas stream at 100 K. X-ray diffraction 
data was collected at BL41XU of SPring-8, Japan, 
using a CCD detector, at 100 K. The X-ray wave-
length and sample-to-detector distance were 1 Å 
and 500 mm, respectively. An oscillation angle of 
0.6°and an exposure time of 4 s were applied for 
each of 300 frames.

Oxygen evolution of the purified PSII dimer 
was measured with a Clark-type oxygen electrode 
at 30°C under continuous, saturating light with 
0.5 mM phenyl-p-benzoquinone and 0.5 mM potas-
sium ferricyanide as electron acceptors.

Results and discussion

Purification of PSII dimer from the red alga 
C. caldarium

The purification procedure reported previously 
(Enami et al. 1995, 1998) was improved in the 
present study by using two, instead of one, anion 
exchange columns to separate the PSII monomer 
and dimer from the red alga. As a result, we were 
able to obtain the PSII dimer with a high purity 
and a high oxygen-evolving activity ranging from 
2,640 to 3,618 µM O2 per mg Chl per h.

Crystallization

Crystals of the red algal PSII were obtained by 
the hanging drop or sitting drop vapor diffusion 
method under several conditions, which were found 
to be slightly different from those used for crystal-
lization of cyanobacterial PSII (Shen and Kamiya 
2000; Ferreira et al. 2004; Loll et al. 2005). We 
also tried the conditions used for crystallization of 
cyanobacterial PSII but failed to obtain well-shaped 
crystals. The red algal PSII crystals with different 
shapes obtained were shown in Fig. 1. Rhombic 
crystal (Fig. 1A) yielded a maximum resolution of 
7 Å, whereas rod-type crystal (Fig. 1B) yielded a 
higher resolution (see below). The subunit compo-
sition of PSII crystals was analyzed by SDS-PAGE 
after redissolving the crystal and then compared 
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Fig. 1 Crystals of different shape and sizes of the PSII dimer complex from the red alga Cyanidium caldarium. (A) 
Rhombic crystals having a maximum resolution of 7 Å. (B) Rod-type crystals having higher resolutions (see Fig. 2)

Fig. 2 An image of diffraction pattern taken from the red 
algal PSII crystals at BL41XU of SPring-8, Japan, using a 
CCD detector. The X-ray wavelength and the sample-to-
detector distance were 1 Å and 500 mm, respectively. The 
crystal was frozen at 100 K under a cooled nitrogen gas 
stream. An oscillation angle of 0.6° and an exposure time 
of 4 s were applied for each of 300 frames
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with the PSII preparation before crystallization, 
which showed that the main subunits of PSII were 
retained in the crystal (data not shown).

X-ray diffraction experiments

The diffraction pattern of red algal PSII was taken 
with an X-ray source from a synchrotron radia-
tion facility SPring-8, Japan. A typical image of 
the diffraction pattern was shown in Fig. 2, which 
showed that the crystal diffracted to a maximum 
resolution of 4.05 Å. A full data set was collected 
and processed to a resolution of 5.2 Å, which 
showed that the red algal PSII crystals belong to 
the orthorhombic space group P2221. The unit cell 
constants of red algal PSII are a = 140.3 Å, b = 
173 Å, c = 356.7 Å, respectively, among which the 
a and c axes are longer whereas the b axis is shorter 
than those of cyanobacterial PSII (Table 1). On the 
other hand, the unit cell volume of red algal PSII 
was similar with that of the cyanobacterial PSII 
(Table 1, Kamiya and Shen 2003).

In conclusion, we improved the purification 
procedure for PSII from the red alga C. caldarium, 
which yielded a highly purified PSII dimer with a 
high oxygen-evolving activity comparable with 
that of thermophilic cyanobacterial PSII (Shen 

and Kamiya 2000). We successfully crystallized 
the purified PSII dimer under several conditions, 
and obtained X-ray diffraction data from the crys-
tals. The results showed that the red algal PSII 
crystal had a different space group and unit cell 
parameters with those of thermophilic cyanobac-
terial PSII, indicating a different packing of the 
PSII dimers in the red algal crystals. This may 
be ascribed to the structural differences between 
the red algal and cyanobacterial PSII. The crystals 
obtained in the present study will allow us to 
analyze the structure of red algal PSII.
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Data set native

X-ray source BL41XU

Resolution/Å 50–5.2 (5.39–5.2 Å)
Unique reflections 28714
Redundancy 5.3 (5.1)
Rmerge (%) 7.4 (34.1%)
I/σ(I) 19.4 (3.66)
Completeness (%) 78 (47.6%)

 Red alga PSII Cyanobacterial PSII

Space groups P2221 P212121
Unit cell  a = 140.3 Å a = 126.5 Å
 dimensions (Å) b = 173 Å b = 222.4 Å
 c = 356.7 Å c = 303.3 Å
Unit cell volumes (Å3) 8657787 8532921



CHAPTER TWO

A Detailed Structural Model for the Eukaryotic 
LHCII-PS II Supercomplex

Jon Nield and James Barber

Abstract  High resolution photosystem II (PSII) 
core complex X-ray structures have so far been 
derived from preparations isolated from prokaryo-
tic cyanobacteria. These have given significant 
information regarding PSII functionality, includ-
ing water splitting, but as yet no high-resolution 
structure has become available for eukaryotic 
PSII. Here we use published X-ray structures of a 
cyanobacterial PSII core, LHCII, PsbP and PsbQ 
proteins to construct a high-resolution model for a 
eukaryotic LHCII-PSII supercomplex based upon 
a ~17 Å resolution 3D density map determined by 
electron cryo-microscopy and single particle analy-
sis. The positioning of chlorophylls was tentatively 
identified, as were the extrinsic proteins of the 
oxygen-evolving complex.

Keywords  Higher plants, PSII, structure, electron 
microscopy, 3D modelling, water-splitting site

Introduction

Recent X-ray structures of cyanobacterial 
Photosystem II (PSII) are at sufficient resolution to 
assign side chains, position cofactors and describe 
their protein environments (Ferreira et al. 2004; 
Loll et al. 2005). No such high resolution informa-
tion is available for eukaryotic PSII. The highest 
resolution so far obtained for a plant PSII core has 
been obtained by electron crystallography (Rhee 
et al. 1998) at an intermediate resolution of ~8 Å 
(in-plane). Nevertheless, there is good agreement 
between models derived for higher plants and 
cyanobacteria except for a number of low molecular 
weight subunits (Barber 2003).

Single particle analysis has provided for a lower 
resolution 3D structure of a LHCII-PSII supercom-
plex from higher plants (Nield et al. 2000, 2002). 
This supercomplex contains a PSII core binding 
two LHCII trimers, two copies of the minor Cab 
proteins, CP29 and CP26, and oxygen-evolving 
complex (OEC) proteins, PsbO, PsbP and PsbQ. 
Our interpretation of this structure, presented here 
has also benefited from an electron crystallo-
graphic map at medium resolution (Morosinotto 
et al. 2006) and X-ray structures for the PSII core, 
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LHCII, PsbP and PsbQ proteins. Assignments 
are made for the positioning of PSII major subu-
nits, including the OEC, LHCII trimer and minor 
Cab proteins. In so doing, the model provides an 
opportunity to discuss chlorophyll organisation 
and address differences in composition and organi-
sation of the OEC proteins of higher plant and 
cyanobacterial PSII.

Materials and methods

Three-dimensional modelling

The 3D electron density map of a spinach LHCII-
PSII supercomplex (Nield et al. 2002) provided a 
framework for incorporation of structures derived 
from X-ray crystallography, namely the cyanobac-
terial PSII core (1S5L.pdb) (Ferreira et al. 2004), 
spinach LHCII (1RWT.pdb) (Liu et al. 2004) and 
extrinsic OEC proteins; PsbO (1S5L.pdb) (Ferreira 
et al. 2004), PsbQ (1NZE.pdb) (Calderone et 
al. 2003), PsbP (1V2B. pdb) (Ifuku et al. 2004) 
through use of the PyMol software environment 
(DeLano Scientific, http://www.pymol.org).

Results

Fitting of X-ray structures into the 3D EM map

The intrinsic portion of the PSII dimeric core 
complex of higher plants, algae and cyanobacteria 
seems to be structurally similar. However, attached 
to the lumenal surface are the OEC proteins, which 
in cyanobacteria are PsbO, PsbV and PsbU, but in 
plants and green algae the latter two subunits are 
absent with, instead, PsbP and PsbQ being present. 
Figure 1 shows the cyanobacterial structure fitted 
into the central region of the cryo-EM 3D enve-
lope. The remaining density was fitted with X-ray 
structures of LHCII, PsbP and PsbQ.

Their positioning and orientation within the 
envelope are consistent with previous model-
ling (Nield et al. 2002) and here refined using a 
2D projection map (Morosinotto et al. 2006) and 

the LHCII crystal structure (Liu et al. 2004). By 
extracting the relevant atoms from 1RWT.pdb, an 
LHCII monomer was used to model the Cab pro-
teins CP29 and CP26, which were fitted according 
to attributed density features in the cryo-EM map.

Light harvesting antenna

According to Ferreira et al. (2004) each monomer 
within the PSII dimeric core has 6 Chls associated 
with D1/D2 and 16 Chls and 14 Chls bound to 
CP47 and CP43, respectively, giving a total of 36 
Chls for (Fig. 1). These Chls of CP43 and CP47 
provide a light harvesting system for the reaction 
centre and are arranged in two layers towards 
the stromal and lumenal surfaces of the complex 
except for one Chl in each subunit, which bridges 
between the two layers (Fig. 1c). It has been con-
cluded that CP26 binds 9 Chls (6 Chla, 3 Chlb) 
(Croce et al. 2002), contrasting with a monomer of 
LHCII which binds 14 Chls (8 Chla, 6 Chlb). The 
six Chla of CP26 correspond to the LHCII Chls 
602, 603, 610, 612, 613 and 614, while the Chlb 
of CP26 are equivalent to 609, 606 and 611 (Liu et 
al. 2004). It is likely that CP29 has the same Chla/
Chlb binding sites as CP26 except for the 611 Chlb 
(Sandona et al. 1998).

Despite the relative long distances between the 
Chla molecules of the peripheral antenna and those 
of the PSII core, the model suggests that Chlb 
605 of LHCII provides an excitonic link between 
LHCII and CP26 and CP29. Moreover, the closest 
Chl a pairing (LHCII-612 to CP43-11) may facili-
tate energy transfer between LHCII and PSII core.

Extrinsic proteins of the OEC

The PsbO protein is present in all known oxygenic 
photosynthetic organisms and its structure seems to 
be conserved between the eukaryotic and prokary-
otic forms except for some minor differences (De 
Las Rivas and Barber 2004). Our modelling clearly 
places PsbO (white) into the ‘ear-like’ feature on 
the lumenal surface (Fig. 2). Also, the large extrin-
sic loop of CP47 (red) is located in the density 
bridging the two main densities assigned to PsbO.
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When the cyanobacterial X-ray structure is 
built into the 3D density of the spinach LHCII-
PSII supercomplex there is no corresponding 
density for cyanobacterial PsbU or PsbV (Fig. 
2a), hence it has been assumed that the remain-
ing lumenal density in the EM map is due to 
PsbP and PsbQ (Fig. 2). Our modelling suggests 
PsbP not only interacts with PsbO but also with 
the lumenal surface of the PSII core in the vicin-
ity of CP43. In the case of PsbQ the modelling 
suggests that it bridges between PsbP and PsbO 
(Fig. 2).

Discussion

Based on the X-ray structures used above, as well 
as detailed analyses of CP26 and CP29, we can 
conclude that our model binds at least 95 Chls (72 
Chla and 23 Chlb molecules) per reaction centre and 
somewhere in the region of 30 carotenoids. It is con-
sistent with the proposal that the LHCII Chla-cluster 
(Chl 610–612) is involved in transferring excitation 
energy to the PSII reaction centre via CP43. However 
no obvious energy transfer routes were identified 
between LHCII and CP26 and CP29 or between 

Fig. 1 (a) Overlay of the cyanobacterial core X-ray structure (Ferreira et al. 2004), without the extrinsic OEC proteins, 
and the spinach LHCII complex (Liu et al. 2004) on to the lumenal top view of the spinach 3D LHCII-PSII supercomplex 
derived from cryo-EM (Nield et al. 2002). (b) The Chls alone. Ringed white is the closest Chl a pairing (LHCII-612 to 
CP43-11) that may facilitate energy transfer between LHCII and PSII core. The differing Chl content for CP29 and CP26 
was also accounted for. (c) Side view of the model, stromal surface uppermost, with most Chls forming a ‘double layer’. 
Scale bar represents 5 nm
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CP26 and CP29 and the PSII core, since the closest 
Chla-Chla intersubunit distances were > 20 Å.

The PsbO protein is always present and our 
model suggests that its position in plant PSII is 
essentially the same as in cyanobacteria. The loca-
tion of the plant PsbP and PsbQ proteins, however, 
seems to be very different. There is no density to 
accommodate the PsbU and PsbV proteins and, 
indeed, there is no evidence that these proteins 
exist in plants. Our results therefore do not support 
the concept that the PsbP and PsbQ are structural 
and functional replacements for the cyanobacterial 
PsbV and PsbQ in PSII of plants.
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CHAPTER THREE

Ligation of the C-Terminus of the D1 Polypeptide 
of Photosystem II to the Oxygen Evolving Complex: 
A DFT-QM/MM Study

José A. Gascón1, Eduardo M. Sproviero, James P. McEvoy2, Gary W. Brudvig, 
and Victor S. Batista

Abstract  The X-ray diffraction (XRD) models 
of the oxygen-evolving complex (OEC) of pho-
tosystem II (PSII) position the α-COO− group of 
D1-Ala344 near calcium. In contrast, the analysis 
of S2-minus-S1 FTIR difference spectra of PSII 
particles show a red-shift of the symmetric stretch 
of the α-COO− of D1-Ala344, but no change 
when Sr2+ is substituted for Ca2+ and have been 
interpreted to rule out calcium ligation. This paper 
addresses the apparent contradiction between FTIR 
and XRD models, regarding ligation of the C-ter-
minal carboxylate of the mature D1 polypeptide in 
terms of the computational analysis of structural, 
vibrational and electronic properties of models of 
the OEC of PSII in the S1 and S2 states. The models 
are constructed and analyzed by using state-of-the-
art quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/
MM) hybrid methods. Consistently with FTIR 
data, it is found that the S1→S2 oxidation of the 
OEC induces a red-shift in the symmetric-stretch 

vibrational frequency of the α-COO− group of 
D1-Ala344, even when the C-terminus is coordi-
nated to calcium as suggested by X-ray diffraction 
models. These results suggest that ligation of the 
C-terminal carboxylate to calcium is consistent 
with both FTIR and X-ray diffraction experiments.

Keywords  Oxygen-evolving complex, photosys-
tem II, FTIR, DFT, QM/MM

Introduction

The oxygen-evolving complex (OEC) of photosys-
tem II (PSII) is a manganese- and calcium-contain-
ing cofactor that catalyzes the oxidation of water to 
dioxygen according to the so-called ‘S-state’ cata-
lytic cycle proposed by Joliot and Kok (Joliot et al. 
1969; Kok et al. 1970). Prolonged research over 
many years of studies has provided considerable 
structural information regarding the Mn cluster 
and its local environment as well as fundamental 
insight into the OEC functionality and the underly-
ing catalytic mechanism of photosynthetic water 
oxidation (Barber 2003; Diner and Babcock 1996; 
Renger 2001; Vrettos et al. 2001; Yachandra et al. 
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1996). In addition, several groups have published 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) structures of PSII at 
3–3.8 Å resolution in recent years (Biesiadka et al. 
2004; Ferreira et al. 2004; Kamiya and Shen 2003; 
Zouni et al. 2001), resolving almost all amino acid 
residues and cofactors in the PSII transmembrane 
protein complex. However, the precise positions 
of the individual Mn ions and ligation of the OEC 
could not be resolved due to structural disorder and 
radiation damage caused by photoreduction of Mn 
ions (Yano et al. 2005). Therefore, an outstanding 
challenge is the elucidation of the configuration of 
the OEC metal cluster, including complete coor-
dination by proteinaceous ligands and substrate 
water molecules.

The proteinaceous ligation suggested by the 
XRD models of the OEC of PSII have been judged 
to be contradictory to FTIR data, especially with 
regards to ligation of several amino acid residues 
including D1-A344, D1-D170, D1-D342 and D1-
E189 (Strickler et al. 2005, 2006). This paper 
addresses such a disagreement between XRD and 
FTIR models with regards to ligation of the C-
 terminal carboxylate of the mature D1 polypeptide, 
a ligand that has long been thought to bind to one 
of the metal ions in the OEC (Diner 2001; Nixon 
et al. 1992). Even the most recent X-ray structures 
at 3–3.5 Å resolution suggests that the α-COO− 
group of D1-Ala344 is very close (or directly 
ligated) to Ca2+ in the OEC (Ferreira et al. 2004; 
Loll et al. 2005). In contrast, results from several 
FTIR studies have been considered as indicative 
of ligation of the C-terminus of D1-Ala344 to a 
manganese ion, likely oxidized during the S1→S2 
transition, but not to Ca2+ (Chu et al. 2004; Kimura 
et al. 2005). In fact, the most recent studies of the 
S2-minus-S1 FTIR difference spectra of the purified 
PSII particles show that, upon S1→S2 oxidation, the 
frequency of the symmetric stretching mode of the 
D1-Ala344 carboxylate changes from ~1,356 cm−1 
to either ~1,337 cm−1 (∆υsym(COO−) = −19 cm−1) or 
~1,320 cm−1 (∆υsym(COO−) = −36 cm−1) (Strickler 
et al. 2005), likely due to a Mn3+ to Mn4+ transition 
(Penner-Hahn 1998). Such a red shift ∆υsym(COO−) 
remains unchanged upon substitution of Ca2+ by 
Sr2+ although the ionic radius increases from 0.99 

to 1.12 Å and numerous unassigned vibrational 
modes changed in the υsym(COO−) and υasym(COO−) 
regions of the spectrum (1,450–1,280 cm−1 and 
1,650–1,510 cm−1, respectively). These observations 
seem to be in contradiction with XRD models.

Recent theoretical studies have introduced 
structural models of the OEC of PSII in the S1 
and S2 states, with complete ligation of the ‘3 + 
1 Mn tetramer’ by amino-acid residues, water, 
hydroxide, chloride and calcium ions (Sproviero 
et al. 2006, 2007, 2008). The computational  models 
were developed from the empirical XRD  models 
by quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/
MM) structural refinement, exploring oxidation 
states compatible with EPR measurements, in an 
attempt to circumvent the effect of radiation dam-
age caused by reduction of the Mn centers. The 
resulting models were found to be compatible 
with XRD and EXAFS measurements of PSII, 
offering a unique opportunity to investigate the 
vibrational spectroscopy of carboxylate residues 
directly coordinated to the OEC. In particular, this 
paper is focused on the DFT QM/MM analysis of 
vibrational frequency shifts ∆υsym(COO−) of the 
C-terminus of D1-Ala344 induced by oxidation 
of the OEC, or substitution of Sr2+ for Ca2+. The 
structural and electronic origins of vibrational 
frequency shifts, induced by oxidation, are also 
compared to those in simple hydrated models with 
common structural features.

Methods

DFT-QM/MM Models. The structural models are 
based on the recently developed DFT-QM/MM 
structures of the OEC of PSII in the S1 and S2 states 
(Sproviero et al. 2006). The models are prepared 
by hydration, completion of ligation and DFT 
QM/MM refinement of the X-ray crystal structure 
of cyanobacterium Thermosynechococcus elon-
gatus (Ferreira et al. 2004), explicitly considering 
1,987 atoms of PSII. This includes the inorganic 
Mn3CaO4Mn complex and all amino-acid residues 
with α-carbon atoms within 15 Å from any atom 
in the OEC metal ion center. Unrestricted DFT 
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QM/MM computations are based on the two-layer 
ONIOM electronic-embedding (EE) link-hydrogen 
atom approach as implemented in Gaussian 03 
(Frisch et al. 2004).

The QM layer includes the Mn3CaO4Mn com-
plex, directly ligated by the carboxylate groups of 
D1-E189, CP43-E354, D1-A344, D1-E333, D1-
D170, D1-D342, the imidazole ring of D1-H332 
as well as bound water molecules, hydroxide and 
chloride ions (see Fig. 1). The molecular structure 
beyond the QM layer is described by the Amber 
MM force field. Fully relaxed QM/MM molecular 
structures are obtained at the ONIOM-EE (UHF 
B3LYP/ lacvp,6-31G(2df),6-31G:AMBER) level 
of theory by geometry optimization of the com-
plete structural models in the presence of a buffer 
shell of amino acid residues with α-carbons within 
15–20 Å from any atom in the OEC ion cluster. 
These are subject to harmonic constraints in order 
to preserve the natural shape of the system. DFT-
QM computations of vibrational frequencies of 
D1-Ala344 ligated to Ca2+ are performed on the 
fully optimized DFT QM/MM structures for both 
the S1 and S2 states.

Reduced QM Models. Reduced models of 
hydrated high-valent manganese ions are inves-
tigated in order analyze the effect of Mn3+ → 
Mn4+ oxidation on the vibrational frequencies of a 
carboxylate ligand in close contact with the metal 
center. Model I (Fig. 2) involves unidentate liga-
tion of the alanine carboxylate group to a hydrated 
Ca2+ ion that is in contact with the hydrated man-
ganese center. For comparison, model II (Fig. 3) 
involves the alanine carboxylate directly ligated to 
the manganese center undergoing oxidation.

Model I was constructed in the oxidized Mn4+ 
state, resembling the S2 state of PSII with net 
charge q = +1 |e| (Fig. 2, right panel). Water mol-
ecules and hydroxides (OH)− complete the pre-
ferred hexacoordination of Mn4+. The coordination 
sphere of calcium was completed with three water 
molecules and monodentate ligation of alanine, 
resulting in a total of six ligands. The coordination 
arrangements, shown in Fig. 2, stabilize the proper 
spin populations S = 2 and S = 3/2 state (i.e., Mn3+ 
and Mn4+) analogues of the S1 and S2 states, respec-

tively. The S1 state analogue is prepared by geometry 
optimization at the DFT B3LYP level with the basis 
set 6-31G(d) for O, H, C, and N, and the lanl2dz basis 
set for Mn and Ca after one-electron reduction.

Model II is constructed analogously by first pre-
paring the oxidized state (Fig. 3 right), where Mn4+ 
is ligated by two water molecules, two hydroxides 

Fig. 1 DFT QM/MM structural model of the OEC of PSII. 
Note that D1-Ala344 is unidentally ligated to Ca2+. The 
symmetric stretching mode of the D1-Ala344 carboxylate is 
indicated with arrows

Fig. 2 Model I, in which Ala is coordinated to Ca2+ in 
close contact with a hydrated manganese ion undergoing 
Mn3+ → Mn4+

Fig. 3 Model II, where Ala is coordinated to a hydrated 
manganese ion undergoing Mn3+ to Mn4+ oxidation
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and the carboxylate group of alanine, and then the 
reduced state (Fig. 3, left) by geometry optimiza-
tion after reduction.

Results

The DFT-QM/MM structural models predict that 
the symmetric stretch vibrational frequency of 
the α-COO− group of D1-Ala344 changes from 
1,381 cm−1 in the S1 state to 1,369 cm−1 in the S2 
state (∆υsym(COO−) = −12 cm−1), upon S1→S2 
oxidation of the OEC of PSII (Table 1). These 
results indicate that a vibrational frequency-shift, 
comparable to the experimental shift (Strickler et 
al. 2005), can be caused by oxidation of the OEC 
even when the carboxylate ligand is not directly 
coordinated to the oxidized Mn ion.

The molecular origin of the resulting vibrational 
frequency shift can be traced to the underlying 
redistribution of charge induced by the S1→S2 tran-
sition. According to the proposed structural models, 
the S1→S2 oxidation changes the overall charge of 
the OEC from neutral (i.e., net charge q = 0 |e|) 
in the S1 resting state to be positively charged (i.e., 
net charge q = + 1 |e|) in S2. The resulting charge 
accumulation induces charge transfer interactions 
between the α-COO− group of D1-Ala344 and the 
positively charged metal complex. These charge-
transfer interactions induce delocalization of nega-
tive charge from the Ala carboxylate into the metal 
cluster, partially neutralizing the increase of positive 
charge due to oxidation of the Mn complex. As a 
result of charge injection, there is a net decrease in 

bond orders associated with the α-COO− group of 
D1-Ala344. This is quantified in Table 1 (last 
column) in terms of ∆BO, a measure defined as the 
net change in the sum of bond orders associated with 
the α-COO− bonds C-O1, C-O2, and C-Ca (i.e., the 
bonds that exhibit the largest displacement along the 
symmetric stretch, as shown by the arrows in Fig. 1).

The quantum mechanical analysis of reduced 
models of hydrated high-valent manganese ions 
also indicates that similar vibrational frequencies 
shifts are induced on carboxylate ligands, upon 
Mn3+ → Mn4+ oxidation, even when such ligands 
are not directly ligated to the oxidized metal center. 
Oxidation of the manganese center, in model I, 
induces a ∆υsym(COO−) = −40 cm−1 red-shift in 
the symmetric-stretch vibrational frequency of the 
Ala carboxylate, comparable to the experimen-
tal frequency shift (∆υsym(COO−) = −19 cm−1, or 
−36 cm−1). As indicated by the charge population 
analysis, the resulting red-shift induced by Mn3+ 
→ Mn4+ oxidation in model I is also due to charge-
transfer between the negatively charged carboxylate 
group of Ala and the positively charged metal com-
plex in its oxidized state. Consequently, a reduction 
of bond orders of the Ala bonds exhibiting the larger 
displacement along the symmetric stretch vibra-
tional mode is observed. Furthermore, it is found 
that substitution of Sr2+ for Ca2+ in model I produces 
only minor changes in the vibrational frequency of 
the symmetric stretch mode of Ala, shifting it from 
1,390 to 1,391 cm−1 in the Mn3+ state and from 1,350 
to 1,351 cm−1 in the Mn4+ state. These results are 
consistent with the observation that the substitution 
of Ca2+ by Sr2+ in PSII produces negligible changes 
in the vibrational frequencies of D1-Ala344 as 
manifested by the S2-minus-S1 FTIR spectra.

The vibrational analysis of model II allowed for 
the comparative study of the effect of oxidation of 
a hydrated manganese ion on the vibrational fre-
quencies of a COO− group of Ala directly ligated 
to the oxidized metal center (see Fig. 3). Table 1 
shows that Mn3+ → Mn4+ oxidation in model II 
also induces a red-shift ∆υsym(COO−) = −51 cm−1 
in the vibrational frequency of the symmetric-
stretch of the Ala carboxylate. While the computed 
frequency shift is larger than for model I, it is still 

Table 1 Vibrational frequency (in cm−1) of the symmetric 
stretching mode of the Ala carboxylate in PSII, as described 
by FTIR (first row), and as computed for the computational 
structural models. ∆BO is a measure of the change in the bond 
order for all bonds relevant to the symmetric stretching mode

 Oxidation state

Model Mn3+ Mn4+ Freq. shift ∆BO

Exp. 1,356 1,320, 1,337 −19,−36 
QM/MM 1,381 1,369 −12 −0.017
I 1,390 1,350 −40 −0.024
II 1,346 1,297 −51 −0.050
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of the same sign and order of magnitude, making 
it difficult to rule out one ligation scheme versus 
the other. Considering these results, in conjunction 
with the vibrational frequency shifts due to S1→S2 
oxidation in the DFT QM/MM structural models, 
we conclude that the observed FTIR red-shift in 
the symmetric-stretch vibrational frequency of the 
α-COO− group of D1-Ala344 can not conclusively 
rule out the ligation scheme suggested by X-ray 
diffraction models, in which D1-Ala344 is very 
close or directly ligated to calcium.

Conclusions

We have shown that quantum mechanical calcula-
tions of vibrational frequency shifts due to S1→S2 
oxidation of the OEC of PSII are consistent with 
FTIR measurements, even when the C-terminus 
of the D1 polypeptide of PSII is directly ligated to 
calcium as suggested by X-ray diffraction models. 
While the reported calculations can not rule out 
other possible ligation schemes, such as uniden-
tate ligation of the carboxylate group of alanine to 
manganese, or the bridging of this group between 
manganese and calcium, we have shown that a red 
shift ∆υsym(COO−) = −36 cm−1 in the symmetric 
stretch vibrational frequency can still be consistent 
with unidentate ligation of the carboxylate group of 
alanine to Ca2+, when such a metal center is linked is 
linked to the redox-active Mn ion via µ-oxo bridges. 
Furthermore, we have shown that in silico substitu-
tion of Sr2+ for Ca2+ does not significantly affect the 
vibrational frequency of the symmetric stretch mode 
of a carboxylate ligand directly bound to calcium. 
These results, which are in agreement with FTIR 
experiments, suggest that D1-Ala344 bound to cal-
cium in the OEC of PSII might be consistent with 
both X-ray diffraction models and FTIR data.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Effects of Chloride/Bromide Substitution on Substrate 
Water Exchange Rates in Photosystem II

Katrin Beckmann1, Naoko Ishida2, Alain Boussac2, and Johannes Messinger1

Abstract  The role of chloride in photosynthetic 
water oxidation is still under discussion since both 
its precise function and possible binding site are 
unresolved. In the present study the effects of Cl− 
on substrate water binding was investigated by 
monitoring the substrate water exchange kinetics in 
the S3-state. This was measured with time-resolved 
membrane-inlet mass spectrometry in thylakoids 
isolated from Thermosynechococcus elongatus 
grown in either CaCl2- or CaBr2-containing media. 
The results show that the exchange rate of the 
slowly exchangeable substrate water molecule is 
accelerated by replacement of Cl− by Br−.

Keywords  Bromide, chloride, substrate water, 
membrane-inlet mass spectrometry, photosystem 
II, isotope exchange, oxygen evolving complex

Introduction

In photosystem II (PSII) light-driven water oxi-
dation to molecular oxygen is carried out by the 
oxygen evolving complex (OEC). The catalytic 
center of the OEC is a Mn4OxCa-cluster acting 
together with the redox-active D1-Tyr161(Yz). 
During the stepwise proton-coupled electron 
transfer, the Mn4OxCa-cluster undergoes a cycle 
composed of five distinct intermediates coined Si 
states (i = 0–4). During this process, Cl− is proposed 
to be a cofactor of the OEC, since chloride deple-
tion inhibits the S2→S3 transition. The effect of 
Cl−-depletion on the oxygen evolving activity is 
restored by bromide addition (Hind et al. 1969; 
(Kelley and Izawa 1978; Wincencjusz et al. 1999). 
Binding of one functional chloride per PSII unit 
was proposed (Lindberg and Andreasson 1996; 
Olesen and Andreasson 2003). However, it was 
also reported that Cl− depletion does not completely 
inhibit the oxygen evolving activity (Lindberg and 
Andreasson 1996). It is therefore of interest to 
know whether chloride interacts with or even binds 
at the Mn4OxCa-cluster. EXAFS measurements 
(extended x-ray absorption fine structure) prob-
ing for Mn-Cl (Br) ligation in the S2- (Yachandra 
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Stiftstrasse 34–36, 45470 Mülheim an der Ruhr, Germany
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Photosynthesis. Energy from the Sun: 
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369–371. © 2008 Springer.
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et al. 1993) and S3-states (Fernandez et al. 1998) 
have been attempted, but final conclusions could 
not be drawn. Furthermore, it was reported that 
the Cl−/F− exchange alters one Mn-Mn distance 
suggesting a Cl− ligation to the Mn4OxCa-cluster 
(Derose et al. 1995). However, the ability of the 
easily oxidizable I− to functionally replace Cl− 
questions a direct Cl−-ligation to Mn (Rashid and 
Homann 1992; Olesen and Andreasson 2003).

In this study we investigate the influence of 
Cl−/Br− exchange on substrate water exchange 
rates employing membrane-inlet mass spectrom-
etry (MIMS) and thylakoid membranes isolated 
from Thermosynechococcus (T.) elongatus cells 
grown either in CaCl2 or CaBr2 media.

Materials and methods

Sample preparation. Thylakoids were isolated from 
Thermosynechococcus elongatus grown in media 
containing either CaCl2 or CaBr2 (Boussac et al. 
2004). These samples were suspended in buffers 
(pH 6.5) containing glycerol (10%), betaine (1 M), 
MgCl2/MgBr2 (15 mM), CaCl2/CaBr2 (15 mM) and 
MES (40 mM).

MIMS measurements. An isotopic ratio mass spec-
trometer (Thermo Finnigan, Delta plusXP) was used 
for simultaneous online detection of the single labeled 
16O18O (m/z = 34) and double labeled 18O2 (m/z = 
36) species. The sample chamber is equipped with 
a stirring and a cooling system, keeping the sample-
temperature at 10°C. Thylakoid samples (V = 150 µL, 
0.2 mg Chl/mL) were pre-illuminated with one satu-
rating flash (Xenon flash lamp, ~3 µs FWHM) and 
incubated for 45 min at room temperature. The injec-
tion/flash protocol (Lab view software) consisted of 
sample illumination by two pre-flashes, one oxygen 
evolving flash and eight flashes (2 Hz) for normaliza-
tion. Rapid injections of 30 µL 18O-labeled water (O2 
removed by glucose/glucose oxidase/catalase) were 
made at varying times before the third flash (Hamilton 
CR-700, 5 bar pressure). The signal amplitudes at m/z 
= 34 and m/z = 36 corresponding to 16O18O and 18O2 
were plotted as a function of the exchange time 
∆t (for more details see Messinger et al. 1995).

Results

Substrate water exchange kinetics in the S3 state 
were measured with MIMS by varying the time 
between rapid H2

18O-injection and the third flash 
(Messinger et al. 1995). Figure 1 displays corrected 
oxygen yields for m/z = 34 (16O18O) as a function 
of exchange time ∆t.

A biphasic rise of the 34O2 yields is observed for 
both CaCl2-thylakoids and CaBr2 thylakoids. It was 
shown previously that these two phases reflect the 
exchange of the unequivalent substrate water mol-
ecules (Messinger et al. 1995; Hillier et al. 1998). 
Comparison of both traces reveals that the slow 
exchanging rate, ks is significantly faster in the pres-
ence of bromide than in the Cl−-control samples.

Discussion

The above presented substrate water exchange 
data on thylakoid-membranes from T. elongatus 
grown in either CaBr2 or CaCl2-containing media 
show that the slow exchange kinetic is significantly 
accelerated by Cl−/Br− exchange. It is interesting to 

Fig. 1 Membrane-Inlet mass spectrometry measurements 
of the H2

16O/H2
18O substrate water exchange rates in thyla-

koids isolated from T. elongates cells grown in either CaCl2 
or CaBr2 containing media. Experimental conditions: 10°C, 
pH 6.5
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note that despite this strong effect on the substrate 
water exchange rates the overall activity is com-
parable and the miss factors were very similar for 
both sample types. This is in contrast to the case 
of Ca2+/Sr2+ exchange where a similar acceleration 
of the slow exchange rate is observed (Hendry 
and Wydrzynski 2003) that is completed with an 
overall O2 activity of only ~40% of the control. 
On the basis of these results the following roles for 
Cl− may be suggested:

1. Cl−/Br− binds at the Mn4OxCa cluster near the 
slowly exchanging substrate water molecule 
an thereby alters its binding affinity.

2. Cl−/Br− binds in the OEC, but is not a ligand 
of the Mn4OxCa cluster. In this case Cl−/Br− 
exchange may affect the slow exchange rate 
by modulating for example its pKa value or 
the access of substrate water via changing the 
proton network around the Mn4OxCa.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Photosystem II – Details of Cofactor-Protein Interactions 
in the Light of the 3 Å Resolution Crystal Structure

Matthias Broser1, Albert Guskov2, Jan Kern1, Junko Yano3, Vittal Yachandra3, Bernhard Loll2, 
Jacek Biesiadka2, Wolfram Saenger2, and Athina Zouni1

Abstract  The large membrane intrinsic protein 
complex Photosytem II (PSII) catalyses light-driven 
charge separation accompanied by the oxidation 
of water during oxygenic photosynthesis. In this 
contribution we will discuss the recent X-ray crys-
tallographic structural model at 3 Å resolution (Loll 
et al. 2005) in relation to various spectroscopic and 
biochemical data. Special emphasis will be given 
on: (A) the quinone binding pockets, the proposed 
diffusion pathway of quinones into the QB binding 
site and the possible binding of additional quinones 
within the complex; (B) the catalytic center for 
light-induced water oxidation (the Mn4-Ca cluster). 
The arrangement of metal cations in the cluster, 
their coordination and protein surroundings are 
discussed with regard to spectroscopic and muta-
genesis studies. Limitations of the presently avail-
able structural data are pointed out and the very 
recent results of X-ray spectroscopy (XANES and 

EXAFS) on PSII single crystals (Yano et al. 2006) 
are described in comparison with the X-ray crystal-
lographic model of the water oxidizing complex.

Keywords  Photosystem II, structure, plastoqui-
none, manganese cluster, EXAFS

Introduction

The recent model of PSII derived from X-ray dif-
fraction with a resolution of 3 Å provides detailed 
information on the structure of this multi-subunit 
protein complex. The quality of the electron den-
sity allowed modelling of carotinoids and lipids as 
new cofactors. This modelling work was assisted 
by several biochemical analyses of highly purified 
PSII core complexes. The oxidation of water to 
dioxygen and protons is catalyzed at the so called 
oxygen evolving complex (OEC). This luminal 
located complex contains four manganese and one 
calcium ions (Mn4Ca). The electron density shows 
an “L” shape arrangement of the four manganese 
ions. Due to the still limited resolution and the fact 
that X-ray damage occurs during the data-collection 
a detailed structure of this important part of PSII 
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is still missing. Therefore EXAFS studies at single 
crystals of PSII provide a new approach to get 
structural information of high quality about this 
complex.

Results

Quinones in PSII

In the recent structure the two plastoquinones QA 
and QB can be found in the electron density.
Thereby the electron density of the QB is less well 
defined compared to QA, indicating a lower occu-
pancy and a higher flexibility of this quinone.
This asymmetry is also reflected in the lipid dis-
tribution around QA an QB, with three neutral gly-
colipids (MGDG, DGDG) located close to QA, and 
only two negatively charged lipids (SQDG, PG) in 
the vicinity of QB (Fig. 1), therefore keeping the 
QB site more open and thus allowing movement of 
PQ9 (Loll et al. 2007).
The QB binding site opens into a large cavity 
whose walls are coated by phytol chains of PD2, 
ChlD2, PheoD2, Chla37, Chla44 and Chla46 and 
by acyl chains of four lipids. The cavity has two 
openings perpendicular to each other: the larger 
one opens towards the cytoplasmic side and the 
smaller one, flanked by TMHs of cytochrome 
b-559 and PsbJ, faces the membrane interior. This 
arrangement suggests that the cavity provides a 
flexible, lipophilic environment for the diffusion 
of quinones.
The cavity provides enough space for a second qui-
none apart from QB. There are several biochemical 
and biophysical data that support the existence 
of additional quinones in PSII. The chromophore 
analysis of purified PSIIcc shows between two and 
three plastoquinones per 35 Chla (Kern et al. 2005) 
and spectroscopic studies, e.g., the Chla fluores-
cence decay after a single flash (Zimmermann et al. 
2006) and the flash induced delayed fluorescence 
(Krivanek et al. 2007) concluded the existence of 
additional quinones. In the recent electron density 
map there is fragmented unassigned electron den-
sity within the cavity, which could arise from either 

fatty acids, additional quinones or other hydropho-
bic molecules.

Carotenoids

The 11 carotenoid (Car) molecules (Fig. 1) were 
modelled as β-carotene in all-trans configuration 
(Loll et al. 2005). Recent biochemical data suggest 
that there are about (Kern et al. 2005) 10–15 Car 
per P680, with ca. 10% being not β-carotene. Three 
Car are clustered at the monomer–monomer inter-
face, which could broaden the absorption spectrum 
of the antenna system. Most of the Car molecules 
located in the antenna subunits are in Van der 
Waals contact with Chla molecules, thereby allow-
ing transfer of excitation energy from Car to Chla, 
as well as protection of PSII from destructive tri-
plet states of Chla by means of rapid triplet–triplet 
transfer.

The manganese cluster model derived 
from the 3 Å data

The Mn4Ca cluster is located at the lumenal side 
of PSII. The arrangement of the manganese ions 
is described in more detail in (PS4.23, Kern et 
al. 2007). The protein surrounding of the metal 
cluster is almost exclusively provided by subunit 
D1. Thereby the carboxylats of several aspartat 
and glutamtat residues of the D1 subunit, as well 
as histidine 332, the carboxy-terminus of D1 and 
glutamate CP43-354 where modelled as ligands 
of the first coordination sphere of the mv etal ions 
with distances to the metal ion between 1.8 and 
2.6 Å. Most of these carboxylats are ligating more 
than one metal ions and act as bridging ligand. 
This may provide flexibility of the ligating sphere 
for changes during the catalytic cycle. Mutational 
studies of ligating residues found that, except for 
Glu 333 and Asp 342 of D1, replacement of a 
ligating group with a non-ligating group still leads 
to a (partially) functional cluster (Debus 2005). 
The model derived from the 3 Å data shows that 
in most cases a second ligating group is present, 
which could hold the cations in place even when 
the exchanged residue cannot coordinate them.
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Radiation damage and EXAFS of PSII single 
crystals

While interpreting the crystallographic data the 
likely radiation damage of the cluster, caused by 
long exposure of the crystal to X-rays during the 
collection of diffraction data has to be consid-
ered. It was found that Mn(III) and Mn(IV) of 
the Mn4Ca cluster are rapidly reduced to Mn(II) 
during illumination by X-rays of 13.3 keV at 
100 K (conditions used for the collection of native 
diffraction data) (Yano et al. 2005). Crystals 
that received a X-ray dose similar to 66% of the 
representative average dose for diffraction data 
collection contain about 80% Mn(II). At lower 
energies (6.6 keV, ~1.9 Å) used for the anoma-
lous diffraction studies at the Mn edge, radiation 
damage was much more severe due to the higher 

absorption cross section of the protein, cofactor 
and water atoms at lower energies compared to 
13.3 keV. The reduction of manganese is accom-
panied by structural changes visible in the Fourier 
transformed EXAFS spectra.

To overcome the problem of radiation damage 
and to obtain high resolution structural data we com-
bined the crystal structure data with spectroscopic 
information. Using polarized X-ray spectroscopy on 
oriented single crystals of PSII from T. elongatus, it 
was possible to collect dichroic XAS and EXAFS 
spectra from the OEC in the dark adapted S1 state 
that allowed to determine not only the distances 
between adjacent pairs of Mn atoms but also the 
angles of these distances formed with the crystal 
unit cell (Yano et al. 2006). Our recent model of 
the Mn4Ca cluster as other models derived from 
X-ray crystallographic (Ferreira et al. 2004) failed 
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to reproduce the dichroism of the experimental 
EXAFS spectra. Using this dichroism as a filter for 
the various proposed Mn4 motives for the OEC, 
it was possible to derive instead one single motive 
that reproduces the observed spectra. This motive 
is composed of three coupled Mn dimers with three 
Mn–Mn vectors of 2.7–2.8 Å (within the Mn–Mn 
dimers) and one 3.3 Å Mn–Mn vector between two 
of the dimers. A detailed fitting procedure yielded 
four different, but highly similar possible structures 
(derived from this motive) of the Mn4–Ca cluster in 
the S1 state and their position and orientation within 
the PSII complex (Yano et al. 2006). As all four 
models can reproduce the observed dichroism of the 
EXAFS signal within the experimental errors, it is 
not possible to distinguish between them at present. 

The putative ligand environment resulting from 
translating the four structures into the 3 Å resolution 
crystallographic model shows various differences to 
the 3 Å resolution model described above.
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CHAPTER SIX

Functional Manganese Model Chemistry Relevant 
to the Oxygen-Evolving Complex of Photosystem II: 
Oxidation of a Mn(III,IV) Complex Coupled 
to Deprotonation of a Terminal Water Ligand

Clyde W. Cady, Robert H. Crabtree, and Gary W. Brudvig

Abstract  A comparison of the pH-dependent 
oxidation of two structurally similar dinuclear 
manganese complexes, one that contains terminal 
water ligands and one that does not, shows that 
deprotonation of a terminal water ligand is coupled 
to the Mn(III,IV)/Mn(IV,IV) oxidation. Analysis of 
the data reveals that the pKa of the terminal water 
bound to the Mn(IV,IV) complex is approximately 
1.8. Proton-coupled electron transfer makes the 
Mn(III,IV) complex with terminal water ligands 
progressively easier to oxidize by 59 mV per pH 
unit when the pH is above 1.8. The presence of 
terminal water ligands in the oxygen-evolving 
complex may play an important role in the “redox 
leveling” effect in which all of the redox steps in 
the four-electron cycle of the oxygen-evolving 
complex occur over a narrow range of potential.

Keywords  Manganese, proton-coupled electron 
transfer, oxygen-evolving complex, photosystem II, 
water oxidation

Introduction

Photosystem II (PSII) is a membrane-bound 
protein complex that uses light to catalyze the oxi-
dation of water to form molecular oxygen (McEvoy 
and Brudvig 2006). Of particular interest is the 
active site, called the oxygen-evolving complex 
(OEC), which is known to contain an oxo-bridged 
cluster of four manganese ions and one calcium ion 
(Ferreira et al. 2004; Loll et al. 2005). The OEC 
functions as a redox storage unit that is charged 
by four successive light-driven charge separations 
of PSII, each resulting in the formation of one 
oxidizing equivalent. After four oxidizing equiva-
lents have been generated, the OEC catalyzes the 
formation of molecular oxygen from water. All 
of the redox steps in the four-electron cycle of 
the OEC occur over a narrow range of potential. 
This “redox leveling” effect of the OEC is cur-
rently not well understood. In order to determine 
the effect of a terminal water ligand on the redox 
reactions of oxo-manganese clusters, we have 
studied the pH-dependent oxidation reactions 
of two structurally similar dinuclear manganese 
model complexes, one with and one without ter-
minal water ligands.
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Complex 1, [(terpy)(H2O)MnIII(µ-O)2MnIV

(OH2)(terpy)](NO3)3, terpy = 2,2':6',2"-terpyridine 
(Limburg et al. 1999), contains terminal water 
ligands, whereas complex 2, [(bipy)2MnIII(µ-
O)2MnIV(bipy)2](ClO4)3, bipy = 2,2'-bipyridine 
(Cooper and Calvin 1977), does not (Fig. 1). 
Complex 1 is a functional model complex for the 
OEC, meaning that it can catalyze the oxidation 
of water to molecular oxygen in the presence of 
a chemical oxidant and, with its di-µ-oxo-diman-
ganese structure, complex 1 is structurally related 
to the OEC. Examination of the redox behavior of 
1 is, therefore, relevant to obtaining to a greater 
understanding of the proton-coupled electron trans-
fer reactions during the S-state cycle of the OEC.

Materials and methods

Complex 1 was prepared as published (Limburg 
et al. 1999). Elemental analysis based on the 
formula [Mn2(terpy)2(O)2(H2O)2](NO3)3 gave 
calculated(found) values of: C, 44.35(44.53); N, 
15.52(15.04); H, 2.98(2.94). Complex 2 was pre-
pared as published (Cooper and Calvin 1977). 
Elemental analysis based on the formula [Mn2

(bipy)4(O)2](ClO4)3•3H2O gave calculated(found) 
values of: C, 42.53(43.28); N, 10.01(9.94); H, 
3.42(3.10). All other chemicals unless otherwise 
specified were purchased from Aldrich and used as 

received. Elemental analysis was done by Atlantic 
Microlab Inc.

All electrochemical measurements were made 
by using cyclic voltammetry with an EG&G 
Princeton Applied Research Model 273 poten-
tiostat/galvanostat using a Pt counter electrode 
and a standard calomel electrode (SCE) reference 
electrode. All measurements were adjusted by 
+0.242 V to convert the potentials to values vs. the 
normal hydrogen electrode (NHE). The basal plane 
carbon-working electrode was made by gluing a 
1 cm square block of basal plane carbon to a brass 
rod sheathed in Teflon. The carbon-brass bond was 
made by using a two part silver conductive adhe-
sive (purchased from VWR). The carbon block was 
then further affixed by encasing it in an epoxy resin 
(the resin consisted of Araldite 506 epoxy resin, 
dodecenylsuccinic anhydride 90%, and 2,4,6-tris 
(dimethylaminomethyl)phenol). Electrodes were 
prepared for use by polishing with alumina powder 
and then resurfacing with tape to restore a textured 
gray basal surface. The epoxy resin used for these 
electrodes is not suitable for use with CH3CN.

Complex 1 (1 mM, 1.7 mg) was dissolved in 
2 mL of an aqueous buffer solution containing 
5 mM terpy and 0.1 M potassium nitrate for use 
in electrochemical measurements. The buffer was 
adjusted to the desired pH by using dilute solu-
tions of nitric acid or potassium hydroxide in 
0.1 M KNO3. After 1 was fully dissolved in the 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of complexes 1 and 2
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buffer solution, the pH was measured again and, 
if needed, the pH was readjusted to correct for any 
change. A similar procedure was followed when 
making solutions of complex 2, the lone exception 
being that 5 mM bipy was used in place of terpy.

Results

The Mn(III,IV)/Mn(IV,IV) redox potential was 
measured for both complexes 1 and 2 as a function 
of pH. Due to the solubility constraints of the buffer 
above pH 4.5 and instability of the Mn complexes 
below pH 2, the potential of complexes 1 and 2 were 
only measured from pH 2–4.5. The instability of 
complexes 1 and 2 below pH 2 has been attributed 
to protonation of the bridging oxo units (Thorp et al. 
1989; Chen et al. 2004). Within these pH bounda-
ries, the redox properties of the complexes were well 
behaved; all CV peaks were comparable to those 
described in a previous electrochemical study of 
these complexes at a single pH (Baffert et al. 2005). 
Figure 2 shows the potential of each complex as a 
function of pH. It is clear that the oxidation of com-
plex 2 is essentially independent of pH. In contrast, 

the oxidation of complex 1 was found to have a 
59 mV/pH dependence. The 59 mV/pH slope corre-
sponds exactly with the slope expected for a system 
that loses one proton for every electron removed.

Discussion

Oxidation of the OEC via proton-coupled electron 
transfer (PCET) has been emphasized in many of the 
proposed mechanisms for water oxidation (McEvoy 
and Brudvig 2006). A significant contribution to the 
“redox leveling” effect of the OEC very likely derives 
from the coupled deprotonation of Mn ligands dur-
ing successive oxidations of the OEC. Protons are 
released from the OEC during each of the S-state 
transitions other than the S1 to S2 transition for which 
a positive charge is retained on the Mn4Ca cluster. 
The electrons and protons are not removed from the 
OEC by the same pathway. Electrons are extracted 
from the OEC by electron transfer to P680+ via 
tyrosine Z, but the protons are transferred from the 
OEC to the lumen. Recent time-resolved X-ray spec-
troscopic studies show that the proton and electron 
transfer reactions proceed on different time scales 
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in the higher oxidation states of the OEC (Haumann 
et al. 2005). This result emphasizes the importance 
to understand the role of PCET in the water oxida-
tion mechanism. In the present study, we show that 
deprotonation of a terminal water ligand is coupled 
to the Mn(III,IV) to Mn(IV,IV) oxidation of complex 
1. This makes oxidation of complex 1 significantly 
easier than oxidation of the analogous complex 2 that 
lacks a deprotonatable ligand.

The first homogeneous water-oxidation catalyst is 
the diruthenium-bipy complex reported by Meyer 
and coworkers (Gersten et al. 1982). The ruthe-
nium systems have stable metal-ligand bonds 
that allow PCET to be studied in detail for these 
systems (Lebeau et al. 2001). These initial studies 
have demonstrated the importance of PCET for 
water-oxidation catalysis. However, manganese 
complexes are more directly relevant to the OEC. 
The first report of PCET for a manganese model 
complex involved a study of complex 2 in which 
it was found that protonation of a bridging oxo 
group is coupled to the Mn(III,IV) to Mn(III,III) 
reduction in aqueous solution (Thorp et al. 1989). 
Subsequently, PCET involving a terminal water 
bound to a manganese complex was reported by 
Caudle and Pecoraro (1997). Based on these stud-
ies, it was established that sequential oxidations 
of a coordination complex could occur at similar 
potentials by coupling deprotonation reactions to 
the oxidation steps. This helps to explain how the 
same tyrosine Z radical species can function as the 
direct oxidant of the Mn4Ca cluster in each of the 
S-state transitions, requiring that there cannot be 
a large difference in potential between the initial 
S0–S1 transition and the final S3–S4 transition.

The results reported in this paper provide the 
first example of PCET for a manganese-based 
water oxidation catalyst. We find that coupled 
deprotonation of a terminal water ligand during 
the Mn(III,IV) to Mn(IV,IV) oxidation reaction 
provides a significant energetic advantage over 
oxidation of an analogous complex without ter-
minal water ligands. These results have direct 
bearing on the function of the OEC, which is also 
believed to contain terminal water ligands and Mn 

ions in the +3 and +4 oxidation states. Of particular 
interest is our determination that the pKa of the 
terminal water ligand is approximately 1.8 for the 
Mn(IV,IV) complex, but for the Mn(III,IV) com-
plex, the pKa is higher than the upper limit of the pH 
range studied. The oxidation states of the Mn ions 
in the dark-stable S1 state of the OEC are believed 
to be (III,III,IV,IV). The low pKa for a terminal 
water bound to an all-Mn(IV) complex suggests 
that deprotonation of a substrate water molecule 
bound as a terminal Mn ligand in the OEC could 
readily occur in the S3 state when the Mn ions in the 
OEC would all formally be in the +4 state, as has 
been suggested in proposed mechanisms for water 
oxidation (McEvoy and Brudvig 2006).
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Photoactivation of the PSII Mn4-Ca: 
Error-Prone Metalloprotein Assembly?

Robert L. Burnap

Abstract  The PSII Mn4-Ca is formed via an 
oxidative mechanism involving the photooxidation 
of Mn2+ ions within the apo-coordination environ-
ment of the WOC. This process, termed photoac-
tivation, utilizes the photochemical reaction center 
to oxidize incoming Mn2+ to produce the catalyti-
cally active (di)-µ-oxo-bridged cluster of 4 Mn >2+ 
atoms plus a 1Ca2+ atom. Thus, P680+ is utilized 
as the primary photooxidant extracting electrons 
from Mn2+ during assembly, in addition to its role 
in H2O-splitting. The recent results analyzing the 
kinetics of photoactivation are summarized and 
considered with related findings. A new model of 
photoactivation is proposed.

Keywords  Manganese, metalloprotein, photoac-
tivation, photosystem II, oxygen evolution

Introduction

In essence, there are three basic kinetic features of 
photoactivation [reviewed in (Ono 2001; Burnap 

2004)]: (1) Overall quantum yield of photoactiva-
tion is very low (typically < 0.01), (2) Intermediates 
in the photoassembly of the PSII Mn4-Ca have lim-
ited kinetic stability. The instability of intermedi-
ates accounts for low yields of O2-evolving activity 
when photoactivation is promoted by flashes given 
to Mn-extracted samples at long intervals between 
flashes (>2 s) (Cheniae and Martin 1971; Tamura 
and Cheniae 1987), and (3) Flashes given with very 
short intervals are also not optimal due to a rate-
limiting dark process (t1/2 ~ 100 ms) that must go 
to completion between flashes. These features have 
been described by a “two-quantum series model”: 
A®BÆC®D] (Radmer and Cheniae 1971; Tamura 
and Cheniae 1987). The model posits that two dis-
tinct photoacts, A®B and C®D, are required to form 
the first stable intermediate state, D, in the assem-
bly pathway leading to the formation of an active 
O2-evolving, Mn4-Ca. The stable intermediate is 
suggested to be a bi-nuclear, Mn3+ −Mn3+ species. 
The difficulty in forming corresponding di-m-oxo 
bridges between the metal atoms, may account for 
the low quantum yield of the process. Following 
the first photoact, A®B, a refractory period, repre-
sented in the model by the light-independent process 
BÆC (t1/2 ~ 100 ms), must elapse before the next 
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quantum can be productively utilized to drive the 
second photoact, C®D. Furthermore, the combination 
of opposing kinetic features (instability of inter-
mediates and refractory time between productive 
flashes) results in a ‘bell-shaped’ curve when the 
yield of photoactivation due to a finite number of 
flashes is plotted as a function of the time interval 
between the photoactivating flashes.

Results

Unexpected kinetic features of photoactivation 
revealed by multi-flash experiments. Heterogeneity 
of PSII centers in samples suggests an alternative 
kinetic model. Photoactivation experiments con-
ducted with flashing light require many flashes 
in order to obtain measurable activities owing to 
the very low quantum yield of photoactivation. 
Consequently, the kinetic mechanism is inherently 
difficult to ‘deconvolute’ since it is difficult to 
obtain pure intermediate states. One approach to 
acheive an enrichment of specific states is to give 
pairs of flashes, separated by a long dark interval 
to allow intermediates to fully decay in contrast to 

giving flashes spaced at a uniform interval (Fig. 1). 
It should be possible therefore, to produce stable 
binuclear clusters without the complication of 
having a heterogeneous mixture of intermediate 
states (i.e., some in the A state, some B, etc.) that 
would result if the photoactivating light were given 
as a train of equally spaced flashes. Multiflash 
experiments were thus performed using multiple 
Xe flashes to evaluate two questions: (1) Can the 
kinetics of the light-independent process BÆC 
(t1/2 ~ 100 ms) resolved better? and (2) Which of 
the two photoacts, A®B and C®D, accounts for the 
low overall quantum yield of photoactivation? The 
main findings are:

(a) A new fast assembly phase. Besides the 
~100 ms phase corresponding to the originally 
described dark rearrangement of photoactiva-
tion (Cheniae and Martin 1971; Tamura and 
Cheniae 1987), a faster, ~15 ms phase was 
found. Thus, an assembly phase that is ~tenfold 
faster than the previously identified rate-
limiting dark rearrangement was observed. 
Using uniformly spaced flashes, sampling 
more intervals in the short (25–500 ms flash 

Fig. 1 Photoactivation using paired flashes reveals new ~15 ms kinetic phase in the presence of DCBQ. Three hundred 
flashes were given as pairs separated by a 10 s dark interval (triangles) or as trains of equally spaced flashes (circles) as 
depicted schematically on the left. Each data point represents the yield of 300 flashes, with the each data point representing 
the different flash patterns and timings used (Hwang and Burnap 2005)
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interval range) to better resolve the kinet-
ics of the dark rearrangement, a fast kinetic 
feature appears as a shoulder on the tradition 
‘bell-shaped’ curve. The kinetic heterogeneity 
of assembling PSII is characterized by a mix-
ture centers displaying rate-limiting step with 
the ‘usual’ ~100 ms assemblers (Cheniae and 
Martin 1971; Tamura and Cheniae 1987) plus 
fast assemblers (as much as 30% of the total 
in the presence of DCBQ) with a ~15 ms rate 
constant. Using a paired flash protocol involv-
ing pairs of flashes (∆t = 500 ms) separated 
by a 10 s dark interval to allow decay of all 
intermediates, we observe only the fast kinetic 
feature. In both cases this fast kinetic feature 
occurs with a halftime ~15 ms. The new fast 
is close to the turnover time of the reaction 
center and suggests that a fraction of apo-PSII 
is capable of forming the first stable interme-
diate D (probably an oxo bridged Mn3+–Mn3+ 
dimer) without having to proceed through the 
100 ms dark rearrangement, B⇒C (Hwang 
and Burnap 2005).

(b) A variety of experiments have shown that the 
photooxidation of the first Mn2+ corresponding 
to A®B, occurs with a relatively high quantum 
yield. The low overall quantum yield of pho-
toactivation is attributed to the second Mn2+ 
photooxidation accounts for the. Using multi-
flash techniques, again involving a long delay 
between sets of flashes, both photoacts A®B 
and C®D appeared to have similar quantum 
yields, when the third flash was applied 10 ms 
after one or the other of the flash pair. This is 
long enough to allow recovery of the reaction 
center by back-reaction if the preceding flash 
‘missed’ in oxidizing Mn, but is too short to 
allow the 100 ms phase thereby dis-allowing 
it and the preceding flash to have much of 
a yield as a separate flash pair. In principal, 
placing this third flash adjacent to the second 
member of the flash pair ought to increase the 
yield since that second flash is considered to 
be driving the low quantum yield C®D step. 
However, little yield increase was observed 
in that case or in the case of placing the third 

flash adjacent to the first of the pair (Hwang 
and Burnap 2005).

Discussion

To interpret the unexpected kinetic results, it is 
worth considering the following:

(a) Mis-ligated Mn reversibly inactivates PSII 
during Mn4-Ca assembly. Even under the 
best conditions, in vitro photoactivation rarely 
produces yields in excess of 50–60% and 
depends upon careful poising of the artificial 
electron acceptor system. This contrasts with 
in vivo recoveries, which typically exceed 
95%. The low in vitro yields in Synechocystis 
membranes can be attributed to an inactiva-
tion pathway that is largely reversible since it 
is possible to re-extract the membranes with 
hydroxylamine and photoactivate to 90% of 
the activity under continuous illumination (not 
shown). Formation of reversibly mis-ligated, 
inactive forms of high valence Mn was first 
observed by Cheniae and co-workers if Ca2+ 
was omitted from the photoactivation mix 
(Chen et al. 1995). Thus, low yields of pho-
toactivation in vitro may be due to a process 
leading mis-assembled, non-functional Mn. 
As discussed in the model below, this process 
could represent a relatively frequent event.

(b) Reduced acceptor-side components necessary 
of optimal, high-yield photoassembly. Redox 
titration of photoactivation process revealed low 
redox potentials (<100 mV), not high potentials, 
favor photoactivation in isolated chloroplasts 
and, in isolated PSII membranes, the reduc-
tion of acceptor-side an component, possibly 
cyt b559, appears necessary for photoactivation 
(Tamura et al. 1997). These findings clearly 
demonstrated that simply creating an oxidizing 
environment favoring Mn2+ oxidation is not 
optimal for photoactivation and implicate the 
involvement of reduced forms of PSII electron 
acceptors that work in concert with more well-
known functioning of oxidized PSII acceptors.
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Model: error-prone Mn4-Ca assembly 
with reductive editing

A model of Mn4-Ca assembly is proposed such that 
photooxidation of Mn2+ resulting in an incorrectly 
ligated state may actually occur frequent during 
the normal photoactivation process (intermediate 
D*, Fig. 2A).

The high frequency of mis-ligation is matched 
by a high frequency of back-reaction clearing of 
mis-ligated Mn, shown as a ~100 ms back reac-
tion (curved solid arrow, Fig. 2) could account 
for the dark rearrangement (D*⇒A*) such that 
the frequent products of the labile mis-assembly 
events are discarded by reductive removal of mis-
ligated Mn. This is proposed to occur via a cyclic 
pathway involving cyt. b559 accounting for the 
redox optimum of photoactivation (Tamura et al. 
1997) (Fig. 2B). Mis-ligation and reductive discard 
is occasionally followed by the formation of the 
more stable intermediate D, which is a binuclear 
Mn cluster linked by an oxo-bridge, which leads 

to the formation of an active cluster. Presumably, 
the difficulty in forming an oxo-bridge accounts 
for the low quantum yield formation of the correct 
binuclear product. Since DCBQ enhances the yield 
of this product formed via the fast phase reaction 
(Hwang and Burnap 2005), then rapid back-reaction 
between QA

− and the donor side also must account 
for the low yield of photoactivation, but in this case 
the back-reaction occurs before the second Mn2+ 
has a chance to become oxidized.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Ammonia-Induced Structural Changes of the 
Oxygen-Evolving Complex in Photosystem II 
Diminished at 277 K as Revealed by Light-Induced 
FTIR Difference Spectroscopy

Hsin-Ho Huang, Tung-Hei Wang, and Hsiu-An Chu

Abstract  We have applied light-induced FTIR 
difference spectroscopy to study NH3-induced 
structural changes of the oxygen-evolving com-
plex in photosystem II. We found that NH3-induced 
spectral changes in the flash-induced FTIR differ-
ence spectrum of PSII were gradually diminished 
when the temperature of FTIR measurement was 
increased from 250 to 277 K. Our FTIR results 
suggest that at 277 K, NH3 is only able to bind 
to a small fraction of the S2 state OEC in PSII 
samples containing 100 mM NH4Cl. In contrast, at 
250 K, NH3 is able to bind to all the S2 state OEC 
in PSII samples containing 100 mM NH4Cl. Our 
FTIR result provides a new interpretation for the 
previous EPR result that the oscillations with flash 
number of the amplitude of the NH3-modified 
S2 state multiline EPR signal were unaffected at 
room-temperature (Boussac et al. 1990). Our result 
supports that the NH3- binding site on the S2 state 
OEC that gives rise to the modified S2 state multiline 
EPR signal is a substrate site.

Keywords  FTIR spectroscopy, oxygen-evolving 
complex, photosystem II, the manganese cluster, 
photosynthetic water oxidation

Introduction

NH3 is a structural analog of substrate H2O and 
an inhibitor to the water oxidation reaction in 
Photosystem II (PSII). EPR studies on NH3-treated 
PSII samples demonstrated that alternations of the 
S2 state multiline EPR signal occur when samples 
that have been illuminated at 200 K are subse-
quently “annealed” above 250 K, or when samples 
that are poised in the dark-stable S1 state are illumi-
nated above 250 K (Beck et al. 1986). These results 
were interpreted as showing that binding of NH3 to 
the Mn site occurs after formation of the S2 state. 
An ESEEM study performed on the NH3-altered 
multiline EPR signals concluded that a single NH3-
derived ligand binds directly to the Mn cluster in 
the S2 state (Britt et al. 1989). In our previous FTIR 
study, we found that NH3 induced spectral changes 
of the S2QA

−/S1QA spectrum of PSII (Chu et al. 
2004). Among the temperatures we measured, the 
strongest effect was seen at 250 K, a lesser effect 
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was seen at 225 K, and little or no effect was seen at 
200 K. In addition, we found that the NH3-induced 
upshift of the 1,365 cm−1 mode is apparent at 5 mM 
NH4Cl and is completely saturated at 100 mM 
NH4Cl concentration. These results suggest that 
the NH3-induced up-shift of the 1,365 cm−1 mode is 
very likely caused by the binding of NH3 to the Mn 
site on the OEC that gives rise to the altered S2 state 
multiline EPR signal (Chu et al. 2004).

On the other hand, one previous EPR study 
showed that the oscillations with flash number of 
the amplitude of the altered S2 state multiline EPR 
signal were unaffected, indicating that NH3 bind-
ing did not prevent S-state advancement (Boussac 
et al. 1990). The same study suggested that either 
NH3 binding in S2 occurs in a substrate site, but it 
is rapidly exchanged by water upon S4 formation or 
that NH3 binding in S2 state is not in a substrate site 
but instead in a structural site and remains bound 
while water is oxidized.

In this study, we report our initial results on 
NH3-induced spectral changes in the FTIR differ-
ence spectra of PSII that were recorded at 250, 265 
and 277 K.

Materials and methods

Sample conditions for FTIR measurement. Spinach 
OTG PSII reaction center cores (RCCs), retaining 
the three extrinsic polypeptides, were prepared as 
described in (Chu et al. 2004). Typical oxygen 
evolution rates were about 1.1–1.4 mMol of O2 
(mg of Chl)−1 h−1. NH4Cl-treated PSII samples 
were prepared from PSII OTG RCCs. These RCCs 
were washed twice with HEPES buffer (40 mM 
HEPES, 10 mM NaCl, 0.4 M sucrose at pH 7.5). 
NH4Cl was added from a 1.25 M stock solution (pH 
was adjusted to pH 7.5) to a finial concentration of 
100 mM or to the concentration as indicated in the 
text. For controlled PSII samples, the same con-
centration of NaCl was added in place of NH4Cl. 
Samples for FTIR measurement were prepared 
by centrifuging PSII cores (30 min at 40,000 g) to 
produce a pellet that was then sandwiched between 
two CaF2 sample windows.

Experimental conditions for FTIR measurement. 
Mid-frequency FTIR experiments were performed 
on a Bruker VERTEX 70 spectrometer that was 
equipped with a KBr beamsplitter and a photo-
voltaic MCT detector. Samples were cooled to 
250, 265 or 277 K by using an Oxford DN liquid 
nitrogen cryostat. The sample temperature was 
regulated to ± 0.1 K with a temperature controller 
(Oxford ITC 502). Samples were illuminated by 
a single turnover laser flash. The light-minus-dark 
FTIR difference spectrum was calculated from the 
ratio of the single-beam dark spectrum and that fol-
lowing illumination. The spectral resolution for all 
spectra was 4 cm−1. The multiple difference spectra 
were averaged to improve the signal-to-noise ratio 
of the spectra.

Results

We performed flash-induced FTIR difference 
measurements on NH3-treated (100 mM NH4Cl, 
pH 7.5) and controlled (100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5) 
PSII samples at three temperatures (250, 265 and 
277 K). As shown in Fig. 1, the effects of NH3-
induced spectral changes (e.g., the upshift of the 
S2 mode at 1,365 cm−1) in the FTIR difference 
spectrum of NH3-treated PS II are dependent on the 
temperature of the FTIR measurement. Among the 
temperatures we measured, the strongest effect was 
seen at 250 K, a lesser effect was seen at 265 K, and 
little effect was seen at 277 K.

Discussion

In the previous study, we conclude that the NH3-
induced up-shift of the 1,365 cm−1 mode in the 
S2/S1 spectrum is very likely caused by the binding 
of NH3 to the Mn site on the OEC that gives rise 
to the altered S2 state multilines EPR signal (Chu 
et al. 2004). Therefore, our FTIR results in Fig. 1 
suggest that at 277 K, NH3 is only able to bind to 
a small fraction of the S2 sate OEC in NH3-treated 
(100 mM NH4Cl, pH 7.5) PSII samples. Our FTIR 
results provide a new interpretation for the previous 
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EPR observation that the oscillations with flash 
number of the amplitude of the NH3-modified 
S2 state multiline EPR signal were unaffected at 
room-temperature (Boussac et al. 1990). Our new 
interpretation is that NH3 is not able to bind to a 
significant fraction of the S2 state OEC in NH3-
treated (100 mM NH4Cl, pH 7.5) PSII samples at 
room-temperature to prevent S-state advancement. 
Therefore, our results support that the NH3- bind-
ing site on the S2 state of the OEC that gives rise 
to the modified S2 state multiline EPR signal is a 
substrate site.
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Eight Steps Preceding O-O Bond Formation in Oxygenic 
Photosynthesis – A Basic Reaction Cycle of the 
Photosystem II Manganese Complex

Holger Dau and Michael Haumann

Abstract  In oxygenic photosynthesis, water is split 
at a Mn4Ca complex bound to the proteins of photo-
system II (PSII). Powered by four quanta of visible 
light, four electrons and four protons are removed 
from two water molecules before dioxygen is 
released. On the basis of structural and spectroscopic 
data, we recently have introduced a basic reaction 
cycle of water oxidation which extends the classical 
S-state cycle of Kok and coworkers by taking into 
account also the role and sequence of depro-
tonation events (Dau and Haumann 2006, 2007a, 
2007b). The outwardly convoluted and irregular 
relation between electron transfer and proton release 
may be governed by a simple underlying principle: 
Protons and electrons are removed strictly alter-
nately from the Mn complex. Eight successive steps 
of alternate proton and electron removal precede 
O-O bond formation. Not only four oxidizing equiv-
alents, but also four bases are accumulated prior to 
the onset of dioxygen formation.

Keywords  Manganese complex, oxygen evolu-
tion, proton release, Kok cycle, water oxidation

Introduction

In 1970, Kok proposed an ingenious five-step 
reaction cycle (Kok et al. 1970), the now classical 
S-state cycle. This model describes the accumulation 
of four oxidizing equivalents prior to the O-O 
bond formation, but protonation-state changes are 
not considered. In the influential hydrogen-atom 
abstraction model of Gerald Babcock and cowork-
ers, the accumulation of oxidizing equivalents by 
Mn oxidation is directly coupled to the deprotona-
tion of substrate water coordinated to manganese 
(Hoganson and Babcock 1997). This would be real-
ized by H-atom transfer to the YZ-radical in each 
of the oxidizing S-state transitions. However, the 
H-atom abstraction model is difficult to reconcile 
with the now available crystallographic models and 
its simplicity is not met by the experimental data 
on electron transfer and proton release (Fig. 1). 
Here an alternative basic model is reviewed which 
has been introduced elsewhere (Dau and Haumann 
2006, 2007a). The proposed framework model 
roots, inter alia, in recent results on a reaction 
intermediate formed in the crucial S3→S0 transition 
(Dau and Haumann 2007; Haumann et al. 2005a, 
2007b; Penner-Hahn and Yocum 2005).
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Results

Framework model of alternating proton 
and electron removal

A simple principle may be hidden underneath the 
outwardly complex and irregular events of the 
S-state cycle: protons and electrons are removed 
strictly alternately from the Mn complex. The cor-
responding reaction cycle comprises nine states 
and is shown in Fig. 2. Starting in the I0-state, 
eight successive steps of strictly alternate proton 
and electron removal lead to the I8-state where four 
electrons and four protons have been removed.

We emphasize that the I-states in the reaction 
cycle of Fig. 2 refer exclusively to states of the Mn 
complex which is assumed to include the atoms of 
the Mn ligand environment (also bound water) but 
not the redox-active tyrosine denoted as YZ. It is 
indicated where in the reaction sequence electrons 
and protons are removed from the Mn complex, 

where O2 is released, and where the substrate water 
may enter the Mn complex. The I-cycle straight-
forwardly explains the kinetic data of Fig. 1, as the 
reader may confirm by a step-by-step comparison 
of the properties of the classical S-state cycle to the 
respective I-cycle transitions.

Dual role of the YZ radical

The YZ
• radical is assumed to act not only as an 

electron acceptor, but also as an ‘electrostatic pro-
moter’ of crucial deprotonation reactions. The YZ

• 
state is formed within less than 1 µs after photon 
absorption. In I1→I2 and I3→I4, YZ

• formation is 
directly followed by electron transfer (ET) from 
the Mn complex. In I4→I5 and I6→I7, however, the 
positive charge of the [YZ

•-H-His190]
+ entity causes 

the release of a proton from the Mn complex to the 
bulk phase, prior to the ET step. Evidence for a 
proton-first ET has been reported for S3→S4→S4’ 
(I6→I7→I8) (Dau and Haumann 2006; Haumann 
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Fig. 1 S-state cycle of Bessel Kok extended by S4-formation as proposed in (Haumann et al. 2005a). The properties of the 
individual S-states and S-state transitions are schematically indicated (Dau et al. 2006, 2007a, 2007b). The electrons are 
transferred from the Mn complex to the YZ-radical which is formed after absorption of a photon by electron transfer to 
P680+. The protons are, most likely, removed from the Mn complex or its ligand environment. The halftimes of the respec-
tive S-state transitions are indicated as determined by time-resolved X-ray experiments (Haumann et al. 2005a)
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et al. 2005a; Rappaport et al. 1994). For S2→S3 
(I3→I4→I5), the kinetic properties are compatible 
with an analogous deprotonation at the Mn com-
plex preceding electron transfer to YZ

• (Dau and 
Haumann 2007).

In the I-cycle model, electron transfer and pro-
ton release are assumed to be sequential events. 
Taking into account the separation of the Mn 
complex from the lumenal bulk phase, concerted 
ET and proton release to the bulk can be safely 
excluded. However, it is certainly conceivable that 
the ET from the Mn complex to the YZ radical is 
coupled to internal proton shifts within the Mn 
complex.

The redox-potential problem

In four successive oxidation steps the Mn complex 
accumulates oxidizing equivalents. A redox-potential 

increase by 0.5–1 V is predicted for pure oxidation of 
the Mn complex that would impair subsequent oxi-
dation of the complex by YZ

• (‘redox-potential prob-
lem’ described in (Dau and Haumann 2005); see also 
(Magnuson et al. 2006)). In the I-cycle model, the 
potential increase is prevented by the four charge-
compensating and potential-lowering deprotonation 
events that are interlaced with the oxidation steps.

Accumulation of proton-acceptors

We propose that in the I8-state not only four oxidiz-
ing equivalents have been accumulated, but also 
four bases (B1 to B4 in the transitions I0→I1, I2→I3, 
I4→I5 and I6→I7, respectively). The subsequent O2-
formation step (I8→I0) would involve the transfer 
of four electrons to high-valent Mn (Mn reduction) 
and four protons to the four acceptor bases. On 
basis of X-ray absorption data (Dau et al. 2001; 
Haumann et al. 2005b), we have suggested that B2 
and B3 are oxygens in bridging position between 
Mn ions (µ-oxo bridges). This would be ener-
getically particularly favorable in the O2-formation 
step, as discussed in detail elsewhere (Dau and 
Haumann 2005). The proton acceptor B4 has been 
proposed to be a specific arginine residue (Arg-
357 of the CP 43 protein (Haumann et al. 2005a; 
McEvoy and Brudvig 2004) ). The formation of B1 
likely is related to the rearrangements within the 
Mn complex following O2-release and subsequent 
water binding, but the chemical identity of B1 is 
completely unknown.

We note that the accumulation of four acceptor 
bases proposed by us – as opposed to substrate 
water deprotonation in the transitions from I0 to 
I8 – represents a working hypothesis which con-
trasts with the majority of past proposals on the 
mechanism of photosynthetic oxidation. Further 
experimental and theoretical studies are required to 
clarify this central mechanistic question.
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Fig. 2 Basic reaction cycle of the Mn complex of photo-
synthetic water oxidation (Dau et al. 2006, 2007a, 2007b). 
In eight steps protons and electrons are alternately removed 
from the Mn complex of PSII. The electrons are transferred 
to the YZ-radical; the protons are eventually released into the 
lumenal bulk phase. The left subscript and superscript indi-
cate the number of oxidizing equivalents and bases, respec-
tively, which have been accumulated by the Mn complex. 
(Notably, experiments at elevated oxygen pressure (Clausen 
and Junge 2004) suggest a possibly peroxidic intermediate 
in the I8→I0 transition, which is not indicated in the above 
scheme; it differs from all the depicted I-states)
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CHAPTER TEN

Photosystem II Function and Bicarbonate

Yashar Feyziyev

Abstract  In this study a comparative investigation 
between native O2-evolving photosystem II (PSII) 
and PSII lacking Ca(Mn)4 cluster in the presence of 
exogenous donors for identifying functional place 
of bicarbonate (HCO3

−) is performed. The results 
obtained show that both bicarbonate HCO3

− and its 
antagonist formate (HCO2

−) stimulate the increase 
of variable fluorescence of chlorophyll to similar 
extent. However, the increase of fluorescence is 
not enhanced by combined action of HCO3

− and 
HCO2

−. The presence of HCO3
− also increases 

the yield of delayed luminescence in Mn-depleted 
PSII. A comparison the above results suggests that 
the acceptor side of PSII is a HCO3

−-functional 
site, while the effects, ascribed previously to the 
function of bicarbonate in the PSII water oxidation 
side, arises through the slowing electron flow in 
PSII in its acceptor side.

Keywords  Photosystem II, bicarbonate, manga-
nese, fluorescence, delayed luminescence

Introduction

Photosystem II (PSII) is a large protein complex 
embedded in thylakoid membrane of the oxygenic 
organisms and catalyzes light-induced electron 
transfer from water-splitting reactions to plastoqui-
nol with concomitant release of molecular oxygen 
to the atmosphere. Heterodimer of D1 and D2 
polypeptides form the core of PSII reaction center 
that carries most of the cofactors, chlorophylls, 
pheophytine, quiones QA and QB, tyrosine YZ, and 
cluster of Ca(Mn)4, involved in electron transfer. 
The oxidizing potential required for water splitting 
is accumulated in its Ca(Mn)4 cluster through the 
S-state cycle driven by light-induced charge trans-
fer through the Ca(Mn)4-YZ-P680-QAFeQB network 
(Ke 2001; Debus 1992 and references therein). It 
is also known that bicarbonate (HCO3

−) is needed 
for PSII activity and it appears to accelerate the 
electron flow in PSII (Govindjee and van Rensen 1978, 
1993; Klimov and Baranov 2001). Although a 
number of experiments have been reported, the 
precise function of bicarbonate in PSII is still 
unclear. Both the PSII acceptor side (on the QAFe 
level) or donor side (on the Ca(Mn)4 level) of PSII 
were suggested earlier as a target for bicarbonate 
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action. The object of present work is a place and 
function of bicarbonate in PSII.

Materials and methods

Preparations. The experiments were performed in 
BBY-type PSII membranes (Bertold et al. 1981), 
prepared from market spinach with modifications 
by Völker et al. 1985. Mn and three extrinsic 
(33-, 24- and 18-kDa) proteins were extracted by 
incubating in medium containing 1M Tris-HCl 
(pH 8.0), 300 mM MgCl2 and 15 mM NaCl for 
45 min at 4°C in the dark, following precipitation 
of membranes and three additional washing in the 
medium containing 25 mM MES-NaOH (pH 6.1), 
400 mM sucrose and 15 mM NaCl. HCO3

−-free 
buffer was prepared by flushing of buffer medium 
by CO2-free air using 40% solution of NaOH as a 
CO2-trap. HCO3

− depleted samples were prepared 
by washing and resuspending of BBY membranes 
in HCO3

−-free buffer. Measuring mediums con-
tains 50 mM of buffer, either MES (pH < 7.0) or 
HEPES (pH > 7.0), 15 mM NaCl and 3 mM MgCl2 
(MgCl2 was omitted in the experiments with Mn-
depleted PSII).

Measurements. Spectroscopic measurements 
were performed in the home-built differential 
spectrometer supplied with phosphoroscope. The 
fluorescence was monitored using monochromatic 
light having wavelength λ = 490 nm and inten-
sity 0.05 W⋅m−2. Changes of DCPIP absorbance 
was detected at 590 nm. The actinic light, initi-
ated changes of chlorophyll fluorescence (variable 
fluorescence, FV), delayed luminescence (DL) and 
DCPIP photoreduction, has wavelength λ > 630 nm 
and intensity 200 W⋅m−2 or 50 W⋅m−2. Fluorescence 
and DL was registered by photomultiplier, through 
the 670–750 nm band-pass optic glass filters.

Results

In the pH range <7.0 the addition of HCO3
− results 

in an up shift of pH of assay medium. In this study 
the pH instability was prevented by using maximum 
of 5 mM of HCO3

− and increasing of buffer molarities 
up to 50 mM.

Figure 1A shows the photoinduced changes 
of fluorescence related to the photoreduc-
tion of QA with and without HCO3

− (5 mM) and 
HCO2

− (20 mM) in the medium. The increase of 

Fig. 1 Effect of bicarbonate and formate on the yield of chlorophyll fluorescence in PSII membranes. (A) photoinduced 
changes of chlorophyll fluorescence measured at pH 6.3: 1, untreated PSII; 2, untreated PSII; 3–5, in the presence of 5 mM 
HCO3

−, 20 mM HCO2
− and 20 mM HCO2

− plus 5 mM HCO3
−, respectively. Actinic light intensity was 200 W⋅m−2 (1) and 

or 50 W⋅m−2 (2–5). (B) dependence of PSII activity on pH: 1, without, and 2–4, with 5 mM HCO3
− (2), 20 mM HCO2

− (3), 
and 20 mM HCO2

− plus 5 mM HCO3
− (4). Chlorophyll concentration was 10 µg/ml. ∆, monitoring light on; ↑ (↓), actinic 

light on (off)
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variable fluorescence occurs upon the addition of 
HCO2

− or HCO3
−. In the presence of HCO3

− or 
HCO2

− a slight increase of the fluorescence also 
was induced by weak monitoring light in the F0 
level. The extent of the increase of fluorescence 
(both FV and F0) resembles the effect of DCMU, a 
well-known inhibitor of PSII electron transfer on 
the acceptor side. However, the concerted action 
of HCO2

− and HCO3
− does not show an additive 

effect. Instead, 5 mM HCO3
− almost eliminates 

the increase of fluorescence caused by 20 mM of 
HCO2

− to the level observed in the presence 5 mM 
of HCO3

−.
The effect of HCO2

−, HCO3
− and their com-

bined effects studied for pH range of 5.9–7.5 is 
demonstrated in Fig. 1B. A significant effect of 
added HCO2

− and HCO3
− on the fluorescence was 

observed at pH < 7.0 (HCO3
−-poor buffers), while 

at pH > 7.0 (HCO3
−-abundant), a clear effect of 

HCO2
− and exogenous HCO3

− were not detected.
In Mn-depleted PSII membranes, reconstruction 

of electron flow with exogenous Mn2 + requires 
presence of HCO3

− ions (Klimov et al. 1995). 
In bicarbonate depleted medium or at pH < 6.7, 
electron flow, as monitored by variable fluores-
cence, was shown to efficiently restored upon 
addition of 3–5 Mn/RC in the presence of 5 mM 
of HCO3

− (Fig. 2A, curves 3, 4). However, in 

the present study a photoinhibition of PSII was 
monitored by decline of FV level by slow elec-
tron donation to the P680

+ at the chosen buffer/
Mn2+/HCO3

− content.
The behavior reported by fluorescence was also 

repeated in the millisecond component of delayed 
luminescence that report charge recombination 
between the P680

+QA
− pair. In Mn-depleted PSII 

membranes in the absence of bicarbonate, exog-
enous Mn2+ (1–8 Mn/RC) cause a little increase 
in the DL yield (Fig. 2A, 6). However, significant 
increase of DL yield was observed when 5 mM of 
HCO3

− was present in addition to Mn2+ (Fig. 2A, 
5). Increase of DL yield, plotted against added Mn 
ions, reach to maximum at 4–6 Mn/RC and exhib-
its almost similar behaviour observed for variable 
fluorescence (Fig. 2B).

Discussion

A bicarbonate requirement for the function of PS II 
donor side was suggested previously, and was later 
subsequently refuted (Govindjee and van Rensen 
1978). However, recently again the bicarbonate 
problem was revisited (Klimov and Baranov 2001) 
and importance of HCO3

− for water oxidation reac-
tions was advocated. The obtained experimental 

Fig. 2 Effect of exogenous Mn2 + and bicarbonate on the yield of chlorophyll fluorescence and delayed luminescence of 
PSII. (A) photoinduced changes of fluorescence (1–4) and DL (5, 6): 1, and 2, Mn-depleted PSII membranes at pH 7.2 with 
(1) and without (2) exogenous Mn2 +; 3–6, Mn-depleted PSII membranes in the presence of 4 Mn/RC with (3, 5) and without 
(4, 6) 5 mM of HCO3

− at pH 6.3. (B) photoinduced changes of fluorescence (1, 2) and DL (3, 4) as a function of exogenous 
Mn2 +: 1, 3 – without and 2, 4 – with 5 mM HCO  –3. Actinic light intensity was 200 W⋅m−2. Others, as indicated in Fig. 1
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data were interpreted as an importance of bicar-
bonate for PS II donor side reactions that donor 
side of PS II is a high affinity site for binding of 
HCO3

−, and probably this site is located on or near 
to the Mn-cluster (Klimov et al. 1995). However 
this suggestion has a contradiction itself: If PS II 
donor side has a high affinity for HCO3

− the bind-
ing of even low concentration of HCO3

− remaining 
in the assay medium after flushing with CO2-free 
air, might be enough for normal function of PSII. 
Therefore this hypothesis cannot be useful for 
explanation of present experimental data.

A different explanation of the function of HCO3
− 

may be regulation and control of electron transport 
in the PS II, via their acceptor side. The results 
from this work (Figs. 1, 2) show, that HCO3

− and 
HCO2

− increase chlorophyll fluorescence in simi-
lar manner. HCO2

− is known to inhibit PSII in its 
acceptor side replacing bicarbonate. Elimination of 
HCO2

− induced increase of fluorescence by addi-
tion of bicarbonate and absence of additive HCO2

−/
HCO3

− effect demonstrates presence of same or 
close binding site for both components.

The increase of fluorescence in the presence of 
Mn2+ and HCO3

− also shows slow electron transfer 
in the acceptor side of PSII. It also confirmed by 
the fluorescence decline and increase of DL in Mn-
depleted membranes in the presence of exogenous 
Mn2+ and HCO3

−. The increase of DL and decline 
of variable fluorescence demonstrates a presence of 
P680

+ even in the presence of Mn2+ and HCO3
−. On 

the other hand, increase of DL also demonstrates 
accumulation of QA

− in the presence of HCO3
− due 

to slowing of electron transfer in the PSII acceptor 
side. Otherwise the state P680

+QA is not favorable 
for high yield of delayed luminescence.

The findings from the experiments in this work 
suggest the function of bicarbonate in PSII may to 
delay the electron transport in the PS II acceptor 
side. The inference therefore is that electron trans-
fer in the PS II acceptor side is regulated with an 
amount of bicarbonate: electron transfer reactions 
involving the acceptor side are delayed in the pres-
ence, and accelerated in absence of bicarbonate.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Quantum Requirement for Oxygen Evolution 
in Photosystem II: New Experimental Data 
and Theoretical Solutions

Mário Fragata and Venkataramanaiah Viruvuru

Abstract  We used a X-Ray crystallography 
model of the photosystem II (PSII) to perform for 
the first time a structure-function demonstration 
showing that the minimal quantum requirement 
for oxygen evolution, QRO2, in the PSII reaction 
center is eight photons/oxygen molecule evolved. 
The results indicate that the minimal QRO2 = 8 is 
not dependent on the partaking of the calculated 
quantum requirement between PSII and photo-
system I as was often reported. The differences 
between the minimal QRO2 = 8 calculated in this 
work and the experimental QRO2’s > 8 observed 
in various plant and algae materials (in par-
ticular QRO2 = 12.5 in isolated PSII particles) are 
explained by the participation of the chlorophylls 
PD2 or ChlD2 and the tyrosine D (in the D2 protein) 
in energy and electron transfer in the PSII reaction 
center.

Keywords D2 protein, electron transfer, oxygen 
evolution, photosystem II, quantum requirement

Introduction

The conversion of solar energy into stable chemi-
cal energy in green plants and algae starts with the 
capture of photons of about 400–700 nm by the 
light-harvesting pigments of the photosystem II 
(PSII) complex. This is followed by the transfer 
of the excitation energy to the P680 chlorophylls 
in the reaction center and formation of the excited 
state P680* (e.g., Nelson and Ben-Shem 2004). 
Thereupon, pheophytin (Pheo) in the D1 protein is 
reduced by P680*, and Pheo− transfers an electron 
to the primary plastoquinone QA bound to the D2 
protein. QA

−. is oxidized by the mobile plastoqui-
none QB in the D1 protein to become the semiq-
uinone QB

−. (Garbers et al. 1998). Finally, P680+ 
is reduced by TyrZ and the electron hole created 
therein is filled with an electron from the oxida-
tion of H2O at the Mn4Ca cluster in the chloroplast 
lumenal side (see structural details in Fig. 1).

Upon another photochemical cycle starting with 
a new excited state P680*, QB

−. is doubly reduced 
(QB

2−) and becomes QBH2 (or PQH2) upon taking 
up two protons from the chloroplast stroma. PQH2 
is rapidly exchanged for an oxidized plastoqui-
none from the PQ pool in the lipid bilayer of the 
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thylakoid membrane. Following two additional 
photochemical cycles, the Mn4Ca cluster is reset 
to its initial reduced state, that is, the S0 state in 
the Kok–Joliot five S-states (S0–S4) cycle (Joliot 
et al. 1969; Kok et al. 1970), where at each stage 
the water oxidation complex goes from a lower 
to a higher oxidation level through the sequence 
S1→S2, S2→S3, S3→S4, with a O2 molecule being 
released at the S4→S0 stage.

The number of quanta required for the evolu-
tion of one oxygen molecule in photosynthesis 
(QRO2) is open to controversy since Warburg and 
Negelein (1923) reported that the minimum QRO2 
in Chlorella is four photons/oxygen molecule 
evolved. This was refuted by Emerson (see review 
in Emerson 1958) who showed that QRO2 would be 
instead 8 (±1). Lately, Govindjee (1999) concluded 
that the most reliable QRO2’s are between 8 and 
12. Nevertheless, examination of data published 
in the last 40 years shows that the QRO2’s in 
various plant species and algae cells range from 
8 to 25 (e.g., Schmid and Gaffron 1967; Ley 
and Mauzerall 1982; Ley 1986; Kromkamp et al. 
2001). To clarify this question, we performed in 

this work a twofold inquiry. First, we used an 
X-ray crystallography model of the PSII complex 
(2AXT.pdb; Loll et al. 2005) to demonstrate for 
the first time that the minimal QRO2 in the sole 
PSII reaction center is 8 quanta/O2 molecule 
evolved. Secondly, we investigated the QRO2 
of isolated photosystem II (PSII) particles from 
barley in low light intensity conditions and found 
unexpectedly that QRO2 = 12.5. This is discussed 
hereunder.

Materials and methods

Isolation of photosystem II particles and measure-
ment of oxygen evolution. Isolation of PSII particles 
from barley (Hordeum vulgare) and measurement 
of oxygen evolution were done as described in 
Fragata et al. (2007). Quantum requirement deter-
minations and calculations were performed accord-
ing to Warthmann et al. (1993) and Yun and Park 
(2003).

Results and discussion

Theoretical determination of QRO2

The molecular arrangement of the redox partners 
in the PSII reaction centre in the structural models 
published recently (e.g., Ferreira et al. 2004; Loll 
et al. 2005) justifies the following kinetic equilibria 
(cf. Fig. 1):

ChlD1.PheoD1 + hν1→ (ChlD1
*.PheoD1)

 k1 k3

↔ ChlD1
+ .PheoD1

–→ ChlD1
+ + PheoD1

– (1)
 k2

PD1. ChlD1
+ + hn2→ (PD1

*. ChlD1
+ )

 k4 k3

↔ PD1
+. ChlD1

– → PD1
+ ChlD1

 (2)
 k5

PheoD1

_
 + QA → PheoD1 + QA

– 
 (3)

PD1
+ + Tyrz → PD1

+ + Tyrz
.
+
  (4)

Fig. 1 Structural arrangement of the photosystem II reac-
tion centre of Thermosynechococcus elongatus. The model 
was constructed with atomic coordinates of PSII deposited 
in the Protein Data Bank (2AXT; Loll et al. 2005). Software 
used included MDL Chime, LView Pro, Swiss-PdbViewer 
and MS Paint. Abbreviations: See text
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where (ChlD1
*.PheoD1) and (PD1

*.ChlD1
+) in Eqs. 1 and 

2 are respectively the transient complexes between 
the excited ChlD1

* and the pheophytin PheoD1, and the 
excited chlorophyll PD1

* and the oxidized chlorophyll 
ChlD1

+. In addition, reduction of QA by PheoD1
− and 

reconstitution of the reduced state of PD1
+ by an elec-

tron from TyrZ is shown in Eqs. 3 and 4 (cf. Fig. 2).
Figure 2 shows also that the fourthly reduced 

Mn4Ca cluster, i.e., Mn4Ca4−, transfers in the first 
Kok-Joliot cycle (S0→S1) one electron to the oxi-
dized TyrZ, thus reconstituting the reduced state of 
the oxidized TyrZ

+, and inducing by the same token 
the reduction of PD1

+. Therefore, this provides an 
electron to oxidize ChlD1

+ and the formation of a 
new ChlD1

* upon ChlD1 excitation by quanta from 
the PSII antenna. This is followed by the forma-

tion of Pheo−, then QA
−. and QB

−. as was discussed 
above. The Kok-Joliot cycle is repeated three times 
till Mn4Ca4− becomes fully oxidized. Hence, eight 
photons are used to transfer four electrons from 
Mn4Ca4− to successively two oxidized PQ mol-
ecules in the QB site. In other words, eight photons 
are used to produce one oxygen molecule, i.e., 
QRO2 = 8, which is therefore the minimal (or theo-
retical) quantum requirement for oxygen evolution 
in photosystem II.

Experimental determinations of QRO2

The quantum requirement data obtained experi-
mentally in the last 40 years in various plant spe-
cies and algae cells (e.g., Schmid and Gaffron 1967; 
Ley and Mauzerall 1982; Ley 1986; Kromkamp et 
al. 2001) show that the QRO2’s vary from 8 to 25, 
and, most importantly, are about 12.5 in isolated 
PSII particles from barley (this work). The differ-
ences between the minimal QRO2 = 8 calculated 
here and the QRO2’s > 8 observed experimentally 
are explained by the participation of TyrD and the 
chlorophylls PD2 or ChlD2 and likely also ChlZD1 
and ChlZD2 (for structural details see, e.g., Loll 
et al. 2005), in energy and electron transfer in the 
PSII reaction center. This assumption is substan-
tiated by various works indicating that TyrD is 
active in the PSII function (e.g., Rutherford et al. 
2004) on the one hand, and the finding that the cell 
growth of a TyrD-less mutant of T. elongatus is 
affected by the absence of the tyrosine D (Sugiura 
et al. 2004).

Concluding remarks

A major issue in this study is that the calculated 
minimal QRO2 = 8 in the sole PSII reaction centre 
does not presuppose any partaking of the quantum 
requirement between the two photosystems (PSI 
and PSII) as was suggested before (see discussions 
in Govindjee 1999 and references therein). Figure 2 
shows clearly that in each Kok-Joliot S-state two 
photons are used to excite the chlorophylls ChlD1 
and PD1, or eight photons in the four S-states.

Fig. 2 Electron transfer from the Mn4Ca cluster to QB cou-
pled with the Kok-Joliot five S-states reaction cycle (S0 to 
S4). For clarity, the detail of the electron transfer reactions is 
only given for the S0→S1 cycle. Abbreviations: See text
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What is more, QRO2 = 8 does not contradict the 
Stark-Einstein law of photochemical equivalence 
applied to the PSII reaction centre function. In 
short, Stark-Einstein law states that each absorbed 
quantum causes only one light absorbing molecule 
to react photochemically. This is exactly what Eqs. 
1 and 2 and Fig. 2 show.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

The Manganese Complex of Photosystem II: 
Extended-Range EXAFS Data and Specific Structural 
Models for Four S-States

Alexander Grundmeier, Paola Loja, Michael Haumann, and Holger Dau

Abstract  The water-oxidizing manganese complex 
bound to the proteins of photosystem II (PSII) was 
studied by X-ray absorption spectroscopy on PSII 
membrane particles. An extended range for col-
lection of EXAFS data was used (up to 16.6 Å−1). 
The EXAFS suggests the presence of two Mn-Mn 
distances close to 2.7 Å (per Mn4Ca complex); the 
existence of a third Mn-Mn distance below 2.9 Å is 
not indicated by the EXAFS data. A distance of 3.7 Å 
is clearly resolved in the extended-range data and 
tentatively assigned to a Mn-Mn distance. Taking 
into account the above EXAFS results (inter alia), 
we present a model for the structure of the PSII 
manganese complex, which differs from previous 
atomic-resolution models. Emphasizing the hypo-
thetical character, we propose for all semi-stable 
S-states (i) a structure of the Mn4Ca(µ-O)n core, (ii) 
a model of the amino-acid environment, and (iii) 
assignments of distinct Mn oxidation states to the 
individual Mn ions. This specific working model 
may permit discussion, verification, and invalidation 
of its various features by comparison with experi-
mental and theoretical findings.

Keywords  EXAFS, manganese complex, oxygen 
evolution, photosystem II, S-states, X-ray absorption 
spectroscopy

Introduction

A definitive structural model of the Mn4Ca com-
plex can not be concluded from the available 
crystallographic data alone, inter alia because of 
Mn reduction by X-ray exposure during data col-
lection (Dau et al. 2004; Grabolle et al. 2006; Loll 
et al. 2005; Yano et al. 2005a). Results obtained by 
EXAFS spectroscopy have been incorporated in 
all crystallographic models and in general may be 
useful in construction of structural models of the 
Mn complex in its protein environment. Here we 
summarize (i) new extended-range EXAFS results 
and (ii) a specific working model on the structure 
of the Mn complex in the four semi-stable S-states 
(Dau et al. 2007), which represent the experimen-
tally easily accessible subset of the nine (or more) 
functional intermediates of the reaction cycle of 
photosynthetic dioxygen formation, as reviewed 
elsewhere (Dau and Haumann 2006, 2007).

Freie Universität Berlin, FB Physik, Arnimallee 14, 
D-14195 Berlin, Germany

J.F. Allen, E. Gantt, J.H. Golbeck, and B. Osmond (eds.), 
Photosynthesis. Energy from the Sun: 
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405–408. © 2008 Springer.
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Materials and methods

XAS sample preparation, data collection (bend-
ing-magnet beamline, EMBL outstation Hamburg 
at the DESY) and data analysis are described 
elsewhere (Haumann et al. 2005). To extend the 
EXAFS range beyond the Fe K-edge, we used the 
procedure described in (Gu et al. 2003). Briefly, 
the Kα-fluorescence predominantly resulting from 
Mn excitation and the Kα-fluorescence from iron 
were simultaneously recorded. By a weighted 
subtraction of the simultaneously measured Fe 
signal, the Fe contribution to the Mn signal was 
completely removed.

Results and discussion

Extended-range EXAFS data

The benefit of the extended range becomes appar-
ent by comparison of the Fourier-transformed 
spectra (Fig. 1). Notably, peak III at a reduced 

distance of about 3 Å splits into one peak at 2.85 Å 
(III-a) and a second peak at 3.3 Å (III-b), suggest-
ing the presence of backscattering atoms at around 
3.3 Å as well as at 3.7 Å. Since Fourier-isolation 
techniques are potentially misleading (Dau et al. 
2004), the original k3-weighted EXAFS spectrum 
was simulated. The peak III-b is only reproduced 
if backscattering atoms at 3.7 Å distance are taken 
into account (Table 1). Acceptable simulation 
results are also obtained for light backscatterers, 
but only for a larger number of these (5–20 Mn-O/
N vectors per Mn complex) within a narrow dis-
tance range (small s-value). Since all more recent 
structural models of the PSII manganese complex 
are essentially incompatible with a larger number 
of Mn-O vectors close to 3.7 Å, we consider the 
assignment to light atoms as less likely. No indi-
cations of 3.7 Å Mn-Ca vectors have been found 
in the past. Thus we tentatively assign the 3.7 Å 
distance to a Mn-Mn vector.

For the extended-range data, the coordination 
number is close to unity for the 2.7 Å EXAFS inter-
action suggesting the presence of two Mn-Mn vec-
tors of ∼2.7 Å length (Table 1). For fits involving a 
further Mn-Mn distance in the range from 2.77 to 
2.97 Å, the coordination number of this additional 
shell consistently drops below 0.15 (mostly below 
0.08) suggesting incompatibility with the presence 
of an additional Mn-Mn vector of 2.8 to 2.9 Å 
length. Possible reasons for the divergent conclu-
sion of (Yano et al. 2005b) have been discussed by 
(Dau et al. 2004).

Fig. 1 Extended range EXAFS spectrum of the PSII manga-
nese complex in its S1-state (modified from (Dau et al. 2007)). 
(A) k3-weighted experimental spectrum (open circles) and 
simulation result (black line, fit in Table 1); (B) Fourier-trans-
formed spectrum for conventional range (4.1–11.8 A–1, dashed 
line) and extended range (4.1–16.6 A–1, solid line). The peak 
III (unfilled arrow) detected in the conventional EXAFS spec-
trum splits into peaks III-a and peak III-b (filled arrows) in the 
extended range spectrum which correspond to Mn-backscat-
terer distances of ∼3.2 and ∼3.7 Å, respectively (see Table 1)

Table 1 Parameters obtained by simulation (fit) of an 
extended-range EXAFS spectrum. The respective pair of 
the X-ray absorbing (A = Mn) and electron-backscattering 
atom (B = Mn, Ca, O) is indicated in the first row. For each 
backscatterer shell, the simulation parameters are given, i.e. 
the A-B distance (RAB, first line in each box), the Debye-
Waller parameter (s, second line), the number of backscat-
tering atoms per Mn ion (NB, third line). Fixed parameters 
are marked by an asterisk

Mn-O Mn-O Mn-Mn Mn-Mn Mn-Ca Mn-Mn

1.84 Å 2.01 Å 2.73 Å 3.24 Å 3.49 Å 3.69 Å
0.075 Å 0.119 Å 0.034 Å 0.075 Å 0.081 Å 0.066 Å
3.0* 2.75* 1.06 1.0* 0.5* 0.5*
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Structural model of the Mn complex

The ligation of the metal ions by amino acid 
residues was modeled according to (Loll et al. 
2005). The µ-oxo bridging between metal ions 
was chosen such that the final model (i) matches 
the EXAFS results which we have obtained on 
isotropic and uni-directionally oriented PSII sam-
ples and (ii) can account in a straightforward way 
for the structural changes in the S-state cycle sug-
gested elsewhere (Dau et al. 2001, 2003; Haumann 
et al. 2005). Molecular mechanics modeling was 
employed where a standard force-field had been 
complemented by chemically reasonable restraints 
regarding the Mn and Ca ligand environment; the 
restraints for the intermetal distances were cho-
sen in accord with the EXAFS results (Table 1). 
Starting with the coordinates of (Loll et al. 2005), 
minimization of the potential energy was carried 
out by allowing for changes in the coordinates of 
atoms within a narrow range around Mn1, Mn2, 
and Mn3, but within a clearly extended range 
around Mn4, to account for the putative influence 
of radiation-induced modifications on Mn4 and its 
ligand environment suggested by the analysis in 
(Loll et al. 2005).

On the basis of XAS results reported elsewhere 
(Dau et al. 2001, 2003; Haumann et al. 2005), we 
assign structural and oxidation state changes to the 
transitions between the four semi-stable S-states 
(see Fig. 2 for the S1-state). In the S0→S1 transi-
tion, Mn3 is oxidized and the bridging oxygen 
labeled by * in Fig. 2 is deprotonated. Furthermore, 
in the S2→S3 transition, Mn1 is oxidized and the 
oxygen labeled by # is deprotonated and trans-
formed from a weak (Mn-O distance > 2.4 Å) to a 
strong ligand of Mn1 (distance < 2 Å).
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Current State of Crystallographic Studies on Cyanobacterial 
Photosystem II – In Search for Better Resolution

Albert Guskov1, Jan Kern2, Athina Zouni2, and Wolfram Saenger1

Abstract  Among other photosynthetic proteins, 
the thylakoid membrane harbours photosystem II 
(PSII), a large homodimeric protein-cofactor com-
plex that catalyzes light-driven charge separation 
accompanied by oxygen release. In this contribu-
tion we will discuss results of the X-ray crystallo-
graphic analysis of PSII from the cyanobacterium 
Thermosynechococcus (T.) elongatus. The highest 
resolved structure at 3.0 Å resolution (Loll et al. 
2005) revealed the locations of and interactions 
between the 20 protein subunits per monomer and 
additionally the positions of more than 75 cofac-
tors, including the previously not identified 14 
lipids. However, the X-ray diffraction data suffer 
from radiation damage that reduces the quality 
of electron density maps. An outlook on possible 
strategies for further improvements of the struc-
tural data will be given.
Keywords  Photosystem II, lipids, water oxidizing 
complex, plastoquinone diffusion, radiation damage

Introduction

The first 3D structure of PSII was obtained with 
the 3.8 Å resolution structure of PSII isolated 
from T. elongatus (Zouni et al. 2001). This model 
showed the spatial organization of protein subunits 
and positions of cofactors which served as land-
marks for later crystallographic studies. Further 
improvements were achieved with models at 3.7 
and 3.5 Å resolution, respectively (Kamiya and 
Shen 2003; Ferreira et al. 2004), with assignment 
of nearly all amino acid side chains, additional 
cofactors including carotenoids and modeling of 
the manganese complex with associated ligating 
residues. The 3.0 Å resolution model of PSII (Loll 
et al. 2005), provided the hitherto most complete 
and accurate model. Based on this structure the 
following conclusions have been made.

Results and discussion

Lipids in PSII

The 3.0 Å resolution model described for the first 
time the positions of 14 lipid molecules within 
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the protein scaffold. Of these lipids, 11 form an 
insulating “lipid belt” around the reaction centre, 
thereby separating it from the antenna system and 
other protein subunits. In this belt the rigid lipid 
headgroups are anchored in binding pockets by 
specific aminoacids (basically Tyr, Asn, Trp and 
Arg, depending on the charge of the lipid head-
group) whereas the fatty acid chains possess a 
high degree of flexibility. All this predetermines 
the main function of these lipids in providing a 
mobile interface that serves as a “lubrication” 
system required for rearrangements of PSII com-
ponents during the replacement of photo-damaged 
components (Baena-Gonzalez and Aro 2002) of the 
reaction centre (notably subunit D1).

The remaining three lipids are located at the 
monomer-monomer interface together with three 
detergent molecules indicating the possibility for 
an even higher lipid content between monomers in 
the native state if detergents are replaced by lipids, 
thereby possibly providing the flexibility needed 
for dimer formation and dissociation.

Moreover, lipid molecules might play a significant 
role for stabilizing the entire protein-pigment complex 
and in specific modulation of the functions of protein 
subunits and cofactors as well as their properties, see 
the recent review by Loll et al. (2007).

Plastoquinone diffusion

The 3.0 Å resolution structure of PSII indicated a 
large internal cavity near the plastoquinone binding 
site QB that has been proposed to be the plasto-
quinone diffusion pathway (Loll et al. 2005). This 
cavity is formed predominantly by hydrophobic 
amino acids and lipophilic phytol chains of chlo-
rophylls and acyl chains of lipids, thus providing a 
favorable environment for the highly hydrophobic 
plastoquinones.

The cavity has two openings which are perpendic-
ular to each other – a large one towards the cytoplasmic 
side and a smaller one towards the membrane, which 
is flanked by the transmembrane α-helices of subunits 
PsbE, PsbF and PsbJ.

The latter opening suggests that oxidized plas-
toquinone molecules enter the cavity from the 

plastoquinone pool in the thylakoid membrane and 
insert into the binding site QB which is located 
opposite this opening at the wall of the cavity 
(Fig. 1). After double reduction of this plastoquinone 
by two photosynthetic cycles it leaves the QB site, 
diffuses through the cavity into the plastoquinone 
pool and is replaced by an oxidized plastoquinone. 
It should be noted that the QB site shows only 50% 
occupancy in the current electron density and that 
the cavity is large enough to harbour a possible 
second molecule of plastoquinone.

Water oxidation complex

The Mn4Ca-cluster is located at the lumenal side of 
complex. The shape of its electron density can be 
best described as four Mn cations forming an “L” 
type pattern, with the electron density showing a 
maximum peak at the bend of the “L”.

Thorough refinement of the Mn4Ca-cluster 
with the 3.0 Å resolution dataset in combination 
with additional distance information derived from 
EXAFS experiments (Yachandra 2005) resulted 
in two distinct pairs, Mn1-Mn2 and Mn2-Mn3 
(Fig. 2), spaced by 2.7 Å, indicating di-µ-oxo 
bridges, while the internal pair Mn1-Mn3 and the 
terminal pair Mn3-Mn4 are 3.3 Å long and could 
represent mono-µ-oxo bridges. The position of 
Ca2+ is supported by a peak between Mn and 
redox-active TyrZ in the anomalous difference 
electron density of X-ray data collected beyond the 
Mn absorption edge. The Ca2+ is on the apex of a 
pyramid equidistant (∼3.4 Å) to three Mn cations. 
For further discussion on the Mn4Ca-cluster, see 
the review by Kern et al. (2007).

Limitations of current structure

Despite all novelties described in the 3.0 Å reso-
lution structure, there is still a great demand for 
higher resolution structures of PSII because the 
current model has several limitations, e.g. regions 
with unexplained electron density, uncertainty in 
rotamer selection of several sidechains, missing 
N- and C-termini that are disordered, application of 
NCS- symmetry  leading to averaging of discrepancies 
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Fig. 1 Schematic views of the plastoquinone QB diffusion pathway. Top, view from the cytoplasmic side. The positions of 
transmembrane α-helices forming the wall of the cavity (circles) and the membrane facing opening are indicated. Bottom, 
PSII embedded in the membrane. Positions and approximate dimensions (in Å units) of the two openings of the cavity as 
well as the position of the QB-binding pocket and lipid molecules are indicated (Taken from Loll et al. 2005)

between the two monomers in the dimer, and the 
inability to resolve objects in the structure with 
inter-atomic distances less than 3.0 Å.

Moreover, crystals are sensitive to radiation 
damage, and the most sensitive part is the Mn4Ca-

cluster, which is severely damaged even at low 
temperatures (100 K) as a result of Mn(IV) and 
Mn(III) reduction to Mn (II) (Yano et al. 2005).

Other serious problems are anisotropy of the 
X-ray diffraction data, and diffuse scattering that 
arises probably from positional disorder of subunits, 
disorder of solvent and fluctuations of the detergent 
shell, all leading to low quality of X-Ray diffraction 
data especially at high resolution.

In search of better resolution

In order to overcome the given limitations, several 
strategies might be implemented. First of all the res-
olution limit of the PSII crystals has to be improved.

To weaken the influence of radiation damage, 
the use of very low temperatures with usage of 
helium might be one possibility. Replacing the 
nitrogen cryo stream with the helium analogue 
often leads to improvements in signal to noise 
ratio, lifetime of crystals in the beam, resolution 

Fig. 2 Schematic view of the Mn4–Ca cluster. Distances 
between cluster and amino acids of the first coordination 
sphere are indicated in Å units, for distances between Mn 
and Ca2+ see text (Modified after Loll et al. 2005)
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limit and in overall quality of the X-ray diffraction 
pattern (Chinte et al. 2007; Meents et al. 2007).

To protect the Mn4Ca-cluster against destruc-
tive influence of X-radiation, a combination of data 
derived from X-ray diffraction experiments with 
polarized EXAFS on single crystals will be useful 
especially as radiation induced reduction of Mn(III) 
and Mn(IV) is diminished (Yano et al. 2006 ; Kern 
et al. 2007).

Addition of radical scavengers could also 
decrease secondary radiation damage (Southworth-
Davies and Garman  2007). The most prominent 
scavengers today are ascorbate as well as additives 
like 1,4-benzoquinone, reduced dithiothreitol and 
possibly 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidone.

In order to improve the quality of X-ray data-
sets, the application of a new generation of X-ray 
detectors might be required, e.g. the PILATUS 
detector installed recently at SLS which shows a 
superior signal to noise ratio.

Summing up, on the basis of the current trends 
in development and evolution of macromolecular 
crystallography, we can expect further improvements 
of the structure of PSII in the near future.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

Cytochrome b-559 Is Important for Modulating Electron 
Transfer on the Acceptor Side of Photosystem II and for 
Photoprotection During Assembly of the Mn4Ca Complex

Mary Hamilton1, Emmanuel Franco1, Zsuzsanna Deak2, Imre Vass2, and Peter Nixon1

Abstract  To investigate the physiological role 
of cytochrome b-559 (Cyt b-559) we have con-
structed a PsbE-H23C mutant of C. reinhardtii 
in which the His-ligand to the haem provided by 
the the α subunit has been replaced by Cys. The 
mutant assembles PSII at reduced levels. To inves-
tigate the co-ordination of a haem group by the 
protein, H23C mutants were generated in a cyto-
chrome b6  f-less (Cyt b6  f) background. Analysis by 
absorbance spectroscopy of pure thylakoids con-
firmed the lack of a haem group in vivo. Reduction 
of QB is impaired in the mutant. The mutant is 
also more sensitive to photoinhibition (PI) than 
WT cells. Under conditions when the Mn cluster 
is being photoactivated H23C cells are also more 
susceptible to PI than WT. Our results indicate that 
Cyt b-559 plays a role in PSII electron transfer, 
PSII photoprotection and PSII repair.

Keywords  Cytochrome b-559, photosystem II, 
photoprotection, photoactivation, photoinhibition

Introduction

Cyt b-559 is an essential part of PSII, the light 
driven water-plastoquinone oxidoreductase found 
within the thylakoid membrane of all oxygenic pho-
tosynthetic organisms. Despite extensive research 
in cyanobacteria and eukaryotes, the function of 
Cyt b-559 is still unknown (Stewart and Brudvig 
1998). A number of roles have been proposed for 
Cyt b-559 with most centering on photoprotection 
(Morais et al. 2001). More recently it has also been 
implicated as a plastoquinol oxidase (Bondarava et 
al. 2003; Kaminskaya et al. 2007).

A number of mutants have been generated in 
Cyt b-559. One of the key questions that has not 
been addressed previously is whether or not the 
haem group of Cyt b–559 has been retained in 
these mutants in vivo. The signal from the cyto-
chrome b6  f complex (Cyt b6  f) obscures the charac-
teristic peak of Cyt b-559 observed by absorbance 
spectroscopy. Previous studies have isolated PSII 
SC from cells in order detect the haem group of 
the protein.

In this study a mutant is described in which the 
haem ligand of the alpha subunit of Cyt b-559 has 
been replaced by a Cys residue. In addition, this 
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mutation was introduced into a Cyt b6  f-less back-
ground. The resulting mutants lacked the haem 
group of Cyt b-559 in vivo. The H23C mutant was 
characterized with respect to its ability to respond 
to light stress and photoactivation. Electron trans-
fer reactions within PSII were also assessed by 
fluorescence.

Materials and methods

Generation of mutants. Plasmid DNA provided by 
F. Morais (Imperial College London) was intro-
duced into the chloroplast genome according to 
Morais et al. (2001). The His tagged strain (PsbH 
His) was kindly supplied by S. Purton (University 
College London).

Isolation of Thylakoid membranes. Thylakoid 
membranes were prepared according to Morais 
et al. (2001). Cells were harvested in the mid log 
phase of growth.

Fluorescence measurements. Cells diluted to 
10 µg chlorophyll/mL were exposed to a 20 µs 
actinic flash. Fluorescence was measured from 
150 µs up to 100 s. Analysis of the fluorescence 
relaxation kinetics was carried out according to 
Vass et al. (1999).

Photoinhibition (PI). The effect of PI was meas-
ured according to Morais et al. (2001). PSII activity 
was assessed by oxygen evolution in the presence 
of artificial acceptors.

Photoactivation. Photoactivation of PSII was 
measured in whole cells according to Callahan and 
Cheniae (1985) at a range of light intensities in the 
presence of lincomycin.

Results

Functional PSII is assembled in H23C mutants

As in previous H23 mutants, PSII subunits accu-
mulate in H23C cells at reduced levels compared 
to WT (15–20%). Cells evolve oxygen at around 
20% of WT levels. PSII supercomplexes from 
mutant cells evolved oxygen at the same rate as 
WT (unpublished results.)

Spectroscopic analysis revealed that the 
haem group of Cyt b-559 is not present in 
pure thylakoids isolated from the H23C mutant 
generated in a Cyt b6  f-less background (unpub-
lished results).

Fluorescence measurements

Decay kinetics of flash induced variable fluores-
cence were determined (Table 1). The t1/2 of the 
fast phase in WT cells is 2.7 times faster than 
in H23C cells, indicating that electron transfer 
from QA

− to bound plastoquinone is slowed in the 
mutant.

The middle phase, arising from the binding of 
PQ to QB pockets empty prior to the flash, is much 
shorter in H23 mutants compared to WT cells. 
This could be due to the availability of PQ in the 
PQ pool in the mutant cells that have depleted PSII 
levels.

The slow phase of fluorescence decay is nearly 
ten times faster in the mutant cells compared to 
WT. A faster slow phase indicates modification of 
PQ binding at the QB binding site and/or a decrease 
in the apparent equilibrium constant for sharing the 
electron between QA and QB (Vass et al. 1999).

Effect of high light on H23C cells

Mutant and WT cells lose oxygen evolving activity 
upon exposure to high light (Fig. 1). In WT cells this 

Table 1 Decay kinetics of flash induced variable fluores-
cence in His Pf3, His H23C and His H23Y cells

 Fast phase Middle phase Slow phase

 t1/2 (µs)  t1/2 (ms)  t1/2 (s) 
Sample [amp (%)] [amp (%)] [amp (%)]

WT 243 ± 21  47 ± 21  2.17 ± 0.5
  (63 ± 3)  (34 ± 2.5)  (2.5 ± 5)
+DCMU – 0.8 ± 1  0.13 ± 0
   (2.3 ±1.5)  (97 ± 1)
His H23C 652 ± 104  7.4 ± 8.6  0.26 ± 0.04
  (29 ± 2)  (23 ± 4.5)  (47 ± 1.4)
+DCMU – 1.5 ± (0.7)  0.13 ± 0
   (8 ± 1)  (92 ± 1)
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is followed by a recovery in oxygen evolving ability 
and correlates with D1 synthesis detected by immu-
noblotting. In the presence of lincomycin, oxygen 
evolving activity is not recovered. H23C cells do not 
show recovery during high light treatment. As well as 
a reduction in D1 levels, the loss of other PSII subunits 
is also observed in mutants. The loss of PSII activity 
is slower in mutants compared to WT cells, possibly 
due to the fact that the cells are stressed under the low 
light conditions in which they are grown and respond 
better initially to exposure to high light.

Photoactivation measurements

Following initial rapid photoactivation H23C cells 
become rapidly photoinactivated even at relatively 
low light intensities (Fig. 2). WT cells show slower 
rates of photoactivation but do not appear to be 

photoinhibited upon exposure to moderate light. 
At high light intensities (1,200 µmol photons/m2/s), 
WT cells become photoinactivated less rapidly 
than mutant cells.

Discussion

Cyt b-559 regulates electron transfer within PSII

H23C mutants show different flash fluorescence 
decay kinetics to WT cells (Table 1). Electron trans-
fer from QA

− to QB is slowed whilst the back reac-
tion from QB-/S2 is accelerated. This perturbation 
in electron flow is localized to the acceptor side of 
PSII as shown by addition of DCMU to the sam-
ples (Table 1). The results indicate that the S2 state 
is less stable in mutant cells. The N-terminus of 
Cyt b-559 is in close proximity to the QB site and 
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Fig. 1 Response of whole cells to high light illumination. Cells were incubated in the presence and absence of lincomycin 
at 1,000 µM photons/m2/s. Panel A, oxygen evolution of cells. Panel B, Immunoblotting of PSII proteins
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has been proposed as a ‘molecular wire’ stabilizing 
QAQB- (Lupinkova et al. 2002; Ferreira et al. 2004). This 
data indicates that Cyt b-559 has a role in optimising 
electron transfer between QA and QB, the haem group 
maintaining the free energy gap between the quinones.

Mutant cells are more susceptible to PI than WT

In the presence of lincomycin, PSII is more susceptible 
to PI in mutant cells compared to WT. In the absence of 
inhibitor, mutant cells are unable to recover PSII activ-
ity under high light conditions (Fig. 1). Cyclic electron 
flow has been proposed to occur around PSII under 

conditions of light stress (reviewed Telfer 2002). In 
addition, the repair cycle of PSII is a highly regulated 
process in which Cyt b-559 has been implicated (Zhang 
et al. 2000; Morais et al. 2001). In support of this 
the H23C mutant is more sensitive to high light, this 
increased loss of function is due to both damage and 
repair of PSII.

Mutant cells are more susceptible to PI during 
photoactivation

During photoactivation under high light conditions, 
mutant cells undergo rapid PI (Fig. 2). Cyt b-559 

Fig. 2 Photoactivation of WT and H23C cells. Following treatment with 10 mM hydroxylamine cells were incubated at dif-
ferent light intensities and oxygen evolution measured. Solid lines, 40 µM photons/m2/s; long dashes, 400 µM photons/m2/s; 
short dashes 1,200 µM photons/m2/s
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has been implicated in protection against PI during 
photoactivation previously (Magnuson et al. 1999). 
In the absence of a fully functional WOC, Cyt b-
559 was proposed to donate electrons to P680+. 
The recent crystal structure implies that electrons 
are donated to P680+ via a beta-carotene molecule 
(Ferreira et al. 2004). During photoactivation, when 
electron transfer between QA-/QB is slow, Cyt b-559 
could compete with partially assembled WOC and 
reduce P680+. Cyt b-559 would be reduced by QB- 
or a donor from the plastoquinone pool. This would 
help to reduce the production of ROS on the donor 
side of PSII and subsequent photodamage during 
photoactivation. The data presented here support 
this regulatory role for Cyt b-559.

Conclusions

Cyt b-559 plays a regulatory role in electron 
transfer through PSII under ‘normal’ and stressed 
conditions. Mutants lacking the haem group of Cyt 
b-559 have impaired photoactivation of PSII and 
are more susceptible to high light conditions.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

S-State Dependence of Misses in the OEC Probed by EPR 
Spectroscopy of Individual S-States

Guangye Han1, Susan F. Morvaridi2, Felix Ho1, Fikret Mamedov1, and Stenbjörn Styring1

Abstract  We have analyzed S-transition depend-
ent miss fractions in the S-cycle using the S1 and 
S3 split EPR signals together with the S2 state 
multiline EPR signal. We demonstrate that quan-
tification of the S1 and S3 states through the use of 
the split EPR signals. This provides a novel probe 
to the S-cycle efficiency. Our analysis shows that, 
in the S2 → S3 transition, misses involve ∼35% of 
the photosystem II centres at 0–2°C. By contrast, 
our results strongly indicate that there are no 
misses in the S1 → S2 transition at this low tem-
perature. Consequently misses during the S-cycle 
are strongly S-state dependent.

Keywords  Photosystem II, oxygen evolving 
complex, EPR, S-state, misses

Introduction

Light-driven water oxidation to oxygen is carried 
out by the oxygen-evolving complex (OEC) in 
photosystem II (PSII). In the oxygen evolving S 
state cycle, the S0–S4 states represent the number 
of oxidizing equivalents accumulated in the OEC. 
Oxygen is released in the S3 → S0 transition. The 
oxygen evolution oscillates with a period of four but 
the oscillation pattern dampens because of misses.

EPR signals have been detected from the OEC 
in all S states except the transient S4 state. The 
S2 state gives rise to the S2 multiline (ML) EPR 
signal (Dismukes and Siderer 1981). In recent 
years, EPR signals originating from magnetic 
interactions between YZ- and the manganese clus-
ter have been identified in the S1, S3 and S0 states 
when PSII is illuminated at 5–10 K. These EPR 
signals are termed split S1, split S3 and split S0 
(Havelius et al. 2006). The split S3 signal can be 
induced by NIR light which allows quantification 
of the S3 state also in samples with mixed S-state 
composition.

Here we quantify the proportion of centres in 
each S-state by using the S1 and S3 split signals 
together with the S2 state ML signal. We also 
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analyze the efficiency of the S1 → S2 and S2 → S3 
transitions with these novel probes.

Materials and methods

Preparation of PSII membranes and synchroniza-
tion of the OEC to the S1 state. BBY particles were 
prepared from spinach according to (Berthold et 
al. 1981). EPR measurements were performed at 
1.9–2.0 mg Chl/mL in a buffer with 25 mM 
Mes-NaOH (pH 6.3), 400 mM sucrose, 5 mM 
MgCl2, 10 mM NaCl. The PSII centers were syn-
chronized in S1 by a preflash protocol (Styring and 
Rutherford 1987).

Flash(es) induced turnover of individual S states. 
In the study of the laser power dependence of the 
individual S-state transitions, the pre-flashed sample 
was given one or two laser flash(es) with varying 
laser power from a Nd: YAG laser (532 nm, ≤1 
J/flash, 5 Hz, 7 ns) at 0–2°C. Before the turnover 
flashes were given, PpBQ in DMSO was added final 
concentration 0.5 mM. After the turnover flashes, 
the samples were rapidly frozen.

EPR spectroscopy measurement and 
low temperature illumination protocol. EPR 
measurements were performed with a Bruker 
ELEXYS E500 spectrometer and a Bruker 
ER4122SHQE-LC cavity. Illumination at 5 K 
with visible light was performed as in (Havelius 
et al. 2006) and NIR illumination was performed 
with a photodiode at 830 nm. Continuous illu-
mination at 200 K was performed as in (Styring 
and Rutherford 1987).

Results

Laser power dependence of the S1 to S2 turnover

Figure 1 shows the split S1 and S2 ML EPR signals 
induced in synchronized samples with a single laser 
flash provided at different power at 0–2°C. In the 
dark sample, all PSII centers stay in S1. Thus the 
split S1 intensity (Fig. 1A) represents 100% of 
the PSII centers. As the laser power increased, the 
split S1 intensity decreased and the S2 ML intensity 

(Fig. 1B) increased (Fig. 1C). This reflects that the 
PSII centers in S1 were transferred to S2 state.

Application of 200 K illumination to sample 
provided one flash at maximum laser power did not 
result in any extra S2 ML signal induction (Fig. 1B, 
spectrum (c) and (d) ). This is important and impli-
cates that the S2 ML signal intensity induced by a 
single saturating flash at 0–2°C represents 100% of 
the PSII centers.

In addition, an inverse linear correlation of the 
split S1 and S2 ML EPR signals was found (Fig. 
1D), which indicates that both EPR signals are use-
ful probes to the calculation of respective S-state. 
This is a strong indication that there are no misses 
in the S1 to S2 turnover at this temperature. At more 
elevated temperatures however (15–30°C), recom-
bination leads to an appreciable apparent misses 
(not shown).

Laser power dependence of the S1 → S2 → S3 
transitions

The application of two flashes at 0–2°C with dif-
ferent power resulted in the appearance of both 
S2 and S3. With the laser power increasing, the 
sample successively became dominated by the S3 
state, but with some PSII centers always remain-
ing in S3 and S2. S2 was probed by the S2 ML 
signal while S1 and S3 were probed by respective 
split signals. The observed split EPR signals in 
the two-flash samples reflect a mixture of PSII 
centers in the S1 and S3 states (Fig. 2A: (a), 
(b), (c) ). In these spectra, the high field trough 
(3,430 G) is free from split S1 and was used to 
analyze the S3 state.

The analysis of split S1 (Fig. 2A) was how-
ever complex, since the split S3 also includes a 
weak interfering low-field peak signal. This can 
however be handled by subtraction of a weighted 
fraction of the split S3 signal (Fig. 2A, (e) ) 
induced by NIR illumination, which is free from 
S1 contribution. At maximum laser power, the 
resulting spectrum after subtraction of the split 
S3 is shown in Fig. 2A, (d). We could observe 
no split S1 signal in this spectrum and only the 
S2 and S3 states are left after the two flashes. The 
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remaining centers give rise to the split S3 signal. 
Based on this information, the fractions of the S1, 
S2 and S3 states as a function of the applied laser 
power could be quantified with the split S1, S2 ML 
and split S3 respectively (Fig. 2B). The inverse 
correlation between the relative percentage of the 
split S3 and the sum of the split S1 and S2 ML sig-
nals is plotted in Fig. 2C. The linear dependence 
demonstrates that the split S3 signal can be used as 
a probe to quantify the S3 state. Furthermore, our 
experiment indicates a large fraction of misses in 
the S2 → S3 transition involving ∼35% of the PSII 
centers.

Discussion

In this study, we quantify the S1 and S3 states 
through the use of the low temperature induced 
split EPR signals. This provides a novel spectro-
scopic probe to the S-cycle efficiency. Induction of 
100% centers in the S2 state by a single saturating 
flash at 0–2°C is an important result, which indi-
cates that the S1 → S2 transitions at this tempera-
ture does not involve any kind of misses. However, 
our results also clearly indicate there is a large miss 
fraction in the formation of the S3 state (at 0–2°C) 
at the second flash. These two results demonstrate 

Fig. 1 Efficiency of the S1 → S2 transition at 0–2°C from samples provided one laser flash at 532 nm with different laser 
power. (A) Split S1 EPR signal from samples given one flash at 0 W = dark (a), 0.1 W (b), and 4.2 W (c). The spectra are 
light-minus-dark difference spectra. EPR conditions: power, 25 mW; frequency, 9.27 GHz; modulation amplitude, 10 G; T, 
5 K. (B) Light induced S2 ML EPR signal from samples exposed to one laser flash at 0 W = dark (a), 0.1 W (b), 4.2 W (c). 
Spectrum (d) was obtained by continuous illumination of sample (c) at 200 K. There was no change of the S2 ML amplitude 
between spectrum (c) and (d). EPR conditions: power, 10 mW; frequency, 9.27 GHz; modulation amplitude, 20 G; T, 10 K. 
The arrows indicate the peaks used to estimate the amplitude of the EPR signals. (C) Normalized amplitude showing the 
laser power dependence of the signal intensity of split S1 (°) and S2 ML (•). The split S1 signal in the dark (0 W) and the 
maximally obtained S2 ML signals (4.2 W) is set to 100% respectively. (D) Inverse linear correlation of the split S1 and S2 
ML signals after one laser flash with different power
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a S state dependent distribution of misses through 
the S-state cycle.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

The Mechanism Behind the Formation of the “Split S3” 
EPR Signal in Photosystem II Induced by Visible rr 
Near-Infrared Light

Kajsa G. V. Havelius1, Ji-Hu Su2, Felix M. Ho1, Guangye Han1, Fikret Mamedov1, 
and Stenbjörn Styring1

Abstract A split EPR signal can be induced at 
5 K in Photosystem II in the S3-state by light in the 
range of 400–900 nm. To investigate if the same 
mechanism is involved in the signal induction in 
the full spectral range we compared the properties 
of the S3 signal induced by 830 nm light or white 
light. Our results indicate that the same mechanism 
is responsible for the formation of the “Split S3” 
signal in the whole spectral range. The mechanism 
of the “Split S3” signal is not P680 driven but is 
instead driven by manganese excitation.

Keywords Photosystem II, EPR, NIR, S3-state

Introduction

Photosystem II (PSII) uses electrons derived from 
water to reduce the plastoquinone pool in the thyla-
koid membrane. In the process molecular oxygen and 

protons are released into the lumen. To form one mol-
ecule of oxygen, the catalytic CaMn4-cluster cycles 
through five intermediate oxidation states, S0–S4. In 
the S3-[S4]-S0 transition O2 is formed and released. 
The CaMn4-cluster in the S3-state is sensitive to 
near-infrared (NIR) light and Ioannidis et al. (2002b; 
Ioannidis and Petrouleas 2000, 2002a) have induced 
EPR-signals by low temperature (50 or 4 K) illumina-
tion in the near-infrared. Two of these signals are; a 
magnetic interaction signal around g = 2, assigned to 
YZ

• interacting with the CaMn4-cluster in a S2′-state, 
and a g = 5 signal. We have recently shown (Su 
et al. 2007) that the g = 2 signal (Split S3 EPR signal) 
can be induced by monochromatic light in the spec-
tral range 400–900 nm, and not only by NIR light 
as previously thought. The aim of this investigation 
is to find out if the same mechanism is involved in 
the “Split S3” signal formation in the visible (400–
740 nm) and in the NIR (740–900 mn).

Materials and methods

PSII membrane preparation. PSII enriched mem-
branes (BBY) were prepared from spinach (Spinacia 
oleracea) according to (Völker et al. 1985). The 
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storage-buffer was 25 mM MES-NaOH (pH 6.1), 
15 mM NaCl, 3 mM MgCl2 and 400 mM sucrose. 
EPR measurements were performed at 3 mg Chl/mL.

Flash advancement to the S3-state. Dark adapted 
EPR samples with YD oxidized were given 1 pre-
flash and dark adapted for 15 min before 1 mM 
phenyl-p-benzoquinone was added to the sample. 
Two saturating flashes at 5 Hz from a Nd:YAG laser 
(6 ns, 532 nm, 400 mJ/pulse) was given at 0°C. After 
the flashes the sample was frozen within 1–2s. The 
sample was ∼68% S3- and ∼32% S2-centers.

EPR spectroscopy. Low-temperature EPR 
measurements were performed in the dark with 
a Bruker ELEXSYS E500 spectrometer using a 
SuperX EPR049 microwave bridge and a Bruker 
SHQE4122 high-Q cavity. The split EPR signals 
was induced at 5 K with continuous 830 nm light 
from a LQC830–135E laser diode (Newport, 
USA) or continuous white light from a Universal 
Flexilux 150 HL (Schölly, Gemany) directed 
into the cavity with a fiberoptics light guide. 
A 2-flashed sample was illuminated 25 min at 
77 K with two 800 W projector lamps to form the 
S3QA

− sample.

Results

Maximal induction of the “Split S3” signal

PSII in the S3-state was illuminated at 5 K with IR 
(830 nm) or visible light (VIS) until the split EPR 
signal spectrum stopped growing. After 30 min IR 
illumination the maximal signal amplitude was 
reached (Fig. 1A, red/dark gray). The spectrum 
was characterized by a big double trough around 
3,400 G, a smaller trough at 3,345 G and a peak 
centered at 3,200 G. With VIS illumination the 
spectrum reached its max already after 19 min and 
the spectral shape was slightly different (Fig. 1A, 
green/gray).

The difference spectrum (VIS-IR) (Fig. 1A, 
black) reveals the induction of an EPR signal 
assigned to QA

− (3,400–3,550 G), which partly 
overlaps with the double trough of the “Split 
S3” signal. However, the turning point of the 

QA
−Fe2+ signal around 3,420 G (Fig. 1, arrow) 

opens a window for comparison of the IR-
induced and VIS-induced split signals intensi-
ties. The maximal signal intensity at 3,420 G 
is about the same in the IR- (100%) and VIS-
induced (97%) split signals.

A second signal appears in the VIS-IR 
 difference spectrum. This is a peak centered 
at 3,250 G that is formed by the VIS-5 
K- illumination and is accompanied by a shoulder 

Fig. 1 The maximal “Split S3” EPR signal (light-dark) 
induced by IR (red/dark gray) and VIS (green/gray) light 
at 5 K, and the difference between the VIS-induced and IR-
induced signals (black). In A no QA

− was present before the 
5 K illumination and in B 70% QA

− was pre-formed. EPR 
conditions: microwave frequency 9.27 GHz, temperature 
5 K, modulation amplitude 10 G, microwave power 25 mW
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on the opposite side of g = 2 (Fig. 1A, black 
line). It might be a new S3-state signal formed 
by P680 centered charge separation, and is pres-
ently further investigated.

Maximal induction of the “Split S3” signal in the 
presence of QA

−

We also formed the “Split S3” signal in the presence 
of pre-formed QA

− to exclude/confirm P680 centered 
charge separation as origin of the VIS-induced split 
signal. The 77 K-illumination applied (see M&M) 
yielded ∼70% QA

−. These samples in the S3QA
−-state 

were illuminated at 5 K with IR or VIS light to reach 
maximal “Split S3” signal intensity. Maximal ampli-
tude was reached after 30 min IR-illumination (Fig. 
1B, red/dark gray) and after 8 min VIS-illumination 
(Fig. 1B, green/gray), respectively.

The split signal amplitude measured at 3,420 G 
was roughly 79% (IR) and 83% (VIS). Thus the 
signal was ∼20% smaller than when induced 
without QA

− from start, which can be explained by 
the simultaneous decay of the “Split S3” signal via 

recombination with the pre-formed QA
− during the 

extended induction time.
The VIS-IR difference spectrum (Fig. 1B, black) 

shows the same signals as in Fig. 1A, but smaller 
in size. Some additional QA

− was formed by the 
VIS-illumination and was in total 100% after the 
5 K illumination.

Light induction and dark decay at 5 K

We followed the rise kinetics to reach the maximal 
“Split S3” signal intensity in the light, turned off 
the light, and continued to follow the decay kinet-
ics in the dark at 5 K (Fig. 2).

For the IR-induced signal the rise kinetics was 
very similar independent of ±QA

−, however, the 
decay kinetics differed (Fig. 2A). The IR-induced 
split signal was stable in the dark at 5 K in the 
absence of QA

− (closed circles), but with QA
− 

present, 65% of the “Split S3” signal decayed with 
t½ = 16 min (open circles).

The VIS-induced signals had faster rise time 
(Fig. 2B) than the IR-induced signals (Fig. 2A). 

Fig. 2 Time traces for the illumination at 5 K needed to reach the maximal “Split S3” signal intensity and the subsequent dark 
decay. The curves are normalized at the last “light point” before the light is turned off (arrow). The split signal was IR-induced 
in A and VIS-induced in B. The open symbols are from PSII with pre-formed QA

−, and closed symbols are without
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The VIS-induced signals decayed in the dark with 
t½ = 4,5 min (Fig. 2B, triangles) and more of the 
“Split S3” signal decayed in the presence of pre-
formed QA

− (58% (closed) versus 64% (open) ).
This suggests that the split signal has no decay 

partner unless it decays via recombination with QA
− 

that was present from start or induced by excitation 
of P680 at 5 K (with stable Cytb559 or Carotenoid/
Chlorophyll as donor to P680+, see below).

Other 5 K illumination induced signals

IR-illumination at 5 K (±QA
−) induced an EPR 

signal around g = 5 together with the “Split S3” 
signal, as in (Ioannidis and Petrouleas 2002a). In 
the VIS-illuminated non-QA

−-sample, QA
− (90%), 

Cytb559 oxidation (to full), carotenoid/chlorophyll 
radical (∼40%) and the g = 5 signal were induced 
at 5 K. In samples with 70% pre-formed QA

− and 
fully oxidized Cytb559 from the start, an extra 30% 
of QA

− was induced with the VIS-5 K-illumination 
together with ∼25% Carotenoid/Chlorophyll and 
complete “Split S3” signal formation. Counting the 
known donors and acceptors in this sample suggest 
that the split signal cannot come from P680 cen-
tered charge separation.

Discussion

Visible light is absorbed by chlorophyll-antenna 
and starts P680 centered charge separation, in con-
trast to NIR light (falls outside the antenna), which 
activates Mn centered chemistry in the S2- and S3-
states of the CaMn4-cluster (Boussac et al. 1996, 
2005). The origin of the IR-induced “Split S3” 
signal has in earlier investigations (Ioannidis and 
Petrouleas 2000; Ioannidis and Petrouleas 2002a, 
Ioannidis et al. 2002b) been assigned to Mn excita-
tion based chemistry. That an equal amount of split 
signal can be formed with IR and VIS illumination, 
also in the presence of QA

−, points to one mechanism 
for the “Split S3” signal induction independent 
of the wavelength of the inducing light. The fact 

that the signal can be induced by light between 
400 and 900 nm (Su et al. 2007) confirm that the 
photosensitizer is not chlorophyll (P680). Instead, 
excited Mn in the S3-state oxidizes YZ giving rise 
to a S2′-state that interact magnetically with the YZ

• 
radical (Ioannidis and Petrouleas 2000). Our obser-
vation of a VIS-induced g = 5 signal adds further 
support, since the g = 5 signal and the “Split S3” 
signal originate from the same spin state (Ioannidis 
and Petrouleas 2002a).

To summarize, the “Split S3” signal originates 
from Mn excitation in the S3-state. Importantly, 
the Mn absorption band stretches at least over 
400–900 nm.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

Substrate Water Oxygen Exchange in Photosystem II: 
Insights from Mutants and Ca vs. Sr Substitution

W. Hillier1, I. McConnell1, S. Singh1, R. Debus2, A. Boussac3, and T. Wydrzynski1

Abstract  Oxygen-18 exchange kinetics have 
been conducted for three point mutants associ-
ated with the oxygen evolving core of PSII and 
for centers that have undergone biosynthetic Sr/Ca 
exchange. The mutants D1-D170H, D1-E189Q 
are potential ligands to the Mn ions suggested 
from mutational and X-ray crystallographic studies. 
A third point mutation D1-D61N is in the second 
coordination sphere. In the case of the proposed 
Mn ligands D170H and E189Q the 18O exchange 
rates are perturbed only weakly, suggesting that 
substrate water is perhaps not associated with the 
metal ligation points. The D61N mutation has more 
significant effects, indicative of a central role of 
this residue in substrate delivery. The Sr substituted 
core PSII preparations compared to Ca show one 
substrate water molecule is affected by an increase 
in exchange, consistent with the proposed larger 
ionic radius of the Sr ions and weaker binding.

Keywords 18O exchange, water oxidation, mass 
spectrometry

Introduction

Photosynthesis has provided the Earth with molec-
ular oxygen as a by-product of photosynthetic 
splitting water for 2.6 Gyrs. The reaction proceeds 
via a remarkably efficient pathway and establishes 
mechanistic paradigm for artificial systems: mini-
mal barriers in terms of reaction overpotentials (V) 
and thermodynamic driving force (∆G‡). The O2 
product is chemically distinct in being a triplet 
state that has accumulated in earth’s atmosphere 
and thereby providing biology with strong selection 
pressures for aerobic life.

The mechanism of water oxidation in photo-
synthetic organisms is the subject of considerable 
interest and speculation (Hillier and Messinger 
2005; McEvoy and Brudvig 2006). One issue is 
the localization of the substrate water binding sites 
on the Mn4Ca inorganic core. A range of recent X-ray 
diffraction and scattering techniques have been 
employed on PSII crystals to identify coordination, 
shape and substrate sites (Ferreira et al. 2004; Loll 
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et al. 2005; Yano et al. 2006), yet the nature of 
the two substrate sites remain largely speculative. 
The work presented in this proceedings uses 18O 
exchange kinetics of the substrate water molecules 
in PSII to examine the interactions of Ca and Sr 
with substrate water and probe a number of point 
mutations surrounding the catalytic site. The results 
in these proceedings provide some constraints for 
interpreting water oxidation mechanisms in PSII.

Materials and methods

Isolation of PSII materials. Thermosynechococcus 
elongatus PSII core complexes were prepared 
using the detergent solubilisation and His-tag puri-
fication (Boussac et al. 2004). The Synechocystis 
PCC6803 thylakoid membranes were purified from 
cells cultured in liquid BG-11 and were broken in a 
glass bead homogenizer as described previously by 
(Strickler et al. 2005).

Mass spectrometric assays. Frozen PSII core/
thylakoid samples assayed in buffer containing 
40 mM MES (pH 6.5), 15 mM MgCl2, 15 mM 
CaCl2, 10% glycerol and 1.2 M betaine with the 
addition of 0.5 mM K3Fe(CN)6 acting as an elec-
tron acceptor. Mass spectrometry was conducted 
as described earlier (Hillier and Wydrzynski 2004). 
The final 18O enrichment of 12.0 ± 0.5% was 
achieved with a mixing time kinj = 174 s−1.

Results and discussion

The results from the 18O exchange measurements 
of the WT and mutant Synechocystis thylakoid 
samples are shown in Fig. 1 as plots of the cor-
rected oxygen yield, Y3, verses the exchange time. 
All data plots display biphasic kinetics reflecting 
the two exchange sites as reported previously for 
other PSII samples (Messinger et al. 1995; Hillier 
et al. 1998; Hillier et al. 2000).

The exchange rates for WT thylakoids were found 
to be k1 = 0.47 ± 0.04 s−1 and k2 = 19.7 ± 1.3 s−1 for 
the slow and fast phases, respectively (Table 1). 

Fig. 1 18O exchange measurements performed for the S3 
state of PSII thylakoid membranes from WT and mutants of 
Synechocystis: D1-D61N, D1-D170H and D1-E189Q. The 
WT data is shown in black in comparison to the coloured 
data for the mutants. Insets are a shorter expanded time to 
show the fast phase
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The D1-D61N mutation gave a different exchange 
rate behavior with k1 = 0.16 ± 0.02 s−1 and k2 = 3.03 
± 0.32 s−1. This mutation affects both water binding 
sites with a ∼3× slowing in the slow phase k1 and 
∼6.5× slowing in the fast phase k2. In both cases the 
substrate binding is weaker with the D1-D61N mutation.

The effects of the D1-D170H and D1-E189 
mutations are also shown in Fig. 1 with rates given 
in Table 1. The exchange rates for D1-D170H were, 
k1 = 0.70 ± 0.16 s−1 and k2 = 24.4 ± 4.6 s−1 and show 
less than a 2× change in rate compared to WT, just 
outside the error margins. The D1-E189Q mutation 
produced exchange rates k1 = 0.86 ± 0.23 s−1 and k2 
= 32.4 ± 5.3 s−1 and also show less than a 2× change 

over wild type. Both these mutations therefore do 
not appear to significantly perturb the water bind-
ing sites of PSII. From the X-ray diffraction studies 
D1-D170 and D1-E189 are proposed to be ligands 
to the Mn4Ca cluster (Ferreira et al. 2004; Loll et 
al. 2005). Mutagenesis and spectroscopy studies 
suggest that D170 is a ligand to the high affinity 
Mn ions, whereas these results are less clear for 
E189 (Debus 2001). In terms of water binding and 
exchange with transition metal ions, the surround-
ing ligand sphere exhibits a strong influence on 
ligand exchange and the non-isosteric mutational 
change of Asp to His (or Glu acid for Gln) would be 
expected to induce some level of electronic pertur-
bation in the coordinated Mn ion. In particular the 
changes from the weaker σ-donation character of 
the Asp oxygen ligands compared to the stronger σ-
donation from the nitrogen ligand from His would 
likely effect the exchange rates (Richens 2005; 
Hillier and Wydrzynski 2007). However, results 
in Table 1 and indicate only very minor changes. 
One interpretation, perhaps the simplest for now, is 
that there is no substrate water associated with the 
Mn ions ligating D170 and E189 residues. If this 
assumption is not true then there must be significant 
electronic neutralization of the ligand rearrange-

Table 1 Summary of 18O exchange for the S3 state of PSII 
material from Synechocystis and from T. elongatus

Synechocystis k1 (s
−1) k2 (s

−1)

WT 0.47±0.04 19.7 ± 1.3
D1-D61N 0.16 ± 0.02 3.03 ± 0.32
D1-D170H 0.70 ± 0.16 24.4 ± 4.6
D1-E189Q 0.86 ± 0.23 32.4 ± 5.3

T. elongatus k1 (s
−1) k2 (s

−1)
Ca PSII samples 0.42 ± 0.04 20.8 ± 1.6
Sr PSII samples 2.9 ± 0.2 15.5 ± 3.4
Change × 6.9 × 0.75

Fig. 2 18O exchange measurements performed for the S3 state of Ca and Sr biosynthetically incorporated PSII material 
from T. elongatus
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ments imposed by the point mutations. Further 
work is needed to understand the implications of 
such point mutations in PSII.

A further interaction of substrate water is with 
a Ca or Sr ion in the oxygen evolving complex of 
PSII. Biosynthetic exchange of the larger Sr ion for 
Ca has been performed (Boussac et al. 2004) and 
the water exchange measurements for these materi-
als are shown in Fig. 2.

The exchange rates in this material show that the 
slow phase of exchange is increased in the Sr material 
(Table 1). The larger Sr ion with a higher pK favors 
an increase in the water exchange rates (Hendry and 
Wydrzynski 2003). Yet the exchange rates from Fig. 
2 are many orders of magnitude slower than for water 
exchange involving a Ca ion (∼6–9 × 108 s−1). If Ca is 
a site for coordinating water then candidates include 
Ca-OH intermediates or Ca-O-Mn to factor the 
slower exchange behavior (see Hillier and Messinger 
2005; McEvoy and Brudvig 2006). The Sr vs Ca sub-
stituted PSII centers also report a slowed O2 release 
kinetics (Boussac et al. 2004) and the increase in the 
slow phase of exchange k1 is also perhaps reporting 
on this observation. However, it is interesting to note 
that this increase in the slow phase k1 in the Sr vs Ca 
PSII material does not correlate with the k1 rates in 
the D61N mutant of Synechocystis, which is also a 
kinetically slowed O2 release phenotype. The D61N 
and then Ca vs Sr mutants may provide an indication 
for the importance of substrate delivery to the cata-
lytic site, particularly the geometry and positioning of 
substrate water in the second coordination sphere.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

Access Channels and Methanol Binding Site to the CaMn4 
Cluster in Photosystem II Based on Solvent Accessibility 
Simulations, with Implications for Substrate Water Access

Felix M. Ho and Stenbjörn Styring

Abstract  Solvent contact surfaces for methanol 
and water for Photosystem II have been calculated to 
identify access channels. In combination with other 
literature spectroscopic data, we propose that 3Mn is 
the ion to which methanol binds across all S-states. 
Functional assignments of the water accessible 
channels are also proposed, and the possible exist-
ence of a gating mechanism for controlling substrate 
water access to the CaMn4 cluster is discussed.

Keywords Photosystem II, channels, solvent 
contact surface, water, methanol

Introduction

Given the tight protein environment around the CaMn4 
cluster, it is expected that certain channels are present 
to allow the entry and exit of substrate (water) and 
product (O2, H+) to and from the cluster. Methanol 
can also directly ligate to the cluster, and we proposed 
recently that methanol binds to one and the same Mn 

ion across all S-states (Su et al. 2006). We investigate 
here access channels for methanol and water mol-
ecules by calculating solvent contact surfaces using 
the crystal structures of PSII. The most likely binding 
Mn ion for methanol and functional assignments for 
water channels are proposed. We also discuss the pos-
sible existence of a gating mechanism for controlling 
substrate water access to the CaMn4 cluster.

Materials and methods

Calculations of Connelly-type solvent contact surfaces 
were performed in DS Visualizer (v. 1.7, Accelrys 
Software Inc.) on the 3.0 Å PSII crystal structure (PDB 
ID 2AXT) (Loll et al. 2005), the residue nomenclature 
of which is followed here. For the calculation of sol-
vent contact surfaces for methanol and water, probe 
radii of 1.7 Å and 1.4 Å were used, respectively.

Results and discussion

Methanol accessible channels

Channels of methanol dimensions that made contact 
with the Mn ions are shown in Fig. 1A. The narrower 
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of the two channels (“N”) makes contact with 3Mn 
and 4Mn, but not 1Mn, 2Mn or the Ca2+ ion. The 
other channel (“B”) is broader, making contact 
with 4Mn only, but also the Ca2+ ion and YZ (D1-
Tyr161). These two channels are connected at 4Mn. 
While continuously open up to ∼12–15 Å from the 
cluster, these channels did not reach the lumen, 
based on the crystal structure. Under physiological 
conditions, however, these may be open due to pas-
sive thermal motion, or a more active mechanism 
(see below).

A third channel to the CaMn4 cluster was also 
identified, but it only makes contact with the Ca2+ 
ion (Fig. 1B, C). This channel runs along the back 
of the cluster compared with the other two chan-
nels, and is continuously open to the lumen (Fig. 
1D). This “back” channel is separated from the 
broad channel by a small gap, surrounded by D1-
Tyr161, -His190, -Glu189, -Phe186 and -Gln165 

and Ca2+ (Fig. 1C). Interestingly, these residues are 
of special importance in water oxidation, acting 
variously as oxidizers, proton acceptors and/or part 
of a hydrogen-bonding network near the CaMn4 
cluster. This back channel corresponds to one of 
the channels identified by Murray and Barber 
2007, but these authors reported neither this gap, 
nor the narrow channel.

These observations can be combined with litera-
ture spectroscopy data to assign the methanol-bind-
ing Mn ion. EPR experiments have suggested that 
methanol is a direct ligand to the CaMn4 cluster, 
binding to the same Mn ion across all S-states, and 
that this Mn ion is likely to be a Mn(III) ion in the 
S2 state (Force et al. 1998; Åhrling et al. 2004; Su 
et al. 2006). Given the more commonly accepted 
assignment of 3 Mn(IV)1 Mn(III), there is only one 
Mn(III) in the S2-state. FT-IR data has shown that 
2Mn is the site of Mn(III)→Mn(IV) during the S1→
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Fig. 1 Characteristics of the methanol accessible channels. The narrow (N) and broad (B) channels are as marked. The 
dashed arrows show the path of the back channel
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S2 transition (Kimura et al. 2005), and that 4Mn 
does not change oxidation state during the S-cycle 
(Debus et al. 2005), which is Mn(IV) according to 
the simulation by Peloquin et al. 2000.

This leaves only 1Mn and 3Mn as candidates as 
the methanol binding Mn(III) ion. Since the metha-
nol contact surfaces show only access to 3Mn and 
4Mn, we propose by deduction that 3Mn is the ion 
to which methanol binds across all S-states.

Water accessible channels

The water contact surfaces were similar but more 
extensive than the methanol surfaces, with ana-
logues for each of the channels above. However, 
the narrow channel was now also open to the 
luminal surface via a new side branch (Fig. 2A), 

though the gap between the back and broad chan-
nels remained. Furthermore, an extra, large channel 
system led from the CaMn4 to the lumen (Fig. 2B). 
Starting as one channel, it branched out to four 
separate exits, with the whole system positioned 
directly on top of the PsbV subunit. Murray and 
Barber 2007 had also reported two of the branches 
in this system (residues shown in Fig. 2B), but did 
not observe the large central branch.

Proposed functional assignments of these chan-
nels then proceeded on electrostatic, structural and 
orientational grounds. Firstly, the amino acids 
lining the narrow and broad channels include 
residues (D1-E59, -D61, D2-K317, CP43-R357) that 
undergo a large calculated pKa shift during the S4→
S0 transition (Ishikita et al. 2006). Others that have 
been implicated as part of a proton exit channel 

Fig. 2 Characteristics of the water accessible channels. A: The path of the narrow channel, closed in the methanol surface 
(dotted outline), now open to the lumen (dashed arrow). B: Branches of the large channel system. C: Electrostatic consid-
erations for the narrow (N) and broad (B) channels. D: Schematic of the back channel (solid arrow) and the large channel 
system (dotted arrow) with respect to PSII supercomplex organisation (Barber et al. 1999). Half of the supercomplex is 
represented, viewed from the lumen
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(Ferreira et al. 2004; Ishikita et al. 2006) are also 
in contact with or near these channels (Fig. 2C). 
As the narrow and broad channels are additionally 
in contact with YZ, Ca2+, 3Mn and 4Mn, all of 
which have been proposed as important in water 
oxidation, these connected channels are a likely 
candidate for the H+ exit channel. Protons from 
water oxidation could be passed down water 
molecules (possibly with sidechain participation) 
to leave PSII.

The back channel and large channel system 
could then be for water entry and/or O2 exit. 
Several features of the large channel system point 
to its being the preferred O2 exit channel. As O2 
should be removed as quickly as possible to avoid 
1O2 formation through reaction with 3Chl, the large 
channel system with its larger volume and four exits 
would be more suited for O2 removal. Furthermore, 
within the organisation of the PSII supercomplex, 
the large channel system points away from chloro-
phyll-containing subunits, whereas the back chan-
nel points towards CP29 and LHCII (Fig. 2D), 
where 3Chl would likely be formed. Furthermore, 
it is interesting to note that three residues (D1-H92, 
CP43-R353, -E360) that Ishikita et al. 2006 have 
suggested to be part of an “alternate” water channel 
are part of the back channel.

Control gate mechanism?

Due to the gap between the back and broad chan-
nels, some mechanism is required for water to 
reach the Mn ions via the back channel. Thermal 
motion is one possibility, but given the mechanis-
tic significance of the residues surrounding the 
gap (see above), a more active gating mechanism 
may operate, coupled to structural changes in the 
CaMn4 cluster and the positions of associated 
ligands during the S-cycle. As previously sug-
gested, such a mechanism may exist to control the 
influx of water to optimise the efficiency of water 
oxidation and avoid unwanted side-reactions (Tso 
et al. 1991; Wydrzynski et al. 1996; Hillier and 
Wydrzynski 2004). It has already been experi-
mentally demonstrated that Ca2+, which forms 
part of the ensemble around the gap, is important 

in controlling ligand access and binding to Mn 
ions in the CaMn4 cluster (Boussac et al. 1990; 
Tso et al. 1991).
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CHAPTER NINTEEN

Probing Tyrosine Z• of the Functional Photosystem II 
at Temperatures Close to the Onset of the S-state 
Transitions: An EPR Investigation Employing Rapid Scans

Nikolaos Ioannidis, Georgia Zahariou, and Vasili Petrouleas

Abstract  The magnetically-split spectra of the 
metalloradical intermediates S0YZ

• and S2YZ
• col-

lapse above ∼100 K to the unperturbed spectrum of 
YZ

• (Zahariou et al. 2007). We studied the spectrum 
of YZ

• as well as its decay kinetics above 100 K 
in various S states. In this report the intermediate 
S2YZ

• is examined. Its unperturbed spectrum appears 
distinct from that of the stable YD

• radical. The spec-
trum of Yz

• was simulated by varying the rotational 
conformation of the phenoxyl ring and the spin den-
sity ρ on carbon C1. The latter can be related to the 
strength of the hydrogen bond between tyrosine and 
its base partner (presumably D1 His190).

Keywords  Photosystem II, tyrosine Z, metallo-
radical signals, EPR, Mn cluster

Introduction

The oxygen evolving complex (OEC) of Photosystem 
II (PSII) catalyses the light-driven oxidation of 
water to dioxygen. The inorganic core of the OEC 

contains a tetranuclear Mn cluster and the cofac-
tors Ca2+ and Cl−. Electrons are removed from the 
cluster with the aid of a redox active tyrosine, YZ. 
During catalysis, the OEC cycles through five redox 
states denoted Si (i = 0–4). At each state transition 
the cluster stores one oxidizing equivalent. At the 
unstable S4 state, four oxidising equivalents are 
accumulated, and thus, two water molecules are 
oxidised, dioxygen is released and the cycle starts 
again from the S0 state (for reviews see Wydrzynski 
and Satoh 2005).

The S-state transitions are inhibited at tempera-
tures below about 230 K (Styring and Rutherford 
1988), with the exception of the S1 to S2 transition, 
which can be partly induced at temperatures as 
low as 77 K (Nugent et al. 2002, our unpublished 
results). This has led to earlier assumptions that 
TyrZ cannot be oxidized at cryogenic temperatures. 
However, recent evidence accumulated by EPR 
spectroscopy showed that YZ

• intermediates were 
detected in the S1 (Nugent et al. 2002), S0 (Zhang 
and Styring 2003) and the S2 states (Ioannidis 
et al. 2006).

We have undertaken a study aimed at trapping 
TyrZ

• at elevated temperatures in all S states that 
exhibit a split signal at liquid helium temperatures 
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using rapid scanning EPR spectroscopy. The results 
reveal the unperturbed spectrum of TyrZ in the 
functional system and at temperatures close to 
the onset of the S-state transitions. Furthermore, we 
simulated the S2YZ

• spectrum using the algorithm of 
Svistunenko and Cooper (2004).

Materials and methods

PSII-enriched thylakoid membranes were isolated 
from spinach (Ford and Evans 1983) with modi-
fications. Samples for EPR measurements were 
suspended in 0.4 M sucrose, 15 mM NaCl, 5 mM 
MgCl2, 40 mM MES, pH 6.5, at about 6–8 mg chl/
mL and stored in liquid nitrogen. All samples were 
supplemented with 1 mM duroquinone (dissolved 
in DMSO) as an exogenous electron acceptor.

Two studio photographic power supplies were 
used for flash excitation of samples: a 600 W with 
pulse duration of 2.1 ms, at temperatures below 
ca. 220 K, and a 200 W one with pulse duration 
of 1.2 ms, at temperatures above 220 K. The latter 
produced single turnovers at −5°C. The S2QA and 
S2QA

− states were produced as previously reported 
by Ioannidis et al. (2006). The S2YZ

• intermediate 
was produced by direct flash illumination at tem-
peratures higher than 77 K.

EPR measurements were obtained with an 
extensively modified Bruker ER-200D spec-
trometer interfaced to a personal computer and 
equipped with an Oxford ESR 900 cryostat, an 
Anritsu MF76A frequency counter and a Bruker 
035M NMR gaussmeter. The Signal-Channel 
unit was replaced with an SR830 digital lock-in 
amplifier by Stanford Research. The perpendicular 
4102ST cavity was used, and the microwave 
frequency was 9.41 GHz. Rapid scan experiments 
were performed as reported previously (Sioros 
et al. 2007).

Spectra of TyrZ
• and TyrD

• were simulated 
using the programme simpow6 (Mark Nilges, 
Illinois EPR Research Center, http//:ierc.scs.
uiuc.edu/∼nilges/software.html). Alternatively, 
an algorithm was used (Svistunenko and Cooper 
2004).

Results and discussion

The S2YZ
• signal at elevated cryogenic temperatures

We showed previously that the S2QA state pro-
duced no detectable metalloradical EPR signal 
by visible-light illumination at liquid helium tem-
peratures. However, flash illumination in the range 
77–190 K induced a transient state, which upon 
rapid warming to −10°C advanced to S3, or upon 
rapid cooling to 10 K gave rise to a 116 G wide 
metalloradical EPR signal (Ioannidis et al. 2006). 
This intermediate was assigned to S2YZ

•, and was 
shown to decay with a half time of a few minutes 
at 10 K, while preliminary evidence derived from 
the phenomenology of the intermediate trapping 
suggested a lifetime of seconds at 190 K. As shown 
in our accompanying publication (Zahariou et al. 
2007) the magnetic interaction with TyrZ

• averages 
out completely above about 100 K, due to the rapid 
increase of the relaxation rate of the Mn cluster, 
revealing the narrow spectrum of the unperturbed 
tyrosyl radical. This and the rather long lifetime of 
TyrZ

• below about 200 K suggests that it should be 
possible to record the TyrZ

• radical spectrum upon 
its flash production above 77 K by the application 
of rapid scanning EPR spectroscopy.

Figure 1 shows a rapid scan trace (a) recorded 
0.1 s after a flash of light at 200 K of samples poised 
in the S2QA state. The spectrum recorded 100 s after 
the flash was subtracted in order to remove the large 
stable contribution from TyrD

•, as well as contribu-
tions from car+ or chl+ radicals that decay more 
slowly. The signal is compared with the background 
spectrum of TyrD

• (b) at the same microwave power, 
appropriately scaled down. Under these conditions 
the latter signal is saturated while that of TyrZ

• is not 
(data not shown). TyrD

• under non saturating condi-
tions (c) is included, too. Clearly a distinct spectrum 
broader than that of TyrD

• is induced. We assign this 
new signal to TyrZ

•.

High resolution spectra of S2YZ
• and simulation

The use of high modulation amplitude in the 
experiment of Fig. 1 enhances the signal to noise 
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ratio but it smears out the details of the TyrZ
• 

spectrum. We have repeated this experiment at 
different temperatures and modulation amplitude 
of 2 G. The spectra obtained show distinct hyper-
fine features that remain unchanged in the range 
114–200 K. Figure 2a (upper panel) depicts the 
S2YZ

• spectrum obtained at 114 K. High tempera-
ture spectra obtained from the S0(+MeOH), S1 and 
S2(+MeOH) states are quite similar to this spec-
trum (not shown).

A large set of parameters is needed to simulate a 
tyrosyl spectrum. The lineshape of the tyrosyl EPR 
spectrum depends on the hyperfine interaction of 
the unpaired electron with the four phenoxyl ring 
protons and the two β-methylene protons. The 
hyperfine interaction with the β-methylene protons 
is modulated by the rotation angle θ and the spin 
density ρ on carbon atom C1. Svistunenko and 
Cooper (2004) showed that the whole set of param-
eters of the tyrosyl spectrum can be derived from 

only these two parameters, ρC1 and θ. Most impor-
tantly, they presented a linear empirical relationship 
between ρC1 and gx. We have chosen to simulate 
two spectra: the YD

• and the S2YZ
•. We first did 

extensive searches over the parameter space using 
the programme simpow6, and later applied the 
Svistunenko and Cooper approach by using differ-
ent values for the ρC1 and θ, and generating spectra 
that were compared to the experimental one. Both 
approaches converged to approximately the same 
best parameter set. The results are depicted in Fig. 2. 
According to our simulations the ρC1 found for 
both radicals is greater than 0.38; as suggested 
by Svistunenko and Cooper (2004), such values 
indicate that the tyrosyl radicals are likely to be 
H-bonded, with the strength of the H-bond being 
greater with higher ρC1 values and therefore higher 
in the case of tyr Z. An extension of this study to 
different S states as well as an examination of the 

Fig. 1 Transient signal formed by flash–illumination of the 
S2 state at 200 K (trace a) compared with the background sig-
nal (signal II) under non-saturating (trace c) and saturating 
(trace b) conditions. The latter two signals were appropri-
ately scaled down. Rapid mode EPR conditions: modulation 
amplitude, 8 Gpp; microwave power, 100 mW (traces a and 
b) or 0.013 mW (trace c); microwave frequency, 9.41 GHz; 
modulation frequency 100 KHz; sweep field width, 100 G; 
sweep time, 100 ms; time constant, 0.3 ms. Inset: decay 
kinetics of the S2YZ

• EPR signal at the same temperature. 
Closed circles represent the intensity difference at 3,340 
and 3,300 Gauss (average of six runs). The flash was given 
at time 0. A double exponential curve (solid line) is fitted to 
the data with half times of 0.8 s (73%) and 9.5 s (27%)

Fig. 2 Experimental (a) and simulated (b) spectra of the S2YZ
• 

(upper panel) and the YD
• (lower panel) tyrosyl radicals
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interesting decay kinetics of YZ
• as a function of 

temperature will be published elsewhere.
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CHAPTER TWENTY

Crystallization and Crystal Structure Analysis 
of a Mutant Photosystem II Complex Lacking PsbI 
from Thermosynechococcus vulcanus

Keisuke Kawakami1, Yousuke Kawabata1, Takahiro Henmi2, Masako Iwai3, Takashi Suemasu1, 
Masahiko Ikeuchi4, Nobuo Kamiya2, and Jian-Ren Shen1

Abstract  PsbI is one of the low molecular mass, 
intrinsic membrane protein of photosystem II (PSII) 
tightly associated with the isolated D1/D2 reaction 
center complex. The location of PsbI has been 
identified to be in a peripheral area of PSII dimer 
surrounded by D1 and CP43 in the crystal structure 
of a thermophilic cyanobacterium at 3 Å resolution 
(Loll et al. 2005). In order to study the role of PsbI 
from a structural point of view, we purified PSII 
dimer complexes from a PsbI-deletion mutant of 
Thermosynechococcus vulcanus, crystallized, and 
analyzed the crystal structure of the PsbI-deleted 
PSII. Our results confirmed the position of PsbI in 
the current structure, and showed that the isolated 
mutant PSII had a maximum decrease of 30% in 
oxygen evolution compared with that of wild-type 
PSII. The amount of PSII monomer was found to 

increase significantly in thylakoids of the PsbI-
deletion mutant than that of wild-type, in agree-
ment with the previously reported results that PsbI 
is required for maintaining the stability of PSII 
dimer in vivo.

Keywords  PsbI-deletion mutant, photosystem II, 
dimer, crystal structure, difference Fourier map

Introduction

Photosystem II (PSII) exists in thylakoid mem-
branes of oxygenic photosynthetic organisms, and 
performs light-induced electron transfer and water-
splitting reactions, leading to the formation of 
molecular oxygen. The components of PSII include 
17 membrane-spanning subunits, 3 hydrophilic, 
peripheral subunits, and over 70 cofactors, includ-
ing chlorophylls, carotenoids, Mn, Ca, Fe, and 
plastoquinones, which give rise to a total molecular 
mass of 350 kDa for a monomer. PsbI is one of 
the low molecular mass subunits of PSII with an 
approximate molecular mass of 4 kDa and single 
trans-membrane helix, and is tightly associated 
with PSII reaction center, since it is present in the 
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isolated reaction center complex. PsbI is located 
in the vicinity of D1 and CP43 in the crystal struc-
ture of Thermosynechococcus elongatus reported 
at 3 Å (Loll et al. 2005). Deletion mutants lacking 
PsbI have been constructed with a cyanobacte-
rium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (Ikeuchi et al. 
1995), a green alga C. reinhardtii (Kunstner et al. 
1995), and a higher plant tobacco (Schwenkert 
et al. 2006). All these mutants were capable 
of photo-autotrophic growth, with the mutants 
of C. reinhardtii and tobacco showing larger 
effects on the PSII activity and stability, and 
higher sensitivity toward photoinhibition, than the 
cyanobacterial mutant. In addition, the deletion 
of PsbI in tobacco was shown to destabilize PSII 
dimer, which was also observed in a cyanobacte-
rial mutant of T. elongatus (Katoh and Ikeuchi 
2001). In order to further study the role of PsbI 
from a structural point of view, we purified PSII 
dimer complexes from a PsbI deletion mutant of 
Thermosynechococcus vulcanus, crystallized the 
PSII dimer by the hanging drop vapor diffusion 
method, and analyzed the crystal structure of 
PsbI-deleted PSII.

Materials and metods

The thermophilic cyanobacterium T. vulcanus was 
grown at 48–50°C as described previously (Shen 
et al. 1992). Liquid culture was bubbled with 
air containing 5% (v/v) CO2. The psbI gene was 
disrupted by inserting a chloramphenicol-resistant 
cassette into the open-reading frame of the psbI 
gene as previously reported (Katoh and Ikeuchi 
2001). PsbI-deletion mutant was maintained in 
the presence of chloramphenicol. For large scale 
purification of PSII, the mutant cells were cultured 
in a 50 L container for 8–12 days in the absence of 
chloramphenicol.

PSII dimer was purified from the PsbI-deletion 
mutant according to Shen et al. (1993) with slight 
modifications. Crude PSII obtained after treatment 
of thylakoids with lauryldimethylamine N-oxide 
was solubilized with 1% n-dodecyl β-d-maltoside 
(DM), and then loaded onto a TOYOPEARL DEAE 

650 M column to remove the large amount of 
phycobili-proteins and remaining PSI complexes. 
The fraction containing mainly PSII from the 
column was collected and further solubilized with 
0.6% DM, and then purified by a Mono-Q anion 
exchange column. PSII was separated into mono-
mer and dimer with the Mono-Q column, and the 
dimer fraction was collected, precipitated by cen-
trifugation after addition of polyethylene glycol 
1450, and used for crystallization.

Crystallization was performed with the hang-
ing-drop vapor diffusion method under similar 
conditions as reported previously for the wild-
type PSII (Shen and Kamiya 2000; Kamiya and 
Shen 2003). The crystals were grown to a size of 
1 × 0.5 × 0.1 mm within 3–4 days at 20°C. After 
maturation, the crystals were transferred to a cryo-
protectant solution containing 25% Glycerol and 
20% PEG 1450 with a step-wise procedure, and 
flash-cooled in a nitrogen gas stream at 100 K. 
X-ray diffraction experiments were performed 
at beamline BL41XU of a synchrotron radiation 
facility, SPring-8, Japan.

Oxygen evolution was measured with a Clark-
type oxygen electrode at 30°C under continuous, 
saturating light with 0.5 mM phenyl-p-benzo-
quinone and 0.5 mM potassium ferricyanide as 
electron acceptors. For analysis of PSII dimer 
and monomer, blue native PAGE was performed 
according to (Schägger et al. 1994; Danielsson et 
al. 2006; Wittig et al. 2006) with modifications 
described elsewhere (in preparation).

Results and discussion

PSII dimer complex was purified from the PsbI-
deletion mutant of T. vulcanus with a method 
essentially similar to that used for purification of 
PSII dimer from the wild-type. The purified PSII 
dimer was active in oxygen evolution; however, 
the activity of PSII dimer from the mutant was 
always slightly lower than that of the wild-type 
(a maximum decrease of approximately 30% in 
oxygen evolution was observed in the PsbI-deletion 
mutant compared with the wild-type, data not 
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shown). In order to analyze the structure of PsbI-
deleted PSII, we crystallized the PSII dimer from 
the PsbI-deletion mutant (Fig. 1). The crystals were 
obtained in a similar condition as that of wild-type 
PSII (Shen and Kamiya 2000; Kamiya and Shen 
2003). X-ray diffraction data were collected from 
the crystals at the synchrotron radiation source 
SPring-8. An image of a typical diffraction pattern 
was shown in Fig. 2, which shows that the crystals 
diffracted to a maximum resolution of 3.25 Å. The 
data were processed with the software HKL2000 
(Otwinowski and Minor 1997) to a resolution of 
3.45 Å, which showed that the crystal of PsbI-
deleted PSII had a same space group and similar 
unit cell dimensions as those of the wild type PSII 
crystal (data not shown). We calculated the differ-
ence Fourier map between the PsbI-deleted and 
wild-type PSII, which showed that electron densi-
ties corresponding to the trans-membrane helix of 
PsbI in the 3 Å structure (Loll et al. 2005) were 
missing in the deletion mutant (data not shown), 
thus confirming the loss and position of PsbI 
reported in the current structure. We also analyzed 
the relative amount of PSII monomer and dimer 
in thylakoids from PsbI-deleted and wild-type 
cells, and found that the amount of monomer was 
increased in the PsbI-deletion mutant remarkably 

than that in the wild-type cells (data not shown), 
indicating that the loss of PsbI caused a destabiliza-
tion of the PSII dimer.

In conclusion, we purified, crystallized, and 
analyzed the crystal structure of PsbI-deleted 
PSII dimer from the thermophilic cyanobacte-
rium T. vulcanus. The crystal structure obtained 
confirmed the loss of PsbI from the mutant, as 
well as the location of this subunit in the 3 Å 
structure (Loll et al. 2005). The loss of PsbI 
caused an increase of PSII monomer in thyla-
koids, in agreement with a role of this subunit in 
maintaining the dimeric configuration of PSII as 
reported previously (Katoh and Ikeuchi 2001; 
Schwenkert et al. 2006).

Fig. 2 An image of X-ray diffraction pattern from 
∆PsbI-PSII crystals. X-ray source: SPring-8 BL41-XU; 
Wavelength: 1 Å; temperature: 100 K; oscillation angle: 
0.6°; exposure time: 4 s

Fig. 1 Crystal of ∆PsbI-PSII from T. vulcanus obtained 
at 20°C in 4 days by the hanging drop vapor diffusion 
method
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CHAPTER TWENTY ONE

ESEEM Study of the Light-Induced Split S1 EPR Signal 
from Photosystem II

Fikret Mamedov, Kajsa G. V. Havelius, and Stenbjörn Styring

Abstract  ESE field sweep and two and three 
pulse ESEEM measurements were performed on 
the Split S1 signal induced by illumination at liquid 
He temperatures of the PSII centers poised in the 
S1-state. The field sweep experiments in the radical 
region indicated possible involvement of YZ

• in the 
formation of the Split S1 EPR signal. Frequency 
domain ESEEM revealed light inducible features 
which origin is discussed with respect to the Split 
S1 signal formation.

Keywords  Photosystem II, water oxidation, S1 
state, EPR, ESEEM

Introduction

Illumination of dark adapted PSII centers at cry-
ogenic temperatures results in a Split EPR signal 
originating from the S1-state of the water oxidiz-
ing complex (Nugent et al. 2002; Koulougliotis 

et al. 2003; Zhang and Styring 2003). Similar 
EPR signals were reported also from the S0-, S2-, 
and S3-states (Ioannidis et al. 2002; Zhang and 
Styring 2003; Havelius et al. 2006; Ioannidis et al. 
2006). The signals are attributed to the magnetic 
interaction between a radical and the CaMn4-
cluster in the corresponding S-state. The nature 
of the radical is not unambiguously identified 
yet, although by analogy to the split signals from 
the inhibited PSII centers it is believed to be the 
secondary donor, YZ

•. Pulse ENDOR measure-
ments in Ca-depleted and acetate-inhibited PSII 
membranes provided strong evidence that these 
split signals originate from magnetic coupling 
between YZ

• and the CaMn4-cluster (Gilchrist 
et al. 1995; Peloquin et al. 1998).

Better understanding of the low temperature 
light-induced Split signals provides information 
about structure and function of the water oxidizing 
complex in the different S-states. For this 
purpose we performed pulse EPR measurements 
on the Split S1 signal induced by illumination 
at liquid He temperatures in the dark adapted 
PSII membranes, predominantly poised in the 
S1-state.
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Materials and methods

Isolation of PSII membranes. PSII membranes 
were isolated as described in (Völker et al. 1985) 
and stored at −80°C in a buffer, contained 400 mM 
sucrose, 15 mM NaCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 3 mM MgCl2 
and 25 mM MES-NaOH (pH 6.1) which was used 
in all measurements. To avoid the strong absorption 
from YD

• during EPR experiments, it was reduced 
to 1–3% of its maximum size, as described in 
(Havelius et al. 2006). PSII membranes at ∼10 mg 
Chl/mL with 1 mM PpBQ were placed into the EPR 
tubes in the dark and frozen for the measurements.

EPR Experiments. Low temperature EPR spec-
tra were recorded with a Bruker ELEXYS E500 
spectrometer equipped with SHQE4122 resonator, 
ESR900 cryostat and ITC-503 temperature control-
ler (Oxford Instruments Ltd.). Pulse field sweep 
and ESEEM experiments were performed with 
a Bruker ELEXYS E580 spectrometer equipped 
with ER4118XMD-5-W1 dielectric resonator and 
Oxford CF935 cryostat. EPR data were analyzed 
with the Xepr 2.4 Bruker software.

Results

Field sweep spectra induced by illumination 
at liquid He temperatures

Light-induced EPR spectra from PSII membranes 
in the radical and split region are shown in Fig. 1. 
The CW measurements showed almost complete 
absence of YD

• in our dark adapted reduced sam-
ples (Fig. 1A and C, dark). Illumination of the sam-
ple at 6 K resulted in induction of a radical signal 
and the characteristic Split S1 signal with a peak at 
g = 2.036 (Fig. 1A and C, light) which is shown as 
a difference spectrum.

The ESE field sweep spectra of the correspond-
ing signals are shown in Fig. 1B and D. It is clear 
that light inducible signals were observable by 
application of pulse EPR at the temperatures below 
6 K. This allowed us to perform ESEEM experi-
ments on the Split S1 signal, the light minus dark 
difference spectrum of which is shown in Fig. 1D.

ESEEM measurements on the Split S1 signal

Figure 2 shows time domain (top) and frequency 
domain (bottom) of the two pulse (A and C) and 
three pulse (B and D) ESEEM spectra obtained at 
the field position indicated in Fig. 1D. The spectra 
were obtained from the dark adapted sample and 
under illumination at 3.8 K. In both cases, the 
envelope modulations reflecting nearby nuclear 
interactions were observable.

The Fourier transforms of two and three pulse 
time domain spectra revealed peaks at 14.5 MHz 
which represents weakly coupled protons at or 
near the Larmor frequency. In addition, two pulse 
domain spectra revealed peaks at 1.9 and 7.2 MHz 
(Fig. 2C). In the three pulse frequency domain spec-
tra another peak at 3.8 MHz position was resolved 
(Fig. 2D). Note, that light-induced changes were 
observed for the peaks at 1.9 MHz (for two pulsed 
ESEEM measurements, Fig. 2C, difference spec-
trum) and at 3.8 MHz (for three pulsed ESEEM 
measurements, Fig. 2D, difference spectrum).

Discussion

Recently we demonstrated that the light-induced 
radical showed in Fig. 1A is composed of Car+• 
or Chl+• species and a fast relaxing component 
which is wider and have a higher g-value (Havelius 
et al. 2006). The later component had a decay time 
similar to the Split S1 signal and was assigned to 
originate from YZ

•. This provides evidence that YZ
• 

is the radical that interacts with the CaMn4-cluster 
in the Split S1 EPR signal.

The deconvolution of the ESE field sweep light 
inducible spectrum shown in Fig. 1B, recorded at a 
fast repetition rate in order to detect a fast relaxing 
species, showed that together with a Car+• or Chl+• 
spectrum (deconv 1) the light inducible spectrum 
contained a radical species which can be assigned 
to YZ

• (deconv 2). Its origin from the YZ
• radical is 

confirmed by similarity to the YD
• spectrum. The 

spectrum of the YD
• radical is shown as white line 

on the top of deconv 2 spectrum for comparison. 
Thus, these measurements provide further evidence 
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that YZ
• is involved in the formation of the Split S1 

EPR signal.
Analysis of the frequency domain ESEEM spec-

tra suggests that peaks at 1.9 and 7.2 MHz, resolved 
from the two pulse frequency spectra (Fig. 2C), 
could be attributed to proton couplings. Similar fre-
quencies were reported for coupling of the electron 
spin with one of the β-methylene protons of the Tyr 
radical (1.9 MHz, Evelo et al. 1989; Zimmermann 
et al. 1993). In addition, modulations similar to 

3.8 MHz, resolved from the three pulse frequency 
spectra (Fig. 2D), were reported to originate from 
14N couplings of a nitrogen containing protein resi-
due, presumably histidine (Zimmermann et al. 1993; 
Colaneri et al. 2000). Assignment of this component 
to the CaMn4-cluster or the YZ

• radical requires 
further analysis. However, it is possible that the light 
inducible changes at 1.9 and 3.8 MHz modulations 
occur during the Split S1 signal formation. Experiments 
to clarify these findings are in progress.

Fig. 1 CW (left) and two pulse ESE field sweep spectra (right) of the radical region (top) and split region (bottom) of the 
S1-state of PSII in the dark and during continuous illumination. EPR conditions: A – microwave power 0.5 µW, C – micro-
wave power 25 mW; microwave frequency 9.27 GHz and temperature 6 K. B and D – the π/2-τ-π pulse sequence was 16-
200-32 ns, with repetition rate of 200 µs, microwave frequency 9.71 GHz and temperature 4.1 K. The arrow in D indicates 
the position for the ESEEM measurements
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CHAPTER TWENTY TWO

Insights into the Photosynthetic Water Oxidation 
Mechanism: Determination of the Dissociation Constants 
for the Substrate Water Binding Sites from 18O Isotope 
Exchange Measurements

Iain McConnell1, Lars-Erik Andreasson2, Tom Wydrzynski1, and Warwick Hillier1

Abstract  The exact nature of the substrate water 
binding sites and O-O bond formation during the 
oxidation of water in photosystem II are unknown. 
We have employed 18O water isotope exchange 
measurements to address this problem. For samples 
in the S3 state the rate of 18O water exchange can 
be determined by measuring the amount of 18O 
incorporated into the O2 produced as a function of 
time between the rapid injection of enriched H2

18O 
water and a turnover flash. At m/z = 34 (16,18O2) 
two distinct kinetic phases (one fast and one slow) 
are observed while only one phase (slow) is found 
at m/z = 36 (18,18O2). The data can be fit to pseudo 
first order kinetics, with the 18,18O2 data fit to a 
single exponential function and the 16,18O2 data 
fit to a bi-exponential function. The two distinct 
phases imply two separate and chemically distinct 
binding sites for substrate water. In a new approach 
each site is considered to involve an equilibrium 
between a bound H2

16O and H2
18O. A model con-

structed from this approach infers specific koff and 

kon rate constants (kd). These are used to derive the 
dissociation constants for the two substrate water 
binding sites. Surprisingly different values further 
support the concept that the two water binding sites 
are heterogeneous in character.

Keywords  Photosystem II, water oxidation, water 
exchange, mechanism

Introduction

Photosystem II (PSII) oxidises water at the water 
oxidising complex (WOC) which consists of a Mn4Ca 
bioinorganic core and the ligating protein matrix. 
Water oxidation is thermodynamically challenging 
requiring the highest known oxidation potential in 
biology (Hillier and Messinger 2005). The Mn4Ca 
cluster stores oxidising potential that is built up in a 
series of five steps or S-states (Sn n = 0–4). When the 
system reaches the metastable S4 state it oxidises 
water (releasing O2) and returns to S0. This process 
takes 1.1 ms, or 9.09 × 102 s−1. The overall water 
oxidation reaction is as follows:

 2 H2O ® O
2
 + 4 H+ + 4 e

_
 (1)
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Two water molecules must bind to the water bind-
ing sites of the WOC which are thought to be on 
the Mn4Ca cluster before they can be oxidised.

Previous water exchange experiments (Messinger 
et al. 1995) have shown that there are two non-
equivalent water binding sites. The slower one has 
been found to bind water in S0 and the faster one 
binds water in at least S2 (Hillier and Wydrzynski 
2004). By examining 18O water exchange with the 
method in (Hillier et al. 1998) data at m/z = 34 and 
m/z = 36 are produced. Water binding behaviour 
in S3 can be described by an empirical model con-
sisting of a bi-exponential (34Yc) equation and an 
exponential (36Yc) equation as follows:

 34Yc = A1(1 – exp(–k1t)) + A2(1– exp(– k2t) (2)

 36Yc = 1 – exp(–k2t) (3)

The empirical model includes an explicit definition 
of the contribution of both the fast and slow phases 
to the overall signal at equilibrium (A1 and A2 in 
Eq. 2). The contribution of each phase is dependent 
on the enrichment of H2

18O used.

Scheme 1 The quantitative model explicitly consid-
ers each water binding site in PSII. In order to model 
one of those sites we consider the case where that 
one site has H2

16O bound to it. That water molecule 
then dissociates at rate koff to a transition state at 
which point another water molecule associates to the 
binding site at rate kon. The transition state is either 
dissociative where the site is empty and no water 
molecules are bound or associative where both the 
incoming and outgoing water molecles simultane-
ously interact with the binding site. The two binding 
sites are assumed to be independent.

The quantitative model does not specify a con-
tribution from each phase but does use twice as 
many parameters with a kon and koff for each site as 
opposed to just kfast and kslow.

We show that instead of the empirical model, 
the quantitative model is an appropriate and 
more informative approach to analysing H2

18O 
exchange data. We use the quantitative model to 
report for the first time the Kd values of both water 
exchange sites.

Materials and methods

Isolation of PSII enriched membrane particles. 
Market spinach thylakoids were solubilised according 
to (Berthold et al. 1981). The detergent was washed 
out and material stored as beads at −80°C until use.

H2
18O Water exchange measurements. Experiments 

were performed for the S3 state as in (Hillier et al. 
1998) except measurements were performed at 
concentrations of 6% and 25% H2

18O. The 12% data 
was from the data set in (Hillier et al. 1998).

Mathematical modelling. Origin 7 (OriginLab) 
was used to fit the data to the empirical model func-
tion (Hillier). The quantitative model (Rodiguin 
and Rodiguina 1964) was fit globally to the data in 
Excel (Microsoft).

Results

The empirical model’s fit is mirrored by the quan-
titative model’s fit (Fig. 1). The empirical includes 
assumptions regarding contributions of the fast and 
slow phases at different enrichments (Eq. 1) while 
the quantitative model does not make the same 
assumptions. The quantitative model does have 
four fitting parameters instead of the empirical 
model’s two. The increased number of parameters 
increases its freedom to fit the data. Despite that 
freedom it mirrors the more restrained empirical 
model. The quantitative model fitting is further 
restrained by forcing it to share exchange param-
eters between the three enrichment conditions in 
a global fit. The two models also fit similarly with 
the water exchange data of D1:E189Q mutant PSII 
from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (Fig. 2).

The value of the new model is revealed in exam-
ining the fitting parameters (Table 1). The quantita-
tive model fits indicate koff rates are much slower 
than the kon rates and are similar to previously 
determined turnover rates (Hillier et al. 1998). The 
koff step is the rate limiting step.

The Kd of each binding site (Table 1) can be 
calculated from the fitted values as Kd = koff/kon. 
The Kd values show marked differences between 
the fast and slow sites with four orders of magni-
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tude difference in binding affinity in spinach and 
five in Synechocystis. The divergent Kd values are 
not unexpected because previous water exchange 
turnover data indicated at least an order of mag-

nitude in difference between the two sites (Hillier 
et al. 1998).

The D1:E189Q Synechocystis Kd values are 60% 
greater that wildtype at both sites. Water is bound 
less tightly at both sites in this mutant. However, 
this is a relatively small effect. For a structural 
interpretation see Hillier et al., this issue.

The Kd for water binding at the slow site in PSII 
is similar to a previously determined rate of hydro-
gen peroxide binding for horse liver Fe catalase 
(Table 1). While the fast site of PSII is binding water 
with a strength similar to a manganese catalase and 
hydrogen peroxide. These similarities indicate the 
quantitative model is producing Kd values that are 
similar to substrate interactions at other metal sites.

Discussion

The results show that the quantitative model fits 
the data in a similar way to the empirical model 
while producing more information. The quan-
titative model should be used for further water 
exchange studies and for analysis of previous water 
exchange data.

The highly disparate values for the two water 
binding sites Kd values reinforce the concept that 
the two water binding sites are likely to be entirely 
separate despite being close enough to form an 
O=O bond.

Fig. 1 The empirical model and quantitative model fits are 
equivalent. Water exchange data at three different enrich-
ments, 6%, 12% and 25% H2

18O. The exchange data was 
fit to the empirical model (purple line) and the quantitative 
model (black line)

Fig. 2 The quantitative model can be used to examine 
mutant PSII water exchange
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The Kd values for either water binding in S3
 

appear to be four orders of magnitude in difference. 
This indicates a vast difference in binding strength 
that may reflect binding to Mn in the WOC of differ-
ent oxidation states or binding at a Mn and the Ca.
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Table 1 Comparison of rate constants. The fitted rate constants for each binding site from the quantitative model are 
presented

 Slow site Fast site Kd (M)

Sample Kon (M
−1.s−1) Koff (s

−1) Kon (M
−1.s−1) Koff (s

−1) Slow Fast

Spinach 5.9 × 104 1.45 87.6 34.4 2.4 × 10−5 0.39
Synechocystis wildtype 9.5 × 104 0.47 1.4 × 102 19.7 4.98 × 10−6 0.14
Synechocystis E189Q 9.5 × 104 0.78 1.4 × 102 31.9 8.25 × 10−6 0.23
Fe catalase H2O2 binding     1 × 10−6 
 (Equus caballusa)
Mn catalase H2O2 binding     0.17 
 (Pyrobaculum calidifontisb)
Mn catalase H2O2 binding     0.15 
 (Thermoleophilum albumc)

a(Deisseroth and Dounce 1970)
b(Amo et al. 2002)
c(Allgood and Perry 1986)
dError analysis in progress



CHAPTER TWENTY THREE

The S-State Dependence of the Location and Affinity 
of the Protons Bound to the Manganese Cluster 
in Photosystem II

Hiroyuki Mino1, Hiroiku Yamada1, Shigeru Itoh1, and Asako Kawamori2

Abstract  Proton matrix ENDOR have been per-
formed in order to investigate protons close to oxy-
gen-evolving manganese cluster in photosystem II. 
Six pairs of proton ENDOR signals were detected 
in both the S0 and S2 states of the Mn-cluster. Two 
pairs of signals that show hyperfine constants of 
2.3/2.2 and 4.0 MHz, respectively, disappeared 
after D2O incubation in both states. The signals 
with 2.3/2.2 MHz hyperfine constants in S0 and S2 
state multiline disappeared after 3 h of D2O incuba-
tion in the S0 and S1 states, respectively. The signal 
with 4.0 MHz hyperfine constants in S0 state multi-
line disappeared after 3 h of D2O incubation in the 
S0 state, while the similar signal in S2 state multi-
line disappeared only after 24 h of D2O incubation 
in the S1 state. The different proton exchange rates 
seem to be ascribable to the change in affinities of 
water molecules to the variation in oxidation state 
of the Mn cluster during the water oxidation cycle. 
The angular dependence of ENDOR peaks was 
detected in the oriented membranes. The hyperfine 

constant of ff’ peaks were 5% reduced at the angle 
0° between the external magnetic field and the 
normal of the membrane. The short distances 
estimated by hyperfine constants and angular 
dependence suggest the protons belong to the water 
molecules ligated to the manganese cluster.

Keywords  S-state, ESR, ENDOR, multiline, 
oxygen evolution

Introduction

Photosynthetic O2 evolution in green plants and 
cyanobacteria is catalyzed by the oxygen-evolving 
complex (OEC) in the photosystem (PS) II reac-
tion center protein complex. Recently, the structure 
at 3.0 Å resolution has also been reported (Loll 
et al. 2005). In light-driven water oxidation in PS 
II, two water molecules are oxidized to yield an 
oxygen molecule through a cycle of five distinct 
redox states labeled Sn (n = 0–4). The S1 state is most 
stable in darkness and each Sn state advances to 
Sn+1 by the single photon reaction in PS II. It is 
not yet clear at which Sn state the two molecules 
of substrate water bind to the catalytic site during 

1Graduate School of science, Nagoya University, Nagoya, 
464-8602, Japan
2Agape-Kabutoyama institute of medicine, Nishinomiya, 
662-0001, Japan
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455–458. © 2008 Springer.
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the cycle of the Sn state, although a variety of experi-
mental techniques have been brought to bear on 
this issue.

The S2 state multiline signal is centered at g = 2 
expanded over approximately 1600 G. Recently, a 
new multiline signal in the S0 state has been dis-
covered and shown to be composed of at least 26 
peaks ascribable to the S = 1/2 ground state in the 
presence of methanol. 55Mn pulsed ENDOR exper-
iments at Q-band have revealed that the hyperfine 
constants of the individual Mn ions are very similar 
in the S0 and S2 states.

ENDOR has been a valuable method for investi-
gating the coordination state of water molecules to 
the Mn cluster. Six pairs of proton matrix ENDOR 
lines in the S2 multiline signal have been reported 
(Kawamori et al. 1989), which was estimated the 
distances of protons from the Mn-cluster at 2.7–
6.0 Å based on the point dipole approximation. We 
report the affinity of protons close to manganese 
cluster investigated by proton matrix ENDOR.

Materials and methods

Preparations of samples. “S1-enriched PS II mem-
branes” were prepared by dark adaptation of the 
spinach PS II membranes (BBY type) for 2 h at 
273 K after the short pre-illumination resuspended in 
medium A (400 mM Sucrose, 20 mM NaCl, 20 mM 
Mes/NaOH pH 6.5). For the preparation of “S0-
enriched membranes”, the S1-enriched membranes 
were resuspended in medium A supplemented with 
100 mM sodium ascorbate to reduced YD

• radical. 
After overnight incubation, the membranes were 
resuspended in the same buffer containing 1 mM 
phenyl-p-benzoquinone and 1 mM potassium fer-
ricyanide to give a final concentration of 1 mg Chl/
mL. The membranes were illuminated with three 
successive flashes of Nd-YAG laser (200 mJ/pulse, 
532 nm, at 1 Hz) at 273 K at the saturating intensity 
to populate the S0 state efficiently. The membranes 
were then washed with medium A containing 1.5% 
methanol, and dark-adapted at 273 K. Absence of 
YD

• inhibited the S0 to S1 state transition, and as a 
result, the stable S0 state was populated.

Membrane orientation. The oriented membranes 
were prepared by drying on polyethylene film at 4°C 
for 16 h under N2 gas flow and controlled humidity. 
Six to eight pieces of dried sheets were put into an 
EPR tube, which was subsequently frozen to 77 K.

EPR experiments. Measurements were performed 
using a Bruker ESP-300E ESR spectrometer or 
Varian E-109 with a gas flow temperature control 
system (CF935, Oxford Instruments, Oxford, GB). 
EPR signals were measured with a standard resona-
tor (ER4102). ENDOR signals were detected with a 
12.5 kHz modulation frequency. Three hundred milli-
watts radio wave from an RF power amplifier (A-500, 
ENI) was supplied to 12 lines of ENDOR coils that 
were placed parallel to the cylindrical axis of the TE011 
cavity and terminated with a 50 Ω dummy load.

Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the ENDOR spectra obtained in the 
membranes incubated in the ordinary H2O medium 
(traces A and D), and those incubated in D2O 

Fig. 1 ENDOR spectra of the S0 (trace A–C) and S2 (trace 
D–F) multiline signals. ENDOR spectra were measured in 
the S0- and S2-enriched PS II membranes either in the H2O 
medium (trace A and D), or after incubation in the D2O 
medium for 3 h (trace B and E) and 24 h (traces C and F). 
The spectrum in the S1-state was subtracted from the spectra 
in the S0 and S2 states as a baseline signal. The signals were 
measured at 4.5 K
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medium for 3 h (traces B and E) and 24 h (traces 
C and F) in the S0 state (traces A–C) or S2 state 
(traces D–F), respectively. The ENDOR intensi-
ties were normalized by multiline intensities. Six 
pairs of peaks labeled aa’–ff’ were present in the 
ENDOR spectra of both the S0 and S2 multiline sig-
nals in the ordinary H2O medium. The separations 
of each pair, which give hyperfine constants, for 
ENDOR peaks of the S0 and S2 multiline signals 
were very similar. Peaks ee’ and ff’ disappeared 
after the D2O incubation (traces C and F) in both 
S0 and S2 multiline after 24 h. The ee’ and ff’ peaks 
in the S0-ENDOR signal, as well as the ee’ peak in 
the S2 signal, disappeared after incubation in D2O 
medium for 3 h. However, the ff’ peak in the S2 
signal did not disappear after 3 h incubation in D2O 
medium. The ENDOR spectra in the S2 multiline 
reflect the conditions in the S1 state because the 
membrane was incubated in D2O medium in the S1 
state. Therefore these results indicate that the affin-
ity of the ff’ protons is stronger in the S1 state than 
that in the S0 state.

The similarities of the matrix ENDOR spec-
tra in the S0 and S2 states suggest similar proton 
arrangements at similar electronic spin distribu-
tions. Proton release has been reported in the S0 to 
S1 state transitions, suggesting structural modifica-
tion of the Mn-cluster. Some possible reasons are 
proposed; (1) the protons released during the S0–S1 
state transition are not located in the vicinity of the 
manganese center; (2) the positions in which the 
protons are located are filled by other protons via a 
proton transfer pathway; and (3) some proton might 
be undetectable in our ENDOR measurements due 
to their fast or slow nuclear relaxation rates.

Hiller and Wydrzynski calculated that the water-
exchange rate at a metal center decreases with oxi-
dation of the metal center and the decrease in ionic 
radius, with an exchange rate of 10−6–10−4 s−1 for 
Mn(IV) and 10−2–100 s−1 for Mn(III) (Hillier and 
Wydrzynski 2001). This variation might explain 
the different exchange rates of the ff’ protons in the 
S0 and S1 states, involved in the oxidation of Mn. 
We propose that the water molecule with the ff’ 
proton binds directly to Mn that changes its redox 
state from Mn(III) to Mn(IV) in the transition from 

S0 to S1 state. The slow exchange rate might be 
ascribed to the slow water-binding rate to Mn (IV) 
ion. The increasing affinity of the ff’ proton, which 
is closest to the Mn cluster, might be interpreted as 
the strong binding of the water to the S1 state that 
initiates the efficient water oxidation cycle.

The ff’ and ee’ protons may either belong to 
water molecules that are directly ligated to the Mn 
cluster or to the amino acid side-chains ligated to 
the Mn cluster. Simple dipole approximation sug-
gests the distances between the putative electronic 
spin center of the manganese cluster and the ee’ 
and ff’ protons to be 3.3 and 2.7 Å, respectively. 
These short distances indicate these protons to be 
almost in contact with the Mn cluster. Note that the 
distances are reached based on a simple estimation. 
Actually, the electron spin distribution over the Mn 
atoms in the cluster should be considered to esti-
mate the positions of the protons. Figure 2 shows 
the ENDOR spectra of S2 multiline in the oriented 
membranes at 0° (A) and 90° (B) angles between 
the external magnetic field and the normal of the 
membrane. The hyperfine constant (3.8 MHz) of 
the ff’ peaks at 0° were approximately 5% reduced 
that (4.0 MHz) at 90°. Numerical calculation suggests 

Fig. 2 ENDOR spectra of the S2 multiline signals in the 
oriented membranes at 0° (A) and 90° (B) angles between 
the external magnetic field and the normal of the membrane. 
The signals were measured at 4.5 K
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that the angular dependence of ENDOR spectra 
specifies the location of the protons in four type of 
spheres, which are in the range of 2–4 Å between 
protons and closest Mn atom, based on the crystal 
coordinates and spin density distributions. Detail 
analysis would be clarified the precise location of 
the protons in the Mn-cluster.
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CHAPTER TWENTY FOUR

Calcium Requirement for S-State Transitions

Mohamed Miqyass1, Charles F. Yocum2, and Hans J. van Gorkom1

Abstract  The functional role of the Ca2+ ion in 
the oxygen-evolving complex of photosystem II is 
still under debate. Re-interpretation of the literature 
on methods of Ca2+ depletion (Miqyass et al. 2007) 
led us to conclude that not only the oxidation of S2 
to S3 but also the oxidation of S1 to S2 requires Ca2+. 
Here we confirm this interpretation. Ca2+ depletion 
of BBY membranes by high ionic strength was 
studied by measuring flash-induced S-state tran-
sitions in UV absorbance. Using 1 M KCl rather 
than NaCl, we found that Ca2+ is replaced within 
30 min in the dark, leaving PSII in an inactive S1 
state. A saturating flash caused YZ oxidation only. 
Nevertheless, 30 min exposure to room light in the 
presence of 1 mM EGTA produced the inactive 
stable S2 state, in which YZ oxidation was largely 
inhibited and flashes induced mainly P680

+QA
− 

recombination. Apparently, YZ
• can still oxidize S1 

to S2 but the flash yield is negligible, suggesting 
that the reaction takes much longer than the few 
seconds lifetime of YZ

• in these conditions, and is 

at least five orders of magnitude slower than in the 
presence of Ca2+. In spite of a good S2 yield after 
minutes of illumination, this indicates an essential 
functional role of Ca2+ in the S1 to S2 transition.

Keywords  Calcium, S-states, tyrosine Z, oxygen 
evolution, photosystem II

Introduction

The functional role of the Ca2+ ion in the oxygen-
evolving complex of photosystem II is not yet 
clear. Recent models focus on its requirement for the 
O-O bond formation during the S3 to S0 transition 
(Pecoraro et al. 1998; McEvoy and Brudvig 2004), 
but the S3 state is not formed in the absence of Ca2+. 
Most of the relevant literature says that Ca2+ is not 
required for S2 formation, but we recently con-
cluded (Miqyass et al. 2007) that all the evidence 
for that seems to come from experiments involv-
ing either flash illumination of samples that may 
have rebound residual Ca2+ in low S-states after 
its dissociation in high S-states, or continuous illu-
mination that may cause accumulation of S2 by a 
functionally irrelevant, slow and inefficient reaction. 
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The latter explanation could also apply to the work 
of Lee et al. (2007), who recently stressed again 
that Ca2+ does not play an essential functional role 
in the S1 to S2 transition. Here this interpretation is 
tested by flash-induced UV absorption difference 
measurements on salt-washed PSII membranes in 
which Ca2+ was replaced by K+, which is more 
efficient than Na+ (Nagel and Yocum 2005).

Materials and methods

PS II membranes were prepared from spinach 
according to Berthold et al. (1981), and stored in 
0.4 M sucrose, 50 mM MES and 10 mM NaCl. For 
Ca2+ depletion, they were suspended at 0.4 mg of 
chlorophyll (Chl)/mL in 0.4 M sucrose, 50 mM 
MES, 30 mM betaine and 30 mM tetramethylam-
monium chloride, pH 6 (buffer A). All subsequent 
manipulations were done in the dark (unless other-
wise noted) and all buffers were chelexed.

After stirring for 5 min, an equal volume of 
2 M KCl and 2 mM EGTA (ethylene glycol bis(β-
aminoethyl ether)-N,N,N',N'-tetraacetic acid) was 
added to obtain final concentrations of 0.2 mg Chl/
mL, 1 M KCl, and 1 mM EGTA. The mixture was 
first incubated for 30 min at 4°C in the dark and, 
where indicated, then exposed to room light during 
30 min at 4°C. For homogeneous light exposure, 
the sample was spread in a thin layer on the flat 
bottom of a wide container. The KCl-washed PSII 
membranes were pelleted by 20 min centrifugation 
at 48,000 × g and resuspended in buffer A. Based 
on the dilution ratio alone, the K+ and EGTA con-
centrations during measurement should be about 
10 mM and 10 µM, respectively.

Measurements of UV-absorbance changes were 
carried out with a single beam absorbance differ-
ence spectrophotometer. The amplitudes are given 
in differential extinction coefficient (mM−1 cm−1) 
assuming 250 Chl (a + b) per PSII. A halogen lamp 
was used for measuring at 295 and 325 nm with a 
monochromator slit width corresponding to 5 nm 
FWHM. Saturating actinic flashes of a YAG laser 
(532 nm, 6 ns FWHM) were used at a flash fre-
quency of 4 Hz and the flash-induced absorbance 

changes were measured with 10 kHz bandwidth in 
successive 70 ms sweeps. The measuring light was 
admitted only during each sweep by a fast mechan-
ical shutter. The photomultiplier was protected 
from the flashes by appropriate filter combinations. 
The sample was suspended in buffer A at a Chl (a 
+ b) concentration of 200 µg/ml, and as electron 
acceptor 100 µM DCBQ (2,6-dichloro-p-benzoqui-
none) and 400 µM ferricyanide were added.

Results and Discussion

After exposure of PSII membranes for 30 min at 
4°C to 1 M KCl/1 mM EGTA in the dark (upper 
frames in Figure 1), the characteristic period four 
oscillation of UV absorbance upon illumination 
by a series of saturating flashes is observed only 
when Ca2+ is added to the medium (gray circles). 
At 295 nm (left frames), where contributions by 
the electron acceptor side are small and these 
flash-induced changes are largely due to the S-
state cycle, the pattern with Ca2+ is normal, apart 
from the known effects of removing the extrinsic 
17 and 23 kDa polypeptides by high ionic strength 
treatment: an increased miss probability due to the 
much slower S3 to S0 transition (the decay observed 
after flash numbers 3, etc.) and QA

− reoxidation 
(the decay at 325 nm, right frames), and shorter life-
time of the high S-states (at one flash/s the damping 
of the oscillation is stronger). In particular, fitting 
to the Kok model, and also directly the first flash 
amplitudes indicate that initially all PSII centers 
were active and nearly all performed an S1 to S2 
transition on the first flash.

Without Ca2+, however, the oscillation of absorp-
tion changes is suppressed (black circles). The pat-
tern is equivalent to that observed after inactivation 
of PSII by Tris-treatment: the first flash produced 
QA

− in nearly all centers but the contribution of 
the donor side is halved at 295 nm and absent at 
325 nm, indicating that the oxidized secondary 
electron donor YZ

• was unable to oxidize S1 to S2, 
and from the second flash on short-lived transients 
at 325 nm indicate reoxidation of QA

− by recom-
bination with P680

+. By varying the time between 
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the first and the second flash, the lifetime of YZ
• 

was found to be a few seconds. Similar data were 
obtained by Haumann and Junge (1999) on PSII 
core particles that had been Ca2+-depleted by the 
pH3/citrate method of Ono and Inoue (1988). The 
inactivation of the S-state cycle was not observed 
by Dekker et al. (1984), who used 2 M NaCl 
instead of 1 M KCl and demonstrated that extensive 
illumination (150 saturating flashes) was required 
for inactivation. They also noted, however, that fer-
ricyanide could not be used as an electron acceptor, 
even when DCBQ was added as well, an observa-
tion that we would now attribute to the K+ added as 
a counter ion (as Kimura and Ono 2001 pointed out 
in the case of Noguchi et al. 1995).

Exposure to room light for 30 min, after the 
30 min dark incubation but still in the presence of 

1 M KCl and 1 mM EGTA, leads to almost complete 
suppression of absorbance changes at 295 nm 
(lower left frame). At 325 nm a pronounced 0.3 ms 
P680

+QA
− recombination is observed on all flashes 

including the first, and only a minor fraction of 
long-lived QA

− is seen. This situation persisted for 
at least 5 h (in dark at 4°C) and corresponds to the 
‘stable, modified S2 state’.

We conclude that the Ca2+-depleted S1 state 
differs from the Ca2+-depleted S2 state in that it 
allows efficient oxidation of YZ after a flash and 
shows P680

+QA
− recombination only when a next 

flash is fired within the few seconds lifetime of 
YZ

•. The flash yield of YZ oxidation in the Ca2+-
depleted S2 state, however, is low and mainly 
P680

+QA
− recombination is observed already on the 

first flash.

Fig. 1 UV absorbance changes induced by a series of saturating flashes in PSII membranes Ca2+-depleted by exposure to 
1 M KCl/1 mM EGTA either for 30 min in the dark (upper frames, or for 30 min in dark and 30 min in room light (lower 
frames). Gray circles: 15 mM CaCl2 added before measurement
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No significant conversion of Ca2+-depleted S1 
to S2 could be detected after a few flashes, but this 
conversion is complete within 30 min under room 
light. A time constant between 10 s and 10 min 
would indicate that the oxidation of S1 to S2 by YZ

• 
is 5–7 orders of magnitude slower than the 0.1 ms 
observed in the presence of Ca2+. This would pre-
vent photosynthesis even if it were the only reac-
tion that requires Ca2+, so the metal clearly has an 
essential functional role S1 to S2 transition.
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CHAPTER TWENTY FIVE

Role of Phosphatidylglycerol in Oxygen-Evolving 
Complex of Photosystem II

Naoki Mizusawa, Isamu Sakurai, Hisako Kubota, and Hajime Wada

Abstract  Properties of photosystem II (PSII) in 
the pgsA mutant of Synechocystis sp. PCC6803, 
which is defective for the biosynthesis of phos-
phatidylglycerol (PG), were analyzed to clarify the 
role of PG in oxygen-evolving-complex (OEC) of 
PSII. Analyses of purified PSII complexes indi-
cated that PSII from PG-depleted pgsA mutant 
sustained only 50% of the oxygen-evolving activ-
ity compared to wild-type cells and dissociated 
the extrinsic proteins of PsbO, PsbV and PsbU, 
and Mn ions. The released PsbO re-bound to PSII 
when PG was added back to the PG-depleted 
mutant cells. The extent of inactivation of oxygen 
evolution in the PG-depleted mutant cells by heat 
treatment or dark incubation resembled those of 
∆psbO and ∆psbV mutant cells. These results sug-
gest that PG plays an important role in the bind-
ing of extrinsic proteins required for sustaining a 
functional Mn-cluster.

Keywords  Mn-cluster, oxygen-evolving complex, 
phosphatidylglycerol, photosystem II, Synechocystis 
sp. PCC6803

Introduction

Phosphatidylglycerol (PG) is one of the ubiquitous 
lipid components in thylakoid membranes. Since 
PG is the only phospholipid in thylakoid membranes 
that has negative charge at neutral pH, it has been 
expected that PG has a unique role in photosynthesis 
by the interaction with components of photosynthetic 
complexes. Our recent studies using the pgsA mutant 
of Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 have advanced our 
understanding of the function of PG in photosynthesis. 
This mutant cannot synthesize PG and requires exog-
enous PG for its survival. When the culture medium 
is supplemented with PG, mutant cells show a phe-
notype similar to that of wild-type cells. However, 
their photosynthetic activity and growth is inhibited 
concomitant with the decrease in PG content after 
cells are transferred to PG-free medium (Hagio et al. 
2000). Biophysical analyses have revealed that the 
electron transfer from QA to QB on the acceptor side 
of PSII is significantly impaired in the PG-depleted 
mutant cells (Gombos et al. 2002). In this study, we 
examined effects of PG depletion on the donor side 
of PSII using this mutant and found that PG depletion 
impairs not only the acceptor side, but also the donor 
side, namely, oxygen-evolving complex (OEC).
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Materials and methods

Organisms and Growth Conditions. CP47-His trans-
formants, which express His-tagged CP47 protein 
(Sakurai et al. 2006), made from wild type and pgsA 
mutant (Hagio et al. 2000) of Synechocystis sp. 
PCC6803 were used in this study. The obtained trans-
formants were referred to as wild type and mutant, 
respectively. Cells were grown photoautotrophically 
at 30°C in BG-11. For PG depletion, mutant cells that 
had been grown in the presence of exogenously added 
PG were transferred to PG-free growth medium and 
incubated for 5 days (Hagio et al. 2000).

Isolation of PSII Complexes. PSII complexes 
were isolated from thylakoid membranes through Ni-
affinity column chromatography after solubilization 
with n-dodecyl-ß-d-maltoside (Sakurai et al. 2006). 
Monomers and dimers of PSII were separated by 
ultracentrifugation of the PSII complexes on a 5–30% 
glycerol density gradient (Sakurai et al. 2006).

Analyses. Oxygen-evolving activity was meas-
ured with a Clark-type oxygen electrode (Sakurai 
et al. 2006). Protein profiles of PSII were analyzed 
by SDS-PAGE using an 18–24% polyacrylamide 
gradient gel (Sakurai et al. 2006).

Results and discussion

Properties of PSII complexes from PG-depleted 
mutant cells

Monomers and dimers of PSII complexes were 
purified from wild-type and PG-depleted mutant 
cells. In wild-type cells, dimer was more abundant 
than monomer and the ratio of monomer to dimer 
was 1:4. By contrast, in PG-depleted mutant cells, 
monomer was more abundant and the ratio of monomer 
to dimer was 3:2. Table 1 shows the oxygen-evolv-
ing activity and the content of Mn in PSII. The 
activity of dimer was much higher than those of 
monomer in both wild-type and mutant cells. In 
both wild-type and mutant cells, dimers contained 
much higher amounts of Mn than monomers, thus 
explaining the result that dimers sustained higher 
oxygen-evolving activity than monomers. However, 

the relative activity of monomer and dimer of PG-
depleted mutant cells was much lower than that of 
wild-type cells. The Mn content in dimer of mutant 
cells was approximately 25% lower compared with 
the wild-type cells, suggesting that higher amounts 
of Mn are released from Mn-cluster of OEC in 
mutant cells.

Protein profiles of PSII from wild-type and 
mutant cells were analyzed (data not shown). D1, 
D2, CP47, CP43, and PsbE, comprising the reac-
tion center of PSII, were similarly observed in the 
monomer and dimer of wild-type and mutant cells. 
However, the extrinsic proteins PsbV and PsbU, 
which were primarily present in wild-type mono-
mer, were not detected in mutant PSII. Extrinsic 
PsbO protein, which was preferentially found in 
the wild-type dimer, was also less abundant in 
mutant cells. These extrinsic proteins bind to the 
lumenal side of PSII and have a function in sus-
taining Mn-cluster. These results suggest that, in 
PG-depleted mutant PSII, the extrinsic proteins are 
dissociated from OEC and that OEC readily release 
Mn ions, leading to decrease the oxygen-evolving 
activity.

To investigate whether PG promotes the 
re-binding of dissociated extrinsic proteins to 
PSII, PG-depleted mutant cells were re-incubated 
with PG, and PSII complexes were separated by 
glycerol density gradient centrifugation. In PG-
depleted mutant, PsbO was detected mainly in free 
protein fractions. By contrast, after reincubation with 
PG even in the presence of lincomycin, which inhib-
its de novo protein synthesis, PsbO was detected 

Table 1 Oxygen-evolving activity and Mn contents of PSII 
complexes

  O2 evolution Mn

  (µmol O2 mg (Atoms/2
Strain Sample Chl−1 h−1) Pheophytin)

Wild type Monomer 470 ± 70 0.58 ± 0.05
 Dimer 1,960 ± 240 2.67 ± 0.03
pgsA mutant Monomer 270 ± 60 0.94 ± 0.12
 Dimer 850 ± 120 2.04 ± 0.01

The values represent averages ± SD of three independent 
preparations. Four mM of potassium ferricyanide was used 
as an electron acceptor.
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primarily in dimer fractions (data not shown) and to 
a lesser extent in monomer fractions suggesting that 
PG enhances binding of PsbO to PSII.

Dissociation of extrinsic proteins in PSII 
complexes in vivo

It was unclear whether the extrinsic protein 
dissociation from PSII occurred in vivo or during 
the purification process. To address this issue, 
the heat susceptibility of PG-depleted mutant 
cells was analyzed in comparison with wild-type 
and mutant cells of ∆psbO, ∆psbV, and ∆psbU 
that lack respective extrinsic proteins (Fig. 1). It 
was previously shown that, in the mutant cells 
lacking PsbO, PsbV or PsbU, the oxygen-evolving 
activity was easily inactivated by heat treat-
ment (Bricker and Burnap 2005). Incubation of 
wild-type cells up to 45°C for 20 min did not 
affect their photosynthetic activity, but the activ-
ity of ∆psbO, ∆psbV, and ∆psbU mutant cells 
gradually decreased with increasing temperature. 
The activity of PG-depleted mutant cells also 
decreased in a manner similar to the extrinsic 
protein-deficient mutants.

It has been reported that, in mutant cells lack-
ing PsbO or PsbV, Mn ions in the Mn-cluster are 
reduced under dark conditions and released from 
OEC (Bricker and Burnap 2005). The release of 
Mn inactivates oxygen evolution, but the decreased 
activity is restored under light conditions due to the 
re-incorporation of Mn. Thus, we analyzed dark-
induced inactivation of oxygen evolution in the 
mutant cells (Fig. 2). In agreement with the previous 
findings, the activity of ∆psbO and ∆psbV mutant 
cells decreased during dark incubation. The activity 
of PG-depleted mutant cells also decreased under the 
dark conditions whereas that of wild-type and ∆psbU 
mutant cells did not decrease. The decreased activity 
of the PG-depleted pgsA, ∆psbO and ∆psbV mutant 
cells was restored after these cells were transferred to 
light. These results suggest that the extrinsic proteins 
are dissociated from or weakly bound to PSII in the 
PG-depleted mutant cells in vivo.

This study has demonstrated that PG has impor-
tant roles not only in electron transfer from QA to 

Fig. 1 Effect of PG depletion on heat inactivation of 
oxygen evolution. Wild-type (squares), PG-depleted pgsA 
(circles), ∆psbO (triangles), ∆psbV (inverted-triangles), and 
∆psbU (pentagons) cells were incubated for 20 min at the 
designated temperatures, and oxygen-evolving activity was 
measured at 30°C. One hundred percent activity reflects 
the activities after incubation at 30°C for 20 min and were 
1,030, 440, 840, 821, and 959 µmol O2 108 cells−1 h−1 for the 
wild-type cells and the PG-depleted pgsA, ∆psbO, ∆psbV, 
and ∆psbU mutant cells, respectively

Fig. 2 Effect of PG depletion on dark-induced inactiva-
tion and photoactivation of oxygen evolution. Wild-type 
(squares), PG-depleted pgsA (circles), ∆psbO (triangles), 
∆psbV (inverted-triangles), and ∆psbU (pentagons) cells 
were incubated in darkness for 4 h and then transferred to 
light (20 µmol photons m−2 s−1). After incubation for des-
ignated times, oxygen-evolving activity was measured at 
30°C. One hundred percent activity that reflects the initial 
activities before dark incubation were 1,130, 398, 810, 851, 
and 913 µmol O2 108 cells−1 h−1 for the wild-type cells and 
the PG-depleted pgsA, ∆psbO, ∆psbV, and ∆psbU mutant 
cells, respectively
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QB but also in the functional binding to OEC of 
extrinsic proteins to stabilize Mn-cluster. Based 
on our lipid analysis, we estimated that six PG 
molecules per monomer are bound to wild-type 
PSII, whereas three per monomer are bound to PG-
depleted mutant PSII (data not shown). Therefore, 
it is likely that PSII has different binding sites for 
PG. The three PG molecules lost from PSII may 
be located near the QB binding site and at the interface 
between the extrinsic proteins and PSII core. One 
of residual PG molecules even after PG depletion 
would be the molecule identified in the X-ray crys-
tallographic analysis (Loll et al. 2005).
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CHAPTER TWENTY SIX

Oxygen, Water, Proton and Quinone Channels in PSII

James Murray and James Barber

Abstract  Using the crystal structure of Photo-
system II (PSII) we have investigated the presence 
of channels for the entry of substrates, and exits 
of products, from catalytic sites within the com-
plex. We identify three channels from the oxygen 
evolving centre, which we associate with possible 
water entry and the exit of proton and dioxygen. 
At the acceptor side, we examine the cavity adja-
cent to the QB site, and discuss its possible role as 
channel for plastoquinone/plastoquinol diffusion 
in and out of PSII.

Keywords  Photosystem II, crystal structure, sub-
strate channels, oxygen pathways, structural bioin-
formatics

Introduction

The water-oxidizing enzyme, Photosystem II, per-
forms the following two half reactions on either 
side of the thylakoid membrane.

      Lumenal:  2H2O + 4hv ® O
2
 + 4e

–
 + 4H+

      (donor) side

      Stromal:  2PQ + 4e– + 4H+ ® 2PQH2

      (acceptor) side

In total these reactions reduce plastoquinone (PQ) 
to plastoquinol (PQH2) and contribute to the elec-
trochemical gradient used to generate ATP from 
ADP. The various substrates and products of the 
reaction must be able to enter and exit the reac-
tion centre at the rate of up to 1,000 s−1 at maximal 
turnover. The mechanisms by which this occurs 
are likely to be more complex than for “normal” 
enzymes at both the donor and acceptor sides. 
At the donor side, the chemistry of water oxida-
tion is catalysed by the oxgyen evolving centre 
(OEC), containing a Mn4Ca metal cluster. This 
chemistry is difficult and potentially toxic, so must 
be shielded from the bulk solvent. For this reason 
specific channels for substrate entry (H2O) and 
products removal (H+, O2) are likely to be present 
(Anderson 2001). At the acceptor side, the PQ 
bound to the QB-site accepts, after reduction, pro-
tons from the bulk solvent, and then the product 
(PQH2) must diffuse into the lipid environment of 
the membrane. Here we tentatively identify these 
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channels and describe their structural features. This 
work was originally described in an earlier paper 
(Murray and Barber 2007).

Materials and methods

Channel location. The 3.5 Å structure of PSII 
(Ferreira et al. 2004) and the 2.3 Å structure of cyto-
chrome c oxidase (Svensson-Ek et al. 2002) were 
used as source models. The channels were identified 
using the CAVER program (Petřek et al. 2006) and 
visualized using PyMol (Delano 2002). Hydrogen 
atoms were added to the protein molecules using 
the REDUCE program (Word et al. 1999), and these 
calculated structures were used to reveal the chan-
nels. For the donor site channels in PSII, the atoms 
of the OEC centre were removed and channels were 
calculated from its centre of mass.

Results and discussion

Method validation

The method of CAVER was applied to cytochrome c 
oxidase, which is known to have an oxygen channel 
from the membrane to the active site. The optimal 
path found by CAVER matched that predicted from 
xenon binding to the protein (Svensson-Ek et al. 
2002), xenon being an oxygen analogue that is easily 
detected in crystallographic electron density maps.

Donor side channels in photosystem II

A search for channels leading from the OEC led to 
the location of three main channels from the manga-
nese cluster to the lumen. These are shown in Fig. 1, 
and the residues adjacent to the channels are listed 
in Table 1. Although the 3.5 Å structure of Ferreira 
et al. (2004) was used for this analysis, results simi-
lar to those presented were obtained with the recent 
3 Å crystal structure (Loll et al. 2005).

Channel i. This channel has the lowest penalty 
and leads from the OEC to the lumen, along the 
lumenal surface of CP43 with an overall length 

of 27 Å. At the OEC the channel is rather polar, 
becoming more hydrophobic as it nears the lumen. 
For this reason we have associated it with oxygen 
removal.

Channel ii. This channel has a higher penalty 
than channel i, and is longer (35 Å). The residues 
are largely polar and the channel passes by the 
PsbV (cyt c550) and PsbU proteins before exiting 
between CP43 and PsbV. The first 6 Å of channels i 
and ii are the same. This channel could be the path 
for water entry into the protein although it could 
also provide an exit route for protons.

Channel iii. This is the narrowest of the 
channels (minimal radius 1.4 Å) and is largely 
polar. Some of the residues in this channel were 
proposed as being on a pathway for proton exit 
by Ferreira et al. (2004). Recently, simulations 
(Ishikita et al. 2006) have shown that the pKa of 
the residues along this pathway increases from 
the OEC to the lumen, showing an energetically 
favourable pathway for proton transfer. In addi-
tion this pathway passes by a calcium binding 
site located near to its lumenal exit (Murray and 
Barber 2006) in T. elongatus, which could func-
tion to ordering water molecules around this site 
for easier proton transfer, and possibly water entry 
into the channel.

Fig. 1 The donor side channels for substrates and products. 
The channel surfaces are drawn as the maximal tunnel 
radius that does not come within the Van der Waals radius of 
the lining residues. The residues in contact with the channel 
are drawn in stick representation, and colour-coded as fol-
lows: yellow – D1, green – CP43, orange – D2, cyan – PsbV, 
magenta – PsbU. Selected residues are labelled with their 
numbers. (For interpretation of the references to colour in 
the figures, the reader is referred to the electronic version of 
the article and Murray et al. 2007)
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Diffusion of plastoquinone and plastoquinol

In the reaction centre of purple photosynthetic bac-
teria, a quinone is also used as the terminal electron 
acceptor. The quinol product is free to diffuse directly 
into the lipid membrane. By contrast, the QB pocket 
in PSII is “wrapped” by other subunits (Fig. 1). 
However, there is a large cavity adjacent to the QB 
site of diameter ~10 Å (as determined using CAVER), 
which has an opening directly into the membrane 
bilayer. This cavity is lined with hydrophobic residues 
and lipids (Loll et al. 2005), and it has been proposed 
as a binding site for additional quinone molecules 
(Krivanek et al. 2007) as well as providing a path for 
the diffusion of PQ and PQH2 in and out of PSII (Loll 
et al. 2005; Murray and Barber 2007).

The QB cavity is also open to the stromal aque-
ous phase. The function of this opening is not yet 
known, as it is not necessary for proton diffusion 
to QB which is thought to take place via D1-S264 
to D1-H252 (Murray and Barber 2007). The cav-
ity could be involved in phycobilisome anchorage 
since its positioning is consistent with a model 
proposed for the binding of the allophycocyanin 
core (Barber et al. 2003). Another possibility is that 
it could act as a binding site for the IdiA protein 
which is induced by iron depletion and is known to 
bind to PSII and protect against oxidative damage 
at the acceptor side. It has been shown by Lax et al. 
(2007), to bind close to the QB cavity, and also in 
our own work (Maghlaoui et al., unpublished). It is 
possible that it interacts with QB via this cavity.

Table 1 Table showing the residues in contact with the three donor side channels described in this paper. (The numbering 
for the PsbO protein is according to the Ferreira et al. crystal structure)

Protein Channel i Channel ii Channel iii

D1 L91, G164, Q165, G166, E189, H190,  E189, E329, H332, E333,  D59, I60, D61, R64, E65, 
  N296, H332, E333, D342, A344  L341, L341, D342, L343, A344  P66, N181, F182, V185, A344
CP43 G220, W291, F292, P307,  K79, E83, E354, A399, L401, G408,  
  F353, E354, D360, L401  G409, V410, E413, V417, F419
D2  L352 K317, E310, E312
PsbO   E54, E114, H228, E229, R152, 
    D158, D222, D224, E229
Others  PsbV-Y136, PsbV-Y137,  
   PsbU-K134

Fig. 2 Top (a) and side (b) views of the QB cavity, drawn from the structure of Ferreira et al. (2004). The protein is drawn 
in surface representation, the cavity as a blue mesh and the cofactors in stick representation, QB is drawn as red spheres. 
The colours are as in Fig. 1, with the additions PsbF – dark purple, PsbE – magenta, PsbJ – cyan, PsbN – pale green, PsbK 
– pink, cavity – transparent grey
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CHAPTER TWENTY SEVEN

Isolation of PSII Retaining High Oxygen-Evolving Activity 
from a Marine Diatom, Chaetoceros gracilis

Ryo Nagao1, Takehiro Suzuki2, Naoshi Dohmae2, Akinori Okumura3, Masako Iwai4, 
Takeshi Takahashi5, Yasuhiro Kashino5, and Isao Enami1

Abstract  Diatoms are one of the most important 
constituents of phytoplankton in aquatic ecosys-
tems and the global carbon cycle. In spite of their 
significance, little is known about Photosystem II 
(PSII) in diatoms. In this study, thylakoid mem-
branes retaining oxygen-evolving activity were 
prepared from a marine diatom, Chaetoceros gra-
cilis, after disruption of the cells by freeze-thawing. 
We succeeded in partial purification of diatom PSII 
(PSII particles) by differential centrifugation of 
the thylakoid membranes after treatment with 1% 
Triton X-100. The diatom PSII particles showed 
the oxygen-evolving activity of about 955 µM O2 

per mg Chl per h. Five extrinsic proteins were 
released by alkaline Tris-treatment of the diatom 
PSII particles. These extrinsic proteins were iden-
tified to be PsbO, PsbQ’, PsbV, PsbU and a novel 
unknown hypothetical protein by immunoblotting 
analyses and N-terminal amino acid sequencing.

Keywords  Diatom, extrinsic protein, oxygen evo-
lution, photosystem ii, chaetoceros gracilis

Introduction

Diatoms are eukaryotic, unicellular photosyn-
thetic algae found throughout the world’s oceans 
and freshwater, and constitute one of the most 
important producers in the phytoplankton com-
munities of aquatic ecosystems and the global 
carbon cycle. There are, however, no reports 
relating to the isolation and characterization of 
diatom photosystem II (PSII) complexes. PSII 
is a thylakoid membrane-located, multiprotein-
pigment complex which drives the light-induced 
electron transfer from water to plastoquinone 
with the concomitant production of molecular 
oxygen. So far PSII particles and core complexes 
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which are highly active in oxygen evolution and 
retain all of the extrinsic proteins have been iso-
lated from cyanobacteria (Shen and Inoue 1993; 
Kashino et al. 2002), red alga (Enami et al. 1995, 
1998), Euglena (Suzuki et al. 2004), green alga 
(Suzuki et al. 2003) and higher plants (Berthold 
et al. 1981). Among these PSII complexes from a 
wide variety of organisms, the major intrinsic core 
proteins are highly conserved, whereas the extrin-
sic proteins which form the oxygen-evolving 
center of PSII are significantly different among 
different plant species. In this study, we succeeded 
in isolation of diatom PSII particles from a marine 
diatom, Chaetoceros gracilis, which were highly 
active in oxygen evolution and retained the extrinsic 
proteins by a simple method using differential 
centrifugation of Triton-treated thylakoid mem-
branes, and examined the composition of extrinsic 
proteins in the diatom PSII.

Materials and methods

Culture. A marine centric diatom, Chaetoceros 
gracilis Schütt (UTEX LB 2658), was grown in 
artificial seawater medium containing 1/1,000 vol-
ume of KW21 and 0.18 mM sodium metasilicate, at 
25°C under continuous illumination at 30–35 µM 
photon m−2 s−1 and air bubbling.

SDS-PAGE and immunological assays. Samples 
were solubilized with 5% lithium lauryl sulfate and 
75 mM dithiothreitol. The solubilized samples were 
applied to an SDS-polyacrylamide gel containing 
a gradient of 16–22% polyacrylamide and 7.5 M 
urea. For Western blotting, proteins on the gel 
were transferred onto a polyvinylidine difluoride 
(PVDF) membrane, reacted with respective anti-
bodies and visualized with biotinylated anti-rabbit 
IgG. Antibodies were prepared as described in 
Enami et al. (2005).

Assay of oxygen evolution. Oxygen evolution 
was measured with a Clark-type oxygen electrode at 
25°C, in a medium of 0.4 M sucrose and 40 mM MES 
(pH 6.5) in the absence or presence of 5 mM CaCl2.

Dissociation of extrinsic proteins. The diatom 
PSII particles were treated with 1 M Tris (pH 8.5) 

at 0.5 mg Chl/mL for 30 min at 0°C in the dark. The 
samples were centrifuged at 40,000 × g for 20 min 
after addition of 10% polyethylene glycol 6,000.

Determination of N-terminal amino acid 
sequences. The extrinsic proteins released by alka-
line Tris-treatment of the diatom PSII particles 
were separated by electrophoresis, and the pro-
teins on the gel were transferred onto a PVDF 
membrane, stained with 0.1% CBB G-250 and 
destained with 40% methanol, 10% acetic acid. 
Each band on the membrane was cut out, and 
the N-terminal sequence was determined by the 
Edman degradation method with a Procise HT 
protein sequencing system (Applied Biosystems, 
Foster City, California).

Results

Isolation of diatom PSII particles

Diatom cells (C. gracilis) were readily disrupted 
by freeze-thawing in a medium containing 1 M 
betaine, 50 mM MES (pH 6.5) and 5 mM MgCl2 
and their cell suspensions were highly active in 
oxygen evolution, as described by Ikeda et al. 
(2005). The disrupted cells were centrifuged at 
3,000 × g for 3 min and the resulting supernatants 
were centrifuged at 40,000 × g for 10 min. The 
precipitates (thylakoid membranes) were sus-
pended in a medium containing 1 M betaine and 
50 mM MES (pH 6.5) (buffer A). The thylakoid 
membranes obtained showed a high oxygen-
evolving activity of about 250 µM O2 per mg Chl 
per h with phenyl-p-benzoquinone (PBQ) as elec-
tron acceptor. The diatom thylakoid membranes 
were treated with 1% Triton X-100 in buffer A at 
1 mg Chl/mL for 5 min at 0°C and fractionated by 
differential centrifugation. The supernatants after 
centrifugation at 146,000 × g for 20 min were 
centrifuged at 40,000 × g for 10 min after addi-
tion of 10% polyethylene glycerol 6,000, and the 
precipitates were suspended in the same buffer 
(PSII particles). The PSII particles were brown in 
color and its Chl a/c ratio was about 2.5, similar 
to those of thylakoid membranes.
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Characterization of diatom PSII particles

Table 1 shows oxygen-evolving activities of the 
PSII particles isolated from C. gracilis in the 
absence or presence of 5 mM CaCl2 using various 
electron acceptors. The activity of PSII particles in 
the absence of CaCl2 was 955 µM O2 per mg Chl 
per h with PBQ as the electron acceptor, while the 
activity decreased to 555 µM O2 per mg Chl per h 
with DCBQ as the acceptor, and decreased further 
to 80 µM O2 per mg Chl per h with ferricyanide 
as the acceptor. These activities were slightly 
stimulated by addition of 5 mM CaCl2. The activ-
ity with PBQ was completely inhibited by 10 µM 
DCMU. These properties of oxygen evolution in 
the PSII particles were similar to those of thylakoid 
membranes (data not shown), indicating that the 
PSII particles have retained their intactness after 
isolation.

In order to identify the extrinsic proteins in 
diatom PSII, we analyzed the proteins released by 
alkaline Tris-treatment of the diatom PSII particles. 
As shown in Fig. 1, seven proteins were separated 
by the Tris-treatment. These proteins were identi-
fied to be a large subunit of Rubisco, PsbO, PsbQ’, 
PsbV, a small subunit of Rubisco, a novel unknown 
protein and PsbU by immunoblotting analyses with 
antibodies raised against various extrinsic proteins 
and N-terminal amino acid sequencing, as shown 
in Fig. 1. Among the seven proteins, two bands of 
large and small subunits of Rubisco were remark-
ably weaker compared with the other five proteins. 
Because Rubisco is not considered to be a compo-
nent of PSII, it is concluded that the extrinsic pro-
teins in diatom PSII are PsbO, PsbQ’, PsbV, a novel 
unknown protein and PsbU.

Discussion

In this study, we succeeded for the first time in 
the preparation of PSII particles retaining a high 
oxygen-evolving activity and all of the extrinsic 
proteins from a chromophytic alga. The diatom 
PSII particles contained five extrinsic proteins of 
PsbO, PsbQ’, PsbV, a novel unknown protein and 
PsbU. This indicates that PSII from C. gracilis 
contains the red algal-type extrinsic proteins, 
in agreement with our previous proposal that 
chromophytic chlorophyll a/c containing algae 
such as diatoms, which resulted from red algal 
secondary endosymbiosis, contain the red algal-
type extrinsic proteins (Enami et al. 2005). 
A remarkable feature of the PSII particles from 
C. gracilis is that a novel extrinsic protein was 
stoichiometrically released by alkaline Tris-treat-
ment of the diatom PSII particles together with 
the other four extrinsic proteins.
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Table 1 Oxygen-evolving activity of the PSII particles 
isolated from a marine diatom, Cheatoceros gracilis

Oxygen evolution (µM O2/mg Chl/h)

Acceptors −ions +5 mM CaCl2

PBQ 955 1,160
+DCMU 0 0
DCBQ 555 720
Ferricyanide 80 125

Fig. 1 Extrinsic proteins released by alkaline Tris-treatment 
of diatom PSII particles. Lane 1, diatom PSII particles; lanes 
2 and 3, pellet (lane 2) and supernatant (lane 3) after cen-
trifugation of Tris-treated diatom PSII particles
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CHAPTER TWENTY EIGHT

Cloning and Sequence Analyses of Five Extrinsic 
Proteins in Diatom PSII

Akinori Okumura1, Katsuyoshi Nakazato1, Satoshi Yamagoe2, Ryo Nagao3, 
Takehiro Suzuki4, Masako Iwai5, and Isao Enami3

Abstract  Photosystem II (PSII) particles from 
a diatom, Chaetoceros gracilis, contains five 
extrinsic proteins of PsbO, PsbQ', PsbV, PsbU 
and a novel unknown protein. We cloned the 
genes encoding PsbO, PsbQ', PsbU, and the novel 
unknown extrinsic protein by RNA ligase-medi-
ated rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RLM-
RACE). The deduced proteins consisted of 307 
(PsbO), 211 (PsbQ'), 151 (PsbU) and 179 (novel 
unknown protein) amino acids. All of these pro-
teins contained three characteristic transit peptides, 
namely, chloroplast ER-signal, chloroplast enve-
lope transfer-signal and thylakoid transfer-signal 

peptides, indicating that these genes are encoded in 
the nuclear genome. The mature proteins consist of 
248, 155, 93 and 124 amino acids with calculated 
molecular masses of 26.7, 17.1, 10.1 and 13.3 kDa, 
respectively. Plastidal DNA fragment containing 
psbV gene was also isolated using inverse PCR. 
The deduced protein consists of 163 amino acids 
which included a characteristic thylakoid transfer-
signal transit peptide. These results suggest that the 
novel unknown protein in diatom PSII is located in 
the lumenal side and probably constitutes, together 
with the other extrinsic proteins, the functional 
oxygen-evolving complex.

Keywords  Diatom, photosystem II, oxygen evo-
lution, extrinsic proteins, leader sequence

Introduction

Photosystem II (PSII) is a pigment-protein com-
plex which drives the light-induced electron trans-
fer from water to plastoquinone with concomitant 
production of molecular oxygen. The PSII contains a 
number of intrinsic membrane-spanning proteins 
and several extrinsic proteins. The intrinsic proteins are 
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highly conserved, whereas the extrinsic proteins 
which form the oxygen-evolving center of PSII 
are significantly different among different plant 
species. The cyanobacterial and red algal PSIIs 
contain PsbO, PsbV and PsbU (Shen and Inoue 
1993; Enami et al. 1995), but green algal, Euglena 
and higher plant PSIIs contain PsbO, PsbP and 
PsbQ (Suzuki et al. 2003, 2004; Berthold et al. 
1981). The red algal PSII also contains a fourth 
extrinsic protein, PsbQ' (Enami et al. 1998). Thus, 
the extrinsic proteins are different among different 
plant species (Enami et al. 2005). Recently, we suc-
ceeded in the preparation of PSII particles having 
high oxygen-evolving activity from a marine cen-
tric diatom, Chaetoceros gracilis, and found that 
the diatom PSII particles contained five extrinsic 
proteins of PsbO, PsbQ', PsbV, PsbU and a novel 
unknown hypothetical protein (in book, Chapter 27). 
In this study, we cloned the genes encoding these 
five extrinsic proteins from a diatom, C. gracilis, 
and analyzed their leader sequences, in order to 
elucidate whether the novel unknown protein is 
localized in the luminal side and functions in oxygen 
evolution.

Materials and methods

cDNA synthesis. A marine centric diatom, 
Chaetoceros gracilis, was grown at 25°C with 
continuous illumination at 35 µmol photon m−2 s−1 
in an artificial seawater supplemented with vitamins 
and sodium metasilicate. The total RNA for a 
diatom was isolated using Isogen reagent (Nippon 
Gene, Tokyo, Japan). One microgram of RNA was 
reverse-transcribed with a Revertra ace (Toyobo, 
Osaka, Japan) to obtain cDNA.

PCR amplification. N-terminal amino acid 
sequences of the five extrinsic proteins released 
by alkaline Tris-treatment of the diatom PSII par-
ticles were determined by the Edman degradation 
method. Degenerate oligonucleotide primers were 
synthesized based on the N-terminal sequences or 
conserved sequences of the five extrinsic proteins. 
Using these primers, cDNA fragments were ampli-
fied by RT-PCR. Based on these information, the 

remaining fragments of the genes were amplified 
by RNA ligase-mediated (RLM) RACE or inverse 
PCR.

Cloning of PCR products and sequencing. The 
PCR fragments obtained were inserted into the 
plasmid pCR2.1-TOPO (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, 
California), and the DNA sequences were deter-
mined by an ABI 3130 genetic analyzer (Applied 
Biosystems, Foster City, California).

Leader sequence analysis. Prediction analyses 
of peptide leader sequences were performed with 
SignalP (Nielsen et al. 1997), ChloroP (Emanuelsson 
et al. 1999) and PSORT (Nakai and Horton 1999).

Results and discussion

Cloning and sequencing of the genes encoding the 
five extrinsic proteins in diatom PSII

Cloning and sequencing of the psbO gene. The 
psbO gene from C. gracilis, was successfully 
cloned by two-step PCR. First, a 482 bp cDNA 
fragment corresponding to the mature part of 
the protein was amplified from a diatom cDNA. 
The second PCR step was performed with the 
RLM-RACE procedure, by which DNA fragments 
including the 5'- and 3'-non-coding regions of the 
protein were amplified using primers newly synthe-
sized based on the first-step nucleotide sequences. 
This sequence was combined with the partial 
sequence corresponding to the mature-protein part 
of the gene to yield the whole sequence of the gene. 
The resulted gene encodes a polypeptide of 307 
amino acid residues with a total molecular mass of 
32.4 kDa (Table 1).

Cloning and sequencing of the genes encoding 
PsbQ', PsbU and a novel unknown protein. The 
genes encoding PsbQ', PsbU and a novel unknown 
protein from C. gracilis, were also cloned by 
the similar procedures described above. First, 74 
(PsbQ), 98 (PsbU) and 86 bp (novel unknown protein) 
cDNA fragments corresponding to the N-terminal 
part of these proteins were amplified from a dia-
tom cDNA. After second RLM-RACE step, the 
obtained sequences were combined with the partial 
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sequences corresponding to the mature-protein part 
of the gene to yield the whole sequence of the gene. 
The resulted genes of PsbQ', PsbU and the novel 
unknown protein encoded polypeptides of 211, 151 
and 179 amino acid residues with total molecular 
masses of 22.6, 15.8 and 18.7 kDa, respectively 
(Table 1). Database search showed that homolo-
gous proteins of the novel unknown protein were 
found in a red alga (Cyanidioschyzon merolae) 
(38.9%), and a diatom (Thalassiosira pseudonana) 
(61.8%), whereas no sequences with high homol-
ogy could be identified in cyanobacterial database.

Cloning and sequencing of the psbV gene. The 
psbV gene encoded in the plastid DNA was also 
successfully cloned from C. gracilis by two step 
PCR. First, a 406 bp cDNA fragment correspond-
ing to the mature protein was amplified from a 
cDNA. The second PCR step involved inverse 
PCR. The template for this second step was total 
genomic DNA from C. gracilis that was digested 
with EcoR I and re-ligated to form circularized 
DNA fragments. Primers were designed on the 
basis of sequence information obtained from the 
first PCR product. The inverse PCR reaction 
yielded a 2.1 kbp product, which was cloned and 
sequenced to confirm that it contained the psbV 

gene. This sequence was combined with the partial 
sequence corresponding to the mature-protein 
part of the gene to yield the whole sequence of the 
gene. The resulted gene encodes an apoprotein of 
163 amino acid residues with a calculated molecu-
lar mass of 17.8 kDa (Table 1).

Leader sequence analyses of the five extrinsic 
proteins in diatom PSII

Leader sequence analyses of the five extrin-
sic proteins by SignalP, ChloroP and PSORT 
revealed that the leader sequences were divided 
into chloroplast ER-signal sequence, chloroplast 
envelope transfer-signal sequence and thylakoid 
transfer-signal sequence, as shown in Fig. 1. 
The thylakoid transfer-signal sequences of these 
extrinsic proteins including the novel unknown 
protein had characteristic features of transit 
peptides for transfer through the thylakoid lumen, 
because its central part was enriched in hydropho-
bic residues and its C-terminus contained alanine 
residues in positions-3 and -1. This suggests that 
the novel unknown protein is one of the extrinsic 
proteins located in the lumenal side and involved 
in oxygen evolution.

Fig. 1 Leader sequences of the five extrinsic proteins of PSII from Chaetoceros gracilis. The putative chloroplast ER signal 
sequence, chloroplast envelope transfer sequence, and thylakoid transfer signal sequence are underlined by a single solid 
line, a broken line, and a double solid line, respectively

Table 1 List of the five extrinsic proteins in diatom PSII cloned from Chaetoceros gracilis in this study

  Precursor protein Mature protein

Protein mRNA (base) Length (aa) Mw (Da) Length (aa) Mw (Da)

PsbO 1,263 307 32,453 248 26,732
PsbQ' 1,023 211 22,584 155 17,065
PsbV (apoprotein) – 163 17,845 137 14,876
Novel unknown protein  969 179 18,745 124 13,256
PsbU  935 151 15,763  93 10,126
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CHAPTER TWENTY NINE

Q-band Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Studies 
of the S3 State of the OEC of Photosystem II

Yiannis Sanakis, Josephine Sarrou, Georgia Zahariou, and Vasili Petrouleas

Abstract  We have applied Q-band EPR spec-
troscopy to study the S3 state of the Mn cluster in 
untreated and in methanol treated PSII membranes, 
extending earlier bimodal studies at X band EPR. 
Prominent EPR signals are observed in both sets of 
samples. A simultaneous analysis of the spectra at 
both frequency bands indicates that the spin associ-
ated with the signals of S3 is S = 3 rather than S = 
1. An S = 3 spin state is also indicated in the pres-
ence of methanol, but with significantly different 
zero field splitting parameters, which explain the 
absence of X-band signals in this case.

Keywords  Photosystem II, oxygen-evolving 
complex, Mn cluster, S3 state, EPR

Introduction

EPR spectroscopy has been valuable in the charac-
terization of the Oxygen Evolving Complex, OEC. 
EPR spectra are now available for all S states, 
except S4. One important conclusion from these 

studies is that the spin of the Mn cluster alternates 
between half integer and integer values during the 
S-state transitions. This shows that the electrons 
during the S-state transitions are extracted from 
Mn itself or its immediate vicinity.

The most extensively studied oxidation states of 
the Mn cluster by EPR are those with half integer 
spin, S0 and S2. Half integer spin systems are more 
accessible by conventional EPR than integer spin 
systems. EPR studies of S1 and S3 states are rather 
scarce. Earlier studies of the critical S3 state by 
perpendicular and parallel mode X band (9.5 GHz) 
EPR have yielded rather weak but characteristic 
low-field signals (Matsukawa et al. 1999; Ioannidis 
and Petrouleas 2000). No signals could be detected 
in methanol containing samples. Matsukawa et al. 
analyzed the spectra and suggested that they arise 
from a low-lying state of an exchange-coupled 
system with S = 1. In an effort to test this assign-
ment and obtain more information on S3 we have 
extended the earlier studies to Q-band frequencies.

The present work describes preliminary EPR 
studies at Q band frequency (34 GHz) of intact and 
4% v/v methanol containing PSII samples prepared 
S3. Distinct signals are observed for both types of 
samples. A simultaneous analysis of the X and 
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Q band spectra indicates that an S = 1 spin con-
figuration cannot explain the Q band spectra. An 
S = 3 spin state is suggested instead, with different 
zero-field splitting in the intact and the methanol 
containing samples.

Materials and methods

PSII sample isolation. PSII membranes from spin-
ach were isolated by standard procedures. Samples 
were suspended in a pH 6.5 buffer containing 0.4 M 
sucrose, 15 mM NaCl, 40 mM MES. Methanol 
treated samples were resuspended and washed in 
the above buffer containing 4% v/v methanol. All 
samples were supplemented with 1 mM duroqui-
none as an exogenous electron acceptor. The final 
chlorophyll concentration was 6–8 mg of chl/mL.

Preparation of the S3 state. PSII membranes were 
poised to the S3 state by flash excitation at −5°C 
with a studio photographic-flash power supply.

EPR measurements. The X-band EPR (9.60 GHz 
for perpendicular mode; 9.30 GHz for parallel 
mode) spectra were obtained with an upgraded 
Bruker EPR spectrometer. Q-band EPR (34 GHz) 
measurements were obtained with a modern home 
built spectrometer to be described elsewhere. The 
spectra shown in Figs. 1 and 2 were obtained after 
subtraction of the S1 state spectra.

Analysis of the EPR spectra. Simulations of 
the EPR spectra were performed by the software 
SpinCount kindly provided to us by Professor 
M. Hendrich, Department of Chemistry, Carnegie 
Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA.

Results

EPR signals of the S3 state in untreated 
PSII membranes

Figure 1 shows dual mode X-band EPR spectra 
of samples poised in the S3 state. Matsukawa et al. 
(1999) suggested that the Mn cluster in the S3 state 
is characterized by an even number of unpaired 
electrons. Furthermore, it was assumed that the 

exchange interactions within the cluster lead to 
isolated integer spin multiplets. Under these con-
ditions the EPR signals are attributed to a spin 
multiplet governed by the spin Hamiltonian of Eq. 
1 (Abragam and Bleaney 1970).

H = D [SZ
2 – S(S+1)/3] + E (SX

2–SY
2) + gβ S B  (1)

where D and E are the zero field splitting param-
eters.

Satisfactory results were obtained with S = 1, 
|D| = 0.438 cm−1 and E/D = 0.314. Theoretical 

Fig. 1 Dual mode X-band and perpendicular mode Q-band 
EPR spectra of untreated PSII membranes poised in the S3 
state displayed in a common g axis. Dotted lines: theoretical 
simulations based on Hamiltonian of Eq. 1 with S = 1, |D| 
= 0.438 cm−1 and E/D = 0.314. A Gaussian distribution of 
width σD = 0.02 and an intrinsic linewidth of 12.5 mT was 
used to account for the lineshape. Continuous lines: theo-
retical simulations based on Hamiltonian of Eq. 1 with S = 
3, |D| = 0.19 cm−1 and E/D = 0.285. An intrinsic linewidth 
of 15 mT was used to account for the lineshape. The spectra 
were recorded at 11 K
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simulations based on the above model are super-
imposed in the dual mode X-band EPR experimen-
tal spectra of Fig. 1 (dotted traces).

The lower part of Fig. 1 shows the Q-band EPR 
spectrum of a similar sample. Characteristic reso-
nances are observed at g ~8 and in the g = 2.5 – 2 
region. The resonances, as well as, the resonances 
of Fig. 2 (presented below) oscillate with period 
four with a maximum on the second flash (data 
not shown). Superimposed on the experimental Q-
band spectrum of Fig. 1 is a theoretical simulation 
assuming S = 1 (dotted trace) with the parameters 
used to reproduce the dual mode X-band EPR 
spectra. It can be seen that these simulations do not 
reproduce the Q band spectrum.

In the present work we keep the assumption 
that the S3 state is characterized by isolated integer 
spin multiplets. In Fig. 1 we superimpose the theo-
retical spectra assuming an S = 3 system with |D| = 
0.19 cm−1 and E/D = 0.285 (continuous trace). With 
these parameters the dual mode X- and the Q-band 
spectra are satisfactorily reproduced.

EPR signals of the S3 state in the presence 
of methanol

No X-band signals are discernible in the presence 
of methanol (Fig. 2 upper trace), but prominent 
Q-band resonances at low field can be observed in 
the lower part of the figure. The new signals can 
be accounted for assuming an S = 3 system, as in 
the untreated samples, but with different zero field 
splitting parameters. The new parameters are |D| 
= 0.795 cm−1, and E/D = 0.33. With these values 
the signals at X-band in parallel or perpendicular 
mode are predicted to be very weak. Therefore, 
the analysis provides also an explanation for the 
lack of X-band EPR signals from the S3 state in the 
presence of methanol.

Discussion

The electronic structure of the Mn cluster in S3 
has not yet been clarified. A long standing issue 
is whether the transition S2 → S3 is related to 

oxidation of Mn or formation of a radical in its 
vicinity (Dau et al. 2001; Messinger et al. 2001; 
Ioannidis and Petrouleas 2004). EPR spectroscopy 
could be helpful provided that well defined signals 
are observed and unequivocally assigned. In the 
present work we were able to detect for the first 
time EPR signals from the S3 state at Q-band EPR. 
Analysis of these signals does not support an S = 
1 (|D| = 0.438 cm−1, E/D = 0.314) configuration 
(Matsukawa et al. 1999). We find that the EPR 
spectra at both X- and Q-band may be accounted 
for by an S = 3 system (|D| = 0.19 cm−1, E/D = 
0.285). The S3 state of PSII constitutes a complicated 

Fig. 2 Dual mode X-band and perpendicular mode Q-band 
EPR spectra of PSII membranes poised in the S3 state in 
the presence of 4% v/v methanol, displayed in a common 
g-axis. Continuous lines: theoretical simulations based on 
Hamiltonian of Eq. 1 with S = 3, |D| = 0.795 cm−1 and E/D 
= 0.33. An intrinsic linewidth of 11 mT was used to account 
for the lineshape. The spectra were recorded at 11 K
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exchanged coupled system and this work indi-
cates that multi-frequency EPR is required in 
order to obtain critical parameters such as the spin 
associated with a particular signal. In the past, 
multifrequency EPR studies have been useful in 
determining the spin state related to the “g = 4.1” 
signal from the S2 state (Haddy et al. 2004).

We also report EPR signals for S3 at Q-band 
in the presence of methanol. These signals have 
been reproduced with an S = 3 system with sig-
nificantly different zero field splitting parameters 
(|D| = 0.795 cm−1, and E/D = 0.33) compared to the 
untreated S3 state. It is often assumed that methanol 
does not alter the Mn electronic configuration, but 
it simply enhances the homogeneity of the system. 
The present data as well as a number of other obser-
vations, including the drastic effect of methanol on 
the metalloradical SnYZ

• intermediates, indicates 
that this is not true. One cannot extrapolate safely 
data obtained in methanol containing samples to 
the intact system. It is possible that methanol modi-
fies not only the exchange couplings but also the 
valence distribution in the Mn cluster. Future work 
aims at exploring possible exchange pathways that 
yield the presently identified spin state associated 
with S3.
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CHAPTER THIRTY

Oxidative Water Splitting in Photosynthesis

G. Renger

Abstract This short communication focuses 
on mechanistic considerations of photosynthetic 
water splitting, in particular on two problems: (i) 
coupling of proton and electron transfer of P680+• 
reduction by YZ, and (ii) nature of the redox steps 
within the WOC with special emphasis on the O-O 
bond formation.

Keywords Watersplitting, P680, YZ, “S3-peroxide” 
model

Introduction

The invention of a molecular machine for light 
induced oxidative water splitting into molecular 
oxygen and four protons was the bioenergetic 
“big bang” in the evolution of the biosphere 
(Renger 2007a). The key reactions that take place 
at a Mn4OxCa cluster within the water-oxidizing 
complex (WOC) are energetically driven by the 
strongly oxidizing cation radical P680+• (formed 
as a result of photochemical charge separation in 

Photosystem II (PS II), see Renger 2007b) and 
mediated by a special tyrosine residue YZ (Diner 
and Britt 2005). The structure of PS II from the ther-
mophilic cyanobacterium Thermosynechococcus 
(T.) elongatus is known from X-ray diffraction 
crystallography (XRDC) at 3 Å resolution (Loll 
et al. 2005) and the reaction pattern of oxidative 
water splitting has been analyzed in samples from 
both cyanobacteria and higher plants (Messinger 
and Renger 2007).

Results

P680+• reduction by YZ

Although PS II contains two redox active tyrosines 
(YZ and YD) that are symmetrically arranged to 
P680, only YZ is sufficiently close to the Mn4OxCa 
cluster (Loll et al. 2005) to mediate the rapid turno-
ver of the WOC. The kinetics of P680+• reduction 
by YZ are rather complex but can be satisfactorily 
approximated by three distinct components with 
time constants of 25–70 ns (“fast” ns kinetics), 
300–600 ns (“slow” ns kinetics), and 15–50 µs 
(µs kinetics). This pattern is basically the same 
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for thylakoids (Christen et al. 1998) and PS II 
membrane fragments from higher plants (Brettel 
et al. 1984; Eckert and Renger 1988) and solubilized 
PS II core complexes from both, T. elongatus and 
Spinacea oleracea (Kühn et al. 2004).

At physiological pH the OH group of YZ depro-
tonates upon its oxidation, i.e. electron (ET) and 
proton transfer (PT) are coupled steps. The mode 
of this coupling is mechanistically very important, 
not only for this reaction, but it is of general rele-
vance for many biological redox processes (Meyer 
et al. 2007).

Kinetic analyses (activation energies, H/D 
exchange effects) revealed that the “fast” ns step 
requires a structurally well defined hydrogen 
bond between the OH group of YZ and His 190 
(Fig. 1, upper panel) and different orbitals par-
ticipate in the coupled ET/PT reactions (Renger 
and Kühn 2007), referred to as multiple site 

electron proton transfer (MS-EPT) (Meyer 
et al. 2007).

The hydrogen bond is disturbed by protonation 
of His 190. Accordingly the “fast” ns kinetics dis-
appear at decreasing pH (Fig. 1, bottom panel).

The progress in the extent of YZ oxidation at 
longer times (“slow” ns and µs kinetics) originates 
from thermodynamic shifts of the equilibrium 
P680+•YZ ? P680 YZ

ox due to relaxation of the 
protein environment (local response) followed by 
proton rearrangement(s) within hydrogen bond 
network(s) that significantly contribute to the ener-
getics of the overall reaction (Kühn et al. 2004).

Mechanism of the WOC reaction pattern

Within the sequence of oxidation steps in the WOC 
(driven by YZ

ox) that are characterized by comparatively 
small activation energies EA (5–35 kJ/mol) and 

Fig. 1 MS-EPT scheme of P680+• reduction by YZ (top panel) and inhibition by protonation of His (bottom panels)
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kinetic H/D exchange effects (1.2–2.5) the oxi-
dation of the S3 state is significantly slower and 
kinetically much more variable than the other 
redox steps kox

i+1,i (i = 0,1,2) (for review, see 
Renger and Kühn 2007). Consensus exists that 
both transitions S0 → S1 and S1 → S2 are metal 
centered but the coupled protolytic reactions are 
different (Messinger and Renger 2007). The rate 
constants kox

i+1,i (calc.) calculated on the basis of 
an empirical rate constant-distance relationship of 
nonadiabatic ET in proteins (Page et al. 1999) and 
XRDC data of Loll et al. (2005) differ by a factor 
of more than 10000 from the measured kox

i+1,i (exp.) 
values when using the experimental EA (exp.) data. 
Alternatively, a discrepancy by a factor of more 
than 5 emerges when the activation energies cal-
culated by using the kox

i+1,i (exp.) are compared to 
EA (exp.). Both of these differences are far beyond 
of any reasonable experimental error and therefore 
the oxidation steps in the WOC are triggered, 
probably by PT and/or conformational gating. The 
mode of rate limitation in the WOC is distinctly 
different from that of YZ oxidation by P680+• where 
the MS-EPT mechanism perfectly satisfies the rate 
constant-distance relationship (Renger et al. 1998) 
and slower kinetic components argue to equilibrium 
shifts (vide supra).

The nature of the S2 → S3 transition (metal or 
ligand centered) is a matter of debate (Messinger 
and Renger 2007). However this controversy is 
obsolete when accepting the postulate that S3 is 
a multistate redox level with rapid equilibration 
between different states of redox isomerism and 
proton tautomerism: S3 (W) Û S3 (I) ÛS3 (P) 
(Renger 2001). S3 (P) reflects a complexed perox-
ide and represents the “entatic state” for eventual 
formation of complexed O2 upon oxidation by 
YZ

ox (Renger and Kühn 2007). The “S3 multistate 
hypothesis” also explains the different kinetics 
of YZ

ox reduction by S3 because the observed rate 
constant k0,3

obs is the composite of kox
0,3 and the equi-

librium constant Keq = [S3 (P)]/<[S3(W)] + [S3(I)] 
+ [S3(P)]>where kox

0,3 is probably not much dif-
ferent from kox

i+1,i (i = 0,1,2) and the variations 
of k obs

0,3 originate from effects due to energetic 
changes that determine Keq. The value of Keq is 

estimated to be 0.1–0.2 for a normal WOC when 
kox

0,3 and kox
i+1,i are similar.

The linkage of two oxygen atoms from the 
substrate to the O-O bond is the crucial step of 
O2 formation in the WOC. It is assumed that this 
reaction critically depends on the local proton-
gradient V

–H+(r®) at the interacting oxygen atoms. 
This key parameter and its dynamics in S3, i.e. 
V
–H+(r®,t,S3), are determined by the pK values and 
the time dependent spatial array of substrate mol-
ecules and protonatable groups within the protein 
matrix around the Mn4OxCa cluster. Therefore 
detailed mechanistic considerations are only reli-
able when based on a structural model of the WOC 
at atomic resolution with precise positions of the 
substrate molecules and the network of hydrogen 
bonds. At present this information is not available. 
In spite of this lack, interesting suggestions have 
been recently reported, especially with respect 
to the “S3 multistate hypothesis” where S3(P) is 
proposed to attain a Mn(III)-OOH configuration 
within the catalytic site (Meyer et al. 2007).

For a general scheme of oxidative water split-
ting the redox states of the WOC are specified by 
Si = MjLkWl (i = j + k + l) where indices j, k and 
l symbolize formal oxidation states of manganese, 
ligand and substrate, respectively (Messinger and 
Renger 2007). Figure 2 illustrates the reaction 
sequence based on the “S3 equilibrium” model. 
The mechanism implies that O-O bond formation 
occurs at the level of complexed peroxide (Renger 
2001). This proposal is supported by experiments 
where S3 oxidation by YZ

ox  becomes suppressed at 
high oxygen pressures (Clausen and Junge 2004).

The oxidation of S3(P) º M1L0W2 by YZ
ox  

to complexed molecular oxygen symbolized by 
M0L0W4 is a two-electron reaction. At present it is 
not clear if this process comprises the formation of 
a distinct superoxide intermediate M1L0W3 (Meyer 
et al. 2007) or if a concerted reaction directly leads 
to M0L0W4.

The postulated central role of V–H+(r®,t,S3) for the 
oxidative O-O bond formation has its functional 
counterpart in the reductive O-O bond fission that 
is catalyzed by a wealth of systems in oxygen 
enzymology. In this case the key function of local 
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hydrogen bonding and directed protonation path-
ways has been demonstrated for different examples 
(Rinaldo et al. 2007; Rosenthal and Nocera 2007).

In summary, the WOC has to be considered as 
a supermolecule which is especially tailored for 
the delicate process of oxidative water cleavage 
including definite pathways for substrate entry and 
product release (Renger and Kühn 2007).
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Identification of Functional Domains of PsbU in Red Algal 
PSII by Site-Directed Mutagenesis

Masanori Sano1, Akinori Okumura2, Takehiro Suzuki3, Masako Iwai4, 
Hideyuki Adachi5, Jian-Ren Shen5, and Isao Enami1

Abstract  In order to determine the functional 
domain(s) of the extrinsic 12 kDa protein (PsbU) in 
red algal Photosystem II (PSII), we prepared vari-
ous mutants of PsbU and reconstituted the mutant 
PsbU with red algal PSII retaining the 33 kDa 
(PsbO), 20 kDa (PsbQ’) and Cyt c550 (PsbV). 
(1) Analysis of oxygen-evolving activities in the 
absence or presence of NaCl and CaCl2 of the 
reconstituted PSII revealed that Tyrosine-92 (Y92) 
of the second residue from the C-terminus of PsbU 
was important for its function to optimize the avail-
ability of chloride and calcium cofactors for water 
oxidation. (2) In order to determine the function of 

Y92, we constructed a series of mutants by replac-
ing Y92 with various amino acids. Substitution 
of Y92 with threonine, asparatic acid, arginine or 
isoleucine totally abolished the function of PsbU. 
In contrast, substitution of Y92 with phenylalanine 
retained the function of PsbU. These results indi-
cate that aromatic structure of Y92 in PsbU is 
important for maintaining its functional structure.

Keywords  PsbU, extrinsic protein, oxygen evo-
lution, photosystem II, function domain

Introduction

Photosystem II (PSII) catalyzes the light-driven 
oxidation of water with concomitant reduction of 
plastoquinone to plastoquinol. The PSII complex 
contains a number of intrinsic proteins and 3–4 
extrinsic proteins. The major core intrinsic pro-
teins are largely conserved from a wide variety of 
organisms, whereas the extrinsic proteins are sig-
nificantly different among different plant species 
(Enami et al. 2005). Cyanobacterial and red algal 
PSII contain the extrinsic Cyt c550 (PsbV) and 
12 kDa protein (PsbU) which function to optimize 
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the availability of chloride and calcium cofactors 
for water oxidation, instead of the extrinsic 23 kDa 
(PsbP) and 17 kDa (PsbQ) proteins in green algal 
and higher plant PSII (Shen and Inoue 1993; 
Enami et al. 1998). The red algal PsbU protein con-
sists of 93 amino acids with a calculated molecular 
mass of 10,513 (Ohta et al. 1999). In the previous 
paper (Okumura et al. 2001), we prepared the PsbU 
proteins lacking N-terminal and/or C-terminal pep-
tides by limited proteolysis and directed mutagen-
esis, reconstituted the resulted peptide fragments 
of PsbU with red algal PSII retaining PsbO, PsbQ’ 
and PsbV, and analyzed the oxygen-evolving activ-
ities of the reconstituted PSII. The results obtained 
indicated that two residues of the C-terminus of 
PsbU constituted an important domain for mini-
mizing the chloride and calcium requirement of 
oxygen evolution. In this study, the mutant PsbU 
proteins lacking one or two residues from the C-
terminus were prepared and reconstituted with red 
algal PSII. Analysis of oxygen-evolving activities 
of the reconstituted PSII in the absence or presence 
of NaCl and CaCl2 revealed that Tyrosine-92 (Y92) 
of the second residue from the C-terminus of PsbU 
was important for its function. Furthermore, we 
constructed a series of PsbU mutants by replacing 
Y92 with various amino acids, in order to deter-
mine the function of Y92. The results indicate that 
aromatic structure of Y92 is important for main-
taining the functional structure.

Materials and methods

Preparation of oxygen-evolving red algal PSII 
complex. Oxygen-evolving PSII complexes were 
prepared from an acidophilic and thermophilic red 
alga, Cyanidium caldarium, according to Enami 
et al. (1995) with slight modifications. Thylakoid 
membranes isolated from C. caldarium cells were 
solubilized with 1.3% n-dodecyl-β-d-maltoside 
and then loaded onto a DEAE-Sepharose CL-6B 
column to purify the red algal PSII.

Expression and purification of various mutants 
of PsbU. Mutant proteins of PsbU either lacking 
one or two residues of the C-terminus, or with 

Tyr92 replaced by Thr, Phe, Asp, Arg or Ile, were 
generated by the PCR method, expressed in the 
host cell BL21 (DE3) and purified as described 
previously (Okumura et al. 2001).

Reconstitution experiments. The red algal PSII 
was treated with 1 M CaCl2 to remove all of the 
four extrinsic proteins. The CaCl2-treated PSII was 
incubated with the mutant PsbU proteins, together 
with the PsbO, PsbQ’ and PsbV proteins, for 
30 min at 0°C in the dark, as described previously 
(Okumura et al. 2001). The reconstituted PSII 
were centrifuged at 40,000 × g for 20 min after 
addition of 10% polyethylene glycerol 6,000. The 
precipitates were suspended in a medium of 25% 
glycerol and 50 mM MES (pH 6.5) (buffer A) and 
the binding and functional properties of the native 
and mutant PsbU proteins were analyzed by SDS-
PAGE and oxygen evolution measurement.

SDS-PAGE. Samples were solubilized with 5% 
lithium lauryl sulfate and 75 mM dithiothreitol. The 
solubilized samples were applied to an SDS-poly-
acrylamide gel containing a gradient of 16–22% 
polyacrylamide and 7.5 M urea.

Assay of oxygen evolution. Oxygen evolution 
was measured with a Clark-type oxygen electrode 
at 25°C in buffer A with phenyl-p-benzoquinone 
as electron acceptor, in the absence or presence of 
10 mM NaCl or 5 mM CaCl2.

Results and discussion

Tyrosin-92 (Y92) is important for the function 
of PsbU to optimize the availability of Ca2+ 
and Cl− cofactors for water oxidation

The red algal PSII purified in this study showed 
the oxygen-evolving activity of 3,100, 3,140 and 
3,150 µM O2 per mg Chl per h in the absence or 
presence of 10 mM NaCl or 5 mM CaCl2, respec-
tively. The activity was completely lost in the 
CaCl2-treated PSII which had lost the four extrinsic 
proteins of PsbO, PsbQ’, PsbV and PsbU. When 
the CaCl2-treated PSII was reconstituted with 
PsbO, PsbQ’and PsbV, the activity recovered to 
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3%, 36% and 50% in the absence or presence of 
10 mM NaCl or 5 mM CaCl2, respectively. The 
CaCl2-treated PSII retaining PsbO, PsbQ’and PsbV 
was reconstituted with native PsbU (R1-K93) or 
mutant PsbU lacking one (R1-Y92) or two residues 
(R1-I91) from its C-terminus. Both native and 
mutant PsbU proteins completely rebound to the 
CaCl2-treated PSII retaining PsbO, PsbQ’and PsbV 
(data not shown).

Figure 1 shows the recovery of oxygen-
evolving activity by rebinding of the native 
PsbU (1), R1-Y92 (2) and R1-I91 mutants (3) in 
the absence of NaCl and CaCl2. The activity was 
recovered to 66%, 69% and 70% of the untreated 
PSII in the absence or presence of 10 mM NaCl 
or 5 mM CaCl2, respectively, when the native 
PsbU was reconstituted. This indicates that 
PsbU functions to minimize the chloride and 
calcium requirement of oxygen evolution. In 
the CaCl2-treated PSII reconstituted with the 
mutant PsbU lacking one residue (R1-Y92), the 
activity was recovered to 62%, 66% and 68%, 
which were comparable with the activity recov-
ery achieved by reconstitution with the native 
PsbU. However, no recovery of the activity was 
observed in the CaCl2-treated PSII reconstituted 
with the mutant PsbU lacking two residues (R1-
I91). The results clearly indicate that Tyr-92 of 

the PsbU protein is important for its function to 
optimize the availability of Ca2+ and Cl− cofac-
tors for water oxidation.

Aromatic structure of Y92 in the PsbU protein 
is important for maintaining its functional structure

In order to determine the function of Tyr-92 in the 
PsbU protein, we constructed a series of mutants 
by replacing Tyr-92 with various amino acids. 
Figure 2 shows the recovery of the oxygen-evolving 
activity in the absence of NaCl and CaCl2 by recon-
stitution with various PsbU mutants together with 
the other three extrinsic proteins. When the Y92T 
mutant was reconstituted, the mutant completely 
rebound (data not shown) but only little recovery of 
the activity was observed (2 in Fig. 2), indicating 
that the hydroxyl group of Tyr-92 in the PsbU pro-
tein is not responsible for its function. In contrast, 
about 80% recovery of that of the native PsbU was 
achieved in PSII reconstituted with Y92F (3 in Fig. 
2). When Y92D, Y92R or Y92I was reconstituted, 
no recovery was observed (4, 5 or 6 in Fig. 2), 
although these mutants completely rebound (data 
not shown). These results indicate that aromatic 
structure of Tyr-92 in the PsbU protein is important 
for maintaining its functional structure.
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Fig. 1 Recovery of oxygen-evolving activity in the absence 
of chloride and calcium ions of CaCl2-treated red algal PSII 
reconstituted with full-length (R1-K93) PsbU (1) and two 
PsbU mutants lacking one (R1-Y92) (2) or two (R1-I91) 
residues (3) from C-terminus, together with the other three 
extrinsic proteins

Fig. 2 Recovery of oxygen-evolving activity in the absence 
of chloride and calcium ions of CaCl2-treated red algal PSII 
reconstituted with native PsbU (1) or PsbU mutants of Y92T 
(2), Y92F (3), Y92D (4), Y92R (5) or Y92I (6), together 
with the other three extrinsic proteins
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CHAPTER THIRTY TWO

Effects of Lipase and Phospholipase-Treatments on PSII: 
Differences Between Thermophilic Cyanobacterial 
and Higher Plant PSII

Jing Leng1, Isamu Sakurai2, Hajime Wada2, and Jian-Ren Shen1

Abstract  Lipids constituent one of the important 
components of membrane protein complexes, and 
14 lipid molecules have been identified in the crys-
tal structure of photosystem II (PSII) from a ther-
mophilic cyanobacterium Thermosynechococcus 
elongatus. In order to study the roles of lipids 
in PSII, we treated PSII dimer complexes from 
cyanobacteria and higher plants with a lipase and 
a phospholipase A2 (PLA2), and compared their 
effects on PSII activity and organization. Lipase- 
and PLA2-treatments of PSII dimer from spinach 
decreased the oxygen-evolving activity by 65–75% 
in both cases, whereas the same treatments of 
PSII dimer from a thermophilic cyanobacterium 
T. vulcanus decreased the activity by 16% and 40%, 
respectively. These results suggested that the asso-
ciation of lipids with spinach PSII is significantly 
weaker than that with the thermophilic cyano-
bacterial PSII, leading to the significantly larger 

decrease of activity after either lipase or phospholi-
pase-treatments in spinach PSII. The differences 
in lipid binding observed here may account for, at 
least in part, the significantly larger instability of 
the spinach PSII compared with the thermophilic 
cyanobacterial PSII as usually observed.

Keywords  Photosystem II, lipids, oxygen evolu-
tion, phospholipase, lipase

Introduction

Photosystem II (PSII) is a multi-protein complex 
consisting of 17 membrane-spanning subunits and 
three extrinsic proteins, with a total molecular 
mass of 350 kDa. The structure of PSII has been 
analyzed at 3.0–3.8 Å resolution (Kamiya and Shen 
2003; Ferreira et al. 2004; Loll et al. 2005), among 
which, the most recent structure at 3 Å has identi-
fied 14 molecules of lipids associated with PSII, 
namely, four digalactosyldiacylglycerol (DGDG), 
six monogalactosyldiacylglycerol (MGDG), three 
sulfoquinovosyldiacylglycerol (SQDG) and one 
phospholipid, phosphatidylglycerol (PG). The 
roles of lipids in PSII have been studied by various 
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approaches including in vitro analysis of the effects 
of lipase and phospholipase-treatments on thy-
lakoids and isolated PSII, and in vivo analysis of 
effects of some mutants defective in synthesizing a 
specific class of lipids (for reviews, see Jones 2007; 
Sato 2004). Especially, a recent study employing 
treatment of Arabidopsis thaliana thylakoids with 
PLA2 has shown that the degradation of PG inhib-
ited the electron transfer on both the acceptor and 
donor sides, as well as the reaction center, leading 
to a severe inactivation of PSII oxygen evolution 
(Kim et al. 2007). In order to compare the effects of 
lipase and PLA2-treatments on PSII from different 
organisms, we purified PSII dimer from spinach and 
T. vulcanus, treated them with lipase and PLA2, 
and analyzed the effects of these treatments on 
oxygen evolution.

Materials and methods

PSII dimer from a thermophilic cyanobacterium 
T. vulcanus was purified as described in (Shen and 
Kamiya 2000). PSII dimer from spinach was puri-
fied by solubilizing PSII membranes (BBY-type 
PSII) with 0.8% n-dodecyl β-d-maltoside (DM) at 
1 mg chl/mL for 30 min on ice in medium A con-
taining 20 mM Mes (pH 6.5), 10 mM NaCl, 3 mM 
CaCl2, followed by separation with a sucrose gradi-
ent centrifugation from 0.3 to 0.7 M sucrose in the 
same medium supplemented with 0.03% DM. The 
band containing PSII dimer was diluted twofolds, 
precipitated after addition of 12% PEG 1450, and 
suspended in medium A.

Lipase- and PLA2-treatments were carried out 
in medium A at 1 mg Chl/mL for both PSII of 
T. vulcanus and spinach, with a lipase (from 
Chromobacterium viscosum, Sigma) at a con-
centration of 300 units/mg Chl, or PLA2 (from 
honey bee venom, Sigma) at 120 units/mg Chl, 
under room temperature for various times followed 
immediately by analyses of PSII functions.

Oxygen-evolving activity was measured with a 
Clark-type oxygen electrode at 25°C for spinach 
PSII and 30°C for the thermophilic cyanobacte-

rial PSII, with 1 mM phenyl-p-benzoquinone and 
0.5 mM potassium ferricyanide as electron accep-
tors. The activity of 2,6-dichloroindophenol (DCIP) 
photoreduction was measured at 10 micro g Chl /mL 
with 200 micro M DCIP in the absence or presence 
of 1 mM 1,5-diphenylcarbazide (DPC). The sam-
ples were illuminated with a cool white light source 
filtered through a yellow filter (50 Y, Toshiba), and 
the reduction of DCIP was monitored at 590 nm 
with a Shimadzu UV-2450 spectrophotometer at 
room temperature. The reaction solution was stirred 
continuously during measurements.

Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the effects of lipase- and PLA2-
treatments on oxygen-evolving activities of 
T. vulcanus and spinach PSII dimer. Lipase-
treatment decreased oxygen evolution of T. vulcanus 
PSII slightly (15%) even after 8 h treatment. 
However, the same lipase-treatment decreased 
the oxygen-evolving activity of spinach PSII by 
approximate 65% after 8 h treatment (Fig. 1A). 
On the other hand, PLA2-treatment decreased 
oxygen evolution of T. vulcanus PSII by 40%, 
whereas it decreased the activity of spinach 
PSII by 75% after 8 h treatment (Fig. 1B). These 
results indicated that PLA2-treatment had a larger 
effect on oxygen evolution than lipase-treatment 
in both T. vulcanus and spinach PSII, although 
the difference between lipase- and PLA2-treatment 
is slightly smaller in spinach PSII than that in 
T. vulcanus PSII. More importantly, the effects 
of both lipase and PLA2-treatments were signifi-
cantly larger in spinach PSII dimer than that in 
T. vulcanus PSII dimer.

In order to identify the inhibition site caused 
by the lipase- and PLA2-treatments, we deter-
mined the photoreduction activity of DCIP either 
in the absence or presence of DPC. Table 1 shows 
that lipase- and PLA2-treatments caused similar 
decrease in the DCIP photoreduction activity 
in the absence of DPC as those observed in the 
decrease of oxygen evolution, in both T. vulcanus 
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and spinach PSII, except that the effect of lipase-
treatment on DCIP photoreduction was somewhat 
smaller than that observed with oxygen evolution 
in spinach PSII. These results confirmed that 
the effects of both treatments are much larger in 
spinach PSII than that in the cyanobacterial PSII, 
and that the effects of PLA2-treatment were larger 

than those of lipase-treatment in both PSIIs. DPC 
did not recover the DCIP photoreduction activity 
at all in T. vulcanus PSII treated with both lipases, 
suggesting that the inhibition site caused by the 
treatments of two lipases are not at the donor 
side of PSII. In fact, we have identified that the 
site of inhibition caused by PLA2-treatment in 
T. vulcanus PSII was at the electron transfer from 
QA to QB by means of fluorescence rise curves in 
the absence and presence of DCMU, as well as 
the inhibition rate of oxygen evolution by binding 
of DCMU (data not shown). On the other hand, 
DPC partially recovered the DCIP photoreduction 
activity of both lipase- and PLA2-treated spinach 
PSII, suggesting that these treatments partially 
inhibited the oxygen-evolving site. However, the 
lack of a complete recovery by DPC, especially 
in the case of PLA2-treatment, suggested that the 
degradation of PG and other lipids affected also 
some other site in the electron transfer reactions of 
spinach PSII. These results are in agreement with 
the recent report showing that PLA2-treatment 
damaged various sites of PSII electron transfer 
including the donor, acceptor sides and the reac-
tion center (Kim et al. 2007). The inhibition caused 
by PLA2-treatment at the donor side was ascribed 
to the electron transfer from QA to QB, which was 
also observed with T. vulcanus PSII in the present 
study and a number of previous studies (Sato 
2004; Kim et al. 2007).

In conclusion, lipase- and PLA2-treatments 
decreased the oxygen evolution of both T. vulcanus 
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Fig. 1 Effects of lipase- and PLA2-treatments on oxygen-
evolving activities of PSII dimer from T. vulcanus and spin-
ach. A. Lipase-treatment; B. PLA2-treatment. (❍): spinach 
PSII control; (o): spinach PSII treated with lipase (A) or 
PLA2 (B); ( ): T. vulcanus PSII control; (x): T. vulcanus 
PSII treated with lipase (A) or PLA2 (B)

Table 1 Effects of lipase- and PLA2-treatments on DCIP 
photoreduction activities (mol DCIP mg Chl−1 h−1) of 
T. vulcanus and spinach PSII dimer. Numbers in parenthesis 
are relative activities with untreated PSII as 100%

 T. vulcanus PSII Spinach PSII

Treatments −DPC +DPC −DPC +DPC

Control 992 (100) 1066 (100) 914 (100) 1668 (100)
Lipase-
 treated 858 (86.5)  851 (79.8) 571 (62.5) 1428 (85.6)
PLA2-
 treated 448 (45.2)  460 (43.2) 114 (12.5)   857 (51.4)
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and spinach PSII dimer, reinforcing the impor-
tant roles of lipid molecules in maintaining the 
 structure and function of PSII. The effects of these 
lipase-treatments, however, were much larger on 
spinach PSII than that on T. vulcanus PSII. PLA2-
treatment predominantly inhibited electron transfer 
from QA to QB, and lipase-treatment caused a 
very small decrease in oxygen evolution, in the 
thermophilic cyanobacterial PSII, whereas both of 
these treatments caused a much larger damage not 
only to the donor side but also some other sites of 
PSII electron transfer. These results suggest that 
the association of lipid molecules with T. vulca-
nus PSII is much tighter than that with spinach 
PSII, which may account for, at least in part, the 
higher stability of the thermophilic cyanobacte-
rial PSII than mesophilic PSII as usually observed 
(Sugiuraand Inoue 1999).
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CHAPTER THIRTY THREE

Formate-Induced Release of Carbon Dioxide/
Hydrogencarbonate from Photosystem II

Dmitriy Shevela1, Vyacheslav Klimov2, and Johannes Messinger1

Abstract  Using membrane-inlet mass spectrom-
etry (MIMS) we confirm that injections of high 
concentrations (100 mM final concentration) of 
formate into the PSII samples induce a slow 
release of carbon dioxide/hydrogencarbonate (CO2/
HCO3

−) (Govindjee et al. 1997). The amount of the 
released inorganic carbon (Ci) is proportional to 
the concentration of the BBY samples. Hydrazine-
pre-treated BBY, leading to an ~90% inhibition of 
the overall oxygen evolution activity, release after 
formate injection practically the same amount of 
Ci as non-treated control samples. These results 
indicate that the released Ci originates from the 
acceptor side of PSII and evidently none from the 
Mn4OxCa cluster. Thus, no evidence was found in 
this study for hydrogencarbonate being tight ligand 
of the Mn4OxCa cluster, which can be released by 
formate injection. The possibility of HCO3

− release 
from PSII during degassation in the mass spec cell 
is discussed.

Keywords  Membrane-inlet mass spectrometry 
(MIMS), photosystem II (PSII), hydrogencar-
bonate, bicarbonate, formate

Introduction

Many experimental results are consistent with 
the notion that hydrogencarbonate (HCO3

−), also 
known as bicarbonate, is required by PSII for 
maximal activity (van Rensen and Klimov 2005). 
Nevertheless, the interpretation of the ‘bicarbo-
nate effect’ has a history full of controversies 
(Stemler 2002). Since the 1970s, the donor and 
acceptor sides of PSII are considered as possible 
sites for hydrogencarbonate interactions with 
PSII. The idea of HCO3

− binding on the accep-
tor side of PSII as a ligand of the non-heme iron 
between two quinones QA and QB (Wydrzynski 
and Govindjee 1975), was recently supported 
by PSII crystal structures (Ferreira et al. 2004; 
Loll et al. 2005). In contrast, it is still under dis-
cussion if hydrogencarbonate also binds at the 
donor side of PSII, where the Mn4OxCa cluster is 
considered as possible binding site (van Rensen 
and Klimov 2005).
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Formate was concluded to bind both at the 
acceptor and donor sides of PSII by replacing 
hydrogencarbonate from its binding sites due 
to the similar structures (Feyziev et al. 2000). 
Moreover, the release of CO2 after formate 
addition into thylakoid membranes was detected 
by Govindjee and coworkers (Govindjee et al. 
1991, 1997). Here we revisit these mass spectro-
scopic measurements to specifically probe the 
binding of inorganic carbon (Ci) to the Mn4OxCa 
cluster at the donor side of PSII. Our current data 
are presented below.

Materials and methods

MIMS measurements. The MIMS measurements 
of Ci were performed with an isotope ratio 
mass spectrometer (ThermoFinnigan DeltaPlus XP) 
at 10°C and pH 6.4. To facilitate equilibration 
between CO2 and HCO3

−, carbonic anhydrase 
(CA) was added to the BBY samples before meas-
urement to a final concentration of 3 µg/mL. The 
H2

18O enrichment was ~10%. Twenty-five micro-
liters of Ci-depleted formate medium (pH 6.4) was 
used for injection into a 150-µL home built mem-
brane-inlet cell (Messinger et al. 1995) filled with 
BBY membranes and kept in the dark for 45 min 
until the injection.

Oxygen evolution measurements. The oxygen-
evolving activity of the BBY samples was measured 
using a Clark-type electrode at 25°C under continuous 
actinic illumination. Two hundred micromoles 
of phenyl-p-benzoquinone (PPBQ) and 500 µM 
K3[Fe(CN)6] were used as electron acceptors dur-
ing measurements.

Treatment of PSII samples with hydrazine. 
BBY particles at c (Chl) of 1 mg/mL were incu-
bated with 50 mM hydrazine sulfate dissolved 
in MCMM buffer (400 mM mannitol, 20 mM 
CaCl2, 10 mM MgCl2, and 100 mM MES/NaOH 
at pH 6.4) for 30 min on ice as described earlier 
(Messinger et al. 1997).

Ci depletion. 0.6 M formate medium (pH 6.4) 
was depleted of Ci by heating to 50°C for 10 min 
followed by flushing with argon (for 10–20 min) and 

then kept in septum vials. CA solution (prepared in 
Ci-depleted medium at pH 6.4) was kept on ice in 
septum vials until used.

Results

Release of Ci from PSII induced by formate

Injection of formate (to 100 mM) into BBY sam-
ples induces a slow release of CO2 measured by 
MIMS at 10°C and pH 6.4 (Fig. 1, traces 2 and 3). 
This confirms earlier data (Govindjee et al. 1991, 
1997). For better sensitivity we monitored, in 
contrast to the previous work, the release of CO2 
at mass 46 (i.e. 12C16O18O), employing an ~10% 
H2

18O enrichment in the buffer. However, also a 
small signal for the formate-induced release of CO2 
was resolved at mass 44 (data not shown).

Comparison of traces 2 and 3 (Fig. 1) shows 
that the amount of released CO2 depends on the 
concentration of PSII in the mass spectrometric 
cell. Additionally, trace 1 (Fig. 1) demonstrates 
that the artifact caused by formate injection is sig-
nificantly smaller than the observed CO2 release. 
Trace 4 (Fig. 1) indicates that samples pre-treated 
with 100 mM formate for 30 min in the mass spec-
trometric cell do not release any CO2, because the 
same injection artifact is observed as in trace 1. 
The latter experiment also confirms that 100 mM 
formate is sufficient for the full effect.

From which binding side(s) in PSII does 
formate release Ci?

Weak hydrophilic reductants such as NH2NH2 and 
NH2OH are well known to specifically destroy 
the water oxidizing complex (WOC) by releasing 
free Mn2+, and this is coupled with a deactivation 
of oxygen evolution. In order to check the pos-
sibility that released Ci comes from the Mn4OxCa 
cluster of the WOC we employ hydrazine-treated 
samples. As shown in Fig. 2 (inset), incubation 
of BBY particles with 50 mM NH2NH2 during 
30 min leads to an ~90% inhibition of the overall 
oxygen evolution activity. This corresponds to a 
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very high population of the Mn-depleted WOCs 
in our PSII samples.

Figure 2 displays the formate-induced release 
of 12C16O18O of hydrazine-pre-treated BBY mem-
branes (trace 2) compared with control (non-
hydrazine-treated BBY) samples (trace 1). The 
hydrazine-treated BBY membranes, release within 
experimental error, the same amount of CO2 as 
control BBY particles. Similar results were obtained 
with hydroxylamine-incubated samples (data not 
shown). These data indicate that the released Ci 
(Figs. 1 and 2) does not originate from the donor 
side of PSII but most likely from the acceptor side.

Discussion

Our MIMS data (Fig. 1) confirm that the injection 
of formate induces a slow release of Ci from PSII 
(Govindjee et al. 1991, 1997) and demonstrate that 
hydrogencarbonate is bound to PSII.

Formate is well known and commonly used 
for the removal of HCO3

− from its binding sites 
in PSII due to their similar structures. However, 
in contrast to the acceptor side of PSII, where 
HCO3

− was shown to be a ligand to non-heme 
iron, it is still under discussion if HCO3

− also 
binds at the WOC of PSII, where, for example, 
the Mn4OxCa cluster is considered as a possible 
binding site (for review see van Rensen and 
Klimov 2005).

Assuming that formate induces the removal of 
HCO3

− not only from the non-heme iron (acceptor 
side), but also from the Mn4OxCa cluster (donor 
side), removal of the Mn4OxCa cluster from PSII 
prior to formate injection should reduce the amount 
of CO2 released by formate. The data in Fig. 2 
therefore indicate that the released CO2 originates 
from the acceptor side of PSII. Thus, no evidence 
was found in this study for hydrogencarbonate 
being tight ligand of the Mn4OxCa cluster which 
can be released by formate injection. We cannot 

Fig. 1 MIMS measurements of the Ci release measured as CO2 at mass 46 upon the addition of formate (to 100 mM) into 
the spinach BBY particles with concentration of 0.8 mg Chl/mL (2) and 2 mg Chl/mL (3) at pH 6.4 and 10°C. Trace 1 shows 
the Ci release after formate addition into the MCMM buffer (pH 6.4). Trace 4 displays the Ci release in formate pre-treated 
(100 mM) BBY samples. The H2

18O enrichment was ~10%, the carbonic anhydrase concentration [CA] = 3 µg/mL. One 
representative result each out of 2–3 repeat experiments is presented
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exclude by these experiments the presence of a 
weak Ci ligand to the Mn4OxCa cluster that is 
already removed during degassation of the sample 
in the mass spec cell. However, in a recent report 
(Shevela et al. 2007) we did not find any evidence 
for a weakly bound HCO3

− – ligand to the WOC on 
the basis of flash-induced oxygen evolution meas-
urements on a Joliot-type-electrode. Similarly, the 
possibility that formate is unable to remove a very 
tightly bound, i.e. ‘structural’, HCO3

−/CO3
− from 

the Mn4OxCa cluster can not be excluded.
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CHAPTER THIRTY FOUR

pH Dependence of the S0 Split EPR Signal in Photosystem II

Johannes Sjöhom, Kajsa G. V. Havelius, and Stenbjörn Styring

Abstract The split EPR signals from YZ
• in 

magnetic interaction with the CaMn4 cluster offer 
a way to probe for oxidation of YZ in active PSII. 
We have studied how pH (pH 4.0–6.5) affects the 
formation of the split S0 signal induced by low tem-
perature illumination. Maximum signal intensity 
was observed around pH 6.3. The signal intensity 
decreased with an apparent pKa of ~5.1. The results 
are compared and discussed in context to previous 
observations at room temperature.

Keywords Photosystem II, EPR, split signal, pH

Introduction

Upon illumination of PSII, P680+ is normally 
reduced from the CaMn4 cluster via tyrosine-161 
(YZ) on the D1 polypeptide. Under physiological 
pH, the tyrosine is probably protonated (YZ-OH) 
in its reduced form. After oxidation, which is 

coupled to deprotonation, the tyrosine forms a 
neutral radical YZ-O•. How this coupled proton and 
electron transfer works is not fully understood but 
probably involves proton movement from YZ in a 
well-defined H-bond to D1-His-190. The mecha-
nism is not necessarily the same in all S-states and 
may vary dependent on pH. The oxidation of YZ by 
P680+ is multiphasic with both ns- and µs-kinetics 
(Brettel et al. 1984). The major ns-kinetics is faster 
in the lower S-states (S0 and S1) and weakly pH 
dependent (Schlodder and Meyer 1987). The rela-
tive amplitude decreases with decreasing pH in the 
acidic region. The ns-kinetics is suggested to reflect 
a proton shifting in a well-tuned H-bond between 
YZ and the nearby base. The µs-component is sug-
gested to reflect YZ oxidation in centers where this 
H-bond is not well defined and the proton leaves 
elsewhere (Christen and Renger 1999). YZ can be 
oxidized at cryogenic temperatures and has been 
trapped in magnetic interaction signals, so called 
split EPR signals. Thereby, illumination at 5 K 
gives a spectroscopic probe to study the otherwise 
very short lived tyrosine radical. Here we study the 
split EPR signal from OEC in the most reduced 
state, S0, and the state of the H-bond between YZ 
and His-190 in this S-state is investigated by varying 
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the pH. The result allows mechanistic conclusions 
concerning differences between the hydrogen bond 
pattern around YZ in the S0 and S1 states.

Materials and methods

PSII membranes (BBYs) were prepared as in 
(Berthold et al. 1981). EPR samples for pH titra-
tion in low molar buffer, 2.5–4 mg Chl/mL, were 
exposed to room light for 10 min at 20°C to oxidize 
YD and then dark adapted for 20 min to allow decay 
of higher S-states. OEC was synchronized in the S1 
state by a preflash and subsequent dark adaptation 
for 10 min. To induce the S0 state, three saturat-
ing flashes were given at 0°C in the presence of 
0.5 mM PpBQ as electron acceptor. The pH was 
adjusted, after the three flashes, by the addition of 
a defined buffer (10% v/v) into the EPR tubes as 
described (Geijer et al. 2000; Havelius and Styring 
2007). The samples were frozen within 10 s after 
the pH jump. Low temperature EPR measurements 
were performed as described (Havelius and Styring 
2007). The split EPR signals were induced at 5 K 
by 40 s illumination directly in the cavity. After 
EPR measurements, the O2 evolution, Chl content, 
and final pH were checked (in this order) as in 
Havelius and Styring (2007).

Results

The OEC synchronized in the S1 state was advanced 
to the S0 state by three powerful laser flashes given 
at pH 6.3. The pH was then immediately altered 
and the samples frozen. This gives us the possibil-
ity to study the effect of pH in the S0 state and to 
exclude any pH effects on the transitions to S0. By 
illuminating the samples at 5 K in the EPR cavity 
YZ is oxidized and can be trapped in a magnetic 
interaction signal with the CaMn4 cluster. This 
gives rise to the split S0 signal. Figure 1A shows 
the split S0 EPR signal at different pH. The signal 
is maximally formed at pH 6.5 (black line). At pH 
4.3 (dark gray line) and pH 5.1 (light gray line) the 
signal is significantly smaller.

In Fig. 1B the pH dependence of the amplitude 
of the split S0 signal (at 3,240 G, indicated by a bar 
in Fig. 1A) is shown over the entire pH range from 
pH 4 to 6.5. The largest signal is observed at pH 6.3 
(set to 100% in Fig. 1B). The decrease of the split 
S0 signal at acidic pH could be fitted with a single 
protonable group with an apparent pKa of 5.1.

Discussion

The influence of pH on the formation of the split 
S0 EPR signal has been studied between pH 4–6.5. 
The experiments were performed on PSII particles 
with YD oxidized prior to the split induction to 
avoid competition between the two redox active 
tyrosines, YZ and YD. The pH dependence of the 
transition between S0 and S1 has previously been 
studied at room temperature (Bernát et al. 2002; 
Suzuki et al. 2005). The transition was shown 
to be open at pH > 6.2 but blocked at lower pH 
with a pKa of ~4.7. However, here we measure at 
cryogenic temperatures where protein and proton 
movements can be restricted and consequently 
affect the function of YZ.

It was recently shown that the split S0 signal 
is pH dependent when illuminating at cryogenic 
temperatures (Zhang 2006). In this study we 
confirm the essence of these results showing that 
the split signal decreases on the acidic side with 
an apparent pKa value of 5.1. This pKa value is 
similar but not identical to what was reported 
(Zhang 2006).

The cryogenic oxidation of YZ in the S1 state 
was recently shown to be pH dependent in the 
acidic region (Havelius and Styring 2007; Zhang 
2006). We believe that the decrease of the split 
S0 signal at low pH observed in this study can be 
explained in a similar manner as in Havelius and 
Styring 2007. At low pH, His-190 was proposed 
to become protonated with a pKa of ~4.7. This 
leads to the loss of the essential well-set H-bond 
necessary for electron donation by YZ at cryogenic 
temperature. No other proton acceptor is available 
at this temperature. Thereby the oxidation of YZ is 
prevented at low pH.
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Similar to the situation at 5 K, the S0 to S1 
transition shows a decrease at acidic pH at room 
temperature when studied by EPR (Bernát et al. 
2002) and FTIR (Suzuki et al. 2005). Interestingly 
this is different from the S1 to S2 transition, which 
is pH independent at room temperature (Bernát 
et al. 2002; Suzuki et al. 2005). Havelius and 
Styring 2007 proposed that the pH independence 
in S1 to S2 could be explained by an additional 
mechanism operating at low pH and working only 
at physiological temperature. The need for proton 
transfer coupled to electron transfer could be ful-
filled by deprotonation via a weaker connected 
base or H+ –network operational at room tempera-
ture. In kinetic measurements this would result in 
the slower µs-phase still being functional at room 
temperature but incompetent at 5 K.

For the S0 to S1 transition the situation is different 
and we see two possibilities for why this room tem-
perature mechanism would not be valid. (i) At acidic 

pH, His-190 is already protonated and unavailable 
for an H-bond formation. After oxidation YZ has 
to be deprotonated via another neighboring base or 
H+ network. This would then become unavailable 
for the proton that is known to leave the CaMn4 
cluster in the S0 to S1 transition (Fig. 2, left). Since 
no proton is leaving the CaMn4 cluster during the 
S1 to S2 transition this situation will not occur 
there. (ii) The base or H+ network that acts as a 
proton acceptor for YZ in the S1 to S2 transition 
is, in the S0 state, occupied by interaction with the 
proton that will leave the CaMn4 cluster. This thus 
competes with the deprotonation of YZ which can 
not oxidize the CaMn4 cluster to the same extent as 
at higher pH. Thereby the S0 to S1 transition and YZ 
oxidation is blocked at acidic pH (Fig. 2, right).

A study of the effect of pH above pH 6.5 indicates 
a decrease of the split S0 size also at alkaline pH 
(not shown). Further experiments are in progress 
to characterize this in full.

Fig. 1 The split S0 EPR signal induced by 40 s illumination at 5 K. A. Light minus dark difference spectra measured at pH 
4.3 (dark gray), 5.1 (light gray), and 6.5 (black). The bar indicates the field used for amplitude measurements in panel B. 
B. The split S0 signal amplitude normalized to sample concentration and oxygen evolution vs. pH. The split S0 signal 
decrease could be fitted with a pKa of 5.1 for a single protonable group. EPR parameters for panel A and B: 5 K, frequency 
9.41 GHz, power 25 mW, and modulation amplitude 10 G
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CHAPTER THIRTY FIVE

Substrate Water Bound to the S2-State of the Mn4OxCa 
Cluster in Photosystem II Studied by Advanced Pulse 
EPR Spectroscopy

Ji-Hu Su, Wolfgang Lubitz, and Johannes Messinger

Abstract  In the present study, we employed 
several advanced pulse EPR techniques to detect 
weak hyperfine couplings to study substrate water 
binding to the Mn4OxCa cluster in the S2 state of 
Photosystem II. Our data show that the hyperfine 
coupling between the 2H and the Mn4OxCa cluster 
is too weak to be resolved. We propose that the 
information does not allow make precise conclu-
sions about the mode of substrate water binding to 
the Mn4OxCa cluster. Our preliminary data suggest 
that more detailed information can be obtained 
from the H2

16O/ H2
17O exchange experiments.

Keywords  Water binding,  PSII, pulse EPR, ESEEM, 
HYSCORE, Mims ENDOR

Introduction

In oxygenic photosynthesis, light-driven water 
oxidation to molecular oxygen is carried out by the 
oxygen-evolving complex (OEC) in Photosystem 

II (PSII). The catalytic center of the OEC is a 
Mn4OxCa cluster acting together with the nearby 
D1-Tyr161. During the stepwise proton-coupled 
electron transfer, the Mn4OxCa cluster undergoes 
a cycle composed of five distinct intermediates 
termed Si states (i = 0–4) which have been studied 
extensively by many spectroscopies, i.e., EPR, 
FTIR, XANES, EXAFS (reviewed in Hillier and 
Messinger 2005; McEvoy and Brudvig 2006). 
Molecular oxygen is released during the S3→
[S4]→S0 transition. Although it is unambiguous 
that the O2 molecule originates ultimately from 
the substrate water, it is still an enigma when and 
where the substrate water binds to the Mn4OxCa 
cluster during the S-state cycle. To unveil the water 
binding site(s) is of crucial importance for under-
standing the mechanism of water oxidation. So far, 
water binding to the Mn4OxCa cluster has been 
mainly studied by mass spectroscopy, X-band CW 
and Mims ENDOR (electron nuclear double reso-
nance) and ESEEM (electron spin echo envelope 
modulation) (reviewed in Hillier and Messinger 
2005; McEvoy and Brudvig 2006). These experi-
ments show that (1) the bound substrate water 
H2

16O is exchanged by H2
18O with two different 

rates (Hillier and Messinger 2005), (2) the D2O 
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treatment modifies some signals originating from 
1H which are proposed to couple the Mn4OxCa 
cluster (Fiege et al. 1996; Britt et al. 2000; Yamada 
et al. 2007), 3) an unresolved 2H signal (Turconi et 
al. 1997; Åhrling et al. 2006). In the present study, 
we investigated the water binding site with D2O 
(2H2O) by advanced multi-frequency pulse EPR 
techniques.

Materials and methods

Sample preparation. The dark-adapted samples (S1 
state) were suspended in buffer containing 0.4 M 
sucrose, 25 mM MES-NaOH (pH 6.1), 15 mM 
NaCl, and 3 mM MgCl2. Some samples were 
washed two times with D2O-enriched (> 95%) 
buffer of identical composition. Finally, all the 
samples were concentrated by 20 min centrifuga-
tion in the calibrated EPR tubes at 4°C to a final 
concentration of 20–30 mg Chl/mL. All samples 
contained ~3% methanol. S2-state samples were 
prepared from the S1-state by illumination at 200 K 
for 20 min.

EPR Experiments. The measurements of X- and 
Q-band pulse EPR, 2-dimensional 3-pulse (2D-3P) 
ESEEM, HYSCORE (hyperfine sublevel correla-
tion) and Mims ENDOR were performed on the 
Bruker ESP-580 X- and Q-band pulse EPR spec-
trometers equipped with superXFT and superQFT 
bridges and with an Oxford-900 liquid helium 
cryostat and ITC-503 temperature controller. The 
corresponding pulse sequences are given in the 
figure legends. The used frequencies in X- and Q-
band are 9.71 and 33.9 GHz, respectively.

Results

Two-dimensional 3-pulse ESEEM 
in the H2O- or D2O-enriched samples

It is well established that there is a blind-spot 
behavior corresponding to certain τ value(s) in 
3-pulse ESEEM and HYSCORE. Under this condi-
tion, no coherence is generated by the microwave 

pulses. It is therefore important to sort out the 
τ value(s) for the further HYSCORE measure-
ment. This phenomenon is clearly displayed in 
Fig. 1A, in where the 2D-3P ESEEM spectrum 
was recorded in the H2O-enriched sample. The 
1H signal centered at 15.3 MHz is discrete and the 
amplitude is decreasing when τ increases. Figure 
1A also shows the 14N signals at 3–8 MHz. These 
signals are not the purpose of the present study, and 
are therefore not discussed.

Figure 1B shows the 2D-3P ESEEM spectrum 
recorded in the D2O-enriched samples. The 1H 
signal at 15.3 MHz decreased dramatically (com-
pared with that in Fig. 1A), and was almost close 
to zero. A strong 2H signal centered at 2.35 MHz 
was recorded. Again, the 2H signal amplitude is 
decreasing when τ increases. However, it is hard to 
distinguish the τ-dependence of the 2H signal as the 
1H signal in Fig. 1A.

HYSCORE in the D2O-enriched samples

For HYSCORE measurements, several different 
τ values (128, 156, 188, 216 and 256 ns) were 
chosen. Figure 2A shows the first quadrant of the 
HYSCORE spectrum measured with τ = 188 ns. 
The data show that the 2H signal was not resolved 
and centered at the Larmor frequency (2.35 MHz) 
of 2H. The same results were observed in other 
HYSCORE spectra measured with the different τ 
(data not shown). The hyperfine coupling between 
the 2H and the Mn4OxCa cluster could not be 
resolved in the present data.

X- and Q-band mims ENDOR

Mims ENDOR was recorded at both X- and Q-band 
frequencies. The results showed the 2H signals cen-
tered at the Larmor frequency, at 2.2 and 7.9 MHz 
in the X- and Q-band ENDOR spectra, respectively. 
The data in Fig. 2A and B show that the 2H signal 
was neither resolved in HYSCORE (X-band, Fig. 
2B) nor X- and Q-band Mims ENDOR (Fig. 2B). 
The X-band 1H ENDOR in Fig. 2B shows that some 
exchangeable 1H signals with couplings of 2.5 ~ 4 MHz 
disappear after the D2O exchange indicated by the 
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arrows in line with the earlier reports (Fiege et al. 
1996; Yamada et al. 2007).

Discussion

In the present study, we showed and analyzed the 
results detected by several multi-frequency pulse 
EPR techniques, which are sensitive to weak 
hyperfine couplings, and endeavored to probe the 
water binding site(s) in the S2 state with isotropi-
cally labeled water D2O. However, the results can-
not distinguish with certainty the substrate water 
bound to the Mn4OxCa cluster from coupled water 
molecules in its vicinity. For such an assignment, 
the resolution of the hyperfine coupling between 

the 1H /2H in the substrate water and the spin 
center of the Mn4OxCa cluster is required. Possible 
reasons for the lack of the resolved signals resulted 
from the H2O/D2O exchange are:

1. D2O binds to a Mn ion(s) which carries little 
spin density. However, this is not consistent 
with our 55Mn ENDOR results (Kulik et al. 
2005).

2. The distance between 2H and the Mn ion(s) is 
too large. It is well established that the Mn-O dis-
tance in a bridge is typically1.8–2 Å, and ~2.2 Å 
to a terminal water ligand (McEvoy and Brudvig 
2006; Yano et al. 2006). The O-H and O-D dis-
tances are ~1 Å. Therefore, for water ligands, the 
maximal distance between the 1H/2H and the 

Fig. 1 Two-dimensional 3-pulse ESEEM were recorded with a pulse sequence π/2-τ- π/2-T- π/2-echo, where π/2 = 24 ns, 
τ starts from 120 to 312 ns in 8 ns-steps, and T varies from 48 to 6,192 ns in 24 ns-steps, four-phase cycling, 50 shots/point, 
shot repetitive time 5 ms, B0 = 3,600 G. Panel A and B were obtained from the H2O- and D2O-enriched samples, respectively. 
The Larmor frequencies of 1H and 2H are 15.3 and 2.35 MHz, respectively
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Mn ion(s) via the oxygen is 2.8–3.2 Å. Theoretically, 
even with 3 Å distance, the interaction between 2H 
and the MnIII and MnIV ions should give rise to a 
few MHz of hyperfine coupling (See Tan et al. 
1991 for model complexes).

3. The bound substrate water is deprotonated 
right after exchange and/or during the S1→S2 
transition, which will result in the absence of 
the any 1H or 2H signals.

4. Substrate water binds to the Ca ion. In this 
case, the hyperfine coupling between the 2H 
and the manganese is much weaker because of 
the longer distance.

Because of the above ambiguities, no firm con-
clusions about substrate water binding and the 
protonation state of the two substrate water mol-
ecules can be drawn from present 1H/2H ESEEM, 
HYSCORE and ENDOR experiments on the S2 
state of PSII. In contrast, our preliminary experi-
ments with H2

17O enrichment reveal a stronger 17O 
signal with a coupling of ~10 MHz, indicating that 
the Mn is ligated by 17O (Su et al 2008).
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CHAPTER THIRTY SIX

The Photosynthetic Mn Complex in Its Reaction Cycle: 
An Attempt to Obtain Pure FTIR Difference Spectra 
for the Four Transitions Between Semi-Stable S-States 
and for QB Redox Transitions

Björn Süss and Holger Dau

Abstract  In oxygenic photosynthesis, water is oxi-
dized at a Mn4Ca complex bound to the proteins of 
Photosystem II (PSII). The water-oxidation cycle 
of the Mn complex may involve nine distinct states 
of the Mn complex (Dau and Haumann 2006), but 
only four of these are stable for several seconds (S2, 
S3), several hours (S0), or fully dark-stable (S1). 
The four transitions between these semi-stable 
S-states have been studied by a variety of spectro-
scopic techniques. Due to the pioneering work of 
several groups, today also FTIR spectroscopy plays 
a prominent role – frequently in fruitful conjunc-
tion with mutagenesis studies (see, e.g., studies of 
Debus and coworkers). After application of ns or 
µs flashes of saturating light and subsequent FTIR 
measurements, difference spectra can be calculated 
which are mostly interpreted as S-state difference 
spectra. However, potential complications come 
from (i) acceptor side contributions to the FTIR 
spectra, (ii) PSII with a partially defect donor 
side, and (iii) significant mixing of S-state popu-
lations caused by so-called miss events. We have 
measured FTIR spectra on PSII membrane parti-

cles in the intervals between Laser flashes of an 
extended flash sequence. Taking into account also 
complementary results obtained by time-resolved 
prompt and delayed fluorescence measurements, 
we attempt a correction (or deconvolution) for 
(i) to (iii). These investigations aim at a rationale 
to get the pure S-state difference spectra in FTIR 
investigations on the reaction cycle of PSII water 
oxidation. First results are presented; problems and 
perspectives are discussed.

Keywords  Photosystem II, FTIR, S-state transitions

Introduction

The Mn complex of the Photosystem II (PSII) 
catalyzes water oxidation and dioxygen formation. 
It can be driven through its S-state cycle by saturat-
ing flashes of light (Dau and Haumann 2007; Kok 
et al. 1970). Thereby the four semi-stable S-states 
(S0–S3) can be populated in the following way: 
dark adaptation => S1, 1st flash => S2, 2nd flash => 
S3, 3rd flash => S0, 4th flash => S1, 5th flash => S2, 
etc. However, the yield of the flash-induced S-state 
transitions is clearly below 100%, due to so-called 
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‘misses’ which typically occur with a probability 
of 10–20%. There are several contributions to m, 
the miss probability: (i) Some PSII are not hit by 
the excitation flash (minor contribution); (ii) rapid 
charge recombination takes place; and (iii) when-
ever the primary quinone acceptor QA is present in 
a reduced state prior to flash excitation, the photo-
chemical reaction center is ‘closed’ and no S-state 
transition is induced by the flash.

When FTIR spectroscopy is used to study the 
flash-induced S-state transitions, difference spectra 
are calculated and evaluated (Debus et al. 2005; 
Noguchi and Sugiura 2002; Yamanari et al. 2004). 
Miss events lead to a mixed population of PSII 
states so that the detected spectroscopic signal 
consists of a flash-number dependent mixture of 
difference spectra. For example, the fourth flash 
may induce the S0→S1 transition in only about 
50% whereas the remaining PSII mostly undergo 
the S3→S0 transition. In the present study, we cor-
rect for miss events and thereby obtain more pure 
spectra of the respective redox transition.

Materials and methods

After addition of 50 µM DCBQ as an exogenous 
electron acceptor, the oxygen-evolving PSII mem-
brane particles of spinach (>1,100 µM O2 per mg 
Chl and h) were centrifuged for 20 min. After dry-
ing the pellet for 2.5 min under a dry-air flow, the 
sample was placed between two CaF2 windows in 
a temperature controlled sample holder (10°C). 
About 45 min before measurement, a pre-flash was 
applied. The sample was exposed to 16 successive 
flashes with a 5 s spacing between flashes. After 
each flash, the instrument waited for 300 ms to 
allow for completion of donor and acceptor side 
reactions; then 50 FTIR spectra were measured. 
The FTIR instrument was a Bruker Vertex 70 
equipped with an MCT detector. The resolution 
of the spectra is 4 cm−1. A frequency doubled Nd:
YAG Laser with 5 ns pulse width was used for 
initiation of S-state transitions. Spectra collected 
for five samples were averaged, each sample was 
exposed to a single flash sequence only.

Results and discussion

Sixteen Laser flashes were applied to dark-adapted 
PSII samples and difference spectra were cal-
culated. Comparison of the difference spectra 
reveals in the flash-number dependence of peak 
amplitudes damped period-of-four oscillations as 
well as period-of-two oscillations (Fig. 1). These 
oscillations are assignable to changes at the PSII 
donor-side (period-of-four, transitions between the 
four semi-stable S-states of the Mn complex) and 
acceptor side (redox transitions of QB, the second-
ary quinone acceptor).

The spectra had been collected in the presence of 
DCBQ, an artificial electron acceptor. The period-
of-two oscillations show that the added DCBQ 
does not oxidize the QB

− previously reduced by 
light-induced electron transfer from QA. This notion 
is confirmed by a comparison to difference spectra 
collected in the absence of DCBQ. We found that 
the difference spectra collected in the presence and 
absence of DCBQ are almost identical for the first 
five flashes (not shown). In conclusion, the detect-
able period-of-two oscillations can be assigned to 
the formation (1st, 3rd, 7th, …, flash) and disappear-
ance (2nd, 4th, …, flash) of singly reduced QB. We 
note in passing that, for the here used highly-active 

Fig. 1 Flash number dependent pattern of selected peak 
amplitudes. The peak at 1481 cm−1 (squares) shows a 
period-of-two oscillation assignable to redox-state changes 
of QB. The peak at 1678 cm−1 (circles) exhibits a period-of-
four oscillation related to transitions in the S-state cycle
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PSII membrane particles, also the addition of a ferri/
ferrocyanide mixture (2 mM:18 mM) proved inef-
fective in accepting electrons from QB (i.e. identical 
difference spectra were collected).

Assuming that a simple Kok model is valid 
(Kok et al. 1970), the difference spectra of four 
‘pure’ states can be calculated from the first four 
measured difference spectra. The pre-flash proto-
col ensures that the S1-state population is close to 
100%; the use of Laser pulses of ns duration avoids 
the so-called double hits. Thus there remains solely 
determination of the miss parameter. The efficien-
cies of the individual S-state transitions were 
estimated as 0.85 (15 % misses) using the follow-
ing criteria: (i) The four difference spectra of one 
cycle ideally add up to zero. Thus the magnitude of 
the sum spectrum was used as a criterion. (ii) The 
quality of the simulation of the 5th-flash difference 
spectrum from the four pure S-state difference 
spectra provided a second criterium.

The sum of the four pure spectra obtained by 
correction for miss events (not shown) deviates sig-
nificantly from zero suggesting that, in the future, 
improvements of the deconvolution procedure are 
advisable. The 1st-flash difference spectrum pre-
sumably contains contributions from QA reduction 
in centers with inhibited QA→QB electron transfer 
(15–20 % non-QB center) and, likely to a lower 
extent, also from PSII with a damaged donor side.

Comparison of the 4th-flash difference spectrum 
with the miss-factor corrected spectrum reveals the 
benefits of the used deconvolution approach. Not 
only that the amplitudes of several peaks are pro-
nouncedly enhanced, also additional peaks become 
visible, e.g. in the region of 1300–1400 cm−1.

Figure 2 (before we draw the following con-
clusions):

1. The here measured difference spectra facilitate, in 
principle, insights in the S-state transitions at the 
PSII donor side as well as in the QB-redox reac-
tions. However, the acceptor side contributions 
also may seriously complicate the analysis of 
donor side processes. To remove the acceptor side 
contributions, we will test higher concentrations 
of ferricyanide as well as the usefulness of other 

electron acceptors. (Higher concentrations of 
ferricyanide are potentially problematic because 
of the risk of oxidizing the non-heme iron in PSII, 
thereby distorting the first-flash spectrum.)

2. The magnitude of many peaks is enhanced by a factor 
of 2–3 by the miss-event correction. Most importantly, 
there are several additional peaks in the deconvoluted 
4th-flash difference spectrum which are completely 
obscured in the uncorrected spectrum.

3. The sum of the four deconvoluted spectra differs 
significantly from zero (not shown). Also the 
simulated 5th-flash spectrum is not in perfect 
agreement with the experimental spectrum. A 
more sophisticated deconvolution approach may 
be required (taking into account, e.g., non QB 
centers and PSII with a defect donor side).

4. Appearance of a distinct difference peak (posi-
tive or negative) in one S-state transition and 
near-quantitative disappearance of the same peak 
in another S-state transition is rarely observed. 
Overlapping difference peaks presumably com-
plicate interpretation and assignment seriously. 
Data collection at higher resolution could be a 
step to diminish this problem. but will not be 
sufficient to solve it. The development of more 
advanced analysis methods may be required to 
facilitate the assignment of distinct peaks to the 
individual S-state transitions.

Fig. 2 Comparison of the 4th flash difference spectrum and 
the spectrum obtained by deconvolution (correction for miss 
events). Several additional peaks are detectable in the cor-
rected spectrum which had been obscured in the measured 
spectrum
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CHAPTER THIRTY SEVEN

FTIR Study on the Proton Release Pattern During Water 
Oxidation in Photosystem II Core Complexes from 
Thermosynechococcus elongatus

Hiroyuki Suzuki1, Miwa Sugiura2, and Takumi Noguchi1

Abstract In the water oxidizing center (WOC) 
of photosystem II (PSII), two water molecules 
are oxidized to cleave into a molecular oxygen 
and four protons through a light-driven cycle of 
S states (S0–S4). In spite of past extensive studies, 
the definite conclusion has yet to be reached about 
the number of protons released during each S-state 
transition. In this study, we have estimated the 
proton release pattern during water oxidation using 
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) difference spec-
troscopy. The PSII core complexes from the YD-less 
mutant (D2-Y160F) of Thermosynechoccocus elon-
gatus were used as samples to avoid interference 
of protons from YD. The samples were suspended 
in a high-concentration (200 mM) MES buffer (pH 
6), and flash-induced FTIR difference spectra were 
obtained by applying 12 flashes. The difference 
spectra of the S-state transitions included the bands 
of the MES buffer that trapped protons released 
from WOC. Only the MES bands were extracted 

from spectra by subtraction from the corresponding 
spectra measured in deuterated- MES (D13- MES). 
The flash-number dependence of the intensity 
increase in the MES signal showed a typical period-
four oscillation. By simulating this oscillation, the 
number of protons released from WOC was esti-
mated to be 1.1:0.3:1.0:1.6 for the S0→S1→S2→
S3→S0 transitions. This result is consistent with the 
generally accepted pattern of 1:0:1:2.

Keywords FTIR, oxygen evolution, photosystem 
II, proton release, water oxidation

Introduction

Photosynthetic water oxidation takes place in 
the water oxidizing center (WOC) of photosys-
tem II (PSII) through a light-driven cycle of five 
intermediates called S states (S0–S4) (Hillier and 
Messinger 2005). During the S-state cycle, two 
water molecules are oxidized to cleave into a 
molecular oxygen and four protons. The S1 state 
is the most dark stable, and flash illumination 
advances each S-state to the next state. The S4 state 
is unstable and thermally relaxes to the S0 state 
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releasing molecular oxygen. The numbers of pro-
tons released during individual S-state transitions 
have been estimated by detecting pH changes using 
pH-indicating dyes or a glass electrode (Haumann 
and Junge 1996). The proton release pattern was 
first proposed to be 1:0:1:2 for the S0→S1→S2→
S3→S0 transitions, respectively. However, it has 
been later found that the release pattern strongly 
depends on pH and materials and the numbers of 
protons were generally non-integers (Haumann and 
Junge 1996). Thus, the definite conclusion has yet 
to be reached about the proton release pattern in 
the S-state cycle. In this study, we have estimated 
the numbers of protons released during individual 
transitions using the FTIR difference technique. 
Basically all protons released from WOC were 
trapped by a high concentration buffer and the 
protonation of the buffer molecule was monitored 
by FTIR difference spectroscopy. As samples, 
we have used the core complexes from the YD-
less mutant of Thermosynechoccocus elongatus to 
avoid interference of protons from YD and detect 
protons only from WOC.

Materials and methods

The D2-Y160F (YD-less) mutant (Sugiura et al. 
2004) of T. elongatus, in which the carboxyl 
terminus of the CP43 subunit was genetically 
histidine-tagged, was cultured as described previ-
ously (Sugiura and Inoue 1999). Oxygen-evolving 
PSII core complexes were purified using Ni-affin-
ity column chromatography (Sugiura and Inoue 
1999). The PSII core complexes (10 mg Chl/mL; 
1.5 µL) were suspended in a 200 mM MES or 
deutrated- MES (D13- MES) (Cambridge Isotope 
Laboratories, Inc., 98% D) buffer at pH 6 contain-
ing 5 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCl2, 100 mM potassium 
ferricyanide, and 0.06% n-dodecyl β-d-maltoside. 
The sample was sandwiched between two CaF2 
plates and sealed with silicone grease (Noguchi 
and Sugiura 2001).

Flash-induced FTIR difference spectra were 
measured on a Bruker IFS-66/S spectrophotometer 
equipped with an MCT detector (InfraRed D316/8) 

at 4 cm−1 resolution. Flash illumination was per-
formed by a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (Quanta-
Ray GCR-130, 532 nm, ~7 ns fwhm). The sample 
temperature was adjusted to 10°C. A dark-adapted 
PSII core sample was illuminated by two preflashes 
followed by dark adaptation for 1 h to synchronize 
all the centers to the S1 state. Twelve flashes were 
then applied to the sample at intervals of 20 s, and 
single-beam spectra (20-s scan) were measured 
before the 1st flash, between the flashes, and after 
the 12th flash. The sample was then dark adapted 
for 1 h again. This entire process was repeated six 
times, and the spectra were averaged to calculate 
difference spectra upon individual flashes.

Results and discussion

Figure 1a, b (thin lines) shows FTIR difference 
spectra (1,500–1,070 cm−1) upon illumination by 1 
flash (a) and 12 flashes (b) measured using YD-less 
PSII core complexes in a 200 mM MES buffer. The 
one-flash spectrum (Fig. 1a) is virtually identical 
to the S2/S1 difference spectrum so far reported 
(Noguchi 2007) and showed typical bands at 
1,450–1,350 cm−1 due to symmetric COO− stretch-
ing vibrations. In the 12-flash spectra, in addition 
to the bands in the COO− region, prominent signals 
appeared in the 1,300–1,070 cm−1 region.

To identify the buffer bands in the spectra, simi-
lar measurements were performed in a D13- MES 
buffer. The obtained spectra (Fig. 1a, b, thick lines) 
showed basically no change in the COO− region, 
whereas the bands in the 1,300–1,070 cm−1 region 
in the12-flash spectrum showed clear changes (Fig. 
1b). To eliminate the protein bands and extract only 
the signals of the MES buffer from the spectra, 
double difference spectra between D13- MES MES 
and unlabeled (unlabel -minus- D13) were calcu-
lated (Fig. 1c). The spectrum by 12 flashes (Fig. 
1c, thick line) showed a number of peaks in the 
1,400–1,070 cm−1 region, whereas the spectrum by 
one flash (Fig. 1c, thin line) was rather flat. Double 
difference spectra by 2–11 flashes showed features 
identical to those in the12-flash spectrum but with 
smaller intensities (data not shown).
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The intensity of the MES bands by n flashes 
was estimated by fitting the unlabeled -minus- D13- 
MES spectrum in the 1,320–1,070 cm−1 region by 
that of 12 flashes. The factor of the best fit corre-
sponds to the average intensity of the MES signals 
relative to that of 12 flashes. The increase in the 
intensity of the MES signal upon the nth flash cor-
responds to the relative amount of protons released 
upon this flash. The intensity increases are plotted 
as a function of the flash number in Fig. 2 (filled 
circles). The plot showed a period-four oscillation 
typical of the reaction in WOC.

The oscillation pattern of the proton release was 
simulated with a single miss factor as a param-
eter. The simulated data are presented in Fig. 2 
with open circles. From this simulation, the miss 
factor of 0.1 and the numbers of released pro-

tons of 1.1:0.3:1.0:1.6 for the S0→S1→S2→S3→
S0 transitions were estimated. These values are in 
good agreement with the previous estimation of 
1.0:0.2:1.0:1.8 in the core complexes of wild-type 
T. elongatus measured at the sample pH (pH 6) 
using a pH electrode (Schlodder and Witt 1999). 
This indicates that proton detection using buffer 
bands by FTIR spectroscopy were successfully 
applied to the proton release reactions in WOC.

If proton release or uptake by amino acid side 
chains are coupled to the S-state cycle, such proto-
nation/deprotonation reaction should be detected in 
FTIR spectra. However, the COOH region (1,760–
1,700 cm−1) of the S-state spectra has shown only 
minor signals (Noguchi and Sugiura 2003) and no 
bands of the imidazolium form (HisH2

+) of His 
side chains have been detected around 1,100 cm−1 
(Noguchi et al. 1999; Kimura et al. 2005). Thus, 
protons detected in the present study basically orig-
inate from cleavage of substrate water in WOC.

The number of released protons estimated in 
this study, 1.1:0.3:1.0:1.6 for S0→S1→S2→S3→
S0, is consistent with the generally accepted pattern 
of 1:0:1:2. The non-integer values are probably 

Fig. 1 FTIR difference spectra (1,500–1,070 cm−1) of PSII 
core complexes from YD-less mutant of T. elongatus upon 
1 (a) and 12 (b) flash illumination measured at 10 °C. The 
core sample was suspended in a 200 mM unlabeled MES 
(thin line) or D13- MES (thick line) buffer. (c) Double dif-
ference spectra between unlabeled MES and D13-labeled 
MES (unlabeled -minus- D13) by 1 flash (thin line) and 12 
flashes (thick line)

Fig. 2 Flash-number dependence of the increase in the 
intensity of the MES bands in FTIR spectra. Closed circles: 
experimental data; open circles: data by simulation
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ascribed to the assumption of a single miss fac-
tor in the simulation. Accurate estimation of the 
proton release pattern requires correct miss factors 
for individual S-state transitions. In spite of this 
problem in data analysis, the FTIR difference spec-
troscopy, which can detect both protein changes 
and protons as buffer bands, provided good evi-
dence for the 1:0:1:2 pattern of proton release from 
substrate water.
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CHAPTER THIRTY EIGHT

Structural Coupling of Water Molecules with YD in 
Photosystem II as Revealed by FTIR Spectroscopy

Ryouta Takahashi1, Miwa Sugiura2, and Takumi Noguchi1

Abstract  The redox-active tyrosine YD (D2-
Tyr160) in photosystem II (PSII) serves as an 
accessory electron donor to P680. It undergoes 
proton-coupled electron transfer; when oxidized, 
a proton is released and a neutral radical YD

• is 
formed. The H-bond network around YD must play 
an important role in this YD reaction. In this study, 
we have detected water molecules structurally cou-
pled to YD by means of light-induced Fourier trans-
form infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. Light-induced 
YD

•/YD FTIR difference spectra were obtained 
using moderately hydrated (or deuterated) films of 
PSII core complexes from Thermosynechococcus 
elongatus at 10°C. The YD

•/YD spectrum of a PSII 
film hydrated with unlabeled H2O showed several 
peaks at 3,655–3,560 cm−1 in the weakly H-bonded 
OH stretching region. All the peaks in this region 
downshifted by 11–12 cm−1 upon H2

18O substitu-
tion, while they disappeared in a deuterated film. 
Thus, these peaks were definitely assigned to the 
weakly H-bonded OH vibrations of water mol-

ecules. These results indicate that at least two water 
molecules are structurally coupled to YD and their 
H-bond interactions are perturbed upon YD oxida-
tion. These water molecules are probably involved 
in a H-bond network around YD; thus, they might play 
a crucial role in the proton release reaction of YD.

Keywords  FTIR, OH stretching vibration, tyro-
sine, YD, water

Introduction

The redox-active tyrosine YD (D2-Tyr160) in pho-
tosystem II (PSII) serves as an accessory electron 
donor to P680. It undergoes a proton-coupled 
electron transfer reaction. When it is oxidized by 
P680, a proton is released and a neutral radical YD

• 
is formed. The recent X-ray structures of the PSII 
core complexes revealed a H-bond network around 
YD (Ferreira et al. 2004; Loll et al. 2005). This 
H-bond network must play an important role in 
the proton-transfer reaction upon YD oxidation. In 
this study, we have detected water molecules struc-
turally coupled to YD by means of light-induced 
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. 
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These water molecules may be involved in the H-
bond network around YD and thus be crucial in the 
reaction of YD.

Materials and methods

PSII core complexes of T. elongatus, in which 
the carboxyl terminus of the CP43 subunit was 
genetically His-tagged, were purified as previ-
ously described (Sugiura and Inoue 1999). Mn 
depletion was performed by 10 mM NH2OH treat-
ment for 30 min at room temperature (Sugiura and 
Inoue 1999).

For FTIR measurements, 5 µL of a suspension 
of the Mn-depleted PSII core complexes (3 mg 
Chl/mL) in a pH 6 Mes buffer (10 mM Mes, 5 mM 
NaCl, and 0.06% DM) was mixed with 0.5 µL of 
200 mM sodium formate, 1 µL of 20 mM potas-
sium ferricyanide, and 1 µL of 20 mM potassium 
ferrocyanide. The sample was dried on a CaF2 plate 
under N2 gas flow to make a film (6 mm in diam-
eter), which was sealed with another CaF2 plate 
with a greased Teflon spacer (1.0 mm in thickness). 
The dry film was hydrated by placing 2 µL of 40% 
(v/v) glycerol/H2O in a sealed infrared cell without 
touching the sample (Noguchi and Sugiura 2002). 
For replacement of H2

16O with H2
18O (or D2O), 

the film was dried and hydrated (deuterated) by 
placing 2 µL of H2

18O (D2O) in the sealed cell. 
This procedure was repeated four times at intervals 
of 10 min, and 2 µL of 40% (v/v) glycerol/ H2

18O 
[glycerol(OD)3/D2O] was placed for final hydra-
tion (deuteration). The sample temperature was 
adjusted to 10°C by circulating cold water in a 
copper holder.

Flash-induced FTIR spectra were measured on 
a Brucker IFS-66/S spectrophotometer equipped 
with an MCT detector (D313-L). Flash illumina-
tion was performed using a Q-switched Nd:YAG 
laser (INDI-40-10; 532 nm; ∼7 ns fwhm; 9 mJ 
pulse−1 cm−2). Single-beam spectra with 100 scans 
(50-s accumulation) were recorded before and 
after five flash illumination (1 Hz). The measure-
ment was repeated 18 times with dark relaxation 
for 750 s between measurements. The spectra were 

averaged to calculate a YD
•/YD difference spectrum 

as after-minus-before illumination.

Results and discussion

Figure 1a shows a YD
•/YD FTIR difference spectrum 

in the mid-frequency region (1,800–1,000 cm−1) 
obtained using a PSII film hydrated with unlabeled 
H2O. The positive and negative signals correspond 
to YD

• and YD, respectively. Spectral features were 
basically identical to previously reported YD

•/YD 
spectra of PSII preparations from spinach and 
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 (Hienerwadel et al. 
1997; Noguchi et al. 1997). Upon deuteration (Fig. 
1b), a number of peaks showed frequency shifts 
and/or changes in intensity. For example, in the 
1,700–1,600 cm−1 region in which amide vibra-
tions (amide I of backbones and the C=O stretches 
and the NH2 bends of amide side groups) mainly 

Fig. 1 Flash-induced YD
•/YD FTIR difference spectra in the 

mid-frequency region (1,800–1,000 cm−1) obtained using 
hydrated (a) and deuterated (b) films of PSII core com-
plexes from T. elontgatus. The spectra were normalized 
at the intensity of the 1,718/1,705 cm−1 peaks. The sample 
temperature was 10°C
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appear, peaks at 1,682(+)/1,672(−) and 1,633(+)/
1,623(−)/1,591(+) cm−1 were changed to those at 
1,676(+)/1,664(−) and 1,630(+)/1,611(−)/1,597(+)
/1,585(+) cm−1, respectively. In addition, the nega-
tive peak at 1,252 cm−1, which has been assigned to 
the COH vibration of YD (Hienerwadel et al. 1997; 
Noguchi et al. 1997), decreased its intensity. Thus, 
protons in polypeptide backbones and amino acid 
side chains around YD as well as a proton of YD 
itself are exchanged to deuterons in the deuterated 
film of the PSII core complexes.

Figure 2 shows the high-frequency region 
(3,700–3,500 cm−1) of the YD

•/YD difference spec-
tra. The OH stretching vibrations of weakly H-
bonded OH groups show bands in this region. 
In the sample hydrated with unlabeled H2O, 
peaks appeared at 3,652 (−), 3,636(−), 3,617(+), 
3,594(+), 3,585(−) and 3,560 (+) cm−1 (Fig. 2a, 
solid line). Upon H2

18O substitution, all of these 
bands downshifted by 11–12 cm−1 (Fig. 2a, dot-
ted line). In addition, upon deuteration, the bands 
basically vanished from this region (Fig. 2b). Thus, 
these peaks are definitely assigned to the stretching 
modes of weakly H-bonded or free OH groups of 
water molecules.

In the spectrum of the deuterated sample, very 
small peaks are left at 3,630(−), 3,613(+), 3,590(+), 
and 3,582(−) cm−1 (Fig. 2b, expanded spectrum), 
which correspond to the major peaks at 3,636(−), 
3,617(+), 3,594(+), and 3,585(−) cm−1 in the hydrated 
sample (Fig. 2a, solid line). These small peaks are 
due to residual protons in the deuterated sample, and 
hence mostly arise from the decoupled OH vibra-
tions of HOD. The small downshifts by 3–6 cm−1 by 
decoupling compared with a 48 cm−1 shift in water 
vapor (Benedict et al. 1956) indicate that the water 
molecules observed in the present study have signif-
icantly asymmetric H-bond structures, i.e., one OH 
is strongly H-bonded and the other is free or weakly 
H-bonded (Noguchi and Sugiura 2000). This means 
that the negative or positive peaks in Fig. 2 originate 
from different water molecules.

From these observations, it is concluded that at 
least two water molecules are structurally coupled 
to YD and change their interactions upon YD oxida-
tion. These water molecules are probably involved 

in a H-bond network connected to the phenolic OH 
of YD. The previous ENDOR study showed that in 
addition to a proton directly H-bonded to the pho-
nolic oxygen atom of YD

•, three or fewer protons 
are located within a shell between 4.5 and 8.5 Å 
(Tang et al. 1996). Some of these protons may arise 
from the water molecules observed in the FTIR 
spectra. Although the fate of a proton from YD 
upon its oxidation has not been determined yet, it 
is possible that the water molecules coupled to YD 
are involved in a proton transfer pathway and thus 
play a crucial role in the mechanism of the proton-
coupled electron transfer reaction of YD.
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Fig. 2 The high-frequency region (3,700–3,500 cm−1) of the 
flash-induced YD

•/YD FTIR difference spectra. The spectra 
were obtained using PSII films hydrated with unlabeled 
H2O (a, solid line) and H2

18O (a, dotted line), and deuterated 
with D2O (b). An expanded spectrum by a factor of four is 
also shown in b
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IR-Induced Photochemistry in Photosystem II

Anders Thapper, Fikret Mamedov, and Stenbjörn Styring

Abstract  The effect of exposing Photosystem 
II (PSII) enriched membranes to far-red laser 
flashes has been investigated by flash-induced 
variable Chla fluorescence and EPR spectroscopy. 
An enhancement of variable fluorescence of PSII 
together with a slowing down of the variable 
fluorescence decay kinetics was observed after 
application of laser flashes at a defined  wavelength 
between 650–800 nm. In addition, the EPR sig-
nals from the S0-, S1- and S2-states of the water 
 oxidizing complex were detected after application 
of far-red laser flashes.

Keywords  Far-red light, PSII, variable fluores-
cence, EPR spectroscopy

Introduction

Photosynthetic activity involving Photosystem II 
(PSII) (oxygen evolution, induction of variable 
fluorescence) using far-red light has recently been 

observed in sunflower leaves using wavelengths 
up to 775 nm (Pettai et al. 2005a, b). Several 
mechanisms have been proposed for this far-red 
light effect. Pettai et al. suggests that far-red 
forms of chlorophylls (Chls) would exist in the 
PSII antenna, while Trissl interprets the data as 
supporting absorption from thermally populated 
vibrational sub-levels of PSII Chls (Trissl 2006). 
Spill over excitation from the PSI antenna has also 
been proposed. In any case, PSII photochemistry at 
wavelengths well above 720 nm was observed.

Here we have used flash-induced variable fluo-
rescence and EPR spectroscopy measurements to 
investigate the effect of illumination by laser flashes 
between 650 and 810 nm to PSII membranes.

Materials and methods

PSII membrane preparation. PSII membranes were 
prepared from hydroponically grown  spinach accord-
ing to (Berthold et al. 1981) with  modifications as 
in (Völker et al. 1985). The membranes, resus-
pended in a buffer containing 25 mM MES-NaOH 
(pH 6.1), 400 mM sucrose, 15 mM NaCl and 3 mM 
MgCl2, were used for all measurements.
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Application of laser flashes. A thermostated 
(20°C) cell, equipped with magnetic stirring and 
quartz windows, was filled with 3.5 mL of PSII 
membranes (25 µg Chl/mL) and exposed to 10–
1,500 monochromatic flashes of about 24 mJ using 
a optical parametric oscillator (Quanta Ray MOPO 
730, Spectra Physics), pumped by a  Q-switched 
Nd:YAG laser (Spectra Physics, 6 ns flashes, 5 Hz). 
Pre-flashed samples of PSII  membranes (3.5 µg 
Chl/mL) were prepared by giving one flash of 
532 nm (0.8 J) followed by 15 min dark adapta-
tion at room temperature and addition of PpBQ 
( phenyl-p-benzoquinone) to a concentration of 
10 µM. Laser flashes at 750 nm were then applied 
directly into the EPR tubes with PSII membranes 
at room temperature and the samples were imme-
diately frozen.

Variable Chla fluorescence relaxation kinetics. 
The flash-induced induction and subsequent decay 
of the FV was measured (generally starting 60 s) 
after the laser flashes, using a double modulation 
fluorometer (PSI Photon Instruments, Brno, Czech 
Republic). After the actinic flash (red LEDs, 50 µs) 
four measuring flashes (2 µs) were applied per 
 decade in the range from 150 µs to 60 s.

EPR spectroscopy. Low temperature continuous 
wave EPR spectra were recorded with a Bruker 
ELEXSYS E500 spectrometer, equipped with 
an Oxford-900 cryostat and ITC-4 temperature 
 controller, and a Bruker SHQE4122 cavity.

Results and discussion

The decay of the flash-induced variable Chla fluo-
rescence of PSII, FV, provides information about 
the activity of the PSII acceptor side. The decay of 
FV in PSII membranes, as QA

− reoxidizes, generally 
can be resolved in three phases: forward electron 
transfer from QA

− to QB (QB
−) (τ1 ~ 1 ms), forward 

electron transfer from QA
− to QB which is not bound 

before the flash (τ2 ~ 20 ms), and recombination of 
QA

− with donor side components (τ3 > 3 s).
The wavelength dependence of FV enhance-

ment was studied between 650–820 nm using 
 monochromatic laser flashes (Fig. 1a). For samples 

that were exposed to flashes between 650–740 nm 
FV was near the maximum level using ten flashes. 
Between 740–810 nm the effect was decreasing 
rapidly but could still be observed if the number of 
flashes was increased (in Fig. 1a 900 flashes were 
applied). Above 810 nm almost no FV  enhancement 
could be observed. This effect is similar to what 
have been observed earlier in PSII enriched prepa-
rations after application of flashes in the visible 
region (Mamedov et al. 2000).

 The maximum FV obtained in these experi-
ments was about two times that of a control sam-
ple (Fig. 1b, c) and was approaching a maximal 
level (observed in the presence of dithionite). F0 
was also increasing about 50% as compared to the 
control sample (Fig. 1b). Incubation in the dark 
after the laser flashing resulted in a decrease of 
the inducible FV and F0 back to “normal” values 
within 20–30 min (Fig. 1c, d). This dark “relaxa-
tion” of the FV enhancement was  temperature 
dependent and could be stopped for more than 
40 min by incubation on ice (Fig. 1d). The 
enhanced FV could reflect that a very fast reoxida-
tion of QA

− (which we were not able to observe in 
control samples due to the time resolution of the 
experiment; our detection start at 150 µs) has been 
slowed down.

The decay kinetics of FV also changed in 
samples that have been exposed to laser flashes 
(Fig. 1b). The two fast phases of the decay of FV 
in PSII membranes, normally accounts for about 
75% of the amplitude of FV. When FV was maxi-
mally induced the relative importance of these two 
phases had decreased to 50% and τ2 had increased 
fourfold (Table 1). The slowed down decay likely 
reflects that the available plastoquinone pool has 
been reduced and has not yet had time to reoxidize. 
This is also observable in the decreased importance 
of the intermediate decay that is dependent on the 
availability of QB. With time (about 10 min at room 
temperature) the plastoquinone pool reoxidizes and 
the FV decay returns to a normal level. Note that 
the FV enhancement and the slowed down kinetics 
are not directly linked as FV stays high even after 
the kinetics have returned to normal, especially in 
the sample kept at 0°C (Table 1).
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Table 1 Half-times and relative amplitudes (within paren-
thesis) of the fluorescence decay and FV measured at differ-
ent times after the laser flashing in the experiment shown 
in Fig. 1c–d. The t-values were obtained by fitting a three-
exponential function to the decay traces

Time after
last flash
(min) τ1 (ms) τ2 (ms) τ3 (s) FV (a.u.)

– 1.3 (33%) 20 (41%) 3.5 (26%) 0.9
1 0.8 (34%) 80 (16%) 2.3 (50%) 1.8
10a 1.0 (45%) 45 (28%) 4.9 (27%) 1.2
40b 0.9 (36%) 28 (33%) 2.6 (31%) 1.5

aSample dark incubated at room temperature
bSample dark incubated on ice

Fig. 1 (a) F0 (●) and FV ( ) levels in samples that was exposed to ten laser flashes (left) or 900 laser flashes (right). The 
F0(blank) (dotted line) and FV(blank) (broken line) levels are indicated. (b) Variable fluorescence decay traces measured in 
a sample before (●) and after ( ) 900 flashes at 750 nm were applied. (c) FV relaxation in a sample (125 µg Chl/mL) exposed 
to 1,500 flashes at 730 nm and then dark adapted. Aliquots were taken at different times and diluted to 25 µg Chl/mL and 
the variable fluorescence was immediately measured. (d) FV as a function of time after the laser flashing for a sample as in 
(c), dark adapted at room temperature (●) or on ice ( )

The S-cycle in PSII can be followed by EPR 
measurements of the S2-state multiline signal and 
the so-called Split signals for the S0-, S1- and S3-
states (inducible by visible illumination at 5 K). 
In samples exposed to 300 or 3,000 laser flashes 
at 750 nm S2-state multiline EPR signals were 
formed in about 30% and 45% of the PSII centers 
respectively (Fig. 2a). The laser flashed samples 
also show contributions from the Split S0 (20% 
and 10%, respectively) and Split S1 (45% and 
38%, respectively) EPR signals (Fig. 2b) but we 
were not able to detect any Split S3 EPR signal. The 
dark-adapted control sample only shows a Split 
S1 EPR signal (Fig. 2b, 0 fl). Figure 2c shows the 
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 contributions of the different EPR signals as a func-
tion of the number of laser flashes.

To conclude we have two effects on the variable 
fluorescence: the enhancement of FV and the slow-
ing down of its decay kinetics, that both indicate 
that charge separation occurs with light as far up 
as 810 nm. Furthermore, the formation of both S2 
multiline and Split S0 EPR signals in a sample 
exposed to 750 nm flashes suggests that S-cycle 
advancement can also be triggered by far-red light. 
This observation in PSII membranes exclude the 
spill over of excitation from PSI as an explanation 
of the oxygen evolution driven by far-red light.
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Expression of the Manganese Stabilising Protein 
from a Primitive Cyanobacterium

Adele Williamson, Warwick Hillier, and Tom Wydrzynski

Abstract  The Manganese Stabilising Protein 
(MSP) is an extrinsic subunit of Photosystem II, 
which is essential for optimal levels of oxygen pro-
duction during photosynthesis under  physiological 
conditions. The MSP is present in all oxygenic pho-
totrophs including Gloeobacter violaceus, which is 
the most primitive of contemporary cyanobacteria, 
having diverged very early from the common 
ancestor. Because G. violaceus is difficult to cul-
ture and is extremely slow growing, it has not yet 
been isolated biochemically. Instead we report here 
on our protocols for the expression and purification 
of rMSP in E. coli inclusion bodies.

Keywords  Gloeobacter violaceus, manganese 
stabilizing protein, photosystem II, cross reconsti-
tution, periplasmic space, water splitting

Introduction

Gloeobacter violaceus is a primitive contemporary 
cyanobacterium, which is believed to have diverged 
the earliest during the evolutionary radiation of 

cyanobacteria (Nakamura et al. 2003). G. violaceus 
has a number of interesting features as a consequence 
of its position in the evolutionary tree; one of these 
being the absence of thylakoids. Instead the protein 
complexes for the photosynthetic electron transport 
chain are inserted into the plasma membrane with 
the lumenal portions oriented toward the periplas-
mic space between the plasma membrane and the 
cell wall (Rippka and Cohnen-Bazire 1974).

The manganese stabilizing protein (MSP) is 
a soluble extrinsic subunit of Photosystem II 
(PSII), which binds to the membrane-spanning 
intrinsic subunits through electrostatic interactions 
on the luminal side. In G. violaceus the MSP has 
low sequence conservation compared to all other 
 species. The MSP is essential for optimal levels 
of oxygen production during photosynthesis under 
physiological conditions and is responsible for 
stabilising the catalytic manganese cluster where 
water oxidation takes place.

For many years it has been speculated that the 
MSP may function as a substrate channel to the 
catalytic site (Wydrzynski et al. 1996). Recent 
crystal structures of PSII from the thermophilic 
cyanobacterium Thermosynechococcus elongatus 
have indicated the existence of several channels for 
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transport of water, oxygen and protons including 
one that involves regions of the MSP (Ferreira et al. 
2004; Loll et al. 2005; Murray 2007). This channel 
has a length of about 35 Å and defined by the resi-
dues D59, D61, R64, E65 of the D1 protein, E312, 
K317 of the D2 protein, and R152, D158, D222, 
D223, D224, H228, and E229 of the MSP (De Las 
Rivas and Barber 2004; Ishikita et al. 2006). Of the 
channel residues contributed by the MSP R152 and 
D159 are conserved in all species, and are part of 
the DPKGR conserved region which is thought to 
stabilize the catalytic manganese cluster (De Las 
Rivas and Barber 2004). The acidic residues D222 
and D224 are conserved in all species except G. 
violaceus where they are replaced with non-polar 
residues glycine and alanine. In most species D223 
is replaced by an un-charged polar threonine but in 
G. violaceus is replaced by a basic lysine. H228 is 
replaced in most species by another basic residue, 
lysine, but in G. violaceus by an acidic residue 
glutamic acid. E229 is the least conserved of the 
potential channel residues from the MSP and is 
replaced by hydrophilic residues A, P and V or 
un-charged polar residues Q and T. This lack of 
conservation suggests that while E229 could con-
tribute to a channel in T. elongatus, it may not have 
this function in other species.

The MSP from G. violaceus is an interesting 
candidate for structural and functional study for 
three reasons. First, it is more primitive than the 
MSP from any other species this far identified and 
could give clues to the evolution of photosynthetic 
water oxidation. Second, its binding site to PSII 
occurs in the periplasmic space rather than the 
lumen of a thylakoid and therefore it is expected 
to function in a different environment to other 
MSPs. Third, because only two out of the six 
proposed water channel residues are identical or 
conserved substitutions, the MSP of G. violaceus 
is not expected to participate in the potential water 
channel identified in T. elongatus. This means that 
the MSP from G. violaceus could be used as a 
natural variant to test the water channel hypothesis. 
However, G. violaceus has proven challenging to 
culture in large quantities. It is very sensitive to 
light and temperature and has a long generation 

time. It has also has low levels of oxygen produc-
tion and PSII. As these features make extraction 
and characterization of native PSII proteins from 
G. violaceus very difficult, we have developed a 
protocol for expression and purification of recom-
binant G. violaceus MSP allowing characterization 
of this protein.

Materials and methods

G. violaceus was grown on BG11 media at light 
levels of 5 µM m−2 s−1 and 25°C to stationary 
phase. Whole genomic DNA was extracted using 
published methods (Wu et al. 1999) and the 
section of the psbO gene encoding the mature 
MSP polypeptide was amplified using a set of 
the primers 5′GGCTCCGATCGTGCACCC3′ and 
5′TTAGCTCGCGCTCTC 3′. A second set of 
primers 5′GACGACGACAAGATCGGCTCCGA
TCGTGCACCC3′ and 5′GAGGAGAAGCCCG
GTTATTAGCTCGCGCTCTC3′ was used to add 
nucleotide extensions (underlined) for insertion of 
the gene into the pET32 EK/LIC plasmid by the 
ligation independent cloning method.

The construct was transformed into the E. coli 
strain NovaBlue, and plasmids were purified from 
single clones. The purified plasmids were sequenced 
to check for point mutations and used to transform 
the expression strain of E. coli, Bl21(DE3)PlysS. 
The MSP-TRX fusion protein was expressed as 
described previously (Williamson et al. 2007), and 
lysed cells were centrifuged to collect the MSP-
TRX fusion protein which was expressed as inclu-
sion bodies (Fig. 1A). Almost no MSP-TRX was 
expressed in the soluble fraction (Fig. 1B), and 
this was not increased by expression at 15°C. The 
 inclusion  bodies were solubilised in buffer A (1 mM 
 glutathione reduced and 20 mM phosphate pH 8 
0.1% Triton X100) with 7 M urea. The urea solubi-
lised protein was purified on Ni-Sepharose media, 
eluting at about 100 mM imidazole.

The purified MSP-TRX was diluted into 10× 
the volume of refolding buffer (100 mM NaCl, 
0.1 mM glutathione oxidised, 5% glycerol, 20 mM 
phosphate buffer pH 8) and incubated at 4°C for 
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12 h. The diluted protein was then concentrated by 
binding to Ni-sepharose and eluting with buffer 
A, 0.7 M urea, 500 mM imidazole. The MSP-TRX 
was diluted and concentrated again, and dialysed 
into 50 mM Tris pH 6.5 (Fig. 1C). The TRX-linker 
was cleaved from the refolded MSP by incubation 
with recombinant enterokinase at 5 units per mg 
for 2 h, and removed by running over a Ni-sepha-
rose, and retaining the MSP in the flow through 
(Fig. 1D).

PSII-enriched membranes were prepared from mar-
ket spinach based on earlier methods (Berthold et al. 
1981), and the small extrinsic proteins were removed 
using 2.7 M urea. The small extrinsic depleated PSII 
was incubated with G. violaceus MSP in an attempt 
to reconstitute oxygen evolving activity.

Results

An SDS-PAGE gel of the purified refolded MSP 
from G. violaceus shows a single band at the 
expected apparent molecular weight of ~30 kDa. 
The circular dichroism (CD) spectrum (Fig. 2) of 
MSP from G. violaceus was almost identical to 

that of native spinach MSP and recombinant T. 
elongatus MSP, indicating the protein is correctly 
folded, and contains similar proportions of second-
ary structural elements to other MSPs.

Extrinsic-depleted PSII purified from spinach has 
low rates of oxygen evolving activity which were 
slightly increased by addition of G. violaceus MSP 
(Table 1). However this increase was similar to the 
increase seen upon addition of thioredoxin and is 
probably not due to specific interaction with the PSII.

Control oxygen production rates of PSII recon-
stituted with native spinach MSP and recombinant 

Fig. 1 Over expression and purification of G. violaceus 
MSP. (A) Crude cell extract. (B) Soluble fraction of cell 
extract. (C) Purified and refolded G. violaceus MSP-
TRX fusion protein. (D) G. violaceus MSP with TRX tag 
removed

Fig. 2 CD spectrum of G. violaceus MSP (solid line), T. 
elongatus (dotted line) and spinach (dashed line) indicating 
that all three proteins have a similar secondary structure
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Table 1 Rates of oxygen evolution from spinach PSII 
reconstituted with MSP from different species. Rates are 
given as a percentage of the untreated sample with 5 mM 
calcium 663 ± 14 µM O2 (mg Chl)−1 h

Sample O2 evolution  O2 evolution 
 0 mM Ca2+ 5 mM Ca2+

 µM O2  µM O2 
 (mg Chl)−1 h % (mg Chl)−1 h %

Untreated 464 70 663 100
Small-  53 8 99 15
 extrinsic
 depleted
Spinach 225 34 285 43
 reconstituted
T. elongatus  205 31 332 50
 reconstituted
G. violaceus  139 21 179 27
 reconstituted
TRX  99 15 152 23
 reconstituted
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T. elongatus MSP were as previously reported 
(Williamson et al. 2007). The reconstituted PSII 
samples were washed twice in buffer and then 
the bound MSPs were extracted with 2.7 M urea 
and run on an SDS-PAGE gel. PSII reconstituted 
with native spinach and T. elongatus MSPs had 
bands corresponding to these proteins, but no band 
corresponding to G. violaceus MSP was present, 
indicating that it binds to PSII poorly or not at all 
(data not shown). G. violaceus MSP is probably 
unable to bind spinach PSII because the residues 
involved in the binding interface are poorly con-
served. Fifteen residues have been identified in 
the T. elongatus crystal structure as being involved 
in charge pairs and hydrogen bonds with PSII. Of 
these, 11 are conserved in spinach MSP, where as 
only seven are in G. violaceus. Future work will 
involve making point mutations in the binding 
region of G. violaceus MSP which allow it to bind 
to spinach PSII.
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CHAPTER FORTY ONE

Electronic Structure and Oxidation State Changes 
in the Mn4Ca Cluster of Photosystem II

Junko Yano1, Yulia Pushkar1, Johannes Messinger2, Uwe Bergmann3, Pieter Glatzel4, 
and Vittal K. Yachandra1

Abstract  Oxygen-evolving complex (Mn4Ca 
cluster) of Photosystem II cycles through five 
intermediate states (Si-states, i = 0–4) before a 
molecule of dioxygen is released. During the S-
state transitions, electrons are extracted from the 
OEC, either from Mn or alternatively from an 
oxo ligand. The oxidation state of Mn is widely 
accepted as Mn4(III2,IV2) and Mn4(III,IV3) for S1 
and S2 states, while it is still controversial for the 
S0 and S3 states. We used resonant inelastic X-ray 
scattering (RIXS) to study the electronic structure 
of Mn4Ca complex in the OEC. The RIXS data 
yield two- dimensional plots that provide a signifi-
cant advantage by obtaining both K-edge pre-edge 
(charge density sensitive) and L-edge-like spectra 
(metal spin state sensitive) simultaneously. The 
spectral changes in the Mn 1s2p3/2 RIXS spectra 
between the S-states were compared to those of 

the Mn oxides and coordination complexes. The 
results indicate strong covalency for the electronic 
configuration in the OEC, and we conclude that the 
electron is transferred from a strongly delocal-
ized orbital, compared to those in Mn oxides or 
coordination complexes. The magnitude for the S0 
to S1, and S1 to S2 transitions is twice as large as 
that during the S2 to S3 transition, indicating that 
the electron for this transition is extracted from 
a highly delocalized orbital with little change in 
charge density at the Mn atoms.

Keywords  Electronic structure, Mn4Ca cluster, 
oxygen-evolving complex, photosystem II, RIXS, 
X-ray spectroscopy

Introduction

Most of the oxygen in the atmosphere which sup-
ports aerobic life on earth is generated by plants 
and cyanobacteria by the photo-induced oxida-
tion of water to dioxygen. The oxygen-evolving 
complex (OEC) of the photosynthetic apparatus 
that catalyzes the oxidation of H2O to O2 contains 
a Mn4Ca cluster (Wydrzynski and Satoh 2005). 
Water oxidation in photosystem II (PSII) is a 
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stepwise process wherein each of four sequential 
photons absorbed by the reaction center powers the 
advance of the OEC through the S-state intermedi-
ates S0–S4. Upon reaching the S4 state, the complex 
releases O2 and returns to the S0 state.

A promising approach to study the Mn oxida-
tion states in the native S-states is to step samples 
through the S-state cycle by the application of satu-
rating single-turnover flashes and to characterize 
these samples by X-ray spectroscopy.

A key question for the understanding of pho-
tosynthetic water oxidation is whether the four 
 oxidizing equivalents generated by the reaction 
center are accumulated on the four Mn ions of 
the OEC during S-state turnover, or whether a 
ligand-centered oxidation takes place, especially, 
before the formation and release of molecular 
oxygen during the S3 to (S4) to S0 transition. It 
is crucial to solve this problem, because the Mn 
redox states form the basis for any mechanistic 
proposal. The description of the Mn OEC in the 
various S-states in terms of the formal oxidation 
states is very useful, but it is also important to 

determine a detailed view of the electronic struc-
ture of the Mn cluster.

We have addressed these questions by using 
Mn K-edge XANES (1s–4p absorption), Kβ 
XES (3p-1s emission) (Glatzel et al. 2004) and 
the recently introduced resonant inelastic X-ray 
 scattering  spectroscopy (RIXS) (1s to 3d/4p absorp-
tion  followed by 2p–1s Kα emission) to obtain 
L-edge-like spectra (2p–3d absorption) (Fig. 1).

Results and discussion

S1 to S2 transition

The 2D data are best shown as contour plots 
(Fig. 2A). The comparison of Mn(II), Mn(III), Mn(IV)
complexes and PSII in the S1 state and S2 states 
shows that the S1 and S2 states contain a mixture of 
both Mn(III) and Mn(IV) oxidation states (Glatzel 
et al. 2004). The integrated cross sections (Fig. 2B) 
along the energy transfer axis are the L3-like edge 
(2p to 3d), and the integrated cross sections along 

Fig. 1 A two-dimensional plot showing the RIXS spectrum from a Mn(II)acetylacetonate complex. The 1s–3d K-edge 
spectrum is plotted in the back in black. Cross-sections of the 2D plot parallel to the energy transfer axis (EB) yield L-edge 
like spectra, the more intense feature at 640 eV corresponds to transitions to J = 3/2 like states (L3 edges) and transitions to 
655 eV correspond to J = 1/2 final states (L2 edges). Cross sections parallel to the excitation energy (incident energy) axis 
yield K-edge preedge like spectra
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the incident energy are the K-edge (1s to 3d) transi-
tion. It is clear from Fig. 2 that Mn in the S1 state 
contains oxidation states III and IV; thus providing 
confirmation for the (III2,IV2) assignment for the S1 
state.

We have focused on the 1s to 3d aspect of the 
RIXS spectra, where line splittings have been 
interpreted within a ligand field multiplet model. 
The spectral changes in the Mn 1s to 3d transition 
between the oxides, coordination complexes and 
PSII in the S1 and S2 states have been compared. 
The results (see below) indicate strong covalency 
for the electronic configuration in the OEC and 
we conclude that the electron is transferred from a 
strongly delocalized orbital for the S1 to S2 transi-
tion, in accordance with the assignment of the for-
mal oxidation states of Mn(III,IV3) to the S2 state 
(Messinger et al. 2001).

S2 to S3 and S0 to S1 transitions

Although there has been general agreement with 
respect to the increasing oxidation of Mn in the 
cluster during S0 to S1 and S1 to S2, there is a lack 
of consensus concerning Mn oxidation during S2 to 
S3. It is also not clear whether the S0 state contains 
any Mn(II).

The XANES results showed that there is a 
larger shift in the inflection point energy between 
the S0 to S1 and S1 to S3 transitions compared 
to that occurring between the S2 to S3 transition 
(Messinger et al. 2001). The Kβ emission spectros-
copy results based on the shifts, or lack thereof, of 
the first moments, also showed that a Mn-centered 
oxidation does not occur during the S2 to S3 transi-
tion (Messinger et al. 2001). At the same time it is 
worth noting that this need not be an all-or-none 
situation. If the Mn is not oxidized, presumably 
some other species (a protein side-chain ligand or 
bound water) is oxidized. The delocalization of a 
small amount of electronic charge from a Mn atom 
to the ligand could account for the small residual 
changes seen in the X-ray energies (Messinger 
et al. 2001).

First moment analysis

The first moment of the spectrum integrated along 
the incident energy axis was calculated for all the 
S-states and compared with the first moments 
obtained from Mn oxides and Mn coordination 
compounds in formal oxidation states of (II), 
(III) and (IV). The changes per oxidation state in 
the first moment positions are more pronounced 
between the Mn oxides than between the Mn coor-
dination complexes, due to stronger covalency in 
the coordination complexes. Mn oxidation between 
the S1 and S2 states of PSII is even less pronounced 
than in the coordination complexes. The spectral 
change per Mn ion between MnIII(acac)3 and MnIV 
(salicylate)2(bipy) is by a factor of 2 more pro-
nounced than between S1 and S2. In other words, 
the orbital population change ∆n3d

eff per change in 
oxidation state is largest between the Mn oxides 
and smallest between S1 and S2. The reason is an 

Fig. 2 A Contour plots of the 1s2p3/2 RIXS planes for three 
molecular complexes MnII(acac)2(H2O)2, MnIII(acac)3, and 
MnIV(sal)2(bipy) and PSII in the S1- and S2-states. One axis 
is the excitation energy and the other is the energy transfer 
axis. The L-edge like spectra are along the energy transfer 
axis and the 1s to 3d transition is along the excitation energy. 
B Integrated spectra along the incident energy axis (K-edge, 
1s to 3d) (right), and energy transfer axis (L3 edge, 2p to 3d) 
(left) of the contour plot shown in Fig. 2A for MnIII(acac)3 
and MnIV(sal)2(bipy) and S1-state of PSII. The spectra show 
that the Mn oxidation state of S1 is a combination of (III) 
and (IV).
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increased covalency or delocalization of the Mn 
valence orbitals. We thus find that the electron that 
is transferred from the OEC in PSII between S1 and 
S2 is strongly delocalized.

The orbital population change ∆n3d
eff per change in 

oxidation state between the S2 and S3 states is half as 
much as that between S0 and S1, and S1 and S2 transi-
tions indicating that the electron is removed from a 
more covalent form or a more delocalized orbital with 
little change in charge density at the Mn atoms.

These results are in agreement with the earlier 
qualitative conclusions derived from the shifts in 
the XANES inflection point energies and the Kβ 
emission peaks from the S-states (Messinger et al. 
2001).
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Structure of the Photosynthetic Mn4Ca Cluster 
Using X-ray Spectroscopy

Junko Yano1, Jan Kern2, Kenneth Sauer1, Yulia Pushkar1, Uwe Bergmann3, 
Pieter Glatzel4, Johannes Messinger5, Athina Zouni2, and Vittal K. Yachandra1

Abstract Single crystals of Photosystem II (PSII) 
isolated from thermophilic cyanobacteria have 
been studied by X-ray diffraction (XRD) with 
resolutions between 3 and 3.8 Å (Ferreira et al. 
2004; Loll et al. 2005). These studies have local-
ized electron density associated with the water-
oxidizing Mn4Ca cluster within the large complex 
of PSII peptides, but the limited resolution is short 
of what is needed to place individual metal atoms 
precisely in the cluster. Examination of the ori-
entation dependence of the EXAFS of single 
crystals of PSII can provide structural informa-
tion about the Mn sites at a resolution higher 
than that is presently available from single-crystal 
X-ray diffraction. We have successfully collected 

single crystal XANES and EXAFS data from 
the native S1 state with the X-ray e-vector paral-
lel to the a, b, and c axes of the crystal, under 
non-damaging conditions by monitoring the Mn 
K-edge for any X-ray induced Mn reduction. 
The EXAFS spectra show that the Fourier peaks 
are clearly dichroic, demonstrating an asym-
metric Mn cluster. We have used the EXAFS 
dichroism to evaluate the Mn cluster geometry. 
Three Mn4Ca models which satisfy the trend of 
EXAFS dichroism were further fit into the ligand 
environment obtained from XRD, in order to dis-
criminate between the several symmetry-related 
orientations which arise from the crystal sym-
metry. Furthermore, single crystals in the S1 state 
were illuminated either by continuous illumination 
or by laser flashes to create intermediate S-states 
(S2 and S3). Polarized XANES and EXAFS 
spectra from these crystals show unique orienta-
tional dependence. Additionally, a review of how 
the resolution of traditional EXAFS techniques 
can be improved, using methods such as range-
extended EXAFS, is presented.

Keywords Mn4Ca cluster, oxygen-evolving 
complex, photosystem II, X-ray spectroscopy
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Introduction

All complex life forms on earth rely on oxygen. 
Only because of constant regeneration of oxygen 
through photosynthetic water oxidation by green 
plants and cyanobacteria is this all important 
 substance abundant in the atmosphere. Yet, it is 
still not known how exactly this reaction is carried 
out. The structure of the catalytic Mn4Ca complex 
that is part of a multi-protein membrane system 
known as photosystem II (PSII), that performs the 
reaction of splitting and oxidation of water has 
been the subject of intense study ever since Mn 
was identified as an essential element. The detailed 
structural features of the Mn4Ca complex during 
the four intermediate steps of water oxidation 
have been studied extensively with X-ray absorp-
tion, EPR, and FTIR spectroscopies (Wydrzynski 
and Satoh 2005). Water oxidation in  photosystem 
II (PSII) is a stepwise process wherein each of 
four sequential photons absorbed by the reaction 
center powers the advance of the OEC through 
the S-state intermediates S0–S4. Upon reaching the 
 hypothesized S4 state, the complex releases O2 and 
returns to S0.

In addition to Mn, Cl− and Ca2+ are essential 
cofactors that are required for activity, but their 
exact structural and functional role is not yet clear. 
The critical questions related to this process are the 
oxidation state and structural changes in the Mn4Ca 
complex as the OEC proceeds through the S-state 
cycle, and the mechanism by which four electrons 
are removed from two water molecules by the 
Mn complex to produce an O2 molecule. In these 
proceedings we describe how the structure of the 
Mn4Ca cluster was derived using polarized X-ray 
spectroscopy of oriented PSII crystals under  non-
damaging X-ray intensities (Yano et al. 2006), and 
the related problems associated with X-ray damage 
to the Mn4Ca cluster from X-ray crystallography 
studies (Yano et al. 2005a). We also discuss the 
improvement in resolution by using range-extended 
XAFS methodology (Yano et al. 2005b; Pushkar et 
al. 2006) and the changes observed in the structure 
of the cluster as it cycles through the intermediate 
states of the Kok cycle.

Results and discussion

Damage by X-rays: a case study 
for metallo protein crystallography

X-ray absorption spectroscopy studies have estab-
lished that the four Mn atoms and one Ca atom 
in the catalytic complex are linked by di- and 
 mono-µ-oxo bridging atoms. The salient struc-
tural features  determined by these studies are 
that the Mn4Ca complex contains three Mn-Mn 
distances at 2.7–2.8 Å that are characteristic of 
di-µ-oxo bridges, and Mn-Mn and Mn-Ca dis-
tances at 3.3 and 3.4 Å, respectively, that are 
characteristic of mono-µ-oxo bridges. In addi-
tion, recent X-ray crystallography studies of 
PSII have added very valuable information to 
our knowledge about the structure. However, at 
present there are  serious discrepancies among the 
structural  models for the Mn4Ca complex derived 
from these  studies, and inconsistencies with X-
ray, EPR and FTIR spectroscopic data. This 
 disagreement is  predominantly a consequence of 
X-ray-induced damage to the  catalytic metal site 
as shown in our study, and also differences in the 
interpretation of the  electron density at the pres-
ently available  resolution (3.2–3.8 Å).

In our study, X-ray absorption spectroscopy 
was used at the Mn K-edge to systematically 
investigate X-ray induced radiation damage to 
the oxygen evolving Mn4Ca site of PSII single 
crystals (Yano et al. 2005a). The Mn XANES data 
from PSII  single crystals show that following X-ray 
doses characteristic of the recently published 
X-ray  diffraction  measurements, the Mn is largely 
reduced to Mn(II) from Mn4(III2,IV2) present 
in the native dark-adapted PSII complex (S1-state). 
Moreover, the EXAFS  spectrum changes signifi-
cantly, from one that is  characteristic of a high-
valent multinuclear oxo-bridged Mn4Ca complex 
to one that is typical of mononuclear hexa-
 coordinated Mn(II) in solution (Fig. 1).

These studies reveal that the conditions used 
for structure determination by X-ray crystal-
lography cause serious damage specifically to 
the metal-site structure, and provide quantitative 
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details. The results show furthermore that the 
damage to the active metal site occurs at a much 
lower X-ray dose compared to the loss of dif-
fractive power of the crystals as established by  
x-ray crystallography. The damage is significantly 
higher at wavelengths used for anomalous diffrac-
tion measurements and is much lower at liquid 
He temperatures (10 K) compared to 100 K where 
the crystallography experiments were conducted. 
For future X-ray crystallography work on the 
Mn4Ca complex it will therefore be imperative to 
develop protocols that mitigate the X-ray induced 
damage. More generally, these data show that in 
redox-active metalloproteins careful evaluations 
of the structural intactness of the active site(s) 
is required before structure-function correlations 
can be made on the basis of high resolution X-ray 
crystal structures.

Structure of the Mn4Ca complex from polarized 
EXAFS of PSII crystals

PSII membranes can be oriented on a substrate such 
that the membrane planes are roughly parallel to the 
substrate surface. This imparts a one- dimensional 
order to these samples; while the z axis for each 
membrane (collinear with the membrane normal) 
is roughly parallel to the substrate normal, the x 
and y axes remain disordered. Exploiting the plane-
polarized nature of synchrotron radiation, spectra 
can be collected at different angles between the 
substrate normal and the X-ray e vector. The dichr-
oism of the absorber-backscatterer pair present 
in the oriented samples is reflected in, and can 
be extracted from, the resulting X-ray absorption 
spectra. The EXAFS of the oriented PSII samples 
exhibits distinct dichroism, from which we have 

Fig. 1 Mn XANES and EXAFS of single crystals of photosystem II as a function of X-ray dose. As the X-ray dose 
increases, Mn in PSII normally present as Mn4(III2,IV2) is reduced to Mn(II) as seen by the changes in XANES spectra 
(left bottom). The changes in the corresponding EXAFS spectra (right) show that the three Fourier peaks characteristic of 
Mn-bridging-oxo, Mn-terminal, and Mn-Mn/Ca interactions (dashed vertical line) are replaced by one Fourier peak charac-
teristic of a Mn(II) environment. A PSII crystal subsequent to X-ray exposure is also shown (left top)
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deduced the relative orientations of several intera-
tomic vector directions relative to the membrane 
normal and derived a topological representation of 
the metal sites in the OEC. However, because the 
samples are ordered in only one dimension, the 
dichroism information is available only in the form 
of an angle with respect to the membrane normal. 
For EXAFS measurements, this means that the 
absorber-backscatterer vectors can lie anywhere on 
a cone defined by the angle the vector forms with 
the membrane normal.

Further refinement can be performed if sam-
ples with three-dimensional order, i.e. single crys-
tals, are examined instead of oriented membranes. 
This is possible because the EXAFS amplitude is 
 proportional to ~cos2q, where q is the angle between 
the X-ray e vector and the absorber-backscatterer 
vector. These studies have been able to  significantly 
expand the X-ray absorption  spectroscopic infor-
mation available for these systems over what is 
gleaned from studies of isotropic samples.

These studies have provided a powerful filter for 
choosing among many proposed structural models 
and which results in a set of three similar high-reso-
lution structures for the Mn4Ca cluster (Fig. 2) (Yano 
et al. 2006). Combining polarized XAFS and X-ray 
diffraction data, the cluster was placed within PSII 
taking into account the overall trend of the electron 
density of the metal site and the putative ligands. 
The structure of the cluster from the present study 
is unlike either the 3 or 3.5 Å resolution X-ray struc-
tures, and other previously proposed models. The 
structure of Mn4Ca cluster favored in the present 
study contains  structural  features that are unique 
and are likely to be  important in facilitating water-
oxidation  mechanistically. The current study dem-
onstrates that the combination of XRD and polarized 
XAFS on single crystals has several advantages 
for unraveling structures of X-ray damage-prone, 
redox-active metal sites in proteins. XRD structures 
at medium resolution are sufficient to determine the 
overall shape and placement of the metal site within 
the ligand sphere, and refinement using polarized 
XAFS can provide accurate  metal-metal/ligand vec-
tors. In addition, different  intermediate states of 
the active site (including different metal oxidation 

Fig. 2 A Structural models I, II and III for the Mn4Ca clus-
ter in PSII from polarized EXAFS. The common Mn4 motif 
to the three structures is shown on the left. The Models are 
shown in the orientation in which they should be placed in 
the PSII membrane according to the axis system shown at 
upper right. The Mn atoms are shown in red. The distance 
between MnC and MnD is ~2.8 Å (indicated by blue oxo 
bonds), MnA–MnB and MnB–MnC is ~2.7 Å. The distance 
between MnB–MnD is ~3.3 Å. The Ca atom, shown in green, 
is at ~3.4 Å from two Mn atoms. The bridging motif to Ca 
is not well defined by our experiments; therefore, dashed 
lines connect the Ca to the two Mn atoms at ~3.4 Å. B The 
structural model II is placed in the ligand environment from 
the X-ray diffraction data of Loll et al. (2005). The center 
of mass was translated to the center of electron density 
attributed to the Mn4Ca cluster in the XRD structure without 
any rotation
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states) can be studied, which may be difficult to 
study with XRD at high resolution.

Range-extended EXAFS

We have introduced a new methodology for improv-
ing the range of EXAFS data collected and hence 
the resolution of EXAFS, using a novel multi-
 crystal monochromator (Yano et al. 2005b) that 
can distinguish two distances that are apart by ∆R ≥ 
0.1 Å with an accuracy of ~0.02 Å (Fig. 3A). These 
data resolve a distance heterogeneity in the short 
Mn-Mn distances of the S1 and S2 state and thereby 
provide firm evidence for three Mn-Mn  distances 
between ~2.7 and ~2.8 Å. This result along with 
the results from single crystal EXAFS confirms 
the presence of three di-µ-oxo-bridged Mn-Mn 
units in the Mn4Ca cluster of PSII and gives clear 
 criteria for selecting and refining  possible  structures 
from the repertoire of proposed models based on 
 spectroscopic and diffraction data.

We have also used oriented PSII membranes and 
polarized EXAFS (Pushkar et al. 2006), combined 
with the new range-extended EXAFS technique to 
determine the orientation of the Mn-Mn vectors (two 
at ~2.7 Å, one each at ~2.8 Å and ~3.2 Å) and two 
Mn-Ca vectors at ~3.4 Å. The improved resolution 
of the range-extended EXAFS and the orientational 
selection provided by polarized EXAFS resulted, for 
the first time, in the separation of the Fourier peaks 
corresponding to the ~3.2 Å Mn-Mn and the ~3.4 Å 
Mn-Ca interactions (Fig. 3B), and in the determination 
of their orientation relative to the membrane normal.
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Fig. 3 A A schematic representation of the detection scheme. 
Left: The multi-crystal monochromator with ~1 eV resolution 
is tuned to the Kα1 peak (red arrow). The fluorescence peaks 
broadened by the Ge-detector with 150–200 eV resolution are 
shown below (blue arrow). Right: The PSII Mn K-edge EXAFS 
spectrum from the S1 state sample obtained with a traditional 
energy discriminating Ge-detector (blue), compared with that 
collected using the high-resolution crystal monochromator 
(red). Fe present in PSII does not pose a problem with the high 
resolution detector (the Fe edge is marked by a green line). 
B Fourier Transform (FT) of Mn K-edge EXAFS spectra from 
solution (top) and oriented PS II membrane samples (bottom) in 
the S1 state obtained with a high-resolution spectrometer (range-
extended EXAFS). Dichroism of the oriented membrane spectra 
were taken at orientations of 15° (blue line) and 75° (green line) 
of the membrane normal with respect to the X-ray e-vector
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CHAPTER FORTY THREE

Functional Characterization of PsbO, 
the PSII Manganese Stabilizing Protein

Hana Popelkova1, Alan Commet2, and Charles F. Yocum1,2

Abstract  The photosystem II manganese sta-
bilizing protein, or PsbO, is a highly conserved 
extrinsic component of the O2 evolving complex in 
all organisms. Its deletion from the photosystem by 
either extraction or mutagenesis causes a dramatic 
lowering of the rate of O2 evolution, and the man-
ganese cluster is also labile under low chloride con-
ditions. Crystallographic models of  cyanobacterial 
photosystem II propose a structure that includes 
only one copy of PsbO per  reaction center, whereas 
a number of studies of the eukaryotic photosystem 
indicate that two copies of the subunit are present. 
Here we report on the functional consequences of 
reconstituting spinach photosystem II with either 
one or two copies of recombinant PsbO. The results 
indicate that one copy is sufficient to stabilize the 
manganese cluster under low Cl− conditions, but 
that two copies of PsbO are needed for optimal Cl− 
retention and maximum O2 evolution activity.

Keywords  PsbO, manganese stabilizing protein, 
chloride, calcium, oxygen evolution

Introduction

Efficient O2 evolution by eukaryotic photosystem 
II (PSII) requires the extrinsic subunits PsbO, PsbP 
and PsbQ. While additions of Ca2+ and Cl− can 
reconstitute this activity after extraction of the lat-
ter two subunits, removal of PsbO has detrimental 
effects on both activity and stability of the Mn 
cluster. It has also been shown that in plants and 
algae PsbO is required for stable assembly of PSII 
(Mayfield et al. 1987; Yi et al. 2005). One result 
of studies to characterize PsbO structure and func-
tion in plants has been to show that two copies 
of this subunit are present (Xu and Bricker1992; 
Popelkova et al. 2002b). In the structures of PSII 
from thermophilic cyanobacteria, on the other 
hand, one copy of PsbO is present (Ferreira et 
al. 2004). We have characterized the function of 
 spinach PsbO using a series of recombinant pro-
teins overexpressed in E. coli. Sequential  mutations 
(introduction of Met residues) were employed 
to engineer a series of N-terminal truncations. 
These proteins rebind to PSII with altered stoi-
chiometries (2, 1, or <<1 functional copy/reaction 
center (Popelkova et al. 2002b). As we show here, 
 reconstitution experiments with such proteins to 

1Department of MCD Biology, University of Michigan, 
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2Department of Chemistry, University of Michigan, Ann 
Arbor, MI 48109 USA
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Photosynthesis. Energy from the Sun: 
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examine the stability of the Mn cluster and the 
response of O2 evolution activity to additions of 
Ca2+ and Cl− show that a single functional copy 
of PsbO bound to PSII is sufficient to restore 
stability to the Mn cluster, as evidenced by reten-
tion of activity after long periods of incubation 
in darkness. Maximum restoration of activity and 
efficient retention of chloride under steady state 
conditions, on the other hand, requires both copies 
of the protein.

Materials and methods

Procedures for the preparation of spinach PSII, 
removal of extrinsic proteins by salt- and urea-
washing (SW and UW PSII, respectively), and 
overexpression of PsbO in E. coli have been 
reported (Popelkova et al. 2002a, b). Truncation 
mutations at the N-terminus were overexpressed 
and purified; Wildtype (WT), ∆G3M, ∆S13M and 
∆E18M PsbO’s were reconstituted to UW PSII; SW 
PSII preparations were used as controls. Oxygen 
evolution was assayed to determine the KM values 
for Ca2+ and Cl− (Popelkova et al. 2006); identical 
samples were incubated under low Cl− (15–17 mM) 
conditions at 4°C in darkness to assess the stability 
of the Mn cluster. All O2 evolution assays were 
carried out in a thermostated (25°C) cell using 2,6-
p-benzoquinone as the electron acceptor.

Results and discussion

N-terminal truncations of PsbO affect binding 
stoichiometry and activity reconstitution

Eaton-Rye and Murata (1989) showed that pro-
tease-catalyzed 16–18 amino acid truncations at 
the N-terminus of spinach PsbO abolished its 
ability to bind to PSII and reconstitute activity. 
We used bacterial overexpression of a number of 
N-terminally truncated PsbO’s to generate a family 
of recombinant proteins whose abilities to rebind to 
PSII and reconstitute activity were characterized. 
Truncation of 13 residues abolished binding of 

one of two copies of the protein and lowered the 
activity of the reconstituted samples. In agreement 
with the protease result, truncation of 18 residues 
drastically reduced binding of both copies of PsbO. 
Representative data for the mutants used in this 
report are shown in Fig. 1. Both WT and ∆G3M 
reconstitute maximum rates of activity when two 
copies of either protein are bound to PSII. Lower 
activity is observed with ∆S13M, whose binding 
saturates at about one copy of PsbO/PSII. Lastly, 
∆E18M reconstitutes low levels of activity and 
PSII binding does not saturate with the amounts of 
protein used in these experiments.

Effects of PsbO stoichiometry on PSII stability 
and cofactor retention

The ability to utilize site-directed mutants of PsbO 
to affect the number of functional subunits bound 
to PSII provides the means by which to exam 
the functional role of the two subunits bound to 

Fig. 1 Recovery of O2 evolution activity after reconstitu-
tion of UW-PSII membranes with WT and deletion mutants 
of PsbO. Symbols are: ●, ∆G3M; ■, wild type; ▼, ∆S13M; 
▲, ∆E18M. Dotted line shows activity (about 300 µM of 
O2/mg of Chl/h) of native wild-type PsbO in SW-PSII from 
spinach
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eukaryotic PSII. To determine if there was an 
effect on the stability of the O2 evolving complex 
(OEC), reconstitution mixtures using the proteins 
shown in Fig. 1 were incubated for varying peri-
ods of time at 4°C in darkness and O2 evolution 
was assayed. The results of these experiments are 
presented in Table 1. After overnight incubation 
(23 h) there are clear differences in activity reten-
tion between the samples binding one or two PsbO 
subunits, and the ∆E18M and UW-PSII samples. 
One bound PsbO subunit is sufficient to confer a 
high degree of stability on the OEC.

A second series of experiments was conducted 
to assess the ability of PsbO-reconstituted sam-
ples to bind Ca2+ and Cl−. Steady-state assays of 
O2  evolution activity in the presence of varying 
concentrations of the cofactors were carried out. 
Results are presented in Table 2. Samples binding 
less than two copies of PsbO show decreased affin-
ity for Cl− binding, while Ca2+ KM values are about 
the same for all samples.

Discussion

Although current X-ray crystal structures of PSII 
from thermophilic cyanobacteria show only one 
subunit of PsbO per reaction center, a different 
situation exists in eukaryotes. Quantification of 
the number of bound subunits, assays of the PsbO/
PSII stoichiometry required to reconstitute maxi-
mum activity, and identification of two N-terminal 
 binding domains for PSII on the PsbO N- terminus 
support the presence of two subunits of this 
extrinsic protein per PSII reaction center. On the 
basis of the evidence provided here, the functional 
consequence of the PsbO subunit  stoichiometry 
in eukaryotes is to stabilize the OEC and its Mn 
cluster (one bound subunit) and restore suboptimal 
rates of O2 evolution; binding of the second  subunit 
increases Cl− retention and the activity as well. 
These data are consistent with the demonstration 
that mutagenesis of Arg residues in PsbO can nega-
tively affect Cl− binding (Popelkova et al. 2006). 
At the same time, PsbO stoichiometry does not 
appear to affect Ca2+ retention by the OEC (Table 
2). This is consistent with structural data that 
hypothesize that intrinsic PSII subunits ( probably 
D1) supply the majority of ligands for this metal 
(Ferreira et al. 2004).

The role of PsbO in cofactor retention fits well 
with the observed behavior of Cl− as an essential 
activator of H2O oxidation. The requirement for 
Cl− for the higher S-state transitions (Wincencjusz 
et al. 1997) and the increased exchange rate of 
the anion with the higher S-states (Wincencjusz 
et al. 1998) argue for the presence of barriers in the 
OEC that can prevent Cl− loss. The first defense 
in intact PSII is the smaller extrinsic polypeptides 
(PsbP, PsbQ). In their absence, as we show here, 
the ability of the PsbO stoichiometry to affect 
Cl− binding is revealed, as is its role in stabilizing 
the OEC. These considerations also provide one 
 plausible explanation for the presence of a single 
copy of PsbO in cyanobacteria. These organisms 
live in an aquatic milieu where Cl− abundance 
may be sufficient to maintain high levels of PSII 
activity without the need for the same high-affinity 
 concentrating mechanism found in eukaryotes.

Table 1 Stability of PSII reconstituted with truncated 
recombinant PsbO proteins

 % Activity after incubation (h)

Sample 1 5 23

SW-PSIIa 98 96 98
∆G3M 97 90 94
∆S13M 100 104 81
∆E18M 92 77 54
UW-PSII 86 73 24

aControl

Table 2 Ca2+ and Cl− KM values for samples reconstituted 
with truncated recombinant PsbO proteins

  KM (mM)

Sample Ca2+ Cl−

WT 0.09 1.0
SW-PSIIa 0.15 0.9
∆G3M 0.15 1.3
∆S13M 0.15 1.6
∆E18M 0.12 2.5
UW-PSII 0.13 3.9

aControl
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CHAPTER FORTY FOUR

The Progressive Exchange-Narrowing of the S0YZ
•, S1YZ

•,
and S2YZ

• Spectra Reveals the Unperturbed Spectrum 
of Tyr Z• in Oxygen Evolving PSII Preparations: 
A Rapid Scanning EPR Investigation 
in the Temperature Range 4.2–240 K

Georgia Zahariou, Nikolaos Ioannidis, G. Sioros, and Vasili Petrouleas

Abstract  We studied the temperature depend-
ence of the S1YZ

•, S2YZ
•, S0YZ

•(+MeOH) and 
S2YZ

•(+MeOH) metalloradical EPR signals in the 
temperature range 4.2–240 K, using slow and rapid 
scans. As the temperature increases the spec-
tra narrow progressively and above 100 K col-
lapse to a “25 G” signal somewhat broader than 
“signal II”. The spectra do not reach saturation 
at microwave powers up to 100 mW over the 
entire  temperature range, and the signal intensity 
multiplied by  temperature remains approximately 
 constant. The narrowing of the SnYz

• EPR signals 
is consisted with an increase of the Mn spin-lat-
tice relaxation rate, with increasing temperature. 
We conclude that the broad EPR signals observed 
at low temperatures and the narrow signals at 
elevated temperatures are manifestations of the 
same intermediate SnYz

• (n = 0, 1, 2) and the high 
temperature spectrum is due to Tyr Z• unperturbed 
by the magnetic interaction with Mn.

Keywords  Photosystem II, S states, Tyrosine 
Z, metalloradical, rapid-scan EPR, Mn cluster, 
oxygen-evolving complex, Mn cluster, methanol, 
spin-spin interaction

Introduction

The evolution of oxygen as a result of light-driven 
water oxidation is catalysed by the oxygen evolv-
ing complex (OEC) of Photosystem II (PSII). The 
OEC contains a tetranuclear Mn cluster and a Ca2+ 
ion. Electron transfer from the OEC to P680

+ is 
mediated by tyrosine Z, YZ. The OEC undergoes 
periodically four one-electron oxidation steps, S0 
– S1, …, S3 – (S4)S0. Oxygen evolves during the 
S3 to (S4)S0 transition, the S4 being a transient state 
(Wydrzynski and Satoh 2005).

Significant progress has been made in recent 
years in the trapping and characterization at 
 liquid helium temperatures of tyr Z• intermedi-
ates, including S0YZ

•, S1YZ
•, and S2YZ

• (Nugent 
et al. 2002; Zhang and Styring 2003; Koulougliotis 
et al. 2003; Zhang et al. 2004; Ioannidis et al. 2006) 
in O2-evolving PSII preparations. The interaction 
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between tyr Z• and the paramagnetic Mn cluster 
gives complex “split” EPR signals. This inter-
action overwhelms the spectral features of tyr 
Z• at liquid helium temperatures. It has been 
demonstrated in earlier studies (Fielding et al. 
1986; Szalai et al. 1998) that, a weak exchange 
interaction between a radical and a paramagnetic 
metal center can collapse in cases where the 
relaxation rate of the metal increases rapidly at 
elevated temperatures, Motivated by these stud-
ies we have examined the Tyr Z• EPR spectrum 
as a function of temperature over an extended 
temperature range in three different S states. The 
results show that all metalloradical signals nar-
row progressively as the temperature increases. 
At elevated temperatures the spectra collapse to 
a radical spectrum broader than the spectrum of 
tyr D•, which is attributed to the magnetically 
unperturbed tyr Z• spectrum.

Materials and methods

PSII sample isolation. PSII-enriched membranes 
from market spinach were isolated by standard 
procedures. Samples for EPR measurements were 
suspended in a pH 6.5 buffer containing 0.4 M 
sucrose, 15 mM NaCl, 40 mM MES. Methanol 
treated samples were resuspended and washed once 
in the above buffer containing 4% v/v methanol. 
The NO treatment was carried out anaerobically 
at 0°C, inside the EPR tubes by slowly bubbling 
4 mL of a 1:5 mixture of NO and N2 for 1–2 min. 
All samples were supplemented with 1 mM duro-
quinone as an exogenous electron acceptor. The 
final chlorophyll concentration for all samples was 
6–8 mg of Chl/mL.

Illumination conditions. Flash excitation of the 
samples was done with either of two studio pho-
tographic-flash power supplies, as reported in our 
accompanying publication

EPR measurements. Both slow and rapid scan 
EPR experiments were performed as reported 
previously (Ioannidis et al. 2006; Sioros et al. 
2007).

Results and discussion

Temperature variation of the TyrZ• 
based EPR signals

Spectra in the range 4.2–240 K for the S0YZ
• (pres-

ence of 4% MeOH) and S2YZ
• intermediates are 

shown in Fig. 1.
The spectra at the lowest temperature end 

consist of the characteristic split signals, in addi-
tion to minority contributions at g = 2.0. A pro-
gressive narrowing of the spectra is observed as 
the  temperature is raised above 20 K. At 45 K 
the  spectra narrow considerably and above about 
100 K collapse to a narrow spectrum. This is 
reminiscent of the behavior of non-functional S2Yz

• 
intermediates (Szalai et al. 1998; see, however, Un 
et al. 2007). The signals do not reach saturation at 
microwave powers up to 100 mW over the entire 
temperature range. The progressive narrowing of 
the SnYz

• EPR signals with increasing temperature 
is consisted with an increase in the Mn spin-lattice 

Fig. 1 Temperature variation of S0Yz
• (+MeOH) and S2Yz

• 
EPR signals. The difference spectra shown were obtained by 
substraction of spectra collected after the signal had decayed 
at each respective temperature. EPR conditions: microwave 
frequency 9.408 GHz, modulation amplitude 8 Gp.p. (except 
of S0Yz

• spectra at 11, 25, 35 K), microwave power 100 mW. 
Spectra recorded at 50 K and below are slow scans (sweep 
time 50 s and time constant 30 ms), while those at 65 K and 
above are rapid scans (sweep time 0.2 s and time constant 
3 ms), and represent the average of the first ten spectra 
recorded 0.5 s after the flash. Black spectra represent the sta-
ble YD

• radical, recorded under the same conditions except 
the microwave power, which was 12.6 µW
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relaxation rate which results in the averaging of 
spin-spin coupling between Yz

• and Mn-cluster.
We also examined the spectra normalized with 

respect to temperature, as well as the integrated 
spectra. Figure 2A, B present such plots for the 
case of the S0YZ

• signal obtained in samples 
 containing methanol. The area of the integrated 
spectra is approximately constant over the entire 
temperature range. This behavior is similar to the 
observations of Fielding et al. (Fielding et al. 1986) 
in an iron(III) nitroxide-radical system.

It is clear in the plots of Fig. 2 that a narrow 
 signal forms at elevated temperatures at the expense 
of the split signal observed at low temperatures. It 
is notable that the transient signal does not saturate 
at the highest power used at all temperatures, and 
this is compatible with the proximity of tyr Z to 
the Mn cluster. Moreover, the size of the high 
temperature transients is S-state dependent. The 
area of the integrated transients is approximately 
preserved in the range 11–230 K with the exception 
of the S1YZ

• transient whose area declines above 
about 140 K and becomes undetectable at 190 K. 
This is compatible with the fact that the S-state 
transitions are activated at temperatures higher 
than 230 K (Styring and Rutherford 1988), except 

for the S1 to S2 transition, which can occur partially 
at temperatures close to 77 K (Nugent et al. 2002). 
At  temperatures above about 140 K oxidation 
of Mn by YZ

•, in samples prepared in the S1YZ
• 

 intermediate state, becomes faster than our time 
window (0.2 s in the present experiments).

We conclude that the broad EPR signals 
observed at low temperatures and the narrow 
 signals at elevated temperatures are manifestations 
of the same intermediate SnYz

• (n = 0,1,2) and the 
high temperature spectrum is due to TyrZ• unper-
turbed by the magnetic interaction with Mn. A 
characterization of the unperturbed TyrZ•  spectrum 
is presented in our accompanying publication 
(Ioannidis et al. 2007).
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CHAPTER ONE

Bifurcated Electron Donations from Quinol 
Oxidoreductase and Soluble CycA to Cytochrome cz 
of the Photosynthetic Reaction Center Complex 
in the Green Sulfur Bacterium Chlorobium tepidum

Chihiro Azai1, Yusuke Tsukatani2, Ryo Miyamoto3, Toru Kondo3, 
Hiroumi Murakami3, Shigeru Itoh3, and Hirozo Oh-oka1

Abstract  In the photosynthetic green sulfur bac-
terium Chlorobium tepidum, the photo-oxidized 
primary electron donor P840+ is rapidly rereduced 
by cytochrome cz, one of subunits of the reaction 
center complex. The oxidized cytochrome cz can be 
rereduced by either soluble low-molecular-weight 
cytochrome c, CycA, or membrane-bound quinol 
oxidoreductase directly. By setting up the recon-
stitution system using membranes prepared from a 
mutant devoid of CycA, we investigated the photo-
synthetic electron transfer pathways when both of 
them co-exist as they do in vivo. It was found that 
quinol oxidoreductase never donates electrons to 
CycA when it can donate to cytochrome cz,  making 
a clear contrast with the case in purple bacteria 
where cytochrome bc1 complex donates electrons 
to cytochorme c2. The analysis of photosynthetic 
growth profiles using mutants defective in sulfur 

oxidations suggests that quinol oxidoreductase and 
CycA serve as electron carriers in the two different 
pathways, that is, the sulfide and thiosulfate oxida-
tion one, respectively.

Keywords  Green sulfur bacteria, electron trans-
fer, cytochrome, quinol oxidoreductase, sulfur 
oxidation, reaction center

Introduction

Green sulfur bacteria are strictly anaerobic photo-
autotrophs that have a type I reaction center (RC) 
complex and that utilize reduced sulfur  compounds 
as electron sources. The RC complex of green  sulfur 
bacteria consists of only four subunits (PscA-D) 
and its core protein is a homodimer made of two 
PscA subunits (Hauska et al. 2001). A primary 
electron donor is a special dimer of bacteriochlo-
rophyll a, P840. The photo-oxidized P840+ is 
rapidly re-reduced by cytochrome (cyt) cz (PscC). 
In the green sulfur bacterium Chl. tepidum, the two 
electron carrier proteins, that is, CycA and quinol 
oxidoreductase, function as direct electron donors 
to the oxidized cyt cz (Oh-oka et al. 1998).
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CycA is a soluble periplasmic c-type cyt with 
an apparent molecular mass of 10 kDa. The elec-
tron transfer reaction from CycA to cyt cz was 
shown in vitro by the reconstitution experiments 
using the purified RC complex and CycA (Itoh et 
al. 2002). On the other hand, the direct electron 
 donation from quinol oxidoreductase to cyt cz was 
also observed (Oh-oka et al. 1998). Recently, we 
have demonstrated that CycA is not essential for 
the photosynthetic growth of Chl. tepidum by using 
the mutant devoid of CycA (∆cycA) (Tsukatani 
et al. 2006). However, it is still unknown whether 
cyt cz can be an electron acceptor from quinol 
oxidoreductase when both of them co-exist in vivo. 
In this study, we performed the flash-photolysis 
experiments with a reconstitution system consist-
ing of membranes from the ∆cycA mutant and 
CycA. The results of flash-induced absorption 
changes indicated that the electron donations from 
quinol oxidoreductase and CycA to cyt cz occur 
independently. We also demonstrate how the pho-
tosynthetic electron transfer pathways link to the 
sulfur metabolisms such as sulfide and thiosulfate 
oxidation, clarifying the physiological functions of 
CycA and quinol oxidoreductase.

Materials and methods

Preparation of photosynthetic membranes from 
DcycA mutant. Photosynthetic membranes of the 
mutant devoid of CycA (∆cycA) were  prepared 
according to the procedure described previously 
(Oh-oka et al. 1998). The preparation was  carried 
out under the anaerobic conditions using an 
 anaerobic chamber (Coy Laboratory Products, Ann 
Arbor, Michigan).

Purification of CycA. CycA was purified from 
Chl. limicola f. thiosulphatophilum according to 
the method previously described (Itoh et al. 2002) 
with minor modifications. Purity of the CycA 
sample was checked by the SDS-PAGE analysis 
followed by heme-staining and no band other than 
CycA could be detected. The concentration of the 
CycA was determined by assuming an absorption 
coefficient at the α-peak to be 23.8 mM−1 cm−1.

Flash-induced absorption changes. Kinetics 
measurements of flash-induced absorption  changes
were carried out using a single beam  spectrophoto-
meter at 295 K as described  previously (Tsukatani 
et al. 2006). Membrane preparations were  suspended 
in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8)  supplemented with 
1 mM EDTA, 2 mM dithiothreitol, 10 mM sodium 
ascorbate, 0.4% (w/v) β-d-glucose, 2 U/mL  glucose 
oxidase and 20 U/mL catalase. The concentration 
of the membrane samples was adjusted to give an 
absorbance of 1.5 at 810 nm. For the reconstitution 
experiments, the purified CycA was added to the 
membrane suspension at the final concentration of 
10 µM.

Growth analysis. Growth measurements of the 
wild type and ∆cycA mutant of Chl. tepidum were 
carried out as described previously (Tsukatani et 
al. 2006). For the reliable estimation of growth 
rate, the cell yield of each culture was determined 
using the method described by (Mukhopadhyay 
et al. 1999). Measurements started after the inocu-
lation of early stationary-phase cells corresponding 
to 1 µg of protein and grown previously under the 
same conditions. The average of the five independ-
ent measurements of protein content was plotted 
against the time elapsed.

Results and discussion

Flash induced absorption changes of cytochromes

CycA isolated from Chl. limicola shows its α-
absorption peak at 555 nm, which is slightly longer 
wavelength than that from Chl. tepidum; the  latter 
has the corresponding peak at 554 nm. Thus, it 
should be easier to discriminate the absorption 
changes of cyt cz, which shows its α-peak at 552 nm, 
from that of CycA when CycA from Chl. limicola 
is used instead of CycA from Chl. tepidum. In 
fact, the flash-induced absorption changes of each 
 component could be monitored at 547 nm for cyt cz 
and at 558 nm for CycA, as mentioned below.

At 547 nm, the absorption bleach immediately 
after the flash excitation recovered within 10 ms 
(Fig. 1a, b), indicating the oxidized cyt cz became 
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rereduced directly by quinol oxidoreductase without 
any involvement of soluble CycA, as previously 
reported (Oh-oka et al. 1998). No apparent differ-
ence was observed in the kinetics of cyt cz after 
the addition of CycA. On the other hand, the flash-
induced absorption decrease was detected at 558 nm 
only in the presence of CycA (Fig. 2c, d), suggesting 
that CycA donates an electron to the oxidized cyt cz 
with the half time, t1/2, of 3 ms. This reaction time 
agreed well with that estimated from the second-order 
rate constant obtained in the in vitro reconstitution 
experiment using the purified RC complex (Itoh 
et al. 2002). As no recovery of the oxidized CycA 
could be observed on the present time scale, it seems 
that quinol oxidoreductase does not function as an 
electron donor to the oxidized CycA. Actually, the 
oxidant-induced reduction of cytochrome b was par-
tially suppressed in the presence of CycA (data not 

shown). This situation is completely different from 
the case in other groups of photosynthetic organisms 
(Schutz et al. 2000).

Growth of the ∆cycA mutant

As described above, quinol oxidoreductase and 
CycA must be components involved in discrete 
electron transfer pathways in vivo. In order to 
investigate the physiological meanings of their 
bifurcated electron transfer pathways, we  measured 
the growth profiles of the wild type and ∆cycA 
mutant (Fig. 2A). Both of them grew almost with 
the same rate during the first 15 h. Their doubling 
times were estimated to be nearly the same as 
that originally reported under optimal conditions 
(Wahlund et al. 1991). As the cells are considered 
to utilize sulfide as a main electron source in the 
early exponential phase (Wahlund et al. 1991), 
the ∆cycA mutant would grow as fast as the wild 
type by oxidizing sulfide for 15 h after inoculation. 
The electrons obtained from the sulfide oxida-
tion, which is supposed to be catalyzed by the 
membrane-bound quinone oxidoreductase (SQR), 
would be transferred to the RC through the quinol 
oxidoreductase in vivo (Fig. 2B). After 15 h, when 
thiosulfate is utilized as a main electron source, the 
growth rate of the ∆cycA mutant became slowly 
comparable to that of the wild type. However, 
there were no significant differences in the final 
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Fig. 2 (A) Growth curves of the wild type (circles) and ∆cycA mutant (triangles). (B) Schematic electron transfer pathways 
from sulfide (S2−) and thiosulfate (S2O3

2−) to the RC in Chl. tepidum. The arrowheads represent the direction of electron 
transfer
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cell yields after attaining full growth. These results 
suggest that CycA functions as a main electron car-
rier in the thiosulfate oxidation pathway although 
another unknown carrier and/or pathway might be 
operated inefficiently (Fig. 2B).
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CHAPTER TWO

Kinetic Simulations of the C-Subunit 
of the Bacterial Reaction Center

Torsten Becker and G. Matthias Ullmann

Abstract  Long range electron transfer in biological 
systems is known to depend on the protein environment 
and the charge state of neighboring redox-active 
cofactors. While the protein environment influences 
the equilibrium redox properties of the cofactors, 
their mutual interactions vary with time depending 
on the momentary charge state of all the cofactors. 
Continuum electrostatic calculations can be used 
to study the influence of the protein on the redox 
properties of the cofactors and to access the electro-
static interactions among them. The same theoretical 
framework can be used to simulate the kinetics of 
electron transfer, allowing one to account for the 
time-dependent interactions between cofactors dur-
ing the transfer process. Here, we used this method 
to investigate the influence of the externally applied 
redox potential on the kinetic properties of electron 
transfer between the C-subunit and the special pair 
of the bacterial reaction center of Blastochloris 
viridis. Kinetic simulations of biological electron 
transfer are, thus, shown to provide a link between 
experimentally accessible external parameters such 
as the redox potential and the microscopic dynamics 
of the transfer system.

Keywords Electron transfer, Poisson-Boltzmann, 
kinetic simulation, photosynthetic reaction center, 
microstate

Introduction

The C-subunit, if present in the bacterial  photo-
synthetic reaction center, facilitates electron 
transfer to the special pair via a chain of four 
heme cofactors (see Fig. 1). Three of the heme 
 cofactors are histidine-methionine coordinated 
while one heme is histidine-histidine coordinated. 
The  energetics of this transfer chain is often called 
a roller-coaster landscape, since it shows a peculiar 
arrangement of high-low-high-low potential hemes 
starting with the heme closest to the special pair.

The kinetics of this electron transfer system shows 
a strong dependence on the externally applied redox 
potential as shown by Ortega et al. (Ortega and 
Mathis 1993). The rereduction of the special pair is 
two times faster upon changing the applied redox 
potential from 380 to −20 mV. A recent study (Alric 
et al. 2006) pointed out the importance of accounting 
accurately for the  interactions among those groups 
that actively participate in the transfer process.Universität Bayreuth, Universitätsstrasse 30, 95447 Bayreuth
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In a previous work (Becker et al. 2007), we 
demonstrated that the interactions of redox active 
groups during electron transfer can be incorpo-
rated in kinetic simulations using a microstate 
description known from Poisson-Boltzmann elec-
trostatic calculations. In order to relate experiment 
and simulations directly, the experimental settings 
have to be included in the simulations. Here, we 
study electron transfer in the C-subunit of the 
bacterial reaction center and its dependence on the 
 externally applied redox potential.

Materials and methods

Microstate kinetics. Interactions between redox 
active cofactors can be taken into account by 
describing electron transfer in a microstate formal-
ism (Becker et al. 2007). A microstate is described 
by a vector (x1,…, xN), where xi denotes the redox 
state of redox cofactor i. Electron transfer from 
cofactor i to cofactor j with respect to a given redox 
configuration of all other cofactors is then given as 
a transition from microstate (x1,…, 1i,…, 0j,…, xN) 
to microstate (x1,…, 0i,…, 1j,…, xN)

where 1 and 0 denote a reduced and oxidized 
cofactor, respectively.

The energy of a microstate can be written as:
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where xi
o is the reference charge state, F the 

Faraday constant, Ei
intr denotes the intrinsic redox 

potential of cofactor i and Wij accounts for the 
interaction of cofactors i and j. E is the externally 
applied redox potential.

Time evolution. We simulate the time evolution 
of electron transfer using a master equation:
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where Pν denotes the time dependent probability 
of microstate ν and kνµ is the transition probability 
from state m to state ν. It should be noted that the 
PV are probabilities of microstates, not redox prob-
abilities of individual cofactors.

Fig. 1 (a) Reaction center with the C-Subunit of Blastochloris viridis. (b) Redox cofactors of the RC. The four hemes of 
the C-Subunit form a nearly linear transfer chain along the membrane normal. Electrons are transferred along this chain to 
reduce the special pair
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The rate constants kνµ for exothermic transfer 
events were calculated according to the rate law 
formulated by Moser et al. 1992:
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with R being the edge-to-edge distance of cofactors, 
�Go the energy difference between the involved 
microstates and λ being the reorganization energy.

The energy difference �Go was calculated from 
Eq. 1 using Poisson-Boltzmann electrostatics.

The Poisson-Boltzmann calculations were done 
using the MEAD package (Bashford and Gerwert 
1992) using the structure of the reaction center of 
Blastochloris viridis (PDB code 1PRC; Higuchi 
et al. 1984).

The main component of the reorganization 
energy is also of electrostatic nature and can be 
calculated along the theory outlined by Sharp 
1998. The remaining inner shell component of λ 
was calculated using the ADF density functional 
package (Guerra et al. 1998).

Details of the calculations can be found in 
(Becker et al. 2007).

Results and discussion

In this article we present simulations on the electron 
transfer kinetics of the C-subunit of the bacterial reac-
tion center of Blastochloris viridis and its dependence 
on the externally applied redox potential.

With the help of Eq. 1 equilibrium distributions 
of microstates can be calculated for given redox 
potentials. Populations for cofactors can be calcu-
lated from the microstate distribution by summing 
up the respective contributions.

Within the range of −100 to 380 mV microstate 
populations were calculated in steps of 10 mV. These 
populations served as initial conditions for the kinetic 
simulations according to Eq. 2, where photoxidation 
was realized by setting the special pair to its oxidized 
state in the initial population of each simulation.

Figure 2 shows contour plots of the time dependent 
oxidation probabilities for the special pair and the 

three highest potential heme cofactors. The cofactors 
are plotted in the order C556, C552, C559 and SPP. 
The lowest potential heme, C554, is nearly com-
pletely oxidized already at redox potentials around 
0 mV and was thus omitted in Fig. 2.

The rereduction kinetics of the special pair (Fig. 
2 SPP) shows three distinct regions. In the first 
region from −100 to ca. 50 mV the special pair 
becomes rereduced rapidly and completely. The 
half-life of the oxidized state in this region varies 
only slightly, increasing from 95 to 110 ns. Half 
lives have been obtained by fitting a single expo-
nential to the time dependent oxidation probability. 
This corresponds well with the 100 ns measured by 
Ortega et al. at a redox potential of −20 mV.

A second region, from 50 to ca. 300 mV, again 
shows little variation in the rereduction kinetics of 
the special pair. A half life of ca. 200 ns is obtained 
for this second region, again in good agreement 
with the 190 ns measured at a redox potential of 
250 mV.

Starting from 300 mV, the special pair is no 
longer fully rereduced. This gradual increase in 
oxidation of the special pair signifies the third 
region. The half life of the oxidized state, however, 
increases only slightly to 220 ns at 350 mV (taking 
into account, during the fitting procedure, that the 
special pair does not get fully reduced). Ortega 
et al. measured a half life of 220 ns for a redox 
potential of 380 mV, again in good agreement with 
our simulations.

Looking now at the three hemes (C556, C552 
and C559), one can see that the three regions of the 
rereduction kinetics correspond to different cofac-
tors serving subsequently as the electron reservoir 
according to their midpoint potentials. The first 
region corresponds to a oxidation of heme C552 
(and heme C554; data not shown). The significant 
increase in the half-life of the special pair can 
be seen to correspond to the oxidation of heme 
C552. As it is known that the interaction between 
the cofactors C559 and C552 is responsible for 
the slowing down of the rereduction kinetics, our 
findings demonstrate that the microstate formal-
ism proposed for kinetic simulations accurately 
includes these interactions.
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Finally, above 300 mV the initial reduction 
probability of the highest potential heme (Fig. 2 
C559) decreases.

Thus, after photooxidation, the special pair does 
not become fully reduced. The kinetics of rereduc-
tion, however, are only slightly changed compared 
to region two. The two highest potential hemes 
interact only weakly as a consequence of their large 
edge-to-edge distance of 21 Å.

The descriptions given above are not evidence 
that the special pair is rereduced by different cofac-
tors in these three regions. Indeed, it is known that 
the special pair always becomes rereduced via 
heme C559. Figure 2 relates the simulation results 
to those observed in an experimental study. Given 
agreement with experiment one can, however, 

go one step further and analyze the underlying 
microstate dynamics. As shown in a previous study 
(Becker et al. 2007), the transfer dynamics strictly 
follow a next-neighbor rule, i.e., transfer events 
on the timescale of our simulations occur only 
between nearest neighbors. A direct consequence 
of these nearest neighbor interactions is the uphill 
step in energy that an electron has to take to go 
from heme C554 to heme C559.

Kinetic simulations of the type here proposed 
have the ability, due to their computational effi-
ciency, to include experimentally controllable 
parameters such as the applied redox potential. It is, 
thus, possible to compare directly such simulations 
with experimental data in order help to analyze and 
interpret such data.
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CHAPTER THREE

Relationship of the In Vivo Bacteriochlorophyll 
Fluorescence and the State of the Photosynthetic 
Apparatus in Purple Bacteria

D. Bina1, R. Litvin1, and F. Vacha1,2

Abstract  Light-induced electron transport and 
changes in the membrane potential in the purple 
bacterium Rhodobacter sphaeroides were studied 
in vivo by means of kinetic difference absorp-
tion spectroscopy and measurements of kinetics 
of fluorescence yield. Effects of the membrane 
potential on the fluorescence yield are analysed 
and discussed.

Keywords  Purple bacteria, Rhodobacter, fluores-
cence, absorption, kinetics, membrane potential

Introduction

Measurements of kinetics of chlorophyll fluorescence 
have become a frequently used tool for obtaining 
information about the energetics of  photosynthetic 
reactions in both oxygenic and anoxygenic photo-
synthesis.

Because of the high level of similarity between 
the bacterial and the photosystem II (PSII)  reaction 
centres (RC), the relationship between the fluo-
rescence yield and the photochemical capacity of 
the two RCs follows basically the same pattern. 
However, while in PSII, the fluorescence yield is 
mainly governed by the state of primary stable 
electron acceptor (QA), in purple bacteria an oxida-
tion of the primary donor (P870) also contributes 
significantly to changes of the fluorescence yield 
(Van Grondelle 1985).

The non-photochemical processes that influence 
energy conversion in purple bacteria have so far 
received minor attention. Several works indicate 
an influence by the membrane potential. Sherman 
and Cohen (1972) observed increased quenching 
of fluorescence correlating with a light-induced 
accumulation of protons in the chromatophore 
 lumen. Also, electric field-induced fluorescence 
 quenching was observed in isolated light- harvesting 
complexes (Gottfried et al. 1991). Further, by 
means of ion diffusion potentials the effect of the 
electric field was studied in chromatophores from 
Rb. sphaeroides (Steiger and Sauer 1995). These 
authors suggested that the membrane potential 
indeed enhances non-radiative energy dissipation 
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but the electric field effect was found to depend on 
the redox state of the RC.

In the present work, we investigated the bacteri-
ochlorophyll fluorescence yield with respect to the 
redox state of components of the electron-transport 
chain and to the energisation of the cytoplasmic 
membrane with the aim to evaluate contribution of 
these effects to the light energy conversion in the 
photosynthetic apparatus of purple bacteria in vivo.

Materials and methods

Rhodobacter sphaeroides, strain Y, was grown 
anaerobically in Sistrom medium under irradi-
ance of 150 µM m−2 s−1. The cells were harvested 
after reaching OD 1 at 700 nm (approximately 
30 µM(BChl) l−1, 24 h of growth) and resuspended 
in fresh medium to 6 µM(BChl) l−1. Samples were 
bubbled with nitrogen before the measurement, and 
placed in a sealed plastic cuvette to ensure anaero-
bic conditions.

Parallel measurements of absorbance changes 
and fluorescence yield were performed using a 
laboratory-built multichannel kinetic absorption 
spectrometer equipped with two photodiode arrays 
and Xe-pulsed measuring radiation as described 
in (Bina et al. 2006). The fluorescence yield is 
measured using a PIN diode. Sets of LEDs (blue: 
460 nm; or infrared: 850 and 890 nm) provide 
pulsed measuring radiation for measurement of 
fluorescence yield. A halogen lamp (irradiance of 
150 or 2,000 µM m−2 s−1) and/or xenon flash lamps 
are used as actinic light sources.

Results and discussion

Illumination of whole cells of wild-type Rb. sphaer-
oides produces characteristic absorbance changes 
in the visible and near infrared (NIR) region of 
the absorption spectrum. The most pronounced are 
(i) the electrochromic shift of absorption bands of 
carotenoids and bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) of the 
light-harvesting complex II (LHII), respectively 
(De Grooth and Amesz 1977). These serve as well 

known and frequently used linear indicators of the 
membrane potential; (ii) bleaching of the bands 
of the primary donor around 600 and 870 nm. 
The oxidation of P870 can also be detected indi-
rectly based on the electrochromic shift of the 
absorption band of the accessory BChl centered 
at 800 nm. We confirmed the linear relationship 
between the amplitude of the shift at 800 nm and 
the  bleaching of P870 using isolated RC and cells 
of the  antennaless strain of Rb. sphaeroides.

In addition to the absorbance changes, we also 
observed an upward baseline shift apparent over the 
whole range of wavelengths at which the  absorbance 
changes were measured. This feature appeared 
consistently in all measurements done with the 
continuous actinic illumination. The dependence of 
the amplitude of this feature can be approximated 
with the third power of wavelength, which suggests 
that the origin of this phenomenon is an increase 
in light scattering. Treatment of the cells with 
atrazine (blocking the QB pocket) and uncouplers 
( ionophores FCCP and gramicidin) prevent appear-
ance of the feature, indicating its dependence on 
functional photosynthetic electron transport and on 
a cell membrane impermeable to ions. We failed to 
induce the scattering in chromatophores supplied 
with electron donors, thus this effect requires a native 
arrangement of the cell membrane. We  suggest that 
the accumulation of ions on the  periplasmic side of 
the membrane may lead to changes of the size of 
invaginations of the plasma membrane, in which the 
photosynthetic apparatus is localised.

The kinetics of primary donor (P870) oxidation 
shows a peak between 3 and 8 s, followed by a slow 
increase to a steady state at 70–80 s.

The kinetics of the electrochromic shift roughly 
follows the course of the P870+ signal with a peak 
at around 3–6 s. This peak is preceded by a rapid 
increase culminating around 0.5 s.

Kinetics of the scattering were measured at 660 nm, 
where the contribution of the  absorbance changes 
is minimal. After the onset of the  illumination 
there is approximately 1-s lag phase followed by 
a two-phase increase. The first phase is complete 
in about 5 s, and the second, slower phase leads to 
a steady state in about 80 s. The  scattering was 
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fully reversible within 150–200 s in the dark. 
Amplitudes of both the electrochromic signal 
and scattering were saturated at 150 µM m−2 s−1, 
whereas the amount of P870+ increased about three 
times upon the increase of irradiance to 2,000 µM 
m−2 s−1 (Fig. 1A).

Both the electrochromic signal and scattering 
kinetics in bacteria bear a striking resemblance to 
corresponding signals in chloroplasts (Kramer and 
Sacksteder 1998).

The same can be said about the shape of fluo-
rescence induction curves. The fast (<1 s) rise of 
fluorescence, which is not paralleled by P870+ 
increase, indicates initial accumulation of QA

− like 
in oxygenic photosynthesis. This peak is followed 
by shoulders (or peaks) at 1.5, 6 and 20 s. The 
steady state is reached within 70 s.

In the presence of atrazine and low redox poten-
tial (10 mM sodium dithionite), i.e. at complete QA 
reduction, maximal F/Fo ratio was never higher 
that 2.3, which is also the case of FCCP-treated 

samples. Values of Fmax/Fo as high as 3.5 were 
observed in untreated samples during strong con-
tinuous illumination. We suggest that the fast rise of 
fluorescence results from the combined presence 
of QA

− and the membrane potential. The positive 
effect of the membrane potential on fluorescence is 
also supported by the fact that in samples treated 
with dithionite without atrazine (P870+ formation is 
limited and QA

− accumulation is enhanced without 
blocking of the electron transport) the fluorescence 
yield matched closely the kinetics of the membrane 
potential. It is also important to note that under 
reducing conditions, observed absorbance changes 
corresponded well to those of untreated samples 
and no features attributable to an increased triplet 
formation were observed.

In order to investigate further the effect of the 
membrane potential, we utilised trains of single-
turnover flashes (spaced at 50 ms) that allowed accu-
mulation of the membrane potential, while keeping 
the amount of P870+ and QA

− low. In presence of 

Fig. 1 (A) Kinetics of the relative fluorescence yield (F/Fo) and absorbance changes induced by continuous illumination 
(2,000 µM m−2 s−1) in cells of Rb. sphaeroides. Symbols denote: – fluorescence, ● – oxidised primary donor (∆A660–600), 
  – membrane potential, – scattering (∆A660). (B) Fit (–) of the fluorescence induction curve expressed as Fmax/F – 1 ( ) by 

the linear combination of the traces given in A
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uncouplers, such as FCCP or gramicidin, the fluo-
rescence yield after the last flash quickly dropped 
to value equal to Fo, while in the control samples 
a pronounced dip of approximately 10% appeared 
and slowly recovered to the Fo value in about 
300 s. A linear relationship between the membrane 
potential and the fluorescence yield decrease was 
found (Fig. 2). Identical behaviour was observed 
when the fluorescence was probed using either 460 
or 890 nm measuring pulses, indicating that the 
underlying process is connected to the bacterio-
chlorophylls of RC-LHI complex rather than LHII 
or carotenoids.

Adopting simplifying assumptions of (i) unre-
stricted exciton migration among photosynthetic 
units in the membrane of Rb. sphaeroides; (ii) 
full reduction of QA, we were able successfully to 
fit the fluorescence induction curves by a linear 
combination of absorption kinetics representing 
P870+ and membrane potential (Fig. 1B). The fits 
suggest an overall positive effect of membrane 
potential on fluorescence yield under high irradi-
ance. Moreover, we observed that the addition of 
the scattering kinetics improved the quality of fits. 

However, because of the unknown nature of this 
effect, it is not yet possible to explain exactly the 
principle of its action.

Our results illustrate a complex relation between 
membrane potential and fluorescence in purple 
bacteria and confirm earlier observations on chro-
matophores. We have demonstrated that these 
effects are significant at the scale of whole cell. 
Thus these effects represent a physiologically rel-
evant aspect of the energetics of primary reactions 
of bacterial photosynthesis and must be taken into 
account wherever measurements of fluorescence 
yield are applied in studies of bacterial photosyn-
thesis in vivo.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Regulatory Function of Cytochrome b559 in Photosystem II

Kvètoslava Burda1,2, Mark A. Schöttler3, Aleksandra Orzechowska4, Jerzy Kruk5, 
Kazimierz Strzałka5, and Ralph Bock3

Abstract  We present studies on energy and elec-
tron transfer within photosystem II (PSII) in thy-
lakoid membranes and BBY PSII isolated from a 
wild type of tobacco and a mutant. We monitored 
energy transfer into the reaction center and the 
kinetics of electron transport at the PSII accep-
tor side using steady state and double modulated 
fluorescence spectroscopy. Using measurements 
of oxygen evolution under short saturating flashes 
made with a three-electrode system, we determined 
the redox properties of 4MnCa–complex and the 
efficiency of transfer between its S-states on the 
PSII donor side. We conclude that a Phe-Ser point 
mutation in the β-chain of cytochrome b559 causes a 

structural modification of the QB binding site at the 
acceptor site of PSII, changing its ability to bind 
plastoquinone molecules.

Keywords  Photosystem II, cytochrome b559, iron-
quinone complex, plastoquinone, fluorescence, oxygen 
evolution

Introduction

Photosystem II (PSII) utilizes light absorbed by 
light-harvesting antenna complexes (LHC) for 
water oxidation and plastoquinone reduction. It is a 
membrane protein-lipid-pigment complex consist-
ing of about 20 protein subunits, 35 chlorophylls, 
11 carotenoids and 14 lipids (Loll et al. 2005). Its 
core is formed by two protein subunits, D1 and 
D2, which contain redox-active cofactors in pho-
tosynthetic electron transport. Cytochrome b559 
is an integral component of photosystem II whose 
function is not well recognized yet. It was pos-
tulated that the cytochrome has a protective role 
against photoinhibition by participating in cyclic 
electron flow or in a side path of electron transport 
through PSII (Barber and De Las Rivas 1993; 
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Stewart and Brudvig 1998; Burda et al. 2003) and 
a role as scavenger of photogenerated free radicals 
(Annanyev et al. 1994). Cytochrome b559 is also 
responsible for the stabilization of the oxygen 
evolving complex (OEC) during its photoactivation 
(Pakrasi et al. 1991; Shukla et al. 1992) and may 
also accept protons during the S-state turnover of 
the 4MnCa-cluster (Diner 2001). Thus, there are 
strong indications that cytochrome b559 plays an 
important regulatory role for the oxidizing and 
reducing sides of PSII as well as a structural role 
in PSII assembly and stability (Morais et al. 2001; 
Burda 2007).

The construction of a mutant, in which the con-
served phenylalanine at position 26 in the β-chain 
(PsbF) of cytochrome b559 was changed to serine 
(Bock et al. 1994) gives a unique opportunity to 
obtain qualitatively new information on the con-
nectivity between the cytochrome b559 and the 
iron-quinone complex (QA – Fe – QB) at the 
acceptor side of photosystem II (PSII) and the oxy-
gen evolving complex (OEC) located at the donor 
side of PSII.

Materials and methods

We performed our experiments on thylakoids 
and thylakoids enriched in PSII (BBY particles) 
(Berthold et al. 1981) isolated from a wild type 
of tobacco (WT) and a from a mutant carrying a 

single point mutation in the plastid psbF gene at 
the conserved phenylalanine 26 position which was 
changed to serine (Bock et al. 1994).

We measured induction of fluorescence under 
strong continuous actinic light using a fluorom-
eter with a double modulation (Photon System 
Instruments, Czech Republic). The Kautsky effect 
curves normalized to Fm (maximum fluorescence, 
after subtraction of the background; Fig. 1) were 
evaluated using the following function:
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where n is the minimal number of components 
necessary for fitting the experimental data, Ai is the 
contribution of each of the components and ti is the 
characteristic saturation time.

We used the fast polarographic method to meas-
ure the activity of the preparations in terms of O2 
evolution (Fig. 2). These experimental data were 
fitted using the extended Kok model, the 5S-state 
model (Burda and Schmid 1996).

We did not use any external acceptors. The same 
amount of chlorophyll (Chl) per ml was always 
taken from the samples of the wild type and the 
mutant. For the fluorescence measurements, we 
used 35 µg Chl/ml in the case of thylakoids and 
10–12 µg Chl/ml in the case of BBY thylakoids, 
while in polarographic measurements we took 
45 µg Chl/ml from each sample. All samples were 
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Fig. 1 Kautsky effect measured in thylakoids isolated from the tobacco mutant (A) and form WT tobacco (B). Filled 
squares: experimental data; solid line: theoretical curve
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incubated for 10 min in the dark before the meas-
urements.

The different oxidized and reduced potential 
forms of cytochrome b559 were estimated from 
the differential absorption spectra using an SLM 
Aminco DW2000 spectrophotometer, whereas 
plastoquinone forms were detected by HPLC.

Results

Measurements of steady state fluorescence at 77 K 
and of the Kautsky effect using a double modulated 
fluorometer and of oxygen evolution under short 
saturating flashes applying the three-electrode sys-
tem allow us to monitor the energy transfer into the 
reaction center, the redox S-states of the 4MnCa–
complex stabilized in darkness and the efficiency 
of transfer between its S-states. From these meas-
urements, we can indirectly obtain information on 
the available oxidized plastoquinone pool in the 
samples studied.

In Fig. 1, we show the Kautsky effect observed 
in thylakoids prepared from the WT and from the 
mutant.

We measured variable fluorescence also for 
BBY PSII (data not shown) and we found that, 
independently of the preparation (thylakoids or 
thylakoids enriched in PSII), F0 for the mutant 
is almost two times higher than for the WT, but 

it is about two times lower in the BBY prepara-
tions than in whole thylakoids. Simultaneously, an 
increase of Fv for the BBY PSII isolated from the 
mutant is observed, but it remains by 14% lower 
than in BBY PSII prepared from the WT.

The experimental data were evaluated applying 
Eq. 1 and the fitted parameters are collected in 
Table 1.

The A1 and A2 amplitudes related to the fast 
initial increase of the fluorescence curve contribute 
to F0, whereas the amplitudes Ai, for i = 3,4,5, to 
Fv. Additionally, in Table 1, we show theoretical 
data obtained for wild type tobacco treated with 
DCMU. Low concentration of the applied herbi-
cide causes a decrease in oxygen evolution of 60%, 
whereas high DCMU concentration inhibited O2 
evolution completely.

The oxygen evolving pattern for BBY PSII 
obtained for the WT and the mutant is presented 
in Fig. 2.

Using the extended Kok model for the metast-
able S4 state, we found that, in the case of the 
mutant, the S1 state is occupied to 99% in darkness 
and the only significant increase of miss parameter 
occurs during the S2 Û S3 transition (to almost 
0.6), whereas the other miss parameters are close 
to 0. The average miss parameter is 0.15. In the 
case of the wild type, the S1 state is occupied to 
70% and the S0 state to 30% and the average miss 
parameter is almost 0.30, because a significant 
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Fig. 2 Oxygen evolving pattern for BBY thylakoids isolated from mutant (A) and wild type tobacco (B). The time inter-
vals between flashes were 300 ms. Filled squares: experimental data; empty squares: theoretical data
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increase of miss parameter for the S0 Û S1 transition 
occurred. This is well correlated with the probability 
of fast oxygen evolution, which is equal to 1 for the 
mutant but only 0.55 for the wild type.

Discussion

We observed that the variable fluorescence, Fv, 
related to the photochemical efficiency of PSII 
increases significantly in mutant thylakoids 
enriched in PSII in comparison to whole thyla-
koids, mainly because of the decrease of F0 by a 
factor of 2, but F0 still remains two times higher 
than in wild type tobacco. This may suggest that 
the energy transfer from the external antenna is not 
as efficient in the mutant as in the WT. On the other 
hand, in a more purified system, one may expect 
that the plastoquinone pool is more reduced than in 
the case of thylakoids, so FV should decrease. We 
found an only about 2.4 lower PQ concentration in 
the mutant than in the wild type BBY PSII. Taking 
into account that the amount of PSII systems is 
also reduced in the mutant (we observed 1.5 less 
cytochrome b559 in the BBY PSII isolated from 
the mutant than in BBY PSII prepared from the 
WT, see also Bondarava et al. 2003), one should 
not expect large differences in the variable fluores-

cence measured for BBY PSII and this is indeed 
the case (see Table 1). The higher F0 in the mutant 
preparations may also originate from the lower 
efficiency of energy transfer to the reaction center 
and from the different redox state of plastoquinone 
QB site. The characteristic saturation time constants 
ti, for i = 3, 4, 5, which can be related to the ability 
of the QB site to exchange PQH2 with PQ, sug-
gest that the latter mainly contributes to the effect. 
The replacement of plastoquinol for plastoquinone 
seems to be much slower in the mutant than in wild 
type tobacco, which is responsible for the shift of 
the maximum of the variable fluorescence toward a 
greater time range (Fig. 1, Table 1) in comparison 
to the WT. The shape of the Kaustky effect in the 
mutant is similar to the shape of the WT partially 
inhibited with DCMU, suggesting that the point 
mutation in cytochrome b559 influences the QB 
binding site, thereby decreasing its ability to bind 
PQ (a slower exchange process). Thus, there is 
an additional perturbation caused by the modified 
cytochrome b559 in addition to the mechanism 
described in (Bondarava et al. 2003; Kruk and 
Strzałka 2001). Additionally, the polarographic 
data showing higher efficiency of the transition 
between S- states exclusively via the fast transition 
S3 Û (S4) Û S0 + O2 in the mutant than in the wild 
type thylakoids enriched in PSII can be related to 

Table 1 Fitted parameters to the fluorescence spectra of the Kautsky effect according to formula (1)

A1 t1(µs) A2 t2(µs) A3 t3(ms) A4 t4(ms) A5 t5 (s)

Mutant thylakoids

0.37 ± 0.02 100 ±7 0.39 ± 0.02 370 ± 10 – – 0.21 ± 0.01 522 ± 22 0.03 ± 0.01 2.31 ± 1.11

WT thylakoids

0.021 ± 0.01 50 ± 20 0.46 ± 0.01 730 ± 30 0.29 ± 0.01 51 ± 3 0.13 ± 0.01 320 ± 20 0.11 ± 0.01 2.19 ± 0.19

Mutant BBY thylakoids

0.30 ± 0.01 70 ± 7 0.12 ±0.01 540 ± 30 – – 0.29 ± 0.01 622 ± 19 0.28 ± 0.01 2.71 ± 0.10

WT BBY thylakoids

0.11 ± 0.01 50 ± 0.5 0.18 ± 0.01 700 ± 40 – – 0.67 ± 0.01 192 ± 3 0.04 ± 0.01 1.88 ± 0.63

WT BBY thylakoids + 1.67 mM DCMU

0.20 ± 0.01 70 ± 10 0.50 ± 0.01 990 ± 10 – – – – 0.30 ± 0.01 12.8 ± 0.2

WT BBY thylakoids + 3.64 mM DCMU

0.35 ± 0.01 110 ± 10 0.65 ± 0.01 1220 ± 300 – – – – – –
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the decrease of the back reactions from QA (QB) to 
S2 state and/or to the inhibited cyclic electron flow 
around PSII as possibly caused by the point muta-
tion in the β-chain of cytochrome b559.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Structure of the Cytochrome b6 f Complex: n-Side Donor 
Pathway to the Plastoquinone Pool

Eiki Yamashita1,2, Huamin Zhang1,3, Danas Baniulis1, and William A. Cramer1

Abstract  Three prosthetic groups, heme cn, Chl a, 
and β-carotene were identified in crystal structures 
of the cytochrome b6 f complex in the thermophilic 
cyanobacterium, M. laminosus (Kurisu et al. 2003) 
and the green alga, C. reinhardtii (Stroebel et al. 
2003). The functions of these groups are still not 
understood. A native structure of the cytochrome 
b6  f complex from the thermophilic cyanobacte-
rium, M. laminosus, was obtained from crystals 
grown with divalent cadmium (pdb accession: 
2E74; (Yamashita et al. 2007) ). One Cd2+ binding 
site bridges His143 of cytochrome f and the acidic 
residue, Glu75, of cyt b6; (ii) a second site has three 
identified ligands, Asp58 (subunit IV), Glu3 (PetG 
subunit) and Glu4 (PetM subunit). Binding sites of 
quinone analogue inhibitors map the transfer path-
way of the lipophilic quinone across the complex. 
Two sites were found for the chromone ring of 
the tridecyl-stigmatellin (TDS) quinone analogue 
inhibitor, one near the p-side [2Fe-2S] cluster 

(pdb: 2E76). A second TDS site faces the quinone 
exchange cavity as an axial ligand of heme cn. 
A similar binding site as an axial ligand to heme cn 
was found for the n-side quinone analogue inhibi-
tor, NQNO (pdb: 2E75). Binding of these inhibitors 
required their addition before that of the lipid used 
to facilitate crystallization. Binding of NQNO and 
TDS as axial ligands to heme cn implies that cn uti-
lizes plastoquinone as a natural ligand, thus defin-
ing an n-side electron transfer complex consisting 
of hemes bn, cn, and PQ in the reduction pathway 
of PQ in the cavity. Strong coupling of hemes bn 
and cn suggests a mechanism for 2 electron reduc-
tion of PQ, thus avoiding the generation of plas-
tosemiquionone and reactive oxygen species. The 
NQNO binding site explains several experimental 
observations associated with its inhibitory action: a 
negative shift in the heme cn Em (Alric et al. 2005), 
increased amplitude of light-induced reduction of 
heme bn (Jones and Whitmarsh 1988; Furbacher 
et al. 1989), and g value shifts in the EPR spectrum 
attributed to interaction between hemes cn and bn 
(Zatsman et al. 2006; Baymann et al. 2007). These 
structures suggest pathways for H+ uptake and 
potential site(s) of ferredoxin binding.
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Keywords Cytochrome b6 f, crystal structure, 
heme cn, ferredoxin, electron transfer, cyclic pathway

Introduction

The crystal structure of the b6 f complex from 
M. laminosus or C. reinhardtii shows eight 
polypeptide subunits with 13 trans-membrane heli-
ces in each monomer of a functional dimer. Four 
of the eight subunits, petA, B, C, D, that contain 
or confine the redox prosthetic groups are “large” 
(16–31 kDa: cytochrome f, cytochrome b6, the 
Rieske iron-sulfur protein, and subunit IV; the four 
small (3.3–4.1 kDa) hydrophobic subunits, petG, L, 
M, and N form a “fence” at the outside periphery 
of each monomer, with each small subunit contain-
ing one trans-membrane helix (Kurisu et al. 2003; 
Stroebel et al. 2003). The b6 f complex isolated 
from plant (spinach) thylakoid membranes con-
tains one additional subunit, FNR, which is bound 
relatively weakly to the spinach complex, and has 
not been found in that from cyanobacteria (Zhang 
et al. 2001; Whitelegge et al. 2002). An α-carbon 
trace derived from a 3 Å structure of the complex 
from M. laminosus crystallized in the presence of 
Cd2+ is shown (Fig. 1).

Unique prosthetic groups; heme cn; function?

One of the three unique prosthetic groups (the 
others being a chlorophyll a and a β-carotene) 
is a covalently bound heme found on the electro-
chemically negative (n) side of the complex. This 
‘heme cn’ has no amino acid side-chain serving 
as an axial ligand, but only an axial H2O that 
bridges the 4 Å distance between the Fe atom 
of heme cn and a propionate oxygen of heme bn 
(Fig. 2). The heme cn site overlaps that occupied 
by antimycin A in the cytochrome bc1 complex. 
As heme cn is present in the b6 f, but not in the 
bc1 complex, a function has been proposed for 
heme cn in the pathway of ferredoxin- and PSI-
dependent cyclic electron transfer [reactions 
(iii)–(v) below].

A possible involvement of FNR in this cyclic 
pathway was inferred from its presence in isolated 
spinach b6 f complex (Zhang et al. 2001). The precise 
position of FNR in this pathway (Joliot and Joliot 
2005) is not known, but it is required for reduction 
of heme bn by reduced ferredoxin (Yamashita et al. 
2007). The possibility of an electron transfer func-
tion of heme cn independent of a PSI cyclic pathway 
follows from the existence of a b6 f–like complex in 
primitive gram-positive bacteria such as B. subtilis 
(Yu and Le Brun 1998). Whatever the pathway, the 
crystal structures and EPR spectra, obtained at low 
magnetic field values and in parallel mode of the 
imposed field (Zatsman et al. 2006), show that the 
hemes cn and bn interact strongly. These data imply 
that the coupled hemes can function as a 2-electron 
donor to plastoquinone (PQ), which is bound as 
a ligand at the free axial position of heme cn seen 
in the crystal structures. This binding site and an 
n-side pathway for PQ reduction with resulting 
transfer to the inter-monomer PQ pool are inferred 
from crystal structures that show the quinone ana-
logue inhibitors NQNO and tridecyl-stigmatellin to 

Fig. 1 Structure of M. laminosus b6f complex including 
two Cd2+ p-side binding sites. Position of higher occupancy 
(Cd1) is close to inter-monomer interface; lower occupancy 
(Cd2) site is near the small subunits and the complex exte-
rior. View is parallel to the membrane plane. Distances: (i) 
from Cd1 site, and (ii) from Cd2, to [2Fe-2S] cluster on the 
same and opposite side monomer, (i) 38.9 Å and 40.1 Å; (ii) 
57.1, 28.0 Å. Color code: cyt b6 (cyan), SuIV (purple), cyt 
f (red), ISP (yellow), PetG, L, M, and N (green) (Modified 
from Yamashita et al. 2007)
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be bound as a heme cn axial ligand. The difference 
electron density map for NQNO bound to heme cn 
is shown (Fig. 3A, B). A pathway can be proposed 
(below) for a 2 electron reduction of bound PQ, 
utilizing one electron generated by oxidant-induced 
reduction of plastoquinone on the p-side, and 
one from PSI-reduced ferredoxin (Fd), possibly a 
subsequent reduction of bound FNR (Zhang et al. 
2001), and release of PQH2 to the inter-monomer 
pool. Reduction of hemes bn–cn could also be accom-
plished by transfer of 2 electrons to trans-membrane 
hemes bp–bn connection by two consecutive cycles 
of p-side oxidant-induced reduction.

n-side pathway for 2 electron reduction of PQ; 
1 e- from p-side, 1 from Fd (n-side):

 (i) heme bp (red) + heme bn (ox) � bp (ox) 
+ bn (red)

 (ii) bn (r) /cn (o)/PQ (o) � bn (o) /cn (r)/PQ(o); 
‘o’ oxidized; ‘r’ reduced

(iii) Fd(r) + FNR(o) + H+ � Fd(o) + FNRH
 (iv) FNRH• + bn(o)/cn(r)/PQ(o) � FNR(o) 

+ bn(r)/cn (r)/PQ(o)
 (v) bn (r)/cn (r)/PQ(o) + 2 H+ � bn(o)/cn(o)/

PQH2

 (vi) bn (o)/cn(o) /PQH2 � bn (o)/cn(o) + inter-
monomer pool PQH2

Fig. 2 Arrangement of hemes bp, bn and cn. The two bis-
histidine coordinated b hemes are separated by an edge-edge 
distance of 7.5 Å normal to the membrane plane. Heme cn on 
the edge of the quinone exchange cavity, is oriented nearly 
orthogonally to heme bn, covalently bound to Cys35 of the 
cyt b ‘A’ helix, and ligated to a heme bn propionate, 3.5 Å 
distant, by the O atom of an inter-heme H2O

Fig. 3 (A) Fo-Fc difference map of n-side background electron density in the native (with Cd2+) b6 f complex in the absence 
of NQNO. (B) Fo–Fc difference map in the region of heme cn on the n-side of the b6 f complex showing NQNO bound close 
to the position of a ligand to heme cn. Fo–Fc maps are contoured at 4 Å (Modified from Yamashita et al. 2007)
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(a) Potential ferredoxin binding sites and (b) 
pathway of n-side H+ uptake
(a) The n- or stromal side of the b6  f com-

plex has a net positive surface potential, 
making it a suitable binding surface for 
anionic ferredoxin (Cramer et al. 2006). 
The average potential is +4.6 kT for 
M. laminosus b6  f. It arises from basic 
residues Arg11, 207, Lys24, 208 of cyt b6, 
Lys5, 6, 13, 17, 20, 119, Arg15, 125, 126 
of SuIV, Lys281 of cyt f, Arg15, 16 of ISP, 
Lys30 and Arg31 of petG, Lys27, 30 of 
petL, Lys28 of petM and Arg26 of petN.

(b) Now that the n-side binding site for 
PQ has been localized, hypotheses for 
pathway(s) of H+ proton uptake coordi-
nated to PQ reduction at the site of the 
heme cn ligand can be tested. Possible 
pathways for n-side H+ transfer to PQ 
bound to heme cn involve cluster of acidic 
residues such as: Asp20, His29 of cyt 
b6 and His24, Asp35 of SuIV. Certainly, 
bound H2O will participate in these path-
ways. It is likely that definitive studies on 
the H+ transfer pathways cannot be done 
until the resolution of the crystals allows 
mapping of many crystallographic waters 
within the complex.

Finally, returning to the function of the two other 
enigmatic prosthetic groups in the b6 f complex, the 
function of the Chl a has been probed by studies 
of mutants of the aromatic residues in its environ-
ment, some of which destabilize the chlorophyll 
itself and one or both of the b- hemes (Yan et al., 
in preparation).
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CHAPTER SIX

Oscillating Yield of Flash-Induced Chlorophyll Fluorescence 
Decay in Intact Cells of Thermosynechococcus elongatus

Zsuzsanna Deák and Imre Vass

Abstract  Increase and subsequent decay of 
flash-induced chlorophyll fluorescence provides 
a useful tool in PSII electron transport studies in a 
wide range of experimental objects ranging from 
isolated PSII core complexes to cyanobacterial or 
algal cells and intact leaves. Typically, increased 
fluorescence yield reached upon excitation by a 
saturating light pulse decreases monotonically in 
time from its maximal level to Fo. This behaviour 
can be explained by assuming the well-known 
two-electron gate model of the PSII acceptor side. 
Intact cells of the thermophilic cyanobacterium 
Thermosynechococcus elongatus do not show the 
monotonically decreasing yield of flash-induced 
fluorescence decay. Instead the relaxation curves 
possess a transient drop with a minimum around 
100 ms after the flash, followed by an overshoot 
after few seconds, resulting in dampened oscil-
lation of the fluorescence yield. This interesting 
phenomenon was investigated utilizing different 
acceptors and/or inhibitors of electron transport 

as well as temperature-dependence and light/dark 
adaptation conditions. Possible mechanisms behind 
the oscillating yield of flash-induced fluorescence 
decay in intact cells of Thermosynechococcus elon-
gatus are discussed.

Keywords  Flash-induced fluorescence, Thermo-
synechococcus elongatus

Introduction

Detection of the flash-induced increase and sub-
sequent decay of chlorophyll fluorescence yield 
in various photosynthetic materials has become a 
useful and well-described method in last 25 years. 
Illumination of dark-adapted samples with a short, 
saturating light pulse reduces QA, the first quinone 
electron acceptor of PSII, which results in an 
increase of fluorescence yield from the Fo to Fm 
level. After the flash excitation, QA

− is reoxidized 
via different pathways, as reflected by the mul-
tiphasic relaxation of the fluorescence yield (for the 
review see Tyystjärvi and Vass 2004). According to 
the widely-used two-electron gate model, the fast 
(few hundred microseconds) decay component 
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reflects QA
− reoxidation via forward electron trans-

port in centers which contained bound PQ (in the 
oxidized or semireduced form) at the QB site before 
the flash. The middle (few milliseconds) phase 
arises from QA

− reoxidation in centers which had 
an empty QB site at the time of the flash and have 
to bind a PQ molecule from the PQ pool. The slow 
(few seconds) phase reflects QA

− reoxidation via a 
back reaction with the S2 state of the water oxidiz-
ing complex.

Published data cover flash-induced fluores-
cence transients from a wide range of experimental 
objects, ranging from isolated PSII core com-
plexes to algal and cyanobacterial cells and intact 
leaves. In all these cases the fluorescence decay 
is a monotonically decreasing function of time. 
In this study we present, for the first time, flash-
induced changes in fluorescence yield showing 
oscillatory behavior. These changes are observed 
in intact cells of the thermophilic cyanobacterium 
Thermosynechococcus elongatus.

Materials and methods

Culture conditions. Cells of the thermophilic 
cyanobacterium T. elongatus were routinely grown 
in BG-11 medium in a rotary shaker at 40°C under 
CO2-enriched atmosphere. The intensity of white 
light during growth was 40 µmol m−2 s−1. Cells in 
the exponential growth phase (OD750 of 0.8–1.0) 
were harvested by centrifugation for 15 min at 
4,000 g at room temperature and resuspended at a 
concentration of 5 µg Chl ml−1 in a fresh culture 
medium. Until measurements were performed at 
room temperature (25–28°C), washed cells were 
kept under normal growth conditions.

Fluorescence measurements. Changes in chlo-
rophyll fluorescence yield induced by a 20 µs 
saturating flash (639 nm) were measured by a 
double-modulation FL3000 fluorometer (Photon 
System Instruments, Brno), in the 150 µs–100 s 
time range as described earlier (Vass et al. 1999). 
If not otherwise stated, samples were dark-adapted 
at room temperature for 3 min prior to the measure-
ments. During this time, the samples, which were 

of 1 ml volume, reached stable room temperature 
from that of 40°C in the growth chamber.

Results and discussion

Flash-induced chlorophyll fluorescence increase 
and subsequent decay is a well-characterized phe-
nomenon in photosynthesis research. In samples 
dark-adapted for a few minutes, fluorescence yield 
reached by a saturating light pulse decreases 
monotonically with time and finally reaches the 
initial, Fo level. A typical flash-induced fluores-
cence curve from the mesophilic cyanobacterium 
Synechocystis PCC6803 is shown in Fig. 1A.

However, from intact cells of the thermophilic 
cyanobacterium T. elongatus unusual fluorescence 
changes can be detected (Fig. 1A). After 3 min of 
dark adaptation at room temperature, the relaxation 
curves possess a transient drop with a minimum 
around 50–100 ms after the flash, followed by an 
overshoot after few seconds. This behavior results 
in a dampened oscillation of fluorescence yield. A 
similar feature of the decay curves was detected 
when the dark adaptation and measurement was 
done at the growth temperature of 40°C (Fig. 1A). 
This result indicates that the observed phenomenon 
was not caused by the shift between culturing 
and measuring temperatures, and the oscillating 
yield of flash-induced fluorescence is present also 
under physiological conditions in intact cells of 
T. elongatus.

Intactness of the cells is a necessary condition 
for the appearance of the unusual behavior in 
flash-induced fluorescence decay. Cells previously 
exposed to freezing temperature (−80°C for 2 h) 
do not possess the oscillation (Fig. 1B), and their 
decay curves are similar to ones obtained with 
thylakoids isolated from T. elongatus (data not 
shown).

Flash-induced fluorescence decay generally 
reflects QA

− reoxidation by forward electron trans-
port to QB in the fast and middle phases, and QA

− 
reoxidation via charge recombination with the S2 
state in the slow phase (Vass et al. 1999). When 
QA to QB electron transport is blocked by DCMU, 
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the dominating phase is the slow phase reflecting 
the S2QA

− charge recombination. This is the case 
in T. elongatus, as well (Fig. 1B). In the presence 
of 10 µM DCMU fluorescence relaxation shows 
the usual decay, which indicates that inhibition of 
electron movement between QA and QB abolishes 
the oscillation of fluorescence yield.

Another inhibitor, DBMIB, binds to the Qo 
pocket of the cytochrome b6f complex (Kurisu et 
al. 2003) blocking PQ oxidation at this site. In the 
presence of DBMIB the oscillation of the flash-
induced fluorescence decay also disappeared (Fig. 
1B), indicating that electron transport through 

cytochrome b6f complex also plays a role in the 
oscillatory behavior of fluorescence yield.

The effects of DCMU and DBMIB indicate 
that the redox state of the PQ pool may play a 
crucial role in the appearance of the oscillat-
ing flash-induced fluorescence yield in intact 
cells of T. elongatus. In cyanobacteria photo-
synthetic and respiratory electron flow occur 
via the same electron transport intermediates. 
Respiration in the dark shifts the electron trans-
port chain towards a reduced state, resulting in low 
variable fluorescence and high nonphotochemi-
cal quenching (Campbell et al. 1998). During 
illumination, PSI partially oxidizes the elec-
tron transport chain, which leads to increased 
variable fluorescence yield. The lowest values 
of nonphotochemical quenching are achieved 
by applying growth light intensities (Campbell 
et al. 1998).

Light to dark transitions affect the varia-
ble fluorescence yield in T. elongatus, as well. 
Following continuous illumination the Fo’ level 
transiently increases in the dark followed by a 
gradual decline (Fig. 2A). This effect was abol-
ished by the addition of DCMU (not shown) 
showing that the elevated level of Fo’ fluores-
cence reflects reduction of QA by back electron 
flow from the PQ pool, itself reduced by respira-
tion in the dark.

Flash-induced fluorescence curves detected 
after various dark adaptation times show clear 
differences (Fig. 2B). The initial amplitude gradu-
ally decreases with dark adaptation time showing 
the development of nonphotochemical quenching. 
The oscillatory behavior develops and reaches its 
maximal extent after about 1 min. After that, the 
amplitude of oscillation gradually decreases and 
disappears almost completely in 1 h. This shows 
that the unusual oscillation of flash-induced fluo-
rescence decay is a transient phenomenon charac-
teristic of light-to-dark transitions of intact cells of 
T. elongatus.

Our results indicate that an oscillating yield 
of flash-induced fluorescence decay is a remark-
able feature of intact cells of T. elongatus under 
conditions where there is an imbalance between 

Fig. 1 Flash-induced fluorescence relaxation of cyano-
bacterial cells under various treatments. All curves were 
detected from T. elongatus cells, except one, which is 
from Synechocystis PCC 6803 (diamonds). (A) Relaxation 
curves at room temperature (circles, diamonds) and at 
40°C (squares). (B) Fluorescence decays in the presence of 
10 µM DCMU (crosses), 2 µM DBMIB (triangles) and cells 
previously frozen (stars). Cells were dark-adapted for 3 min 
before each measurement. The curves are normalized to the 
same initial amplitudes
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the excitation energy capacities of the two photosystems 
and the electron transport capabilities of the 
interconnecting chain. Flash illumination under 
these conditions results in transient changes in 
the redox level of the PQ pool, which in turn 
modulates the amount of QA

− and the fluores-
cence yield.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Three-Dimensional Chlorophyll Fluorescence Imaging 
for Detecting Effects of Herbicide on a Whole Plant

Akira Eguchi, Atsumi Konishi, Fumiki Hosoi, and Kenji Omasa

Abstract  In this study, a three-dimensional image 
of chlorophyll a fluorescence of a whole plant was 
generated and examined. After a melon (Cucumis 
melo L.) plant was treated with herbicide containing 
3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea (DCMU), 
the two-dimensional image of chlorophyll a fluores-
cence intensity of the plant was captured and mapped 
onto a three-dimensional image derived from lidar 
(light detection and ranging) data. From the image, 
it was observed that increases in chlorophyll a fluo-
rescence intensity appeared along the veins of the 
leaves. DCMU inhibited photosynthetic electron 
transport, which consequently caused disappear-
ance of the chlorophyll a fluorescence quenching. 
Therefore it was implied that the herbicide contain-
ing DCMU was absorbed from the root and reached 
the veins of the leaves through the stems. The image 
produced allowed three-dimensional observation of 
chlorophyll fluorescence intensity of a whole plant 
from any point of view. Consequently, we could 
recognize the difference of the intensity at regions 
along the veins in mature leaves.

Keywords  Chlorophyll fluorescence, herbicide, 
lidar, photosynthetic electron transport, three-
dimensional imaging

Introduction

Imaging techniques have been widely used for 
plant analysis. There are several two-dimensional 
imaging techniques, e.g., thermal imaging, multi-
spectral imaging, hyper-spectral imaging and fluo-
rescence imaging. These imaging techniques allow 
non-destructive detection of photosynthesis, tran-
spiration, stomatal response, and substances in 
leaves (Omasa 1990; Lichtenthaler et al. 1996; 
Ustin et al. 1999; Govindjee and Nedbal 2000; 
Buschmann et al. 2000; Osmond and Park 2002; 
Omasa and Takayama 2003; Chaerle et al. 2003; 
Jones 2004; Oxborough 2004). Chlorophyll a fluo-
rescence imaging enables us to measure directly 
the spatial and temporal changes in photosynthetic 
electron transport in leaves. Diagnosis of the 
developmental stage of photosynthetic organs and 
of functional injuries caused by biotic and abiotic 
stresses are conducted using the technique.
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Lidar (light detection and ranging) has been used 
as a novel active sensing tool for three-dimensional 
measurement (Vanderbilt 1985; Omasa et al. 2002, 
2007; Tanaka et al. 2004; Parker et al. 2004; Hosoi 
and Omasa 2006). Lidar can measure accurately 
the distance between the sensor and a target based 
on the elapsed time between the emission and 
return of laser pulses (time of flight method) or 
based on trigonometry (optical probe or light sec-
tion methods). The three-dimensional structure of 
plants, including the shape, size, position and tilts 
of leaves, changes with growth stage and also with 
stress (Schurr et al. 2006; Omasa et al. 2007). If 
the three-dimensional structure of plants meas-
ured by lidar is combined with a two-dimensional 
image such as a chlorophyll a fluorescence image, 
it would be possible to correlate information 
on physiological responses and three-dimensional 
structures, providing new knowledge that could 
never be obtained from the two-dimensional 
image alone. In this paper we combined a three-
dimensional image measured by high-resolution 
portable scanning lidar with a two-dimensional 
chlorophyll a fluorescence image of an individual, 
herbicide-treated plant.

Materials and methods

Plant material

Melon (Cucumis melo L.) seedlings were grown in 
a growth chamber. The plants were illuminated for 
12 h each day with fluorescent lights at a PPF of 
200 µM m−2 s−1. Air temperature was 26.5°C dur-
ing the day and 24°C at night. Relative humidity 
was 70% during the day and 90% at night for about 
4 weeks after germination. The pots were filled 
with artificial soil (mixture of vermiculite and 
perlite, 2:1, v/v). Plants were watered daily with a 
nutrient solution (1:1,000 dilution of HYPONex).

Imaging system

Figure 1 shows a chlorophyll a fluorescence imag-
ing system. A metal halide lamp (Sumita Optical 
Glass, Inc., LS-M180) of the wavelength of 400–
700 nm was used as actinic light for photosynthe-
sis. The light intensity was kept at 130–160 µM m−2 
s−1 on the leaves of a whole plant. Chlorophyll a 
fluorescence was measured by a cooled CCD 
(charge coupled device) camera (Hamamatsu 

(A) (B)
Metal halide
lamp

Herbicide-
treated plant

CCD
camera
with band
pass filter

Chlorophyll fluorescence image

Lidar

3D point
cloud data

Exclusion
of noises

Registration

Polygonization

3D image

Image mapping

Fig. 1 Schematic view of combining chlorophyll a fluorescence image with three-dimensional lidar image. A: procedure 
of chlorophyll fluorescence image. B: procedure of three-dimensional lidar image
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Photonics, C5985) with band pass filter (Optical 
Coatings Japan, MIF-W, central wavelength = 755 nm 
and half band width = 8 nm). The measurement was 
started just after the treatment of the aqueous solution 
of the Nekosogi-ace which is a commercially avail-
able herbicide including 3-(3,4 dichlorophenyl)-1,1-
dimethylurea (DCMU) to soil in a potted plant.

For the three-dimensional measurement of the 
plant, a high-resolution portable scanning lidar 
(Pulstec Industrial Co., Ltd., modified type of TDS 
- 130L) was used (Fig. 1B). The lidar is based on 
the light-probe method and is able to obtain three-
dimensional point cloud data of an object within 
the range of 3.5–10 m. The spatial resolution is 
1.7 mm to y axis, 1.2 mm to x axis. The accuracy of 
range measurement is 0.5 mm at a distance of 3.5 m 
and 1 mm at a distance of 5 m.

As plants have complicated shapes, self-occlusion 
within the plants often occurs. Thus, the plant was 
scanned from four measuring points around it. In this 
way, all leaves were captured without a blind area. 
Since the measured point cloud data included noise, 
this were excluded by median filtering. After that, 
the lidar data obtained from different measurement 
points were co-registered into the same orthogonal 
coordinates. Then, the point cloud data was converted 
into a polygon image, in which three-dimensional 
surfaces of leaves are expressed as irregular triangle 
meshes determined uniquely by arrangement of 
each point. Finally, the two-dimensional chlorophyll 
fluorescence image was mapped on the lidar-derived 
three-dimensional image by the texture-mapping 
technique (Heckbert 1986). The accurate selection 
of the corresponding points between the two-dimen-
sional and the three-dimensional images is of great 
importance because of the complicated structure of 
the plant. The corresponding points were chosen on 
the distinctive points of each leaf (e.g., the axils and 
edges), and the accurate three-dimensional chloro-
phyll a fluorescence image was obtained.

Results and discussion

As shown in Fig. 2, the chlorophyll a fluorescence 
intensity image at 2 h after the herbicide treatment 

could be accurately mapped onto the lidar-derived 
three-dimensional image. The difference in the 
chlorophyll fluorescence intensity was observed in 
mature leaves from the three-dimensional image 
produced. The image then showed that increases 
in chlorophyll fluorescence intensity appeared 
along the veins of the leaves. It was noted that 
DCMU inhibited photosynthetic electron trans-
port, consequently the chlorophyll fluorescence 
quenching disappeared (Maxwell and Johnson 
2000). Therefore, it was implied that the herbicide 
containing DCMU was absorbed from the root and 
reached the veins of the leaves through the stems.

The image produced allowed three-dimensional 
observation of chlorophyll fluorescence intensity of 
a whole plant from any point of view. Consequently, 
we could recognize the difference of the intensity at 
sites along the veins in mature leaves. Besides the 
information of the intensity, the image contained 
detailed structural information, e.g., vertical place-
ment of leaves and stems, leaf inclination, spatial 
patterns of veins and veinlets in the leaf, etc. Such 
information within the image could be applied for 
studying the relationship between physiological 
and structural characteristics of plants. Also, the 
chlorophyll fluorescence image can be replaced 
to other two-dimensional images, such as thermal 
image and PRI (photochemical reflectance index) 
image (Omasa et al. 2007). The three-dimensional 

Fig. 2 An example of three-dimensional chlorophyll a 
fluorescence image of a melon plant (Cucumis melo L.) at 
2 h after treatment of a herbicide containing DCMU
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composite images will increasingly improve our 
spatial understanding of biotic activities of plants 
and their responses to stresses.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

The Mehler Reaction in Chlamydomonas During 
Photosynthetic Induction and Steady-State Photosynthesis 
in Wild-Type and in a Mitochondrial Mutant

Fabrice Franck and Pierre-Alain Houyoux

Abstract  The effects of fast O2-removal on elec-
tron transport rate (ETR), measured by chlorophyll 
fluorescence, were investigated in Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii. In wild-type, O2-removal caused a 
strong decrease in ETR during photosynthetic 
induction as a consequence of the absence of the 
Mehler reaction. Light-saturation curves of the 
O2-dependent electron flow were established in 
different conditions. O2-dependent electron flow 
was triggered within a few seconds and amounted 
to up to 80% of total electron flow during pho-
tosynthetic induction in algae grown on minimal 
medium, while it represented less than 15% at 
steady-state. O2-dependent electron flow was sig-
nificantly weaker in the presence of acetate and in 
a mutant devoid of mitochondrial complexes I and 
III. Measurements of the light-induced changes 
of 820 nm transmission in the seconds time-range 
show that O2-dependent electron flow leads to 
complete re-oxidation of PSI donor side in wild-
type in saturating light.

Keywords  Chlamydomonas, oxygen reduction, 
chlorophyll fluorescence

Introduction

The occurrence, relative rate and physiological 
functions of O2-dependent electron flow through 
the Mehler reaction in vivo are matters of debate 
(Badger et al. 2000). The Mehler reaction is 
likely to occur at high rates during photosynthetic 
induction when enzymes of the Calvin cycle are 
poorly active. Its relative rate during steady-state 
photosynthesis in unstressed plants is, however, 
controversial. In green microalgae, large rates of 
light-dependent O2-uptake during photosynthetic 
induction were reported (Radmer and Kok 1976). 
In Chlamydomonas, conflicting views have been 
expressed on the amplitude of Mehler-type O2-
uptake in the steady-state (Peltier and Thibault 
1985; Sültemeyer et al. 1986).

Among possible functions, initiation of ∆pH 
formation and of non-photochemical quenching, 
regulation of ATP supply and dissipation of excess 
light energy under stressful conditions have been 
suggested, and these are likely to vary from one 
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group of photosynthetic organisms to another. In 
this study we analyse the O2-dependency of elec-
tron transport in Chlamydomonas by fluorescence 
and 820 nm transmission measurements after short 
pre-illumination.

Materials and methods

Strains and growth conditions. Wild-type and mutant 
strains of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii are described 
in Cardol et al. (2003). Cells were grown in liq-
uid media (Tris-acetate-phosphate or Tris-minimal-
phosphate) for 1 day under 50 µM m−2 .s−1 white 
light.

Measurements of relative electron transport 
rates. PSII electron transport rate in the light was 
evaluated by measuring PSII photochemical effi-
ciency (ΦPSII) as the chlorophyll fluorescence 
ratio (Fm’-F)/Fm’ using the Handy-PEA fluorim-
eter (Hansatech). The fluorimeter was programmed 
for pre-illumination of defined duration and inten-
sity (PAR) followed by a 1 s saturating pulse 
(3,500 µmol m−2 .s−1). Relative electron transport 
rates were calculated as the product ΦPSII *PAR.

Simultaneous measurements of fluorescence 
induction curves and light-induced changes in 
820 nm transmission. A double PEA-system 
(Hansatech) was used as described in Schansker 
et al. (2003), with a 0.5 mm spectrophotometer 
cuvette.

Results and discussion

O2-dependent electron transport depends 
on culture conditions, respiratory activity 
and pre-illumination

In Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, anaerobiosis leads 
within some minutes to a State 2 transition through 
non-photochemical PQ reduction caused by ATP 
depletion and increased NAD(P)H/NAD(P) ratio. 
Therefore, when investigating the O2-dependency 
of electron transport rate (ETR) in state 1 by means 
of O2-depletion, measurements were performed 

rapidly after O2-removal. We used the glucose/
glucose-oxidase/catalase system to remove O2 
from the medium within 30 s. When measuring 
changes in Fo and Fm after the addition of this O2-
scavenging system, the state 2 transition became 
significant only after 90 s and was complete after 
about 15 min (data not shown). It was therefore 
possible to analyse O2-depletion effects on ETR 
within a short time without significantly changing 
energy distribution. This was done by measuring 
ΦPSII during photosynthetic induction, which in 
wild-type cells was complete within 60 s (estimated 
by O2-evolution measurements).

Figure 1 shows results obtained when such 
short-time effects of anaerobiosis were analysed 
in wild-type cells grown on minimal medium. 
Fluorescence parameters were measured in control 
and in O2-depleted cells during a saturating light 
pulse after 15 s pre-illuminations of varying intensi-
ties (Fig. 1A). Fm’ decreased slightly with increasing 
intensities as a result of minor, O2-independent, 
non-photochemical quenching at this time. The 
fluorescence yield at the start of the saturating light 
pulse, F, increased with light intensity as a result of 
decreased photochemical quenching. This F yield 
was strongly increased by anoxia. Relative ETR (as 
the product ΦPSII*PAR) was strongly affected by 
O2-depletion over the whole light intensity range 
studied (Fig. 1B). Relative ETR showed saturation 
at around 500 µM m−2 s−1 because of saturation of 
the O2-dependent electron flow.

The apparent Km of electron transport for O2 
was estimated by measuring ΦPSII as a function 
of O2 concentration, which was made to vary by 
allowing respiratory O2-uptake before measure-
ments ([O2] was measured with an oxygen elec-
trode). An apparent Km value of 9 µM O2 was 
found (data not shown). This value is in the range 
of previous estimations for the Mehler reaction and 
rules out Rubisco-dependent O2-uptake as cause of 
O2-dependency of ETR in our conditions.

Table 1 compares control and O2-depleted ETR 
values for wild-type cells in different conditions 
as well as for cells of the dum22 mitochondrial 
mutant lacking mitochondrial complexes I and III 
(Cardol et al. 2003). Acetate significantly lowered 
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the O2-dependency of ETR during induction. On 
the other hand, ETR during induction was not sig-
nificantly affected by brief incubation with KCN 
+ BHAM (each 2 mM), thus the O2-dependency of 
ETR did not result from chloroplast-mitochondria 
interactions. The O2-dependency of ETR during 
steady-state photosynthesis was measured by per-
forming O2-depletion after a 2 min pre-illumination 
with actinic light of 500 µM m−2 s−1 in wild-type 
cells grown on minimal medium. Only a slight 
(10–15%) decrease in ETR was found in these 
conditions upon O2-depletion, which indicates that 
the Mehler reaction is not quantitatively significant 
during steady-state photosynthesis at a light inten-
sity close to photosynthetic saturation.

Acetate stimulates respiration and induces a 
partial state 2 transition (Endo and Asada 1996). 
The dum22 mutant shows reduced respiration 
and is shifted to state 2 as a result of non-photo-
chemical PQ reduction (Cardol et al. 2003). In 
this mutant, ETR was low compared to wild-type 
during induction in the presence of O2. Altogether, 
the data suggest that O2-dependent electron flow 
during photosynthetic induction is affected by 
prevailing state 1/state 2 energy distribution. Since 
cyclic electron transport is favoured over linear 
electron flow in state 2 (Wollman 2001), the data 
may indicate that cyclic electron flow competes 
effectively with O2 reduction at PSI. Reduction of 
O2-dependent ETR, measured at PSII, may also 
be a consequence of a general decrease in linear 
electron flow in state 2.

Electron transfer to O2 in saturating light leads 
to complete re-oxidation of PSI donor side in the 
seconds time range

We investigated short-term effects of anaerobio-
sis on the simultaneously-recorded kinetics of 
fluorescence and of 820 nm transmission during a 
saturating light-pulse after dark adaptation. T820 is 
an indicator of the redox status of PSI donor side 
(P700 and plastocyanin) (Schansker et al. 2003).

In wild-type cells grown on minimal medium, 
the fluorescence induction curve from Fo (‘O’) 
to Fm (‘P’) was unaffected by O2-removal (Fig. 2A). 
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Fig. 1 Short-term effects of anoxia on the fluorescence 
parameters of wild-type C. reinhardtii grown on minimal 
medium as function of pre-illumination intensity. Cells 
were dark-adapted for 2 h. F (Fo) and Fm’(Fm) levels were 
measured (A) during a 1 s saturating light pulse (3,500 µM 
m−2 s−1) after a 15 s pre-illumination of varying intensity. 
Relative ETR (B) calculated from F and Fm’; O2-dependent 
ETR is the difference between ETR values in presence or 
absence of O2

Table 1 Relative ETR measured after 15 s pre-illumination 
at 500 µM m−2 s−1 (dark-adapted samples). For measure-
ments after light-adaptation, samples were pre-illuminated 
at 500 µM m−2 s−1 for 2 min, followed by a 30 s dark-period 
(for O2 removal) and a further 30 s pre-illumination

Strain Medium, conditions
ETR 
(control)

ETR 
(anoxia)

Wt TMP, dark-adapted 174 ± 9 36 ± 2

Wt TAP, dark-adapted 162 ± 3 84 ± 11

Wt TAP, dark-adapted
(+KCN and BHAM)

150 ± 11 –

Dum 22 TAP, dark-adapted 52 ± 2 26 ± 3

Wt TMP, light-adapted 199 ± 18 174 ± 16
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However, the decline after ‘P’ was slower under 
anaerobiosis, a result consistent with earlier 
observations (Schreiber et al. 1995) and with the 
O2-dependency of ETR during induction shown 
above.

In aerated cells, T820 first showed a rapid fluc-
tuation (T0–T1–T2, Fig. 2B) caused by partial oxi-
dation (T0–T1) and re-reduction (T1–T2) of P700 
and PC. The T1 minimum marks the time at which 
electrons arising from PSII reach the PSI donor 
side (Schansker et al. 2003). This fluctuation was 
not affected by O2-removal. Aerated cells showed 
a large and slower (2 s) decline of T820 (T2–T3) 
after the initial fluctuation. The rate and amplitude 
of this decline saturated at light intensities around 

500 µM m−2 s−1 (data not shown). This decline was 
completely abolished after short-term anaerobio-
sis. The T3 minimum corresponded to complete 
oxidation of the PSI donor side, as indicated 
by experiments with 1 µM DBMIB (a cyt b6/f 
inhibitor). We therefore conclude that the Mehler 
reaction leads to complete re-oxidation of PSI 
donor side during induction in saturating light.
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CHAPTER NINE

PetP, a New Cytochrome b6    f Subunit, and Cytochrome bd 
Oxidase – Two Potential Regulatory Players 
of Cyanobacterial Electron Transport?
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Introduction

In cyanobacteria the plastoquinone (PQ) pool 
and the cytochrome b6  f (cyt b6  f) complex play a 
central role both in photosynthetic and respiratory 
pathways (Aoki and Katoh 1982; Aoki et al. 1983). 
The PQ pool accepts electrons from photosystem 
II (PSII) and respiratory dehydrogenases, and pro-
vides electrons for photosystem I (PSI), the terminal 
oxidase and possibly alternative oxidases. For this 
reason, the PQ pool is important for balancing pho-
tosynthetic and respiratory electron transport and 
for the regulation of the proteins involved. It is still 
unknown, however, how the redox state of the PQ 

pool regulates the various mechanisms, e.g. the 
state transitions. For this, a kind of “sensor system” 
of the electron transport pathway with location 
next to the PQ pool is needed. Up to now, there is 
no evidence how such a sensor system is realized 
in cyanobacteria, but the cyt b6  f complex seems to 
be involved in the regulation of the redox state of 
the PQ pool.

Besides the cyt. b6f complex, the cyt bd type 
oxidase oxidizes the PQ pool. In E. coli the cyt. bd 
type was shown to build up a proton gradient by 
oxidizing the quinone pool and reducing oxygen. 
In contrast, the function of the cyt bd type oxidase 
in cyanobacteria is still unknown and even the 
functional expression is doubted by some groups 
(Paumann et. al. 2005). Previous results indicated a 
regulatory or protective role of the cyt bd type oxi-
dase in preventing an over-reduced PQ pool (Berry 
et al. 2002), but a more detailed characterization is 
still required.

Materials and methods

Low temperature fluorescence emission spectros-
copy. Low temperature fluorescence emission 
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spectra were recorded using an Aminco-Bowman 
Series 2 luminescence spectrometer (SLM Spectronic 
Instruments) at a Chl concentration of 5 µg/ml. 
After 30 min dark adaptation, samples were frozen 
in liquid nitrogen (Mao et al. 2003) and fluores-
cence emission spectra were recorded between 630 
and 750 nm upon excitation at 580 nm (for phyco-
bilisome) and 440 nm (for chlorophyll).

Measurement of phycobilisome movements. 
State transitions of wild type and mutant cells were 
analyzed by low temperature fluorescence emis-
sion spectra after excitation of the phycobilisomes 
at 580 nm (see above). Prior to freezing, cells were 
adjusted either to state 2 (by incubation in the dark 
for 30 min) or to state 1 (by a 10 min exposure to 
strong far red light after dark incubation according 
to Emlyn-Jones et al. 1999, using an Omega BP700 
filter). As an alternative to light, 150 µM PPBQ 
was used to induce state 1 (Mao et al. 2002).

Kinetic absorption change measurements. Cyt 
f redox kinetic measurements were performed in 
a home-built photometer, as previously described 
(Kirchhoff et al. 2000). Cells were suspended to 
a final concentration of 17 µg/mL chlorophyll in 
BG11 medium. Kinetics induced by 50 ms satu-
rating flashes (655 nm, LED cone, Walz GmbH, 
Effeltrich, Germany) were monitored at 551, 556 
and 561 nm under continuous far red background 
illumination.

Results

PetP, a new regulatory subunit of cyanobacterial 
cytochrome b6 f complexes?

As reported previously, we could co-isolate a 
7.2 kDa protein during the purification of the 
cytochrome b6  f complex of Synechocystis sp. PCC 
6803 (S. 6803) (Fig. 1A), which could be identified 
as a product of the open reading frame ssr 2998 
(Volkmer et al. 2007). Using a new, gentle purifi-
cation procedure for the cytochrome b6  f complex 
from the cyanobacterium Thermosynechocococcus 
elongatus (T. elongatus) we could also co-isolate a 
7.2 kDa protein. ESI-MS analysis showed that this 
protein is encoded in T. elongatus by open reading 
frame tsr 0524 – which is homologous to ssr 2998 
of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 and to hypothetical 
proteins of other cyanobacteria. In T. elongatus we 
could also identify this protein with a specific pep-
tide antibody via western blot analysis.

There are several indications that this 7.2 kDa 
protein is both structurally and functionally associ-
ated with the cyt b6  f complex from Synechocystis 
sp. PCC 6803 and T. elongatus: Similar to pub-
lished data on Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, dis-
ruption of tsr 0524 leads to reduced growth of the 
mutant strains, especially under high light condi-
tions, and apparently affects the function of the cyt 

Fig. 1 A: SDS-PAGE of isolated cyt. b6  f complex of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803; B: SDS-PAGE (1) and Western Blot 
(2) of heterologously expressed, purified PetP
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b6  f complex in T. elongatus: Both a slower elec-
tron donation to photosystem 1 and also a slower 
reduction of the cyt b6  f complex by the PQ pool is 
observed with implications for state transitions and 
for the PS1-PS2 ratio.

In contrast to Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, we 
succeeded in heterologous overexpression and 
purification of the 7.2 kDa protein (Fig. 1B) which 
now enables functional and structural studies. In 
summary, we suggest that this protein is a new 
- possibly regulatory – subunit of the cyt b6  f com-
plex and we propose to name it “PetP”.

The cyanobacterial cytochrome bd type oxidase

The existence of a cytochrome bd-type oxidase 
in Synechocystis and T. elongatus were revealed 
by sequence analysis and characterisation of dele-
tion mutants. Fluorescence spectroscopy was 
used to investigate the redox reaction around the 
PQ pool of both Synechocystis PCC 6803 and 
Thermosynechococcus elongatus. Synechocystis 
cells show maximum fluorescence upon illumination 
in presence of DCMU (3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-
dimethylurea). Although DBMIB (2,5-dibromo-3-
methyl-6-isopropyl-p-benzoquinone) is an inhibitor 
of cyt b6  f, fluorescence is quenched in the pres-
ence of an alternative oxidase, which oxidizes 
the PQ pool. As experiments with the inhibitors 
PCP (pentachlorophenol) and HQNO (2-Heptyl-4-
hydroxyquinoline N-oxide) indicate, the best candi-
date for this oxidase is the putative cyt bd oxidase. 
In combination with DBMIB, these inhibitors 
of quinol-oxidases cause a reduced fluorescence 
quenching in comparison to DBMIB alone.

A Synechocystis cydAB-less mutant, in which 
the genes of the putative cyt bd oxidase had been 
inactivated, showed no fluorescence quenching in 
the presence of DBMIB. This observation indicates 
that the oxidase, which causes the quenching effect 
mentioned above, is encoded by the genes of the 
putative cyt bd oxidase (cydA and cydB). When this 
Synechoscystis mutant was complemented with an 
expression plasmid carrying the cydAB the quench-
ing effect could be reconstituted.

Synechocystis cells, when grown under low 
light conditions (20 µE m−2 s−1) (Fig. 2A), show a 
decreased quenching of fluorescence in the presence 
of DBMIB and therefore a lower activity of cyt bd 
oxidase than cells grown under high light (100 µE 
m−2 s−1) (Fig. 2B). This indicates that the cyt bd 
oxidase of Synechocystis is light-activated or that its 
expression is light-induced. A similar effect could 
also be observed in Thermosynechococcus elonga-
tus (Fig. 2C, D). Although less pronounced than in 
Synechocystis, this effect in Thermosynechococcus 
elongatuspossibly could result from a lower cyt bd 
oxidase activity or a lower content of this enzyme 
in the thylakoid membrane.

The results in Fig. 2 indicate an upregulation of 
quinol oxidase activity under high light conditions 
in comparison to low light conditions. Aeration 
(air enrichment with 5% CO2) and glucose sup-
plementation of the culture medium also increased 
the cyt bd type oxidase activity. For this reason 
the mRNA level was monitored under various 
conditions (high light, glucose supplementation, 
high light plus glucose supplementation, high light 
plus enriched CO2) in comparison to standard 
growth conditions. Surprisingly, the data obtained 
from qRT-PCR experiments showed no significant 
changes in cydB expression level under any of 
these conditions.

In T. elongatus we could also identify both 
subunits of the cyt bd oxidase with specific peptide 
antibodies via western blot analysis. This is the 
first evidence of the existence of this putative pro-
tein both by function and at the protein level.

Discussion

Our results suggest a regulatory function of the cyt 
bd oxidase in cyanobacterial electron transport. We 
postulate a functional connection between the cyt 
bd oxidase and other components, e.g. PetP, pos-
sibly via the redox state of the PQ pool. The cyd 
bd oxidase could either regulate this redox state or 
in turn could itself be regulated. In the latter case, 
the redox state might be sensed by other, unknown, 
components. Irrespective of the realization of this 
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network, we could clearly show the existence of 
both Cyt bd subunits in the thermophilic strain by 
peptide antibodies.

Our results obtained with two different strains 
(meso- and thermophilic strains) also showed the 
direct association of PetP with the cyt b6  f com-
plex, although characterization of the PetP-less 
mutants (both S. 6803 and T. elongatus) indicated 
a non-essential function of PetP in this complex. 
However, the deletion mutant showed impaired 
growth, especially under high light conditions; 
slower electron donation to cyt f and PSI; and over-
reduction of the PQ-pool which had an impact on 
state transitions. Notably, an increased cyt bd oxi-
dase activity was observed in the mutant strains of 
both cyanobacteria.

In order to elucidate the crosstalk between the 
cyt bd oxidase and PetP we constructed a ∆petP/
cydAB mutant in T. elongatus. Characterization 
of the phenotype and functional analysis of this 

mutant in relation to the redox state of the PQ-
pool are in progress. Also, the successful over-
expression of PetP now enables reconstitution 
experiments with the isolated cyt. b6  f complex 
and a detailed characterization of the 3D struc-
ture of PetP.
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CHAPTER TEN

Electromagnetic Frequency Spectra of Samples Placed 
in a Coil That Senses the Electromagnetic Background Field: 
Application for Leaves, Chloroplasts and Molecules Useful 
in Photosynthesis

Vasilij Goltsev1, Merope Tsimilli-Michael2,3, Petko Chernev1, Ivelina Zaharieva1, 
Margarita Kouzmanova1, and Reto Jorg Strasser2

Abstract  We are continuously surrounded by 
an electromagnetic field which can be picked up 
by a conducting coil and stored in a computer for 
further analysis. This field is an electromagnetic 
background noise. The aim of the current work is 
to clarify whether the presence of dissolved mol-
ecules/water systems placed in the detecting coil 
can be registered with physical methods and ana-
lyzed mathematically. We designed an experimen-
tal setup that included a sensitive coil and a signal 
amplifier in order to register the electromagnetic 
field with and without water solutions and living 
plant objects. The electrical signal was recorded 
by a 24-bit sound card of a laptop computer and 
was analyzed by the WaveLab 4.0 computer soft-
ware. By a Fast Fourier Transformation the signal 
was translated into the frequency domain in the 
range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The resulted electro-
magnetic spectra were recorded in the presence 
of several photosynthetically active compounds 

(modifying the electron transfer reactions): the 
electron acceptors 2,6-dichlorophenol-indophenol, 
potassium ferricyanide and methylviologen, and the 
inhibitor 3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea. 
The difference spectra (the spectrum of the solu-
tion minus the spectrum of water) of all chemicals 
or thylakoid suspension show the existence of 
different maxima in the frequency range from 20 
to 500 Hz which seem to be specific for the given 
material placed into the coil.

Keywords  Electromagnetic frequency spectra, 
photosynthetic electron transfer, method

Introduction

All living objects are open thermodynamic systems 
and they realize a continuous exchange of energy and 
information with the environment. This exchange 
can be registered by different methods. One compo-
nent of the environment in which biological systems 
exist is the electromagnetic field, and living objects 
interact with it all the time. This interaction can be 
used to study the characteristics of the exchange 
between the system and the environment.
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Low-energy electromagnetic waves of different 
frequencies can cause significant biological effects 
(Polk and Postow 1988), resulting from resonant 
excitation of defined structures in the biological 
system. Depending on its frequency, the external 
electromagnetic field causes different types of 
polarization and structural reorganization of the 
biological system. Free water molecules, small 
organic molecules and molecular groups have 
characteristic resonance frequencies in the order of 
108–1011 Hz; large bio-macromolecules – proteins 
and nucleic acids – relax in external electromag-
netic field for periods of time in the range of 10−7 
s. In the low-frequency region of the α-dispersion 
(∼1 kHz) the electric field causes a macro-structural 
polarization of the cells and a surface polarization 
of biomembranes (Maxwell-Wagner polarization). 
In solutions the low-frequency electromagnetic 
field interacts with long-living associates of water 
molecules (clathrates), whose size is in the microm-
eter scale (Zenin 1999). The spatial arrangement of 
water dipoles in a clathrate depends on the electro-
magnetic field of the dissolved molecules.

Water does not emit electromagnetic energy 
but, depending on the solved molecules, forms 
internal patterns (Smith 2004) that could interact 
with an external electromagnetic field (EMF) in a 
resonance. Long-living water structures are consid-
ered as the molecular base of the “water memory” 
which has a significant role in homeopathy. It is 
believed that the information coming from organic 
molecules to water associates could be transferred 
not only as a result of a direct contact but also 
through EMF (Benveniste 1993). The information 
exchange is shown mainly by biotesting (Ružic and 
Jerman 2002) and also by various thermodynamics 
methods (Elia and Nicolli 1999; Milgrom 2003). 
Rey (2003) has shown the existence of water 
memory not only in pure distilled water but also in 
water solutions of NaCl.

It is therefore of great interest to investigate if there 
is a change in the background EMF as a result of an 
energy-information exchange between water solu-
tions of organic molecules and biological objects.

The photosynthetic apparatus of higher plants 
is a highly organized membrane system (see 

Blankenship and Govindjee 2007). Its illumination 
induces a vectorial electron transfer, transmem-
brane electrochemical proton gradient formation, 
changes in the values of the surface electric charge 
of the thylakoid membrane and of the electrical 
double layer near their surface. Such changes could 
cause modifications of the background EMF in the 
surrounding area.

The purpose of this work was to design an 
experimental setup for sensing and digital record-
ing of low level (background) EMF. By this device 
the modifications of background electromagnetic 
(EM) spectra induced by thylakoid suspensions 
after activation or inhibition of electron transport 
were analyzed.

Materials and methods

Leaves from Plectranthus sp. were used and thy-
lakoid membranes were isolated from leaves of 
market spinach according to Whatley and Arnon 
(1963).

Some of the samples were exposed during signal 
acquisition to light of 3 mM m−2 s−1 (at the sample 
surface), supplied by a set of three light-emitting 
diodes (maximal emission at 650 nm).

Water solutions of the following chemical 
compounds were used: potassium ferricyanide, 
methylviologen (MV), 3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-
dimethylurea (DCMU) and 2,6-dichlorophenol-
indophenol (DCPIP).

An electromagnetic coil with an inductance of 
roughly 0.4 H and resistance 4 kohm was connected 
to the microphone input of a 24-bit sound card of 
a notebook computer. The signal coming from the 
coil was recorded at 44.1 kHz sample rate. The 
collected 30-s records were processed by a Fast 
Fourier Transformation with a Hamming smooth-
ing window with block size of 32,768 samples 
using WaveLab 4.0 software.

Results and discussion

We found that the experimental setup as described 
above is very sensitive to changes in the EMF. The 
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intensity and variability of the background EM 
noise was found to be very high compared to the 
effect of the plant and the chemical compounds.

Collecting consecutive signal blocks with a 
sample size of 32,768 points (taking about 0.74 s), 
showed that the power spectrum density at most 
wavelengths is not constant and varies randomly 
with time (data not shown). The highest maxima 
that are visible in the frequency spectra are the 
background 50 Hz signal that comes from the elec-
tricity power lines and its higher harmonics (see 
Fig. 1, red curve). These maxima show high vari-
ability with time and interfere with the registration 
of the effects of the different chemical compounds. 

In order to minimize the impact of this background 
noise, we used several techniques. First, instead of 
a standard desktop computer, we used a notebook 
computer, which operated on DC power supply, 
and thus had a much lower intensity of the 50 Hz 
component. Second, all measurements were per-
formed inside a home-made aluminium Faraday 
cage, which reduced the noise level by approximately 
10 dB (from −45 dB to −55 dB). Third, we aver-
aged the frequency spectra in time for 30 s, using 
a Hamming smoothing window. Finally, to further 
stabilize the spectrum, we smoothed it using a 
robust procedure that eliminated the highly variable 
noise from the curve.

Fig. 1 Scheme of experimental setup for recording and analysis of electromagnetic frequency spectra of water solutions of 
biologically active molecules or thylakoid suspensions and whole leaves
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After smoothing (elimination of the main 50 Hz 
band and its harmonics) the spectrum of the 
background EMF represented a wide asymmetric 
non-structured band with a maximum around 50 Hz. 
The placing of a tube with phosphate buffer solution 
inside the sensing coil led to a slight modification 
of the background field (Fig. 2A). The addition of 
electron acceptors (K3Fe(CN)6, DCPIP, MV) and 
the inhibitor DCMU reduced the level of the back-
ground field (Fig. 2B). For all added compound, the 
most expressed field quenching appeared at 50 Hz, 
while less expressed bands are detected in the range 
between 100 and 500 Hz, with minima at approxi-
mately 250 and 500 Hz; the effect is stronger in the 
case of DCMU addition (Fig. 2B).

The suspension of spinach thylakoid membrane 
modified the spectrum in the dark, enhancing the 
field strength at 50 Hz; no significant changes 

appeared in the other regions (Fig. 2A, C). The 
illumination of the thylakoid suspension caused 
significant alterations in the spectrum, both in the 
main band and in the 300–500 Hz range (Fig. 2D). 
Similar preliminary experiments were done with 
leaves instead of chloroplasts (data not shown).

Conclusion

The experimental setup we designed allows the 
recording of the signal of the background electro-
magnetic field and its alterations caused by water 
solutions of organic compounds and suspensions 
of thylakoid membranes or leaves. The activation 
by light of the electron transport in the thylakoid 
membrane was found to result in a significant 
change in the differential spectra. On the basis of 

Fig. 2 EM spectra of water solutions of photosynthetic active substances and thylakoid suspension. A EM spectrum of 
67 mM K/Na phosphate buffer (pH 7.8), in which 10 mM KCl were added (continuous line) or spinach thylakoids (100 µM 
chlorophyll/mL) were suspended (dashed line). B EM spectra of buffer solutions of 1 mM K3Fe(CN)6 (continuous line), of 
1 mM dichlorophenol indophenol (long dashes), 0.1 mM methylviologen (medium dashes) or 0.1 mM DCMU (short dashes). 
C Difference between EM spectra of thylakoid suspension and the buffer solution. D Light-dark difference spectra of thy-
lakoid suspensions without (continuous line) or in the presence of 1 mM K3Fe(CN)6 (dotted line), 1 mM dichlorophenol 
indophenol (meduim dashes), 0.1 mM methylviologen (dash–dot line) or 0.1 mM DCMU (long dashes). When applied, the 
light treatment was done by illuminating the thylakoid suspension placed in the coil with red light (λmax ≈ 650 nm) of 3 mM 
m−2 s−1 intensity
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these observations a set up with two coils is used 
as well, where one coil is generating a predeter-
mined EMF.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Identification of Photosynthesis-Related Genes 
in Rice Using FOX Hunting System
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Abstract  Photosynthesis is one of the most 
important determinants of crop productivity. 
Although many studies have been conducted to 
improve yield, very little progress has been made. 
In this study, we used rice FOX (Full length cDNA 
over-expressing) lines that rice full-length cDNAs 
were over-expressed in Arabidopsis to identify 
novel photosynthesis-related genes of rice. We 
have used imaging of chlorophyll fluorescence to 
screen candidates. To confirm over-expression of 
transformed cDNAs cause the observed phenotype, 
we generated transformants overexpressing each 
cDNA, resulting that eight lines showed the same 
phenotype as original lines. Isolated candidates 
could be classified into four categories depending 
on chlorophyll fluorescence parameters. We ana-
lyzed gene expression profile of three candidate 
lines showing similar photosynthetic characteris-
tics using DNA microarray. We found commonly 
regulated genes among three candidates, indicating 

that candidates have both shared and independent 
influences on gene expression.

Keywords  Rice full length cDNA, Arabidopsis, 
chlorophyll fluorescence, FOX hunting system, 
DNA microarray

Introduction

Increasing of plant biomass and productivity has 
been a central topic in plant biology to save from 
CO2 caused global warming and to meet food and 
energy needs. One of the most important crops is 
rice and it has been utilized as a monocot model 
plant. The whole genome sequences of rice have 
been determined (Goff et al. 2002). In addition, 
over 28,000 rice full-length cDNA clones have been 
collected (Rice Full-Length cDNA Consortium 
2003). Although transformation method of rice 
has been established, rice still has disadvantages 
relative to Arabidopsis. Rice takes a long time 
to grow and needs a lot of place. Moreover, the 
efficiency of transformation is still low compared 
to Arabidopsis. We applied Fox hunting approach 
to solve such problems. Fox hunting system is a 
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gain of function system that over-expresses the 
full-length cDNA and useful tool to identify gene 
function (Ichikawa et al. 2006). We generated rice 
FOX lines that rice full-length cDNAs were over-
expressed in Arabidopsis plants to identify useful 
rice genes. Using these lines, we can investigate 
rice gene functions rapidly than before.

In the reaction of photosynthesis, light energy 
is converted to chemical energy through electron 
transport, resulting in the formation of ATP and 
NADPH. During the reaction, CO2 is absorbed and 
incorporated into organic molecules. Therefore, 
photosynthesis is one of the most important deter-
minants of plant productivity and CO2 mitigation. 
Monitoring of chlorophyll fluorescence has been 
widely used to identify mutants with modification 
in photosynthesis. In this study, we have used chlo-
rophyll fluorescence image to isolate photosynthe-
sis-related mutants. We isolated several candidates 
of rice FOX lines with altered chlorophyll fluores-
cence kinetics.

Materials and methods

Plant materials. Details of the method for gener-
ating FOX lines are described in Ichikawa et al. 
2006. In short, we used about 13,000 rice full-
length cDNA mixtures and made Agrobacterium 
library containing rice cDNA. The Agrobacterium 
library was used to transform Arabidopsis to gen-
erate rice FOX lines. Independent rice full-length 
cDNAs were expressed under the control of the 
CaMV 35 S promoter. Arabidopsis (Col-0) plants 
were grown at 22°C under long day condition (16-
h light and 8-h dark).

Chlorophyll fluorescence measurements. For 
screening, Arabidopsis plants were grown in 
Murashige and Skoog agar plates for 8–10 days. 
Chlorophyll fluorescence kinetics was measured 
during illumination (350 µmol photons m−2 s−1, 
120 s) using chlorophyll fluorescence monitoring 
system (FluorCam, Photon Systems Instruments, 
Czech). Chlorophyll fluorescence parameters were 
determined using a pulse-modulated fluorome-
ter (PAM 101/103; Walz, Effeltrich, Germany). 

Minimum fluorescence (Fo) was recorded after 
dark adaptation at least for 30 min. Maximum 
fluorescence (Fm) was obtained by applying a 0.8 s 
saturating light pulse (2,000 µmol photons m−2 s−1) 
from a light source (KL 2500; Schott, Wiesbaden, 
Germany). Actinic light was supplied by KL 2500 
lamp. The maximum quantum yield of PSII (Fv/Fm) 
was calculated as (Fm − Fo)/Fm. The steady state of 
quantum yield of PSII (Fv’/Fm’) was calculated as 
(Fm’ − Fo’)/Fm’. Effective efficiency of photo-
synthetic electron transport (ΦII) was calculated as 
(Fm’ − Fs)/Fm’. Non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) 
was calculated as (Fm − Fm’)/Fm’. Photochemical 
quenching (qP) was calculated as (Fs − Fo’)/
(Fm’ − Fo’).

Microarray analysis. Total RNA was prepared 
using NucleoSpin RNA Plant Kit (Macherey-
Nagel, Dürefn, Germany) and 200 ng of RNA was 
used for Microarray analysis. cRNA amplification 
and fluorescence labeling was performed using the 
Agilent Low RNA Input Linear Amplification Kit 
(Agilent Technology, Tokyo, Japan). Hybridization 
was performed using In situ hybridization Kit 
Plus (Agilent Technology). Arabidopsis 2 Oligo 
Microarray Kit (V2) (Agilent Technology) was 
used in this study. Microarrays were scanned using 
Agilent G2505 B Microarray Scanner (Agilent 
Technology). Microarray images were analyzed 
and data extracted using the Feature Extraction 9.1 
software (Agilent Technology).

Results and discussion

Chlorophyll fluorescence screening using rice 
FOX line

For screening, Rice FOX lines were grown under 
low light for 8–10 days. Chlorophyll fluorescence 
was measured during actinic light illumination 
(350 µmol photons m−2 s−1, 120 s) using a fluo-
rescence imaging system. Time course changes of 
chlorophyll fluorescence intensity were compared 
with WT. Since FOX lines are overexpressor 
plants, we isolated candidate line that showed a 
dominant phenotype. So far, we screened about 
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8,000 rice FOX lines and isolated 28 candidates 
with altered chlorophyll fluorescence kinetics. 
This result suggests that over-expression of rice 
cDNA can affect photosynthetic activity even in 
Arabidopsis plants. To confirm over-expression of 
transformed rice cDNAs cause the phenotype, we 
isolated rice cDNA from rice FOX lines and created 
Arabidopsis transformants over-expressing each 
cDNA. The observed phenotype was reproduced 
in eight over-expressor plants, indicating that the 
phenotype is caused by over-expression of isolated 
rice cDNAs. On the other hand, five re-transformed 
lines did not show any phenotype. This suggests 
that the phenotype of these lines might be caused 
by the insertion of multiple cDNAs or/and the 
mutation caused by a T-DNA insertion.

In order to characterize isolated candidates, we 
determined chlorophyll fluorescence parameters 
using PAM fluorometry. Table 1 shows the steady-
state photosynthetic parameters of WT and isolated 
candidates. Candidates can be classified into four 
categories based on the chlorophyll fluorescence 
parameters. Three candidate lines were classified 
into Category 1. This group showed lower Fv/Fm, 
qP, Fv’/Fm’ and ΦII compared to WT. This sug-
gests that Category 1 candidates might have defects 
in both Photosystem II electron transport and down-
stream of Photosystem II. Category 2 contains three 

candidate lines. Category 2 showed low Fv/Fm, 
Fv’/Fm’ and ΦII, suggesting the impairment of 
Photosystem II electron transport. One candidate 
in Category 3 showed the low qP, Fv’/Fm’ and 
ΦII, suggesting that downstream of Photosystem 
II might be inhibited. The rest one in Category 
4 showed high NPQ. All candidate lines showed 
higher NPQ than WT. High NPQ phenotype is also 
found in Arabidopsis lacking the PSI-D (Haldrup et 
al. 2003) and ATP synthase γ subunit (Bosco et al. 
2004). The increased NPQ suggests that the plants 
might avoid photoinhibition by dissipating the 
excess light energy safely as heat because of inhibi-
tion of photosynthetic electron transport.

Gene expression analysis using DNA microarray

Category 1 contains three lines (K02013, K16331 
and K28020) that show low Fv/Fm, qP, Fv’/Fm’, 
ΦII and high NPQ. We analyzed gene expression 
profile of these lines using DNA microarray. The 
degree of overlap in differentially expressed genes 
among three candidates is shown in Venn diagram 
in Fig. 1. Figure 1a illustrates the number of more 
than threefold up-regulated genes. Only two genes 
(0.54% of the total 369 genes) were induced in all 
lines. Figure 1b illustrates the number of less than 
0.3-fold down-regulated genes. The number of 

Table 1 Chlorophyll fluorescence parameters of candidate lines. Chlorophyll fluorescence parameters were measured at 
90 µmol photons m−2 s−1 illumination. Rosette leaves of re-transformed plants (T1 generation) were used for measurement. 
Data are expressed as the means of at least three individual leaves

 Fv/Fm qP NPQ Fv’/Fm’ ΦII

WT 0.827 ± 0.004 0.906 ± 0.020 0.120 ± 0.035 0.806 ± 0.005 0.730 ± 0.015

Cattegory 1

K02013 0.756 ± 0.015 0.704 ± 0.054 0.976 ± 0.055 0.566 ± 0.078 0.396 ± 0.032
K16331 0.805 ± 0.010 0.834 ± 0.002 0.720 ± 0.094 0.665 ± 0.003 0.555 ± 0.001
K28020 0.680 ± 0.047 0.762 ± 0.008 0.283 ± 0.026 0.601 ± 0.074 0.457 ± 0.054

Category 2

K02143 0.673 ± 0.018 0.862 ± 0.073 0.816 ± 0.095 0.480 ± 0.021 0.413 ± 0.029
K04425 0.732 ± 0.032 0.909 ± 0.018 0.432 ± 0.109 0.623 ± 0.061 0.566 ± 0.045
K20443 0.677 ± 0.062 0.915 ± 0.005 0.205 ± 0.052 0.608 ± 0.088 0.557 ± 0.082

Category 3

K19435 0.821 ± 0.007 0.815 ± 0.061 0.678 ± 0.305 0.698 ± 0.064 0.572 ± 0.093

Category 4

K21533 0.829 ± 0.004 0.862 ± 0.042 0.294 ± 0.173 0.779 ± 0.028 0.672 ± 0.056
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commonly down-regulated genes was more than 
that of up-regulated genes. Fifteen genes (5.5% 
of the total 271 genes) were commonly down-regu-
lated among three lines. Most down-regulated gene 
among three candidates was NADPH-protochlo-
rophyllide oxidoreductase (POR), a key enzyme 
catalyzing a later step of chlorophyll biosynthesis. 
The Venn diagrams indicate that candidates have 
both shared and independent influences on gene 
expression. Expression changes of common gene set 
might cause similar photosynthetic characteristics 
in Category 1 candidates. We are planning to analyze 
gene expression profile using other category can-
didates. Further analysis is needed to confirm our 
proposal.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

The Bottom Part of the g  Subunit of F1-ATPase is Important 
for Catalytic Activity

Hiroki Konno, Tomoe Murakami-Fuse, and Toru Hisabori

Abstract  Cysteine mutations at the bottom region 
of the γ subunit of thermophilic cyanobacterial 
F1-ATPase subcomplex, α3β3γ were examined in 
light of the catalytic properties of the subcomplex. 
Although the mutated region was far from the cata-
lytic sites located on the β subunit, several mutations 
strongly affected the extent of the ADP inhibition 
state in addition to ε inhibition, which is mainly a 
result of interaction between the C-terminal α-helix 
of ε and the coiled-coil structure of γ. The results 
suggest that slight conformational changes at the 
bottom part of γ can be a signal to modify the cata-
lytic properties of the rotary motor enzyme.

Keywords  ATPase, ATP synthase, γ subunit, 
regulation

Introduction

FoF1 ATP synthase synthesizes ATP from ADP and 
inorganic phosphate using the proton motive force 

(Boyer 1997; Yoshida et al. 2001). This enzyme 
consists of the membrane-embedded portion Fo 
and the peripheral portion F1, the latter being com-
posed of α3β3γ1δ1ε1. Rotation of the γ subunit in 
the α3β3 core complex during catalysis was first 
proposed by Boyer et al. (Gresser et al. 1982) and 
conclusively demonstrated by a single-molecule 
observational technique (Noji et al. 1997).

The activity of the FoF1 complex is modulated 
in various ways. ADP inhibition of ATP hydrolysis 
activity seems to be a common regulatory mecha-
nism. Another one is caused by an intrinsic inhibi-
tory function of the ε subunit (ε inhibition). Both 
ADP inhibition and ε inhibition strongly inhibit 
ATP hydrolysis activity, but may not affect ATP 
synthesis activity (Bald et al. 1998; Tsunoda et 
al. 2001). The chloroplast ATP synthase is further 
modulated by redox states of the γ subunit (Nalin 
and McCarty 1984). In order to study the regulation 
of γ rotation in detail, we prepared a recombinant 
thermophilic cyanobacterial F1-ATPase α3β3γ com-
plex (Konno et al. 2006), and introduced cysteines 
at the bottom part of γ. Microspheres attached to 
the α3β3γ complex via these cysteines can be used 
as an indicator in order to observe rotation. For this 
purpose, we screened various cysteine mutants, 
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and found that the bottom region of γ has a signifi-
cant role in maintaining activity.

Materials and methods

Preparation of the α3β3γ complex. To introduce 
cysteine residues into the desired position of γ, the 
expression plasmid for α3β3γ of F1-ATPase from 
Thermosynechococcus elongatus BP-1, pTR19FW 
(Konno et al. 2006), was mutated using the Mega-
primer method. E. coli BL21(DE3)unc∆702 strain 
was then transformed with the plasmid, and cul-
tured in 2xYT medium containing 100 µg/mL 
ampicillin and 0.2 mM isopropyl-β-d-thiogalacto-
pyranoside. The expressed proteins were purified 
and stored at −80°C.

Measurements. The α3β3γ complex was bioti-
nylated according to the method described (Noji 
et al. 1997). The biotinylation was confirmed by 
Western blotting using the streptoavidin- conjugated 
alkaline phosphatase. ATP hydrolysis activity was 
measured in the presence of an ATP-regenerating 
system as described (Konno et al. 2006).

Results

The first cysteine mutation

To introduce a cysteine residue at the appropriate 
position of the bottom region of γ, we first sur-
veyed the cysteine mutations at the regions I and 
II in Fig. 1 which allowed us to label the γ subunit 
with biotin, and we found A125 as the useful posi-
tion (Table 1, exp. 1). A125C mutation did not 
change the activation extent of ATPase by addition 
of 0.1% LDAO, suggesting this mutation does not 
affect ADP inhibition state. In addition, the mutant 
enzyme containing A125C was as strongly inhib-
ited by ε, as in the wild type.

The second cysteine mutation

We then examined the cysteine mutation for the 
second biotinylation. Introduction of two cysteines 

to attach the indicator beads were reported to be 
more effective to observe rotation without wob-
bling. Although we first tried to survey the position 
for the cysteine mutation at region IV in Fig. 1, 
we could not find a suitable position since the 
mutants showed a strongly affected ε inhibition 
(V222C and S224C) or ATPase activity (Q237C) 

Fig. 1 Three-dimensional structure of the γ and ε subunits. 
The structure was drawn with ViewerLite, using the coor-
dinates of MF1 (Gibbons et al. 2000). The N-terminal and 
C-terminal helices of the γ subunit are shown in dark grey 
(or in red) and of the ε subunit (mitochondrial δ subunit) in 
light grey (or in blue). The original mitochondrial ε subunit 
is omitted from the figure. The position of A125 (the num-
bering is for the cyanobacterial F1-γ) is shown as a space-
filling CPK model

γ subunit

Bead

A125

II

I

IV

III

ε subunit

N

C
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(Table 1, exp. 2). We therefore examined the muta-
tion at region III and found that V167C together 
with A125C was a good candidate. In contrast, the 
mutation at the neighboring F162C affected ADP 
inhibition and the E165C mutation disturbed the ε 
inhibition (Table 1, exp. 3). In parallel, we tested 
other possibilities at region I and found G112C to 
be a good candidate as well, since the enzyme is 
then sufficiently activated in the presence of 0.1% 
LDAO and the ε subunit can strongly inhibit the 
activity of this mutant (Table 1, exp. 4).

Discussion

Although the initial purpose of this cysteine screen-
ing was the creation of a suitable mutant complex 
for rotation experiments, important information 
about the role of the bottom part of the γ subunit in 
the regulation of the enzyme activity was revealed. 
As shown in Fig. 1, all cysteines were introduced 
into the loop regions at the bottom part of the γ sub-
unit, and are located on the opposite side from the 
ε binding region. Compared with the mitochondrial 
and bacterial F1-γ, the γ subunit from cyanobacte-

rial F1 contains an additional insertion from Q196 
to V222 and the three dimensional structure of this 
region is not yet determined. We therefore cannot 
predict if this area is involved in the interaction 
with the ε subunit. However, this insertion should 
stick out from the region IV of Fig. 1 (Hisabori et 
al. 2003). Based on the crystal structure of the γ 
subunit and δ subunit (the counterpart of the bacte-
rial ε subunit in mitochondrial F1), the additional 
inserted region seems to interact mainly with the 
C-terminal helical domain of ε. Since the ε subunit 
is known to bind to the γ subunit by the interaction 
at the N-terminal β-sandwich structure of ε with 
the lower part of the N-terminal α-helices part of γ 
(Gibbons et al. 2000; Rodgers and Wilce 2000), the 
cysteine mutations in this study should not disturb 
the binding of the ε subunit. These cysteine muta-
tions therefore must indirectly affect the inhibition 
state of the enzyme via a small conformational 
change of the enzyme. We still do not know the 
molecular mechanism of the ε inhibition although 
ε binding to the complex was shown to assist the 
stabilization of the ADP inhibition state (Konno 
et al. 2006). Since the interaction between the C-
terminal α-helix of ε and the central axis region of 

Table 1 Properties of the cysteine mutants

   ATPase (U/mg)  ε inhibiton

Exp.  BTa ATPase None (U/mg) +LDAO Res. act. (%)b

1 L108C − N.D.c N.D. N.D.
 L113C − N.D. N.D. N.D.
 G121C − N.D. N.D. N.D.
 A125C + 1.8 33 3.3
2 A125C/V222C + 9.3 39.9 75
 A125C/S224C + 5.9 16.1 47.8
 A125C/Q237C + 0.7 16.9 N.D.
3 A125C/F162C + 6.9 8 11.2
 A125C/E165C + 3 13.6 26.5
 A125C/V167C + 5.5 23.6 3.9
4 E109C + 12.3 N.D. 25
 A110C + 11.2 N.D. 41.2
 E111C/V222S + 4.6 N.D. 38.6
 G112C + 7.8 N.D. 0.2
 G112C/A125C + 2.1 14.3 6

aBiotinylation
bThe ε inhibition was measured after the streptoavidin-labeling of the biotinylated γ subunit. Residual ATPase 
activity after ε inhibition was measured in the presence of a fourfold molar excess of ε subunit to the α3β3γ 
complex
cN.D., not determined
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γ is reported to be important for the inhibition, the 
cysteine mutation at the bottom region of γ may 
affect their interaction via a small conformational 
change of the γ subunit.

Additionally our study revealed that several 
cysteine mutations affect the ADP inhibition state. 
Since the ADP inhibition is known to be caused by 
tightly bound ADP at the catalytic sites (Hirono-
Hara et al. 2001), our result suggests a certain 
signal transfer pathway from the bottom region of 
γ to the catalytic sites. Although several hydrogen 
bonds between the central axis of the γ subunit and 
the catalytic β subunits are reported to be important 
for the catalytic activity, the results of this cysteine 
screening can shed some light on the relation 
between conformational changes within the whole 
enzyme and its regulation.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

Effects of PsbP Knockdown on the Photosynthetic 
Electron Transfer in Nicotiana tabacum

Kunio Ido1, Kentaro Ifuku1, Seiko Ishihara1, Yumiko Yamamoto1, 
Chikahiro Miyake2, and Fumihiko Sato1

Abstract  Transgenic tobacco plants deficient in 
PsbP (∆PsbP), one of the extrinsic proteins of pho-
tosystem II (PSII), were characterized with respect 
to thylakoid functional properties. The ∆PsbP 
plants showed low PSII activity and the inhibition 
was located at the Mn-cluster in PSII. In addi-
tion, chlorophyll fluorescence and spectroscopic 
measurements indicated that the forward electron 
flow from QA

− to plastoquinone was hindered in 
∆PsbP leaves; significant accumulation of QA

− was 
observed, while P700 in photosystem I (PSI) was 
noticeably oxidized. Consistent with this observa-
tion, thermoluminescence studies suggested the 
stabilization of the redox pair of S2QA

− in ∆PsbP 
leaves. We speculate that these properties of PSII 
in ∆PsbP leaves resemble an intermediate state of 
PSII biogenesis, which is almost inactive but rela-
tively stable in thylakoid membranes. The function 
of PsbP is discussed in terms of the dynamic life 
cycle of PSII.

Keywords  Charge recombination, electron trans-
fer, extrinsic protein, photosystem II, PsbP, RNA 
interference

Introduction

PSII, the water/plastoquinone (PQ) oxidoreductase, 
is the supramolecular pigment-protein complex 
consisting of membrane intrinsic and extrinsic 
proteins (Nelson and Yocum 2006). The major 
intrinsic subunits are involved in pigment and/or 
cofactor binding for photochemical reaction, while 
the extrinsic subunits of PSII in the lumenal side of 
thylakoids play crucial roles in optimizing the 
water-oxidizing reaction. It is generally accepted 
that the composition of the PSII extrinsic proteins 
is largely different between photo-oxygenic organ-
isms; higher plants and green algae have specific 
extrinsic proteins, PsbP (23 kD), and PsbQ (17 kD) 
(for review, Roose et al. 2007). Cyanobacteria use 
PsbU and PsbV, but they also have PsbP and PsbQ 
homologues, cyanoP and cyanoQ, respectively. 
The functional properties of cyanoP and cyanoQ 
are quite different from PsbP and PsbQ in higher 
plants (Thornton et al. 2004; Ifuku et al. 2005). 
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Therefore, PsbP and PsbQ would have been newly 
acquired as regulators of PSII during the evolution 
of the oxygenic photosynthetic organisms.

In order to understand why higher plants obtain 
and utilize PsbP and PsbQ in PSII, physiological 
functions of PsbP and PsbQ proteins in higher 
plants were firstly characterized in transgenic 
tobacco (∆PsbP and ∆PsbQ) in which the levels 
of PsbP or PsbQ were severely down-regulated by 
RNA interference (Ifuku et al. 2005; Ishihara et al. 
2005). In those studies, we showed that PsbP, but 
not PsbQ, is essential to maintain PSII activity in 
vivo. ∆PsbP tobacco showed retarded growth, pale 
green leaves and low PSII activity as indicated by 
Fv/Fm value, whereas most PSII intrinsic subunits 
could accumulate without PsbP. These data suggest 
that PsbP would be required for the activation of 
inactive PSII. In this study, we describe further 
characterization of the properties of the inactive 
PSII accumulated in ∆PsbP tobacco.

Materials and methods

Plant materials. The transgenic tobacco (Nicotiana 
tabacum cv. Samsun NN) in which psbP expression 
was severely downregulated by RNAi (∆PsbP:37bpir 
No.14) was produced (Ifuku et al. 2005). Another 
∆PsbP tobacco line having a different RNAi trigger 
sequence (550 bp) was also produced (∆PsbP:CDSir 
No.9), and it showed almost the same phenotype 
as the previous line. The seedlings were grown 
on agar-solidified 0.5 × Linsmaier-Skoog (LS) 
medium supplemented with 1.5% sucrose under 
continuous light (10 µE m−2 s−1) at 25°C. For pho-
tosynthetic analyses, tobacco plants (T3 generation) 
pre-cultivated on 0.5 × LS agar medium were trans-
planted into soil and grown under continuous light 
(50 µE m−2 s−1) at 28°C. Fully developed leaves 
(fourth to fifth leaves from the top) were used in all 
experiments.

Measurement of chlorophyll (Chl) fluorescence 
and P700 redox state. Chl fluorescence parameters 
were measured using a PAM-2000 chlorophyll 
fluorometer (Walz, Effeltrich, Germany). The 
steady state of the Chl fluorescence level (Fs) was 

recorded under actinic light illumination (3–300 µE 
m−2 s−1). The quantum yield of PSII in the dark 
(Fv/Fm) and during steady-state photosynthesis 
(II) were calculated as (Fm – Fo)/Fm and (Fm’ 
– Fs)/Fm’, respectively. Photochemical quenching 
(qP) was calculated as (Fm’ – Fs)/(Fm’ – Fo’). The 
oxidation of P700 was monitored by the change 
in the A810–860 with the PAM101 Chl fluorometer 
equipped with ED-P700DW-E emitter detector 
unit (Walz, Effeltrich, Germany). The level of 
fully reduced P700 was measured in dark-adapted 
leaves, and full oxidation of P700 was achieved by 
illumination with far-red light (>720 nm) followed 
by a 50 ms flash from a xenon discharge lamp 
(XMT-103).

Thermoluminescence measurements. Thermolumi-
nescence was recorded with an apparatus (Photon 
System Instruments, Brno). Leaf segments of 10 mm 
in diameter were illuminated with a saturating sin-
gle turnover flash (50 µs), and then quickly cooled 
to −2°C. Light emission during sample warming 
(heating rate: 1°C s−1.) was recorded against sample 
temperature.

Results

Both the donor and acceptor sides 
of PSII were inhibited in ∆PsbP leaves

High Fo levels observed in ∆PsbP leaves indicated 
the accumulation of inactive PSII centers, which 
have a defect in the water splitting reaction within 
the donor side of PSII (Ifuku et al. 2005). To 
further characterize these inactive PSII centers in 
∆PsbP leaves, the induction kinetics of Chl fluo-
rescence under actinic light in wild-type (WT) and 
∆PsbP leaves was examined (Fig. 1). In addition to 
the higher Fo level, the Fs level under actinic light 
was significantly higher in ∆PsbP leaves than that 
in WT. As a result of the higher Fs values, the ΦII 
value in ∆PsbP leaves was much lower than that 
in WT. The higher Fs level indicated that electron 
transfer on the acceptor side of PSII was also inhibited 
in ∆PsbP leaves. Consistent with this observation, 
the rate of fluorescence quenching after the saturation 
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pulse in the dark was significantly slow in ∆PsbP 
leaves, supporting the slow re-oxidation of the 
reduced QA (QA

−) in ∆PsbP leaves.
Analysis of QA and P700 redox states. In previ-

ous paper, we postulated that the reduced amount 
of PSI might cause the slow re-oxidation of QA

− in 
∆PsbP leaves (Ifuku et al. 2005). To further analyze 
the photosynthetic electron flow in ∆PsbP leaves, 
the redox states of QA in PSII and P700 in PSI 
under actinic light illumination were determined. 
The redox state of QA is represented as qP, which 
is an indicator of the accumulation of oxidized QA. 
To analyze the redox state of P700, the absorption 
change of 810 nm was measured and the proportion 

of oxidized P700 was calculated. Under the moder-
ate range of light intensity (3–300 µE m−2s−1), qP 
in ∆PsbP leaves was lower than that in WT leaves, 
whereas the proportion of oxidized P700 in ∆PsbP 
leaves was higher than that in WT leaves (Fig. 2). 
These results indicate that suppression of linear-
electron flow in ∆PsbP leaves was not caused by 
the reduced amount of PSI (Fig. 2).

S2QA
− charge pair was stabilized in ∆PsbP leaves

To characterize the hindered electron transfer from 
QA

− to P700+, the S2QA
− and S2QB

− charge pair 
stabilities in WT and ∆PsbP leaves were com-
pared with thermoluminescence measurements. 
The B-band arises from a recombination of the S2 
state of the Mn cluster with QB

−, and the Q-band 
arises from a recombination of the S2 with QA

−. 
The B-band obtained in the absence of DCMU 
was observed around 38°C in both WT and ∆PsbP 
leaves, suggesting that the S2QB

− charge pair stabil-
ity was not affected (Ifuku et al. 2005). The Q-band 
obtained in the presence of DCMU was observed 
around 10°C in WT leaves, but around 24°C 
in ∆PsbP leaves. This upshift of the Q-band in 
∆PsbP leaves suggested that the S2QA

− charge pair 
was stabilized in ∆PsbP leaves (data not shown). 
The upshift of Q-band in ∆PsbP leaves was also 
observed when phenolic herbicide dinoseb was 
used instead of DCMU.

Fig. 1 Chlorophyll fluorescence induction and parameters 
obtained from WT and ∆PsbP plants. The intensity of 
actinic light (AL) was 70 µE m−2 s−1. The values indicated 
above the Fm or Fm’ signals represent Fv/Fm or ΦII, 
respectively

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of photosynthetic electron transfer and protein complexes in thylakoid membrane in ∆PsbP 
leaves
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Discussion

PsbP functions as a nuclear-encoded 
activator in PSII life cycle

The results presented here showed the retarded 
electron transfer on both the donor and acceptor 
sides (from QA to PQ) of PSII and the stabiliza-
tion of S2QA

− charge pair in ∆PsbP leaves. In vitro 
studies have shown that PsbP is involved in the 
binding of Ca2+ and Cl−, in addition to a protective 
role for the Mn cluster (for review, Roose et al. 
2007). The depletion of Ca2+ modifies the electron 
transfer on both the donor and acceptor sides of 
PSII (Andréasson et al. 1995); and the potential of 
QA/QA

− was upshifted by 150 mV when Ca2+ (or 
both Ca2+ and Mn) were lost from PSII (Johnson 
et al. 1995), which would stabilize the S2QA

− charge 
pair. Therefore, our observations in ∆PsbP leaves 
suggest that the in vivo role of PsbP in higher plants 
is to associate Ca2+, and possibly Mn, with  inactive 
PSII during PSII biogenesis. We speculate that 
PsbP would have been acquired to activate this PSII 
intermediate at the specific site in thylakoid mem-
brane, and that PsbQ supports the PsbP function as 
suggested previously (Ifuku and Sato 2002).
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

Redox Regulation of Chloroplast Gene Expression 
in Wheat Plants

Mubariz Ismayilov

Abstract  In this work we studied the quantity of 
functional reaction centers of photosystem II (PSII) 
and photosystem I (PSI) and its dependency on the 
redox state of the photosynthetic electron transport 
chain of wheat chloroplast thylakoid membranes. 
A more reduced or more oxidized state of electron 
transport components was induced by illumination 
with light sources that differentially excite PSII or 
PSI (PSII- or PSI-light respectively). Responses of 
plants were compared to responses of plants grown 
under PSII- or PSI-light followed in each case by 
an additional acclimation to the other light source. 
Taking the amounts of reaction center proteins as 
a measure of the relative number of photosystems, 
it was shown that the PSII/PSI ratio is high under 
PSI-light and decreases after a shift to PSII-light, 
while the opposite effects are observed under PSII 
light with a shift to PSI light. We conclude that 
these changes in the PSII/PSI ratio arise from 
light-induced perturbation of the redox state of 
plastoquinone pool.

Keywords  Photosynthesis, photosystem stoichiome-
try, gene expression, redox signal, plastoquinone pool

Introduction

Excitation imbalances between photosystem I (PSI) 
and II (PSII) generate redox signals in thylakoid 
membranes of higher plants which induce acclima-
tory changes in the structure of the photosynthetic 
apparatus (Allen and Pfannschmidt 2000). These 
redox signals affect the accumulation of reaction 
center and light harvesting proteins, and result in 
changes of photosystem stoichiometry. The PSII-PSI 
stoichiometry has been reported to vary from 1.1 in 
thylakoids isolated from pea plants grown in PSII-
light, to 2.5 in the corresponding thylakoids from 
plants grown in PSI-light (Chow et al. 1990). Similar 
values are described for wild type barley (Kim 
et al. 1993) and mustard seedlings (Pfannschmidt 
et al. 1999).

In this work we studied the quantity of func-
tional reaction centers of PSII and PSI and its 
dependency on the redox state of photosynthetic 
electron transport chain of wheat chloroplast thyla-
koid membranes.
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Materials and methods

Plant growth. Wheat seedlings (Triticum aestivum 
L.) were grown in temperature controlled growth 
chamber at 22°C for 7 days under white light in 
16:8 h light-dark cycle at 30 µE m−2 s−1. After 
growth in white light, plants were grown in PSI or 
PSII-light for 7 days, or they were first acclimated 
to one light source for 5 days, and then transferred 
to the other light source for 2 days. White light 
control plants were grown for 14 days under the 
white light source alone.

Reaction centre and chlorophyll contents deter-
mination. Concentrations of QA and P700 were 
determined spectroscopically according to van 
Gorkom (van Gorkom 1974) and Hiyama and Ke 
(Hiyama and Ke 1972) respectively. Chlorophyll 
concentration of plant material was determined 

spectroscopically after extraction in 80% (v/v) 
buffered acetone using the extinction coefficients 
from Porra et al. (1989).

Results and discussion

Imbalances in excitation energy distribution 
between photosystems were induced by illumi-
nation of plants with light sources which dif-
ferentially excite PSII or PSI (PSII-or PSI-light, 
respectively) resulting in a more reduced or more 
oxidized of the plastoquinone pool. In order to test 
photosystem stoichiometry adjustment in response 
to light quality in wheat seedlings we analyzed 
photosystem protein and chlorophyll contents. 
Figure 1 shows the effects of photosystem-
specific light on wheat chloroplast composition. 

Fig. 1 The effects of photosystem-specific light on reaction center stoichiometry
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Amounts of P700 (a specialized chlorophyll a 
molecule of the PSI reaction center) were deter-
mined spectroscopically. Amounts of P700 were 
found to increase in PSI-II plants in comparison 
to PSI-plants, and to decrease in PSII-I-plants 
in comparison to PSII-plants (Fig. 1a). QA is 
the species of plastoquinone that is bound to 
the psbD gene product. QA acts as a secondary 
electron acceptor in PSII. Amounts of QA were 
determined spectroscopically are were found to 
be most abundant in PSII-I-light and least abun-
dant in PSI-II-light (Fig. 1b). The PSII/PSI ratio 
measured as the molar ratio of QA to P700 was 
high under PSI light, and decreased after a shift 
from PSI-light to PS-II-light. The opposite effect 
was observed under PS-II light and as a result of 
a shift from PS-II light to PS-I-light. The PSII/PSI 
ratio was low under PSII light, and increased after 
the shift to PS-I-light (Fig. 1d).

The changes in illumination produce changes 
in chlorophyll a/b ratio (Fig. 1c) which took place 
in a direction consistent with the induction of 
changes in photosystem stoichiometry: transfer from 
PS-I-light to PS-II-light caused an increase in chlo-
rophyll a/b ratio as expected for a decrease in PS 
II/PS I ratio, while transfer from PS-II-light to PS-
I-light caused a decrease in chlorophyll a/b ratio, 
consistent with an increase in PS II/PS I ratio.

According to results obtained we conclude that 
these changes in the photosystem stoichiometry 
arise from light-induced perturbation of the redox 
state of plastoquinone pool.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

Photoinactivation of Ascorbate Peroxidase in Isolated 
Tobacco Chloroplasts: Galdieria partita APX Maintains 
Electron Flux Through the Water-Water Cycle 
in Transplastomic Tobacco Plants

Hirosuke Kanamoto and Chikahiro Miyake

Abstract  We evaluated the H2O2-scavenging 
activity of the Water-water cycle (WWC) in illu-
minated intact chloroplasts isolated from tobacco 
leaves. Illumination under conditions that lim-
ited photosynthesis [red light (> 640 nm), 250 µM 
photons m−2 s−1 in the absence of HCO3

−] caused 
chloroplasts to take up O2 and accumulate H2O2. 
Concomitant with the O2 uptake, ascorbate peroxi-
dase (APX) lost its activity. The extent to which the 
photosynthetic linear electron flow decreased was 
small compared with the decline in APX activity. 
Therefore, the loss of APX activity lowered the 
electron flux through the WWC, as evidenced by 
a decrease in relative electron flux through PSII 
[Φ(PSII)×PFD]. To verify these interpretations, we 
created a transplastomic tobacco line in which an 
H2O2-insensitive APX from the red alga, Galdieria 
partita, was overproduced in the chloroplasts. In 
intact transplastomic chloroplasts, which were 
illuminated under conditions that limited photosyn-
thesis, neither O2 uptake nor H2O2 accumulation 
occurred. Furthermore, the electron flux through 

the WWC was maintained. The present work is 
the first report of APX inactivation by endogenous 
H2O2 in intact chloroplasts.

Keywords  Active oxygen, Ascorbate peroxidase 
(APX), chloroplasts, hydrogen peroxide, transplas-
tomic, tobacco, water-water cycle

Introduction

After prolonged exposure to environmental stresses 
that inhibit photosynthesis, e.g. high light, drought 
and low temperature, plants suffer from oxidative 
damage and may eventually die. In cells of these 
stressed plants, active oxygen, superoxide radicals 
and H2O2 are produced, and the inactivation of 
H2O2-sensitive enzymes occurs in chloroplasts. 
These symptoms imply that active oxygen produced 
in the stressed cells was not completely scavenged.

In plants, active oxygen is mainly produced in 
chloroplasts (Asada 1999). Chloroplasts of higher 
plants possess active oxygen-scavenging systems 
to detoxify these active oxygen species. Such sys-
tem is included in the water-water cycle (WWC) 
at the upstream end of the photosynthetic electron 
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 transport system. During the production of active 
oxygen by the WWC, H2O is photooxidized to O2 
with the concomitant generation of electrons in 
PSII (1). These electrons flow to O2 at PSI through 
the photosynthetic linear electron transport system, 
leading to the production of superoxide radicals (2). 
The superoxide radicals are then scavenged by SOD, 
with the production of H2O2 (3). SOD is considered 
to participate in both the scavenging and produc-
tion of active oxygen. The detoxification of active 
oxygen by the WWC starts with the scavenging of 
H2O2. H2O2 is reduced to H2O by a peroxidase using 
ascorbate (Asc) as an electron donor APX (4).

Despite the presence of the WWC, plants suf-
fer from oxidative damage under environmental 
stress conditions, indicating that the WWC scav-
enges active oxygen inefficiently under stress. In 
fact, APX in chloroplasts was inactivated under 
drought conditions, when H2O2 accumulated. APX 
of higher plant chloroplasts is also sensitive to 
inactivation by H2O2. The aim of the present work 
was to examine why the WWC is unable to prevent 
oxidative damage in stressed plants.

Materials and methods

Measurement of oxygen uptake, APX enzyme assay 
and measurement of Chl fluorescence. Oxygen uptake, 
APX activity and Chl fluorescence were monitored as 
described previously (Miyake et al. 2006).

Chloroplast transformation of tobacco. A DNA 
fragment containing the G. partita APX was ampli-
fied from G. partita APX-B using the primers 
5-TTTGCATGCGTAAAGGAGAAGA-3′ and 5-
TTTGAATTCAGTAGGTCAGCTAATT-3′. The 
amplified fragment was cut with SphI and EcoRI, 
and then inserted into pLD6 (Accession number 
CS165374), yielding pLD6-G. partita-APX. The 
NotI-SalI fragment of pLD6-G. partita-APX was 
inserted into the corresponding sites of pLD200 
(Accession number CS165378) to generate pLD200-
G. partita-APX. The pLD200-G. partita-APX was 
introduced into young tobacco leaves by biolistic 
bombardment as described previously (Svab and 
Maliga 1993).

Results

We studied the relationship between PSII electron 
flux and the activity of photosynthetic linear elec-
tron flow to evaluate the active oxygen-scavenging 
activity of the WWC. In the absence of ∆pH across 
the thylakoid membranes and of HCO3

−, i.e. when 
the photosynthetic carbon reduction /PCO cycles 
cannot function, the photosynthetic linear electron 
flow is driven by the WWC (Miyake et al. 2002). 
The electron transport reactions of the WWC are:

 2 H2 O→Ο2 + 4 Η+ + 4 e– PSII (1)

 2 O2 + 2 e– → 2 O2
– PSI (2)

 2 O2
– 2 H+ → Η2 O2 + O2 SOD (3)

 2 Asc + H2 O2 → 2 ΜDA + 2H2OAPX (4)

 2 MDA + 2 H+ + 2 e– → 2 Αsc Fd-PSI (5)

As a result of these reactions, no net exchange of 
O2 occurs in the WWC (Asada and Badger 1984). 
The electron flux through PSII depends on the rates 
of photoreduction of O2 and MDA at PSI (Miyake 
et al. 2002). Inhibition of APX in the WWC is 
expected to cause O2 uptake into intact chloroplasts 
accompanied by a 50% decrease in the electron 
flux through the WWC, as can be seen from the 
stoichiometry of the WWC:

 H2O → 1/2 Ο2  + 2 Η+ + 2 e– PSII

 2 O2 + 2 e– → 2 Ο2
– PSI

 2 O2
– + 2 H+ → Η2Ο2 + Ο2 

Spontaneous disproportionation

 H2O + 1/2 O2 → Η2Ο2 Net

To test this prediction, KCN was added to the reac-
tion mixture to inhibit APX activity; this treatment 
resulted in O2 uptake (Fig. 1).

From our hypothesis that the active oxygen 
produced in the WWC is not completely scav-
enged under stress conditions, we concluded that 
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the stoichiometry of the WWC would not hold 
in this state. If so, O2 uptake is expected to occur 
in intact chloroplasts, similarly to when KCN is 
added to chloroplasts to inactivate APX (Fig. 1). 
To test this prediction, we measured the rela-
tive electron flux through PSII and the rate of O2 
uptake in intact wild-type tobacco chloroplasts 
illuminated with 250 µM photons m−2 s−1 (Fig. 1). 
After 10 min of illumination, a decrease in the 
concentration of O2 occurred. Between 10 and 
35 min of illumination, the decrease in the O2 con-
centration accelerated; thereafter, the rate reached 
a plateau. With the decrease in the concentration 
of O2, Φ(PSII)×PFD also started to decrease. After 
35 min, Φ(PSII)×PFD reached half of its initial 
value, which corresponded to the Φ(PSII)×PFD 
observed in the presence of KCN (Fig. 1).

The fact that Φ(PSII)×PFD decreased to half 
of its initial value and O2 uptake occurred upon 
illumination suggests that APX could not effec-

tively scavenge all of the H2O2 produced in the 
WWC, and that the electron flux through the WWC 
decreased. When an excess amount of catalase was 
added to the chloroplasts after 60 min of illumina-
tion, O2 evolution was observed (Fig. 1). This result 
indicates that there was an accumulation of H2O2 in 
the reaction mixture that probably originated from 
the chloroplasts. The accumulation of H2O2 in the 
reaction medium suggested that the high activity of 
the WWC induced inactivation of APX. We tested 
this idea by measuring the chloroplast APX activ-
ity (Fig. 2). APX activity started to decrease after 
10 min of illumination to reach 10% of its initial 
value after 30 min, and 5% after 60 min.

To investigate weather the inactivation of APX 
by H2O2 accumulation caused the inactivation of 
WWC, we created transplastomic tobacco in which 
an H2O2-insensitive APX from G. partita was over-
produced in the chloroplasts. In contrast to the wild 
type, intact transplastomic chloroplasts maintained 
a constant Φ(PSII)×PFD and did not show any O2 
uptake during illumination (Fig. 1). Furthermore, 
no decreases in APX activity was detected (Fig. 2). 

Fig. 1 Effects of illumination on Φ(PSII)×PFD and O2 
uptake in isolated intact chloroplasts from wild-type tobacco 
and transplastomic tobacco leaves, respectively. Φ(PSII) 
× PFD and V(O2) were measured simultaneously in the 
presence and absence of 0.1 mM KCN. Triangles show the 
decrease in O2 concentration from the air-equilibrated value 
in the absence of KCN. The closed square shows the amount 
of O2 evolved upon addition of catalase (280 U) to the reac-
tion mixture after 60 min of illumination
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Fig. 2 APX activities in illuminated intact chloroplasts 
isolated from wild-type tobacco and transplastomic tobacco 
leaves, respectively. The activities of both thylakoid-bound 
and stromal APXs were measured simultaneously. The 
activities are expressed as a percentage of the activity at 
time zero [14.4 ± 0.3 µM (mg Chl)−1 min−1]
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Thus, it was confirmed that in wild-type chloroplasts, 
the inactivation of APX decreased the electron flux 
through the WWC. Our results demonstrated that 
H2O2 produced in the WWC was completely scav-
enged by APX in chloroplasts from transplastomic 
tobacco leaves.

Discussion

We found that APX was inactivated in intact 
chloroplasts under conditions in which the pho-
tosynthetic carbon reduction/PCO cycles did not 
function and only the WWC drove photosynthetic 
linear electron flow. The inactivation of APX 
depended on the time of illumination of the chlo-
roplasts, and the electron flux through the WWC 
decreased according with the inactivation of APX. 
These results indicate that inactivation of APX by 
H2O2 turned the APX reaction into the limiting step 
in the WWC.

Overexpression of the native, H2O2-sensitive 
APX in chloroplasts is not a good strategy for 
increasing their tolerance to H2O2 stress; the extra 
APX would simply be inactivated by H2O2. In 
contrast, the introduction of the H2O2-resistant 

APX from G. partita does increase tolerance to 
oxidative stress. Chloroplasts expressing Galdieria 
APX were expected to maintain the reaction rate of 
APX, which corresponded to the production rate of 
H2O2 by the WWC.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

Preferential Decay of the CF1-e Subunit Induces Thylakoid 
Uncoupling in Wild Watermelon Under Drought Stress

Kaori Kohzuma1, Kinya Akashi1, Yuri Munekage1, Satoko Sanda1, 
Tohru Hisabori2,3, and Akiho Yokota1

Abstract  Photosynthetic energy conversion in 
plants involves the formation of a proton gradient 
across thylakoid membranes, but the mechanisms 
for balancing the membrane potential have been 
poorly elucidated. We found that drought stress 
induces selective decomposition of the ε subunit in 
the CFoCF1 ATP synthase. Thylakoid membranes 
from stressed leaves showed reduced efficiencies 
for proton gradient formation and energy cou-
pling, but addition of the recombinant ε subunit 
significantly suppressed their “leaky” property. We 
conclude that the selective decomposition of the 
ε subunit induces partial uncoupling of thylakoid 
membranes under drought, and hence contributes 
to the avoidance of over-acidification in the thyla-
koid lumen under excess light conditions.

Keywords  ATP synthase, ε subunit, thylakoid mem-
brane, proton leakage, drought/excess light stresses

Introduction

Drought in the presence of strong light is the major 
environmental stress limiting plant productivity world-
wide. In this condition, ATP/NADPH consumption by 
photosynthetic carbon fixation are greatly decreased, 
which leads to the drastic down regulation of photo-
systems in thylakoid membranes (Ort 2001). In pho-
tosystem II (PSII), excess photon energy is dissipated 
mainly as heat through a process known as non-photo-
chemical quenching (NPQ) (Munekage and Shikanai 
2005), which is induced by the increase of proton 
concentration in the thylakoid lumen and suppresses 
electron flow from this complex. By contrast, excess 
light stress activates cyclic electron flow around PSI 
(CEFI) (Golding and Johnson 2003). CEF1 involves 
proton influx into the lumen, therefore contributes to 
the buildup of high ∆pH across thylakoid membranes, 
raising intriguing questions as to how the energy 
potential of the thylakoid membrane is maintained 
at an appropriate level without falling into the over-
acidification of the thylakoid lumen. Although con-
troversial scenarios have been discussed previously 
(Johnson 2004; Kramer et al. 2004), mechanisms 
regulating proton concentration in thylakoid lumen 
remained to be elucidated at a molecular level.
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Materials and methods

Plant materials and growth conditions. Wild water-
melon (C. lanatus. sp. No. 101117-1) was grown at 
a photon flux density of 700 µM photons m−2 s−1. 
Two-week-old plants with fully expanded fourth 
leaves were used in the experiments.

Immunoblot analysis. Proteins extracted from 
the leaves were separated by SDS-PAGE, and blot-
ted onto PVDF membranes. Protein subunits were 
detected by polyclonal antibodies that were raised 
against their purified recombinant proteins.

Measurements of photosynthetic parame-
ters. All measurements were performed on the 
fourth leaf, at 7 h after the start of light regime. 
Measurements of photosynthetic gas exchange and 
chlorophyll fluorescence were performed simul-
taneously on attached leaves, using an LI-6400 
portable photosynthesis system at an actinic light 
intensity of 700 µM photons m−2 s−1, 35(°C and 
50% relative humidity. The relaxation rate of qE 
upon turning off the actinic light was measured in 
attached leaves with a PAM chlorophyll fluorom-
eter under CO2-free air. The leaves were adapted 
to the actinic light for 10 min before measuring the 
decay of qE.

Measurement of ∆pH and electron transport 
rate. Fluorescence of 9-AA was measured as 
described (Munekage and Shikanai 2005). Electron 
transport rates from H2O to MV were measured 
using a Clark-type oxygen electrode as described 
(Miyake and Yokota 2001). Recombinant ε subunit 
(200 ng) was added to the reaction mixture prior to 
illumination.

Results

Physiological and molecular responses of wild 
watermelon under drought and excess light 
stresses

Wild watermelon is tolerant to drought in the 
presence of strong light, and has been used as a 
model system for studying how C3 plants cope 

with excess light stress. By withholding irrigation, 
leaf transpiration and CO2 fixation of this plant 
ceased completely within 2 days (Fig. 1A–C). PSII 
activity based on the Fv/Fm ratio remained largely 
unaffected during drought treatment (Fig. 1D). The 
quantum yield of PSII dropped significantly at the 
second day of the stress, but maintained at a value 
of approximately 0.2 in the following period of 
drought stress (Fig. 1E). NPQ was induced strongly 
at the second day of the stress, and stabilized at 
almost constant values thereafter (Fig. 1F). By 
resuming irrigation, all these physiological parameters 
were significantly recovered within a few days, and 
the plants restarted growth (Fig. 1A–F).

Immunoblotting analysis using leaf total pro-
teins revealed that amount of the ε subunit in 
CFoCF1 ATP synthase was decreased by drought/
excess light stresses (Fig.1G, H). In contrast, 
the abundance of other protein factors compris-
ing the photosynthetic machinery in thylakoid 
membranes, such as the γ subunit of the same 
CFoCF1ATP synthase, PsbO in PSII and Rieske 
in cyt b6/f, did not change during the stress, show-
ing that the ε subunit is specifically decomposed 
subunit under the stress conditions. Moreover, the 
amount of the ε subunit was recovered by resum-
ing irrigation, suggesting that disappearance of the 
ε subunit is closely associated with the presence of 
the stress (Fig. 1G).

Enhancement of proton leak by the decomposition 
of the ε subunit

To examine the effect of ε subunit decomposition 
on the proton permeability of thylakoid membranes, 
the ∆pH of the isolated thylakoid membranes was 
measured by using a pH indicator 9-aminoacri-
cine (9-AA) (Fig. 2A). Upon illumination of 
thylakoid membranes, the fluorescence of 9-AA 
was quenched in response to the formation of the 
proton gradient. The values for fluorescent quench-
ing gradually decreased during the stress, and came 
down to 45% of the original level at the sixth day 
of the stress. By adding ε subunit, the capacity for 
fluorescent quenching was significantly restored in 
the stressed thylakoid membranes (Fig. 2A). This 
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suggests that the efficiency for ∆pH formation was 
impaired in the stressed thylakoid membranes due 
to the loss of ε subunit. Subsequently, we meas-
ured coupling states of the thylakoid membranes. 
In this experiment, electron transport rate from 
PSII to PSI was measured by oxygen electrode, 
with methyl viologen (MV) as an electron accep-
tor (Fig. 2B). In the thylakoids from the leaves 
stressed for 3 and 6 days, the rate of electron 

transport in the absence of uncoupler increased by 
30% and 42%, respectively, compared to that in the 
unstressed plants. However, addition of ε protein 
alone suppressed completely the acceleration of 
electron transport rate. The coupling status of the 
thylakoid membranes was expressed as the ratio of 
the electron transfer rates in the absence and in the 
presence of uncoupler (Fig. 2C). The coupling ratio 
was 3.8 for the unstressed thylakoid membrane, 

Fig. 1 Physiological and molecular responses of wild watermelon under drought and excess light stresses. Plants subjected 
to drought for 6 days were rewatered thereafter for 4 days. (A) Net CO2 assimilation. (B) Transpiration rate. (C) H2O con-
ductance. (D) Fv/Fm. (E) ΦPSII. (F) NPQ. Each value represents mean ± SD (n > 5). (G) Immunoblot analysis of the ε and γ 
subunits of CFoCF1 ATP synthase, Rieske subunit of cyt b6/f complex and PsbO of PSII in the leaves of wild watermelon. 
(H) The protein level of ε subunit during the stress
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Fig. 2 The ε subunit of CFoCF1 ATP synthase regulates thylakoid membrane potential under drought stress. (A) The ∆pH 
across thylakoid membranes was monitored by the quenching of 9-AA. Thylakoid membranes prepared from plants which 
were either unstressed or drought-stressed for 1, 2, 3 and 6 days were analysed (hatched bars). Recombinant ε subunit was 
added to the membranes prior to illumination (black bars). (B) Activity of photosynthetic electron transport in thylakoid 
membranes isolated from leaves of wild watermelon which were either unstressed or drought-stressed for 3 and 6 days 
(hatched bars). Electron transport from H2O to MV was measured polarographically in the absence or presence of the 
uncoupler NH4Cl at 2 mM in concentration. Recombinant ε subunit was added to the membranes prior to illumination (black 
bars). (C) Coupling status of the thylakoid membranes under drought. Ratio of the electron transport rates in the absence 
and presence of the uncoupler was calculated from the data presented in (B). (D) Relaxation rate of qE in wild watermelon 
leaves. The unstressed plants (open circles) and stressed plants (close circles) were used for the measurements. Each data 
point represents the mean ± SD (n = 3–5)

but declined to the values of 2.5 and 1.9 for the 
thylakoid membranes from plants stressed for 
3 or 6 days, respectively. Addition of ε subunit 
significantly restored the coupling ratio (Fig. 
2C). Next, we examined the in vivo response of 
qE, which is induced by the increase of proton 
concentration in thylakoid lumen. We observed 
that the decay of qE after turning off the actinic 
light in CO2-free air was significantly faster in 
stressed leaves compared to that in unstressed 
leaves (Fig. 2D).

Discussion

The ε subunit of CFoCF1 ATP synthase regulates 
thylakoid membrane potential under drought 
stress

The ε subunit of chloroplast ATP synthase is 
known to regulate proton gating through ATP 
synthase complex (Cruz et al. 1995). Selective 
degradation of ε subunit found in this study 
therefore implies that proton leakage from the 
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thylakoid lumen is enhanced under excess light 
stress. Consistent with this prediction, we dem-
onstrated in this study that the thylakoid mem-
branes were partially uncoupled under the stress, 
and addition of the ε subunit restored the cou-
pling status of the thylakoid membrane (Fig. 2A–
C). These results argue for a role of ε subunit as 
a major regulator of proton permeability across 
thylakoid membranes under excess light condi-
tions. This conclusion is also supported from in 
vivo analysis (Fig. 2D), where the qE component 
of NPQ, a good indicator of the luminal pH, was 
monitored during light-dark transition. The qE 
decay was significantly faster in the stressed 
leaves, indicating that proton permeability of 
the membranes is increased under stress. We 
propose that the selective decomposition of the 
ε subunit prevents over-acidification of the thy-
lakoid lumen, thereby protecting photosynthesis 
components under excess light conditions.
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

Investigation of the Function of a nuoE Homologue, sll1220 
in Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 by Means of Mutagenesis

Hiroyuki Koike, Md Rafiqul Islam, and Kazuhiko Satoh

Abstract  A homologue of bidirectional 
hydrogenase-subunit, sll1220 (hoxE) of Synechocystis 
sp. PCC6803 (Synechocystis 6803) was inacti-
vated to investigate its possible function. The 
complete segregation of the mutant cells was 
confirmed by PCR amplification of the coding 
region. The mutant cells were grown under nor-
mal condition (100 µmol photons m−2 s−1) with the 
same rate as wild type. They showed practically 
the same absorption and fluorescence emission 
spectra measured at 77 K. Cyclic electron trans-
port activity measured by P700 re-reduction rate 
was inhibited by diphenyleneiodonium (DPI), an 
inhibitor of flavoprotein, in intact cells and by 
phenylmercuric acetate in cell-free system. The 
results suggest that the Sll1220 functions as a 
component of cyclic electron transport.

Keywords  Cyclic electron transport, hoxE, nuoE, 
sll1220, Synechocystis 6803

Introduction

Synechocystis 6803 can grow either autotrophi-
cally or heterotrophically. According to the entire 
genome sequence information (Kaneko et al. 1996), 
the cyanobacterium has a cluster of bidirectional 
hydrogenase subunit genes (sll1220 ~ sll1226). 
The enzyme catalyzes electron abstraction from 
hydrogen resulting in electrons and protons or 
vice versa. However, the strain does not show 
such an activity. On the other hand, the first orf 
of the cluster, sll1220, has a high homology to a 
subunit of the mitochondrial NADH dehydroge-
nase complex (NDH1), nuoE (NADH-ubiquinone 
oxidoreductase subunit E). In fact, sll1220 is 
annotated as a nuoE homologue in Anabaena sp. 
strain PCC7120 (Kaneko et al. 2001). The NDH1 
complex is subdivided into three subcomplexes; 
soluble, peripheral and membrane-integral subcom-
plexes. Cyanobacterial and chloroplast genomes of 
green lineages except black pine harbor peripheral 
and membrane-integral subunit genes, but three 
subunits of soluble subcomplex have not been 
identified. Since the sll1220 gene product has a 
high homology to NuoE protein, the protein might 
also act as a subunit of soluble part of NDH1. 
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If this is the case, the protein functions in a cyclic 
electron transport pathway around PSI

Howitt and Vermaas (1999) inactivated the gene 
and characterized the strain focusing on respiratory 
activity. They concluded that the protein is not a 
member of NDH1. However, their investigation 
was limited and it is still needed to reevaluate the 
characteristics and to find a possible function(s).

In the present study, we have inactivated the 
sll1220 gene by insertion of chloramphenicol cas-
sette and characterized in detail. We found that the 
sensitivity to inhibitors of cyclic electron transport 
is different from wild type. The possible function 
of the protein is discussed.

Materials and methods

Construction and growth of the mutant. A 742 base 
pair fragment of upstream containing N-terminal half 
(N-fragment) and 530 base pair fragment of down-
stream containing C-terminal half (C-fragment) of 
sll1220 respectively, were amplified by PCR. The 
N- and C-fragments were cloned into pGEM-T vec-
tor in tandem, and chloramphenicol cassette was 
inserted in between. The wild type Synechocystis 
6803 cells were transformed by the cloned plas-
mid and colonies grown on the chloramphenicol 
containing BG11-agar plate were picked up. The 
transformed cells were successively transplanted to 
the BG-11 agar plate until a complete segregation 
was achieved.

Cells were grown in a liquid BG11 medium 
with bubbling 3% CO2 containing air at 30°C 
under 100 mol photons m−2 s−1 (normal condition), 
except otherwise stated.

Preparation of thylakoid membranes and solu-
ble fractions. After 4 days of cultivation, the cells 
were harvested and suspended in GMMC buffer 
(25% glycerol, 50 mM MES-NaOH (pH 6.5), 
10 mM MgCl2 and 10 mM CaCl2). The suspension 
was mixed with zirconia beads (f = 0.1 mm) and 
disrupted by Mini BeadsBeater. Agitation was per-
formed for 20 s and cooled on ice for 1 min. This 
cycle was repeated three times. After removal of 
intact cells and cell debris, thylakoid membranes 

and soluble fraction were separated by 300, 000 ×g 
for 30 min centrifugation. The thylakoid membranes 
were suspended in GMMC buffer and kept frozen 
until use.

Spectroscopic measurements. Absorbance 
changes of P700 of the cells were measured 
by monitoring the absorbance at 810 nm minus 
860 nm by a PAM101/103 fluorometer, equipped 
with a dual-wavelength emitter-detector unit, ED-
P700 (Walz, Germany) as reported by Satoh et al. 
(2002). Cells were illuminated with white light at 
300 µmol photons m−2 s−1. The signals were fed to 
a digital oscilloscope (TDS210, Tektronics, USA) 
and digitized signals were transferred to a personal 
computer and then, parameters of decay kinetics 
were analyzed.

Absorption spectra were measured by Shimadzu 
MPS-2000 spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Japan) 
and fluorescence emission spectra were measured 
by a laboratory-constructed equipment as reported 
previously (Yamane et al. 1997).

Results and discussion

When cells were grown under normal conditions, 
both wild type and mutant cells grew at the same 
rates with a doubling time of 13 h (Fig. 1). Under 

Fig. 1 Growth of sll1220 mutant under normal growth 
condition. Growth of cells were monitored by measuring 
absorbance at 750 nm. Open circles; wild type, closed cir-
cles; sll1220 inactivation mutant
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anaerobic conditions (3% CO2 and 97% N2) or 
high-salt conditions (normal air (0.038% CO2) and 
0.5 M NaCl), they grew with similar rates as the 
wild type (See Table 1). Inactivation of sll1220 did 
not affect the growth of the cells.

The absorption spectra were almost the same as 
those of wild type. They showed a red maximum 
at 678 nm due to chlorophyll a absorption and a 
little higher maximum at 620 nm due to phycobi-
lisomes (data not shown). Fluorescence emission 
spectra measured at 77 K were also very similar 
to each other. When cells were excited with broad 
band blue-light passed through a Corning 4–96 
filter, the fluorescence showed a doublet of 685 

and 695 nm bands and a 725 nm broad band emit-
ted from PSII and PSI, respectively, together with 
fluorescence at 645 and 665 nm from phyocobili-
somes (data not shown). These results indicate that 
inactivation of sll1220 did not affect the pigment 
composition, environments of chlorophyll binding 
pockets nor energy transfer efficiency from phyco-
bilisomes to PSII.

The basic characteristics determined so far did 
not show any difference between wild type and the 
mutant. However, judged from its sequence and func-
tion of its homologues in other organisms, Sll1220 
may act as an electron carrier presumably to NDH1 
complex of Synechocystis 6803 cells. If this is the 
case, activity of cyclic electron transport around PSI 
could be impaired or modified somehow.

Cyclic electron transport activities were meas-
ured by monitoring P700 photoresponses. When 
intact cells were illuminated by white light in the 
presence of 10 M DCMU, P700+ was re-reduced 
with a half decay time of ca. 300 ms in wild type. 
The rereduction rates were not very different in 
the mutant (data not shown). Recovery of P700 
was more severely affected in the mutant by 
diphenyleneiodonium (DPI), which is an inhibitor 

Table 1 Growth of sll1220 inactivated mutant cells measured 
under various conditions

 Growth conditions

  3% CO2 +  0.04% CO2, 
 Normal 97% N2 0.5 M NaCl

WT 13.2 13 14.8
MT 13.2 11  15.5

Basal growth condition (normal); 3% CO2, 30°C and 
100 µmol photons m−2 s−1. WT; wild type, MT; mutant

Fig. 2 Effects of inhibitors in reconstituted cyclic electron transport. Light-induced absorbance changes of P700 in the 
presence of 10 µM DCMU and soluble fraction were monitored in isolated thylakoid membranes from wild type (A) and 
mutant cells (B). trace 1; no addition, 2; 20 µM heparin, 3; 100 µM phenylmercuric acetate, 4; 50 µM DPI for (A) and (B), 
respectively
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of flavoprotein (O’Donell et al. 1993). Half-time 
decay was reduced from 0.3 to 1 s. Other inhibi-
tors were not as effective. However, there remains 
a possibility that the reagent might not penetrate 
the cells so that the inhibitor does not function. In 
order to avoid this possibility, we tried to measure 
the effects of inhibitors in a cell-free system.

Thylakoid membranes were prepared from the 
intact cells of both wild type and mutant and 
photoresponses of P700 were monitored. When 
light-induced absorbance changes were measured 
by thylakoid alone, P700+ was rapidly rereduced 
by electrons from PSII since addition of DCMU 
showed little rereduction (data not shown). The 
P700 was rereduced with a half-time of ca. 2 s on 
cessation of illumination in the presence of DCMU 
in both wild type and mutant thylakoid membranes 
when soluble fraction was added to the reaction 
mixtures (Fig. 2). The inhibitors which affect elec-
tron transport at the reducing side of PSI (heparin, 
PMA and DPI) did not show clear effects on the 
wild type (Fig. 2A). However, Phenylmercuric ace-
tate (PMA) retarded rereduction of P700+ (Fig. 2B). 
Heparin and DPI, both of which are inhibitors of 
ferredoxin-NADP+ oxidoreductase (FNR) (Holser 
and Yocum 1985; Ohtsuka et al. 2004), were also 
effective in slowing down the recovery. Based on 
the results obtained, it is suggested that the mutant 
mainly utilizes cyclic pathway in which both 
ferredoxin and FNR are involved. On the other 
hand, the wild type utilizes a pathway that is differ-
ent from that of the mutant. Presumably the mutant 
utilizes a route in which electrons mainly pass 
through ferredoxin via FNR. A detailed analysis 

of the distinct functional site of Sll1220 in cyclic 
electron transport is in progress.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

Spatiotemporal Changes in PRI and NPQ Under Different 
Light Intensity Gradients on Leaf Surfaces

Atsumi Konishi, Mashashi Munehiro, and Kenji Omasa

Abstract PRI (photochemical or physiological 
reflectance index) is well known as an indicator 
of changes of xanthophyll pigments, therefore it is 
regarded as a useful index to assess the degree of heat 
dissipation of plant leaves. NPQ (non-photochemical 
quenching of chlorophyll fluorescence) is also an 
index of the degree of heat dissipation. We there-
fore compared spatiotemporal changes in PRI and 
NPQ on attached leaf surfaces. During photosyn-
thetic induction, heterogeneity of NPQ was clearly 
compartmentalized at leaf veins, whereas PRI was 
homogeneously distributed. These results implied 
that differences of xanthophyll pigments between 
each compartment during photosynthetic induction 
are too small to be detected by reflectance imaging. 
When a large gradation of light intensity was gen-
erated in the leaf by illumination from an oblique 
direction, gradations of both PRI and NPQ corre-
sponding to those of light intensity were observed. 
However, when the leaf was illuminated from above 
just after the illumination from an oblique direction 
was turned off, the gradation of NPQ remained, 

while that of PRI disappeared. These results sug-
gest that PRI is affected by physical factors, such 
as leaf inclination and surface structure, relating to 
leaf reflectance as well as to physiological factors. 
Therefore, we should pay careful attention to expla-
nations of spatiotemporal changes of PRI.

Keywords PRI, NPQ, chlorophyll fluorescence, 
imaging, leaf reflectance

Introduction

Chlorophyll fluorescence imaging is one of the 
leading methods for assessing photosynthetic activ-
ities of plants because it provides information with-
out destruction of, or contact with, the living leaves 
(Omasa et al. 1987; Daley et al. 1989; Genty and 
Meyer 1995). φPSII and NPQ, which respectively 
represent the quantum yield of photosynthetic elec-
tron transport (Genty et al. 1989) and the degree 
of heat dissipation, have been used as the common 
chlorophyll fluorescence parameters. However, 
it is difficult to calculate φPSII and NPQ of large 
leaves and canopy surfaces because a strong light is 
needed to apply the saturation pulse method.
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PRI (photochemical or physiological reflectance 
index) is well known as an indicator of changes of 
xanthophyll pigments (Gamon et al. 1992, 1997; 
Nichol et al. 2006). The activity of heat dissipation 
is affected mainly by de-epoxidation of violaxan-
thin (Horton et al. 1996) depending on ∆pH across 
thylakoid membranes, therefore PRI is expected to 
be an alternative method for saturation pulse analysis 
especially in remote sensing (Evain et al. 2004). 
A roughly linear relationship between NPQ and 
PRI has been reported (Evain et al. 2004; Nichol 
et al. 2006), however the relationship has not been 
strictly investigated with respect to its spatial distri-
bution on the leaf. In this study, we have therefore 
compared spatiotemporal changes in PRI and NPQ 
images on attached soybean leaf surfaces.

Materials and methods

Plant material. Soybean seedlings (Glycine max 
L. cv. Hayamidori) were grown in a growth cham-
ber. The plants were illuminated for 12 h each day 
with fluorescent lights at a PPF of 200 µM m−2 s−1. 
Air temperature was 26.5°C during the day and 
24°C at night. Relative humidity was 70% during 
the day and 90% at night for about 4 weeks after 
germinations. The pots were filled with artificial 
soil (mixture of vermiculite and perlite, 2:1, v/v). 
Plants were watered daily with a nutrient solution 
(1:1,000 dilution of HYPONex). Attached mature 
leaves were used in the experiments.

Imaging system. Actinic light for photosyn-
thesis and the saturation light pulse that caused 
a transient saturation of photosynthetic electron 
transport were provided with a 180 W metal halide 
lamp (Sumita Optical Glass, Inc., LS-M180) with 
a short-pass filter (Corning, λ < 600 nm) through 
an optical fiber.

Chlorophyll fluorescence and reflectance images 
were captured by a chilled charge-coupled device 
(CCD) camera (Hamamatsu Photonics, C5985) 
equipped with a lens (Nikon, Micro-NIKKOR) 
and a band-pass filter (Optical Coatings Japan, 
MIF-W, wavelength = 533, 571 or 682 nm). NPQ 
was calculated by (Fm − Fm’)/Fm’, where Fm and 

Fm’ are respectively the maximum yields of chlorophyll 
fluorescence in the dark and light, while PRI was 
calculated by (R533 − R571)/(R533 + R571), 
where R533 and R571 are the reflectance at 533 
and 571 nm, respectively.

Heterogeneities of NPQ and PRI during pho-
tosynthetic induction. The Fm image was captured 
during a saturation pulse of 3,700 µM photons 
m−2 s−1 after 60 min dark adaptation. After 10 min 
in darkness, Fm’ images were intermittently cap-
tured after the start of actinic light illumination at 
500 µM photons m−2 s−1. R533 and R571 images 
were captured just before the Fm’ measurements. In 
the experiment, the actinic light and the saturation 
light pulses provided illumination normal to the 
plane of the leaf.

Heterogeneities of NPQ and PRI under different 
light intensity gradient. The Fm image was cap-
tured during plane-perpendicular saturation light 
pulse illumination (5,000 µM photons m−2 s−1) 
after 60 min dark adaptation. In the experiment, the 
actinic light illuminated the leaf from an oblique 
direction so as to generate a large light intensity 
gradient over the leaf from about 100 to 1,000 µM 
photons m−2 s−1. The leaf was adapted for 30 min 
after the start of the actinic light illumination. 
Thereafter, R533 and R571 were measured under 
the oblique actinic light and immediately under 
an illumination of 500 µM photons m−2 s−1 plane-
perpendicular light in place of the oblique actinic 
light. Just after the measurement, the Fm’ image 
was captured. When the Fm’ was measured, the 
leaf was subjected to the perpendicular saturation 
light pulse.

Results and discussion

Heterogeneities of NPQ and PRI during 
photosynthetic induction

During photosynthetic induction under perpendicu-
lar actinic light illumination, differences of stomatal 
opening caused differences in the amount of CO2 
in each compartment (Bro et al. 1996), therefore 
heterogeneity of NPQ was generated (Siebke and 
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Weis 1995). In Fig. 1, NPQ on the leaf was het-
erogeneously observed (A), while PRI was homo-
geneously distributed (B). NPQ distribution was 
clearly compartmentalized at leaf veins because 
bundle sheaths of the heterobaric leaf inhibited gas 
diffusion (Bro et al. 1996). These results imply that 
differences in xanthophyll pigments (Gamon et al. 
1992, 1997) during photosynthetic induction were 
too small to be detected by reflectance imaging.

Heterogeneities of NPQ and PRI under different 
light intensity gradients

To generate larger differences of xanthophyll 
pigments on the leaf, the oblique light illumina-
tion was used. When a large gradation of actinic 

light intensity was generated on the leaf by oblique 
illumination, gradations of both PRI and NPQ were 
observed to correspond to those of light intensity 
(Fig. 2A, B). When the leaf was illuminated 
perpendicularly just after the oblique illumination 
was turned off, the gradation of NPQ remained, 
meanwhile that of PRI disappeared (Fig. 2C). It 
seemed that the NPQ gradation on the leaf indi-
cated changes in the xanthophyll pigments and 
that these pigments were not changed within 1 s 
because their changes were caused by enzyme 
reactions. Therefore, when the vertical light illu-
minated the leaf, the pigment gradation on the leaf 
remained. In spite of the relatively large NPQ gra-
dation, the pigment changes were not large enough 
to be detected by PRI.

Fig. 1 Images of NPQ (A) and PRI (B) at 10 min after the start of the actinic light illumination during photosynthetic 
induction

Fig. 2 Images of NPQ (A) and PRI (B and C). The oblique actinic light illuminated the leaf in all experiments. Saturation 
light pulses illuminated the leaf at 90° and the oblique actinic light was turned off when Fm and Fm’ were measured (A). 
The oblique measuring lights illuminated the leaf as R533 and R571 were measured (B). The perpendicular measuring light 
illuminated the leaf and the oblique actinic light was turned off when R533 and R571 were measured (C)
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These results suggest that PRI was affected by 
physical factors, such as leaf inclination and sur-
face structure, relating to leaf reflectance as well as 
physiological factors. Especially in the cases where 
the photosynthetic activities of individual plants 
and vegetation are assessed by PRI, it is essential to 
take these physical factors into account. Therefore, 
we should pay more careful attention to explana-
tions of spatiotemporal changes of PRI, and further 
study is needed.
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CHAPTER NINETEEN

Thioredoxin Potential Target Proteins in Green Sulfur 
Bacterium Chlorobaculum tepidum

Naomi Hosoya-Matsuda1, Toru Hisabori2, and Kazuhito Inoue1

Abstract  In order to study the thioredoxin (Trx) 
networks in the cells or organelles, a powerful 
method is Trx affinity chromatography using 
the resin-immobilized mutant Trx, in which one 
cysteine is substituted with serine. In higher plants, 
green alga and cyanobacteria, various Trx-target 
proteins have been identified using this method. In 
contrast, redox regulation mediated by Trx has not 
yet been well studied in photosynthetic bacteria. 
The green sulfur bacterium Chlorobaculum tepi-
dum (formerly designated as Chlorobium tepidum) 
requires strict anaerobic condition for growth. This 
bacterium uses various inorganic sulfur compounds 
and H2S as electron donors. The complete genome 
of C. tepidum was reported in 2002, and typical Trx 
homologues were present (Trx1 and Trx2) in the 
genome. To elucidate Trx system in C. tepidum, we 
first expressed the wild type and cysteine mutants 
of Trx1 and Trx2 in E. coli. Both wild type Trxs 
showed thiol-disulfide oxidoreductase activity. By 

using immobilized cysteine mutants, we obtained 
Trx target candidate proteins from C. tepidum. 
These captured proteins were separated by 2-D 
SDS/PAGE. Each of the separated proteins on the 
gel was then digested with trypsin, and identified 
by using MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry and the 
MASCOT peptide mass fingerprint search engine 
(Matrix Science). We here report on the possible 
Trx system in C. tepidum cells.

Introduction

Thioredoxin (Trx) is a small ubiquitous protein 
that involves in the dithiol-disulfide exchange 
reaction using two reactive cysteines on the mol-
ecule. Reduced Trx reacts easily with an oxidized 
target protein and reduces its disulfide bond. To 
obtain the information on the target proteins of 
Trx, Trx affinity chromatography using the resin-
immobilized mutant Trx, in which one cysteine is 
substituted with serine, is a powerful method. In 
higher plants, green alga and cyanobacteria, many 
Trx target proteins have already been identified 
by this method (Motohashi et al. 2001; Yamazaki 
et al. 2004; Lemaire et al. 2004; Hosoya-Matsuda 
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2Chemical Resources Laboratory, Tokyo Institute of 
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et al. 2005). In contrast, the redox regulation system 
mediated by Trx in photosynthetic bacteria is not 
well studied, and nothing has been reported on the 
green sulfur bacterial Trx target proteins so far. 
The green sulfur bacterium Chlorobaculum tepi-
dum (formerly designated as Chlorobium tepidum) 
performs anoxygenic photosynthesis. In addition, 
CO2 fixation is done via the reductive tricarboxylic 
acid (TCA) cycle but not the Calvin cycle.

The complete genome of C. tepidum was reported 
in 2002, and homologues of typical Trx (Trx1 and 
Trx2) and NADPH-dependent Trx reductase were 
found in the genome, although ferredoxin dependent 
Trx reductase was not confirmed.

In the present study, we investigated Trx system 
in C. tepidum and tried to capture the target proteins 
by Trx-affinity chromatography method.

Materials and methods

Trx activity assay. For the insulin turbidity assay, 
the assay mixture containing 100 mM potassium 
phosphate (pH 7), 2 mM EDTA, and 130 µM 
bovine insulin with or without 2 µM Trx were 
used. The reaction was initiated by adding DTT to 
a 330 µM final concentration at room temperature, 
and the turbidity of the solution was continuously 
measured at 650 nm.

Preparation of Trx mutant. The plasmid for 
the Trx-1 and Trx-2 mutants whose active site 
sequence was mutated to WCGPS, was generated 
using the Mega-primer method with the expression 
plasmids for Trx1 and Trx2 as templates.

Preparation of the Trx-immobilized resin. Trx 
mutant (1 mg) in 100 mM sodium carbonate buffer 
(pH 8.3) containing 0.5 M NaCl was incubated with 
2 mL of CNBr-activated Sepharose 4B according to 
the manufacturer’s instruction. More than 90% of 
Trx mutant was immobilized on the resin.

Collection of the target protein by immobilized 
Trx mutants. The cytosolic fraction of C. tepidum 
containing 33 mg of protein was incubated with 2 mL 
of Trx-immobilized resin, and the resin was washed 
completely as described (Motohashi et al. 2001; 
Hosoya-Matsuda et al. 2005). The resin was then 

suspended in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 200 mM 
NaCl, and 10 mM DTT and was incubated for 30 min 
at 25°C with gentle stirring. The eluted proteins were 
separated from the resin by centrifugation.

Protein Identification. Eluted proteins were sus-
pended with 8 M urea, 2% CHAPS, 50 mM DTT, 
0.2% Bio-Lyte 3/10 ampholyte (Bio-Rad), 0.001% 
Bromophenol Blue. Isoelectric focusing was per-
formed using a PROTEAN IEF cell (Bio-Rad) with 
the IPG strip (pH 3–10). For the two-dimensional 
separation, SDS-PAGE was performed with a 15% 
(w/v) acrylamide gel.

Separated proteins on the gel was then digested 
with trypsin, and identified by using MALDI-TOF 
mass spectrometry. Each protein was identified 
by using the MASCOT peptide mass fingerprint 
search engine (Matrix Science).

Results

Thiol-disulfide oxidoreductase activity of Trx. To 
confirm the activity of the recombinant Trx, we 
measured change of the turbidity of the insulin 
solution due to the precipitation of the free insulin 
B chain by reduction by reduced Trx (Holmgren 
1979; Yamazaki et al. 2004). Both recombinant 
Trx1 and Trx2 were able to reduce insulin, indi-
cating our recombinant Trxs have thiol-disulfide 
oxidereductase activity under our experimental 
conditions (Fig. 1).

A proteomics study of the potential target pro-
teins of C. tepidum Trxs. We then investigated the 
potential target proteins of Trx1 and Trx2 using 
Trx-affinity chromatography. As shown in Fig. 2, a 
number of proteins were captured by this method 
and the captured proteins for Trx1 and Trx2 were 
very similar each other. The each spot of the 
separated proteins by 2D-SDS/PAGE was excised 
from the gel, the protein was digested with trypsin, 
and identified by MALDI-TOF MS. From this 
proteomics approach of the Trx target proteins of 
C. tepidum, we found three major protein groups. 
These groups were (i) reductive tricarboxylic acid 
(TCA) cycle, (ii) sulfur metabolism and (iii) anti-
oxidative stress system.
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Discussion

The photosynthetic bacterium C. tepidum is an obli-
gate anaerobe, and the role of Trx in this organism 
is not known. To understand the physiological sig-
nificance of Trx system in C. tepidum, we intended 
to identify the target proteins of Trxs by a proteom-
ics approach using Trx-affinity chromatography, 
and we have successfully identified three unique 

groups as Trx target protein. The first group con-
tains enzymes involved in a reductive tricarboxylic 
acid (TCA) cycle. C. tepidum uses the reductive 
TCA cycle for CO2 fixation. In the case of higher 
plant chloroplasts, four enzymes of Calvin cycle are 
reported as Trx target proteins; glyceraldehyde-3-
phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) (Baalmann 
et al. 1995), fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase (Clancey 
and Gilbert 1987), sedoheptulose 1,7-bisphosphatase 
(SBPase) (Cadet et al. 1987), and phosphoribliki-
nase (Wolosiuk and Buchanan 1978). However in 
cyanobacteria and photosynthetic bacteria, redox 
regulation of CO2 fixation has not been reported 
so far. Our results suggest the possibility that the 
different type of CO2 fixation system in the pho-
tosynthetic bacteria is regulated by the thioredoxin 
system. The second group of Trx target proteins is 
concerned with sulfur metabolism. C. tepidum car-
ries out anoxygenic photosynthesis in which sulfur 
compounds and H2S serve as electron donors. In 
higher plants, Trx works as an important reducing 
equivalent transducer for adenosine 5′-phosphosul-
fate reductase, the enzyme on the sulfur assimilation 
pathway. Therefore, the interaction between Trx 
and the enzymes for sulfur metabolism pathways 
are conceivable also in C. tepidum. The third group 
of Trx target proteins contains the proteins of an 
anti-oxidative stress system. Although C. tepidum 
requires strict anaerobic conditions for growth, we 
detected four anti-oxidant proteins in this study. 
Why this photosynthetic bacterium is equipped the 
anti-oxidant system is interesting in light of the evo-
lution of this system.

Biochemical approach on the interaction 
between Trxs and several target protein candidates 
clarified in this study is now on going. We believe 
the combination of the proteomics approach and 
biochemical research provides important knowl-
edge for the understanding of the redox network 
system in Green sulfur bacterium C. tepidum.
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Fig. 1 Insulin reduction assay using the recombinant Trx1 
and Trx2. The oxidereductase activities of the recombinant 
Trx isoforms were measured according to the procedure 
described in “Materials and Methods”
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Fig. 2 2-D SDS/PAGE of captured proteins using Trx1 
immobilized resin. First dimensional was isoelectric focus-
ing using IPG strip (pH3-10). Two-dimensional separation 
was SDS-PAGE and separated proteins were visualized by 
Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250
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CHAPTER TWENTY

−∆G and Temperature Dependencies of the Electron 
Transfer Rates Between P700+ and A1

− or FeS− in 
Photosystem I Containing Different Quinones

Hiroumi Murakami, Yutaka Shibata, Hiroyuki Mino, and Shigeru Itoh

Abstract  The rate of the electron transfer (ET) 
between P700+ and A1

− or P700+ and FeS− (Fx, FA 
and FB) have been studied in the plant photosystem 
I reaction center complex that contains differ-
ent artificial quinones, at 77–277 K by transient 
absorption spectroscopy and ESR. We reconsti-
tuted different artificial quinones after the extrac-
tion of the intrinsic A1 phylloquinone by the ether 
extraction method. The redox potential of artificial 
quinones at the A1-site are between −1 and −0.4 V 
in contrast to the case of phylloquinone (about 
−0.8 V). We investigated the rates of charge recom-
bination (CR) from A1

− or FeS− to P700+ in these 
RCs, as well as of the ET between A1

− and FeS.
We obtained the following results: (1) The CR 

from A1
− to P700+ showed almost no −∆G and 

temperature dependencies with time constants of 
150–350 µs. (2) The CR rates from FeS− to P700+ 
slowed down with decreasing temperature (t1/e = 
0.03–1 s at 277–77 K).

From these results, we will discuss the ET 
mechanism between A1

−, FeS− and P700+.

Keywords  Electron transfer, temperature depend-
ence, photosystem I

Introduction

The photosystem I reaction center creates one of the 
highest reducing powers in biological systems. The 
reducing power is created by the concerted func-
tions of the electron acceptors chlorophyll a (A0), 
phylloquinone (A1) and iron sulfur centers FX, FA 
and FB which function in series. The phylloquinone 
can be extracted by diethyl-ether treatment, and can 
then be substituted by artificial quinones that have 
various redox potentials. The reconstituted system 
provided a wide range of free energy gaps for the 
reaction between A0 and A1 which is the widest 
in biological ET reactions. Iwaki et al. (1996) 
measured the ∆G dependence of ET rate from A0

− 
to A1 reconstituted by artificial quinones, and they 
verified Marcus theory and experimentally showed 
that the dependency of the intra-protein ET rate on 
the −∆G in the inverted region is less sensitive to 
the −∆G change than that in the normal region. The 
maximum −∆G value obtained for the ET reaction 
from A0

− to A1 was less than 1 eV. Here we report 
Division of Material Science (Physics), Graduate school of 
Science, Nagoya University, Nagoya, 464-8602, Japan
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on attempts to analyze the ET with the higher −∆G 
values by measuring the ET rate between A1

− and 
P700+.

We also investigated the ET rate from A1
− to FX 

which does not seem to be optimized because of a 
small −∆G value of around −0.1 eV in the intrinsic 
PS I system. The apparent rate of ET from A1

− to 
Fx varied if phylloquinone was replaced by the 
lower potential quinones.

We also analyzed the temperature dependency 
of the ET rate inside PS I. It is expected that the 
ET rate depends on temperature except in the 
optimized case in which the ∆G equals the reor-
ganization energy. However, the CR between A1

− 
and P700+ in photosystem I has low temperature 
dependence as well as CR between QA

− and P870+ 
in purple bacterial. This mechanism is unknown. 
We studied the relation between the −∆ G value 
and the temperature dependence of the ET rate 
between A1, Fx and P700 at 277 and 77 K.

Materials and methods

Diethyl ether treatment and reconstitution of arti-
ficial quinones. Lyophilized spinach PS I particles, 
which were obtained by a digitonin treatment, were 
extracted twice with 50% water-saturated diethyl 
ether (Itoh et al. 2001). This treatment removed 
more than 98% of phylloquinones and carotenoids 
and about 80% of antenna chlorophylls. The par-
ticles contained P700, A0, FeS clusters FX, FA and 
FB and 20–30 molecules of antenna chlorophylls 
per one P700. The quinone-removed PS I parti-
cles were dissolved in 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) 
buffer to give a final concentration of P700 for the 
measurement to be around 0.5 µM. An aliquot of a 
dimethylsulfoxide solution of quinone (10–20 µL) 
was added to the reaction mixture (1 mL) and 
incubated overnight at 273 K in the quinone recon-
stitution. The concentrations of the added quinones 
were 100 µM.

Flash-induced absorption change. Absorption 
change at 695 nm was measured by a split beam 
spectrometer with the time-resolution of 50 µs. 
The sample was excited by 0.2 ∼ 1 Hz laser flashes 

of 20 ns duration at 532 nm (a second harmonic of 
Nd-YAG laser). A halogen lamp was used as the 
measuring light source with a mechanical shutter 
(openings for 0.5 ∼ 4 s).

Results and discussion

Flash induced absorbance change at 695 nm were 
measured at different temperatures between 77 and 
277 K in the ether-extracted PS I complex contain-
ing no quinone or artificial quinones (with redox 
potential values between −1 and −0.4 V). We also 
checked the difference absorption spectra in most 
cases in order to assess the contribution of other 
absorption changes such as that of P700 triplet 
state P700T.

Figure 1 shows the time course of absorbance 
recovery after the laser excitation in the PS I with 
different quinones at 77 K. These data could be fitted 
by three kinetic phases, phase1 (150–350 µs), phase2 
(1–2 ms), and phase3 (100–500 ms and ∼1 s).

“Phase 1” can be assigned to represent the CR 
reaction between A1

− and P700+ for the following 
reasons. (1) The difference spectrum showed this 
phase to be the P700+/P700 change. (2) The time 
constant of this phase agrees with the CR time 
constant between A1

− and P700+ in intact PS I that 
has phylloquinone (∼200 µs). (3) We also measured 
these samples by transient ESR and detected the 
decay of P700+ to be ∼100 µs (the rate is a little 
higher due to the contribution of the faster decay 
of spin polarization). Figure 2 shows the −∆G 
and temperature dependencies of the CR rates 
between A1

− and P700+. This phase showed no 
−∆G and temperature dependence. These results 
are inconsistent with the classical expression of 
the Marcus’s ET theory. The results suggest the 
requirement of some modifications of the theory 
to elucidate the ET in the inverted region such as 
those by non-Condon approximation recently pro-
posed. The low ∆G and temperature  dependencies 
detected in the deep inverted region might be 
explained by this theory.

“Phase 2” represents the decay of P700T because 
this phase is large without quinone (Fig. 1A). The 
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Fig. 1 Time course (horizontal axis, log-scale) of absorbance recovery (vertical axis) after the laser excitation at 695 nm at 
77 K. The results of kinetic analysis by multi-exponential components are displayed on the right side. For comparison, the 
kinetics with MQ, which has a redox potential same as that of phylloquinone, is displayed (broken line) in each case. Redox 
potential of each artificial quinone is from Itoh et al. 2001
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decay is mainly derived from the phase of 1 ms~ and 
the difference spectrum showed it to be P700T but not 
P700+. The decay rate of P700T in the ether-extracted 
PS I is significantly lower than that in intact PS I due 
to the absence of carotenoids (Itoh et al. 2001).

“Phase 3” was assigned to represent the CR 
between Fx− and P700+ because different spec-
trum shows it to P700+ decay and the ESR 
analysis indicates that the reactions of FA

−/FB
− are 

irreversible at cryogenic temperature. In PS I with 
the low potential quinones reconstituted as A1, 
an electron on A1

− was found to be transferred to 
Fx even at cryogenic temperature. This situation 
is similar to those in the type I reaction centers 
of Chlorobium and Heliobacteria, in which we 
can monitor reversible photoreduction of Fx even 
at 4 K (Miyamoto et al. 2006). If the CR time 
constant between Fx− and P700+ is ∼1 s, the time 
constant equals the prediction of the empirical 
estimation of the rate-distance dependency of the 
intra-protein ET (Moser et al. 1992). At room 
temperature, the CR between Fx− and P700+ is 
∼1 ms. This is too fast to be the rate of ET at such 
a long distance (26.3 Å). Therefore it is concluded 
that the CR between Fx− and P700+ at higher tem-
perature occurs via A1 at room temperature through 
thermally activated reaction path. At low tempera-

ture, the ET rate from Fx− to the low potential A1
− 

should be slow because of the suppression of the 
uphill energy reaction, so that the direct CR rate 
between Fx− and P700+ can be expected. The faster 
phase with 100–500 ms time constants, on the other 
hand, seem to represent the CR between Fx− and 
P700+ via thermally activated reaction through A1.

The ET rate from A1 to Fx could not be meas-
ured directly in the present experimental set up and 
is estimated indirectly from the ratio of amplitudes 
of CR between A1

− and P700+ to that between Fx− 
and P700+. The ET rate from A1

− to Fx was found 
to be increased with the more negative reconsti-
tuted quinone. The result is natural because the 
reaction is in the normal region and the rate is 
expected to increase with the increase of −∆G even 
at low temperature. It is clear that the suppression 
of the ET from A1

− to Fx and the enhancement of 
the CR between A1

− to P700+ in the intact PS I 
comes from the small ∆G (driving force) of this 
reaction. The heterogeneity in the A1

− might also 
affect the temperature dependency through modifi-
cation of the energy gap.

The ET in the PS I RC seems to be interpreted 
as the mixture of the response of the ET rates in 
the normal and inverted regions. Analyses of the 
quinone reaction in the faster time range are now 
in progress.
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CHAPTER TWENTY ONE

Equilibrium or Disequilibrium? A Dual-Wavelength 
Investigation of Photosystem I Donors

Vello Oja, Hillar Eichelmann, and Agu Laisk

Abstract  Redox processes at the PSI donor side 
were investigated using 810 and 950 nm trans-
mittance in sunflower leaves. During the slow 
re-reduction from stromal reductants the mutual 
interdependence of the two signals exactly fol-
lowed the theoretical relationship of redox equi-
librium between plastocyanin (PC) and P700 with 
the equilibrium constant of 35. The presence of 
un-oxidizable PC of up to 13% of the whole pool, 
indicating partial control of electron transport by 
PC diffusion, was observed transiently during fast 
electron transport, but un-oxidizable PC was absent 
during steady-state light-saturated photosynthe-
sis. It is concluded that cytochrome b6f controls 
electron transport completely in the steady state, 
leaving the following electron carriers cytochrome 
f, PC and P700 at redox equilibrium.

Keywords  Photosystem I, plastocyanin, redox 
equilibrium

Introduction

Leaf transmittance changes at 810 nm are gener-
ated by PC+ and P700+ on the donor and Fd− 
on the acceptor side of PSI. Under far-red light 
(FRL), where Fd− accumulates little, the 810 nm 
signal has been analyzed on an assumption of 
redox equilibrium. The pools of P700 and PC and 
their equilibrium constant have been determined 
non-destructively in intact leaves (Oja et al. 2003). 
The method was extrapolated, calculating the rate 
of electron transport from the 810 nm signal dur-
ing fast photosynthesis (Laisk et al. 2005), but 
the approach has been questioned on the basis of 
evidence about redox disequilibrium between PC 
and P700 (Kirchhoff et al. 2004) and of leaf inho-
mogeneity (Joliot and Joliot 2005). In this work we 
repeated the dual wavelength analysis adopting the 
wavelengths of 810 and 950 nm. In the first spectral 
band P700+ is the dominant signal source (2/3 of the 
total), in the second band PC+ is generating about 
¾ of the signal, but Fd− is invisible.

Tartu Ülikooli Molekulaar- ja Rakubioloogia Instituut, Riia 
tn. 23, Tartu, 51010, Estonia
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Materials and methods

Plants. Sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.) plants 
were grown at PFD of 600 µmol quanta m−2 s−1. 
Fully expanded attached leaves were used in 
experiments.

Leaf transmittance at 810 and 950 nm. A dual-
beam modulated spectrophotometer FE-810/950 
(Fast-Est, Tartu, Estonia) was designed for these 
measurements, combined with a fiber-optic light 
guide and leaf chamber. The full redox signal was 
about 1,300 at 810 and 230 A/D bits at 950 nm with 
the resolution of ±1 bit.

Leaf illumination. The leaf chamber was illu-
minated through a multi-branch fiber-optic light 
guide. White light and saturation pulses were 
produced by KL 1500 sources, manipulated by 
electro-pneumatic shutters with 1.3 ms flying time, 
FRL was produced by a LED-based source LS-
720 A (Fast-Est, Tartu, Estonia).

Gas exchange measurements. The two-channel 
leaf gas exchange measurement system (Fast-Est, 
Tartu, Estonia) was used for controlling CO2 and 
O2 concentrations and for the measurements of CO2 
exchange (Laisk and Oja 1998). The leaf chamber 
was of 32 mm diameter and 3 mm height, gas flow 
rate of 0.5 mmol s−1. In experiments leaf tempera-
ture was between 22°C and 23°C. CO2 uptake was 
measured by an infrared analyzer LI 6251 (LiCor, 
Lincoln, Nebraska, USA). Transpiration was meas-
ured with a psychrometer integrated in the gas sys-
tem. Stomata were well open in experiments where 
fast electron transport was required.

Results

First, the 810 and 950 nm signals were recorded 
during the slow re-reduction in the dark of the PSI 
donors, pre-oxidized under FRL. This transient 
was chosen as it is presumed to be the closest to the 
most homogeneous redox equilibrium throughout 
the leaf cross-section. When the 810 and 950 nm 
signals were plotted against one another, a curvi-
linear trajectory was formed, beginning with the 
steady state under FRL (Fig. 1, open circle) and 

approaching the dark level at the bottom left cor-
ner (Fig. 1, filled circles). The data point of full 
oxidation (top right corner) was measured during 
the initial oxidation (after 2 ms) under a saturation 
pulse superimposed on FRL.

The same optical signals were calculated from 
the model assuming redox equilibrium between 
P700 and PC (Oja et al. 2003). The best fit between 
the model and experiment was obtained with the 
equilibrium constant of 35 between P700 and 
PC and the ratio of the extinction coefficients at 
810/950 nm of 13.8 for P700+ and of 2.8 for PC+ 
(solid line through filled circles).

Evidence of disequilibrium. It is expected that 
the 950 vs. 810 nm correlation will decline from 
the calculated equilibrium during fast electron 
transport. Extremely fast electron transport was 
generated when a saturation pulse of 10,000 µmol 
m−2 s−1 was superimposed on FRL. During the 
20 ms pulse (Fig. 1, closely spaced diamonds) the 
950 nm signal declined from the equilibrium more 
strongly, indicating that PC became reduced faster 
than expected from the redox equilibrium with 
P700. The post-pulse trajectory (Fig. 1, widely 
spaced diamonds) approached the equilibrium to 
the end of the re-reduction process. Considering 

Fig. 1 Plot of the 950 vs. 810 nm data during re-reduction 
by stromal reductants (filled circles) from steady state under 
FRL (open circle), approximated by the equilibrium model 
(solid line) and after a saturation pulse superimposed on 
FRL (diamonds). Complete oxidation, top right; complete 
reduction, bottom left
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that at 950 nm the total PC+ signal is ¾ of the 
amplitude, the fraction of extra-reduced PC was 
about 7% during the fastest electron transport. 
When the saturation pulse was applied on top of 
low-intensity white light, 12.5% of the whole PC 
became reduced in excess of that predicted by the 
equilibrium (not shown). It is important to note 
that diffusional disequilibrium causes a significant 
down-shift of the maximum 950 nm signal, but not 
much flattening of the re-reduction trajectory.

Evidence of equilibrium in steady state. The 
following experiment was started from steady-state 
photosynthesis at saturating light of 2,000 µmol 
quanta m−2 s−1 in two versions. First, the steady 
state was interrupted by simply shuttering light off 
and, second, a saturation pulse was applied before 
the light was shuttered off. In the 950 vs. 810 nm 
plot the steady-state data point was shifted to the 
right from the calculated equilibrium curve, indi-
cating the presence of Fd− (Fig. 2). After the actinic 
light was turned off, data points (Fig. 2, filled 
diamonds) approached the equilibrium line in the 
middle of the post-illumination re-reduction proc-
ess, indicating that Fd− relaxed rapidly (re-reduction 
rate of P700+ was 198 s−1). When the saturation 
pulse was applied, the additional oxidation of PSI 
donors followed the same equilibrium line (con-

stantly shifted to the left because of Fd−). Neither 
un-oxidized PC nor more Fd− accumulated during 
the pulse. The un-oxidized PC was not present also 
before the pulse, because the 950 nm signal imme-
diately approached the level of complete oxidation 
of all PC and remained constant during the whole 
pulse (the cluster of 40 data points at the complete 
oxidation end of the trajectory).

The presence of un-oxidizable PC, indicated 
by deviation of the 950 nm signal from the level 
of complete oxidation, is the best indicator of 
diffusional disequilibrium between P700 and PC. 
Light and CO2 responses of photosynthesis were 
measured in a sunflower leaf, applying a satura-
tion pulse at each PFD and CO2 concentration. At 
saturating PFDs of 2,000–760 µmol quanta m−2 
s−1 the 950 nm amplitude was quite exactly the 
same as under FRL. During the CO2 response the 
amplitude of the 950 nm signal was not influenced 
by the concentration down to zero, but the saturat-
ing CO2 concentration of 1,500 µmol mol−1 caused 
a decrease in both, 950 and 810 nm amplitudes. 
Thus, extra un-oxidized PC over the equilibrium 
level did not accumulate during the fastest steady-
state electron transport under air conditions. A 
small fraction of un-oxidized PC could accumulate 
under saturating CO2, but the shift could be caused 
by PSI acceptor side closure as well.

Discussion

Equilibrium during reduction by stromal reduct-
ants. During this process the 810 vs. 950 nm signals 
most exactly followed the trace calculated from the 
equilibrium model. The flattening of the trace due 
to inhomogeneity evidently was not significant, 
because the best-fit Ke between P700 and PC of 35 
was not far from the lower limit of the theoretical 
value of 43 (Kirchhoff et al. 2004). The best-fit ratio 
of the extinction coefficients at 810/950 nm was of 
13.8 for P700+ and of 2.8 for PC+, different from 
values measured in vitro (Kirchhoff et al. 2004; 
Klughammer and Schreiber 1991). Therefore, the 
application of in vitro measured spectral coefficients 
for the deconvolution of redox signals from intact 
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Fig. 2 Plot of the 950 vs. 810 nm data during re-reduction 
from the steady state at 2,000 µmol quanta m−2 s−1 after 
darkening (filled diamonds) and after a saturation pulse 
was superimposed on WL (empty diamonds). The line was 
calculated from the equilibrium model
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leaves may give different results dependent on 
experimental conditions used during the in vitro 
and in vivo measurements.

Degree of disequilibrium during fast electron 
transport. When a saturation pulse was  superimposed 
on FRL or low WL, the 950 nm signal indicated 7–
12.5% of PC became more reduced than predicted by 
the equilibrium. If PC diffusion were the dominant 
rate-limiter, 50% of PC would become reduced (a 
half remained oxidized in order to ensure back-dif-
fusion of the electron acceptor). Thus, the  estimated 
control coefficient of PC diffusion was about 15–
25% during saturation pulses  superimposed on FRL 
and low-intensity WL. When the pulse was super-
imposed on saturating WL, no additional accumula-
tion of un-oxidized PC occurred, indicating electron 
transport was completely controlled by reactions 
preceding PC diffusion.

Thus, redox equilibrium is maintained on the 
donor side of PSI during steady-state photosynthe-
sis. The 950 nm signal can be deconvoluted into the 
components generated by P700+ and PC+ assuming 
the redox equilibrium (Oja et al. 2003), but at 810 nm 
the presence of Fd− signal must be considered.
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CHAPTER TWENTY TWO

Characterization of Regulatory Factors of PGR5-Dependent 
PSI Cyclic Electron Transport

Yuki Okegawa, Yugo Kagawa, Yoshichika Kobayashi, and Toshiharu Shikanai

Abstract  Photosynthetic electron transport consists 
of two main routes: linear and photosystem I (PSI) 
cyclic electron transport. Although PSI cyclic elec-
tron transport has been proved to be essential for 
photosynthesis and photoprotection, our knowledge 
on the route of electrons is very limited. In higher 
plants, the antimycin A-sensitive pathway is the 
main route taken by electrons in PSI cyclic elec-
tron transport. Although a small thylakoid protein, 
PGR5 (PROTON GRADIENT REGULATION 
5), is essential for this pathway, the exact function 
of the PGR5 protein is still unclear and there are 
debates on the rate of electron transport in vivo and 
its regulation.

We evaluated the activity of ferredoxin (Fd)-
dependent plastoquinone (PQ) reduction in rup-
tured chloroplasts by using an Arabidopsis mutant, 
pgr5. We detected high activity of Fd-dependent 
PQ reduction even in the presence of linear elec-
tron transport. Higher activity of PGR5-depend-
ent PSI cyclic electron transport was detected in 
the wild type, when the concentration of NADP+ 

was lower. From these results, it is suggested that 
PGR5-dependent PSI cyclic electron transport 
competes with linear electron transpor. We pro-
pose that the NADP+/NADPH ratio is a regulator 
of PGR5-dependent PSI cyclic electron transport 
in vivo.

Keywords  Cyclic electron transport, photosys-
tem I, pgr5, antimycin A, Arabidopsis

Introduction

PSI cyclic electron transport was first discovered 
from its coupling with ATP synthesis approximately 
50 years ago (cyclic phosphorylation), before the 
establishment of a concept of linear electron trans-
port (Arnon et al. 1954). In higher plants PSI cyclic 
electron transport consists of two partially redun-
dant pathways: NAD(P)H dehydrogenase (NDH)-
dependent and antimycin A-sensitive (Tagawa 
et al. 1963) pathways. The antimycin A-sensitive, 
PGR5-dependent pathway mainly contributes to 
∆pH generation in photosynthesis. Despite the long 
history of interest (Bendall and Manasse 1995) 
and the documented physiological significance 
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(Munekage et al. 2002, 2004), our knowledge on 
the machinery of PGR5-dependent electron trans-
port is very limited.

One of the reasons for our limited knowledge 
about PSI cyclic electron transport is the lack of 
reliable methods to evaluate its activity, especially 
in C3 plants. Since PSI cyclic electron transport 
partly shares the route taken by electrons with 
linear electron transport and does not contribute to 
the net input or output of electrons, it is difficult to 
measure the rate quantitatively. Although several 
techniques have been applied to measure the rate 
of PSI cyclic electron transport in vivo, full activ-
ity is not able to be evaluated probably because of 
several limitations in those experiments.

PSI cyclic electron transport activity was assayed 
in ruptured chloroplasts isolated from Arabidopsis 
leaves, as reduction of PQ in the presence of Fd and 
NADPH (Munekage et al. 2002, 2004). Activity of 
PQ reduction was lower in pgr5 and crr mutants 
than in the wild type and completely impaired in 
double mutant, crr2 pgr5. This is probably one 
of the most obvious demonstrations of PSI cyclic 
electron transport activity. In this technique, how-
ever, PSI cyclic electron transport is observed only 
at very low rates. This observation is inconsistent 
with the drastic pgr5 phenotype. Since this assay 
in ruptured chloroplasts also monitors electron 
transport in the dark, the technique may share a 
similar problem with other in vivo measurements 
in respect to the activation of PGR5-dependent PSI 
cyclic electron transport. In this study, we evalu-
ated PSI cyclic electron transport in ruptured chlo-
roplasts in the light. Even in the presence of linear 
electron transport, we detected high activity of PSI 
cyclic electron transport.

Materials and methods

Isolation of chloroplasts

Leaves of 4- to 5-week-old plants were homog-
enized in a medium containing 330 mM sorbitol, 
20 mM Tricine/NaOH (pH 8.4), 5 mM EGTA, 
5 mM EDTA, 10 mM NaHCO3, 0.1% (w/v) BSA, 

and 330 mg/L ascorbate. After centrifugation for 
5 min at 3,000 g, the pellet was resuspended in 
300 mM sorbitol, 20 mM HEPES/KOH (pH 7.6), 
5 mM MgCl2, and 2.5 mM EDTA.

In vitro assay of PSI cyclic electron transport 
activity

Fd-dependent PQ reduction was measured in 
ruptured chloroplasts (10 µg chlorophyll/mL) as 
described previously with several modifications 
(Munekage et al. 2002). Fluorescence levels were 
compared during the AL illumination (in the light 
intensity of 13 µmol photons m−2 s−1). As elec-
tron donors, 5 µM maize Fd (Sigma Aldrich) and 
250 µM NADPH (Sigma Aldrich) were used. As 
an electron acceptor, NADP+ (Sigma Aldrich, St 
Louis, MO) was used at the concentrations indi-
cated in Fig. 2. Ten micromoles of Antimycin A 
(Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, Missouri) was added 
before the measurement. Reaction media were 
buffered using 50 mM HEPES/NaOH for pH 8.5.

Results and discussion

The effect of light intensity on the activity 
of PSI cyclic electron transport

Recently we showed that the background of low 
light (1.3 µmol photons m−2 s−1) is required to 
monitor the activity of PGR5-dependent PSI cyclic 
electron transport in P700 oxidation kinetics by 
far-red light in leaves (Okegawa et al., 2007). This 
result prompted us to assess the PQ reduction 
activity in higher light intensities. So we measured 
Fd-dependent PQ reduction in ruptured chloro-
plasts under illumination, in which ∆pH-dependent 
NPQ was induced. At 13 µmol photons m−2 s−1, the 
chlorophyll fluorescence level slightly decreased 
by addition of NADPH and decreased slightly 
further or did not change by subsequent addition of 
Fd in wild-type chloroplasts (Fig. 1). On the other 
hand, the chlorophyll fluorescence level drasti-
cally decreased by addition of Fd in pgr5 chlo-
roplasts. Addition of antimycin A, an inhibitor of 
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PGR5-dependent PSI cyclic electron transport, to 
wild-type chloroplasts mimicked this chlorophyll 
fluorescence change in pgr5 chloroplasts (Fig. 1). 
These results indicate that the difference in changes 
in chlorophyll fluorescence level between wild-
type and pgr5 chloroplasts is a result of the 
different activity of electron input to PQ via 
the PGR5-dependent, antimycin A-sensitive 
pathway. It is suggested that the activity of PGR5-
dependent electron input to PQ is high enough 
to influence the PQ reduction level even in the 
presence of linear electron transport under these 
illumination conditions.

Addition of Fd and NADPH drastically 
decreased the chlorophyll fluorescence level in 
pgr5 in the light, although the effect was subtle 
in the wild type (Fig. 1). The fluorescence level 
is determined as a balance between the electron 
input and the output mainly via electron acceptance 
from PSI. Since the fluorescence parameters were 
identical between the wild type and pgr5 before 
addition of Fd (Fig. 1), the rate of PQ reduction via 
PSII is unlikely to be affected in pgr5. The lower 
fluorescence level after addition of Fd in pgr5 is 
most probably explained by the absence of electron 

input into PQ via PGR5-dependent PSI cyclic elec-
tron transport.

PSI cyclic electron transport competes with linear 
electron transport

Although Fd is an electron donor to various reac-
tions including linear and PSI cyclic electron 
transport in plastids (Hanke et al. 2004), NADP+ 
is likely to be a predominant electron acceptor. 
Therefore, we suppose that addition of NADP+ 
affects PGR5-dependent PSI cyclic electron trans-
port. To assess the competitive effect of NADP+ 
on PGR5-dependent PSI cyclic electron trans-
port, various amounts of NADP+ were added to 
wild-type chloroplasts (Fig. 2). Addition of 1 µM 
NADP+ to wild-type chloroplasts did not affect 
fluorescence level, while that of 10 µM NADP+ 
reduced the fluorescence level (Fig. 2). In the wild 
type, addition of 1 mM NADP+ was required to 
reduce the fluorescence level to that in the pres-
ence of 250 µM NADPH in pgr5. In pgr5, addition 
of only 10 µM NADP+ decreased the fluorescence 
level to that in the presence of 250 µM NADPH 
in pgr5 (data not shown). Since the concentration 
of NADP+ used in these experiments is within the 
range estimated in vivo (Takahama et al. 1981), 
PGR5-dependent PSI cyclic electron transport is 
likely to compete with linear electron transport 
in vivo even during steady-state photosynthesis. It is 
suggested that PSI cyclic electron transport also 
contributes to balance the production ratio of ATP 
and NADPH during steady-state photosynthesis as 
well as under stress conditions.

From these results, we propose a model for the 
regulation of PGR5-dependent PSI cyclic electron 
transport. Under the conditions of high NADP+/
NADPH ratio, most of electrons from PSII are 
transferred to NADP+. Even under these conditions 
PGR5-dependent PSI cyclic electron transport is 
operating, because it can compete with NADP+ 
reduction via FNR (Fig. 2). This is consistent 
with the phenotype of the pgr5 mutant (Munekage 
et al. 2002, 2004). On the other hand, under the 
conditions of low NADP+/NADPH ratio, PGR5-
dependent PSI cyclic electron transport is activated 

Fig. 1 Effects of PGR5-dependent PSI cyclic electron 
transport on the fluorescence level in the light.The changes 
in chlorophyll fluorescence by adding 250 µM NADPH and 
5 µM Fd under actinic light (AL) illumination (13 µmol 
photons m−2 s−1) was monitored in osmotically ruptured 
chloroplasts (10 µg of chlorophyll/mL) isolated from the 
wild type, pgr5. AL was turned on prior to adding NADPH 
and Fd. The reaction medium was prepared at pH 8.5. 
Ruptured chloroplasts were incubated with 10 µM antimy-
cin A (A.A) before the measurement
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more. This model suggests that the redox state of 
the NADPH pool regulates PGR5-dependent PSI 
cyclic electron transport, as has been discussed 
often (Bendall and Manasse 1995; Johnson 2005).
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CHAPTER TWENTY THREE

Toward an Understanding of Ultrafast Electron 
Transfer in Photosynthesis

Gloria Olaso-González, Manuela Merchán, and Luis Serrano-Andrés

Abstract  The mechanism of electron transfer 
(ET) from reduced pheophytin (Pheo−) to the 
primary stable photosynthetic acceptor, a quinone 
(Q) molecule, is addressed by using high-level 
ab initio computations and realistic molecular 
models. The results reveal that the ET process 
involving the (Pheo−+Q) and (Pheo+Q−) oxidation 
states can be seen essentially as an ultrafast radia-
tionless transition between the two hypersurfaces 
taking place via conical intersections (CIs) and 
is favoured when the topology of the interacting 
moieties makes possible some overlap between 
the lowest occupied molecular orbitals (LUMO) 
of the two systems. Thus, it is anticipated that 
large scale motions, which are difficult to monitor 
experimentally, may actually occur in the photo-
synthetic reaction centers of bacteria, algae, and 
higher plants, to fulfil the observed ultrafast ET 
processes.

Keywords  Conical intersection, electron trans-
fer, pheophytin, photosynthesis, quinone

Introduction

Because of the outstanding development of compu-
tational methods and tools, quantum chemistry may 
help to unravel certain aspects of the mechanisms 
involved in photosynthetic reaction centers (RCs) 
that can hardly be deduced from direct experi-
ments. It is known that bacteria and plants proceed 
through a similar scheme when sunlight interacts 
with them: the photoinduced charge separation on 
excited RCs occurs and a quinone-like system (see 
Fig. 1) is capable of gaining the electron localized 
on a reduced pheophytin-like molecule in a time 
regime of picoseconds (Dekker and van Grondelle 
2000). The main motivation to undertake the 
present research was to elucidate the underlying 
mechanism of this ultrafast electron transfer (ET) 
(Olaso-González et al. 2006). Experimental and 
theoretical work supports the conclusion that effi-
cient ultrafast nonradiative transitions are mediated 
by conical intersections (CIs) (see, e.g., Domcke 
et al. 2004; Fernández et al. 2000; Olivucci 2005). 
For a large molecular system, a realistic goal is to 
find the region of coordinates where the minimum 
energy crossing point (MECP) could be char-
acterized. The current work represents the first 
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high-level ab initio research of intermolecular 
ET involving neutral/reduced species on realistic 
models related to the photosynthetic RCs. The 
study has been focused on the following reaction:

FBC – + Q → FBC + Q –

where FBC/FBC− represent the neutral/reduced 
forms of free base chlorin and Q/Q− the p-benzo-
quinone molecule and p-benzosemiquinone radical 
anion, respectively. FBC and Pheo have similar 
optical spectra (Hasegawa et al. 1998), therefore 
substituents in Pheo are used to anchor the chromo-
phores and are expected to play a secondary role 
in the efficiency of the ET process. The FBC sys-
tem has been preferred with respect to Pheo, also 
because the former has somewhat higher molecular 
symmetry, which represents a noticeable computa-
tional advantage without detriment to the conclu-
sions achieved.

To describe properly the electron attachment in 
FBC and Q, electron correlation has to be included, 
to a large extent employing extended basis sets 
(Merchán and Serrano-Andrés 2005). As shown 
elsewhere (Pou-Amérigo et al. 2000; Frutos et al. 
2003), the CASPT2//CASSCF protocol is capable 
of recovering dynamic electron correlation, yield-
ing accurate electron affinities.

Methodology

The ground-state geometry for FBC was optimized 
at the B3PW91/6-31G* level, which has been suc-
cessfully employed earlier for molecules with simi-
lar structure (Rubio et al. 1999) The present results 
are in accordance with previous findings obtained 
at a comparable level of theory and are consistent 
with the corresponding optimized MP2 structure 
(Almöf et al. 1993). On the basis of a previous 
experience on p-benzoquinone (Pou-Amérigo 
et al. 1999), the ground-state geometry of the system 
was optimized at the -CASSCF level by including 
the valence orbitals in the active space. The ANO-
S basis set was used with the contraction scheme 
C,O[3s2p1d]/H[2s]. The low-lying excited states 
of the [FBC/Q]− system have been studied by using 

multiconfigurational second-order perturbation 
theory through the CASPT2 method (Andersson 
et al. 1992). State-average CASSCF wave func-
tions were used as zeroth-order wave functions, 
including in the average procedure the roots 
of interest. The active space for the reference 
CASSCF wave function comprised four MOs 
for FBC, which correspond to the Gouterman’s 
model (Gouterman et al. 1963), one for Q and 
five active electrons. To minimize the influence 
of weakly interacting intruder states at the second-
order level, the so-called imaginary level shift 
technique was employed (Forsberg and Malmqvist 
1997), using 0.2 au as the value of the selected 
shift. The calculations were performed with the 
tools available in the MOLCAS-6 (Andersson 
et al. 2004) and the Gaussian 98 (Frisch et al. 1998) 
quantum chemistry packages.

Results

Potential energy curves (PECs) for two different 
oxidation states of the system [FBC/Q]− along 
the intermolecular distance R have been built for 
three different parallel arrangements, with the sub-
systems kept fixed at the respective ground-state 
equilibrium geometry. The orientations considered 
are defined by the angle formed between the binary 
symmetry axis C2 of FBC and the axis passing 
through the oxygen atoms of the Q molecule. The 
results obtained at the CASPT2 level are depicted 
in Fig. 2.

Our study starts once the photoinduced charge 
separation has occurred in the photosynthetic RCs 
and the Pheo− (or BPheo−) species has been pro-
duced. The reactants of interest (FBC−+Q), cor-
respond at large R to the lowest excited state of 
the [FBC/Q]− system and since the Q molecule 
has a higher VEA than FBC, the noninteracting 
(FBC+Q−) system becomes the ground state. Since 
the CASSCF wave functions of FBC− and Q−are 
basically described by a single configuration with 
the extra electron located in the LUMO-like natu-
ral orbital, a more pronounced interaction and the 
occurrence of the state crossing is facilitated by 
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structures that facilitate the overlap between the 
two LUMOs. According to the topology of the 
LUMOs of FBC and Q the overlap between those 
two fragments decreases at =90°, consequently, 
there is no crossing between the two PECs. 
A similar situation can be expected for perpendicular 
and other intermediate molecular arrangements. On 
the contrary, the PECs do intersect at the other two 
studied orientations. The most effective interaction 
occurs at Θ = 45°, which hints to a larger overlap 
between the respective LUMOs. For this reason, 
when the two moieties become progressively closer, 
the crossing between the two curves appears earlier 
at Θ = 45°, with respect to Θ = 0°, reflecting in the 
latter a somewhat less efficient interaction. The 
actual crossing point should hopefully correspond 
to a CI and its geometry should most probably dis-
play a distortion from planarity for the FBC skel-
eton. Curves in Fig. 2 should not be seen, however, 
as a representation of the ultrafast ET mechanism 

in RC, but as a demonstration that the involvement 
of CIs in the ET process is possible for certain 
donor-acceptor orientations.

At short intermolecular distances the FBC−+Q 
system becomes the ground state, which is con-
nected adiabatically to FBC+Q− at infinity. 
Depending on the topology of the actual CI, 
both minima may be populated. Ideally, such 
topology should be favouring population of the 
charge-transfer state (FBC+Q−). A number of 
crossing and recrossings probably occur around 
the CI region leading to the fulfilment of ET. 
By a subsequent increase of the intermolecular 
distance the products of the ET reaction, neutral 
FBC and reduced quinone Q−, are ultimately 
collected. The primary reduced quinone is ready 
to transfer an electron to the secondary quinone 
and Pheo (FBC in our model) and is willing to 
be involved again in new photoinduced charge-
transfer process in the RCs.

Fig. 1 Structures of pheophytin a (A), bacteriopheophytin a (B), chlorin (C), plastoquinone (D), ubiquinone (E), and 
p-benzoquinone (F)
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Fig. 2 CASPT2 PECs for the [FBC/Q]− system built with respect to the intermolecular distance R
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Discussion

We conclude that intermolecular ET between a 
reduced (charged) donor and an acceptor can be 
formulated as a dance of three steps. In the first 
step, both systems have to get close enough, with 
the right relative orientation, to allow overlap 
between the singly occupied MO of the donor and 
the LUMO of the acceptor. In the second step, a 
number of state-crossings related to multiple coni-
cal intersections may then take place, resembling 
the common procedure of internal conversion 
controlled by crossing seams, as is normally rec-
ognized in modern nonadiabatic photochemistry. 
In the third step, a subsequent separation of the 
produced moieties leads to the products: neutral 
donor and reduced acceptor. A vast amount of the 
work involving synthesis of biomimetic materials 
for artificial photosynthesis deals with molecules 
made of covalently linked subunits. According to 
the present results, noncovalently-staked materials 
should also operate efficiently.
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CHAPTER TWENTY FOUR

Development of a 3D Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope 
for Applying the Saturation Pulse Method to Chlorophyll 
a Fluorescence

Kenji Omasa and Atsumi Konishi

Abstract  To analyze chlorophyll fluorescence of 
leaf tissue three-dimensionally using the saturation 
pulse method, a new real-time confocal laser scan-
ning microscope was developed. A sensitive EM-
CCD camera was installed in the rotating pinhole 
Nikpow disk scanning confocal laser microscope. 
The light intensity was controlled within 60–250 µM 
m−2 s−1in actinic light and 1,400–6,000 µM m−2 s−1in 
saturation light pulse by two electromagnetic shut-
ters with neutral density (ND) filters installed in the 
system. The fluctuations of actinic light and of the 
saturation light pulse were kept at −1.46 to +1.37% 
and −0.45 to +0.32% of the average intensities, 
respectively. The shutters open within 90 ms in the 
dark and 60 ms under the actinic light. To acquire 
rapidly sufficient focal planes for constructing the 
3D image, the piezo z-scan unit was installed in the 
system. This scan unit made it possible to capture 
64 focal planes within 1.92 s. This also enabled us 
to capture sufficient focal planes during illumina-
tion with one saturation light pulse. The images that 

were captured within 30 ms were sufficiently clear 
for 3D reconstruction and calculation of chlorophyll 
fluorescence parameters such as φPSII.

Keywords  3D, chlorophyll fluorescence, confo-
cal laser scanning microscope (CLMS)

Introduction

Chlorophyll fluorescence microscopy is an 
advanced technique of chlorophyll fluorescence 
imaging allowing noninvasive detection of spatio-
temporal changes in photosynthetic activities of tis-
sues, individual cells and chloroplasts (Oxborough 
2004). Leaves, tissues, cells and chloroplasts have 
inherently complicated 3D structures. Hence, it is 
necessary to obtain 3D information to improve the 
understanding of plant functioning and responses 
to stresses (Rigaut et al. 1992; Schurr et al. 2006; 
Omasa et al. 2007). For a 3D surface reconstruc-
tion, expanded-focus 3D microscopy of chloro-
phyll fluorescence (Rolfe and Scholes 2002; Endo 
and Omasa 2007) was done by passive techniques. 
However, 3D anatomies of the internal parts 
of tissues and cells cannot be obtained by this 
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technique in spite of their excellent reconstruc-
tion. Additionally, the magnifications of the speci-
mens were not sufficient to capture high-resolution 
images of chloroplasts in cells.

A confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) 
can reconstruct a 3D anatomy of the internal parts 
of tissues and cells by capturing fluorescence from 
their fluorochromes. Therefore, CLSM has been 
used for chlorophyll fluorescence microscopy of 
leaf tissue profiles (Osmond et al. 1999) and chloro-
plast movements in vivo (Tlałka and Fricker 1999). 
However, extremely strong excitation lights have 
been usually irradiated to specimens in order to cap-
ture clear images and it is impossible to rapidly scan 
and evenly illuminate the specimens with CLSM in 
which a galvanometer-miror is installed (Wang et al. 
2005). These facts prevent the CLSM from applying 
the saturation pulse method. In this study, we have 
developed a system for applying the saturation pulse 
method by modifying the Nipkow disk type CLSM 
using high sensitivity EM-CCD camera.

Materials and methods

Boston fern (Nephrolepis exaltata L. cv. 
Bostoniensis) seedlings were acclimatized in pots 

in an environmentally controlled growth chamber 
for 4 weeks before the experiments. The pots were 
filled with artificial soil (mixture of vermiculite 
and perlite, 2:1, v/v). The plants were illuminated 
for 12 h each day with fluorescent lights at a PPF 
of 150 µM m−2 s−1. Air temperature was 24.5°C 
during the day and 23°C at night. Relative humid-
ity was 70% during the day and 90% at night. 
Mature intact leaves were used for the experiments. 
A whole leaf which was placed on a wetted cover 
was used as specimen for CLSM observation.

Figure 1 shows a photograph of the CLSM. The 
system consisted of an inverted light microscope, 
a confocal scanner unit, a blue laser diode system, 
two types of cooled CCD camera, various control-
ling devises and a personal computer. The Nipkow-
disk-type confocal scanner unit (Yokogawa Electric, 
modified type of CSU-10) was installed between a highly 
sensitive cooled electron multiplier charge-coupled 
device (EM-CCD) camera (Hamamatsu Photonics, 
C9100-12) and an inverted light microscope 
(OLYMPAS, IX-71). A blue laser diode system 
(Yokogawa Electric, HPU50100-PFS-2, 488 nm) was 
used as the light source for the CLSM. A z-scan 
motor changed position of the objective along the z-
axis and was controlled by a motor controller (Ludl, 
MAC5000). The position of the objective was more 

Fig. 1 Photograph of the computer-aided system for 3D chlorophyll fluorescence imaging with a CLSM. a: personal com-
puter, b: EM-CCD camera, c: rotating pinhole disk (Nipkow disk) type confocal scanner unit, d: z scan motor, e: inverted 
light microscope, f: halogen lamp unit, g: color cooled CCD camera, h: blue laser diode (488nm) system, i: shutter control-
ler, j: external ND/shutter, k: disk rotation controller, l: motor controller, m: piezo controller, n: piezo z scan unit.
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precisely and rapidly controlled by a piezo z-scan unit 
(Physik Instrumente, PIFOC). External and built-in 
electromagnetic shutters attached to the confocal scan-
ner unit were used for passing the laser beam, block-
ing it, or dimming it using neutral density (ND) filters. 
Both shutters were controlled with a shutter controller 
connected to the computer using software produced 
in our laboratory. The external shutter was selected 
between a hole and an ND filter and the built-in shutter 
selected between a hole and a non-hole. Transmitted 
light images of the leaves irradiated from above 
with a halogen lamp unit (OLYMPUS, U-LH100L-3, 
TH4-100) were captured with a cooled color CCD 
camera (Hamamatsu Photonics, C5310). The images 
were recorded on the computer via a digital color 
video recorder (Sony, DSR-V10). An immersion 
objective (UApo, 40, numerical aperture: 1.35) was 
used through experiments.

To apply the saturation pulse method, a time 
sequence in combination of dark, actinic light and 
saturation light pulse was produced by the shutters. 
The laser beam intensity for saturation light pulse 
was first determined by adjusting both the laser 
power and the direct measurement method using 
the metal pinhole disk. When both shutters opened 
for about 2 s in the dark, the saturation light pulse 
in the dark was presented. The actinic light was set 
by opening the built-in shutter and selecting ND 
filter in the external shutter. The saturation light 
pulse in the light was produced by about 2 s open of 
the external shutter under actinic light conditions.

Results and discussion

A 3D microscopy is required to simultaneously 
provide high lateral and axial resolution with minimal 
irradiation to avoid damaging the light-sensitive 
living cells (Wang et al. 2005). A sensitive camera 
and controllable light unit are needed to achieve the 
requirement. The installed camera has the function 
of electron multiplying on CCD chips, so it allows 
the signal to be drastically multiplied without 
noise. The light controlling shutters were opened 
within 90 and 60 ms in the dark and light, respec-

tively. The time to maximize the light intensity of 
the developed system was faster than that of com-
mercially available pulse amplitude modulation 
(PAM) chlorophyll fluorometers (WALZ, MINI-
PAM and PAM-101).

The pinholes were gyroidally placed 250 µm apart 
on the disk. The pattern of the pinhole arrangement 
appeared at every 30° rotation of the disk, therefore 
a point on the leaf was illuminated from 300 to 360 
times per second. This frequency is several times 
higher than that of the ordinary fluorescent lamp. 
The light intensity was controlled in ranges of 60–
250 µM m−2 s−1in actinic light and 1,400–6,000 µM 
m−2 s−1in saturation light pulse. The fluctuations of 
actinic light and the saturation light pulse were kept 
at −1.46 to +1.37 % and −0.45 to +0.32 % of the 
average intensities, respectively.

The piezo z-scan unit made it possible to cap-
ture each image of different focal plane in 30 ms. 
During saturation light pulse, 64 different focal 
planes were captured in 1.92 s The first focal plane 
was located close to the abaxial leaf surface and 
the last one was at 80 µm depth in the direction 
of the adaxial surface. Each image was captured 
at 30 ms interval after 1.25 µm movement of the 
focal plane.

In the imaging with the higher resolution 
objective, it is essential to capture focal planes 
at different heights in order to focus clearly on 
chloroplasts, which are ubiquitous in the leaves. 
Figure 2 shows reconstructed 3D chlorophyll 
fluorescence intensity image of Nephrolepis exaltata. 
There are guard cell chloroplasts just above the 
center of the image and mesophyll chloroplasts 
scattered in the leaves. Cross-sectional chlorophyll 
fluorescence intensity images of leaves reveal the 
light distributions inside leaves (Takahashi et al. 
1994; Osmond et al. 1999; Vogelmann and Evans 
2002). Compared to these reports, shallower but 
much higher resolution profiles were captured 
without cutting off the leaves. This system allowed 
the capture of images which were sufficiently clear 
for 3D reconstruction and for calculation of chlo-
rophyll fluorescence parameters such as φPSII even 
at such short exposure times.
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Cu2+ Binding Sites in PSII

Aleksandra Orzechowska1, Ralph Bock2, Marzena de Odrowaž Piramowicz3, 
Kazimierz Strzałka4, and Kvètoslava Burda3,5

Abstract  We investigated the influence of 
cuprous ions, Cu2+, on energy and electron trans-
port in photosystem II (PSII) using fluorescence 
methods. It has been suggested that the primary 
targets in PSII for copper are tyrosine Z, cyto-
chrome b559, chlorophyll Z and the quinone-iron 
complex. Here, we present studies on Cu2+ action 
on thylakoid membranes and thylakoids enriched 
in PSII isolated from a wild-type tobacco and from 
a mutant with a point mutation on the β-chain of 
cytochrome b559. We observed that copper ions 
modify in various ways the efficiency of the energy 
and electron transfer in PSII in both the wild type 

and the mutant. The action of Cu2+ is additionally 
influenced by the presence of sulfate anions. We 
can distinguish at least three different modes of 
copper acting on the electron and energy transfer 
within PSII.

Keywords  Copper ions, photosystem II, fluores-
cence, cytochrome b559, iron-quinone complex

Introduction

The inhibitory effect of copper(II) ions on the pho-
tosynthetic apparatus is well known. It has been 
found that photosystem II (PSII) is more sensitive 
to Cu2+ than photosystem I (PSI). The obtained 
results suggest than copper inhibits either the 
donor or the acceptor side of PSII. The proximity 
of the copper binding site to the oxygen evolving 
complex (OEC) or even within the Mn4Ca-cluster 
(by substituting one of the manganese or calcium 
cations) has been postulated (Šeršeñ et al. 1997). 
A reversible influence of Cu2+ on the redox states 
of TyrZ and TyrD at the PSII donor side has been 
observed (Schröder et al. 1995; Jegerschöld et al. 
1995). On the other hand, irreversible modification 
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of the PSII acceptor side has been postulated. It 
has been shown that Cu2+ may induce confor-
mational and redox changes of the quinone–iron 
complex in the vicinity of both binding sites of 
the quinone acceptors (of the primary quinone 
acceptor QA and the secondary quinone acceptor 
QB). Copper ions can modify the redox properties 
of the non-heme iron as well as the heme iron of 
cytochrome b559 (Burda et al. 2003, 2006; Bernal 
et al. 2004). Knowing that the inhibitory action 
of Cu2+ on PSII strongly depends on the ratio of 
copper ions per reaction center, one can expect 
that studies of the dependence of the efficiency 
of electron transfer within PSII on the concentra-
tion of Cu2+ may give an insight into the molecu-
lar mechanisms of electron transfer within PSII. 
Especially, understanding the problem of linear 
versus postulated cyclic electron flow as a possible 
protection mechanism of PSII against photoinhibi-
tion is of a great importance.

Materials and methods

In our experiments, we used thylakoid membranes 
and thylakoids enriched in PSII (BBY PSII) from 
the wild type of tobacco and from a mutant, in 
which the conserved phenylalanine at position 
26 in the β subunit of cyt b559 has been changed 
to serine (Bock et al. 1994). They were isolated 
according to the method described in (Berthold 
et al. 1981). Each sample contained 10–12 µg Chl/
mL in the case of PSII BBY preparations and 40 µg 
Chl/mL for thylakoids. We studied the influence of 
various concentrations of CuCl2 and CuSO4 salts 
on the efficiency of photochemistry within PSII. 
Concentrations of Cu salts are indicated in the 
figures. We applied fluorescence which allowed 
us to follow the changes on the acceptor and donor 
sides of PSII under the action of copper ions. The 
Kautsky effect was measured using a double–
modulated fluorometer from Photon System 
Instruments (Czech Republic). In all cases, samples 
were incubated for 10 min in darkness. Fluorescence 
spectra of Kautsky effect normalized to Fm were 
evaluated using the following function:

 

F t A
t

tKautskyEffect i
ii

n

( ) exp= − −
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
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⎛
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⎞

⎠⎟=
∑ 1

1

 

(1)

where n is the minimal number of components 
necessary for fitting the experimental data, Ai – the 
contribution of each of the components and ti – a 
characteristic saturation time.

Results and discussion

In Fig. 1, we show the dependence of the Fv and F0 
on copper ion concentrations (0.05–30 µM) for the 
mutant. Fv is related to PSII efficiency in electron 

Fig. 1 Fv and F0 (normalized to control) as the function 
of Cu2+ concentration: (A) Fv, (B) F0. Full symbols: CuCl2, 
empty symbols: CuSO4
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transport and was estimated from Eq. 1, Fv = A3 
and Fv = A3 + A4 in the case of wild type tobacco 
and the mutant, respectively. F0 is the initial fluo-
rescence corresponding to the ability of the reac-
tion centre to trap the energy from light harvesting 
antenna. It is also sensitive to the redox state of 
the iron-quinone complex, with either oxidized 
or reduced plastoquinone at the QB site. F0 is a sum of 
the amplitudes A1 and A2 corresponding to the fast 
components (Eq. 1, Fig. 2).

The time saturation constants ti, obtained from 
evaluating the experimental data for the mutant 
BBY PSII by formula (1), as a function of Cu2+ 
concentration are presented in Fig. 2.

It is seen that copper ion concentrations higher 
than 1 µM cause a decrease of Fv. A CuCl2 con-

centration of 30 µM already inhibits the efficiency 
of the photochemical reactions within PSII by 
80%. At the same time, F0 is decreased only by 
20%. The most striking effect occurs for CuCl2 
at concentrations of 2–15 µM, where a character-
istic discontinuity of Fv and F0 is observed. This 
transition is not detected for CuSO4. In the case of 
CuCl2, it is correlated with the disappearance of 
the component A3 related to the characteristic time 
constant 550 ms and increased contribution of the 
component A4 characterized by the highest time 
constant t4 which increases by a factor of 1.5 at the 
same time (see Fig. 2).

The phenomenon described above is observed 
in the mutant BBY PSII, but not in the wild type 
BBY PSII (data not shown). Thus, it is clear that 
the point mutation in cytochrome b559 strongly 
influences the binding sites of Cu2+. Cytochrome 
b559 with F26S seems to have a modified copper 
binding site, but, as discussed in (Burda et al. 
sec, 5 chapter 4 these proceedings), a modifica-
tion of the QB binding site at the PSII acceptor 
side can also contribute to the observed effects. 
Additionally, SO4

2− anions change the affinity of 
Cu2+ binding sites.
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CHAPTER TWENTY SIX

Alteration of O-J-I-P Chlorophyll Induction Kinetics 
by Dichromate: An Effect on the Water-Splitting System

Radovan Popovic1, François Perreault1, David Dewez2, Dionne Jérome1, and Philippe Juneau3

Abstract  The rapid chlorophyll fluorescence tran-
sients related to Photosystem II (PSII) activity were 
investigated when cells of the alga Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii were exposed to dichromate ions. We 
found that dichromate produced an inhibitory 
effect seen as quenching of variable fluorescence 
yield in all rapid fluorescence transients: O-J, J-I 
and I-P. The decreased fluorescence yield at the 
O-J transient for dichromate-treated algae in dark 
or light-adapted samples resulted from alteration 
of the D1 protein. Decreased activation energy for 
the O-J step in light-adapted samples treated with 
dichromate indicated a decrease in the number of 
active PSII reaction centers having a functional 
D1 protein. The low activation energy for the J-I 

step for light-adapted samples, regardless of the 
dichromate effect, was caused by a large fraction 
of QB having already been reduced by continu-
ous illumination. The activation energy for the 
I-P step was negative for light-adapted samples 
under dichromate treatment, showing that most of 
the remaining, active PSII reaction centers were 
reduced under continuous illumination. However, 
it cannot be excluded that the change of activation 
energy for the O-J and I-P steps resulted from a 
deteriorating effect of dichromate on the PSII water 
splitting system.

Keywords  Dichromate, O-J-I-P, PSII electron 
transport, activation energy

Introduction

Hexavalent chromium, dichromate, is known to 
inhibit Photosystem II (PSII) electron transport at 
very low concentrations. When cells of cyanobac-
terium Nostoc muscorum were exposed to dichro-
mate, it appeared that the site of inhibition was 
located on the PSII reducing side (Prasad et al. 1991). 
On other hand, non-quenched yield of variable 
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fluorescence of Spirodela polyrhiza induced by 
dichromate indicated formation of closed PSII 
reaction centers, showing the inhibition site to be 
the electron carrier QB (Appenroth et al. 2001). 
Some evidence has been found that dichromate 
inhibits the PSII oxygen evolving complex and 
consequently decreases the efficiency of energy 
transfer from light harvesting complex to the PSII 
reaction center (Susplugas et al. 2000; Mallick 
and Mohn 2003). Recently, it has been reported 
that dichromate alters both the D1 protein and the 
oxygen evolving complex in Lemna gibba (Ait Ali 
et al. 2006). When dichromate- inhibition of PSII 
in the alga Chlorella pyrenoidosa was induced 
under high light intensity, photodestruction of PSII 
reaction centers was accelerated (Hörcsik et al. 
2007). Different pieces of evidence were found for 
the change of rapid fluorescence transients being 
caused either by alteration of the PSII oxygen-
evolving complex or its reducing side (Strasser 
1997; Lazar 2006). By using thylakoid membranes 
treated by 3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethy-
lurea (DCMU) and decylplastoquinone (dPQ), the 
attempt has been made quantitatively to analyse 
the O, J, I and P rise, permitting a further advance 
in understanding the dependency between the 
change of rapid fluorescence transients and PSII 
oxidation-reduction state (Boisvert et al. 2006). 
However, recently the study of rapid fluorescence 
transients in L. gibba showed that the change of 
transients O, J, I and P reflected changes on either 
oxidising or reducing side of PSII electron trans-
port. Such evidence was based on qualitative or 
semi-quantitative analysis of rapid fluorescence 
induction measured after dark adaptation and dur-
ing the Kautsky effect, when L. gibba was exposed 
to exogenous electron donors and acceptors of PSII 
(Dewez et al. 2007a b). In this report, by using 
gradual inhibition of PSII electron transport from 
the water-splitting system to the PSII D1 protein in 
the alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, we attempted 
to analyse quantitatively the activation energy (EA) 
of fluorescence transients reflecting PSII oxida-
tion-reduction state. This approach also permitted 
further understanding of the inhibitory effect of 
dichromate on PSII electron transport.

Materials and methods

Algal culture. C. reinhardtii alga (CC-125) was 
cultivated in high salt (HS) growth medium (Harris 
1989) under continuous illumination (80 ± 15 µM 
m−2 s−1). The algal samples were exposed for 24 h to 
12.5, 25 and 50 µM of dichromate (K2Cr2O7) concen-
trations. Algal cell density was determined by using 
a Coulter particle counter (Beckman Coulter).

Fluorescence measurements. Rapid fluores-
cence induction from 10 µs to 400 ms was measured 
with a PEA fluorometer (Hansatech Ltd., Norfolk, 
UK) by using a saturating flash in dark adapted 
samples of C. reinhardtii and after undergoing 
1 min of continuous actinic illumination. The PEA 
saturating flash was of 2,500 µM photons m−2 s−1. 
The PEA actinic illumination was of 80 µM pho-
tons m−2 s−1. The fluorescence yield at 50 µs was 
considered as Fo value (F50 µs) and the maximum 
fluorescence yield attained as FM. Fluorescence 
kinetics were simulated using a sum of three 
exponential  functions : F(t) = Fo + AO-J(1−e(−k

O-J
t)) 

+ AJ-I(1−e(−k
J-I

t) + AI-P(1−e(−k
I-P

t)) where Fo is the 
minimal fluorescence; AO–J, AJ–I and AI–P are 
amplitudes; kO–J, kJ–I and kI–P are rate constants of 
the O–J, J–I and I–P phase, respectively (Pospisil 
and Dau 2002). Activation energy was calculated 
using Arrhenius law: k = Be(−E

A/RT
), as in Boisvert 

et al. (2006). The rate constant k was obtained by 
deconvolution, B is the pre-exponential factor, EA 
is the activation energy (J M−1), R is the gas con-
stant, and T is the absolute temperature (in K). EA 
of each phase in eV was extracted from the slope 
obtained by Arrhenius plot of Ln(k) versus T−1, by 
multiplication of its value with the gas constant fol-
lowed by division with the Faraday constant.

Results and discussion

In this report, we investigated the bioenergetic 
properties of the PSII fluorescence transitions 
O-J, J-I and I-P when C. reinhardtii cells were 
exposed to dichromate for 24 h. Strong inhibition 
of PSII electron transport was been found at 50 µM 
dichromate (Fig. 1).
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We may assume that the activation energy for 
every fluorescence step represents the energy nec-
essary to obtain charge distribution for every related 
fluorescence transition state of PSII. Smaller fluo-
rescence yield at all transition steps for all light-
adapted samples, independent to dichromate effect, 
was caused by the reduction of QA and the PQ pool 
by continuous illumination prior to the saturating 
flash. Similar activation energy was found for O-J 
steps for untreated samples in darkness or for the 
light-adapted state, regardless of different oxida-
tion-reduction states of the PQ pool. This conclu-

sion supports earlier results indicating that the 
size of the PQ pool does not affect the activation 
energy of the different fluorescence transition steps 
(Boisvert et al. 2006). A low activation energy for 
the J-I step of light-adapted samples, independ-
ent of the dichromate effect, resulted from a large 
fraction of QB being already reduced by continuous 
illumination (Fig. 2).

It has been proposed earlier that the J-I phase is 
dependent on reduction of PQ molecules bound in 
QB pocket (Yaakoubd et al. 2002). We may inter-
pret the very low activation energy necessary for 

Fig. 1 Deconvolution of the rapid fluorescence rise in dark adapted state (DAS) and light-adapted (LAS) for C. reinhardtii 
after 24 h exposure to 12.5 µM chromate
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the J-I phase in light-adapted algae as the result of 
a very small pool of QB remaining to be reduced 
by the saturating flash. For the dichromate effect 
on PSII electron transport, we observe a decrease 
of the fluorescence yield at the O-J transient for 
dichromate treated algae in dark or light-adapted 
samples. This conclusion supports earlier results 
for the dichromate effect showing alteration of the 
D1 protein and a decrease the number of active PSII 
reaction centers (Ait Ali et al. 2006). Decreased 

activation energy for the O-J step in light-adapted 
sample treated with 12.5 µM dichromate indicated 
a decrease in the number of active PSII reaction 
centers having a functional D1 protein. The acti-
vation energy for the I-P step was negative for 
light-adapted samples under dichromate treatment, 
showing that the majority of remaining active PSII 
reaction centers had been reduced under continu-
ous illumination (Fig. 2). This we may interpret, 
when PSII was affected by dichromate, as the 

Fig. 2 Arrhenius Plot of the rate constants (k) of the O-J, J-I and I-P transients of rapid fluorescence rise of C. reinhardtii 
in dark adapted state (DAS) or light-adapted state (LAS) for control sample (O µM; full square) and sample treated with 
12.5 µM chromate for 24 h (empty square). EA is the activation energy extracted from the slope of the plot. For LAS 1.5 µM, 
measure at 15°C was not considered because sample did not reach the full FP (FM) fluorescence step
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number of active PSII reaction centers having 
functional D1 protein being decreased when algae 
were exposed to light prior to the saturating flash, 
since these conditions accelerate the process of 
photo-inhibition. However, it cannot be excluded 
that the change of activation energy for O-J and I-
P steps also resulted from a deteriorating effect of 
dichromate on the PSII water splitting system.
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CHAPTER TWENTY SEVEN

Ultrafast Optical Studies of the Cytochrome b6  f Complex 
in Solution and Crystalline States

Naranbaatar Dashdorj1,3, Eiki Yamashita2,4, John Schaibley1, William A. Cramer2, 
and Sergei Savikhin1

Abstract  The cytochrome b6  f complex of oxy-
genic photosynthesis contains a single chlorophyll 
a molecule. The singlet excited state of the 
Chl a molecule is quenched by the surround-
ing protein matrix, and thus the lifetime of this 
state may serve as a probe of the protein’s struc-
ture. In this work, singlet excited state dynamics 
were measured in well-diffracting crystals using 
femtosecond time-resolved optical pump-probe 
methodology. Lifetimes of the Chl a molecule in 
crystals of the cytochrome b6  f complex having 
different space groups were 3–6 times longer than 
those determined in detergent solution of the b6  f. 
The observed differences in excited state dynamics 
may arise from small (1–1.5 Å) changes in local 
protein structure caused by crystal packing. The 
Chl a excited state lifetimes measured in dissolved 
cytochrome b6  f complexes from several different 

species are essentially the same, in spite of differ-
ences in the local amino acid sequences around the 
Chl a. This supports an earlier hypothesis that the 
short excited state lifetime of Chl a is critical for 
the function of the b6  f complex.

Keywords  Chlorophyll a, cytochrome b6  f 
complex, crystal packing, ultrafast spectroscopy

Introduction

In oxygenic photosynthesis, the cytochrome b6  f 
complex mediates electron transfer between the 
reaction centers of photosystems I and II and 
mediates coupled proton translocation across the 
membrane. The crystal structures of the b6  f com-
plex reveal the presence of a single Chl a pigment 
(Stroebel et al. 2003; Yamashita et al. 2007), whose 
function is still a mystery. It has been inferred that 
the singlet excited state of the Chl a molecule is 
quenched due to the excitation-induced electron 
transfer interaction with a nearby aromatic amino 
acid residue (Dashdorj et al. 2005). The electron 
transfer rate depends strongly on the distance between 
the amino acid residue and the Chl a porphyrin
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ring system. This makes the Chl a molecule an 
unprecedented structural probe of the hetero-oligo-
meric protein structure, which is readily accessible 
to ultrafast optical spectroscopy. In the present 
study, we have measured the singlet excited state 
lifetime of the Chl a molecule of the cytochrome 
b6  f complex in crystals with two different packing 
arrangements, as well as in re-dissolved diffrac-
tion quality crystals. Our femtosecond pump-probe 
experiments revealed a large difference between 
the solution and crystalline states in the picosecond 
singlet excited state dynamics of the Chl a mol-
ecule. This difference is most readily interpreted in 
terms of changes in local protein structure.

Materials and methods

Protein purification and crystallization of the 
cytochrome b6  f complex from the thermophilic 
cyanobacterium Mastigocladus laminosus have 
previously been described in detail (Zhang et al. 
2003; Zhang and Cramer 2004). The crystals 
of two different symmetries, P6122 and P21212, 
used in the spectroscopic experiments had a 1:1 
stoichiometry of Chl a relative to cytochrome f, 
and contained complexes in a functionally active 
form. The sample with solvated complexes was 
prepared by diluting approximately sixty X-ray dif-
fraction quality single crystals of the cytochrome 
b6  f complex in a buffer as described in (Dashdorj 
et al. 2005).

Spectroscopic measurements. Steady state 
absorption spectra of dissolved crystal samples 
were measured using a Lambda 3B spectrom-
eter (Wellesley, MA). An XSpectra single crys-
tal microspectrometer (4DX Systems, Uppsala, 
Sweden) was used to measure steady state absorp-
tion spectra of single crystals. For time-resolved 
experiments, excitation pulses (630 nm, ∼100 fs 
fwhm) were generated by an optical parametric 
amplifier pumped by an amplified femtosec-
ond Ti:Sapphire laser system described earlier 
(Savikhin et al. 1999). Transient sample absorp-
tion was probed with a broad-band femtosecond 
light continuum through an Oriel MS257 imaging 

monochromator. Dissolved crystal samples were 
housed in a cell with a 1 mm path length, and 
exhibited ∼0.3 absorbance at 670 nm. Crystals with 
size ∼100 × 80 × 30 µm were mounted in a custom 
designed cell. The absorbance of crystals at 670 nm 
was ∼0.4. Small amounts of the solution from the 
crystallization well were added to avoid drying of 
the crystals.

Results

The Chl a Qy absorption bands of diffraction-qual-
ity crystals in the hexagonal P6122 space group 
(b6  f-hexa), the orthorhombic P21212 space group 
(b6  f-ortho), and in dissolved crystals of the cyto-
chrome b6  f complex (b6  f-dissolved) all peak at 
671.5 nm and exhibit a bandwidth of 17–20 nm.

The picosecond excited state decay and ground 
state recovery are reflected in the kinetics of the 
absorbance difference probed at 680 nm for all 
three samples upon exciting them at 630 nm (Fig. 1). 
The kinetics of Chl a excited state in b6  f-dis-
solved can be described by a major component 
of 20,020 ps (1/e decay time) in the decay of the 
absorbance change of the Qy band (Dashdorj 
et al. 2005). The decay times measured with the 
crystals are, however, substantially longer. The absorb-

Fig. 1 Time-resolved transient absorbance difference pro-
files probed at 680 nm following excitation at 630 nm for 
MLb6  f-dissolved, MLb6  f-hexa, and MLb6  f-ortho samples
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ance difference profiles obtained for the b6  f-
hexagonal crystal could be fit with a major decay 
component of 1,100,150 ps. A two-exponential fit 
to the experimental data for the b6  f-ortho crystal 
yielded singlet state decay times of 860,100 ps 
(amplitude, 66%) and 11,015 ps (34%). Global 
analysis of kinetic profiles probed between 660 
and 700 nm resulted in decay-associated spectra 
(DAS) that showed that these major decay com-
ponents arise from the Chl a excited/ground state 
dynamics.

Discussion

The deviations in the Chl a excited/ground state 
dynamics may stem, in principle, from differ-
ences in overall medium characteristics such as salt 
 concentrations, pH values, and solvent content, and 
from differences in protein concentrations of the 
crystals and dissolved b6  f samples. These factors 
may affect the refractive index and dielectric con-
stant of the medium surrounding the protein and 
thereby the radiative lifetime of the Chl a excited 
state. However, no variations were observed in the 
excited state lifetime of Chl a in the b6  f complexes 
dissolved in different solvents in which refrac-
tive index and dielectric constant were varied by 
adding glycerol or by using solvent analogous to 
the crystal growth media. In addition, the local 
environment of the Chl a in single crystals and in 
the dissolved b6  f complex ought to be similar elec-
trostatically, since we did not observe any spectral 
shifts in the steady state absorption spectra. Based 
on these data, we conclude that the variations in 
lifetime of the Chl a excited state in different sam-
ples are caused by changes in local protein confor-
mation that affect the rate of quenching mediated 
by electron transfer. The loop regions of the F and 
G helices that are directly involved in the crystal 
packing contacts (Fig. 2) may cause a long-range 
distortion of the protein structure along these heli-
ces, resulting in a change in distance between the 
Chl a and the quenching amino acid residue. This 
change in distance will alter the dynamics of the 
Chl a excited state.

The effect of a change in the distance between the 
Chl electron donor and a nearby aromatic residue as 
electron acceptor can be estimated through the rate-
distance relationships for long range electron trans-
fer in proteins (Page et al. 1999; Gray and Winkler 
2003). The observed 5.5-fold increase in the Chl a 
excited state lifetime in the hexagonal crystal would 
be caused by an increase of 1–1.5 Å in the distance 
between the Chl a and the quenching residue. On the 
other hand, the free energy change and reorganization 
energy may also be changed in a crystal.

In conclusion, these studies demonstrate that 
ultrafast optical pump-probe measurements can 
be performed on single, X-ray-quality crystals of 
proteins, and that the Chl a excited state lifetime 
in the b6  f complex is sensitive to the changes 
induced by crystal contacts that are remote from 
the immediate vicinity of the chromophore. On 
the other hand, the lifetime of the Chl a excited 
state in b6  f complexes in solution is essentially the 
same for all sources studied – b6  f complexes from 
the cyanobacteria M. laminosus, Synechococcus 
PCC 7002, and Synechocystis PCC 6803, and the 
b6  f complex from spinach (Peterman et al. 1998; 

Fig. 2 Inter-protein contact region (ellipse) in hexagonal 
packing crystal with P6122 space group, which involves 
continuous loop regions of the F and G helices of subunit 
IV (light-blue) and cytochrome f (red)
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Dashdorj et al. 2005), even though the amino acid 
sequence in the immediate vicinity of the chromo-
phore is not fully conserved between these sources. 
Given the very precise dependence of electron 
transfer on distance, it is of interest that there are 
not larger variations in the short lifetime between 
the b6  f complexes from different organisms. This 
provides additional evidence that the short excited 
state lifetime of Chl a is a fundamental property 
of the cytochrome b6  f complex, as suggested in 
(Dashdorj et al. 2005).
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CHAPTER TWENTY EIGHT

CRR1 Is Specifically Involved in Accumulation of the 
Chloroplast NDH Complex Despite Its Homology to DHPR

Hideyuki Shimizu and Toshiharu Shikanai

Abstract  Arabidopsis chlororespiratory reduction 
1 (crr1) mutants were isolated by chlorophyll fluo-
rescence imaging on the basis of their lack of chlo-
roplast NAD(P)H dehydrogenase (NDH) activity. 
CRR1 is homologous to dihydrodipicolinate reduct-
ase (DHPR), which functions in a lysine biosynthe-
sis pathway. However, the DHP-binding motif was 
not conserved in CRR1, and the crr1 defect specifi-
cally caused the destabilization of NDH, implying 
that CRR1 is not involved in lysine biosynthesis in 
Arabidopsis. CRR1 contained a chloroplast targeting 
signal and an NAD(P)H-binding motif. In addition, 
CRR1 was expressed only in photosynthetic tissue 
as other nuclear-encoded genes for NDH subunits. 
These characteristics indicated that CRR1 was a 
candidate for the electron donor-binding subunit of 
NDH. However, CRR1 was detected in the stroma 
but not in the thylakoid membranes, where NDH 
is localized. Furthermore, CRR1 was stable even in 
absence of NDH. These results suggest that CRR1 is 
involved in biogenesis or stabilization of NDH, pos-
sibly via the reduction of an unknown substrate.

Keywords  NDH, cyclic electron transport, pho-
tosynthesis, chloroplast, Arabidopsis

Introduction

In higher plants, PSI cyclic electron transport con-
sists of two partly redundant pathways, the PROTON 
GRADIENT REGULATION 5 (PGR5)-dependent 
main route and the NDH-dependent minor route 
(Munekage et al. 2004; Shikanai 2007a). The 
chloroplast NDH complex is a homologue of mito-
chondrial and bacterial NADH dehydrogenase, and 
14 subunits have been identified (Shikanai 2007b). 
However, the entire subunit composition, including 
the subunits involved in electron donor binding, has 
not yet been elucidated (Shikanai 2007b). Genomic 
information suggests that chloroplast NDH should 
be equipped with different types of electron donor-
binding subunits from those of mitochondrial and 
bacterial complexes.

To elucidate the entire subunit composition, 
we have screened the Arabidopsis mutants spe-
cifically defective in NDH activity by chlorophyll 
fluorescence imaging (Hashimoto et al. 2003). This 
approach resulted in the isolation of crr mutants 
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(Hashimoto et al. 2003; Kotera et al. 2005; Munshi 
et al. 2005, 2006; Muraoka et al. 2006; Okuda et 
al. 2007). Here, we report crr1 mutants in which 
accumulation of the NDH complex is specifically 
impaired. Puzzlingly, CRR1 is homologous to 
DHPR, which is involved in lysine biosynthesis 
(Pavelka et al. 1997). We propose that CRR1 
functions in assembly or stabilization of NDH, a 
process which is divergent from the original function 
of DHPR in lysine biosynthesis.

Materials and methods

Plant materials and growth conditions. Arabidopsis 
thaliana wild type (ecotype Columbia gl1) and crr1 
were grown in soil under growth chamber condi-
tions (photon flux density 50 µmol m−2 s−1) for 
3–4 weeks. crr1-1 and crr1-2 were mutagenized by 
ethyl methanesulfonate (Hashimoto et al. 2003).

Chlorophyll fluorescence analysis. Chlorophyll 
fluorescence was measured as described previously 
(Hashimoto et al. 2003).

Protein blot analysis. Chloroplast isolation was 
performed as described previously (Munekage et 
al. 2002). Chloroplasts were burst by suspension 
in a medium of 20 mM HEPES/KOH (pH 7.6), 
5 mM MgCl2, and 2.5 mM EDTA and centrifuged 
at 7,700 g for 3 min to separate the stromal fraction 
(supernatant) from the fraction containing the 
thylakoid membranes and chloroplast envelopes 
(precipitate). Proteins were separated by 10% 
SDS-PAGE, transferred to a polyvinylidene difluo-
ride (PVDF) membrane, and detected as described 
previously (Hashimoto et al. 2003).

Results and discussion

Accumulation of the NDH complex is reduced in crr1

Arabidopsis crr1-1 and crr1-2 mutants were iso-
lated based on their lack in chloroplast NDH activ-
ity. Like the other crr mutants, crr1 mutants exhibit 
no visible phenotype when grown on soil under a 
photon flux density of 50 µmol m−2 s−1.

To test whether crr1 accumulates the NDH 
complex, protein blots were analyzed by using 
antibody against NdhH, which is unstable without 
other subunits (Fig. 1a). In both crr1 alleles, the 
level of NdhH was drastically reduced. From this 
result, we conclude that the lack of NDH activity in 
crr1 is due to absence of the NDH complex.

CRR1 encodes a protein homologous to DHPR

The gene affected in both crr1-1 and crr1-2 
was identified to be At5g52100 by map-based 

Fig. 1 (a) Immunodetection of an NDH subunit, NdhH, 
and a subunit of the cyt b6f complex, Cytf. The proteins 
were extracted from the thylakoid membrane fraction 
of chloroplasts. crr1-1+CRR1 and crr1-2+CRR1, crr1-1 
and crr1-2 transformed by wild-type genomic CRR1. (b) 
Immunodetection of CRR1 protein. Chloroplast prepara-
tions were further fractionated into a membrane fraction and 
a stromal fraction. A large subunit of ribulose 1,5-bisphos-
phate carboxylase/oxygenase (RbcL) and the Cytf were 
detected as the control for fractionation
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cloning (Fig. 2a). CRR1 was homologous to 
DHPR, which is involved in lysine biosynthe-
sis by catalyzing NAD(P)H-dependent reduction 
of DHP to tetrahydrodipicolinate (Scapin et al. 
1995). The Arabidopsis genome contains three 
genes encoding proteins homologous to DHPR: 
At2g44040, At3g59890, and At5g52100 (CRR1) 
(Hudson et al. 2005). In contrast to At2g44040 
and At3g59890, At5g52100 did not complement 
the E. coli mutant, and its function remained 
unknown (Hudson et al. 2005).

Figure 2b shows the partial alignments of the 
deduced amino acid sequences of the proteins, 
focusing on the NAD(P)H-binding motif and the 
putative DHP-binding motif derived from data on 
bacterial DHPR (Pavelka et al. 1997). In CRR1, 
the NAD(P)H-binding motif was relatively 
well conserved, suggesting that CRR1 oxidizes 
NAD(P)H. The putative DHP-binding motif was 
less well conserved in CRR1, suggesting that CRR1 
cannot bind DHP, and is consistent with the lack 
of DHPR activity in CRR1 (Hudson et al. 2005).

Figure 2c is a phylogenetic tree of DHPR and 
DHPR-related proteins. CRR1 and AK065477 are 
considered to have the same origin as the cyano-
bacterial protein. The cluster of higher plant DHPR 
is divergent from the CRR1 cluster, suggesting that 
these genes have experienced a distinct evolutionary 
process.

In crr1, chlorophyll fluorescence parameter, 
ETR (electron transport rate) was not altered, and 
NPQ (non-photochemical quenching) was only 
marginally increased, consistently with the pheno-
type of other mutants specifically defective in NDH 
activity (Munshi et al. 2005; Rumeau et al. 2005). 
In addition, CRR1 was expressed only in leaves, as 
the nuclear-encoded NDH subunit genes ndhM, 
ndhN, and ndhO (Rumeau et al. 2005) and the Cab4 
gene encoding light-harvesting chlorophyll a/b-
binding protein, while DHPR genes (At2g44040 
and At3g59890) were expressed in both leaves 
and roots, consistently with the requirement for 
lysine in both tissues. These results indicate that 
CRR1 is specifically involved in accumulation of 
chloroplast NDH.

Fig. 2 (a) Structure of CRR1. Exons (boxes), introns 
(horizontal lines), and positions of the crr1-1 and crr1-2 
mutations are indicated. (b) Alignment of the NAD(P)H-
binding motif and the putative DHP-binding motif sequences 
(Pavelka et al. 1997) from CRR1 and DHPR homologs. (c) 
Phylogenetic (neighbor-joining) tree of CRR1 and DHPR 
homologs. Bar, 0.1 amino acid substitutions per site
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CRR1 is unlikely to be an NDH subunit

Since CRR1 has an NAD(P)H-binding motif and 
is specifically required for stabilizing the NDH com-
plex, CRR1 is a candidate for the electron donor-
binding subunit of the NDH complex. To assess 
this possibility, we determined the localization 
of CRR1 by using antibody against CRR1 (Fig. 
1b). CRR1 was absent in crr1 alleles. In the wild type, 
CRR1 was detected in the stromal fraction but not 
in the membrane fraction where the NDH complex 
localizes. Furthermore, CRR1 was stable in crr2-2, 
which lacks the NDH complex (Hashimoto et al. 
2003), indicating that CRR1 accumulates inde-
pendently of the NDH complex. These results do 
not suggest that CRR1 is an NDH subunit. CRR1 
is most likely to be a non-subunit factor essential 
for the biogenesis or stabilization of the NDH 
complex, although we cannot completely elimi-
nate the possibility that CRR1 interacts transiently 
with the NDH complex to donate electrons, the 
process which is somehow essential for stabilizing 
the NDH complex.

Identification of crr23 mutants defective in NdhL

For further study of the NDH complex, we have 
continued screening of crr mutants. Recently we 
found crr23 mutant lacking NDH activity, in which 
At1g70760 is disrupted. Because At1g70760 has 
similarity to cyanobacterial NdhL (Battchikova 
et al. 2005), At1g70760 is considered to be an 
ortholog of NdhL in Arabidopsis.
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CHAPTER TWENTY NINE

Modulated Sink-Source Interactions Preserve PSII Electron 
Transport from Senescence-Induced Inactivation in a Model 
System with Expanded Life Span Induced by Decapitation 
of Bean Plants

Ivan Yordanov1, Vasilij Goltsev2, Petko Chernev2, Ivelina Zaharieva2, 
Detelin Stefanov1, and Reto Jorg Strasser3

Abstract  One of the approaches to create dif-
ferent physiological states in plants of the same 
ontogenetic age is decapitation, i.e. removal of 
the top stem bud without or in combination with 
consecutive removal of newly appearing leaves. 
This decapitation procedure can be used to pro-
duce a model system for investigation of defolia-
tion, which is often induced by various factors as 
insects, herbivores, hail, etc. In this study, the 
decapitation of bean plants was performed imme-
diately after the appearance of the first, second, 
third or fourth composite leaf. We studied also a 
variant with primary leaves and stem with apical 
bud, but without composite leaves. Analyses of 
chlorophyll fluorescence and millisecond delayed 
fluorescence of primary leaves were undertaken 
to investigate alterations in Photosystem II (PSII) 
electron transport during the decapitation-induced 
delay of senescence in the non-detached leaves. 

Analysis of the OKJIP transient by the JIP-test 
showed an increase in several biophysical param-
eters of Photosystem II in decapitated plants, 
namely the density of reaction centers on a cross-
section basis, the yields for trapping and electron 
transport, and the performance index. The effects 
were mostly expressed when all leaves except the 
primary leaves were detached. The variant with a 
preserved apical bud showed values similar to those 
of decapitated plants with primary leaves only. The 
changes in the induction curves of delayed fluores-
cence also indicated an acceleration of the electron 
transport beyond PSII in the decapitated plants.

Keywords  Decapitated plants, Phaseolus vulgaris, 
variable chlorophyll a fluorescence, JIP-test, delayed 
fluorescence, electron transport, photosystem II

Introduction

During leaf ontogenesis, including leaf senescence, 
the structure and activity of the photosynthetic 
apparatus is altered. The changes in decapitated 
bean plants (D) can be used as an external factor 
that changes the life span of the leaf and have been 
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extensively studied in our laboratory (Yordanov 
1984). The results revealed that decapitation of 
bean plants above the primary bean leaves or 
cotyledons delayed their senescence considerably 
(Yordanov 1984; Wilhelmova et al. 1997; Kutik 
et al. 1998).

The decapitation procedure can be consid-
ered an important task because it can be used as 
a model system for investigation of defoliation, 
which is often observed in nature, induced by 
various pests as insects, herbivores, hail, etc. The 
(over)compensation for the defoliation effect via 
delayed leaf senescence is also frequently observed 
(Li et al. 2005). The appearance of the delayed 
senescence phenomena after defoliation, or in the 
case of artificial procedure such as decapitation, 
showed a set of similarities in plant responses dur-
ing their development.

It is interesting to understand if the influence 
of the apical dominance on the photosynthesis of 
the primary leaves is lower in plants having only 
primary leaves and stem with intact apical bud than 
it is in intact (ND) plants. Young leaves behave as 
sink leaves, while mature and old senescing leaves 
behave as source leaves. Source-sink relationship, 
which is influenced by both genotype and envi-
ronmental factors, contributes to the variation in 
photosynthesis and photosynthate partitioning in 
plants. Increased leaf net photosynthetic rate as a 
result of source reduction after partial defoliation 
and decreased net photosynthesis after sink reduc-
tion have been established (Nooden et al. 1997; 
Buchanan-Wollaston 1997).

Information is limited concerning the influ-
ence of the moment of plant decapitation, in 
different stages of ontogenesis, on a plant’s 
physiological state, evaluated by photosynthetic 
parameters. The aim of this paper was to com-
pare the photosynthetic behavior of primary 
leaves of bean plants of the same ontogenetic 
age, but of different physiological state, created 
by decapitation. Using fluorescence methods, we 
investigated the alterations in PSII function dur-
ing plant senescence in decapitated bean plants. 
As a criterion we used photosynthetic electron 

transport, which depends on the modification 
of sink-source interactions in an experimentally 
created system.

Materials and methods

Phaseolus vulgaris, cv. “Black Starozagorski” was 
grown in a growing chamber at controlled tem-
perature (22–23°C), light (120–130 µ mol m−2 s−1), 
humidity (60–65%), and photoperiod 12/12 h, as a 
water (hydroponic) culture on Knopp nutrient solu-
tion medium.

After appearance of the primary leaves the 
bean plants were divided in six groups (Fig. 1): 
(1) Control plants are non-decapitated (i.e. intact), 
ND; (2) Plants decapitated after the formation of 
primary leaves and appearance of the first trifoli-
ate leaf, D0; (3) Plants decapitated after formation 
of the first and appearance of the second trifoliate 
leaf, D1; (4) Plants decapitated after formation 
of second and appearance of the third trifoliate 
leaf, D2; (5) Plants decapitated after emergence of 
fourth trifoliate leaf, D3; and (6) Plants that con-
tained only primary leaves and stem with apical 
bud, Df. Decapitation was performed by remov-
ing the stem, buds, apex and the newly appearing 
leaves just above the leaves already formed, so that 
the plants in groups D0–D3 were left correspond-
ingly with 0–3 trifoliate leaves. In all groups where 
plants were decapitated, in the following days the 
emerging buds and apex of the central stem were 
removed.

Photosynthetic activity was measured in pri-
mary leaves of 30-days-old bean plants. The 
induction transients of prompt chlorophyll fluo-
rescence were registered for 1 s by fluorometer 
Handy PEA (Plant Efficiency Analyser, Hansatech 
Instruments Ltd, King’s Lynn, Norfolk,UK) at 
actinic light intensity of 3,000 µ mol m−2 s−1, and 
then JIP-test was carried out (Strasser et al. 
2005). Delayed fluorescence induction curves 
were registered by measuring system FL-2006, 
Test, Russia, described in details in Zaharieva 
and Goltsev (2003).
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Results and discussion

Decapitated plants display characteristics of 
delayed senescence. D0 plants preserved high pig-
ment amounts during the period of the investiga-
tion (data not shown). The leaves of D plants are 
dark-green, thicker and have larger leaf area (Fig. 1). 
At the same time, ND plants showed the develop-
ment of primary leaves senescence related with 
the yellowing of the leaves; appearance of necrotic 
spots during late stages of the leaf senescence; 
and lower O2 evolution and CO2 assimilation rate 
(Yordanov 1984).

The changes in the OJIP fluorescence transient 
are presented on Fig. 2A as the difference of each 
of the (Ft − F0)/(Fm − F0) kinetics from the curve of 
the D0 samples that is characterized by maximal 
functional activity, i.e. lower extent of leaf senes-

cence. Two main phases are observed (Fig. 2A). 
The first phase that coincides with the OKJ transient 
displays that in ND plants the electron flow beyond 
QA is suppressed (i.e. increased J); decreased 
rate of electron donation by the oxygen-evolving 
complex (i.e. increased K values). The second 
phase displays complex behavior and is supposed 
to reflect changes in electron withdraw from PSII 
depending on the activity of PSI (Schansker et al. 
2005). This phase (Fig. 2A) shows a decreased PSI 
activity in ND plants. All changes observed on Fig 
2A can be explained by delayed leaf senescence in 
D plants compared to ND plants. The delay of the 
leaf senescence is reduced in order as follows:

 D0 > Df > D1 > D2 > D3 > ND.

The changes in some JIP-test parameters are 
presented on Fig. 2B. We observed no significant 

Fig. 1 Scheme of experimental plants: in variants D0-D3 the apical bud was removed after appearance of first, second, 
third and fourth trifoliate leaf respectively, in 10–21 days old plants. In the defoliated variant – Df, all newly-formed young 
trifoliate leaves were removed
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changes in the structural stability of PSII, which 
remains active during leaf senescence as evaluated 
by the Fv/Fm ratio. Maximal values of RC/CSo are 
reached in D0 plants. The Df plants revealed values 
of RC/CSo similar to those of D0. The changes in 
PI(CSo), Sm and Ψ(Eo) are similar to the changes 
of RC/CSo after different decapitation procedures.

A decrease in the yield of delayed fluorescence 
(Fig. 2C) supposes an acceleration of the electron 
transport beyond PSII in D plants. The enhance-
ment of the electron transport is a result of delayed 
senescence in the primary leaves of the decapitated 
bean plants, and could be explained by changes in 
the sink-source interactions.

In comparison with the control (non-decapi-
tated) plants, decapitation can reverse primary 
leaves senescence, can expand leaf life span, and 
can cause an activation of PSII electron transport. 
It is suggested that modulated source-sink relation-
ships in decapitated plants take part in producing 
the studied changes in photosynthetic parameters.
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CHAPTER THIRTY

Imaging Heterogeneity of Xanthophyll-Independent 
Non-photochemical Quenching During Photosynthetic 
Induction in Shade-Grown Leaves of Avocado 
(Persea americana L.)

Kotaro Takayama1, Barry Osmond2, and Kenji Omasa3

Abstract  Leaves of shade-grown avocado plants 
rich in lutein epoxide (Lx) were used to image 
heterogeneity in chlorophyll fluorescence quench-
ing and to measure CO2 uptake and stomatal 
conductance during photosynthetic induction for 
20 min after transition from dark to light, and after 
changes between 100, 400 and 700 ppm CO2 at 
growth irradiance. We found that non-photochemi-
cal quenching (NPQ) was initially heterogeneous, 
with marked differences between cells in tissues 
defined by minor veins and those adjacent to pri-
mary and secondary veins. The duration and extent 
heterogeneity of transients in NPQ, photosynthetic 
rate and stomatal conductance were sensitive to 
CO2 concentration, whereas PSII efficiency (ΦPSII) 
was not. There were no changes in the de-epoxida-
tion status of xanthophylls pigments in equivalent 

treatments, implying that the dynamic, heteroge-
neous, stomatally-dependent and CO2-responsive 
NPQ may involve quenching processes that occur 
in reaction centres prior to stabilization of heat dis-
sipation in the antennae.

Keywords  Avocado, chlorophyll fluorescence 
imaging, non-photochemical quenching, stomata, 
xanthophylls

Introduction

Non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) of chloro-
phyll fluorescence during induction is important in 
evaluation of photoprotective processes in leaves. 
Early events of NPQ are of particular interest, 
especially those associated with development of 
pH before CO2 assimilation is fully active, and 
prior to stabilization of NPQ via de-epoxida-
tion of violaxanthin (Horton et al. 1996; Finazzi 
et al. 2004). It had been generally assumed in 
kinetic analyses that NPQ and ΦPSII are relatively 
uniform in different chloroplasts and cells of the 
leaves examined. However, chlorophyll fluores-
cence imaging systems (Omasa et al. 1987; Daley 
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et al. 1989) demonstrated spatial heterogeneity in 
the dynamics of stomatal opening in intact leaves 
(Siebke and Weis 1995), and in PSII efficiency 
during photosynthetic induction (Bro et al. 1996). 
Here we report a chlorophyll fluorescence imag-
ing study of photosynthetic induction in the leaves 
of shade-grown avocado plants. These leaves are 
unusually rich in lutein epoxide (Lx) under rela-
tively low light intensities (García Plazaola et al. 
2007). We show that stomata and CO2 have large 
effects on the heterogeneity and extent of NPQ 
that develops in the first 10–20 min of illumination, 
well before de-epoxidation of violaxanthin (V) or 
Lx is detectable.

Materials and methods

Seedlings of avocado (Persea americana L., cv 
edranol) were kept in a shade enclosure (maximum 
irradiance 90 µM photons m−2 s−1) of a tempera-
ture-controlled glasshouse (29°C day/18°C night) 
for 12 months. The petiole of fully expanded 
leaves was cut under water, kept in water and 
quickly transferred to the laboratory. Most experi-
ments were performed at laboratory temperature 
(25–30°C) and [CO2] (400–500 ppm). In some 
experiments a small area of the leaf was carefully 
covered with Vaseline to restrict CO2 exchange. 
In others a single leaf was pre-incubated in the 
dark in an H2O-saturated, temperature-controlled 
(25°C) gas stream with 100, then with 400 and 
700 ppm [CO2] in a sealed chamber within the light 
box of a chlorophyll fluorescence imaging system 
(Technologica, Colchester UK; Barbagallo et al. 
2003) through which the gases were circulated. 
Leaves were dark adapted for 30–60 min between 
induction exposures to an orange LED actinic 
light (100 µM photons m−2 s−1) and imaged during 
saturating flashes at intervals of 20 min and dur-
ing relaxation in the dark for 5 min. After imaging 
each induction transient the leaf was transferred 
to a Licor gas exchange system (Licor Lincoln 
NE) fitted with a PAM 2000 (H. Walz, Effeltrich 
Germany) to obtain gas exchange parameters and 
spot measurements of chlorophyll fluorescence 
in an identical induction experiment. Pigments 

were extracted from 1 cm leaf discs taken from 
comparable leaves before and after transfer to full 
sunlight in an unshaded part of the glasshouse, and 
separated by HPLC using protocols similar to those 
described by Matsubara et al. (2007).

Results and discussion

Stomata are involved in transient heterogeneity 
of NPQ during induction

Induction experiments in air showed that NPQ 
became heterogeneous, in clearly defined inter-
vein areas over the leaf, within 30 s (Fig. 1A), 
and transients usually lasted 2–10 min. Avocado 
leaves are heterobaric (data not shown) and het-
erogeneity of NPQ was clearly defined by vascular 
elements. Vaseline treatment showed that CO2 
transfer across secondary and tertiary vascular ele-
ments was extremely slow and that development 
of NPQ in areas in which stomata were occluded 
was greater (NPQ = 2), more rapid, and sustained 
(Fig. 1 B–D). Interestingly, NPQ adjacent to the 
mid-vein and primary veins of the treated area was 
lower after 15 min (Fig. 1D), perhaps suggesting 
supply of dissolved CO2 from other areas of the 
leaf via the transpiration stream. NPQ relaxed to 
low, homogeneous values after 5 min in darkness 
(Fig. 1E).

Duration and extent of transient heterogeneity 
in NPQ responds to [CO2]

Heterogeneity of NPQ was compared during induc-
tion transients at different [CO2]. As above, NPQ 
was high and distinctly heterogeneous between 
3 and 7 min into the induction in 400 ppm CO2, 
and low and homogeneous after 20 min (Fig. 2). 
In 100 ppm NPQ was initially higher and less het-
erogeneous at these times, but remained high and 
more heterogeneous after 15 and 20 min, whereas 
in 700 ppm CO2 NPQ was generally lower and 
most heterogeneous after 3 min. In general, spot 
measurements of NPQ with the PAM in each of 
the three areas of leaf enclosed in the gas exchange 
system closely followed the transients detected by 
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the imaging system for the leaf as a whole, and 
were within the range of values measured by the 
imaging system (Fig. 2). The greatest disparity was 
found in the 700 ppm CO2 treatment.

During the induction protocols with this leaf 
the greatest increase in stomatal conductance with 
time occurred in the 100 ppm CO2 treatment, was 
less at 400 ppm, and remained low at the initial 
dark level in 700 ppm CO2 (data not shown). 
Assimilation rate remained negative throughout 
induction at 100 ppm, became positive within 1 min 
at 400 ppm and slowly increased to near saturation 
after 20 min, and saturated within 5 min at 700 ppm 
(data not shown).

The CO2 responsiveness of the extent and dura-
tion of heterogeneous NPQ during photosynthetic 
induction clearly reflects local differences in the 
internal and external supply of this terminal accep-
tor for photosynthetic electron transport in the 
different treatments (Meyer and Genty 1999). 
Internal sources (photorespiration) predominate 
in the absence of net CO2 exchange, and, in spite 
of stomatal closure in response to 700 ppm CO2, 
supply of CO2 is sufficient to rapidly reduce the 
heterogeneity, extent and duration of the NPQ 
transient.

Transient, CO2-responsive NPQ in avocado 
is independent of xanthophyll de-epoxidation

There were no significant changes in concentra-
tions of xanthopylls during the first hour of treat-
ment when light intensity increased to 200 µM 
photons m−2 s−1 (Table 1). However, after a further 
3 h, when light intensity increased to 1,300 µM 
photons m−2 s−1, de-epoxidation of both V and 
Lx occurred and the pools of V+A+Z and Lx+L 
increased. Neoxanthin was unchanged through-
out, as were the pools of α- and β-carotene and 
the ratio of Chl a/b (data not shown). Evidently 
the dynamic, heterogeneous, stomatally-dependent 
and CO2-responsive NPQ may involve quenching 
processes that occur in reaction centres prior to 
stabilization of heat dissipation in the antennae 
by de-epoxidation of xanthophylls pigments in 
either the V- or Lx-cycles (García-Plazaola et al. 
2007). We propose that these processes involve 

Fig. 1 Effects of local occlusion of stomata on the underside 
of a detached P. americana leaf with Vaseline on heterogene-
ity of NPQ during photosynthetic induction in air. Images 
were captured at 30 s, 3 min, 5 min and 15 min after turning on 
the actinic light and a relaxed image was obtained after 5 min 
in darkness. The gray-scale bar shows a range of 0–2 NPQ
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Fig. 2 Correspondence of the NPQ transients measured by imaging (closed symbols showing the range of values obtained 
at each time point) and those measured independently by chlorophyll fluorescence detection in a gas exchange system (open 
symbols) on a single leaf of P. americana under three different [CO2]

pH-dependent events in reaction centres (Finazzi 
et al. 2004). We recommend close attention to CO2 
supply and heterogeneity in comparative evalua-
tions of NPQ kinetics in-vivo.
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CHAPTER THIRTY ONE

Dark Inactivation of Ferredoxin-NADP Reductase and Cyclic 
Electron Transport Under Far-Red Light in Sunflower Leaves

Eero Talts, Vello Oja, Heikko Rämma, Bahtijor Rasulov, Agu Anijalg, and Agu Laisk

Abstract  Cyclic electron transport (CET) was 
calculated from the slope of the 810 nm signal after 
FRL was turned off. After long dark exposures 
CET dominated, because linear e− transport was 
temporarily hindered by the dark inactivation of 
ferredoxin-NADP reductase. The quantum yield 
of CET was close to unity. Consequently, all PSI 
in the leaf was able to perform CET, questioning 
the model of compartmentation of photosynthetic 
functions between the stroma and grana thylakoids. 
The induction of CET was very fast, showing that 
it was directly redox-controlled.

Keywords  Leaf, cyclic electron flow, ferredoxin-
NADP reductase

Introduction

The rate and role of the cyclic electron transport 
around PSI (CET) has been an enigma for decades. 
The cycle is thought to function mainly around PSI 
located in the stroma-exposed thylakoids (Joliot 

et al. 2004). The proposed pathway involves ferre-
doxin (Fd), donating electrons to the high-potential 
Cyt bH of the Cyt b6f complex either directly or 
via the newly discovered Cyt c’, and further to 
plastoquinone (PQ) at the QI site. The cycling 
electrons enter the Q-cycle, being coupled with H+ 
transport.

In this work, following Joliot and Joliot (2005), 
we have taken the approach to induce CET by illu-
minating the leaf with far-red light (FRL) exciting 
mainly PSI. Under this condition the linear flow 
is very slow, facilitating the measurement of CET. 
The experimental signal used in this work – leaf 
transmittance changes at 810 nm – is complex, 
containing components from PC+, P700+ and Fd−. 
Under conditions where the accumulation of Fd− is 
limited and fluxes are slow enough not to induce 
redox disequilibrium, the signal has been decon-
voluted into the components of PC+ and P700+ 
on the assumption of redox equilibrium between 
P700, PC and Cyt f (Oja et al. 2003). Our previous 
experiments (Oja et al. 2003), as well as those of 
Joliot and Joliot (2005) showed the speed of oxida-
tion of PSI donors by FRL decreased after longer 
pre-exposures in the dark. The reason for this 
could be that an enzyme participating in electron 
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transport was inactive in the dark. This either led 
to the PSI acceptor side closure, blocking fur-
ther electron arrival at the acceptor side, or else 
electrons still arrived at the acceptor side, but 
returned to the donor side via a pathway of CET. 
In this work we showed that the cyclic pathway 
was efficient under FRL with the quantum yield 
close to unity.

Materials and methods

Plants. Sunflower, Helianthus annuus L. plants 
were grown at 25/20° C under the PFD of 600 µmol 
quanta m−2 s−1. Fully expanded attached leaves 
were used in experiments.

Gas exchange measurements. In the two-
channel photosynthesis measurement system 
(Fast-Est, Tartu, Estonia, Laisk and Oja 1998, 
Laisk et al. 2002) a part of a leaf was enclosed 
in a chamber (diameter 32 mm, height 3 mm) 
where the gas flow rate was 0.5 mmol s−1. Leaf 
temperature was between 22°C and 22.5°C. An 
O2 concentration of 210 mmol mol−1 and a CO2 
concentration of 360 µmol mol−1 were used and 
obtained by mixing pure gases at controlled 
flow rates.

Leaf illumination and transmittance at 810 nm. 
Plastic fibers (1 mm diameter) were individually 
arranged to produce uniform illumination of the 
chamber-enclosed leaf from the white light (WL) 
and far-red light (FRL) sources and to ensure that 
leaf illumination did not interfere with the optical 
measurements. Leaf absorption coefficients for 
WL and FRL were measured with an integrating 
sphere with the spectroradiometer PC-2000 (Ocean 
Optics, Dunedin, FL).

A single-beam spectrophotometer FS-810A 
(Fast-Est, Tartu, Estonia) was designed for the 
measurement of leaf transmittance changes at 
810 nm, and produced a stable signal with the noise 
level of 0.1% of the full redox signal, sufficient for 
successful single-trace computer-recording of the 
reduction transients.

Results

Cyclic flow, not inactivation of PSI electron trans-
port. The leaf was exposed under FRL and differ-
ent dark intervals were applied, after which the 
FRL was turned on again (Fig. 1). Dark expo-
sures shorter than 15 s were insufficient to reduce 
completely the PSI donors containing altogether 
5.2 e−/PSI in this leaf (1 e− in P700, 3.3 e−/P700 
in PC and 0.9 e−/P700 in Cyt f). After these short 
dark exposures FRL caused fast re-oxidation of the 
PSI donors to the same steady-state level of about 
0.2 e−/PSI as before the dark exposure (only traces 
corresponding to 15 s and longer dark exposures 
are shown in Fig. 1). As soon as the length of the 
dark exposure exceeded 75 s the following oxida-
tion was slower and multiphasic. The high-poten-
tial carriers remained more reduced after 1 s under 
FRL than after the shorter dark exposures.

In order to reveal the reasons why the oxidation 
by FRL became so inefficient, FRL was turned off 
at 0.95 s. The initial slope of the following dark 
re-reduction traces represented the rate of electron 
inflow into the PSI donors. This re-reduction rate 
was 2.0 (e−/PSI) s−1 after the short dark exposures, 
but increased to about 13 (e−/PSI) s−1 after the long 

Fig. 1 Time courses of oxidation of PSI donors under the 
incident FRL of 50 µmol quanta m−2 s−1 after different dark 
exposures. The initial rates of the post-FRL re-reduction of 
PSI donors are indicated at the curves (e−/PSI) s−1
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dark exposures. This indicated cycling of electrons 
around PSI, activated after long dark exposures, 
was the immediate reason of the decreased oxida-
tive efficiency of FRL.

Dark inactivation of ferredoxin-NADP reduct-
ase. The slow oxidation in the experiment of 
Fig. 1 was temporary, it accelerated after some 
time under FRL. This process was investigated in 
the following experiment, where the FRL exposure 
time was extended and the incident FRL intensity 
was increased to 400 µmol quanta m−2 s−1. Under 
this high PFD of FRL the initial fast oxidation of 
the PSI donor side rapidly reversed to increasing 
reduction, peaking after about 1.3 s from admit-
ting FRL (Fig. 2). This temporary reduction was 
retrieved after 3 s. The transient of CET was inves-
tigated repeating the experiment, but darkening 
at different phases of the oxidation process. The 
detected rate of CET increased during the reduction 
peak and decreased as soon as the steady state level 
was established (not shown).

The number of electrons accumulated on the 
PSI acceptor side before the temporary reduction 
maximum indicates the possible site of inhibition 
of electron flow. Considering the number of elec-
trons transferred from the donor to the acceptor 
side (4 e−/PSI) plus the number of electrons gener-

ated by PSII during 1.5 s under FRL, about 6 e− 
PSI−1 accumulated at the PSI acceptor side before 
the maximum reduction.

Quantum yield of CET. The above experiments 
raised a question about the actual quantum yield of 
PSI supporting CET. In our experiments the intensity 
and the absorptance by the leaf of FRL were meas-
ured, allowing us to quantify the quantum yield of 
PSI electron transport. The reduced fraction of P700 
was calculated from the redox equilibrium model at 
any signal value between the reduced and oxidized 
borders, allowing us to find the quantum yield of PSI 
with reduced P700. The measurements by turning 
FRL off in the presence of fast cyclic flow indicated 
quantum yields from unity to no less than 0.7.

Discussion

Cyclic electron flow around PSI under FRL. The 
first indication of CET under FRL was obtained 
illuminating leaves with flashes superimposed 
on FRL. Too many FRL quanta were needed to 
transfer the generated electrons through PSI, as 
indicated by the following 810 nm signal transient 
(Asada et al. 1992). Our present experiments con-
firmed the presence of fast CET under FRL. During 
the fast cycling the quantum yield of PSI generally 
remained close to unity, though partial (up to 
30%) acceptor side closure was detectable in some 
experiments where FNR was inactivated after pro-
longed darkness. Such a high quantum yield of PSI 
supporting CET shows that almost all PSI in the 
leaf was able to perform in the cycle, questioning 
the model according to which PSI located in the 
stroma-exposed thylakoids functions preferentially 
in the cycle, but PSI in the grana margins carries 
out linear electron transport (Albertsson 2001). 
The induction of CET was very fast, showing 
that CET is redox-controlled in all PSI in the leaf. 
No structural changes – such as the re-complex-
ing of FNR from PSI to Cyt b6f – are necessary to 
induce CET (Breyton et al. 2006).

Dark inactivation of FNR and cyclic electron 
flow. The number of electrons accumulated at the 
PSI acceptor side before the temporary maximum 
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reduction of 6 e− is in accordance with the number 
of reducible sites in Fd + FNR of 8 (Böhme 1978), 
indicating that ferredoxin-NADP reductase (FNR, 
EC 1.18.1.2) was the electron transport enzyme 
inactivated in the dark. The mechanism of the 
dark inactivation of FNR is not related to its 
movements (Breyton et al. 2006), but, rather, to 
redox control.
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CHAPTER THIRTY TWO

Naturally Occurring Alternative Electron Donors 
of Photosystem II

Szilvia Z. Tóth, Jos Thomas Puthur, and Gyözö Garab

Abstract  Oxygen-evolution can be fully inhib-
ited with a heat pulse (e.g. submerging barley 
leaves in water bath of 48–50°C for 40 s) with-
out inducing visible symptoms and second-
ary effects, such as dessication. Under these 
conditions, a limited linear electron transport 
is observed which is due to the presence of 
alternative electron donors that donate electrons 
to photo system II with a τ of ∼44 ms (Tóth et al. 
2007). The pool of electrons is large (half-depletion 
occurs after ∼200 charge separations) and regen-
erates after a few minutes of darkness. It has 
been suggested that ascorbate is the alternative 
electron donor and its possible role is to prevent 
the accumulation of highly oxidizing charges in 
photosystem II.

In this study we investigated the occurrence of 
alternative electron donors in several plant species 
and Synechocystis PCC6803. We found that alter-
native electron donors function in all species and 
the donation times vary between ∼20 and ∼55 ms. 
Furthermore, the donation time changes during 

plant development and after a long dark-adaptation 
the electron donation by alternative electron donors 
becomes slower.

Keywords  Alternative electron donor, chl a fluo-
rescence, heat pulse, oxygen-evolving complex, 
photosystem II

Introduction

The oxygen-evolving complex (OEC) is one of the 
most vulnerable components of the photosynthetic 
electron transport chain. It is particularly sensitive 
to heat stress and it is the first target of photoinhi-
bition as well (Murata et al. 2007). When OEC is 
inactivated, photosystem II (PSII) reaction centers 
become very sensitive to weak light (Blubaugh et 
al. 1991). Based on studies with isolated thylakoid 
membranes, it has been suggested that ascorbate 
(Asc) may be an alternative electron donor of 
PSII when OEC is inactivated (Mano et al. 2004). 
However, experimental evidence was lacking on 
the occurrence of alternative electron donors in vivo. 
In a recent paper (Tóth et al. 2007), we have shown 
by fast chl a fluorescence (OJIP) transients and 
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820 nm transmission measurements that alternative 
electron donors function in vivo as well.

The chl a fluorescence transient is a very sensi-
tive indicator of photosynthetic electron transport 
processes. The OJIP transient is (at least partially) 
determined by changes in the redox state of QA 
(reviewed by e.g. Lazár 2006). At the same time, 
the OJIP transient reflects the reduction of the pho-
tosynthetic electron transport chain (e.g. Schansker 
et al. 2005). The OJ phase (0–3 ms phase) is the 
photochemical part of the transient, which kinetics 
depend strongly on the light intensity (Neubauer 
and Schreiber 1987). The JI phase (3–30 ms phase) 
parallels the reduction of the PQ-pool (Schreiber et 
al. 1989) and the IP phase represents the reduction 
of the ferredoxin (Fd) pool when the ferredoxin-
NADP+-reductase (FNR) is inactive (Schansker et 
al. 2005). If oxygen evolution is completely inhib-
ited, only one electron is available to QA-reduction 
in the ms time range, which results in the appear-
ance of the K peak at 300–400 µs and the elimina-
tion of the J and I steps (e.g. Tóth et al. 2005).

In our studies, complete inactivation of oxygen 
evolution is achieved by heat pulses: immersing 
leaves in a water bath for a very short time (tens of 
seconds) at relatively high temperatures (48–50°C). 
This treatment induces no visible symptoms and 
secondary effects (Tóth et al. 2005). In such 
leaves, a limited linear electron transport from PSII 
to PSI can be detected, which is DCMU-sensi-
tive. Chl a fluorescence induced by short (5-ms) 
light pulses was used to determine the τ of elec-
tron donation of the alternative electron donors 
located on the donor side of PSII. In barley, we 
found a ∼44 ms donation time. In this study, 
several other species were investigated and we 
found that the alternative electron donors func-
tion in all of them, with significantly different 
donation times.

Materials and methods

Plant material and growth conditions: Measure-
ments were carried out on several plant species: 
Marchantia polymorpha, Nephrolepis exaltata, 

Juniperus sp., Pisum sativum cv. Rajnai törpe, 
Arabidopsis thaliana, Agropyron elongatum cv. 
Szarvasi-1 and 7-day-old or 1-month-old barley 
plants (Hordeum vulgare cv. Scarlett; in our pre-
vious studies another variety, Triangel was used). 
Plants were grown in a greenhouse where the tem-
perature was 20–25°C during the day and ∼18°C 
at night. Synechocystis PCC 6803 cells were 
grown photoautotrophically in glass tubes at 30°C 
under constant illumination of ∼70 µmol photons 
m−2 s−1 in BG-11 medium at pH 7.5.

Heat pulse. The heat pulse was given by sub-
merging leaves into a water bath of 46–54°C for 
40 s. The temperature at which OECs became 
completely inactivated depended on the plant spe-
cies. Synechocystis PCC 6803 was treated at 58°C 
for 60 s.

Chl a fluorescence induction (OJIP) meas-
urement. Samples were kept in darkness after 
the heat pulse and measured within 30–60 min. 
Fluorescence measurements were carried out by 
a “fast” version of the Handy-PEA instrument 
(Hansatech Instruments Ltd, UK) that allows 
reducing the pulse length to 300 µs. Two 5-ms light 
pulses were applied and the dark-time intervals 
between the light pulses were 2.3, 9.6, 16.9, 24.2, 
38.8, 53.4, 75.3, 100, 200 or 500 ms or full OJIP 
transients were recorded during a 3-s illumination. 
The light was provided by three LEDs focused on 
a circle of 5 mm diameter of the sample surface. 
The light is continuous red light (650 nm peak 
wavelength) and the light intensity was 3,500 µmol 
photons m−2 s−1. The first reliably measured point 
of the fluorescence transient is at 20 µs, which can 
be taken as F0.

Results and discussion

A method to determine the τ of electron donation 
by the alternative electron donors

In Fig. 1 chl a fluorescence transients of heat-
treated barley leaves are shown. The 50°C heat 
pulse fully inactivated the OECs. The oxygen-
evolving activity was completely eliminated as 
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measured on thylakoids isolated from heat-treated 
leaves (data not shown). The K step appeared and 
the fluorescence intensity decreased almost to F0 
in about 5 ms. After this, another peak appeared at 
around 1 s.

To study electron flow from the donor side of 
PSII, 5-ms light pulses were applied (at this point 
QA is mainly in the oxidized state and TyrZ is oxi-
dized, too) followed by 2.3–500 ms darkness and 
a second 5-ms light pulse. Fluorescence increase 
upon the second light pulse would show that alter-
native electron donors reduce TyrZ

+ and another 
charge separation can take place. The regenera-
tion of the K step as a function of time intervals 
between two light pulses was used to calculate 

the re-reduction rate of TyrZ
+ by alternative elec-

tron donors (inset of Fig. 1). A single exponential 
phase was found with a τ of 32 ms. In our previous 
paper (Tóth et al. 2007) the donation time (τ) was 
44 ms; the difference is most probably a result of 
the use of different barley varieties (Triangel and 
Scarlett).

The occurrence of alternative electron donors in 
several plant species and Synechocystis PCC 6803

The occurrence of alternative electron donors was 
investigated in other plant species and Synechocystis 
as well (Fig. 2). The τ values varied between 
22.5 ms (Agropyron elogatum cv. Szarvasi-1) and 

Fig. 1 Chl a fluorescence transients of untreated and heat-treated (50°C, 40 s) barley leaves. The measurement lasted for 5 s 
(traces “control” and “heat-treated”) or two 5-ms light pulses were given with a time interval of 2.3–500 ms and the second 
light pulses are presented. To quantify the regeneration of the K step in darkness, F20 µs/F400 µs values were calculated and 
they are presented in the inset as a function of the dark-intervals between two light pulses
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55 ms (Marchantia polymorpha). The donation 
times did not seem to depend on the evolution-
ary stage. On the other hand, the fastest donation 
was found in a species that is highly stress toler-
ant (Agropyron elongatum grows well on saline 
and dry areas, too) and the slowest in a moss 
(Marchantia polymorpha), which may indicate that 
the alternative electron donors are useful in pro-
tecting the photosynthetic electron transport chain 
under environmental stress conditions.

One week and 1-month-old barley plants were 
investigated as well (Fig. 2). We found that as plants 
age, the electron donation by the alternative electron 
donors become significantly faster (∼34 and ∼24 ms). 
We have also compared plants grown under full 
sunlight and under ∼20 µmol photons m−2 s−1 light 
intensity but in this case, no difference was found. 
On the other hand, when the plants were kept in 
darkness for 24 h before the heat treatment, the 
donation became much slower, which might be due 
to the depletion of the alternative electron donor 
pool in darkness.

In summary, we have shown that alternative 
electron donors function in several evolutionary 
distant species and that the electron donation time 
depends on the physiological state of the plant.
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CHAPTER THRITY THREE

Experimental Resolution and Theoretical Complexity 
Determine the Amount of Information Extractable 
from the Chlorophyll Fluorescence Transient OJIP

Merope Tsimilli-Michael and Reto J. Strasser

Abstract  Models of any theoretical complexity 
level can be formulated, but they are meaning-
ful only if they can be experimentally validated. 
We focus on the contribution of our laboratory in 
utilising chlorophyll a fluorescence transients to 
construct and test photosynthetic models.

Keywords  Conceptual models, connectivity, 
inactive reaction centres, OJIP fluorescence tran-
sient, photosystem II

Introduction

Construction and analysis of conceptual models are 
essential to address and understand the complexity 
of structures and functions in nature. Models of any 
theoretical complexity level can be formulated, but 
they are meaningful only if they can be experimen-
tally validated. Therefore: (i) the model needs to be 
constructed with a built-in method for testing it; (ii) 
the level of the experimental resolution should ful-

fil the requirements of the testing methods. Starting 
from the first measured fluorescence induction 
curve (Kautsky and Hirsch 1931), we focus on the 
contribution of our laboratory in utilising chloro-
phyll a fluorescence transients to formulate photo-
synthetic models and we present basic advancing 
levels concerning the theoretical complexity of 
models, in interrelation with improvements in 
experimental resolution (see Strasser et al. 2004 
and references therein).

Results and discussion

Monopartite concept

The original Kautsky curve, measured in dark- or 
low-light-adapted green plants, consists of a fluo-
rescence rise until a peak P, followed by a decrease 
until a steady-state S. As the extremes of the fluo-
rescence rise F0 and FM could not be detected due 
to technical limitations, this historical trace could 
only support a “monopartite” concept, expressed as 
Ft = (ABS) ϕF,t, where ϕF,t is the sample’s “single” 
variable fluorescence yield and ABS the absorp-
tion flux responsible for the observed fluorescence 
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(effective absorption; assumed as constant). The 
technical limitations persisted for several dec-
ades. An empirical quantification of such simple 
traces as (FP − FS)/FS was introduced (Strasser and 
Sironval 1974). This expression, caller later “Rfd”, 
has contributed a lot to the phenomenological 
description/classification of environmental impacts 
on higher plants and is still widely used.

Bipartite concept: open-closed RCsII

The concept of open-closed photosystem (PS) II 
reaction centres (RCsII) could be modelled and 
tested only when the recorded fluorescence rise, 
assumed to reflect the RCsII closure, included its 
true extremes. The lowest, F0, registered at the 
onset of illumination, should correspond to the 
fluorescence with all RCsII open (F0 = F0

op); due to 
poor time resolution this could only be succeeded 
(still not precisely) by using weak actinic light. 
The highest extreme, FM, should correspond to the 
fluorescence with all RCsII closed (FM = FM

cl); due 
to the weak light used, this was succeeded only by 
adding 3-(3,4-dichloro-phenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea 
(DCMU). With the advancement of instruments 
both extremes could be registered in living sam-
ples and the precision concerning F0 was highly 
improved (Fig. 1); e.g. PEA and Handy-PEA pro-
vide strong red actinic light, 3,000 µE m−2s−1, and 
record every 10 µs from the first reliable measure-
ment (at 50 or 10 µs respectively).

The biophysical terms F0
op and FM

cl, assessed by 
the experimental signals F0 and FM, are expressed 
in terms of the effective absorption ABS and 
structural features, namely the de-excitation rate 
constants kP, kN and kF (for photochemistry, non-
photochemistry and fluorescence respectively), 
as F0

op = ABS[kF /(kP + kN)] and FM
cl = ABS[kF /

kN]. Concomitantly, when all RCsII are open, the 
yields (ratios of partial energy-outfluxes to the total 
energy-influx) for primary photochemical (ϕPo) 
and non-photochemical (ϕNo) events are defined 
only by structure: ϕPo = kP /(kP + kN) and ϕNo = kN /
(kP + kN) = 1 − ϕPo.

The fluorescence signal Ft, at any time t during 
the fluorescence rise, being emitted by a mixture 

of closed RCsII (fraction: Bt) and open RCsII 
(fraction: 1 − Bt), can be deconvoluted into the cor-
responding fluorescence components. As shown 
(Strasser 1978), the deconvolution utilises the rela-
tive variable fluorescence Vt, both for separate and 
energetically connected units. Moreover, the actual 
quantum yield for primary photochemistry was 
linked to Vt, as ϕPt = ϕPo(1 − Vt) (Paillotin 1976); 
this is an expression of structure and function. The 
biophysical deconvolution leads also to the empiri-
cal splitting into F0 (called wrongly as “constant” 
fluorescence) and the kinetics of Fυ,t (variable fluo-
rescence). This concept, applied originally only for 
DCMU-treated samples, is equally valid for in vivo 
measurements with advanced instruments (sum-
marised in Fig. 1, left panel).

The above quantifications can be applied for 
any physiological state, i.e. dark-adapted, any 
light-adapted, any stressed or developmental state. 
Recording F0; FM; Ft at the reference state, and 
F0

′; FM
′; Ft

′ at any other state, which are functions of 
the constellations [ABS; kF; kN; kP; Bt] and [ABS′; kF

′; 
kN

′; kP
′; Bt

′] respectively, the occurred state changes 
can be quantified as structural and concomitant func-
tional/behavioural changes. The routinely used Ft 
and Ft

′ are those at the steady-states, i.e. FS and FS
′; 

it should be noted that the FS of the dark-adapted 
state is the FP. The quantification of structural 
changes is expressed by ratios like (kN

′ + kP
′)/(kN + 

kP), kN
′/kN, kP

′/kP, ϕPo
′/ϕPo; except for ϕPo

′/ϕPo, their 
calculation requires the experimental determina-
tion of ABS′/ABS, unless ABS can be reasonably 
assumed as constant.

Tripartite concept: open-closed-inactive RCsII

This concept introduces the existence of inactive/
silent RCsII, which trap excitation energy like open 
RCsII but they do not contribute to the accumula-
tion of QA

− (reduced quinone primary electron 
acceptor), dissipating the trapped energy as heat. 
Either QA gets reduced but is immediately reoxi-
dised by a short cyclic electron transport around 
PSII, or it is not reduced at all, due to an immedi-
ate recombination of reduced pheophytine with 
oxidised P680 or any oxidised PSII electron donor. 
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Whatever is the mechanism, the fluorescence yield 
of the non-QA

−-accumulating centres equals that of 
open RCsII; hence, inactivation of RCsII decreases 
FM without altering F0 (Fig. 1).

A decrease of FM can also be caused by an 
increase of kN (antenna quenching); however, 
in that case F0 should also decrease, unless an 
increase of kP occurs simultaneously and at exactly 
the extent necessary to keep kP + kN constant.

Nevertheless, the unambiguous evidence that a 
treatment causes inactivation of RCsII comes from 
the RC/ABS ratio (RC: active centres), which is 
calculated by dividing ϕPo ≡ TR0/ABS with TR0/
RC (where TR0 denotes the trapping flux, at the 
onset of illumination, that results in QA

− accumula-
tion). TR0/RC is uniquely determined (in arbitrary 
units) from the analysis of the OJIP transient by 
the JIP-test (Strasser et al. 2004). The division of 
the RC/ABS value by that at the reference state, 
gives the fraction of the still active RCsII (1–x; see 
Fig. 1, right panel), hence the fraction also of the 
inactivated (x). As demonstrated (and summarised) 
in Fig. 1, we can now denconvolute the experimen-

tal traces into the fluorescence of open, closed and 
inactive RCsII.

Polypartite concept: different degrees of energetic 
connectivity between PSII units

The originally proposed models for PSII antenna 
organisation as separate packs vs. lake-model 
and the proposition for energy-cycling between 
antennae of neighbour PSII units (Joliot and Joliot 
1964), were unified in the grouping concept of 
Strasser (1978), which further quantified the differ-
ent degrees of energetic connectivity by the overall 
grouping probability pG (taking any value between 
zero, for separate units, and unity, for the lake-
model). The experimental resolution was provided 
only by the fluorescence rise in DCMU-treated 
samples, which is exponential for pG ≅ 0, while for 
pG > 0 it starts with a sigmoidal shape followed by 
one or more exponential components, as revealed 
by suitable denconvolutions (Strasser 1978). The 
calculation of pG was based on the theoretically 
derived equation Vt = Bt/[1 + CHYP(1 − Bt)], 

Fig. 1 Deconvolution of transients into the fluorescence of open, closed and inactive RCsII
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where CHYP = pG(FM − F0)/F0; for pG = 0 the equa-
tion degenerates to Vt = Bt. Experimentally, Bt was 
determined by the normalised fluorescence area 
growth St.

With the improvement of instruments the 
experimental resolution is not restricted to 
DCMU-treated samples. As shown, the OJ-
phase of the OJIP fluorescence rise reflects 
predominantly single turnover QA → QA

− reduc-
tion. An exponential curve can be generated 
with the same asymptote as that of the OJ-phase 
(reached practically at 2–5 ms) and a common 

point at 300 µs, since transients with differ-
ent CHYP were found to cross at ≈ 300 µs. The 
kinetics (50–300 µs) of the difference between 
experimental and generated transient exhibits a 
peak at ≈ 150 µs (L-band), from which C

HYP PG
 is 

calculated (Strasser and Stirbet 2001).

Polypartite concept: different components 
in the electron transport chain

Assessed by single light-pulses. With suitable 
normalisations of OJIP transients exhibited by a 

Fig. 2 Subtraction of suitably normalised transients reveals bands richer in information than the O-J-I-P steps of the 
original traces
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sample at different physiological states and 
subtraction from them of the normalised transient at 
the reference state, we get the “difference kinetics” 
(Strasser et al. 2004), revealing more bands, richer 
in information than the steps O-J-I-P and usu-
ally hidden in the actual transients. These bands, 
O-L-K-J-I-H-G-Ft, and the information they pro-
vide (INFO) are presented in Fig. 2. The K-band 
(0.3 ms) was related with RCsII dissociated from 
the oxygen-evolving-complex, while the I-step 
(30 ms) with RCsI inactive in supplying e− into the 
CO2-fixation process (Schansker et al. 2005). The 
lower panel demonstrates a semi-quantitative com-
parison of the extent of grouping between different 
states, through the L-band amplitude.

Assessed by repetitive light-pulses. Commercial 
instruments are today available, by which the sam-
ple can be illuminated with repetitive light-pulses 
of 300 µs to 1s length and of up to 15,000 µE m−2 
s−1 intensity, separated by dark-intervals of ms to 
min duration. This permits to “titrate”, during State 
1-State 2 transition, reactions at the PSII-electron 
donor side, the intersystem electron transport chain 
and the PSI-acceptor side.

Assessed by simultaneous kinetics of prompt 
fluorescence, delayed fluorescence and absorbance 
changes. The OJIP kinetics can now be measured 
simultaneously with the absorption kinetics of the 
P700/PC complex (Strasser et al. 2004), as well as 
with the delayed fluorescence kinetics (Goltsev 
et al. 2005). We can therefore check and enrich, 
with independent signals under different stress con-
ditions, conclusions and predictions from the OJIP 
polypartite analyses. This will be supplemented and 
further exploited by simultaneous measurements of 

absorption kinetics of carotenoids (VAZ cycle), the 
515 nm-change, as well as titrations of the redox 
state of quinones, nucleotides; and proteins.
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CHAPTER THIRTY FOUR

Reconstitution of Cyclic Electron Transport in Synechocystis 
sp. PCC 6803 by a Cell-Free System

Mai Watanabe, Yasuhiro Kashino, Kazuhiko Satoh, and Hiroyuki Koike

Abstract  Cyanobacteria possess a high activity of 
cyclic electron transport (CET). However, the com-
ponents are still not identified completely. To eluci-
date the possible component(s), we have reconstitute 
the CET in vitro in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 
(Synechocystis 6803) by isolated thylakoid mem-
branes (thylakoids) and soluble fractions, by moni-
toring the rereduction kinetics of P700+. The P700+ 
was rereduced with a significant rate by addition of 
a soluble fraction. Either NADPH or NADH acceler-
ated the reduction. The results indicate that a soluble 
component(s) is/are prerequisite for reconstitution.

Keywords  Cell-free system, cyclic electron 
transport, Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803

Introduction

In cyanobacteria the several pathways of CET 
have been proposed (Toivo 1994); electrons (i) 

from NAD(P)H to the plastoquinone (PQ) pool via 
multi-subunit NAD(P)H dehydrogenase (NDH), 
NDH-1 (Ogawa 1991) or a single polypeptide 
NDH, NDH-2, (ii) from ferredoxin (Fd) to the PQ 
pool mediated by a Fd-quinone reductase (FQR) 
(Manasse and Bendall 1993). Attempts to iden-
tify the component(s) by monitoring rereduction 
rates of P700+ in cyanobacterial cells have been 
performed by combination of inhibitors. However, 
experiments with intact cells have a serious prob-
lem; cell wall and cytoplasmic membranes act as 
barriers to the inhibitors. Thus, reconstitution of 
CET in vitro is necessary to identify components 
and to clarify effects of inhibitors. In the present 
study, we have reconstituted CET by isolated thy-
lakoids from Synechocystis 6803 and investigated 
some components and effects of inhibitors.

Materials and methods

Growth conditions. Synechocystis 6803 cells were 
grown in a liquid BG-11 at 30°C. Cultures were 
grown with 3% CO2 containing air under white 
light (100 µmol photons m−2 s−1) for 4 days.
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Isolation of thylakoids. Cells were harvested 
and resuspended with buffer A containing 50 mM 
MES-NaOH (pH 6.5), 10 mM MgCl2, 5 mM CaCl2 
and 25% glycerol. The cells were disrupted with 
zirconia beads by a Mini-BeadBeater at a high 
density (ca. 2 mg Chl mL−1). Agitation was per-
formed for 20 s and cooled on ice for 1 min. This 
cycle was repeated for three times. After removal 
of the unbroken cells, resulting supernatant was 
centrifuged at 300,000 ×g for 1 h at 4°C to separate 
supernatant and thylakoids. The thylakoids were 
washed once and were resuspended with buffer A.

Ammonium sulfate fractionation. The separated 
supernatant was precipitated at respective concen-
trations of ammonium sulfate (20%, 50% and 70% 
saturation, respectively). Resulting pellets were 
dissolved in the buffer A without glycerol.

Measurements of P700. Light-induced absorb-
ance changes of P700 were measured by monitor-
ing the absorbance at 810 nm minus 860 nm by a 
PAM 101/103 fluorometer as reported by Satoh et 
al. (2002). The signals were fed to a digital oscil-

loscope (TDS210; Tektronics, USA) and digitized 
signals were transferred to a personal computer and 
then parameters of decay kinetics were analyzed.

Results

Reconstitution of cyclic electron transport 
in a cell-free system

When Synechocystis 6803 intact cells were illu-
minated, P700 showed a transient oxidation and 
was again oxidized gradually. On turning off the 
light, P700+ was rereduced within a limit of time 
resolution by electrons from PSII (Fig. 1a, trace 1). 
In the presence of DCMU, P700 was fully oxi-
dized without a transient oxidation and P700+ was 
rapidly rereduced on turning off the light (Fig. 1a, 
trace 2), by CET.

When the isolated thylakoids were illuminated, 
a large transient oxidation was followed by a 
small steady state oxidation level. On turning off 

Fig. 1 Comparison of CET activity between intact cells (a) and the reconstituted system (b). (a) Intact cells (30 µg Chl 
mL−1) were illuminated with no addition (trace 1) or addition of 10 µM DCMU (trace 2). (b) Thylakoids (10 µg Chl mL−1) 
were illuminated with no addition (trace 1), addition of 10 µM DCMU (trace 2), addition of DCMU and supernatant (trace 3), 
or further addition of 1 mM NADPH or NADH (traces 4 and 5), respectively
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the light, P700+ was rapidly rereduced (Fig. 1b, 
trace 1). The kinetic behavior could be explained 
by assuming that electron transport between PSI 
and PSII is not impaired; the oxidized P700 was 
rereduced by fast electron donation from PSII. This 
view was also supported by the addition of DCMU 
(Fig. 1b, trace 2). In the presence of DCMU, 
rereduction of P700+ was greatly retarded. On addi-
tion of supernatant (0.3 mg protein mL−1) to the 
DCMU-poisoned thylakoids resulted in recovery 
of P700+ rereduction, although the rate was slow. 
This result indicates that CET activity was recov-
ered by addition of the soluble fraction and that the 
components necessary for CET are present in the 
supernatant. Addition of NAD(P)H in the presence 
of DCMU and a soluble fraction yielded a faster 
rereduction of P700+ (Fig. 1b, traces 4 and 5), indi-
cating that NAD(P)H can also be electron donors 
for P700+. This suggests that the fraction contains 
some component(s) which mediate(s) electrons 
from NAD(P)H to P700+ possibly as well.

Identification of the component(s) of cyclic 
electron transport

Ammonium sulfate fractionation. Addition of super-
natant alone was effective in reproducing CET 
in the presence of DCMU. The soluble fraction 
contains a variety of proteins. In order to identify 
the component(s), fractions obtained by ammo-
nium sulfate precipitation were added and recovery 
of P700+ was investigated (Fig. 2a). On addition 
of 20–50% saturated ammonium sulfate fraction 
(20–50% fraction), which contains a huge amount of 
phycobiliproteins and Rubisco, the rereduction rate 
of P700+ was almost the same as that with DCMU 
alone (Fig. 2a, trace 3). This fraction was ineffective 
for recycling the electrons around PSI. The same 
was true obtained for 0–20% and 50–70% fractions 
(data not shown). However, the addition of super-
natant after 70% saturated ammonium sulfate accel-
erated the rereduction rate of P700+, although the 
rate was slower than that of unfractionated fraction 

Fig. 2 Effects of ammonium sulfate fractionation of supernatant (a) and Fd (b) on the reconstitution of CET. Thylakoids 
(10 µg Chl mL−1) were illuminated (a) in the presence of DCMU (trace 1), further addition of supernatant (trace 2), addition 
of DCMU and 20–50% fraction (trace 3), addition of DCMU and 70% supernatant (trace 4), respectively (b); addition of 
DCMU (trace 1), addition of DCMU and 1 µM Fd (trace 2) or further addition of NADPH (trace 3), respectively
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(Fig. 2a, traces 4 and 2). This suggests 70% super-
natant contains some important component(s) for 
reconstitution of the activity. Slower reduction may 
indicate insufficient concentration of the component 
in the supernatant.

To elucidate the component(s) needed for CET, 
proteins were recovered from the supernatant by 
DEAE cellulose column (Whatman DE52, USA). 
It was found that the major protein component was 
Fd. Ferredoxin was partially purified and the effects 
of Fd were investigated (Fig. 2b). However, addi-
tion of Fd, rereduction kinetics of P700+ was not 
different from that of DCMU alone. Further addi-
tion of NAD(P)H accelerated the P700+ rereduction 
as in the case of soluble fractions. It was also found 
that NAD(P)H alone did not accelerate the rereduc-
tion (data not shown). Thus, added Fd is necessary 
for electron transfer from NAD(P)H to P700+. It 
should be noted that electrons of NAD(P)H are not 
directly transferred to Fd but some protein which 
must have a flavin as a cofactor should mediate 
electron transfer. Based on biological specificity, 
NADH and NADPH-specific enzymes must be 
present, and consequently the pathway should also 
be different. In order to test this possibility, effects 
of inhibitors were investigated. Table 1 shows 
half decay times of P700+ rereduction. Antimycin 
A was most effective when NADPH was used as 
an electron donor. Half decay time was retarded 
to longer than 40 s. Rotenone or heparin was not 
effective so much. On the other hand, electron 
transfer from NADH was affected by all the three 

inhibitors. This supports the view that the enzyme 
which accepts electrons from NADPH or NADH 
is different and several pathways are present in the 
cyanobacterium.

Discussion

In the present study, we have successfully recon-
stituted CET in isolated thylakoids by addition of 
a soluble fraction obtained by disintegration of the 
cyanobacterium. In the presence of DCMU, rere-
duction of P700+ of thylakoids after illumination 
was hardly apparent. However, addition of soluble 
fraction recovered electron transport to P700+. 
The rate of rereduction was 15 times slower than 
that of intact cells probably because the concen-
tration of the component(s) necessary for cycling 
the electrons around PSI is low compared with 
intact cells. Further addition of NADH or NADPH 
accelerated the rereduction rate. This indicates that 
component(s) which mediate(s) electron transport 
between NAD(P)H to P700 are also present in the 
supernatant.

Ammonium sulfate fractionation revealed that 
only 70% saturated ammonium sulfate supernatant 
was effective for acceleration of P700+ rereduction. 
However, Fd alone, which was the major protein 
component of the supernatant, was ineffective 
(Fig. 2b, trace 2), while electrons from NAD(P)H 
were effectively transferred to P700+. Taking into 
account its soluble nature and mode of electron 
transfer of the protein, some protein(s) which 
accept(s) electrons directly from NAD(P)H must 
be bound to the thylakoids. Removal of the pro-
teins and reconstitution experiments will identify 
the protein.

Investigation of inhibitors of CET showed that 
the extent of inhibition was different between 
NADPH and NADH when used as an electron 
donor. This suggests that at least two different 
pathways of electrons to P700+ are present in the 
reconstituted system. Identification of the electron 
carriers will bring about a great advance for elu-
cidation of cyanobacterial as well as higher plant 
CET pathway around PSI.

Table 1 Effects of inhibitors on rereduction rate of P700+ 
in the reconstituted system

 Concentration
Inhibitors (µM) NADPH NADH

Control −  5  5
Antimycin A  50 >40 >40
Rotenone 100  6.5 13
Heparin  20 11 25

Rereduction rates were measured by thylakoids in the 
presence of 10 µM DCMU and Fd
Values are half decay times of rereduction rates in seconds
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The Effect of Protein Synthesis Inhibitors on Recovery 
of Photodamaged Photosystem II in Synechocystis 
sp. PCC 6803 Lacking PsbM or PsbT

Fiona K. Bentley and Julian J. Eaton-Rye

Abstract  Removal of either PsbM or PsbT in Syn-
echocystis sp. PCC 6803 enhances the susceptibility 
of cells to photodamage which can be repaired in 
low light in a protein-synthesis-dependent manner. 
Our results indicate that a population of inactive 
photosystem II centers accumulates during high 
light exposure in wild type and the ∆PsbM mutant 
that are activated upon returning cells to low light. 
Activation requires a protein synthesis step that 
is inhibited by chloramphenicol but not by linco-
mycin. In contrast, cells lacking PsbT are rapidly 
inactivated in high light and subsequent recovery is 
blocked by the addition of either chloramphenicol 
or lincomycin.

Keywords  Photosystem II, photodamage, PsbM, 
PsbT, Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803

Introduction

High-resolution X-ray structures of dimeric photosys-
tem II (PSII) from Thermosynechococcus  elongatus 
indicate that each monomer contributes three 

low-molecular-weight single membrane-spanning 
subunits, PsbL, PsbM and PsbT, at the monomer-
monomer interface (Ferreira et al. 2004; Loll et al. 
2005). In the cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. 
PCC 6803, inactivation of the psbL gene encoding 
PsbL has been shown to prevent the assembly of 
PSII (Anbudurai and Pakrasi 1993). In contrast, 
inactivation of psbT in T. elongatus did not impair 
photoautotrophic growth. Similarly, PSII activity 
in thylakoid membranes and isolated PSII prepa-
rations were similar from both wild type and the 
T. elongatus ∆PsbT mutant over a wide range of 
light intensities. However, fewer PSII dimers were 
obtained and the PsbM subunit was absent from 
isolated PSII preparations from the ∆PsbT strain 
(Iwai et al. 2004). In this report we have examined 
the effect of inactivation of both psbM and psbT in 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 and find that removal 
of either of these PSII subunits increases the sus-
ceptibility of the mutant strains to photodamage.

Materials and methods

Construction of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 mutant 
strains. The open-reading frames sml0003 and smr0001 
which encode psbM and psbT, respectively, were 
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obtained by PCR: sml0003 was amplified using the 
forward primer 5′-CAGGGGGACGGGCCAACACA
AACAC-3′ and reverse primer 5′-CGGCGGTGCA
AAAGGCATCGATCAC-3′; smr0001 was amplified 
using the forward primer 5′-CGGTTGAGCATTGAC
CCGATGGCTG-3′ and reverse primer 5′-TTCGTGA
TGACGGTAACCTCTGCCG-3′. Most of the psbM 
coding sequence was deleted using HpaI sites within 
and flanking the psbM gene, and replaced with either 
an erythromycin-resistance cassette (Fig. 1A) or a 
spectinomycin-resistance cassette (Fig 1B). The cloned 
psbT gene was interrupted at a unique intragenic NcoI 
site by a spectinomycin-resistance cassette. The inter-
rupted genes were then used to transform Synechocystis 
sp. PCC 6803 according to established protocols as 
described in Summerfield et al. (2005). Complete seg-
regation for the introduced antibiotic-resistance cassettes 
was verified by PCR using the appropriate forward and 
reverse primers described above.

Physiological characterization. Photoautotrophic 
growth curves, determination of PSII levels by [14C]-
labeled herbicide binding and oxygen evolution 
assays were carried out as described in Summerfield 
et al. (2005). Assays following the onset of photo-
damage and repair were performed as described in 
Veerman et al. (2005). Additional details are also 
provided in the figure legends.

Results

Photosystem assembly and activity

Photoautotrophic doubling times of cells lacking 
PsbM and PsbT were extended by 10 and 4 h when 
compared to wild type, respectively. In addition, 
oxygen evolution declined in these strains to 78% 
and 62% of wild type while the relative level of 
assembled PSII was determined to be 72% and 
40% of wild type (Table 1).

The susceptibility of the ∆PsbM and ∆PsbT 
cells to photodamage

In Fig. 1 cells were exposed to a light intensity of 
2 mE m−2 s−1. Wild-type cells were able to acclimate 

to these light conditions; however, in the presence 
of lincomycin repair was inhibited and a steady rate 
of photodamage was evident (Fig. 1A, B). In con-
trast, the ∆PsbM and ∆PsbT mutants were rapidly 
photoinactivated to 20–25% of their initial activity 
even in the absence of lincomycin, although the 
∆PsbM strain was able to show a limited ability to 
acclimate. Addition of lincomycin to the mutants 
also revealed that these cells were undergoing addi-
tional photodamage and repair (Fig. 1A, B).

Recovery from photodamage in the presence 
or absence of protein-synthesis inhibitors

In Fig. 2 wild type and the mutant strains were  initially 
exposed to 2  mE m−2 s−1 and then transferred to 0.03 
mE m−2 s−1. Upon transfer to low light both ∆PsbM 
and ∆PsbT cells were able to recover; however, the 
observed rate of oxygen evolution after ∼2 h under 
low light exceeded the initial rate observed for these 
cultures. This apparent stimulation of oxygen evolu-
tion was also clearly seen in the wild type following 
the transition from high to low light (Fig. 2A).

In the case of the ∆PsbT strain, recovery at 
0.03 mE m−2 s−1 was blocked by the addition of 
either chloramphenicol or lincomycin. Similarly, 
the recovery of the ∆PsbM mutant was blocked by 
the addition of chloramphenicol. However, partial 
recovery of the ∆PsbM strain was possible in the 
presence of lincomycin (Fig. 2B, C). Moreover, the 
observed stimulation of oxygen evolution in wild 

Table 1 Comparison of photoautotrophic growth, oxygen 
evolution and PSII abundance

 Doubling   PSII
Strain time (h) O2 evolutiona abundanceb

WT 14 1.00 1.00
∆PsbM 24 0.78 0.72
∆PsbT 18 0.62 0.40

aThe rate of oxygen evolution was taken over the first 
min of illumination. Cell suspensions contained 10 µg of 
chlorophyll/mL. Oxygen evolution was supported by 3 mM 
K3Fe(CN)6 and 0.6 mM 2,5-dimethyl-p-benzoquinone and 
normalized to wild-type rates of 483 µmol of O2 (mg of 
chlorophyll)−1 h−1

bThe values for PSII abundance are normalized to a wild-
type chlorophyll/PSII ratio of 590 and were determined by 
diuron-replaceable [14C]-atrazine binding
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type was prevented by chloramphenicol but insen-
sitive to the addition of lincomycin. Nevertheless, 
the ability of the wild-type cells to down regulate 
oxygen evolution over a 2-h incubation at 0.03 mE 
m−2 s−1 was prevented by lincomycin.

Discussion

Our results show that removal of PsbT or PsbM 
in vivo increases the sensitivity of PSII to high 

light conditions in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. 
However, the extent of  photoinactivation or photo-
damage in the ∆PsbM strain was more  variable than 

Fig. 1 The effect of lincomycin on photoinactivation or 
photodamage as measured by oxygen evolution. Cell sus-
pensions at 10 µg of chlorophyll/mL were subjected to 2 h 
of high-intensity white light at 2 mE m−2 s−1 with (A) no 
lincomycin and (B) the addition of 250 µg/mL lincomycin. 
Strains are: wild type (closed circles), ∆PsbM (open dia-
monds), ∆PsbT (closed triangles). The results from three 
independent experiments are shown Fig. 2 Recovery of oxygen-evolving activity following 

photoinactivation or photodamage. Cell suspensions at 10 µg 
of chlorophyll/mL were subjected to 45 min of high-intensity 
white light at 2 mE m−2 s−1 (HL), then allowed to recover 
under low light conditions (0.03 mE m−2 s−1) (LL). (A) 
Recovery with no inhibitors; (B) recovery in the presence 
of lincomycin, and (C) recovery in the presence of chloram-
phenicol. Inhibitors were added at 45 min when light stress 
was removed. Strains are: wild type (closed circles), ∆PsbM 
(open diamonds), ∆PsbT (closed triangles). The results from 
three independent experiments are shown
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in the ∆PsbT strain (Figs. 1 and 2). Nevertheless, 
both mutants exhibited an ability to recover that 
required protein synthesis. Strikingly, the ∆PsbM 
mutant was able to undergo partial recovery in the 
presence of lincomycin but not in the presence 
of chloramphenicol. Similarly, wild-type cells 
responded differently to these protein synthesis 
inhibitors. As a working hypothesis to explain 
these results we suggest that a population of inac-
tive PSII centers accumulates in wild type and 
the ∆PsbM mutant that are activated upon going 
from high to low light conditions. Activation of 
these centers requires a protein synthesis step that 
can be prevented by chloramphenicol but not by 
lincomycin. However, such lincomycin-insensitive 
PSII centers do not accumulate in the ∆PsbT cells 
during the exposure to high light.
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CHAPTER TWO

The Effect of Removing Photosystem II Extrinsic Proteins 
on Dimer Formation and Recovery from Photodamage 
in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803

Fiona K. Bentley and Julian J. Eaton-Rye

Abstract  We have examined the level of pho-
tosystem II (PSII) dimers in Synechocystis sp. 
PCC 6803 strains lacking the individual extrinsic 
proteins PsbO, PsbU and PsbV. We have also com-
pared the rate of recovery from photodamage in 
each of these mutants. Removal of PsbO resulted 
in a mutant with only monomeric PSII while the 
removal of PsbU created a strain with a similar ratio 
of dimers to monomers as detected in wild type. In 
the case of the ∆PsbV mutant a reduced amount of 
dimers was observed. All three mutants were rap-
idly photodamaged by high light and recovered to 
their initial PSII activity under low light. The rate 
of recovery of the ∆PsbU strain was rapid while 
that of ∆PsbV cells was slower. The ∆PsbO mutant 
exhibited an intermediate rate of recovery.

Keywords  Photosystem II, photodamage, PsbO, 
PsbU, PsbV, Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803

Introduction

Photosystem II (PSII) acts a water-plastoquinone 
oxidoreductase and its X-ray structure has been 

determined at ~3 Å resolution in the cyanobacterium 
Thermosynechococcus elongatus (Ferreira et al. 
2004; Loll et al. 2005). The X-ray structures for 
this enzyme are exclusively of a dimeric complex. 
However, biochemical studies have shown that 
monomeric and dimeric forms of the complex 
can be isolated and are active in oxygen evolution 
(Nowaczyk et al. 2006). Active PSII complexes 
have three extrinsic subunits designated as PsbO, 
PsbU and PsbV located on the lumenal face of 
the PSII complex (reviewed in Roose et al. 2007). 
The presence of PSII monomers and dimers can 
be easily observed by blue-native polyacrylamide 
gel electrophoresis (BN-PAGE) (Rokka et al. 
2005). In this report we have used BN-PAGE to 
assess the contribution of the extrinsic proteins 
to the stability of the PSII dimeric complex. We 
also compare the susceptibility of the ∆PsbO, 
∆PsbU and ∆PsbV mutants to photodamage and 
compare the rates of recovery under low light in 
these three strains.

Materials and methods

Construction of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 mutant 
strains. Mutant strains were constructed as described 
in Morgan et al. (1998) and Veerman et al. (2005).

Department of Biochemistry, University of Otago, P.O. 
Box 56, Dunedin, New Zealand
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Physiological characterization. Photoauto-
trophic growth curves, determination of PSII levels by 
[14C]-labeled herbicide binding and oxygen evolution 
assays were all carried out as described in Summerfield 
et al. (2005). Assays following the onset of photo-
damage and repair were performed as described in 
Veerman et al. (2005). Experiments with BN-PAGE 
were performed as described in Rokka et al. (2005).

Results

Photosystem assembly and activity

It is well known that inactivation of the genes 
encoding the extrinsic proteins produces photoau-
totrophic strains (reviewed in Roose et al. 2007). In 
agreement with this we confirmed that our ∆PsbO, 
∆PsbU and ∆PsbV strains assembled active PSII 
centers (Table 1).

Photosystem II dimers and monomers 
in the different strains

The results shown in Fig. 1 demonstrate that 
∆PsbO cells exhibit almost exclusively monomeric 
PSII complexes in BN-PAGE gels from isolated 
thylakoids of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. In com-
parison, the removal of PsbU resulted in a ratio of 
dimers to monomers similar to that observed in 
wild type. However, in the ∆PsbV strain the ratio 
of dimers to monomers was considerably reduced 
when compared with wild type.

Susceptibility and recovery from photodamage

In Fig. 2 cells were exposed to a light intensity of 
2 mE m−2 s−1 for 45 min. Wild-type cells were able 
to acclimate to these light conditions; however, 
each of the strains lacking the extrinsic proteins 
was rapidly photoinactivated. The susceptibility of 
the ∆PsbO and ∆PsbV cells to high light was simi-
lar while the extent of photodamage in the ∆PsbU 
cells was not as extensive.

Next we followed the recovery of these mutants 
over 2 h at 0.03 mE m−2 s−1. The ∆PsbU cells 
recovered rapidly with the recovery of ∆PsbO 
cells somewhat slower but still with a half time of 
< 60 min. In contrast, the half time of recovery for 
the ∆PsbV cells was > 80 min (Fig. 2).

Discussion

The susceptibility of cells lacking PsbO to high 
light is well known (e.g., Burnap et al. 1996), as 
is the susceptibility of ∆PsbU cells (Clarke and 
Eaton-Rye 1999; Inoue-Kashino et al. 2005), 
and ∆PsbV cells (Morgan et al. 1998). However, 
our results indicate that it is only the removal of 
PsbO that entirely destabilizes the PSII dimer. 

Table 1 Comparison of oxygen evolution and relative level 
of assembled PSII centers determined by diuron-replaceable 
[14C]-atrazine binding

Strain O2 evolutiona Relative PSIIb

WT 1.00 1.00
∆PsbO 0.33 0.72
∆PsbU 0.62 0.95
∆PsbV 0.39 0.52

aThe rate of oxygen evolution was taken over the first min-
ute of illumination. Cell suspensions contained 10 µg of 
chlorophyll/mL. Oxygen evolution was supported by 3 mM 
K3Fe(CN)6 and 0.6 mM 2,5-dimethyl-p-benzoquinone and 
normalized to a wild-type rate of 453 µmol of O2 (mg of 
chlorophyll)−1 h−1

bNormalized to a wild-type chlorophyll/PSII ratio of 590

Fig. 1 D1 immunodetection of PSII core complexes from 
thylakoid membranes following separation by BN-PAGE. 
Thylakoids were solubilized with 1% dodecyl maltoside 
and 5 µg chlorophyll was loaded onto a 5–12% gradient 
gel. Protein was transferred to PVDF membrane and probed 
with the D1 antibody. Lanes are: 1, wild type; 2, ∆PsbO; 3, 
∆PsbU; 4, ∆PsbV
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Structural studies have shown that PsbO  interacts 
with lumenal domains of the chlorophyll- binding 
core antenna protein CP47 on the same and 
adjacent monomers in the dimeric complex (De 
Las Rivas and Barber 2004). Thus our data sup-
port the conclusion that these interactions are 
important for dimer stabilization. Interestingly, 
the removal of PsbU also leads to altered PSII 
structural interactions since energy transfer from 
the phycobilisome is less efficient in the ∆PsbU 
mutant (Veerman et al. 2005). However, despite 
the relaying of structural changes across the 
thylakoid membrane in the ∆PsbU mutant our 
results suggest that the stability of the dimer is 
similar to wild type in this strain.

The results obtained with the ∆PsbV mutant are 
interesting since even though dimers are still evident 
in this strain, the removal of PsbV is associated with 
considerably impaired PSII assembly (Shen et al. 1995; 
Morgan et al. 1998) (and see Table 1). Furthermore, 
our results show that recovery from photodamage is 
retarded to the largest extent in this mutant.
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Fig. 2 Recovery of oxygen-evolving activity following 
 photoinactivation or photodamage. Cell suspensions at 
10 µg of chlorophyll/mL were subjected to 45 min of high-
intensity white light at 2.0 mE m−2 s−1 (HL), then allowed 
to recover under low-light conditions (0.03 mE m−2 s−1) 
(LL). Strains are: wild type (closed circles), ∆PsbO (closed 
triangles), ∆PsbU (open squares), ∆PsbV (open diamonds). 
The results from three independent experiments are shown 



Functional Analysis of PsbZ in Photosystem II 
from the Thermophilic Cyanobacterium 
Thermosynechococcus elongatus BP-1

Masako Iwai1,2, Takehiro Suzuki3, Naoshi Dohmae3, and Yasunori Inoue1,2

Abstract  PsbZ is a membrane protein of 6.5 kDa 
found in photosystem II (PSII) complexes from 
cyanobacteria to land plants. The two helices of 
PsbZ are located on the perimeter of the dimer near 
CP43 and PsbK in the cyanobacterial PSII struc-
ture. In tobacco and Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, 
psbZ knockout leads to reduce amounts of the 
minor antenna protein CP26. However, CP26 is not 
found in the cyanobacterial thylakoids. The func-
tion of PsbZ in cyanobacteria is still not clear. In 
this work, we deleted psbZ gene in the thermophilic 
cyanobacterium, Thermosynechococcus elongatus 
BP-1 to analyze the function of PsbZ. No differ-
ence was observed in the growth under various light 
conditions, and in the oxygen-evolving activities 
between the wild type and the mutant. However, 
the oxygen-evolving activity in the mutant PSII 
complexes purified by Ni-affinity chromatography 
was lower than those in the purified wild-type PSII 

complexes. Electrophoretic profile of the mutant 
PSII complexes revealed that most of PsbK band 
had disappeared but no significant release of the 
extrinsic proteins was observed. N-terminal amino 
acid sequences of PsbK and PsbM/Ycf12 bands 
showed that most of Ycf12 as well as PsbK was 
lost in the mutant PSII complexes. These indicate 
that PsbZ is required for the stable binding of PsbK 
and Ycf12 to the PSII core. We suggest that Ycf12 
is the unidentified X1 polypeptide (Loll et al. 2005) 
that is observed near PsbZ and PsbK in the crystal 
structure of the PSII complex.

Keywords  Thermosynechococcus elongatus BP-1, 
PsbZ, ycf9, Photosystem II, PsbK, Ycf12

Introduction

Photosystem II (PSII) complex is a large protein 
complex consisting of at least 20 subunits that 
contribute to optimal charge separation and oxygen 
evolution. PsbZ protein, which is encoded by 
psbZ (ycf9, orf62) gene, is a putative membrane-
 spanning subunit of the PSII complex. The  studies 
with tobacco and Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 
 indicated that PsbZ was a connection between 
PSII and LHCII, effected to the de-epoxidation 
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of  xanthophylls (Swiatek et al. 2001). However, 
LHCII and the xanthophyll cycle are not found in 
the cyanobacterial cells. The literature indicated 
that PsbZ functions in regulating the mode of elec-
tron transfer in plant chloroplasts (Baena-Gonzalez 
et al. 2001). Recently, a similar result was reported 
for Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 mutants. PsbZ are 
located on the perimeter of the dimer near CP43 
and PsbK in the cyanobacterial PSII structure. In 
this report, we deleted the psbZ gene in T. elon-
gatus BP-1 to analyze the function of PsbZ. The 
results suggest that psbZ is dispensable for photo-
autotrophic growth irrespective of light conditions. 
However, its product may be necessary for binding 
of PsbK and Ycf12 to the PSII complex. It is also 
suggested that Ycf12 corresponds to the unidenti-
fied X1 in the latest model observed near PsbZ and 
PsbK in the crystal structure of PSII.

Material and methods

The thermophilic cyanobacterium, Thermosyne-
 chococcus elongatus strain BP-1, which was 
derived from a hot spring in Beppu district in 
Japan, was grown at 45°C. The psbZ (tsr1967) 
deletion mutant (∆psbZ) and the CP43-His mutant 
(Sugiura and Inoue 1999) were maintained with 
chloramphenicol and kanamycin, respectively. The 
∆psbZ/CP43-His double mutant was maintained 
with both antibiotics. They propagated in the 
absence of antibiotics for analytical experiments. 
Thylakoid membranes were prepared by osmolic 
shock after lysozyme treatment of 4–5-day old 
cells. After solubilization of the membranes with 
1.0% β-DM, the PSII complexes were isolated 
by Ni-affinity chromatography (HisTrap HP, GE 
Healthcare, UK). The oxygen evolution activity 
of intact cells and PSII complexes was measured 
at 25°C using a Clark-type oxygen electrode. 
SDS gel electrophoresis was carried out with a 
16–22% (w/v) linear polyacrylamide gradient gel 
 containing 7.5 M urea. N-terminal sequences were 
 determined by the Edman degradation methods 
with a Procise HT protein sequencing system 
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA).

Results

Comparison of PsbZ sequences

psbZ is highly conserved in chloroplast and cyano-
bacteria genomes sequenced except for Gloeobacter 
violaceus PCC 7421 (Fig. 1). The psbZ gene of T. 
elongatus codes for a protein of 62 amino acids 
that contains two putative transmembrane helixes 
with very short N- and C-termini located on the 
lumenal side of thylakoid membrane.

Construction of the psbZ deletion mutant 
and photoautotrophic growth

We replaced the whole gene with a chlorampheni-
col-resistant cassette. This indicates that the psbZ 
is dispensable for the photoautotrophic growth 
of T. elongatus like in C. reinhardtii, tobacco 
and Synechocystis. The photoautotrophic growth 
of the wild-type and the ∆psbZ was examined 
under various light conditions (10–380 µE m−2 s−1). 
Under any light conditions, growth rate of ∆psbZ 
was almost indistinguishable from the wild-type. 
Clearly, these results are inconsistent with the 
phenotype of the psbZ mutants in Synechocystis 
and tobacco (Baena-Gonzalez et al. 2001; Swiatek 
et al. 2001).

Effect of psbZ deletion on oxygen evolution

Both cells evolved oxygen at a rate of 350–400 µmol 
oxygen mg Chl−1 h−1 in the presence of 1–2 mM 
2,6-DCBQ. To further examine the effects of psbZ 
deletion, we used CP43-His construct (Sugiura and 
Inoue 1999) to create double mutants for isola-
tion of the O2-evolving PSII complex. PSIIs from 
CP43-His and ∆psbZ/CP43-His evolved oxygen at 
a rate of about 2,100 µmol oxygen mg Chl−1 h−1 
and about 1,300 µmol oxygen mg Chl−1 h−1 in the 
presence of 0.45 mM 2,6-DCBQ, respectively.

Components of the PSII complex

The polypeptide composition of the PSII com-
plexes of ∆psbZ/CP43-His and CP43-His was 
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examined by SDS-urea-PAGE. The PSII com-
plexes from the ∆psbZ/CP43-His were clearly 
depleted of a band of size 3.9 kDa (Fig. 2), which 
has been already identified as the PsbK protein. 
Each of the asterisked bands was subjected to N-
terminal sequencing. Effect of HCl pretreatment on 
sequencing suggested that Ycf12 as well as PsbM 
and PsbZ are N-terminally blocked by formyla-
tion. PsbK, PsbX, PsbM, Ycf12, PsbL, and PsbZ 
were detected in PSII of CP43-His, while PsbK 
was decreased markedly and PsbZ and Ycf12 were 
missing in PSII of ∆psbZ/CP43-His. These results 
indicated that most of PsbK and Ycf12 were lost in 
the PSII of ∆psbZ/CP43-His.

Discussion

In this study, we demonstrated that the PsbZ pro-
tein is dispensable for photoautotrophic growth but 
is required for the stability of the PSII complex at 
least against isolation treatments. There are still 
three unassigned transmembrane helices (labeled 
X1–X3) in the latest PSII model (Loll et al. 2005). 
The assignment of these helices disagrees with the 
models from the other two groups. X3 is assigned 

PsbH in T. vulcanus (Kamiya and Shen 2003) but 
is assigned PsbX by (Ferreira et al. 2004). Our 
resent findings that PsbH stabilizes PsbX strongly 

Fig. 1 Sequence alignment of the PsbZ protein. Amino acid residues that are conserved between T. elongatus and other 
organisms are indicated by shaded boxes. Shading is according to the percentage of identity among sequences: 100% (black), 
80% (dark gray), and 50% (light gray)

Fig. 2 SDS-urea-PAGE profile of PSII complexes from the 
CP43-His (lane 1) and the ∆psbZ/CP43-His (lane 2). The 
PSII complexes (3 µg Chl) were loaded in each lane
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 supports the latter assignment; X3 = PsbX. X2 
was not recognized in Ferreira’s model. The Loll’s 
model suggests that X2 appears to be bent twice 
at Cα chain. These features of the transmembrane 
helix may fit with PsbY, which has two Pro resi-
dues in appropriate positions (Ban et al. 2007). We 
made psbY-deleted mutants in T. elongatus and are 
now crystallizing the PsbY-depleted PSII. Ferreira 
et al. assigned X1 to PsbN, although PsbN is no 
longer a component of PSII.

Notably, X1 is closely located to PsbZ and 
PsbK. Our results that Ycf12 is missing in the 
PsbZ-depleted PSII strongly supports an idea that 
X1 represents Ycf12. Ycf12 was recently detected 
in the oxygen-evolving PSII complex from 
T.  elongatus (Ban et al. 2007). It may be concluded 
that PsbZ  stabilizes PsbK and Ycf12 by direct 
interaction between transmembrane helices. On 
the other hand, it is not clear at present whether 
disruption of psbK or ycf12 results in destabiliza-
tion of the other subunits or not. Interestingly, there 
are many  directional stabilization modes between 
the membrane- spanning subunits. Therefore, stud-
ies on subunit dependency in stabilization between 
PsbZ, PsbK and Ycf12 would give us functional 
clues to, for example, assembly process of the 
PSII complex

Finally we must mention the very little defect 
in growth of ∆psbZ. Oxygen evolution activity of 
∆psbZ cells was comparable to wild type. Notably, 
growth of ∆psbK was slower than wild type in S. 
6803 (Ikeuchi et al. 1991). This suggests that PsbK 
was lost during isolation of PSII from ∆psbZ. At 
the moment, we do not know the physiological 
role of PsbZ. Further comparative studies should 

be carried out for a greater understanding of its 
functional role.
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ELIP/CAB-Type Proteins Associated with Photosystem 
II During Normal Growth of Cyanobacterium 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803

Galyna Kufryk1,2, Thomas Kieselbach1, Wim Vermaas2, and Christiane Funk1

Abstract  The cyanobacterial small ELIP/CAB-like 
proteins (SCPs) are one-helix proteins with high 
homology to the first and third helix of the plant 
light-harvesting complex. After tagging one mem-
ber of this protein family, ScpD, in Synechocystis 
sp. PCC 6803 we recently were able to identify and 
purify this protein associated with light-stressed, 
monomeric Photosystem II (Yao et al. 2007). 
However, the location of the other four CAB rela-
tives still is not clear. We show that under normal 
growth conditions continuously expressed ScpB 
as well as ScpE are associated with Photosystem 
II complexes. Accumulation of continuously 
expressed ScpB can act as a positive regulator 
for scpE transcription, which is usually stress-
induced.

Keywords  Photosystem II, CAB proteins, ssl1633, 
ScpB, ScpE, cyanobacteria, Synechocystis

Introduction

Increased transcription of scpB gene was observed 
during the high light stress of Synechocystis sp. 
PCC 6803 (Funk and Vermaas 1999; He et al. 
2001). However, at normal growth conditions 
the transcription was extremely low. It prevented 
detection of ScpB localization and studies of its 
interaction with other proteins in the cell. To 
 overcome these obstacles, we created a mutant 
with the scpB gene under the psbA3 promoter 
which is continuously active so that the gene can 
be transcribed under normal growth conditions 
and the corresponding protein can be accumu-
lated in the cell in the amount sufficient for 
immunodetection, providing that the cell does 
not shut down transcription of this gene when 
accumulation of its product has a deleterious 
effect. To facilitate immunodetection, we fused 
ScpB with Strep-tag II so that it can be detected 
by anti-Strep tag II antibodies. This eliminated 
difficulties caused by using peptide-targeted anti-
bodies which often are very unspecific and ineffi-
cient due to sequence similarity between different 
members of  cyanobacterial SCP family.
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Materials and methods

Growth conditions. Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 
cells were grown at 28°C at a light intensity of 
40 µmol of photons m−2 s−1 in BG11 medium 
(Rippka et al. 1979) in which sodium nitrate was 
partially substituted by ammonium nitrate so that the 
final concentration was 13.2 mmol L−1 and 4.4 mmol 
L−1 respectively. Growth medium was supplemented 
with 10 mM TES/NaOH buffer, pH 8.2, and 5 mM 
glucose. Liquid cultures were grown while being 
shaken at 120 rpm. Solid medium was supplemented 
with 1.5% (w/v) agar, 0.3% (w/v) sodium thiosulfate, 
and 10 mM TES/NaOH buffer, pH 8.2. Antibiotics 
were added to growth medium of the strains that 
were antibiotic resistant. The optical density of cell 
cultures was determined at 730 nm using T90 + UV/
VIS spectrometer by PG Instruments. For all experi-
ments cells were harvested from liquid cultures at 
optical density 0.5–0.6.

DNA isolation and genetic manipulations. 
Chromosomal DNA was isolated from the wild 
type strain by a standard method of N-lauryl sarco-
sine lysis and phenol-chloroform extraction (Joset 
1988; Maniatis et al. 1982). PCR amplification of 
locus containing scpB (ssl1633) was conducted 
using the following primers: BF (5′-CAT TCT 
TAA CCA TGG CCT CCT GGT CCC ATC CCC 
AAT TTG AAA AAG GCG CCA ACA AC-3′) and 
BR (5′-TAG GAA CTC TGC AGA AAT TAC-3′). 
The BF primer contained the Strep tag II sequence 
and linker sequences so that use of this primer 
allowed introducing this tag on the N-terminus 
of ScpB. PCR product contained restriction sites 
for NcoI and PstI which were used for cloning 
of Strep-tag-II-scpB fusion in place of lhcb in 
the pA3lhcgA3 (He et al. 1999). In the resulting 
construct scpB was under a psbA3 promoter that 
allows continuous expression of this gene under 
normal growth conditions. Antibiotic resistance 
gene downstream of scpB provides for easy selec-
tion. This construct was used to transform a wild 
type strain of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, and the 
resulting mutant had a strep-tagged ScpB continu-
ously expressed under normal growth conditions 
whereas in its original locus, scpB is only expressed 

under stress conditions (Funk and Vermaas 1999; 
He et al. 2001).

Isolation of protein complexes containing Strep-
II-tagged ScpB. Thylakoids were isolated from 
cultures of Synechocystis mutant with Strep-tagged 
ScpB. Cells grown in liquid culture were harvested 
by centrifugation at room temperature at 5,000×g 
for 10 min, resuspended and washed in thylakoid 
buffer (25 mM HEPES/NaOH, pH 7.0, 15 mM 
CaCl2, 5 mM MgCl2, 15% (v/v) glycerol, and 0.5% 
(v/v) DMSO). After additional centrifugation, cells 
were resuspended in the thylakoid buffer to chloro-
phyll concentration of 100 µg Chl mL−1 and chilled 
on ice. Cells were broken using glass beads and 
Bead Beater. Unbroken cells and glass beads were 
removed by centrifugation at 500 × g for 10 min, 
and thylakoids were isolated from the superna-
tant by centrifugation at 20,000 × g for 20 min at 
4°C. Thylakoids were solubilized in the following 
medium: 100 mM Tris/HCl, pH 8, 150 mM NaCl, 
1 mM EDTA, using n-dodecyl β-D-maltoside at 
final detergent/chlorophyll ratio of 8:1 (wt/wt). 
Purification of Strep-tag-II-ScpB fusion protein 
complexes was conducted using strep-tactin sepha-
rose gravity flow column according to manufactur-
er’s recommendations (www.iba-go.com). Samples 
purified by affinity chromatography were used in 
the following experiments.

Non-denaturing PAGE. Analysis of pigment-
protein composition of complexes co-isolating 
with strep tag ScpB fusion protein was conducted 
according to Anderson et al. (1978) with modi-
fications (Kufryk 1997). Non-denaturing green 
gels were used to determine which pigment-
protein complex contains Strep-tag-II-ScpB fusion 
by immunoblot as described below.

Immunoblotting. After electrophoresis, proteins 
were electrotransferred to nitrocellulose mem-
branes using the following transfer buffer: 0.19 M 
glycine, 25 mM Tris, 20% (v/v) methanol, 0.03% 
SDS. Strep-tag-II-ScpB fusion protein was 
detected using StrepMAB-Classic HRP conjugate 
by IBA according to manufacturer’s protocol. 
Chemiluminescence was detected using Las-3000 
Luminescent image analyzer by Fujifilm, and the 
images were analyzed by Image Reader LAS3000 
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and Multi Gauge 3.1 software. Green gel band that 
contained pigment-protein complexes with Strep-
tag-II-ScpB fusion protein detected by immuno-
blotting was excised and used for determining 
peptide composition of the complexes by Q-TOF.

Results and discussion

Expression of scpB (ssl1633) was previously 
reported in the cells of Synechocystis sp. PCC 
6803 that were subjected to high light stress (Funk 
and Vermaas 1999; He et al. 2001). In the cells 
with over-expressed ScpD protein ScpB was found 
in association with photosystem II (PSII) under the 
high light conditions (Yao et al. 2007). However, 
this protein was not detected under normal growth 
conditions, and the promoter of corresponding 
gene is considered high-light inducible (Funk and 
Vermaas 1999; He et al. 2001). To investigate 
cellular localization of ScpB, we constructed a 
mutant, in which the corresponding gene is con-
tinuously expressed under the psbA3 promoter 
(Fig. 1) whereas the wild type copy of this gene is 

not disturbed. Under the high light conditions, both 
copies of the gene are expressed whereas under 
normal light intensity the wild type copy is not 
active. To facilitate immunodetection of ScpB, a 
Strep-tag II was fused at its N-terminus (Fig. 1).

Phenotype of the ScpB mutant

Mutant with Strep-tag-II-ScpB fusion had a phe-
notype similar to the wild type in terms of its 
chlorophyll content, growth rate under photoau-
totrophic and photoheterotrophic conditions (data 
not shown).

Localization of Strep-tagged ScpB protein

Complexes of Strep-tagged ScpB and other pig-
ment-proteins were isolated from thylakoids of 
this strain by affinity chromatography followed 
by non-denaturing gel electrophoresis. They did 
not appear to contain photosystem I (PSI) as 
corresponding bands were not represented on 
non-denaturing green gels (Fig. 2) whereas the 
thylakoids from which these complexes were 

M131G

Amp

lacZ’

A3d
Gm

T1T2

scpB

A3u

EcoRI

BamHI
BamHI

BamHI

Pst I

NcoI
Hind III

LacZ’

Fig. 1 Map of plasmid for insertion of Strep-tag II-ScpB 
fusion into genome of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. ST- strep 
tag II sequence, A3u and A3d – upstream and downstream 
regions of psbA3 gene correspondingly, T1T2 – a terminator, 
Gm – gentamycin-resistance cartridge, Amp – ampicillin-
resistance cassette, M13IG – intergenic sequence of M13

Fig. 2 Non-denaturing “green gel” electrophoresis of thy-
lakoids (A) and complexes of strep-tagged ScpB and other 
pigment-proteins (B) isolated from thylakoid membrane of 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 grown under normal condi-
tions. Bands are designated as following: bands 1 and 2 
– PSI complex; band 3 – PSII reaction center complex; band 
4 – PsaA/PsaB core complex of PSI; band 5 – free pigments. 
(C) immunodetection of strep-tagged ScpB by StrepMAB-
Classic HRP conjugate
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isolated did contain bands 1 (representing PSI 
trimer core  complex) and 4 (containing PsaA/PsaB 
complexes). However, band 3 representing PSII 
was observed both in  thylakoids and in the 
isolated Strep-tagged complexes. Localization of 
Strep-tagged ScpB in this band was confirmed 
immunologically (Fig. 2, lane C). Therefore, 
under normal growth conditions ScpB can be 
accumulated in the cell thylakoids and it co-iso-
lates with PSII complexes. This is the first time 
when ScpB is observed in association with PSII 
under normal conditions. Previously, it was found 
associated with the PSII complexes under high 
light stress (Yao et al. 2007).

Peptide composition of pigment-protein 
complex containing ScpB

Detailed analysis of the peptide composition of band 
3 containing PSII complexes and Strep-tagged ScpB, 
revealed the presence of several PSII polypeptides 
(Table 1). They represented PSII core (D1 and D2 
proteins), inner antenna (CP43 and CP47 proteins), 
cytochrome b559 and PsbH protein. Apparently, 
these PSII complexes retained some components of 
phycobilisome, light harvesting antennae of cyano-
bacteria (linker polypeptides, allophycocyanin and 
phycocyanin) which were closely associated in the 
thylakoid membranes. The most abundant protein 

Table 1 Photosynthetic proteins co-isolating with ScpB

Protein accession 
number Protein description Pro-tein score Protein mass Protein cover

P05429 Photosystem II P680 chlorophyll 416 55,867 16.8
  apoprotein (CP-47 protein)
Q55544 Phycobilisome LCM core-membrane  378 10,0234 5.9
  linker polypeptide
Q01952 Allophycocyanin beta chain 316 17,205 22.4
Q54714 C-phycocyanin beta chain 284 18,115 34.3
Q55662 ATP-dependent Clp protease  226 91,118 4.5
  regulatory subunit
Q54715 C-phycocyanin alpha chain 181 17,576 39.5
P09193 Photosystem II 44 kDa reaction  145 51,728 6.8
  center protein (CP43)
P16033 Photosystem Q(B) protein  134 39,696 6.4
  (Photosystem II protein D1)
P09190 Cytochrome b559 alpha subunit  98 9,312 26.3
  (PSII reaction center subunit V)
Q01951 Allophycocyanin alpha chain 74 17,270 8.8
P73563 ScpB  73 7,808 18.6
P14835 Photosystem II reaction center  72 6,981 22.2
  H protein (PSII-H)
P73204 Phycobilisome 32.1 kDa linker  70 30,779 5.5
  polypeptide, phycocyanin-
  associated, rod 2
P73093 Phycobilisome rod-core linker  69 27,375 3.8
  polypeptide; CpcG
P09192 Photosystem II Q(A) protein 66 39,467 3.7
  (Photosystem II D2 protein)
P73203 Phycobilisome 32.1 kDa linker 59 32,370 3.1
  polypeptide, phycocyanin-
  associated, rod 1
Q55318 Ferredoxin-NADP reductase (FNR) 53 46,330 2.2
P72932 ScpE 37 6,468 28.1
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that associated with ScpB was the inner antenna 
 protein CP47. Two ATP-dependent proteases, Clp 
serine protease and FtsH metalloprotease, were 
found in StrepII-ScpB/PSII complexes. Interestingly, 
several hypothetical proteins were co-isolated and 
possibly associated with PSII.

ScpB was detected in these complexes by Q-
TOF. Surprisingly, another member of cyanobacte-
rial scp family, ScpE, was also bound to these PSII 
complexes (Table 1). This association of ScpB and 
ScpE with PSII was not detected before. It was 
shown that during high light stress, it was mostly 
ScpD and ScpC that were associated with PSII com-
plexes in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (Yao et al. 
2007). However, during normal growth conditions 
continuously expressed ScpB and wild type copy of 
ScpE are accumulated and associated with PSII.

Role of ScpB in expression of scpE gene

Under normal light intensity the only copy of 
scpB that is transcribed in our mutant is the one 
located under psbA3 promoter. On the other hand, 
scpE promoter is inactive unless stress is applied. 
Accumulation of ScpE in the mutant cells under 
normal growth conditions can be explained by 
ScpB acting as a positive regulator of scpE tran-
scription under its natural promoter, or stabilizing 
ScpE so that it can accumulate even when tran-
script levels are low. The former explanation is 
supported by observation of He et al. (2001) that 
ScpE expression at high light stress followed ScpB 
expression with a time lag of 3 h.

Therefore, continuously expressed ScpB serves as 
a positive regulator for scpE transcription and/or is 
needed for stabilization of ScpE when the transcript 
level is low. Both proteins associate with PSII com-
plexes in the thylakoid membrane of Synechocystis 
sp. PCC 6803 under normal growth conditions.
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Arabidopsis PsbOs Differ in Their GTPase Activity

Björn Lundin, Sophie Thuswaldner, and Cornelia Spetea

Abstract  Crucial for the optimal function of 
the oxygen-evolving complex (OEC) is the PsbO 
subunit of the photosystem II (PSII) complex. 
Previously we reported the ability of PsbO in spin-
ach to bind and hydrolyze GTP. GTP  stimulates 
the dissociation of PsbO from PSII following 
illumination and induces the degradation of the 
D1 protein. We have predicted four plant-specific 
binding motifs for GTP, which are not conserved in 
the sequences of the cyanobacteria or green algae 
PsbO proteins. We have proposed a location of the 
GTP-binding site inside the β-barrel exposed to the 
lumenal side. Arabidopsis thaliana has two PsbO 
isoforms encoded by two different genes: psbO1 
and psbO2. Here we have measured and compared 
the GTPase activities of PSII membranes isolated 
from Arabidopsis knockouts mutants containing 
T-DNA insertions in one or the other of the psbO 
genes. The specific GTPase activity of PsbO2 is 
three fold higher than that of PsbO1. Furthermore, 
PsbO2 is more efficiently released than PsbO1 
from PSII following light treatment. We conclude 
that PsbO2 is a better GTPase than Psb.

Keywords  Photosystem II, PsbO protein, 
Arabidopsis thaliana, T-DNA insertionO1

Introduction

The PsbO protein has been proposed to have  several 
roles, the most accepted one being to  stabilise 
the oxygen evolving complex thus optimising the 
oxygen evolving reaction. Other proposed roles for 
PsbO are calcium binding, manganese  stabilising, 
carbonic anhydrase, GTP binding and D1 turnover 
(as reviewed in Suorsa et al. 2007). Most recently 
it has been reported that GTP induces the release of 
PsbO from spinach PSII under light but not in dark-
ness (Lundin et al. 2007b). Arabidopsis thaliana 
has two PsbO isoforms encoded by two different 
genes, psbO1 and psbO2. The two PsbO proteins 
have a highly similar primary sequence, with only 
ten different amino acids. Recent publications 
on mutants deficient in PsbO1 protein showed 
retarded growth, light green leaves and a faster 
dephosphorylation rate of the PSII reaction centre 
D1 protein (Murakami et al. 2002; Lundin et al. 
2007a). In this work we have characterised the 
Arabidopsis thaliana PsbO1 and PsbO2 proteins in 
terms of GTPase activity.

Division of Cell Biology, Linköping University, SE-581 85 
Linköping, Sweden
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Materials and methods

Plant material. Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thal-
iana cv. Columbia) plants and T-DNA insertions 
mutants from the SALK institute (SALK 093396 
for the psbO1 gene and SALK 024720 for the 
psbO2 gene) were grown hydroponically at 120 µE 
at 22°C with 8-h-light/16-h-dark cycles. PSII 
membranes from wild type (wt) plants and psbo 
mutants were prepared according to (Lundin et al. 
2007b) and stored in 50 mM MES–NaOH (pH 6.0), 
400 mM sucrose, 10 mM NaCl, and 5 mM MgCl2 
(buffer A). NaCl-washed PSII membranes were 
prepared by incubation of PSII membranes (0.5 mg 
of Chl mL−1) with buffer A containing 1.0 M NaCl 
for 30 min in darkness followed by centrifugation 
(40,000×g, 30 min). The membranes were once 
washed and resuspended in buffer A. PSII super-
complexes were prepared as described in Lundin 
et al. (2007a).

GTP hydrolysis assay. GTP hydrolysis was 
assayed according to Lundin et al. (2007b) using 
0.2 mg Chl mL−1 incubated with [α-32P]GTP (GE 
Healthcare) for 15 min at 22°C.

Dark versus light induced release of the PsbO 
protein. PSII supercomplexes (0.2 mg mL−1) were 
illuminated with 200 or 1,000 µE in the presence or 
absence of 0.2 mM GTP for 30 min, and processed 
as described in Lundin et al. (2007b).

Protein analysis. SDS/urea/PAGE and Western 
blotting were performed as previously described 
(Lundin et al. 2007a). An antibody raised against 
the spinach PsbO was used.

Results

GTPase activity of Arabidopsis thaliana PsbO 
 proteins in PSII-associated form

We have recently characterized two Arabidopsis 
mutants lacking the PsbO1 or the PsbO2 protein, 
and named them psbo1 and psbo2, respectively 
(Lundin et al. 2007a). To investigate the GTPase 
activity of each PsbO in PSII-associated form, we 
isolated PSII membranes from the psbo knockout 

mutants, and incubated them with [α-32P]GTP 
for 15 min in darkness at pH 6.0. The nucleotides 
were separated on a TLC plate. To be able to 
determine the specific activity of the two PsbOs, 
we measured the total amount of PsbO per mg Chl 
in the various PSII membranes samples by using a 
titration curve with purified spinach PsbO protein 
and calculated the amount of hydrolysed GTP to 
GDP expressed first per mg Chl (Fig. 1, top) and 
then per mg protein (Fig. 1, bottom). The GTPase 
activities were also measured in NaCl-washed PSII 
membranes, that retain PsbO but are depleted of 
the other extrinsic proteins such as PsbP and PsbQ. 
The PsbO2 protein in the psbo1 knockout showed 
a three-fold higher activity than the PsbO1 protein 
in the psbo2 mutant (Fig. 1, bottom). The later was 
not significantly different from the activity of PsbO 
in the wt, where PsbO1 is the dominant isoform. 
(Lundin et al. 2007a). Although the specific activ-
ity pattern was similar, the activity was in general 
lower in the NaCl-washed membranes as com-
pared to the untreated membranes (Fig. 1, bottom), 
as previously observed in spinach preparations 
(Lundin et al. 2007b).

Fig. 1 GTP hydrolysis by the PSII-associated PsbO 
proteins in Arabidopsis. Plot (top) indicates the activity 
expressed in picomol GDP per milligram Chl and minute. 
Plot (bottom) indicates the activity expressed in millimol 
GDP evolved calculated per mol PsbO and minute
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Effect of GTP on the light-induced release 
of the PsbO protein in Arabidopsis

The sequence of events in the activation–inactivation 
cycle of small GTPases is well documented (Takai 
et al. 2001). Following GTP hydrolysis, the inac-
tive GDP-form of the protein may be released 
from the membrane. It has been known that the 
PsbO protein dissociates from its docking site 
upon photoinactivation of PSII electron transport 
(Hundal et al. 1990). To investigate the role of 
GTP in the mechanism of PsbO dissociation from 
the PSII membranes, we illuminated membranes 
at 200 and 1,000 µE (Fig. 2). PsbO2 in the psbo1 
knockout mutant is more efficiently released by 
GTP at 200 µE than PsbO1 in the psbo1 knockout. 
At 1,000 µE, GTP does not make a difference for 
the release of PsbO (data not shown).

Discussion

The PsbO protein has the capacity to bind and 
hydrolyze GTP. This activity is sensitive to light 
intensity and brings about a release of the PsbO 
protein from its docking site on the lumenal surface 
of PSII (Lundin et al. 2007b). Arabidopsis thaliana 
has two PsbO proteins which differ in only ten 
amino acids. The results presented here shows that 

Arabidopsis PsbOs differ in their GTPase activity 
and efficiency in the light-induced release from PSII 
complex. Among the four proposed G motifs in the 
plant PsbO (Lundin et al. 2007b), the G1 (P-loop) is 
the highest conserved in PsbO2, which could explain 
its higher GTPase activity. The findings that PsbO2 
is a more efficient GTPase could explain our recent 
finding that PsbO2 is involved in the dephosphoryla-
tion and high-light-induced degradation of the PSII 
reaction centre D1 protein (Lundin et al. 2007a).
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CHAPTER SIX

Mutations in CP47 That Target Putative Hydrogen 
Bonds with Sulfoquinovosyl-Diacylglycerol 
at the Monomer-Monomer Interface of Photosystem II

Hao Luo and Julian J. Eaton-Rye

Abstract  The X-ray crystal structure of photosys-
tem II (PSII) from Thermosynechococcus elongatus 
at 3 Å resolution identified three lipid molecules at 
the monomer-monomer interface of the PSII dimer 
(Loll et al. 2005). In particular, a sulfoquinovosyl-
diacylglycerol is hydrogen bonded through 
sulfate to Arg-18 of CP47 and Arg-14 of PsbL 
from the adjacent monomer. To examine if this 
stromal side interaction is important for PSII 
function in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 we have 
created three mutants carrying substitutions at 
Arg-18 of CP47. The R18A and R18K strains had 
a similar phenotype to wild type; however, the 
R18E mutant exhibited retarded photoautotrophic 
growth and impaired oxygen evolution together 
with a 68% reduction in the number of assembled 
PSII centers. Our results suggest that changing the 
charge at Arg-18 of CP47 destabilizes PSII but 
disruption of the putative hydrogen bond did not 
result in a specific phenotype under the conditions 
of our study.

Keywords CP47, Photosystem II, PsbL, SQDG, 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803

Introduction

In vivo, functional photosystem II (PSII) forms 
a dimer. A recent X-ray crystal structure of PSII 
from Thermosynechococcus elongatus at 3 Å reso-
lution found 14 lipid molecules integrally bound 
to PSII and three of them were positioned at the 
monomer-monomer interface (Loll et al. 2005). In 
particular, a sulfoquinovosyl-diacylglycerol (SQDG) 
is hydrogen bonded through sulfate to Arg-18 
of CP47 and Arg-14 of PsbL from the adjacent 
monomer. To investigate the role of this putative 
protein-lipid-protein interaction in Synechocystis 
sp. PCC 6803, substitutions at Arg-18 of CP47 
were performed.

Materials and methods

CP47 N-terminus mutagenesis system. A 1.3 kb DNA 
fragment containing 364 nucleotides upstream of 
the ATG and 796 nucleotides of the psbB ORF 
was amplified by PCR using forward primer 5´-
TCGAAACCCCCAAGGCGATCGGC-3´ and reverse 
primer 5´-CGATGGGGGTGGTGGCATTACCG-3´. 
The PCR product was digested with EcoRI and KpnI 
and cloned into pUC19. The p∆psbB construct was 
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P.O. Box 56, Dunedin, New Zealand
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created by replacing the region between an upstream 
NcoI site and the BamHI site of psbB with a 2.1 kb 
chloramphenicol-resistance cassette. The CP47 N-
terminal mutagenesis construct was made by insert-
ing a 1.2 kb kanamycin-resistance cassette at the 
upstream Nco I site. This approach was based on 
Shen and Vermaas (1994). Single-stranded DNA was 
obtained according to Kunkel (1985) and Bebenek 
and Kunkel (1989). The oligonucleotides used to 
create the mutations in the R18A, R18E and R18K 
strains were 5´-GATCCAGGGGCACTCATCTC-
3´, 5´-GATCCAGGGGAACTCATCTC-3´and 5´-
GATCCAGGGAAACTCATCTC-3´. Nucleotide 
sequences corresponding to the substitution are 
underlined.

Physiological characterization. Photoautotrophic 
growth curves, determination of PSII levels by [14C]-
labeled herbicide binding and oxygen  evolution assays 
were all carried out as described in Summerfield 
et al. (2005).

Results

Photoautotrophic growth in the ∆psbB strain was 
completely abolished. Similarly, no oxygen-evolving 
activity and no detectable assembled PSII reaction 
centers were found in this strain. In contrast, the 
control strain, into which an intact copy of psbB 
had been introduced, was able to restore PSII 

assembly and activity to levels similar to those of 
the wild type. (Figs. 1A, 2 and Table 1).

To investigate the role of Arg-18 in CP47 three 
mutants, R18A, R18E and R18K, were created 
using site-directed mutagenesis. Only the R18E 
strain showed impaired photoautotrophic growth 
and oxygen evolution (Figs. 1B and 2). In addition, 
herbicide-binding data suggested that the amount 
of assembled PSII reaction centers in R18E was 
reduced to 30% of the wild-type level. The R18A 
and R18K mutants also exhibited reduced levels of 
PSII centers and oxygen-evolving activity; how-
ever, these strains did not exhibit retarded photoau-
totrophic growth.

Discussion

In this work we have constructed a new muta-
genesis system to introduce mutations into the 
N-terminus region of the CP47 subunit. Three 
CP47 mutants carrying substitutions at Arg-18 in 
CP47 were created to investigate a putative protein-
lipid-protein interaction at the PSII dimer interface 
of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. Mutations of Arg 
to Ala, Glu and Lys, were made to examine possi-
ble H-bonding formation between an SQDG lipid 
molecule and the positively charged side chain of 
Arg-18 in CP47. As expected, the R18K mutant 
exhibited a similar photoautotrophic phenotype to 

Fig. 1 Photoautotrophic growth of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 Arg18 strains in BG-11 media as measured by the optical 
density at 730 nm. (A) wild type (•), ∆psbB (○), and control (□). (B) R18A (■), R18E (▲), and R18K (□)
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wild type. Additionally, despite a slight decrease 
in oxygen-evolving activity, the phenotype of the 
R18A strain was also similar to wild type and this 
implies that formation of H-bonding at this putative 
protein-lipid-protein interaction is not critical to 
the overall function of PSII.

This observation is in agreement with the find-
ings of Güler et al. (1996), in which an SQDG-
deficient mutant of Synechococcus sp. PCC 7942 
was developed by inactivation of the sqdB gene 
involved in the biosynthesis of SQDG. Analysis of 
the corresponding mutant revealed that a complete 
lack of SQDG did not affect the growth and photo-
synthesis of the cells under optimal conditions.

In contrast, an impaired photoautotrophic phe-
notype was obtained for the R18E mutant in 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. This mutant exhibited 
reductions in photoautotrophic growth rate, oxygen 
evolution activity and the number of assembled 
reaction centers. The detailed cause of this pheno-
type has not yet been determined.
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Fig. 2 Traces of oxygen evolution in the presence of 1.0 mM 
K3Fe(CN)6 and 0.2 mM 2,5-dimethyl-p-benzoquinone. The 
reaction chamber held cell suspensions containing 10 µg 
of chlorophyll/mL. Key: wild type (i), control (ii), R18K 
(iii), R18A (iv), R18E (v), and ∆psbB (vi). Oxygen evolu-
tion rate of wild type was 386 µmol O2/mg chorophyll/h. 
Arrows indicate where light was turned on and off

Table 1 PSII assembly in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 
strains with mutations at Arg-18 of CP47

  Relative level 
 Chl/PSII of PSII (%)

Wild type 233 100
∆psbB n.d.a n.d.a

Control 232 100
R18A 190  58
R18E 127  32
R18K 188  59
an.d. – no detectable [14C] atrazine binding



CHAPTER SEVEN

Structural Analysis of an FtsH2/FtsH3 Complex Isolated 
from Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803

Myles Barker, Marko Boehm, Peter J. Nixon, and Jon Nield

Abstract  The FtsH2 protease of the cyanobacte-
rium Synechocystis PCC 6803 plays an important 
role in many physiological processes including 
selective D1 degradation during Photosystem II 
repair. To clarify the structure of FtsH2, a 
Glutathione-S-transferase (GST)-tagged derivative 
was isolated by affinity chromatography from 
Synechocystis 6803. Our results indicate that 
FtsH2 forms a complex with FtsH3 and that this 
complex is hexameric.

Keywords  Synechocystis, FtsH, structure, elec-
tron microscopy, photosystem II repair

Introduction

The cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 
6803 encodes four FtsH homologues, designated 
FtsH1-4 (Mann et al. 2000), each of which is 
predicted to contain the AAA+ (ATP-ase asso-
ciated with various cellular activities) module 

and zinc-binding site typical of this class of 
metalloprotease (Tomoyasu et al. 1993). Of 
these, FtsH2 (Cyanobase designation slr0228) 
has been implicated in PSII repair (Silva et al. 
2003), the removal of unassembled and misas-
sembled proteins from the thylakoid membrane 
(Komenda et al. 2006), osmoregulation (Stirnberg 
et al. 2007) and the induction of complexes 
involved in the uptake of inorganic carbon into 
the cell. To address the structural organisation 
of FtsH2 in vivo, we have generated and isolated 
a C-terminally GST-tagged FtsH2 derivative for 
analysis by electron microscopy.

Materials and methods

Construction of a GST-Strep II-tagged FtsH2 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 strain. Plasmid 
p0228GSTSTREP containing the modified 
ftsH2 gene was used to transform an ftsH2 dele-
tion mutant (Syn0228GENT) (Barker 2006). 
Transformants were selected by restoration of 
photoautotrophic growth under high-light condi-
tions and their genotype was confirmed by PCR 
(Barker 2006).
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Isolation of the GST-tagged FtsH2 complex. 
Cells were grown in BG-11 medium with 5 mM 
glucose at 70 µmol photons m−2 s−1 then harvested 
and exposed to 1,200 µmol photons m−2 s−1 of white, 
heat-filtered, light for 6 h to enhance expression of 
FtsH2 (Barker 2006). Cells were broken using a 
French Press and the isolated thylakoids solubilised 
with 0.5% β-dodecyl maltoside (β-DM), incubated 
with glutathione agarose beads for 2 h and captured 
proteins released by glutathione (Barker 2006). 
SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting were performed as 
described by (Silva et al. 2003).

Electron microscopy and single-particle analysis 
of isolated FtsH2 protein complexes. Samples were 
applied to glow-discharged copper grids and nega-
tively stained with 1% uranyl acetate. Images were 
recorded at RT using a Philips CM100 TEM, 
operating at 80 kV and 50,850× magnification. 
Micrographs were chosen for minimal astigmatism/
drift and scanned using a Nikon LS9000 densi-
tometer. Fourier power spectra for each micrograph 
displayed first minima in the range of 19–21 Å. 
A dataset of ~3,400 particles was compiled using 
‘boxer’ of the EMAN software package (Ludtke 
et al. 2004). Further processing was performed using 
Imagic-5 (Image Science GmbH, Berlin) at a sam-
pling frequency of 2.5 Å/pixel on the specimen scale. 
Reference-free alignment, multivariate statistical 
analysis and iterative refinement resulted in the class 
averages presented (Ruprecht and Nield 2001).

Results

Mutant generation and purification 
of FtsH2-GST complex

Transformant Syn0228GSTSTREP was con-
structed to express a tandem GST-Strep II affinity 
tag attached to the C-terminus of FtsH2 (Barker 
2006). Following a one-step affinity purification 
procedure, the SDS-PAGE profile of the  affinity-
purified sample revealed two protein bands 
(Fig. 1). The upper band was the result of the 
GST-Strep II-tagged FtsH2 protease and a lower 
band of ~60 kDa was found to be  immunoreactive 

with an E. coli FtsH-antiserum but not with an 
FtsH2-specific antiserum (Fig. 1). N-terminal pro-
tein sequencing of this band revealed the sequence 
SKNNKKXXNA which is identical to the N-termi-
nal region of the FtsH3 homologue of Synechocystis 
6803 (Cyanobase designation slr1604). Control 
experiments using a non-tagged wild-type strain 
confirmed that FtsH did not bind non-specifically 
to the glutathione resin (data not shown).

Electron microscopy and single particle analysis

The oligomeric structure of the FtsH2-GST-Strep II 
complex was probed by negatively staining samples 
and imaging by TEM at 50,850× (Fig. 2a). A dataset 
of ~3,400 single particles was built. Reference-free 
alignment and classification resolved these particles 
into distinct populations of a uniform median size 
and treated de novo. Iterative multi-reference align-
ments improved their signal-to-noise ratios and 
removed poorly correlating particles. No symmetry 
operators were applied. A sub-population of 2,964 
particles contained structures with ~ diameter of 
12 nm (Fig. 2b, c). Some of these structures exhib-
ited hexameric-type detail. An overlay of the NSF-
D2 AAA domain crystal structure (PDB: 1D2N; 

Fig. 1 One-step purification of GST-tagged FtsH2. Sample 
was analysed by SDS-PAGE followed by Coomassie-blue 
staining (lane 1) or silver staining (lane 2) and by immuno-
blotting using antibodies specific for GST (lane 3), FtsH2 
(lane 4) and E. coli FtsH (lane 5)
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Lenzen et al. 1998) illustrates that the scale is 
consistent with the FtsH2-GST-Strep II complexes 
existing in a hexameric form.

Discussion

We describe for the first time the isolation and 
structural characterisation of a FtsH complex from 
the thylakoid membrane. Our approach involved 

the tagging of the FtsH2 protein with a GST-Strep 
II tag and affinity purification using a glutathione 
column. Although the monomeric affinity tag is 
large (~26 kDa) the strain expressing the FtsH2-
GST fusion protein restored photoautotrophic 
growth to the ftsH2 null mutant at high-light 
intensities suggesting retention of some if not all 
activity (data not shown).

FtsH3 (Slr1604) co-purifies 
with FtsH2-GST-Strep II

We have found that FtsH2-GST-Strep II co-
 purifies with another member of the FtsH  family 
of proteases, namely FtsH3, probably in the form 
of a  hetero-oligomeric complex. In the case of 
chloroplasts, genetic and immunoprecipitation 
experiments have suggested that FtsH forms het-
ero-oligomeric complexes consisting of two classes 
of FtsH subunit: an A-type (FtsH1 and FtsH5) and 
a B-type (FtsH2 and FtsH8) (reviewed by (Adam 
et al. 2006)). Significantly, sequence comparisons 
indicate that Synechocystis FtsH2 is a B-type 
 subunit whereas FtsH3 is an A-type (Sakamoto 
2003). Interestingly, the FtsH3 subunit, unlike the 
FtsH2 subunit, appears to be absolutely required 
for Synechocystis 6803 viability (Mann et al. 2000), 
which would suggest that FtsH3 is not restricted 
to forming complexes with FtsH2 but might form 
homocomplexes or heterocomplexes with other 
members of the FtsH protease family.

Purified FtsH2-GST-Strep/FtsH3 complexes 
form ring structures

Recent crystal structures of E. coli-expressed 
 soluble portions of FtsH have indicated that FtsH 
forms a hexameric structure of ~12 nm in diameter 
(Suno et al. 2006). However a high-resolution 
structure of the intact FtsH complex (including 
the two transmembrane helices and interconnect-
ing loop) has not been determined, so it remains 
unproven that FtsH is hexameric in vivo. Indeed an 
early analysis of E. coli FtsH by electron micros-
copy indicated a size of only 6–7 nm, much smaller 
than that for a hexamer (Shotland et al. 1997). 

Fig. 2 Electron microscopy and single-particle analysis 
of negatively stained FtsH2-GST-STREP complexes. (a) 
Typical micrograph region, FtsH particles circled. Black bar 
represents 50 nm. (b) Single particle 2D projection averages 
of the FtsH complex. (c) Magnified average, see asterisk in 
(b). (d) The average shown in (c) plus overlay of the NSF-
D2 AAA domain (PDB: 1D2N; Lenzen et al. 1998)
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In contrast the FtsH complexes isolated here are 
~12 nm in diameter and of the appropriate size 
to accommodate a hexamer (Fig. 2). Our results 
therefore provide important experimental evidence 
to support the assumption that intact FtsH is indeed 
hexameric.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Does Photoinactivation of Photosystem II Occur 
in Low Light Conditions?

Riichi Oguchi1,2, Ichiro Terashima1, and Wah Soon Chow2

Abstract  In studies of the mechanism of the 
 photoinactivation of photosystem II (PSII), there are 
presently two conflicting hypotheses. One hypoth-
esis is that excess energy received by leaves, neither 
utilized by photosynthesis nor safely  dissipated in 
non-photochemical quenching, causes photoinacti-
vation. The other involves a two-step mechanism in 
which excitation of Mn by photons is the primary 
cause of photoinactivation. In the former hypoth-
esis, photoinactivation of PSII should not occur 
under low light with no excess energy conditions, 
but in the latter photoinactivation should occur. 
Therefore, we tested these two hypotheses under 
low light conditions. The leaves were photoinhib-
ited in low light (30 µmol m−2 s−1) or in high light 
(950 µmol m−2 s−1) with blue, white, green or red 
LED lamps. The results showed that there was a dif-
ference in the extent of photoinactivation per photon 
exposure between low- and high-light  conditions, 
and that photoinactivation did occur under low light 

with little excess energy condition. These results 
suggest that both mechanisms occur in the photoin-
activation process.

Keywords  Excess energy hypothesis, two step 
hypothesis, chlorophyll fluorescence, color effect, 
intact leaves, adaxial and abaxial side of leaves

Introduction

In studies of the mechanism of the photoinactivation 
of photosystem II (PSII), there are two conflicting 
hypotheses presently. One hypothesis is that excess 
energy received by leaves, being neither utilized 
by photosynthesis nor safely dissipated in non-
 photochemical quenching, causes the photoinacti-
vation (Ögren et al. 1984; Demmig and Björkman 
1987; Osmond 1994). The other hypothesis involves 
a two-step mechanism in which excitation of Mn 
by photons and release from the Mn cluster is the 
primary cause of photoinactivation (Hakala et al. 
2005; Ohnishi et al. 2005). In the former hypothesis, 
photoinactivation of PSII should not occur under 
low light with no excess energy conditions, but in 
the latter hypothesis photoinactivation should occur. 
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To study which mechanism contributes to photoin-
activation, we compared the photoinactivation rate 
under high-light conditions (950 µmol m−2 s−1) and 
low-light conditions (30 µmol m−2 s−1) using differ-
ent color light-sources. We used intact leaves still 
attached to a plant that had taken up lincomycin via 
the roots, which made it possible to measure the 
photoinactivation in vivo, in a natural condition and 
over a long period.

Materials and methods

Plant material. Capsicum annuum L. cv. Newtown 
No. 3 plants were grown at 24/21°C (day/night) 
with a 12-h photoperiod (300 µmol m−2 s−1). The 
potting mixture was supplemented by a slow 
release fertilizer. The plants were transplanted from 
growing pots to hydroponic culture with a com-
mercial nutrient solution (2.55% [N], Plantastic N:
P:K = 13:20:2, Holland Forge Pty. Ltd, Victoria, 
Australia) at least 1 week before the photoinactiva-
tion treatment.

Photoinactivation treatment. To inhibit D1 pro-
tein regeneration, lincomycin solution (3 mM) was 
given via the roots overnight. Intact leaves were 
photoinactivated by white, blue (460 nm peak), 
green (530 nm peak) or red (640 nm peak) LED 
light sources (Luxeon LEDs, Electus Distribution, 
NSW, Australia) at low (30 µmol m−2 s−1) or high 
(950 µmol m−2 s−1 or 475 µmol m−2 s−1 for only 
green light) irradiance. During photoinactivation, 
plants were put in hydroponic culture with linco-
mycin solution (0.3 mM). The exposure time was 
3.5, 8, 18.25, 29.5 and 42.5 h under low- and 7, 
16, 35, 55 and 80 min under high-light condition 
(twice in green high-light). After every photoin-
activation treatment, we putted the leaves under 
dim-light conditions (10 µmol m−2 s−1) for 3–10 h 
in order to check that D1 regeneration was inhib-
ited by lincomycin.

Fluorescence Measurements. Relative 
 chlorophyll fluorescence yield was measured with 
a fluorometer (PAM101, 102 and 103, Walz, 
Effeltrich, Germany). The maximal (Fm) and 
 minimal (Fo) fluorescence yield were determined 

after each exposure time and the maximal (Fm’), 
steady state (Fs) and minimal (Fo’) fluorescence 
yield under actinic light (KL1500, Walz) were 
determined before lincomycin treatment. The max-
imum photochemical efficiency of photochemistry 
in photosystem II of dark-adapted leaves was 
evaluated by Fv/Fm, where Fv = Fm – Fo (Kato 
et al. 2003). The rate of excess energy produc-
tion was estimated from (Fs – Fo’)/Fm’ × 0.5 × 
0.9 × PPFD. The quantum yield of PSII electron 
 transport (φPSII) was calculated as (Fm’ − Fs)/Fm’. 
The photochemical quenching coefficient (qP) was 
calculated as (Fm’ − Fs)/(Fm’ − Fo’). The rate of 
electron transport was estimated from φPSII× 0.5 × 
0.9 × PPFD, where the rate of PSI photochemistry 
was assumed to match that of PSII. The NPQ was 
estimated as Fm/Fm’ – 1.

Results

Measurements excess energy under different 
light intensity conditions

Before lincomycin treatment, the excess energy, 
φPSII, qP, ETR and NPQ were measured under low- 
and high-light conditions (Table 1). Under low-light 
conditions, excess energy was about 1/1,000 of that 
under high-light conditions. The φPSII, qP, ETR and 
NPQ under low-light conditions were 3.18, 1.95, 
0.101 and 0.0268 times of that under high-light 
conditions, respectively.

Table 1 Excess energy, φPSII, qP, ETR and NPQ of leaves 
before lincomycin treatment under low- and high-light con-
dition. Mean ± SD are shown

 Low-light High-light
 condition condition

Excess energy  0.107 ± 0.037 96.83 ± 14.35
 (µmol m−2 s−1)
ΦPSII 0.756 ± 0.022 0.238 ± 0.059
qP 0.990 ± 0.004 0.507 ± 0.100
ETR  10.21 ± 0.300 101.5 ± 25.03
 (µmol m−2 s−1)
NPQ 0.055 ± 0.037 2.052 ± 0.283
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Extent of photoinactivation in different 
light intensities and colors

On the adaxial side of leaves, photoinactivation 
occurred more severely per photon exposure under 
high-light than under low-light (Fig. 1) conditions 
regardless of color. The extent of photoinactivation 
per photon exposure was highest under blue-, inter-
mediate under white- and lowest with green- and 
red-light under both low- and high-light conditions. 
On the abaxial side, the extent of photoinactivation 
was much lower than the adaxial side because the 
intensity is attenuated when light penetrates the leaf 
tissue. At the end of the photoinactivation treatment, 
Fv/Fm (%) of the leaves under low-light without 
lincomycin, under low-light and under high-light 
conditions were 99.2 ± 1.2, 96.4 ± 0.9 and 97.4 ± 0.9 
under blue-light, 100.6 ± 1.4, 97.1 ± 0.5 and 98.1 ± 
0.7 under white-light, 100.4 ± 0.3, 96.5 ± 0.3 and 
95.1 ± 0.2 under green-light and 98.4 ± 1.2, 95.8 
± 0.9 and 97.8 ± 0.3 under red-light, respectively 
(Mean ± SD). In average of adaxial and abaxial side 

of leaves, Fv/Fm (%) of the leaves under each condi-
tion were 99.9 ± 1.3, 87.5 ± 3.9 and 79.6 ± 3.3 under 
blue-light, 101.7 ± 1.7, 95.2 ± 0.3 and 91.1 ± 1.8 
under white-light, 100.5 ± 0.2, 95.1 ± 0.2 and 90.0 ± 
0.6 under green-light and 99.2 ± 0.4, 95.2 ± 1.4 and 
92.6 ± 1.5 under red-light conditions, respectively.

Discussion

The difference in the rate of photoinactivation 
between low- and high-light supports the excess 
energy hypothesis (Fig. 1), because excess energy 
under low-light condition was smaller than under 
high-light condition (Table 1; Osmond 1994). 
However, photoinactivation under low-light condi-
tion with little excess energy supports the two step 
hypothesis (Fig. 1 and Table 1; Hakala et al. 2005).

According to the absorption spectrum of chloro-
phyll a and b and Mn (Ohnishi et al. 2005; Hakala 
et al. 2005), 460 nm light, the peak wavelength 
of blue LED lamp, is three times better absorbed 
than 640 nm light, the peak wavelength of red LED 
lamp, by chlorophylls a and b and Mn. Therefore, 
the greater extent of photoinactivation in blue- 
than red-light supports both hypotheses (Fig. 1). 
The higher photoinactivation rate of abaxial side 
of leaves in low-light than in high-light condition 
suggests that the senescence of leaves reduced 
Fv/Fm under low-light condition. In future, we will 
extend the experiment with other light intensities 
(e.g. 60 µmol m−2 s−1). Under this condition, the 
effect of the senescence should be reduced. We are 
also doing experiments with flash-induced P700 
redox kinetics (Losciale et al. 2008) in which we 
can estimate the PSII activity of the whole tissue. 
These experiments will allow estimation of the 
percentage contribution of each mechanism to 
photoinactivation.

Possibly, the lower extent of photoinactivation 
in low-light than in high-light also supports the 
two-step hypothesis, provided the repair rate of first-
step, Mn release from oxygen evolution complex, is 
higher than the rate of the second-step, light absorp-
tion by chlorophyll, under low-light conditions. 
However, the two step hypothesis cannot explain the 

Fig. 1 The relationship between photon exposure (mol m−2) 
and Fv/Fm (%: normalized to the value before photoinactiva-
tion treatment) in blue- (a), white- (b), green- (c) and red- 
(d) light. Crosses indicate samples in low-light (30 µmol 
m−2 s−1) without lincomycin, open circles indicate samples 
in low-light (30 µmol m−2 s−1) and closed circle symbols 
indicate samples in high-light (950 µmol m−2 s−1). Error bars 
indicate standard deviation
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different extent of photoinactivation among leaves 
grown under different light condition or leaves pho-
toinactivated in different gas-exchange condition 
(Kato et al. 2003; Sun et al. 2006). Therefore, so 
far, we conclude that the results support that both 
the excess energy and the two step mechanisms 
contribute to the photoinactivation.
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CHAPTER NINE

Role of the psbA Gene Family of PSII 
from the Thermophilic Cyanobacterium 
Thermosynechococcus elongatus

Julia Sander, Marc Nowaczyk, Marta Kopczak, and Matthias Rögner

Abstract The first step of the light reaction in 
photosynthesis is the light-driven oxidation of water 
into molecular oxygen and protons. This process is 
catalysed by the membrane protein complex pho-
tosystem 2 (PS2). Most of the cofactors needed for 
this process are associated with the D1 core protein 
of PS2. In contrast to higher plants, all sequenced 
cyanobacteria possess a gene family coding for the 
D1 protein. The number of genes and gene products 
varies species-dependant. In case of the thermophilic 
cyanobacterium Thermosynechococcus elongatus, 
there are three gene copies each coding for a dis-
tinct protein. As shown for other cyanobacteria, the 
exchange of these D1 proteins seems to be a protec-
tive mechanism under high light stess conditions.

Quantitative real time PCR analysis revealed an 
exchange of the psbA transcription within 30 minutes 
of high light conditions (500 µE). While the transcrip-
tion of psbA1 decreases from 90 % to 1.5 %, the 
psbA3 transcription increases from 9 % to 98 %. The 
transcription of psbA2 seems to be unaffected (1%). 

Preliminary functional characterisation of iso-
lated PS2 complexes containing only one of the 

D1 proteins revealed differences in the QB redox 
potential in thermoluminescence measurement.

Keywords Photosystem II, D1, psbA,  Thermosy-
ne chococcus elongatus

Introduction

The membrane protein complex photosystem II 
(PSII) catalyses the light-driven oxidation of water 
into molecular oxygen and protons. Electrons from 
the PSII donor site are transferred to the acceptor 
site via cofactors of which most are associated with 
the D1 core protein. Although the structure of this 
protein complex is resolved up to 3 Å (Ferreira et 
al. 2004; Loll et al. 2005), many aspects concern-
ing its function are still unknown. In all sequenced 
cyanobacteria the D1 protein is encoded by a psbA 
gene family with species-dependent variation of 
the gene copy number. The gene family of the 
cyanobacterium Thermosynechococcus elongatus 
consists of three copies (psbA1, psbA2 and psbA3) 
which all code for a distinct gene product. Although 
the homology between these three copies is very 
high, some amino acids at prominent positions are Biochemie der Pflanzen, Ruhr-Universität Bochum, 

D-44801 Bochum, Germany
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exchanged. By comparing the alternative copies 
(psbA3) of T. elongatus and Synechococcus PCC 
7942 with the main copy (psbA1) of both organisms 
the number of altered amino acids can be reduced 
to five. Interestingly, all of them can be assigned to 
the helices B and C which are of major importance 
for the electron transport via all major cofactors. 
Of special interest is the Q130E exchange as the 
main copy binds pheophytine by an H-bond of 
glutamine which is impaired by the glutamic acid of 
the alternative copy. These structural changes lead 
to the assumption that the electron transfer within 
the alternative D1 copy may be impaired in order to 
protect against excessive light as reported for other 
cyanobacteria (Giorgi et al. 1996; Campbell et al. 
1998; Sicora et al. 2006).

Here we report the analysis of the psbA tran-
script pool by quantitative real time PCR. For 
T. elongatus, we can correlate the replacement of 
PsbA1 by PsbA3 with an adaptation to high light 
conditions while the transcription of psbA2 is not 
effected under these conditions. In parallel, for the 
first time functional differences in thermolumines-
cence measurements of isolated PSII complexes 
containing PsbA1 and PsbA3 are demonstrated.

Materials and methods

Determination of psbA transcript amounts. All T. 
elongatus cultures were grown at 45°C in culture 
tubes bubbled with 5% CO2. In order to analyse 
the transcript pool under normal light conditions 
the cells were continuously illuminated with an 
intensity of 50 µE while cells tested under high 
light conditions were illuminated with 500 µE for 
30 min. Immediately after light treatment the cells 
were incubated with RNAprotect bacteria reagent 
(Qiagen) and the total RNA was isolated using the 
RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen). The isolated RNA was 
treated with DNase and transcribed into cDNA 
with the QuantiTect Reverse Transcription kit 
(Qiagen). Real time PCR was performed with the 
qPCR Core kit for SYBR Green I NO ROX from 
Eurogentec in a DNA Engine Opticon 2 Real-time 
PCR detection system from MJ Research using 

specific primer for each psbA gene. Data analysis 
was done with LinReg software.

Construction of the knock-out mutant ∆psbA1/A2. 
Two DNA fragments one including part of the psbA1 
gene plus ca. 1,000 bp upstream region and the other 
including part of the psbA2 gene plus ca. 1,000 bp 
downstream region were amplified by PCR. Both 
fragments were ligated into a bluescript vector. 
To allow a selection a chloramphenicol resistance 
cassette was inserted between psbA1 and psbA2. 
This product contained incomplete fragments of 
psbA1 and psbA2 with the corresponding up- and 
downstream regions as well as a chloramphenicol 
resistance cassette between psbA1 and psbA2. It was 
used for transformation of T. elongatus according to 
the method described by (Müehlenhoff and Chauvat 
1996). The construct was inserted into the genome 
by homologous recombination and resulted in a 
completely segregated mutant.

Thermoluminescence (TL) measurements on 
 isolated PSII complexes. Highly active PSII dim-
ers were isolated according to the method of (Kuhl 
et al. 2000) from T. elongatus wild type and the 
∆psbA1/A2 mutant. TL measurements were per-
formed with a home-built apparatus controlled by 
a personal computer. After adjusting the sample 
(10 µg Chl) onto a filter paper, it was adapted to 
darkness at 20°C for 20 min with one saturating 
flash after 15 min to synchronise the complexes. 
Subsequently, the sample was cooled down to 
−10°C and illuminated with another saturating 
flash. The thermoluminescence was detected during 
a temperature gradient from −10C° to 70°C with a 
heating rate of 0.5°C/s. Analysis of the obtained 
data was performed with help of the GlowFit 
software (Puchalska and Bolski 2006) and Origin 
(Microcal Software, Inc.).

Results and discussion

Transcript determination

The transcript level of the psbA genes was analysed 
with quantitative real time PCR using wild type 
cells of T. elongatus grown under different light 
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conditions. As shown in Fig. 1, the transcription of 
psbA1 with 90% of the total psbA transcript pool of 
cells grown under normal light conditions (50 µE) 
is the major copy while psbA2 (1%) and psbA3 
(9%) are clearly underrepresented.

The situation changes dramatically in cells grown 
under high light conditions (500 µE) for 30 min. In 
those cells psbA3 takes over the role of the highest 
abundant copy (98%). The transcription of psbA1 
decreases to about 1.5% of total psbA transcription 
while psbA2 still is transcribed only in traces 
(0.5%). These data show that already after 30 min 
high light conditions an almost complete exchange 
from psbA1 to psbA3 has taken place whereas 
the transcription of psbA2 did not change under 
the tested conditions. The adaptation to high light 
conditions is completely reversible. After 90 min 
recovery under normal light condition the transcript 
pool shows exactly the same composition as before 
the light stress.

Thermoluminescence measurements

For the first time a detailed characterisation 
and differentiation of isolated PSII complexes 
containing only PsbA1 or PsbA3 was enabled 
by the isolation of functional PSII complexes 
from the knock out mutant (∆psbA1/A2). For 
a functional characterisation, these complexes 
were used for thermoluminescence measurements. 
Representative TL curves of PsbA1-PSII and 
PsbA3-PSII complexes with and without DCMU 
treatment are shown in Fig. 2.

Charge recombination of S2QB
− is represented 

by the B-band which appears in samples without 

Fig. 1 Transcript analysis under normal and high light 
conditions by qPCR. After growth under normal light 
conditions (50 µE) the cultures were exposed to high light 
conditions (500 µE). Total RNA of both conditions was 
isolated, transcribed into cDNA and used for quantitative 
real time PCR

Fig. 2 Thermoluminescence glow curves of isolated PSII 
from WT-PSII and PsbA3-PSII. (A) shows TL glow curves 
of isolated PSII from WT (black) and ∆psbA1/A2 mutant 
(red) without DCMU treatment. Glow curves of the same 
complexes with DCMU are shown in (B).
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DCMU treatment. PsbA3-PSII shows a consid-
erable difference in the peak temperature of the 
B-band. The mid temperature of this band is shifted 
by about 5°C from about 45°C in PsbA1-PSII to 
about 40°C in PsbA3-PSII. For the assignment of 
the recombining redox species to the obtained peaks, 
TL measurements were performed in presence of 
DCMU. In this measurement the B-band disap-
peared while simultaneously an additional peak, the 
Q-band, appeared. The Q-band can be assigned to 
the S2QA

− recombination. In contrast to the B-band, 
no differences concerning the Q-band between the 
different PSII complexes have been observed.

The presented data suggest a decreased redox 
potential of QB in PsbA3, as the temperature of 
the TL peak is proportional to the midpoint redox 
potential of QB (Rappaport et al. 2005). As the 
Q-band is not altered, a shift of the redox potential 
of S2 or QA can be excluded. Furthermore, the TL 
measurements indicate a clear change in the QB redox 
potential which is lowered, i.e. closer to the QA redox 
potential; this in turn facilitates the reduction of QA by 
QB resulting in an accumulation of reduced QA. Our 
results are in good agreement with investigations on 
alternative D1 copies of Synechococcus sp. PCC7942 
(Sane et al. 2002) claiming that a reduced redox 
potential difference between QA and QB may play an 
important role in preventing the triplet formation of 
P680 and thus protecting the QB site from photoin-
hibitory excitation pressure.
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CHAPTER TEN

Small Cab-Like Proteins (SCPs) Affect Synthesis but Not 
Degradation Rates of b-Carotene and Myxoxanthophyll in 
the Photosystem I-Less Strain of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803

Dmitrii Vavilin and Wim Vermaas

Abstract By incubating cells in the presence 
of 13C-labeled glucose, carotenoid synthesis and 
degradation were analyzed in Synechocystis sp. 
PCC 6803 strains that lacked photosystem I as 
well as some or all five of the small cab-like pro-
teins (SCPs). Mass spectral analysis of pigments 
isolated from cells grown in the presence of 13C-
glucose for different time periods combined with 
kinetic modeling showed that without SCPs the 
rate of β-carotene and myxoxanthophyll synthe-
sis was slowed down but carotenoid degradation 
was not significantly affected. As the number of 
photosystem II centers decreases in Synechocystis 
upon the deletion of SCPs, our working hypothesis 
is that synthesis of carotenoids in cyanobacteria is 
regulated in part by availability of pigment-binding 
protein complexes.

Keywords Carotenoids, kinetic modeling, photo-
system II, small Cab-like proteins, cyanobacteria, 
stable isotope labeling

Introduction

Four open reading frames (scpB-scpE) that code for 
single-helix proteins resembling helices I and III of 
chlorophyll a/b-binding antenna proteins of higher 
plants have been identified in Synechocystis sp. PCC 
6803 (Funk and Vermaas 1999). In addition, ferro-
chelatase in this cyanobacterium has a ~60–residue 
C-terminal extension that is similar to the SCPs. This 
C-terminal extension has been named ScpA (Funk 
and Vermaas 1999). Multiple copies of scp (or hli) 
genes have been found in other cyanobacterial spe-
cies as well (Bhaya et al. 2002). The expression level 
of SCPs increases in Synechocystis cells exposed 
to various stress conditions and at least some of 
the SCPs co-isolate with photosystem (PS) II (see 
Promnares et al. 2006; Yao et al. 2007). The chloro-
phyll degradation rate markedly accelerates in PS I-
less/SCP-less mutants, suggesting that SCP proteins 
transiently bind chlorophyll (Xu et al. 2004) and are 
involved in PS II assembly/repair (Promnares et al. 
2006; Yao et al. 2007). Deletion of the genes for 
four or five SCPs in PS I-less Synechocystis strains 
causes a large decrease in carotenoid content of the 
cells (Xu et al. 2004). In this study we have used 
13C-glucose labeling to show that –in contrast to 
the situation with chlorophyll- slower carotenoid 
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(β-carotene and myxoxanthophyll) biosynthesis, 
and not increased degradation, is responsible for the 
decreased carotenoid level in the PS I-less/SCP-less 
mutants of Synechocystis.

Materials and methods

Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 strains were described 
in Xu et al. (2004). The strains were grown at a light 
intensity of 3 µmol photons m−2 s−1 in liquid BG-11 
medium supplemented with 5 mM glucose. For 13C 
labeling, cells grown to OD730 ~ 0.8 were diluted 
to OD730 = 0.15–0.20 with fresh BG-11 medium 
containing 8 mM unlabeled glucose and 2 mM uni-
formly labeled 13C-glucose. Pigments were extracted 

from cells with methanol and then subjected to 
HPLC separation on a C18 column using a methanol/
acetone gradient. The pigment fractions were col-
lected, dried under vacuum, and subjected to HPLC 
on a YMC carotenoid column. Purified carotenoids 
were analyzed by MALDI-TOF using a Voyager 
DE STR instrument with terthiophene as a matrix. 
After labeling, each carotenoid species isolated from 
cells grown in the presence of 13C-glucose consisted 
of a mixture of two pigment pools: (i) unlabeled 
carotenoids synthesized before addition of labeled 
glucose and (ii) carotenoids enriched in 13C and syn-
thesized after administering 13C-glucose. The two 
pools differ in their mass distribution (Fig. 1A). 
To estimate the relative content of the two pools 
in a sample, mass spectra of isolated carotenoids 
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Fig. 1 Carotenoid synthesis and degradation in PS I-less Synechocystis. A. MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of β-carotene 
 isolated from cells grown for 22 h on a mixture of 4 mM unlabeled glucose and 1 mM 13C-glucose. B. Kinetic scheme for the 
synthesis of major carotenoids. Letter symbols next to the arrows denote the reaction rate constants employed in the kinetic 
equations. C–F. Kinetics of the pools of unlabeled (○) and 13C-labeled (■) carotenoids over time in the PS I-less strain, and 
results of theoretical calculations (——) using Eq. 1 and values of the rate constants listed in Table 1
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were approximated by a linear combination of 
mass spectra of the unlabeled and labeled caro-
tenoid pools. The absolute amounts of unlabeled 
and labeled pools of carotenoids were calculated 
by relating the obtained relative values to the total 
content of the carotenoid in the sample.

Results

Synechocystis cells contain four major caroten-
oids: myxoxanthophyll, β-carotene, zeaxanthin 
and echinenone. The first two are synthesized from 
precursors, whereas the latter two are synthesized 
from β-carotene (Fig. 1B). Concentrations of all 
four carotenoids decreased in PS I-less strains lack-
ing four or five of the SCPs (Table 1). Figure 1C–F 
displays typical changes in concentrations of the 
unlabeled and labeled carotenoids in PS I-less cells 
grown in the presence of 13C glucose. In order to 
perform quantitative comparison of synthesis and 
degradation rates of carotenoids in different strains 
of exponentially growing Synechocystis cultures, 
the obtained data were analyzed using a kinetic 
model schematically shown in Fig. 1B. According 
to this scheme, synthesis and degradation rates of 
carotenoids were described by the following dif-
ferential equations:

where CPrec, CMyx, Cβcar, CZea, and CEch represent 
concentrations of a carotenoid biosynthesis precur-
sor, myxoxanthophyll, β-carotene, zeaxanthin, and 
echinenone, respectively, with indices L and U 
signifying the unlabeled and labeled pools of the 
corresponding compounds, respectively. The term 
fCar mO eµt, where fCar reflects the rate constant of 
biomass conversion into carotenoids, µ is the spe-
cific growth rate of the culture, and mO is cell bio-
mass m at time t = 0, was introduced to describe the 
increasing flux of intermediates into the carotenoid 
pathway upon exponential growth of the culture.

For PS I-less cultures, a good match between 
the experimental and theoretical data (Fig. 1 C–F) 
could be obtained using a set of rate constants 
listed in Table 2. In this analysis, we assumed that 
the total concentration (labeled plus unlabeled) 
of each of the four carotenoids, as well as the 
concentration of a carotenoid biosynthesis precur-
sor, normalized to cell biomass m should remain 
constant throughout the experiment. This is a 
very reasonable assumption as the cells remain 
in exponential growth phase. Similar calculations 
were performed to fit data acquired during the 

Table 1 Carotenoid composition of the PS I-less background 
strain and selected SCP-deletion mutants in this background. 
Concentrations are given in pmol/(mL*OD730). Cells were 
grown at a light intensity of 3 µmol photons m−2 s−1

Strain  PS I-less/ PS I-less/ 
carotenoid PS I-less scpABCD− scpABCDE−

Myxoxanthophyll 128 ± 15  67 ± 5  65 ± 7
Zeaxanthin 137 ± 14  82 ± 9  92 ± 10
Echinenone  35 ± 4  22 ± 2  22 ± 4
β-carotene 101 ± 8  58 ± 4  38 ± 3
Total carotenoids 401 ± 32 229 ± 17 217 ± 20

Table 2 Specific growth rate (µ), rate constant of carot-
enoid formation from total biomass (fcar), and calculated 
rate constants of carotenoid synthesis (S) and degradation 
(D) reactions in Synechocystis mutants. Values are in h−1. 
Carotenoid abbreviations are explained in the text

Strain  PS I-less/ PS I-less/
parameter PS I-less scpABCD− scpABCDE−

µ 0.029 0.030 0.014
fcar 0.0025 0.0016 0.0007
kS

βcar 0.67 0.54 0.38
kS

Myx 0.29 0.19 0.14
kS

Zea 0.042 0.034 0.037
kS

Ech 0.013 0.016 0.012
kD

Zea 0.002 0.001 0.001
kD

Ech 0.009 0.011 0.007
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labeling experiments with the PS I-less/scpA-
BCD− and PS I-less/scpABCDE−strains (also 
shown in Table 2).

Discussion

Here we describe an approach to analyze transfor-
mation rates of carotenoids in Synechocystis cells 
by measuring 13C incorporation into these pigments 
and kinetic modeling of the obtained data. With this 
we can compare synthesis and degradation rates of 
major carotenoids in PS I-less and PS I-less/SCP-
less strains that differ markedly in chlorophyll 
and carotenoid (Table 1) content. Chlorophyll 
is less stable in the absence of SCPs. However, 
overall carotenoid synthesis, as well as synthesis 
of β-carotene and myxoxanthophyll defined by the 
parameters fcar, kS

βcar, and kS
Myx, respectively, are 

substantially reduced in the mutants lacking four 
or five of the SCPs, while the rates of carotenoid 
degradation or the conversion of β-carotene into 
zeaxanthin and echinenone changed little upon 
deletion of SCPs. Degradation of myxoxantho-
phyll and zeaxanthin in all studied PS I-less strains 
was very slow at the low light intensity used for 
these experiments. Somewhat faster degradation 
of echinenone may be explained by transformation 
of this carotenoid into hydroxyechinenone. The 
lifetime of β-carotene molecules was the shortest 
among all carotenoids (18–20 h), presumably due to 
its conversion to zeaxanthin and echinenone.

Considering that the chlorophyll to pheophytin 
and chlorophyll to β-carotene molar ratios meas-
ured in PS I-less Synechocystis cells (~20:1 and 
~5:1, respectively) are similar to the ratios reported 
for isolated PS II (e.g., Tang and Diner 1994), it is 
likely that most or all β-carotene in PS I-less cells 
is associated with PS II, and that both zeaxanthin 
and echinenone in Synechocystis is formed from 
PS II-bound β-carotene. Under this assumption, 
the relatively fast conversion of β-carotene 

molecules indicates that the lifetime of assembled 
PS II complexes in PS I-less cells is no longer than 
the lifetime of β-carotene (i.e., less than 20 h), or 
that β-carotene molecules are loosely associated 
with PS II, which makes them readily available to 
hydroxylase/ketolase. In any case, SCP proteins 
apparently do not contribute to stabilization of 
β-carotene and other carotenoids in contrast to the 
role of these proteins in stabilizing chlorophyll 
(Xu et al. 2004). Interestingly, as the rate of β-carotene 
and myxoxanthophyll synthesis decreases with the 
number of PS II complexes in Synechocystis upon 
deletion of SCPs, the obtained data also suggest 
that the overall synthesis of carotenoids in cyano-
bacteria is regulated by availability of chlorophyll-
binding protein complexes.
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CHAPTER ONE

Purified Heterocysts from Nostoc punctiforme Studied 
by Laser Scanning Confocal Microscopy

Tanai Cardona*, Stenbjörn Styring, Peter Lindblad, and Ann Magnuson

Abstract  Few detailed investigations exist on the 
thylakoid membranes of nitrogen-fixing multicel-
lular cyanobacteria; especially the changes that 
occur during cell differentiation and the possible 
functional differences that arise as a consequence 
of nitrogen fixation. Protocols for the purification 
of thylakoid membranes, from vegetative cells and 
isolated heterocysts from Nostoc punctiforme sp. 
strain PCC 73102 have been developed to investi-
gate their biochemical and biophysical properties. 
Laser scanning confocal microscopy was imple-
mented to estimate the purity and quality of the 
heterocyst preparations using the stronger emission 
of vegetative cells as a marker when excited with 
laser light at 488 nm.

Keywords  Heterocyst, confocal, microscopy, 
Nostoc

Introduction

It has been a concern in investigations done with 
isolated heterocysts whether the results obtained 
have been obscured by contamination from unbro-
ken filaments, vegetative cell debris or vegetative 
cell membranes. Therefore, it is necessary to have 
a practical way to characterize the isolated hetero-
cysts, prior to the isolation of thylakoids, in order 
to estimate the quality and purity of the samples. 
Protocols for the isolation of thylakoid membranes 
from vegetative cells (Cardona et al. 2007) and 
purified heterocyst (Cardona et al., in preparation) 
from Nostoc punctiforme were developed and 
optimized in order to study in detail their proper-
ties and protein composition. Herein we report a 
characterization of filaments and intact purified 
heterocysts by means of laser scanning confocal 
microscopy.

Materials and methods

Growth conditions. Filaments of Nostoc puncti-
forme sp. strain PCC 73102 were cultivated under 
BG110 media: batch cultures were used enriched 
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with 3–5% CO2, stirred continuously and illumi-
nated with a light intensity of 30 µE/m2 s. Six liters 
of culture were harvested during mid log phase 
after 7 days of growing.

Isolation of heterocyst. Heterocysts isolation 
was made essentially as in Almon and Böhme 
(1980), Smith et al. (1988), and Razquin et al. 
(1996): the filaments were incubated 1 h at 35°C 
in a buffer containing 1 mg/mL of lysozyme. The 
vegetative cells were disintegrated by sonication 
followed by several centrifugation steps.

Laser scanning confocal microscopy. A Leica 
TCS-SP with inverted DMRIB microscope was 
used. The samples were excited with laser light 
at 488 nm and the emission was collected in two 
separate channels, channel one for 650–690 nm 
and channel two for 700–740 nm. The channel one 
collected emission coming from phycobilisomes 
(PBS) and Photosystem II (PSII) and the channel 
two collected Photosystem I (PSI) emission.

Results and discussion

A critical step in the extraction of membranes from 
heterocyst without contamination from vegetative 
cell membranes is the purification of heterocysts. 
Thus, it is necessary to have an effective way to 
detect and estimate the extent of contamination of 
the heterocysts: laser scanning confocal micros-
copy was implemented for sample characterization, 
using the differences in fluorescence emission 
from filaments/vegetative cells and heterocysts 
upon excitation with 488 nm laser light.

In order to quantify the fluorescence, the Adobe 
Photoshop 7.0 software was used. The fluores-
cence intensity is equivalent to the color output in 
the digital images which ranges from 0 (no fluo-
rescence detected) to 255 (color saturation). It was 
measured with the Point Sample tool by randomly 
picking pixels in a selected area inside the cell. The 
average value in a given cell was then averaged as 
well, with those of cells from the same type, but 
from three independently taken pictures.

Vegetative cells, whether single cells after soni-
cation or in the intact filament possess a stronger 

fluorescence emission: both at the PBS/PSII range 
(650–690 nm) and at the PSI range (700–740 nm), 
see Fig. 1 The maximum fluorescence emission 
of a heterocyst in the PBS/PSII range is 9.17 ± 
0.67%, and in the PSI range is 14.51 ± 3.71% of 
the maximum emission from vegetative cells in the 
respective ranges. A pure heterocyst preparation 
should be low-emitting, and any contamination 
coming from filament fragments, debris or vegeta-
tive cell thylakoids, will have fluorescence inten-
sity well above the heterocyst emission. Figure 2A 
show images of heterocysts, characterized by very 
thick walls. No intense emission from remaining 

Fig. 1 Laser scanning confocal microscopy pictures of 
filaments upon excitation with a 488 nm laser. A and B 
represents pictures taking in transmission mode; in C and 
D the fluorescence emission was collected at the PSI range 
from 700 to 740 nm; in E and F at the PBS/PSII range 
from 650 to 690 nm. The arrow with the number one on 
top indicates a heterocyst; the arrow with the number two 
on top represents the cell described in the text which lacks 
PBS/PSII emission
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vegetative cells can be seen in the corresponding 
fluorescence emission picture (Fig. 2B). The sensi-
tivity of the detector has been increased from 650 
to 850 V, which corresponds approximately to a 
sixfold higher intensity, in order to record any fluo-
rescence at all. Under these settings, the emission 
from a vegetative cell will saturate the detector and 
appear as a very bright spot. This was observed in 
samples where the lysozyme treatment or sonication 
was incomplete (not shown), failing to destroy all 
the vegetative cells. Based on these experiments 
we calculate a contamination from vegetative cell 
almost negligible, no greater than 2%.

Interestingly, while collecting the emission fluo-
rescence in two different ranges and in two sepa-
rate channels, we discovered a type of cell which to 
our knowledge has not been reported before. This 
cell type is located adjacent to a heterocyst: either 
to each side of a heterocyst when it is found in the 
middle of the filament (Fig. 1A, C, E, arrow 2), or 
as the penultimate cell when the heterocyst is at 
the end of the filament (Fig. 1B, D, F, arrow 2). 
This cell looks structurally similar to a vegetative 
cell, when viewed under the light microscope, but 
differs in its fluorescence emission characteristics 
when excited with laser light at 488 nm. In the PSI 
range (700–740 nm) the emission is similar to that 
of a vegetative cell, but lacks almost all emission 
in the PBS/PSII range (650–690 nm), in a way that 
resembles a heterocyst. We first speculated that 
this type of cell could be a proheterocyst before 

returning to its vegetative cell mode; however, the 
regression of differentiating proheterocyst before 
commitment happens in the first 3–8 h after heterocyst 
differentiation is triggered (Ehira et al. 2003). Since 
the complete differentiation of a mature hetero-
cyst takes circa 24 h and this cell type appears only 
at the side of a fully differentiated heterocyst, we 
consider this explanation as highly improbable. A 
more plausible explanation is that this type of cell 
is a physiologically different vegetative cell which 
may lack, or have a reduced, PSII activity. This 
adaptation would avoid the diffusion of O2 through 
the heterocyst junctions where active transport and 
exchange of nutrients take place. We observed that 
this type of cell associates with several heterocysts 
but not with all of them (not shown). In other 
words, we also find heterocysts with their adjacent 
cells equal in every way to a vegetative cell. We 
speculate, the unusual fluorescence characteristics 
of these cells is indicative of a transient phase of the 
cell, and it is present only adjacent to the youngest 
and most active heterocysts which are more 
sensitive to oxygen damage. More investigation is 
needed and it is currently being conducted in order 
to confirm our hypothesis.

Conclusion

In order to obtain thylakoid membranes from het-
erocysts and then proceed with proteomic studies 
or any biochemical or biophysical characterization, 
it is necessary to get heterocyst free of contamina-
tion from filament fragments or vegetative cell 
remains. A methodology to assess the intactness 
and quantify the purity of a heterocyst preparation 
was developed, combining a morphological char-
acterization plus the distinct fluorescence emis-
sion from a vegetative cell and a heterocyst when 
excited with laser light. A clean preparation from 
heterocyst must contain a negligible amount of 
vegetative cells or vegetative cell thylakoids with 
the protocols described above.
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CHAPTER TWO

Below Ambient Levels of UV Induces Chloroplast 
Structural Change and Alters Starch Metabolism

Wayne R. Fagerberg

Abstract  Electromagnetic radiation (EMR) in the 
400–700 nm bandwidth (photosynthetically active 
radiation-PAR) has been established as an impor-
tant source of energy for photosynthesis and envi-
ronmental signals regulating many aspects of green 
plant life. Here we provide evidence that below 
ambient levels of UV-B (1/28th ambient; Durham, 
NH, USA 1200 h March) were capable of induc-
ing an increase in thylakoid surface area density 
relative to the chloroplast volume typical of a low 
PAR response (shade-response) in sunflowers. This 
response occurred even though leaves were concur-
rently exposed to PAR levels that normally induce 
a “sun” or high PAR response. Sub-ambient levels 
of UV-B were also associated with a decrease in 
chloroplast and starch volume density and volume 
(data not shown). Ultraviolet-B at below ambient 
levels appears to have its major affect via altera-
tions in starch volume/metabolism and changes in 
granal shape relative to high PAR control (HPC). 
Exposure to sub-ambient levels of UV-A 1/10 
of ambient appeared to enhance the high PAR 
response of the chloroplast characterized by an 

increase in the amounts of stored starch, increase in 
chloroplast volume density ratio (Vv) values, and 
a decrease in thylakoid surface area density ratios 
(Sv) relative to the high PAR controls. In general, 
sub-ambient levels of UV-B evoked a response 
similar to that elicited by low PAR irradiance while 
sub-ambient UV-A elicited responses similar to 
those typical of high PAR irradiance. Below ambi-
ent UV-A primarily affected changes in the thyla-
koid surface area (decrease) relative to HPC.

Keywords  Thylakoids, signaling, sunflower, leaf 
anatomy, palisade

Introduction

Chloroplasts respond quickly to changes in PAR. 
Under conditions of low PAR levels the thylakoid 
surface area to chloroplast volume ratio increases 
and under high PAR conditions this ratio  rapidly 
decreases (Boardman 1977; Fagerberg 1988, 1990; 
Chow et al. 1990). These responses occur within 
minutes of a change in PAR levels (Wheeler and 
Fagerberg 2000) and they are the basis for the work 
presented in this paper.
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While the importance of PAR wavelengths to 
plants is well established, UV radiation (290–
400 nm) has largely been investigated as a source 
of stress. Although fewer in number, UV photons 
have a greater potential effect on a biotic system 
because of their higher per photon energy.

In studies of Brassica rapus, Fagerberg and 
Bornman (1997, 2005) showed that UV-B at 13 kJ 
m−2 day−1 induced significant changes in chloro-
plast structure and starch metabolism. In those 
studies UV-B induced a shade type response in 
chloroplasts even in the presence of high levels 
of PAR. The response to UV-B was rapid, within 
30 min or less of initial exposure, and was basically 
the same whether the plants developed under the 
influence of UV-B or were exposed to UV-B for the 
first time as mature plants.

Noting the number of effects of UV on plant 
structure and physiology it seems evident that 
UV radiation may also represent an important 
light signal, regulating a number of normal plant 
processes (Anderson et al. 1995; Fagerberg and 
Bornman 1997, 2005). If this is true then ambient 
and below ambient levels of UV might also elicit 
important responses in plants. We under took this 
study to determine if very low levels of UV were 
also capable of eliciting responses in plant and thus 
potentially act as a component of the light signal-
ing system in plants.

Materials and methods

Mature non-expanding leaves of Helianthus annuus 
L. var. mammoth were cut at the base of the petiole 
and placed into a strip culture system at 21 ± 2°C 
(Ghoshroy and Fagerberg 1998). Strips from the 
same leaf were placed in the control and test flasks. 
Leaf strips and flasks were placed in the experi-
mental chamber for a minimum of 15 h before the 
experiment began to acclimate leaf strips to room 
conditions. This was followed by a dark period 
of 8 h. Prior to the experiment all flasks received 
500 µmol quanta m−2 s−1 PAR from 300 W halogen 
lamps for 2 h in order to acclimate the chloroplasts 
and tissues to high irradiance.

PAR and UV irradiance treatments. The PAR 
photon flux density was measured with a light 
meter (LI-COR, Lincoln, NE, Datalogger LI-1000). 
Light from all PAR lamps was filtered UV absorb-
ing transparent plastic (Edmund Industrial Optics, 
Barrington, NJ, USA). The appropriate UV band 
width was achieved utilizing narrow band pass 
filters (UV-B-Oriel #53370, 300 nm peak block-
ing filter; UV-A- Oriel #51258, 335 nm cut on). 
The low irradiance control received 130–150 µmol 
quanta m−2 s−1 photosynthetically active radiation. 
The high irradiance control and UV treatments 
received 550–600 µmol quanta m−2 s−1 PAR. The 
UV-B at the leaf surface was 0.021 W m−2 and for 
UV-A was 1.8 W m−2.

Light and electron microscopy and stereol-
ogy were carried out as described in Fagerberg 
and Bornman (1997). Students two-tailed t-test 
(Graphpad Instat, San Diego, CA) was applied to 
determine if significant differences existed among 
the means.

Results and discussion

All tissues began the experiment as high irradiance 
exposed tissues. Therefore, if UV had no effect on 
the tissues and leaves they should appear similar to 
the HPC samples.

Changes in thylakoid surface area. Under con-
ditions of high PAR and low UV-A exposure a 
significant increase in starch volume density (Vv) 
occurred (Table 1) along with a 22% decrease in 
the Sv of all three thylakoid systems (Table 2) 
compared to the HPC. This is a response typical of 
sunflower chloroplasts in high light environments 
(Fagerberg 1990) and was exaggerated compared 
to the HPC. Tissues exposed to sub-ambient UV-B 
and high PAR showed a decrease in chloroplast and 
starch Vv (Table 1) and a 45–47% increase in Sv 
in two of the thylakoid systems relative to the HPC 
tissues (Table 2). These changes resemble those of 
the high PAR response (Fagerberg 1990). Higher 
AP/M ratios in UV-B exposed chloroplasts relative 
to those in the HPC samples, were indicative of 
a slight change in stack shape from a taller more 
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narrow configuration to a wider shorter appressed 
thylakoid stacks (Table 2).

Converting ratio values to actual volumes and 
surface areas per standardized volume (standard-
ized cylinder = 100 µ m−2 leaf surface area X mean 
leaf width in um (Fagerberg and Bornman 1997, 
2005) ) it was evident that UV-A significantly 
increased thylakoid surface area relative to controls 
while UV-B primarily altered the volume of starch 

in the chloroplast rather than altering the actual 
thylakoid surface area.

The results of the present study show that at 
very low levels UV-A (1/10th ambient) and of 
UV-B (1/27th ambient) may be an effective signal 
inducing the alteration of the structural/conforma-
tional make up and biochemistry of chloroplasts. 
Even at low irradiances the effect of ultraviolet 
light appears to exaggerate some chloroplast struc-
tural changes typical of responses to changes in 
PAR. Our results support the idea that UV radia-
tion is an important signaling component of light 
exposure in plants.

Scientific Contribution Number 2292 from the 
New Hampshire Agricultural Experiment Station.
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Table 1 Volume density (Vv) values for UV-A,B exposed 
palisade tissue

 Chloroplast Starcha

UV-A
HPC 0.37 ± 0.02 0.06 ± 0.01
HLUV-A 0.43 ± 0.02 0.14b,c ± 0.01
UV-B
HPC 0.46 ± 0.06 0.20 ± 0.02
HLUV-B 0.35 ± 0.04 0.09d ± 0.02

Abbreviations: HPC, high PAR control; HLUV-A, high light 
ultraviolet A
± Standard error
aValues represent Vv of starch per unit chloroplast volume
bSignificantly different from HLC; ρ ≤ 0.0001
cSignificantly different from LLC; ρ ≤ 0.0001
dSignificantly different from HLC; ρ ≤ 0.009

Table 2 Thylakoid surface density values (Sv) per unit 
palisade chloroplast volume in UV-A,B exposed tissue

 AP NAP Margins AP/NAP AP/M

UV-A
HPC 32.1 ±  15.3 ±  1.3 ±  2.1 24.7
  2.14  0.87  0.12
HLUV-A 24.9a,b ±  12a,b ±  1.0c ±  2.1 24.9
  0.93  0.54  0.08
UV-B
HPC 23.2 ±  11.1 ±  1.1 ±  2.1 20.3
  1.57  0.58  0.11
HLUV-B 33.6a ±  16.2a ±  1.4 ±  2.1 24
  1.46  0.87  0.11

Abbreviations: AP, appressed thylakoids; NAP, non-
appressed thylakoids; M, margin thylakoids; other abbrevia-
tions as described above
aSignificantly different from HLC; ρ ≤ 0.0001
bSignificantly different from LLC; ρ ≤ 0.001
cSignificantly different from LLC; ρ ≤ 0.009



CHAPTER THREE

Impaired Isoprenoid Biosynthesis: A Competitive 
Disadvantage Under Light Stress in Synechocystis PCC 6803

K. Poliquin, F. X. Cunningham Jr., I. MacDonald, R. R. Gantt, and E. Gantt

Abstract  Isoprenoids constitute a diverse and 
 ubiquitous class of natural compounds. In  chloroplasts 
and cyanobacteria isoprenoids are synthesized by 
the 2-C-methyl-d-erythritol 4-phosphate pathway. 
The C5 building blocks isopentenyl diphosphate and 
dimethylallyl diphosphate are required for biosyn-
thesis of carotenoids, prenylation of quinones, and 
phytylation of chlorophylls. The role of Sll1556, 
previously designated as an isopentenyl diphosphate 
isomerase (Barkley et al. 2004) was investigated in 
Synechocystis PCC 6803 by comparing WT with a 
deletion mutant ∆sll1556 at different light  intensities. 
Growth was impaired in the mutant at 200 µmol 
photons m−2 s−1 (HL), but was not impaired under 
low light (LL) phototrophic conditions (20 µmol 
photons m−2 s−1). The ∆sll1556 cells were readily 
out- competed by WT cells in mixed cultures at HL. 
Consistent with these results is the increase of Sll1556 
protein expression in HL. Furthermore, ∆sll1556 cells 
grown at HL had a greater reduction of thylakoids, and 
chlorophyll and carotenoid than WT. Overall pigment 
content decreased most in the mutant, but without a 
significant reduction in photosystem I and 

 photosystem II reaction center proteins on a per Chl 
basis. The results are consonant with the lack of in 
vitro  stimulation of isoprenoid biosynthesis in mutant 
∆sll1556 cells (Poliquin et al. 2004). The collec-
tive results suggest that the Sll1556 protein, while 
dispensable, is advantageous to Synechocystis PCC 
6803 when the metabolic demand for isoprenoids is 
increased under HL.

Keywords  Isoprenoids, Synechocystis, IPP iso-
merase, light stress

Introduction

For carotenoid biosynthesis and for phytylation of 
chlorophyll in plastids and cyanobacteria, includ-
ing Synechocystis, the 2C-methyl-D-erythritol 4-
phosphate (MEP) pathway is required (Rohmer 
1999). Many of the steps of the MEP pathway have 
been determined using the eubacterium Escherichia 
coli (Rodríguez-Concepción and Boronat 2002), 
but work in our laboratory suggests that isoprenoid 
production via the MEP pathway in Synechocystis 
may not be as simple as is often assumed. For 
example, compounds from the pentose phosphate 
cycle stimulate isoprenoid biosynthesis in vitro, 
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and this stimulation requires the product of sll1556 
(Poliquin et al. 2004), which has been annotated as 
a type 2 IPP isomerase, an enzyme that intercon-
verts IPP and DMAPP and requires NADPH and 
FMN for activity (Barkley et al. 2004; Kaneda et 
al. 2001). However, the Sll1556 protein requires 
considerably higher NADPH concentration in vitro 
(Poliquin et al. 2004) than type 2 IPP isomerases 
from other organisms.

Physiologically the presence of the Sll1556 pro-
tein is not critical under optimal conditions, because 
∆sll1556 mutant cells grow at the same rate as wild 
type (WT) under photoautotrophic conditions of 
20 µmol photons m−2 s−1 (LL) (Poliquin et al. 
2004). In our attempt to more clearly elucidate the 
functional role of the Sll1556 protein in cells of 
Synechocystis PCC6803 we examined the physi-
ological responses of WT and ∆sll1556 mutant cul-
tures under LL and HL (200 µmol photons m−2 s−1) 
conditions. Under HL growth of the mutant was 
impaired, and whereas the chlorophyll and carote-
noid content decreased per cell, the photosystem I 
and II proteins were not significantly affected.

Materials and methods

Cultures. A glucose tolerant strain of Synechocystis 
strain PCC 6803 (courtesy of W. Vermaas, Arizona 
State University) was grown photoautotrophi-
cally in liquid cultures of BG-11 media sup-
plemented with 5 mM potassium-TES [N-tris 
(hydroxymethyl)methyl-2-aminoethanesulfonic 
acid, pH 8.3] (Williams 1988). The mutant was 
created by inactivating the sll1556 gene by a kan-
amycin insertion in the coding region (Poliquin 
et al. 2004). Batch cultures were grown in 1 L of 
medium in 2.5 L Fernbach flasks at 30°C under 
continuous illumination (cool white fluorescence) 
at 20 µmol photons m−2 s−1 or 200 µmol photons 
m−2 s−1 with shaking and bubbling with 5% CO2 
in air. Cells were harvested in early to mid log 
phase of growth and stored, if necessary, as pellets 
at −80°C.

Fluorescence spectra were determined at 77 K 
in 75% glycerol. Cell samples from the mid-log 

phase of growth were kept in the dark previous 
to measurements. Samples, equalized at O.D.730 
(reflecting equalized cell number) were measured 
in NMR tubes in a microdewar and recorded with 
a Perkin Elmer fluorometer (L5 50B), with data 
presented as averages of at least three independent 
experiments.

Pigment determination. HPLC was performed 
on a Hewlett-Packard HP 1100 Series HPLC system 
with diode array detector (Agilent Technologies). 
The column (4.6 mm × 25 cm) contained Spherisorb 
ODS2 5 µm (Supelco, Inc.). Twenty microliters of 
sample was loaded onto the column and pigments 
were eluted with a gradient of 10–60% ethyl acetate 
in acetonitrile:H2O:triethyl-amine (9:1:0.01) over 
35 min at a flow rate of 1 mL min−1. Pigment iden-
tification was confirmed with known standards.

Gels and immuno-detection. Prior to SDS-
PAGE electrophoresis cells were broken with glass 
beads in 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4) on ice, and 
gels were loaded at equal chlorophyll concentra-
tions. After electrophoresis gels were stained with 
Coomassie Blue, or gel proteins were transferred 
to Immobilon (Millipore) membranes and probed 
with antibodies. Antibodies to PSI (ca. 60 kD) and 
PSII (ca. 30 kD) reaction center proteins were pro-
duced in rabbits against proteins purified respec-
tively from Porphyridium cruentum and from 
Nostoc sp. as previously used in our laboratory 
(Mustardy et al. 1990).

Results and discussion

It had been previously shown that isoprenoid syn-
thesis in vitro was dependent on Sll1556, a putative 
IPP isomerase, in Synechocystis (Barkley et al. 
2004; Poliquin et al. 2004). Furthermore, we found 
that in WT cell the Sll1556 protein increased as 
a function of higher light intensity (not shown), 
suggesting that there is a greater demand for iso-
prenoids. Thus a comparison was made between 
WT and ∆sll1556 cells in LL and HL, because the 
greatest demand for isoprenoids is expected to be 
for phytylation of chlorophyll and biosynthesis 
of carotenoids. Typically, there was an overall 
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decrease of pigmentation per cell in HL, which was 
also seen by Havaux et al. (2003) for Synechocystis. 
This is readily attributable to an overall down regu-
lation of the photosynthetic apparatus since more 
light energy is available. Interestingly, the ∆sll1556 
cells showed a greater decrease of chlorophyll 
relative to carotenoid content (Table 1). In HL the 
mutant had the lowest Chl:Car ratio (2). Such a 
change may be due to a relative imbalance of PSI 
(with more Chl) to PSII, or an increase in one or 
more of the carotenoids.

From HPLC analyses of WT and ∆sll1556 cul-
tures from HL and LL the overall proportions of 
echinenone, zeaxanthin, and β-carotene (relative 
to Chl) were similar (data not shown). The myxo-
xanthophyll content increased in HL grown cells 
of both WT and ∆sll1556. Myxoxanthophyll has 
recently been reported to play a role in thylakoid 
and outer membrane structure in Synechocystis 
PCC 6803 (Mohamed et al. 2005). The lack of the 
Sll1556 protein, however, did not seem to limit 
myxoxanthantophyll production under the growth 
conditions used here.

Of note was the greater fluorescence emission 
from PSI (725 nm) relative to PSII (685 nm) in 
HL ∆sll1556 cells in comparison to WT (Fig. 1). 
Such a change in the PSI/PSII fluorescence ratio 
compared to WT may be caused by an imbalance 
of excitation transfer within the PSI environ-
ment, or a reduction of reaction center proteins. 
Surprisingly, there were no significant differences 
apparent upon examining the photosystem I and II 

proteins by immunoblotting, based on equal chlo-
rophyll concentrations (Fig. 2A, B). A reduction 
in phycobiliproteins was noted in HL (Fig. 2C) 
especially in the mutant, but this is a well known 
HL phenomenon. However, a decrease of phyco-
biliproteins is not likely to be directly dependent 
on isoprenoid metabolism.

Conclusion. In the aggregate, our results sug-
gest that in the absence of the Sll1556 protein 
isoprenoid production is limited under photoau-
totrophic stress conditions, which constrains cell 
growth and development. Furthermore, changes in 
the photosynthetic apparatus analyzed thus far do 
not account for the fact that WT cells can readily 
outgrow mutant cells (not shown) when isoprenoid 
biosynthesis is impaired.

Table 1 Chlorophyll and carotenoid concentrations in 
Synechocystis WT and ∆sll1556 mutant cells

 Chlorophyll  Carotenoid 
Light intensity concentration concentration Chl:Car
and cell strain (fg/cell) (fg/cell) ratio

20 µmol photons m−2 s−1   

WT 9.7 ± 1.3 3.4 ± 0.3 2.9
∆sll1556 3.8 ± 0.2 1.4 ± 0.2 2.7

200 µmol photons m−2 s−1   

WT 4.2 ± 0.6 1.7 ± 0.6 2.5
∆sll1556 1.6 ± 0.8 0.80 ± 0.4 2

Fig. 1 Seventy-seven kelvin fluorescence spectra of wild 
type (top panel) and ∆sll1556 mutant (bottom panel) grown 
in LL and HL. Emission spectra with excitation at 438 nm
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CHAPTER FOUR

Three-Dimensional Architecture of the Granum-Stroma 
Thylakoid Membrane System Revealed by Electron 
Tomography

László Mustárdy1, Karolyn Buttle2, Gábor Steinbach1, and Győző Garab1

Abstract  We investigated the three-dimensional 
architecture of isolated granal thylakoid mem-
branes by using high voltage (1,200 kV) electron 
tomography on 250 nm thick sections of isolated 
intact thylakoid preparations fixed and stained 
with conventional electron microscopy techniques. 
High resolution reconstructed tomographic images 
were obtained which clearly resolved the mem-
branes and the lumenal spaces, and thus also the 
connections between the stacked and non-stacked 
thylakoid membranes. Based on our data, and also 
using the electron tomography data of chloroplasts 
within cryo-immobilized, freeze substituted leaves 
(Shimoni et al. 2005), we propose a refined model 
of the granum-stroma assembly. The model takes 
into account the following structural factors and 
membrane properties: (i) size differences between 
the stroma exposed sides of the two photosystems 
and also the protrusion of the ATP synthase in the 
stroma; (ii) the lateral segregation of the complexes 

governed by the self-assembly of photosystem II 
(PSII) and its main light harvesting complexes, 
the LHCII, and the formation of large domains 
enriched in LHCII and PSII; (iii) the capability of 
these domains of stacking, a step initiating the gra-
num formation and stabilizing the membrane organi-
zation with the lateral heterogeneity; (iv) the fusion 
and overlap of membranes during their growth. 
These factors can bring about the self-assembly 
of a quasi-helical organization of the granum-
stroma contiguous thylakoid membrane system 
that encloses a single interior aqueous phase.

Keywords  Electron tomography, granum ultra-
structure, LHCII, membrane architecture, photo-
systems, stroma thylakoid membranes

Introduction

According to the most widely accepted model, thy-
lakoid membranes in granal chloroplasts display 
multiple right handed helices of stromal lamellae 
that are wound around the cylindrical grana with 
well defined tilt angle, and are joined together via 
slits, i.e., openings on the marginal regions of the 
grana (reviewed by Mustárdy and Garab 2003). 
This model is based on the model of Paolillo (1970), 
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and is in perfect harmony with serial section, scan-
ning and freeze fracture electron microscopy data. 
Recently Shimoni et al. (2005), using an electron 
microscope operating at 200 kV, performed elec-
tron tomography on chloroplast thylakoid mem-
branes within cryo-immobilized, freeze-substituted 
lettuce leaves which were stained at −90°C. For 
the first time, this complex membrane system 
could be visualized in three dimensions with the 
aid of tomographic images. The computer assisted 
reconstruction of the three-dimensional ultrastruc-
ture of the granum-stroma assembly was, however, 
at variance in several important details with the 
helical model: the stromal lamellae, running almost 
perpendicular to the axes of the grana, were pro-
posed to intersect them in multiple parallel planes, 
and the grana to be built of repeating units that 
consist of paired layers formed by bifurcations of 
stromal lamellar sheets; according to this model, 
the two membranes were fused within the granum 
body, and not at the margin, and these units were 
rotated relative to each other around the axis of the 
granum cylinder, forming a highly connected sys-
tem. However, these tomographic images did not 
resolve the lumen of the thylakoid membranes, and 
thus ambiguities remained especially with respect 
to the connecting regions of the two types of mem-
branes. In the work presented here, in order to 
obtain good contrast between the aqueous phases 
and the membrane we used isolated thylakoid 
membranes stained with conventional techniques. 
In order to penetrate through the 250 nm thick sec-
tion we applied 1,200 kV accelerating voltage for 
the electron microscopic analysis.

Materials and methods

Thylakoid membranes were isolated from spinach 
leaves and were suspended in a medium contain-
ing 330 mM sorbitol, 5 mM MgCl2, 5 mM KCl and 
20 mM Tricine, pH 7.6 (Garab et al. 1991). The 
isolated membranes were fixed with glutaraldehyde 
and OsO4, dehydrated and embedded in Epon as 
described earlier; thick sections (250 nm) were cut, 
and stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate and 

imaged in a high voltage electron microscope (AEI 
EM7). Micrographs were taken from −60° to +60° 
tilt angles at every 2° steps; tomographic sections 
and 3D reconstructions were obtained as described 
earlier (Penczek et al. 1995).

Results and discussion

It can be seen in Fig. 1 that the stromal thylakoids 
tend to move in opposite directions on opposite 
sides of the granal ‘pillar’, in a right handed helical 
pattern. Similar patterns can also be discerned in the 
movie file (Supplement 2) of Shimoni et al. (2005). 
It is also noteworthy that the stromal membrane on 
the left hand side which at z = 0 nm is connected to 
level 4 moves to level 7 at z = 60 nm. These data are 
difficult to reconcile with the pair-wise organization 
of membranes proposed by Shimoni et al. (2005). 
It should also be pointed out that although virtually 
in all electron microscopic sections, except the near 
meridian sections, the stromal membranes appear to 
form wide, seemingly parallel sheets that surround 
the grana, this does not rule out their helical organi-
zation (cf. the in silico model, Fig. 4e presented by 
Mustárdy and Garab 2003, also see Fig. 3a for the 
tilt angled single membranes with near meridian 
section planes).

A detailed analysis, to be published elsewhere, 
of high resolution tomographic images with clearly 
resolved lumenal spaces and well discernible mem-
brane junctions and the computer assisted models, 
led us to propose the following arrangement of the 
two types of membrane sections and the mecha-
nism of the formation of the granum-stroma thyla-
koid membrane assembly: It has been established 
that in the early stage, stacking can be formed by 
perforation and overgrowth from a single mem-
brane (see Mustárdy and Garab 2003 and refer-
ences therein). This overgrowth has been shown 
to define an angle that appears to be identical with 
the tilt angle of the stromal thylakoid membranes 
with respect to the granal membrane. This step, and 
stacking in general, must be preceded by lateral 
segregation of PSII and LHCII, which possess 
flat surfaces, and exclusion of PSI and the ATP 
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synthase, which protrude significantly from the 
membrane and penetrate deeply into the stroma liq-
uid. ‘Sorting’ of the complexes has been shown to 
occur via the formation of large domains that con-
tain LHCII-PSII particles and LHCII, but not PSI 

and the ATP synthase (Garab et al. 1991; Garab 
and Mustárdy 1999). When a newly synthesized 
thylakoid membrane, containing all components, 
approaches an existing granum-stroma assembly, it 
can get in contact only at the margin (Fig. 2A). (For 
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Fig. 1 Tomographic sections of isolated thylakoid membranes, x–y plane projections obtained at different depths, distances 
in the z direction in nanometers from the arbitrarily chosen reference plane (z = 0 nm). Numbers on the thylakoids show the 
‘level’ of connection of the given stromal thylakoid to the granal thylakoid. In general, the assignment is unequivocal, i.e., the 
stromal thylakoid appears to be continued in one well defined granal thylakoid membrane; in other cases, the junction appears 
to involve two thylakoid membranes in the stacked region, indicated by two numbers; the counting starts from the ‘top’

Fig. 2 Schematic 3D model (upper panel) and corresponding thin sections, with different planes, as indicated (dark and 
light gray ‘sections’, middle and bottom panel, respectively); drawings based on tomographic images and literature data. 
The model explains the assembly and development of the granum-stroma thylakoid membrane system. As described in the 
text, it is envisioned that a single thylakoid membrane upon growth reaches a stacked region (A) and fuses with its marginal 
part, generating a connecting slit (B); upon further growth, it flips over the end-membrane of the granum and forms a new 
stacked layer (C). The model also illustrates the quasi-helical arrangement of the stroma membrane around the granum, and 
the possible appearance of fork-like structures in the micrographs
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steric reasons it must keep proper distance from the 
stroma membranes that are already attached to the 
granum.) When reaching the margin, the two mem-
brane vesicles, i.e., the two thylakoid membranes, 
might readily fuse with each other, thus making a 
slit on both. This opening interconnects the two 
thylakoid membranes (Fig. 2B). Upon further 
growth the newly synthesized membrane might be 
‘pushed’ over the granum, where it might continue 
growing (or fuses with another overlapping thy-
lakoid), adding a new level to the granum pillar 
(Fig. 2C). This step evidently involves ‘sorting’ 
of the complexes in both thylakoid partners, i.e., 
on the end membrane (before the overlap) and its 
newly synthesized membrane section partner. This 
step might also be facilitated by the stroma lamel-
lae that are already attached to the granum. A pre-
existing tilt angle, which might originate from the 
early stage of development (see above), can force 
the newly synthesized thylakoids, to be attached to 
their parent assembly, to follow a similar tilted pat-
tern. The rare appearance of the fork-like structure, 
in this model, depends on the thickness of the 
section and its position relative to the slit.

Our model confirms the basic features of the 
helical organization of stromal thylakoid mem-
branes around the granum and further refines it: 
(i) the periodicity of the (quasi-) helical structure 
is considerably weaker than previously thought, 
(ii) the growth of the granum-stroma assembly 

depends on the interplay between adjacent units, 
involving fusion, sorting and overlaps, rather than 
governed by spiral cyclical growth – as proposed in 
the original helical model (Paolillo 1970).
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CHAPTER FIVE

3D Chloroplast Structure

Rumak Izabela1,2, Gieczewska Katarzyna1,2, Kierdaszuk Borys3, Mostowska Agnieszka2, 
Gruszecki Wieslaw Ignacy4, and Garstka Maciej1

Abstract  Experimental stacking of thylakoid 
membranes isolated from two plant species 
with different susceptibility to chilling – bean 
(Phaseolus vulgaris) – CS (chilling sensitive) plant 
and pea (Pisum sativum) – CT (chilling tolerant) 
plant were investigated as a function of Mg2+ con-
centration at 0 and 6 or 8 mM MgCl2. Arrangement 
of CP (chlorophyll–protein) complexes were ana-
lyzed using low temperature (120 K) fluorescence 
emission spectra of thylakoid membranes. Three-
dimensional structures of intact chloroplasts were 
obtained using confocal laser scanning fluores-
cence microscopy (CLSM). Experiments revealed 
that a reorganization of the chloroplast structure 
caused by changes in MgCl2 concentration is dif-
ferent in pea and bean.

Keywords  Chloroplast structure, Chl fluorescence, 
CLSM

Introduction

In higher plants the thylakoid membrane architec-
ture has a highly dynamic nature which leads to the 
differentiation of two domains: stacked structures, 
called grana and unstacked membranes regions, 
called stroma thylakoids which interconnect grana 
structures. Nowadays there are three dominate 3D 
models of chloroplasts. The first assumes the exist-
ence of cylindrical grana discs piled one on the top 
of the other and connected to each other with right-
handed helices of stroma thylakoids (Mustardy 
and Garab 2003). The second model suggests that 
grana are formed by folding of a single continu-
ous membrane (Arvidsson and Sundby 1999). The 
last comprises the ideas of both above-mentioned 
models and proposes that the grana are formed by 
bifurcation and subsequent fusion of membranes 
(Shimoni et al. 2005).

In vivo dynamic changes in the size of grana 
occur during acclimation of plants to changing light 
environment (Anderson 1999) or stress conditions 
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(Garstka et al. 2005, 2007). In vitro stacking of 
thylakoid membranes can be induced by increased 
concentrations of divalent cations (Izawa and Good 
1966), especially by Mg2+ ions. CLSM (confocal 
laser scanning microscope) image analysis allows 
to obtain overall 3D structure of intact chloroplasts 
in situ.

Materials and methods

Plants were grown in perlite – containing pots in 
controlled environment at 22°C/20°C day/night 
under a 16 h photoperiod. Fully expanded leaves 
of 14 days old pea (Pisum sativum) and bean 
(Phaseolus vulgaris) were used in all experiments. 
Low salt medium (0 mM MgCl2) was used in experi-
ments to achieve unstacking of thylakoid mem-
branes, while stacking of thylakoid membranes was 
obtained by adding of 6 or 8 mM MgCl2.

Steady-state spectra of isolated thylakoids at 
120 K were determined as previously described 
(Garstka et al. 2005, 2007). In order to determine 
the differences in relative contribution of specific 
CP complexes in pea and bean thylakoids in 
absence or presence of Mg2 +, fluorescence spectra 
of the thylakoids were normalized to the same 
area (100) under the spectrum (Andreeva et al. 
2003). Isolated intact chloroplasts were imaged 
using a Zeiss LSM 510 confocal laser scanning 
fluorescence microscope. Data stacks were de-con-
voluted using software Huygens Suite 2.8 software 
(Scientific Volume Imaging) and 3D structures 
were obtained using KS400 (Carl Zeiss GmbH).

Results and discussion

Effect of MgCl2 on relative contribution of 
specific complexes to an overall fluorescence 
pattern at 120 K of isolated pea and bean 
thylakoids

Fluorescence emission spectra of pea thylakoids 
incubated in medium without any cations and in the 

presence of 6 mM MgCl2 exhibited fluorescence 
maxima at similar wavelength (681, 733 nm) 
(Fig. 1a). However, intensity ratio of the main 
emission bands (F733/681) for spectrum of thyla-
koids incubated without Mg+2 are higher than the 
ratios for thylakoids pretreated with 6 mM MgCl2 
(1.05 versus 0.66). Spectra calculated as a differ-
ence between spectra of thylakoids incubated with 
6 mM MgCl2 relative to that of thylakoids incu-
bated without ions exhibited positive bands at 681 
and 725 nm (Fig. c), suggesting that Mg+2 induced 
a shift of Chl fluorescence from PSI cores (F725) 
to LHCII/PSIIs (F681).

On the contrary, fluorescence emission spectra 
of bean thylakoids incubated without cations or in 
a medium containing 6 mM MgCl2 did not reveal 
the differences in intensity ratio of F681/F737 
bands in both cases estimated to 1.07 (Fig. 1b), 
suggesting that Mg+2 did not affect the Chl fluo-
rescence. Furthermore, difference spectra of bean 
thylakoids, relative to spectra without Mg+2 ions, 
did not show significant changes, despite the small 
increase of fluorescence related to aggregated 
LHCIIs (Fig. 1d).

3D structure of Chl fluorescence distribution 
inside chloroplast: effect of ions on structure 
of isolated intact pea and bean chloroplast

CLSM fluorescence images of intact chloroplasts 
isolated from pea and bean leaves were obtained 
from several different focal depths, creating 
cross-section optical slices (not shown). Based on 
de-convoluted images the 3D structures of spatial 
distribution of Chl fluorescence inside chloroplast 
were obtained (Fig. 2). Structures of pea chloro-
plasts showed that depletion of cations from the 
incubation buffer lead to a wide dispersion of Chl 
fluorescence within chloroplasts and formation a 
less surface-folding (Fig. 2a), whereas incubation 
in the presence of 8 mM MgCl2 caused condensa-
tion of Chl fluorescence in large elongated spatial 
forms (Fig. 2c), named “supergrana” by us. At 
low Mg2+ concentrations isolated chloroplasts do 
not exhibit the characteristic stacked thylakoids, 
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Fig. 1 (a, b) 120 K Fluorescence emission spectra excitated at 490 nm of isolated pea (a) and bean (b) thylakoids incubated 
in free-cations medium (solid line) and in presence of 6 mM MgCl2 (dashed line). (c, d) Fluorescence emission-difference 
spectra of spectrum for thylakoids incubated without ions relative to that of incubated in presence of 6 mM MgCl2

and PSII and PSI are homogeneously distributed 
within thylakoid membranes, whereas at higher 
cation concentrations the photosystem segre-
gation and restacking of grana were observed 
(Kirchhoff et al. 2004). Therefore, the structures 
presented show the chloroplasts in “unstacked” 
(Fig. 2a) and “stacked” (Fig. 2c) states, respec-
tively. On the contrary, 3D models of bean chlo-
roplasts revealed substantially smaller, compared 
to pea, differences between chloroplasts incu-
bated in cation-free medium and in the presence 
of 6 mM MgCl2 (Fig. 2b, d). However, MgCl2-

induced condensation of Chl fluorescence and 
formation of tiny “supergrana” was observed also 
(Fig. 2d).

In view of fluorescence and 3D modeling, the 
obtained data seem to suggest that in vitro MgCl2 
induced large rearrangements of thylakoid mem-
branes in the structure of the whole pea chloroplast, 
whereas in bean chloroplast this effect is not clearly 
visible. This phenomenon may be associated with 
different composition of chlorophyl-protein super-
complexes and/or organization of thylakoid macro-
domains (Kirchhoff et al. 2004).
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CHAPTER SIX

Membrane Dynamics During the CT and CS Plants Chilling 
Revealed by FTIR Spectroscopy

Gieczewska Katarzyna1,2, Kuta Anna2, Gruszecki Wieslaw Ignacy3, Rumak Izabela1,2, 
Garstka Maciej2, and Mostowska Agnieszka1

Abstract  FTIR spectra of thylakoid membranes 
were analysed in the Amid I, providing data 
on interactions between transmembrane proteins. 
Differences in the Amid I region between pea 
(chilling-tolerant plant) and bean (chilling-sensi-
tive plant) thylakoids isolated from control as well 
as from dark-chilled leaves were analyzed. The 
higher degree of proteins aggregation was found 
in pea thylakoids. However, unexpectedly, the low 
temperature induced aggregation of proteins in 
bean but not in pea thylakoid membranes.

Keywords  Thylakoid membranes, protein inter-
actions, FTIR

Introduction

The thylakoid membranes, which contain fragile 
assemblies of lipids and proteins, change their 

properties depending – among other things – with 
temperature. The reason why one of the plants are 
sensitive to low temperature and the other not, lies 
not only in membrane dynamics but also in differ-
ent thylakoid supercomplexes (Garstka et al. 2005, 
2007).

An attempt was made to study the dynamics 
of thylakoid membranes in two plants that differ 
in response to chilling stress, namely Phaseolus 
vulgaris (bean), the chilling-sensitive plant (CS) 
and Pisum sativum (pea), the chilling-tolerant 
one (CT). Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 
(FTIR), useful method in membrane dynamics 
investigation (Gruszecki et al. 2006) was applied 
in presented research.

Materials and methods

Plants were grown in perlite-containing pots in 
controlled conditions at 22°C/20°C day/night 
under 16-h photoperiod. Fully expanded leaves of 
14 days old pea and bean were placed in a Dewar 
thermos in a dark cold-room for 5 days for the 
chilling treatment. Then the leaves were transferred 
to a climate room again for 3 h for photoactivation. 
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Thylakoid membranes were isolated according to the 
procedure described previously (Garstka et al. 2005).

Suspensions of thylakoids in D2O-based buffer 
with 6 mg Chl/mL were used for the spectroscopic 
measurements. FTIR spectra were recorded on a 
Vector 33 Brucker FTIR spectrometer. Measurements 
were conducted using ATR (attenuated total reflect-
ance) method on ZnSe crystal. Obtained FTIR 
spectra of thylakoid membranes were analyzed 
(Grams32 SpectralNotebase, Galactic Industries, 
USA) in the Amid I regions providing data on mem-
brane proteins’ secondary structures.

Results and discussion

In order to determine the differences in relative 
contribution of specific proteins’ secondary struc-
tures in pea and bean thylakoids, FTIR spectra of 
thylakoids were normalized to 1 in maximum of 
absorption (not shown). The difference spectrum 
of normalized Amid I region of control pea-minus-
bean thylakoid membranes consists of four posi-
tive bands reflecting carbonyl groups vibrations of 
pseudo-b-sheet (1,676.9 and 1,631.8 cm−1), turns 
(1,663 cm−1) and aggregated structure of polypeptide 
chains (1,612.2 cm−1), respectively (Fig. 1). These 
data indicate that there are more aggregated proteins 
in pea thylakoid membranes than in bean ones.

A significant difference in the Amid I region 
between the pea and bean plants during dark-chill-
ing was observed. The spectrum calculated as a 
difference between spectra of thylakoids isolated 
from dark-chilling bean leaves and of control thyla-
koids consists of positive bands at 1,643, 1,624 and 
1,604 cm−1 (Fig. 2A), mostly reflecting to pseudo 
β-sheet compound of the Amid I region. The 
pseudo β-sheet mentioned above is formed as an 
effect of intermolecular hydrogen bonds between 
transmembrane proteins’ α-helices.

Thus, increase of degree of membrane proteins 
aggregation during chilling of bean leaves might 
be suggested.

To the contrary, in pea thylakoids Amid I differ-
ence spectrum (dark-chilled-minus-control) (Fig. 2B) 
revealed negative band around 1,680 and 1,621 cm−1, 
both related to the decrease of interaction between 
α-helices. Therefore, chilled in the dark of pea 
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Fig. 1 Difference pea-minus-bean FTIR spectrum of the 
Amid I region. Individual spectra were normalized to 1 
(maximum absorption) and then subtracted

Fig. 2 FTIR-difference spectra in the area of the Amid I 
region of spectrum for thylakoids isolated from dark-chilled 
leaves relative to that of isolated from control leaves. A – 
 spectrum of pea thylakoids, B – spectrum of bean thylakoids
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leaves probably caused the decrease of protein-protein 
interaction in thylakoid membranes.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Investigating the Organization of Photosystem II in Spinach 
Photosynthetic Membranes by Atomic Force Microscopy

Helmut Kirchhoff1, Claudia Büchel2, Lifeng Chi3, Steven Lenhert4, and Jon Nield5

Abstract  Efficient photosynthetic energy transduction 
and its regulation depends on a precise supramo-
lecular arrangement of plant photosystem II (PSII) 
complex in grana membranes of chloroplasts. The 
topography of isolated PSII supercomplexes and 
their supramolecular organization in grana membrane 
preparations has been visualized by high resolution 
atomic force microscopy in air with tapping mode 
and an active feedback control to minimize tip-sample 
interactions. Taking the protruding water split-
ting apparatus as a topographic marker for PSII, 
its distribution and orientation in isolated grana 
membrane was analyzed. A new mathematical 
procedure was established which revealed a prefer-
ence for a parallel alignment of PSII.

Keywords  Spinach, PSII, structure, electron 
microscopy, atomic force microscopy

Introduction

The higher plant thylakoid is one of the most 
structurally complex biomembranes known. The 
functional and structural integrity of the photosyn-
thetic machinery in this biomembrane, as well as 
its flexibility and biogenesis, can be influenced by 
the exact supramolecular arrangement of protein 
complexes present, in particular those of the granal 
subcompartment. An important tool to analyze pro-
tein organization in grana membranes is electron 
microscopy, which is able to reveal many important 
details. However, the limitation of this method is 
that it is not possible to characterize the dynamics 
of protein organization under aqueous conditions. 
An alternative is atomic force microscopy (AFM), 
and this has been successfully applied to photo-
synthetic bacterial membranes (Bahatyrova et al. 
2004). In this study we analyze PSII organization 
in isolated grana membranes from spinach with 
AFM under air, albeit the next logical step will be 
to establish this method under aqueous conditions, 
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our findings and analysis of air dried samples 
still reveal interesting features for this fascinating 
biomembrane.

Materials and methods

Preparation of isolated grana membranes. Thylakoids 
were isolated from 6-week old spinach plants 
(Spinacea oleracea var. polka) grown at 13–17°C 
with a photoperiod of 10 h and ∼300 µmol quanta 
m−2 s−1. Isolated grana thylakoids (BBYs) were 
prepared according to (Berthold et al. 1981) with 
modifications (Kirchhoff et al. 2004).

PSII supercomplex and LHCII preparation. 
Supercomplexes of PSII from market spinach were 
separated on sucrose gradients after thylakoid 
solubilisation with 20 mM β-dodecyl maltoside 
according to (Hankamer et al. 1997). Trimeric 
LHCII was isolated from spinach as described in 
(Kirchhoff et al. 2003). The chlorophyll a/b ratio 
for the supercomplex was measured to be 3.10 and 
for LHCII, 1.41.

Scanning force microscopy. Samples were pre-
pared by placing a 50 µL drop of stacked grana 
membranes onto a freshly cleaved mica surface 
(∼7 × 7 mm) for 2 min prior to rinsing ten times 
(100 µL per rinse) with Millipore water in order to 
remove the buffer. The sample was then dried under 
a nitrogen stream for 2 min. AFM was carried out in 
tapping mode in air (Digital Instruments, Dimension 
3000, Santa Barbara, CA) equipped with an exter-
nal Q-control module (Nanoanalytics). Silicon 
cantilevers were used (Nanosensors) with resonant 
frequencies of 250–350 kHz, nominal spring con-
stants of ∼42 N m−1 and tip radii <10 nm.

Single particle image analysis. AFM images 
had an inherent resolution of 3.9 nm and fourfold 
oversampling was found to be necessary for suc-
cessful image conversion. Datasets therefore had 
a sampling frequency of 4.875 Å per pixel and 
were composed of protein complexes floated out 
into a 2D image box of 52 × 52 pixels. Dataset 
compilation was performed by automatic selection 
routines in ‘boxer’, a module of the EMAN soft-
ware package (v1.7; (Ludtke et al. 2004) followed 

by interactive removal of clearly false co-ordi-
nate identification, i.e. empty images. Subsequent 
image processing was performed using Imagic-5 
(Image Science GmbH, Berlin).

Results

AFM with isolated PSII-LHCII supercomplexes 
and LHCII. In AFM micrographs under air, com-
plete LHCII-PSII supercomplexes were observed 
to have dimensions (length, width, height) of 
∼32 × 19 × 6.5 nm (data not shown). Similarly, the 
trimeric LHCII preparation, when observed as sin-
gle particles on the mica surface, each had dimen-
sions of ∼23 × 23 × 2.5 nm. TRIS treatment to 
remove water splitting apparatus of photosystem II 
did not change their height significantly, as meas-
ured by the AFM tip, indicating that particles had 
already lost the oxygen-evolving complex (OEC).

AFM with isolated grana thylakoids. Figure 1A 
shows an AFM image in air with isolated grana 
membranes as a 3D representation. The numbers 
I to III indicate different height levels, being 
6.4, 11.9 and 23.2 nm (mean height) respectively. 
Note the steep increase from the mica level which 
is typical for biomembranes. From these mean 
height levels we conclude that I represents a single 
(unstacked) grana membrane, II and III, stacks of 
two and four membranes, respectively. The many 
protrusions in II and III are likely to represent 
lumenal protrusions of PSII (Fig. 1B). Note that 
the protrusions of I are significantly lower than 
expected as this is most likely the opposite surface 
of the thylakoid biomembrane, i.e. stromal protru-
sions of PSII and/or LHCII, lacking the density of 
the OEC known to extrude into the lumenal space 
(Ferreira et al. 2004).

Single particle analysis. The contour plot of the 
AFM image in Fig. 1B was subjected to the image-
processing methodology of single particle analysis, 
and a data set of 566 particles was extracted from 
this image and floated into individual pixel boxes 
(see Methods). Reference-free alignment and clas-
sification procedures resolved these particles into 
a major distinct population as shown in the inset 
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panel of Fig. 1B. This 2D single particle image was 
observed to be dimeric in nature, whose central 
densities, as indicated, were separated by a distance 
of 9 nm. The scale of this particle is consistent with 
the lumenal protrusions as observed for cyanobac-
terial PSII core dimer (Ferreira et al. 2004).

Analysis of supramolecular PSII organization in 
grana membranes. A contour plot of the protrusions 
of Fig. 1B was calculated and the single particle 
image average calculated (inset; Fig. 1B) was fitted 
to the positions and relative orientations observed 
from the single particle alignments obtained (Fig. 2A). 
A newly developed next-neighbor angle distribu-
tion analysis measured the angle between neighbor-
ing particles and applied to this granal membrane 
patch. This revealed a clear preference for a parallel 

alignment of neighboring PSII complexes (Fig. 
2B). A similar tendency was also found for iso-
lated megacomplexes as observed by (Dekker and 
Boekema 2005). It is likely that specific interac-
tions between LHCII trimers and PSII supercom-
plexes that determine the specific mega-complex 

Fig. 1 AFM on isolated grana thylakoids (A) I–III indicate 
different height levels (see text). (B) Contour plot of the 
protrusion levels of (A). Inset: single particle analysis image 
average of these protrusions, found to be of 566 particles. 
Note the dimeric appearance, with the central densities 
separated by ∼9 nm

Fig. 2 Analysis of supramolecular PSII organization in 
the grana membrane. (A) Map of orientated photosystem 
II (from single particle analysis) in grana membranes based 
upon the contour plot of the grana patch shown in Fig. 1. 
(B) Specific next neighbor angle distribution analysis 
(unpublished) was applied to measure the angle between 
neighbored particles. Dashed line represents random angle 
distribution 
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arrangements are also present in grana membrane 
patches. The dashed line represents a pure random 
angle distribution.

Discussion

We describe the analysis of PSII organization in 
isolated grana membranes from spinach with AFM 
under air. This methodology has allowed for the 
visualization of the protrusions of individual PSII 
particles (Fig. 1) that extend out from the thylakoid 
membrane surface, and given information from 
single particle analysis, our approach also provided 
for the relative orientations of the PSII particles 
present. Comparing the height of isolated PSII 
supercomplexes (6.5 nm) with the high resolution 
structure of PSII (Ferreira et al. 2004) where the 
OEC subunits had been manually removed from 
1S5L.pdb (∼9 nm, data not shown) suggests that 
there is ∼30% shrinkage in the AFM micrographs 
recorded here. However the comparison of the 
PSII density and a next neighbor distribution 
analysis with freeze-fracture EM data (Kirchhoff 
et al. 2004) indicate no significant changes in the 
lateral PSII organization in our AFM samples (not 
shown). Mathematical analysis (unpublished meth-
odology) of PSII organization in grana membranes 
(Fig. 2B) revealed the presence of ordering forces. 
Indeed, PSII complexes appeared to have a signifi-
cant tendency for parallel alignment. This observa-
tion could be important for efficient accessibility 
of plastoquinone to the QB binding niche on the 
D1 protein of PSII. Furthermore, these data give 
rise to implications for the vertical organization 
of PSII in grana stacks and we conclude that the 
OEC apparatus of PSII in neighboring grana discs 

are displaced to each other, similar to A previous 
speculation (Dekker and Boekema 2005).
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Possible Requirement of Galactolipids for Embryogenesis

Koichi Kobayashi1 and Hiroyuki Ohta1,2

Abstract  An Arabidopsis mutant deficient in 
monogalactosyldiacylglycerol synthase 1 (mgd1-2) 
shows a significant decrease in galactolipids and a 
disruption of thylakoid membranes, which lead to 
the photosynthetic dysfunction. In addition, a cru-
cial impairment of early embryogenesis is observed 
in mgd1-2, suggesting the importance of galactoli-
pids in embryo development as well as photosyn-
thesis. In this study, we investigated the correlation 
between plastidic lipid biosynthesis and embryo-
genesis in Arabidopsis. A phosphatidylglycerol 
deficient mutant, pgp1, in which photosynthetic 
membranes are severely disrupted, showed normal 
embryonic morphogenesis although the embryos 
had an albino phenotype, suggesting that photo-
synthetic membrane biogenesis is uncoupled with 
the morphogenetic development during embryo-
genesis. The same phenomenon was observed in 
mgd1-2 complemented with CaMV35S::MGD1 
cDNA. These results suggest that not PGP1 but 

MGD1 has a specific role in early embryogenesis 
and probably in thylakoid membrane biogenesis. 
In etiolated mgd1-2 seedlings, hypocotyl elon-
gation and root growth were observed without 
crucial morphogenetic impairment although the 
cotyledon growth was severely arrested, indicative 
of a complete defect in cotyledon development dur-
ing embryogenesis. MGD1 might be specifically 
required for the early development of cotyledon in 
maturating seeds besides thylakoid biogenesis.

Keywords  Galactolipid, monogalactosyldiacylg-
lycerol (MGDG), MGDG synthase 1 (MGD1), 
thylakoid membrane, embryogenesis

Introduction

The biogenesis of thylakoid membranes requires a 
drastic increase in galactolipids monogalactosyl-
diacylglycerol (MGDG) and digalactosyldiacylglyc-
erol, which account for about 50 and 25 mol% of 
total thylakoid lipids, respectively (Block et al. 1983). 
These galactolipids are also the most abundant 
membrane lipid class in cyanobacteria, implying 
their general importance in oxygenic photosynthetic 
organisms (Dörmann and Benning 2002). In higher 
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plants, galactolipids also constitute more than 50% 
of total lipids in inner and outer envelope mem-
branes of plastids, suggesting that galactolipids 
are important for the plastidic envelope formation 
as well as thylakoid membrane biogenesis (Block 
et al. 1983).

In higher plants, MGDG is synthesized in plas-
tid envelopes by MGDG synthase, which transfers 
d-galactose from UDP-galactose to diacylglycerol 
(Dörmann and Benning 2002). In Arabidopsis, 
there are three genes encoding functional MGDG 
synthases, designated MGD1, MGD2 and MGD3. 
In contrast to MGD1, which shows a high expres-
sion activity in photosynthetic tissues, expression 
of MGD2 and MGD3 is scarcely detected in green 
tissues, suggesting their less importance in photo-
synthesis (Benning and Ohta 2005). Recently we 
isolated a knockout mutant for MGD1 (mgd1-2) 
in Arabidopsis, demonstrating that MGD1 is 
involved in the bulk of MGDG synthesis and 
necessary for thylakoid membrane biogenesis 
(Kobayashi et al. 2007). The mutant also showed 
a developmental arrest during embryogenesis, 
suggesting a requirement of galactolipids in this 
event. In this study, we investigated the correla-
tion between plastidic lipid biosynthesis and 
embryogenesis in Arabidopsis and suggest that 
MGD1 would be required for the early develop-
ment of cotyledons besides thylakoid biogenesis 
during embryogenesis.

Materials and methods

Plant materials. All plants were the Columbia eco-
type of Arabidopsis thaliana. mgd1-2 and mgd1-2 
+ MGD1 were prepared as described in Kobayashi 
et al. (2007). pgp1 was kindly provided by Dr. H. 
Wada in The University of Tokyo, Japan.

Measurement of photosynthetic activity in 
embryos. Effective quantum yield (ΦPSII = [Fm’-
Ft]/Fm’) was determined by MINI PAM (Walz, 
Effeltrich, Germany) according to the protocol 
supplied.

Microscopic analysis during embryo develop-
ment. Embryos were removed from immature 

seeds of different developmental stages by needles 
and then observed by a stereomicroscope (VB 
Series, KEYENCE, Osaka, Japan).

Analysis of etiolated seedlings. Sterilized seeds 
were grown in rotating liquid Murashige and 
Skoog media in darkness after 3 h of light expo-
sure. Seven-day old samples were observed under 
the stereomicroscope.

Results and discussion

Photosynthetic activity in the embryo was disrupted 
in mgd1-2. The MGD1 knockout mutant mgd1-2 
has two major phenotypes: impairment of thylakoid 
membrane biogenesis and early embryogenesis. 
In mgd1-2, embryo development was arrested 
without obvious differentiation to the heart stage 
although the embryo size increased to some extent 
(Fig. 1F, G; Kobayashi et al. 2007), demonstrating 
the importance of galactolipids during embryo-
genesis. To investigate the photosynthetic activity 
in mgd1-2 embryos, effective quantum yield of 
photosystem II (ΦPSII) was measured in the seeds 
of heterozygous mgd1-2 siliques, which included 
white seeds corresponding to mgd1-2 homozygote 
and green seeds corresponding to mgd1-2 hetero-
zygote or wild type. No photosynthetic activity was 
detected in the white seeds whereas high activity 
(70% of cauline leaves) was observed in the green 
seeds of mgd1-2 heterozygote and wild type (Fig. 1A), 
demonstrating a complete defect of photosynthetic 
systems in mgd1-2 white embryos.

Embryonic morphogenesis was uncoupled with 
the chlorophyll accumulation in pgp1 and mgd1 + 
MGD1. To understand the inhibitory mechanism 
of embryo development in mgd1-2, we compared 
the embryonic phenotypes between mgd1-2 and 
pgp1, which is a knockout mutant for the PGP1 
gene encoding a phosphatidylglycerolphosphate 
synthase involved in the biosynthesis of phos-
phatidylglycerol (PG) (Hagio et al. 2002). pgp1 
shows a crucial defect in thylakoid biogenesis due 
to the deficiency in plastidic PG. In the siliques of 
heterozygous pgp1, white seeds were detected at 
a frequency of approximately 25%, which would 
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correspond to the pgp1 homozygote (Fig. 1H). In 
contrast to mgd1 embryos, pgp1 embryos could 
develop with a normal axis and cotyledons although 
their growth was slightly slower than wild type 
(Fig. 1I, J), indicating that chlorophyll accumulation 
in the embryo is not relevant to the morphogenesis. 
Although PG is necessary for thylakoid biogenesis 
during seedling growth (Hagio et al. 2002), this 
result demonstrates that plastidic PG is not essen-
tial for embryonic morphogenesis. It is likely that 
thylakoid biogenesis in seeds is dispensable for 
the embryogenesis in Arabidopsis. Although our 
data in Fig. 1A showed high photosynthetic activity 
in green embryos, these results suggest that the 

embryonic phenotype in mgd1-2 is independent of 
the photosynthetic dysfunction.

When we complemented the mgd1-2 mutant with 
exogenously introduced MGD1 cDNA fused with a 
GFP gene, the resulting plants (mgd1-2 + MGD1) 
exhibited a green and healthy phenotype during 
seedling growth, demonstrating that the exogenous 
MGD1 cDNA sufficiently functions in the mutant 
(Kobayashi et al., submitted). During embryogen-
esis, however, chlorophyll accumulation was still 
impaired in mgd1-2 + MGD1 plants although the 
embryonic morphogenesis appeared normal like the 
pgp1 mutant (Fig. 1K–M). To exclude the  possibility 
that GFP fusion affects the enzymatic activity of 
exogenous MGD1, we carried out the complemental 
 experiment by MGD1 cDNA without any chimeric 
fusions. Resulting plants also showed the defects 
in chlorophyll accumulation only during embryo-
genesis, demonstrating that the albino phenotype in 
the embryo was not caused by GFP fusion in the 
complemented plants (data not shown). Because 
exogenous MGD1 is fused with a CaMV35S pro-
moter, it is possible that the transcriptional activity of 
35S::MGD1 Promoter::GUS is not enough to induce 
chlorophyll accumulation but sufficient to complete 
embryonic morphogenesis in mgd1-2 + MGD1. 
Because a transient expression of MGD1 Promoter::
GUS was observed at the globular stage of embryo-
genesis (Kobayashi et al. 2007), when the embryo 
development was arrested in mgd1-2, the transient 
MGD1 expression might be necessary for the early 
embryo development besides thylakoid membrane 
biogenesis.

mgd1-2 showed hypocotyl elongation and root 
growth but not cotyledon development during etio-
lated growth. Although embryo development was 
severely arrested in mgd-2, the abnormal seeds 
could germinate with dwarf and albino phenotype. 
Their growth was, however, very slow particularly 
in the leaves (Kobayashi et al., 2007). During the 
etiolated growth in darkness, mgd1-2 seedlings 
showed hypocotyl elongation and root growth 
without a crucial morphogenetic defect although their 
size was smaller than wild type (Fig. 2A). In contrast 
to the nonphotosynthetic tissues, development of 
cotyledons was almost completely lacking in the 

Fig. 1 Embryo development of lipid metabolism-disrupt-
ing mutants. A, ΦPSII in the embryos of mgd1-2 and wild 
type. B–M, Phenotypic analysis in wild type (B–D), het-
erozygous mgd1-2 (E–G), heterozygous pgp1 (H–J) and 
homozygous mgd1-2 + MGD1 (K–M) during embryogen-
esis. B, E, H and K show the matured siliques of each plant. 
C, F, I and L are the embryos from developing siliques. D, 
G, J and M are the embryos from matured siliques. For the 
embryo analysis in F, G, I and J, white seeds were selected 
and analyzed. Embryo images are all the same scale (bar = 
100 µm)
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mutant (Fig. 2C). These results suggest that loss of 
function of MGD1 affects the early development of 
cotyledons rather than those of the nonphotosyn-
thetic tissues during embryogenesis.

So far, various mutants resulting in embry-
onic lethality have been reported in Arabidopsis. 
Particularly, several mutants disrupting protein trans-
port into plastids show crucial defects during embry-
ogenesis (Bédard and Jarvis 2005), demonstrating 
that plastids have some special roles in embryo 
development. Because galactolipids are abundant in 
plastid envelopes as well as in thylakoids (Block et 
al. 1983), it is possible that MGD1 is necessary not 
only for thylakoid biogenesis but also for plastidic 
envelope formation. This idea is supported by the 
observation that there was no detectable expression 
of MGD2 and MGD3 during embryogenesis whereas 
MGD1 showed a transient expression at the globular 
stage (Kobayashi et al. 2007). mgd1-2 may cause 
some defects in plastid envelopes during embryogen-
esis, which would lead to the dysfunction of plastids 
and the impairment of embryo development. In this 

study, we suggest a specific requirement of MGD1 for 
the morphogenetic development besides photosyn-
thetic membrane construction during embryogenesis. 
However, it is still uncertain about the morphological 
process in which galactolipid biosynthesis is involved 
during embryogenesis. Further analyses are required 
to unravel the role of galactolipids in embryo devel-
opment, which should allow us to gain a deeper 
insight into the developmental mechanism of 
 embryogenesis.
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CHAPTER NINE

A Line-Scanning Multiphoton Fluorescence 
Spectromicroscope Applied to the Study of 
the Thylakoid Membrane in Chloroplasts

Shigeichi Kumazaki1, Makotoh Hasegawa1, Takahiko Yoshida1, Taro Taniguchi1, 
Takashi Shiina2, and Isamu Ikegami3

Abstract  We have constructed a laser-line-scanning 
semiconfocal multiphoton fluorescence microscope 
with a capability of simultaneous broadband spec-
tral acquisition from a whole linear region. It was 
applied to the study of the thylakoid membrane of 
chloroplasts in a plant, Zea mays and Chlorella, 
all of which were studied at room temperature. 
In the case of Zea mays, we have determined 
spectral regions by which photosystem I and II 
including their associated antenna complexes are 
almost exclusively probed. The photosystem II 
distribution showed locally intense spots on a sub 
micrometer scale, resembling typical images of 
grana as reported by electron microscopy. The pho-
tosystem I fluorescence was rather homogeneously 
distributed and its image is in good agreement with 
bright-field images of the same chloroplast. This 
supports a model in which photosystem I is distributed 

on both stroma thylakoid and stroma-exposed 
thylakoid surrounding the granal thylakoid. It is 
thus shown that simultaneous detection of both 
photosystem I and photosystem II fluorescence 
images is possible at room temperature. Spectral 
images of Chlorella chloroplasts were also com-
pared with those in Zea mays in order to understand 
different features of the thylakoid membranes.

Keywords  Thylakoid membrane, chloroplast, con-
focal microscope, fluorescence spectra, line-scan

Introduction

The fine structure of thylakoid membrane (TM) 
inside the chloroplasts of plants has been mainly 
studied by electron microscopy (Staehelin 2003). 
The typical feature of the TM is the differentiation 
into stacked and non-stacked domains, the former 
of which is called granal thylakoid and the latter 
is called stromal thylakoid. It is also known that 
photosystem I (PSI) and photosystem II (PSII) are 
segregated. Most PSII are mainly distributed in the 
granal TM and PSI is distributed in stroma TM 
or stroma-exposed TM surrounding the granal TM. 
The dimension of a single granal region is on the 
order of sub micrometer, and PSI and PSII and their 
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closely associated antenna complexes show differ-
ent chlorophyll fluorescence spectra (Gilmore et al. 
2000). It is thus expected that color-selected fluo-
rescence image may resolve the fine structures of 
TM to a certain extent. Very recently, confocal and 
spectral fluorescence images of isolated chloroplast 
at 77 K have been reported (Vácha  et al. 2007). To 
the best of our knowledge, our contribution shows 
the first successful simultaneous imaging of both 
PSI and PSII at room temperature.

Materials and methods

Chloroplasts in Zea mays. We have used leaves of 
Zea mays that were 30–60-day old after germina-
tion. The leaf sample was cut from positions about 
3 cm from the tip end. It was cut into a piece with 
an original thickness, and the piece of the leaf 
together with pure water was fixed between a glass 
slide and a cover slip. The Zea mays was cultivated 
in an incubator at 25°C (with a light/dark regime 
of 16/18 h). The intensity of the daytime light by a 
fluorescent lamp was about 300–800 µ mol m−2 s−1 
by the estimation of photosynthetic photon flux 
density (PPFD) at the top of the plant. The leaf 
sample was exposed to the daytime light for at least 
2 h before the sample preparation for the micro-
scopic observations. The PPFD in the night period 
was weaker than 1 µ mol m−2 s−1. The chloroplasts 
we examined were selected from those closest to 
the adaxial surface of the leaves.

Cultivation of Chlorella kessleri. The Chlorella was 
grown at 29°C with a light/dark regime of 12/12 h and 
a photosynthetic photon flux density, given by a fluo-
rescent lamp of 20 µ mol m−2 s−1. For the microscopic 
specimen, the culture solution was centrifuged and the 
precipitate was diluted in a fresh culture solution. An 
aliquot of the diluted solution was placed on a slide, 
which was sealed by a cover slip using nail varnish.

Fluorescence spectromicroscopy. The sys-
tem used is fully described in a previous report 
(Kumazaki et al. 2007). Briefly, two-photon exci-
tation was achieved by femtosecond pulses at a 
wavelength of 805 nm. The focus point of the laser 
in the specimen was moved along a linear region 

by a scan mirror oscillating at 7.9 kHz. In an expo-
sure time of 1 s, a linear region with a length 20 µm 
was illuminated by �1.7 × 107 pulses with a single 
pulse energy of 30 pJ. The resultant fluorescence 
from the whole linear region was focused on a slit 
of an imaging polychromator. A CCD camera was 
used to resolve fluorescence of different colors at 
different horizontal pixels and fluorescence of dif-
ferent spatial positions in the specimen at different 
vertical pixels (lateral axis designated X). Scanning 
on the other two axes (lateral and axial axes, des-
ignated Y and Z, respectively) was achieved by a 
scanning stage and an objective actuator. The full 
widths at half maximum of the point-spread func-
tion of the system were estimated to be 0.39–0.43, 
0.33 and 0.56–0.62 µm for the X, Y and Z axes, 
respectively, at fluorescence wavelengths between 
644 and 735 nm. The spectromicroscope was oper-
ated in a room with a temperature of 20–22°C.

Results and discussion

In the case of Zea mays (Fig. 1), the red fluores-
cence images are different from the far-red images 
in two aspects. There are distinctly bright spots 
on a sub-micrometer scale in the red fluorescence 
images. Such a pattern is not visible in the case of 
far-red fluorescence images. The far-red images 
seem to be distributed almost homogeneously 
down to a sub micrometer scale. Second, the far-
red images are distributed over a wider range of 
space. The extension of the far-red fluorescent 
points was in good agreement with the bright-field 
images of the chloroplasts (data not shown). On the 
other hand, the red fluorescence seems to be rela-
tively localized near the edge of the chloroplast, 
which seems to be partly explained by re-absorp-
tion effects.

In the case of Chlorella (Fig. 2), the red and far-
red fluorescence images are rather similar to each 
other. Although the red fluorescence is relatively 
localized near the edge of the cells compared to 
the far-red one, the overall difference between 
the red and far-red images are less evident in the 
case of Chlorella than Zea mays. The fluores-
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cence spectrum of Chlorella shows a monotonic 
decline from the main peak of the Qy band at 683 
to 745 nm (not shown), but the fluorescence spec-
trum of the Zea mays has a local maximum around 
735 nm (not shown). The far-red component of 
the Zea mays contains substantial contribution 
from photosystem I. The far-red component of 
Chlorella is largely attributable to a vibronic pro-
gression of the chlorophylls fluorescence of pho-
tosystem II. There is thus little difference between 
the red and far-red fluorescence images in the case 
of Chlorella and there is a significant difference in 
the case of Zea mays.

The fluorescence images attributed to photosys-
tem I in a previous work (Vachá et al. 2007) shows 
a clear intensity modulation with local maxima 
coincident with local minima of photosystem II 

fluorescence, in contrast to our far-red images 
that show rather homogeneous distribution. This 
difference may be attributable to the abnormally 
large size of the grana (up to ~1.9 µm) in the 
A. simplex var. metallica studied in the previous 
work. Compared with nearly circular granal regions 
obtained in previous works (Wildman et al. 2004; 
Garstka et al. 2007; Vácha et al. 2007), the puta-
tive granal region in our red-fluorescence images 
are anisotropically elongated to the direction of the 
laser scan (X axis). This may reflect an artifact due 
to the line-scan of the laser, but the absence of such 
a pattern in the case of the red fluorescence images 
of Chlorella suggests that the pattern is not simply 
due to the unique microscopic method. For exam-
ple, it is likely that simultaneous illumination of a 
linearly wide region may tend to induce coopera-
tive changes in the local fluorescence quantum yield 
of the thylakoid, especially PSII, in the case of Zea 
May thylakoid, but not in the case of Chlorella.

Fig. 1 XY-fluorescence images of chloroplasts of Zea 
mays at different Z positions; (a) measured in the wave-
length region between 665 and 681 nm; (b) measured in the 
wavelength region between 715 and 740 nm. Each image is 
shown by a white-gray-black scaling in which the maximum 
intensity in each XY image as white and the intensity at 
60% of the maximum intensity as black. Fluorescent points 
below the threshold (60% of the maximum intensity) are 
thus not shown. This scaling rule was chosen in order to 
visualize small amplitude changes clearly. X axis is parallel 
to the semiconfocal slit, and the Z axis is the axial direction 
of the microscope. The scale bar is 2 µm

Fig. 2 XY-fluorescence images of Chlorella chloroplasts 
generated and presented in the same way as in Fig. 1
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CHAPTER TEN

Arrangement of Chlorophyll–Protein Complexes 
Determines Chloroplast Structure

Rumak Izabela1,2, Gieczewska Katarzyna1,2, Koziol-Lipinska Joanna2, Kierdaszuk Borys3, 
Mostowska Agnieszka2, and Garstka Maciej1

Abstract  It is believed that there is a close relation 
between chloroplast structure and function. To 
support this statement we studied chloroplast struc-
ture and function in two plant species with a dif-
ferent susceptibility for chilling – bean (Phaseolus 
vulgaris) – CS (chilling sensitive) plant and pea 
(Pisum sativum) – CT (chilling tolerant) plant. The 
fluorescence difference spectrum bean – minus 
– pea indicated that there is relatively less core 
PSII and external antenna complexes associated 
with PSII and PSI in bean than in pea thylakoids. 
Instead the appearance of the emission band at 
around 705 nm suggested that the aggregated form 
of LHCII is more frequent in bean thylakoid mem-
branes than in pea ones. Bigger appressed domains 
(grana) occurred in pea as compared to bean 
revealed by 3D structure of chloroplasts obtained 
using confocal laser scanning fluorescence micro-
scopy CLSM).

Keywords  Chloroplast structure, Chl fluorescence, 
CLSM, pea, bean

Introduction

Photosynthetic adaptation to divergent environ-
ments consists of adjustments at the morphological, 
anatomical, ultrastructural and biochemical levels. 
For example, significant differences exist between 
chloroplasts from shade or light-adapted leaves of 
various plant species. Distinction between grana and 
stroma is maintained by the cation-mediated elec-
trostatic interaction and the van der Waals attrac-
tive forces (Chow et al. 1991). These interactions 
have been determined mainly by the presence and 
content of LHCII located in opposing membranes. 
Furthermore, the lateral segregation of photosyn-
thetic complexes within the membranes (Borodich 
et al. 2003) and the steric hindrance (Allen and 
Forsberg 2001) determine grana structure.

However a relationship between changes in 
chloroplast structure and rearrangement of CP 
complexes in control and stress conditions (Garstka 
et al. 2005, 2007) has not been fully explained and 
is the subject of present investigation.
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Materials and methods

Plants were grown into perlite-containing pots in 
controlled environment at 22°C/20°C day/night 
under 16 h photoperiod. Fully expanded leaves 
of 14 days old pea (Pisum sativum) and bean 
(Phaseolus vulgaris) were used in all experiments. 
Steady-state spectra of isolated thylakoids at 120 K 
were determined as previously (Garstka et al. 2005, 
2007). In order to determine the differences in 
relative contribution of specific CP complexes in 
pea and bean thylakoids, fluorescent spectra of the 
thylakoids were normalized to the same area (100) 
under the spectrum (Andreeva et al. 2003). Isolated 
intact chloroplasts were imagined using a Zeiss 
LSM 510 confocal laser scanning fluorescence 
microscope. Data stacks were deconvolved using 
Huygens Suite 2.8 software (Scientific Volume 
Imaging) and 3D structures were obtained using 
KS400 (Carl Zeiss GmbH).

Results and discussion

Relative contribution of specific complexes to an 
overall fluorescence pattern at 120 K of thylakoid 
membranes from pea and bean leaves:

Fluorescence emission spectra of pea thyla-
koids excited at 412 nm (Chl a) and 490 nm (Chl b, 
carotenoids) exhibited fluorescence maxima at 
similar wavelength (681, 733 nm). However, dif-
ferent intensity ratios of the main emission bands 
(F733/681) were noted for spectra excited at 412 
and 490 nm, 1.12 versus 0.82, respectively (Fig. 1a). 
Difference spectra, between those excited at 490 
minus spectrum and those excited at 412, exhibited 
a positive band at 680 nm and a negative band at 
732.5 nm (Fig. 1c). These data suggested that pea 
thylakoids are relatively more Chl b-rich in the 
external antennae of those associated with PSII 
than with PSI core complex.

Emission spectra of thylakoids isolated from 
bean leaves showed fluorescence maxima at the 
same wavelength for both excitations (Fig. 1b), 
but the differences in F737/F681 indicate that rela-
tively more external antennae are associated with 

PSI than with PSII core complex. The difference 
spectrum (490–412 nm) exhibited negative band 
at 732 nm (Fig. 1d), similarly to pea thylakoids 
(Fig. 1c). Moreover, two positive bands at 679 nm 
and 703, related to PSII-LHCII and aggregated 
LHCII were noted. These data indicate, that in 
bean thylakoids in contrast to pea (Fig. 1c), Chl 
b-rich antennae are both associated with PSII 
(F679) and with disconnected reaction center 
aggregated LHCIIs (F703).

The difference spectrum for normalized emis-
sion of pea thylakoid membranes relative to that 
of thylakoids isolated from bean leaves, exhibited 
positive bands at 679 and 725 nm as well as nega-
tive band at 704, attributed to LHCII-PSII, PSI core 
and aggregated LHCII, respectively (Fig. 1e). 

Fig. 1 One hundred and twenty kelvin fluorescence emis-
sion spectra excitated at 412 nm (solid line) and 490 nm 
(dashed line) of isolated pea (a) and bean (b) thylakoids 
normalised to the area of 100 under the spectrum. (c, d) 
fluorescence emission-difference spectra of spectrum Ex 
490 relative to that of Ex 412 nm of pea and bean thylakoids. 
(e) fluorescence emission-difference spectra of pea relative 
to bean thylakoids
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These data indicated, that pea and bean thylakoids 
differ in relative contribution of thylakoid com-
plexes to Chl fluorescence. Higher abundance of 
trimeric LHCII, LHCII-PSII and PSI core in pea 
versus higher content of (LHCII)n in bean, might 
be suggested.

Distribution of Chl fluorescence inside chloro-
plasts detected by confocal laser scanning micros-
copy (CLSM):

CLSM fluorescence images of intact chloro-
plasts isolated from pea and bean leaves were 
obtained from several different focal depths (Fig. 
2a, b). The red fluorescence is mainly attributed to 
chlorophyll emission of PSII and LHCII, because 
the PSI fluorescence at ambient temperature is 
rather weak. Therefore, brightly-fluorescing drops 
are predominantly attributed to grana stacks.

In pea chloroplasts brightly fluorescent discs 
are bigger than in bean, suggesting differences 
in the distribution of Chl fluorescence within 
chloroplasts. These data might suggest, that in 

pea chloroplast (Fig. 2a) most of the Chl fluo-
rescence originating from PSII/LHCII is located 
in large stacked regions of thylakoids, while in 
bean (Fig. 2b) dispersion of the Chl fluorescence 
between many grana regions is observed. Three-
dimensional structure of Chl fluorescence from 
pea chloroplast (Fig. 2c) revealed large elongated 
spatial forms, probably related to stacked regions 
of thylakoid, which could be named “supergrana”. 
On the contrary, the 3D distribution of Chl fluores-
cence in bean chloroplast (Fig. 2d) showed more 
homogenous organization of thylakoid membranes, 
with many tiny “supergrana”.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Difference in SQDG Metabolism Between Green Algae 
and Cyanobacteria Under the Sulfur-Starved Condition

Norihiro Sato, Ryouhei Kamimura, Kouichi Sugimoto, and Mikio Tsuzuki

Abstract  A sulfolipid sulfoquinovosyl diacylglycerol 
(SQDG) is included predominantly in thylakoid 
membranes, having been shown in a green alga, 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, to contribute to the 
functioning of photosystem (PS) II through asso-
ciating with the PSII complex for its normal con-
formation (Sato et al. 1995). Impaired photosystem 
II was found in a mutant of Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii defective in sulfoquinovosyl diacylg-
lycerol (Aoki et al. 2004). Besides its crucial role 
as a membrane lipid, we have recently found that 
SQDG is subject to degradation for providing 
the major S-source for synthesis of proteins in 
C. reinhardtii, upon transfer of the cells to sulfur 
(S)-starved conditions, thereby playing a role as a 
sulfur (S)-storage lipid. Here, it was investigated 
whether or not this regulation system operates 
also in other green alga, Chlorella kessleri, and 
in two strains of cyanobacteria, Synechocystis sp. 
PCC6803 and Synechococcus sp. PCC7942. The 
cells of the respective species when pre-incubated 
in the presence of [35S]sulfate for universal labe-

ling of cellular S-compounds were transferred to 
S-starved conditions for chasing of the radioactiv-
ity of SQDG. C. kessleri showed a decrease in 
the radioactivity of SQDG, in line with that in the 
SQDG content, whereas little decrease was evident 
in either strain of the cyanobacteria. These results 
indicated that SQDG degradation is induced in 
C. kessleri as well as in C. reinhardtii, but definitely 
not in either cyanobacterial species. The induction 
system of SQDG degradation thus seems to occur 
after the evolutionary appearance of green algae at 
latest, but not in cyanobacteria before the primary 
endosymbiosis.

Keywords  Chlorella, cyanobacterium, green 
alga, membrane lipid, sulfolipid, sulfur-source

Introduction

Photosynthetic organisms are known to utilize 
sulfate as a sulfur (S)-source for synthesis of pro-
teins and a wide variety of metabolites critical for 
growth, and thus to up-regulate the sulfate-retriev-
ing and -assimilating capacities under S-starved 
conditions for production of S-containing amino 
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acids, cysteine and methionine, which will then be 
utilized for the synthesis of proteins to be expressed 
during acclimation to S-starvation (Saito 2000). 
Sulfoquinovosyl diacylglycerol (SQDG), which 
is widely distributed to photosynthetic mem-
branes of oxygenic photosynthetic organisms from 
cyanobacteria to seed plants, has recently been 
demonstrated in C. reinhardtii to yield the major 
internal S pool as an S-storage lipid for the pro-
tein synthesis in the early phase of acclimation 
to S-starved conditions (Sugimoto et al. 2007). 
On the other hand, SQDG has been shown to be 
species-dependent with respect to its importance 
for growth, contribution as a membrane lipid to 
the functioning of photosystem II (PSII), or 
the system of its biosynthesis (reviewed by Sato 
2004). Through characterization of the mutants 
deficient in SQDG synthesis, e.g. it was verified 
that SQDG is essential for growth in PCC6803 but 
never in PCC7942 (Aoki et al. 2004), C. reinhardtii 
(Sato et al. 1995), or A. thaliana (Yu et al. 2002). 
We here investigated whether or not SQDG is a 
S-storage lipid and is conserved in cyanobacterial 
and other green algal species to obtain a clue to the 
evolution of chloroplasts.

Materials and methods

Strains and growth conditions. C. kessleri, 
Synechocystis PCC6803, or Synechococcus 
PCC7942 was grown in flasks containing inorganic 
medium with aeration in light at 30°C, as previously 
described (Sato et al. 2003a; Aoki et al. 2004). 
Before transfer to S-starvations conditions, cells 
were grown to the mid-logarithmic phase, harvested 
by centrifugation, washed twice and then resus-
pended in the S-free medium prepared by replacing 
sulfate with chloride.

Extraction of lipids for quantification. The cells 
were pelleted by centrifugation at the indicated 
times, and utilized for lipid extraction according to 
the method of Bligh and Dyer (1959). Individual 
lipid classes were separated by thin-layer chroma-
tography, then quantified by gas chromatography 
as described previously (Sato et al. 1995).

[35S] Labeling of SQDG in vivo. The cells of 
each species were incubated in the medium con-
taining 37 kBq mL−1 of [35S]sulfate (55.28 MBq n 
mol−1) for universal labeling of S-compounds. The 
cells were then shifted to [32S]sulfate-replete or sul-
fate-starved medium for further growth. The cells 
were pelleted by centrifugation at the indicated 
times, washed with fresh medium, and utilized for 
lipid extraction. The radioactivity of the cells or 
lipid fraction predominantly including SQDG was 
measured with a liquid scintillation counter (LSC-
6100, ALOKA, Tokyo, Japan).

Results and discussion

To explore whether or not SQDG functions is a 
S-source under S-starved conditions in photosyn-
thetic organisms, other than C. reinhardtii CC125, 
we first followed quantitative changes in SQDG 
in a green alga C. kessleri after a shift of the cells 
from S-replete to S-starved conditions. SQDG that 
accounted for ca. 13% of total membrane lipids 
was found to decrease to an undetectable level in a 
day (data not shown), which could be explained by 
degradation of SQDG, or by repression of SQDG 
synthesis owing to unavailability of S, but with 
continued synthesis of the other non-sulfur lipids. 
Stability of SQDG was then examined to discern 
these two possibilities, through utilization of the 
cells, S-compounds of which had universally been 
labeled by culturing in the presence of [35S]sulfate 
for 3 days (Fig. 1). The radioactivity of SQDG rela-
tive to the cells was little affected by a shift of the 
radiolabeled cells to non-labeled normal medium, 
but was drastically decreased under S-starved 
conditions in line with the decrease in the SQDG 
content. These results, are consistent with those 
obtained with C. reinhardtii which demonstrated 
that SQDG is stable under S-replete conditions, 
but is subject to degradation upon exposure to 
S-starvation. Thus, it seems that degradation of 
SQDG is induced and serves also as a S-source in 
C. kessleri.

Effects of S-starvation on the content and stability 
of SQDG were then examined in cyanobacteria, 
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the postulated progenitor of chloroplasts. Two 
strains of cyanobacteria, Synechocystis PCC6803 
and Synechococcus PCC7942, were chosen for 
the analysis because of their difference in require-
ment of SQDG for growth. The requirement for 
SQDG was previously verified by SQDG-deficient 
mutants (Aoki et al. 2004) in that SQDG is 

essential for growth of Synechocystis PCC6803 
and of Synechococcus PCC7942, and also in 
C. reinhardtii. The content of SQDG relative to 
total lipids was kept at almost the steady level 
(ca. 27–28% of total lipids, data not shown) in 
Synechocystis PCC6803 for as many as 4 days 
after the shift to S-starved conditions, which coin-
cided with high stability of SQDG under S-starved 
conditions as well as under S-replete ones (Fig. 2). 
These results demonstrated that there is little con-
tribution from SQDG as a S-source. However, even 
with Synechococcus PCC7942 where SQDG is not 
essential for growth, similar results were observed, 
i.e. only a gradual decrease in the relative content 
of SQDG (15–10%, data not shown) during S-star-
vation of 4 days with maintenance of high stability 
of SQDG (Fig. 2). Thus, it seems that cyanobacte-
ria, distinct from green algae, do not utilize SQDG 
as an S-storage lipid. Furthermore, it appears that 
the SQDG degradation system evolved after the 
primary cyanobacterial endosymbiotic event.

As to the essentiality of SQDG for growth, 
it clearly appears to be required for biosynthesis 
of membrane lipids, for the structural and functional 
integrity of photosystem II (PSII). Its association 
with the PSII complex has been shown through 
characterization of SQDG-deficient mutants 
in PCC6803 (Aoki et al. 2004), a green alga 
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Fig. 1 Degradation of SQDG in C. kessleri 11 h under 
S-starved conditions. Cells were cultured for 3 days in 
the presence of [35S]sulfate, and thereafter shifted to 
[32S]sulfate-replete (circles) or S-starved medium (trian-
gles). The radioactivity of SQDG was estimated, relative to 
the cells. The values are averages ±SE of 3–5 independent 
experiments

Fig. 2 Stability of SQDG in cyanobacteria. Cells of PCC6803 or PCC7942 were cultured for 3 days in the presence of 
[35S]sulfate, and thereafter shifted to [32S]sulfate-replete (circles) or S-starved medium (triangles). The radioactivity of 
SQDG was estimated, relative to the cells. The values are averages ± SE of 3–5 independent experiments
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C. reinhardtii (Sato et al. 1995), and a seed 
plant Arabidopsis thaliana (Yu et al. 2002) unlike 
Synechococcus PCC7942 which shows no require-
ment of SQDG for PSII (Aoki et al. 2004). On the 
other hand, the primary structure of UDP-sulfo-
quinovose synthase of photosynthetic organisms 
could be divided into two molecular phylogenic 
groups, one of which included the synthases of 
PCC6803, C. reinhardtii, and A. thaliana with 
the other having that of PCC7942 (Sato et al. 
2003b). The similar grouping pattern of these 
photosynthetic organisms on these two criteria 
led us to raise the possibility that cyanobacteria 
that possessed PSII and UDP-sulfoquinovose syn-
thase of Synechocystis PCC6803-type, but not of 
Synechococcus PCC7942, were selected for evolu-
tion into chloroplasts (Sato 2004). In this context, 
it will requires future work to investigate the pres-
ence or absence of the induction system of SQDG 
degradation under S-starved conditions in a wide 
range of photosynthetic organisms including red 
algae and seed plants, which would provide a novel 
clue to evolutionary strategy of chloroplasts after 
the primary endosymbiosis.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

Sulfolipid Requirement for Protein Synthesis Under the 
Sulfur-Starved Condition in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii

Koichi Sugimoto, Norihiro Sato, and Mikio Tsuzuki

Abstract  The sulfolipid, sulfoquinovosyl 
diacylglycerol (SQDG), which is present in thylakoid 
membranes, possesses a sulfonate residue in its 
head group, sulfoquinovose. In this study, we 
report the fate of sulfur (S) atom of SQDG in 
a green alga, Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, after 
transfer of the cells to S-starved conditions. SQDG 
was found to account for 11% of total cellular S 
through measurement of the radioactivity of the 
lipid soluble fraction relative to the radioactivity 
of the cells that had been grown in the presence 
of [35S] sulfate for universally labeling of S-com-
pounds. The radioactivity of SQDG was relatively 
stable during further incubation of the cells under 
32S-replete conditions. Exposure of the cells to 
S-starvation, however, decreased the radioactivity 
of SQDG to 23% of the initial level within 6 h, 
indicating degradation of SQDG under S-starved 
conditions. Interestingly, the loss of 35S in SQDG 
by its degradation could explain a large part of the 
increase in the radioactivity of the protein fraction 
of the cells, which suggested a redistribution of 

S from SQDG to a major part of de novo synthe-
sized proteins. Accordingly, little increase in the 
radioactivity of the protein fraction was observed 
with an SQDG-deficient mutant of C. reinhardtii, 
hf-2, after transfer of the cells from 35S-replete to 
S-starved conditions. Moreover, accumulation of 
proteins was repressed in hf-2 relative to the 
wild type under the S-stress conditions. These 
results indicated that the membrane lipid, SQDG, is 
degraded as a storage molecule of S for protein syn-
thesis under S-starved conditions in C. reinhardtii.

Keywords  Chloroplast lipid, sulfolipid, sulfoqui-
novosyl diacylglycerol, sulfur storage compound, 
sulfur starvation, Chlamydomonas reinhardtii

Introduction

Sulfate is an essential nutrition as an S-source for 
synthesis of proteins and a wide variety of metabo-
lites in plants. A green alga, C. reinhardtii, and a 
seed plant, Arabidopsis thaliana, are well known 
for activating sulfur (S)-retrieving and -assimilating 
pathways including sulfate transporters (Yildiz 
et al. 1994; Chen and Melis 2004; Kataoka et al. 
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2004), adenosine phosphosulfate reductase, serine 
acetyltransferase, and cysteine synthase (Ravina 
et al. 2002; Kawashima et al. 2005) through 
upregulation of their transcript levels (Zhang et al. 
2004; Hirai et al. 2003; Nikiforova et al. 2003; 
Maruyama-Nakashita et al. 2003) under sulfate-
starved conditions. The stimulation of the sys-
tems that produce cysteine, as described above, 
can be regarded as attempts to meet the demand 
for cysteine and its derivative methionine for the 
synthesis of proteins to be expressed during accli-
mation to S-starvation, yet information is limited 
as to the internal S-source for this protein syn-
thesis. Sulfolipid, sulfoquinovosyl diacylglycerol 
(SQDG), is widely distributed among oxygenic 
photosynthetic organisms from cyanobacteria to 
seed plants, in membranes of the photosynthetic 
apparatus such as thylakoids to keep the integrity 
of photosynthetic apparatus (Sato 2004). In this 
study, we showed that SQDG is degraded to yield 
a sulfur pool for the protein synthesis to acclimate 
to S-starvation in C. reinhardtii.

Materials and methods

Strains and growth condition. C. reinhardtii CC125 
as the wild type (WT) or an SQDG-deficient 
mutant, hf-2, was grown in TAP mixotrophic cul-
ture medium with continuous illumination (60 µmol 
photons m−2 s−1) at 30°C. For transfer to S-starved 
conditions, cells were harvested by centrifugation, 
washed twice, and resuspended in the S-free TAP 
medium (TAP-S) that was prepared by replacing 
sulfate with chloride (Yildiz et al. 1994).

Radiolabeling of cells and their fractionation. 
C. reinhardtii was grown with 37 kBq mL−1 of [35S] 
sulfate (55.28 MBq n mol−1) for universal labeling 
of S-compounds and was further incubated for 6 h 
in non-radiolabeled TAP or S-starved medium. The 
culture was centrifuged for separation into cells and 
“medium”. The cells were resuspended in chloro-
form and centrifuged for separation into superna-
tant and “precipitation” fractions. The supernatant 
was a mixture of two parts methanol and one part 
of water (by volume) and was separated into upper 

“water-soluble” and lower “lipid-soluble” layers by 
centrifugation. The radioactivity of each fraction 
was measured with a liquid scintillation counter.

Protein measurement. The cells after S-starva-
tion for 12 h were collected and disrupted in a 
buffer containing 5 mM Tricine-NaOH pH 7.8, 
5 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2 with a sonicator. The 
protein content was determined by BCA protein 
assay as described in manufacture’s instruction 
(PIERCE, IL).

Results and discussion

Sulfur relocation from a sulfolipid to proteins 
under S-starved conditions. Proteins accumulated 
in C. reinhardtii even under sulfate-free condi-
tions, although slightly relative to the S-replete 
conditions (Fig. 1, WT). To obtain a clue of the 
internal S-sources for protein synthesis during 
S-starvation, we investigated the effects of the 
S-starvation on an S-budget of the cells. The cells 
after incubation with [35S] sulfate for 2–3 days to 
label S-compounds universally showed a large part 
of radioactivity (80%) in a fraction of precipitation 
(see Materials and Methods) corresponding prima-
rily to proteins (data not shown), with the rest into 
lipid- (13%) and the water-soluble fractions (8%, 
Fig. 2A, white bar). During the chase period of 6 h 
in non-labeled normal medium, the radioactivity of 
the precipitation fraction increased slightly to 82% 
at the expense of that of water-soluble fraction, 
but with little change in the lipid-soluble fraction 
predominantly including SQDG (data not shown, 
Fig. 2A, striped bar). Thus, SQDG was stable under 
normal growth conditions. However, S-starvation 
led to a greater increase in the radioactivity of the 
precipitation fraction up to 90%, which could be 
attributed to a drastic decrease in the radioactivity 
of the lipid-soluble fraction from 13% to 3% (Fig. 
1A, dotted bar). These results indicated that SQDG 
plays a role as a major internal S-source for protein 
synthesis.

Indispensable role of SQDG as an internal 
S-source. To gain deeper insight into the role of 
SQDG as a S-source under S-starved conditions, 
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we examined effects of the SQDG-deficient muta-
tion on protein accumulation under the stress 
conditions. The results showed that protein accu-
mulation was similar for an SQDG mutant hf-2 
and the WT under S-replete conditions, but was 

much more severely impaired in hf-2 than in the 
WT under S-starved conditions (Fig. 1). In line 
with this observation, it was also found that the 
mutational loss of SQDG blocked the influx of 
S into the precipitation fraction (Fig. 2B). These 
results suggested the indispensability of SQDG as 
an S-source for protein synthesis.

In conclusion, SQDG changes its role as a 
membrane lipid into a S-storage lipid for protein 
synthesis under S-starvation conditions, and the 
conditional role of SQDG as the storage lipid is 
very unusual, and thus seems essential for the cells 
to acclimate to the S-stress conditions.
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CHAPTER ONE

Relationship Between Mesophyll Conductance to CO2 
Diffusion and Contents of Aquaporin Localized at Plasma 
Membrane in Tobacco Plants Grown Under Drought 
Conditions

Shin-Ichi Miyazawa1, Satomi Yoshimura1, Yuki Shinzaki1, Masayoshi Maeshima2, 
and Chikahiro Miyake1

Abstract  We examined relationships between 
conductance to CO2 diffusion from stomatal cavi-
ties to the chloroplasts (mesophyll conductance, 
gm) and plasma membrane aquaporin contents in 
tobacco leaves acclimated to the long-term drought 
and those grown under enough irrigation. gm was 
determined from simultaneous analyses of CO2 gas 
exchange and chlorophyll fluorescence. Relative 
plasma membrane aquaporin content was immuno-
chemically determined with an antibody of radish 
PIP2-type aquaporins. Leaf hydraulic conductivity 
was measured as a relative weight loss of leaf disks 
in 1 M sorbitol solution. gm in drought-acclimated 
plants was about two-third that in well-watered 
plants. On the other hand, relative aquaporin con-
tent on a leaf area basis was about 1.5 times lager 
in drought-acclimated than well-watered plants. 
When leaves were fed with 0.5 mM HgCl2, an 
inhibitor of aquaporins, gm and leaf hydraulic con-
ductivity in well-watered plants were reduced by 

20–30% while those in drought-acclimated plants 
were not significantly affected. These results sug-
gest that a decrease in aquaporin activity leads to 
the reductions of gm in the long-term drought.

Keywords  Aquaporin, CO2 diffusion, drought, 
 mesophyll conductance, tobacco

Introduction

Plants subjected to drought develop leaves accli-
mated to the condition. For example, Ulmus ameri-
cana and Helianthus annuus grown under the 
long-term drought have lower net photosynthesis 
rate on a leaf area basis (An) while they have higher 
water-use efficiency (=An per transpiration rate, 
WUE) compared with those grown under enough 
irrigation (Reich et al. 1989; Fredeen et al. 1991). 
The reductions in An are partly caused by low CO2 
concentration in the chloroplast (Cc) because both 
stomatal conductance (gs) and mesophyll conduct-
ance (gm) decrease under long-term drought treat-
ments. Transpiration rate decreases more quickly 
than An with the decrease in gs, such that drought-
acclimated plants generally have high WUE. 
On the other hand, it is not clearly understood 
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whether the decrease in gm is related to drought 
adaptation. Previous studies have suggested that 
aquaporin, which is abundant in vacuoles and 
plasma membranes of plant cells, transports CO2 
molecules as well as water molecules (Cooper 
et al. 1998). Terashima et al. (2002) indicated 
that gm decreased when HgCl2, an inhibitor of 
aquaporin, was fed from the petioles of Vicia 
faba and Phaseolus vulgaris leaves. Furthermore, 
Hanba et al. (2004) indicated that transgenic rice 
plants over-expressing barley plasma membrane 
aquaporin (HvPIP2;1) had larger mesophyll (inter-
nal) conductance than the controls. These studies 
have strongly suggested that leaf plasma mem-
brane aquaporin regulates gm.

However, it is uncertain that the decrease in 
gm during the long-term drought is explained 
by changes in leaf aquaporin content. Tobacco 
(Nicotiana tabacum cv. Xanthi) plants were inter-
mittently irrigated (drought-acclimated) while some 
were constantly irrigated (control). We examined 
relationships between gm and leaf plasma mem-
brane aquaporin (PIP2-type aquaporin) contents.

Materials and methods

Growth conditions. Tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum 
cv. Xanthi) plants were grown in 0.7 L pots filled 
with soil. Six pots, one plant in each pot, were 
placed on a 4 L tray. Plants were supplied with a 
diluted commercial fertilizer. Two liters of the ferti-
lizer (1,000-fold diluted) was supplied on each tray 
3 days a week until about four true leaves appeared. 
Thereafter, 2 L of the fertilizer (1,000- or 500-fold 
diluted) was intermittently supplied (every 4 days) 
for raising drought-acclimated leaves. The treat-
ments were continued for 3 weeks until new leaves 
emerged and were fully expanded. The frequency 
of the water and nutrient supplies for control plants 
was not changed. They were grown under the aver-
age irradiance of 850 ìmol m−2 s−1, relative humid-
ity of 50–60% and a day-night temperature cycle 
of 25°C/22°C.

Measurements of photosynthesis and gm. Measure-
ments were carried out with a portable CO2 

exchange analyzer combined with a chlorophyll 
fluorometer (LI-6400, Li-Cor, NE, USA). Mature 
leaves that were recently fully expanded were used 
for measurements. Measurements for drought-
acclimated leaves were performed 1 or 2 days 
later when the plants were supplied with enough 
irrigation. Changes in An against CO2 concentra-
tion of the intercellular air space (Ci), i.e. An-Ci 
curves, were generated by stepwise changes in the 
supplied CO2 concentrations. Leaf temperature, 
incident irradiance, and leaf to air VPD were 25°C, 
1,000 ìmol m−2 s−1, and 0.9–1.3 kPa, respectively. 
CO2 concentration in the chloroplast (Cc) was 
calculated as where Oc is chloroplastic O2 concen-
tration, Sc/o is relative specificity of rubisco, and Vc 
and Vo are the carboxylase and the oxygenase rates 
of rubisco. Oc is assumed to be 200 mmol mol−1. 
Sc/o is assumed to be 99 M M−1 which is based on 
the in vitro measurements for Nicotiana tabacum 
leaves (Galmes et al. 2006). Vc and Vo were calcu-
lated from both CO2 gas exchange rate and electron 
transport rate on the basis of NADPH consumption 
rate for photosynthetic carbon reduction and oxida-
tion cycles. Electron transport rate was calculated 
from PSII quantum yield determined with chloro-
phyll fluorescence. gm was calculated from both 
initial slopes of An-Ci and An-Cc curves (Terashima 
et al. 2002). Changes in gm were also examined 
when HgCl2 was fed from the petioles.

Measurements of relative aquaporin content. 
The leaf disks collected after measurements were 
homogenized with a buffered solution, and the 
supernatant after centrifugation was subjected 
to SDS-PAGE. Western blotting was performed 
with an antibody of radish plasma membrane 
aquaporins (anti-RsPIP2s). The blots were visual-
ized with chemifluorescence reagents. The bands 
near 30 kDa corresponding to PIP2s were scanned, 
and the number of pixels for each leaf sample 
was expressed as a relative value to that for which 
showed the highest gm.

Leaf hydraulic conductivity. Leaf hydraulic con-
ductivity was calculated according to the method 
described in Terashima et al. (2002). Abaxial epider-
mis was removed from leaf disks. The leaf disks 
were floated on HgCl2 solutions in a Petri dish for 
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5 min, and were subsequently floated on of 1 M 
sorbitol solution for 60 s. Leaf hydraulic conduc-
tivity, defined as a relative weight loss to the initial 
fresh weight, was obtained.

Results and discussion

gm in drought-acclimated leaves decreased to 
about two-third that in control leaves (Fig. 1). On 
the other hand, leaf plasma membrane aquaporin 
(PIP2s) content was about 1.5-times larger in 
drought-acclimated plants than well-watered plants 
(controls). Our results contrast with those previ-
ous findings in transgenic rice and tobacco plants 
over-expressing or with reduced amount of plasma 
membrane aquaporins (Hanba et al. 2004; Flexas 
et al. 2006).

Suga et al. (2004) measured aquaporin activ-
ity with a stopped-flow spectrophotometer using 
membrane vesicles of yeast cells expressing 
radish aquaporins. As the vesicles were incu-
bated with 5 mM HgCl2, activities of the PIP2s 
decreased by more than 80%. This result indi-
cates that activity of PIP2s is severely reduced 
when they are inhibited by mercury. In the 
control plants, HgCl2 treatments reduced gm 
by only 26% (Table 1). Inhibition of the leaf 

hydraulic conductance by mercury was similar 
in magnitude to that of gm (Fig. 2). Our results 
suggest that most of the gm in the controls is 
accounted for by processes other than gating of 
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HgCl2 concentration. Upper and lower panels indicate 
leaves grown under enough irrigation (control) and drought-
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was determined as a relative weight loss of leaf disks in 1 M 
sorbitol solution. t-test was conducted between the conduc-
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*, significant at P < 0.05; n.s., not significant

Table 1 Changes in mesophyll conductance (gm) before 
and after 0.5 mM HgCl2 treatments in well-watered and 
drought-acclimated plants

 Mesophyll conductance (gm) 
 (mmol CO2 m

-2 s-1)

  before after

Well-watered 272 ± 55.9 200 ± 32.1
Drought-acclimated  192 ± 27.7 205 ± 36.9
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mercury-sensitive aquaporins such as PIP2s. In 
the drought-acclimated plants, neither gm nor 
leaf hydraulic conductivity was sensitive to the 
HgCl2 treatments, suggesting that the aquaporins 
are less active.

Drought-acclimated leaves had larger amount 
of less active PIP2s than the well-watered plants. 
Soil water content changed more drastically dur-
ing the drought treatments than during irrigation 
(data not shown). Our results imply that plants 
whose leaves have large amount of less active 
aquaporins can cope with such unpredictable 
water availability. WUE had negative correlations 
with both gs (r = −0.83) and gm (r = −0.45) when 
all the data for control and drought-acclimated 
leaves were pooled (data not shown). Thus, low 
gm would partly contribute to the high WUE in 
drought-acclimated leaves.

In conclusion, the decrease in gm was not simply 
explained by a decrease in leaf aquaporin contents 
in the long-term drought. Our results suggest that 
mesophyll CO2 diffusion in well-watered plants 
is facilitated through gating of mercury-sensitive 
aquaporins such as PIP2s, and low gm in drought-
acclimated leaves is caused by less activity of these 
aquaporins.
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CHAPTER TWO

A Highly Embryogenic Line of the Legume Model Medicago 
truncatula, M9–10a: Performance Under Water Deficit

Cátia Nunes1,2, Susana Araújo3, Jorge Marques da Silva1,2, Pedro Fevereiro1,3, 
and Anabela Bernardes da Silva1,2

Abstract  A highly embryogenic line (M9–10a) 
of the model legume Medicago truncatula isolated 
at ITQB (Portugal, Oeiras) is being efficiently 
used in transformation for improved osmotic stress 
resistance. The M9–10a physiological responses 
to water deficit (WD) were analysed for future 
evaluation and screening of transgenic lines per-
formance under this condition. Assays were per-
formed in control and progressive WD conditions. 
Analyses of A/CO2 internal concentration (Ci) 
curves show decreased stomatal conductance under 
WD and also reveal that photosynthesis (A) reduc-
tion is not reversed at high Ci indicating that 
both stomatal and non-stomatal limitations to 
photosynthesis occur. In vitro Rubisco assays 
showed no evidence for reduced Rubisco carboxy-
lation efficiency. Although decreased ribulose-1, 
5-bisphosphate (RuBP) regeneration has yet to be 

confirmed in vitro, fluorescence parameters seem 
to support this hypothesis as well as indicating 
impairment of photochemical processes. Pressure/
Volume curve (P/V) analyses suggest the existence 
of osmotic adjustment. The A/Irradiance (I) curves 
were clearly related to leaf water status and seemed 
to constitute the best physiological parameter 
forscreening transgenic lines for improved WD 
resistance.

Keywords A/Ci curves, A/I curves, chlorophyll 
fluorescence, Medicago truncatula, water deficit, 
water relations

Introduction

Drought is the main environmental limitation to 
plant growth and yield particularly in semiarid areas 
(Chaves et al. 2003). One of the first physiological 
targets of drought is photosynthesis (Chaves 1991). 
Stomatal closure reduces water loss but the accompa-
nying decline in leaf Ci leads to reduced photosyn-
thetic rates that may not be reversed by increased 
external CO2 supply suggesting that leaf metabolism 
is damaged. Impaired RuBP regeneration capacity, 
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decreased Rubisco activity and photochemical 
imbalance may also contribute to the lowered pho-
tosynthetic rates (Parry et al. 2002; Lawlor 2002). 
Mechanisms of drought tolerance are also of great 
importance and involve osmotic adjustment and 
protection of the membrane system.

One of the main goals of plant genetic engineering 
is transformation for enhanced drought resistance. 
A highly embryogenic line of the model legume 
Medicago truncatula (M9–10a) isolated at ITQB 
(Portugal, Oeiras) is being efficiently used in genetic 
transformation (Araújo et al. 2004), including trans-
formations for improved osmotic stress resistance. 
The performance, photosynthesis and water relation 
parameters of M9–10a were analysed under WD 
conditions to facilitate future comparisons and fast 
and efficient screening of transformed lines.

Materials and methods

Plant material and growth conditions. M. trunca-
tula M9–10a plants were grown in soil under con-
trolled environment (16 h photoperiod, 25°C/18°C 
day/night temperature; 500 µmol m−2 s−1 PPFD 
and 40% RH) for 8 weeks. Control plants were 
maintained fully irrigated and WD plants suffered 
withholding water for 4–5 days. The soil water 
potential (Ψ) was determined using a thermocou-
ple psychrometer (HR 33 T, Wescor, with a C-52 
chamber). Young fully expanded leaves were used 
in all the experiments and their water status was 
evaluated by RWC determinations according to 
Catsky (1960).

Gas exchange analysis. A/Ci curves were 
obtained at a PPFD of 800 µmol m−2 s−1 and param-
eters were estimated according to von Caemmerer 
and Farquhar (1981). The A/I curves were obtained 
at atmospheric CO2 concentration (Ca). An infra-
red gas analyser (LCpro + ADC BioScientific Ltd) 
with controlled atmosphere (RH 60–70%; 25 ± 
1°C) was used.

Rubisco activity determinations. Rubisco ext-
racts were obtained according to Parry et al. (2002) 
and the initial (Vi) and total (Vt) Rubisco activity 
determined according to Parry et al. (1997).

Chlorophyll a fluorescence. Chlorophyll a fluo-
rescence was measured using a modulated pulse 
fluorometer PAM 210 (Heinz Walz).

Electrolyte leakage measurements. Relative 
membrane injury index (I%) was determined 
through electrolyte leakage tests (conductimeter 
Con 5, Eutech Instruments) according to Bajji 
et al. (2002).

Leaf water relations. Water relations parameters 
were calculated from P/V curves determined using 
the thermocouple psychrometer (HR 33 T, Wescor, 
with a C-52 chamber).

Statistical analysis. Data was statistically ana-
lysed at P < 0.05 with Statistical Package for Social 
Sciences (SPSS, 14.0, 2005). Either a t-test to para-
metric or Duncan test to non-parametric samples 
was applied for mean comparison. The relationship 
between parameters was evaluated by regression 
analysis using an F-test.

Results and discussion

Leaf RWC has a significant linear relation with 
soil Ψ (Fig. 1). At the imposed growth condi-
tions, under full soil field capacity (Ψ approxi-
mately −0.16 MPa) control plants attain RWC 
values around 75%. Witholding water for 4–5 days 
resulted in drier soil with Ψ ranging between −3 
and −6 MPa, and decreased plant RWC values to 
60–30%.

The shape of A/Ci curves obtained for control 
and WD plants were notably different (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1 Relation between soil water potential (Ψ) and 
leaves relative water content (RWC). Solid line is the linear 
regression fit to all points and is defined as: y = −9.3443x + 
78.062 (R2 = 0.8075; P < 0.01)
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Estimated maximal carboxylation velocity 
(Vcmax) and RuBP regeneration capacity (J) val-
ues presented approximately the same decrease 
under WD conditions. Vcmax decreased from 94 to 
42 µmol m−2 s−1 and J from 157 to 94 µmol m−2 s−1. 
At elevated Ca values, the decrease in A under WD 
was not reversed indicating that at comparable Ci, 
leaf metabolism did not have the same efficiency, 
suggesting non-stomatal limitations to photosyn-
thesis. These could involve lower efficiency of the 
photochemical reactions and/or lower carboxylation 
efficiency. In vitro assays for Rubisco carboxyla-
tion capacity did not support the decrease found 
in Vcmax estimated values. The results show no 
decrease in the activation state of the enzyme 
(around 80% for both treatments) and the absence 
of significant differences between Vi (approximately 
0.25 µmol m−2 s−1) and total Vt (about 0.28 µmol 
m−2 s−1) indicate that there was neither a depletion 
of enzyme content nor a higher number of tight-
binding inhibitors under WD. Decreased RuBP 
regeneration capacity could be a consequence of 
a decline in ATP availability (Tezara et al. 1999). 
That decline can be due to an impaired capac-
ity for electron transport or proton pumping, and 
therefore unsuitable trans-thylakoid proton gradient. 
Although a decrease in Fv/Fm was found (Table 1), 
no changes in Fo were measured, suggesting that 
impaired function of PS II reaction centre was not 
paralleled with degradation of chlorophyll or seri-
ous disorganization of thylakoid membranes. When 

A is limited, the excess excitation energy may be 
dissipated via non-photochemical quenching and, as 
expected, a significant higher qN value under WD 
was found (Table 1). Other fluorescence parameters 
also reveal that the overall process of photosynthesis 
was affected by the induced WD.

A/I curves measured at different RWC values 
show notably different shapes. The values of the 
estimated parameters maximal photosynthetic rate 
(Amax) and apparent quantum yield (φ) progres-
sively decline with decreasing RWC while mito-
chondrial respiration in the light (Rd) and light 
compensation point (Γ) gradually increase (Table 2). 
The parameter that most clearly reflects that 
progressive change is Γ but Amax and φ are also 
good indicators. The remarkable increase in Γ 
may be explained by a much higher proportion of 
photorespiration to photosynthesis under WD.

WD plants developed lower water potential at 
full turgor (Ψ100) and water potential at turgor loss 
point (Ψ0) than control plants, strongly suggesting 
solute accumulation (Table 3). When, as in our 
case, no change in cell wall elasticity is observed, 
solute accumulation affects maximum turgor to a 
greater extent. Tolerance to internal WD has been 
characterized by a lower RWC at turgor loss point, 
due to increased cell wall elasticity, but this was not 
observed in our case.

In conclusion, our studies of the responses of 
the M9–10a line to WD show that A/I curves are 
the best physiological parameters to evaluate leaf 
water status. We suggest that this non-intrusive 
and non-destructive method can be used for screen 
improved WD resistance in plants.

Fig. 2 Mean values of net CO2 assimilation rate (A) in 
control (black squares) and water deficit (white squares) 
M. truncatula, M9–10a plants at different internal CO2 
concentrations (Ci). Measures were taken at an irradiance 
of 800 µmol m−2 s−1, a relative humidity of 60–70% and at a 
temperature of 24 ± 1°C. Each value is the mean of 4 (con-
trol) and 5 (water deficit) measurements ± SD

Table 1 Water deficit effect on the maximal photochemical 
efficiency of PSII (Fv/Fm), the electron transport rate (ETR) 
and the photochemical and non-photochemical quenching 
(qP and qN respectively) of M. truncatula, M9–10a leaves

 Control Water deficit

Fv/Fm 0.83 ± 0.005 0.80 ± 0.01
qP 0.85 ± 0.04 0.76 ± 0.01
qN 0.34 ± 0.008 0.44 ± 0.06
Φ 0.63 ± 0.03 0.52 ± 0.02
ETR   79 ± 3   65 ± 3

Each value represents the mean ± SD (n = 4). Significant 
differences (P ≤ 0.05) were found for all parameters
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Table 2 Effect of decreasing RWC on the maximal 
photosynthetic rate (Amax), apparent quantum yield (φ), 
curvature factor (θ), mitochondrial respiration in the light 
(Rd), and light compensation point (Γ) estimated from A/I 
response curves of M. truncatula, M9–10a plants

 �RWC

 75% 65% 45% 35%

Amax (µmol m−2 s−1) 25 21 15 −
φ (mol mol−1) 0.085 0.040 0.030 0.007
θ 0.88 0.94 0.97 −
Rd (µmol m−2 s−1) 1.8 3.6 3.7 −
Γ (µmol m−2 s−1) 23.5 90.5 124 313

Values were estimated from representative curves

Table 3 Water deficit effect on osmotic potential at full 
turgor (Ψ100), osmotic potential and RWC both at turgor loss 
point (Ψ0 and RWC0 respectively) and the elastic modulus 
value (ε) estimated from P/V curves, turgid to dry weight 
ratio (TW/DW) and membrane injury index (I) of M. trun-
catula, M9–10a plants

 Control Water deficit

Ψ100 (MPa) −1.0 ± 0.08 a −1.8 ± 0.03 b
Ψ0 (MPa) −1.4 ± 0.13 a −2.1 ± 0.16 b
RWC0 (%)  72 ± 3 a 88 ± 2 b
ε (MPa)  2.3 ± 0.17 a 2.6 ± 0.20 a
TW/DW  7.6 ± 0.49 a 6.3 ± 0.81 a
I (%)  40 ± 9 a 30 ± 4 b

Each value represents the mean ± SD (n = 4). Different 
letters indicate significant differences (P ≤ 0.05) among 
treatments
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CHAPTER ONE

Oxalate Decarboxylase is Involved in Turnover of 
2-Phosphoglycolate in Synechocystis sp. Strain PCC 6803

Marion Eisenhut1, Hans C. P. Matthijs2, Hermann Bauwe1, and Martin Hagemann1

Abstract  Despite the presence of a carbon con-
centrating mechanism, cyanobacteria synthesize 2-
phosphoglycolate (2PG) by the oxygenase reaction 
of Rubisco. Using DNA-microarray analyses, we 
examined the regulation of genes involved in 2PG 
metabolism in the cyanobacterium Synechocystis 
PCC 6803. While genes for the plant-like C2 cycle 
were barely influenced by low Ci conditions, genes 
of the bacterial-like glycerate pathway were up-
regulated. Notably, genes encoding enzymes for 
a potential third route of 2PG degradation, decar-
boxylation via oxalate and formate, were induced 
as well. In order to define the relative roles of 
these three pathways, single-, double- and triple-
mutants with defects in participating enzymes were 
generated. Evaluation of their resistance toward 
oxalate indeed suggests the presence of a threefold 
branched metabolism of photorespiratory 2PG in 
Synechocystis.

Keywords  Phosphoglycolate turnover, oxalate 
decarboxylase, cyanobacteria, oxalate sensitivity, 
Synechocystis PCC 6803

Introduction

Cyanobacteria possess a carbon concentrating 
mechanism (CCM) leading to high Ci concentra-
tions in the vicinity of Rubisco (Badger et al. 
2006), which makes oxygenase activity of Rubisco 
in cyanobacteria unlikely. Accordingly, it is widely 
accepted that cyanobacteria do not perform a 
photorespiratory 2PG metabolism. However, bio-
informatic analyses showed the occurrence of all 
genes necessary for 2PG turnover in the genome 
of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (Synechocystis) 
and other cyanobacterial strains. A Synechocystis 
mutant impaired in glycolate dehydrogenase accu-
mulated the photorespiratory intermediate gly-
colate even under high Ci conditions (5% CO2, 
HC) (Eisenhut et al. 2006). These and related data 
showed that at least two routes cooperate in 2PG 
metabolism, a plant-like C2 cycle and the bacterial 
glycerate pathway (Eisenhut et al. 2006).
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Recent DNA-microarray experiments gave first 
hints for the possible presence of a third route 
of 2PG metabolism in Synechocystis, complete 
decarboxylation via oxalate and formate (Eisenhut 
et al. 2007). For the present study, we generated 
single-, double-, and triple-mutants with defects 
in key enzymes of all three pathways, T-protein of 
glycine decarboxylase (GcvT), tartronic semialde-
hyde reductase (TSR), and oxalate decarboxylase 
(ODC). Increasing levels of oxalate sensitivity of 
the single-, double-, and triple mutants indicated 
involvement of all three pathways in 2PG metabo-
lism in Synechocystis.

Materials and methods

Strains and culture conditions. The glucose- tolerant 
strain of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 served as the 
WT. Cultivation of mutants was performed in 
BG11 buffered to pH 7 and supplemented with 
50 µg mL−1 kanamycin (Km), 20 µg mL−1 spectino-
mycin (Sp) or 15 µg mL−1 chloramphenicol (Cm). 
For the experiments, axenic cultures were grown 
photoautotrophically as described in Eisenhut 
et al. (2007).

DNA-Microarray analyses, generation of mutants. 
Performance and data from DNA-microarray-
experiments are presented in Eisenhut et al. (2007). 
Mutants with defects in T-protein (∆gcvT) or both 
T-protein and TSR (∆gcvT/∆tsr) are described 
in Eisenhut et al. (2006). To generate mutation 
in odc (sll1358), Km or Cm resistance catridges 
were integrated into this gene and the products 
verified by restriction analysis. Plasmid DNA of 
these constructs was used for transformation of 
Synechocystis wild type (WT), mutant ∆gcvT, and 
the double-mutant ∆gcvT/∆tsr, respectively, and 
Km- or Cm-resistant clones were selected.

Investigation of sensitivity toward external oxalate. 
The sensitivity toward external oxalate was tested on 
solid media, where cells were  spotted on agar-plates 
(BG11, pH 7, solidified by 0.9% Kobe agar) sup-
plemented with different amounts of oxalate. Plates 
were incubated under continuous illumination of 
60 µmol photons m−2 s−1 at 30°C for 7 days.

Results and discussion

Influence of low Ci conditions on expression 
of genes involved in 2PG metabolism

In a former study, we found that a double-mutant 
(∆gcvT/∆tsr), impaired in the plant-like C2 cycle 
and in the bacterial-like glycerate pathway, showed 
decreased growth under low Ci (pure air, 0.035% 
CO2, LC) conditions, but was still viable. It was 
hence concluded that a third route for 2PG degra-
dation must exist (Eisenhut et al. 2006). To identify 
this additional pathway, we used a newly developed 
genome-wide DNA-microarray for Synechocystis 
(von Wobeser et al. in preparation) to search for 
LC-induced genes. These experiments allowed a 
genome-wide overview of LC-induced changes in 
gene expression. For this purpose, WT-cells were 
incubated under high Ci conditions (5% CO2, HC) 
and transferred to LC conditions. A subset of the 
results of subsequent DNA-microarray analysis, 
concerning the genes involved in 2PG turnover, is 
shown in Table 1. It is obvious that the expression 
of genes encoding enzymes of the plant-like C2 
cycle is barely influenced or even repressed under 
LC conditions. In contrast, transcript abundances 
of genes forming the by-passing bacterial-type 
glycerate pathway were elevated. These expres-
sion data imply that the increased 2PG metabolism 
under LC mainly proceeds via the glycerate path-
way, while our former physiological investigations 
of defined Synechocystis mutants in 2PG metabo-
lism rather pointed to a dominant role of the plant-
like C2 cycle (Eisenhut et al. 2006). Possibly, the 
contribution of the glycerate pathway is of higher 
importance in WT-cells than it is in the artificial 
metabolic situation in the mutants.

Interestingly, among the about 150 LC-induced 
genes, gene sll1358 was found 2.5-fold enhanced. 
This gene encodes a putative oxalate decarboxy-
lase (ODC), and it was known that oxalate can be 
synthesized from glyoxylate, a typical intermediate 
of 2PG turnover. Lactate dehydrogenase is respon-
sible for this reaction in humans (Mdluli et al. 
2005), while lactate dehydrogenase and glycolate 
oxidase are involved in plants (Davies and Asker 
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1983). Subsequent decarboxylation of oxalate 
yields formate, which becomes decarboxylated by 
formate dehydrogenase. The co-transcribed gene 
sll1359 contains a cytochrome-c-like domain and 
is thus an adequate candidate for this reaction in 
Synechocystis. Therefore, our data pointed to the 
possibility of a third route for 2PG metabolism in 
Synechocystis via oxalate and formate. The exist-
ence of such pathway in cyanobacteria has been 
postulated earlier, but was never proven (Norman 
and Colman 1992).

Generation of mutants with defect in oxalate 
decarboxylase

In order to investigate the existence of the decar-
boxylation pathway, ODC-deficient mutants (odc, 
sll1358) were generated by interposon-mutagenesis. 
After selection under HC conditions, complete 
segregation was verified. In preliminary experi-
ments, it was striking to observe that colonies of 
triple-mutants with knock-out in ODC, GcvT and 
also TSR (∆gcvT/∆tsr/∆odc) could hardly grow 

under ambient conditions, while single- (∆odc) 
and double-mutants (∆gcvT/∆odc) grew much bet-
ter. Compensation could be achieved under HC 
conditions.

Mutation in oxalate decarboxylase increases 
sensitivity toward oxalate

A simple method for testing the ability of microor-
ganisms to metabolize specific substrates is to feed 
them with this compound. This, however, requires 
corresponding uptake mechanisms. Similar experi-
ments were performed earlier with Synechocystis 
to test its sensitivity against 2PG intermediates, 
e.g. glycine (Hagemann et al. 2005). In prelimi-
nary tests, we found that Synechocystis can take up 
oxalate from the medium. In higher concentrations 
(> 6 mM), oxalate was toxic to the WT. Experiments 
with the single-, double- and triple-mutants showed 
that mutation in odc leads to enhanced sensitiv-
ity toward external oxalate (Fig. 1). The more 
routes of 2PG metabolism were knocked-out, the 
higher this oxalate sensitivity became. While the 

Table 1 Effect of low Ci conditions on expression of genes encoding enzymes of 2PG metabolism. Data represent fold 
ratios of transcript levels in cells exposed to low Ci (pure air, 0.035% CO2, LC) for 24 h relative to that observed under 
high Ci conditions (5% CO2, HC). ORF numbers, genes and functions according to CyanoBase (http://www.kazusa.or.jp) 
or Eisenhut et al. 2006

Pathway ORF Function Ratio

C2 cycle sll1349 Phosphoglycolate phosphatase (PGP) 0.72
 slr0458 Phosphoglycolate phosphatase (PGP) 0.91
 sll0404 Glycolate dehydrogenase subunit (GlcD) 1.60
 sll1189 Glycolate dehydrogenase subunit (GlcE) 0.83
 sll1831 Glycolate dehydrogenase subunit (GlcF) 0.80
 sll1559 Ala::glyoxylateaminotransferase (AGT) 0.38
 sll0171 Gly decarboxylase complex T protein (GcvT) 1.07
 slr0293 Gly decarboxylase complex P protein (GcvP) 1.14
 slr0879 Gly decarboxylase complex H protein (GcvP) 0.49
 slr1096 Gly decarboxylase complex L protein (GcvL) 0.37
 sll1931 Ser hydroxymethyltransferase (SHMT) 0.60
 sll1908 Hydroxypyruvate reductase (HPR) 0.36
 slr1556 Hydroxypyruvate reductase (HPR) 2.94
Glycerate pathway sll1981 Glyoxylate carboligase (GCL) 2.29
 slr2088 Glyoxylate carboligase (GCL) 1.03
 slr0229 Tartronic semialdehyde reductase (TSR) 1.11
 slr1840 Glycerate kinase (GLYK) 0.41
Decarboxylation sll1358 Putative oxalate decarboxylase (ODC) 2.50
 sll1359 Unknown protein. cytochrome c like 1.79
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double-mutant ∆gcvT/∆odc could barely abide a 
concentration of 2 mM oxalate, the triple-mutant 
∆gcvT/∆tsr/∆odc could not tolerate any external 
oxalate. Oxalate can be most likely converted to 
glyoxylate by the reversible dehydrogenase reac-
tion. Therefore, an intact plant-like C2 cycle and 
the bacterial-like glycerate pathway help in detoxi-
fying oxalate when ODC is defective, as it is in 
mutant ∆odc, which explains the gradual increase 
in oxalate sensitivity.

Altogether, the enhanced expression of odc 
under LC conditions and the increasing sensitiv-
ity toward oxalate, which is correlated with the 
number of genetic defects in the mutants, suggest 
a threefold branched metabolism of photorespira-
tory 2PG in the cyanobacterium Synechocystis. 

The metabolic network comprises a plant-like C2 
cycle, a bacterial-like glycerate pathway, and a 
decarboxylation pathway via oxalate.
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CHAPTER TWO

Arabidopsis Mutants with Strongly Reduced Levels 
of the T-Protein Subunit of Glycine Decarboxylase

Nadja Engel, Marion Eisenhut, Nan Qu, and Hermann Bauwe

Abstract  T-protein (GLDT) is component of 
the mitochondrial glycine decarboxylase complex, 
which is involved in photorespiration and one-carbon 
metabolism. The analysis of Arabidopsis thaliana T-
DNA knockdown and RNAi plants revealed a  heavily 
disturbed photorespiratory metabolism including 
very high leaf glycine and glyoxylate levels. In par-
allel studies with a GLDT-deficient Synechocystis 
mutant, full complementation was achieved by 
GLDT from two plant sources, Arabidopsis thaliana 
and Flaveria anomala.

Keywords  Photorespiration, glycine decarboxylase, 
T-protein, RNAi, Arabidopsis

Introduction

T-protein (GLDT) is the tetrahydrofolate-dependent 
component of the mitochondrial glycine decar-
boxylase (GDC) system, which is indispensably 
involved in the photorespiratory and one-carbon 

metabolism of plants. While mutants for other 
subunits of GDC have been analyzed (for example 
Heineke et al. 2001; Engel et al. 2007), similar 
studies have not been performed with GLDT. 
In Arabidopsis thaliana (Arabidopsis), GLDT is 
most likely encoded by a single gene, GLDT1 
(At1g11860). Here, we give an initial report on 
some features of a GLDT1 knockdown mutant and 
of RNAi lines with variable GLDT content. We 
will also show first data on the complementation of 
these lines and of a GLDT-deficient mutant of the 
cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. strain PCC 6803 
with plant GLDT.

Materials and methods

Plant material and growth conditions. Arabidopsis 
(Arabidopsis thaliana) ecotype Columbia (Col-0) 
was used as wild type. The GLDT1 (At1g11860) 
knockdown mutant Atgldt1-1 was isolated from 
seeds (SALK124765) obtained from the Nottingham 
Arabidopsis Stock Centre. Plants were grown under 
12-/12-h-light/-dark cycle (22°C/18°C) at 150–
200 µE m−2 s−1 in growth chambers, RNAi plants 
were grown in elevated CO2 (0.9%). Transformants 
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were selected on solidified Murashige and Skoog 
(1962) basal medium containing 1% agar, 2% 
sucrose, and appropriate antibiotics.

Generation of GLDT1 RNAi plants. The entire 
first exon of the Arabidopsis GLDT1 gene was 
fused in sense and antisense direction to the St-
GA20ox spacer intron (Chen et al. 2003) in vector 
pUC-RNAi (kindly provided by Uwe Sonnewald, 
Erlangen). This RNAi cassette was ligated between 
the 35 S promoter and the nopaline synthase termi-
nator of vector pGreen0179 (Hellens et al. 2000) 
and the transgene integrated into the target plant 
genome by Agrobacterium tumefaciens GV3101-
mediated transformation (Clough et al. 1998). The 
T1 generation was selected by their hygromycin 
resistance, the presence of the RNAi construct was 
detected by PCR with genomic DNA, and tran-
script levels were examined by RT-PCR.

Complementation. Three constructs were pro-
duced: (1) the entire Arabidopsis (At1g11860); 
(2) Flaveria anomala GLDT-encoding sequences, 
both under control of the 35 S promoter; and (3) 
the Flaveria anomala GLDT gene with its own 
promoter. All three constructs were ligated into 
pCAMBIA1300 and integrated into the Arabidopsis 
gldt1-1 genome.

Experiments with Synechocystis. For comple-
mentation analyses, GLDT-encoding cDNAs from 
Arabidopsis (At1g11860) and F. anomala were 
ligated into the overexpression vector pPSBA2, 
designed for Synechocystis (Lagarde et al. 2000). 
For selection, the spectinomycin resistance car-
tridge (from pUC4S, Pharmacia) was inserted into 
the unique BamHI-site of pPSBA2. After verifica-
tion of plasmids by restriction analysis, they were 
used for transformation of the Synechocystis GLDT 
mutant, ∆gcvT (Eisenhut et al. 2006). Segregation 
was examined by PCR-analysis. Glycine sensitiv-
ity was tested on solid media, where cells were 
spotted on agar-plates (BG 11, pH 8, solidified 
with 0.9% Kobe agar) supplemented with different 
concentrations of glycine. Plates were incubated 
under continuous illumination of 60 µE s−1 m−2 at 
30°C for 7 days.

Transcript analysis by RT-PCR. Total RNA was 
purified and transcripts were analyzed with gene 

specific primers as described elsewhere (Engel 
et al. 2007).

Protein analysis. Leaf samples were ground and 
extracted in a buffer containing 25 mM HEPES, pH 
7, 0.5 mM EDTA, 8 mM dithiothreithol, and 1 mM 
phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride. Ten micrograms 
of total protein (Bradford 1976) per lane were sep-
arated on 15% denaturating polyacrylamide gels 
and electrotransferred onto a PVDF membrane. 
GLDT protein was detected by chemiluminescence 
using a specific antiserum raised in rabbits against 
recombinant Flaveria pringlei GLDT in combi-
nation with a horseradish peroxidase-conjugated 
secondary antibody.

Amino acid analysis. Soluble amino acids were 
extracted and analyzed as described earlier (Engel 
et al. 2007).

Results

Isolation and features of a T-DNA insertion 
knockdown line

The GLDT1 gene is expressed in all photosyn-
thetically active organs of Arabidopsis (electronic 
Northern data https://www.genevestigator.ethz.
ch/at/ and own RT-PCR analyses, not shown). 
Due to the unavailability of knockout lines for 
the Arabidopsis GLDT1 gene, we chose to ana-
lyze a T-DNA insertion line (gldt1-1) with the 
insert located approximately 400 bp upstream 
of the translation start. Homozygous gldt1-1 
plants showed a distinct reduction in the GLDT1 
transcript level relative to wild type in combina-
tion with a 50% lower leaf GLDT protein level 
(Fig. 1A and B). Growth of these plants was 
much impaired and the leaves were chlorotic 
(not shown). These features indicate heavily 
disturbed photorespiratory metabolism and are 
similar to properties of other reported photores-
piratory mutants, for example, those defective in 
serine hydroxymethyltransferase (Voll et al. 2006) 
or 2-phosphoglycolate phosphatase (Schwarte
et al. 2007). As it is typical for photorespiratory 
mutants, gldt1-1 mutants could be reverted to the 
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phenotype of wild type plants by growth in air 
containing elevated CO2 levels (0.14%).

Generation and features of RNAi plants 
with reduced GLDT1 levels

To reduce the GLDT content even further, we used 
an RNAi approach (Wesley et al. 2001). Transgenic 
plants were selected under 0.9% CO2 to minimize the 

possibility of lethal effects, as they were found for a 
knockout of P-protein (GLDP), another subunit of 
GDC (Engel et al. 2007). After growth for 10 weeks 
under these conditions, plants were transferred to 
normal air for 7 days. One of the transgenic lines, T4, 
became chlorotic already after 2 days (not shown). 
Analysis of GLDT1 transcript accumulation (Fig. 
1A), GLDT protein levels (Fig. 1B), and soluble 
amino acid content in leaves (Fig. 1C) of this and 
other plants revealed that in this specific RNAi line, 
T4, both GLDT1 transcripts and GLDT protein was 
undetectable. Glycine accumulated to the very high 
level of about 40–60 µmol g−1 FW.

Complementation experiments

The F. anomala GLDT promoter drives expression 
in the bundle sheath, but not in the intercostals 
mesophyll areas of leaves, while the 35 S promoter 
drives constitutive expression. Integration of both 
transgenes into gldt1-1 plants mutants restored the 
wild type phenotype (not shown). On a molecular 
level, leaf glycine concentrations fell to wild type 
levels (Fig. 1C).

To find out whether the plant GLDT can 
 functionally replace the bacterial-type GLDT as well, 
we introduced the corresponding plant genes from 
Arabidopsis and F. anomala into the GLDT-deficient 
Synechocystis mutant DgcvT (Eisenhut et al. 2006). 
GDC mutants of Synechocystis were shown to react 
sensitively towards  external glycine (Hagemann et 
al. 2005), which was used to verify  complementation 
effects. Again, full  complementation was achieved 
according to the three criteria of restored growth 
on medium with elevated glycine concentration 
(Fig. 2A), Western analysis (Fig. 2B), and wild type 
levels of  intracellular glycine (Fig. 2C).

Discussion

Similar to the deletion of GLDP (Engel et al. 2007), 
the knockout of GLDT1 results in a very severe 
impairment of the plants’ performance. In part, 
this is due to the fact that GLDT is encoded by a 

Fig. 1 A, GLDT transcript levels in wild type (WT), gldt1-1
and four RNAi (T4–T7). The constitutively expressed 
 transcript was used for internal calibration. B, Western 
blotting of the same plants using a GLDT-specific  antibody 
(top) and Coomassie staining for calibration (bottom). 
C, Leaf glycine levels in wild type, T-DNA insertion, and 
RNAi plants
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single gene in Arabidopsis and indispensable for 
photorespiratory metabolism. In addition, adequate 
activity of GDC is also important for one-carbon 
metabolism and hence a larger range of metabolic 
processes, which might be affected at least in 
one of the RNAi lines. The complementation of 
GLDT-deficient Synechocystis is remarkable as well 
because interaction with two other proteins, GLDP 
and GLDH, is required for proper functioning of 
GDC. This result suggests a relatively high degree of 
conservation of the interacting protein domains.
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CHAPTER THREE

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii Has Genes For Both Glycolate 
Oxidase and Glycolate Dehydrogenase

Lauren Chauvin, Baran Tural, and James V. Moroney

Abstract  Green algae have two different enzymes 
that catalyze the oxidation of glycolate. Some algae 
utilize the peroxisomal enzyme glycolate oxidase, 
while other algae use the mitochondrial enzyme 
glycolate dehydrogenase. The unicellular green 
alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii has an active gly-
colate dehydrogenase. With the recent sequencing 
of the C. reinhardtii genome it was found that C. 
reinhardtii also has a gene encoding a putative gly-
colate oxidase. In this paper the presence of genes 
encoding both glycolate oxidase and glycolate 
dehydrogenase in C. reinhardtii is discussed.

Keywords  Glycolate oxidase, glycolate dehydroge-
nase, Chlamydomonas, photorespiration, peroxisome

Introduction

In photosynthetic organisms the oxygenase activity 
of Ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase 
(Rubisco) produces the potentially wasteful product 
phosphoglycolate in addition to 3-phosphoglycerate. 

This phosphoglycolate must be recycled so that the 
carbon can reenter the Calvin Cycle. This recycling 
is accomplished by the photorespiratory pathway 
(Husic et al. 1987). This metabolic pathway is well 
conserved in photosynthetic organisms being present 
in cyanobacteria as well as higher plants. While 
many aspects of the photorespiratory pathway are 
common in all photosynthetic organisms, there are 
also significant variations in the pathway. One dif-
ference between the photorespiratory pathways in 
higher plants versus algae is found in the second step 
of the pathway where glycolate is oxidized to gly-
oxylate. In higher plants and some algae, this step is 
catalyzed by the peroxisomal enzyme glycolate oxi-
dase (Eq. 1), while in many algae the mitochondrial 
protein glycolate dehydrogenase (Eq. 2) catalyzes 
the reaction (Stabenau and Winkler 2005).

Glycolate + O2 Glyoxylate +  H2O2 (1)

Glycolate + NAD+ Glyoxylate   + NADH 
+ H+ (2)

The presence of glycolate oxidase or glycolate dehy-
drogenase in an alga was sometimes used in phylo-
genetic classification. For green algae in particular, 
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the presence of glycolate oxidase was used as an 
indication that an alga was more closely associated 
with the higher plant lineage. For example, Chara 
and Mougeotia have glycolate oxidase and are gener-
ally considered to be more closely related to higher 
plants (Stabenau 1992). In contrast, algae that have 
glycolate dehydrogenase were considered to be more 
primitive or on a different lineage than higher plants.

Materials and methods

Cell Cultures. The strain D66 (nit2−, cw15, mt+) 
was obtained from Rogene Schnell, University of 
Arkansas-Little Rock. Cells were grown in minimal 
media (Sueoka 1960) bubbled with high CO2 (5% 
CO2 in air) until it reached a cell density of about 
2 × 106 cells/mL. The culture was diluted with an 
equal volume of fresh medium and split into two 
flasks. One was bubbled with high CO2 and the 
other with low CO2 (0.035% CO2 in air). The high 
and low CO2 acclimated D66 cells were used for 
RNA isolation.

Identification of C. reinhardtii genes. Version 
3.0 of the Chlamydomonas genome was used to 
identify the C. reinhardtii glycolate oxidase gene. 
The glycolate dehydrogenase gene was first char-
acterized by Nakamura et al. (2005).

Quantitative RT-PCR measurements. Total 
RNA of 3 µg was used as template for synthesis 
of cDNA using Transcriptor First Strand cDNA 
Synthesis Kit (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) according 
to manufacturer’s instruction. One tenth aliquot 
from the synthesized cDNA was used as template 

with Takara Bio Sybr Green Premix Ex Mix 
(Takara-Bio, Madison, WI) for quantitative PCR 
in an ABI Prism 7000 sequence detection system 
following the manufacturer’s instructions (Applied 
Biosystems, Foster City, CA).

Results

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii has genes for both 
 glycolate oxidase and glycolate dehydrogenase

Recent studies have furthered our understanding of 
the enzymes that catalyze the oxidation of glycolate in 
C. reinhardtii. Tural and Moroney (2005) reported 
that most of the genes encoding the enzymes of 
the photorespiratory pathway could be identified 
from the Chlamydomonas genome sequence. In 
fact some of the genes such as phosphoglycolate 
phosphatase appear to be present in multiple 
copies. They also reported that many of the pho-
torespiratory genes were transiently upregulated 
when C. reinhardtii cells were switched from an 
environment high in CO2 to one with limiting 
concentrations of CO2 (Tural and Moroney 2005). 
Also in 2005, the glycolate dehydrogenase gene 
was identified by Spalding and his colleagues 
(Nakamura et al. 2005 and Fig. 1). The glycolate 
dehydrogenase gene is a large gene containing 
23 exons spanning over 9 kilobases. Sequencing 
the genome also revealed that C. reinhardtii had 
a gene for glycolate oxidase (Fig. 1). This gene 
is significantly smaller having 11 exons spanning 
over 3 kilobases. An alignment of the deduced 

atg

atg

1 kilobase

taa

taa

B)

A)
Glycolate dehydrogenase

Glycolate oxidase

Fig. 1 The glycolate dehydrogenase and glycolate oxidase genes of C. reinhardtii
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protein sequence of this gene showed that the gene 
product aligned very well with glycolate oxidase 
proteins from higher plants (Fig. 2). These results 
were surprising as glycolate oxidase activity had 
not been reported in C. reinhardtii.

The glycolate dehydrogenase gene is expressed 
under normal photoautotrophic growth

Since C. reinhardtii has genes for both glyco-
late dehydrogenase as well as glycolate oxidase, 
the expression of both genes was investigated. A 
number of expressed sequenced tags (ESTs) were 

found that aligned with the glycolate dehydroge-
nase gene indicating that this gene was actively 
transcribed. In addition, the message for glycolate 
dehydrogenase was detected using Northern blots 
(Tural and Moroney 2005). In contrast, no ESTs 
aligned with the glycolate oxidase gene, and no 
message could be detected using Northern blots. To 
more accurately measure glycolate dehydrogenase 
message abundance in C. reinhardtii, quantita-
tive reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction 
(qRT-PCR) was performed. For this experiment 
RNA was isolated from cells grown both in high and 
low CO2, and this RNA was used as a template for 

Cucurbita ---MEITNVTEYEAIAKEKLPKMVYDYYASGAEDQWALKENRNAFSRILFRPRILIDVSK 57
Arabidopsis ---MEITNVTEYDAIAKQKLPKMVYDYYASGAEDQWTLQENRNAFARILFRPRILIDVSK 57
rice --MELITNVSEYEQLAKQKLPKMIYDYYASGAEDQWTLKENREAFSRILFRPRILIDVSR 58
Chlamydomonas      MADLSFLNLEEVEEEAKKVMPKMAFDYYSTGSDTCYTVGENRSCFSRYLLLPRMLRNVSR 60
                        : *: * :  **: :*** :***::*::  ::: ***..*:* *: **:* :**:

Cucurbita          IDMSTTVLGFKISMPIMIAPTAMQKMAHPEGEYATARAASAAGTTTTLSSWATSSVEEVA 117
Arabidopsis  IDMTTTVLGFKISMPIMVAPTAMQKMAHPDGEYATARAASAAGTIMTLSSWATSSVEEVA 117
rice               INMATNVLGFNISMPIMIAPSAMQKMAHPEGELATARAASAAGTIMTLSSWSTSSVEEVN 118
Chlamydomonas      VDTSHELFGIRSSMPVWVAPMAMHGLAHPGREVATCRAAAAAGVPFTFSTVATSSLQEIQ 120
                   :: :  ::*:. ***: :** **: :***  * **.***:***.  *:*: :***::*: 

Cucurbita          STGPGIRFFQLYVYKDRNVVAQLVRRAEKAGFKAIALTVDTPRLGRREADIKNRFTLPPF 177
Arabidopsis        STGPGIRFFQLYVYKNRNVVEQLVRRAERAGFKAIALTVDTPRLGRRESDIKNRFTLPPN 177
rice               SAAPGIRFFQLYVYKDRNIVRQLVRRAELAGFKAIALTVDTPRLGRREADIKNRFNLPPH 178
Chlamydomonas      ETGHDNRIFQLYVIRNREVVRRWVTEAESRGFKALMVTVDAQRLGNREADARNKFTLPPG 180
                   .:. . *:***** ::*::* : * .**  ****: :***: ***.**:* :*:*.*** 

Cucurbita LTLKNFEGLDLG--KMDQADDSGLASYVAGQIDRTLSWQDVKWLQTITKLPILVKGVLTA 235
Arabidopsis LTLKNFEGLDLG--KMDEANDSGLASYVAGQIDRTLSWKDVQWLQTITKLPILVKGVLTG 235
rice LVLKNFEALDLG--KMDKTNDSGLASYVASQVDRSLSWTDVKWLQTITSLPILVKGVMTA 236
Chlamydomonas LALRNLEYLSSASTARDSQDGSGLMKLFTSEVDDSLTWEFIPWLRGVTKLPIIVKGLLSP 240
                   *.*:*:* *. .    *. :.*** . .:.::* :*:*  : **: :*.***:***::: 

Cucurbita          EDTRIAVQSGAAGIIVSNHGARQLDYVPATIMALEEVVKAARG---EVPVFLDGGVRRGT 292
Arabidopsis        EDARIAIQAGAAGIIVSNHGARQLDYVPATISALEEVVKATQG---RIPVFLDGGVRRGT 292
rice               EDTRLAVESGAAGIIVSNHGARQLDYVPATISCLEEVVREAKG---RLPVFLDGGVRRGT 293
Chlamydomonas      ADAELAVQYGVDGIVVSNHGGRQLDYAPSGLHMLPAVVAAVRGCGSSIPVLVDGGVRRGT 300
                   *:.:*:: *. **:*****.*****.*: :  *  **  .:*    :**::********

Cucurbita DVFKALALGASGIFIGRPVVFSLAAEGEAGVRKVLQMLRDEFELIMALSGCRSLQEITRN 352
Arabidopsis DVFKALALGASGIFIGRPVVFSLAAEGEAGVRKVLQMLRDEFELTMALSGCRSLKEISRN 352
rice DVFKALALGASGVFIGRPVLFSLAVDGEAGVRKVLQMLRDELELTMALSGCTSLAEITRN 353
Chlamydomonas DVIKALALGASGVLLGRPVLYGLAVGGQAGVERVLQLLRSEIELSMALAGCSSVQQIGPQ 360
                   **:*********:::****::.**. *:***.:***:**.*:** ***:** *: :*  :

Cucurbita     HIVAD----WDTPRVVPRL--- 367
Arabidopsis        HITTE----WDTPRPSARL--- 367
rice               HVITD----SDRIR-RSRL--- 367
Chlamydomonas      LLLPAPSAGPAPPMPAAQLCKL 382
                    : .            .:*

Fig. 2 Sequence alignment of C. reinhardtii glycolate oxidase with higher plant glycolate oxidase proteins
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qRT-PCR. The results of this experiment confirm 
that glycolate dehydrogenase is expressed well in C. 
reinhardtii (Table 1). The expression of glycolate 
oxidase is currently being investigated.

Discussion

The sequence of the C. reinhardtii genome is 
now over 90% complete (http://genome.jgi-psf.org/
Chlre3/Chlre3.home.html). With this new sequence 
information came the revelation that a gene appar-
ently encoding glycolate oxidase is present in the 
C. reinhardtii genome as well as a gene encoding 
glycolate dehydrogenase (Fig. 1). This gene aligned 
very well with glycolate oxidase genes from higher 
plants (Fig. 2). This was a surprising result as 
glycolate oxidase activity had never been reported 
in C. reinhardtii. A possible explanation for these 
two apparently contradictory findings is that the 
glycolate oxidase gene is simply not expressed in 
C. reinhardtii. Results to date are consistent with 
this interpretation. Glycolate oxidase activity could 
not be measured in C. reinhardtii. In addition, 
Northern blots showed no mRNA corresponding 
to the glycolate oxidase gene, and no ESTs have 
been identified that align with the glycolate oxi-
dase gene. A second explanation for these results 
is that the gene, while quite similar to higher plant 
glycolate oxidase genes, encodes a protein with a 
different substrate specificity. Further studies will 
determine which of these explanations is correct.

The fact that C. reinhardtii has a glycolate 
oxidase gene has implications as to how the perox-
isome has evolved in eukaryotic cells. One hypoth-
esis put forward was that peroxisomes became 
more important or more developed as plants began 
to colonize the land (Stabenau 1992). In this idea, 
peroxisomes either became more developed during 
the colonizing event or became more metabolically 
active, possible as a result of the increasing O2 in 
the Earth’s atmosphere (Chapman and de Jesus 
1992). In this view plants had a “gain of function” 
in the glycolate oxidase gene as the peroxisome 
became more prominent. The finding of a glycolate 
oxidase gene in C. reinhardtii raises the possibility 
that instead there was a “loss of function” in some 
of the algal lineages. Perhaps the ancestral organ-
ism to both Chlorophytes and higher plants had 
both functional genes and glycolate dehydrogenase 
became less important in the higher plant lineage 
while glycolate oxidase became deemphasized in 
many of the algal lineages.

It is thought that the C. reinhardtii diverged from 
the higher plant lineage almost 1 billion years ago. 
The finding of the glycolate oxidase gene in both 
higher plants, where it is active, and C. reinhardtii, 
where it appears to be poorly expressed, supports 
the idea that this gene was present in an ancestral 
eukaryote. The fact that peroxisomes exist in fungi 
and animals as well as plants also points to a very 
ancient development of this organelle. The finding 
of glycolate oxidase gene in C. reinhardtii supports 
the hypothesis that a peroxisome was present in 
ancient eukaryotes, and the metabolic pathways 
that involved the peroxisome attained different lev-
els of importance over time in different lineages.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Expression of Inducible Inorganic Carbon Acquisition 
Complexes Is Under the Control of the FtsH Protease 
in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803

Pengpeng Zhang1, Cosmin I. Sicora1, Natalia Vorontsova1, Yagut Allahverdiyeva1, 
Natalia Battchikova1, Peter J. Nixon2, and Eva-Mari Aro1

Abstract  Cyanobacteria possess a complex 
CO2-concentrating mechanism (CCM), which 
makes them survive and acclimate in a variety 
of CO2 environments. The efficiency of CCM is 
enhanced under low inorganic carbon environ-
ments by expression of a set of protein complexes. 
The inducible CCM genes are regulated by LysR 
family proteins NdhR and CmpR. To investigate 
the involvement of proteases in induction of the 
CCM complexes, we studied the FtsH2 protease 
mutant of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803. The cells 
were grown under high CO2 and then shifted to 
low CO2, followed by a proteome analysis of 
the membrane protein complexes and RT-PCR. 
Interestingly, the inducible CCM complexes were 
not detected in the FtsH2 mutant upon shift to low 
CO2. The transcripts of the inducible CCM genes 
and their regulator ndhR failed to accumulate, indi-
cating that the regulation by the FtsH2 protease is 

upstream of NdhR. Moreover, functional photo-
synthesis was shown a prerequisite for induction 
of CCM in WT at low CO2, possibly via genera-
tion of oxidative stress, which was shown here to 
transiently enhance the expression of inducible 
CCM genes even at high CO2 conditions.

Keywords  Bicarbonate transporter, Ci acquisition, 
CO2-concentrating mechanism, cyanobacteria, 
FtsH protease, NDH-1 complexes

Introduction

Cyanobacteria possess an elaborate CO2-concentrating 
mechanism (CCM) to overcome the low affin-
ity of Rubisco for CO2. The CCM involves a set 
of protein complexes, which facilitate cells to 
acquire inorganic carbon (Ci) from environment. 
There are at least five distinct Ci uptake systems 
identified in cyanobacteria, including two special-
ized NDH-1 complexes for CO2 uptake and three 
bicarbonate transporters (Badger et al. 2006). The 
expression of these protein complexes is regulated 
by environmental Ci supply. Besides constitutively 
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expressed CCM systems maintaining CCM activ-
ity at a relatively low level under Ci rich condi-
tions, the CO2 uptake NDH-1 complex containing 
the NdhD3, NdhF3, CupA, and Sll1735 proteins, 
the HCO3

− transporters BCT1 (CmpABCD) and 
SbtA are induced under Ci limitation. LysR family 
proteins CmpR and NdhR regulate the cmpABCD 
operon and the ndhF3/ndhD3/cupA and sbtA/sbtB 
operons, respectively (Figge et al. 2001; Omata et 
al. 2001; Wang et al. 2004). Recently we identified 
NDH-1S and SbtA complexes in Synechocystis 
membrane proteome (Herranen et al. 2004; Zhang 
et al. 2004). To further understand the induction 
of CCM, we have investigated the expression of 
inducible protein complexes in WT and the FtsH2 
mutant of Synechocystis by proteomics and quanti-
tative real-time PCR analyses.

Materials and methods

Strains and growth conditions. Synechocystis 
6803 WT and the protease mutant FtsH2 (∆slr0228) 
(Silva et al. 2003) were grown in BG-11 medium at 
30°C under the PPFD of 50 µmol photons m−2 s−1 at 
high CO2 (3%) or low CO2 (air level) condition.

Membrane isolation, electrophoresis and immu-
noblotting. Total membranes were isolated and 
analyzed by 2-D Blue-native (BN) PAGE and 
SDS-PAGE (Zhang et al. 2004). Proteins were 
visualized by silver-staining or immunodetection 
with protein-specific antibodies.

Oxygen evolution and fluorescence measure-
ments. Steady-state rates of oxygen evolution 
were measured with Hansatech DW1 oxygen 
electrode at saturating light intensity in the pres-
ence of 1 mM DMBQ. Flash-induced increases 
and subsequent decay of chlorophyll fluorescence 
yield were measured according to (Allahverdiyeva 
et al. 2004).

RT-Q-RT-PCR assay. Total RNA was isolated by 
Trizol method, and treated with DNase to remove 
genomic DNA. The cDNA was synthesized from 
purified RNA, and RT-Q-RT-PCR was performed. 
The primer pairs used were described in (Zhang 
et al. 2007).

Results

Expression of inducible CCM genes in WT 
and FtsH2 mutant upon high to low Ci shift

WT and FtsH2 mutant cells were grown at high CO2 
and then shifted to low CO2 for 48 h. Membrane 
proteomes were analyzed by 2-D BN/SDS-PAGE 
(Fig. 1A). The inducible CCM complexes were 
detectable neither in WT nor FtsH2 mutant under 
high CO2. Upon shift to low CO2, the NDH-1S, 
NDH-1 M, SbtA, and CmpA were strongly induced 
in WT, but not in the FtsH2 mutant.

High CO2 grown cells were shifted to low CO2 
for 2 h. The relative expression of ndhF3, ndhJ, 
sbtA, ndhR, cmpA, ftsH2 and ftsH3 was analyzed 
by real-time PCR (Fig. 1B). At high CO2, tran-
scripts of all genes investigated were expressed 
at a relatively low level. After shift of WT cells 
to low CO2, the expression of ndhF3, ndhJ, sbtA, 
cmpA as well as ndhR was largely enhanced, but no 
apparent induction of ftsH genes was observed. In 
sharp contrast to WT, the expression of none of the 
investigated genes showed conspicuous changes in 
the FtsH2 mutant.

Expression of inducible CCM genes in the 
presence of DCMU or methyl viologen (MV)

Effect of DCMU on the induction of CCM com-
plexes. High CO2 grown WT cell cultures were 
transferred to low CO2 and concomitantly sup-
plemented with 0–15 µM DCMU for 24 h, and the 
expression of the NDH-1S and SbtA complexes was 
semi-quantified by immunoblotting with NdhD3 
and SbtA antibodies (Fig. 2A). Small amounts of 
DCMU (0.1 and 0.3 µM) had little effect on the 
amount of active PSII centers for charge separa-
tion and considerable PSII activity remained (60% 
and 40%, respectively) (Fig. 2B). Such conditions 
allowed induction of the NdhD3 and SbtA proteins 
in variant amount, about 85% and 10% of these pro-
teins were induced, respectively. Further increasing 
the DCMU concentration decreased the number of 
active PSII centers for charge separation and less 
than a quarter of maximal PSII activity remained, 
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Fig. 1 Expression of inducible CCM genes in WT and 
the FtsH mutant upon shifting cells from high to low 
CO2. (A) Section of silver-stained gels of membrane 
proteome. (B) Transcription analysis by RT-Q-RT-PCR. 
Relative expression after the shift to low Ci was shown 
as a fold of high Ci amount ± SE for three independent 
experiments

Fig. 2 Induction of CCM in the presence of DCMU or 
MV. (A) Immunoblots with anti-NdhD3 and anti-SbtA. 
(B) Steady state oxygen evolution. (C) Relaxation of flash-
induced chlorophyll fluorescence. (D) Induction of CCM 
genes under high CO2 by MV
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and concomitantly the induction of NDH-1S and 
SbtA was completely inhibited.

Effect of MV on transcription of inducible 
CCM genes. High CO2 grown WT cell culture was 
treated with 50 µM MV for 30, 60 and 120 min, 
and the accumulation of ftsH2, ftsH3, sbtA, ndhF3, 
ndhR, and ndhD1 transcripts was quantified by 
RT-Q-RT-PCR (Fig. 2D). The ftsH genes were the 
most responsive ones, which were co-upregulated 
17 times after 1 h treatment, and slightly slowed 
down after that. Transcription of sbtA, ndhF3 and 
ndhR moderately responded to MV. They were 
upregulated —four to eight times during treatment. 
The expression of ndhD1 was not induced by MV.

Discussion

FtsH2 protease is required for full induction 
of CCM

Contrary to WT, transcription of ndhF3, sbtA and 
cmpA genes remained at low level and no NDH-1S, 
SbtA or CmpA proteins accumulated in the FtsH2 
mutant upon shift from high to low CO2 (Fig. 1), 
indicating that FtsH2 protease plays an important 
role in CCM signaling. The presence of FtsH2 pro-
tease is a prerequisite of transcriptional activation 
of inducible CCM genes.

PSII activity is required for expression of CCM 
complexes

CCM is a link between photosynthetic light reac-
tions and carbon fixation, and fully induced CCM 
only occurs in autotrophically grown cells with 
functional photosynthesis. Partial inactivation of 
PSII in the WT cells by DCMU also abolished the 
induction of CCM under low CO2 (Fig. 2A–C), sug-
gesting that a certain threshold level of PSII activity 
is necessary for induction of the CCM complexes.

FtsH protease in CCM signaling

Specific requirement of the FtsH2 protease gave 
insights into the mechanisms involved in the induc-

tion of Ci acquisition. The FtsH proteases are 
involved in PSII damage-repair cycle in both plants 
and cyanobacteria (Nixon et al. 2005). However, 
the failure in induction of the CCM complexes in 
the FtsH2 mutant does not result from the decrease 
of PSII activity, because the PSII activity of the 
FtsH2 mutant is still at a significant level. That the 
transcription of ndhR is not regulated by Ci (Fig. 
1B) indicated that the FtsH protease acts on CCM 
signaling upstream of repressor NdhR. We postulate 
that active photosynthesis creates the need of an 
active repair cycle that in turn requires the presence 
of FtsH proteases. The FtsH protease then directly or 
indirectly targets the repressor protein NdhR, which 
in turn modulates the transcription of the ndhF3/
ndhD3/cupA and sbtA/sbtB operons.
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CHAPTER ONE

Study of the Structure–Function Relationship in Maize 
NADP-Malic Enzyme

Enrique Detarsio, Clarisa E. Alvarez, Mariana Saigo, María F. Drincovich, 
and Carlos S. Andreo

Abstract  NADP-malic enzyme catalyses the 
reversible oxidative decarboxylation of l-malate 
to yield carbon dioxide and pyruvate with the 
concomitant reduction of NADP. Maize presents 
at least three isoforms of this enzyme, and the 
“photosynthetic isoform” is responsible for provid-
ing CO2 to the Calvin Cycle for carbon fixation. 
In this work, different aspects of the enzyme were 
studied by recombinant protein engineering. The 
site directed mutagenesis of the residues A392 and 
K435/6 indicated that these residues contribute to 
the specificity of NADP over NAD as substrate 
of the enzyme. The mutation of the conserved 
basic residues K255 and R237 showed that they 
are implicated in substrate binding and cataly-
sis, probably acting as a base. In addition, four 
cysteine residues C192, C231, C246 and C270 
were shown to affect the catalytic activity when 
mutated to alanine. The structural basis of the dif-
ferences between the photosynthetic (C4) and non-
photosynthetic (non-C4) isoform were studied by 

constructing and analyzing chimeras between these 
isoforms, which indicated that the region between 
residues 102 and 247 is necessary for tetrameriza-
tion capacity of the photosynthetic isoform, and 
the region between residues 247 and C terminus is 
responsible for malate inhibition at pH 7.

Keywords  Malic enzyme, photosynthesis, mutants, 
chimeras

Introduction

NAD(P)-malic enzyme (NAD(P)-ME; E.C. 
1.1.1.38, 1.1.1.39 and 1.1.1.40) catalyses the oxi-
dative decarboxylation of L-malate and generates 
carbon dioxide and pyruvate with the concomitant 
reduction of NAD(P) (Edwards and Andreo 1992). 
The enzyme is found in most living organisms, and 
the amino acid sequences are highly conserved. 
In plants, both plastidic and cytosolic NADP-ME 
(E.C. 1.1.1.40) playing photosynthetic as well 
as non-photosynthetic roles have been identified 
(Drincovich et al. 2001). Some C4 plants express 
photosynthetic plastidic isoform in bundle sheath 
cells that represents a unique and specialized form 
of NADP-ME with particular properties, that make 
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it suitable to participate in the CO2 concentrating 
mechanism that increases the photosynthetic yield 
of NADP-ME C4 plants. The objective of this work 
was the study of the relationship between primary 
sequence and functional characteristics of the 
maize photosynthetic NADP-ME, an enzyme that 
plays a key role in the photosynthesis of this model 
C4 plant.

Materials and methods

Expression and purification of recombinant 
chimerical NADP-ME. All the protein coding 
sequences were cloned in the pET32-a expression 
vector (Novagen), and the induction and purifica-
tion of the fusion proteins were done as previ-
ously described for the photosynthetic NADP-ME 
(Detarsio et al. 2003). In brief, the protein were 
purified by a Ni-agarose chromatography, fol-
lowed by enterokinase treatment to remove N 
terminus fusion, and finally, an affinity chroma-
tography (Affi-Gel Blue).

Site-directed mutagenesis and chimeras con-
struction. Site-directed mutagenesis of maize 
mature NADP-ME was carried out according 
to the procedures described by Mikaelian and 
Sergeant (1992) using oligonucleotides primers 
that introduced mutations in the wild-type pro-
tein. Chimeric proteins were constructed by treat-
ing maize C4 (pET-ME, Detarsio et al. 2003) 
and non-C4-NADP-ME (pET-RME, Saigo et al. 
2004) mature sequences inserted into the pET32-a 
expression vector (Novagen) with restriction endo-
nucleases, and the fragments obtained were recom-
bined generating the sequence outlined in Fig. 2. 
The plasmids obtained were named as  follows: 
pET-LR-NADP-ME, pET-RL-NADP- ME, pET-
RpL-NADP-ME, pET-LpR-NADP-ME, pET-LRL-
NADP-ME and pET-RLR-NADP-ME.

NADP-ME activity assays. NADP-ME activity 
was determined spectrophotometrically as previ-
ously described (Drincovich et al. 1991). All 
kinetic parameters were calculated at least by trip-
licate determinations and subjected to non-linear 
regression.

Quaternary structure determination. Native 
PAGE was performed employing a 6% (w/v) 
polyacrylamide separating gel and assayed for 
malic enzyme activity as described in Saigo et al. 
(2004).

Results and discussion

Site directed mutant analysis of maize 
photosynthetic NADP-ME

Specificity for substrate. At a first stage, we 
addressed the role of three highly conserved resi-
dues, A392, A387 and K435/6, that are present 
in NADP malic enzymes on the specificity of 
NADP over NAD. The following mutants were 
constructed: A392G, A387G and K435/6L, and the 
kinetic characterization indicated that both A392G 
and K435/6L increased its specificity over NAD as 
substrate.

The location of K435 in the three dimensional 
model of the enzyme suggests that its positive 
charge interacts with the phosphate group of 
NADP, what would explain its influence in the 
specificity of NADP over NAD in the enzyme. 
A392 does not seem to interact with the cofactor, 
but instead it could contribute to produce a spatial 
conformation in the active site that favors NADP 
over NAD.

Conserved basic residues in active site. We 
focused on the role of two conserved basic residues, 
K255 and R237, located in the active site as judged 
by three dimensional modeled structure (Fig. 1). 
With this purpose the mutants K255I and R237L 
were generated and analyzed, showing both of them 
important decreases in kcat values and increases in 
Km values for both substrates (Table 1).

Residues K255 and R237 are highly con-
served in all malic enzymes and the crystal 
structures determined indicate that they interact 
directly with the substrates. The mutation of 
these  residues K255 and R237 indicated that they 
are implicated in substrate binding and catalysis, 
probably  acting as a base, accepting a proton in 
the malate oxidation step. The decrease in the 
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affinity for substrates indicate that they also influ-
ence the affinity for them.

Role of conserved cysteines. Maize NADP-
ME has seven cysteine residues, and a three 
dimensional model of the enzyme shows that 
four of them are located at distances that would 
potentially allow them to form disulfide bonds 
(Fig. 1). To study the role of these four residues, 

the mutants C192A, C231A, C247A, and C270A 
were constructed. All four mutants showed 
a drastic decrease in kcat values, and mutants 
C192A, C231A and C270A also suffered a 
decrease in the affinity for malate. However, the 
Km value of the C246A mutant were not affected 
compared to the wild type enzyme.

The results indicate that this residues are impor-
tant in the catalytic process or in maintaining the 
conformation appropriate for it. Maize photosyn-
thetic NADP-ME has been reported to be able to 
form a disulfide bond that inactivates the enzyme 
(Drincovich et al. 1992), indicating that at least two 
free suphydryl groups are important for activity, 
which is coherent with our results.

Analysis of differences between maize NADP-ME 
isoforms

Finally, we studied the structural elements respon-
sible for the most clear differences between the 
photosynthetic NADP-ME and the non-photosyn-
thetic isoforms, specifically the malate inhibitory 
effect of high concentrations of malate (higher than 
0.5 mM) on the photosynthetic isoform at pH 7 and 
its tetramerization capacity. With this purpose, we 
constructed chimeras between both isoforms and 
analyzed this aspects (Fig. 2).
Of the six chimeras analyzed, three of them were 
inhibited by malate: RL, LRL and RpL, while LR, 
RLR and LpR were not (Fig. 2), indicating that the 
region between residue 247 and the C terminus of 
the enzyme is responsible for the malate inhibition 
effect at pH 7. The fact that the inhibition effect is 
associated to a particular region suggests that this 
region could contain a negative allosteric regula-
tory site for the substrate malate.

The quaternary structure analysis by native 
PAGE indicated that the chimeras LR and RpL 
formed tetramers, RLR existed in an equilibrium 
between tetramers and dimers, and RL, LRL and 
LpR were dimers (Fig. 2), which suggested that the 
region between residues 102 and 247 is responsible 
for tetramerization capacity of the photosynthetic 
isoform, since this is the region present in all the 
chimeras able to tetramerize.

Fig. 1 Three-dimensional model view of the maize pho-
tosynthetic NADP-ME active site, indicating the aminoacid 
residues analyzed in this work. The predicted model was 
obtained using pigeon liver NADP-ME

Table 1 Kinetic parameters of the recombinant wild-type 
maize C4 NADP-ME and site-directed mutants analyzed

 kcat,NADP Km,NADP Km,malate kcat,NAD Km,NAD

WT 201.3 8.0 0.23 13.5 8.1
A392G 200.3 30.2 0.5 40.6 6.0
A387G 4.2 37.3 1.1 NA NA
R237L 0.38 290 2.9 NA NA
K255I 1.1 123.0 2.6 NA NA
K435/6L 181.1 73.0 0.31 18.4 1.9
C192A 5.64 ND 2.99 ND ND
C231A 23.27 ND 1.70 ND ND
C246A 1.08 ND 0.14 ND ND
C270A 1.57 ND 4.30 ND ND

The indicated values are the average of at least three differ-
ent determinations with no more than 5% SD among them. 
ND, not determined; NA, no activity could be measured
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CHAPTER TWO

Light Dependences of the CO2 Leakiness, Quantum Yield of 
CO2 Fixation and Activation State of Key Enzymes in a C4 
Plant, Amaranthus cruentus, Grown in High- and Low-Light

Youshi Tazoe1,4, Yuko Hanba T.2, Tsuyoshi Furumoto3, Ko Noguchi4, and Ichiro Terashima4

Abstract  In C4 photosynthesis, some CO2 leak 
from the bundle-sheath cells to the mesophyll 
cells or intercellular air spaces. Because the CO2 
leak wastes ATP consumed in the C4 cycle, it may 
decrease the CO2 assimilation rate, particularly at 
low incident photon flux density (PFD). In this 
study, the effects of CO2 leakiness (f) on the quan-
tum yield for CO2 assimilation were investigated 
in detail using Amaranthus cruentus L. (NAD-
malic enzyme subtype, dicot) grown in high-light 
(HL) and low-light (LL). We measured the light 
responses of f, CO2 assimilation rate, activities 
of key enzymes in the C4 photosynthesis [ribulose 
1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco) 
and pyruvate, orthophosphate dikinase (PPDK)] 

and activation state of phosphoenolpyruvate car-
boxylase (PEPC). f increased with a decrease in 
PFD below 150 µmol quanta m−2 s−1, and f was 
0.55 in LL and 0.76 in HL leaves at 40 µmol quanta 
m−2 s−1. It is possible that the increase in f results in 
the slightly decrease in the CO2 assimilation rate at 
low PFD, which leads to the overestimation of the 
quantum yield for CO2 assimilation.

Keywords  Carbon isotope discrimination, CO2 
leakiness, phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase 
(PEPC), pyruvate orthophosphate dikinase (PPDK), 
ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase 
(Rubisco), quantum yield

Introduction

C4 plants perform efficient CO2 assimilation in 
warm and dry environments because they have a 
CO2 concentrating mechanism, the so-called C4 
cycle. However, in the bundle-sheath (BS) cells, 
not all the CO2 released by C4 acid decarboxylation 
is fixed by Rubisco and some CO2 leaks back to the 
mesophyll cells or out into the intercellular spaces. 
Most of the CO2 thus leaked may be refixed by 
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PEPC. But, energy will be wasted because PPDK 
in the C4 cycle consumes two ATP to regenerate 
one phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) from pyruvate. 
Thus, the excess CO2 leak decreases the efficiency 
of C4 photosynthesis, although some CO2 leak is 
inevitable to maintain a high CO2 concentration in 
BS cells.

For evaluation of the efficiency of photosyn-
thesis, the initial slope of the light response curve 
of leak photosynthesis, regarded as the maximum 
quantum yield of CO2 fixation, has been used 
extensively. The maximum quantum yield for 
CO2 fixation was usually obtained by fitting a 
straight line to the data points expressing relation-
ships between the CO2 assimilation rate and PFD 
below 100 µmol quanta m−2 s−1. If f increase with 
the decrease in PFD as described in some stud-
ies (Cousins et al. 2006; Henderson et al. 1992; 
Kubásek et al. 2007), the quantum yield would also 
decrease with the decrease in PFD. Therefore, the 
‘conventional’ quantum yields of C4 leaves them-
selves could be spurious. Although this possibility 
was theoretically suggested (Berry and Farquhar 
1977; Farquhar 1983), it has not been verified.

In this study, to understand in detail the effects 
of f on the quantum yield in C4 leaves, we meas-
ured the CO2 assimilation rate and f in leaves of 
Amaranthus cruentus L. (NAD-ME subtype). f 
were investigated with A. cruentus grown in HL 
and LL. The measurements of the CO2 assimila-
tion rate and f were conducted with a laboratory-
constructed gas-exchange system equipped with a 
large leaf chamber. Using this gas-exchange sys-
tem, we were able to accurately determine the light 
dependences of f and the CO2 assimilation rate.

Materials and methods

Plant materials and growth conditions. Amaranthus 
cruentus L. were grown under HL and LL conditions 
in a greenhouse, as our previous study (Tazoe et al. 
2006). Young fully expanded leaves of 2- to 3-month-
old plants were selected for the measurements.

Gas exchange and carbon isotope measurements. 
Gas exchange measurements were conducted with 

a laboratory-constructed system. Leaf chamber was 
a 0.3 L, 150 × 100 × 20 mm (depth), aluminum box 
with a glass window. The leaf temperature was kept 
at 32°C. Light was provided by a high power metal 
halide lamp (PCS-UMX250, NPI, Tokyo, Japan). 
The flow rate of air entering the chamber was kept 
at 500 mL min−1. Concentrations of H2O and partial 
pressure of CO2 in the gas were measured with an 
infrared gas analyzer (LI-7000, Li-Cor, Lincoln, 
NE, USA). CO2 partial pressure in the air leaving 
the leaf chamber was maintained at 37 Pa. Carbon 
isotope discriminations (D) of the CO2 samples col-
lected from the air leaving the leaf chamber with 
and without a leaf were measured as described by 
von Caemmerer and Evans (1991). The carbon iso-
tope ratio of the collected CO2 was analyzed with 
a dual inlet mass spectrometer (MAT252, Finnigan 
MAT, Bremen, Germany).

Results and discussion

Light responses of CO2 leakiness

Although the higher f at moderately low PFDs such 
as 150, 240 and 300 µmol quanta m−2 s−1 measured 
using the carbon isotope method, were reported 
(Cousins et al. 2006; Henderson et al. 1992; 
Kubásek et al. 2007), the trend of the increase in 
f below 150 µmol quanta m−2 s−1 has not been 
characterized. In this study, we clearly showed that 
f increased with the decrease in PFD from 150 
to 40 µmol quanta m−2 s−1 (Fig. 1). The extent of 
the increase in f at very low PFDs tended to be 
greater in HL leaves than in LL leaves. This result 
indicates that the photosynthetic efficiency at low 
PFD was greater in LL leaves, although it is gener-
ally accepted that C4 plants have less potential to 
acclimate to low PFD than C3 plants (Sage and 
McKown 2006).

Quantum yield

The quantum yield of CO2 assimilation has been 
widely used for evaluating the efficiency of pho-
tosynthesis at low PFDs in C3 and C4 plants 
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(Ehleringer and Pearcy 1983; Monson et al. 1982). 
In the C4 leaves, the quantum yield has been also 
used for estimating f (Furbank et al. 1990). Our 
results clearly showed f increased with the decrease 
in PFD below 150 µmol quanta m−2 s−1 (Fig. 1). We 

analyzed the effects of f on the quantum yield of 
CO2 assimilation with a simple model.

The ‘conventional’ quantum yields calculated for 
the actual data of net CO2 assimilation rates were 
0.053 mol CO2 mol−1 quanta in HL leaves (Fig. 2, 
Table 1), which were very similar to the quantum 
yields in NAD-ME dicots (0.053 ± 0.001 mol CO2 
mol−1 quanta) reported by Ehleringer and Pearcy 
(1983). f estimated from this quantum yield was 
0.44 in HL leaves (Table 1), which were different 
from the measured f at low PFDs (Fig. 1). Given 
that f clearly increased with the decrease in PFD, 
the estimation of f from the ‘conventional’ quan-
tum yield, giving a unique value of f, is spurious.

To investigate the effect of the increase in f 
on the quantum yield, we calculated Amodel (gray 
triangles in Fig. 2) from the measured f (Fig. 1) 
using the mathematical model. The ‘conventional’ 
quantum yields for the Amodel were 0.064 mol CO2 
mol−1 quanta and f estimated from these quantum 
yields were 0.15 in HL leaves (Table 1). Estimated 
f were much lower than the actual f values (Fig. 
1). Obviously, the increase in f with the decrease in 
PFD led to the overestimation of the ‘conventional’ 
quantum yields. Judging from the previous papers 
indicating the increase in f at mod would be gener-
ally overestimated. Therefore we need to re-examine 
‘conventional’ quantum yields in C4 plants.

Acknowledgments. We thank the Center for Ecological 
Research (Kyoto University) for the carbon isotope 
 measurements.
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Fig. 1 Incident PFD versus CO2 leakiness, f at an ambient 
CO2 partial pressure of 37 Pa. To detect differences between 
HL and LL leaves, Student’s t-test was used. Asterisks 
indicate significant differences (P < 0.05) between HL and 
LL leaves. Data points are means ± standard error of mean 
(SE); n = 3–6

Fig. 2 Absorbed PFD versus measured and modeled CO2 
assimilation rate in HL leaves. Solid and dashed lines repre-
sent the regression lines fitted by least squares method. Data 
points are means ± SE; n = 3–7 leaves. Absorbed PFD was 
calculated using leaf absorptance of 0.80 for HL leaves

Table 1 Regression equations fitted by least squares 
method to the data for net CO2 assimilation rate, A, and 
modeled CO2 assimilation rate, Amodel as a function of 
absorbed PFD, and estimated f. Data were shown in 
Fig. 2

Growth 
light

Regression 
line

Slope 
(quantum 
yield) (mol 
CO2 mol−1 
quanta) R2 Estimated f

High 
 light

Amodel 
 (dashed line)

0.064 1.00 0.15

A (solid line) 0.053 0.98 0.44
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CHAPTER THREE

An Increase in Expression of Pyruvate Pi Dikinase 
Corresponds to Cold-Tolerant C4 Photosynthesis 
of Miscanthus x giganteus

Dafu Wang1,2, Archie R. Portis Jr.2,3,4, Stephen P. Moose4, and Stephen P. Long1,2,4

Abstract  Miscanthus x giganteus is exceptional 
among C4 plants in its ability to produce leaves and 
photosynthesize at low temperature. Understanding 
how this is achieved is critical to adapting other C4 
crops like Z. mays to colder climates or allowing 
them to make use of solar radiation over a longer 
period of the year. Transgenic analysis of C4 plants 
has shown that two enzymes share control and are 
limiting to the light-saturated rate of photosynthe-
sis: Rubisco and Pyruvate Pi Dikinase (PPDK). 
When maize and Miscanthus are transferred from 
25°C to 14°C, both light-saturated photosynthetic 
rate and maximum quantum yield declined by 
60–70% in both species in the first 48 h. In maize, 
it continued to decline in these existing leaves over 
the next 7 days, but recovered in Miscanthus. What 
changes underlie this difference? Within 48-h of 

the temperature transition the PPDK protein con-
tent transiently declined in Miscanthus but then 
steadily increased a few fold over the next days, 
while it declined in the maize leaves. Rubisco lev-
els remained constant in Miscanthus, but declined 
in maize. Semi-quantitative PCR showed that 
the increase in PPDK protein in the Miscanthus 
leaves corresponded to a large increase in mRNA 
level for PPDK. In addition, the activation energy 
(Ea) of PPDK is lower in cold-grown than warm-
grown Miscanthus, while it is opposite in maize. 
The results suggest that increase of PPDK and not 
Rubisco corresponds to the recovery of photosyn-
thetic capacity during low temperature exposure of 
Miscanthus x giganteus.

Keywords  Miscanthus x giganteus, PPDK, 
energy of activation, cold-tolerance, C4 photosyn-
thesis

Introduction

Miscanthus x giganteus is exceptional among 
C4 plants in its ability to produce leaves and 
photosynthesize at low temperature. While the 
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most cold-adapted Zea mays lines show loss of 
photosynthetic capacity when transferred to 14°C, 
M. x giganteus shows no loss and can continue 
photosynthesis down to 8°C (Naidu and Long 
2004). Understanding how this is achieved is criti-
cal to adapting Z. mays and other C4 crops (such 
as sugarcane and sorghum) to colder climates or 
allowing them to make use of solar radiation over 
a longer period of the year.

Transgenic analysis of C4 plants has shown that 
two enzymes share control and are limiting to the 
light-saturated rate of photosynthesis: Rubisco 
and Pyruvate Pi Dikinase (PPDK) (Furbank et al. 
1997; Kubien et al. 2003). Previous studies have 
shown that PPDK is cold labile (Shirahashi et al. 
1978; Sugiyama et al. 1979), while others have 
shown that Rubisco activity at low temperature is 
likely to constrain photosynthetic rate (Kubien and 
Sage 2004; Pittermann and Sage 2000). Previous 
analysis of the sequences for the genes coding for 
Rubisco small subunit and PPDK in the two spe-
cies has failed to reveal any differences likely to 
alter cold-tolerance (Naidu et al. 2003). Kinetic 
analysis of the purified enzymes has similarly 
failed to identify any major differences (data not 
shown). Interestingly, the protein levels of PPDK 
not Rubisco significantly increase in M. x gigan-
teus leaves grown at 14°C, while both PPDK and 
Rubisco protein contents decrease in maize leaves 
grown at 14°C (Naidu et al. 2003). In this study, 
we examine the hypothesis that increase of PPDK 
corresponds to recovery of photosynthetic capacity 
of M. x giganteus after being transferred to low 
temperature (14°C).

Materials and methods

Plant materials and growth conditions. Miscanthus 
x giganteus and Zea mays (FR1064; warm grown 
only) was grown at 14°C/12°C (cold) or 25°C/20°C 
(warm) day/night temperature and 14/10-h day/night 
cycle under 500 µmol photons m−2 s−1 in controlled-
environment chambers according to Naidu and Long 
(2004). Leaf material for all in vitro assays was 

 collected from fully expanded leaves illuminated for 
4–5 h. The leaf discs (about 1.1 cm2 diameter), were 
immediately frozen and stored in liquid nitrogen.

Chlorophyll fluorescence and gas exchange. 
The light-dependent photosynthetic rates were 
measured simultaneously with Chl fluorescence 
parameters on fully expanded attached leaves using 
a LI-COR 6400 portable photosynthesis system 
(LI-COR, Inc., Lincoln, NE, USA) as previously 
described (Wang and Portis 2007). All measure-
ments were conducted in ambient air under 500 
and 1,000 µmol m−2 s−1 of light illumination. The 
two measuring temperatures were used (25°C and 
14°C), and five replicates of data were recorded. 
Actinic light supplied with light emitting diodes 
(90% red light, 630 nm; 10% blue light, 470 nm) 
were used to record the steady state Chl fluores-
cence level (Fs). Measuring light (630 nm; 1 µmol 
photons m−2 s−1) was used to determine the mini-
mum Chl fluorescence at the open PSII center (Fo). 
An 800-ms saturating pulse was applied to measure 
the maximum Chl fluorescence at the closed PSII 
center in the dark (Fm) or during actinic light illu-
mination (Fm′). The quantum efficiency of PSII 
(ΦPSII) of illuminated leaves were calculated as 
(Fm′ – Fs)/Fm′ (Genty et al. 1989).

PPDK extraction and activity assay. The activity 
of PPDK was measured by coupling the  production 
of phosphoenol pyruvate (PEP) to NADH oxidation 
via PEP carboxylase (PEPc) and malate dehydro-
genase (MDH) (Ashton et al. 1990). PPDK was 
extracted as described by (Crafts-Brandner and 
Salvucci 2002). Leaf tissue was rapidly ground at 
room temperature in 2.012 mL of extraction buffer 
using an ice-chilled Tenbroeck tissue homogenizer. 
The crude extract was then centrifuged for 15 s at 
15,000 g and the supernatant immediately added to 
a cuvette (already at temperature in the spectropho-
tometer) containing assay buffer. The assay buffer 
consisted of 106 mM Hepes, pH 8; 10.6 mM MgCl2; 
0.11 mM EDTA; 5.1 mM NaHCO3; 0.21 mM NADH; 
5.1 mM (NH4)2Cl2; 2.5 mM K2HPO4; 5.1 mM dithio-
threitol (DTT); 1 mM glucose-6-phosphate; 1.3 mM 
ATP; and 6.5 units (9.4 units mL−1) MDH. The 
crude extract was allowed to incubate in the assay 
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buffer for 5 min at the assay temperature and the 
reaction was initiated by the addition of pyruvate to 
2.2 mM final concentration and 6 units of purified Z. 
mays PEPCase (Bio-Research Products, Inc., North 
Liberty, IA). Incubation in this manner was found 
to increase the in vitro activity by 10–20%. The 
assay buffer was kept chilled on ice and brought to 
temperature in the spectrophotometer about 10 min 
before the addition of extract.

Immunoblot analysis. Total soluble proteins 
per leaf discs were separated by 12.5% Tris-
glycine SDS-PAGE, and blotted onto the PVDF 
membrane (Wang and Portis, 2006). Rubisco and 
PPDK  protein was detected using antibodies raised 

 purified native spinach Rubisco and recombinant 
maize PPDK (Chastain et al. 1997).

Results and discussion

CO2 assimilation and quantum yield

When Z. mays and M. x giganteus are transferred 
from 25°C to 14°C, both CO2 assimilation rate and 
ΦPSII declined by about 60–70% in the first 48 h 
(Fig. 1A and B). In Z. mays, it continued to decline 
in these existing leaves over the next 7 days, but 
recovered in M. x giganteus measured at both 14°C 
(Fig. 1A) and 25°C (Fig. 1B).

Fig. 1 Light-saturated CO2 assimilation rate and quantum efficiency (ΦPSII) of M. x giganteus (mg) and maize (mz) 
transferred from a warm (25°C) to cold (14°C) temperature. The measurement was conducted at two actinic light levels 
(500 and 1,000 µmol photon m−2 s−1) and two measuring temperatures 14°C (A) and 25°C (B). The data are presented as 
percentage of the value obtained at 25°C
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Enzyme activity, protein and transcript level 
of PPDK

Within 24-h of the temperature transition, a tran-
sient decline in the PPDK protein content was 
seen in both M. x giganteus (Fig. 2A) and Z. mays 
(not shown). Then, PPDK protein content stead-
ily increased over the next several days (Fig. 2A), 
while it declined in the Z. mays leaves (not shown). 
Rubisco levels remained constant in M. x giganteus 
(Fig. 2B), but declined slightly in Z. mays (not 
shown). RT-PCR showed that the increase in PPDK 

protein in the M. x giganteus leaves corresponded 
to an increase in mRNA level for PPDK (Fig. 2C).

In addition, the extractable PPDK activities 
(based on leaf area) in cold-grown M. x giganteus 
leaves are slightly higher than those in warm-
grown M. x giganteus leaves, while PPDK activi-
ties are significantly lower in cold-grown than 
warm-grown Z. mays (Table 1). The activation 
energy (Ea) of PPDK, calculated from the slope 
of a Arrhenius plot (not shown), is lower in cold-
grown than warm-grown M. x giganteus, while it 
is opposite in Z. mays (Table 1). The Ea of either 

Fig. 2 The changes in the amounts of PPDK and Rubisco per leaf area (A, B) and the mRNA of PPDK (C, D) in M. x 
giganteus either during a warm to cold transition (up to 14 days under 14°C) or grown constantly under warm (25°C) and 
cold (14°C) temperature. The total leaf proteins from leaf disc (1.1 cm diameter) were extracted and separated by 12.5% 
SDS-PAGE. The western blots were performed using polyclonal primary antibodies against maize PPDK (A) and spinach 
Rubisco (B) respectively. The total RNAs were isolated and semi-quantitative PCRs were performed using a pair of prim-
ers specific for a conserved region (about 400 bp) of M. x giganteus PPDK cDNAs (C). The PCRs were stopped when the 
amplification was in the phase with linear increase, and amplified PCR products were examined by 0.85% agarose gel. The 
qPCR for ubiquitin was used a control (D)
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Table 1 The maximum in vitro activity (Vmax) and activation energy (Ea) of PPDK extracted from cold-grown and warm-
grown M. x giganteus. The values in parenthesis are standard errors

Species Growth temperature

Vmax
a Ea (kJ mol−1)b

25°C 15°C 6–18°C 18–30°C

M. x giganteus 25 2,350.1 (80.7) 855.0 (54.8) 93.5 (6.4) 63.2 (3.8)
14 2,608.2 (76.3) 1,096.4 (48.0) 79.1 (5.2) 57.3 (3.2)

Zea mays 25 2,759.3 (55.9) 1,021.5 (91.8) 106.2 (8.9) 58.1 (2.9)
14 1,080.2 (71.8) 320.1 (78.5) 145.8 (9.5) 71.9 (4.2)

purified or extracted Rubisco from warm and cold-
grown M. x giganteus are similar.

These results indicated that of the two enzymes 
known to limit C4 photosynthesis, increase in con-
tent and low Ea of PPDK correspond to the recovery 
of photosynthetic capacity of M. x giganteus at 
low temperature. These results suggest either a low 
temperature induction of transcripts of the PPDK 
genes or inhibition of breakdown of the messages 
in M. x giganteus, but not Z. mays.
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CHAPTER ONE

Rubisco Activity is Related to Photosystem I in Leaves

Hillar Eichelmann, Eero Talts, Vello Oja, Bahtijor Rasulov, Evi Padu, and Agu Laisk

Abstract Rubisco content and its in vivo activity 
(kcat), as well as PSI content were measured in 
leaves of sunflower, tobacco, potato and birch. The 
biological variation of kcat was wide, ranging from 
1 to 6 s−1 at 22.5°C. Plotting kcat against (Rubisco 
sites/PSI) resulted in a reciprocally decreasing rela-
tionship. The data show that carbamylated Rubisco 
sites have variable average catalytic turnover rates 
in planta, regulated by Rubisco Activase in coop-
eration with a PSI-related factor.

Keywords Leaves, Rubisco, Rubisco activase, 
photosystem I

Introduction

It has been a general understanding that in plants 
growing under saturating light and optimal temper-
ature Rubisco is nearly fully activated. This notion 
emerged from the fact that the in vitro  measured 
activation state (ratio) accurately matched the 
carbamylation ratio (Butz and Sharkey 1989) and 

usually 80–90% Rubisco sites are carbamylated 
under these optimal conditions (Cen and Sage 
2005). The catalysis of carbamylation by Rubisco 
Activase was assumed to be the major regulator of 
Rubisco activity until an unknown inhibitor was 
observed controlling the activity of carbamylated 
Rubisco sites (Parry et al. 2003). In the present 
work we investigated relationships between the 
actual Rubisco activity in planta and the capacity 
of the photosynthetic light reactions. We applied 
non-destructive methods for the measurement of 
PSI density (Oja et al. 2004) and Rubisco activ-
ity in leaves (Laisk et al. 2002), along with the 
measurement of Rubisco content in leaf extracts 
by quantitative electrophoresis. The data show 
that the activation state of Rubisco is generally 
low in leaves containing abundant Rubisco, but it 
approaches the maximum in leaves containing little 
Rubisco, but still sufficient PSI.

Materials and methods

Plants. Wild type and Rubisco-deficient transgenic 
lines of tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum L.), as well 
as sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.) and potato 
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(Solanum tuberosum L.) were grown in growth 
cabinet. In one series the w.t. tobacco plants were 
grown at the gradually reduced Ca(NO3)2 concen-
tration of the Knop solution. Birch leaves were 
taken from naturally growing trees. Using leaves 
of different age widened the variation of Rubisco 
content in all species.

Gas exchange measurement system. The fast-
response two-channel gas-exchange measurement 
system (Laisk and Oja 1998) allowed to rapidly 
change CO2 and O2 concentrations and to measure 
CO2 uptake with time resolution of 2 s. The leaf 
chamber had the diameter of 32 mm and gas flow 
rate was 0.5 mmol s−1. CO2 exchange was measured 
with an infrared CO2 analyzer LI-6251 (LiCor, Inc. 
Lincoln, NE, USA), transpiration was measured 
with a psychrometer incorporated in the system. 
Rubisco site CO2 concentration was routinely 
calculated considering stomatal and mesophyll dif-
fusion resistance.

The measurement routine was essentially the 
same as in (Laisk et al. 2002). Maximum RuBP 
pool was accumulated in leaves at the ambient 
CO2 concentration of 200 µmol mol−1 and O2 
concentration of 20 mmol mol−1 and fast transi-
tions were made from this steady state to lower 
and higher CO2 concentrations. During the jumps 
to higher CO2 concentrations RuBP regeneration 
became rate-limiting and the RuBP pool begun 
to decrease immediately after the transition. 
The fast-response gas exchange measurement 
system correctly recorded the CO2 uptake rate 
beginning from 2 s after the transition. CO2 
uptake caused by solubilisation was recorded in 
a parallel measurement carried out in the dark 
and the trace recorded in the dark was subtracted 
from the trace recorded in the light. The initial 
carboxylation rate at the moment of CO2 jump 
was extrapolated back from the following trend 
(details in Laisk et al. 2002).

The initial carboxylation rate was plotted 
against the Rubisco site CO2 concentration. The 
so obtained Rubisco kinetic curve was a rectan-
gular hyperbola with Km (CO2) of 10 µM at the 
leaf temperature of 22.5°C. The maximum rate, 
Vm, of Rubisco was calculated extrapolating the 

rectangular hyperbola to an infinitely high CO2 
concentration.

Rubisco protein. A leaf disc of 1.86 cm2 was 
ground in liquid nitrogen and homogenized in 
MES-NaOH buffer containing necessary ingre-
dients. A part of the homogenate was diluted 
with the SDS-PAGE loading buffer. The gels 
were stained with Coomassie Serva Blue G and 
scanned with UMAX Power Look III scanner in 
the light transmission mode. The optical density 
of the Rubisco large subunit band was integrated 
using ImageQuant software. The gels were cali-
brated using a gravimetrically measured (weighed) 
amount of Rubisco, purified from young sunflower 
leaves. The calibration curves were straight lines 
with R2 = 0.99, indicating the high precision of the 
Rubisco measurements. The catalytic constant of a 
reaction site, kcat, was calculated as
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Reductive titration of PSI density. In this method 
the PSI density was based on the O2 evolution 
measurements (Oja et al. 2004). The leaf was illu-
minated under far-red light (FRL), a single-turno-
ver flash was applied and FRL was immediately 
turned off. The number of electrons generated by 
PSII was measured as O2 evolution after the flash. 
PSI density was calculated from the degree of 
reduction these electrons caused arriving at the PSI 
donor side.

Results

Rubisco content and Vm. The growth of plants at 
different N nutrition, selection of leaves of dif-
ferent age and the transgenic treatment (tobacco) 
resulted in different Rubisco content per area unit. 
Rubisco Vm was not proportionally related to the 
Rubisco content in leaves of all plants, but the rela-
tionship varied widely, resulting in the apparent kcat 
from 1 to 6 s−1 (Fig. 1).

kcat and PSI density. Assuming that PSI density 
characterizes the functional capacity of the electron 
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transport chain, one may expect that the proportion 
of activated Rubisco may become the higher the 
more PSI there is in the leaf per Rubisco site. 
Figure 2 shows the reciprocal plot, of kcat against 
the ratio Rubisco sites/PSI. The apparent kcat tends 

to decrease the more Rubisco there is per PSI (the 
less PSI there is per Rubisco site). Leaving out data 
obtained with the very small Rubisco pool in transgenic 
tobacco, the maximum kcat values still are about 
4–5 s−1 in leaves with the lowest Rubisco/PSI 
ratio (tobacco, sunflower) and kcat decreases to the 
average value of about 1.5 s−1 in leaves containing 
abundant Rubisco (birch, potato).

Discussion

Though we did not measure the carbamylation 
state of extracted Rubisco, it is the general truth 
that in normal wild type leaves under light satura-
tion of photosynthesis at 22.5°C Rubisco is usually 
80–90% carbamylated (Butz and Sharkey 1989; 
von Caemmerer et al. 1994; Ruuska et al. 2000; 
Cen and Sage, 2005). Therefore, the variations of 
kcat exceeding the range of ±10% were not caused 
by different carbamylation, but by different cata-
lytic turnover rate of the carbamylated sites. Since 
the variation range of kcat extended from 1 to 6 s−1, 
it indicated the activation state of the carbamylated 
sites varied. The novel result of our work is, 
when Rubisco content increases, its activation state 
decreases, if the capacity of the electron transport 
chain (expressed as PSI content) stays constant. In 
normal plants the Rubisco site/PSI ratio was 30–50 
and in these leaves kcat of Rubisco sites was only 
one third of the maximum. This shows the control 
of Rubisco activity involves not only carbamyla-
tion, but there must be another factor controlling 
the turnover rate of carbamylated sites.

The shuttle model of Activase. Recent progress 
in understanding the mechanism of Rubisco 
Activase has been focussed on the interaction 
between the Activase and Rubisco (Portis 2003), 
but little new knowledge has been obtained about 
the interactions between the Activase and thy-
lakoid membranes. We suggest that the catalytic 
competence of Activase is lost during the activa-
tion of Rubisco, because the protein is converted 
into a relatively stable “ADP-form”. This inactive 
form of Activase is re-activated, converted into 
the “ATP-form”, with the help of a PSI-related 
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(or may-be ATP-ase related) nucleotide exchange 
factor on the membrane surface. Usually the 
membrane-based activation of Activase is the 
rate-limiting step – the step having the maximum 
control over Rubisco activity. Only less than 
30% of Activase is usually activated in the wild 
type plants (He et al. 1997). This low portion of 
activated Activase can maintain the carbamyla-
tion equilibrium at about 80–90% of Rubisco 
carbamylated, but is quite insufficient to shift the 
adsorption equilibrium of an unknown inhibitor 
toward the complete desorption. Usually about 
50–70% of carbamylated Rubisco sites remain 
catalytically incompetent in intact leaves.
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CHAPTER TWO

The Temperature Response of Photosynthesis 
and Metabolites in Anti-RbcS Tobacco

David S. Kubien1 and Rowan F. Sage2

Abstract  The reasons for the decline in net CO2 
assimilation (A) at high temperatures are contro-
versial, and there is conflicting evidence about the 
changes to photosynthetic metabolites above the 
thermal optimum of A. We tested the hypothesis 
that increasing the ratio of Rubisco activase to 
Rubisco catalytic sites would alter the relation-
ship between the consumption and regeneration of 
RuBP, using wild-type (WT) and two transgenic 
(anti-RbcS) Nicotiana tabacum genotypes with 
reduced amounts of Rubisco. We measured pho-
tosynthetic gas-exchange from 15–42°C at 38 Pa 
CO2, and the pools of RuBP and PGA from 25–42°C. 
Transgenic plants had lower A than WT at all 
measurement temperatures, but had a similar ther-
mal optimum for photosynthesis. Photosynthesis 
declined 20–30% between 35°C and 42°C in all 
three genotypes, a decline that was reversible by 
a 20-min exposure to 35°C. The ratio of RuBP 
to PGA was insensitive to temperature in WT 
tobacco, but declined slightly in the two transgenic 

lines. Our data indicate that the light harvesting and 
light utilising reactions remain balanced across a 
broad range of temperatures in tobacco.

Keywords  C3 plants, photosynthesis, high tem-
perature, Rubisco, metabolites

Introduction

Net CO2 assimilation (A) shows a marked decline 
above a species-specific thermal optimum (Topt). In 
C3 species this is partly attributable to an increase 
in the rate of both photorespiration and mito-
chondrial respiration, but he reasons for the high-
temperature inhibition of photosynthesis remain 
controversial. One view is that the regeneration of 
RuBP becomes limiting for A, because the rate of 
ATP synthesis associated with electron transport 
declines as temperature increases, impaired the 
regeneration of RuBP (Wise et al. 2004; Sharkey 
2005; Cen and Sage 2005). An alternative view 
is that the decline in photosynthesis at supra-
 optimal temperatures is directly caused by Rubisco 
deactivation (Crafts-Brandner and Salvucci 2000; 
Salvucci et al. 2001; Salvucci and Crafts-Brandner 
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2004a, b). A reduction in the fraction of fully-
active catalytic sites occurs from a combination 
of increased inhibitor binding at high temperature, 
and a reduced fraction of carbamylated sites. 
Rubisco activase maintains Rubisco in its ‘open’, 
active configuration by removing these inhibitors 
in an ATP-dependent process. At high tempera-
tures the ability of activase to maintain Rubisco 
in an activated state declines, because the rate of 
deactivation exceeds the rate of activase-mediated 
reactivation (Salvucci and Crafts-Brandner 2004b). 
Activase itself is heat-labile, losing its capacity for 
ATP hydrolysis at temperatures above about 42°C 
in tobacco (Crafts-Brandner and Salvucci 2000).

An important observation is that higher con-
centrations of activase increase the activation state 
of Rubisco in vitro (Crafts-Brandner and Salvucci 
2000; Salvucci and Crafts-Brandner 2004b). 
Similarly, anti-sense reduction in the amount of 
Rubisco activase increases the heat sensitivity of 
photosynthesis and reduces Topt in vivo (Sharkey 
et al. 2001). If the deactivation of Rubisco is the 
principle cause of the high-temperature inhibition 
of photosynthesis, then increasing the amount of 
Rubisco activase should have an opposite effect. 
Plants over-expressing Rubisco activase are not 
presently available. However, it should be pos-
sible to mimic this effect by reducing the amount 
of Rubisco by antisense techniques. In this study, 
we tested the hypothesis that the activation state 
of Rubisco, as maintained by Rubisco activase, is 
the principle cause of the decline in photosynthesis 
above the thermal optimum. To manipulate the 
ratio of activase to Rubisco catalytic sites, we used 
wild-type and two anti-RbcS lines of Nicotiana 
tabacum (Hudson et al. 1992). We measured the 
temperature responses of photosynthesis and the 
pool-sizes of photosynthetic intermediates in air 
(38 Pa CO2).

Materials and methods

Plant growth. Wild type and anti-RbcS trans-
genic tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum) were grown 
in a controlled environment chamber under a 12 h 

photoperiod with a photosynthetic photon flux 
density (PPFD) of 500 µmol m−2 s−1 at the centre 
of the chamber. The day/night air temperature was 
28°C/20°C.

Gas-exchange measurements. The temperature 
response of net CO2 assimilation (A) was meas-
ured with an open type leaf gas-exchange system 
(Kubien and Sage 2004). Saturating light intensity 
was 1,500 µmol m−2 s−1 for the WT and SSu-1 
anti-RbcS line, and 900 µmol m−2 s−1 for the SSu-2 
anti-RbcS line. All measurements were conducted 
at 21% O2 and 38 Pa CO2. The leaf to air vapour 
pressure deficit (VPD) was 1.5 kPa between 15°C 
and 40°C, and increased to 1.9 kPa above 40°C.

Rapid-kill measurements. Leaf samples for 
metabolite analysis were collected using a freeze-
clamp system connected to the open gas-exchange 
system (Cen and Sage 2005). Leaf temperature 
was adjusted to desired levels using a water-bath. 
Illumination was as described above. Leaves were 
sampled 30–45 min after gas-exchange parameters 
had reached steady state at the desired tempera-
ture, in order to ensure that metabolite concen-
trations had stabilised. Metabolism was stopped 
quickly using a clamp that was pre-cooled in 
liquid N2.

Biochemical assays. The amount of Rubisco in 
leaf samples used for gas-exchange measurement 
was determined by a 14CABP binding assay, fol-
lowing Kubien and Sage (2004). Photosynthetic 
metabolites (RuBP and PGA) were assayed accord-
ing to Seemann and Sharkey (1986).

Results and discussion

Wild-type tobacco had a Rubisco site concentration 
of about 33 µmol m−2. The SSu-1 (heterozygous 
anti-RbcS) and SSu-2 (homozygous anti-RbcS) 
genotypes had 10 and 2 µmol m−2, respectively. 
We could detect no differences in the level of acti-
vase subunits between the three genotypes, based 
on western-blot analysis (Kubien and Sage, in 
preparation). Consequently, the ratio of activase to 
Rubisco catalytic sites was inversely proportional 
to the site concentration.
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Temperature response of photosynthesis

Anti-RbcS tobacco plants had reduced A across 
the range of measurement temperatures (Fig. 1a). 
For the WT plants A at the thermal optimum was 
25 µmol m−2 s−1, while A was 10 µmol m−2 s−1 and 
2.5 µmol m−2 s−1 in the SSu-1 and SSu-2 lines, 
respectively. In the WT and SSu-1 lines Topt was 
about 32°C, and was about 30°C in the SSu-2 plants 
(Fig. 1a). Above Topt, photosynthesis declined in 
each genotype. The decline in A at the highest 
measurement temperature (42–43°C) was fully 
reversible after 20 min, as shown by the repeatabil-
ity of the 35°C measurement (Fig. 1a circles). If 
net photosynthesis is normalised so that the rate at 
Topt is the same for each genotype, then there are no 
apparent differences in the temperature response of 
WT and SSu-1 tobacco (Fig. 1b). By contrast, the 
decline in A above and below Topt in SSu-2 tobacco 
is more severe than in the other genotypes.

Temperature effects on the pools of RuBP 
and PGA

There were no resolvable effects of leaf tempera-
ture on the concentrations of 3-phosphoglycerate 
(PGA) and ribulose-1, 5-bisphosphate (RuBP) 
within each genotype (Fig. 2). In WT leaves the 
concentration of RuBP exceeded 60 µmol m−2 (or 
2 mol molcatalyticsites

−1) at all measurement tempera-
tures (Fig. 2a). In anti-RbcS plants the amount of 
RuBP was about 20% lower than in WT on a leaf 
area basis, but 3–10 times higher than in WT on the 
basis of Rubisco active sites. Wild-type tobacco 
had a PGA pool around 150 µmol m−2 (Fig. 2b). 
The PGA content of SSu-1 and SSu-2 leaves was 
about 35% lower than WT on a leaf area basis, 
but higher on an active site basis. However, the 
ratio of RuBP/PGA was not affected by genotype, 
temperature, or their interaction (p > 0.4, Tukey, 
Fig. 2c).

Fig. 1 (a) The temperature response of photosynthesis in WT (�) and anti-RbcS ( �, �) tobacco. For each genotype the 
circles represent the rate of A obtained after a 20-min recovery from exposure to the highest measurement temperature. Data 
indicate the mean (±SE) of measurements on 4–5 plants per genotype. (b) Data from panel a, normalised so that the value 
at the thermal optimum of A is the same for each genotype
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Contrary to our expectations, increasing the 
ratio of activase to Rubisco sites did not alter 
the temperature optimum of A. This is despite 
the enhanced carbamylation state of the SSu-1 
line at 42°C relative to WT, and the lack of a 
thermal response of carbamylation in either anti-
RbcS genotype (Kubien and Sage, in preparation). 
In tobacco the activase becomes inactive above 
about 42°C in vitro (Crafts-Brandner and Salvucci 
2000); the decline in A above the thermal optimum 
observed here was not due to the aggregation of 
activase. Under moderate heat stress the decline in 
A has been attributed to the rate of Rubisco deacti-
vation exceeding the capacity of activase to re-open 
the catalytic sites (Salvucci and Crafts-Brandner 
2004a, b). In anti-RbcS tobacco this capacity 
should be increased, but there is no relative differ-
ence in A between the WT and SSu-1 lines above 
the thermal optimum (Fig. 2b). The stability of the 
RuBP:PGA pool in each genotype suggests that the 
decline in the activation state of Rubisco at moder-
ately high temperatures is a coordinated response 
to limitations elsewhere in the chloroplast, rather 
than a result of the characteristics of the activase.
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CHAPTER THREE

Does Rubisco Limit the Rate of Photosynthesis?

Yehouda Marcus1, Hagit Altman-Gueta1, Ainit Snir1, Yael Wolff1, and Michael Gurevitz1

Abstract  Rubisco is considered the main rate-
 limiting factor of photosynthesis under saturat-
ing irradiance and limiting CO2 concentrations. 
We examined the extent of limitation imposed 
by Rubisco on photosynthesis of the amphibi-
ous plant Nuphar lutea and the cyanobacterium 
Synechocystis PCC6803. In Nuphar aerial leaves 
we found a daily rhythm in the light-saturated 
rate of photosynthesis resulting from synchronous 
alterations in stomatal opening and Rubisco 
activity. In Synechocystis we found that point muta-
tions (including three at the catalytic site), which 
reduced the catalytic turnover of Rubisco (Kcat) 
up to 10% of its wild type value and increased 
the Km(RuBP), had little to moderate effect on 
the rate of photosynthesis and hardly affected the 
photoautotrophic growth. In some mutants the 
inferior kinetic parameters of the enzyme were 
compensated by massive increase in its content. 
By correlating the photosynthesis rate at saturat-
ing substrate concentrations (Pmax) with Rubisco 

activity/cell in various Rubisco mutants, we found 
that unlike in higher plants, the cyanobacterial 
photosynthesis is hardly limited by Rubisco activ-
ity. As a result, a decrease of up to 2/3 in Rubisco 
activity/cell has no effect on its Pmax.

Keywords  Photosynthesis, ribulose-1,5-bisphos-
phate carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco), rate limiting 
step, Rubisco mutants, cyanobacteria, amphibious 
plants

Introduction

Calvin cycle is the main metabolic pathway in 
photosynthetic organisms for inorganic carbon 
(Ci) assimilation into organic compounds. Based 
on analysis of the concentrations of Calvin cycle 
intermediates and calculation of free energy differ-
ences of its reactions, as well as assessment of the 
control coefficients of the enzymes participating in 
this pathway using antisense technology, Rubisco 
was proposed to impose the main limitation on 
photosynthesis in C3 plants at limiting CO2 con-
centrations and saturating irradiance (Bassham and 
Krause 1969; Dietz and Heber 1984; Woodrow and 
Berry 1988; Stitt et al. 1991).
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2Department of Plant Sciences, George S. Wise Faculty of 
Life Sciences, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv Israel
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863–866. © 2008 Springer.
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The limitations of photosynthesis were exten-
sively studied in terrestrial C3 plants. However, 
different environments may impose various limita-
tions due to adaptation needs. As this issue was not 
investigated before in aquatic plants, we studied in 
this research the limitations imposed by Rubisco 
on the photosynthesis rate of the amphibious plant 
Nuphar lutea and the fresh water cyanobacterium 
Synechocystis PCC6803.

Materials and methods

Growth conditions. Nuphar lutea plants collected 
in the basin of the Yarkon River, Israel, were trans-
planted to an open pond in the Botanical Gardens 
of Tel Aviv University. Synechocystis PCC6803 
wild-type and mutants were grown on BG-11 
medium as described by Marcus et al. (2003).

Gas exchange measurements. CO2 and H2O 
vapor exchange rates of Nuphar aerial leaves were 
determined at ambient CO2 concentration and tem-
perature, and under various irradiance provided by 
a halogen lamp of a portable infra-red gas analyzer 
(IRGA) (LI-6400 Li-Cor, USA). Oxygen exchange 
rate of cyanobacteria was determined using a 
Clark-type O2 electrode (Rank Brothers, UK).

Fluorescence measurements. Attached Nuphar 
leaves were clamped in a dark leaf clip and 
illuminated by a halogen lamp via a fiber optics 
(actinic light) at varying irradiance and ambient 
CO2 concentration and temperature. The fluores-
cence emitted from the leaves was measured with 
a modulated fluorometer (Diving-PAM, Walz, 
Germany). The quantum yield of electron trans-
port through photosystem II (Y) was defined as Y 
= (Fm' – F)/Fm' where Fm' and F are the fluores-
cence emitted from a leaf illuminated by 0.8 s of 
saturating light (~2,500 µmol photons m−2 s−1) and 
actinic light, respectively.

Rubisco assays. Rubisco activity and the molar 
concentration of its catalytic sites were determined 
as described by Marcus et al. (2003).

Rubisco mutagenesis. The enzyme was muta-
genized as described in details by Marcus et al. 
(2003, 2005).

Results

N. lutea bears submerged and aerial leaves that uti-
lize water-dissolved and atmospheric CO2, respec-
tively. The photosynthetic rate and quantum yield of 
the aerial and the submerged leaves of Nuphar lutea 
were determined in a field experiment using modu-
lated fluorometer and IRGA. A daily rhythm was 
observed in the light-saturated quantum efficiency 
and rate of photosynthesis of the aerial leaves. These 
parameters were low at sunrise, reached their peak at 
midday, and declined in the afternoon. Such rhythm 
was not observed in these leaves under light limita-
tion, or in the submerged leaves. The daily rhythm 
in aerial leaves photosynthesis was accompanied by 
a similar rhythm in stomatal opening and Rubisco 
activity. Elimination of sunlight at daybreak pre-
vented the increase in quantum yield and photosyn-
thetic rate, whereas the decrease in these parameters 
in the afternoon occurred under full sunlight. The 
elevation in Rubisco activity in the morning resulted 
from light dependent increase in Rubisco content, 
neutralization under illumination of an inhibitor 
accumulated in the dark, and probably due to 
increase in the activation level of Rubisco.

To examine to what extent stomatal opening and 
Rubisco limit the rate of photosynthesis, the enzyme 
activity and content as well as the water conduct-
ance of the leaves, which reflects stomatal opening, 
were correlated with the rate or the quantum yield of 
photosynthesis. The light-saturated quantum yield 
altered steeply with Rubisco content and activity 
during the day except at early evening hours when 
Rubisco content was still high, while the quantum 
yield of photosynthesis decreased due to stomatal 
closure (Fig. 1a). In contrast, the light-limited rate of 
photosynthesis was neither affected by Rubisco activ-
ity and concentration (data not shown), nor by the 
leaf conductance to water vapor. However, with the 
increase in irradiance, the more the photosynthesis 
was saturated the more was it controlled by stomatal 
opening, as was indicated by the conversion of the 
almost linear regression line between photosynthe-
sis rate and stomatal conductance into a hyperbolic 
curve (Fig. 1b). Hence, only low water conductance 
limits the light-saturated rate of photosynthesis. 
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These results clearly indicate that light-saturated 
photosynthesis of the aerial leaves is co-limited by 
stomatal opening and Rubisco activity.

In an entirely different approach we mutagenized 
Rubisco in the cyanobacterium Synechocystis 
PCC6803 at three phosphate binding sites: two at 
the RuBP binding site and one at the latch site, 
involved in catalytic site closure during catalysis. 
The main effect of these mutations on the kinetic 
parameters of the enzyme was a drastic decrease in 
the Kcat. Thus, the Kcat of the catalytic site mutants 
H327Q, G404A and T65A were 16.8%, 8.3% and 
5% of that of the wild-type. No significant effect 
of these mutations was observed on the apparent 
Km(CO2), whereas their effect on Km(RuBP) was 
diverse. Substitution T65A slightly increased the 
Km(RuBP), whereas substitution H327Q elevated 
it 3.5-fold, which in vivo was even higher as this 
mutation reduced the inhibition constant of Pi (Pi 
competes with RuBP on binding of the catalytic 
site). In contrast, substitution G404A decreased 
the Km(RuBP) 3.1-fold. Despite the substantial 
alterations in the kinetic properties of the mutant 

enzymes, the mutant and the wild-type cells grew 
photoautotrophically at a similar rate and only a 
small to moderate effect was observed on the rate 
of photosynthesis. At limiting Ci concentrations and 
saturating irradiance, conditions wherein Rubisco 
is considered the main limiting factor, the rate 
of photosynthesis was hardly affected by these 
substitutions, whereas the main effect of the muta-
tions was on photosynthetic rate at saturating Ci 
concentrations and irradiance (Pmax) (Marcus et 
al. 2005), conditions, which are considered to be 
limited by regeneration of RuBP. Certain mutants, 
especially those with severely damaged Rubisco 
(e.g. H327Q, T65A and G404), compensated for the 
inferior kinetic parameters of the mutated enzyme 
by increasing its content. To examine the relation-
ship between cellular Rubisco activity and the rate 
of photosynthesis, we correlated the cellular activity 
of Rubisco at saturating substrate concentrations, 
with the Pmax of nine Rubisco mutants. This corre-
lation revealed that a decrease of up to two thirds in 
cellular Rubisco activity hardly affected the Pmax, 
but a further decrease in cellular Rubisco activity 

Fig. 1 (a) Correlation of the quantum yield of N. lutea aerial leaves with Rubisco activity and content (closed and open 
circles, respectively). The light-saturated quantum yield was measured during the day (2,000 µmol photons m−2 s−1) using a 
PAM fluorometer. Rubisco content was determined with 14C-CPBP. (b) Correlation between photosynthesis rate and stomatal 
conductance to water vapor in the aerial leaves at various irradiance. The CO2 exchange rate and stomatal conductance were 
determined during the day using an IRGA at 0;, 150;■, 300; ▲, 600; ❒, 1,200; r, and 2,000; ● µmol photons m−2 s−1
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reduced also the Pmax. Interpolation of this cor-
relation revealed that the minimal cellular Rubisco 
activity that supports net O2 evolution is one sixth 
of that found in the wild type (Fig. 2).

Discussion

The daily rhythm in light-saturated photosynthe-
sis rate in the aerial leaves of N. lutea is formed 
by alterations in stomatal opening and Rubisco 
activity. Both factors are regulated by sunlight 
and an endogenous rhythm. At dawn an increase 
in Rubisco content, probably by de-novo synthe-
sis, neutralization of a Rubisco inhibitor, probably 
carboxy-arabinitol-1- phosphate that accumulated 
at night, and activation of photosynthetic enzymes 
including Rubisco activase, which removes sugar 

phosphates from the catalytic site of Rubisco 
and allows its activation. Stomatal opening in 
the light elevates the CO2 concentration within 
the leaf, which increases the activation level of 
Rubisco. The combined effect of these factors 
increases the carboxylation rate. In the afternoon, 
gradual stomatal closure and decline in Rubisco 
content decrease the photosynthesis rate.

Unlike the results obtained in Nuphar, photosyn-
thesis in Synechocystis is insensitive to extensive 
variations in cellular Rubisco activity, indicating 
that Rubisco does not limit photosynthesis as in 
higher plants. This may result from the operation 
of the CO2 concentrating mechanism in cyano-
bacteria, variations in the abundance and kinetic 
properties of Calvin cycle enzymes especially of 
Rubisco, and the ability of cyanobacteria to accom-
modate Rubisco level.
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Improvement of Cyanobacterial Rubisco by Introducing 
the Latch Structure Involved in High Affinity for CO2 
in Red Algal Rubisco

Nana Ninomiya, Hiroki Ashida, and Akiho Yokota

Abstract  Ribulose-1, 5-bisphosphate carboxylase/
oxygenase (Rubisco) catalyzes both carboxyla-
tion and oxygenation reactions. The ratio of the 
specificity for carboxylation relative to that for 
oxygenation is represented by Srel. We expect 
that the creation of Rubisco with high Srel enables 
plants to acquire high photosynthetic efficiency. 
RuBisCOs of algae and higher plants are classified 
into two groups, the green- and red-like Rubisco 
subclasses. Srel values of red-like Rubiscps are 
2–3-times higher than those of green-like plant 
Rubiscos. We have revealed that one of the red-
like Rubiscos, red alga Galdieria partita Rubisco, 
shows the highest Srel of 238 among the Rubiscos 
examined so far. The large subunit of Galdieria 
Rubiscos has a unique “latch structure”. The latch 
structure is a hydrogen bond formed between the 
main chain oxygen of Val332 and the side chain 
amide nitrogen of Gln386. All red-like Rubiscos 
conserve Gln386 to form the latch structure. On 
the other hand, green-like Rubiscos cannot form 

the latch structure because Gln386 is replaced 
with histidine. Therefore, we assume that the latch 
structure is involved in reported high Srel value 
in red-like RuBisCOs. To clarify the relationship 
between Srel and the latch structure, we introduced 
the latch structure into green-like Synechococcus 
sp.PCC7002 Rubisco by mutagenesis. The wild 
type and the mutant Rubiscos were expressed in 
Escherichia coli and purified to analyze enzymatic 
properties. The mutant Rubiscos shows a 16% 
increase in Srel with a 41% decrease in Vmax(CO2) 
and 55% improvement in Km(CO2) compared to 
the wild type.

Keywords  Ribulose-1, 5-bisphosphate carboxylase/
oxygenase, CO2/O2 specificity, Galdieria partita, 
protein engineering, carbon dioxide fixation

Introduction

Ribulose-1, 5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygen-
ase (Rubisco) is the rate-limiting enzyme in the 
Calvin-Benson cycle of photosynthesis in plants. 
It catalyzes both carboxylase and oxygenase 
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 reactions at the same catalytic site. Therefore, the 
oxygenase reaction inhibits the carboxylase reac-
tion competitively and vice versa. The specificity for 
carboxylation relative to oxygenation is represented 
by Srel defined by the following equation:

Srel = Vmax(CO2) Km(O2)/Vmax(O2) Km(CO2),

where Vmax(CO2) and Vmax(O2) are the maximum 
activities of the carboxylase and oxygenase reac-
tions, respectively, and Km(CO2) and Km(O2) are 
the Michaelis constants for CO2 and O2, respec-
tively. Creation of Rubisco which is specified to 
carboxylase reaction is the most prospective way to 
improve photosynthesis efficiency in plants.

RuBisCOs of algae and higher plants are clas-
sified into two groups, the green- and red-like 
Rubisco subclasses. Srel of red-like RuBisCOs are 
2–3 times higher than those of green-like plant 
RuBisCOs. We have found that one of the red-
like RuBisCOs, thermophilic red alga Galdieria 
partita Rubisco, shows the highest Srel of 238 
among the RuBisCOs examined so far (Uemura 
et al. 1997). To understand why Galdieria Rubisco 
shows the high Srel value, the crystal structure of 
activated Galdieria Rubisco with the reaction inter-
mediate analogue, 2-carboxyarabinitol 1,5-bishpo-
sphate(2-CABP) has been analyzed (Sugawara et 
al. 1999). A unique structure formed in the large 
subunit of Galdieria Rubisco was the ‘latch struc-
ture’ (Okano et al. 2002 and Fig. 1).

The latch structure is formed by the hydrogen 
bond between the main chain oxygen of Val332 
on the catalytic loop 6 and the side chain amide 
nitrogen of Gln386. All red-like RuBisCOs con-
serve Gln386 to form the latch structure. On the 
other hand, green-like RuBisCOs cannot form 
the latch structure because Gln386 is replaced 
with histidine. Therefore, it is likely that the latch 
structure is involved in high Srel values in red-like 
RuBisCOs. To examine this hypothesis, we intro-
duced the latch structure into Synechococcous sp. 
PCC7002 Rubisco by mutagenesis and analyzed its 
kinetic properties.

Materials and methods

Materials.  The Synechococcous sp. PCC7002 Ru-
BisCO expression vector, pRbcLXS, and its mutant 
Rubisco expression vector, pRbcLXS (H386Q), 
were kind gifts from Dr. Takuo Onizuka of 
the Biological Science Laboratories, Toray 
Research Center, Kanagawa, Japan (Onizuka et al. 
2004). The expression vector, pRbcLXS (H386Q), 
for mutant Rubisco was constructed by PCR medi-
ated site directed mutagenesis to change His386 
codon to that for glutamine.

Purification of native RuBisCOs. The RuBisCOs 
were expressed in seven-liter cultures of E. coli 
JM109 with pRbcLXS or pRbcLXS(H386Q). Cells 
cultured for 36 h were harvested by centrifugation 
(15 min at 9,000 g), resuspended in 50 mL ice cold 
extraction buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.3), 1 mM 
DTT, 2 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF), 
5 mM EDTA) and disintegrated by sonication. The 
cell debris was removed by centrifugation at 6,000 g 
for 15 min at 4°C. The wild type Synechococcous 
Rubisco was fractionated by 25–45% ammonium 
sulfate precipitation, while the mutant Rubisco was 
precipitated by using 15% PEG. The ammonium 
sulfate precipitate was dissolved in the ion-exchange 
starting buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl pH7.6, 10 mM 
β-mercaptoethanol, 1 mM EDTA, 0.25 mM PMSF) 
and dialyzed against the buffer. The partially puri-
fied Rubisco solution was loaded onto a HiPrep 
16/10 DEAE FF column (Amersham Pharrmacia, 

Fig. 1 A view of the active site of Galdieria Rubisco com-
plexed to 2-CABP based on the coordinates of the 2.4-Å 
structure (Sugawara et al.). The arrow indicates the latch 
structure formed between Glutamine 386 and Valine 332. 
The loop6 of Galdieria Rubisco, 2-CABP, and Mg2+ are 
shown in 3D structure
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USA) and developed with a 0–0.35 M linear NaCl 
gradient. Fractions containing Rubisco were detected 
by activity measurements and pooled. Further purifi-
cation was achieved using a HiLoad 26/60 Superdex 
200 pg column (Amersham Pharrmacia, USA) and 
a MonoQ 5/50GL column (Amersham Pharrmacia, 
USA); the latter column was developed with the same 
buffers as that used for the DEAE column work. The 
fractions containing Rubisco were pooled.

Kinetic assays. Purified RuBisCOs were used 
to measure the relative specificity (Srel) at pH 8.3 
as described (Uemura et al. 1996). The carboxy-
lase activity was measured by a spectrophotometric 
method (Lilley and Walker 1974). Purified Rubisco 
was activated by incubation in buffer containing 
200 mM HEPES-NaOH pH 7.8, 1 mM EDTA, 25 mM 
MgCl2 and 20 mM NaHCO3 at 25°C for 30 min. The 
Michaelis constant for CO2 (Km(CO2) ) and the 
maximum carboxylase activity were calculated from 
Lineweaver-Burk plotting.

Results

The wild-type Synechococcus sp. PCC7002 Rubisco 
(WT) and the H386Q mutant Rubisco were purified 
from E. coli extract by ammonium sulfate or PEG 
fractionation, ion exchange chromatography and 
gel filtration chromatography. Purified RuBisCOs 
were analyzed by SDS- PAGE. The relative specifi-
cities (Srel), the Michaelis constants for CO2, and 
the maximum carboxylase activities of WT and 
H386Q RuBisCOs were determined (Table 1). The 
H386Q mutant Rubisco showed a 16% increase 
in Srel with a 41% decrease in Vmax(CO2) and 55% 

improvement in a Km(CO2) compared to the wild 
type enzyme. These results suggest that the latch 
structure is involved in the high Srel value of red 
algal Rubisco.

Discussion

It is effective way to create Rubisco with a high Srel 
value for improving photosynthesis efficiency in 
plants. Rubisco of G. partita has a higher affinity 
for the substrate CO2 than the plant enzyme and 
the highest Srel of 238 among the RuBisCOs exam-
ined so far (Uemura et al. 1997). The attempt to 
express Rubisco of red alga Galdieria sulphuraria 
in higher plant chloroplasts has already been done 
(Whitney et al. 2001). However, Rubisco of G. sul-
phuraria were not properly folded and/or assem-
bled and was recovered in the insoluble fractions. 
This may be due to the difference of the folding 
or assembly systems for Rubisco between plants 
and red algae. In response to those results, we try 
to improve plant Rubisco through introducing the 
minimum amino acid substitutions which would 
confer the superior properties of red algal Rubisco 
onto plant Rubisco. We focused on the latch struc-
ture observed at the catalytic site of Galdieria 
partita Rubisco (Okano et al. 2002) to that end. 
We introduced the latch structure into Rubisco of 
Synechococcus sp. PCC7002 in this study, since 
cyanobacterial Rubisco was known to have the 
almost same structure as plant Rubisco and be eas-
ily expressed in E. coli.

The histidine to glutamine substitution at posi-
tion 386 increased the Srel and reduced Vmax (CO2) 
and Km(CO2). Though it is not clear whether this 
substitution enables Synechococcus Rubisco to 
make latch structure, a 3D-model supports our idea.
Galdieria Rubisco is characterized with low 
Km(CO2) and Vmax(CO2), compared with green-
like Rubiscos. It has been reported that the cata-
lytic loop of Galdieria Rubisco is closed when 
sulfate binds to the active site, while the loop 
of green-like Rubiscos keep opening (Okano 
et al. 2002). The latch structure may play a role 
to stabilize the closed state of the loop 6 and thereby 

Table 1 Effect of H386Q mutation on kinetic properties of 
Synechococcus sp. PCC7002 RuBisCOs. Kinetec properties 
of Galdieria Rubisco were referred to (Uemura et al. 1997)

 Wild type H386Q Galdieria

Srel 43.3 ± 3.36 50.1 ± 3.66 238
Vmax(CO2)  7.9 5.6 1.6
 µmol/min/mg
Km(CO2) µM 119 77 6.6

The results of Srel are shown as the means ± SD of three 
repeated measurements of three reaction mixtures
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causes the mutated Rubisco to have the low rate 
in the carboxylase reaction. However, the present 
results support our idea that the loop 6 is involved 
in high Srel and low Km (CO2) of Galdieria Rubisco 
with a rule of the inverse correlation between Srel 
and kcat. Our results showed that the introducing the 
latch structure should be an effective way to elevate 
the Srel of Synechococcus or plant Rubisco.
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CHAPTER FIVE

New Insight into the Calvin Cycle Regulation – 
Glutathionylation of Fructose Bisphosphate Aldolase 
in Response to Illumination

Masayoshi Matsumoto1 and Ken’ichi Ogawa1,2

Abstract Since the Calvin cycle is redox  regulated 
by thioredoxins using NADPH and reduced ferre-
doxin produced by the light reactions, it is subjected 
to oxidative inhibition when the absorbed light 
energy exceeds the capacity of photosynthesis and 
the photoprotective mechanisms are overwhelmed. 
It is thought that glutathionylation of proteins (the 
covalent biding of the glutathione moiety to the tar-
get protein through the disulfide bridge) contributes 
to the suppression of irreversible inactivation of 
redox-regulated enzymes. However, we found that 
the Calvin cycle enzyme aldolase is activated via 
glutathionylation and inactivated by thioredoxin. 
Here we will show that glutathionylation/deglutath-
ionylation of aldolase is regulated in response to 
illumination and facilitates the Calvin cycle.

Keywords Aldolase, Calvin cycle, glutathionyla-
tion, redox regulation, thioredoxin

Introduction

Fructose-1,6-bisphosphate aldolase (FBA) catalyzes 
a reversible cleavage reaction of fructose-1,6-bisphos-
phate into two trioses: dihydroxyacetone phosphate 
and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate. Oxidative stresses 
inactivate FBA in animals, yeasts and bacteria 
(Sygusch and Beaudry 1997; Cotgreave and Gerdes 
1998; Grant et al. 1999; Ito et al. 2003; Shenton 
and Grant 2003) and the activity is regulated by the 
redox status of the cysteine residues in the proteins. 
However, there has been no such report regarding 
plant FBA. Some of the Calvin cycle enzymes are 
shown to be regulated by the reducing enzyme 
thioredoxin (Trx) (Buchanan 1980; Meyer et al. 
1999), but FBA has been excluded so far.

Nevertheless, recent studies aiming at the com-
prehensive identification of target proteins of Trx 
in plants and prokaryotic and eukaryotic alga have 
shown that Trx binding proteins include FBA and 
its homologues (Yamazaki et al. 2004; Lemaire 
et al. 2004). Recently we have identified chloroplas-
tic FBA as a protein undergoing glutathionylation 
in Arabidopsis (Ito et al. 2003). Glutathionylation, 
a covalent binding of the GS-moiety to the target 
through a disulfide bridge, is considered to prevent 
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the protein from the fatal, irreversible dysfunction 
(Grant et al. 1999; Ogawa 2005). Therefore, it is 
worthwhile to elucidate whether the Calvin cycle 
FBA is regulated by Trx and glutathionylation. 
Here we report the unexpected inhibition of chloro-
plast FBAs by Trx and glutathionylation-dependent 
activation of FBA in Arabidopsis. Based on the 
obtained results, we discuss the physiological 
significance of the glutathionylation-dependent 
regulation of the FBA in chloroplasts.

Materials and methods

Experimental procedures used in this study basi-
cally followed usual methods. Further information 
for experimental conditions was indicated in the 
figure legends.

Results

Glutathionylation of FBA in chloroplasts

Appearance of a glutathionylation signal in 
response to illumination. We have already reported 
that a limited number of proteins undergo glutath-
ionylation in the stroma of spinach and Arabidopsis 
chloroplasts (Ogawa et al. 2005), The major signal 
was originated from FBA. To address whether the 
major signal relies on light, we compared the sig-
nal intensities in isolated chloroplasts before and 
after illumination (Fig. 1A). Isolated chloroplasts 
were dark adapted and then allowed to be exposed 
to moderate light (100 µE m−2 s−1). The glutathio-
nylation signal appeared following photosynthetic 
illumination, but it was not detectable in the dark-
adapted chloroplasts.

Disappearance of the glutathionylation signal in 
a T-DNA-inserted mutan of FBA. The band position 
of the glutathionylation signal corresponded to that 
of FBA that had been identified as a protein under-
going glutathionylation. However, since there are 
three putative chloroplastic isozymes, we checked 
the signal intensity in isolated chloroplasts from a 
T-DNA inserted mutant of the FBA (Fig. 1B). The 

signal was not detectable in the mutant, while it 
was detectable in wild-type chloroplasts.

Redox regulation of FBA activity 
and glutathionylation

Effects of reducing agents on FBA activity. It is 
well-known that some of the Calvin cycle enzymes 
are redox regulated by Trx (Buchanan 1980; Scheibe 
1991), but there has been no report regarding the 
redox regulation of FBA by Trx. In order to con-
sider the physiological significance of the FBA 
in the Calvin cycle, it is invaluable to investigate 
effects of Trx or DTT on FBA activity.

The activity of recombinant FBA is low at pH 7 
and optimal at pH 8, as reported previously (Ogawa 
et al. 2005). Although this pH dependency was 
strengthened by GSH, other reductants DTT and 
Trx reduced FBA activity even at pH 8 (data not 
shown). The activity reduced by DTT or Trx was 
restored by GSH at pH 8, but not at pH 7. Time 
course of FBA inactivation by DTT at pH 8 was 

Fig. 1 (A) Changes in the intensity of the major glutath-
ionylation signal in the storma following photosynthetic 
illumination. Isolated chloroplasts were incubated in the 
dark for 3 h in a 50 mM-HEPES buffer (pH 7.8) containing 
10 mM NaHCO3, 330 mM sorbitol, 5 mM MgCl2, 10 mM 
NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM Na4P2O7. Then chloroplasts 
were illuminated for the indicated time periods. The 
 separated stromal fractions were subjected to the Western-
blot analysis using anti-glutathione antibody as prepared 
 previously (Tsuboi et al. 2003). (B) Western-blot analysis of 
the stromal fraction from wild-type and FBA mutant plants 
using anti-glutathione antibody. Arrowheads indicate the 
band position of recombinant FBA
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shown in Fig. 2A. Decreasing FBA activity was 
restored by GSH or GSSG.

Glutathionylation-dependent activation of FBA 
occurs at pH 8 but not at pH 7. To elucidate the 
relationship between FBA activity and glutathio-
nylation, we investigated whether FBA underwent 
glutathionylation in the condition corresponding to 
Fig. 2A. At pH 8, a glutathionylation signal was 
detected after GSH or GSSG was added to the 
reaction medium, but no signal was detected at pH 
7 (Fig. 2B, C).

Discussion

Contribution of the glutathionylation regulation 
of FBA to the Calvin cycle

Based on the disappearance of the major glutath-
ionylation signal in an Arabidopsis mutant defec-
tive in FBA isozyme that had been identified as 
a protein undergoing glutathionylation (Fig. 1B), 
we can conclude that the FBA is a major protein 
undergoing glutathionylation in the stroma of 
Arabidopsis chloroplasts.

The major glutathionylation signal appeared 
following photosynthetic illumination (Fig. 1A). 
Considering this together with that in vitro glu-
tathionylation of FBA was dependent on pH and 
led to enzymatic activation (Fig. 2) and that the 
sroma is alkalized following photosynthesis, we 
also conclude that FBA is glutathionylated follow-
ing illumination to initiate and facilitate the Calvin 
cycle. Compared to wild-type plants, the mutant 
of the FBA showed reduced growth while other 
mutant plants defective in other FBA isozymes 
were similar to the wild-type plants (M. Matsumoto 
et al., 2006). The CO2 uptake of the FBA mutant 
was reduced, compared to that of wild-type plants. 
Taken together, glutathionylation of FBA is an 
essential process of the CO2 fixation.

Crosstalk between glutathione and Trx systems

DTT and Trx reduced FBA activity in vitro (Fig. 
2) and vivo (M. Matsumoto et al., unpublished 
results). On the other hand, at pH 8, GSH restored 
the reduced activity of FBA via glutathionylation 
(Fig. 2). Taken together, upon illumination, Trx 
inhibits FBA activity unless endogenous levels 
of GSH are enough to activate the FBA. This 
is not consistent with a general consideration 
that GSH and Trx are equivalent in that both can 
reduce disulfide bridges in proteins. GSSG has 
been reported to inhibit Trxf via glutathionyla-
tion (Michelet et al. 2005), but, unlike that report, 
the present study suggests a crosstalk between 
glutathione and Trx systems in a different way. 
Considering that glutathionylation of FBA by GSH 
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Fig. 2 (A) Decrease in FBA activity after addition of DTT 
and its recovery by GSH and GSSG. Recombinant FBA was 
prepared as described previously (Ogawa et al. 2005). At pH 
8, reaction was started following addition of DTT together 
with recombinant protein. GSH or GSSG was added at the 
indicated time (an arrow). (B) Western-blot analysis using 
anti-glutathione before and after addition of GSH or GSSG. 
Samples were obtained in the corresponding conditions to 
panel A. (C) Effects of pH on glutathionylation of FBA. 
Western-blot analysis was performed similarly to Panel B. 
The right half was the same as panel B. The left half was 
obtained under the same condition except for pH control (7)
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was dependent on pH (Fig. 2C), FBA may have 
some molecular pockets that catch and release 
the GS moiety in a manner dependent on pH, 
and stromal alkalization may allow autooxidation 
of GSH. Glutathionylation of FBA by GSH had 
the abolishing effect on the inhibition by Trx and 
DTT, suggesting that glutathionylation inhibits the 
interaction of Trx with the target site of FBA.
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CHAPTER SIX

Evolutionary Potential of Rubisco-Like Protein 
in Bacillus subtilis: Interaction with Transition-State 
Analog of Rubisco

Yohtaro Saito1, Hiroki Ashida1, Agnieszka Sekowska2, Antoine Danchin2,
and Akiho Yokota1

Abstract  Rubisco-like protein (RLP) from Bacillus 
subtilis catalyzes the 2,3-diketo-5- methylthiopentyl-
1-phosphate (DK-MTP-1-P) enolase reaction in the 
methionine salvage pathway. This reaction resem-
bles that of the first step in the Rubisco reaction; 
enolization of ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate (RuBP). 
The chemical structure of DK-MTP-1-P is very sim-
ilar to that of RuBP. However, the proton abstracted 
in the enolization reaction is different between the 
two enzymes. We are interested in the inter-relation-
ship of the reactions catalyzed by Rubisco and RLP, 
and here analyzed the general enzymatic proper-
ties of the RLP using the recombinant B. subtilis 
enzyme. B. subtilis RLP (BsRLP) was a homodimer 
and had the Michaelis constant for DK-MTP-1-P 
of 19.3 µM and the maximum reaction velocity of 
112.5 µmol min−1 (mg protein)−1. The optimum 
temperature and pH for the reaction were 35°C and 
8.2, respectively. BsRLP required a divalent cation 
for catalysis and was specific for Mg2+. Interestingly, 

the reaction intermediate analog 2-carboxyarab-
initol-1,5-bisphosphate and the reaction product 
phosphoglycerate of Rubisco exhibited competitive 
inhibition with respect to DK-MTP-1-P, but 2-car-
boxyribitol-1,5-bisphosphate had no effect at all. 
BsRLP conserves essential residues, K175, K201, 
D203 and E204, for enolization reaction of Rubisco. 
Mutational analysis showed that these residues also 
played key roles in RLP. The present study revealed 
that bona fide Rubisco and BsRLP resembled each 
other not only in their primary sequences of the 
proteins and catalytic reactions but also in the active 
site structures and catalytic mechanisms. Thus, the 
gene for BsRLP may be closely related to that for 
photosynthetic Rubisco.

Keywords  Rubisco, Rubisco-like protein (RLP), 
evolution, transition-state analog, inhibitor, site-
directed mutagenesis

Introduction

The reaction of Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate  carboxylase/
oxygenase (Rubisco) consists of five sequential,  partial 
steps: enolization, carboxylation hydration, cleavage, 
and protonation (Fig. 1). The first  intermediate of 
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catalysis is the C2, C3 cis-enediol form of RuBP 
after abstraction of the C3 proton. The enediolate 
of RuBP turns into 2-carboxy-3-  keto-d-arabinitol-
1,5-bisphosphate (3-KCABP). Then, 3-KCABP is 
hydrolyzed into 3-phosphoglycerate (PGA) and 
aci-acid of PGA. Finally, stereospecific protona-
tion of the C-2 aci-acid of PGA makes another 
PGA. The RuBP-enediol also reacts with O2, in 
competition with CO2, to initiate the  energetically-
wasteful photorespiration pathway. We found that 
RLP from B. subtilis (BsRLP:MtnW) catalyzed 
the 2,3-diketo-5- methylthiopentyl-1-phosphate 
(DK-MTP-1-P) enolase reaction in the methio-
nine salvage pathway (Ashida et al. 2003). This 
reaction resembles that of the first step in the 
Rubisco reaction (Fig. 1). The first step of the 
Rubisco-catalyzing reaction is the tautomerization 
of RuBP to its enediolate: activator CO2 binds to 
Lys201 to form the carbamate-Mg2+ complex and 

participates in deprotonation of C3 or enolization of 
RuBP in cooperation with Lys175, and a double 
bond is formed between C2 and C3 (the number of 
amino acid residues were according to the sequence 
of the large subunit of Rubisco from spinach). In 
the BsRLP, on the other hand, the hydrogen at C1 
of DK-MTP-1-P is abstracted and a double bond 
is formed between C1 and C2. The four essential 
residues, involved in binding and/or catalysis, for 
RuBP enolization of Rubisco, Lys175, Lys201, 
Asp203, and Glu204 are completely conserved in 
BsRLP. Therefore, the structure-function relation-
ship of BsRLP is strongly associated with that of 
Rubisco. Thus, BsRLP was considered as the ori-
gin of photosynthetic Rubisco (Ashida et al. 2003, 
2005; Imker et al. 2007).

In this study, we show the evidence to support 
our hypothesis. The essential residues of Rubisco 
in RuBP enolization also play key roles in 

Fig. 1 Catalytic reaction of Rubisco and BsRLP. The  chemical structure of the substrate for BsRLP (DK-MTP-1-P) is very 
similar to RuBP. BsRLP catalyzes the  enolization of C1-C2 of its substrate, while Rubisco catalyzes the enolization of C2-C3 of 
RuBP. Thus, the RLP reaction resembles the first step of Rubisco reaction. 2- carboxyarabinitol-1,5-bisphosphate (CABP) and 
2-carboxyribitol-1,5- bisphosphate (CRBP) are the transition state analog mimicking the  transition state compound 3-KCABP
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DK-MTP-1-P enolization of RLP. The enolase 
activity of BsRLP was competitively inhib-
ited by 2-carboxy-d-arabinitol-1,5-bisphosphate 
(CABP), the analog of 3-KCABP (Fig. 1). The 
preferential binding of CABP to the active site 
of BsRLP suggests that BsRLP has the sub-
strate-binding pocket that is similar to that of 
Rubisco.

Materials and methods

Assay of DK-MTP-1-P enolase. DK-MTP-1-P 
enolase (BsRLP, MtnW) was assayed in a cou-
pling reaction with MtnB, previously identified 
as methylthioribulose 1-phosphate dehydratase 
(Ashida et al. 2003). The substrate and enzymes 
were prepared as described previously (Ashida 
et al. 2003). The reaction was started by adding 
1.3 µg of MtnB to a mixture containing 50 mM 
Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.2), 1 mM MgCl2, 2 mM 
MTRu-1-P, and 0.9 µg of DK-MTP-1-P enolase. 
The final reaction volume was 100 µL and the 
reaction temperature 35°C unless otherwise 
stated.

Site-directed mutagenesis. For site-directed 
mutagenesis, Lys123, Lys175, Asp203, Glu204 
and Lys201essential for catalysis of Rubisco were 
selected. These residues of BsRLP were changed 
to the other amino acid residues by site-directed 
mutagenesis.

Inhibitors. For assay of the inhibitory effect, 
incubation mixtures contained 100 µM of MTRu-
1-P and 1 mM of each of following inhibitors 
ammonium sulfate (Nacalai tesque, Japan), sodium 
dihydrogenphosphate (Nacalai tesque, Japan), 
sodium gluconate (Wako, Japan), 6-phosphoglyc-
eric acid (Sigma, Japan), phosphoenolpyruvic acid 
(Sigma, Japan), l-phosphoserine (Sigma, Japan), 
RuBP (Sigma, Japan), PGA (Sigma, Japan), xylu-
lose 1,5-bisphosphate (prepared by the method of 
Yokota 1991), CABP and 2-carboxyribitol-1,5-
bisphosphate (prepared by the method of Pierce et 
al. 1980). Preliminary experiments confirmed that 
activity of MtnB was not inhibited by these com-
pounds at 1 mM.

Results

Kinetic properties

There have been no previous reports of enzymo-
logical characterization of DK-MTP-1-P enolase 
from any source. Here we determine the general 
physicochemical and enzymological properties 
of the B. subtilis protein before analyzing its 
reaction mechanism. The molecular mass of the 
purified active enzyme was found to be 97 kDa 
by gel filtration, and the enzyme was composed 
of two subunits. The activity was maximal at pH 
8.2 and 35°C. Enolase activity increased in a DK-
MTP-1-P concentration-dependent manner and 
Vmax and Km were 112.5 µmol min−1 (mg protein) 
−1 and 19.3 µM for DK-MTP-1-P. The maximum 
activity corresponded to 82.6 turnovers s−1 site−1. 
The specificity of the enzymatic reaction (kcat/Km) 
was about 4.3 × 106 M−1 s−1. BsRLP showed a 
striking preference upon Mg2+ for its catalysis 
like Rubisco.

Mutational analyses

Mutated BsRLPs, K123N, K123I, K123E, K175I, 
K175E, K201A, K201I, K201E, D203N, and E204Q 
showed no activity. Only two mutated BsRLPs 
without a change in electric charge, D203E and 
E204D, retained the RLP nactivity. Vmax of D203E 
and E204D were 7.9 and 94.5 µmol/min/mg pro-
tein, and Km of D203E and E204D were 13.6 and 
5.5 µM, respectively. Although the mutation of 
D203E showed a significant decrease to one-tenth 
activity of the wild type, E204D had a relatively 
small effect on the activity.

Activity inhibition

Of Rubisco competitive inhibitors examined here, 
PGA and CABP showed an inhibitory effect on 
BsRLP (Table 1). The inhibition of BsRLP by 
PGA or CABP was competitive with respect to 
DK-MTP-1-P with Ki = 1,060 µM or 418.8 µM, 
respectively (Table 1). CRBP had no effect on the 
enolase activity of BsRLP.
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Discussion

Well conserved catalytic residues of Rubisco 
also play key roles in BsRLP

In Rubisco, four residues: Lys175, Lys201, Asp203, 
and Glu204 were essential to catalyze the enoliza-
tion of RuBP, and the mutations of these residues 
cause Rubisco to lose activity (Gutteridge et al. 
1988). The mutation at Asn123 of Rubisco causes a 
drastic decrease of the carboxylase activity but has 
no effect on the RuBP-enolization step. We com-
pared the active site structure between the Rubisco 
and BsRLP by site-directed mutagenesis with these 
five residues. All the mutant proteins, but D203E 
and E204D, did not show any activity of enoliza-
tion of DK-MTP-1-P. These result suggested that 
the five catalytic important residues of Rubisco also 
act as critical residues in the enolase reaction of 
BsRLP. Considering these results, negative charges 
of the two residues were important for the enolase 
reaction. In the reported protein structure of RLP of 
Geobacillus kaustophilus, Lys175 and Lys201 are 
far from C1 of DK-H 1-P and improperly positioned 
to abstract the proton from the substrate (Imker 

et al. 2007). Lys123 has been suggested to abstract 
the proton of C1 from the substrate. Lys175 might 
 support to protonate the O2 because Lys175 was 
close enough to form a hydrogen bond to O2.

BsRLP could bind the transition-state analog 
of Rubisco

Competitive inhibition of the enolase activity of 
BsRLP by CABP with respect to its substrate sug-
gests that BsRLP adopts the active site structure to 
stabilize the transition state of RuBP carboxylation 
of Rubisco. Stabilization of the transition state is 
the most important function for enzymes. Thus, 
our results strongly support our hypothesis that 
Rubisco was originated from BsRLP.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Molecular Properties of Chloroplastic CP12 and Its Role 
in the Assembling of a Supramolecular Complex of Calvin 
Cycle Enzymes

Lucia Marri1, Paolo Trost1, Leonardo Gonnelli2, Paolo Pupillo1, and Francesca Sparla1

Abstract  CP12 is a small regulatory peptide local-
ized in chloroplast stroma, where it leads to the 
assembly of a supramolecular complex with glyc-
eraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) 
and phosphoribulokinase (PRK). Once embodied 
in the complex, both enzymes alter their kinetic 
properties according to the general regulation of 
photosynthetic carbon assimilation in land plants 
(dark-inactivation).

CP12–2 (isoform 2 of Arabidopsis thaliana) 
lacks a defined three-dimensional structure and 
can thus be regarded as an intrinsically unstruc-
tured proteins (IUP). However, CP12–2 contains 
four cysteines which can form two intramolecular 
disulfide bridges with different midpoint redox 
potentials (Em,7.9 = −326 ± 2 and −352 ± 6 mV). 
Dynamic light scattering analysis demonstrated 
that CP12-2 is a monomer of 9 kDa that under 
oxidizing condition interacts with A4-GAPDH 

complexed with NAD, leading to the formation of 
a 170 kDa binary complex (A4-GAPDH)-(CP12-
2)2. Oxidized PRK (85 kDa) binds to this binary 
complex giving rise to a ternary complex of 
498 kDa, consistent with a [(A4-GAPDH)-(CP12-
2)2–(PRK)]2 stoichiometry. Site specific mutants 
suggest that the C-terminal disulfide of CP12 is 
responsible for the interaction with A4-GAPDH, 
while the N-terminal disulfide is involved in the 
interaction with PRK.

Keywords  Intrinsically unstructured proteins, 
redox regulation, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 
dehydrogenase, phosphoribulokinase, thioredoxin, 
Arabidopsis thaliana

Introduction

In land plants, photosynthetic carbon assimilation 
is kept in balance with the photosynthetic electron 
transport mainly through the regulatory func-
tion of thioredoxins and metabolic intermediates 
(Wolosiuk et al. 1993). Both the redox state of 
thioredoxins and the concentration of various 
metabolic intermediates dramatically change during 
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light vs. dark periods, and several Calvin cycle 
enzymes sense these variations and consequently 
modulate their activity in response to environmen-
tal conditions.

Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 
(GAPDH) and phosphoribulokinase (PRK) are 
two non-consecutive enzymes of the Calvin cycle 
that catalyze energy consuming reactions. In 
Arabidopsis thaliana PRK is coded by a sin-
gle gene, and the protein is directly regulated 
by thioredoxins. Photosynthetic GAPDH exists 
instead as two different isoforms: heteromeric 
AnBn-GAPDH that is autonomously regulated by 
B-subunits, and homomeric A4-GAPDH that is 
regulated by CP12 (Trost et al. 2006).

CP12 is a protein of about 80 amino acids 
universally distributed in oxygenic photosynthetic 
organisms. The sequence of events which ends 
up with the formation of a GAPDH/CP12/PRK 
ternary complex in Arabidopsis thaliana has been 
elucidated (Marri et al. 2005). Reconstitution of 
GAPDH/CP12/PRK complex is promoted by spe-
cific conditions (e.g. NAD and oxidized DTT) that 
mimic chloroplast stroma in the dark. Through 
inhibition of GAPDH and PRK enzyme activities, 
the CP12-dependent formation of the supramolecu-
lar complex is believed to contribute to the down 
regulation of the Calvin cycle in the dark.

Materials and methods

Heterologous expression and protein purifica-
tion. Cell growth, expression and protein purifi-
cation of recombinant A4-GAPDH (At3g26650), 
PRK (At1g32060) and CP12-2 (At3g62410) were 
 performed as described in Marri et al. 2005.

Site-directed mutants. The following PCR prim-
ers were utilized in site directed mutagenesis of 
CP12-2: C22S(L): 5'-AAGCTCAGGAGACTTCT
GCGGGCGATCC-3' and reverse; C73S(L): 5'-AC
AATCCTGAGACCAACGAGTCCCGTACTTACG-
3' and reverse. PCR and transformation reactions 
were  performed according to the QuickChange Site-
Directed Mutagenesis kit (Stratagene). DNA sequence 
analysis confirmed the presence of mutations.

Redox titrations. The absorbance at 412 nm of 
2-nitro-5-thiobenzoate (thiolate) dianion (TNB) 
has been used to monitor the oxidation-reduc-
tion state of pure CP12-2 in 100 mM Tricine-
NaOH, pH 7.9, in the presence of different ratios 
of reduced: oxidized DTT (20 mM total concentra-
tion, Hirasawa et al. 1999). Seventy µM CP12-2 
samples were  incubated for 3 h at 25°C and then 
desalted in Tricina-NaOH, pH 7.9 by PD10 columns 
(GEhealthcare). Absorbance at 280 and 412 nm was 
recorded after 5 min incubation with nearly 100-
fold excess of DTNB (5,5′-dithiobis-(2-nitrobenzoic 
acid)). For determination of free thiol groups, molar 
extinction coefficients were 14,150 M−1 at 412 nm for 
TNB (Conway et al. 2004) and 8,370 M−1 at 280 nm 
for CP12-2. Control experiments were performed 
without CP12-2. Titration results were interpolated 
by non linear regression (CoStat, CoHort Software) 
as described in Sparla et al. 2002.

Multi-angle light scattering (MALS). Pre-
formed binary and ternary complexes (100 µL), 
were loaded on a Superdex 200HR column 
(GEhealthcare) equilibrated as in Marri et al. 
2005. The column was connected to a multiangle 
light scattering (MALS) apparatus to measure the 
average molecular mass of eluting fractions. The 
elution profiles were detected by an Optilab rEX 
interferometric refractometer and a Dawn EOS 
multiangle laser light scattering system at 690 nm 
(Wyatt Technology Corp., USA). Data acquisition 
and processing were carried out using ASTRA 
5.1.9.1 software (Wyatt Technology Corp., USA).

Results

Molecular and redox properties of CP12–2

The molecular mass of 9 ± 1 kDa of pure CP12-2, 
estimated by MALS analysis, was in full agreement 
with the calculated molecular mass of 8.7 kDa, thus 
demonstrating that pure CP12-2 was monomeric in 
solution. DTNB-redox titrations were performed 
in order to study redox properties of CP12-2 
disulfide bridges. Fully reduced CP12-2 was found 
to contain four thiols (4.5 ± 0.5) reacting with 
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DTNB corresponding to the four cysteines of the 
sequence, while oxidized CP12-2 had none (−0.3 
± 0.1). Figure 1 reports the titration of pure CP12-
2. Experimental data fit well to a Nernst equation 
including two different thiol/disulfide equilibria, 
with two midpoint redox potentials at pH 7.9 of 
−326 ± 2 and −352 ± 6 mV, respectively.

CP12-2 is a linker in the assembling 
of binary and ternary complexes

Size exclusion chromatography connected to 
a MALS apparatus demonstrated that a stable 
binary complex of 170 ± 14 kDa was obtained 
after incubation of oxidized CP12-2 with A4-
GAPDH in the presence of NAD. A stoichiometry 
of two molecules of CP12-2 for each tetramer 
of A4-GAPDH (calculated molecular mass of 
166 kDa) is fully compatible with the experi-
mental data (Fig. 2). The C-terminal disulfide of 
CP12-2 is responsible for the interaction between 
CP12-2 and A4-GAPDH, as demonstrated by the 
absence of the 170 kDa peak after incubation of 
A4-GAPDH with a CP12-2 mutant having Cys73 
substituted by a Ser. On the other hand, mutation 
of Cys22 into Ser did not affect the formation of 
the binary complex (data not shown).

Oxidized PRK binds a preformed binary com-
plex (Marri et al. 2005) giving rise to a peak of 498 
± 6 kDa (MALS), possibly made of two dimers 
of PRK plus two binary complexes (Fig. 2). Both 
 site-directed mutants of CP12-2, lacking either the 
N-terminal or the C-terminal disulfide, failed to 
form the ternary complex. These results indicate 
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Fig. 1 DTNB-redox titration and sequence of recombinant 
CP12-2. Experimental data were fit to the Nernst equation 
containing two redox components. Data points are given as 
means ± SD of three independent experiments

Fig. 2 Schematic model of complex formation. A4-GAPDH: grey circles; CP12: black lines; PRK: white hexagons. 
Measured molecular masses of single pure proteins, binary and ternary complexes are reported in bold; calculated molecular 
masses are reported in italics
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that both the N-terminal disulfide bridge and 
the interaction between CP12-2 and A4-GAPDH 
are necessary for the formation of the ternary 
complex.

Discussion

CP12-2 of Arabidopsis thaliana is known to act as 
a scaffold protein in promoting the formation of 
a supramolecular complex with A4-GAPDH and 
PRK. According to several bioinformatic predictors 
based on different algorithms (Radivojac et al. 2007) 
and similarly to CP12 of Chlamydomonas rein-
hardtii (Graciet et al. 2003), CP12-2 is considered 
intrinsically unstructured. Nevertheless four redox 
sensitive cysteines can form two intramolecular 
disulfide bridges which are both necessary for the 
formation of the ternary complex.

The formation of the GAPDH/CP12/PRK fol-
lows a sequential mechanism (Fig. 2). In order to 
originate a binary complex, A4-GAPDH must bind 
NAD and CP12-2 must be in the oxidized state. 
Since CP12-2 mutant lacking Cys73, but not CP12-2 
mutant lacking Cys22, failed in the interaction with 
A4-GAPDH, the C-terminal disulfide is responsible 
for the assembling of the binary complex. The simi-
larity in sequence between the C-terminal portion of 
CP12-2 and the C-terminal extension of B-subunits 
corroborates this conclusion.

Since MALS analysis clearly demonstrated 
the monomeric nature of CP12-2, the relative 
molecular mass of the binary complex (170 kDa) is 
compatible with a stoichiometry of two CP12-2 for 
each A4-GAPDH (Fig. 2).

The ternary complex originates from the interaction 
between oxidized PRK and (A4-GAPDH)-(CP12-2)2 
binary complexes, and the N-terminal disulfide of 
CP12-2 was found necessary, but not sufficient, for 
the interaction with PRK. MALS determination of the 
molecular mass of the ternary complex (498 kDa) sug-
gested a different stoichiometry from that  previously 

proposed (Wedel et al. 1997). In our model the ternary 
complex is formed following dimerization of  (A4-
GAPDH)-(CP12-2)2-(PRK) complex. Embedded in 
the complex, both GAPDH and PRK activities are 
inhibited (Marri et al. 2005), suggesting that CP12-2 
could contribute to Calvin cycle regulation.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Increased Rubisco Content in Transgenic 
Rice Transformed with “Sense” rbcS Gene

Yuji Suzuki, Maki Ohkubo, Hanako Hatakeyama, Keiko Ohashi, Ryuichi Yoshizawa, 
Soichi Kojima, Toshihiko Hayakawa, Tomoyuki Yamaya, Tadahiko Mae, and Amane Makino

Abstract  Rice (Oryza sativa L.) plants with sub-
stantially increased Rubisco content were obtained 
by Agrobacterium-mediated transformation with 
the rice rbcS sense gene under the control of the 
rice rbcS promoter. Rubisco protein content was 
significantly increased by 30% on a leaf area 
basis. The ratio of Rubisco-N to leaf-N was also 
increased by 10–20% at the expense of other N 
fractions. The mRNA levels of one member of 
the rbcS gene family were increased from 3.9- 
to 6.2-fold, whereas those of the others were 
unchanged. The total levels of rbcS mRNA were 
increased from 2.1- to 2.8-fold. The levels of rbcL 
mRNA were also increased from 1.2- to 1.9-fold. 
These results suggest that overexpression of rbcS 
slightly up-regulates the gene expression of rbcL 
at a transcript level and enhances the amount of 
Rubisco holoenzyme. However, light-saturated 
photosynthesis was not enhanced even when the 
rate was measured at low [CO2] where Rubisco 
becomes limiting for photosynthesis. This means 

that overproduction of Rubisco protein does not 
improve photosynthesis.

Keywords  Rubisco, rbcS, overproduction, nitro-
gen allocation, photosynthesis, rice

Introduction

Rubisco is the key enzyme responsible for 
 photosynthesis and the most abundant leaf protein. 
In higher plants, Rubisco is composed of eight small 
subunits, coded for by a nuclear multigene  family 
(rbcS), and eight large subunits, coded for by a 
single gene (rbcL) in the chloroplast genome. The 
amount of Rubisco has been genetically reduced by 
introduction of rbcS gene in antisense orientation and 
its effects on  photosynthesis and plant growth have 
been studied. On the other hand, attempts to increase 
Rubisco content have been unsuccessful (for a review, 
see Parry et al. 2003). In this study, Rubisco was suc-
cessfully overproduced in rice (Oryza sativa L.) by 
 introduction of rbcS gene in sense orientation and its 
effects on N partitioning in a leaf, the mRNA levels 
of each member of the rbcS gene family and rbcL and 
photosynthetic characteristics were studied.
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Materials and methods

Plant transformation and selection. The rice rbcS 
cDNA (Matsuoka et al. 1988) fused with a 3.6-kb 
fragment of the rice rbcS promoter (Kyozuka et 
al. 1993) was introduced to rice by Agrobacterium 
tumefaciens-mediated transformation. The ratio of 
Rubisco-N to total N was used as an index for the 
selection and the T2 progenies were used for the 
following experiments.

Culture of the rbcS-sense transgenic lines. The 
transgenic lines and non-transformed rice were 
hydroponically cultured as described by Makino et 
al. (1988). From 4 weeks after transplanting, these 
plants were supplied with three N concentrations 
(mM): 0.5 (0.25 mM NH4NO3), 2 (1 mM NH4NO3) 
and 8 (2 mM NH4NO3 plus 4 mM NaNO3).

Quantitative analyses. Determination of Rubisco 
and total N in the uppermost fully expanded leaves 
was carried out as described by Makino et al. 
(1988). The mRNA levels of rbcS and rbcL were 
determined by semi-quantitative RT-PCR. For the 
RNA analyses, leaves which had emerged from the 
sheaths by about 50% were used because the levels 
of these mRNAs reached the maximum before full 
expansion (see, Suzuki et al. 2001).

Gas exchange measurements and Rubisco 
assay. Gas exchange was determined with an 
open gas-exchange system previously detailed 
by Makino et al. (1988). Rubisco activity was 
measured as described by Sage et al. (1993) and 
Nakano et al. (2000).

Results and discussion

Rubisco content and N allocation in a leaf

Rubisco contents per unit of leaf area were sig-
nificantly greater in the transgenic lines than in the 
wild-type plants in all N treatments except Sr-26-8 
grown at 0.5 mM N. When relationships between 
Rubisco contents and total N were analyzed, the 
transgenic lines except Sr-35-4 grown at 2 mM 
N had greater Rubisco contents at the same total 
N contents by 10–20% (Fig. 1A). These results 

show that the amount of Rubisco holoenzyme is 
enhanced only by transformation with an rbcS in 
sense orientation. On the other hand, other soluble 
proteins-N and insoluble-N per unit of total N 
tended to decrease in the transgenic lines. This 
suggests that the overproduction of Rubisco occurs 
at the expense of N allocated to proteins including 
other photosynthetic components.

The mRNA levels of rbcS and rbcL

According to the database of full-length cDNA 
clones of rice (Kikuchi et al. 2003), there are eight 
rbcS cDNA clones which derived from five inde-
pendent rbcS genes. We determined the mRNA 
levels of four rbcS genes whose mRNA highly 
accumulated in leaf blades. The mRNA levels of 
rbcS used as transgene were increased from 3.9- 
to 6.2-fold in the transgenic lines, whereas those 
of other members were unchanged. As a result, 
the mRNA levels of total rbcS gene family were 
increased from 2.1- to 2.8-fold. The mRNA  levels 

Fig. 1 Relationships between Rubisco contents (A) and the 
rates of CO2 assimilation at an ambient CO2 partial pres-
sure of 37 Pa under light-saturated condition (B) and total 
N contents in the uppermost fully expanded leaves of the 
rbcS-sense and the wild-type rice plants
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of rbcL were also increased in the transgenic 
lines, but the incremental ratio (1.2- to 1.9-fold) 
was smaller than that of rbcS. When relation-
ships between the mRNA levels of total rbcS and 
rbcL and Rubisco contents were analyzed, the 
transgenic lines had a lower Rubisco content at 
the same mRNA level of rbcS, whereas the rela-
tionship between the mRNA levels of rbcL and 
Rubisco contents was the same irrespective of 
genotypes. This means that Rubisco content was 
more highly correlated with the mRNA level of 
rbcL than with that of rbcS. These results suggest 
that overexpression of rbcS slightly up-regulates 
the gene expression of rbcL at a transcript level 
and enhances the amount of Rubisco holoenzyme. 
It is also suggested that the synthesis of the large 
subunit strongly limits the extent of the overpro-
duction of Rubisco.

Photosynthetic characteristics

The rates of CO2 assimilation were measured at 
different partial pressures of CO2 under light- saturated 
condition. According to the C3  photosynthetic 
model of von Caemmerer and Farquhar (1981) 
and Sharkey (1985), the photosynthetic rate at 
low CO2 partial pressures is limited by Rubisco 
capacity, whereas the rate at high CO2 is limited 
by electron transport capacity or by the capacity 
of starch and sucrose synthesis to regenerate Pi 
for photophosphorylation. There was no differ-
ence in the rates of CO2 assimilation at an ambi-
ent CO2 partial pressure of 37 Pa (pCa = 37 Pa) 
between the wild-type plants and the transgenic 
lines. When relationships between these rates 
and total N contents were analyzed, the rates in 
the transgenic lines were not higher than those 
in the wild-type plants at the same total N contents 
(Fig. 1B). Similarly, the rates of CO2 assimilation 
at an intercellular CO2 partial pressure of 20 Pa 
(pCi = 20 Pa) did not differ between the geno-
types. Some lines of the transgenic lines showed 
lower rates of CO2 assimilation at above 60 Pa CO2 
of pCi. These results show that overproduction of 
Rubisco protein does not improve photosynthe-
sis even at low [CO2] where Rubisco becomes 

 limiting for photosynthesis. The specific activity 
of carboxylase per unit of Rubisco protein was 
not different between the wild-type plants and the 
transgenic lines. The activation state of Rubisco 
at pCa = 37 Pa under light-saturated condition 
was lower in the Sr-26-8 (72.2 ± 5.4%) than in 
the wild-type plants (80.0 ± 1.2%). These results 
imply that Rubisco activity in the transgenic lines 
is down-regulated probably because of an imbal-
ance between Rubisco and other components 
which limit photosynthesis. Since rice originally 
has greater Rubisco content than other plants 
(Makino et al. 1992), overproduction of Rubisco 
in rice may have led to lower N investment 
for other components limiting photosynthesis. 
Previous comparative studies of Rubisco activity 
among higher plants revealed that the specific 
activity of Rubisco in rice is significantly lower 
than that in other plants (Makino et al. 1985; Sage 
2002). Thus, the lower specific activity of Rubisco 
in rice would make it possible to improve photo-
synthesis and N-use efficiency by introducing a 
more efficient Rubisco into rice.
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CHAPTER ONE

Sugar Regulation of the Redox State in Chloroplast

Juan de Dios Barajas-López, Antonio Jesús Serrato, Ana Chueca, and Mariam Sahrawy

Abstract  Chloroplastic Trx f is known to regu-
late several Calvin-cycle enzymes controlling sugar 
metabolism. In this work, we study the sugar-
 dependent regulation of chloroplastic Trx f when pea 
plants are fed with different sugars. Sucrose depresses 
the photosynthesis rate and decreases mRNA for Trx 
f. On the contrary, glucose and fructose increased 
TRX f expression. Trx f promoter shows Dof-like 
elements that are related to the sugar-dependent 
 transcriptional regulation.

Keywords  Chloroplastic thioredoxin, sugar reg-
ulation, photosynthesis

Introduction

In addition to providing storage and energy, sugars 
serve as important signal molecules, acting as hor-
mones and synchronising the source/sink exchange. 
Carbohydrates can regulate gene expression and 
participate in different processes at any stage of plant 
development. Carbon metabolism is also subject to 

redox regulation where dithiol interchanges occur 
and, during this process, different thioredoxins are 
involved. Thioredoxins (Trxs) are small proteins 
present in all living cells involved in most of the 
redox processes taking place in the plant. Carrying a 
disulphide oxidoreductase, Trxs can alter the redox 
state of disulphide bridges between target proteins 
changing their activity. The bridge formed between 
two cysteines of the Trx is reduced by ferredoxin 
via ferredoxin-thioredoxin reductase (FTR) in the 
chloroplast. In plants, we found Trxs that are classi-
fied depending on their location, Trxs h being found 
in the cytosol, Trxs f, m, x, and y in the chloroplast, 
and the Trx o in the mitochondria. Both chloro-
plastic Trx f and m are known to regulate several 
Calvin-cycle enzymes that play important roles in 
the carbon metabolism and photosynthesis (Collin 
et al. 2003). In this way, redox signals also link 
the electron transport with the carbohydrate forma-
tion. Thioredoxin f specifically activates photosyn-
thetic fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase (FBPase), whereas 
malate dehydrogenase (NADP-MDH) is the target of 
thioredoxin m (Bassham and Krause 1969). Plastidial 
Trxs are also present in heterotrophic tissues where 
the Trxs may function in different processes (Barajas 
et al. 2007). In the past few years, redox regulation 
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has been emerging as another important transcrip-
tional or post-translational mechanism in sugar 
 control of plant metabolism. However, only a few 
studies have been dedicated to revealing how Trxs 
are regulated according to different environmental 
and internal factors, such as light and sugars.

Because chloroplastic Trxs reduce specific  targets 
of carbon metabolism, it appears evident that sugar 
synthesis is regulated by a redox mechanism. To 
gain better insight into the functioning of chloro-
plastic Trxs during carbohydrate synthesis, we have 
analysed the expression pattern of the Trxs f when 
pea plants are treated with different sugar solutions. 
We also determined the photosynthetic activity in 
order to evaluate the carboxylation efficiency of pea 
plants subjected to similar treatment, since sugar 
formation and CO2 fixation are strongly related.

Material and methods

Plant material. Pea (Pisum sativum) plants were 
grown for 15–20 days with a 12 h light/12 h dark 
photoperiod and light intensity of 80  µmol pho-
tons m−2 s−1 PAR and at a temperature of 23°C. 
After 20 days of growth, roots of pea plant were 
placed in different sugar solutions (sucrose, glu-
cose,  fructose and sorbitol) at a concentration of 
0.1 M, and kept under the same photoperiod until 
the samples were collected at 2, 4, 8 h of the day 
period and at 14 h, which corresponds to 2 h of 
the dark period. Plants placed in water were used 
as control. The beginning of the treatment was 
the beginning of the light period.

Photosynthesis determination. At 2, 4, 8 and 14 h 
(2 h dark) of the treatment, the CO2 fixation of the 
pea plants was determined using an IRGA system 
(LICOR 6400), the CO2 concentration being set at 
400 ppm and the PAR at 1,000 µmol m−2 s−1.

RNA extraction, reverse transcription and semi-
quantitative PCR analysis. Total messenger RNA 
was extracted from pea leaves at the same intervals 
time, with Trizol. First-strand cDNA was synthesised 
from 2.5 µg of total RNA using superscript III-RT 
and oligo(dT)12–15 primer. To analyse the expression 
pattern of the Trx f, we developed a PCR reaction 

using specific oligonucleotides. P. sativum actin gene 
was used as a housekeeping gene.

Results and discussion

Photosynthesis activity

Figure 1 shows the CO2-fixation response of pea 
plants when fed with different sugar solutions in 
comparison with control plants. Longer illumina-
tion times (4–8 h) increased the photosynthesis 
rate of pea plants placed either in water or in 
sugar solutions. This activity decreased in the dark 
period. The highest photosynthesis rate throughout 
the photoperiod was found when the pea plants 
were in water, reaching maximum activity after 8 h 
illumination. The increase was 145% higher than 
after 2 h of treatment, and then decreases reached 
70% in the dark (2 h). Glucose and fructose also 
stimulated the photosynthetic activity, showing a 
progressive increase from 2 to 8 h. The maximum 
activity was reached at 8 h, representing an increase 
of 262% and 190% over that detected at 2 h with 
glucose and fructose, respectively. Nevertheless, 
the values found with glucose and fructose were 

Fig. 1 Response curves for sugar-dependent CO2 fixation 
throughout a photoperiod 12 h light/12 h dark of pea plants 
supplied with water, fructose, glucose, sucrose, and sorbitol 
solutions at 0.1 M PAR was 1,000 µmol m−2 s−1. Values are 
the average of four determinations
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lower than control. In all cases, the photosynthetic 
rates diminished drastically for the plants in the 
dark. Surprisingly, sucrose appeared to inhibit the 
photosynthetic process of the pea plants, after 2 h 
of light; CO2 fixation decreased slowly through-
out the photoperiod and induced the respiratory 
pathway. Finally, as expected, the sorbitol solution 
prevented photosynthesis, and from 4 h, the values 
become negative, indicating that the stomata were 
closed and that plants began photorespiration.

When plants were provided sucrose, there was 
negative feedback information that inhibited CO2 
fixation, avoiding major sucrose synthesis. The 
plants reduced their photosynthetic activity and 
appeared to likely initiate the synthesis of storage 
product, mainly starch.

On the contrary, glucose or fructose exerted the 
opposite effect from that detected with sucrose, 
after 4 h of light and sugar treatment; an excess of 
hexoses in the plant boosted CO2 fixation, probably 
because of the unbalanced sucrose/ hexoses ratio.

Pattern of expression

Semi-quantitative PCR was performed using Trx f-
specific oligonucleotides to analyse the pattern of Trx 

f expression in response to different sugars. Figure 2 
shows that the level of Trx f transcripts slightly rose 
when the plants were kept in water, reaching a max-
imum of expression at 8 h and then declining in the 
dark period. Similar behaviour was noted when the 
plants were given sucrose, with a small increase at 
8 h. At the beginning of the day (2 h) of plants sup-
plied with fructose or glucose, Trx f mRNA content 
was half the level found in control plants. However, 
after 4 h of action, Trx f transcripts increased by 
two- to fourfold the expression detected at 2 h, and 
decayed in the dark period. Glucose maintained 
the same level of Trx f expression after 8 h of treat-
ment. All treated plants displayed similar patterns 
of expression during the dark period, suggesting 
that the light is required for the increase of the 
Trx f expression when the plants are supplied 
with sugars.

The RNA analysis shows that hexoses have a pos-
itive effect on Trx f expression, where the induction 
of the expression by glucose is most intense. During 
the carbon metabolism, sucrose is synthesised in the 
cytosol, and an excess of this final product had no 
positive effect on the chloroplastic Trx f expression. 
On the contrary, fructose and glucose stimulated the 
mRNA Trx f expression, indicating that this protein 
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participates, via redox mechanism, in the activation 
of enzymes involved in starch biosynthesis when the 
plants have an excess of hexoses. Consistent with our 
findings, the results from other researchers show that 
Trxs f activates chloroplastic FBPase (Jacquot 1984) 
and ADP-Glucose pyrophosphorylase (Ballicora et 
al. 2000; Geigenberger et al. 2005). Both enzymes 
are in chloroplast or amyloplast and are involved in 
the starch synthesis.

Immunoblot analysis confirmed that Trx f 
 protein amount produced similar expression pat-
terns as found with mRNA (data not shown).

We can conclude that in addition to the light-
dependent activation, Trx f is probably regulated 
both by hexoses and by end products synthesised 
during carbon metabolism. The balance between 
the synthesis and partitioning of carbohydrates in 
the plant cells must be controlled, and we found 
strong evidence that a redox regulation mediated 
by chloroplastic thioredoxins is involved.

The analysis of the Trx f promoter region for 
cis-acting elements has shown the presence of car-
bon-metabolism-dependent elements (DOF-like ele-
ment-AAAG) (Barajas et al. 2007). We performed 
electrophoretic mobility-shift assays (EMSA) and 
observed that the migration was retarded when pea 
DOF transcription factor was incubated with the Trx f 
sequence fragment containing the DOF-like element 
(data not shown). These data support the transcrip-
tional regulation of the chloroplastic Trx f by sugars. 

Trx f expression is finely regulated by light but also 
by carbon metabolites and possibly other factors, sug-
gesting a redox regulated sugar synthesis.
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CHAPTER TWO

Effects of Cytosolic FBPase on Photosynthetic Carbon 
Metabolism Under High CO2 Conditions

Masahiro Tamoi1,2, Yoshie Hiramatsu1, Shigeki Nedachi1, Tomoki Tabuchi2, Kumi Otori2, 
and Shigeru Shigeoka1,2

Abstract  We generated transgenic tobacco 
plants expressing cyanobacterial fructose-1,
6-/ sedoheptulose-1,7-bisphosphatase in cytosol. 
Under atmospheric (360 ppm) CO2 conditions, 
though sucrose/hexose/starch ratio in the transgenic 
plants was slightly changed compared with  wild-
type plants, there were no significant differences 
in growth, photosynthetic activity, and fresh weight 
between the wild-type and transgenic plants. On 
the other hand, under high (1,200 ppm) CO2 condi-
tions, lateral shoot, leaf number, and fresh weight of 
transgenic plants significantly increased compared 
with those in the wild-type plants. Transgenic plants 
had increased photosynthetic activity compared to 
the wild-type plants. The level of hexose of wild 
type accumulated in upper leaves, while levels of 
sucrose and starch of transgenic plants accumulated 
in lower leaves and lateral shoots. These findings 
suggest that the cytosolic fructose-1,6-bisphos-
phatase contributes to the efficient conversion of 
hexose into sucrose, and that the change of carbon 

partitioning affects photosynthetic capacity, hormone 
biosynthesis, and morphogenesis.

Keywords  Calvin cycle, fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase, 
sucrose synthesis, photosynthesis, transgenic plant

Introduction

Photosynthetic carbon metabolism in higher plants 
is thought to be one of the determining factors 
in plant growth and crop yield. As sucrose is the 
major export and storage form of photosynthates 
in almost all of higher plants, enzymes involved in 
the sucrose biosynthesis seem to be of particular 
interest with respect to the improvement of plant 
productivity. The key regulatory steps of sucrose 
biosynthesis are supposed to be the interconversion 
of fructose 1,6-bisphosphate (FBP) and fructose 
6-phosphate (F6P) and the formation of sucrose 6-
phosphate from UDP-glucose and F6P by sucrose-
phosphate synthase (SPS) (Daie 1993; Huber et al 
1985; Stitt and Quick 1989). The interconversion 
of FBP and F6P involves two enzymatic activi-
ties, that is, cytosolic fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase 
(FBPase) that catalyses the formation of F6P and 
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pyrophosphate phosphofructokinase (PPi-PFK) 
that catalyses the synthesis of FBP. The activities 
of cytosolic FBPase and PPi-PFK are subject to 
allosteric control by the signal metabolites, fruc-
tose-2,6-bisphosphate and AMP (Stitt 1990). These 
facts suggest that the cytosolic FBPase and/or SPS 
are important key regulatory steps in the sucrose 
biosynthesis pathway.

The activity of cyanobacterial fructose-1,6-/
sedohepturose-1,7-bisphosphatase (FBP/SBPase) 
was not inhibited by fructose-2,6-bisphosphate 
(Tamoi et al. 1996). Cyanobacterial FBP/SBPase 
is therefore a good tool for transformation to 
study the effects of increase in the FBPase activ-
ity in cytosol on the carbon metabolism including 
sucrose biosynthesis in source and sink organs of 
higher plants. In this study, we generated trans-
genic tobacco plants expressing cyanobacterial 
FBP/SBPase in cytosol and analyzed photosyn-
thetic capacity, carbohydrate accumulation, and 
growth rate under atmospheric (360 ppm) and high 
(1,200 ppm) CO2 conditions.

Materials and methods

Growth conditions. Wild-type tobacco plants 
(Nicotiana tabacum cv. Xanthi) and transgenic 
plants overexpressing the cyanobacterial fbp/sbp 
gene (TcFS; T2) were hydroponically grown in 
a growth chamber under a 12-h light (25°C) and 
12-h dark (20°C) cycle with a light intensity of 
400 µmol m−2 s−1, 360 ppm (atmospheric condi-
tion) or 1,200 ppm (high CO2 condition) CO2, and 
60% relative humidity.

Measurement of photosynthetic activity. CO2 fixa-
tion was measured as previously described (Miyagawa 
et al. 2001). Net CO2 assimilation rates were meas-
ured using fully expanded leaves under the following 
conditions: 50–1,500 µmol m−2 s−1, 0–1,000 µmol 
CO2 mol−1, 25°C, and 60% relative humidity.

Determination of carbohydrate levels. Plant 
 tissues were harvested in the growth chamber after 
a 12-h light period and 12-h dark period, plunged 
immediately into liquid N2 and stored at −80°C until 
required. Levels of sucrose, hexose and starch were 
determined according to Miyagawa et al. (2001).

Results

Generation of transgenic plants having 
FBP/SBPase in cytosol

After antibiotic selection and regeneration of trans-
formants, we confirmed that the 12 transformants 
(TcFS–1, 4, 7 ~ 10, 13, 16 ~ 18, 20, 22) contained 
cyanobacterial FBP/SBPase protein by a Western 
blot analysis. The proteins were distributed only in 
cytosol, but not in organelles like chloroplasts. Total 
FBPase activities derived from endogenous FBPase 
(plastidic and cytosolic) and cyanobacterial FBP/
SBPase in TcFS-17, 4, 9, and 7 were 1.26 ± 0.07, 
1.58 ± 0.08, 1.75 ± 0.03, and 2.19 ± 0.09 µmol min−1 
(mg chlorophyll)−1, respectively. By the separate 
assay of plastidic and cytosolic FBPase (Miyagawa 
et al. 2001), the FBPase activity in cytosol (derived 
from tobacco cytosolic FBPase and cyanobacterial 
FBP/SBPase) in TcFS-17, 4, 9, and 7 was 1.4-, 2-, 
2.4-, and 3.2-fold higher, respectively, than that in 
wild-type plants. The levels of FBP/SBPase protein 
and the activities of total FBPase were different in 
each tissue of transformants. Total FBPase activities 
in the midrib and stems of TcFS-7 were 3.5- and 
8.2-fold, respectively, higher than those in the wild-
type plants.

There were no differences in activities of 
phosphoribulokinase, NADP+-dependent glyceralde-
hydes-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, ADP-glucose 
pyrophosphorylase, hexokinase, SPS, and invertase 
between the TcFS-7 and wild-type plants.

Growth and photosynthetic characteristics 
of TcFS plants under atmospheric CO2 conditions

At 12 and 18 weeks after planting under atmos-
pheric CO2 conditions, the growth rate, height, leaf 
size, and wet weight of the TcFS-7 was indistin-
guishable from those of the wild-type plants.

The photosynthetic activities in the fourth leaves 
of TcFS-7 and wild-type plants were measured 
under atmospheric conditions (360 ppm CO2) and 
various light intensities (50–1,500 µmol m−2 s−1) 
at 25°C. There were no significant differences 
in light dependency of the photosynthetic activi-
ties between the TcFS-7 and wild-type plants. 
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Furthermore, the response of the saturation level 
of CO2-assimilation to a range of intracellular 
CO2 concentrations at irradiance of 400 µmol m−2 
s−1 was almost the same between the TcFS-7 and 
wild-type plants.

In TcFS-7 plants, the contents of hexose, sucrose, 
and starch in the upper leaves and lower leaves were 
almost the same as those in the wild-type plants; 
however, the starch content in the lower leaves 
of TcFS-7 in the light period was approximately 
twofold higher than that in the wild-type plants 
(Fig. 2). Accordingly, the sucrose/ hexose/starch 
ratio in the transgenic plants was slightly different 
from that in the wild type.

Growth and photosynthetic characteristics 
of TcFS plants under high CO2 conditions

The growth rate, height, leaf size, and wet weight 
of the wild-type plants were significantly larger 
under high CO2 conditions than under atmos-
pheric conditions. The TcFS-7 plants showed the 
same enhancement of these parameters under high 
CO2 conditions. Furthermore, the TcFS-7 plants 
showed significant increases in the lateral shoot 
number, leaf number, and fresh weight compared 
with the wild-type plants grown under high CO2 
conditions (Fig. 1). The fresh weights of shoots 
and roots of TcFS-7 were approximately 2.5- and 
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2-fold larger, respectively, than those of the wild-
type plants (Fig. 1).

The photosynthetic activities of TcFS-7 and 
wild-type plants grown under high CO2 con-
ditions were higher than those in the both 
plants grown under atmospheric conditions. 
Furthermore, there was no significant difference 
in the photosynthetic activity between TcFS-7 
and wild-type plants under 400 ppm CO2 and var-
ious light intensities (50–1,500 µmol m−2 s−1) at 

25°C. However, under saturated CO2 conditions 
(1,200 ppm CO2), the photosynthetic activity of 
TcFS-7 was significantly higher than that of the 
wild-type plants.

The content of hexose in the upper leaves 
of wild-type plants under high CO2 condi-
tions dramatically increased under light and 
dark  periods compared with that in plants under 
 atmospheric CO2 conditions (Fig. 2). On the other 
hand, in the TcFS-7 plants, the increase in hexose 
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content was not observed under the same condi-
tions. In the lower leaves of TcFS plants, the starch 
content significantly increased under high and 
atmospheric CO2 conditions compared with that in 
the wild-type plants.

Discussion

The increase in FBPase activity in cytosol of trans-
genic plants had no effect on the growth, the yield, 
and the photosynthetic activity under atmospheric 
CO2 conditions. In the transgenic plants, the slight 
change of the sucrose/hexose/starch ratio was 
observed under atmospheric CO2 conditions. We 
have demonstrated that transgenic tobacco plants 
expressing FBP/SBPase, FBPase or SBPase in 
chloroplasts exhibit increased photosynthetic CO2 
fixation and final dry matter under atmospheric 
conditions (360 ppm CO2) (Miyagawa et al. 2001; 
Tamoi et al. 2005). These findings suggest that the 
cytosolic FBPase is not a limiting factor of photo-
synthesis, sucrose biosynthesis and biomass under 
atmospheric CO2 conditions.

It is well known that the photosynthetic activity 
in the plants grown under high CO2 conditions is 
higher than that grown under atmospheric condi-
tions. This fact suggests the possibility that the 
cytosolic FBPase might be more important for 
photosynthetic carbon metabolism under high CO2 
conditions compared with under atmospheric condi-
tions. Under high CO2 conditions, in fact, the lateral 
shoot, leaf number and fresh weigh of TcFS-7 plants 
were larger than those of the wild-type plants. These 
facts suggest that the cytosolic FBPase is one of 
the limiting factors controlling carbon metabolisms 

including sucrose biosynthesis under high CO2 con-
ditions. The TcFS plants had increased photosyn-
thetic activity compared with that in the wild-type 
plants. The levels of hexose of wild type accumu-
lated in upper leaves, while levels of sucrose and 
starch of TcFS plants accumulated in lower leaves 
and lateral shoots. These findings suggest that the 
cytosolic FBPase contributes to efficient conversion 
of hexose into sucrose and that the change of the 
carbon partitioning affects photosynthetic capacity, 
hormone biosynthesis and morphogenesis.
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CHAPTER ONE

Redox Effects on Chloroplast Protein Synthesis 
and Phosphorylation

Carol A. Allen and John F. Allen

Abstract  Chloroplasts and mitochondria have 
retained their own genomes and genetic systems, 
distinct from those of the cell nucleus and cytosol. It 
is proposed that the reason for this retention is that 
chloroplast and mitochondrial genetic systems ena-
ble them to respond quickly and directly to changes 
in their internal redox state (Allen 1993a). This 
response is necessary to minimise the production of 
free radicals, which have the potential to damage and 
even destroy the cell. By controlling which proteins 
are synthesised, and how quickly, the individual 
chloroplast or mitochondrion can ensure the safest 
and most effective operation of its electron transport 
chain. The results shown here indicate that if the 
redox poise of isolated chloroplasts is altered, giving 
reducing or oxidising conditions, the proteins syn-
thesised become different subsets of the whole. The 
redox state of specific electron carriers may therefore 
regulate expression of specific genes in chloroplasts, 
a conclusion consistent with the hypothesis of co-
location of gene and gene product for redox regula-
tion (CORR) (Allen 1993a, 2003). We show that 

phosphorylation of proteins is also influenced by the 
redox potential of the organelles. Under reducing 
or oxidising conditions, different proteins are phos-
phorylated, indicating levels of post translational 
control. Some proteins are phosphorylated only 
under oxidising conditions, and some only under 
reducing conditions, indicating a response to altered 
internal redox state, or redox stress. Components of 
the intra-chloroplast redox signalling pathway may 
themselves be chloroplast phosphoproteins.

Keywords  Redox regulation, redox stress, chlo-
roplasts, evolution, cytoplasmic genomes, protein 
synthesis, protein phosphorylation, photosynthesis

Introduction

Chloroplasts and mitochondria were once free 
living organisms with their own independent genetic 
systems (Gray 1992). Over time, the majority of 
their genes were transferred to the nucleus, but both 
organelles retained a few genes within their own 
“cytoplasm” of chloroplast stroma or mitochondrial 
matrix. These genes now mostly encode proteins 
of the electron transport chains, and the necessary 
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support genes. Keeping an independent genetic sys-
tem within the organelles is costly to the organism. 
Their DNA is in a place where it is most open to 
attack by oxygen free-radicals generated by electron 
transport. It is thought that this damage to mitochon-
drial DNA is at least part of the reason that organ-
isms age and die. The existence of chloroplast and 
mitochondrial genetic systems continues to pose evo-
lutionary questions. Why are any genes at all retained 
in the cytoplasm? Would it not be selectively advan-
tageous to cells and organisms for chloroplasts and 
mitochondria to abdicate all genes and gene expres-
sion to the nucleus and to cytosolic translation? Why 
not let chloroplasts and mitochondria concentrate on 
what they are good at, namely energy transduction 
in photosynthesis and respiration? And what might 
chloroplast and mitochondrially encoded proteins 
have in common that confers a selective advantage 
on the cytoplasmic location of their genes?

One proposal is that the size of the proteins to be 
imported, or their hydrophobicity, makes them dif-
ficult to get across the chloroplast or mitochondrial 
outer membrane (Palmer 1997;Von Heijne 1986). 
The evidence for this hypothesis is not strong, as 
many large and/or hydrophobic proteins are in fact 
imported into the organelles. It is also possible exper-
imentally to take organelle-encoded genes, transfer 
them to the nucleus, express them there and then 
import the proteins back into the organelle, where 
they appear to function in the same way as the native 
proteins (Kanevski and Maliga 1994; Manfredi et al. 
2002). This evidence suggests that any gene could 
have been transferred to the nucleus, and those that 
remain have done so for a reason. The debate into this 
continues, and new ideas are still being published.

Another proposal is that chloroplast and mito-
chondrial genomes exist to provide a location 
for certain genes that is close to, and in the same 
compartment as, their gene products (Allen 1993a, 
b, 2003; Allen and Raven 1996; Race et al. 1999). 
In looking at the question of why a set of genes has 
been retained in the organelles, it would be useful 
to look at the regulation of the synthesis of the 
proteins encoded by these genes. It is known that 
the redox state of the electron transport chain in 
chloroplasts (specifically the plastoquinone pool) 

is responsible for post-translational modification, 
which allows regulation and optimisation of light-
harvesting in photosynthesis (Allen et al. 1981). 
It is possible to study protein synthesis by chloro-
plasts and mitochondria isolated in vitro (Mullet 
et al. 1986), so it is possible to measure the effects 
of various external conditions, such as changes in 
redox potential, on synthesis of these proteins.

Materials and methods

Chloroplasts were isolated from shoots of 8 days 
old pea (Pisum sativum L.) plants, grown at 20°C 
with a 12 h day. Protein synthesis assays were 
based on the method of Mullet et al. (Mullet et 
al. 1986). The isolated chloroplasts were pre-
incubated for 15 min, at room temperature with 
HEPES/KOH buffer, pH 8, ATP-MgCl2 (1 mM), 
amino acids (each at 25 µM; all protein amino 
acids except methionine) and additional redox 
agents and inhibitors as indicated (Allen et al. 
1995). Labelling of synthesised proteins was ini-
tiated by addition of 30 µCi of 35S-methionine 
(>1,000 Ci/mmol). Illumination, where present, 
was provided by a 40 W fluorescent strip lamp at 
50 cm from the sample tubes. After 45 min, intact, 
labelled chloroplasts were broken by brief osmotic 
lysis, thylakoids (photosynthetic membranes) and 
stroma (chloroplast soluble phase) were separated 
by centrifugation, and samples were dissolved in 
electrophoresis buffer. An equal amount of protein 
was added to each lane of the gel. 32P-labelling of 
intact chloroplasts was carried out in the same way, 
but without added amino acids, and following the 
method of Allen and Bennett (Allen and Bennett 
1981) except that the incubation time was 10 min.

Results

Redox control of protein synthesis 
in isolated chloroplasts

In chloroplasts isolated from pea leaves, 35S-
methionine incorporation reveals that different 
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subsets of proteins are selected for synthesis in 
the presence of the external redox reagents fer-
ricyanide, ascorbate, duroquinol, dithiothreitol and 
dithionite, and in the presence of different electron 
transport inhibitors in the light (Fig. 1). The redox 
state of specific electron carriers may therefore reg-
ulate expression of specific genes in chloroplasts 
(and mitochondria; results not shown). The results 
are consistent with the hypothesis that chloroplast 
genomes encode proteins whose synthesis must be 
regulated by electron transport in photosynthesis 
or respiration.

Redox control of protein phosphorylation 
in isolated chloroplasts

Regulation of protein structure and function by 
phosphorylation of amino acid side chains is 
universal in living cells. Chloroplast protein phos-
phorylation is strongly influenced by the redox 
potential of the isolated organelle (Fig. 2). The 
39 kDa stromal protein which is strongly labelled 

at very oxidising potentials (track 2) but not 
at reducing potentials (tracks 1, 6–9) we have 
identified as phosphoribulokinase, which cataly-
ses the  conversion of ribulose-5-phosphate to 
ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate in the Calvin cycle 
(C. A. Allen, J. F. Allen and J. Ström, 2004). 
A thylakoid membrane phosphoprotein at 55 kDa 
may be the chloroplast sensor protein kinase 
(CSK) reported by Puthiyaveetil and Allen 
(Puthiyaveetil and Allen 2007) and may respond 
to plastoquinone redox state in order to deter-
mine the phosphorylation state of its substrates 
and to control chloroplast gene transcription.

Discussion

The chloroplast and the mitochondrion both have 
electron transport chains which need to operate in a 
very precisely controlled way, and we have shown 
that altering the redox potential within the intact 
organelles changes both the proteins synthesised 

Stroma Thylakoids

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Fig. 1 Autoradiograph of SDS-PAGE gel (15%) showing 35S methionine incorporation into newly-synthesised proteins 
of isolated, intact pea chloroplasts separated subsequently into soluble (Stroma) and membrane (Thylakoid) fractions. 
Treatments (1 + 11) Dark (2 + 12) Light (3 + 13) Dark + Ferricyanide (20 mM) (4 + 14) Dark + Ascorbate (20 mM) (5 + 
15) Dark + Dithiothreitol (20 mM) (6 + 16) Dark + Dithionite (20 mM) (7 + 17) Light + DCMU (10 µM) (8 + 18) Dark, 
anaerobic (9 + 19) Light + DBMIB (2 µM) (10 + 20) Dark + Duroquinol (1 mM). Triangles indicate the positions of bands 
whose labelling is most strongly redox-dependent (Adapted from Allen et al. 1995)
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and the proteins which are phosphorylated. Without 
this precise regulation, the electron transport chains 
will generate reactive oxygen species which will 
not only damage the organelle it is in, but will 
cause generalised protein damage and mutation in 
the nuclear DNA. Keeping DNA in chloroplasts 
and mitochondria is dangerous, but not as danger-
ous as having electron transport chains operating 
without permission to regulate themselves.

Our results are consistent with gene  expression 
within chloroplasts being governed by the redox 
state of electron carriers involved in energy trans-
duction in photosynthesis (Allen 1993a, 2003). 
The conclusion that chloroplast and mitochon-
drial genomes serve to permit redox regulation 
of gene expression has very wide implications 
for cell evolution and for the structure, function, 
and properties of eukaryotic cells (Allen et al. 
2005, 2007).
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CHAPTER TWO

Characterization of the Ternary Complex Formed 
by Ferredoxin: Thioredoxin Reductase, Ferredoxin 
and Thioredoxin

Xingfu Xu1, Marcellus Ubbink1, Peter Schürmann2, Sung-Kun Kim3, Masakazu Hirasawa3, 
Jatindra Tripathy3, and David B. Knaff3

Abstract  Ferredoxin:thioredoxin reductase 
(FTR), catalyzes the two-electron reduction of 
thioredoxins in chloroplasts and cyanobacteria, 
using reduced ferredoxin as the electron donor. 
Reduced thioredoxins then play important roles 
in redox regulation. FTR, a heterodimer with 
a unique [4Fe-4S] cluster as its sole prosthetic 
group, has a single binding site for ferredoxin 
and a separate single binding site for thioredoxin. 
NMR spectroscopy was used to map the binding 
site on ferredoxin for FTR in a 1:1 complex of the 
two proteins. A mono-gallium analog of this [2Fe-
2S] ferredoxin was obtained by reconstituting 
apo-ferredoxin in a gallium-containing refolding 
buffer. The use of this diamagnetic Ga structural 
analog eliminates the paramagnetic broadening of 
NMR resonances of amino acids in the  vicinity 
of the [2Fe-2S] cluster in native ferredoxin. This 

has allowed the first complete mapping of the 
interaction interface of a [2Fe-2S] ferredoxin for 
a target enzyme. NMR spectroscopy was also 
used to map the interaction domain for FTR on 
thioredoxin m in a 1:1 complex of the two pro-
teins. Both  similarities and differences are seen 
in the thioredoxin m interaction domain for FTR 
in the non-covalent complex examined by NMR 
and in a disulfide-linked covalent complex of 
FTR and thioredoxin m for which an X-ray crystal 
structure has been obtained. NMR has also been 
used to characterize a ternary complex between 
ferredoxin, FTR and thioredoxin m in solution, 
confirming the presence of separate binding sites 
on FTR for its two substrates.

Keywords Ferredoxin, thioredoxin, ferredoxin:
thioredoxin reductase, NMR spectroscopy, protein/
protein complexes

Introduction

Thioredoxins found in cyanobacteria and in the 
soluble stromal space of plant chloroplasts, play 
a key role in redox regulation of many enzymes 
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in oxygenic photosynthetic organisms (Dai et al. 
2004). Regulation involves reduction of regulatory 
disulfides on the enzymes by reduced thioredoxin 
via disulfide/dithiol exchange reactions with for-
mation of a difulfide-linked adduct of thioredoxin 
and the enzyme as a transient intermediate (Dai 
et al. 2004). In the chloroplast stroma and in cyano-
bacteria thioredoxin reduction is catalyzed by a 
unique ferredoxin-dependent reductase (FTR), with 
ferredoxin reduced by Photosystem I in a light-
dependent reaction serving as the electron donor 
(Dai et al. 2004). Thus, in effect, the ferredoxin/
FTR/thioredoxin system serves as a light-detecting 
sensor. FTR has a single biding site for ferredoxin 
and, as reduced ferredoxin is a one-electron donor, 
the two electrons required for thioredoxin reduc-
tion must be obtained in two separate steps (Dai 
et al. 2007). The [4Fe-4S] cluster acts to stabilize 
the one-electron reduced FTR intermediate, pre-
venting formation of an unstable sufur free radical 
(Dai et al. 2007). The details of protein/protein 
interactions responsible for complex formation 
between FTR and its two substrates, presented 
below, have been examined by both X-ray crystal-
lography and NMR spectroscopy (Xu et al. 2006; 
Dai et al. 2007). In the case of NMR studies of the 
ferredoxin/FTR complex, the use of a Ga-substi-
tuted ferredoxin eliminated paramagnetic broaden-
ing and allowed a complete mapping of the FTR 
interaction domain (Xu et al. 2006).

Materials and methods

Protein preparation. Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 
FTR and ferredoxin and spinach thioredoxin m 
were all expressed as recombinant proteins in 
E. coli and purified using standard procedures 
(Xu et al. 2006). 15N labeling of ferredoxin and 
thioredoxin was accomplished by growing E. coli 
cells with 15N ammonium chloride as the sole 
nitrogen source. Ga-substituted ferredoxin was 
prepared by diluting a solution of apo-ferredoxin 
in guanidinium chloride-containing buffer (the 
iron-sulfur cluster was first removed by treatment 

with HCl) into a guanidinium-free buffer contain-
ing GaCl3 and DTT. The protein was purified by 
ion-exchange chromatography (Xu et al. 2006). 
Elemental analysis showed the presence of one Ga 
per ferredoxin.

NMR experiments. NMR spectre were obtained 
at 293 K using a BrukerDMX600 spectrometer. 
Data were analyzed using AZARA and ANSIG-
for-Windows software (Xu et al. 2006).

Results

FTR/ferredoxin complex

NMR spectra revealed that the tertiary structure 
of Ga-substituted ferredoxin is very similar to that 
of the native protein. NMR tirations showed that 
FTR forms a 1:1complex with both the native and 
Ga-substituted ferredoxins. For native ferredoxin 
the interaction is in the intermediate-slow exchange 
regime (the off rate is 50–100 s−1), while for 
Ga-ferredoxin the interaction is in the interme-
diate exchange regime (the off rate is approxi-
mately 500 s−1). Although mapping of a substantial 
 portion of the interaction domain on ferredoxin for 
FTR can be accomplished using native ferredoxin, 
paramagnetic broadening by the [2Fe-2S] cluster 
of native ferredoxin obscures the surface of ferre-
doxin closest to the cluster. A complete map of 
the interaction domain can however be obtained 
with Ga-ferredoxin, where this broadening does 
not occur (18 amino acids can be seen in HSQC 
NMR spectra of Ga-ferredoxin that are absent in 
the spectrum of native ferredoxin). Most of the 
hydrophobic residues located in or near the loop 
that binds the iron-sulfur cluster have their NMR 
features strongly perturbed by complex forma-
tion with FTR, suggesting their involvement in 
binding FTR. Three acidic patches (E29-D34, 
D65-E70 and E92-D94) are also involved in bind-
ing FTR. The docking domain on ferredoxin for 
FTR deduced from the NMR data is very similar 
to that determined by X-ray crystallography (Xu 
et al. 2006).
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The FTR/thioredoxin and FTR/thioredoxin/
ferredoxin ternary complexes

NMR experiments have also been used to map 
the interaction site on spinach thioredoxin m for 
FTR. The interaction domain includes several 
hydrophobic amino acids surrounding the active-
site cysteinee, C37, including A34, A72 and I80 
and also both polar but uncharged residues (T65, 
T73 and S79) and residues likely to be charged 
(K41, D66.and R78). Surprisingly, the conserved 
W36 does not appear in the NMR binding map; 
although it is present (Dai et al. 2007) at the 
protein/protein interface seen by X-ray crystal-
lography in a covalent, disulfide-linked complex 
of the two proteins. NMR spectroscopy has also 
been used to demonstrate, for the first time, that 
all three proteins can form a non-covalent, ternary 
complex in solution.

Discussion

The use of a Ga-substituted ferredoxin has allowed 
the first complete mapping of the interaction 
domain on a plant-type ferredoxin for binding a 
target enzyme (Xu et al. 2006). NMR spectros-
copy has also provided the first evidence that 
FTR can form a non-covalent  ternary complex 

with both ferredoxin and thioredoxin simultane-
ously in  solution. The observation that a thiore-
doxin  tryptophan is present at the protein/ protein 
interface in a disulfide-linkeed covalent complex 
between the protein and FTR (Dai et al. 2007) but 
is absent from this interface in a non-covalent com-
plex raises the possibility that this residue, W36, 
may undergo significant conformational changes 
 during the course of the FTR catalytic cycle.
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CHAPTER THREE

Alternative and Cyclic Electron Flow: Rate and Role 
in Potato Leaves

Agu Laisk, Vello Oja, and Hillar Eichelmann

Abstract  Alternative, JAlt, and PSI cyclic, JCyc, 
electron transport rates (ETR) were measured in 
potato leaves. Insignificant JAlt and JCyc rates were 
detected during light-limited photosynthesis. The 
result shows that the requirement of the potato ATP 
synthase is still close to 12H+/3ATP, not 14H+/3ATP. 
During light-saturated photosynthesis ETR through 
PSII and PSI were significantly faster than ETR for 
PGA reduction. We suggest that the excess PSI ETR, 
as well as the excess PSII ETR, are energy-dissipat-
ing cycles, not coupled with proton translocation.

Keywords  Leaf, cyclic, alternative, electron transport

Introduction

Provided that the Q-cycle is operating and the 
requirement of ATP synthase is 12H+/3ATP, only 
a small ATP deficiency may be caused by require-
ments for starch synthesis and other secondary 

metabolism. The discovery of 14 subunits III in 
the CF0 of the ATP synthase (Seelert et al. 2000) 
indicated the possible requirement of 14H+/3ATP. 
In this case the proton deficiency of at least 17% 
must be covered by an additional H+-coupled elec-
tron flow, such as cyclic electron flow around PSI, 
JCyc, or linear electron flow to alternative acceptors 
other than CO2, JAlt. In this work, using wild type 
and transgenic potato plants with altered expres-
sion of plastidic NADP-MDH, we measured JAlt 
and JCyc with the aim of seeing whether this rela-
tively large gap exists in the ATP/NADPH budget.

Materials and methods

Plants. Tubers of transgenic potato with altered 
expression levels of chloroplast NADP-malate 
dehydrogenase (Solanum tuberosum L. cv Désirée, 
antisense 102, sense 4, Backhausen et al. 1998) 
were grown in a growth cabinet. Full-grown leaves 
attached to the plant were used in experiments. The 
experimental routine consisted of light and CO2 
response measurements at different O2 concentra-
tions, essentially as described in (Laisk et al. 2002).
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Gas exchange measurements. In the two-channel 
fast-response leaf gas exchange measurement sys-
tem (Fast-Est, Tartu, Estonia) the leaf was enclosed 
in a leaf chamber of 32 mm diameter, gas flow rate 
of 0.5 mmol s−1. In experiments leaf temperature 
was between 22°C and 23°C. CO2 uptake and tran-
spiration were measured, dissolved carboxylation 
site CO2 concentration was calculated considering 
the mesophyll liquid phase diffusion resistance. 
Oxygen evolution was measured in the same flow-
through system at the background concentration of 
50 µmol O2 mol−1 using a Zr-cell analyzer Ametek 
S-3A (Thermox, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). The simul-
taneous O2/CO2 measurements were calibrated 
with an error of <1% (Oja et al. 2007). The rate 
of electron transport for PGA reduction, JC, was 
calculated considering RuBP carboxylation and 
oxygenation (Laisk et al. 2002).

Chl fluorescence measurements. Chl fluores-
cence was measured with PAM-101 and ED-101 
emitter-detector (H. Walz, Effeltrich, Germany), 
applying corrections for PSI fluorescence, cross-
sensitivity, detector saturation and fluorescence 
unsaturation during the saturation pulses. PSII 
electron transport, JF, was calculated on the basis 
of the quantum yield of PSII considering excitation 
partitioning to PSII, found from CO2 exchange 
and fluorescence measurements at strictly limiting 
PADs (Laisk et al. 2002).

Leaf transmittance at 810 nm. A new single-
beam spectrophotometer FE-810 (Fast-Est, Tartu, 
Estonia) having the noise level of 0.1% of the typi-
cal full redox signal was designed for the measure-
ment of leaf transmittance changes. The nonlinear 
810 nm signal change per e− arriving at P700+ and 
redox-equilibrated PC+ was calibrated from the 
oxidative titration (Oja et al. 2003). Electron trans-
port rate through PSI, JI, was calculated from the 
post-illumination re-reduction rate of PSI donor 
side electron carriers.

Results

No significant differences between the differently 
MDH-expressing potato plants in the growth rate 

and routinely measured photosynthetic parameters 
of leaves were observed, indicating that the actual 
NADP-MDH electron flow rates were smaller 
than the full enzyme capacities even in the MDH-
 deficient line (Backhausen et al. 1998).

Evaluating the alternative reduction rates from 
simultaneous measurements of CO2 uptake and O2 
evolution. The low O2 concentration of 50 µmol 
mol−1 blocked RuBP oxygenation and Mehler-
type O2 reduction during these measurements. We 
expected that the reduction of oxaloacetate plus 
nitrite along with PGA would cause faster O2 evo-
lution compared to CO2 uptake. Contrary to the 
expectation, both rates varied in an exactly equal 
manner at all light intensities and CO2 concentra-
tions independent of the genetic treatment (Fig. 1).

PSII electron transport. The calculated PSII ETR, 
JF, was very close to the electron transport supporting 
PGA reduction, JC, at limiting PAD, but at high PADs 
JF continued to increase, saturating at a significantly 
higher rate than JC (Fig. 2). The difference JF−JC, 
close to zero at limiting light, was typically 30–
40 µmol e− m−2 s−1 at light saturation. The difference 
JF−JC remained constant or slightly decreased when 
CO2 and O2 concentrations were decreased. Since no 
alternative reductions were detected from the parallel 
O2/CO2 exchange measurements, the fast flux JF−JC 

Fig. 1 Simultaneous measurements of CO2 uptake and O2 
evolution in a potato leaf. Light (open symbols) and CO2 
responses (filled symbols) of both rates were measured 
simultaneously and steady-state O2 evolution rate was plot-
ted against CO2 uptake rate
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did not arrive at the PSI acceptor side, but most likely 
was a dissipative cycle around PSII, activated at light 
saturation.

PSI electron transport. At limiting PADs JI 
was closely equal to JC, indicating no cyclic electron 
transport (Fig. 2). At high PADs, when JC became 
light-saturated, JI continued to increase, exceeding 
JC by 45–60 µmol e− m−2 s−1 without correlation 
with the expression of MDH. The difference 
JI−JC remained fast and even increased when the 
linear rate, JC, was limited by low CO2 and O2 
 concentrations.

Discussion

In the simultaneous O2/CO2 exchange measure-
ments we eliminated RuBP oxygenation and 
Mehler-type O2 reduction using almost completely 
O2-free gas. We expected to see excess O2 evolu-
tion serving for nitrite plus oxaloacetate reduction, 
but we did not detect any excess O2 evolution, 
independent of the expression of MDH. Since 
CO2 evolution from the Krebs cycle was not 
inhibited by anoxia during the short exposures, 
there could still be some very slow reduction of 
oxaloacetate if CO2 evolution from the Krebs cycle 
became inhibited proportionally to the oxaloacetate 

reduction, so that the resulting change in the net 
CO2 uptake was independent of the electron acceptor, 
whether it was PGA or oxaloacetate (Oja et al. 
2007). Such a slow JAlt could cover the ATP neces-
sity for starch and protein synthesis in chloroplasts, 
but not compensate for the missing 17% of ATP if 
14H+/3ATP is the requirement of the chloroplast 
ATP synthase.

PSI electron flow rates, JI, calculated from 
the post-illumination kinetics of the deconvoluted 
810 nm signal, were very close to the PGA reduction 
rates, JC, eliminating PSI cyclic electron transport 
during light-limited photosynthesis. Since the high-
est light-limited photosynthetic rates were 50–80% 
of the light-saturated rates, certainly no PSI cyclic 
electron transport was observed that could cover the 
proton deficiency of 17%, expected if 14H+/3ATP 
were required. Therefore, either the number of CF0 
subunits was still 12 in the chloroplast ATP syn-
thase of potato, but not 14 as observed in spinach 
chloroplasts (Seelert et al. 2000), or the number 
of CF0 subunits does not necessarily indicate the 
proton requirement per turn of the rotor, which is 
still 12H+/3ATP.

Energy-dissipative cycle around PSI during light-
saturated photosynthesis. The difference JI−JC, 
nearly zero when photosynthesis was light-limited, 
significantly increased when photosynthesis became 
light-saturated. When CO2 and O2 concentrations 
were varied, the rate JI−JC was about constant, not 
proportional to the linear rate JC, as expected if the 
cyclic rate supported a certain fraction of proton 
pumping. We suggest that the relatively fast cyclic 
electron transport observed at light saturation is a 
proton-uncoupled energy-dissipative cycle around 
PSI. As to the possible mechanism, there is a trans-
membrane reducing equivalent transfer system in 
higher plant chloroplasts, involving a membrane-
anchored thioredoxin-like protein HCF164 faced 
to thylakoid lumen side. Chloroplast thioredoxin m 
is the source of reducing equivalents for reduction 
of HCF164 and the candidates for electron accep-
tors are the subunit PSI-N, as well as Cyt f and 
Rieske FeS protein (Motohashi and Hisabori 2006). 
Although its rate has not yet been measured in vitro, 
this is the only known transmembrane electron 

Fig. 2 Light response curves of electron transport rates, JC 
for PGA reduction (filled squares), JF through PSII (open 
squares) and JI through PSI (empty diamonds) in a potato leaf
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transport pathway that can short-circuit electrons 
from the acceptor side to the donor side of PSI 
uncoupled from proton translocation.

In potato leaves at the light saturation of photosyn-
thesis our Chl fluorescence measurements confirmed 
the presence of extra electron flow through PSII, 
JF−JC that could not be the flow to alternative accep-
tors. We have suggested that this extra PSII ETR, not 
arriving at the acceptors beyond PSI, is an energy-
dissipative cycle around PSII (Laisk et al. 2006).
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CHAPTER FOUR

Properties and Physiological Function of a Super Complex 
of NDH-1 Specifically Oxidized NADPH in Synechocystis sp. 
Strain PCC 6803

Weimin Ma1,2, Teruo Ogawa1, Yong Deng1, and Hualing Mi1

Abstract  A highly active NADPH dehydrogenase 
super-complex mediating both cyclic electron flow 
and respiratory flow was identified in the cyano-
bacterium Synechocystis sp. strain PCC 6803. Active 
staining of NADPH-nitroblue tetrazolium oxidore-
ductase, Western blotting, redox changes of P700, 
and measurements of respiration were carried out 
with the cells treated by exogenous glucose (Glc) or 
3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea (DCMU) 
at several time points. The expression and enzyme 
activity levels of this NADPH dehydrogenase super-
complex were gradually inhibited accompanying 
the addition of exogenous Glc but significantly 
stimulated in the presence of DCMU. Though PSI-
dependent cyclic electron transport was decreased 
in Glc-treated cells, respiration rate was accelerated. 
Unexpectedly, both cyclic PSI and respiration rate 
were decreased in the presence of DCMU. Based on 

the Glc caused the partial reduction of plastoquinone 
pool while DCMU resulted in the over-oxidation of 
plastoquinone pool, we suggest that the expression 
and activity of NADPH dehydrogenase super-
complex is under redox control while the operation of 
both cyclic and respiratory electron flow mediated 
by this active super-complex needs an appropriate 
redox poise of the plastoquinone pool.

Keywords  Active NADPH dehydrogenase super-
complex, plastoquinone pool, redox control, 
Synechocystis sp. strain PCC 6803

Introduction

Cyanobacterial NADPH dehydrogenase (NDH-1) 
contains at least 15 subunits (NdhA-O; Nixon et al. 
1989; Steinmuller  1992; Prommeenate et al. 2004; 
Herranen et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2004; Battchikova 
et al. 2005), which are encoded by genes homolo-
gous to the chloroplast and mitochondrial ndh genes 
(Ohyama et al. 1986; Kaneko et al. 1996). Recently, 
a highly active NDH-1 super-complex (hereafter 
called Act-NDH-1Sup; about 1,000 kDa) was newly 
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identified in Synechocystis sp. strain PCC 6803 
(hereafter Synechocystis 6803; Ma et al. 2006). 
Although Ma et al. (2006) have shown that the 
enzyme activity of this super-complex is stimulated 
by high CO2, its other properties are still not known. 
Interestingly, recent analysis of the Synechocystis 
6803 cell whole-genome DNA microarrays has 
indicated that the transcript level of some ndh genes, 
at least ndhD and ndhF responds to redox changes 
of the plastoquinone (PQ) pool (Hihara et al. 2003). 
However, little is known regarding the relationship 
between the expression and activity of Act-NDH-1Sup 
and the redox state of PQ pool. One purpose of this 
study is to investigate whether redox changes of the 
PQ pool regulate the expression and activity of Act-
NDH-1Sup in Synechocystis 6803 cells.

Analysis of various ndh gene inactivation 
Synechocystis 6803 mutants cultured in high CO2 for 
their physiological properties in relation to the pres-
ence or absence of Act-NDH-1Sup indicates that this 
active super-complex is essential for photosystem I 
(PSI)-dependent cyclic electron transport and for res-
piration (Ogawa 1991; Ohkawa et al. 2000; Shibata 
et al. 2001; Maeda et al. 2002; Ogawa and Kaplan 
2003; Zhang et al. 2004; Ma et al. 2006). Another 
purpose of this study is to examine if redox changes 
of the PQ pool also regulate both electron transports 
mediated by Act-NDH-1Sup in Synechocystis 6803 
cells. It was shown previously that glucose (Glc) 
functions as a substrate to donate electrons to the 
interphotosystem electron chains, resulting in the 
reduction of PQ pool (Mi et al. 1994) while 3-(3,4-
dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea (DCMU) blocks 
electron transfer from QA to QB, causing the oxi-
dation of PQ pool (Trebst 1980). In this study, we 
applied the exogenous Glc or DCMU to reduce or 
oxidize the PQ pool by adding them to the cultures 
of Synechocystis 6803 cells. Comparison of the 
active staining of NADPH-nitroblue tetrazolium 
(NBT) oxidoreductase, Western blot, the initial rate 
of P700+ reduction in darkness and oxygen uptake 
between Glc-treated cells and DCMU-treated cells at 
several time points enables us to reveal the influence 
of the redox changes of PQ pool on the expression 
and activity of Act-NDH-1Sup and on both electron 
transports involved by this active super-complex.

Materials and methods

Culture conditions. Synechocystis 6803 cells were 
cultured at 30°C in BG-11 medium (Allen 1968), 
buffered with Tris-HCl (5 mM, pH 8) bubbled with 
2% (v/v) CO2 in air, under continuous illumination 
by fluorescent lamps (40 µE m−2 s−1).

Cells treatment by exogenous Glc or DCMU. 
Cells cultured for 4 days (A730 = 0.6–0.8) that 
showed the highest light-dependent NADPH oxi-
dation (Ma and Mi 2005) were supplemented with 
5 mM Glc or 10 M DCMU for 0, 1, 3 and 5 h or for 
0 and 1 h, and then were harvested by centrifuga-
tion (5,000 × g for 5 min) at 4°C for isolation of 
whole cell extracts or at room temperature for the 
measurements of the redox changes of P700 and 
oxygen uptake by respiration in darkness.

Isolation of whole cell extracts. Cells harvested 
at 4°C were suspended in medium A [10 mM 
HEPES-NaOH, 5 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.5), 
10 mM MgCl2 and 10 mM NaCl] supplemented 
with 25% glycerol, and were disrupted by 5 × 20 s 
pulses with a Bead-beater (Biospec, Japan) fol-
lowed by 5 min incubation on ice. The homogenate 
was centrifuged at 5,000 × g for 5 min at 4°C to 
remove unbroken cells and debris. Membranes in 
the supernatant were solubilized with 1.2% (w/v) 
n-dodecyl-β-d-maltoside (DM) while shaking on 
ice for 1 h. The samples were then immediately 
subjected to native-PAGE.

Electrophoresis and immunoblotting. Native-
PAGE was run overnight on 7% polyacrylamide 
gels at 0°C and low constant current of 3 milli-
amperes (mA) according to the method of Davis 
(1964). The staining activity of NADPH-NBT oxi-
doreductase was measured as described elsewhere 
(Ma et al. 2006). Briefly, following native-PAGE, 
the gels were incubated in 20 mM TrisHCl (pH 
7.5) and 0.1% (w/v) NBT for 20 min, and then sup-
plemented with 1 mM NADPH in the dark at room 
temperature to stain the activity of NADPH-NBT 
oxidoreductase. Active band of the Act-NDH-1Sup 
was excised from the native gels, and incubated in 
loading buffer [50 mM TrisHCl (pH 6.8), 0.1% (w/v) 
bromophenol blue, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 1% SDS 
and 1% (w/v) β-mercaptoethanol] for 1 h, then 
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subjected to SDS-PAGE for Western blot analysis. 
SDS-PAGE was made on 12% polyacrylamide 
gels according to the method of Laemmli (1970). 
Immunoblotting was performed with an ECL assay 
kit (Amersham Pharmacia), according to the manu-
facturer’s protocol. The antibody against NdhH of 
Synechocystis 6803 was raised in our laboratory 
(Ma and Mi 2005).

Redox changes of P700. Redox changes of P700 
were monitored by absorbance at 810–830 nm, 
using a pulse-amplitude-modulated (PAM) chloro-
phyll fluorometer (Walz, Effeltrich, Germany) and 
an emitter-detector-cuvette assembly (ED-101US) 
with a unit ED-P700 DW-E. Following a far-red 
light (FR, >705 nm, 5.2 µmol m−2 s−1) illumination 
for 30 s to allow the oxidation of P700+ to a steady 
state, and then was turned off to monitor the initial 
rate of P700+ dark reduction, as described else-
where (Klughammer and Schreiber 1998).

Oxygen uptake by respiration. Oxygen uptake 
by respiration in darkness was measured at 25°C 
with a Clark-type oxygen electrode (Hansatech, 
UK). Chlorophyll a concentration was adjusted to 
2 g mL−1 with fresh BG-11 medium.

Results

Responses of the expression and activity 
of Act-NDH-1Sup to exogenous Glc or DCMU

The active staining of NADPH-NBT oxidoreductase 
on native gels was carried out and the results were 
shown as follows. When exogenous Glc was added 
to the cultures of Synechocystis 6803 cells for 1, 3 
and 5 h, the staining activity of Act-NDH-1Sup was 
gradually inhibited in comparison with the untreated 
cells (CK, Fig. 1a). In contrast, the staining activ-
ity of Act-NDH-1Sup was significantly stimulated 
accompanying the addition of DCMU to the cultures 
for 1 h relative to the CK (Fig. 1b).

Similarly, when exogenous Glc was supplemented 
to the cultures for 1, 3 and 5 h, the expression level 
of NdhH contained in this Act-NDH-1Sup (Ma et 
al. 2006) was slowly inhibited, while the amount 
of this subunit was remarkably stimulated accom-

panying the addition of DCMU to the  cultures for 
1 h in comparison with the CK (Fig. 1a, b). These 
results indicated that both the expression and 
 activity of this super-complex were gradually inhib-
ited by exogenous Glc but significantly stimulated by 
DCMU.

Responses of both electron transports mediated 
by Act-NDH-1Sup to exogenous Glc or DCMU

The initial rate of P700+ dark reduction was 
decreased to about 91%, 61% and 56% of the level 
in CK Synechocystis 6803 cells accompanying the 
addition of exogenous Glc for 1, 3 and 5 h, respec-
tively (Fig. 2Aa). Similarly, that in DCMU-treated 
cells was decreased to about 33% of the level in the 
CK cells within the time scale of 1 h (Fig. 2Ab). 
The results indicate that the activity of PSI-dependent 
cyclic electron transport was inhibited by either 
exogenous Glc or DCMU.

The rate of oxygen uptake by respiration in 
darkness in Glc-treated Synechocystis 6803 cells 
was significantly stimulated by about 1.8-fold 
within the first hour relative to that in CK, and 

Fig. 1 Responses of the staining activity and expression 
level of Act-NDH-1Sup to exogenous Glc (a) or DCMU 
(b) in Synechocystis 6803 cells. Exogenous Glc or DCMU 
was added to the cultures for 1, 3 and 5 h or for 1 h and 
untreated cells (0 h) as a control (CK). The profiles of native 
gels were stained for the activities of NADPH-NBT oxi-
doreductase after electrophoresis of DM-treated thylakoid 
membranes isolated from the cells incubated by exogenous 
Glc or DCMU at several time points, and Western blot was 
made with the antibody against NdhH after the native gels 
of Act-NDH-1Sup were excised, run SDS-PAGE and elec-
trotransferred to PVDF membranes
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then slowly recovered about 1.6-fold during the 
subsequent 4 h (Fig. 2Ba). In contrast, the rate in 
DCMU-treated cells was markedly inhibited by 
about 37% in comparison with the CK within the 
time scale of 1 h (Fig. 2Bb). This indicates that the 
rate of respiration was significantly stimulated by 
excess Glc but remarkably inhibited by DCMU.

Discussion

In this study, the exogenous Glc or DCMU was 
added to the cultures at several time points to reduce 
or oxidize the PQ pool of Synechocystis 6803 cells, 
respectively. In addition, to avoid the occurrence of 
non-physiological phenomena caused by the longer 

treatment of DCMU, cells were treated by this 
specific inhibitor for only 1 h. The present results 
showed that the expression and activity of Act-NDH-1 
Sup were inhibited by exogenous Glc (Fig. 1a) or 
2,5-dibromo-3-methyl-6-isoproyl -p-benzoquinone 
(DBMIB; data not shown) but stimulated by DCMU 
(Fig. 1b). This provides evidence that the expres-
sion and activity of Act-NDH-1Sup are under the 
redox control of the PQ pool. Although it has been 
extensively shown that the expression level of some 
cyanobacterial photosynthesis genes was regulated 
by the redox changes of PQ pool (Alfonso et al. 
1999, 2000; El Bissati and Kirilovsky 2001), to our 
knowledge, the redox control of the expression and 
activity of cyanobacterial NDH-1 complexes is first 
revealed in this study.

Fig. 2 A Responses of PSI-dependent cyclic electron transport reflected by the initial rate of P700+ dark reduction to 
exogenous Glc (a) or DCMU (b) in Synechocystis 6803 cells. Exogenous Glc or DCMU was added to the cultures for 1, 3 
and 5 h or for 1 h and untreated cells (0 h) as a control (CK). B Responses of respiratory electron transport reflected by the 
uptake of oxygen in darkness to exogenous Glc (a) or DCMU (b) in Synechocystis 6803 cells. Exogenous Glc or DCMU was 
added to the cultures for 1, 3 and 5 h or for 1 h and untreated cells (0 h) as a control (CK). The vertical bars indicate standard 
errors calculated from at least six times and standard errors were calculated, and asterisk represents significant difference 
compared to the CK (* p < 0.05 and ** p < 0.01)
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When exogenous Glc was added to the cultures 
of Synechocystis 6803 cells, the inhibition of the 
expression and activity of Act-NDH-1Sup was 
completely consistent with the decrease in PSI-
dependent cyclic electron transport involved by 
this active super-complex (Figs. 1a, 2a). However, 
in DCMU-treated cells, the stimulation of the 
expression and activity of Act-NDH-1Sup was 
unexpectedly inconsistent with the decreases in 
both electron transports mediated by this super-
complex (Figs. 1b, 2Ab, 2Bb). The exogenous Glc 
leads to the partial reduction of PQ pool (Mi et al. 
1994) while DCMU causes the over-oxidation of 
PQ pool (Trebst 1980), and was also confirmed 
here (data not shown). Further, Bendall and 
Manasse (1995) have indicated that the electron 
sources of PQ pool were rapidly and completely 
reduced after the electron transfer from QA to QB 
is blocked by DCMU, resulting in the rate-limiting of 
the interphotosystem electron transport, including 
both PS I cyclic electron transport and respiratory 
electron transport. Therefore, the over-oxidation 
or -reduction of PQ pool may limit the operation 
of the electron transports mediated the super-
complex of NDH-1.

In this study, we also found that when exog-
enous Glc was added to the cultures of cells for 
1 h, the inhibition of the expression and activity of 
Act-NDH-1Sup did not accompanied by a decrease 
but a significant stimulation of respiration rate. 
Possibly, in the earlier stage, the excess Glc in the 
cultures can stimulate respiration as a substrate, 
when the slight decrease in the expression and 
activity of Act-NDH-1Sup did not become the 
major rate-limiting factor of the electron transport. 
After cells were treated by exogenous Glc for 1 h, 
especially for 3 h, the significant decrease in the 
expression and activity of Act-NDH-1Sup might 
cause a relative decrease in the rate of respiration 
(Figs. 1a, 2Ba).

In conclusion, the present study first revealed 
that the expression and activity of cyanobacterial 
Act-NDH-1Sup are under redox control of PQ 
pool, and the operation of both electron transports 
mediated by the super-complex of NDH-1 requires 
an appropriate redox poise of the PQ pool.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Coupled Regulation of Cyclic Electron Flow Around PSI 
with Photosynthesis – Its Contribution 
to Non-photochemical Quenching Evidenced 
with Transplastomic Tobacco Plants Over-Expressing 
Ferredoxin in Chloroplasts

Chikahiro Miyake

Abstract  We tested the hypothesis that ferre-
doxin (Fd) limits the activity of cyclic electron 
flow around PSI (CEF-PSI) in vivo and the relief 
of its limitation causes non-photochemical quench-
ing (NPQ) of Chl fluorescence to be enhanced. 
To test this hypothesis, we made a transplastomic 
plant expressing Fd, originated from Arabidopsis 
thaliana, in chloroplasts of tobacco leaves. In 
transplastomic plants, minimum yield of Chl 
 fluorescence (Fo) was higher than that in wild-type 
plants. Its increase in Fo was suppressed to the 
level of wild-type plants on the illumination of far-
red light to leaves of transplastomic plants. These 
results implied the enhanced donation of electrons 
by Fd-quinone oxidoreductase (FQR) from stroma 
in chloroplasts to plastoquinone in transplastomic 
plants. That is, it is assumed that transplastomic 
plants had a higher activity of CEF-PSI more than 
wild-type plants did. In fact, the activity of CEF-PSI 
in transplastomic plants became higher at the lim-
ited activity of photosynthetic linear electron flow 
in chloroplasts than wild-type plants. Furthermore, 

NPQ of Chl fluorescence was enhanced in trans-
plastomic plants, compared to wild-type plants. On 
the other hand, pool size of xanthophylls-cycle pig-
ments and the amount of PsbS protein were almost 
the same each other between them. These results 
support our hypothesis strongly. Strengthening 
NPQ of Chl fluorescence by the enhancement of 
CEF-PSI activity can be a strategy for making 
plants to have tolerance against abiotic stress, 
where light utilization-efficiency as observed in 
Φ(PSII) is low.

Keywords  Cyclic electron flow, –ferredoxin, 
–ferredoxin-quinone oxidoreductase (FQR), non-
photochemical quenching (NPQ), photosynthesis, 
transplastomic tobacco

Introduction

Photon energy absorbed by chloroplasts drives not 
only photosynthetic linear electron flow (LEF) but 
also cyclic electron flow around PSI (CEF-PSI). 
Similarly as LEF, CEF-PSI enhances the proton 
flux to the thylakoid lumen through the Q-cycle, 
which is catalyzed by the Cyt b/f complex. Thus, 
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 CEF-PSI contributes to the formation of ∆pH across 
the thylakoid membranes although it does not pro-
duce NADPH. The activity of CEF-PSI is regulated 
by the light use efficiency in photosynthesis. When 
plants are exposed to high light and/or low CO2, the 
rate of CO2 assimilation is limited by the carboxyla-
tion of ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate (RuBP) catalyzed 
by RuBP carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco). As a 
result, the efficiency of the transformation of photon 
energy to NADPH and ATP decreases. Under these 
conditions, the probability that electrons accumulate 
at the donor site of PSI becomes larger, leading to 
the enhancement of CEF-PSI activity (Clarke and 
Johnson 2001; Golding et al. 2004; Miyake et al. 
2004, 2005a). Two main physiological functions of 
CEF-PSI in higher plants have been proposed (Heber 
and Walker 1992). Firstly, CEF-PSI may supply ATP 
to drive both the PCR and PCO cycles. Secondly, 
CEF-PSI may dissipate excess photon energy as heat 
by inducing non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) of 
Chl fluorescence (Golding et al. 2004; Miyake et al. 
2004, 2005a).

In the present work, we tested the hypothesis that 
Fd limits the activity of CEF-PSI in vivo and that the 
relief of this limitation causes an enhancement of 
NPQ of Chl fluorescence. Transplastomic tobacco 
plants over-expressing Fd from Arabidopsis were 
produced by plastid transformation. Transplastomic 
plants exhibited a more severe dark-reduction of 
the PQ-pool than wild-type plants, implying a 
stimulated donation of electrons by FQR. In fact, 
transplastomic plants showed a higher CEF-PSI 
activity. Furthermore, NPQ of Chl fluorescence was 
enhanced in transplastomic plants. We  conclude 
that strengthening NPQ of Chl fluorescence by the 
enhancement of CEF-PSI activity can be a useful 
strategy for producing plants with high tolerance 
against abiotic stresses such as high light and 
drought, which cause light use efficiency to be low.

Materials and methods

Plant growth conditions. Wild-type tobacco plants 
(Nicotiana tabacum cv Xanthi) and T1 progeny of 
transplastomic plants expressing AtFd2 (Yamamoto 

et al. 2006) were grown from seeds at 16/8 h day-night 
cycles at 25°C and 22°C, respectively, and 50–
60% relative humidity. Photon flux density was 
1,100 µmol photons m−2 s−1. All  measurements 
described below were made 4 weeks after sowing 
when the fifth to tenth leaves were fully expanded.

Measurment of CO2-fixation, Chl fluorescence, 
and P700+-absorbance. Before measurements 
of photosynthetic parameters and collection of 
leaves, tobacco plants were transferred to the dark 
room 4 h after the start of the light period. After 
about 60 min, CO2-fixation (gas-exchange) and 
Chl fluorescence were measured simultaneously 
followed by determination of P700+-absorbance. 
All measurements were done over an area of 
6 cm2 on leaves attached to intact plants and were 
repeated in at least three different plants. The gas 
exchange, Chl fluoreoscence and P700 +-absorb-
ance measuring system was adopted from Miyake 
et al. (2004).

Results

Fo and effects of pulses of saturating light 
on Chl fluorescence

When we measured FV/FM in wild-type and trans-
plastomic plants, we observed that transplastomic 
plants had a larger Fo of Chl fluorescence (Fig. 1). 
The increase in Fo of Chl fluorescence could be 
due to electron flow to PQ from reductants in the 
chloroplast stroma in the dark (Field et al. 1998). 
To clarify this point, we illuminated leaves with 
far-red light to oxidize PQ after ML-illumination 
(Fig. 1A, B). As a result, the value of Fo in trans-
plastomic plants decreased to the wild-type level, 
indicating that electron flow from reductants in 
the stroma to PQ was enhanced in transplastomic 
plants. Therefore, we considered the Chl fluores-
cence level after far-red light illumination as the 
true value of Fo (Fo), and refer to the Chl fluores-
cence level before far-red illumination as apparent 
Fo (Fo(app); Fig 1A, B).

The enhancement of electron flow to PQ in 
transplastomic plants was reflected also by the 
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Chl fluorescence decay kinetics after illumina-
tion with saturating light pulses (SP; Fig. 1A, B). 
In wild-type plants, the Chl fluorescence reached 
the FM level during 1 s of saturating illumination, 
and then returned to the initial value within about 
15 s. On the other hand, Chl fluorescence yield 
increased transiently after the SP in transplastomic 
plants (Fig. 1B), and then returned to the initial 
level within 40 s after SP illumination. The raised 

Fo(app) and transient increase in Chl fluorescence 
yield following SP in transplastomic plants are in 
line with the idea of an enhanced electron flow 
from Fd to PQ mediated by FQR. Therefore, we 
concluded that in transplastomic plants, the activity 
of CEF-PSI was larger than in the wild type.

Relationship between Je(PSII), Je(PSI), NPQ
and Qp at high light and 2 kPa O2

We have previously stablished the parameters 
required to estimate the potential of CEF-PSI in 
higher plants (Miyake et al. 2005b). The activity 
of CEF-PSI showed a positive relationship with 
Je(PSII) as reflected in Φ(PSII) (Miyake et al. 
2005b). Therefore, CEF-PSI can be evaluated by 
measuring Je(PSII). At 1,100 µmol photons m−2 s−1 
and 2 kPa O2, we found that photorespiration was 
suppressed and Je(PSII) reflected the net CO2 assim-
ilation rate (Je(PSII) = αII × Φ(PSII) × PFD = 4 × 
(A + Rd); Miyake et al. 2005b). In the present study, 
Je(PSI) always exceeded Je(PSII) in wild-type as 
well as transplastomic plants, indicating that CEF-
PSI was active in both groups. Je(PSI) was larger 
in transplastomic plants than in the wild type; this 
difference increased with decreasing Je(PSII). The 
activity of CEF-PSI was much higher in transplas-
tomic than in wild-type plants under limited-LEF 
conditions, where Φ(PSII) decreased.

Next, we examined the relationship between 
the increased CEF-PSI observed in transplastomic 
plants and NPQ and Qp of Chl fluorescence. 
NPQ of Chl fluorescence generally increased with 
decreasing Je(PSII). This result was consistent 
with the previous report (Miyake et al. 2005b), 
and suggested that under limited LEF, NPQ of Chl 
fluorescence was promoted by enhanced CEF-PSI 
activity. Transplastomic plants, showed a larger 
NPQ of Chl fluorescence at low Je(PSII) than the 
wild type, probably due to the higher CEF-PSI at 
low Je(PSII). On the other hand, Qp of Chl fluo-
rescence correlated positively with Je(PSII) in all 
plants, which also was in line with previous results 
(Miyake et al. 2005b). These findings indicated 
that the enhancement of CEF-PSI in transplastomic 
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Fig. 1 Effects of far-red light on the minimum yield of Chl 
fluorescence, and the decay of Chl fluorescence after pulse 
illumination with saturating white light. Yield of Chl fluo-
rescence was monitored with a weak, modulated measuring 
light (ML). The maximum yield (FM) was induced by 1 s 
pulses of saturating white light (SP) as indicated. Far-red 
light (FR, >720 nm) was applied for 10 s as indicated. FR 
decreased the yield of Chl fluorescence by oxidizing plas-
toquinone (see text) and the decreased yield was defined as 
the minimum yield of Chl fluorescence (Fo). On the other 
hand, the yield of Chl fluorescence without FR was defined 
as apparent Fo(Fo(app) ). A wild-type plant; B transplastomic 
plant
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plants did not affect the redox state of PQ under the 
above examined conditions.

Effect of the enhanced activity of CEF-PSI 
on the Ci dependence of the net CO2 
assimilation rate

To clarify the effects of increased CEF-PSI on the 
rate of net CO2 assimilation, we examined net CO2 
assimilation rate, Je(PSI), Je(PSII), and NPQ of 
Chl fluorescence as a function of Ci in wild-type 
and transplastomic plants (Fig. 2). The depend-
ences on Ci of net CO2 assimilation rate (Fig. 2) 
Je(PSII) were similar in both groups. On the other 
hand, Je(PSI) in transplastomic plants was larger 
than in the wild type under low-Ci but not under 
high-Ci conditions. As a result, when LEF was 
limited under low-Ci conditions, the activity of 
CEF-PSI in transplastomic plants exceeded that 
of wild-type plants, as reflected in the increase 
in Je(PSI)/Je(PSII) at low Ci (Fig. 2). Similarly, 
NPQ of Chl fluorescence in transplastomic plants 
exceeded that in wild-type plants under low-Ci 
conditions, where LEF was limited. This suggested 
that an enhancement of CEF-PSI did not accelerate 
the net CO2 assimilation rate, that is, the activity of 
CEF-PSI in wild-type tobacco is sufficient to supply 
of ATP for the PCR/PCO-cycles.

Discussion

In the present work, we tested the hypothesis that Fd 
limits the activity of CEF-PSI in vivo, and that the 
relief of this limitation enhances NPQ of Chl fluo-
rescence. To test this hypothesis, we produced trans-
plastomic plants expressing Fd from Arabidopsis 
in their chloroplasts, expecting that the increased 
amounts of Fd in the chloroplasts would promote 
CEF-PSI. In transplastomic plants, the activity of 
CEF-PSI as well as the NPQ of Chl fluorescence 
was enhanced. The apparent Fo of Chl fluorescence 
was larger than in the wild type,but was reduced to 
wild-type levels by illumination with far-red light 
which excites PSI (Fig. 1).Furthermore, a transient 

increase in Fo after application of a pulse of saturat-
ing light occurred in transplastomic plants (Fig. 1). 
Thus, the electron flow from the stroma to PQ in the 
thylakoid membranes was enhanced in transformed 
plants, indicating an increased CEF-PSI activity. 
Actually, the ratio between Je(PSI) and Je(PSII) as 
well as that between NPQ of Chl fluorescence and 
Je(PSII) was larger in transplastomic plants which 
strongly supports our hypothesis.

The fact that overexpression of Fd in chlo-
roplasts increased the activity of CEF-PSI pro-
vides a clue to the molecular mechanism of 
CEF-PSI. The two main pathways for CEF-PSI 
are mediated by FQR (the Fd-dependent path-
way I) and by NDH (pathway II; Bukhov and 
Carpentier 2004). The activities of the pathways 
have not been measured separately in living 
leaves yet, implying that CEF-PSI activities 
measured so far consist of the rates of these 
two and possible more pathways (Miyake et al. 
2004, 2005a, b). The present work suggest that 

Fig. 2 Effects of an enhanced activity of cyclic electron 
flow around PSI on the dependence of net CO2-assimilation 
rates on Ci. The net CO2-assimilation rate were measured at 
a leaf temperature of 25°C, a photon flux density of 
1,100 µmol photons m−2 s−1, 21 kPa O2, and at various partial 
pressures of CO2. The electron fluxes through PSI (Je(PSI) ) 
and PSII (Je(PSII) ), Je(PSI)/Je(PSII), and the Chl fluores-
cence parameters, NPQ and Qp of Chl fluorescence, were 
determined simultaneously with the net CO2-assimilation 
rate (see Materials and Methods). Dependence of the net 
CO2-assimilation rate (circles) and Je(PSI)/Je(PSII) (squares) 
on Ci. Representative data were plotted for wild-type and 
transplastomic tobacco plants ( , , wild-type; ●, ■, trans-
plastomic)
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Fd-dependent CEF-PSI, that is, the FQR path-
way, actually functions in vivo and that Fd is 
rate limiting. In fact, tobacco mutants  deficient 
in NDH showed the same activity of CEF-
PSI than wild-type tobacco (data not shown). 
When Φ(PSII) decreases and the regeneration 
of NADP+ is limited, the reduced form of Fd 
would be expected to accumulate, leading to a 
promotion of CEF-PSI. It would appear useful 
if this regulatory mechanism of CEF-PSI would 
be involved in responses to limitations in CO2 
assimilation. Under high light or low-CO2, the 
quantum yield of CO2 assimilation (Φ(CO2) 
decreases because of the limitation of net CO2 
assimilation, leading to an enhancement of CEF-
PSI activity (Miyake et al. 2004, 2005a).

Similarly as for the CEF-PSI, the  physiological 
role of the water-water cycle, WWC, has been 
 proposed to be the induction of NPQ of Chl 
fluorescence by the formation of ∆pH across the 
 thylakoid membranes. In leaves of wild water-
melon, the activity of the WWC increased under 
strong light and/or low partial pressure of CO2 
(Miyake and Yokota 2000). In wild tobacco plants, 
NPQ of Chl fluorescence was induced under such 
conditions, but no WWC activity was observed 
(Miyake et al. 2004), indicating that all electrons 
derived from the photo-oxidation of water at PSII 
flowed to the PCR/PCO cycles. We found no dif-
ferences in Je(PSII) at the CO2 compensation point 
between wild type and transplastomic tobacco 
(Fig. 2), which strongly supported our idea that the 
enhancement of NPQ of Chl fluorescence in trans-
plastomic tobacco was due to the increased activity 
of CEF-PSI mediated by FQR.
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CHAPTER SIX

Functional Analysis of HCF164, a Thioredoxin-Like 
Protein in the Thylakoid Lumen

Ken Motohahi1,2 and Toru Hisabori1,2

Abstract  HCF164 is a thylakoid membrane-
anchored thioredoxin-like protein, which was initially 
found by the analysis of the chlorophyll fluorescence 
mutant Arabidopsis. Whereas the thioredoxin-like 
domain of HCF164 is located in the thylakoid 
lumen and the active cysteine residues of HCF164 
face to thylakoid luminal side, the knowledge on a 
disulfide-dithiol redox control system is very limited 
in the thylakoid lumen. To study the function of 
HCF164 in the thylakoid lumen, we have developed 
the monitoring system for redox states of HCF164 in 
thylakoids. Using this assay system, we have found 
that chloroplast stroma m-type thioredoxin is the 
most probable source of reducing equivalents for 
HCF164. The results of our study clearly show that 
higher plant chloroplast possess a trans-membrane 
reducing equivalent transfer system.

Keywords  Chloroplast, HCF164, thioredoxin, 
thylakoid lumen

Introduction

In higher plant chloroplasts, photosynthetic elec-
tron transport via ferredoxin and ferredoxin-NADP 
+ reductase (FNR) results in the production of 
NADPH, which is used as reducing equivalents 
for carbon fixation (Buchanan 1980; Dai et al. 
2004). A part of the electrons produced by the 
photosynthetic electron transport are transferred to 
thioredoxin (Trx) in stroma through ferredoxin and 
ferredoxin-thioredoxin reductase (Dai et al. 2000, 
2007). Thus, the reducing equivalents are accumu-
lated in the stroma side of chloroplasts, and they are 
used mainly to reduce the target enzymes for their 
regulation. In contrast, not very much is known 
about the thiol-disulfide redox control system in 
the thylakoid lumen (Hisabori et al. 2007). Meurer 
et al. have systematically studied the mutants of 
Arabidopsis indicating high chlorophyll fluores-
cence (hcf mutants) under  photosysthetic condi-
tions (Meurer et al. 1996, 1998). These mutants 
had the defect in photosynthesis electron transfer 
system, and very interestingly one of the mutants, 
the hcf164 lacked a thioredoxin-like protein. They 
found that cytochrome b6   f  complex could not 
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stably assemble on the thylakoid membrane in 
this mutant (Lennartz et al. 2001). Arabidopsis 
HCF164 is located in thyalkoid lumen and the 
thioredoxin-like domain containing two active 
cysteine residues faces to thylakoid luminal side 
(Motohashi and Hisabori 2006). In order to know 
the function of HCF164, we prepared a soluble 
domain of HCF164 as a recombinant protein and 
a specific antibody against this protein. Thus, we 
have established an assay system to analyze the 
function of HCF164, and discussed the redox con-
trol pathway located in the thylakoid luminal side.

Materials and methods

Purification of Arabidopsis HCF164sol. The soluble 
domain of HCF164 (HCF164sol, amino acid resi-
dues 116–261, Fig. 1A) was expressed and purified 
as described (Motohashi and Hisabori 2006). The 
purified HCF164sol was used as antigen for prepa-
ration of anti-HCF164 antibody (Fig. 1B).

Western blotting using anti-HCF164 for 
Arabidopsis thylakoids. Arabidopsis (ecotype 
Columbia) rosette leaves from 4- to 5-week-old 
plants were harvested and then intact thylakoids 
were rapidly prepared (Motohashi and Hisabori 
2006). The thlakoids were homogenized in SDS-
PAGE sample buffer and the lysate was sepa-
rated by SDS-PAGE (13%) and blotted to PVDF 
membrane. The membrane was then treated with 
Qentix™ western blot signal enhancer (PIERCE) 
and soaked in anti-HCF164 (×500). The membrane 
was washed, decorated by HRP-conjugated anti-
rabbit IgG and the protein bands were detected 
using ECL Plus western blotting detection reagent 
(GE healthcare) by LAS-300sVmini (Fujifilm).

Trx-dependent reduction assay of HCF164 in 
Arabidopsis thylakoids. Intact thylakoids were pre-
pared as described (Casazza et al. 2001; Motohashi 
and Hisabori 2006). The thylakoids (chlorophyll 
concentration, 80 µg/mL), were incubated with or 
without Trx-f (final 5 µM) or Trx-m (final 5 µM) in 
the presence or absence of DTT (final 10 µM) in 
0.1 M sorbitol, 5 mM MgCl2, 10 mM NaCl, 20 mM 
KCl, 30 mM Tricine-KOH (pH 8) for 60 min at 

25 °C. The samples were then precipitated with 
trichloroacetic acid (final 5%), washed with ice-cold 
acetone, and finally dissolved in buffer containing 
50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 6.8), 1% SDS, and 10 mM 
4-acetamido-4′-maleimidylstilbene-2, 2′-disulfonic 
acid (AMS) (Motohashi et al. 2001, 2003). Reduced 
and oxidized proteins were separated by nonreducing 
SDS-PAGE and detected by Western blotting.

MARLVFSLNLPSSHGFNLSPRNLQSFFVT

QTGAPRFRAVRCKPNPESSETKQEKLVID

NGETSSASKEVESSSSVADSSSSSSSGFP

ESPNKDINRRVAAVTVIAALSLFVSTRLD

FGISLKDLTASALPYEEALSNGKPTVVEF

YADWCEVCRELAPDVYKIEQQYKDKVNFV

MLNVDNTKWEQELDEFGVEGIPHFAFLDR

EGNEEGNVVGRLPRQYLVENVNALAAGKQ

SIPYARAVGQYSSSESRKVHQVTDPLSHG
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Fig. 1 Amino acid sequence and characterization of 
Arabidopsis HCF164 protein. (A) Amino acid sequence of 
Arabidopsis HCF164 (AT4G37200). The cleaved site for the 
mature form of HCF164 predicted by ChloroP program was 
indicated (black triangle). HCF164sol protein was expressed 
from the indicated position with the initial Met in front of 
Asp116 (white triangle). Transmembrane region predicted 
by Lennartz et al. (Lennartz et al. 2001) was shown with 
black bar. Active cysteine motif in Trx-family proteins was 
shown with white bar. (B) Purified recombinant HCF164sol 
protein was separated by SDS-PAGE and visualized by 
Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 staining. (C) Western blot-
ting of anti-HCF164 for Arabidopsis thylakoids lysate
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Results

Preparation and characterization of anti-HCF164

To produce a specific antibody for Arabidopsis 
HCF164, we expressed and purified the soluble 
domain of HCF164 protein (HCF164sol, Fig. 1A) 
in Escherichia coli (E. coli) cells. The recombinant 
HCF164sol protein was purified to give a single 
band with CBB-staining on SDS-PAGE (Fig. 1B). 
The obtained protein showed an activity to reduce 
the disulfide bond of insulin, in vitro (Lennartz 
et al. 2001; Motohashi and Hisabori 2006).

We used the recombinant HCF164sol protein as 
antigen against rabbit and obtained the antiserum 
against Arabidopsis HCF164. To assess the spe-
cificity of anti-HCF164, we intended to detect the 
mature HCF164 protein in Arabidopsis thylakoid 
lysate. As shown in Fig. 1C, we could specifically 
detect the mature size of Arabidopsis HCF164.

Determination of the reducing equivalent 
sources for HCF164 in thylakoid lumen

In order to determine the source of the reducing 
equivalents for reduction of the luminal portion of 
the HCF164 protein, we developed the assay sys-
tem to monitor the redox states of HCF164 in thy-
lakoid lumen using the HCF164 specific antibody 
and AMS, a cysteine-specific modification reagent 
(Motohashi and Hisabori 2006).

In chloroplasts, electrons produced by photo-
synthetic electron transport ultimately accumulate 
within the stroma, in which the chloroplast Trxs 
are localized. We therefore investigated the pos-
sibility if HCF164 is reduced by the chloroplast 
Trxs across the thylakoid membrane. For this 
purpose, we monitored the redox state of HCF164 
in intact thylakoids which was treated with an 
exogenous supply of reductant. The HCF164 pro-
tein was found to be the oxidized form in freshly 
prepared intact Arabidopsis leaf thylakoids (Table 
1, DTT only (0 µM) ). This oxidized form HCF164 
could be partially reduced by the reduced form 
Trx-m (Table 1, Trx-m with DTT), but not by 
oxidized Trx-m (Table 1, Trx-m with DTT (0 µM) ). 

The reduced form Trx-f or DTT without Trx was 
ineffective for the reduction (Table 1, Trx-f with 
DTT and DTT only). These results clearly indicate 
that the reduced form Trx-m in the stroma side can 
be a reducing equivalent source for the luminal 
HCF164 protein.

Discussion

Reducing equivalent transfer pathway across 
the thylakoid membrane

We have reported that higher plant chloroplasts pos-
sess the reducing equivalent transfer system across 
the membrane (Motohashi and Hisabori 2006). In 
bacteria, the polytopic membrane protein, cyto-
chrome c defective A (CcdA), is known to act as 
a transporter of reducing equivalents, bridging the 
transfer of electrons from the cytoplasmic reduced 
form Trx to substrates within the periplasm across 
the membrane (Katzen et al. 2002). An ortholog 
of the bacterial CcdA protein is also present in 
Arabidopsis and the CcdA deficient Arabidopsis 
T-DNA insertion mutant lines show a defect in the 
accumulation of cytochrome b6f complex similar 
to that observed in the HCF164-deficient mutant 
(hcf164) (Page et al. 2004). This finding has led 
to the suggestion that a functional link may exist 
between CcdA and the HCF164-dependent reduc-
tion pathway, which is required for the assembly of 
the cytochrome b6  f complex, and led to the hypothesis 

Table 1 Thioredoxin-dependent reduction of HCF164 in 
Arabidopsis thylakoid lumen. Arabidopsis intact thylakoids 
were incubated at various concentrations of DTT with or 
without Trxs (5 µM) for 60 min at 25°C, and the redox states 
of HCF164 were determined using anti-HCF164 and AMS 
modification (Motohashi and Hisabori 2006)

DTT
concentration

 Reduced HCF164 (%)

(µM) DTT only Trx-f + DTT Trx-m + DTT

0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5 2.7 0.1 18.7
10 2.6 0.5 31.5
20 3.5 1.0 44.7
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that the CcdA protein may function as a component 
of the HCF164-dependent reduction pathway.

Acknowledgments.  We thank Fumie Koyama for techni-
cal assistance in sample preparation.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Structural and Functional Characterization of Leaf-Type 
Ferredoxin-NADP+-Oxidoreductase Isoforms 
in Arabidopsis thaliana

Minna Lintala, Yagut Allahverdiyeva, Nina Lehtimäki, Eva-Mari Aro, and Paula Mulo

Abstract  Ferredoxin-NADP+-oxidoreductase 
(FNR) is an enzyme catalysing the final step of lin-
ear electron transfer reducing NADP+ to NADPH. 
In Arabidopsis thaliana, the chloroplast targeted 
FNR enzyme exists as two isoforms, AtLFNR1 and 
AtLFNR2, encoded by two distinct nuclear genes. 
To reveal their functional specificity the knock-
out mutants of both isoforms were characterized. 
Absence of either one of the isoforms resulted in 
reduced size of the rosette with pale green leaves, 
which was accompanied by a low chlorophyll and 
LHC protein content, whereas the accumulation 
of Lhc transcripts was up-regulated. Knock-out of 
one FNR isoform also resulted in impaired carbon 
fixation. In the absence of AtLFNR1, AtLFNR2 
was found exclusively in the stroma, suggesting 
that AtLFNR1 is required for membrane attach-
ment of FNR. Structural modeling supports the 
formation of AtLFNR1-AtLFNR2 heterodimer 
that would mediate the membrane attachment of 
AtLFNR2. Dimer formation, in turn, might regu-
late the distribution of electrons between the cyclic 

and linear electron transfer pathways according to 
environmental cues.

Keywords Arabidopsis, ferredoxin-NADP+-oxi-
doreductase, transcriptome, photosynthetic capacity

Introduction

Ferredoxin-NADP+-oxidoreductase (FNR) is a 
FAD-containing, circa 35 kDa enzyme that medi-
ates electron transfer from reduced ferredoxin to 
NADP+. Additionally, FNR has been implicated 
in cyclic electron transfer around PSI. FNR is 
known to be located both in the soluble stroma 
and attached to the thylakoid membrane, and the 
thylakoid-bound pool can be further divided into 
tightly and loosely bound fractions. In Arabidopsis 
thaliana, two distinct nuclear genes, At5g66190 
and At1g20020, encode for two chloroplast-tar-
geted FNR isoforms AtLFNR1 and AtLFNR2, 
respectively. We have previously characterized the 
AtLFNR1 isoform by using Arabidopsis T-DNA 
insertion lines (Lintala et al. 2007), and showed 
that the absence of AtLFNR1 resulted in reduced 
dry weight gain as well as in pale green leaves, 
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14th International Congress on Photosynthesis,
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which was accompanied by a low chlorophyll con-
tent and decreased accumulation of light harvesting 
proteins in the thylakoid membrane. Although the 
PSII activity of the AtLFNR1-devoid plants did not 
differ from that of the wild type (WT), the excita-
tion pressure of PSII was lowered and the rate of 
carbon fixation was markedly reduced. A slow 
dark-induced re-reduction rate of P700 measured 
in the mutant plants implicates that AtLFNR1 is 
also involved in cyclic electron transfer. When 
AtLFNR1 was absent, AtLFNR2 was found only 
in the stroma suggesting that AtLFNR1 is required 
for membrane attachment of FNR. This conclusion 
is supported by structural modeling, which shows 
that there are no steric hindrances preventing the 
formation of AtLFNR1-AtLFNR2 heterodimer.

In the present study, we have characterized 
the AtLFNR2 isoform by using RNAi lines of 
Arabidopsis thaliana and show that the mutant 
plants devoid of AtLFNR2 resemble AtLFNR1 
plants in many respects. Moreover, analysis of the 
mutant transcriptomes reveals interesting changes 
in the expression of genes involved in photosyn-
thetic reactions.

Materials and methods

Plant material. Arabidopsis thaliana ecotype 
Columbia WT and AGRIKOLA RNAi line with 
silenced At1g20020 (Hilson et al. 2004) were 
grown in the phytotron under a photon flux density 
of 100 µmol photons m−2 s−1 in 8-h light/16-h dark 
cycles at 23°C. Five-week-old plants were used in 
all experiments.

Determination of chlorophyll content. 
Chlorophyll content of isolated thylakoid mem-
branes was determined as described (Porra et al. 
1989). Chlorophyll content per leaf area was deter-
mined according to Inskeep and Bloom (1985).

CO2   fixation. CO2 assimilation rate of the mutant 
and wild type (WT) plants was determined with 
the Ciras-1 photosynthesis system (PP Systems, 
Hertforshire, UK) in atmospheric CO2 concentra-
tion (360 ppm) under growth conditions using a 
special Arabidopsis chamber (PP Systems).

Arabidopsis thaliana 25 K oligoarrays. 
Arabidopsis thaliana oligonucleotide arrays 
(MWG Biotech; http://www.mwg-biotech.com; 
ArrayExpress database accession number A-
ATMX-2; http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress) were 
used to study nuclear gene expression. Total RNA 
extraction, Cy-labelling of cDNA and hybridiza-
tion processes were performed according to Piippo 
et al. (2006). The arrays were scanned with Agilent 
Microarray Scanner (Agilent Technologies) and the 
spot intensities were quantified with the ScanArray 
Express Microarray Analysis System 2.0 (Perkin-
Elmer Life Sciences, Wellesley, MA, USA) using 
the adaptive circle method. The data was ana-
lyzed with GeneSpring 7.2 (Silicon Genetics, 
Redwood City, CA, USA) and the gene annotation 
was derived from The Arabidopsis Information 
Resource (TAIR; http://www.arabidopsis.org).

Results and discussion

Knock-out of either one of the two FNR 
isoforms resulted in small rosette size 
and pale green leaves

The T-DNA insertion mutant with interrupted 
At5g66190 gene encoding AtLFNR1 was obtained 
from SALK collection (Alonso et al. 2003). Knock-
out of AtLFNR1 resulted in reduced rosette size and 
pale green leaves when compared to the WT. The 
pale phenotype was accompanied by a low content 
of chlorophyll and proteins of the light harvesting 
complex in the thylakoid membranes (Lintala et al. 
2007). For characterization of AtLFNR2, seeds of 
AGRIKOLA RNAi line N278264 (Hilson et al. 
2004) were screened by Western blotting in order 
to find individuals which are completely devoid of 
AtLFNR2. Screening revealed several plants with 
differently down-regulated level of AtLFNR2, and 
two plants in which no AtLFNR2 could be detected 
(data not shown). These two lines were selected for 
further characterization.

At all growth stages the knock-out mutants of 
AtLFNR2 (∆FNR2) were ca. 30% smaller than 
the WT plants, and also somewhat smaller than 
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the rosettes of the AtLFNR1 knock-out (∆FNR1) 
plants (Fig. 1). In accordance with our previous 
results concerning ∆FNR1, also the leaves of 
∆FNR2 contained less chlorophyll/leaf area when 
compared to that of WT, and accumulation of 
Lhc proteins into the thylakoid membranes of the 
∆FNR2 was reduced as well (data not shown). 
No significant differences in chlorophyll a/b ratio 
between the WT (3.3) and ∆FNR2 (3.4) plants, 
however, could be detected. The rate of carbon 
assimilation under standard growth conditions was 
also measured. Under standard growth conditions, 
the ∆FNR2 plants were able to assimilate CO2 ca. 
80% of that by WT. This result is in line with the 
results obtained with ∆FNR1 (Lintala et al. 2007). 
Thus it seems that only one FNR isoform can not 
support efficient carbon fixation, and that the entire 
photosynthetic apparatus of the mutant plants is 
down-regulated in order to reduce the absorbed 
light energy and thereby to avoid possible damage 
incurred by oxygen radicals.

Expression of nuclear genes in ∆FNR1 
and ∆FNR2 plants

To reveal how the impaired function of FNR, 
which inevitably results in changes on the redox 

state of the entire chloroplast, affects the nuclear 
gene expression, microarray analysis of the mutant 
transcriptome was performed.

The most up-regulated (>threefold change) 
genes in ∆FNR2 included genes encoding 
 proteins involved in transcription (e.g. At1g80840 
 encoding WRKY family transcription factor) 
and transport (e.g. At1g15210 encoding ABC 
transporter and At5g09400 encoding a potassium 
transporter family protein) as well as general 
stress-response genes (e.g. At5g04890 encoding 
a heat shock-like protein). Additionally, several 
genes encoding subunits of the  movable light 
harvesting antenna (e.g. At2g34430  encoding 
Lhcb1.4, At2g34420 encoding Lhcb1.5 and 
At2g05070 encoding Lhcb2.2) were clearly 
up-regulated in ∆FNR2, expression level 
being ca. twofold that in WT. Although some 
other Lhc genes were up-regulated as well, 
the increase in the transcript level was not 
as significant as that for Lhcb1 and Lhcb2 
genes. The high level of Lhc transcripts detected 
in the mutant plants contradicts with the results 
obtained at protein level, which showed decreased 
 accumulation of Lhc proteins in the thylakoid 
membranes of ∆FNR2. Hence, it seems that 
down-regulation of the light harvesting complex 
in ∆FNR2 takes place post-transcriptionally. 
This may occur at various levels, in the trans-
lation of the Lhc proteins, the assembly of the 
Lhc complex and/or in the degradation of the 
subunits.

Down-regulated genes in ∆FNR2, showing 
<0.5 expression when compared to WT, comprised 
only of At1g53480 coding for an unknown pro-
tein, and At1g02340 encoding a long-hypocotyl-
in-far-red-1 protein. Interestingly, the expression 
of At5g66190 encoding AtLFNR1 was not sig-
nificantly altered, amount of transcripts being 
0.856 of the WT level. This indicates that the two 
FNR genes are not able to replace each other but 
the production of both transcripts is required for 
optimal growth.

Acknowledgments.  This work has been supported by the 
Academy of Finland (110099).

Fig. 1 Phenotypes of the Arabidopsis WT, ∆FNR1 and 
∆FNR2 plants. The plants were grown under standard 
conditions (100 µmol photons m−2 s−1 in 8-h light/16-h dark 
cycles at 23°C) for 3 (uppermost panel), 4 (middle panel) or 
6 (lowest panel) weeks
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CHAPTER EIGHT

How Does Impairment of PGR5-Dependent Cyclic Electron 
Transport Around Photosystem I Impact on Photosynthesis 
and Growth of Arabidopsis thaliana?

Yuri Nakajima Munekage1,2, Bernard Genty2, and Gilles Peltier2

Abstract  PGR5 has been reported as an essential 
factor for the activity of the ferredoxin-dependent 
cyclic electron transport around photosystem I. To 
elucidate the role of PGR5 on C3 photosynthesis, 
we characterize photosynthetic electron transport 
rate (ETR), CO2 assimilation and growth in the 
Arabidopsis thaliana pgr5 mutant in various CO2 
regimes. In low light grown pgr5, CO2 assimilation 
rate and ETR under air conditions were similar to 
the wild-type at low irradiance, but decreased at 
saturating irradiance. Under low light conditions 
in air, pgr5 showed same growth as the wild-type 
but a significant growth reduction compared to the 
wild-type above 150 µmol photons m−2 s−1. This 
growth impairment was largely suppressed under 
high CO2 concentration. Based on the intercellular 
CO2 concentration dependency of CO2 assimila-
tion, ETR and P700 oxidation measurements, we 

conclude that reduction of photosynthesis and 
growth result from ATP deficiency and inactivation 
of photosystem I.

Keywords Cyclic electron transport, PGR5, CO2 
assimilation, photoinhibition, photosystem I, ATP 
deficiency

Introduction

Cyclic electron transport around PSI, first evi-
denced as cyclic photophosphorylation, was pro-
posed to form ∆pH and extra ATP by recycling 
electrons from PSI acceptors such as ferredoxin 
or NADPH to plastoquinones. Although several 
reports suggest a contribution of cyclic elec-
tron transport in sustaining non-photochemical 
quenching of chlorophyll fluorescence (NPQ), 
contribution of cyclic electron transport in ∆pH 
formation and ATP production at steady-state 
photosynthesis are still matter of debate. There 
are two parallel cyclic pathways around PSI, one 
sensitive to antimycin A, the other involving the 
NDH complex shown to function in C3 plant 
(Joët et al. 2001). From a genetical approach in A. 
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thaliana based on the screening mutants impaired 
in NPQ, PGR5 was concluded to encode an 
essential component of the antimycin A-depend-
ent cyclic pathway (Munekage et al. 2002). A 
severe decrease in electron transport and photoau-
totrophic growth was observed in double mutant 
crr2 pgr5 impaired in both PGR5 and NDH com-
plex (Munekage et al. 2004). These results sug-
gest an involvement of cyclic electron transport in 
photosynthesis and plant growth. With the aim of 
further investigating the role of PGR5-dependent 
cyclic electron transport in photosynthesis, we 
compare CO2 assimilation, chlorophyll fluores-
cence, PSI absorbance change and growth of pgr5 
mutant and wild-type A. thaliana.

Materials and methods

Plants material

Arabidopsis thaliana wild-type (ecotype Columbia 
gl1) and pgr5 (Munekage et al. 2002) were grown 
on soil for 9–10 weeks in a controlled chamber 
with a short-day photoperiod (8 h light/16 h dark at 
23°C) at 50 µmol photons m−2 s−1 except for data of 
Fig. 2 (150 µmol photons m−2 s−1).

CO2 assimilation and chlorophyll fluorescence 
measurements

CO2 assimilation and chlorophyll fluorescence 
were simultaneously measured by using a LI6400 
equipped with leaf chamber fluorometer LI6400-40 
(LI-COR) in detached leaves fed with water. CO2 
gas exchange was performed at 25°C, 50% relative 
humidity.

Absorbance change of 820 nm

Redox changes of P700 were measured by moni-
toring absorbance change of 820 nm with a 
dual-wavelength pulse-modulation system, ED-
P700DW combined with PAM101 (Heinz-Walz, 
Effeltrich, Germany).

Results

Net CO2 assimilation, photosynthetic electron 
transport and NPQ are affected in pgr5

Irradiance dependency of net CO2 assimilation and 
electron transport rate (ETR) was investigated in 
air conditions (350 µL L−1 CO2) (Fig. 1). At low 
irradiance (below 100 µmol photons m−2 s−1), net 
CO2 assimilation and ETR were similar in pgr5 
and in the wild-type, whereas at higher irradiance, 
both net CO2 assimilation and ETR were lower 
(14% and 29%, respectively at 500 µmol photons 
m−2 s−1) in pgr5 than in the wild-type (Fig. 1A, 
B). At steady state, the large increase of NPQ 
observed in response to increasing irradiance above 
200 µmol photons m−2 s−1 in the wild-type was not 
observed in pgr5 (Fig. 1C).

Ci dependency of net CO2 assimilation was 
investigated in the wild-type and pgr5 under 21% 
O2 conditions (Fig. 1A). We used sub-saturating 
irradiance of 300 µmol photons m−2 s−1 to mini-
mize the high irradiance-induced inhibitory effect 
on pgr5. At low CO2 concentration (at Ci less than 

Fig. 1 Irradiance (A, B and C) and intercellular CO2 
concentration (Ci) dependency (D, E and F) of net CO2 
assimilation (An) (A, D), electron transport rate at PSII 
(ETR) (B, E) and non-photochemical quenching of chloro-
phyll fluorescence (NPQ) (C, F) in leaves of the wild-type 
(closed symbol) and pgr5 (open symbol) measured under air 
conditions (350 L L−1 CO2, 21% O2). Each point represents 
the mean ± SD at least three individual plants
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200 µL L−1), where carboxylation efficiency limits 
net CO2 assimilation, net CO2 assimilation was 
similar in pgr5 and the wild-type (Fig. 1D).

At high CO2 concentration where RuBP regen-
eration limits CO2 assimilation, net CO2 assimila-
tion reached 13 µmol CO2 m

−2 s−1 in the wild-type 
whereas it saturated at around 9 µmol CO2 m

−2 s−1 
in pgr5 (Fig. 1D). In pgr5, ETR was lower than 
in the wild-type at every CO2 concentration even 
at low Ci concentration when assimilation is not 
affected (Fig. 1E). In pgr5, NPQ at steady state 
was low and not dependent on Ci in contrast to the 
wild-type in which a marked increase of NPQ was 
induced at low Ci (below 400 µL L−1) (Fig. 1F).

Inactivation of PSI occurs in pgr5 
at sub-saturating irradiance

To investigate the inhibition of photosynthetic elec-
tron transport at sub-saturating irradiance, quantum 
yield of PSII (ΦPSII) and maximal P700 oxidation 
level (∆Amax) were monitored after exposure to 
sub-saturating irradiance of 300 µmol photons m−2 
s−1 (Table 1). In the wild-type, ΦPSII and ∆Amax 
were not affected by sub-saturating irradiation, 
whereas those were decreased in pgr5 after 30 min 
of exposure to sub-saturating irradiance. Those 
effects were enhanced after 4 h exposure and were 
not recovered after 1 day (Table 1). The maximal 
photochemical yield of PSII (Fv/Fm) was slightly 
impaired in pgr5 after 4 h exposure but it was 
recovered after 1 day (data not shown). We conclude 

that when pgr5 is exposed to sub-saturating irradi-
ance (300 µmol photons m−2 s−1) photoinactivation 
of PSI occurs, which leads to a decrease in linear 
electron transport rate.

CO2 dependency of growth in pgr5

To test how CO2 conditions impact on growth in 
relation with inactivation of ETR, wild-type and 
pgr5 were grown at higher irradiance (150 µmol 
photons m−2 s−1) under three different atmospheric 
CO2 concentrations, high (2,000 µL L−1), ambient 
(350 µL L−1) and low (150 µL L−1). When plants 
were grown in high CO2, pgr5 showed similar 
growth as the wild-type as shown by dry weight 
(Fig. 2A, B) and no inactivation of photosystems 
was observed (Fig. 2B). In contrast, under ambient 
and low CO2 conditions, pgr5 shows drastic growth 
reduction (37% and 35% respectively of the wild-
type) (Fig. 2A, B). Although maximal photochemi-
cal yield of PSII (Fv/Fm) was not affected at each 
CO2 concentration, steady-state P700 oxidation 
level was impaired in pgr5 when grown under low 
CO2 conditions (Fig. 2B).

Discussion

In this study, we provide evidence that PGR5 is 
essential for optimal photosynthesis under saturat-
ing irradiance particularly when the rate of RuBP 
regeneration limits photosynthesis (Fig. 1). We 

Table 1 Effect of high irradiance on ΦPSII and ∆Amax in the wild-type and pgr5. Plants grown at 50 µmol 
photons m−2 s−1 were exposed to 300 µmol photons m−2 s−1 for the indicated period. Recovery from 4 h light 
treatment were measured after 1 day (8 h of light at 50 µmol photons m−2 s−1, 16 h of dark) period. ΦPSII was 
measured at 50 µmol photons m−2 s−1 and ∆Amax was measured after 30 min dark adaptation. Data are means 
± SD (n = 5–6)

 ΦPSII ∆Amax × 10−3

Time Wild type pgr5 Wild type pgr5

Before exposure 0.674 ± 0.028 0.661 ± 0.034 7.56 ± 0.79 5.95 ± 0.80
30 min 0.691 ± 0.006 0.577 ± 0.012 7.18 ± 0.93 4.73 ± 1.02
4 h 0.684 ± 0.018 0.412 ± 0.045 7.29 ± 0.51 4.46 ± 0.40
Recovery after 1 day 0.692 ± 0.015 0.496 ± 0.048 7.03 ± 0.72 3.98 ± 0.53
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observed that PSI is predominately inactivated in 
pgr5 under sub-saturating irradiance (Table 1). We 
conclude that CO2 assimilation and photosynthetic 
electron transport are lowered in pgr5 due to ATP 
deficiency and inactivation of PSI.

Under limiting CO2 conditions, photorespiratory 
activity is enhanced and CO2 assimilation requires 
more ATP per CO2 fixed than CO2 assimilation in 
the absence of photorespiration (Osmond 1981). 
In pgr5, the impaired of cyclic electron transport 
would create a situation where the ATP require-
ment of photosynthesis are not fulfilled under 
photorespiratory condition, resulting in an inhibi-
tion of CO2 assimilation. Moreover, as we observed 

that steady-state P700 oxidation level was impaired 
in pgr5 under low CO2 conditions (Fig. 2), it is 
likely that the high redox status of PSI acceptors in 
pgr5 resulting from the unbalanced consumption of 
ATP and NADPH leads to the enhanced generation 
of reactive oxygen species causing inactivation of 
PSI. Under growth conditions where photosyn-
thesis is mainly limited by irradiance and operat-
ing at low flux, it is likely that the ATP/NADPH 
imbalance per se contributes only slightly to the 
reduction of photosynthesis; it is its consequence, 
PSI inactivation, that may explain the reduction of 
photosynthesis and growth.
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to CO2 concentration at 150 µmol photons m−2 s−1. A Images 
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s−1 in the wild-type (white bar) and pgr5 (gray bar). Plants 
were grown in low CO2 (150 L L−1), ambient (350 L L−1) and 
high CO2 (2,000 L L−1) air conditions for 45 days. Error bars 
represent SD for six plants



CHAPTER NINE

Excess Light-Induced Molecular Responses of Chloroplast 
Rieske FeS Protein

Satoko Sanda, Yuri Nakajima Munekage, Kazuo Yoshida, Kinya Akashi, and Akiho Yokota

Abstract  Under drought stress in the presence 
of high light, limited entry of CO2 into the leaf 
causes the suppression of photosynthetic carbon 
fixation, and the electron transport chain is liable 
to be over-reduced, leading to the increased risks of 
oxidative damages in photosynthetic apparatus. To 
gain insights into the regulation of photochemistry 
under such conditions, we analyzed changes in the 
proteome of the membrane fraction in the leaves of 
wild watermelon under drought stress. From two-
dimensional gel electrophoresis (2DE) analysis and 
mass spectrometry, we found the number of spots 
for the chloroplast Rieske FeS protein, a subunit 
of cytochrome b6 f complex (Cyt b6 f), increased 
under the stress. We showed that the Rieske pro-
tein is encoded by single gene in wild watermelon, 
and the total amount of the Rieske protein was not 
changed under drought stress. These results suggest 
that the Rieske FeS protein would undergo  post-
translational modification under stress. Western 
blot analysis using 2DE revealed that there were 
multiple spots for the Rieske protein with very sim-
ilar molecular weights but with different  isoelectric 

points under unstressed conditions. The new spots 
of the Rieske protein with more acidic pI values 
emerged under drought stress, and these spots 
disappeared upon resuming irrigation. These new 
spots were also observed in the leaf which was 
subjected to high light stress. It is proposed that the 
post-translational modification of the Rieske FeS 
protein may regulate electron transport to avoid 
over-reduction under stress conditions.

Keywords  Photosynthesis, chloroplast, electron 
transport, Rieske Fe-S protein, drought/high light 
stress

Introduction

In higher plants, photosynthetic conversion of light 
energy into chemical energy is achieved by two 
coupled photosystems, photosystem II (PSII) and 
photosystem I (PSI) generating electron transport 
from water to NADP+ on the thylakoid membranes 
of chloroplast. During this process, proton are 
released in the lumen by water oxidation at PSII 
and plastoquinol oxidation by the cytochrome b6 f 
complex (Cyt b6 f), and resulting generation of Graduate School of Biological Sciences, NAIST, Nara, Japan

J.F. Allen, E. Gantt, J.H. Golbeck, and B. Osmond (eds.), 
Photosynthesis. Energy from the Sun: 
14th International Congress on Photosynthesis,
941–944. © 2008 Springer.
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 proton gradient across the thylakoid membrane 
drives ATP synthesis. NADPH and ATP produced 
by photosynthetic electron transport are used for 
CO2 fixation in the Calvin cycle.

Under drought stress with high light irradiation, 
the entry of CO2 into the leaf is limited due to the 
stomatal closure. The suppression of photosynthetic 
carbon fixation causes the electron transport chain 
to be over-reduced. These situations lead to the oxi-
dative damages in photosynthetic apparatus.

Wild watermelon is a xerophyte inhabits in the 
Kalahari desert, Africa. Despite carrying out C3-
type photosynthesis (Miyake and Yokota 2000), 
wild watermelon shows resistance to water deficit 
and photosynthetic apparatus such as PSII are not 
severely damaged under drought stress (Kawasaki 
et al. 2000). It is considered that protective mecha-
nisms against oxidative stress and mechanisms for 
dissipation of excess light energy function under 
drought stress in wild watermelon. We aimed to 
elucidate the regulation system of photosynthetic 
energy conversion under excess energy conditions.

Changes in membrane proteins comparison 
of fourth leaf was analyzed by two-dimensional 
(2D) gel electrophoresis and mass spectrometry. 
Intensities of 38 protein spots were increased over 
two times, whereas intensities of 18 protein spots 
were decreased to less than one half after drought 
stress. These stress-responsive proteins included 
several components involved in the photosynthetic 
electron transport chain, such as ATP syntase ε 
subunit, ferredoxin NADP reductase, the Rieske 
FeS protein. We focused on the behavior of the 
Rieske FeS protein, the subunit of the Cyt b6f 
complex involved in the electron transport from 
plastquinol to plastcyanin, that the number of the 
protein spots increased under drought stress.

Materials and methods

Plant materials and growth conditions. Wild water-
melon (Citrullus lanatus sp. No.101117-1) were 
grown in the growth chamber (16/8 h light/dark 
regime at temperature of 35°C/25°C, 50%/60% 

humidities and 700 µmol photons m−2 s−1). Plants 
were irrigated daily at 10 a.m. (2 h after the start 
of lightening). For protein analysis, fully expanded 
fourth leaves of 17–20-day-old plants were used 
for experiments.

Proteome analysis. Leaves were homogenized in 
buffer containing 0.1 M potassium phosphate (pH 
7), 2 mM MgCl2, 10 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 10 mM 
2-mercaptoethanol and 1 mM PMSF. The homoge-
nate was centrifuged and then, acetone precipitation 
was performed for collecting proteins, followed by 
solubilization in 7 M urea, 2 M thiourea, 4%(w/v) 
CHAPS, 0.5% (v/v) TritonX-100, 0.0628% (w/v) 
SDS, 100 mM DTT and 0.5% (v/v) IPG buffer, pH 
4–7 (Amersham). The sample was incubated for 
30 min and centrifuged. The supernatant was subse-
quently used for two-dimensional (2D) gel electro-
phoresis, using pH 4–7 Immobiline DryStrip gels 
(Amersham) and 12% SDS-PAGE. The gels were 
stained with colloidal blue (Invitrogen) and protein 
spots were analyzed using HT Analyzer (Genomic 
Solutions). Proteins in the spots were analyzed by 
LC-MS/MS after tryptic digestion.

Immunoblot analysis. The membrane fraction 
of the leaves were separated by SDS-PAGE and 
blotted onto PVDF membrane. The Rieske protein 
was detected by polyclonal antibodies against the 
Rieske protein.

Southern blot analysis. Genomic DNA was 
extracted from the leaves and digested by various 
restriction enzymes. The DNA fraction were sepa-
rated by electrophoresis with agarose gel, and blot-
ted onto membrane. Subsequently, the membrane 
was hybridized to the Rieske probe and incubated 
with 32P. Signal was detected by BAS (Fuji).

Results and discussion

Behavior of the Rieske FeS protein under 
stress conditions

The Rieske FeS protein is consists of transmem-
brane region and soluble domain which is flexible 
in the lumen side of the thylakoid. The lumenal 
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domain was particularly conserved in some higher 
plants that we compared here, including wild water-
melon (data not shown). To investigate the copy 
number of gene encoding the Rieske FeS protein 
in wild watermelon genomic DNA, southern blot 
analysis was performed. The gene for the protein 
was a single-copy gene (Fig. 1a). Although the 
number of the protein spots analyzed by proteome 
increased under drought stress, the total amount of 
the Rieske protein was not changed under stress 
condition (Fig. 1b). These results suggest that the 
Rieske FeS protein is post-translationally modified 
under drought stress.

To investigate the behavior of the Rieske protein 
in detail under stress condition, Western blot anal-
ysis was performed using 2DE. There were multi-
ple spots for the Rieske protein with very similar 
molecular weights but with different isoelectric 
points under unstressed condition (Fig. 2a). The 
new spots of the Rieske protein with more acidic 
pI’s emerged under drought stress (Fig. 2b), and 
these spots disappeared upon resuming irrigation 
(Fig. 2c). These new spots were not observed in 

the stressed leaves when it was in the night period 
(Fig. 2d). These results indicate that the Rieske 
protein is reversibly modified depend on stress 
condition, and the modification is induced not 
by drought stress itself but by absorption of light 
energy during drought stress. Furthermore, the 
acidic spots were also observed in the leaves 
which had been subjected to high light stress 
(Fig. 2e). It is suggested that the Rieske protein 
is post-translationally modified when absorption 
and utilization of light energy was imbalanced. In 
addition, the molecular mass of the newly induced 
spots was almost the same as those of the origi-
nal spots. This leads us to the presumption that 
the post-translational modification of the Rieske 
protein may be due to phosphorylation, but we 
have not yet obtained any positive result indicate 
that so far.

We reason that post-translational modification 
of the Rieske FeS protein may regulate electron 
transport to avoid over-reduction of electron 
transport chain under stress condition.

Fig. 1 (a) Southern blot of genome DNA for wild water-
melon. Genome DNA of wild watermelon was restricted 
by various restriction enzymes and hybridized with 
probes for the Rieske gene. (b) Western blot of mem-
brane protein for wild watermelon. Anti Rieske antibody 
was used as the primary antibody. The 4th leaves under 
various conditions were used

Fig. 2 Western blot with 2DE of membrane protein for 
wild watermelon. Only the region near the spots of the 
Rieske protein is depicted (pI; 4.8–6.4, molecular mass; 
18–21 kDa). The anti Rieske antibody was used as the 
primary antibody. The fourth leaves of the plants subjected 
the following various conditions were used: (a) unstressed 
condition, (b) after stopping irrigation for 3 days, (c) after 
stopping irrigation for 3 days followed by re-irrigation for 
3 days, (d) after stopping irrigation which sampled at the 
night period, (e) irradiation of 2,000 µmol photons m−2 s−1 
for 15 min
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Chl a Fluorescence and 820 nm Transmission Changes 
Occurring During a Dark-to-Light Transition 
in Pine Needles and Pea Leaves: A Comparison

Gert Schansker1, Yuxin Yuan1,2, and Reto J. Strasser1

Abstract  In dark-adapted leaves and needles, 
inactive ferredoxin-NADP+-reductase (FNR) forms 
a transient block of electron transport. We show 
here that the activation of this enzyme during a 
dark-to-light transition in Pinus brutia needles (and 
other gymnosperms) is much faster than in pea 
leaves (and other angiosperms). At the same time, 
inactivation of FNR in darkness is a much slower 
process in P. brutia needles than in pea leaves. The 
consequences of this difference for the interpreta-
tion of saturating pulse experiments is discussed. 
The special properties of FNR in pine needles are 
used to confirm our earlier observation that it is 
not possible to determine Fm (all centers closed) in 
the presence of an active photosystem I acceptor 
side. A comparison of the first 900 s of illumination 
following a dark-to-light transition shows that the 
slow activation kinetics of FNR in pea leaves pro-
vide an additional means to control electron flow 
during the activation of photosynthesis.

Keywords  Gymnosperms, angiosperms, Chl a 
fluorescence, 820 nm transmission, dark-to-light 
transition, ferredoxin-NADP+-reductase

Introduction

During a dark-to-light transition the enzyme ferre-
doxin-NADP+-reductase (FNR) located on the 
acceptor side of photosystem I (PSI) has to be 
activated (Carrillo and Vallejos 1987). The rate at 
which the enzyme FNR is activated differs between 
species. In an angiosperm such as Pisum sativum 
it is a rather slow process whereas in lichens full 
activation takes place in a few hundreds of ms 
(Ilík et al. 2006). We discovered recently that the 
activation of FNR is also a fast process in many 
gymnosperms. Here, we have tested the activa-
tion and inactivation kinetics of FNR in various 
gymnosperm species. Subsequently we compared 
the fluorescence and 820 nm transmission kinetics 
during the first 15 min following a dark-to-light 
transition of several gymnosperm species with 
those of P. sativum.

1 Laboratory of Bioenergetics, University of Geneva, Ch. 
des Embrouchis 10, Geneva CH-1254, Switzerland
2 Agricultural University of Hebei, Baoding 071000, Hebei 
Province, China
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Materials and methods

Plant material. Mature leaves of 2–3 weeks-old pea 
plants (Pisum sativum L. cv. Ambassador) and needles 
of a pot-grown Pinus brutia tree were used. Plants 
were grown in a greenhouse where the temperature 
was 20–25°C during the day and 14–16°C at night.

Measuring equipment. Chlorophyll a fluo-
rescence emission and 820-nm transmission 
were measured with a PEA Senior (Hansatech 
Instruments, King’s Lynn, Norfolk, UK). Pulse 
light intensity was 1,800 µmol photons m−2 s−1 
unless indicated otherwise. For the measurements 
at high light intensity (up to 15,000 µmol photons 
m−2 s−1) a Handy PEA with a special high intensity 
head from the same company was used. For further 
details see Schansker et al. (2006).

Results

Double pulse experiments

In Fig. 1A, B Chl a fluorescence and 820-nm 
transmission kinetics recorded 0.1–2,400 s fol-

lowing a saturating pulse in Pinus brutia needles 
are shown. Especially the transmission measure-
ments demonstrate that it takes the needles a long 
time to recover from a single saturating pulse of 
light. Comparing the measurement of the dark-
adapted needles with the transient measured 100 s 
later, a clear difference is the loss of more than 
50% of the IP-phase (fluorescence rise between 
30 and 200 ms) and the accompanying loss of 
most of the re-reduction phase in the 820-nm 
kinetics. A dark interval of more than 40 min is 
needed for a full recovery of the fluorescence 
and transmission kinetics (Fig. 1A, B). In P. sati-
vum the inactivation of FNR following a 900 s 
light acclimation is complete within 15 min (see 
Schansker et al. 2006), more than three times 
faster than in P. brutia.

In Fig. 1C the fast activation and slow inactivation 
kinetics of FNR in pine needles were used to confirm 
our earlier observation (Schansker et al. 2006) that 
once the acceptor side of PSI is activated, it is no 
longer possible to reach the maximum fluorescence 
level (all reaction centers closed). As demonstrated 
in Fig. 1C a single saturating pulse leads to a con-
siderable suppression of the IP-phase as detected 

Fig. 1 Double-pulse experiments. In panel A and B the effect of a single 0.7 s 1,800 µmol photons m−2 s−1 pulse on the 
fluorescence and 820-nm transmission kinetics of Pinus brutia needles induced by a second pulse given 0.1–2,400 s later is 
illustrated. In panel C, the results of a similar experiment using a fixed 200 s dark interval and varying the pulse light inten-
sity are shown. To overcome amplitude differences between measurements due to biological variability, the data in panel A 
were divided by Fo and in panel B, the initial transmission signal was set to 1 and the final transmission signal to 0. In panels 
A and C a logarithmic and in panel B a linear time scale was used. For panels A and B, n = 3 and for panel C, n = 15
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by a second pulse given 200 s after the first pulse 
even if a pulse intensity of 15,000 µmol photons 
m−2 s−1 is used. Here, it was assumed that 200 s was 
enough to relax any energy-dependent quenching 
(qE) induced by the first pulse.

Dark-to-light transition

The difference in the FNR-activation kinetics 
between P. brutia and P. sativum should have 
consequences for electron transport rates during 
a dark-to-light transition. In Fig. 2, the results of 
the following experiment are shown: (1) a saturat-
ing pulse; (2) 100 s later a light pulse of 350 µmol 
photons m−2 s−1 lasting 10–900 s is given; (3) a 
probe pulse given 100 s (for P. brutia) and 200 s 
(for P. sativum) following the actinic pulses. The 
dark-interval between actinic light and probe pulse 
was needed to achieve two things: (1) a minimisation 
of the contribution of qE and (2) a re-oxidation 
of the PQ-pool. Cyclic electron transport causes 
a strong reduction of the PQ-pool in P. sativum 
leaves following a light-to-dark transition, but 
re-oxidation is complete within 200 s of dark adapta-
tion (Schansker et al. 2006). The observations are 
summarized below:

Fluorescence amplitude. Both in the pine nee-
dles and the pea leaves, the maximum fluorescence 
level starts to decrease further after the first 60 s 
of illumination. The decrease of the fluorescence 
amplitude in pine needles between 60 and 300 s of 
illumination is due to a general suppression of the 
fluorescence intensity suggesting that the underly-
ing cause is an antenna-related event.

IP-phase. After 10 s of illumination more than 
50% of the IP has been lost in the pine needles. 
In pea leaves a real loss of the IP-phase is only 
observed after 120 s of illumination. In pea leaves 
the loss of the IP-phase is the main feature of the 
fluorescence changes during the first 240 s of 
illumination.

820-nm transmission. In terms of electron 
transport rates, the difference between P. brutia 
needles and pea leaves can be derived from the 
transmission measurements. A strong pulse lasting 
1 s is enough to oxidize all P700 and PC in pine 

needles. In pea leaves much longer illumination 
times are needed. Assuming that PSII activity is 
similar (time to reach P for the first pulse is simi-
lar), the data indicate that during the first seconds 
of illumination the outflow of electrons at the 
acceptor side of PSI is considerably higher in the 
needles than in the leaves. This is also reflected 
by a faster decline of the fluorescence intensity 
beyond P (reflecting in part a faster creation of 
qE). The transmission data show that not only in 
pea leaves but also in pine needles it takes several 
hundreds of seconds of illumination to have a 
completely free outflow of electrons at the accep-
tor side of PSI (nearly monophasic decline of the 
I820 nm-signal).

Discussion

The data show that P. brutia needles combine a 
fast activation of FNR with a slow inactivation 
in darkness. Similar observations were made 
for P. densiflora, P. nigra and P. ponderosa 
although the inactivation kinetics were often 
somewhat faster (data not shown). Inactivation 
was even faster in Taxus baccata, being essen-
tially complete within 1,200 s. A cypress species 
was the only gymnosperm tested that behaved 
like pea. From an experimental point of view 
this means that the relaxation kinetics of non-
photochemical quenching of pine needles lack 
a qT-phase (data not shown, but compare Fig. 1A). 
The underlying process, the inactivation of FNR 
(Schansker et al. 2006), starts at times longer 
than 10 min (data not shown) and would normally 
be classified as qI.

The special properties of pine needles allowed 
us to confirm, using a natural experimental sys-
tem, our observation (Schansker et al. 2006) that 
it is not possible to determine the Fm (all centers 
closed) once the acceptor side of PSI is activated. 
In Fig. 1C it is shown, that depending on the light 
intensity of the pulse (5,000–15,000 µmol photons 
m−2 s−1) the FV is 5–10% less if a strong pulse is 
given 200 s after the first (about 50% of the IP-
phase was missing).
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Fig. 2 Chl a fluorescence and 820-nm transmission changes during a dark-to-light transition (actinic light intensity 
350 µmol photons m−2 s−1) in Pinus brutia needles (panels A and B) and Pisum sativum leaves (panels C and D). The effects 
of the actinic light were probed 100 and 200 s after lights off for P. brutia and P. sativum respectively. The arrow in panel B 
indicates the direction of change, n = 3
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To get some insight in the physiological effects 
of the changed FNR-activation-kinetics a compari-
son between P. brutia needles and pea leaves was 
made with respect to the fluorescence and 820 nm 
transmission changes following a dark-to-light tran-
sition. The data in Fig. 2 demonstrate that the slow 
FNR-activation gives pea plants an extra tool to 
control electron flow during photosynthetic induc-
tion. During the first 200 s the main effect of the 
light on the fluorescence properties was the loss of 
the IP-phase. In contrast, in pine needles the main 
effect of the light on the fluorescence properties was 
a quenching of the whole fluorescence transient that 
persisted for more than 100 s in darkness.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Overexpression of Ferredoxin in Tobacco Chloroplasts 
Stimulates Cyclic Electron Flow Around Photosystem I 
(CEF-PSI) and Enhances Non-photochemical Quenching 
(NPQ) of Chl Fluorescence

Hiroshi Yamamoto and Chikahiro Miyake

Abstract  We tested the hypothesis that ferredoxin 
(Fd) limits the activity of CEF-PSI in vivo and 
that the relief of this limitation promotes the NPQ 
of Chl fluorescence. In transplastomic tobacco 
expressing Fd2 from Arabidopsis in its chloro-
plasts, the minimum yield of Chl fluorescence 
(Fo) was higher than in the wild type. Its Fo was 
suppressed to the wild-type level upon illumina-
tion with far-red light, implying that the backflow 
of electrons by ferredoxin:plastoquinone reductase 
(FQR) from the chloroplast stroma to plasto-
quinone was enhanced in transplastomic plants. 
The activity of CEF-PSI became higher in trans-
plastomic than in wild-type plants under condi-
tions limiting photosynthetic linear electron flow. 
Similarly, NPQ of Chl fluorescence was enhanced 
in transplastomic plants. On the other hand, pool 
sizes of the pigments of the xanthophyll cycle and 
the amounts of PsbS protein were the same in all 
plants. Furthermore, stimulation of CEF-PSI did 
not affect the rate of photosynthesis and growth of 
plants. All these results support our hypothesis.

Keywords  Cyclic electron flow around PSI (CEF-
PSI), ferredoxin, non-photochemical quenching 
(NPQ), plastid transformation, plastoquinone pool

Introduction

When plants are exposed to stressful conditions 
such as drought, high light and cold, photon energy 
in excess of that consumed by photosynthetic CO2 
assimilation causes photoinhibition of PSII in 
thylakoid membranes. To suppress PSII photoinhi-
bition, plant chloroplasts have a protection mecha-
nism by which excess photon energy is dissipated 
as heat, as observed in NPQ of Chl fluorescence 
(Demmig-Adams and Adams 1996; Niyogi et 
al. 1998). Recent studies indicated that CEF-PSI 
contributes to the formation of ∆pH across the 
thylakoid membranes, and induces NPQ of Chl 
fluorescence (Miyake et al. 2005a, b). In CEF-
PSI, FQR-dependent and NADPH dehydrogenase-
dependent pathways are proposed as two main 
pathways for electron flow from PSI to plastoquinone. 
However, the function in vivo of FQR-dependent 
pathway was still unclear. In the present study, 
we tried to evaluate the function in vivo of FQR 
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in CEF-PSI by producing transplastomic tobacco 
overexpressing arabidopsis Fd2 (AtFd2), and we 
examined whether or not overexpression of Fd 
relieves the limitation of FQR-dependent CEF-PSI 
and enhances NPQ of Chl fluorescence.

Materials and methods

Plant growth conditions. Wild-type and T1 progeny 
of transplastomic plants expressing AtFd2 were 
grown at 16/8 h day-night cycles at 25°C and 22°C, 
respectively, and 50–60% relative humidity. Photon 
flux density was 1,100 µmol photons m−2 s−1.

Production of transplastomic tobacco plants 
expressing AtFd2. Plastid transformation vector for 
overexpression of AtFd2 was constructed by clon-
ing of a chimeric gene composed of tobacco psbA 
promoter and coding sequence for matured AtFd2 
into pLD200 (GeneBank accession no. CS165378). 
The resulting vector was introduced into tobacco 
leaves by biolistic bombardment, and transplas-
tomic plants were selected as described previously 
(Svab and Maliga 1993).

Measurement of CO2 fixation, Chl fluorescence 
and absorbance of P700+. CO2 fixation (gas 
exchange) and Chl fluorescence were measured 
simultaneously followed by determination of 
P700+-absorbance as described (Miyake et al. 
2005a). Relative quantum yield of PSI and PSII 
were calculated as described by Genty et al. 
(1989) and Klughammer and Schreiber(1994), 
respectively. Electron fluxes in PSI and PSII was 
 estimated as described (Miyake et al. 2005a).

Results and discussion

Overexpression of Fd in chloroplasts does not affect 
the growth and photosynthesis of tobacco plants

We produced transplastomic tobacco harboring a 
chimeric gene for AtFd2 by plastid transformation 
(Yamamoto et al. 2006). The total contents of Fd 
in leaves of transplastomic plants were about fourfold 
higher than that in leaves of wild-type plants. 

Both wild-type and transplastomic plants showed 
similar rates of growth and net CO2 assimila-
tion. Furthermore, both plants had similar amount 
of PsbS protein and xanthophyll-cycle pigments, 
which are indispensable for induction of NPQ of 
Chl fluorescence (Niyogi 2000). These results indi-
cate that overexpression of AtFd2 in chloroplasts 
does not affect the growth and photosynthesis of 
tobacco plants.

The backflow of electrons by FQR from the chloro-
plast stroma to plastoquinone was enhanced in trans-
plastomic plants

When we measured FV/FM in wild-type and trans-
plastomic plants, we observed that transplastomic 
plants had a larger Fo (Fig. 1A). However, the 
apparent value of Fo (Fo(app) ) in transplastomic 
plants decreased to the wild-type level by illumina-
tion with far-red light that excites PSI, indicating 
that electron flow from reductants in the stroma 
to plastoquinone was enhanced in transplastomic 
plants. The enhancement of electron flow to plasto-
quinone in transplastomic plants was reflected also 
by the Chl fluorescence decay kinetics after illumi-
nation with saturating light pulses (SP; Fig. 1B). 
In wild-type plants, the Chl fluorescence reached 
the FM level during 1 s of saturating illumination, 
and then returned to the initial value within about 
15 s. On the other hand, Chl fluorescence yield 
increased transiently after the SP in transplastomic 
plants (Fig. 1B), and then returned to the initial 
level within 40 s after SP illumination. The raised 
Fo(app) and transient increase in Chl fluorescence 
yield following SP in transplastomic plants are con-
sistent with the idea of an enhanced electron flow 
from Fd to plastoquinone mediated by FQR. These 
results imply that in transplastomic plants, the activ-
ity of CEF-PSI was larger than in the wild type.

Overexpression of Fd in chloroplasts stimulates 
CEF-PSI and enhances NPQ of Chl fluorescence 
in transplastomic tobacco

We have previously established the parameters 
required to estimate the potential of CEF-PSI in 
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higher plants (Miyake et al. 2005b). The activity 
of CEF-PSI showed a positive relationship with 
Je(PSII) (Miyake et al. 2005b). As shown in Fig. 
2A, Je(PSI) always exceeded Je(PSII) in wild-
type as well as transplastomic plants, indicating 
that CEF-PSI was active in both plants. Je(PSI) 
was larger in transplastomic plants than in the 

wild type; this difference increased with decreas-
ing Je(PSII). Thus, transplastomic plants seemed 
to have a higher activity of CEF-PSI at limited 
turnover of linear electron flow. The relationship 
between the increased CEF-PSI observed in trans-
plastomic plants and NPQ of Chl fluorescence 
was examined (Fig. 2B). NPQ of Chl fluorescence 
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Fig. 1 Effects of far-red light on the minimum yield of Chl fluorescence (Fo), and the decay of Chl fluorescence after pulse 
illumination with saturating white light. (A) Images of Fo from detached leaves of wild-type and transplastomic plants were 
captured with FluorCam MF700. (B) Yield of Chl fluorescence was monitored with a weak, modulated measuring light 
(ML). The maximum yield (FM) was induced by 1 s pulses of saturating white light (SP) as indicated. Far-red light (FR, 
>720 nm) was applied for 10 s as indicated. FR decreased the yield of Chl fluorescence by oxidizing plastoquinone and the 
decreased yield was defined as (Fo). On the other hand, the yield of Chl fluorescence without FR was defined as apparent 
Fo (Fo(app) )

Fig. 2 Plots of Je(PSI) versus Je(PSII) (A) and NPQ of Chl fluorescence versus Je(PSII) (B). Responses of Je(PSI), 
Je(PSII) and NPQ to changes in CO2 partial pressure were analyzed at a leaf temperature of 25°C, a photon flux density of 
1,100 µmol photons m−2 s−1, and 2 kPa O2. Representative data were plotted for wild-type and transplastomic tobacco plants 
(○, wild type (solid); ●, transplastomic (dashed) )
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generally increased with decreasing Je(PSII). This 
result suggests that under limited linear electron 
flow, NPQ of Chl fluorescence was promoted by 
enhanced CEF-PSI activity (Fig. 2A, B). These 
results suggest that Fd-dependent CEF-PSI, that 
is, the FQR pathway, actually functions in vivo 
and strongly support our hypothesis – Fd limits 
the activity of CEF-PSI in vivo and that the relief 
of this limitation enhances the NPQ of Chl fluo-
rescence.

It has been proposed that one physiological 
role of CEF-PSI is to supply ATP to the PCR/
PCO cycles (Heber and Walker 1992). However, 
the increased CEF-PSI activity in transplastomic 
tobacco plants did not increase the net CO2 assimi-
lation, as compared to the wild type. This result 
indicates that the activity of the CEF-PSI in wild-
type tobacco is sufficient to supply ATP for the 
PCR/PCO cycles.
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Identification of Genes and Functional Characterization 
of Proteins Involved in Polyphosphate Metabolism 
in Photosynthetic Organisms

Tomás Albi-Rodríguez and Aurelio Serrano

Abstract  A comprehensive survey of genes pre-
sumably involved in polyP metabolism was carried 
out with photosynthetic organisms, both prokaryo-
tes and eukaryotes. Photosynthetic bacteria exhibit 
single genes encoding polyP-kinase (PPK) and 
exopolyphosphatase (PPX) of the PPX-GPPA fam-
ily, although paralogous genes are found in some 
species. Cyanobacteria exhibit multi-domain PPXs 
containing an extra HD-phosphohydrolase domain, 
N2-fixing strains having in addition single genes 
for polyP-glucokinase. The cyanobacterial genes 
are transcriptionally regulated. Diverse photosyn-
thetic eukaryotes have genes encoding bacterial 
PPX and PPK orthologues. Algal genes for a 
non-homologous PPX of the DHH-DHHA2 phos-
phoesterase family and a closely related family 
II pyrophosphatase, not previously reported in 
phototrophs and eukaryotes respectively, were also 
found. Many of these genes were functionally vali-
dated by heterologous expression and the encoded 
proteins biochemically characterized.

Keywords  Inorganic polyphosphate, exopolyphos-
phatases, polyphosphate kinases, photosynthetic 
bacteria, photosynthetic eukaryotes

Introduction

Inorganic polyphosphate (polyP) are linear poly-
mers of orthophosphate residues linked by high-
energy phosphoanhydride bonds. They are found 
in a wide variety of organisms, including bacteria, 
fungi, protozoa, plants, and mammals. PolyP have 
many functions in prokaryotes, e.g., contribution 
to survival in stationary phase, inhibition of RNA 
degradation, storage of phosphate and energy, 
regulation under stress (Kulaev and Kulakovskaya 
2000). However, in eukaryotes the physiological 
significance of polyP is not yet clear and studies on 
polyP metabolism are scarce.

The best studied enzymes of polyP biosynthesis 
and utilization are the E. coli polyP-kinase (PPK, 
EC 2.7.4.1), a membrane-associated protein that 
built up long-chain polyP from ATP in a revers-
ible reaction, and exopolyphosphatase (PPX, EC 
3.6.1.11), a soluble protein of the PPX-GPPA 
phosphatase family. Depolymerization of polyP 
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occurs either by the reverse PPK reaction produc-
ing ATP from ADP or through hydrolysis by PPX. 
Eukaryotic polyP enzymes have been mostly stud-
ied in yeast that possess several PPX isoforms, but 
only the cyotosolic PPX1 was characterized and its 
gene cloned, being a phosphoesterase of the DHH-
DHHA2 family non-homologous to bacterial PPX. 
Less is known on enzymes of polyP biosynthesis 
in eukaryotes. A bacterial-like PPK found in the 
protist Dictyostelium discoideum was suggested 
to be the result of horizontal gene transfer, but 
no eukaryotic homologues were reported so far 
(Kornberg et al. 1999).

Here we report the first comprehensive survey 
of genes of photosynthetic organisms encoding 
proteins potentially involved in polyP metabolism. 
Cyanobacterial genes for PPX, PPK, and polyP-
glucokinase (PPGK, EC 2.7.1.63) were cloned and 
the encoded proteins characterized. Interestingly, 
orthologues of cyanobacterial and yeast polyP-
associated genes were demonstrated for the first 
time in several photosynthetic eukaryotes, micro-
algae and plants, suggesting that some proteins 
of polyP metabolism were preserved across the 
photosynthetic evolutionary scale.

Materials and methods

Organisms and growth conditions. Organisms 
were grown under phototrophic conditions. 
Cyanobacterial and microalgal strains were obtained 
from diverse collections of microorganisms. cDNA 
clones of Thellungiella halophila, Pinus taeda, 
Lupinus albus, Capsicum annuum, Beta vulgaris, 
Porphyra yezoensis and Physcomitrella patens 
were provided by Drs. B. Moffatt (Waterloo 
University, Canada), D. Craig (NCSU, USA), 
S. Miller (Minnesota University, USA), D. Choi 
(KRIBB, Korea), J. McGrath (MSU, USA), and 
Kazusa DNA Institute (Chiba, Japan) and Plant 
Functional Genomics Group (RIKEN-Tsukuba, 
Japan), respectively.

Protein techniques. Purification to electro-
phoretic homogeneity of recombinant His-tagged 
proteins overexpressed in E. coli DH5α was per-

formed by IMAC and eventual FPLC gel filtration 
under native conditions (pH 7.5, 2 mM Mg2Cl).

DNA techniques. Genes were cloned in pQE-
80L vector using proof-reading PCR. Southern and 
Northern blots were performed by standard proce-
dures after running 0.7% agarose gels and blotting 
on nylon membranes.

Results and discussion

Cloning of polyP metabolism genes from diverse 
photosynthetic organisms. Searches in genome 
databases for genes encoding enzymes of polyP 
metabolism yielded single-copy orthologues of 
E. coli ppx and ppk genes in the genomes of 
all anoxygenic photobacteria (green sulfur and 
non-sulfur; purple non-sulfur) and cyanobacteria. 
Interestingly, single-copy PGK-encoding genes 
(ppgk) only reported so far in Mycobacteria were 
identified in N2-fixing cyanobacteria. Our work 
focused on cyanobacteria, and Chlorobium tepidum, 
which possess ppx and ppk pairs of paralogues. 
Synechocystis PCC6803 and Anabaena PCC7120 
polyP-related genes were cloned to demonstrate 
the occurrence of ppx and ppk in each of the five 
taxomonic sections of cyanobacteria, while ppgk 
seems to be restricted to N2-fixers (sections II–V) 
(Fig. 1A). Interestingly, ppx and ppk are upregulated 
in N2-fixing Anabaena, suggesting a relevant role 
of polyP under this growing condition (Fig. 1B).

Bioinformatic searches also revealed unexpected 
ppx and ppk orthologues in diverse photosynthetic 
eukaryotes. ORFs encoding putative PPXs were 
cloned from cDNAs of the moss Physcomitrella 
patens (two mRNAs produced by differential splic-
ing from a single gene) and the plants Thellugiella 
halophila, Capsicum annuum and Lupinus albus 
(Table 1). cDNAs encoding PPX-GPPA proteins, 
some of them with extra C-terminal domains, were 
identified in other plants (Pinus taeda, Gossypium 
hirsutum, Solanum tuberosum, etc.). cDNAs of 
putative PPK genes of Porphyra yezoensis (thal-
lophytic alga), P. patens and plants (Beta vulgaris, 
Populus trichocarpa) were sequenced, and those 
containing full ORFs cloned (P. yezoensis, P. patens). 
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A PPK gene of Cyanidioschyzon merolae (red 
microalga) encoding a peculiar NUDIX-fusion 
protein was cloned from genomic DNA. Predicted 
algal and P. patens PPKs are similar to cyanobac-
terial orthologues whereas higher-plant PPKs are 
closer to proteobacterial ones, suggesting horizon-
tal gene transfers. On the other hand, genes of the 
marine microalga Ostreococcus tauri, encoding 
another PPX type (DHH-DHHA2 phosphoesterase) 
and a novel family II pyrophosphatase not reported 
so far in phototrophs, were cloned (Table 1).

Biochemical characterization of encoded pro-
teins. Heterologously expressed ppx, ppk and ppgk 
genes of Synechocystis, Anabaena and C. tepidum 
yielded oligomeric (mono-, di-, tetra-) proteins 
of 20–80 kDa subunits that were purified, char-
acterized and used to raise antibodies in rabbits 
(Fig. 2A, Table 1). Cyanobacterial PPXs have 
a C-terminal HD-phosphohydrolase domain also 
found in archaeal homologues, and PPGKs are 
polyP-specific, in contrast to the bacterial ATP/
PolyP-dependent homologues studied so far, sup-
porting an ancestral character, whereas C. tepidum 

PPXs show different catalytic efficiencies for short 
and long polyPs. Overall, these results suggest 
specific metabolic roles for polyP in phototrophic 
prokaryotes.

The biochemical characterization of the novel 
algal/plant PPXs and PPKs, and algal PPX1-like and 
family II pyrophosphatases, reported here is under 
way (Table 1, Fig. 2B). Some PPXs and all PPKs 
have nuclear localization signals or N-terminal extra 
regions predicted as transit peptides, suggesting dis-
tinct localizations in cellular organelles. It remains to 
be determined whether these algal/plant PPX-GPPA 
proteins are “bona-fide” exopolyphosphatases or 
perform other metabolic roles. The only eukaryotic 
PPX-GPPA proteins known so far are the fungal 
RTG2 (retrograde signal 2) proteins, which are 
involved in signal transduction from mitochondria 
to the nucleus. This strongly suggests that metabolic 
integration of polyPs should have particular relevant 
features in photosynthetic eukaryotes.
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Fig. 1 (A) Occurrence of genes encoding enzymes of polyP metabolism among cyanobacteria. Southern blots of HindIII-
digested genomic DNAs were probed with Anabaena PCC7120 ppgk (left) and ppk (right). (1) Synechocystis PCC6803, 
(2) Synechococcus PCC7942, (3) Dermocarpa PCC7437, (4) Pseudoanabaena PCC6903, (5) Anabaena PCC7120 (6) and 
ATCC29413, (7) Nostoc PCC7107, (8) Calothrix PCC7601, (10) Fischerella UTEX1829. (B) Transcriptional regulation of ppx 
and ppk genes of Anabaena PCC7120 by the nitrogen source. Northern blots and methylene blue stained rRNAs are shown
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Table 1 Identification of genes and functional characterization of proteins of polyP-metabolism from photosynthetic organisms

Source (PB, 
photobacteria; AL, algae; 
MO, mosses; P, plants)

Gene/clone accession-code 
number Enzyme/domain

Subunit molecular 
mass (kDa)/oligo-
meric structure b

Km (µM), Kcat (s
-1)c or 

spec. act. (U/mg) Comment

Chlorobium tepidum 
 ATCC49652 (PB)

gi_21645997 (CT0099) Exopolyphosphatase 
 PPX-GPPA

36 monomer 419.6 U/mg for polyP P13–18 
 (purified recombinant 
 protein in E. coli)

•  High affinity for short chain 
polyP (i.e. P3)

•  M2+ metal-cofactor required
gi_21647723 (CT1713) 59 dimer 595.9 U/mg for P13–18 

 (purified recombinant 
 protein in E. coli)

•  M2+ -cofactor required 
(Mg2+ > Fe2+ > Mn2+)

gi_21647011 (CT1049) Polyphosphate-kinase 
 PP_Kinase

82 – •  Two ppk genes with high 
homology in their sequences

–
gi_21646838 (CT0887) 80 – • M2+ -cofactor required

–
Synechocystis sp. 
 PCC6803 (PB)

gi_1653871 (sll1546) Exopolyphosphatase 
 PPX-GPPA + HD

61 dimer 184.8 U/mg for P13–18 
 (purified recombinant 
 protein in E. coli)

•  Protein with extra 
C-terminal HD 
(metal-dependent 
phosphohydrolase) domain

gi_1001781 sll0290 PolyP-kinase PP_Kinase 83 tetramer – •  No polyP primer required 
for activity

• M2+ -cofactor required
Anabaena sp. PCC7120 
 (PB)

gi_17130718 (all1371) Polyphosphate-glucokinase 
 ROK_Glucokinase

26 dimer 44.2 
11.5

•  PolyP-specific. No activity 
detected with ATP

• Can phosphorylate mannose
gi_17132685 (all3552) Exopolyphosphatase 

 PPX-GPPA + HD
62 dimer 35.9 •  No activity detected with 

pyro- or trimetaphosphate
33.7

• M2+ -cofactor required
gi_17132726 (alr3595) PolyP-kinase PP_Kinase 84 tetramer 5.2 U/mg for P13–18 

 (purified recombinant 
 protein in E. coli)

• No polyP primer required

• M2+ -cofactor required
Nostoc punctiforme 
 PCC73102 (PB)

gi_23125685 (COG1940) Polyphosphate-glucokinase 
 ROK_Glucokinase

52 dimer 0.4 •  No activity detected with 
ATP

4.9 •  Mannose is poorly 
phosphorylated
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Chlamydomonas 
 reinhardtii 21gr (AL)

Not available Exopolyphosphatase 
 Unknown (but a Volvox 
 carteri contig shows a 
 bacterial-like PPX-GPPA 
 gene)

– ~250 U/mg (partially 
 purified soluble protein 
 extracts)

• Mg2+ -dependent activity

•  Putative PPX cDNA 
clone AV631524 is false 
(Pseudomonas-like bacterial 
contamination)

Scenedesmus vacuolatus 
 SAG211–8b(AL)

Not available – ~150 U/mg (partially purified 
 soluble protein extracts)

• Mg2+ -dependent activity

• Inhibited by EDTA
Cyanidium caldarium 
 SAG16/91 (AL)

Not available – ~275 U/mg (partially purified 
 soluble protein extracts)

• Mg2+ -dependent activity

•  Inhibited by EDTA.
•  Optimal temperature 50°C, 

thermophilic
Physcomitrella patens 
 (MO)

gi_108743105 (AJ973613) Exopolyphosphatase-
 isoform1 PPX-GPPA_

73 – •  Two isoforms encoded by a 
single PPX gene: alternative 
splicing

gi_108743107 (AJ973614) Exopolyphosphatase-
 isoform2 PPX-GPPA_

79 – •  With and extra N-terminal 
aa sequence predicted as a 
signal peptide

gi_85361408 (AJ876529) PolyP-kinase PP_Kinase 108 – •  Similar to cyanobacterial 
PPKs. With a putative nuclear 
localization signal (NLS)

–
Cyanidioschyzon 
 merolae (AL)

CMM026C PolP-kinase-NUDIX 
 fusion protein PP_
 Kinase

145 – •  NLS signals in an extra 
C-terminal putative NUDIX 
domain

–
Ostreococcus tauri 
 RCC 645 (AL)

gi_116000465 Family II-inorganic 
 pyrophosphatase. Similar 
 to DHH-DHHA2 PPX

48 tetramer 121.3 (for PPi as substrate) 
 3927.5

•  First family II-inorganic 
pyrophosphatase described so 
far in eukaryotic organisms

gi_116059656 Exopolyphosphatase 
 DHH-DHHA2

42 71.6 U/mg for P13–18 (purified
 recombinant protein in E. coli)

•  No activity with 
pyrophosphate

– •  First DHH-DHHA2 exopoly-
phosphatase reported so far 
in photosynthetic organisms

(continued)

Table 1 (continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Source (PB, 
photobacteria; AL, algae; 
MO, mosses; P, plants)

Gene/clone accession-code 
number Enzyme/domain

Subunit molecular 
mass (kDa)/oligo-
meric structure b

Km (µM), Kcat (s
-1)c or 

spec. act. (U/mg)″ Comment

CAL49973 PolyP-kinase PP_Kinase ~104 – •  With possible transit peptide 
and NLS signals

–
Porphyra yezoensis (AL) AM491773 PolyP-kinase PP_Kinase ~108 – •  Fully-sequenced cDNA 

clones
Thellungiella halophila 
 (P)

AM886534 Exopolyphosphatase 
 PPX-GPPA

~48 –

–
Lupinus albus (P) AM886536

CA410418 (EST)
Exopolyphosphatase 
 PPX-GPPA

~52 –

–
Capsicum annuum (P) AM886535

CA519947 (EST)
Exopolyphosphatase 
 PPX-GPPA

~55 –

a Values estimated by SDS-PAGE and/or Western blots.
b Estimated by FPLC gel filtration under native conditions in the presence of 2mM Mg2Cl
c Under otherwise specified the catalytic parameters were calculated using polyP13-18 as a substrate.
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Fig. 2 (A) SDS-PAGE of purified recombinant enzymes of polyP metabolism from Anabaena PCC7120. (B) Native 
molecular mass determination by FPLC gel filtration of homotetrameric familyII-pyrophosphatase purified from 
Ostreococcus tauri
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Structure-Function Relationship Studies of the Four 
Arabidopsis thaliana NADP-Malic Enzyme Isoforms

Mariel C. Gerrard Wheeler1, Cintia L. Arias1, Verónica G. Maurino2, Ulf-Ingo Flügge2, 
Carlos S. Andreo1, and María F. Drincovich1

Abstract  The Arabidopsis thaliana genome con-
tains four genes encoding NADP-malic enzymes 
(NADP-ME1-4). NADP-ME4 is localized to plas-
tids whereas the other three isoforms are cytosolic. 
NADP-ME2 and −4 are constitutively expressed 
in mature organs, while NADP-ME1 and −3 are 
restricted to secondary roots and to trichomes and 
pollen, respectively. Although the four isoforms 
share a high degree of identity, the recombinant 
NADP-ME1 to 4 show well-distinct kinetic and 
structural properties. NADP-ME2 exhibits the high-
est specific activity, while NADP-ME3 and −4 
present the highest catalytic efficiency for NADP 
and malate, respectively. When analyzing the activ-
ity of each isoform in the presence of possible 
metabolic effectors, the results obtained indicate that 

NADP-ME2 is the most highly regulated isoform, 

especially by activation. The four isoforms behave 
differently in terms of reversibility, presenting 
NADP-ME4 the highest ratio between the reverse 
– carboxylation and reduction of pyruvate – to the 
forward reaction. In order to identify residues or 

segments of the primary structure of each NADP-
ME isoform that could be involved in the differ-
ences in kinetic and regulatory properties among the 
isoforms, NADP-ME2 mutants and deletions were 
constructed and analysed. The results obtained show 
that Arg115 is involved in fumarate activation, while 
the regions involved in aspartate and CoA modula-
tion are located at the amino-terminal part of the 
protein. On overall, these studies show that minimal 
structural changes are responsible for the different 
kinetic behaviour of each AtNADP-ME isoform.

Keywords  NADP-malic enzyme, Arabidopsis 
thaliana, isoforms, function-structure relationship, 
recombinant expression, metabolic regulation

Introduction

Malic enzymes catalyze the oxidative decarboxylation of 
l-malate producing pyruvate, CO2 and NAD(P)H 
(Chang and Tong 2003). This enzyme is widely dis-
tributed, as the products of the reaction participate 
in different metabolic pathways. In plants, NADP-
dependent ME (NADP-ME) have been detected in 
plastids and cytosol (Edwards and Andreo 1992; 

1 CEFOBI, Rosario National University, Argentina
2 Botanisches Institut, Universität zu Köln, Germany
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Drincovich et al. 2001). More than one NADP-
ME gene have been identified in several divergent 
species, with some NADP-ME isoforms expressed 
in the same cell, and even in the same subcellular 
compartment. The biological role of the different 
NADP-ME isoforms, apart from being involved in 
C4- or CAM-photosynthesis, will require consider-
able efforts, as the gene family of this enzyme is 
more complex than thus far appreciated.

In this regard, the complete set of Arabidopsis 
thaliana NADP-ME isoforms has been recently 
analyzed (Gerrard Wheeler et al. 2005). The 
Arabidopsis genome contains four NADP-ME 
genes, three of which are cytosolic (NADP-ME1-
ME2-ME3), and only one plastidic (NADP-ME4). 
The characterization of insertional mutants for 
each AtNADP-ME gene, as well as tissue-specific 
expression patterns, indicated differential expres-
sion for each gene. Thus, while NADP-ME2 and 
−4 are constitutively expressed in mature organs, 
NADP-ME1 is restricted to secondary roots and 
NADP-ME3 to trichomes and pollen. In the present 
work, the metabolic regulation and the reverse 
reaction catalyzed by AtNADP-ME were investi-
gated for each recombinant enzyme and truncated 
and mutated proteins.

Materials and methods

Expression and purification of recombinant 
AtNADP-ME isoforms. Recombinant AtNADP-
ME isoforms were expressed and purified as indi-
cated (Gerrard Wheeler et al. 2005).

Deletions and mutations of AtNADP-ME2. 
Two truncated NADP-ME2 lacking the first 17 
(ME2del1) or 44 aminoacids (ME2del2) were con-
structed by PCR and cloned in the same expression 
vector as AtNADP-ME. Site-directed mutagenesis 
of NADP-ME2 was carried out (Detarsio et al. 
2003) using the primer: 5′CAACCTCTCGTTC-
GCTTCCTGAAG3′ to introduce the mutation 
(ME2-R115A). NADP-ME2 truncated and mutated 
proteins were purified as NADP-ME2.

NADP-ME activity assays. The oxidative decar-
boxylation of l-malate was assayed as described 
(Gerrard Wheeler et al. 2005). The rate for pyruvate 

reductive carboxylation (reverse reaction) was meas-
ured by the decrease in absorbance at 340 nm in an 
assay medium containing 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7, 
10 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM NADPH, 30 mM NaHCO3 
and 30 mM pyruvate. All kinetic parameters were 
calculated at least by triplicate and adjusted to non-
lineal regression (Detarsio et al. 2003). NADP-ME 
activity was measured at pH 7.5 in the absence or 
presence of 0.5 mM or 2 mM of different effectors 
(fumarate; succinate; aspartate; OAA, ATP or glucose-
6P) or 20 µM of CoA or acetyl-CoA; while keeping 
malate concentration at the Km value of each isoform 
(Table 1, ME2-del1: 2.6 mM; ME2del2: 5.6 mM and 
ME2-R115A: 2.4 mM). Figures 1 and 2 show the 
results obtained using the highest concentrations of 
each metabolite tested.

Results

Regulatory properties of the AtNADP-ME iso-
forms in the oxidative decarboxylation direction. 
Several compounds were tested as effectors of the 
oxidative decarboxylation of malate. The results 
obtained indicate that NADP-ME2 is the most 
highly regulated isoform by the metabolites tested, 
especially by activation (Fig. 1).

Oxaloacetate and ATP were the most powerful 
inhibitors of the enzyme activity for all the NADP-
ME isoforms (Fig. 1). Glucose 6P also inhibited 
the enzyme activity in the case of NADP-ME2, 
3 and 4; while acetyl CoA was found to inhibit 
NADP-ME1 (Fig. 1).

The activity of NADP-ME2 was highly stimu-
lated by succinate, fumarate, aspartate and CoA 
(Fig. 1). NADP-ME1 presented also some kind of 
activation, but only by succinate (Fig. 1). Moreover, 
fumarate acted as an inhibitor of NADP-ME1, 
NADP-ME3 and NADP-ME4 (Fig. 1).

Reversibility of the reaction catalyzed 
by the AtNADP-ME isoforms

The four recombinant AtNADP-ME isoforms were 
tested for their capability to catalyze the pyruvate 
reductive carboxylation. The results obtained indi-
cate that the four isoforms behave differently in 
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Fig. 1 Regulatory properties of AtNADP-ME isoforms. The results are presented as activity % in the presence of the effectors 
versus in the absence. The assays were done at least by triplicate. Error bars indicate deviations between the measurements. 
Significant inhibition: dark grey and dashed lines. Significant activation: light grey with double-dashed lines

Fig. 2 A Regulatory properties of ME2-del1 and ME2-del2. The results are presented as activity % in the presence of 
the effectors versus in the absence. The assays were done at least by triplicate. Error bars indicate deviations between the 
measurements. Significant inhibition: dark grey and dashed lines. Significant activation: light grey with double-dashed lines. 
B Effect of fumarate or succinate on ME2-R115A. The results are presented as activity % in the presence of succinate or 
fumarate versus in the absence. For comparison, the results obtained for the parental NADP-ME2 are included. Significant 
activation: light grey with double-dashed lines
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terms of reversibility (Table 1). NADP-ME2 is the 
isoform with the highest reverse reaction catalytic 
efficiency, while NADP-ME4 presents higher kcat 
for the reverse reaction than for the direct (Table 1). 
NADP-ME3 carries out the carboxylation at rates 
that approach the maximal rate for decarboxylation 
(Table 1).

Relationship between structure and properties 
of the AtNADP-ME isoforms. In order to identify 
residues or segments of AtNADP-ME isoforms that 
could be responsible for the differences in kinetic 
properties, mutants and deletions of AtNADP-
ME2, the most regulated isoform (Fig. 1) were 
characterized.

As the amino terminal end of AtNADP-ME is 
the region where the major divergence is found, 
two truncated versions (ME2del1 and ME2del2) 
lacking the first 17 and 44 amino acids, respec-
tively, were characterized. The activity of the 
truncated proteins was comparable to the activity 
of the parental NADP-ME2 (not shown). Thus, 
the regulation by metabolites of these proteins was 
analyzed (Fig. 2A), which indicated that although 
fumarate and succinate activation is maintained in 
both deletions, aspartate activation is lost in both 
cases (Fig. 2A). Interestingly, CoA activation is 
lost only in ME2-del2 (Fig. 2A).

The participation of Arg115 in fumarate or 
succinate activation was analyzed by site-directed 
mutagenesis. The homolog to this residue has been 
implicated in the fumarate activation of human 
NAD(P)-ME (Yang et al. 2002). The mutated pro-
tein obtained, ME2-R115A, presented practically 
the same kinetic parameters as the parental NADP-
ME2 (not shown). Nevertheless, ME2-R115A was 
not activated by fumarate at all, while succinate 
activation was maintained (Fig. 2B).

Discussion

Although a high degree of identity among the four 
AtNADP-ME isoforms is found (from 75% to 
90%), the four isoforms display very well distinct 
pattern of metabolite regulation (Fig. 1). The four 
isoforms behave also very differently in terms of 
reversibility (Table 1). These divergent properties 
may allow each isoform to fulfill its metabolic func-
tion in vivo. As an example, NADP-ME2 activation 
by fumarate, an organic acid which concentration 
increases by light (Chia et al. 2000), may up-regu-
late the enzyme activity, which is in relation to the 
proposed role of this enzyme in excess reductive 
power dissipation from chloroplasts (unpublished 
results). On the other hand, in view of the results 
obtained in the present work about the reversibility 
of the NADP-ME reaction (Table 1), it is possible 
that the reductive carboxylation of pyruvate may 
also occur in vivo.

The results obtained with the truncated NADP-
ME2 proteins, indicate that the first 44-aminoacids 
residues of NADP-ME2 are essential for aspartate 
activation, while residues between 17 to 44 are 
involved in CoA activation (Fig. 2A). NADP-ME2 
Arg115 is essential for fumarate activation, but not 
for succinate activation (Fig. 2B). As this residue is 
conserved among the three cytosolic AtNADP-ME 
isoforms, other residues apart from this, must be 
also involved in this activation.

Acknowledgments.  This work has been supported by 
ANPCyT and CONICET.

Table 1 Kinetic properties of recombinant A. thaliana 
NADP-ME isoforms. The indicated values are the average 
of at least three different experiments with no more than 5% 
SD among the values

NADP-
ME1

NADP-
ME2

NADP-
ME3

NADP-
ME4

Malate oxidative decarboxylation; pH 7.5

kcat (s−1) 38.7 324.1 268.1 151.3
Kmmalate (mM)  3.0  3.3  0.83  0.23

Reductive pyruvate carboxylation 
(reverse reaction); pH 7.0

kcat (s−1) 16.5  75.0 237.0 284.1
Kmpyruvate (mM) 16.9  0.54  4.9  10.8

kcat/Km  0.98 138.9  48.2  26.3

Relation forward/reverse reaction

kcatfor/kcatrev  2.3  4.3  1.1  0.5
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Malate and Fumarate Emerge as Key Players in Primary 
Metabolism: Arabidopsis thaliana Overexpressing 
C4-NADP-ME Offer a Way to Manipulate the Levels 
of Malate and to Analyse the Physiological Consequences

Holger Fahnenstich1, Mariana Saigo2, Carlos Andreo2, María F. Drincovich2, Ulf-Ingo Flügge1, 
and Verónica G. Maurino1

Abstract  Maize C4-NADP-malic enzyme was 
expressed under the control of the CaMV 35S 
promoter in Arabidopsis thaliana. An increase in 
the plastidic NADP-ME activity induced no phe-
notypic differences in long-day growth conditions. 
Analysis of metabolite levels, however, revealed a 
disturbed metabolic profile. Dark-induced senes-
cence progressed more rapidly in MEm plants com-
pared to the wild-type. A retardation of senescence 
in the transgenic lines was gained by exogenous 
supply of glucose, sucrose and malate, suggesting 
that the lack of a rapid energy source is likely to be 
the initial factor leading to the induction of senes-
cence in these plants. A fairly complete picture of 
primary metabolism assessed by GC-MS and the 
in vitro metabolic complementation assays allow 
us to conclude that MEm transgenic plants entered 
dark induced senescence more rapidly due to an 
accelerated starvation. Comparison of the data 
obtained indicated that extremely low levels of 
malate and fumarate are responsible for the accelerated 

dark-induced senescence encountered in the MEm 
plants. Reinforcing previous results, our data indi-
cate that malate and fumarate are key players in the 
primary metabolism of Arabidopsis thaliana.

Keywords  Arabidopsis thaliana, fumarate, malate, 
NADP-malic enzyme, senescence

Introduction

Malate is involved in many physiological functions 
(Lance and Rustin 1984). In leaves of C3-plants, 
malate level increases during the light period with 
a maximum at the end of the day and decreases 
during the night. During the light period, when a 
certain threshold of cytosolic malate concentration 
is reached, malate is transported into the vacuole, 
where it accumulates (Gout et al. 1993). On the 
other hand, excess malate can be converted to 
fumarate by fumarase.

In plants, NADP-dependent malic enzyme 
(NADP-ME, EC 1.1.1.40) is found in both the 
cytosol and in plastids where it catalyses the oxidative 
decarboxylation of malate yielding pyruvate and 
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NADPH. The only isoforms with a characterized 
physiological function are the ones involved in the 
C4- and CAM photosynthetic metabolisms. In maize 
(Zea mays), to date, cDNAs for two plastidic iso-
forms were cloned and the corresponding proteins 
have been characterized (Rothermel and Nelson 
1989; Maurino et al. 2001; Saigo et al. 2004). The 
Arabidopsis thaliana genome contains four genes 
encoding NADP-malic enzyme isoforms. AtNADP-
ME1 to −3 are cytosolic whereas AtNADP-ME4 is 
localized to plastids (Gerrard Wheeler et al. 2005).

In this work, we present the characterization of 
transgenic A. thaliana plants overexpressing the 
maize C4-NADP-ME (MEm lines), which offer a 
way to alter malate levels and to analyse the physi-
ological consequences of the observed metabolic 
disturbance.

Materials and methods

Plant material. Plants were grown under long-day 
(16 h light/8 h night) conditions at a photosyntheti-
cally active photon flux density of 70–100 µmol 
quanta m−2 s−1. For dark treatments, plants were 
kept in the same chamber in complete darkness. 
For the complementation assays, plantlets were 
grown on MS media and after 3 weeks were trans-
ferred to Whatman filters soaked alternatively with 
water, 1% sucrose, 1% glucose, 2 mM L-malate, 
2 mM L-fumarate or 2 mM D-glutamate and were 
kept in darkness.

Plasmid construction and plant transformation. 
Full-length cDNA encoding the maize C4-NADP-
ME precursor protein was cloned into a modified 
pGreen II vector bearing the CaMV 35S promoter. 
The plasmid 35S:MEmC4 was introduced into 
A. thaliana by Agrobacterium tumefaciens medi-
ated transformation using the vacuum infiltration 
method. Transformants were selected for resistance 
to BASTA and nonsegregating T3 transgenic lines 
were isolated.

Enzymatic assays. NADP-ME activity was 
determined as per Maurino et al. (2001).

Measurement of senescence parameters. 
Chlorophyll was extracted from leaf samples by 

grinding in 96% ethanol and chlorophyll a and 
b contents were determined. Chlorophyll fluo-
rescence measurements were performed with a 
PAM-2000 pulse amplitude modulated chlorophyll 
fluorometer. Cell death was estimated in detached 
leaves by incubation in a 0.1% (w/v) Evans blue 
aqueous solution. The dye bound to the dead cells 
was removed and quantified at 600 nm.

Determination of metabolites. Samples were 
extracted, derivatized and injected into a GC-MS 
system. Signals were normalized to an internal 
standard molecule to relative quantification of the 
metabolites.

Results

Characterization of A. thaliana plants expressing the 
maize C4-NADP-ME. Three lines overexpressing 
maize C4-NADP-ME were selected. Line MEm5 
showed the highest NADP-ME activity, with 
33-fold more activity than the wild-type, while 
lines MEm2 and MEm4 displayed 6- and 24-fold 
increases, respectively. An immunoreactive 62 kDa 
band, which corresponds to the molecular mass 
of the mature maize C4-NADP-ME, was detected 
in all transgenic lines by immunoblotting using 
specific antibodies. Leaf sections from all MEm 
transgenic lines subjected to in situ immunoassays 
indicated that the mature NADP-ME was effi-
ciently targeted to chloroplasts.

MEm lines grown in long days do not show 
any morphological or developmental alteration 
in comparison to the wild-type. A comprehen-
sive metabolic analysis of extracts from rosettes 
harvested from 4-week-old plants grown in long 
days at different time points during a diurnal cycle 
showed that MEm plants had a disturbed metabolic 
profile (Fig. 1). Lower levels of intermediates used 
as respiratory substrates, prominently malate and 
fumarate, were observed. In MEm transformants 
both metabolites were permanently below the nor-
mal concentrations found in illuminated leaves of 
the wild-type. Pyruvate, the product of the NADP-
ME reaction, accumulated in the light phase. 
Metabolites that derive from pyruvate such as 
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Fig. 1 Diurnal metabolic changes assayed by GC-MS in MEm transformants (MEm4; open circles) and the wild-type 
(closed circles). In each graphic the wild-type level at the end of the night period (t = 0 h) was set to 1 and the y-axis rep-
resents metabolite levels relative to it. Values presented are mean ± SE of replicates of five plants each. The asterisk (*) 
indicates significant differences between the values of wild-type and MEm4 calculated by the Student’s t test (p < 0.05). 
The night period is highlighted with black bars
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alanine, leucine and valine, were also substantially 
increased in the overexpressors. Diurnal changes in 
sugar and starch levels showed no differences with 
regards to the wild-type (not shown).

MEm transgenic lines show accelerated dark-
induced senescence. The metabolic alterations 
encountered in the MEm transgenic plants led us to 
investigate the response of these plants to C-starva-
tion. Dark-induced senescence occurred slowly in 
the wild-type, where yellowing was obvious after 6 
days of darkness. In contrast, in the transgenic lines 
senescence already initiated after 3 days and showed 
dramatic yellowing after 4 days of dark treatment. 
Total chlorophyll and the photochemical efficiency 
of PSII showed a more rapid decay in the transgenic 

lines (not shown). Higher rates of cell death could be 
observed in all transgenic lines as compared to the 
wild-type. Metabolite profiling during dark-induced 
senescence indicated a strong increase in the content 
of amino acids and organic acids derived from pro-
tein degradation that occurred 2–3 days earlier in the 
MEm lines (not shown).

Metabolic complementation. When seedlings were 
transferred to filter paper imbibed in water the wild-
type and MEm transformants enter senescence 4 and 2 
days after dark incubation, respectively. Exogenously 
supplied glucose, sucrose and L-malate avoided the 
premature dark-induced senescence of the transgenic 
MEm lines, while fumarate and D-glutamate com-
pensated for at least a part of it (not shown).

Fig. 2 Metabolic changes assayed by GC-MS in MEm transformants and the wild-type during the complementation assays. 
Values presented are means ± SE of two replicates of pools of at least 20 plantlets each. The asterisk (*) indicates significant 
differences to corresponding wild-type values calculated by the Student’s t test (p < 0.05). In the sucrose panel, the scale at 
the right refers to data obtained after glucose feeding
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A metabolic profile of plantlets maintained in 
water or supplemented with glucose after 3 days 
of incubation in darkness showed that malate and 
fumarate were the only two metabolites, whose 
levels were significantly decreased in the MEm 
lines after dark incubation and whose levels after 
incubation with glucose recover to values similar 
to the wild-type ones in water, a condition where 
senescence in the wild-type was not evident (Fig. 2).

Discussion

The MEm lines analysed in the present study 
showed an informative metabolic phenotype. 
Malate levels were dramatically decreased during 
the entire diurnal period. Thus, the typical malate 
accumulation at the end of the day period was not 
observed in the MEm transformants. Exactly the 
same pattern was observed for fumarate, indicating 
a tight relationship between both organic acids. 
Our experiments also showed that fumarate accu-
mulates to high levels during the light period in 
A. thaliana wild-type plants (not shown). Chia et 
al. (2000) previously measured concentrations up 
to several milligrams per gram fresh weight in A. 
thaliana leaves.

The MEm transformants showed similar pat-
terns of metabolic changes as the wild-type in 
response to extended darkness, leucine, isoleucine, 
valine, phenylalanine, tyrosine, tryptophan, and 
urea rose 2–3 days earlier in the MEm transform-
ants. Thus, the metabolic changes observed during 
prolonged darkness are induced earlier in the MEm 
transformants and are correlated with the acceler-
ated appearance of visible yellowing and prema-
ture death observed in these plants. Moreover, 
MEm lines kept in the dark on filter paper soaked 

with water entered senescence already after 2 days 
and showed enhanced accumulation of the senes-
cence marker metabolites. However, prematurely 
induced senescence could be prevented and wild-
type metabolite levels could be maintained by sup-
plying MEm transformants with metabolites that 
can be used as a readily mobilized energy source.

Taken together these results provide strong evi-
dence that the low levels of malate and fumarate are 
involved in the accelerated dark-induced senescence 
phenotype observed in the MEm transformants.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Chloroplast NADPH Thioredoxin Reductase: 
A Novel Modulator of Plastidial Amino Acid 
and Hormone Metabolism

Eevi Rintamäki1, Anna Lepistö1, Saijaliisa Kangasjärvi1, Briitta Ruokamo1, Nina Sipari2,
and Markku Keinänen2

Abstract  A chloroplast thioredoxin reductase 
utilizing NADPH as reducing power (NTRC) is a 
recently found component of thioredoxin system 
in chloroplast. Characterization of the Arabidopsis 
SALK T-DNA insertion lines of the NTRC gene 
(ntrc) established an essential impact of NTRC on 
the regulation of chloroplast metabolism. Besides 
retarded growth, ntrc plants showed  distinct 
 developmental disorders when grown under short 
day conditions. Mesophyll cells had irregular shape 
and small size, and possessed lowered number 
of chloroplasts. The mutant phenotype was less 
severe in plants grown under long day conditions. 
Such photoperiod-dependent developmental dis-
orders of ntrc suggest that NTRC regulates basic 
metabolism in chloroplasts. Indeed, amino acid 
analysis showed distinctly different profiles of 
plastid-synthesized amino acids between wild type 
and ntrc plants. In particular, the levels of aro-
matic amino acids, which serve as precursors for a 
growth hormone auxin and secondary metabolites, 

were significantly increased. Intriguingly, the con-
tent of auxin was remarkably reduced in ntrc plants 
grown under short day conditions. These metabolic 
changes correlated with the photoperiod-dependent 
phenotype of ntrc. Finally, growth of ntrc seedlings 
on a medium supplemented with auxin or aromatic 
amino acids restored the cell size and the number 
of chloroplasts in the ntrc leaves.

Keywords  Aromatic amino acids, auxin, meta-
bolic control, NTRC, photoperiod, thioredoxin

Introduction

Thioredoxins regulate a wide range of meta-
bolic reactions by mediating disulphide-dithiol 
exchange in their target proteins. The classi-
cal chloroplast thioredoxins are reduced by 
ferredoxin and ferredoxin-thioredoxin reduct-
ase (FTR), whereas cytosolic and mitochon-
drial thioredoxins are reduced by NADPH via 
NADPH  thioredoxin reductase (NTR) (Buchanan 
and Balmer 2005). However, a single copy gene 
for an NTR with chloroplast targeting sequence 
(NTRC) was recently found in the genome of 
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Arabidopsis thaliana. This novel NTRC differs 
from other plant NTRs as it carries a thioredoxin-
like domain in the C-terminus to the thioredoxin 
reductase sequence (Serrato et al. 2004). We have 
characterized Arabidopsis SALK T-DNA inser-
tion lines of the NTRC gene (ntrc) under  various 
growth  conditions. ntrc lines display severe 
 photoperiod- and age-dependent developmental 
disorders (Lepistö et al. 2008). Despite pale green 
leaves and remarkably retarded growth, ntrc plants 
show no deficiency in the basic photosynthetic 
structures (light reactions, carboxylation capac-
ity). The low CO2 assimilation rate of ntrc leaves 
is due to the low number of chloroplasts per cell 
and high respiration rate (Lepistö et al. 2008), 
suggesting that NTRC contributes to a control of 
multiple important metabolic reactions in chloro-
plast. In this paper we demonstrate that the NTRC 
enzyme is involved in the modulation of amino 
acid and hormone metabolism in  chloroplast.

Materials and methods

Homozygous T-DNA insertion mutant for NTRC 
(SALK_096776) was screened from the SALK 
institute’s collection by PCR analysis according 
to the institute’s protocols. Arabidopsis thaliana 
ecotype Columbia wild-type and ntrc mutant plants 
were grown under control conditions of 130 µmol 
m−2 s−1 and 20°C in short-day (8-h light, SD) or 
long-day (16-h light LD) conditions. Sterilized 
wild-type and mutant seeds were also grown under 
SD conditions on 0.5× Murashige and Skoog (MS) 
plates containing either 40 µM tryptophan (Trp), 
40 µM phenylalanine (Phe) or 1 µM indole-3-acetic 
acid (IAA).

Confocal microscopy. For imaging mesophyll 
cells of first true leaves of ntrc mutants and wild-
type plants by chlorophyll autofluorescence, we 
used Zeiss LSM510 META laser scanning confo-
cal microscope with argon laser.

IAA measurement. The measurements of endog-
enous auxin, IAA in 10-day-old seedlings were 
performed according to Schmelz et al. (2003) with 
small modifications.

Amino acid analysis. The contents of free amino 
acids in 10-day-old seedlings were analyzed as 
propylchloroformate derivatives by HPLC-MS.

Results

Knockout mutant of NTRC gene grown under 
photoperiods with daily 8 or 16-h illumination 
showed a remarkably distinct phenotype with 
altered growth rate, pigmentation of rosette leaves 
and flowering time depending on the photoperiod 
during growth. The most profound mutant phe-
notype was observed for ntrc plants grown under 
SD conditions, under which the ntrc plant formed 
small pale green rosette leaves with small cell size 
and low number of chloroplasts in cells (Lepistö et al. 
2008). Cotyledons of ntrc plants did not display 
any visible symptoms, while a clear  phenotype 
became evident in first true leaves. Growth under 
LD conditions or continuous light, however, par-
tially restored the biomass production and chlo-
rophyll content of ntrc plants (Lepistö 2007). The 
results implicated that the pleiotropic ntrc pheno-
type under SD conditions may be caused by an 
imbalance in chloroplast metabolism, which in turn 
poses an inhibition of cell elongation.

Besides photosynthesis, multiple metabolic 
pathways are localized to the chloroplast, includ-
ing the early biosynthetic steps of auxin, the 
regulator of plant cell elongation (Woodward and 
Bartel 2005). Thus, we measured the amount of 
endogenous auxin IAA in the young seedlings 
that began to display the visible ntrc symptoms. 
Indeed, ntrc plants grown under SD condition pro-
duced significantly less IAA than wild type plants 
(Fig. 1). Growth under LD conditions significantly 
diminished the IAA content in wild type seedlings, 
while minor changes in the level of IAA occurred 
in ntrc plants (Fig. 1).

The low content of IAA in ntrc plants prompted 
us to address amino acid metabolism in wild type 
and ntrc plants, because the plastid-synthesized aro-
matic amino acid, tryptophan serves as a precursor 
for IAA biosynthesis (Woodward and Bartel 2005). 
The length of the daily photoperiod distinctly 
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 modulated the composition of the amino acids in 
wild type plants (data not shown). Interestingly, 
besides photoperiod-dependent variations in the 
accumulation of aromatic amino acids Trp, Phe, 
and tyrosin (Tyr) in wild type plants, the levels of 
these amino acids in ntrc plants deviated from the 
contents in wild type leaves (Fig. 1). Wild type 
plants grown under SD conditions accumulated 
about 60% less Trp than seedlings grown under 
LD conditions. In the ntrc seedlings, Trp content 
was high both in SD- and LD-grown leaves, cor-
responding to the level found in LD-grown wild 
type seedlings. Furthermore, accumulation of Trp 
was negatively correlated with IAA content both in 
wild type and ntrc type seedlings: high IAA con-
tent of seedlings was associated with reduced level 
of Trp and vice versa (Fig. 1). The Trp and IAA 
contents leveled off in wild type and ntrc seedlings 
grown under LD conditions.

Next we tested the effect of exogenous IAA and 
aromatic amino acids on the growth of ntrc seed-
lings on MS agar under SD conditions. External 
IAA enhanced the growth rate of the first true 
leaves in ntrc seedlings and restored slightly 
the size of mesophyll cells in leaves (Fig. 2). 
Supplementation of the growth medium with Trp 
and Phe also enhanced enlargement of mesophyll 
cells and increased the number of chloroplasts. 
However, exogenous auxin or an amino acid 
source was not able to fully restore the greening 
process of the leaves.

Discussion

Knockout ntrc mutant lines display severe pho-
toperiod- and age-dependent developmental 
 disorders. The pleiotropic phenotype of ntrc plants 
 indicates that NTRC enzyme contributes to multi-
ple important metabolic reactions in chloroplast. 
The NTRC enzyme presumably exerts its control 

Fig. 1 Content of auxin (IAA) and aromatic amino acids in 
wild type and ntrc lines grown under short (SD) and long 
(LD) day conditions

Fig. 2 Phenotypes and confocal images of the wild type 
and ntrc seedlings grown on MS medium supplemented 
with auxin (IAA), tryptophan (Trp) and phenylalanine 
(Phe). Concentrations of the added chemicals are indicated 
in the figure. The scale bar corresponds to 100 µm
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on the  chloroplast metabolism via the members of 
chloroplast thioredoxin family, which in turn are 
able to control the function of several chloroplast 
proteins (Buchanan and Balmer 2005). NTRC 
is solely present in green plant tissues (data not 
shown), emphasizing its impact on light-depend-
ent functions of plastids. NTRC has been dem-
onstrated to be involved in reduction of plastidial 
2-Cys  peroxiredoxins (Perez-Ruiz et al. 2006), thus 
serving as a regulator of reactive oxygen  species 
in chloroplast. We have show that young ntrc 
plants express a pronounced mutant phenotype that 
strongly depends on the daily photoperiod during 
growth. The phenotype was less severe in plants 
grown under long day conditions and in continu-
ous light (Lepistö A, 2007 unpublished results), 
suggesting that the light-dependent oxidative stress 
is not the major cause of the retarded growth of 
young ntrc plant. Based on our metabolic analyses 
we propose that, besides oxidative stress, NTRC 
controls the plastidial shikimic acid pathway in 
Arabidopis. We have shown that the photoperiod-
dependent mutant phenotype was associated with 
clear changes in the contents of aromatic amino 
acids, the derivatives of the shikimic acid pathway 
(Figs. 1 and 2). Subsequently, we have observed 
deficiencies in the production of derivatives of aro-
matic amino acids in ntrc line, auxin (Fig. 1) and 
anthocyanins (data not shown) that are synthesized 
from Trp and Phe, respectively. Metabolic profiling 
of thiol redox reactions and thioredoxin proteomic 
approach have revealed putative targets of thiore-
doxin systems both in shikimate acid and aromatic 
amino acid pathways (Balmer et al. 2006; Kolbe 
et al. 2006). These reactions belong to the potential 
candidates regulated via NTRC.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Regulation of Photosynthesis via PSI Cyclic Electron 
Transport

Toshiharu Shikanai and Yuki Okegawa

Abstract  In higher plants PSI cyclic  electron 
transport consists of PGR5-dependent and 
NAD(P)H dehydrogenase-dependent pathways. 
Characterization of the Arabidopsis mutants defec-
tive in the pathways indicate that PSI cyclic 
electron transport is essential for both protecting 
chloroplasts from photo-oxidative damage and 
supplying ATP for photosynthesis. Although the 
physiological function of PSI cyclic electron trans-
port is becoming clearer, the exact routes taken by 
electrons are still unclear. To clarify the function 
of PGR5 protein, we characterized the Arabidopsis 
plants over-accumulating PGR5 in thylakoid mem-
branes. We found that the level of PGR5 is closely 
related to the rate of PSI cyclic electron transport. 
Consequently, higher PGR5 level sustains transient 
NPQ longer under fluctuating light conditions. 
The PGR5 level may be involved in maintaining 
the redox balance in chloroplasts to optimize the 
light absorption during fluctuating light conditions. 
In contrast, over-accumulation of PGR5 does not 
affect the electron transport during steady-state 

photosynthesis. Consistent with this observation, 
we found that the NADP+ /NADPH ratio regulates 
the operation of PSI cyclic electron transport in 
broken chloroplasts.

Keywords  Photosynthesis, PSI cyclic electron 
transport, chloroplast, ferredoxin, Arabidopsis

Introduction

The light reactions of photosynthesis is an electron 
transport through the thylakoid membrane and 
driven by two photochemical reactions. In contrast, 
PSI cyclic electron transport is solely driven by PSI 
and generates ∆pH and consequently ATP without 
net accumulation of NADPH (Shikanai 2007). In 
higher plants PSI cyclic electron transport con-
sists of two partly redundant routes of electrons, 
PROTON GRADIENT REGULATION 5 (PGR5)-
dependent pathway and NAD(P)H dehydrogenase 
(NDH)-dependent pathway (Munekage et al. 2004). 
On the basis of the mutant phenotype, PSI cyclic 
electron transport is believed to be essential for both 
photosynthesis and photo-protection (Munekage 
et al. 2004). Despite its physiological significance, 
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the route taken by electrons and the machinery 
involved in the electron transport have been poorly 
understood. Although a small thylakoid protein, 
PGR5, was shown to be essential for the main route 
of electrons in higher plants (Munekage et  al. 
2002), its exact protein function is still unclear. 
It is essential to clarify how PGR5 is involved in PSI 
cyclic electron transport to advance our knowledge 
on machinery of PSI cyclic electron transport.

PSI cyclic electron transport was discovered 
more than 50 years ago (Arnon et al. 1954). 
However, its physiological function has long been 
a matter of debate. One of the problems in the 
research history is a lack of the definitive method to 
monitor the activity of PSI cyclic electron transport 
especially in vivo (Johnson 2005). Our measuring 
method originally depends on the electron donation 
to PQ from Fd in the dark using ruptured chloro-
plasts. In this system electron donor, NADPH, has 
to be exogenously added, since the electron trans-
port in the dark is independent of photochemical 
reactions (Munekage et al. 2002, 2004). Despite 
the strong phenotype in vivo, the rate of electron 
transport is very slow in ruptured chloroplasts, sug-
gesting that PGR5-dependenp PSI cyclic electron 
transport is not fully activated in the dark. Under 
the conditions, the activity of the NDH-dependent 
PSI cyclic electron transport is mainly monitored 
and this may be one of the reasons for the historical 
debate. To assess whether the PGR5-dependent PSI 
cyclic electron transport is much more activated 
in the light, we developed the system to monitor 
the PGR5-dependent PSI cyclic activity in broken 
chloroplasts under low light illumination (Okegawa 
et al. 2007a). Using this system we analyzed the 
factors regulating the electron transport activity. 
Here, we discuss on how the PSI cyclic electron 
transport is regulated in higher plants.

Materials and methods

Transformation. The coding region of the PGR5 
gene was cloned in pBI121 and introduced into 
wild-type Arabidopsis thaliana via Agrobacterium 
tumefaciens MP90 (Okegawa et al. 2007b).

Fluorescence measurements. Chlorophyll fluo-
rescence was analyzed with a MINI-PAM (pulse-
amplitude modulation) chlorophyll fluorometer 
(Walz, Germany) as described (Munekage et al. 
2002). Fd-dependent PQ reduction activity was 
monitored using ruptured chloroplasts as described 
(Munekage et al. 2002).

Results

Over-accumulation of PGR5 activates PSI cyclic 
electron transport. To clarify the protein function 
of PGR5, we characterized the Arabidopsis lines 
over-expressing PGR5 under the control of 35S 
promoter (35S::PGR5 lines). Protein blot analysis 
showed that these lines accumulated approximately 
five times more PGR5 in thylakoid membranes 
compared to the wild type (data not shown). To 
assess the impact of PGR5 over-accumulation on 
PSI cyclic electron transport, activity of ferredoxin 
(Fd)-dependent plastoquinone (PQ) reduction was 
analyzed in ruptured chloroplasts (Fig. 1). The rate 
and final level of PQ reduction were higher in the 
35S::PGR5 lines than in the wild type. In con-
trast PQ reduction activity was impaired in pgr5 
as reported previously (Munekage et al. 2002). 
Addition of Antimycin A, which specifically inhib-
its the PGR5-dependent PSI cyclic electron trans-

Fig. 1 Fd-dependent PQ reduction in ruptured chloroplasts. 
Increase in chlorophyll fluorescence by the addition of 
NADPH (0.25 mM) and Fd (5 µM) under a measuring light 
(1 µmol photons m−2 s−1) were monitored in osmotically 
ruptured chloroplasts (10 µg/mL) of the wild type (WT), 
pgr5 and the 35S::PGR5 lines. Ruptured chloroplasts were 
incubated with 10 µM antimycin A (AA)
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port (Tagawa et al. 1963), reduced the fluorescence 
level of the 35S::PGR5 lines to that of pgr5 (Fig. 1, 
35S::PGR5 + AA). This result indicates that over-
accumulation of PGR5 specifically activates the 
PGR5-dependent PSI cyclic electron transport and 
not the NDH-mediated electron transport.

To characterize the effect of PGR5 over-accu-
mulation further, light-intensity dependence of 
chlorophyll fluorescence parameters was analyzed. 
Although electron transport rate was similar to that 
in the wild type during steady-state photosynthesis, 
transient induction of NPQ was exaggerated in the 
35S::PGR5 lines under fluctuating light conditions 
(Fig. 2). During the induction of photosynthesis 
(dark to light transition), NPQ was transiently 
induced even in the wild type. This transient NPQ 
induction is required to dissipate excessive light 
energy before the Calvin cycle enzymes are fully 
activated, in the process which PGR5 is essential 
(Munekage et al. 2002). In the 35S::PGR5 lines, 
high NPQ was sustained longer than in the wild 
type (Fig. 2). This NPQ phenotype was observed 
not only during the induction of photosynthesis 
but also by a shift of light intensity from 13 µmol 
photons m−2 s−1 to 58 µmol photons m−2 s−1. High 
level of NPQ was induced transiently again in the 

35S::PGR5 lines by the shift of light intensity. The 
light intensity of 58 µmol photons m−2 s−1 is not 
excessive, if the Calvin cycle enzymes are already 
activated at 13 µmol photons m−2 s−1. Transient dis-
sipation of light energy may decrease the efficiency 
of photosynthesis at fluctuating light intensities. 
The level of PGR5 should be optimized for main-
taining the maximum efficiency of photosynthesis 
under fluctuating light conditions.

In addition to transient NPQ induction, the 35S::
PGR5 lines showed the delay in greening especially 
in their cotyledons (data not shown). They appeared 
almost in albino and later turned to green. The coty-
ledons contain undeveloped plastids which are simi-
lar to proplastids, and also chloroplasts with thinner 
thylakoid membranes. These results suggest that 
over-accumulation of PGR5 impairs the chloroplast 
development by disturbing the redox homeostasis.

A factor regulating the rate of PSI cyclic elec-
tron transport. The Arabidopsis pgr5 mutant is 
defective in Fd-dependent PQ reduction, which is 
sensitive to Antimycin A (Munekage et al. 2002). 
From this result we concluded that pgr5 is defec-
tive in the Antimycin A-sensitive, Fd-dependent 
PSI cyclic electron transport. However, our meas-
uring method using ruptured chloroplasts detects 
very slow electron transport probably due to a 
problem in an inactive state of the electron trans-
port in the dark. To reconstruct the system with 
high rate of electron transport in vitro, which is 
consistent with the in vivo estimation (Munekage 
et al. 2002, 2004; Avenson et al. 2005), we estab-
lished the method to monitor the Fd-dependent PQ 
reduction in the light (Okegawa et al. 2007a). Even in 
the presence of the linear electron transport, we 
could detect a clear difference in the fluorescence 
levels among the wild type, pgr5 and the 35S::
PGR5 lines. In this system the fluorescence level is 
roughly proportional to the reduction level of PQ, 
which is determined by a balance of electron input 
from PSII and PSI cyclic pathway and electron 
output mainly to NADP+. Due to the reduced elec-
tron input activity to PQ via PSI cyclic pathway, 
the fluorescence level is lower in pgr5. This pgr5 
phenotype was mimicked by addition of antimycin 
A to the wild-type ruptured chloroplasts.

Fig. 2 Time courses of induction and relaxation of NPQ 
after a shift of light intensity. NPQ was monitored for 
4 min at each light intensity of 13 µmol photons m−2 s−1 and 
58 µmol photons m−2 s−1 (white bars) and in dark (black 
bar). Values are means with standard deviations (n = 5)
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Using this in vitro system, we studied the fac-
tors which influence the activity of PSI cyclic 
electron transport (Okegawa et al. 2007a). We 
found that NADP+ most efficiently competes with 
PSI cyclic electron transport. Even in the presence 
of NADP+, whose level is similar to that in vivo, 
some electrons are still donated to PSI cyclic elec-
tron transport pathway, implying that PSI cyclic 
electron transport can operate even during steady-
state photosynthesis by competing with the linear 
electron transport.

Discussion

The PGR5-dependent PSI cyclic electron transport 
is regulated by the stromal redox status (NADP+/
NADPH ratio), as suggested by several lines of 
evidence (Hosler and Yocum 1987; Breyton et al. 
2006). When the NADP+ ratio is high, Fd is 
mainly oxidized by FNR, resulting in generation of 
NADPH (Fig. 3, NADP+ > NADPH). Even under 
the conditions, the PGR5-dependent PSI cyclic 
electron transport is considered to be operating, 
which is essential for supplying ATP during steady-
state photosynthesis. Our in vitro data  suggest that 
the PGR5-dependent PSI cyclic electron transport 
competes with linear electron transport even in the 
presence of NADP+ (Okegawa et al. 2007a). The 
idea is consistent with the pgr5 mutant phenotype, 
which is also obvious during steady-state photo-
synthesis (Munekage et al. 2002, 2004; Avenson 

et al. 2005). In contrast, electrons are mainly trans-
ferred to the PGR5-dependent PSI cyclic pathway, 
when the NADPH ratio is high (Fig. 3, NADP+ 
< NADPH upper model). This mode of electron 
transport takes place during induction of photosyn-
thesis and also under stress conditions, where con-
sumption of NADPH decreases due to the reduced 
activity of CO2 fixation. The PGR5-dependent PSI 
cyclic electron transport is essential to protect chlo-
roplasts from oxidative stresses under the condi-
tions (Munekage et al. 2002).

Over-accumulation of PGR5 in thylakoid 
membranes activates PSI cyclic electron transport 
(Fig. 1). Consequently higher NPQ is transiently 
induced under fluctuating light conditions (Fig. 2). 
However, electron transport is similar to that in the 
wild type during steady-state photosynthesis. It is 
probable that the rate of PSI cyclic electron trans-
port is strictly regulated by the NADP+ /NADPH 
ratio. Even in the presence of excessive PGR5, the 
rate of PSI cyclic electron transport is optimized 
by monitoring the stromal redox status. Once PSI 
cyclic electron transport is activated, however, 
the PGR5 level determines the maximum rate of 
the electron transport (Fig. 3, NADP+ < NADPH 
lower model). Although the high level PGR5 may 
increase the resistance to oxidative stresses, it may 
also decrease the efficiency of photosynthesis under 
fluctuating light conditions by sustaining transient 
NPQ longer. Furthermore, over-accumulation of 
PGR5 disturbs the redox status of undeveloped 
plastids, which impairs the chloroplast develop-
ment via generating aberrant signals.
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CHAPTER SIX

The Fate of Absorbed Photons is Determined by the 
Species-Specific and Nutrient-Dependent Variability 
in Algae Grown Under Dynamic Light Conditions

Torsten Jakob, Heiko Wagner, Katja Stehfest, and Christian Wilhelm

Abstract  The balance of absorbed photons to the 
newly formed biomass under fluctuating (FL) and 
non-fluctuating (SL) light conditions have been 
analysed in the diatom Phaeodactylum tricornutum 
in comparison of nutrient replete and nitrogen lim-
ited conditions and additionally, in the green alga 
Chlorella vulgaris. From the comparison of photo-
synthetic electron transport to carbon accumulation 
in the new biomass the metabolic costs of carbon 
assimilation have been quantified. It is evident that 
both, the quantum efficiency of carbon assimila-
tion and the metabolic costs are species-species 
and nutrient dependent. Furthermore, they are not 
predictable from the photosynthesis rates with the 
consequence that modeling of primary production 
by bio-optical methods can mismatch the true 
energy storage in the biomass.

Keywords   Diatom, carbon assimilation, dynamic 
light, nutrient limitation

Introduction

The upper mixed layer in the aquatic environment 
can be a highly dynamic system, where phytoplank-
ton is exposed to tremendous changes in irradiance, 
nutrient availability and temperature on a spatial 
and temporal scale (Raven and Geider 2003). The 
estimation of the primary production rate has to 
account for the photosynthetically active radiation 
(PAR), the temperature, the amount of radiation 
absorbed by the phytoplankton, nutrient availability 
and for the quantum yield of photosynthesis (Morel 
et al. 2006). However, the quantum efficiency of 
carbon-related biomass production (ΦC) is addi-
tionally influenced by several metabolic processes, 
e.g. the efficiency of light-harvesting, photochem-
istry and electron usage. The latter is controlled 
by the activity of alternative electron sinks (e.g. 
cyclic electron transport around PSII/PSI, Mehler 
reaction, nitrite reduction) and by changes in the 
degree of reduction within the biomass. N-limita-
tion and dynamic light conditions are expected to 
drastically change these processes. Therefore, in 
the present study we aimed to quantify the energy 
flow from photons absorbed to electrons delivered 
to the energy stored in the newly formed biomass 
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in the diatom P. tricornutum under N-limitation in 
combination with simulated natural light condi-
tions. This approach is complemented by FTIR 
microspectroscopy which allows the quantification 
of the macromolecular composition. The deter-
mination of the amount of alternative electrons is 
based on the comparison of the PSII-related elec-
tron transport rates (fluorescence, PF) to the oxygen 
evolution rates (clark-type electrode, PO), the latter 
which are biased by alternative, light-dependent 
O2-consuming reactions.

Materials and methods

The diatom Phaeodactylum tricornutum and the 
green alga Chlorella vulgaris were grown in a 
continuous culturing system under dynamic light 
conditions (Fig. 1) according to Kroon et al. (1992) 
with a 12 h or a 10 h light period (Wagner et al. 
2006; Jakob et al. 2007). To achieve conditions of 
N-limitation, the concentration of nitrate has been 
decreased to 0.59 mM and to 0.47 mM under SL 
and FL conditions, respectively. The Chla content 
was kept constant at 2 mg L−1 except for N-limited 
cells under SL (1 mg Chla L−1). The simultaneous 
measurements of fluorescence- and oxygen-based 
photosynthesis rates have been performed in a light 
pipette (Topgallant, USA) equipped with a special 
cuvette to facilitate the connection of a PAM fluor-
ometer (PAM 101, Walz, Germany) and a Clark-
type oxygen electrode (Microelectrodes Inc., NH, 
USA). The non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) 
has been determined by application of a saturating 
flash given every minute during the light period. In 
vivo absorption was determined using a dual beam 
spectrophotometer (Zeiss M500, Jena, Germany). 
The emission spectra of the light sources were 
measured with a spectroradiometer (Tristan, m-u-
t-GmbH, Germany). To follow changes in the main 
biochemical cell compounds, the FTIR microspec-
troscopy method (Vector 22 laser unit, THS-XT 
microtiter module, Bruker Optics, Germany) was 
used (Stehfest et al. 2005). The spectral quota of 
proteins, carbohydrates, lipids and nucleic acids 
were quantified by recalculating with reference 

spectra. The amount of absorbed radiation (Qphar), 
fluorescence- and oxygen-based photosynthesis 
rates (PF and PO, respectively) were calculated 
according to Wagner et al. (2006). The difference 
between fluorescence- and oxygen-based electron 
flow is defined as alternative electron cycling. 
The metabolic costs of biomass production can be 
expressed as the ratio of photosynthetically released 
electrons at PSII per carbon-related biomass pro-
duction. Thus, the ratio PF/BC (mol electrons mol−1 
C) reflects the conversion efficiency of photosyn-
thetic electrons into carbon found in the biomass.

The amount of absorbed quanta dissipated by 
non-photochemical quenching of Chl fluorescence 
(QNPQ) was quantified according to:

 QNPQ = �
8.00

18.00    

 Qphar x qN (1)

where qN was determined according to van Kooten 
and Snel (1990).

Fig. 1 Dynamic light conditions applied as (A) exponen-
tially fluctuating light conditions (FL) simulating vertical 
circulation of phytoplankton cells within a water body; (B) 
non-fluctuating sine light climate (SL) simulating the daily 
course of sunlight in stratified aquatic systems
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Results

ΦC is determined by several metabolic processes, 
e.g. the efficiency of light harvesting, of photo-
chemistry and of electron usage. Thus, it is not 
surprising that ΦC can be very different under 
simulated natural light conditions as shown for the 
diatom P. tricornutum (Table 1). In nutrient replete 
conditions, ΦC is reduced under non-fluctuating 
light conditions mainly due to the increase of ther-
mal dissipation (Fig. 2A, B).

However, the nutrient status of a cell can influ-
ence ΦC independently on the light conditions. The 
parameters shown in Table 1 illustrate the influence 
of N-limitation on the energy balance of cells of P. 
tricornutum. Unexpectedly, in the non-fluctuating 
light climate ΦC was higher under N-limited com-
pared to nutrient replete conditions (Table 1). This 
was mainly due to the strong increase in the content 
of less reduced carbohydrates compared to highly 
reduced proteins under N-limitation which strongly 
decreased the electron requirement per unit biomass 
produced (Table 1). Thus, the most pronounced 

differences in the metabolic costs of carbon-related 
biomass production were observed under SL in 
comparison of N-limited and replete conditions.

The comparison of the growth balance of P. 
tricornutum and C. vulgaris showed that ΦC is not 
only light- and nutrient-dependent, but also species-
specific. Although the energy balance for both algal 
species is similar under SL (data not shown), in C. 
vulgaris under FL conditions the metabolic costs 
of biomass production drastically increased com-
pared to P. tricornutum (Table 2). These additional 
metabolic costs were mainly due to the increase in 
alternative electron consumption (Fig. 2C, D).

Discussion

The investigation of the energy balance under simu-
lated natural light conditions shows that under high 
nutrient conditions, the light climate is the major fac-
tor controlling ΦC and the metabolic costs of carbon 
incorporation into biomass. Under N-limited condi-
tions the light climate has less or no influence on 
ΦC and the metabolic costs, respectively. Therefore, 
it can be expected that stratified conditions in the 
water bodies will produce the highest metabolic 
costs for primary production. The data clearly show 

A B

C

photochemistry
alternative electrons

thermal dissipation
losses

D

Fig. 2 The fate of absorbed photons in P. tricornutum under 
nutrient replete conditions in combination with FL (A) 
and SL (B) in a 10 h light period, and in comparison of P. 
tricornutum (C) and C. vulgaris (D) in FL conditions (12 h 
light period). Absorbed quanta are utilized photochemically, 
in alternative electron pathways, dissipated as heat by chlo-
rophylls (NPQ) or lost by, e.g., fluorescence, respiration, 
thermal dissipation (not detectable as NPQ). Data are given 
as percentage of absorbed quanta

Table 1 Comparison of P. tricornutum grown under nutri-
ent replete and N-limited conditions in combination with 
dynamic light conditions (10 h light period)

 FL SL

 N-repleted N-limited N-repleted N-limited

µ [d−1] 0.22 0.12 0.35 0.18
ΦC [g C mol−1 0.13 0.11 0.06 0.08
 quanta]
PF/BC [mol  18.4 19.6 28.8 16.4
 e− mol−1 C]
(PF − PO) 1.04 0.76 5.53 8.55
 [mmol 
 e− mg−1 
 Chla d−1]
ΣNPQ 30 31 270 317
CH:Prot 0.74 1.3 0.79 2.4

µ, growth rate per day; ΦC, quantum efficiency of carbon-
related biomass production; PF, fluorescence-based photo-
synthesis rate; BC, carbon-related biomass production, PF/BC, 
metabolic costs of carbon assimilation; PO, oxygen-based 
photosynthesis rate; (PF − PO), amount of alternative electron 
consumption; ΣNPQ, daily integrated non-photochemical 
quenching; CH, carbohydrates; Prot, proteins. Data are given 
as mean values (standard deviations < 10%) of at least three 
independent replicates
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for the first time that up-scaling from PSII electron 
transport to biomass can lead to severe miscalcula-
tions in the estimation of carbon sinks. Thus, the 
results obtained in this study are important with 
respect to the investigation of high nutrient areas, 
where the strongest deviations from the measured to 
the modeled primary production have been observed 
(Carr et al. 2006). The data are also important in 
the context of the expected environmental changes 
(stratification, wind stress, nutrient availability) due 
to the global climate warming (Sarmiento et al. 
2004). Furthermore, the quantum efficiency of primary 
production was shown to be species-specific with 
advantages of growth efficiency in the diatom com-
pared to the green alga. These findings may partly 
explain the seasonal dominance of diatoms, espe-
cially in turbulent waters.

The results of this study can also be extended 
to higher plants showing that under dynamic light 
conditions ΦC can be significantly modulated by 

the macromolecular composition of the resulting 
biomass and by alternative electron cycling.
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CHAPTER ONE

Non-photochemical-quenching Mechanisms in the 
Cyanobacterium Thermosynechococcus elongatus

Leyla Abasova1, Clemence Boulay2, Imre Vass1, and Diana Kirilovsky2

Abstract  In the cyanobacterium Synechocystis 
PCC 6803 grown under iron replete or iron deplete 
conditions, blue light induces a photoprotective 
Non-Photochemical-Quenching (NPQ) mechanism. 
This energy dissipation mechanism involves the 
phycobilisomes and the Orange Carotenoid Protein 
(OCP) encoded by the slr1963 gene. In the ther-
mophilic cyanobacterium Thermosynechococcus 
elongatus there are no OCP-like genes, but instead 
two adjacent genes encode for the N-terminal and 
C-terminal domains of an OCP-like gene. The goal 
of our study was to elucidate the possible role of 
these genes in the blue-light induced NPQ mecha-
nism. Blue light (at any intensity) was not able to 
induce any quenching of fluorescence in T. elon-
gatus cells grown in the presence or absence of Fe. 
In contrast, normal state transitions were observed. 
The blue-light induced NPQ was also absent in 
Synechococcus elongatus cells in which the OCP 
gene is lacking, but it was present in Arthrospira 
maxima and Anabaena variabilis cells possessing 
the OCP protein.

Keywords  Cyanobacteria, non-photochemical-
quenching, carotenoids, orange-carotenoid-protein, 
iron starvation, Thermosynechococcus elongatus

Introduction

In Synechocystis 6803, high intensities of blue-green 
light induce Phortosystem II fluorescence quenching 
that is specifically associated with a photoprotective 
phycobilisome related energy-dissipation mecha-
nism (El Bissati et al. 2000; Wilson et al. 2006). 
A soluble carotenoid-binding protein (OCP), of 
previously unknown function, plays an essential role 
in this process. In the absence of the OCP, the NPQ 
induced by strong blue-green light in Synechocystis 
PCC 6803 cells is completely inhibited and the cells 
are more sensitive to high light intensities (Wilson 
et al. 2006). In iron-starved Synechocystis 6803 
cells a larger OCP-phycobilisome-related NPQ is 
observed in association with a higher concentration 
of OCP (Wilson et al. 2007).

The OCP, a 35 kDa protein that contains a single 
non-covalently bound carotenoid, is encoded by 
the slr1963 open reading frame in Synechocystis 
6803 (Kerfeld 2004). Highly conserved homologues 
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of the OCP are found in almost all genomes of 
all cyanobacteria for which genomic data is avail-
able with the exception of Synechoccocus elon-
gatus, Thermosynechoccocus elongatus and the 
Prochlorococci (Kerfeld 2004). In T. elongatus, 
instead of a gene coding for an entire OCP, two 
adjacent single copy genes encode for the N- and 
C- terminal domains of the OCP. The existence of a 
blue-green light induced NPQ mechanism was tested in 
iron-containing and iron-depleted T. elongatus cells.

Materials and methods

Cell growth and iron starvation. Anabaena variabilis, 
S. elongatus and Synechocystis PCC 6803 cells were 
grown in a modified BG11 medium containing twice 
the concentration of sodium nitrate. T. elongatus cells 
were grown in DTN medium. Cells were shaken in 
a rotary shaker (120 rpm) at 30°C, illuminated by 
fluorescent white lamps giving a total light intensity 
of about 80 µmol m−2 s−1 under a CO2-enriched 
atmosphere. For iron starvation T. elongatus cells 
were precipitated and resuspended (OD800 = 0.6) 
in the DTN medium lacking Fe and grown under 
medium light (80 µmol photons m−2 s−1). During the 
first week the cells were diluted each day, then once 
every 2–3 days and finally not diluted.

Fluorescence measurements. The yield of Chl 
fluorescence was monitored in a modulated fluor-
ometer (PAM; Walz, Effelrich, Germany) adapted 
to a Hansatech oxygen electrode as previously 
described (El Bissati et al. 2000). Fluorescence 
quenching was induced by a blue-green light 
(400–550 nm) at 740 µmol photons m−2 s−1 of light 
intensity. Saturating pulses (2,000 µmol photons 
m−2 s−1, 1 s) were applied to measure Fm. The 
fluorescence emission spectra were recorded on 
a Hitachi F-3010 fluorescence spectrophotometer. 
Excitation was done at 600 or 430 nm.

Results

Iron starvation induces the synthesis of the “chlo-
rophyll-binding-iron-stressed induced protein”, 

IsiA (Laudenbach and Straus 1988; Park et al. 
1999). The presence of IsiA causes a blue-shift 
in the room temperature Chl a absorbance peak 
(680–673 nm) and the Chl a fluorescence at 77 K 
becomes dominated by a high emission at 685 nm 
(Öquist 1974; Odom et al. 1993) associated to empty 
IsiA complexes (not associated to Photosystem I). 
In T. elongatus cells, the blue shift of the chloro-
phyll absorbance peak from 681 to 673 nm (data 
not shown) was already observed after 2 days 
of starvation. Figure 1A shows the fluorescence 
spectra generated at 77 K by 430 nm excitation. 
After 4 days of iron starvation a net increase of 
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Fig. 1 Changes in 77 K fluorescence emission spectra 
induced by iron starvation in T elongatus cells. Seventy-
seven Kelvin fluorescence spectra of T. elongatus cells 
grown in iron-containing medium (red line) or in iron-lack-
ing medium for 4 (green, dashed) and 10 (blue, dotted) days. 
The excitation wavelength was at 430 nm (A) or 600 nm (B). 
The figure shows a representative iron-starvation experi-
ment. The cells were at 3 µg Chl/mL
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the 685 nm fluorescence emission (associated to 
IsiA) appeared concomitant with a decrease of the 
725 nm fluorescence emission. This decrease is 
related to a fast decrease of the Photosystem I con-
centration. During iron starvation of Synechocystis 
cells, the chlorophyll content decreased faster than 
the phycobiliprotein content. In addition, iron star-
vation resulted in a large increase of the 685 nm 
peak in the fluorescence spectra generated at 77 K 
by 600 nm excitation. This increase was related 
to the phycobilisome terminal emitter indicat-
ing an accumulation of functionally disconnected 
high fluorescent phycobilisomes (Wilson et al. 
2007). In contrast, in T. elongatus cells although 
iron starvation resulted in a higher ratio 685 nm 
emission/725 nm, the 685 nm emission (and 660 nm 

emission) decreased with the time (Fig. 1B) instead 
of increased like in Synechocystis cells. In T. elong-
atus cells phycobiliprotein content decreased faster 
than chlorophyll content (data not shown).

The induction of the blue-light induced fluo-
rescence quenching was monitored in a PAM 
fluorometer. Dark-adapted cells were successively 
illuminated by dim and strong blue-green light. 
The cells under dim blue-green light, which pref-
erentially excites PSI, showed a high level of 
fluorescence characteristic of “State I” induced 
by oxidation of the PQ pool upon illumination of 
dark-adapted cells. Subsequently, exposure of cells 
to strong blue-green light induced the quenching of 
fluorescence in Synechocystis 6803 (Wilson et al. 
2006, 2007), Arthrospira maxima (Fig. 2A) and 

Fig. 2 Blue-green light induced fluorescence quenching. A. variabilis (A), A. maxima (B) and T. elongatus (C) cells (at 
3 µg Chl/mL) were dark-adapted and then were illuminated successively with low intensity blue-green light (400–550 nm, 
80 µmol photons m−2 s−1), high intensity blue-green light (740 µmol photons m−2 s−1) and finally low intensity blue-green 
light. Saturating pulses were applied to measure maximal fluorescence levels. (D) T. elongatus cells were illuminated 
successively with low intensity blue-green light, low intensity orange light and low intensity blue-green light
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Anabaena variabilis cells (Fig. 2B) but not in iron 
containing or iron depleted T. elongatus (Fig. 2C) 
or Synechococcus elongatus cells (data not shown). 
In contrast, transition to State II was not affected 
in T. elongatus cells. Illumination by orange light 
(which preferentially excites PS II) of T. elongatus 
cells in State I (adapted to low intensities of blue-
green light) induced a decrease of the fluorescence, 
characteristic of State II transition (Fig. 2D).

Conclusions

High intensities of blue light induce the phycobili-
some-related fluorescence quenching only in OCP-
containing strains of cyanobacteria. In S. elongatus 
and T. elongates, strains which do not contain a 
gene encoding for the entire OCP, blue light was 
unable to induce any quenching of fluorescence 
in iron-containing or iron-starving conditions. In 
T. elongatus cells the presence of the two adjacent 
genes encoding for the N-terminal and C-terminal 
fragments of the OCP was not sufficient to induce 
the NPQ mechanism. If these genes are expressed 
they must have another role in the cell.

While in iron starved Synechocystis cells the 
existence of a large NPQ mechanism decrease the 
energy arriving to the thylakoids from the phyco-
bilisomes, in iron starved T elongatus cells a fast 
decrease of the phycobiliprotein content and seems 
to protect the cells from high light.
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CHAPTER TWO

Orange Carotenoid Protein (OCP) Related NPQ 
in Synechocystis PCC 6803 OCP-Phycobilisomes Interactions

Clémence Boulay, Adjélé Wilson, and Diana Kirilovsky

Abstract  The Orange-carotenoid-protein (OCP) 
is essential for a photoprotective non-photochemi-
cal fluorescence quenching (NPQ) mechanism 
in cyanobacteria. This mechanism decreases the 
energy arriving from the phycobilisomes (PBS), 
at the reaction centres of Photosystem II under 
strong illumination. Studies were performed to 
elucidate the interactions between the OCP and the 
phycobilisomes. We first determined that OCP did 
not co-isolate with phycobilisomes. Then, purified 
OCP was incubated with whole phycobilisomes 
from the WT or from a mutant lacking phycocy-
anin. The phycobilisomes were also dissociated 
and then reconstructed in the presence of OCP. In 
both cases, the OCP co-migrates with the phycobi-
lisomes in a sucrose gradient suggesting a relation-
ship between the OCP and the PBS. The OCP-PBS 
fractions presented a lower fluorescence level than 
the PBS fractions without OCP.

Keywords  Cyanobacteria, non-photochemical-
quenching, phycobilisomes, orange-carotenoid-
protein, Synechocystis PCC 6803

Introduction

A blue light induced non-photochemical fluores-
cence quenching (NPQ) mechanism has been first 
described to occur in cyanobacteria in 2000 (El 
Bissati et al. 2000). This mechanism converts into 
heat the excess energy absorbed by the cyanobac-
terial light harvesting pigment/protein complexes, 
the stromal projecting antennae: the phycobili-
somes. They are composed in Synechocystis PCC 
6803 of a core from which six rods radiate. The 
major core protein is allophycocyanin, whereas the 
rods contain phycocyanin (Glazer 1989).

We have recently demonstrated that the orange 
carotenoid protein (OCP) is specifically involved 
in this phycobilisome (PBS) associated blue-light 
induced NPQ in Synechocystis PCC 6803 cells 
grown under Fe-replete or Fe-starvation conditions 
(Wilson et al. 2006, 2007). OCP is a soluble 35 kDa 
protein which binds non-covalently a carotenoid 
(3′-hydroxyechinenone) (Kerfeld 2004).

J.F. Allen, E. Gantt, J.H. Golbeck, and B. Osmond (eds.), 
Photosynthesis. Energy from the Sun: 
14th International Congress on Photosynthesis,
997–1000. © 2008 Springer.
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Almost all the OCP is present in the mem-
brane-phycobilisome fraction and OCP is mainly 
associated to the stromal side (phycobilisomes 
side) of the thylakoids (Wilson et al. 2006). A 
direct interaction between OCP and the phycobi-
lisomes has not yet been shown and the exact role 
of OCP remains to be elucidated. We performed 
here studies on the interaction between the OCP 
and the phycobilisomes purified from wild type 
(WT) and from the CK mutant which lacks phy-
cocyanin (Thomas et al. 2006). In the CK mutant, 
the phycobilisome only contains the allophycocy-
anin core.

Materials and methods

OCP purification. OCP was purified from a 
mutant containing His-tagged OCP presenting 
blue light induced NPQ (Wilson et al. 2006). 
Affinity Ni-chromatography and DEAE cellulose 
column were used.

PBS purification. Cells were broken by vortex-
ing with glass beads. Phycobilisomes were pre-
pared as described by Ajlani et al. (1995).

PBS reconstitution and incubation conditions. 
PBS were dissociated by incubating them for 
20 min in ice in 0.04 M phosphate buffer (pH 7). 
Then, they were reconstituted (by dialysing during 
2 h against a 0.8 M phosphate buffer, pH 7) in the 
presence of OCP. The mixed quantities have been 
adjusted to have a ratio 2/1 OCP to PBS. The OCP 
was also incubated 2 h in the presence of PBS in 
a 0.8 M phosphate buffer. Reconstituted and incu-
bated fractions have been loaded on a non-linear 
sucrose gradient and ultracentrifugated.

Immunoblot analysis. PBS and mixed OCP-
PBS fractions were analysed by SDS-PAGE on 
a 12% polyacrylamide/2 M urea in a TRIS/MES 
system (Kashino et al. 2001). The OCP protein 
was detected by a polyclonal antibody against OCP 
(Wilson et al. 2007). Binding of OCP antibody was 
monitored by an alkaline phosphatase colorimetric 
reaction.

Fluorescence measurements. Fluorescence 
emission spectra at room temperature and 10°C 

were done in a CARY Eclipse fluorescence 
spectrophotometer fluorometer (Varian). The WT 
PBS were diluted at 0.06 OD622 nm and the CK mutant 
PBS at 0.06 OD655 nm for spectra measurements.

Results

We first checked whether OCP could be co-isolated 
with phycobilisomes. PBS from the WT and from 
the CK mutant were isolated. Blue-light induced 
NPQ is still observed in this mutant lacking phyco-
cyanin (Thomas et al. 2006) where only the core of 
the PBS is present. Profiles of the sucrose gradi-
ents containing the PBS of both strains is shown 
in Fig. 1A. WT PBS were collected from the 
0.75/1.5 M sucrose interface and CK PBS were 
collected from the 0.5 M sucrose layer. The pro-
teins present in both phycobilisome preparations 
were resolved by SDS-PAGE electrophoresis. 
The presence of the OCP was tested by western 
blot analysis. It appeared that OCP did not co-
isolate with phycobilisomes, indeed no trace of 
OCP was observed on the immunoblot despite of 
the high concentration of PBS (Fig. 1C, only the 
results of the WT PBSs are shown).

To further study the possible interaction 
between the OCP and PBS, the isolated OCP 
was incubated with PBS for 2 h. In addition, the 
phycobilisomes isolated from the WT and the CK 
mutant were dissociated and reconstituted in the 
presence of the isolated OCP. For dissociation, the 
PBSs were incubated (at 4°C) in a buffer contain-
ing a low concentration of phosphate. Then, we 
reconstituted the PBS in the presence of OCP by 
dialysing the dissociated phycobilisomes against 
a 0.8 M phosphate buffer. The reconstituted phy-
cobilisomes and the phycobilisomes incubated 
in the presence of OCP were re-purified in a 
sucrose gradient (Fig. 1B, 1 and 2 respectively). 
The immunoblot analysis revealed the presence 
of OCP in the fraction containing the whole phy-
cobilisomes (Fig. 1D, 1 and 2, respectively; only 
the results of WT PBS is shown). Thus, OCP 
co-migrated with the phycobilisomes in the 0.75–
1.5 M sucrose gradient fraction. A fraction of no 
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bound OCP migrated in the 0.25–0.5 M gradient 
fraction (data not shown).

Finally, we tested whether fluorescence quench-
ing could be induced by blue or white light in the 
OCP containing phycobilisomes. We measured 
the fluorescence emission spectra with excita-
tion at 600 nm (principally absorbed by the PBS), 
before and after strong blue (data not shown) or 
white light illumination. The fluorescence level of 
the phycobilisomes was weaker when OCP was 

present (Fig. 2B, C), however illumination of the 
phycobilisomes induced almost no further fluores-
cence quenching.

Conclusions

Our results strongly suggest that there is a relation-
ship between the phycobilisomes and the OCP: 
OCP co-migrated with the phycobilisomes in a 

Fig. 1 (A and B) Phycobilisomes in a non-linear sucrose 
gradient. (A) 2% Triton-X treated broken cells of WT (tube 
on the right) and CK mutant (tube on the left) Synechocystis 
cells have been loaded on a non-linear sucrose gradient. 
(B) Reconstituted PBS in the presence of OCP (1) and PBS 
incubation in the presence of OCP (2). The gradient sucrose 
concentrations are 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.5 M from up to 
bottom. (C and D) SDS-PAGE pattern of phycobilisome 
fractions and OCP immuno-blot detection. (C) Concentrated 
purified whole PBS from WT. (D) Reconstituted PBS (1) 
and incubated PBS (2) in the presence of OCP

Fig. 2 Fluorescence emission spectra of incubated PBS in 
the presence of OCP. Room temperature fluorescence spec-
tra of whole PBS from WT (A) and heart of PBS (composed 
of allophycocyanin, APC) from the CK mutant (B) which 
have been incubated in the presence of OCP in a 0.8 M 
phosphate buffer. Measurements have been done on dark-
adapted fractions (dashed blue line), on 5 min white light 
illuminated (1,500 µmol m−2 s−1) fractions (dotted green 
line) and on control fractions (solid red line) which have 
been dark-adapted and where OCP has not been add to the 
PBS. Excitation was performed at 600 nm. Each spectrum is 
a mean of four experiment spectra
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sucrose gradient. However, although the asso-
ciation of the OCP to the PBS, no light induced 
fluorescence quenching was observed. Several 
hypotheses can explain this observation. It is possi-
ble that the OCP was not link as it is in vivo or that 
other proteins are needed to induce the quenching 
in addition to the OCP. On the other hand, the high 
concentration of phosphate required to maintain 
associated the phycobilisomes could also inhibit 
the light induced NPQ. In vivo, high concentrations 
of phosphate inhibits state transitions and the NPQ 
recovery (Joshua et al. 2005; Scott et al. 2006). The 
fact that the presence of OCP decreases the phyco-
bilisome emission could suggest that under these 
conditions the OCP could absorb energy coming 
from the phycobilisomes.
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CHAPTER THREE

Is qE Always the Major Component of Non-photochemical 
Quenching?

N. D’Ambrosio, C. R. Guadagno, and A. Virzo De Santo

Abstract  Non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) 
was measured in Col-0 and npq1 mutant plants 
of Arabidopsis thaliana exposed for 40 min to 
different light intensities (85, 175, 420, 750 and 
1,200 µmol photons m−2 s−1). A light-induced 
increase of NPQ was measured in Col-0 as well 
as in npq1 plants but no significant differences 
were found between two genotypes. The three 
mechanisms of quenching (qE, qT and qI) were 
determined by the analysis of the dark relaxation 
kinetics of NPQ. In most environmental conditions 
of this work, qE was not the major component of 
NPQ except in Col-0 plants at 1,200 µmol photons 
m−2 s−1. At low light intensities qT was the sole 
component of NPQ and it increased at higher irra-
diances as absolute value both genotypes.

Keywords  Chlorophyll fluorescence, energy dis-
sipation, qE, non-photochemical quenching, NPQ

Introduction

Plants have developed different strategies to avoid 
deleterious effects of light energy absorbed in 
excess. One of these strategies is the thermal 
dissipation of absorbed light energy refereed as 
NPQ of chlorophyll fluorescence. The intensive 
research activity on NPQ during last decades 
contributed to define three basic mechanisms of 
thermal dissipation: (1) the ∆pH-dependent process 
or high energy state (qE); (2) the state transitions 
processes (mechanism balancing excitation of 
PSII and PSI by reversible phosphorylation-
related migration of a LHCII pool between the 
two photosystems, defined as qT); (3) photoinhi-
bition of photosynthesis (qI). The resolution of 
NPQ in these three components is based on their 
relaxation kinetics in darkness following a period 
of illumination or on their responses to specific 
inhibitors. However, in literature it is widely 
reported that the ∆pH-dependent or energy compo-
nent (qE) represents the major and most important 
component of NPQ under most environmental 
conditions (Crouchman et al. 2006; Kalituho et al. 
2007; Li et al. 2000; Müller et al. 2001; Niyogi 
et al. 2005; Ruban et al. 2002).
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Photosynthesis. Energy from the Sun: 
14th International Congress on Photosynthesis,
1001–1004. © 2008 Springer.
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In this work we defined the three components 
of NPQ, by their different relaxation kinetics in 
darkness, in intact leaves from wild-type and npq1 
mutants plants of A. thaliana after a 40 min period 
of illumination at various photon flux densities 
(PFD: 85, 175, 420, 750, 1,200). The aim of this 
work was to assess the relative contribute of each 
quenching mechanism to the total NPQ after 
exposing plants to different PFD. Moreover, npq1 
mutants of A. thaliana, affected in violaxanthin de-
epoxidase (VDE) and therefore unable to accumu-
late zeaxanthin upon illumination, were also used 
to investigate the effect of lack of zeaxanthin on the 
repartition of three components of NPQ.

Materials and methods

Plant material and growth conditions. Seeds of 
wild-type (ecotype Columbia-0) and npq1 mutant 
of A. thaliana were obtained by NASC (The 
Nottingham Arabidopsis Stock Centre), UK. Plants 
were grown on soil in a growth chamber at the 
following conditions: PDF of 150 µmol photons 
m−2 s−1, 25°C/22°C (D/N), photoperiod of 14 h 
light/10 h dark, 65%/80% RH (D/N).

Fluorescence measurements. Chlorophyll fluo-
rescence was measured at room temperature by 
a pulse amplitude modulated fluorometer (PAM-
2000, Walz, Effeltrich, Germany). Minimal (Fo) 
and maximum fluorescence (Fm) were measured 
to determine the maximum quantum efficiency 
of PSII [Fv/Fm = (Fm − Fo)/Fm]. Then leaves were 
exposed for 40 min at different PFD (85, 175, 420, 
750 and 1,200) to induce NPQ. At the end leaves 
were darkened to measure the relaxation kinetics of 
NPQ by applying saturating pulses at different time 
from the beginning of dark period (2, 5, 10, 20, 30 
and 40 min). Resolution of three NPQ components 
(qE, qT and qI) was performed according to the 
modified Walters and Horton’s procedure (1990, 
1991). NPQ data were reported in a semi-logarithmic 
plot versus recovery time and the components of 
NPQ were calculated by linear regression of three 
exponentially decaying components (Fig. 1). The 
half-times for each components were referred as 

those of qE, qT and qI. The absolute values of NPQ 
components were given as qI = A, qT = (B − A), 
qE = (C − B) while the percentage values were 
reported as qI % = qI/NPQ; qT % = qT/NPQ, qI % 
= qI/NPQ (Fig. 1).

Results and discussion

NPQ values after 40 min illumination at differ-
ent PFD. The thermal dissipation of light energy 
absorbed in excess, expressed by NPQ values, 
increased significantly by rising light intensity in 
both Col-0 and npq1 plants of A. thaliana (Table 1). 
The trend and the extent of NPQ values did not 
differ significantly between wild-type and npq1 
mutants of A. thaliana.

By increasing the irradiance NPQ values of 
npq1 plants were always lower than wild-type 
ones. A greater difference in NPQ value between 
two genotypes was at 1,200 µmol photons m−2 s−1. 
However, surprisingly in spite lack of zeaxanthin-
dependent quenching npq1 plants showed a NPQ 
value not significantly lower than wild-type ones.

Resolution of NPQ components at different 
PFD. ∆pH-dependent quenching (qE) was null 
at PFD lower than 200 and increased up to 20% 
at 400 in both Col-0 and npq1 mutants (Fig. 2). 

Fig. 1 NPQ data of the dark relaxation kinetics were 
reported in a semi-logarithmic plot versus recovery time. 
The components of NPQ were calculated by linear regres-
sion of three exponentially decaying components of NPQ. 
The half-times for each components were referred as those 
of qE, qT and qI (see Materials and Methods)
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At higher PFD the results greatly differed in two 
genotypes. In wild-type qE increased progressively 
up to 40% at 1,200 PFD, whereas in npq1mutants 
qE increased up to 800 PFD, and then decreased 
strongly at 1,200 PFD. It was evident as the con-
tribute of zeaxanthin-dependent quenching is par-
ticularly significant at high light intensities.

The qT component was 100% of NPQ at low 
PFD (85 and 175) in both genotypes suggesting the 
fundamental role of state transitions in maximiz-
ing photosynthetic efficiency at low light intensity 
(Quick and Stitt 1989). By increasing PFD, qT 
values as percentage decreased significantly in 
wild-type and npq1 mutants and no significant 

difference was found in qT values between leaves 
of two genotypes at all PFD. The components of 
NPQ were expressed as absolute coefficients as 
well as percentage values in order to understand 
better light-induced changes. In fact, the absolute 
value of qT increased by rising PFD in Col-0 and 
npq1 plants indicating as this component is rel-
evant at low as well as at high PDF.

Even if qT was 100% of total NPQ at the two 
lowest PFD (85 and 175), the absolute values of qT 
differed in both plants as also confirmed by the half-
times, respectively 5 and 15 min (data not shown).

The qI values were null at low PFD in Col-0 
and npq1 plants and were measured only at PFD 
higher than 420. In npq1 leaves the qI values were 
significantly higher (P < 0.05) than Col-0 ones. 
These mutants were more sensible to photoinhibi-
tion at PFD higher than 720 compared to Col-0 
plants. In fact, the PSII photochemical efficiency 
(Fv/Fm) in npq1 plants, after 40 min of exposure at 
1,200 PFD, decreased at a higher extent (−13.1%) 
than Col-0 plants (−9.9%), even if the difference 
was not significant.

In Col-0 plants qI increased by rising PFD up to 
40% (at 420 PFD) and then it remained constant at 
higher PFD. On the other hand, in npq1 mutants, at 
PFD higher than 420 qI increased up to 55.9% at 
1,200 PFD. At the lowest PFD (85 and 175) qT was 
the sole component of NPQ in the Col-0 plants as 
well as in npq1 mutants.

∆pH-dependent quenching (qE) was absent in 
both Col-0 and npq1 plants until to 175 PFD. qE 
was relevant only at 420 PFD, and, by rising the 
irradiance, it increased further in Col-0 plants, 
whereas it remained constant in npq1 mutants. qE 
reached the maximum value at PFD 1,200 in Col-0 
plants and represented the major component of the 
total NPQ. In leaves of the npq1 plants qE reached 
the highest value at 420 PFD. These results were 
in contrast with what reported in literature. Several 
authors (Crouchman et al. 2006; Niyogi et al. 2005; 
Li et al. 2002; Müller et al. 2001) defined qE as 
the major component of the total NPQ. In the most 
experimental conditions of this work qE was not 
the main component of NPQ but it was only at high 
PFD (1,200) in Col-0 plants.

Table 1 NPQ values measured in Col-0 and npq1 plants of 
A. thaliana after 40 min of illumination at different PFD

PFD Col-0 npq1

  85 0.055 ± 0.004a 0.075 ± 0.006a
 175 0.140 ± 0.014a 0.122 ± 0.017a
 420 0.369 ± 0.019a 0.354 ± 0.019a
 750 0.582 ± 0.064a 0.509 ± 0.037a
1200 1.042 ± 0.089a 0.915 ± 0.099a

Different letters indicate statistical differences between 
plants (P < 0.01). Values are means ± standard error of at 
least five measurements

Fig. 2 NPQ components (qE, qT and qI) expressed as 
percentage values (on the left) and as absolute values (on 
the right) in leaves of Col-0 and npq1 mutants of A. thaliana 
exposed at different PFD
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CHAPTER FOUR

The Effect of pH on the Nonphotochemical Quenching 
of Chlorophyll Fluorescence of Thylakoid Membranes

Young-Jae Eu1, Sujata R. Mishra1, Ismayil S. Zulfugarov1, Chin Bum Lee2, 
and Choon-Hwan Lee1

Abstract  Nonphotochemical quenching (NPQ) 
is important means in plants to dissipate excess 
light energy. To determine whether the pH of the 
stromal part of thylakoid membrane affects the 
development of NPQ, the chlorophyll fluorescence 
induction curves of thylakoid samples at various 
pHs were examined with imaging system. The 
maximum fluorescence(Fm) showed a bell-shaped 
curve with peak from pH 7 to 8. The minimum 
fluorescence (Fo) was not affected by low pH, but 
increased in high pH. The pH-dependency of pho-
tochemical efficiency was the inverse of that for Fo 
and changed little at low pH, but decreased at high 
pH. The effect of pH on electron transport activity 
from photosystem II to photosystem I was similar 
to that on Fm. Fm’ did not recover after turning off 
actinic light at pH lower than 6.5, resulting in nega-
tive qE. The variation of qE at various pHs of thy-
lakoid suspension medium showed a bell-shaped 
curve with pH maximum at 7.5. These results 
suggest that the sensor of thylakoid membranes 

detects the relative proton gradient between lumen 
and stroma of thylakoids, but not the absolute value 
of pH of the lumen.

Keywords  Nonphotochemical quenching, chlo-
rophyll fluorescence, pH, thylakoid, imaging

Introduction

Excess energy absorbed by plants is dissipated 
by nonphotochemical quenching (NPQ). Energy-
dependent nonphotochemical quenching (qE) is 
the major component of NPQ and it is triggered, 
enhanced and sensed by the acidification of the 
thylakoid lumen in the presence of PsbS protein (Li 
et al. 2000). The development of NPQ was affected 
by the integrity of thylakoid membrane and stro-
mal pH. The stromal pH is maintained by K+/H+ 
counterflux across the chloroplast envelope (Wu 
and Berkowitz 1992). However, the acidification 
with high CO2 resulted in the decreased NPQ in 
twigs (Manetas 2004). Also, little qE was observed 
at lower pH with isolated thylakoid membranes 
(Walters et al. 1994).
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In the present study, the effect of pH on the 
chlorophyll fluorescence of thylakoid membranes 
was examined by measuring simultaneously thy-
lakoid samples at various pHs with an imaging 
system.

Materials and methods

Isolation of thylakoid membranes. Spinach 
(Spinacia oleracea) leaves were obtained from 
the local market. Thylakoid membranes were iso-
lated following Gilmore et al. (1998) with minor 
modifications. The leaves were ground in buffer 
A containing 0.33 M sorbitol, 50 mM Na2HPO4, 
50 mM K2HPO4, 25 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.1% 
BSA and 0.2% sodium ascorbate, pH 6.5. The 
mixture was filtered through miracloth. The filtrate 
was centrifuged for 3 min at 15,000 rpm at 4 °C. 
The pellet was suspended in buffer B containing 
0.33 M sorbitol, 5 mM MgCl2, 2 mM MnCl2 and 
0.2% BSA.

Chlorophyll fluorescence measurements. An 
Imaging-PAM chlorophyll fluorometer (PAM-
2000; Walz, Germany) was used to measure 
chlorophyll fluorescence of multiple samples 
simultaneously. NPQ was calculated from the 
equation: NPQ = (Fm − Fm’)/Fm’, where Fm is 
the maximum fluorescence of the dark-adapted 
state; Fm’ is the maximum fluorescence of the 
light-adapted state after saturating light pulse, as 
described by Schreiber et al. (1994).

Experimental protocol. The isolated thyla-
koids were diluted to 500 µg/mL of chlorophyll 
in buffer B. The suspension was mixed with an 
equal volume of buffer C containing 20 mM NaCl, 
20 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM Na2HPO4, 
1 mM NaH2PO4, 60 mM sodium ascorbate and 
100 µM methyl viologen. The pH of the buffer C 
was adjusted with diluted HCl/NaOH before use. 
The mixture was used immediately to measure 
chlorophyll fluorescence. The pH of mixture 
was also determined with a pH microelectrode. 
All procedures were done in the dark at room 
temperature.

Results

Chlorophyll florescence imaging of thylakoid mem-
branes at various pHs. The effect of pH on the 
parameters of chlorophyll fluorescence was exam-
ined. It took about 10 min for one sample to be 
measured for the development and relaxation of 
nonphotochemical quenching by the usual chlo-
rophyll fluorometer. The serial measurements of 
chlorophyll fluorescence of thylakoid membranes 
under various conditions requires very long time 
periods with inevitably decay of the samples. We 
used imaging system to measure them simultane-
ously at different pH (Fig. 1). The electron flow 
was from water to methyl viologen.

Twelve different pH units (see Figs. 1 and 2) 
were chosen to examine the pH effect on chloro-
phyll fluorescence. Measurements was done in a 
multi-well plate. The variations of the parameters 
of chlorophyll fluorescence was lower in each pH 
condition (Fig. 2) than those obtained from serial 
measurements of chlorophyll fluorescence (data 
not shown). Fo decreased in acidic conditions, 
while Fm diminished both in acidic and alkaline 
conditions showing a bell-shaped curve with a 
maximum around 7.5. Low values of both Fo and 
Fm at acidic pH resulted in the Fv/Fm similar to 

Fig. 1 Chlorophyll fluorescence images of thylakoid 
membranes. The pH of the mixture was from 4.4 to 9.3. The 
intensity of actinic light was 700 µmol photons m−2 s−1. The 
image of NPQ was obtained before turning off actinic light 
and corresponding to the maximum value. Each column in 
the image of Fo had same pH. Parts of the images of Fm, 
Fv/Fm and NPQ were shown
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those at neutral condition. Fv/Fm was found to be 
decreased at alkaline pH.

Nonphotochemical quenching of thylakoid 
membranes at various pHs. The effect of pH on 
the nonphotochemical quenching of chlorophyll 
fluorescence was examined. Nonphotochemical 
quenching was calculated from chlorophyll fluo-
rescence induction curves. Maximum NPQ was 
obtained immediately before turning off actinic 
light. ∆NPQ corresponding to qE was the differ-
ence between maximum and the rapidly relaxed 
NPQs.

The measurement of ∆NPQ at different pH showed 
bell-shaped curve with maximum at pH 7.5 similar to 
Fm. However, ∆NPQ showed sharper decrease than 
Fm and became negative at low pH. The threshold 
was about pH 6. The negative ∆NPQ resulted from 
the absence of a decrease of the NPQ after turning 
off the actinic light. As the pH of medium increased, 
∆NPQ diminished to zero.

Discussion

While the lumen of thylakoid membrane becomes 
acidic during illumination, the pH of stroma is 
close to 8 (Werdan et al. 1975). The buildup of 
proton gradient through proton accumulation in 

the lumen is directly proportional to the increase 
of qE to a certain point. We changed the pH of 
the medium to correspond to that of the stroma, to 
reduce the absolute value of the proton gradient in 
examining the development of qE.

Manetas (2004) found that high CO2 decreased 
NPQ in the twig and leaves, but this may also be 
possible by the deactivation of Calvin cycle via 
low pH. Walters et al. (1994) studied only the low 
pH range and obtained the same result as we did, 
except for the negative ∆NPQ. The reduced ∆pH 
maybe induce less activation of the sensor of the 
thylakoid membrane. Low pH has been known to 
accelerate damage of photosystem II (Spetea et al. 
1997) which could cause a decrease in the electron 
transport rate and subsequently might cause the 
absence of relaxation of NPQ after turning off 
actinic light. Or, the response of the sensor might 
be inverted as ion channel are affected by a reverse 
membrane potential. Although increased ∆NPQ 
was expected at higher pH because of increased 
∆pH, it decreased to zero like ion channel over-
dosed with high potential.

The bell-shaped curve of ∆NPQ in response to 
change in the pH of medium could result from the 
combined actions of damages at high/low pH and 
the decrease of the ∆pH. The electron transport 
rate of thylakoid membranes also showed similar 
dependence on pH as ∆NPQ (data not shown), 
which might reduce the buildup of proton gradi-
ent and less activation of sensor and zeaxanthin 
accumulation.

Many mutants of PsbS protein of photosystem 
II are known to have null function or reduced 
NPQ (Li et al. 2002b; Peterson and Hanvir 2000). 
Although the NPQ is affected by dosage of PsbS 
(Li et al. 2002a), the normalization of NPQ with 
a dosage change of PsbS would produce the type 
of graph as pH vs. NPQ. The PsbS mutant with 
reduced/increased activities of NPQ formation may 
have pH response curves of ∆NPQ with maximum 
coordinate at lower/higher peak heights and the 
same pH as wild type. Also we can expect that 
mutants with shifted pH will have different curves 
of ∆NPQ, which are desensitized or sensitized.

Fig. 2 Parameters of chlorophyll fluorescence of thylakoid 
membranes at various pHs. The intensity of actinic light 
was 700 µmol photons m−2 s−1 and illuminated for 5 min. 
The NPQ was relaxed for 4 min after turning off actinic 
light. The ∆NPQ was obtained from the difference between 
maximum and relaxed NPQs
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CHAPTER FIVE

Involvement of TSP9 Phosphoprotein in Balancing 
the Photosynthetic Light Harvesting Process 
in Arabidopsis thaliana

Rikard Fristedt1, Inger Carlberg2, Agnieszka Zygadlo3, Henrik Vibe Scheller3, 
and Alexander V. Vener1

Abstract  TSP9 is the thylakoid soluble phospho-
protein of 9 kDa, an intrinsically unstructured plant 
specific protein that has earlier been found interact-
ing with light harvesting proteins and both photo-
systems in photosynthetic thylakoid membranes 
from spinach. We investigated the function of 
this protein in Arabidopsis thaliana using reverse 
genetics, biochemical and fluorometric methods. 
Recombinant TSP9 was used as a substrate for 
light-induced phosphorylation by thylakoid mem-
branes isolated from wild type and two mutant 
lines lacking either STN7 or STN8 protein kinases. 
TSP9 was found phosphorylated by STN7 kinase. 
Phosphorylation of light-harvesting complex II 
was found reduced in knockout plants incapable of 
expressing TSP9. Chlorophyll fluorescence studies 
showed reduced ability of the TSP9 lacking mutant 
to perform the photosynthetic state transitions, as 
well as decreased non-photochemical quenching as 

compared with the wild type plants. We propose a 
role for this small soluble protein in the regulation 
of light harvesting in Arabidopsis.

Keywords  Light harvesting, phosphorylation, 
state transitions, non-photochemical quenching, 
photosystem I, photosystem II

Introduction

Reversible protein phosphorylation has evolved in 
thylakoid membranes of plants and green alga to 
regulate the photosynthetic process under changing 
surroundings (Vener 2007; Rochaix 2007). One of 
those adaptive response in photosynthesis is phos-
phorylation-dependent regulation of light harvest-
ing in the process of photosynthetic state transitions: 
the balancing of absorbed light energy between 
photosystem II (PSII) and photosystem I (PSI) via 
reversible migration of mobile light-harvesting 
complex II (LHCII) (Allen 2003). In photosyn-
thetic state 1 mobile LHCII is bound to PSII, while 
in state 2 it becomes phosphorylated and migrates 
to PSI as a result of over-excitation of PSII, reduc-
tion of the plastoquinone pool and activation of 
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protein kinases (Allen 1992). Two homologous 
thylakoid protein kinases Stt7 (Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii) and STN7 (Arabidopsis thaliana) have 
been shown to be essential for state transitions 
(Depege et al. 2003) (Bellafiore et al. 2005). The 
plant-specific thylakoid-soluble phosphoprotein of 
9 kDa, TSP9, was characterized in spinach as a 
strongly basic protein that becomes triply phospho-
rylated under illumination (Carlberg et al. 2003). 
In the present work we studied the properties and 
function of TSP9 in Arabidopsis.

Materials and methods

Plant material. Arabidopsis plants were grown 
hydroponically at a light flux of 120 µE at 23°C. 
The photoperiod was 8 h of light and 16 h of 
dark. The T-DNA insertion line for TSP9 in 
the Columbia background was obtained from the 
GABI-Kat collection.

Isolation of thylakoid membranes. The thy-
lakoid membranes were isolated from leaves har-
vested after light (4 h light) or dark adaptation (15 h 
darkness) according to the protocol by (Kieselbach 
et al. 1998).

Recombinant TSP9. A vector encoding TSP9 
cDNA fused to a maltose binding protein gene and 
a His6 affinity tag was expressed in Escherichia 
coli. The recombinant TSP9 was collected by the 
use of Ni-NTA.

Phosphorylation of thylakoid membranes with 
and without recombinant TSP9. Labeling was per-
formed by illuminating thylakoids at 85 µE in the 
presence of 0.25 mM [γ-32P] ATP. For identifica-
tion the proteins were separated on 12–22% SDS-
PAGE gradient gels.

Immunoblotting. Thylakoid membrane proteins 
were separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred 
to a PVDF membrane. Anti-phosphothreonine 
antibodies, either from Zymed or New England 
Biolabs were used. Quantification of the immuno-
blotting data were done using Fujifilm LAS-1000 
software.

Fluorescence measurements, state transitions 
and non-photochemical quenching (NPQ). The 

kinetics of state 1 to state 2 transitions was meas-
ured according to (Allen 2003). The parameters 
usually involved in fluorescence measurements 
were determined essentially according to (Haldrup 
et al. 1999).

Results

Recombinant Arabidopsis TSP9 protein was 
assayed for its light-dependent phosphorylation 
using radioactive ATP in the presence of thylakoid 
membranes isolated from the wild type and two 
kinase mutant plants, STN7 and STN8. The auto-
radiogram in Fig. 1 shows the representative results 
of these in vitro phosphorylation experiments.

As compared to the wild type the loss of STN8 
did not change the phosphorylation of recombinant 
TSP9 (Fig. 1). However, when the thylakoids from 
STN7 lacking mutants was used, no phosphoryla-
tion of recombinant TSP9 was detected (Fig. 1). 
The results of the in vitro assays with recombinant 
TSP9 and isolated thylakoid membranes led us to 
the conclusion that STN7 protein kinase is required 
for light-dependent phosphorylation of TSP9. 
A T-DNA mutant insertion line with insert in the 
TSP9 gene was used to study the function of the TSP9 
protein in Arabidopsis. The phosphorylation level 
of the major thylakoid proteins in the TSP9 lack-
ing mutants was analyzed by western blot with two 
different anti-phosphothreonine antibodies. In wild 

Fig. 1 Phosphorylation of recombinant TSP9 protein in 
the presence of thylakoids from STN8, STN7 and wild type 
Arabidopsis plants. 32P labeled thylakoids isolated from 
wild type (WT), STN8 lacking mutant (STN8) or STN7 
lacking mutant (STN7)
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type plants the level of phosphorylation for LHCII 
was ∼30% higher in dark and ∼20% higher in light 
as compared to TSP9 mutant. The efficiency for 
plants to carry out the state transitions was meas-
ured using the earlier developed setup (Haldrup 
et al. 2001). The ability to performing state 1 to 
state 2 transitions (Fr) was measured in detached 
leaves of wild type as well as TSP9 and STN7-
deficient plants.

For the wild type state transitions a value of 
0.77 ± 0.05 was determined, while for the STN7 
mutant (Fig. 2A) Fr was in the rage of 0.43 ± 0.03. 
This significantly lower Fr value for STN7 mutant 
compared to wild type is in agreement with the 
fact that STN7 is responsible for the induction of 
the state transitions (Bellafiore et al. 2005). When 
the state transition value was measured for the 
TSP9 lacking mutant (Fig. 2A) an intermediate 
of 0.57 ± 0.05 was obtained, showing that state 
transitions were reduced. The chlorophyll fluores-
cence measurements used to compare the levels 
of light-dependent non-photochemical quenching 
(NPQ) in mutant and wild type plants was done 
according to (Haldrup et al. 1999). Actinic light 
was applied at four different intensities, 150, 
300, 900, and 2,000 µE. NPQ was measured in 
the leaves of wild type, TPS9 mutant and NPQ4 
(PsbS) mutant Arabidopsis lines. The NPQ4 mutant 
lacking PsbS protein had extremely low NPQ 

values, as it was expected, since PsbS is known 
to be involved in NPQ (Li et al. 2000). The TSP9 
lacking mutant plants were reduced in the NPQ 
performance in comparison with the wild type at 
the high light intensities of 900 and 2,000 µE (Fig. 
2B). Deficiency in TSP9 had effects both on state 
transitions and NPQ processes. Further studies 
and investigations on this small thylakoid soluble 
protein will reveal exactly how TSP9 is involved in 
regulation of light harvesting in Arabidopsis.

Discussion

Two light-regulated protein kinases in the thyla-
koids of Arabidopsis were so far identified, is any 
one of them responsible for phosphorylation of 
TSP9? The in vitro light-induced phosphorylation 
of recombinant TSP9 was detected both in the case 
of wild-type thylakoids and the thylakoids isolated 
from STN8 knockout plants. However, TSP9 was 
not found phosphorylated by the thylakoids iso-
lated from the STN7-defficient plants. Thus, we 
concluded that STN7 protein kinase is required for 
phosphorylation of TSP9 in Arabidopsis. To under-
stand the role of TSP9 we have characterized TSP9 
knockout line in Arabidopsis. Depletion of TSP9 
resulted in significant reduction in phosphorylation 
of LHCII. The reduction in LHCII phosphorylation 

Fig. 2 Involvement of TSP9 in regulation of light harvesting processes. (A) Comparison of state transition values for WT, 
TSP9 and STN7 mutant plants. (B) NPQ changes (y) with light intensities (x) followed in graph for wild type, TSP9 and 
NPQ4 mutant
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in the absence of TSP9 indicates that TSP9 may be 
involved in the regulation of LHCII phosphoryla-
tion. The plants lacking TSP9 were less efficient in 
performing state transitions compared to the wild 
type plants. The lower efficiency in performing 
state transition in TSP9 knockouts can be a conse-
quence of a number of different things but at least 
two mechanisms can be speculated about. With no 
preferred order, first, the light-dependent phospho-
rylation of TSP9 by STN7 may decrease docking 
of TSP9-LHCII complex to PSII and lead to its 
migration to PSI. Second, the involvement of TSP9 
in state transitions can be a consequence of the 
lowering of LHCII phosphorylation in the plants 
lacking TSP9. The TSP9 mutants also showed 
decreased NPQ performance, which was diminish-
ing proportionally to light intensity. At 2,000 µE 
the TSP9 mutant was 24% less efficient in NPQ in 
comparison with the wild type. TSP9 protein also 
seems to be involved in the performance of NPQ 
in Arabidopsis. This observation is not surprising 
giving the role proposed for this small thylakoid 
associated protein. Both mechanisms for state 
transitions and NPQ are elusive and not completely 
understood, but taking in account the pre-charac-
terized properties for TSP9 (Hansson et al. 2007) 
it is not surprising that this small thylakoid associ-
ated protein is involved in regulation of both.

TSP9 seems to be important for the efficient 
functional interaction between PSII and LHCII, 
and TSP9 could be a lately evolved protein which 
is specifically involved in the regulation of the 
photosynthetic light harvesting process in plants. In 
photosynthetic algae and bacteria no apparent candi-
date for a TSP9 like protein has been found and this 
could give TSP9 in plants a unique function in regu-
lation PSII and LHCII interactions and assembly.
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CHAPTER SIX

Evidence for a Fast, Xanthophyll Cycle Independent NPQ 
Mechanism in the Diatom C. meneghiniana

Irina Grouneva, Torsten Jakob, Christian Wilhelm, and Reimund Goss

Abstract  For the diatom Phaeodactylum tricor-
nutum it was reported that non-photochemical 
quenching (NPQ) strictly depends on the de-epoxi-
dation state of the xanthophyll cycle (XC) pig-
ment pool. In our present study we show that in 
the marine diatom Cyclotella meneghiniana both 
the build-up and the relaxation of the diatoxanthin 
(Dtx)-dependent NPQ are accompanied by a fast 
component which is not related to the xanthophyll 
cycle. Application of the de-epoxidase inhibitor 
dithiothreitol (DTT) revealed that Dtx-independ-
ent NPQ displays a fast rise (within a time range 
of seconds) upon onset of illumination followed 
by a gradual relaxation to a steady-state level in 
the light as well as a strong dependence on actinic 
light intensity. This fast NPQ component relies 
on the presence of the proton gradient and can be 
inhibited by addition of the uncoupler nigericin. 
Furthermore, a comparative study between 
C. meneghiniana and P. tricornutum was carried out 
in order to underline the considerable differences 
between these two diatoms regarding Dtx-independent 

NPQ. The present findings show that in diatoms 
the mechanisms underlying NPQ can be controlled 
separately by Dtx and the proton gradient and can 
vary considerably between species.

Keywords  NPQ, diatoms, C. meneghiniana, 
P. tricornutum, xanthophyll cycle, transthylakoid 
proton gradient

Introduction

Non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) in photo-
synthetic organisms is caused by pigment and 
structural changes in the photosynthetic appara-
tus enabling the dissipation of surplus excitation 
energy that could potentially lead to damage. NPQ 
can be measured by means of variable fluorescence 
induction. In higher plants and green algae the 
NPQ consists of different components. A form of 
fluorescence quenching originating in the reaction 
centre of PS II, a redistribution of excitation energy 
between the two photosystems and photoinhibition 
can be present alongside the xanthophyll cycle 
(XC), all contributing to NPQ. The xanthophyll 
cycle differs between higher plants and green algae 
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on the one hand and diatoms on the other. In 
Phaeodactylum tricornutum the xanthophyll cycle 
was shown to be the sole mechanism responsible 
for NPQ formation. A tight correlation between 
Dtx content and NPQ was established (Lavaud 
et al. 2002) although a certain uncoupling of Dtx, 
NPQ and lumen acidification could be achieved 
(Lavaud and Kroth 2006). It remained unclear 
whether a proton gradient alone is able to induce 
NPQ in diatoms. Besides, no evidence for a reac-
tion centre quenching or state transitions could 
be found in P. tricornutum (Owens 1986). One 
important difference between higher plants or 
green algae and diatoms is the ability of the dia-
tom pigment diatoxanthin (Dtx) to quench fluo-
rescence in the absence of a transthylakoid proton 
gradient (Goss et al. 2006). Interestingly, the 
protein PsbS, responsible for sensing proton con-
centration in the lumen and for facilitating anten-
nae aggregation in higher plants (Li et al. 2000), 
could not be found in the diatom Thalassiosira 
pseudonana (Armbrust et al. 2004). The pres-
ence of a fast NPQ component upon illumination 
that is tightly linked to the ∆pH and relaxes at 
steady-state conditions was described in higher 
plants. It is termed transient NPQ (Finazzi et al. 
2004; Kalituho et al. 2007). In this study, a NPQ 
component was observed in the centric diatom 
Cyclotella meneghiniana that is not related to 
the de-epoxidation state of the XC pigment pool, 
pointing towards an additional feature in diatom 
NPQ and presenting evidence that the proton gra-
dient alone might be sufficient to induce it.

Material and methods

Cells were grown at 20°C with a light to dark 
cycle of 14:10 h at 50 µmol photons m−2 s−1. NPQ 
was calculated as (Fm−Fm’)/Fm’ from induction 
measurements of variable chlorophyll fluorescence 
(PAM fluorometer, Walz GmbH, Effeltrich) on 
C. meneghiniana and P. tricornutum cells with Chl 
a = 2 µg/mL. Pigment analysis was carried out by 
HPLC (Waters, Millipore, Eschborn). Light inten-
sity is given in µmol photons m−2 s−1.

Results

A comparative study between P. tricornutum and 
C. meneghiniana showed that while de-epoxidation 
rates and NPQ correlated in the former under all con-
ditions this was not the case in C. meneghiniana. 
A fast rise of NPQ, exceeding the rate of Dtx forma-
tion at the onset of illumination, and a NPQ decrease 
after transfer to darkness, not accompanied by epoxi-
dation, was present in the latter (data not shown). 
As was reported earlier, the de-epoxidation rate in 
C. meneghiniana was considerably higher in com-
parison to P. tricornutum (Goss et al. 2006). NPQ 
was present in C. meneghiniana immediately upon 
illumination (less than 10 s), whereas in P. tricornutum 
a slower initiation phase could be observed (Fig. 1 
without DTT). NPQ was further studied using the de-
epoxidase inhibitor DTT. Pre-treated C. meneghini-
ana cells showed a fast NPQ that increased with 
light intensity and after an initial rise subsided to a 
constant level, while in P. tricornutum no NPQ gen-
eration was present (Fig. 1 with DTT).

The efficiency of DTT was tested by pig-
ment analysis that showed that after the onset 
of illumination no Dtx was newly generated 
(not shown). However, a small portion of Dtx 
was present in C. meneghiniana under the given 
growth conditions, even when low light-adapted 
prior to measurement. This Dtx content might 
be responsible for generating NPQ, although it 
is difficult to reliably calculate the quenching 
efficiency of Dtx in C. meneghiniana when an 
additional NPQ mechanism is being suspected. 
The NPQ generated in the presence of DTT could 
be abolished by the ionophore nigericin being 
added either before or during illumination (Fig. 2). 
Nigericin disrupts the proton gradient across the 
thylakoid membrane.

Discussion

In higher plants a phenomenon similar to the 
observed fast component in C. meneghiniana, 
termed “transient NPQ” (Finazzi et al. 2004; 
Kalituho et al. 2007), could be observed at the 
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onset of illumination with moderate light. Two 
models for it are currently under discussion. One 
is that of a PS II core complex quenching that later 
radiates into the antennae (Finazzi et al. 2004), 
another favours the idea of a process qualitatively 
similar to steady-state high energy quenching 
modulated by zeaxanthin content (Kalituho et al. 
2007). Common to both models are the observa-
tions that this process emerges within seconds 
upon onset of illumination, decreases with time 

and has its possible origin in an initial overacidi-
fication of the lumen before ATP consumption by 
the light-activated Calvin cycle commences. The 
presence of the proton gradient sensing protein 
PsbS, that is also believed to be responsible for the 
formation of high energy quenching, was found 
to be crucial for the fast transient NPQ in higher 
plants (Finazzi et al. 2004; Kalituho et al. 2007). In 
C. meneghiniana a process similar to transient NPQ 
is probable, although low light intensities failed to 

Fig. 1 Comparison of NPQ formation of untreated and 2 mM DTT treated cells of C. meneghiniana (Cm) and P. tricornutum 
(Pt) during 300 s of 700 µmol photons m−2 s−1 illumination; n = 2

Fig. 2 Influence of 20 µM nigericin on NPQ of C. meneghiniana samples at a light intensity of 700 µmol photons m−2 s−1 
added either before the onset of illumination or after a NPQ in the presence of 2 mM DTT has been established; n = 2
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induce transient NPQ in this study. The low concen-
tration of Dtx present in low light-adapted cells 
is most probably not responsible for the fast NPQ 
component. Calculations based on the quenching 
efficiency of Dtx in untreated C. meneghiniana 
suggest that the initial Dtx content would not be 
sufficient to induce the measured fast NPQ, mak-
ing a Dtx-independent, reaction centre based mecha-
nism also plausible. The presented findings show the 
existence of a NPQ component that is not related to 
the conversion of XC pigments, further modifying the 
view of the relationship between ∆pH and XC in dia-
toms (Lavaud and Kroth 2006). Our data also show 
that NPQ has to be carefully analysed when diatom 
species are compared, because XC-dependent and 
independent components might contribute differently 
to the overall NPQ. The question which PS II proteins 
might be responsible for sensing the lumen acidifica-
tion and inducing the quenched state in diatoms is not 
clarified yet. Therefore, it could be speculated that a 
possible difference between the two species presented 
exists with respect to this feature. It is also important 
to consider that C. meneghiniana and P. tricornutum 
are only distinctly related within the group of the 
Bacillariophyceae and an extended screening of other 
diatoms regarding this feature might be of interest.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Dissociation of Light-Harvesting Complex II 
from Photosystem II During State Transitions 
in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii

Masakazu Iwai and Jun Minagawa

Abstract  State transition is a plant photoacclima-
tion mechanism to regulate the equilibrium of the 
light-driven excitation at photosystem I (PSI) and 
photosystem II (PSII). It has been considered that 
redistribution of light-harvesting complex (LHC) 
II adjusts the absorption-cross section of each 
photosystem. Several lines of biochemical evi-
dence for the association of LHCII to PSI were 
recently provided by isolating a protein super-
complex composed of PSI, LHCI, and LHCII. 
However, the detachment of LHCIIs from PSII, 
which should occur simultaneously during state 
transitions, still remains unclear. In this study, we 
established a streamlined protocol to isolate a pro-
tein supercomplex comprised of PSII and LHCII, 
a so-called PSII-LHCII supercomplex, to explore 
the changes in its structure during state transitions 
in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. The results sug-
gested that the PSII-LHCII supercomplex in state 
1 formed a dimer with the molecular weight of 
around 1,500 kDa. We speculate that, in the course 
of a transition to State 2, monomerization of the 

PSII-LHCII supercomplex occurs first, and subse-
quently the detachment of LHCII from PSII takes 
place, which is accompanied by the phosphoryla-
tion of LHCIIs.

Keywords  State transitions, photosystem II, 
light-harvesting complex II, photoacclimation, 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii

Introduction

A maximal rate of photosynthesis is only achiev-
able when light energy absorbed by light-harvest-
ing complexes (LHCI and LHCII) excites two 
photosystems (PSI and PSII) equally. Such bal-
ance of excitation energy between PSI and PSII is 
maintained by a mechanism called state transitions 
(Allen and Forsberg 2001). It has been postulated 
that when PSII absorbs more light energy than 
does PSI, excess reducing equivalents accumulate 
in plastoquinone pool located between each pho-
tosystem. The reduced plastoquinone pool induces 
phosphorylation of LHCIIs that triggers the detach-
ment of LHCIIs from PSII. Detached, phosphor-
ylated LHCIIs then migrate and attach to PSI. The 
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attachment of LHCIIs to PSI results in the increase 
in absorbed light energy at PSI as the LHCIIs func-
tion as the light-harvesting antenna for PSI (a tran-
sition from State 1 to State 2). Reversely, when the 
amount of excitation energy at PSI exceeds that of 
PSII, the oxidation of PQ pool occurs, leading the 
dephosphorylation of LHCIIs. Then the dephos-
phorylation of LHCIIs induces the dissociation of 
LHCII from PSI and re-attachment back to PSII (a 
transition from State 2 to State 1). Thus the redistri-
bution of LHCIIs is responsible for the equilibrium 
of excitation energy among each photosystem.

Recently, several studies have provided the 
evidence for the association of LHCIIs with PSI 
(e.g., Takahashi et al. 2006). However, there has 
been no evidence to indicate the detachment of 
LHCIIs from PSII, which is another simultaneous 
process during state transitions. Here, we estab-
lished a streamlined protocol to isolate a protein 
supercomplex composed of PSII, minor LHCIIs, 
and major LHCIIs, a so-called PSII-LHCII super-
complex. Using the method, we examined the 
changes in PSII-LHCII supercomplexes during 
state transitions.

Materials and methods

Strain and growth condition. We grew a genetically 
modified Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, carrying a 
His-tag at the C-terminus of psbB gene (Suzuki et al. 
2003), as described in (Takahashi et al. 2006).

Isolation of thylakoid membranes and PSII-
LHCII supercomplexes. We isolated thylakoid 
membranes locked in State 1 and State 2 as 
described in (Takahashi et al. 2006). We carried 
out nickel affinity chromatography as described 
in (Suzuki et al. 2003), except that 1.2% (w/v) 
n-tridecyl-β-d-maltoside (TM) was used.

Analytical size-exclusion chromatography. We 
determined molecular weight of PSII-LHCII super-
complexes as described in (Shen and Kamiya 
2000), except that 0.03% TM was used.

SDS-PAGE, 2-DE, and polypeptide identifica-
tion. Polypeptides were separated by SDS-PAGE 
as described in (Shen and Kamiya 2000). The first-

dimensional isoelectric focusing was carried out 
according to (Hippler et al. 2001). Identification of 
polypeptide on gels was performed by Western blot-
ting and tandem mass spectrometry. In-gel trypsin 
digestion was done as described in (Shevchenko 
et al. 1996). Digested peptides were identified on 
an LTQ ion trap mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher 
Scientific). Obtained mass spectra were analyzed 
using the SEQUEST search program (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific). The searched database was 
C. reinhardtii Protein Database.

Results

Different molecular mass of PSII-LHCII 
supercomplexes in State 1 and State 2

After the solubilization of thylakoid membranes 
locked in State 1 and State 2 with TM, any polypep-
tides associated with CP47 were isolated by nickel 
affinity chromatography. The eluate obtained from 
both thylakoid membranes contained PSII core 
complex, minor LHCIIs, and major LHCIIs (data 
not shown). However, it was evident that the 
amount of LHCIIs was less in the eluate in State 2 
than that of State 1 (data not shown). To examine 
the differences, we performed analytical size-
exclusion chromatography. The eluate from State 
1-thylakoid membranes showed a single peak at 
34.5 min corresponding to 1,500 kDa (Fig. 1A). 
However, the one in State 2-locked thylakoid mem-
branes showed three peaks at around 34.5, 40, and 
42.8 min the latter two of which corresponded to 
760 and 480 kDa, respectively. Therefore, the size 
of the PSII-LHCII supercomplexes in State 2 was 
not uniform. Polypeptide composition of each frac-
tion obtained by size-exclusion chromatography 
was analyzed by Western blotting. The 1,500- and 
760-kDa fraction contained minor LHCIIs and 
major LHCIIs (not shown) with PSII core complex 
(Fig. 1B). The 480-kDa fraction contained mainly 
PSII core complex.

LHCII composition in PSII-LHCII supercom-
plexes in State 1 and State 2. To unambiguously 
determine which LHCIIs bound to a PSII core com-
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plex in State 1 and State 2, we applied the 1,500- and 
480-kDa fractions to 2-DE. Within the area between 
20 to 42 kDa and pH 4.5 and 6.5 on the gel, there 
were several spots included in the PSII-LHCII super-
complexes in State 1 (Fig. 2A) but not in the one 
in State 2 (Fig. 2B). Those polypeptide spots were 
identified by Western blotting and an LC-MS/MS 
after in-gel trypsin digestion (Table 1). The results 
indicated that CP26, CP29, LhcbM1, LhcbM2, 

LhcbM3, LhcbM4, LhcbM8, and LhcbM9 were 
absent in the 480-kDa fraction.

Phosphorylation of LHCIIs dissociated from 
the PSII core complex. Because we isolated PSII-
LHCII supercomplexes from solubilized thylakoid 
membranes, detached LHCIIs were not included 
in the eluate but in the flow-through fraction. Thus 
to look for the detached LHCIIs from PSII core 
complexes, we applied the flow-through  fractions 

Fig. 1 (A) Molecular weight of the PSII-LHCII supercomplex in State 1 (left) and State 2 (right). The eluate fraction obtained 
by nickel affinity chromatography was subjected to analytical size-exclusion chromatography using a Superdex 200 PC3.2/30 
(SMART system, GE Healthcare). Flow rate was 25 µL/min at 10°C. Absorbance was monitored at 280 nm. (B) Polypeptide 
composition of each fraction obtained as in Fig. 1A. Polypeptide composition was analyzed by SDS-PAGE with a 16–22% 
acrylamide gradient gel containing 7.5 M urea. Western blotting was performed using antibodies as indicated
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to 2-DE. The results indicated that the amount 
and pattern of the LHCII spots were comparable 
between State 1 and State 2 (data not shown). 
However, Western blotting with an anti-phos-
phothreonine antibody revealed that a significant 
increase of phosphorylation of CP26, LhcbM3, 
LhcbM4, LhcbM8, and LhcbM9 in the flow-
through fraction in State 2 (Fig. 2D) as compared 
to State 1 (Fig. 2C). We also detected the increased 
degree of phosphorylation in CP29 using the dif-
ferent anti-phosphothreonine antibody from New 
England Biolabs (data not shown).

Discussion

Modification of the structure of a PSII-LHCII 
supercomplex during state transitions to determine 
the molecular weight of isolated PSII complexes, 

Table 1 LHCII polypeptides identified by LC-MS/MS

    Number of 
Spot Polypeptide Probability Coverage (%) peptides

 1 Lhcb5 1.10E-15 58.6 18
 2 Lhcb5 1.30E-14 51.4 18
 3 LhcbM9 9.30E-10 19.8 8
 LhcbM5 8.51E-10 6.3 1
 4 LhcbM4 2.54E-12 9.4 2
 LhcbM9 1.78E-10 23.3 9
 LhcbM3 1.23E-10 6.3 6
 LhcbM5 1.13E-09 23.2 1
 5 LhcbM4 2.15E-12 9.4 2
 LhcbM9 1.38E-09 19.7 8
 LhcbM5 1.25E-09 6.3 2
 LhcbM3 5.74E-07 10.5 3
 LhcbM8 6.26E-05 4.3 1
 6 LhcbM1 2.00E-13 32.9 9
 7 LhcbM1 2.30E-13 32.9 9
 8 LhcbM1 1.30E-10 32.1 8
 9 LhcbM2 1.00E-30 28.5 3
10 LhcbM2 1.20E-14 28.5 4
11 LhcbM2 2.80E-12 33.3 4
12 LhcbM2 1.10E-14 28.5 5

Fig. 2 2-DE of LHCII polypeptides in State 1 and State 2. (A) The 1,500-kDa fractions obtained by analytical size-
exclusion chromatography was subjected to 2-DE. Polypeptide spots were stained with silver. (B) The 480-kDa fractions 
obtained by analytical size-exclusion chromatography was subjected to 2-DE. Polypeptide spots were stained with silver. 
(C) The flow-through fraction in State 1 obtained by nickel affinity chromatography was subjected to 2-DE. Phosphorylated 
polypeptide spots were detected with an anti-phosphothreonine antibody from Zymed Laboratories Inc. (D) The flow-
through fraction in State 2 obtained by nickel affinity chromatography was subjected to 2-DE. Phosphorylated polypeptide 
spots were detected with an anti-phosphothreonine antibody from Zymed Laboratories Inc. Numbered spots were analyzed 
by LC-MS/MS as shown in Table 1
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we performed analytical size-exclusion chroma-
tography which was much milder and more pre-
cise method than blue-native gel electrophoresis 
or sucrose density gradient ultracentrifugation. 
The results indicate that there were three dif-
ferent sizes of PSII complexes in thylakoid 
membranes in C. reinhardtii: approximately 
480, 760, and 1,500 kDa (Fig. 1A). We did not 
observe any monomeric PSII core complexes 
whose molecular weight is around 240 kDa. 
The polypeptide composition of the 480-kDa 
fraction showed that it was mainly a dimeric 
PSII core complex though a certain member of 
LHCII polypeptides were associated (data not 
shown). On the other hand, the 760-kDa frac-
tion contained minor and major LHCIIs indicat-
ing a PSII-LHCII supercomplex. According to 
its molecular weight, this would be the C2S2-
type supercomplex in which two LHCII trimers 
strongly bind to a dimeric PSII core complex 
(Dekker and Boekema 2005).

Then a question arises how many major 
LHCIIs are bound in the 1,500-kDa PSII-LHCII 
supercomplex. It is suggested that at most six 
LHCII trimers could bind to a dimeric PSII 
core complex in higher plants with an estimated 
molecular weight of around 1,200 kDa (Dekker 
and Boekema 2005). However, it is also sug-
gested that the lack of CP24 in C. reinhardtii, 
one of minor LHCIIs found in higher plants, 
causes a weak association of major LHCIIs 
to a PSII core complex (Dekker and Boekema 
2005). Thus it is unlikely that the 1,500-kDa 
PSII-LHCII supercomplex contains more than 
six major LHCIIs. Our results showed that the 
ratio of chlorophyll a and chlorophyll b content 
of both 760-kDa and 1,500-kDa PSII-LHCII 
supercomplex was the same (data not shown) as 
well as each polypeptide composition (Fig. 1B). 
Moreover, their molecular weight was about two 
times different (Fig. 1A). Therefore, we specu-
late that the 1,500-kDa supercomplex is a dimer 
of the C2S2-type PSII-LHCII supercomplex as 
shown in (Nield et al. 2000). We conclude that, 
during a transition from State 1 to State 2, the 

monomerization of a dimeric PSII-LHCII super-
complex (unstacking of thylakoid membranes) 
occurs first, and subsequently the detachment of 
LHCIIs from PSII takes place.

Mobile LHCIIs detached from a PSII core 
complex. Our results indicate that CP26, CP29, 
LhcbM1, LhcbM2, LhcbM3, LhcbM4, LhcbM8, 
and LhcbM9 were detaching from a PSII core 
complex during a transition to State 2 (Fig. 2A, 
B). And also, the phosphorylated form of LhcbM3, 
LhcbM4, LhcbM8, and LhcbM9, all of which are 
classified as LHCII type I (Takahashi et al. 2006), 
was found as a detached LHCII (Fig. 2C, D). It 
is well-documented that the phosphorylation of 
LHCIIs is crucial for its attachment to PSI (Allen 
and Forsberg 2001). Therefore, we conclude that 
LHCII type I is mobile, detaching from PSII and 
migrating toward PSI. However, it still remains to 
be clarified that LHCII type I is surely associated 
with PSI in State 2.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Drought-Induced Ultra-Fast Fluorescence Quenching 
in Photosystem II in Lichens Revealed by Picosecond 
Time-Resolved Fluorescence Spectrophotometry

Masayuki Komura1, Ikuko Iwasaki2, and Shigeru Itoh1

Abstract  Lichens survive under the extreme 
drought environments. It has been suggested that 
dried lichens convert excess light energy into heat 
by unknown mechanism to prevent the accumu-
lation of harmful photoproducts. We studied 18 
lichen species by their steady-state fluorescence 
spectra, PAM and picosecond time-resolved fluo-
rescence decay profiles at 4–300 K. Quantitative 
analyses of the decay profiles were applied. We 
obtained the following results: (1) All dried lichens 
showed a low intensity of PS II fluorescence; (2) 
the picosecond decays of PS II fluorescence were 
fast (<10 ps) in most dry lichens; (3) the excita-
tion energy transfer from LHC II to CP43/CP47 
was still active; (4) the lifetime of the PS I fluo-
rescence was little affected; (5) the changes were 
fully reversed within 1 min after the re-hydration; 
and (6) some lichens showed no fast decay of PS 
II fluorescence. We noticed two different types of 

drought-induced energy dissipation mechanisms: 
Most of lichens dissipated almost all the excita-
tion energy in a few picoseconds by an unknown 
quencher; some lichens decreased the antenna size 
of PS II by the state transition mechanism. The 
new type of the quencher found in this study seems 
to be situated in the core antenna, and is different 
from the well-known non-photochemical quench-
ing mechanism.

Keywords  Lichen, drought stress, desiccation-
tolerance, chlorophyll fluorescence, time-resolved 
fluorescence, fluorescence quenching

Introduction

The excess light energy, over the capacity of photo-
synthesis, is known to create several harmful pho-
toproducts that work to destroy Photosystem I and 
II (PS I and II) irreversibly (Barber and Andersson 
1992). However, some lichens are highly desicca-
tion-tolerant even under strong sunlight, although 
they have no water-conservation mechanism inside 
their bodies (Palmqvist 2000). They also tolerate the 
hydration/dehydration cycles (Barták et al. 2005). 
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The mechanism to avoid the photoinhibition from 
excess light energy in dry lichens is unknown.

Under drought conditions, the steady state fluo-
rescence spectrum exhibited the larger suppres-
sion of the 685-nm PS II fluorescence compared 
to that of the 720-nm PS I fluorescence at room 
temperature (Heber and Shuvalov 2005), implying 
that the excitation energy in PS II, but not in PS I, 
is dissipated somehow to prevent photoinhibition. 
In the present study, we measured the picosecond 
time-resolved fluorescence of the dehydrated and 
hydrated 18 lichen species to explore the mecha-
nism of the drought-induced large suppression of 
the fluorescence in PS II, which is one of the key 
characteristics of the photoprotection mechanism 
in lichens.

Materials and methods

Sample preparation. Lichens were harvested from 
the trunk of a tree in the forest near Tamagawa hot 
spring at Akita prefecture in Japan. The collected 
lichen thalli were dried in the air and stored at 
−18°C in a freezer until use.

Measurements of the picosecond time-resolved 
fluorescence. Picosecond time-resolved fluores-
cence spectra were collected with a streak camera 
spectrophotometer as reported in the previous study 
(Komura et al. 2006). The excitation light was 

obtained from a Ti:Sapphire laser (Mai Tai, Spectra-
Physics in Newport Corporation, Irvine, California). 
The 440-nm pulse was generated from the original 
880-nm laser pulse operated at 80 MHz with a pulse 
width of 150-fs through a piece of BBO crystal. 
Global multi-exponential fitting analysis was per-
formed as reported (Komura et al. 2006).

Results

Picosecond fluorescence kinetics of the wet and 
dry lichen Physciella melanchra at 4–300 K. At 
300 K we measured the picosecond time-resolved 
fluorescence at several temperatures of the dehy-
drated and hydrated lichen, Physciella melanchra 
that contains green algae.

The fluorescence of the dry thalli decayed much 
faster in the whole wavelength region whereas the 
wet one showed the main fluorescence band with 
a long lifetime at around 687 nm, indicating a slow 
decay of the PS II fluorescence (Fig. 1).

A global multi-exponential analysis was per-
formed on the decay time courses at 640–780 nm 
of the wet and dry lichen thalli. In the dry lichen, 
the spectral shapes of the 36-ps and 108-ps com-
ponents showed typical features of PS II and I, 
respectively. No slower PS II decay component 
was detected. The fastest component had a time 
constant of 6 ps. This fast decay component seems 

Fig. 1 Picosecond time-resolved fluorescence of wet and dry thalli of P. melanchra at room temperature. Wavelength-
time two dimensional images of wet (after the re-hydration for 30 min) (A) and naturally dried thalli (B), respectively. 
Fluorescence was excited by 440 nm, 150 fs laser pulses. Inset shows steady state fluorescence spectra of dry and wet P. 
melanchra thalli at 77 K
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to be derived from PS II because PS I shows no 
such fast quenching process.

At 77 K the steady state fluorescence spectra 
showed PS II-specific suppression of the fluo-
rescence upon drying, suggesting the effective 
fluorescence quenching in PS II even at cryogenic 
temperature. This was confirmed by the picosecond 
time-resolved fluorescence measurement at 77 K.

At 4 K the decay of the PS II fluorescence was 
also faster in the dry lichen thalli compared to the 
wet thalli. At 4 K, the EET process in PS II was 
observed not only in the case of the wet thalli but 
also the dry thalli. The global multi-exponential 
analysis on the decay time courses revealed that 
all the three fluorescence bands in the PS II core 
antennae, F685, F689 and F695 (Komura et al. 
2006) decayed faster in the dry thalli than those in 
the wet one. This strongly implies that the dissipa-
tion of the excitation energy in PS II occurs in the 
core antennae in the dry thalli.

Different mechanisms of excitation energy dis-
sipation in 18 lichen species under the drought 
stress. The steady state fluorescence spectra of 

18 lichen species in the dry and wet conditions 
were measured to investigate other dissipation 
mechanisms of excitation energy under the drought 
conditions. Lichens were divided into two groups, 
i.e. those with green algal lichen species and those 
with cyanobacterial ones (as judged by the pres-
ence or absence of phycobiliprotein fluorescence). 
Algal lichen species were further divided into two 
groups by the detection of the differences of the 
fluorescence peak wavelength of PS I.

Green algal lichen type 1. These species exhib-
ited the PS I fluorescence peak at around 720 nm. 
P. melanchra and other 11 lichens were included 
in this type. They showed ultra-fast fluorescence 
quenching in PS II in the dry condition.

Green algal lichen type 2. These lichen species 
exhibited the PS I fluorescence peak at around 
735 nm. Sticta nylanderiana and two other species 
were included into this type. They did not show the 
decay change of the PS II fluorescence in the dry 
conditions (Fig. 2C).

Cyanobacterial lichens. Peltigera polydactylon 
and two other species were included in this type. 

Fig. 2 Steady state fluorescence spectra (A and B) and picosecond time-resolved fluorescence decay profiles at designed 
wavelengths (C and D) of lichen thalli at 77 K in the dry and wet condition. (A and C) S. nylanderiana. (B and D) P. poly-
dactylon. Excitation wavelength was 440 nm for S. nylanderiana and 570 nm for P. polydactylon 
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They showed fast decays of the fluorescence of 
both PS II and phycobiliproteins in the dry condi-
tions (Fig. 2D). This suggests that not only PS II 
but also phycobilin dissipate excitation energy in 
the dry condition.

Discussion

In normal hydrated plants, the fluorescence lifetime 
of PS II at room temperature changed from 2 ns to 
around 0.4 ns under the xanthophyll cycle-induced 
fluorescence quenching conditions (Gilmore et al. 
1998). However, PS II in the dry lichens showed the 
fluorescence lifetime of 6 and 36 ps under drought 
stress at room temperature, which were more than 
ten times shorter than that observed higher plants 
observed in the quenching state. This implies the 
extreme strong dissipation mechanism of the exci-
tation energy in PS II in the dry condition. The 
chemical identity of drought-induced fluorescence 
quencher is, however, unknown. The formations 
of cation in specific carotenoids or chlorophylls in 
PS II core in algal cells inside lichen can be candi-
dates for the quencher. The operation of drought-
induced quenching that is essential for the drought 
tolerance of lichens, thus, seem to be intimately 
related to the photosynthetic properties of the pho-
tosynthetic symbionts. Furthermore, the measure-
ment of 18 lichen species revealed the presence of 
various mechanisms of drought-induced excitation 

energy dissipation among lichen species. Multiple 
mechanisms may function to protect against pho-
toinhibition under the drought stress among lichen 
species.
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CHAPTER NINE

Simulation of Excitation Energy Transfer within 
the PSI-LHCI/II Supercomplex from Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii

Makio Yokono1, Masakazu Iwai1, Seiji Akimoto2, and Jun Minagawa1

Abstract  State transition in photosynthesis is a 
short-term balancing mechanism of energy distri-
bution between photosystem I (PSI) and II (PSII). 
When PSII is preferentially excited (state 2), a pool 
of mobile light-harvesting complex II antenna 
proteins migrates from PSII to PSI. We previ-
ously identified three of those mobile proteins 
(CP26, CP29, and LhcbM5) in the PSI-LHCI/
II supercomplex isolated from the green alga 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii placed in state 2. Here, 
we demonstrate the functional interaction between 
the chlorophylls in the mobile light-harvesting 
complex (LHC) II proteins and those in the PSI-
LHCI supercomplex by examining time-resolved 
fluorescence spectra of (1) the “state 2-type” 
PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex, (2) the LHCII frac-
tion removed from the supercomplex, and (3) the 
remained “state 1-type” PSI-LHCI supercomplex. 
The lifetime of most of the kinetic components 
were longer in the PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex, 

suggesting that the functional size of the antenna 
was increased by the attached LHCII. Furthermore, 
we propose possible energy transfer processes based 
on a simulation of energy migration within the PSI-
LHCI/II supercomplex.

Keywords  Chlamydomonas, excitation, fluores-
cence, simulation, state transition

Introduction

The balanced distribution of absorbed light energy 
between photosystem I (PSI) and II (PSII) ensures 
maximum efficiency for photosynthetic electron 
transport in changing light. One of the balanc-
ing mechanisms is termed state transition; state 1 
is induced by preferential excitation of PSI, and 
state 2 is induced by preferential excitation of PSII 
(Wollman 2001). Recently, Takahashi et al. (2006) 
purified the PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex from the 
unicellular green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 
placed in state 2 and found that it contained three 
light-harvesting complex (LHC) II polypeptides 
(CP29, CP26, and LhcbM5) in addition to PSI-LHCI 
supercomplex components (Takahashi et al. 2006). 
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14th International Congress on Photosynthesis,
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The two monomeric LHCII proteins (CP26 and 
CP29), which have been viewed as belonging 
solely to the PSII complex, and a previously unre-
ported LHCII protein (LhcbM5) are proposed to be 
shuttled between the two photosystems and act as 
docking sites for the major trimeric LHCII antenna 
for both photosystems.

In this study, we tested these probable mobile 
LHCII proteins whether they are functionally cou-
pled with the PSI-LHCI supercomplex in state 2. 
Time-resolved fluorescence spectra (TRFS) of the 
PSI-LHCI supercomplex with bound LHCII proteins, 
those without LHCII proteins, and isolated LHCII 
proteins were obtained and used to simulate energy 
migration within the PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex.

Materials and methods

Isolation of state 2 thylakoid membranes. 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii wild type (strain 137c) 
was grown and placed in state 2 as described previ-
ously (Takahashi et al. 2006). We isolated thylakoid 
membranes as described (Takahashi et al. 2006).

Preparation of PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex, PSI-
LHCI supercomplex, and monomer LHCII pro-
teins. PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex was prepared as 
described (Takahashi et al. 2006). The PSI-LHCI/II 
supercomplex (A3′ fraction), was re-loaded onto a 
sucrose density gradient containing 0.05% β-dodecyl-
maltoside and 250 mM NaCl, and centrifuged as 
described above. This resulted in two bands cor-
responding to the monomer LHCII proteins (A3′-1) 
and PSI-LHCI supercomplex (A3′-2).

Time-correlated single photon counting of fluo-
rescence. We measured TRFS with a picosecond 
time-correlated single-photon counting system at 
77 K. The second harmonic of a Ti:Sapphire laser 
(Spectra-Physics Tsunami, USA) was used for 
excitation (425 nm).

Results and discussion

Preparation of PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex and detach-
ment of monomer LHCII proteins. The thylakoid 

membrane chlorophyll (Chl) protein complexes were 
separated into four green bands on the sucrose den-
sity gradient – LHCII monomers (A1), PSII core 
complexes (A2), PSI-LHCI supercomplexes (A3), 
and PSI-LHCI/II supercomplexes (A3′) (Takahashi 
et al. 2006). The PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex, 
which only appeared in state 2, contained two of 
the minor monomeric LHCII proteins – CP26 and 
CP29 – and one of a Type II major LHCII protein, 
LhcbM5, in addition to the PSI core subunits and 
LHCI proteins. In contrast, the PSI-LHCI super-
complex, which was the only PSI fraction in state 
1 samples, contained only the PSI core subunits 
and LHCI proteins. Thus, the “state 2-type” PSI-
LHCI/II supercomplex is composed of the “state 1-
type” PSI-LHCI supercomplex and three additional 
monomeric LHCII proteins. To determine whether 
these monomeric LHCII proteins are functionally 
coupled with the moiety of PSI-LHCI supercom-
plex, we examined the effects of association and 
disassociation of those proteins. Sucrose density 
gradient centrifugation of the A3′ fraction in the 
presence, but not the absence, of NaCl (250 mM) 
yielded two new bands. The upper A3′-1 band 
occupied the same position as A1, and the lower 
A3′-2 band occupied the same position as A3, sug-
gesting that A3′-1 and A3′-2 contained the mono-
mer LHCII proteins and PSI-LHCI supercomplex, 
respectively (data not shown).

Time-resolved fluorescence spectra (TRFS) at 
low temperature. The relaxation dynamics in the 
PSI-LHCI supercomplex (A3′-2) and PSI-LHCI/II 
supercomplex (A3′) differed greatly (Fig. 1). The 
fluorescence from PSI-LHCI supercomplex had a 
broad, unstructured band between 690 and 700 nm 
in the earliest time region, reflecting equilibration 
between the bulk Chls and low-energy Chl a. The 
corresponding rise component at 708 nm appears to 
be smaller than expected. This is probably because 
a decay component due to the trapping by P700 
arose in this time scale (Hastings et al. 1994). The 
690 nm peak decayed rapidly (τ = 28 ps), while the 
700 nm peak shifted slowly to 720 nm. An addi-
tional small peak at 677 nm evident after 4.7 ns was 
most likely due to energy traps located in the LHCI 
proteins. These fluorescence properties indicate 
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that the PSI-LHCI supercomplex in the A3′-2 frac-
tion were similar in excitation dynamics to those 
reported in previous studies where the uphill excita-
tion migration was suppressed at low temperature.

The TRFS of the PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex 
were similar to those of the PSI-LHCI supercom-
plex immediately after excitation. This was likely 
due to the fact that a large part of the Chls is 
contained in the PSI-LHCI supercomplex moiety 
of the PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex. However, the 
overall kinetics clearly slowed down; namely the 
< 3, 30, 200 ps, and 1.1 ns components in PSI-LHCI 
supercomplex shifted to 35, 100, 530 ps, and 3.6 ns 
in PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex, suggesting that the 
antenna is enlarged. The fastest component (τ = 35 ps) 
has a decay and rise component at 685 and 705 nm, 
respectively. We explain the large contribution at 
710 nm to the 530 ps decay component by the fluo-
rescence decay on the red Chls.

Simulation. The absorption spectra showed that 
attachment of the mobile LHCII proteins did not 
induce significant changes in the contents or geom-
etry of the pigments in the PSI-LHCI supercom-
plex, indicating that the association was weak (data 
not shown). On the other hand, a significant effect 
of attachment was observed in the fate of excitation 
energy. If the mobile LHCII proteins and the PSI-
LHCI supercomplex did not exchange excitation 
energy, the relaxation kinetics in the PSI-LHCI/II 
supercomplex would become a simple sum of 
those in the mobile LHCII proteins and those in the 
PSI-LHCI supercomplex. We observed, however, 
that the fluorescence kinetics decay was slower for 
the PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex than the sum of the 
mobile LHCII proteins and the PSI-LHCI super-
complex, implying energy redistribution among 
Chls in the PSI-LHCI /II supercomplex including 
those in the LHCII proteins. It is, however, not 
very straight forward to estimate energy redistribu-
tion process in these Chls since most of them have 
peaks between a narrow range, 680–690 nm, so that 
TRFS cannot resolve those energy transfer proc-
esses by themselves.

To visualize the energy transfer processes from 
or to LHCII proteins, we thus mathematically 
simulated contribution of the spectra of LHCII and 
PSI-LHCI supercomplex in those of PSI-LHCI/II 
supercomplex (Fig. 2). If the mobile LHCII pro-
teins and the PSI-LHCI supercomplex had no 
energetic interaction, the fluorescence spectra of 
PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex would be reconstructed 
by summations of those spectra with a fixed ratio, 
and that is what we found for the TRFS just after 
excitation. The ratio of the summations was 4 
in the time scale of subpicoseconds, which is 
the same ratio required to simulate the ground-
state absorption spectra. Thus, each complex fluo-
resced independently initially. The ratio, however, 
decreased rapidly in a time scale of picoseconds 
(Fig. 1A) and reached 1.4 in 50 ps (Fig. 1B), which 
suggests that excitation energy captured in the 
PSI-LHCI supercomplex was transferred to the 
attached LHCII protein(s) with τ ≈ 20 ps. The ratio 
then gradually increased, with τ ≈ 100 ps (Fig. 1C). 
This slow phase should reflect the reverse energy 

Fig. 1 TRFS of isolated PSI-LHCI supercomplex (A3′-2) 
and PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex (A3′) measured at 77 K
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transfer from the mobile LHCII protein(s) to the 
PSI-LHCI supercomplex. Clearly, at least two exci-
tation transfer events occurred between the mobile 
LHCII proteins and PSI-LHCI supercomplex. The 
kinetics of the area under each fluorescence spec-
trum also demonstrated the slow phase (Fig. 4D). 
Two of the mobile LHCII proteins are thought 
to carry different fluorescence emissions at 77 K 
(CP26, peaking at 678 nm, and CP29, peaking at 
681 nm). It is thus likely that multiple pathways for 
energy transfer exist between the PSI-LHCI super-
complex and the mobile LHCII proteins, and that the 
direction and rate of the energy transfer depends on 
the transition energy of the mobile LHCII proteins 
and the PSI-LHCI supercomplex. We interpreted the 
variable ratio in the simulation study (Fig. 1C) as 
redistribution of excitation energy between the PSI-
LHCI supercomplex and the attached mobile LHCII 
protein(s) within the PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex and 

conclude that excitation energy is rapidly redistributed 
within the PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex.
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CHAPTER TEN

Dynamics of the Truncated Lutein Epoxide Cycle in Avocado 
(Persea americana L.); Implications for Efficiency of Light 
Harvesting

Osmond C. B., Förster B., and Pogson B. J.

Abstract  Leaves of avocado (Persea americana) 
accumulate the α-xanthophyll lutein-epoxide (Lx) 
in excess of violaxanthin (V) in shaded habitats. 
On transfer to strong light both Lx and V are de-
epoxidised by violaxanthin de-epoxidase (VDE) to 
lutein (L) and to antheraxanthin (A) and zeaxanthin 
(Z) respectively, with about the same kinetics. 
However, whereas Z and A are rapidly epoxidised 
to form V by zeaxanthin epoxidase (ZE) when in 
shade or darkness, lutein is converted to Lx about 
250 × more slowly, and hence Lx remains low in 
sun leaves. We investigated relationships between 
xanthophyll pool sizes and PSII efficiency (dark 
adapted Fv/Fm) in avocado leaves and discuss 
implications for the regulation of light harvest-
ing efficiency arising from the differing epoxida-
tion kinetics of these two co-located xanthophyll 
cycles

Keywords  Avocado, PSII efficiency, xanthophylls

Introduction

Since rediscovery of the Lx-cycle in the parasitic 
angiosperm Cuscuta reflexa by Bungard et al. 
(1999) differing manifestations of the cycle have 
been described in terrestrial plants (García-Plazaola 
et al. 2007). Matsubara et al. (2005) reported high 
concentrations of Lx in shade leaves of Inga sp. 
which on exposure to strong light were seemingly 
irreversibly converted to L in a truncated Lx-cycle, 
in contrast to the co-occurring reversible V-cycle. It 
was suggested that photo-converted L “locked-in” 
photoprotective processes in antenna complexes 
that were fine tuned by the V-cycle. Subsequent 
studies with thylakoids from Inga sapindoides 
confirmed that photo-converted L replaced Lx in 
the L2 site of light harvesting chlorophyll-pro-
tein complexes (Lhcbs). Moreover, reconstitution 
studies of recombinant Lhcb5 with Lx gave sig-
nificantly higher chlorophyll fluorescence yield, 
indicative of enhanced light harvesting (Matsubara 
et al. 2007). Here we examine implications of the 
truncated Lx cycle in leaves of another high Lx 
plant avocado (P. americana) for photosynthetic 
efficiency during sun-shade acclimation.
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14th International Congress on Photosynthesis,
1031–1034. © 2008 Springer.
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Materials and methods

Avocado (P. americana cv edranol) seedlings pur-
chased from Vallance’s Nursery, Mullumbimby 
NSW 2482, Australia) were kept in a deeply shaded 
portion (PPFD 50–150 µmol photons m−2 s−1 at noon) 
of a temperature-controlled (28°C day/18°C night) 
glass house with optimal nutrition and water for 
15 months. Short-term responses to high light treat-
ments were examined by moving plants (1–1.5 m 
tall) to the open glass house at dawn for exposure 
to natural sunlight on cloudless days (1,400 µmol 
photons m−2 s−1 at noon). Leaf discs (1 cm diameter) 
were sampled from attached leaves for pigment and 
fluorescence analysis at dawn (0600 h), at intervals 
during sun exposure until 1400 h (when plants 
returned to the shaded glass house) and again at dawn 
the following day. In long-term shade acclimation 
experiments, sun exposure on day 0 was repeated 
after 2 and 9 days (samples at 0600 h, 1400 h, and 
0600 h the following day). Subsequently, occasional 
samples were taken at 0600 h over 44 days in the 
shade. Sun acclimation was observed in another 
plant transferred from shade at intervals over 36 
days using the same sampling protocol. Chlorophyll 
fluorescence parameters were determined on leaf 
discs after 30 min dark adaptation using the PEA 
(Hansatech, Kings-Lynn UK), and leaf discs were 
frozen immediately in liquid nitrogen for pigment 
analysis. Pigments were extracted in 0.5 mL of 
ethyl acetate:acetone (60:40 v/v) in a TissueLyser 
(Qiagen/Retsch, Germany) for 2 min at 30 Hz, then 
separated into the ethyl acetate phase by addition 
of 0.4 mL of H2O. After two centrifugations 20 µL 
of the ethyl acetate phase injected onto a Waters 
Spherisorb 5 µm ODS2 column for HPLC analysis 
using a linear gradient from 100% to 33% solvent 
A (acetonitrile:water:triethylamine 90:10:0.1. v/v) 
into solvent B(ethyl acetate) over 31 min, plus 4 min 
in solvent B. Pigments were identified by retention 
times and spectra, and concentration on a chloro-
phyll basis was calculated using peak area conver-
sion factors (absorbance 440 nm) obtained with pure 
pigment standards by Dr. Shizue Matsubara, ICG-
III: Phytosphäre, Forschungszentrum Jülich, 52425 
Jülich, Germany.

Results and discussion

The pigment composition of avocado leaves grow-
ing in the shade was strongly dependent on leaf 
age. Old leaves accumulated about twice the total 
carotenoid content of young leaves while Chl a/b 
ratio was unchanged (Table 1). We found marked 
increases in N, Lx and L with age whereas V 
decreased. The ratio of Lx to V was very low in 
young leaves, about 1 in fully expanded leaves, 
and approached 3 in very old leaves, comparable 
to I. sapindoides (Matsubara et al. 2005). Likewise, 
the ratios of the “precursors” of Lx and V (α-and 
β-carotene), were lower in young leaves and also 
low in old leaves, whereas fully expanded shade 
leaves had twice as much α- as β-carotene. Clearly, 
age and “life-time experience of light regimes” 
modulated responses of leaves to changing light 
environments.

On transfer of shade-grown plants to full sun-
light at dawn, VDE in mature leaves converted 
both Lx and V to L and A + Z respectively, after 
a lag of several hours during which light intensi-
ties increased (Fig. 1A, B). Interestingly, Lx de-
epoxidation was accompanied by a distinct initial 
decline in L prior to a substantial increase in L 
beyond levels accounted for by Lx de-epoxidation 
alone (Fig. 1A, B). On returning the plant to shade, 
the concentration of V, but not of Lx, was restored 
overnight. Levels of Lx were only restored after 
30 days of uninterrupted shade growth (Fig. 1C). 
The t1/2 for Lx recovery in-vivo was about 250× 

Table 1 Xanthophyll pigment contents (means ± SE, 
n = 4; mmol mol−1 Chl a + b) in leaves of 3 age categories 
from shade-grown avocado (Persea americana L.)

 Young  Fully expanded  
Pigment (5–7 cm) (25–35 cm) Old (30 cm)

N 34.3 ± 0.4 39.9 ± 0.2 62.9 ± 4.1
V 53.3 ± 1.1 33.4 ± 1.3 37.3 ± 1.5
A + Z 2.7 ± 0.3 0 9.1 ± 1.7
Lx 1.7 ± 0.6 28.0 ± 1.7 94.5 ± 8.0
L 138.5 ± 0.4 112.9 ± 3.5 239.1 ± 17.9
Total Car 230 216 443.5
α-/β-Car 0.48 ± 0.03 1.83 ± 0.07 0.57 ± 0.14
Chl a/b 2.62 ± 0.1 2.76 ± 0.06 2.57 ± 0.06
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greater than for A + Z. Clearly, re-examination of 
ZE kinetics with these substrates is needed.

Re-acclimation to shade following sun expo-
sures on days 0, 2 and 9 (Fig. 1C) was domi-
nated by extensive de-novo synthesis and sustained 

increase in levels of L and V (by 80 and 20 mmol 
mol−1 Chl, respectively). Yet, a decline in α- caro-
tene was accompanied by an approximately similar 
rise in β-carotene (20–30 mmol mol−1 Chl; data 
not shown), suggesting a balancing of metabolite 
flux between these two branches of the carotenoid 
synthesis pathways, but no direct correlation with 
accumulation of downstream products. During sun 
acclimation (Fig. 1D), extensive de-novo synthesis 
of L and V + A + Z (80 mmol mol−1 Chl increase) 
dominated the initial response with subsequent 
large and stoichiometric daily inter-conversions of 
A + Z to V in the shade. Significant levels of A + 
Z remained at dawn throughout the experiment. 
In marked contrast, Lx levels did not change at all 
over the subsequent 24 h sampling periods. Dawn 
Fv/Fm measurements taken in the shade acclimation 
experiment (Fig 1C) showed high correlations with 
Lx pools and DPS due to residual A + Z (Fig. 2A) 
as well as during sun acclimation (Fig. 1D). Lx 
pools were positively correlated with dark adapted 
fluorescence yield (Fig. 2, lower), while DPS was 
negatively correlated.

It is difficult to interpret chlorophyll fluores-
cence data during concurrent operation of the V- 
and Lx-cycles in the light, although conventional 
wisdom suggests that A + Z stabilized NPQ leads 
to reduced Fv/Fm (Demmig-Adams et al. 2006). 
However, considering the Lx-enhancement of 
fluorescence in recombinant Lhcb5 observed by 
Matsubara et al. (2007), the positive correlation 
of Fv/Fm with Lx, which was predominantly due 
to higher Fm with constant Fo (Fig. 2B), might be 
attributed in part to Lx rich Lhcbs in the anten-
nae of shade leaves of avocado in-vivo. Thus, Lx 
accumulation might enhance the efficiency of light 
capture in deep shade (Matsubara et al. 2007). On 
the other hand, the once-only photoconversion of 
Lx to L on transfer to sun suggests it represents 
a ready source of L, before de-novo synthesis is 
activated, at a time when L associated with Lhcbs 
may serve two main functions; a role in excitation 
dissipation while firmly bound to intra-protein site 
L2, analogous to that later dominated by A + Z, 
and a ROS scavenging role while loosely bound 
in the peripheral site V1 (Matsubara et al. 2005, 

Fig. 1 Short-term kinetics (A, B) of Lx- and V-cycle 
 xanthophyll inter-conversion in shade grown avocado trans-
ferred to sun; long-term kinetics of shade acclimation after 
sun exposures (C), and both short- and long-term kinetics of 
sun acclimation (D)
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2007). This intriguing hypothesis of a “perfect 
switch,” i.e., promotion of light harvesting by Lx 
in deep shade and of excitation dissipation by Lx 

photo-conversion to L in strong light, demands 
further biophysical and biochemical analyses. 
Moreover, the role of initially substantial but 
slowly reversible photo-conversion of Lx to L in 
“locking-in” a capacity for more rapid and exten-
sive NPQ after relaxation of A + Z in shade leaves 
(García-Plazaola et al. 2003) is another aspect of 
the potential roles of the “L-cycle” inviting fur-
ther physiological evaluation.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Carotenoid-Induced Non-photochemical Fluorescence 
Quenching in Phycobilisomes of the Cyanobacterium 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803

Marina Rakhimberdieva1, Yulia Bolychevtseva1, Irina Elanskaya2, and Navassard Karapetyan1

Abstract  A mechanism of carotenoid triggered 
quenching of phycobilisome fluorescence in a 
photosystem II-deficient mutant of Synechocystis 
sp. has been studied. The effect of temperature 
on quenching reveals two temperature-dependent 
processes: one is responsible for the quenching 
rate, and one determines the yield of phycobilisome 
fluorescence. The non-Arrhenius behavior of the 
light-on quenching rate suggests that carotenoid-
absorbed light triggers a process that bears a strong 
resemblance to soluble protein folding, showing 
temperature-dependent enthalpy of activated com-
plex formation. The response of phycobilisome 
fluorescence yield to hydration changes, and to 
membrane lipid phase transitions, indicates that the 
pool size of phycobilisome quenching depends on 
the state of some membrane component.

Keywords  Carotenoid, cyanobacteria, fluorescence, 
non-photochemical quenching, phycobilisome

Introduction

A new pathway of dissipation of excess energy has 
been recently found in cyanobacteria, and it seems 
to be unrelated to the movement of membrane 
complexes. It was initially shown that illumination 
of Synechocystis cells with strong blue-green or 
white light caused fluorescence quenching inde-
pendent of the membrane lipids phase transition 
temperature as well as from electron transport 
inhibitors and from ∆pH (El-Bissati et al. 2000). 
It was then discovered that the energy absorbed 
by phycobilisomes (PBS) may be quenched via 
carotenoids, which appears as blue light induced 
quenching of allophycocyanin (APC) fluorescence 
(Rakhimberdieva et al. 2004). The phenomenon 
was first observed for a PSII-deficient mutant, 
then for the wild strain and for other mutants of 
the Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (Rakhimberdieva 
et al. 2006, 2007a; Wilson et al. 2006). The action 
spectrum of cyanobacterial non-photochemical 
quenching (NPQ) accurately matches the absorption 
spectrum of 3′-hydroxyechinenone in OCP (Fig. 1).

Back in 2004 we believed that the trans-form 
of a mixol glycoside, rather than echinenone, was 
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the most acceptable carotenoid to come in contact 
with APC (Rakhimberdieva et al. 2004). However, 
when bound to the protein, 3′-hydroxyechinenone 
dramatically changes its spectroscopic charac-
teristics of (Polivka et al. 2005). It should be 
noted that the embedded OCP carotenoid has 
an all-trans configuration, and in Synechocystis 
PCC 6803 it appears to be a glycoside deriva-
tive (Kerfeld 2004). Recent discussions revolve 
around participation of cyanobacterial 35 kDa 
water-soluble orange carotenoid-binding protein 
(OCP) in NPQ of APC fluorescence (Wilson et al. 
2006; Scott et al. 2006).

Because both PBS and OCP are water-soluble 
protein complexes, our study focused on fac-
tors that may affect the protein solution phase 
at the membrane interface. Behavior of the 
protein solution phase depends on many fac-
tors, including the temperature, the solvent, 
and the pressure. To reveal the mechanisms of 
carotenoid-triggered fluorescence quenching of 
PBSs, the effects of these variables on quench-
ing have been investigated for a PSII-deficient 
mutant psbDI/C/DII- of the cyanobacterium 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803.

Materials and methods

The kinetics of fluorescence quenching and P700 
redox transients were monitored with a PAM-
101 fluorometer (Walz, Germany). Actinic light 
at 500 nm (PFD ca 1,000 µE m−2 s−1) was beamed 
from a Schott KL 1500 illuminator equipped with 
appropriate glass filters. A Shimadzu TCC-240A 
thermo-electrically temperature controlled cell 
holder connected to PAM-101 with 101-F5 optic 
fibers was used to measure temperature dependence 
of time courses within the temperature range of 40– 
1°C in a 1 mm-cuvette. Quenching rate constants 
(k) for the light-on and light-off processes were 
calculated as described in (Rakhimberdieva et al. 
2007b). Absorbance transients of P700 were meas-
ured at 810/870 nm. Oxidation of P700 was induced 
by chlorophyll-absorbed (680 nm) or phycobilin-
absorbed (580 nm) light. To capture any change 
of the light harvesting size of P700 we applied 
non-saturating light (60% of complete oxidation 
of P700) in both cases. Fluorescence spectra were 
recorded with a Shimadzu RF-5301PC instrument.

Results and discussion

Temperature dependence of quenching rate and 
fluorescence intensity. The temperature dependence 
of the rate constants of PBS fluorescence quench-
ing displays strong curvatures and is monotonous 
(Fig. 2A). Experimental points on the Eyring plot 
can be well fitted polynomially (solid line) with 
R2 = 0.999. Non-Arrhenius temperature depend-
encies of rate constants are typical for soluble 
protein-folding processes, where the heat capacity 
increment correlates well with the hydrophobic 
surface exposure during the conformational transi-
tion (Privalov 1979). The slope of the Eyring plot 
at any given temperature is the enthalpy of activa-
tion. We have calculated the quenching activation 
enthalpy to be 48 kJ/mol at 25°C and 86.5 kJ/mol 
at 5°C. High activation enthalpy in the whole 
temperature range seems to indicate that light-on 
quenching arises from large-scale protein confor-
mational transitions.
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Fig. 1 Action spectrum (black circles) of fluorescence 
quenching in PSII- mutant cells of Synechocystis sp. PCC 
6803 (Rakhimberdieva et al. 2004), absorption spectrum 
OCP (solid line), and chemical structure (inset) of 3′-
hydroxyechinenone in OCP (Polivka et al. 2005)
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Not only the quenching rate, but both the initial 
(dark) and the final (blue light) levels of fluores-
cence are temperature dependent. As opposed to 
the smooth temperature dependence of the rate 
constants (Fig. 2A), the temperature dependence 
of the PBS fluorescence intensity (Fig. 2B) shows 
a break at 10°C. This temperature point was shown 
to be the transition range of the membrane lipids 
of Synechocystis sp. (El-Bissati et al. 2000). The 
behavior of fluorescence magnitude suggests that 
PBS interaction with membrane components is 
responsible for the APC fluorescence yield, in spite 
of fact that the process of light-induced quenching 
of APC fluorescence is unrelated to membranes.

High osmotic pressure effect. Sucrose, a sub-
stance causing a hyperosmotic stress, affects 
reversibility of blue light induced fluorescence 
quenching and the fluorescence level subjected 
to quenching. Addition of sucrose to a final con-
centration of 0.3 M causes about a 40% decrease 
of magnitude, but not of the rate, of blue light 
induced quenching, and blocks completely the 

dark recovery component of the time course. 
A higher amount of sucrose (0.7 M) significantly 
cuts both the magnitude (up to 75%) and the rate 
of quenching; no recovery was observed under 
these conditions. The final level of light-induced 
quenching was independent of the presence of 
sucrose. Fluorescence emission spectra of the final 
level induced both by high amounts of sucrose and 
by blue light were identical. Similar behavior was 
found under 1 M phosphate, which was interpreted 
as stabilization of PBSs on the membrane surface 
(Joshua et al. 2005) via coupling of free PBSs to an 
intra-membrane complex. We think that PSI may 
be this intra-membrane complex in PSII-deficient 
cells. Nevertheless PSI appears to be an unlikely 
agent of blue light induced carotenoid triggered 
quenching of PBS fluorescence.

As shown in Table 1, the relative amount of oxi-
dized P700 was independent from the wavelength 
of actinic light as well as from the wavelength 
of preillumination (500 or 680 nm). It means that 
energy migration from PBS or from antenna Chls to 

Fig. 2 Temperature dependences: A – of the rate constants of PBS fluorescence quenching (white circles) and its dark 
 recovery (black circles) in PSII- mutant cells of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803; B – of the fluorescence yields magnitude 
before (black squares) and after (white squares) blue light illumination. Quenching was induced by blue light at each par-
ticular temperature point
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P700 was constant and independent from the blue 
light-induced quenching of PBS fluorescence.

Glycerol influence. To analyze the role of 
PBS-membrane associations in blue light induced 
quenching, the effect of different amounts of 
glycerol was studied on fluorescence spectra and 
quenching kinetics before and after blue-light 
illumination of PSII-less mutant cells. Glycerol 
at 30% concentration had a significant effect 
on both the phycocyanin rods and the terminal 
emitter, which are located on the PBS surface. 
However, under glycerol concentrations of up 
to 50%, carotenoid-absorbed light still induced 
a reversible fluorescence decrease with the con-
stant APC maximum at 662 nm of the quenching 
spectra. High glycerol concentration (> 50%) 
completely inhibited light-induced quenching and 
doubled the level of initial fluorescence. Thus, 
the APC core fluorescence is quenched in the 
blue light induced process. Taking into account 
the fact that blue light induced changes in the 
fluorescence yield were also absent in the apcE-
less mutant of Synechocystis (Wilson et al. 2006; 
Rakhimberdieva et al. 2007a), the loss of quenching 
we observed can be linked with PBSs uncoupling 
from thylakoid components.
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Table 1 Blue light induced quenching of PBS fluorescence 
in PSII-mutant cells has no effect on the degree of P700 
photooxidation

Actinic light

∆A relative to dark control (%)

Blue light 
preillumination

Red light 
preillumination

580 nm PBS → P700 102 ± 6 94 ± 7
680 nm Chl → P700 98 ± 6 95 ± 7 



CHAPTER TWELVE

Mechanisms of Photosynthetic Apparatus Acclimation 
of C4 Plants to Different Irradiances

Elžbieta Romanowska, Anna Drožak, Marta Powikrowska, Maksymilian Zienkiewicz, 
and Berenika Pokorska

Abstract  The regulation by light of the photosyn-
thetic apparatus and specifically the composition 
of light-harvesting complexes in mesophyll and 
bundle sheath chloroplasts was investigated in the 
C4 plants: Zea mays (NADP-ME type), Panicum 
miliaceum (NAD-ME type) and Panicum maxi-
mum (PEP-CK type). Chloroplasts ultrastructure, 
chlorophyll contents, fluorescence analysis, PQ 
level, transcripts accumulation, amount of thylakoid 
proteins and Lhc polypeptides were determined 
for plants grown under high, moderate and low 
irradiance. Results demonstrate that mesophyll 
and bundle sheath chloroplasts of plants grown 
under the same light conditions differ significantly 
with respect to the amount of light-harvesting 
complexes. However, Z. mays leaves acclimation to 
different light caused changes in LHCII complexes 
in both types of chloroplasts, while in both Panicum 
species the abundance of LHC proteins was simi-
larly affected although some changes occurred at 
the chloroplast organizational level.

For all examined species light intensity changed 
significantly the PQ level and its oxidation states 
in both types of chloroplasts. In our opinion redox 
balance derived from electron transport is a main 
factor playing an important regulatory role in 
acclimation of C4 subtypes to light and they accom-
plished this by balancing the amounts of thylakoid 
components and their activity or/and by the chloro-
plast ultrastructure.

Keywords  C4 subtypes, light acclimation, LHCII, 
mesophyll and bundle sheath chloroplasts, plasto-
quinone

Introduction

Plants can adjust the photosynthetic apparatus to 
wide daily and seasonal fluctuations and light con-
ditions. Acclimation to different light intensities is 
manifested by changes in fluorescence parameters, 
pigments content, efficiency of photosynthesis and 
in the relative level of thylakoid components, and 
there is also influence on gene expression at vari-
ous levels (Tullberg et al. 2000). Irradiance affects 
many factors on the leaf-level with structural 
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responses evident at the chloroplast-level (Walters 
2005). Dependent on growth conditions major dif-
ferences can be observed in the content of protein 
complexes in thylakoids as well as at the metabo-
lites of the Calvin cycle (Bailey et al. 2001; Walters 
2005). Photosynthesis of C4 plants involves meso-
phyll (M) and bundle sheath (BS) chloroplasts, 
which differ structurally and functionally but up 
to date little is known about acclimation strategies 
of the two types of chloroplasts to light intensi-
ties. Differences in photosynthetic activity among 
C4 subtypes relates not only to the photosynthetic 
pathways and intracellular structures but also to 
the exchange of intermediates between mesophyll 
and bundle sheath cells. We examined the effect of 
various irradiances on the grana development and 
chloroplast size, the transcript level of thylakoid pro-
teins, and the plastoquinone level in the leaves of C4 
subtypes. Here we strengthen the idea that PQ pool 
and changes in its redox state are associated with 
different acclimation responses among C4 subtypes, 
further candidates include ATP/ADP ratio in both 
mesophyll and bundle sheath chloroplasts. However, 
it is not clear how these processes are regulated by 
light intensity in C4 subtypes and how the responses 
differ in various subtypes of C4 plants.

Materials and methods

The three plant species representing C4 subtypes: 
maize (Zea mays L., NADP-ME-type), millet 
(Panicum miliaceum, NAD-ME-type) and guinea 
grass (Panicum maximum, PEP-CK-type) were 
grown under low (LL, 50 µmol m−2 s−1), moder-
ate (ML, 350 µmol m−2 s−1) and high light (HL, 
800 µmol m−2 s−1).

Isolation of thylakoid membranes. Thylakoids 
were isolated as described by Romanowska et al. 
(2006a). The PQ pool was estimated according to 
Wanke et al. (2000) in extracts from whole leaves. 
Analysis was performed by reverse-phase HPLC; 
the absorbance at 210 nm was monitored using a 
UV-detector.

Fluorescence Measurements were performed as 
described in Romanowska et al. (2006b).

Total RNA was isolated from Zea mays leaves 
using NucleoSpin RNA Plant kit. After electro-
phoresis RNA was transferred to nylon membranes. 
Northern hybridization was performed using DIG 
High Prime DNA Labeling and Detection Starter 
Kit II (Roche). Labeled RT-PCR product was used 
as probe.

SDS-PAGE, and immunodetection were per-
formed according to conventional methods.

Results and discussion

It has been shown that the ultrastructure of meso-
phyll chloroplasts and the level of chlorophyll-
protein complexes is differently regulated in C4 
subtypes by light applied during growth.

Electron microscopic observation. The electron 
micrographs of mesophyll chloroplasts from low-, 
and moderate-light-grown Zea mays (NADP-ME 
type), Panicum miliaceum (NAD-ME type) and 
Panicum maximum (PEP-CK type) plants show 
that they differ in their ultrastructure (Fig. 1). 
Maize low- and moderate-light chloroplasts pos-
sess similar size and thylakoid stacking, whereas 
from both Panicum species ML-chloroplasts con-
tain fewer photosynthetic membranes per chloro-
plasts, their grana stacks are narrower and contain 
fewer thylakoids than LL-chloroplasts. One may 
suppose that, acclimation of C4 chloroplasts to 
irradiance is realized in a different ways for a more 
efficient photosynthesis.

Light induced changes in chlorophyll-protein 
level. The physiological and environmental param-
eters (light intensity) which modulate the redox 
state of chloroplasts (Allen 2005) can regulate 
the function and productivity of photosynthesis 
either by balancing of photochemical utilization of 
energy or photodamage. In both M and BS maize 
chloroplasts the amount of LHCII increases with 
decreasing light intensity during growth and Chl 
a/b ratio is lowered in low light (Fig. 2). No differ-
ences were observed in the antenna size for NAD-
ME and PEP-CK species grown under various 
light, but chloroplasts from LL grown plants were 
bigger and area of the grana increased. Hence, the 
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adjustment of photosynthesis to different growth 
light conditions may be optimized in C4 plants in 
species/subtypes specific characters: by structural 
changes of chloroplasts and/or at the level of 
the thylakoid components. It is usually accepted 
that low light grown plants are more susceptible 
to light stress because of the antenna size and 
capacity for utilization of absorbed light (Park et al. 
1996). In both Panicum plants we however did 
not observe any effects of low light on antenna 
systems of PSII.

Our previous investigation showed that fluores-
cence parameters had similar values in plants grown 
in LL, ML and HL when they were measured under 

Fig. 1 Electron micrographs of mesophyll chloroplasts of 
the Z. mays (A), P. miliaceum (B) and P. maximum (C) 
leaves. Plants were grown under moderate (ML) and low 
(LL) light conditions. Chloroplast cross-sectional area/grana 
cross-sectional area ratios are indicated below the photos 
(numbers). “#” indicates significant difference compared to 
samples from ML (P < 0.05)

Fig. 2 Lhcb/PsbD ratio for mesophyll (M) and bundle 
sheath (BS) chloroplasts isolated from Z. mays (A), P. mil-
iaceum (B) and P. maximum (C) leaves. Plants were grown 
at high (HL), moderate (ML) and low (LL) light conditions. 
The relative abundances of Lhcb polypeptides, as deter-
mined on immunoblot by quantitative analysis (GeneTools 
SynGene), were normalized to quantification of signals 
from PsbD. “a” and “b” indicate statistically significant dif-
ference compared to samples from HL and ML, respectively 
(*P < 0.001, # P < 0.05)
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various irradiances. Probably it is a photoprotective 
strategy for better utilization of absorbed light at 
various actinic lights and, in NAD-ME and PEP-
CK plants the observed changes result in differ-
ent activity of photosystems in comparable light 
conditions during growth. These findings indicate 
that the size of the light-harvesting antenna is not a 
main factor responsible for efficient photosynthe-
sis, as is commonly accepted. On the other hand, 
the differences in photosynthetic activity probably 
reflect a rearrangement of membrane complexes 
related to irradiance. In investigated C4 plants, the 
plastoquinone (PQ) pool increased with increasing 
irradiance, which can cause a rise in the electron 
transport rate and protein amount. Because PQH2 
oxidation is the slowest step in the electron trans-
port chain (Kirchhoff et al. 2000), an increase of 
PQ concentration in high light may significantly 
contribute to the flux control of the whole of 
electron transport chain. A proposed model of PQ 
microdomains (Lavergne et al. 1992), which con-
trol rapid transport of electrons between PSII and 
cyt bf complexes in stacked thylakoids, best fits 
our observations. It is possible that for all C4 plants 
the level of PQ is a main factor which is limiting 
for photosynthesis, since in all species examined 
the content of plastoquinone rises with increasing 
light intensity. Other steps limiting photosynthesis 
in C4 plants probably are related to type of CO2 
assimilation. The PQ diffusion model may well 
explain a very low linear electron transport in BS 
chloroplasts of maize.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

Analysis of the N-Terminal Domain of Chlorophyllide 
a Oxygenase by Random Mutagenesis

Yasuhito Sakuraba, Akihiro Yamasato, Ryouichi Tanaka, and Ayumi Tanaka

Abstract  Chlorophyllide a oxygenase (CAO) 
catalyzes the conversion of chlorophyll(ide) a to 
chlorophyll(ide) b. This enzyme controls accumu-
lation of chlorophyll b in chloroplast. The CAO 
protein in higher plants consists of three domains 
(A, B and C domains). The C domain exhibits 
a catalytic function, while the A domain regu-
lates the cellular level of CAO. In this study, we 
attempted to identify essential amino acid residues 
of the A domain for the regulatory mechanism 
using in vitro random mutagenesis coupled with 
in planta screening. We introduced mutations into 
the sequence encoding the A domain by the random 
PCR method and hydroxylamine treatment in vitro, 
and for the subsequent screening purpose, we fused 
the sequence with a gene encoding GFP. Then, 
we transformed an Arabidopsis mutant that lacks 
the CAO gene with the mutagenized sequence. 
To calculate the frequency of mutation, we ana-
lyzed the transgene sequences from 100 independ-
ent Arabidopsis transformants. Substitutions were 
found in 40% of the bases of the sequence encoding 

the A domain. Thus we estimated that if we ana-
lyze 1,000 transformants, at least one substitution 
will be found in each amino acid residue of the 
A domain with a probability of 99%. Among the 
100 transformants, we successfully isolated two 
mutants that exhibited strong GFP fluorescence 
by confocal laser-scanning microscopy. Taken 
together, the results show that random mutagenesis 
and subsequent in planta screening are applicable 
to the study of higher plants.

Keywords  Chlorophyllide a oxygenase, chloro-
phyll cycle, Arabidopsis, random mutagenesis

Introduction

Photosynthetic organisms capture light energy using 
the light-harvesting antenna system. This alteration 
of antenna size is mainly accomplished by the 
changes in the amounts of LHC per photosystem. 
Chlorophyll b is synthesized by chlorophyllide 
a oxygenase (CAO), which is a monooxygenase 
that catalyzes conversion of chlorophyll(ide) a to 
chlorophyll(ide) b (Oster et al. 2000). Nagata et al. 
(2004) found that CAO in higher plants consists of 
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three domains, namely A, B and C domains. They 
also showed that the C domain alone has catalytic 
function. Yamasato et al. (2005) found that deletion 
of the A domain drastically increased the cellular 
level of the CAO protein, suggesting that the A 
domain is involved in the regulation of CAO pro-
tein accumulation.

To determine the amino acids of the A domain 
that are essential for its regulation, we applied 
in vitro random mutagenesis techniques and sub-
sequent in planta screening. We used both the 
random PCR method (Cadwell and Joyce 1992) 
and hydroxylamine treatment (Humphreys et al. 
1976) to generate greater variation in the types of 
nucleotide substitution. The first method induces 
A-to-T/G or T-to-C mutation in one strand of DNA, 
while the other method induces C-to-U mutation, 
where U is subsequently converted to T during 
duplication of DNA in cells (Humphreys et al. 
1976) We fused the mutagenized DNA frag-
ments with the pGreenII-MH vector harboring a 
cauliflower mosaic virus 35S promoter, a selection 
marker (neomycine phosphotransferase gene) 
and a gene for GFP (Yamasato et al. 2005) so that 
we were able to screen Arabidopsis transform-
ants for mutants that accumulate higher levels of 
A-domain-GFP fusion proteins by monitoring GFP 
fluorescence with confocal laser-scanning micros-
copy (CLSM).

Materials and methods

Confocal laser-scanning microscopy. Fluorescence 
images were recorded on an MRC 1024 confo-
cal system (Bio-Rad Laboratories), and GFP was 
excited at 488 nm by an argon laser (25 nW).

Immunoblot analysis. Leaf total proteins were 
separated by SDS-PAGE and blotted onto PVDF 
membranes. CAO-GFP fusion proteins were 
detected with an anti-GFP antibody (Chemicon) 
or an anti-CAO rabbit antibody that was raised in 
our laboratory.

Random mutagenesis. DNA was amplified using 
a thermal cycler under the conditions of 7 mM 
MgCl2, 0.5 mM MnCl2, 10 mM Tris-HCl, 50 mM 

KCl, 0.2 mM dATP, 0.2 mM dGTP, 1 mM dCTP, 
1 mM dTTP, and 5 U/µL Taq DNA polymerase 
(Sigma). The PCR product was treated with 1 M 
hydroxylamine at 70°C for 8 h and then kept at 
room temperature for 30 min.

Results

Amino acid substitution in the nucleotide sequence 
for the A domain by combination of two random 
mutagenesis methods. In this study, a combination 
of a random PCR method and hydroxylamine treat-
ment was employed for introducing mutations into 
the DNA sequence encoding the A domain in order 
to induce substitutions in all four kind of nucle-
otides. Mutagenized DNA fragments were fused 
with the pGreen II-MH binary vector (Yamasato et 
al. 2005) that contained a gene for GFP and used for 
Agrobacterium-mediated transformation of a CAO-
deficient strain of Arabidopsis thaliana, ch1-1 (Oster 
et al. 2000). We examined the transgene sequences 
from 100 Arabidopsis transformants and found that 
40% of the transformants had at least one mutation in 
their sequence for the A domain. An average of 2.07% 
of the nucleotides per A domain-coding sequence 
(330 bp) were substituted (Fig. 1A). This mutation 
rate is equivalent to the previously reported for in 
vitro random mutagenesis. Nucleotide substitutions 
also induced amino acid substitutions. Substitution 
that was likely to be induced by the hydroxylamine 
treatment (C/G- to-T/A) was about 50% less frequent 
than that by the random PCR (A/T-to-T/A, A/T-to-G/
C, Fig.1C). We found the average number of amino 
acid substitutions per sequence was 1.52 (1.33%) 
among 114 amino acids.

Screening of 100 transformants by CLSM. 
Among the 100 transformants whose sequences 
were examined as described above, we found two 
lines (Ar3 and Ar76) that exhibited significantly 
higher levels of GFP fluorescence than those of 
other lines. GFP signals of these two lines showed 
similar patterns, and we present only the data for 
Ar3. By immunoblot analysis, we found a signifi-
cant accumulation of CAO-GFP in Ar3, while the 
level was under the detectable level in Ar0 in which 
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the sequence for the A domain was intact (Fig. 2B). 
The sequence analysis revealed that Ar3 has two 
amino acid substitutions, E136V and K157R, 
within the A domain. To determine which substitu-
tion is responsible for the observed phenotype of 
Ar3, we performed site-directed mutagenesis on 
the sequence for the A domain and made separate 
transformants in which E136V or K157R substitu-
tions were incorporated. The E136V transformant 
showed GFP fluorescence as strong as that of 
Ar3 (Fig. 2A), while the K157R transformant did 
not show significant GFP fluorescence (data not 
shown). The results demonstrated that E136 is 
essential in the regulation of CAO accumulation.

Discussion

A combination of in vitro random mutagen-
esis and a subsequent screening for mutants with 

desired phenotypes are widely used techniques 
for the study of protein function in microor-
ganisms. Nevertheless, to our knowledge, this 
strategy has never been applied to the analysis 
of protein function in planta. One reason may be 
that it is virtually impossible to handle as many 
plant transformants as microorganisms that have 
been used with the random mutagenesis strategy 
in the past. However, there seems to have been 
no precise estimation of how many transformants 
should be prepared and screened for a random 
mutagenesis strategy in planta. In this study, from 
the analysis of 100 transformants, we estimated 
that the size of the transormant pool needed to 
isolate a mutant for each residue of the A domain 
is only 1,000 (Fig. 1). This number of Arabidopsis 
transformants can be possibly handled in a nor-
mal laboratory in which workers have some 
experience in molecular genetics of Arabidopsis. 
A few additional conditions appear to be necessary 

Fig. 1 Substitution efficiency calculated from the analysis of 100 transformants. A. Number of nucleotide substituitions 
per DNA sequence of the A domain in 100 tansformants. B. Number of amino acid substitutions per amino acid sequence 
of the A domain in the transformants. C Nnumber of substitutions from an individual nucleotide to another. Black arrows 
indicate substitution of the form N-to-X or X-to-N (N = G, A, C, T; X denotes another different nucleotide from N itself)
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to facilitate a random mutagenesis strategy in 
planta. First, the target sequence to be muta-
genized should not be too long, since the number 
of transformants that is required to isolate a sub-
stitution for a particular residue increases accord-
ing to the size of the target sequence. Second, the 
screening method should be easy. In this regard, 
we used a GFP tag to facilitate a non-invasive 
screening with CLSM (Fig. 2). Furthermore, we 
screened plants at their cotyledenous stage, which 
also enabled a rapid screening. Finally, a screen-
ing method should not be influenced by factors 
other than mutations, for example, variations in 
the transgene expression. In our study, fluctua-

tions of the transgene expression caused by vari-
ation in the insertional position of each transgene 
in the nucleus were negligible, because the accu-
mulation of CAO is mainly controlled by a post-
transcriptional mechanism (Yamasato et al. 2005). 
In addition to the conditions described above, 
we would like to emphasize that the method for 
introducing mutations should be optimized. In 
our study, we not only combined the two methods 
for mutagenesis, but also optimized the reaction 
conditions (see Materials and Methods) for each 
method in order to obtain an ideal mutational 
rate described in Results. Collectively, we have 
demonstrated here that random mutagenesis and 
subsequent in planta screening can be used for the 
study of higher plants.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

Suppression of CP29 Causes Instability of the PSI-LHCI/II 
Supercomplex in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii Under 
State 2 Conditions

Ryutaro Tokutsu, Masakazu Iwai, and Jun Minagawa

Abstract  The light harvesting-complexes II 
(LHCIIs) reversibly migrate between photosystem I 
(PSI) and photosystem II (PSII) during state transitions. 
Recently, it was reported that three minor monomeric 
LHCIIs (CP29, CP26 and LhcbM5) were associated 
with PSI and formed PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex 
during state 2 in the green alga Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii. In this study, we generated knock-down 
mutants of CP29 to collect further insights on this 
monomeric LHCII during state transitions. In a trans-
formant b4i-8, whose expression of CP29 was nearly 
completely suppressed, a PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex 
was not detected under state 2-promoting conditions 
from detergent-solubilized thylakoid membranes. 
However, the in vivo spectroscopic analysis showed 
that the PSII antenna size was reduced upon a transi-
tion from state 1 to 2 in b4i-8 cells as in wild type. 
These results suggest that CP29 is required for the 
formation of PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex, but not for 
the dissociation of the antenna from PSII.

Keywords  CP29, PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex, 
Chlamydomonas, state transition, RNAi

Introduction

State transition is a short-term acclimation  mechanism 
balancing excitation energy between PSI and PSII to 
optimize efficiency of electron transfer under various 
light conditions. When excess energy is accumulated 
in PSII, the peripheral light harvesting complexes 
(LHC) II get phosphorylated and detached from 
PSII and reassociate with PSI (Haldrup et al. 2001). 
Recently, biochemical evidence was presented which 
indicates three minor monomeric LHCIIs (CP29, 
CP26 and LhcbM5) are associated with PSI under 
State 2 conditions in the unicellular green alga 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Takahashi et al. 2006). 
Among the three monomeric LHCIIs, CP29 was 
reported to be phosphorylated (Turkina et al. 2006), 
and has been postulated to have a major role in state 
transition. In this study, we generated knock-down 
mutants of CP29 (b4i) to reveal its role in state 
transitions in C. reinhardtii. The result of sucrose 
density gradient ultracentrifugation showed that there 
was no PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex in the mutant 
under state 2-promoting condition. However, spec-
troscopic analyses indicate that the PSII antenna 
size was reduced upon a transition from state 1 to 2. 
A possible role of CP29 in state transition is discussed 
based on the current findings.

Institute of Low Temperature Science, Hokkaido 
University, N19W8, Sapporo 060-0819, Japan
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Materials and methods

Strains and culture conditions. Wild-type (WT) 
control TW3 (thi10 cw15 mt+) and b4i mutant 
strains were grown photoautotrophically in a mini-
mal high salt (HS) medium supplemented with 
10 ng/mL thiamine and 1.5 mM l-tryptophan with 
bubbling of 5% (v/v) CO2-enriched air at 23°C 
under moderate light (120 µE m−2 s−1).

Plasmid construction and DNA transforma-
tion. The inverted repeat cassette corresponding to 
the translated region of the Lhcb4 gene was con-
structed to induce RNAi. The generated inverted 
repeat cassette was cut out with EcoRI and cloned 
in the unique EcoRI site of the NE537 plasmid 
(Rohr et al. 2004). The resultant plasmid was intro-
duced into TW3 cells by electroporation.

RNA extraction and quantitative RT-PCR. Total 
RNA was extracted from cells using TORIZOL 
(Invitrogen) and RNAeasy kits (Qiagen). Realtime 
PCR (RT-PCR) was performed as previously 
reported (Kanno and Minagawa 2004).

Isolation of thylakoid membranes, immunoblot-
ting, and sucrose density gradient ultracentrifuga-
tion. The biochemical treatments were performed 
as described previously (Takahashi et al. 2006).

Spectoroscopic measurements. Measurements of 
chlorophyll fluorescence at room temperature and 
77 K were carried out as previously reported (Iwai 
et al. 2007). Cytochrome f redox changes were cal-
culated as reported previously (Finazzi et al. 2002).

Results

CP29 suppression by RNAi. Among 150 transform-
ants screened, 8 were selected to have a reduced 
amount of Lhcb4 mRNA by RT-PCR analysis. The 
expression levels of CP29 protein was determined 
by Western immunoblotting. One of the transform-
ants (b4i-8) showed almost complete suppression 
of CP29 expression (< 5%) (Fig. 1a). The result of 
SDS-PAGE showed that no apparent differences 
except for CP29 were detected in the thylakoid pro-
tein compositions between WT and b4i-8 mutant 
(data not shown).

Formation of a PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex in 
state 2. Sucrose density gradient ultracentrifuga-
tion was performed to examine the effects of CP29 
knock-down on the formation of the PSI-LHCI/II 
supercomplex. The solubilized State 2 thylakoid 
membranes from WT strain yielded four green 
bands: A1, A2, and A3 represents major LHCII 
proteins, PSII core complex, and PSI-LHCI super-
complex, respectively, and A3′ band contains PSI-
LHCI/II supercomplex comprised of PSI core, 
LHCI proteins, and three LHCII proteins including 
CP29, CP26, and LHCII type II (LhcbM5) (Fig. 
1b, Takahashi et al. 2006). Thylakoids prepared 
from the b4i-8 mutant under State 2-promoting 
condition, however, showed no A3′ band, indi-
cating that PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex was not 
present (Fig. 1b). This result suggests that the lack 

Fig. 1 (a) Immunoblot analysis of b4i transformants in 
comparison to WT. CP29 polypeptide in isolated thyla-
koid membranes was detected with anti-CP29 antibodies. 
(b) Polypeptide profiles of chlorophyll protein complexes 
separated by sucrose density gradient ultracentrifugation as 
described in text. The polypeptides were further separated 
by SDS-PAGE
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of CP29 either causes a defect of the state transi-
tion capability of a cell or makes the PSI-LHCI/II 
supercomplex unstable so that it is impossible to 
isolate in vitro. In either case it is clear that an 
absence of CP29 has a significant effect on the PSI-
LHCI/II supercomplex.

Capability of state transition. We performed 
three sets of experiments to test whether the b4i-8 
mutant has a capability to perform state transition 
as follows:

(a) Phosphorylation of LHCII. Since the revers-
ible phosphorylation of LHCIIs are crucial 
in LHCII migration during state transitions 
(Haldrup et al. 2001), we analyzed phos-
phorylation of LHCIIs in the b4i-8 mutant. 
Western blotting, using an anti-phospho-Thr 
antibody, revealed that thylakoids prepared 
from b4i-8 cells in State 2-promoting condi-
tion show nearly equal levels of phosphor-
ylation of LHCII proteins to WT (data not 
shown).

(b) Fluorescence analysis. The kinetics of fluo-
rescence quenching of chlorophyll in light-
dark cycles was measured by estimating the 
induction of state transitions. A decrease of 
maximal fluorescence yield during the dark-
ness, indicating a transition from State 1 to 2, 
was observed in b4i-8 cells (data not shown). 
We also measured 77 K fluorescence emission 
 spectra simultaneously. As a result, an increase 
of fluorescence emission at 719 nm accompa-
nied by a decrease of fluorescence emission at 

689 nm was observed (Fig. 2). These results 
confirmed the capability of state transition of 
the mutant strain, namely reduction of PSII 
excitation upon reduction of the plastquinone 
pool. It is of note that the capability of state 
transitions of the b4i-8 mutant was at the same 
level or slightly higher (Fig. 2).

(c) Cyclic electron transfer. It has been suggested 
that the switch between linear and cyclic 
flow in electron transport was regulated by 
state transitions in C. reinhardtii (Finazzi 
et al. 2002). Since reduction of cytochrome f 
would not be inhibited by DCMU, if it was 
due to cyclic, but not linear, electron flow, we 
checked the rate of cytochrome f reduction 
in the presence or absence of DCMU to see 
if cyclic electron flow is present when cells 
are placed under State 2-promoting condition. 
While cytochrome f reduction was sensitive 
to DCMU in both WT and b4i-8 cells under 
State 1 condition, it was not under state 2-
promoting condition (data not shown). These 
results again indicated that state transitions 
occur in b4i-8 as in WT.

Discussion

The result of sucrose density gradient ultracentrifu-
gation showed that the A3′ band which corresponds 
to PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex was not detected in 
the solubilized thylakoid membranes of b4i-8 
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Fig. 2 Low temperature fluorescence emission spectra of WT and b4i-8 cells under state 1- and 2-promoting condition. 
Fluorescence emission spectra of WT and b4i-8 cells during the light-dark cycles were measured at 77 K. The excitation 
wavelength was 440 nm
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mutant under State 2-promoting condition. On the 
other hand, the results of in vivo examination (a, 
b, and c) indicated that the b4i-8 mutant is capable 
of at least a part of state transitions. We conclude 
that b4i-8 can detach the antennas in the absence 
of CP29, however, PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex was 
not isolated from detergent-solubilized membranes 
since the absence of CP29 likely makes the super-
complex unstable.

Interestingly, the results of the fluorescence 
analysis indicate that b4i-8 has an increased 
capacity for dislodging the antennas from PSII. 
It is indeed compatible with the previous report 
on the Arabidopsis mutant lacking CP24 (Kovács 
et al. 2006). This report suggests that moderately 
bound LHCII-trimers are no longer tightly associ-
ated with the PSII supercomplex and therefore 
are more easily able to dissociate from the granal 
membranes. Previously, we showed that another 
line of b4i mutants suffered from severe photoin-
hibition and ascribed it to the unstable supercom-
plex of PSII (Kanno and Minagawa 2004). 

Since the absence of CP29 inhibits the forma-
tion of PSI-LHCI/II supercomplex, it most likely 
acts as a docking site for the trimeric LHCII in 
State 2.
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CHAPTER ONE

Photosynthetic Efficiency During the Cell Cycle of the Green 
Alga Desmodesmus armatus Reaches Maxima in G1 Phases 
and Minima in G1/S Transients

Krystyna Matusiak-Mikulin1, Cecylia Tukaj2, and Zbigniew Tukaj1

Abstract  Chlorococcal green algae divide by 
multiple fissions. Cell division in such algae can 
be readily synchronized by alternating light:dark 
cycle. At the applied conditions, in synchronized 
cultures of Desmodesmus, each cell divides into 
eight autospores. This means that each cell must 
reach three commitment points (G1/S) to initiate 
three successive cell divisions, preceded by the 
appropriate growth phase (G1). The analysis of 
chlorophyll fluorescence transients (O-J-I-P) per-
formed during the cell cycle (CC) of Desmodesmus 
revealed the characteristic course of primary photo-
chemistry of active reaction centre of PS II (ϕE0). 
The maxima ϕE0 occurred in successive G1 phases 
of the cell cycle whereas the minima occurred 
when the cells passed through the commitment 
points of G1 phases.

Keywords Cell cycle, Desmodesmus, photosyn-
thesis

Introduction

The cells of the chlorococcal alga Desmodesmus 
(previously Scenedesmus) armatus divide by mul-
tiple fissions into 2n daughter cells, where ‘n’ cor-
responds to the number of DNA replication rounds 
and nuclear divisions occurring in a single CC. 
It means that in cells more than one sequence of 
growth and reproductive processes can occur. At 
the end of each growth phase of CC (G1), a cell 
cycle checkpoint called commitment point (CP) is 
attained, that has similar function as the START 
in yeast and the restriction point in animal cells 
(John 1984). The CP is the stage at which the cell 
becomes committed to triggering and completing 
the cell cycle without any further growth and the 
external energy supply. Cells dividing by multiple 
fissions can double several times in size during the 
cycle, thereby passing several CPs. Consequently, 
several partially overlapping sequences of growth 
and reproductive processes such as replication 
DNA, nuclear division and cytokinesis can take 
place within one CC.

The photosynthetic activity observed during CC 
in the Desmodesmus reveals characteristic patterns 
of change, which was observed applying photoa-
coustic spectroscopy (Szurkowski et al. 2001), 
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electrochemical determination of oxygen (Tukaj 
et al. 2003) or PAM fluorescence (Matusiak-
Mikulin et al. 2006). Due to very short measurement 
times, analysis of chlorophyll fluorescence tran-
sients is not limited by the time of oxygen diffusion 
or change of structure and physiological state of a 
sample during measurements. Thus, it is possible 
to investigate the energy absorption by the anten-
nae and the primary photochemistry in active reac-
tion centers of PS II (Strasser et al. 1999a). Some 
relationships between the quantum yield for PS II 
photochemistry and the phases of CC are reported 
in this paper.

Materials and methods

Organism and culture. The unicellular green alga 
Desmodesmus (Scenedesmus) armatus strain 276-
4d was obtained from the SAG Culture Collection 
(Göttingen, Germany).

Algae were cultured in 250 cm3 cylindrical 
vessels, which were immersed in a water bath at 
30°C and irradiance (Philips TLD 54W/94) about 
280 µmol m−2 s−1 of PAR measured at the surface 
of the culture vessels. The suspension of cells was 
aerated with sterilized (Sartorius 2000; 0.2 µm 
PTFE) atmospheric air enriched with CO2 (2.5%).

The algae were synchronized by alternating light 
and dark periods (14:10 h). At least three such cycles 
were needed for sufficient synchronization. The cul-
tures were diluted at the start of the light period to a 
constant density of about 1.5 × 106 cells cm−3.

Commitment curves. Synchronous cultures were 
sampled every hour, spread on the surface of 
solidified BBM in Petri dishes and incubated in the 
dark at 30°C for 24 h. At the end of CC in the sub-
populations, the percentages of 2-, 4- and 8-celled 
daughter colonies, and undivided parent cells were 
estimated. The values obtained by the assay of 
samples, i.e. number of autospores as a percent-
age of the total cells, were plotted against time of 
sampling to give “commitment” curves. The com-
mitment curves indicate the time at which the CP 
is attained by individual cells in the synchronous 
population.

Fluorescence measurements. Chlorophyll flu-
orescence induction transient was measured at 
room temperature by a high resolution fluorometer 
Handy-PEA (Hansatech Ltd., Norfolk, UK). The 
efficiency of primary photochemistry of active 
reaction centre of PS II (ϕE0) was calculated 
according to Strasser et al. (1999a).

Before each measurement, the cells were kept 
in darkness for 15 min. Next, the samples (1 cm3) 
were transferred to a measuring vessel and placed in 
measuring chamber. The fluorescence induction was 
measured during 0.1 s of red irradiation (650 nm) 
of 3,000 µmol m−2 s−1. The initial fluorescence (F0) 
value was determined during first 50 µs of measure-
ment of the dark-adapted sample. The fluorescence 
signal was detected at intervals of 10 µs.

Results

The commitment curves reflect the progress of 
the cells through their growth and reproductive 
sequences during CC. Three consecutive commit-
ments of duplication of the reproductive structures 
were reached during the light period of CC, and 
finally each mother cell divided into eight aut-
ospores (Fig. 1). The population reached the first CP 
at about the 5th hour of CC, and the second and third 
CPs were attained at about the 8th and 12th hour, 
respectively. The whole population of cells reached 
the third CP before the light was switched off. When 
the cells were placed in the dark, the further growth 
was prevented and no further CPs was reached.

The release of autospores occurred in the dark 
about 18–20th hour of CC. The all autospores were 
released 2 h before the end of the CC dark period.

The changes of ϕE0 during the light period (14 h) 
of CC are seen in Fig. 2. During the first 10 h, ϕE0 
shows characteristic oscillations reaching three 
maxima about the 4th, 7th and 10th hour with 
two minima at the time of attaining particular CPs 
at the 5th and 8th hour of CC. This relationship 
was observed for none-dividing cells. When cells 
start to divide, the value of ϕE0 was constant from 
10th to 12th hour. At this time 2–4 newly formed 
autospores can be observed in mother cells. Next, 
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ϕE0 increases during the last 2 h of CC. This is the 
period of where eight young autospores mature 
within the mother cell wall.

Discussion

The time interval between the beginning of CC and 
the first committed stage (all cells able to divide 

into two daughter cells) could be considered as the 
first precommitment period, i.e. the first growth 
step of the first cell reproductive sequence. The 
times between the next commitment points (CPs), 
measured as the intervals between midpoints of 
the consecutive commitment curves, represented 
the length of the successive growth steps (Tukaj 
et al. 1996). Here, the population reached the first 
CP at the 5th hour of CC, and the second and third 
were attained at the 8th and 12th hour, respectively, 
resulting in the formation of 8 daughter cells (aut-
ospores) within each mother cell at the end of the 
light period of CC. The successive sequence of 
growth and reproductive processes were gradually 
initiated when the previous sequence were not yet 
terminated. Therefore, the individual sequences of 
growth and reproductive processes overlap each 
other. It is presumably due to overlapping changes 
of photosynthetic activity observed in different 
Scenedesmus species during their CCs (Kaftan 
et al. 1999, Strasser et al. 1999b, Tukaj et al. 2003), 
which do not reflect distinct developmental stages 
defined mainly by the consecutive commitments to 
DNA replications and nuclear divisions.

However, we obtained that ϕE0 changes during 
the light cycle as revealed at by least two charac-
teristic oscillations. Their minima were accompa-
nied by the successive CPs, whereas the maxima 
occurred at the end of the respective G1 phases of 
the cycle. Claquin et al. (2004) had shown that pho-
tosynthetic capacity of the diatom Cylindrotheca 
fusiformis dividing by binary fission is related to 
CC and that it is highest during the G1 phase. As 
reported in this work the oscillations coincided 
well with the time duration of the vegetative phase 
involving the greater part of CC (10 h) (Matusiak-
Mikulin et al. 2006). Also, oscillation disappeared 
when cells moved into the reproductive phase 
accompanying such events as nuclear division, 
chloroplast and protoplast fission and finally the 
formation of autospores. The reason can be the 
extent of heterogeneity in fluorescence parameter 
observed during progress of the Scenedesmus cell 
cycle, in particular increasing between the pro-
toplast division and the release of the daughter 
coenobia. The results suggest that the quantum 
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Fig. 1 The time courses of commitments to trigger indi-
vidual sequences of reproductive events and daughter cells 
released in the synchronous population of Desmodesmus 
armatus. Curves 1i, 2i, 3i: the percentage of the cells that 
reached the commitment for the first, second and third 
sequences of the reproductive processes, respectively. Curve 
c: the percentage of the cells that released eight daughter 
cells. Light and dark periods are indicated by white and 
black strips above the diagram

Fig. 2 Changes of the efficiency of the primary photo-
chemistry of active reaction centre of PS II (ϕE0) in cells of 
Desmodesmus armatus during the light period (14 h) of the 
cell cycle. Each point is the mean ± SE (n = 4)
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yield for QA reduction expressed by ϕE0 is well 
correlated with the sequence of events during cell 
division cycle, which in turn is controlled by cyclin 
dependent kinases.
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CHAPTER TWO

Multiple Factors Mediate the Cross Talk Between 
Mitochondrial Metabolism and Photosynthetic Carbon 
Assimilation: Roles of Photorespiratory CO2 and Ascorbate

K. Riazunnisa, L. Padmavathi, B. Sunil, and Agepati S. Raghavendra

Abstract  The biochemical basis of interactions 
between chloroplasts and mitochondria to opti-
mize photosynthesis is examined using pea or 
Arabidopsis. Mesophyll protoplasts of pea required 
much less CO2 for maximal photosynthesis, than 
their chloroplasts. Such low requirement for CO2 
could be due to an internal carbon source and/or a 
CO2 concentrating mechanism in mesophyll proto-
plasts. The suppression of protoplast photosynthesis 
by photorespiratory inhibitors (aminooxyacetate, 
AOA or glycine hydroxamate, GHA) indicated 
that photorespiration could be a significant source 
of CO2 for photosynthesis by mesophyll proto-
plasts at limiting CO2 and atmospheric oxygen. 
Photosynthesis in Asc-deficient vtc1 mutant of 
Arabidopsis decreased strongly at high light and 
was quite sensitive to SHAM. We suggest that 
recycling of photorespiratory CO2 and ascorbate 
can be additional factors involved in the beneficial 
interactions of mitochondria and chloroplasts.

Keywords  Ascorbate, vtc1 mutant, carbonic 
anhydrase, interorganelle interactions

Introduction

Interorganelle interactions between chloroplasts 
and mitochondria through cytosol and peroxi-
somes is essential to optimize photosynthesis 
(Raghavendra and Padmasree 2003; Nunes-Nesi 
et al. 2007). Besides rapid exchange of metabolites 
there could be other signals between chloroplasts, 
mitochondria and other compartments such as 
reactive oxygen species (ROS), nitric oxide (NO), 
cytosolic pH and ascorbate (Asc) (Raghavendra 
and Padmasree 2003; Noctor et al. 2007).

Photosynthesis by pea mesophyll protoplasts 
requires <1 mM bicarbonate, in contrast to chloro-
plasts, which require up to 10 mM bicarbonate for 
their photosynthesis (Riazunnisa et al. 2006). The 
low requirement of CO2 for photosynthesis by pro-
toplasts of pea could be due to a CO2 concentrating 
mechanism or high internal CO2. Asc is the most 
abundant antioxidant in plant cells and ubiquitous. 
The Asc-deficient vtc1 mutants of Arabidopsis were 
sensitive to various stress conditions like high light or 
SO2 (Müller-Moulé et al. 2004). The last step of Asc 
synthesis is catalyzed by l-galactono-1,4-lactone 
dehydrogenase, located on the inner mitochondrial 
membrane. Thus, mitochondria are crucial for syn-
thesis of Asc, required for scavenging active oxygen 
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species system in chloroplasts (Noctor et al. 2007). 
The present work assesses the role of Asc and 
photorespiratory CO2 during interactions between 
chloroplasts and mitochondria.

Materials and methods

Isolation of mesophyll protoplasts and chloro-
plasts. Mesophyll protoplasts were isolated from 
pea leaves by using Cellulase Onozuka R-10 
and Macerozyme R-10 as described elsewhere 
(Riazunnisa et al. 2006). Chlorophyll was esti-
mated by extraction into 80% acetone. Intact 
chloroplasts were prepared by pushing mesophyll 
protoplasts from a 2 mL disposable syringe through 
a 19 µm nylon filter.

Leaf discs. The preparation and treatment of 
leaf discs (ca. 0.25 cm2) are described earlier 
(Padmavathi et al. 2005). Leaf discs in Petri dishes 
were incubated for 2 h in either darkness or moder-
ate (300 µmol m−2 s−1) or high light (1,800 µmol 
m−2 s−1).

Photosynthesis by protoplasts or leaf discs. 
Photosynthetic oxygen evolution by mesophyll 
protoplasts or chloroplasts was monitored at 25°C 
using a Clark type O2 electrode (DW2, Hansatech 
Ltd., King’s Lynn, UK). Photosynthesis in leaf 
discs was measured at ca. 5% CO2, using a leaf 
disc oxygen electrode chamber (LD-2, Hansatech 
Instruments Ltd.). The reaction medium was gently 
bubbled with nitrogen gas to lower the O2 con-
centration, from ca. 212 nmol mL−1 to ca. 65 nmol 
mL−1 (Riazunnisa et al. 2006).

Results

CO2 dependent O2 evolution by mesophyll pro-
toplasts and chloroplasts. The photosynthesis by 
mesophyll protoplasts reached maximum at 1 mM 
bicarbonate (ca. 74.1 µM CO2 at pH 7.5) (Fig. 
1A). Maximum photosynthesis by chloroplasts 
required 10 mM bicarbonate (588 µM CO2 at pH 
7.6) (Fig. 1B). The inhibition of photosynthesis 
by ethoxyzolamide (EZA), an inhibitor of CA was 

much higher at low O2 than that in normal O2. The 
effect of photorespiratory inhibitors GHA or AOA, 
on photosynthesis was high at normal oxygen 
(Table 1). Photosynthesis was suppressed by GHA 
(Fig. 1C), particularly at normal O2, but not at low 
O2 (Fig. 1D).

Photosynthesis in leaf discs of wild type and 
vtc1 mutant of Arabidopsis thaliana. The pattern 
of photosynthesis by leaf discs, pre-illuminated at 
300 µmol m−2 s−1, was similar in both the wild type 
and vtc1 mutant. When pre-illuminated for 2 h at 
a high light of 1,800 µmol m−2 s−1, the photosyn-
thesis in wild type was photoinhibited by 23%. 
Photoinhibition was aggravated in vtc1 mutants, 
with photoinhibition of photosynthesis reaching 
55% at 2 h of preillumination (Fig. 2).

Photosynthesis in Asc deficient mutants was 
less altered by mitochondrial inhibitors at moder-
ate light (Table 2). The vtc1 mutant exhibited much 
greater photoinhibition (54%) than that of wild 
type (37%). SHAM further aggravated photoinhi-
bition (82%) in the vtc1 mutant (Table 2).

Discussion

The present study establishes that photosynthesis 
by pea mesophyll protoplasts reaches its maximum 
rate at much less CO2 levels than that required 
by chloroplasts (Fig. 1A, B). Photosynthesis was 
inhibited by EZA irrespective of O2 concentrations. 
The marked suppression of photosynthesis by mes-
ophyll protoplasts by photorespiratory inhibitors, 
AOA or GHA, particularly at low CO2 (Table 1), 
suggests that photorespiratory CO2 is an important 
source of CO2 within mesophyll protoplasts. A 
significant level of photorespiratory CO2 recycling 
during photosynthesis is frequently suggested.

In our earlier experiments, feeding GAL to 
leaf discs of pea, led to a marked decrease in the 
sensitivity of photosynthesis by typical mitochon-
drial inhibitors indicating that GAL could alleviate 
the interference of mitochondrial inhibitors with 
photosynthesis (Padmavathi et al. 2005). As per 
the present work, photosynthesis in Asc-deficient 
mutants at high light, was extremely sensitive to 
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mitochondrial inhibitors (Table 2). Both these 
points imply a crucial role of Asc during the cross-
talk between mitochondria and chloroplasts.

While the hypersensitivity of Asc-deficient 
plants is already reported, our results indicate 
that photosynthesis in Asc-deficient mutants is 
sensitive to high light within a short term of 
exposure (Fig. 2). In Asc deficient mutants, pho-
toinhibition of photosynthesis was much more 
pronounced upon inhibition of the alternative path-
way by SHAM than that of cytochrome pathway by 
antimycin A (Table 2). Arabidopsis plants grown 

at high light had high Asc and higher capacity of 
alternative pathway than that of those in low light 
(Bartoli et al. 2006). Inhibition of alternative path-
way even at low light caused decrease in photosyn-
thesis and over-reduction of cyclic electron flow 
(Yoshida et al. 2006). We emphasize that Asc is a 
signal during the cross-talk between mitochondria 
and chloroplasts.
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Fig. 1 Pattern of photosynthetic oxygen evolution by pea mesophyll protoplasts (A) at low/normal O2 and intact chloroplasts 
of pea (B) in response to varying CO2 in the reaction medium. (C) Effect of GHA on photosynthesis by mesophyll proto-
plasts of pea at low (7.41 µM) or high (741 µM) CO2. The rate of photosynthesis without GHA was 84 and 118 µmol mg−1 
Chl h−1. (D) Inhibition by 6 mM GHA of photosynthesis by mesophyll protoplasts of pea at varying CO2 at normal/low O2
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Table 1 Effect of EZA or GHA on photosynthetic oxygen 
evolution by mesophyll protoplasts of pea (Pisum sativum) 
at low (7.41 µM) or high (741 µM) CO2. The pattern was 
examined at normal/low O2

 CO2 (µM)

 7.41 741

Treatment Photosynthetic rate (µmol O2 mg−1 Chl h−1)

Normal O2  
None 98 ± 2 (100)a 121 ± 0.7 (100)
+EZA 68 ± 1.1(69) 115 ± 0.4 (95)
+AOA 76 ± 0.8 (78) 115 ± 2 (95)
Low O2  
None 41 ± 2.4 (100) 156 ± 1.1(100)
+EZA 15 ± 1.8 (37) 135 ± 2.1(86)
+AOA 39 ± 2.2 (95) 150 ± 1.5 (96)

aFigures in parentheses represent the rates as percentages of 
the respective control without the test compound

Fig. 2 Pattern of photosynthetic oxygen evolution after preillumination at either moderate light (closed symbols, 300 µmol 
m−2 s−1) for varying time or high light (open symbols, 1,800 µmol m−2 s−1) by leaf discs of wild type or vtc1 mutant of 
Arabidopsis. The rates of photosynthesis at ‘zero’ time in wild type were: 9.5 and 9.9 µmol O2 evolved m−2 s−1 at a light of 
300 and 1,800 µmol m−2 s−1, and in vtc1 mutant 8.3 and 8.5 µmol O2 m

−2 s−1 at light of 300 and 1,800 µmol m−2 s−1
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Table 2 Photosynthetic oxygen evolution by leaf discs of Arabidopsis (wild type and 
vtc1 mutant) after preincubation at exposure moderate (300 µmol m−2 s−1) or high light 
(1,800 µmol m−2 s−1) for 2 h in presence of mitochondrial inhibitors. Photosynthesis was 
measured at moderate light

 Photosynthesis (µmol O2 m
−2 s−1) Photo-inhibition (%)**

Treatment Moderate light High light 

Wild type
Control 13 ± 1.56 (100)* 8.2 ± 1.02 (100) 37
Antimycin (1 µM) 11 ± 0.94 (85) 5.7 ± 0.26 (70) 48
SHAM (2 mM) 10 ± 0.24 (77) 3.3 ± 0.17 (40) 67
Vtc1
Control 10 ± 2.80 (100) 4.5 ± 1.41 (100) 55
Antimycin (1 µM) 9 ± 0.26 (90) 3.5 ± 0.05 (78) 61
SHAM (2 mM) 8 ± 0.11 (80) 1.4 ± 0.18 (31) 82

* % of that in without of mitochondrial inhibitors.

**Inhibition at high light as % of that at moderate light.
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CHAPTER THREE

Localization and Functional Studies of the Arabidopsis Anion 
Transporter 1

Lorena Ruiz Pavón1, Arti Mishra1, Fredrik Lundh2, Bengt L. Persson2, and Cornelia Spetea1

Abstract  In the plant chloroplast, there are sev-
eral translocators for inorganic phosphate (Pi), 
all functioning as antiport systems using Pi or 
phosphorylated C3- and C6-compounds as coun-
ter substrates. Only a few thylakoid transporters 
have been identified at the molecular level, such 
as a thylakoid ATP/ADP carrier in Arabidopsis 
thaliana. An active nucleotide metabolism in the 
thylakoid lumen implies the existence of addi-
tional, yet unidentified transporters, such as those 
exporting phosphate back to the soluble stroma. In 
Arabidopsis, there are six genes encoding anion 
transporters (ANTR1 to 6), sharing homology 
with the type I of mammalian Na+-dependent 
inorganic phosphate cotransporters (NaPi-I). In 
this study, the putative ANTR1 was immunolocal-
ized to the chloroplast thylakoid membrane. By 
heterologous expression and uptake of radioac-
tive Pi into Escherichia coli cells, the function of 
ANTR1 as a NaPi cotransporter was demonstrated. 
A role for ANTR1 in exporting Pi produced during 

nucleotide metabolism in the chloroplast thylakoid 
lumen is proposed.

Keywords  Anion transport, Arabidopsis thal-
iana, chloroplast, inorganic phosphate, thylakoid 
membrane, type I phosphate transporter

Introduction

Among the three types of Na+-dependent trans-
port systems for inorganic phosphate (NaPi) 
described in eukaryotes, type I has six homologues 
in Arabidopsis thaliana, named anion transporters 
ANTR1 to 6 (Roth et al. 2004). Among them, only 
ANTR2 was shown to be a chloroplast envelope 
protein (Rolland et al. 2003; Roth et al. 2004). The 
latter report also brought experimental evidence for 
the chloroplast location of ANTR1. The function 
of neither ANTR is known.

This work presents initial data on the thylakoid 
location and function as a NaPi cotransporter of 
the Arabidopsis ANTR1 protein. After the recent 
report on the existence of an ATP/ADP carrier in 
the chloroplast thylakoid membrane (Thuswaldner 
et al. 2007), ANTR1 is the second example of 
transporter related to nucleotide metabolism in the 
thylakoid lumen (Spetea et al. 2004).
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Materials and methods

Plant material. Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana 
cv. Columbia) plants were grown hydroponically 
at 120 µmol photons m−2 s−1 and 22°C with 8-h-
light/16-h-dark cycles. Intact chloroplasts and pure 
thylakoid and envelope membranes were prepared 
by sucrose gradient centrifugation as described 
(Thuswaldner et al. 2007).

Protein expression in E. coli. The Arabidopsis 
At2g29650 (ANTR1 gene) was PCR amplified 
from the full length RAFL09-06-K07 cDNA 
clone (RIKEN BRC). The sequence encoding 
the FLAG peptide, DYKDDDDK, and a six His 
tag were introduced, and the transformation into 
Escherichia coli (E. coli) cells was performed 
essentially as described in Thuswaldner et al. 
(2007). Transformed (EANTR1) and control (car-
rying a plasmid lacking the ANTR1 insert) E. 
coli cells were pre-cultivated overnight followed 
by induction with 100 µM isopropyl 1-thio-b-d-
galactopyranoside (IPTG) for 4 h at 25°C.

Assay for Pi uptake into E. coli cells. Induced 
transformed and control cells were washed with 
25 mM Tris-succinate buffer (pH 6.5). Pi uptake was 
assayed by the addition of 1 µL [32P]orthophosphate 
(50 µCi/µmol; 1 mCi = 37 MBq; GE Healthcare) to 
a final concentration of 100 µM in 20 µL aliquots, 
each containing 2 mg (wet weight) cells in Tris-
succinate buffer (pH 6.5) supplemented with 3% 
glucose, in the absence or presence of 25 mM NaCl. 
Where indicated, the experiments were also carried 
out at pH 5.5 and 7.5. The suspension was incubated 
at 25°C for the indicated time periods. Pi transport 
was terminated by the addition of 1 ml ice-cold Tris-
succinate buffer (pH 6.5) and rapid filtration under 
vacuum. Following three washes with the same ice-
cold buffer, the radioactivity retained on the filter 
was determined by liquid scintillation spectrometry.

Protein analysis. Proteins of the chloroplast 
membranes were separated by gel electrophoresis 
and analysed by Western blotting using antibodies 
directed towards epitopes within the protein or the 
fused tags. An ANTR antibody was produced in 
rabbit against a peptide of fifteen residues common 
for the Arabidopsis ANTR1 and ANTR2 proteins 

(Innovagen, Lund, Sweden). Where indicated, anti-
FLAG M2 monoclonal (Sigma) and anti-Xpress 
(Invitrogen) antibodies were also used. To verify 
the purity of the analysed fractions, antibodies 
against TIC110 (kind gift from Professor J. Soll, 
München, Germany) and LHCII (Agrisera, Umeå, 
Sweden) were used.

Results and discussion

Arabidopsis ANTR1 is a chloroplast thylakoid 
protein. ANTR1 is predicted as a chloroplast 
protein, which has been confirmed experimentally 
using a GFP-approach (Roth et al. 2004). ANTR2 
is also predicted to be targeted to the chloroplast, 
and shown to be an envelope protein using a pep-
tide-specific antibody (Roth et al. 2004). Here we 
have analysed Arabidopsis chloroplasts as well as 
thylakoid and envelope membrane subfractions 
by Western blotting using an antibody against a 
common peptide for ANTR1 and ANTR2 (Fig. 1). 
A cross-reacting protein band of approximately 
50 kDa was detected in chloroplasts and enriched 
in the thylakoid subfraction, but not found in the 
envelope. A lower band of approximately 45 kDa 
was detected exclusively in the envelope, and cor-
responds most likely to ANTR2, in line with pre-
vious observations (Roth et al. 2004). The 50 kDa 
thylakoid protein is indicated as the ANTR1 
protein, in good agreement with its theoretical 
size. Fragments of lower molecular weight were 
also immuno-detected, namely a 20 kDa product 
in all three fractions together with an additional 
fragment of approximately 30 kDa in the envelope 
(Fig. 1). No cross-reacting products were detected 
when the corresponding rabbit preimmune serum 
was used (data not shown), supporting the spe-
cificity of the antibody. Western blots with anti-
bodies against marker proteins for envelope and 
thylakoids verified the purity of the analysed 
subfractions (data not shown). These data dem-
onstrate the thylakoid location of the Arabidopsis 
ANTR1. Using peptide-specific antibodies, also 
the ANTR3 has been localized to the chloroplast 
thylakoids.
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Arabidopsis ANTR1 is a NaPi cotransporter. 
ANTR1 is a putative anion transporter since it 
shows homology to the NaPi-I members of mam-
malian anion transporters (Roth et al. 2004). To 
study its functional properties, we expressed the 
precursor ANTR1 protein in E. coli cells as a 
recombinant His6-Xpress-ANTR1-FLAG fusion 
construct (EANTR1, Fig. 2A). A cross-reacting 
band of approximately 56 kDa was detected in the 
IPTG-induced transformed (EANTR1) cells using 
the anti-FLAG and the anti-ANTR1 antibodies 
(Fig. 2B). As a negative control, cells carrying an 
empty vector are shown (Fig. 2B). The 56 kDa band 
was readily detected after 2 h of induction, and its 
level remained constant for up to 6–8 h, after which 
breakdown products also started to accumulate 
(Fig. 2B). It corresponds to a membrane protein, 
as revealed by subcellular fractionation (data not 
shown). The size of 56 kDa is in good agreement 
with the theoretical mass for the precursor form 
of ANTR1. The preserved N- and C-termini of 
EANTR1 were immuno-detected by the Xpress 
peptide antibody (data not shown), suggesting that 
the E. coli system is unable to process the ANTR1 
transit peptide.

To determine if ANTR1 is functionally active 
when expressed in E. coli as EANTR1, and exhib-
its Na+-dependent Pi transport, uptake experiments 
were performed in transformed and control cells at 
three different pH values (5.5, 6.5 and 7.5) in the 

presence or absence of 25 mM NaCl. As shown in 
Fig. 2C, the transport activity of the ANTR1 pro-
tein is increasing with the pH and is dependent on 
the presence of NaCl. The ANTR1 contribution to 
the Pi accumulation in the EANTR1 strain showed 
a NaCl concentration-dependence in the range 
1–25 mM, with a maximal level at 25 mM (data 

Fig. 1 Immunodetection of ANTR1 and ANTR2 in 
Arabidopsis chloroplast membrane subfractions (30 µg 
 protein/lane): chloroplasts (C), thylakoids (T) and envelope (E)

Fig. 2 Expression of ANTR1 in E. coli and its activity as 
a NaPi transporter. (A) Design of the His6-Xpress-ANTR1-
FLAG fusion construct (EANTR1) for E. coli expression. 
(B) Immunodetection of ANTR1 produced in cells harbour-
ing EANTR1 and cells harbouring the empty plasmid, with 
anti-FLAG and anti-ANTR1 peptide antibodies (0.5 A600 
units/lane). (C) The uptake of radioactive Pi was carried out 
for 3 min in Tris-succinate buffer at the indicated pH values 
in the absence or presence of 25 mM NaCl
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not shown). Control experiments in the presence of 
choline chloride indicated that it is the Na+ and not 
the Cl− ions that are essential for the Pi transport 
(data not shown). Since the highest activity was 
obtained at alkaline pH, we propose that ANTR1 is 
a Na+-dependent HPO4

2− co-transporter.
Animal NaPi-I proteins were initially char-

acterized as Na+-dependent Pi co-transporters, 
but more recent studies point to organic anions 
and Cl− as main substrates, involved in various 
processes ranging from vesicular storage of the 
neurotransmitter glutamate to the degradation and 
metabolism of glycoproteins (Reimer and Edwards 
2004). Arabidopsis ANTR1 and its homologues 
show 30% identity to the NaPi-I cotransporters, 
but the existence of a selectivity filter for Pi or 
other anion transport is not known. It remains to 
be established whether ANTRs share similar broad 
substrate specificity, while the role of ANTR1 in 
phosphate transport is certain as demonstrated in 
this work. Like NaPi-I, probably it does not play 
a prominent role in regulating cell Pi homeostasis, 
but is more linked to nucleotide metabolism in the 
thylakoid lumen.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Screening for Solute Transporters in Plant Photosynthetic 
Membranes
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Bengt L. Persson2, Benoît Schoefs3, and Iwona Adamska4

Abstract  As compared to chloroplast envelope 
transporters, the field of thylakoid transporters is 
largely unexplored. There is evidence for several 
transport activities in the plant thylakoid mem-
brane, but only a copper P-type ATPase and an 
ATP/ADP carrier have been so far identified at 
the gene level in Arabidopsis thaliana. Using in 
silico analyses, we have predicted the existence of 
approximately 15 thylakoid transporters, includ-
ing phosphate transporters and cation channels. 
For experimental validation, we have used pep-
tide-specific antibodies and functional analyses in 
heterologous system. These novel data are highly 
relevant to understand the transport network of the 
thylakoid membrane and its role in photosynthesis 
and stress adaptation.

Keywords  Anion transporter, Arabidopsis thal-
iana, ATP/ADP carrier, chloroplast, inorganic phos-
phate, thylakoid membrane

Introduction

In the chloroplast, four multi-protein complexes 
embedded in the thylakoid membrane perform the 
photosynthetic reactions coupled to ATP synthesis. 
The biogenesis and turnover of the photosynthetic 
complexes require a large number of auxiliary, regula-
tory and transport proteins. As compared to the trans-
porters of the chloroplast envelope membrane, only 
a few thylakoid transporters have been studied at the 
gene level. Thus, a P-type ATPase was proposed to 
supply copper into the thylakoid lumen, to be bound by 
plastocyanin (Abdel-Ghany et al. 2005). Furthermore, 
an ATP/ADP carrier was identified and proposed to 
provide ATP for nucleotide metabolism in the thy-
lakoid lumen (Spetea et al. 2004; Thuswaldner et al. 
2007). Most recently, the putative anion transporter 
ANTR1 has been localized to the thylakoid membrane 
and characterized as a Na+-dependent inorganic phos-
phate (Pi) transporter in heterologous system (Ruiz 
Pavón et al. 2007). ANTR1 has been proposed to 
export lumenal Pi to the chloroplast stroma.
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This work provided immunological evidence for 
the thylakoid location of another anion transporter, 
ANTR3, as well as an updated picture of the so far 
identified thylakoid solute transporters.

Materials and methods

In silico analyses. Prediction of subcellular location 
of putative thylakoid transporters was performed 
using TargetP (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/
TargetP/). Homology searches were performed 
using BLAST at ARAMEMNON database (http://
aramemnon.botanik.uni-koeln.de).

Plant material. Intact chloroplasts and pure 
thylakoid and envelope membranes were iso-
lated from Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana cv 
Columbia) plants grown hydroponically, as previ-
ously described (Thuswaldner et al. 2007).

Protein analysis. Proteins of the chloroplast 
membranes were separated by gel electrophoresis 
and analyzed by Western blotting (Thuswaldner et 
al. 2007). The ANTR3 antibody was produced in 
rabbit against a fifteen amino acid peptide of the 
Arabidopsis protein (Innovagen, Lund, Sweden). 
To verify the purity of the analysed fractions, anti-
bodies against TIC110 (kind gift from Professor 
J. Soll, München, Germany) and LHCII (Agrisera, 
Umeå, Sweden) were used.

Results and discussion

From in silico analyses to experimental validation. 
Several lines of biochemical evidence for the exist-
ence of transport activities in the thylakoid mem-
brane have been provided in the past (Thuswaldner 
et al. 2007 and references therein). So far, genetic 
rather than proteomic approaches have been suc-
cessful in identifying the protein components 
involved. The strategy used in this work for screen-
ing of thylakoid transporters (Fig. 1) involves a 
combination of approaches starting with in silico 
analyses to obtain chloroplast candidates show-
ing homology to well-studied transporters from 
other organisms. For experimental validation of 

Fig. 1 Strategy for screening of thylakoid transporters. The 
key steps are schematically indicated, and can be used for 
experimental validation of any putative plant protein

Fig. 2 Western blot with anti-ANTR3 antibody and preim-
mune serum of chloroplast membrane subfractions (upper 
panel). C, chloroplast, T, thylakoid, E, envelope. The posi-
tions of the markers are indicated on the left side. Western 
blots with antibodies against marker proteins are shown in 
the lower panel. Each gel lane was loaded with 15 µg of 
chloroplast protein
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their chloroplast location, immunological methods 
employing peptide-specific antibodies are used. 
Expression analyses provide indications for pos-
sible roles in planta. Heterologous expression 
combined with transport assays provide valuable 
information for the type of transported solute and 
biochemical properties. Finally, the physiologi-
cal role can be studied by performing phenotypic 
analysis of knockout mutant plants. The thylakoid 
ATP/ADP carrier is an example where the above-
described strategy has been applied successfully 
(Thuswaldner et al. 2007).

The putative anion transporter ANTR3 is a 
thylakoid protein. ANTR3 is one of the three chlo-
roplast predicted ANTRs showing homology to the 
NaPi-1 members of mammalian anion transporters 
(Roth et al. 2004).

Using a peptide-specific antibody, a band of 
approximately 50 kDa was immunodetected in 
chloroplast and thylakoid membranes, but not in 
the envelope fraction (Fig. 2). No cross-reaction 
was observed when using the pre-immune serum, 
validating the antibody specificity. It appears that 
the thylakoid membrane has two ANTRs (ANTR1 
and ANTR3) (Ruiz Pavón et al. 2007 and Fig. 2, 
this work), possibly with distinct roles in planta. 
Data extracted from Genevestigator database 
(https//www.genevestigator.ethz.ch/) indicated that 
as compared to ANTR1, ANTR3 is normally low 
expressed. The differential role of the two thyla-
koid ANTRs remains to be investigated.

Updated list of thylakoid solute transporters. 
In Table 1, we have listed the so far identified thy-
lakoid transporters and the experimental evidence 

available for their location. As physiological role, 
involvement in the biogenesis and turnover of the 
photosynthetic complexes during normal growth 
and stress conditions is proposed. Using the same 
strategy, experiments are in progress to identify 
other thylakoid transporters, such as channels for 
potassium, chloride and calcium transporters.
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Table 1 List of thylakoid solute transporters identified from Arabidopsis. The names, accession numbers, type of 
experimental evidence for thylakoid location, and references are indicated for each individual listed protein. GFP, GFP-
fusion approach, WB, Western blotting, IG, immunogold electron microscopy

Name Gene Evidence Reference

Copper P-ATPase 2 (PAA2) At5g21930 GFP, IG Abdel-Ghany et al. (2005)
Thylakoid ATP/ADP carrier (TAAC) At5g01500 GFP, IG, WB Thuswaldner et al. (2007)
Anion transporter 1 (ANTR1) At2g29650 GFP, WB Roth et al. (2004), Ruiz 

 Pavón et al. (2007)
Anion transporter 3 (ANTR3) At2g28060 WB This work
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CHAPTER FIVE

Functional Analysis of Mitochondrial Respiratory 
Chain as a Dissipation System of Excess Light Energy

Keisuke Yoshida1,2, Ichiro Terashima2, and Ko Noguchi2

Abstract  Alternative oxidase (AOX), the unique 
terminal oxidase in plant mitochondria, catalyzes 
the energy-wasteful cyanide-resistant respiration. 
Although it has been suggested that AOX would 
prevent chloroplast over-reduction via the efficient 
dissipation of excess reducing equivalents, its direct 
evidence in the physiological context has been 
lacking. In the present study, we assessed this pos-
sibility using Arabidopsis mutants defective in the 
cyclic electron flow around PSI. In these mutants, 
AOX was up-regulated concomitant with the accu-
mulation of reducing equivalents in the chloroplasts 
and an increase in the activities of enzymes needed 
to transport reducing equivalents. The presented 
results indicate that AOX can dissipate the excess 
light energy and serve in efficient photosynthesis.

Keywords  Alternative oxidase, cyanide-resist-
ant respiration, cyclic electron flow around PSI, 
malate/oxaloacetate shuttle

Introduction

In a recent overview of interaction between 
photosynthesis in chloroplasts and respiration in 
mitochondria, it has been suggested that mito-
chondrial respiratory system would play an essen-
tial role for efficient photosynthesis in illuminated 
leaves (Gardeström et al. 2002; Raghavendra and 
Padmasree 2003; Noctor et al. 2007). As one 
of the functions of respiratory system under the 
light, the dissipation of cellular excess reducing 
equivalents by the respiratory chain has been 
supposed. When excess reducing equivalents are 
produced by the photochemical reactions in chlo-
roplast thylakoid membrane, they should be re-
oxidized quickly for the prevention of reactive 
oxygen species generation. Reducing equivalents 
in the chloroplasts could be exported via the 
shuttle machineries, such as malate/oxaloacetate 
shuttle (Scheibe 2004). Thus, it has been implied 
that, in addition to the intra-chloroplastic defense 
mechanisms, the mitochondrial respiratory chain 
might contribute to plant photo-protection via the 
dissipation of excess reducing equivalents gener-
ated in the chloroplasts. However, direct evidence 
for this in the physiological context has been 
lacking.
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Plant mitochondria possess the energy-dissipat-
ing respiratory pathways, such as cyanide (CN)-
resistant pathway catalyzed by the alternative 
oxidase AOX, (Vanlerberghe and Ordog 2002; 
Finnegan et al. 2004). While AOX apparently 
catalyzes the energy-wasteful respiration, it could 
oxidize the reducing equivalents efficiently without 
being restricted by the proton gradient across the 
mitochondrial inner membrane or the cellular ATP/
ADP ratio. Therefore, it has been speculated that 
AOX might have a particular role in relieving the 
over-reduction of chloroplasts. We studied AOX 
function in illuminated leaves, with an emphasis 
on the role as an alternative sink for excess light 
energy. Here we demonstrate that a long-distance 
electron cycling system based on the mitochondrial 
AOX provides plants with more flexible photo-
protection.

Materials and methods

Plant materials and high-light treatment. 
Arabidopsis thaliana wild type (ecotype Columbia 
gl1) and mutants defective in the cyclic electron 
flow around PSI (pgr5, crr2-2, Munekage et al. 
2004) were cultured in soil for 4–6 weeks under 
low-light (LL); 40 µmol photon m−2 s−1, 16/8 h 
light/dark cycle and 22–23°C. For high-light (HL) 
treatments, plants were transferred to 320 µmol 
photon m−2 s−1 light condition at 2–3 h after the 
beginning of light period.

Photosynthetic electron transport analysis. 
Chlorophyll fluorescence was measured using 
a PAM (pulse-amplitude modulation) fluorom-
eter (PAM-101, Waltz, Effeltrich, Germany). The 
redox state of P700 was measured using ED-
P700DW-E (Waltz) as the emitter-detector unit. 
For the calculation of the chlorophyll fluorescence 
parameters and the measurement procedure, see 
Yoshida et al. (2007).

Enzyme assays. Enzymes in the soluble frac-
tion were extracted from the leaves as previously 
described (Dutilleul et al. 2003). For the procedure 
for the activity measurement of each enzyme, see 
Yoshida et al. (2007).

Leaf respiration measurement. Leaf respira-
tion rates were measured using a Clark-type O2 
electrode (Rank Brothers, Cambridge, UK). The 
detached leaves were kept above the stirrer bar 
and electrode surface by a piece of nylon mesh. 
Reaction medium contained 100 mM sucrose, 
50 mM HEPES, 10 mM MES (pH 6.6), and 0.2 mM 
CaCl2. The CN-resistant respiration rates were 
measured in the presence of 2 mM KCN.

Immunoblotting. For immunoreaction experi-
ments, proteins after separation by SDS-PAGE 
were transferred to a polyvinylidene fluoride 
membrane (Hybond-P, Amersham, Piscataway, 
USA). Immunodetection of AOX was performed 
with the AOA monoclonal culture supernatant 
reacting with AOX at a dilution of 1:50 (Elthon 
et al. 1989). Chemiluminescence was used for 
detection of horseradish peroxidase-conjugated 
secondary antibodies and visualized using LAS 
1000 (Fuji, Tokyo, Japan). The AOX blots were 
quantified using the IMAGE GAUGE v 3.0 soft-
ware (Fuji).

Results and discussion

Redox states of the photosynthetic electron transport 
chain and stroma in chloroplasts

Under LL growth condition (40 µmol photon m−2 
s−1), there are no visible phenotypic differences 
between wild type and mutants. Similarly, chlo-
rophyll fluorescence parameters such as non-
photochemical quenching (NPQ) or PSII operating 
efficiency were also identical level between plants 
in LL condition. However, when transferred to 
HL condition (320 µmol photon m−2 s−1), pgr5 
could not induce NPQ fully and perform efficient 
photosynthetic electron transport. As a result, pgr5 
suffered from photo-inhibition more than wild type 
and crr2-2.

To examine the stromal redox state, we moni-
tored the redox state of P700, the reaction center 
of PSI. Under HL, most of the P700 in pgr5 was 
reduced. That in crr2-2 was slightly reduced com-
pared with wild type, although the chlorophyll 
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parameters in crr2-2 were not differed from wild 
type. It should be noted that P700 redox state is 
more sensitive indicator for the electron acceptance 
capacity from PSI (Munekage et al. 2004). Thus, 
mutants (especially pgr5) were liable to accumu-
late the reducing equivalents in the chloroplast 
stroma.

The transport activities of reducing equivalents 
by the malate/oxaloacetate shuttle

Malate/oxaloacetate shuttle plays a central role for 
the transport of reducing equivalents from chloro-
plast to cytosol, peroxisomes, and mitochondria. 
We examined the activities of enzymes involved in 
this shuttle, and assessed an impact of chloroplast 
over-reduction on their activities.

NADP-malate dehydrogenase plays an impor-
tant role for the export of reducing equivalents 
in the chloroplast. The activities in the mutants 
were higher than those in wild type before the HL 
treatment (Table 1), suggesting that the mutants 
would export the reducing equivalents from the 
chloroplasts at a potentially higher rate and could 
alleviate the chloroplast over-reduction even under 
LL. All plants including wild type increased the 
NADP-MDH activity by the HL treatment (Table 
1). Even when the cyclic electron flow around PSI 
functions, the export of reducing equivalents at a 
higher rate would be essential under HL.

On the other hand, NAD-MDH is mainly present 
outside of chloroplasts and has important role in 
malate/oxaloacetate shuttle. Similar to NADP-
MDH, the activity of NAD-MDH was higher in the 
mutants even before the HL treatment (Table 1). 
The NAD-MDH activities were increased by the 
HL treatment, especially in pgr5. Thus, it is likely 
that the chloroplast over-reduction would promote 
not only the export of the reducing equivalents 
from the chloroplast, but also the metabolism of 
reducing equivalents in the overall cell. These 
results indicate that malate/oxaloacetate shuttle 
could function as a valve for the alleviation of 
chloroplast over-reduction.

Properties of the mitochondrial respiratory 
chain. As mentioned in the Introduction, the 

mitochondrial respiratory chain may function as 
a sink for excess reducing equivalents. How is 
the respiratory chain affected by the chloroplast 
over-reduction? Immnoblot analysis revealed that 
more AOX was present in the mutants even before 
the HL treatments (Table 1). It is noteworthy that, 
in these mutants, more reducing equivalents were 
accumulated in chloroplasts and the transport 
activity by malate/oxaloacetate shuttle was up-reg-
ulated even before HL treatments (Table 1). AOX 
protein amounts increased after the HL treatment 
both in wild type and mutants. To examine the 
contributions of AOX to the electron transport, the 
AOX-dependent CN-resistant respiration rate was 
measured in the presence of 2 mM KCN. Similar 
to AOX protein amount, CN-resistant respiration 

Table 1 Malate/oxaloacetate shuttle activities and alter-
native oxidase (AOX) capacities in wild type (WT) and 
mutants. Each value represents the mean ± standard error 
(n = 3–6)

 HL treatment (h)

 0 4 8

WT
NADP-MDH activity 6.72 11.89 13.73
(nmol mg−1 Chl s−1) ±0.81 ±0.28 ±1.62
NAD-MDH activity 222.07 281.02 309.66
(nmol mg−1 Chl s−1) ± 14.70 ± 18.86 ±21.03
Relative AOX amount 1.00 1.67 2.22
(chlorophyll basis) ±0.00 ±0.16 ±0.29
CN-resistant respiration 0.46 0.63 0.84
(nmol mg−1 Chl s−1) ±0.06 ±0.05 ±0.06
pgr5
NADP-MDH activity 9.82 13.95 14.11
(nmol mg−1 Chl s−1) ±1.05 ±0.97 ±0.97
NAD-MDH activity 300.98 416.10 431.35
(nmol mg−1 Chl s−1) ± 20.03 ±30.55 ±23.60
Relative AOX amount 1.80 2.45 3.38
(chlorophyll basis) ±0.07 ±0.11 ±0.14
CN-resistant respiration 0.99 1.36 1.71
(nmol mg−1 Chl s−1) ±0.10 ±0.16 ±0.13
crr2-2
NADP-MDH activity 9.37 12.92 13.35
(nmol mg−1 Chl s−1) ±0.73 ±1.24 ±0.95
NAD-MDH activity 258.80 315.47 306.70
(nmol mg−1 Chl s−1) ±8.21 ±23.30 ±12.52
Relative AOX amount 1.70 1.80 2.13
(chlorophyll basis) ±0.25 ±0.26 ±0.37
CN-resistant respiration 0.67 0.77 0.85
(nmol mg−1 Chl s−1) ±0.03 ±0.11 ±0.09
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rate was higher in the mutants than in wild type 
before the HL treatment, and increased after the 
HL treatment in any plants. The relationship 
between AOX protein amount and CN-resistant 
respiration was correlated very closely. On the 
other hand, the maximal activity of cytochrome 
c oxidase, the terminal oxidase of energy-coupling 
cytochrome pathway, did not differ among the 
plants even after the HL treatments. These results 
indicate that, in the two ubiquinol-oxidizing path-
ways, AOX was preferentially up-regulated in 
response to chloroplast over-reduction by excess 
light.

Co-ordinated up-regulation of malate/oxaloa-
cetate shuttle and AOX capacity could contribute 
to plant photo-protection. As demonstrated in 
Table 1, the activities of enzymes involved in 
malate/oxaloacetate shuttle and AOX capacity 
showed synchronized up-regulation in response 
to excess light and thereby the accumulation 
of the reducing equivalents in the chloroplast 
stroma. Also, we previously demonstrated that 
AOX inhibition caused the decrease in photo-
synthetic rate and the over-reduction of the pho-
tosynthetic electron transport chain (Yoshida et 
al. 2006). From these results, we concluded that 
AOX functions as an alternative sink for excess 
light energy and serves in the alleviation of 
photo-inhibition. We believe that this dissipation 
mechanism would be of physiological signifi-
cances for AOX, the unique terminal oxidase in 
plant mitochondria.
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CHAPTER ONE

Analysis of the Effect of Elevated Cytokinin Content 
on the Photosynthetic Apparatus Using Blue Native PAGE

Anne Cortleven and Roland Valcke

Abstract Blue Native gel electrophoresis is a 
very powerful technique for the separation of 
highly hydrophobic membrane proteins and the 
isolation of native protein complexes. It offers an 
alternative for two-dimensional gel electrophore-
sis. To study the effects of cytokinins on the com-
position of the complexes in the photosynthetic 
apparatus, transgenic Pssu-ipt tobacco plants with 
increased cytokinin content are used and compared 
to wild-type plants. After isolation of intact chloro-
plasts of transgenic and wild-type plants, digitonin 
and dodecyl-β-maltoside (1%) are used to obtain 
the native conformation of the photosynthetic com-
plexes. A separation in the first dimension under 
native conditions, Blue Native PAGE, is combined 
with SDS-PAGE for separation of the protein 
complexes into their subunits. This provides a bet-
ter insight in the network of protein complexes of 
the photosynthetic apparatus and the physiological 
changes due to elevated cytokinin content.

Keywords  Photosynthesis, membrane protein 
complexes, blue native PAGE, cytokinins

Introduction

Chloroplasts are highly specialized plant organelles, 
where photosynthesis takes place. They are impor-
tant not only for photosynthesis, but also for other 
metabolic processes such as synthesis of specific 
lipids, amino acids, tetrapyrols and hormones. 
Chloroplasts are the most important target of 
cytokinins (Reski 1994). Cytokinins are plant 
hormones that play a multiple role in growth and 
development of the plant. They regulate light-
mediated processes like de-etiolation and differ-
entiation of chloroplasts by inducing the synthesis 
of chloroplast proteins and photosynthetic compo-
nents (Chernyad’ev 2000).

To study the effect of cytokinins on the structure 
and the function of the photosynthetic apparatus, 
transgenic Pssu-ipt tobacco plants, containing the 
ipt-gene coding for isopentenyltransferase, a key 
enzyme in the biosynthesis of cytokinin, under 
control of the light-inducible Pssu-promoter, are 
used. This results in elevated endogenous cytokinin 
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content. Previous studies showed that transgenic 
Pssu-ipt tobacco plants show a reduction in pho-
tosynthesis (Synková et al. 1999). To study the 
effects of elevated cytokinins on the structure of 
the photosynthetic apparatus, 2D-gel electrophore-
sis was used. This technique is not useful for the 
separation of native protein complexes or highly 
hydrophobic proteins (Santoni et al. 2000). The 
chloroplasts contain different highly hydrophobic 
protein complexes such as photosystem I and 
II, cytochrome b6 f complex and ATP-synthase. 
Therefore, Blue-native PAGE offers a good alter-
native to study the proteome of the chloroplasts 
and any structural changes that may occur due to 
elevated endogenous cytokinin content.

Materials and methods

Cultivation of plants. All plants were cultivated in a 
greenhouse. Wild-type plants, Nicotiana tabacum L. 
cv. Petit Havana SR1, were sown in potting 
soil (Universal potting soil, Agrofino, Agrofino 
Products N.V.). After 2 weeks, they were put on 
Grodan (Grodania A/S, Hedehusene, Denmark) 
saturated with half-strength Hoagland solution. The 
transgenic plants, containing the ipt-gene under 
control of the Pisum sativum ribulose-1,5-biphos-
phate carboxylase small subunit promoter sequence 
(Pssu-ipt), were obtained using the Agrobacterium 
tumefaciens system as described by Beinsberger 
et al. (1992). After transformation, the seeds were 
sown on Murashige-Skoog medium with kanamy-
cin (100 mg/mL). Only kanamycin resistant seed-
lings (2–3 weeks old) were further cultivated under 
the same conditions as wild-type plants (tempera-
ture 18°C, humidity 60%). Additional illumination 
was provided 16 h a day with AgroSon T (400 W) 
and HTQ (400 W) lamps (photon flux density of 
200 µmol quanta (m−2 s−1) ).

Isolation of intact chloroplasts. Intact chlo-
roplasts were isolated from 6-week-old wild-
type plants and transgenic plants of comparable 
height, following a modified version of the method 
described by Bartlett et al. (1982). Leaves (50 g) 
were harvested and homogenized in 200 ml ice-cold 

grinding buffer (2 mM NaEDTA, 1 mM MgCl2, 
1 mM MnCl2, 50 mM Hepes-KOH, pH 7.5, 0.33 M 
sorbitol, 5 mM sodium ascorbate) for three times 
10 s, using a Braun MX-32 mixer. All subsequent 
steps were carried out at 4°C. The suspension was 
filtered through four layers miracloth and a frac-
tion containing chloroplasts was sedimented by 
centrifugation at 1,400 g for 5 min. The green pel-
let was resuspended in grinding buffer (5 ml/50 g). 
Two milliliter of this suspension was loaded on 
a continuous 10–80% Percoll gradient (3% PEG 
6000, 1% Ficoll, 1% BSA) and centrifuged for 
20 min at 8,000 g. Two green bands are visible after 
centrifugation. The upper band contains the broken 
chloroplasts and the lower band the intact chloro-
plasts, which were collected with a syringe, washed 
with 5–10 volumes grinding buffer and centrifuged 
for 10 min. The intact chloroplasts are then resus-
pended in TMK-buffer (10 mM Tris pH 6.8, 10 mM 
MnCl2, 20 mM KCl) and centrifuged for 10 min at 
2,200 g. The pellet was dissolved in TMK buffer at 
a concentration of 1 mg chlorophyll/mL.

BN-PAGE/SDS-PAGE. BN-PAGE was per-
formed according to Reisinger and Eichacker 
(2006). All steps of the sample preparation were 
performed on ice. Two different detergents (digi-
tonin and dodecyl-β-maltoside) were used for 
solubilization of the membrane protein complexes. 
Before solubilization, the chloroplast suspension 
was centrifuged at 400 g during 3 min. The pelleted 
chloroplasts were then solubilized with 1% (w/v) 
dodecyl-β-maltoside (30 µl) or 2.5% (w/v) digi-
tonin (50 µl) for 10 min. After solubilization, the 
samples were centrifuged for 10 min at 13,000 g. 
One microliter loading buffer (5% (w/v) Serva 
Blue G250, 750 mM ε–aminocaproic acid) was 
added to the supernatant and the mixture was 
loaded on a 5–15% acrylamide gradient gel (4% 
acrylamide stacking gel). Electrophoresis was per-
formed in a Protean II electrophoresis system (Bio-
Rad, USA) at 4°C applying a constant voltage of 
250 V overnight. For SDS-PAGE, lanes of the first 
dimension were incubated in solubilization buffer 
(2% (w/v) SDS, 66 mM Na2CO3, 2% (w/v) β-mer-
capto-ethanol, 10% (w/v) glycerol, 0.5 M Tris/HCl 
pH 6.8) for 30 min at room temperature. Thereafter, 
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the lane was put on a second dimension gel (10% 
acrylamide, stacking gel: 4% acrylamide) and 
overlaid with agarose solution (25 mM Tris pH 8.8, 
192 mM glycine, 0.1% SDS, 0.5% (w/v) agarose, 
0.0002% bromophenolblue). Electrophoresis (1 h 
at 2 W/gel, followed by 1 h 4 W/gel and finally 4 h 
at 17 W/gel) was carried out in EttanDaltsix system 
(Amersham Bioscience).

Staining and analysis. After electrophoresis, gels 
were fixed in fixation solution (45% (v/v) methanol, 
5% (v/v) acetic acid) overnight. Blue Native gels 
were stained with Coomassie dye (50% (v/v) meth-
anol, 7% (v/v) acetic acid, 0.025% (w/v) Coomassie 
Brilliant Blue G250) for 4 h and unstained overnight 
in methanol (50% v/v), acetic acid (7% v/v) after 
fixation, the second dimension gels were washed 
three times with 50% (v/v) ethanol for 20 min, 
incubated for 1 min in 0.02% (w/v) NaS04 and 
rinsed three times with water. Thereafter, the gels 
were incubated for 20 min in 0.2% (w/v) silverni-
trate, rinsed three times with water and incubated in 
0.04% formaldehyde, 6% (w/v) sodiumcarbonate 
until the spots were visible. This coloring reaction 
is stopped using 5% (v/v) acetic acid. After stain-
ing, the gels were scanned and analysed with Image 
Master Platina (Amersham Bioscience).

Results

Blue native PAGE of chloroplast protein com-
plexes. Digitonin and dodecyl-β-maltoside proved 
to be very suitable detergents for the solubilization 
and stabilization of supercomplexes of chloroplasts 
(Heinemeyer et al. 2004; Kügler et al. 1997). To 
determine the optimal detergent-protein ratio for 
solubilization of the supercomplexes, intact chlo-
roplasts were treated with different digitonin or 
dodecyl-β-maltoside concentrations and analysed 
by 1D Blue Native PAGE. Low concentration of 
detergent resulted in less sharp bands and reduced 
separation of the complexes. High concentrations 
of detergents resulted in micelle-formation. The 
best separation of the chloroplast complexes was 
obtained using 1% (w/w) dodecyl-β-maltoside and 
2.5% (w/w) digitonin.

Unfortunately, there were no qualitative differences 
in the supercomplex pattern between transgenic and 
wild-type (Fig. 1).

Analyses of the subunits of the protein complexes. 
To further investigate the protein complexes, Blue 
Native strips were subjected to SDS-PAGE in the 
second dimension. Under these conditions, protein-
complexes dissociate into their subunits.

After staining and software analyses of these 
gels, no differences were found in subunit composition 
of the protein complexes (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1 Blue Native electrophoresis of intact chloroplasts 
of wild-type (WT) and transgenic (Pssu-ipt) tobacco plants 
after staining with Coomassie Brilliant Blue. Intact chloro-
plasts were solubilized in 1% (w/v) digitonin or 2.5% (w/v) 
dodecyl-β-maltoside. No differences in protein complexes 
are visible between WT and Pssu-ipt for dodecyl-β-malto-
side as wel as for digitonin
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Discussion

Blue Native PAGE is an ideal technique to inves-
tigate the high hydrophobic protein complexes of 
the chloroplasts (Heinemeyer et al. 2004). Results 
of chlorophyll a fluorescence kinetics (unpublished 
data) suggested no effect of cytokinins on the trans-
fer of excitons to the reaction centers, but a signifi-
cant effect of cytokinins on the transfer of electrons 
once the photosynthetic apparatus is in the excited 
state. A possible hypothesis is that increased endog-
enous cytokinins levels induce structural altera-
tions. This hypothesis could be consistent with 
the higher chlorophyll content of the transgenics 
(unpublished data). Using Blue Native PAGE, no 

qualitative differences in protein subunit composi-
tion could be observed between transgenic plants, 
with increased endogenous cytokinins content, and 
wild-type plants. A severe limitation of Blue Native 
PAGE is that it does not offer the possibility to 
search for quantitative differences. Further detailed 
2D analysis (IEF/SDS-PAGE) will be necessary to 
look for quantitative differences.
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CHAPTER TWO

Chlorophyll a Biosynthesis Under Anaerobic Environments 
in the Cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803

Kei Minamizaki, Takeaki Goto, and Yuichi Fujita

Abstract  The isocyclic ring (E-ring) with 131-oxo 
group is a common structural feature of all chloro-
phylls. The E-ring is formed by two structurally 
unrelated enzymes. One is the oxygen-dependent 
(AcsF) Mg-protoporphyrin IX monomethyl ester 
(MPE) cyclase that incorporates molecular oxy-
gen (O2), and the other is the oxygen-independent 
(BchE) MPE cyclase with water (H2O) as the oxy-
gen donor. Angiosperms and most photosynthetic 
bacteria employ AcsF and BchE as the sole MPE 
cyclase, respectively. However, it remains unknown 
which enzyme operates in cyanobacteria that can 
thrive in a variety of anaerobic environments on 
the Earth. There are two acsF candidates, sll1214 
(F1) and sll1874 (F2), and three bchE candidates, 
slr0905 (E1), sll1242 (E2) and slr0309 (E3) in the 
genome of the cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. 
PCC 6803. We isolated five mutants lacking one 
of these genes. The four mutants other than ∆F1 
grew under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions. 
The ∆F1 mutant failed to grow under aerobic con-
ditions in spite of normal growth under anaerobic 

conditions. Anomalous accumulation of MPE was 
detected only in ∆F1 and anaerobically grown ∆F2, 
but not in any three bchE-mutants. It is suggested 
that the MPE cyclase in this cyanobacterium is 
encoded by two acsF-like genes, acsF1 and acsF2 
rather than three bchE-like genes, and that AcsF1 
is the sole MPE cyclase under aerobic conditions 
and that AcsF2 operates together with AcsF1 under 
anaerobic conditions.

Keywords  Chlorophyll a biosynthesis, cyano-
bacterium, Mg-protoporphyrin monomethyl ester, 
acsF, bchE

Introduction

The isocyclic ring (E-ring) with 131-oxo group is 
a common structural feature of all types of Chls. 
The E-ring is formed by an oxidative cyclization 
of C-13 methylpropionate of Mg-protoporphyrin 
monomethyl ester (MPE) to yield divinyl proto-
chlorophyllide. This E-ring formation involves a 
six-electron oxidation of C-13 methylpropionate 
with incorporation of an oxygen atom at the C-131 
position. Enzymes catalyzing this reaction, namely 
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MPE cyclase, have not yet been purified to homo-
geneity so far (Bollivar 2003). Molecular genetic 
studies of photosynthetic bacteria suggested that 
the acsF and bchE genes encode oxygenase-type 
and hydratase-type MPE cyclases, respectively 
(Bollivar et al. 1996; Pinta et al. 2002). BchE is 
a member of the radical SAM superfamily, which 
catalyzes a large variety of radical reactions with 
S-adenosylmethionine and an oxygen-labile [4Fe-
4S] cluster that makes them oxygen-sensitive. 
AcsF belongs to a monooxygenase family with 
a binuclear iron cluster. The bchE gene is found 
in a variety of photosynthetic bacteria (Xiong 
et al. 2000), and the acsF gene is found in plants 
(Tottey et al. 2003). Some photosynthetic bac-
teria such as Rubrivivax gelatinosus have both 
(Ouchane et al. 2004). The distribution seems to be 
consistent with the oxygen levels of their natural 
habits. Cyanobacteria are prokaryotes performing 
oxygenic photosynthesis similar to plants. Many 
cyanobacteria thrive in environments with a vari-
ety of oxygen levels including anaerobic environ-
ments. There is no experimental evidence showing 
that MPE cyclases operate in cyanobacteria. Here 
we report that two AcsF-type isoforms operate as 
the MPE cyclases even in low oxygen conditions, 
as compared to the BchE-type MPE cyclase, in the 
cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803.

Materials and methods

Cyanobacterial strains and growth conditions. 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (Synechocystis 6803) 
was cultivated in BG-11 at 30°C bubbled with 2% 
CO2 in air or in N2 under continuous illumination 
(70 µmol m−2 s−1). An anaerobic jar (BBL GasPak 
anaerobic systems, Becton, Dickinson and Company) 
was used for anaerobic growth on agar plates.

Construction of plasmids for gene disruption. A 
series of plasmids were constructed by overlap exten-
sion PCR for isolation of mutants lacking one of the 
five genes. Most coding regions of the target genes 
were replaced by a kanamycin resistant cartridge.

Pigment extraction and spectroscopic analysis. 
Pigments were extracted from cells grown on agar 

plates. Pigments were extracted in 90% methanol 
and the extracts were mixed with 3.5-volume of 
acetone and half-volume of water followed by 
phase-partitioning with a 15-volume of n-hexane. 
Fluorescence emission spectra of the lower phase 
were recorded with excitation at 435 nm (FP777w, 
Jasco, Japan). MPE was prepared from culture 
medium of the Rhodobacter capsulatus mutant 
DB575 (∆bchE).

Preparation of RNA and RT-PCR. Total RNA 
was prepared from wild type cells grown under 
aerobic or anaerobic conditions and used for the 
synthesis of cDNA with Superscript III First-
Strand Synthesis System (Invitrogen). The cDNA 
fraction was used in 1/21-dilution as the template 
for PCR with the specific primers.

Results

Transcript levels of two acsF-like and three bchE-
like genes. There are two acsF candidates, sll1214 
and sll1874, in the Synechocystis 6803 genome. 
Both conserve two copies of a motif of a binuclear-
iron cluster as in various monooxygenases. We 
tentatively call sll1214 and sll1874 respectively F1 
and F2. There are three bchE candidates, slr0905, 
sll1242 and slr0309, in the genome. We tentatively 
refer to slr0905, sll1242 and slr0309 respectively 
as E1, E2 and E3. Their transcript levels in wild 
type cells grown under aerobic and anaerobic 
conditions were semiquantified by RT-PCR (Fig. 1). 
PCR products derived from F1 and E1 mRNAs 
were detected almost equally in both cDNA prepa-
rations. In contrast, PCR products from F2, E2 
and E3 mRNAs in anaerobically grown cells were 
much more abundant than those in aerobically 
grown cells. This result suggests that F2, E2 and 
E3 genes are induced by anaerobic conditions 
while F1 and E1 are constitutively expressed.

Isolation of five deletion mutants and pheno-
typic analysis. We isolated five mutants lacking 
one of F1, F2, E1, E2 and E3, which are called 
∆F1, ∆F2, ∆E1, ∆E2, and ∆E3, respectively. All 
mutants except for ∆F1 grew photosynthetically on 
an agar plate under aerobic conditions in the light 
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(Fig. 2A). The mutant ∆F1 failed to grow in this 
condition. Under anaerobic conditions all mutants 
grew photosynthetically. Slight growth retardation 
was observed in ∆F2 (Fig. 2B). The mutant ∆E2 
grew somewhat more slowly than wild type with a 
yellow-green color under both aerobic and anaero-
bic conditions.

MPE is expected to accumulate anomalously in 
mutants lacking an MPE cyclase gene. Accumulation 
of MPE was examined in cells grown aerobically 
and anaerobically. MPE shows a characteristic fluo-
rescence emission peak at 595 nm. Among aerobi-
cally grown mutants only ∆F1 showed significant 
MPE accumulation (Fig. 2C). Anomalous MPE 
accumulation was also detected in ∆F1 and ∆F2 
among mutants grown under anaerobic condition 
(Fig. 2D). No significant accumulation of MPE was 
detected in any bchE mutants as in the wild type, 
suggesting that none of the three bchE-like genes 

are involved in MPE cyclase reaction under conditions 
examined in this study.

Discussion

We identified two acsF genes involved in MPE 
cyclase in Synechocystis 6803. The results of MPE 
accumulation and RT-PCR suggested that F1 is 

Fig. 1 (A) Gene arrangements of F1, F2, E1, E2 and E3. 
The regions amplified by PCR are shown by bars. (B) RT-
PCR analysis of the transcript levels of F1, F2, E1, E2 and 
E3. Total RNA was isolated from wild type cells grown 
under aerobic (lane 1) and anaerobic (lane 2) conditions. 
Cycle numbers of RT-PCR were 24, 30, 33, 30, 30 and 11 
for F1, F2, E1, E2, E3 and rrn16S, respectively

Fig. 2 Photoautotrophic growth of the five mutants (A and 
B) and accumulation of MPE in ∆F1 and ∆F2 (C and D). 
BG-11 agar plates were incubated in the light under aerobic 
(A) and anaerobic (B) conditions for 7 days. Pigments were 
extracted from cells grown under aerobic (C) and anaerobic 
(D) conditions. The fluorescence emission spectra of the 
pigment extracts were recorded (λex: 435 nm). Arrows indi-
cate an emission peak at 595 nm characteristic of MPE
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substantially the sole MPE cyclase under aerobic 
conditions and that F2 is induced in anaerobic con-
ditions to operate together with F1. The phenotype 
of ∆F1, the growth defect with MPE accumula-
tion under aerobic conditions, is consistent with 
the indispensable function of F1 during aerobic 
growth. Here we propose the designations of acsF1 
and acsF2 for F1 and F2 respectively.

We did not obtain evidence that bchE-like 
genes encode MPE cyclase, eventhough it has 
been speculated that Synechocystis 6803 has 
bchE-homologs in addition to acsF (Bollivar 
2003). No significant accumulation of MPE was 
detected in any ∆E1, ∆E1 and ∆E3 cells grown 
under conditions examined, suggesting that the 
three bchE-like genes are not involved in MPE 
cyclase reaction.

How does the oxygen-dependent MPE cyclase 
AcsF operate under “anaerobic” conditions? Even 
in anaerobic environments, oxygen is constantly 
evolved from photosystem II in cyanobacterial 
cells. The oxygen concentration is kept at a much 
lower level than cells grown in aerobic conditions. 
Thus we would regard such conditions as “micro-
oxic” conditions. AcsF2 could use efficiently this 
endogenously evolved oxygen as the substrate 
for MPE cyclase reaction. To meet the increased 
requirement of AcsF proteins under low oxygen 
conditions, acsF2 is induced. Otherwise, AcsF2 
may have some enzymatic properties appropriate 
for operation in low oxygen conditions, such as a 
higher affinity to oxygen than AcsF1.

Differential operation of two AcsF isoforms was 
found in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. The cth1 
and crd1 genes are expressed in a reciprocal man-
ner in response to copper availability and oxygen 
levels in the environments (Moseley et al. 2000). 
Such differential operation of dual acsF isoforms 

may provide some selective advantages to thrive in 
natural environments where oxygen levels fluctu-
ate dynamically.
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CHAPTER THREE

Functional Analysis of Two PsbP-Like (PPL) Proteins 
in Arabidopsis thaliana

Seiko Ishihara, Atsushi Takabayashi, Tsuyoshi Endo, Kentaro Ifuku, and Fumihiko Sato

Abstract  PsbP is an extrinsic subunit of photosys-
tem II (PSII) and optimizes the water- splitting reac-
tion in higher plants in vivo. In addition to PsbP, 
recent genomic and proteomic studies have demon-
strated the existence of many PsbP homologs in the 
chloroplast of higher plants; however, their molec-
ular functions have not been investigated at all. In 
order to establish a unified view about the PsbP 
family in higher plants, PsbP homologs in a model 
plant Arabidopsis thaliana were classified into 
two PsbP-like (PPL) proteins and six PsbP domain 
(PPD) proteins by amino-acid sequence similarity. 
Their molecular functions, especially those of two 
PPLs, are discussed in terms of mRNA expression 
profiles in the public microarray database.

Keywords  Arabidopsis, photosystem II, PsbP, 
PsbP-like (PPL) protein, PsbP domain (PPD) protein

Introduction

Photosystem II (PSII) is the multi-protein complex 
composed of membrane intrinsic and extrinsic pro-
teins. The majority of intrinsic subunits is highly 
conserved in all known oxygenic photosynthetic 
organisms, including higher plants, green and non-
green algae, and cyanobacteria, whereas the reper-
toire of extrinsic subunits that stabilize the function 
and activity of the oxygen evolving center differs 
significantly among those organisms; Eukaryotic 
higher plants and green algae have a set of three 
extrinsic proteins (PsbO, PsbP, and PsbQ), whereas 
prokaryotic oxygenic photosynthetic bacteria have 
a different set of proteins (PsbO, PsbU, and PsbV). 
Recent genomic and proteomic studies have dem-
onstrated the existence of the PsbP and PsbQ 
homologs in cyanobacteria, cyanoP and cyanoQ, 
respectively. In Synechocystis sp. PCC6803, cyanoQ 
is tightly associated with PSII, while cyanoP is 
loosely associated with PSII (Thornton et al. 2004). 
Although cyanoQ is required for optimum O2 evo-
lution, the contribution of cyanoP to PSII function 
is rather small. These characteristics of cyanoP 
and cyanoQ are different from those of PsbP and 
PsbQ in higher plants; in fact, PsbP is essential 
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and much more important than PsbQ in regulating 
and stabilizing PSII (Ifuku et al. 2005). Therefore, 
PsbP has been thought to be newly developed from 
cyanoP as an indispensable regulator of PSII dur-
ing the evolution of oxyphototrophs. Consistent 
with this suggestion, higher plants have a number 
of PsbP homologs that have higher similarity to 
cyanoP than to PsbP. These PsbP homologs might 
be remnants or derivatives of cyanoP; however, 
their molecular functions in higher plants were 
completely unknown. In this study, we classi-
fied members of PsbP family in a model plant 
Arabidopsis thaliana, and their expression profiles 
and possible functions were investigated by using 
the public microarray database.

Materials and methods

Identification of PsbP homologs and amino-acid 
sequence analysis. PsbP homologs were searched 
for by the non-redundant protein sequence (nr) 
in databases of Arabidopsis by the PSI-BLAST 
program (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) using a 
cyanobacterial PsbP as a query (cyanoP, GenBank 
accession No. P73952). Amino-acids sequences of 
the PsbP family proteins were aligned by ClustalW 
program and the percentage of sequence iden-
tity (similarity) was calculated for the regions 
corresponding to amino acid Met1-Tyr188 or Ala78-
Ala263 of the mature cyanoP or Arabidopsis PsbP1, 
respectively.

Analysis of expression profiles. Expression level 
of each PsbP homolog was estimated by using 
the Program: GENEIVESTIGATOR (https://www.
genevestigator.ethz.ch/; Zimmermann et al. 2004). 
To search for genes co-expressed with PsbP mRNA 
or that of each PsbP homolog, we used Pearson’s 
correlation coefficient (r) for each pair of genes, 
which was calculated using the 771 Affymetrix 
ATH1 array data from AtGenExpress (Schmid 
et al. 2005) available to the public in the Arabidopsis 
thaliana trans-factor and cis-element prediction 
database: ATTED-II (http://www.atted.bio.titech.
ac.jp/; Obayashi et al. 2007).

Results and discussion

The PsbP family consists of 10 members in 
Arabidopsis. In order to search cyanoP derivatives 
in Arabidopsis, a PSI-BLAST search of NCBI data-
bases with the sequence of cyanoP (sll1418) was 
conducted. As a result, ten PsbP family proteins 
were found including two authentic PsbP (PsbP1, 
At1g06680; PsbP2, At2g30790) in Arabidopsis. 
All of ten PsbP family proteins have an obvious 
thylakoid lumen-targeting signal, consistent with 
previous proteomic studies localizing them to that 
compartment (Schubert et al. 2002; Peltier et al. 
2002). Because of the higher similarity with the 
PsbP1 sequence (near 40% similarity), two pro-
teins were classified as PsbP-like (PPL) proteins 
(PPL1, At3g55330; PPL2, At2g39470), and other 
PsbP homologs were named as PsbP domain (PPD) 
proteins (Table 1). Alignment of the amino acid 
sequences with that of cyanoP shows that PPL1, 
PPL2, and PPD1 have a significant homology to 
cyanoP (>40% similarity), suggesting that they 
would have cyanobacterial origins. Among those 

Table 1 PsbP family members in Arabidopsis thaliana

  Accession cyanoP PsbP

Name     Locus          Noa I %b + %c I % + % Hisd

PsbP1 At1g06680 Q42029 16.6 35.3 – – Yes
PsbP2 At2g30790 O49344 21.4 35.2 86.2 92.3 Yes
PPL1 At3g55330 P82538 32.5 48.7 24.7 44.8 Yes
PPL2 At2g39470 O80634 27.2 44.3 24.7 39.9 No
PPD1 At4g15510 O23403 28.8 40.2 20.7 34.2 No
PPD2 At2g28605 NP_ 16.7 35.2 10.7 24.9 No
   850123
PPD3 At1g76450 Q9S720 14.3 29.8 19.0 33.3 No
PPD4 At1g77090 O49292 19.5 36.6 13.2 29.8 Yes
PPD5 At5g11450 Q8VY65 16.9 32.0 13.3 34.2 Yes
PPD6 At3g56650 NP_ 19.2 34.7 19.9 35.6 Yes
   191224

a GenBank/EMBL accession number
b I, amino-acid sequence identity with cyanoP (P73952) or 
PsbP (Q42029)
c +, amino-acid sequence similarity to cyanoP (P73952) or 
PsbP (Q42029)
d His residue conserved in PsbP and cyanoP. Yes or No indi-
cates the presence or absence of the conserved His residue, 
respectively
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three proteins, only PPL1 contains a specific His 
residue conserved in all reported cyanoPs (His147). 
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that PPL1 
would be an ortholog of cyanoP, while PsbPs and 
other PsbP homologs might be paralogs of PPL1.

The gene for PsbP2 (At2g30790) does not produce 
a functional protein. Although the genomic sequence 
of Arabidopsis chromosome 2 predicted the presence 
of a PsbP2 protein (O49344), the corresponding 
EST in the public database (BP839879) suggested a 
frameshift in exon 1 (a 4 base deletion) and a differ-
ent start for exon 2. Consistent with this, the amount 
of psbP2 mRNA was markedly low (Fig. 1) and 
significantly increased in lba1 mutants, which lacked 
UPF1 RNA helicase involved in nonsense-mediated 
mRNA decay (Yoine et al. 2006). Furthermore, PsbP2 
protein was not identified in the previous proteomic 
studies (Schubert et al. 2002; Peltier et al. 2000). These 
data strongly suggest that psbP2 (At2g30790) is a 
pseudo gene at least in commonly used Arabidopsis 
ecotype (Columbia-0, col-0) and does not produce the 
functional PsbP2 protein.

In silico analysis on mRNA expression 
of each PsbP family member

The levels of mRNA expression were investigated 
by the program, GENEIVESTIGATOR. As shown 
in Fig. 1A psbP1 showed the highest expression, and 
PPLs, and PPD3-6 showed moderate expressions 
in mature rosette leaves. The expressions of PPD1 
and PPD2 were relatively lower but significantly 
higher than that of psbP2. To investigate a function 
of each PsbP family members, we searched for 
genes that are co-expressed with psbP1-2, PPL1-2, 
and PPD1-6 using a program in ATTED-II using 
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) for neighbor-
ing pairs of genes. The results in Fig. 1B show that 
PsbP family members were divided into two groups 
according to the number of co-expressed genes 
with a high r-value (r ≥ 0.800); the first group with 
the large number of co-expressed genes includes 
psbP1 (95 genes), PPL1 (224 genes), PPL2 (167 
genes), PPD3 (251 genes), PPD5 (173 genes), and 
PPD6 (142 genes), while the second group with 
small number includes PPD1 (31 genes), PPD2 

(51 genes), and PPD4 (4 genes). No gene was co-
expressed with psbP2 with higher r-value, indicating 
again that psbP2 does not express a functional 
protein. There was a tendency that the PsbP mem-
bers that showed higher level of mRNA expression 
have large number of co-expressed genes with a 
high r-value. It is possible that such genes with the 
large number of co-expressed genes might have 
a more important role than those with the small 
number in thylakoid lumen of Arabidopsis.

Fig. 1 In silico analysis on the expression of each PsbP 
family member. (A) mRNA expression levels of the psbP 
family members in Arabidopsis. The expression levels of 
psbP family members in rosette leaves were investigated 
by GENEIVESTIGATOR program. The expression level of 
psbP1 was set as 100%. (B) The number of co-expressed 
genes with a high r-value (r ≥ 0.800) with each PsbP family 
members. Black bars, 0.800 ≤ r ≤ 0.850; Gray bars, 0.850 ≤ 
r ≤ 0.900; White bars, r ≥ 0.900
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The functional spectrum of the genes co-expressed 
with PsbP family. A majority of co-expressed 
genes with psbP1 with a high r-value encode 
subunits of PSII or PSI. On the other hand, PPL1 
is co-expressed with stress-related genes such as 
TLP40 and SEP1, while PPL2 is co-expressed 
with subunits of the chloroplast NAD(P)H dehy-
drogenase (NDH) complex. This strongly sug-
gests that their functions are different from 
that of PsbP. In fact, the characterization of the 
mutants lacking PPL1/2 suggests their specific 
functions in the photosynthetic electron transfer 
(Ishihara et al., in the manuscript submitted). 
Genes co-expressed with the other PPDs show 
various functional spectra, suggesting that their 
molecular function in Arabidopsis would also be 
diversified.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Slr1923 of Synechocystis 6803 Is Related 
to Chlorophyll a Metabolism

Md. Rafiqul Islam, Yasuhiro Kashino, Kazuhiko Satoh, and Hiroyuki Koike

Abstract  A mutant in which the gene slr1923 
was inactivated has been created in Synechocystis 
sp. PCC 6803. The mutant had a slower growth rate 
compared with WT under normal condition (3% 
CO2 + 100 µE m−2 s−1). The mutant did not grow 
under high-light (300 µE m−2 s−1). The chlorophyll 
content of the cell has been reduced drastically in 
the mutant. It was also of note that the absorption 
maximum of the Soret band of chlorophyll was 
shifted toward longer wavelengths by about 6 nm, 
while the red band was not changed. The retention 
time of chlorophyll a was shorter than that of wild 
type by HPLC analysis, suggesting a modified 
chlorophyll a species in the mutant. A high fluo-
rescence intensity at 77 K peaking at about 685 nm 
suggests miss-connection and/or decreased effi-
ciency of energy transfer from phycobilisomes to 
PSII. Further experiments are going on to indicate 
that the protein Slr1923 might be linked to chloro-
phyll a metabolism in Synechocystis 6803.

Keywords  Chlorophyll a metabolism, inactivation 
mutant, slr1923, Synechocystis

Introduction

The deduced amino acid sequence of a slr1923 gene 
product predicts that it is a water soluble protein 
(398 a. a.; ~44.6 kDa) carrying a 4Fe-4S cluster 
and is homologous to F420H2 oxidoreductase which 
acts as an electron input device to NAD(P)H dehy-
drogenase complex of the methanogenic archae-
bacterium Methenosarcina mazei (Prommeenate 
et al. 2004). Suggested from the molecular nature 
of F420H2 oxidoreductase, the protein could also 
carry a flavin (corresponding to F420) binding 
moiety. Elucidation of the function of Slr1923, of 
whether it oxidizes co-enzyme F420H2 like archae-
bacteria or evolved differently to use NAD(P)H, 
is of great interest on the aspect of metabolomics 
of Synechocystis 6803. We have created the 
slr1923 inactivated mutant and analyzed the char-
acteristics to elucidate the unknown function of 
Slr1923.
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Materials and methods

Vector construction and creation of mutant. Two 
sets of primers were designed to amplify the 549 bp 
N-fragment (Nf) and 557 bp C-fragment (Cf) of the 
slr1923 gene at the N-terminal and C-terminal side 
respectively. Each amplified fragment was cloned 
into pGEM-T vector (Promega, USA). The wild 
type cells were transformed by the plasmid pGEM-
Nf-Sp

R-Cf where a spectinomycin resistant cassette 
was inserted in between the N and C fragments. 
Complete segregation was achieved by successive 
streaking of the transformed cells under spectinomy-
cin selection pressure and confirmation by PCR.

Growth conditions. Wild type and mutant cells 
were cultivated in a liquid BG11 medium at 30°C 
and 3% CO2 containing air under 100 µmol pho-
tons m−2 s−1, except where indicated otherwise. 
Several kinds of stresses (0.03% CO2 and/or 0.5 M 
NaCl) were sometimes applied. Growth rates were 
monitored by measuring absorbance at 750 nm.

Spectral measurements. Absorption spectra were 
measured with a Shimadzu MPS-2000 (Shimadzu, 
Japan) or UVIKON 922 (KONTRON, Italy) spec-
trophotometer of intact cells and/or clear solu-
tion, respectively. Fluorescence emission spectra 
were recorded by a laboratory-constructed set up 
(Yamane et al. 1997) where samples were excited 
by white light passed through a Corning 4–96 and/
or Toshiba V-42 filters.

Pigment analysis by HPLC. Pigments were 
extracted from WT and mutant cells by 95% dime-
thyl formamide and kept at −20°C for overnight. 
After centrifugation, 10 µL of extracted sample 
was injected into HPLC column (Phenomenex, CA, 
USA). Other instrumental settings and analysis of 
the data were the same as reported by Kashino and 
Kudoh (2003).

Measurement of PSI, PSII and cytochrome 
b6 /f complex content. Cellular content of PSI was 
determined by light-induced absorption changes of 
P700 measured at 703 nm by Shimadzu MPS-2000 
spectrophotometer. The PSII content was deter-
mined from the average yield of oxygen evolution 
under repetitive flash excitation (10 µs duration) 
recorded by a Clark-type O2 electrode (Rank 

Brothers, Cambridge, UK) at 30°C in the presence 
of 5 mM NaHCO3 and 1 mM K3Fe(CN)6. Contents 
of cytochrome b6 /f complex were determined by 
ascorbate or dithionite reduced minus ferricyanide 
oxidized difference spectra at their α–band region 
in thylakoid membranes.

Results

Growth responses under various conditions. 
Under normal condition (3% CO2 + 100 µE m−2 
s−1), slr1923M mutant cells showed a little slower 
(12.1 h) growth rate compared with WT (10.6 h) 
(Fig. 1A). But the growth of the mutant was more 
significantly affected grown under 30 µE m−2 s−1 
(WT 17.1 h, mutant 29.2 h). The mutant showed 
no growth at 300 µE m−2 s−1 and the cells started 
to die after 21 h of inoculation (Fig. 1B). It also 
grew slowly, compared with WT, under low CO2 
(0.03%) and/or high salt stress (0.5 M NaCl) condi-
tions (data not shown).

Spectral characteristics. Absorption spectra of 
intact cells showed that the slr1923M mutant has 
higher phycobilisome content (A620) than chlo-
rophyll (A678) (Fig. 2A). When the contents was 
calculated on a per cell basis chlorophyll content 
was reduced, while phycobilisome content was 
unchanged. Most strikingly the absorption peak of 
Soret band (435 nm for WT) of the mutant was red 
shifted by about 6 nm while the red peak remained 
unaltered. It also showed the same spectral feature 
in thylakoid membranes, extracted pigments and 
purified chl a molecule of the mutant cells.

The fluorescence emission spectrum measured 
at 77 K showed 685, 695 and 725 nm emission 
bands in addition to 645 and 665 nm bands (Fig. 
2B). The components of the emission bands were 
the same as those of wild type. However, a very 
high and increased intensities of fluorescence 
at around 685 and 665 nm, respectively, were 
observed in the mutant suggesting a decreased 
efficiency of energy transfer from phycobilisomes 
to PSII (Satoh et al. 2002).

Pigment analysis by HPLC. Pigment analysis 
by HPLC revealed that the cellular content of 
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myxoxanthophyll and zeaxanthin was increased 
in the mutant, although β–carotene level showed 
almost the same as WT. Chlorophyll content was 
decreased by about one quarter in the mutant. 
Chlorophyll a eluted faster (39.4 min) than that of 
WT (39.9 min) in the mutant (data not shown). The 
similar findings were also reported by Nagata et al. 
(2005) and Nakanishi et al. (2005).

Cellular content of PSI and PSII. It was found 
that PSI and PSII content determined on the basis 
of chlorophyll was not much changed. However, 
on a cellular basis both PSI and PSII contents were 
reduced in the mutant by about 46% and 22% 
respectively, compared with wild type (data not 
shown). The results coincided with the reduced con-
tent of chlorophyll in the mutant cells. On the other 

Fig. 1 Growth pattern of WT and slr1923M cells. (A) Growth pattern observed under high CO2 (3%) and normal light 
intensity (100 µE m−2 s−1). (B) Growth pattern under high CO2 and high light intensity (300 µE m−2 s−1). Open circles; wild 
type cells, closed circles; mutant cells

Fig. 2 Absorption and fluorescence spectra (77 K) of WT and slr1923M cells. (A) Absorption spectra of WT (solid line) and 
slr1923M cells (broken line) grown under 3% CO2 and 100 µE m−2 s−1. (B) Fluorescence emission spectra of WT (solid line) 
and slr1923M cells (broken line) excited by blue-light (Corning 4–96, NY) which excites chl a plus phycobilisome
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hand, cytochrome b6/f content was not changed or 
even higher in the mutant (data not shown).

Discussion

Absorption spectra of intact cells of the slr1923M 
mutant and the purified chl a molecule showed 
that Soret band has shifted to longer wavelengths. 
Cellular content of chlorophyll or PSI and PSII were 
remarkably reduced in the mutant. Also the reten-
tion time of chlorophyll a molecule of the slr1923M 
mutant was different by HPLC analysis. It is highly 
possible that the chlorophyll a nature of the mutant 
is somehow modified. From the collective evidence, 
it can be assumed that Slr1923 might be somehow 
related to chlorophyll a metabolism in Synechocystis 
6803. Probably it caused production and accumula-
tion of some precursor species of chlorophyll a mol-
ecule in the mutant. The energy transfer efficiency 
from PBS to PSII has been decreased judged from 
high fluorescence at ~685 nm band. Accumulation 
of precursor species could cause photo-damage and 
lead to death of the cells under high-light condition 
(300 µE m−2 s−1). Confirmation of this possibility is 
now under investigation.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Gene Hunting by Complementation of Pooled 
Chlamydomonas Mutants

Xenie Johnson, Richard Kuras, Francis-André Wollman, and Olivier Vallon

Abstract  We have generated a library of 34 photo-
synthesis mutants of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, 
using insertional mutagenesis with the antibiot-
ics resistance markers ble and aphVIII. To clone 
the affected genes, we transform the mutants by 
electroporation with an indexed cosmid library. 
Because the recipient strain has been selected 
for high efficiency transformation, we are able to 
perform transformations of mutants in pools of 4. 
Once a cosmid pool has been identified that yields 
phototrophic transformants, the individual mutant 
is identified. The individual cosmid is then pooled 
out by transforming with preparations from rows 
and columns of the 96-well cosmid plate. Using 
this strategy, we have analyzed a first pool of four 
mutants (one ATPase mutant and three ac mutants 
with no fluorescence phenotype). One gene has 
been cloned, and two others are at the stage of 
de-pooling. We are now embarking on a full-size 
screen of the library, with the aim of identifying 
new genes involved in photosynthesis or biogenesis 
of the photosynthetic apparatus.

Keywords  Non-photosynthetic mutant, chlamy-
domonas, cosmid library

Introduction

Over the last 50 years, hundreds of photosynthe-
sis mutants have been isolated in the green alga 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, owing to the ease 
with which they can be grown on plates containing 
acetate. Mutants were found to reside both in the 
chloroplast and in the nuclear genome. The latter 
lack either a component of the photosynthetic 
apparatus or a protein involved in co-factor assem-
bly or in the expression of a specific chloroplast 
gene. Identification of the affected genes has been 
achieved either by cloning the flanking DNA or 
by complementation with an indexed DNA library. 
We have used the latter approach to clone factors 
involved in the biogenesis of the cytochrome ci of 
cytochrome b6 f (Kuras et al. 2007): the mutant 
is transformed with pools of cosmids until one is 
found that complements the acetate requirement. 
We used the cosmid library of (Purton and Rochaix 
1994) which provides 2.3× coverage of the genome 
in hundred 96-well plates (average 30 kb inserts).
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The main drawback in applying this technique 
to our collection of fully-characterized mutants 
is that these have been obtained by a variety of 
procedures in all sorts of genetic backgrounds, 
often many years ago, so that each cloning requires 
tailoring the transformation conditions to the par-
ticular strain being used. To overcome this draw-
back, and to gain access to genes that have not been 
characterized thus far, we have generated a series 
of mutants in an optimized cell-wall-less arginine-
requiring strain. We take advantage of its high 
transformation rate to pool mutants before transfor-
mation so as to limit the number of screenings.

Materials and methods

Strains and plasmids. The recipient strain XS1, 
with the arg7 cw15 mt+ genotype and optimum 
mating and transformation ability, was derived 
from a cross of WT-S24 mt- strain with the 
mutant ccb4 arg7 cw15 mt+ (Kuras et al. 2007). 
To generate insertional photosynthesis mutants, 
three plasmids were used: pMS188 (Schroda 
et al. 2002) containing the ble gene under control of 
the HSP70A/RBCS2 fusion promoter; pBC2 (Sizova 
et al. 2001) and pSL72 (S. Lemaire, personal com-
munication) containing the aphVIII gene under 
the same promoter and under the PSAD promoter, 
respectively. « Cassettes » containing the promoter, 
resistance gene and 3´ UTR were generated by diges-
tion and gel-isolated. The ScaI-linearised pSL72 
and pBC2 were also used. The linearized plasmid 
pABG2, containing the ARG7 gene, was used to 
complement the arg phenotype in transformation 
tests. Strains resistant to paromomycin (Sigma) 
were selected at 5–15 µg/mL. Resistance to zeocin 
(Invitrogen) was in the range of 0.5–3 µg/mL.

Transformation. XS1 was cultured in 200 mL 
minimal medium (MIN) with 50 µg/mL arginine. 
Cultures were transformed in the exponential phase 
(2 × 106 cells/mL) using an electroporation protocol 
adapted from (Shimogawara et al. 1998). Cells, con-
centrated to 5 × 107 cells/mL in 250 µL of a 80% TAP 
40 mM sucrose (ToS) solution, were transformed with 
300–450 ng DNA using a voltage of 10 V and high 

capacitance. After transformation, cells were diluted 
100× in ToS supplemented with arginine, incubated 
for 18–24 h shaking at 125 rpm with 1,000 lux. Cells 
were centrifuged (4,500 rpm, 5 min) and plated onto 
ten TARG plates containing a range of antibiotic 
concentrations. To enrich for photosynthetic mutants, 
transformed cells were incubated with metranidazole 
(Sigma) to a final concentration of 2.4 mg/mL for 
106 cells/mL resulting in a 3 mL solution per 50 mL 
Erlenmeyer flask. Incubation was carried out at 
6,000 lux with 300 rpm shaking for 24 h, then over-
night in dark before plating. All plates were kept in an 
incubator at 27°C with low light for 4 weeks.

Mutant screens. Colonies were restreaked 
(100/plates) onto square Petri dishes containing 
TARG and MIN-ARG and incubated at low light 
or 2,000 lux, respectively. After 2 weeks, plates 
were compared to identify acetate requiring (ac) 
transformants. Original plates were also screened 
directly by digital fluorescence imaging (Bennoun 
and Beal 1998).

Storage. ac mutants were stored in Petri dishes 
at 20°C on TARG media for 6 weeks. Mutants 
were cryopreserved at −180°C in a solution of 
TAP sucrose with 10% methanol (Crutchfield 
et al. 1999). Regenerated cultures were checked for 
maintenance of cw15 phenotype, transformability 
and fecundity.

Complementation. Strains grown to mid-log 
phase were complemented by electroporation with 
pooled cosmids from each of the 100 plates in 
the library. Twenty-five microliters (1/10) of the 
transformation was plated on TAP to control 
for transformation efficiency, using the ARG7 
marker present in the cosmid vector. The rest 
was plated on MIN medium supplemented with 
25 µg/mL Arg and 100 µg/mL ampicillin (Sigma) 
to  control contamination. They were scored 10–20 
days later for the presence of phototrophic  colonies. 
Once a cosmid pool had been identified, cosmids 
were prepared from the 8 rows and 12 columns of 
the plate. The cosmid at the intersection of the 
positive samples was prepared individually after 
streaking to single colony, and checked for restoration 
of the ac+ phenotype. It was end-sequenced and 
the candidate genes were identified by mapping 
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to the genome. The experiment was repeated after 
digestion with a series of restriction enzymes pre-
dicted to cut some but not all of the genes, until a 
single candidate remained.

Results

Mutant collection. Thirty-four insertional mutants 
unable to grow on MIN medium were obtained 

in five transformation experiments using zeocin 
and paromomycin resistance markers (Table 1). 
When an enrichment step with metronidazole 
was included, the proportion of ac mutants rose 
from 0.25% to 14%. Mutants with unacceptably 
high reversion rates, identified by transformation 
with ARG7 and plating on MIN plates, were 
eliminated. Others were frozen in liquid nitrogen 
for further use. Four classes of mutants could be 
identified based on their fluorescence induction 

Table 1 Summary of mutant status
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A wcf1 WT pBC2 done none
wcf2 WT pSL72 done 21 21.G11 yes
wcf3 WT pBC2 done 14 14.5F yes
wcf4 ATPase pMS188 done none
P5.2 cyt b6f Y pBC2 done 50
ZIF8 cyt b6f Y pMS188 done 50
BCID3 cyt b6f Y pBC2 Y partial
BCID10 cyt b6f Y pBC2 Y partial
BCIG10 cyt b6f Y pBC2 Y
BCIG5 cyt b6f Y pBC2 Y
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P10B6 PQ-? Y pBC2 no PCY1
wcf5 WT pBC2
Z1B10 PSI pMS188
EP101Ca PSI pBC2
IP102Ca PSI pBC2
P10B4 PSI pBC2
P10S1 PSI pBC2
P10S4 PSI pBC2
BCID6 PSI pBC2 Y
BCIE1 PSI pBC2 Y
ZIG4 PSII pMS188
ZID8 PSII pMS188
AP152Ci PSII pBC2
GP102Ca PSII pBC2
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phenotype: PSII mutants showed constant high 
fluorescence; PSI and cytochrome b6  f mutants had 
similar continuously rising fluorescence curves and 
were further distinguished by visualizing the CP1 
Chlorophyll-protein complex and cytochromes on 
a TMBZ-strained “green” gel (12% SDS-PAGE at 
4°C); ATPase mutants had a WT-like fluorescence 
induction, but acquired a PSII phenotype when 
exposed to 3,000 lux for 1 h; these wild type chlo-
rophyll fluorescence (wcf ) mutants were indistin-
guishable from WT under low light, in spite of their 
inability to grow in the absence of acetate. We initi-
ated the gene hunt with the latter two categories.

Gene cloning. A first pool of four mutants was 
screened with the entire cosmid library. Mutant wcf 2 
was complemented by two cosmid pools and one was 
de-pooled to identify the cosmid of interest. Mutants 
wcf1 and wcf3 were complemented by a single pool, 
and are at the stage of cosmid identification. Mutant 
wcf4 was not reliably complemented by any of the 
cosmid pools and was dropped from this study. 
Because of the possibility for mutant cells to feed on 
their dead sisters, and of the difficulty in maintaining 
strict sterility when using starch for plating wall-less 
strains, some cosmid pools had to be tested several 
times. Our turn-around rate is establishing about 
4 weeks per mutant pool, and we plan to turn to pools 
of six or eight mutants in the future. A second pool 
of four cytochrome b6  f mutants is currently under 
screening. To insure that they do not reside in already 
known genes, all mutants with a cytochrome b6  f 
phenotype have first been transformed individually 
with a special pool of 13 genomic and cDNA clones, 
containing most of the genes hitherto identified as 
necessary for biogenesis of the complex. Compared 
with the first mutant pool, cytochrome b6  f mutants 
are easier to study because of the fluorescence signa-
ture of the true complemented colonies.

Discussion

Analysis of the genetic network that sustains bio-
genesis of the photosynthetic apparatus has ben-
efited tremendously from the availability of the draft 
genome sequence of Chlamydomonas (Merchant 

et al. 2007). Phylogenomic analysis has thus led to 
a list of 349 genes with orthologues in Viridiplantae 
but not in non-photosynthetic eukaryotes, among 
which many will turn out to be involved in chloro-
plast biogenesis. Our aim is to expand the current 
body of knowledge by linking non-photosynthetic 
phenotypes with genes of hitherto unknown func-
tion. Our cloning method limits us to genes whose 
mutation leads to inefficient photosynthesis or to 
strong light-sensitivity. Still, our finding that 2 of 
the 12 mutants with a cytochrome b6  f phenotype 
were complemented by our pool of 14 known genes, 
strongly suggests that our approach can indeed 
unravel novel genes. Compared to the cloning of the 
flanking DNA (Dent et al. 2005; Gonzalez-Ballester 
et al. 2005), its main  advantages are that (i) the com-
plemented ac mutation needs not be linked to the 
resistance marker; (ii) the gene is easily identified 
by end-sequencing the cosmid, whereas it is often 
difficult to clone both flanks of an insertion that is 
often accompanied by large deletions; and (iii) gene 
identification is simultaneous with the obtention of 
the gDNA clone that contains it.

Once a gene has been identified, a complete study 
of the phenotype is initiated, which can by itself rep-
resent a tremendous task. But by ensuring that gene 
cloning precedes mutant characterization, we try to 
make this process more efficient. Because the mutant 
collection can be greatly expanded and our strategy 
is not limited to insertional mutagenesis, we can 
envision approaching saturation mutagenesis within 
a couple years of effort. We hope to identify more 
genes than our laboratory can characterize, and would 
like to provide the Chlamydomonas photosynthesis 
community with many interesting gene/mutant pairs.
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CHAPTER SIX

Thioredoxin Interactions of the Chloroplast Lumen 
of Arabidopsis thaliana Indicate a Redox Regulation 
of the Xanthophyll Cycle

Michael Hall, Wolfgang P. Schröder, and Thomas Kieselbach

Abstract Redox signalling via thioredoxins 
plays central roles in the light-mediated regula-
tion of metabolic pathways of the chloroplast. 
Recent observations indicate strongly that thio-
 transduction pathways not only take place in the 
chloroplast stroma but also regulate functions of 
the chloroplast lumen. Thioredoxin signalling is 
probably an intrinsic characteristic of the entire 
chloroplast. Central questions are: (a) if there are 
thioredoxins or related proteins that can reduce 
luminal proteins, what are their sources of regen-
eration and their target proteins? (b) Are there 
links to other luminal pathways and how is redox-
regulated luminal signal transduction coupled to 
the function of photosynthesis and signalling in 
the chloroplast stroma? This study aims to identify 
luminal thioredoxin targets and their biochemical 
functions. The initial experimental set-up using 
the E. coli thioredoxin/thioredoxin reductase sys-
tem and fluorescence electrophoresis was able to 
confirm the known prevalent luminal thioredoxin 
targets that include PsbO1, PsbO2, TL17 and 
FKBP13. In addition, a novel thioredoxin interac-
tion was observed for the enzyme violaxanthin de-

eopoxidase implying a role of luminal thioredoxin 
signals for regulation of the xanthophyll cycle.

Keywords Thioredoxin, chloroplast,  thylakoid 
lumen, Arabidopsis thaliana, violaxanthin 
de-eopxidase, xanthophyll cycle

Introduction

The chloroplast lumen plays an essential role in 
the formation of the thylakoid proton gradient that 
drives the synthesis of ATP in oxygenic photo-
synthesis, for a long time little was known about 
other functions. It was an important achievement 
to discover that this compartment contains a spe-
cific proteome, and further development of this 
work produced detailed insights into the soluble 
proteome of the chloroplast lumen of Arabidopsis 
and spinach. The small family of known lumi-
nal chloroplast proteins grew up to 36 members, 
and a bioinformatics analysis of the Arabidopsis 
genome predicted that the chloroplast lumen con-
tained between 80 and 200 proteins (Schubert 
et al. 2002; Peltier et al. 2002). Notably, the lumi-
nal chloroplast proteome comprised a relatively 
small number of protein families. The largest ones 
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were the luminal immunophilins and PsbP domain 
proteins. It was, indeed, unique that the chloroplast 
lumen contained at least ten immunophilins, which 
is not known for any other subcellular compart-
ment (Schubert et al. 2002).

An excellent x-ray study of the luminal immu-
nophilin FKBP13 of Arabidopsis showed that this 
protein had a pair of disulfide bonds that was essen-
tial for its peptidyl-proly isomerase activity (Gopalan 
et al. 2004). Importantly, these disulfide bonds could 
be reduced by thioredoxin, which caused inactivation 
of FKBP13. Further evidence for luminal thioredoxin 
targets came from screening studies that showed 
that thioredoxin h3 in vitro was able to reduce the 
extrinsic luminal proteins PsbO1, PsbO2, and the 
luminal pentapeptide protein TL17 (Marchand et al. 
2006). Our own work showed independently that a 
peroxiredoxin Q-like protein (PrxQ) is located in the 
chloroplast lumen (Kieselbach and Schröder 2003; 
Petersson et al. 2006), which indicated the presence 
of a thioredoxin-mediated pathway in this com-
partment. In summary, three independent lines of 
research provided conclusive evidence for the pres-
ence of luminal thioredoxin targets and suggested 
that thioredoxin-mediated pathways were not only 
a characteristic of the chloroplast stroma but of the 
entire organelle.

The discovery of luminal thioredoxin targets 
raises a number of important concerns, such as the 
presence of luminal thioredoxins and the impact of 
luminal thioredoxin-mediated signalling for pho-
tosynthesis. In this study we employed proteomics 
to get an overview of luminal thioredoxin-targets 
and to get indications for further studies of the 
roles of thioredoxin-mediated signal transduction 
of the chloroplast lumen. We observe that the 
chloroplast lumen of Arabidopsis appears to com-
prise a considerable number of thioredoxin-targets 
and provide evidence for a potential luminal redox 
regulation of the xanthophyll cycle.

Materials and methods

Purification of chloroplast lumen of Arabidopsis 
and alkylation of luminal chloroplast was essen-

tially carried out as described (Schubert et al. 2002). 
Labeling of thioredoxin targets, 2-D electrophoresis
and mass spectrometry analysis of proteins was per-
formed according to published methods (Schilling 
et al. 2004; Schubert et al. 2002; Yao et al. 2007).

Results

Identification of thioredoxin interactions 
of luminal chloroplast proteins of Arabidopsis

To study thioredoxin-mediated pathways in the 
chloroplast lumen it is necessary to know the lumi-
nal thioredoxin-targets. As a start to address this 
question, we used two-dimensional fluorescence 
gel electrophoresis to display putative thioredoxin-
targets of the chloroplast lumen in vitro. Cysteine 
residues that become exposed upon reduction with 
thioredoxin are labeled with the fluorescence dye 
monobromobimane (MBB), and the marked pro-
teins can be further analyzed by mass spectrom-
etry. Background from surface exposed cysteine 
residues can be suppressed by alkylation using 
N-ethyl maleimide (NEM) prior to trx-reduction. 
Figure 1 shows a representative example of these 
experiments. A fraction of luminal chloroplast 
proteins from Arabidopsis was alkylated using 
NEM and reduced in vitro using E. coli thiore-
doxin/thioredoxin reductase and β-NADPH, prior 
to labeling with MBB. Controls that lacked either 
β-NADPH or Trx/Trxr did not display any sig-
nificant fluorescence signal. However, in the pres-
ence of Trx/Trxr and β-NADPH the 2-D images 
displayed distinct fluorescence signals of luminal 
chloroplast proteins that in turn were excised and 
identified by mass spectrometry. The UV image of 
Trx/Trxr reduced luminal proteins in Fig. 1 shows 
strong fluorescence signals for the extrinsic photo-
system II subunits PsbO1 and PsbO2. In addition, 
the important xanthophyll cycle enzyme violax-
anthin de-epoxidase (VDE) and the pentapeptide 
protein TL17 were clearly labeled by monobromo-
bimane. In addition, the UV image displays spots 
that were background of the activated Trx/Trxr 
system. Other experiments (not shown) detected 
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in vitro interactions between Trx/Trxr and luminal 
Prx-Q, the luminal immunophilin FKBP13, and 
the luminal photosytem I subunit PsaN. Consistent 
with their proposed function as potential trx-tar-
gets all these proteins contain conserved pairs of 
cysteine residues.

Discussion

In our study of the soluble luminal chloroplast pro-
teome, we did not identify any luminal thioredoxin 
and also our unpublished work did not indicate that 
the chloroplast lumen contains soluble thioredox-
ins (Schubert et al. 2002). The study of HCF164 
provided a perspective to resolve this problem. A 
T-DNA mutant of Arabidopsis that did not express 

the hcf164 gene product, lacked properly assembled 
cytochrome b6f complex and was unable to carry 
out any proper electron transport between photo-
system II and I. This study also showed that the 
hcf164 gene product was a thioredoxin-like pro-
tein that was anchored on the luminal side of the 
thylakoid membrane, and they concluded that this 
thioredoxin probably was involved in maturation or 
assembly of the cytochrome b6 f complex (Lennartz 
et al. 2001). Its subcellular location suggested the 
presence of a thio-reduction pathway across the 
thylakoid membrane that could involve luminal 
proteins. The plastoquinone pool of the thylakoid 
membrane might play an important role in the elec-
tron transfer to HCF164 from either photosystem II 
or another source.

Further support for the presence of thio-
reduction pathway in the thylakoid membrane 
came from the observation that the thylakoids 
of Arabidopsis chloroplast contain the thio-
disulfide transporter CcdA that was relevant for 
the assembly of the cytochrome b6f complex 
(Page et al. 2004). HCF164 and CcdA might be 
members of an unknown thio-reduction path-
way in thylakoids that is required for biogenesis 
of the cytochrome b6f complex and might be 
linked to photosystem II via the plastoquinone 
pool. Recently, it was reported that the reduced 
form of stromal Trx-m was able to transfer 
reducing equivalents across the thylakoid mem-
brane to the active domain of HCF164 on the 
luminal side of the thylakoids, which is consist-
ent with a model of a thiol- mediated pathway 
across the thylakoid membrane (Motohashi and 
Hisabori 2006).

A second important question is how reduced 
luminal thioredoxin targets can be oxidized again. 
One could speculate that HCF164 could switch 
between a donor and an acceptor function depend-
ing on the changes of the luminal pH during light 
and darkness. An interesting alternative hypothesis 
addressing this question was recently presented 
on the basis of insights in the structure of lumi-
nal cytochrome c6A (Schlarb-Ridley et al. 2006). 
It was proposed that cytochrome c6A could oxi-
dize reduced luminal thioredoxin targets and in 

A
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+ TRX/TRXR - -NADPH

+ TRX/TRXR + -NADPH

Trx

TL17

VDE

PsbO1
PsbO2

Fig. 1 A UV image of a 2-D fluorescence electrophore-
sis gel of NEM-alkylated luminal chloroplast proteins 
of Arabidopsis after reduction with thioredoxin/thiore-
doxin reductase from E. coli (+Trx/Trxr + β-NADPH). 
B Corresponding control experiment carried out under iden-
tical conditions with the only difference that β-NADPH was 
absent during the treatment with the thioredoxin system of 
E. coli (+Trx/Trxr – β-NADPH)
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turn be regenerated by plastocyanin. In summary, 
there is evidence for a thioredoxin-mediated path-
way across the thylakoid membrane that involves 
HCF164 and probably regulates the activities 
of luminal thioredoxin-targets. In addition, cyto-
chrome c6A might function in the regeneration of 
luminal thioredoxin-targets. However, so far no 
specific interactions between HCF164 and luminal 
thioredoxin targets have been shown and the func-
tions of a potential luminal thioredoxin-mediated 
pathway are unknown.

Of particular interest is the in vitro trx-interac-
tion of violaxanthin de-epoxidase, as it provides 
a new perspective for understanding the function 
of this enzyme and the regulation of the xantho-
phyll cycle. It has been long known that DTT 
can inhibit violaxanthin de-epoxidase activity, 
and it was proposed that the active form of this 
enzyme contained a disulfide bridge. In addition, 
the lack of violaxanthin de-epoxidase functions 
in the npq1 mutant was probably caused by a 
point mutation that changed a cysteine into a 
tyrosine residue (Niyogi et al. 1998). These 
observations are consistent with the accepted 
model that the active form of violaxanthin de-
epoxidase requires a disulfide bridge. However, 
the trx-interaction of violaxanthin de-epoxi-
dase indicated also that the active form of this 
enzyme was regulated by a thioredoxin-like 
protein. Considering that violaxanthin de-eopxi-
dase requires ascorbate for its function, a redox 
regulation of this enzyme might involve a link 
between the thioredoxin system and the ascor-
bate metabolism of Arabidopsis chloroplasts. 
Further studies are in progress to elucidate the 
roles of thioredoxin regulation of violaxanthin 
de-epoxidase and other luminal proteins within 
the context of chloroplast biogenesis.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Preliminary Characterization of NADPH: 
Protochlorophyllide Oxidoreductase (POR) 
from the Cyanobacterium Gloeobacter violaceus

Rei Ikeda1, Shinji Masuda1, Tohru Tsuchiya2, Mamoru Mimuro2, Hiroyuki, Ohta3,4, 
and Ken-ichiro Takamiya1,4

Abstract NADPH-dependent protochlorophyl-
lide oxidoreductase (POR) catalyzes a light-depend-
ent reduction of protochlorophyllide that is a key 
regulatory step in the biosynthesis of chlorophyll in 
all oxygenic phototrophic organisms. In eukaryotic 
phototrophs, PORs are localized in plastids, sug-
gesting that it originated by endosymbiosis of an 
ancestral cyanobacterium. In light of the evolution-
ary considerations, we studied the POR from the 
cyanobacterium Gloeobacter violaceus PCC 7421 
that has been suggested to retain the ancestral prop-
erties of cyanobacteria, since on the phylogenetic 
tree based on 16S rRNA sequences it branches 
off at the earliest stage within the cyanobacterial 
linage. We found that the recombinant POR from 
G. violaceus overexpressed in E. coli possessed a 
light-dependent catalytic activity of protochloro-
phyllide reduction. Modification of Cys residues 

by N-ethyl maleimide (NEM) treatment results in 
the inhibition of the enzymatic activity, suggesting 
that several conserved Cys residues are involved in 
the activity.

Keywords POR, protochlorophyllide, cyanobac-
teria, Gloeobacter, Synechocystis

Introduction

NADPH-dependent protochlorophyllide oxi-
doreductase (POR) catalyzes a light-dependent 
reduction of protochlorophyllide (Pchlide) a to 
chlorophyllide (Chlide) a in chlorophyll (Chl) 
biosynthetic pathway (reviewed in Masuda and 
Takamiya 2004). Light is essential for this reac-
tion, which makes it a key regulatory step not only 
in Chl biosynthesis, but also in the development 
of plastids. In etiolated seedlings of angiosperms, 
POR accumulats with its substrates, NADPH and 
Pchlide, to form prolamellar bodies in etioplasts. 
Upon light illumination, POR catalyzes the reduc-
tion of Pchlide to Chlide, which result in the initia-
tion of transformation of etioplasts to chloroplasts 
by breakup of prolamellar bodies to form thylakoid 
membrane (Masuda and Takamiya 2004).
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The localization of POR in plastids suggests 
that it originated from the cyanobacterial ancestor. 
The phylogenetic tree based on the deduced amino-
acid sequences of POR protein family indicated 
that POR from the cyanobacterium Gloeobacter 
violaceus shows the closest positioning with plant 
PORs rather than with other cyanobacterial PORs 
(Masuda and Takamiya 2004). This bacterium has 
a unique property that has not been observed in 
other cyanobacteria, especially its lack of intracel-
lular thylakoid membranes (Rippka et al. 1974). 
It is also known that G. violacues branched off 
at the earliest stage within the cyanobacterial lin-
age on the phylogenetic tree based on 16S rRNA 
sequences (Nelissen et al. 1995). This bacterium 
thus has been thought to retain ancestral character-
istics of oxygenic photosynthetic organisms.

On the evolutionary considerations mentioned 
above, we have characterized G. violaceus POR. 
Here we show that G. violaceus POR expressed in 
E. coli shows catalytic activity for Pchlide reduc-
tion in vitro.

Materials and methods

Expression and purification of cyanobacterial 
PORs. The DNA fragments encoding POR were 
amplified by PCR with genomic DNA from G. 
violaceus PCC 7421 (glr2486) or Synechocystis sp. 
PCC 6803 (hereafter referred to as Synechocystis) 
(slr0506). The fragments were separately inserted 
into NdeI and EcoRI sites of pET28a (NOVAGEN) 
vector. The obtained plasmids were separately 
transferred into E. coli strain BL21(DE3), and 
the expression of N-terminal His-tagged PORs 
were achieved by induction with 1 mM isopropyl 
β-d-thiogalactoside (IPTG) for over 16 h at 20°C. 
Purifications of the His-tagged PORs were per-
formed with His-bind resin (NOVAGEN) accord-
ing to the manufacturer.

Purification of Pchlide. Ten-days dark grown 
seedlings of barley were treated with a mixture 
of acetone/0.1 N NH4OH (9:1 v/v). After seedling 
homogenization, debris was removed by centrifu-
gation (5,550 g for 20 min), and the supernatant 

was transferred into a separating funnel. It was 
mixed with an equal volume of n-hexane, and 
acetone fractions were collected. A mixture of 
1/20 volume of 5 M NaCl, 1/40 volume of 0.5 M 
phosphate buffer (pH 7) and 1/3 volume of diethyl 
ether were added to the solution and the mixture 
was shaken vigorously. Pchlide localized in diethyl 
ether fractions were collected, dried and suspended 
in 5% methanol/95% acetone. The isolated Pchlide 
was further purified by column chromatography 
with CN Sepharose (Pharmacia). After washing the 
column with the same solvent, Pchlide was eluted 
with 25% methanol/75% acetone. The purified 
Pchlide was dried, suspended in methanol and keep 
−30°C until use.

Activity measurements. The reaction buffer con-
tains 0.08% Triton X-100, 0.08% β-mercaptoethanol 
and 60 mM Tris/HCl (pH 7.5).

Results and discussion

The N-terminal His-tagged POR from G. violaceus 
was overexpressed using a T7 RNA polymerase-
based E. coli expression system. We also expressed 
POR from another cyanobacterium Synechocystis. 
The Synechocystis POR was previously character-
ized (Heyes et al. 2000), so that it could be used as 
a control. The expressions of the two recombinant 
proteins in E. coli were selectively induced by 
addition of IPTG (Fig. 1). The apparent molecular 
masses of the expressed PORs from G. violaceus 
and Synechocystis on the SDS-PAGE analysis were 
approximately 37 and 38 kDa, respectively. These 
values well correspond to those calculated from 
their amino-acid sequences (36.8 and 38.2 kDa, 
respectively). These proteins were purified by a 
single-step affinity chromatography from crude cell 
extracts. The approximately 65-kDa protein shown 
in the gel was judged as a contaminated protein 
during electrophoresis (perhaps keratins), because 
the corresponding band appeared in unloaded con-
trol lanes (data not shown). Thus, we estimated the 
purity of POR proteins to be higher than 95%.

We then examined enzymatic activities of the 
purified PORs. The reactions were initiated by 
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light-illumination at time point 0, and the absorp-
tion spectra of the reaction mixture were taken 
at several interval time points. The formation 
of Chlide and the reduction of Pchlide could be 
monitored by 670- and 630-nm absorption, respec-
tively. As shown in Fig. 2A, the purified recom-
binant POR of G. violaceus catalyzed reduction of 
Pchlide to Chlide upon light illumination in vitro 
with NADPH as an electron donor. As reported 
previously (Heyes et al. 2000), Synechocystis 
POR purified from E. coli also showed similar 
catalytic activity for Pchlide reduction (data not 
shown). Both PORs required reducing agents 
such as β-mercaptoethanol or dithiothreitol for 
their activity. The requirement of the reducing 
regent for Synechocystis POR activity was reported 
previously (Heyes et al. 2000). We also found 
that treatment of PORs with N-ethyl maleimide 
(NEM) results in the significant reduction of the 
light-dependent enzymatic activity of the PORs 
(Fig. 2B). As reported previously (Heyes et al. 
2000) Synechocystis POR activity was signifi-
cantly inhibited by NEM (less than 10% activity 
with 50 µM NEM) (Fig. 2B, triangles). G. violaceus 

POR also showed NEM-dependent inhibition of its 
enzymatic activity; however, it showed relatively 
higher resistance than that shown in Synechocystis 
POR, for NEM-dependent inactivation of the 
enzyme (~50% reduction with 50 µM NEM) (Fig. 2B, 
circles). These results indicated that Cys residues 
are involved in the enzymatic reactions of G. vio-
laceus POR as observed in Synechocystis POR. 
In fact, three Cys residues, Cys35, Cys195 and 
Cys222, of G. violaceus POR were conserved in 
the POR protein family (data not shown). One 
of the Cys residues, corresponding to Cys35 of 
G. violaceus, was suggested to be close to the 
NADPH-binding site (Townley et al. 2001), 
suggesting that it is involved in the substrate 

Fig. 1 SDS-PAGE analysis of His-POR from G. violaceus 
(Gloeobacter) and Synechocystis. The whole cell extracts 
of E. coli before and after IPTG-dependent induction of 
expression for His-POR of G. violaceus (lanes 1 and 2, 
respectively) and Synechocystis (lanes 4 and 5, respectively) 
were loaded. On the lanes 3 and 6, purified His-POR from 
G. violaceus and Synechocystis were loaded. Protein bands 
were visualized by silver staining

Fig. 2 (A) Pchlide reduction and Chlide formation by 
purified POR from G. violaceus. Reactions were started by 
light illumination at time point 0. (B) Inhibition of activ-
ity of G. violaceus POR (circles) and Synechocystis POR 
(triangles) by NEM. Two micromoles PORs were incubated 
with varying concentrations of NEM for 30 min. The Cys 
modification by NEM was stopped by addition of 0.2% 
β-mercaptoethanol. The POR assays were performed in the 
presence of 400 µM NADPH, and 8 and 16 µM Pchlide for 
G. violaceus POR and Synechocystis POR, respectively
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binding. Other conserved Cys residues (corre-
sponding to Cys195 and Cys222 of G. violaceus) 
were suggested to be close to the proposed catalytic 
active-site of Pchlide reduction (Heyes et al. 2000), 
and thus involved in the enzymatic reaction. These 
results indicated that G. violaceus POR retains the 
basic characteristics of POR protein. The different 
NEM sensitivity between Synechocystis POR and 
that of G. violaceus suggested that these proteins 
have somehow different conformations.

In this study, we established the biochemical 
assay conditions for characterization of G. violacues 
POR. Further analyses of G. violaceus POR are 
in progress, which includes determinations of Km 
values for Pchlide and NADPH. The comparative 
analyses for the enzymatic parameters of G. violaceus 
POR with those from other species will give us 
important clues for elucidating evolutionary impli-
cations for this very important enzyme.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Biochemical Analysis of Two Catalytic Components of 
Nitrogenase-Like Enzymes Protochlorophyllide Reductase 
and Chlorophyllide a Reductase from Rhodobacter capsulatus

Jiro Nomata1, Masaharu Kitashima2, Takuro Ogawa2,3, Kazuhito Inoue2,3, and Yuichi Fujita1

Abstract Bacteriochlorophyll a has a bacte-
riochlorin ring structure that is formed from a 
porphyrin ring by the sequential actions of two 
nitrogenase-like enzymes the dark-operative pro-
tochlorophyllide reductase (DPOR) catalyzing the 
D-ring reduction, and chlorophyllide a reductase 
(COR) catalyzing the B-ring reduction. We have 
previously demonstrated that DPOR consists of 
L-protein and NB-protein, and that COR consists 
of X-protein and YZ-protein. The structural relat-
edness of these components to nitrogenase Fe-pro-
tein and MoFe-protein suggests that the L-protein 
and the X-protein are the reductase components 
and NB-protein and YZ-protein are the catalytic 
components. The catalytic components provide a 
molecular basis for the substrate specificity, which 
determines the order of reduction of the D- and B-
ring in bacteriochlorophyll biosynthesis. However, 
they have been largely uncharacterized. Here we 
report comparative biochemical characterization 
of NB-protein and YZ-protein. NB-protein and 

YZ-protein overexpressed in Rhodobacter capsu-
latus were purified as the substrate-bound forms, 
suggesting that they are the catalytic components. 
Overexpression of the two components in a bchH-
mutant of R. capsulatus allowed their purifying in 
substrate-free “naked” forms. Absorption spectra 
of the naked forms suggested that both are Fe-S 
proteins. Dithionite-reduced YZ-protein showed an 
EPR signal indicative of [4Fe-4S] cluster. While 
dithionite-reduced NB-protein was EPR silent, 
an EPR signal typical for [4Fe-4S] cluster was 
observed in the presence of L-protein and ATP. 
Metal and sulfide contents supported the presence 
of a pair of [4Fe-4S] cluster in NB-protein. These 
results suggested that both catalytic components 
carry simple [4Fe-4S] clusters with different prop-
erties rather than the complex clusters, P-cluster 
and FeMoco, of MoFe protein.

Keywords Bacteriochlorophyll biosynthesis, nitro-
genase-like enzyme, protochlorophyllide, chlorophyl-
lide a, Rhodobacter capsulatus, iron-sulfur cluster

Introduction

Protochlorophyllide (Pchlide) and Chlorophyllide a 
(Chlide) are important intermediates in the biosynthesis 
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of chlorophylls (Chls) and bacteriochlorophylls 
(BChls). The bacteriochlorin ring structure of bacte-
riochlorophyll a is formed by the sequential actions 
of two nitrogenase-like enzymes the dark-operative 
Pchlide reductase (DPOR) and the Chlide reductase 
(COR). In previous work, we demonstrated that 
DPOR consists of L-protein and NB-protein, and 
COR consists of X-protein and YZ-protein, which 
are structurally related to nitrogenase Fe-protein and 
MoFe-protein, respectively (Fujita and Bauer 2000; 
Nomata et al. 2005, 2006). In this work, we report 
biochemical properties of two catalytic components 
of NB-protein and YZ-protein.

Materials and methods

Strains and culture conditions. The photosyntheti-
cally competent R. capsulatus mutant DB176 and 
a BChl-less mutant ZY6 (∆bchH) were used as 
the host strains to overexpress Strep-tagged NB-
protein and YZ-protein (Nomata et al. 2006). The 
trans-conjugants were grown heterotrophically in 
PY medium overnight with vigorous shaking at 
200 rpm in the dark at 34°C. To prepare crude 
extract for protein purification, the trans-con-
jugants were grown photosynthetically in RCV 
medium illuminated with incandescent lamps for 
4 days at 34°C. PY and RCV media contained 5 µg 
mL−1 kanamycin and 10 µg mL−1 spectinomycin.

The construction of the overexpression plasmids 
and conjugal transfer to DB176 or ZY6. A 2-kb 
chimeric DNA fragment consisted of the spectino-
mycin omega cartridge (SpR), puc promoter, and 
coding sequence for an affinity tag, Strep-tag. It 
was amplified using pJN3 (Nomata et al. 2006) 
as the template with two primers, pBBRT7f1 and 
pPucStrepr2 (Nomata et al. 2006). Another 3-kb 
DNA fragment of the entire coding regions for 
bchN-bchB was amplified from the R. capsulatus 
genomic DNA with two primers, bchNf3 (5′-
AGTTCGAGAAGTCGGGGGTGgagcctcgattcgcc
gacttt-3 ) and bchBr2 (Nomata et al. 2005). The 
two DNA fragments were fused by overlap exten-
sion PCR to yield a longer chimeric 5-kb DNA 
fragment, which was ligated into the KpnI site of 

pBBR1MCS2, yielding the plasmid pJN4NB for 
overexpression of the NB-protein. Another plas-
mid pJN4YZ for overexpression of the YZ-protein 
was constructed as described previously (Nomata 
et al. 2006). These plasmids were transferred into 
the R. capsulatus mutant DB176 or ZY6 from 
E. coli JM109 by triparental mating.

Preparation of crude extracts and purification 
of NB-protein and YZ-protein. Preparation of crude 
extracts and protein purification were carried out as 
described previously (Nomata et al. 2006).

Absorption spectra and EPR measurement. 
Absorption spectra of the reduced forms of NB-pro-
tein and YZ-protein were recorded using an air-tight 
screw capped cuvette with a Jasco V550 spectro-
photometer. The NB-protein and YZ-proteins were 
oxidized by air exposure. For EPR analysis, purified 
NB-protein and YZ-protein were concentrated by 
precipitation with ammonium sulfate (70% satura-
tion) and dissolved in HEPES buffer (Tris-HCl; 
pH 8, 1.7 mM sodium dithionite). EPR spectra 
were recorded on an X-band spectrometer equipped 
with a liquid helium flow cryostat. The modulation 
amplitude was 0.5 mT and the microwave was at 
20 mW.

Determination of metals and sulfide. The metal 
content of the NB-protein was measured by using 
an inductively coupled plasma analyzer, IRIS 
(Nippon Jarrell-Ash, Kyoto, Japan). Sulfide con-
tent was determined colorimetrically (Timcenko 
and Kimura 1979).

Results

NB-protein and YZ-protein are catalytic com-
ponents. The Strep-tagged NB-protein and YZ-
protein were affinity purified from crude extracts 
of DB176, respectively, in an anaerobic cham-
ber. The absorption spectra of NB-protein and 
YZ-protein indicated that they bind specifically 
Pchlide and Chlide, respectively (Figs. 1A and 
2A, solid thick lines). These results support the 
idea that the NB-protein and the YZ-protein are 
the catalytic components of DPOR and COR, 
respectively.
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Absorption spectra of “naked” forms of NB-pro-
tein and YZ-protein. To record absorption spectra of 
NB-protein and YZ-protein without pigments, both 
proteins were purified from a BChl-less mutant of 
R. capsulatus ZY6 (∆bchH). The “naked” forms 
of NB-protein and YZ-protein exhibited com-
monly a broad feature-less absorption between 380 
and 600 nm (Figs. 1A and 2A, solid thin lines), 
which appears characteristic of iron-sulfur pro-
teins. YZ-protein showed a sharp peak at 400 nm, 
which seems to be derived from protoporphyrin IX 

accumulated in ZY6 due to bchH-disruption. We 
have not yet examined whether the binding of pro-
toporphyrin IX to YZ-protein is specific or not. To 
examine whether the probable iron-sulfur centers 
are redox active, the dithionite-reduced forms were 
oxidized by air-exposure. Upon exposure, absorp-
tion of YZ-protein increased with a pronounced 
shoulder at about 450 nm (Fig. 2A, dotted line). By 
contrast, no substantial change observed in NB-protein 
(Fig. 1A, dotted line).

EPR analysis of NB-protein and YZ-protein. To 
characterize the probable iron-sulfur centers, EPR 
spectra of dithionite-reduced forms of NB-protein 
and YZ-protein were recorded. The YZ-protein 
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Fig. 1 (A) Absorption spectra of NB-proteins purified from 
DB176 (solid thick line, right ordinate) and ZY6 (solid 
thin and dotted lines, left ordinate). Dithionite-reduced 
“naked” form (solid thin line; left ordinate) was oxidized 
by air-exposure (dotted line, left ordinate). (B) EPR spec-
tra of the dithionite-reduced NB-protein (dotted line), 
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exhibited a rhombic type of signal with g-values of 
2.04. 1.94 and 1.92, which is typical of a [4Fe-4S] 
cluster (Fig. 2B). In contrast, the dithionite-reduced 
NB-protein was EPR-silent. A weak EPR signal 
typical of an [4Fe-4S] cluster was detected in the 
presence of L-protein and ATP (Fig. 2B). Metal 
and sulfide analyses of NB-protein suggested that it 
had about eight irons and eight sulfides (as a BchN-
BchB heterotetramer, Table 1), which strongly sup-
ports the idea that the NB-protein carries a pair of 
[4Fe-4S] clusters.

Discussion

In this report we have characterized the NB-protein 
and the YZ-protein in a comparative manner for the 
first time. The pigment binding properties in com-
mon support the idea that the NB-protein and the 
YZ-protein are the catalytic components of DPOR 
and COR, respectively. The absorption spectra of 
the “naked” forms of NB-protein and YZ-protein 
indicated that both are iron-sulfur proteins. A char-
acteristic spectral change upon exposure to air and 
the EPR spectrum of the dithionite-reduced form 
indicated that the YZ-protein has a redox respon-
sible [4Fe-4S] cluster, which would be involved in 
Chlide B-ring reduction. In contrast, the NB-protein 
did not show redox-responsible absorption spectral 
changes. However, a weak EPR signal indicative 

of [4Fe-4S] cluster was detected upon the addition 
of the L-protein and ATP (Fig. 1B). The iron and 
sulfide contents supported the presence of a pair of 
[4Fe-4S] cluster in the NB-protein. It is suggested 
that though the [4Fe-4S] clusters of the NB-protein 
are not reduced by dithionite, and that L-protein 
reduction is dependent on ATP hydrolysis. These 
results suggested that both catalytic components, 
NB-protein and YZ-protein, carry simple [4Fe-4S] 
clusters with different redox properties rather than 
the complex clusters, P-cluster and FeMoco, of 
nitrogenase MoFe protein.
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Co Cu Fe Mn Mo Ni V Zn Sa

ND ND 7.23 0.116 ND 0.235 ND 0.023 7.2
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detected

aAcid labile sulfur content was determined by a colorimetric 
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CHAPTER NINE

Isolation and Characterization of Genes Necessary 
for the Achievement of Rubisco Accumulation 
in Arabidopsis thaliana

Taro Ogawa, Kenji Nishimura, Hiroki Ashida, and Akiho Yokota

Abstract Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate Carboxylase/
Oxygenase (Rubisco) is the most abundant protein 
in plant leaves, and catalyzes the initial reactions 
in the Calvin cycle and photorespiration. The 
high-accumulation of Rubisco is considered to be 
achieved by functions of multiple nuclear genes 
involved in biosynthesis of Rubisco. However, the 
molecular mechanisms for this process remains to 
be understood. In order to identify genes involved 
in Rubisco biosynthesis, we have established a 
positive screening method for nara (genes nec-
essary for achievement of Rubisco accumula-
tion) mutants with low amounts of Rubisco using 
methionine sulfoximine (MSX). MSX is a specific 
inhibitor of glutamine synthetase required for 
re-assimilation of photorespiratory NH3. On the 
selection medium containing MSX, the wild-type 
accumulates NH3 and can not survive in the normal 
air, however, it can grow in 5% CO2. Meanwhile, 
the rca mutant lacking Rubisco activase dose not 
accumulate NH3, and exhibits resistance to MSX 
in normal air. These results suggest that the effect 
of MSX depends on the oxygenase reaction of 

Rubisco. Therefore this medium could be used for 
screening of nara mutants. Six lines of recessive 
nara mutants with 15–60% of wild-type levels of 
Rubisco were screened from approximately 20,000 
EMS-mutagenized seeds of Arabidopsis. In three 
nara mutants, genetic mapping revealed that muta-
tions are found in already identified genes related 
to photorespiration or chloroplast RNA metabo-
lisms.

Keyword Rubisco, photorespiration, methionine 
sulfoximine, chloroplast, Arabidopsis  thaliana

Introduction

The effective expression of the plastid genome is 
dependent on a large number of proteins encoded 
by nuclear genes. These proteins are involved in 
several steps involved in plastid gene expression, 
such as transcription, RNA processing, and transla-
tion (Barkan and Goldschmidt-Clermont 2000).

Rubisco is a rate-limiting enzyme in photo-
synthetic CO2 assimilation, and is also a major 
nitrogen-containing component in plant leaves. To 
maximize photosynthetic efficiency and store large 
number of nitrogen, plants accumulate Rubisco up 

Graduate School of Biological Sciences, Nara Institute of 
Science and Technology, 8916-5 Takayama, Ikoma, Nara 
630-0192, Japan
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to 50% of total soluble proteins in chloroplast. The 
high-accumulation of Rubisco in a massive scale 
is supposed to be achieved by functions of many 
nuclear genes participating in biosynthesis of the 
Rubisco protein. In fact, large and small subunits 
of Rubisco interact with several factors such as 
molecular chaperons and modification enzymes in 
chloroplasts (Houtz and Portis 2003). However, the 
molecular mechanisms underlying these processes 
are not fully understood.

In this study, to dissect the molecular mechanisms 
of biosynthesis of Rubisco, we tried to develop a 
positive screening method for Arabidopsis mutants 
with a low accumulation level of Rubisco using 
MSX. MSX is a specific inhibitor of glutamine 
synthetase (GS) and inhibits plants growth of sev-
eral plants in the atmospheric condition (Lea and 
Ridley 1990). The growth inhibition was due to the 
depletion of the glutamine pool and the accumula-
tion of ammonia generated from photorespiration 
started with the Rubisco oxygenase reaction. These 
backgrounds imply that the effect of MSX on plant 
growth under a limited condition with glutamine 
as the sole nitrogen source is dependent on the 
Rubisco oxygenase activity. Moreover, mutants 
with low amounts of Rubisco are expected to show 
the resistance to MSX. Here we report that our 
screening method for mutants with low Rubisco 
amounts and annotations of mutated genes in some 
nara mutants.

Materials and Methods

Plant materials and mutant screening. Arabidopsis 
thaliana wild type (Columbia), rca mutants 
(Somerville et al. 1982), nara mutants, and EMS-
treated Arabidopsis plants (Lehle Seeds) were 
grown on NH4NO3- and KNO3-free MS medium 
supplemented with 50 µM MSX, 30 mM glutamine, 
3% (w/v) sucrose, 19 mM KCl, and 0.8% (w/v) 
agar. For screening of mutants, plants were ini-
tially grown for 14 days with a light regime of 16 h 
photoperiod (50 µmol photons m−2 s−1)/8 h dark at 
23°C and 5% CO2. Seedlings were then transferred 
to continuous irradiation at 150 µmol photons m−2 

s−1 at 23°C in the normal air. After 5 days, MSX-
resistant mutants with green or pale-green tint were 
selected.

Map-based cloning. M3 plants of nara mutants 
were outcrossed to the Landsberg erecta ecotype. 
Genomic DNA was isolated from F2 plants, and 
all mutations of nara mutants were mapped using 
molecular markers based on a cleaved amplified 
polymorphic sequence or simple sequence length 
polymorphism.

Results

In order to confirm whether inhibitory effects of 
MSX on growth is dependent on Rubisco oxyge-
nase activity under the screening condition, we 
analyzed the response to CO2 of wild-type plants 
and rca mutants which could not activate Rubisco 
(Somerville et al. 1982) on the medium containing 
MSX. In the presence of 5% CO2, the growth of 
both plants was not inhibited at all by MSX for 14 
days (Fig. 1A, top). When these plants were trans-
ferred to the atmospheric condition from 5% CO2 
condition, WT accumulated high-concentration of 
NH3 (data not shown), and finally showed chloro-
sis after 100 h (Fig. 1A, bottom). In contrast, rca 
mutants did not accumulate NH3 (data not shown), 
its growth was not inhibited in the presence of 
MSX (Fig. 1A, bottom). These results indicate that 
an inhibitory effect of MSX on growth is depend-
ent on Rubisco oxygenase activity. Therefore we 
assumed that this screening condition can be used 
for screening of nara mutants defective in high-
accumulation of Rubisco levels.

Seventeen MSX-resistant mutants were iso-
lated from 20,000 EMS-mutagenized seeds of 
Arabidopsis (Fig. 1B). Native-PAGE analysis 
showed that Rubisco amounts in seedlings of 12 
MSX-resistant mutants decrease to 15–60% of the 
wild-type level. These 12 plants were named nara 
mutants. As for six lines of nara mutants which had 
single recessive mutations respectively, we con-
ducted genetic mapping to detect their mutations in 
chromosomes. nara3, nara7 and nara10 had single 
nucleotide substitutions in the exon of already well-
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identified genes; nara3 was the mutant of CRS1 for 
the intron splicing of chloroplast atpF (Asakura 
and Barkan 2006), nara7 was the mutant of AGT1 
essential for photorespiratoy metabolism (Liepman 
and Olsen 2001), and nara10 was mutated in the 
gene for GluRS, a translation factor of proteins in 
organella (Duchene et al. 2005).

Discussion

The rate of photorespiratory CO2 release is about 
25% of the rate of net CO2 assimilation under the 
atmospheric condition in C3 plants. This high rate 
of photorespiration is accompanied by the produc-
tion of NH3 in a massive scale. However, plant cells 
usually do not accumulate NH3 because the pho-
torespiratory NH3 is promptly re-assimilated into 
glutamate by GS as the amido group. We focused 
on this point and designed our positive screening 
method for nara mutants using an inhibitor of GS. 
In screening condition, a primary source of toxic 
NH3 is considered to be photorespiration since 

nitrite was not a source of NH3 in the absence of 
nitrate in the MS medium. In fact, the inhibitory 
effect on plant growth by MSX was not observed 
in high CO2 conditions where photorespiration is 
suppressed (Fig. 1A), because the Rubisco oxyge-
nase reaction is blocked by competitive inhibition 
of CO2. By contrast, wild-type plants could not 
survive our screening conditions, but rca mutants 
could. This indicated that the mutant with low 
amount of Rubisco is resistant to MSX, because 
oxygenase activity of Rubisco is low.

Using this system, several nara mutants were 
isolated successfully. Three of these mutants had 
single mutations on genes related to photores-
piration or chloroplast functions (Table 1). The 
isolation of nara7, in which the gene for a pho-
torespiratory enzyme was mutated, suggests that 
this screening method is suitable for our purpose. 
GluRS is glutamyl-tRNA synthetase involved in 
protein translation, and CRS1 in maize is report-
edly related to translation of proteins in chloro-
plasts, such as the Rubisco large subunit (Till et al. 
2000). Therefore, it was expected that these func-

A −MSX

−MSX

+ MSX

WT rca WT rca

WT

WT

rca

nara3 nara4 nara5

WT nara3 nara4 nara5

WT

Normal Air

5% CO2

rca

+ MSX

B

Fig. 1 The MSX resistance of mutants in the screening condition. (A) Wt and rca mutants were grown on modified MS 
medium with/without 50 µM MSX for 14 days (top), and then transferred to screening condition. Screening was performed 
for 100 h (bottom). Scale bar: 5 mm. (B) MSX-resistance of representative nara mutants. Scale bar: 3 mm
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tions impacted not only Rubisco biosynthesis but 
also chloroplast proteins biosynthesis, therefore 
basic protein biosynthesis is impaired in nara3 and 
nara10.

Of Arabidopsis mutants isolated in the present 
experiments, the mutated genes caused the reduc-
tion of the amount of Rubisco as well as those 
of other photosynthetic proteins in nara3, and 
nara10. This suggests that products of these genes 
function universally for chloroplast biogenesis. On 
the other hand, nara5 had a reduced amount of 
Rubisco without reduction in other protein exam-
ined here. Fine mapping of the mutated gene is 
now in progress in this laboratory.
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Table 1 Identified genes in MSX-resistance screening. Relative Rubisco amounts in mutants were calculated as wild-type 
(100%) by measurement of Rubisco band intensity value on Native-PAGE gel. Chl: chloroplast, Mit: mitochondrion, Per: 
peroxisome

Mutant Protein product of the mutated gene Identified function localization
Relative Rubisco (%) 
amount

nara3 Chloroplast RNA splicing factor 
(CRS1)

Intron splicing of 
 chloroplast atpF

Chl 60

nara4 NARA4 ? ? 30
nara5 NARA5 ? ? 15
nara7 Alanine: Glyoxylate 

 aminotrans-ferase (AGT1)
Photorespiratory
 metabolism

Per 60

nara10 Glutamate-tRNA Synthetase 
(GluRS)

Translation to proteins 
 in organelle

Chl-Mit 60

nara12 NARA12 ? ? 20



CHAPTER TEN

Excitation Pressure Regulates Variegation in the immutans 
Mutant of Arabidopsis thaliana

Dominic Rosso1, Diego Saccon1, Lori Schillaci1, Shelly Wang1, Wenze Li1, 
Steven R. Rodermel2, Denis P. Maxwell1, and Norman P. A. Huner1

Abstract  Excitation pressure, measured by chlo-
rophyll fluorescence as 1-qP, is an estimate of the 
redox state of the PQ pool and can be modulated 
by both light and temperature. We hypothesized 
that the redox state of the PQ pool regulates the 
extent of variegation in immutans. To test this 
hypothesis, immutans was grown at either 25°C or 
12°C with increasing light intensities of 50, 150 
and 450 µmol photons m−2 s−1 under either a short 
day photoperiod (8/16 day/night) or under con-
tinuous light. An imaging technique was developed 
to quantify the kinetics of leaf variegation with 
concomitant measurements of excitation pressure 
during steady-state photosynthesis. As the growth 
light intensity increased at 25°C, the extent of vari-
egation increased from no detectable variegation 
at 50 µmol photons m−2 s−1 to a maximum of 59% 
variegation at 450 µmol photons m−2 s−1. In con-
trast, immutans grown at 12°C exhibited significant 
variegation even when grown at low light under 
either a short day photoperiod or continuous light 
conditions. Since the development of white sectors 

was correlated with excitation pressure, we conclude 
that the redox state of the PQ pool regulates the 
extent of variegation.

Keywords  Excitation pressure, variegation, immu-
tans, redox regulation

Introduction

The immutans variegation mutant of Arabidopsis 
thaliana contains green and white sectored leaves 
(Rodermel 2002). The green sectors contain nor-
mal chloroplasts, whereas the white sectors contain 
plastids devoid of chlorophyll and/or carotenoids 
(Rodermel 2002). White sectors result from a 
blockage in carotenoid biosynthesis. Wu et al. 
(1999) proposed that IMMUTANS functions as a 
plastid terminal oxidase capable of oxidizing plas-
toquinol (PQH2). In their model, the activity of the 
phytoene desaturase is regulated by the redox state 
of the PQ pool during early chloroplast biogenesis. 
When the PQ pool is oxidized, phytoene desaturase 
oxidizes phytoene to z-carotene by concomitantly 
reducing the PQ pool through four subsequent 
desaturation steps. This results in the biosynthesis 

1 University of Western Ontario, London, ON, Canada
2 Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, USA

J.F. Allen, E. Gantt, J.H. Golbeck, and B. Osmond (eds.), 
Photosynthesis. Energy from the Sun: 
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1115–1119. © 2008 Springer.
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of a complete complement of carotenoids required 
to protect the photosynthetic apparatus from photo-
damage by reactive oxygen species. Alternatively, 
if the PQ pool remains reduced due to the lack 
of IMMUTANS (IM), as in the im mutant, then 
carotenoid biosynthesis is blocked at the phytoene 
desaturase step, phytoene accumulates, and photo-
bleaching results from the light-dependent genera-
tion of reactive oxygen species (Wu et al., 1999). 
Recently, we reported that variegation in im plants 
can be suppressed if plants are exposed initially to 
low irradiance (5 µmol photons m−2 s−1) at 25°C 
(25/5) for 7 days after seeding and then shifted 
to growth at 50 µmol photons m−2 s−1 for 35 days 
(Rosso et al. 2006). Excitation pressure, measured 
by chlorophyll fluorescence as 1-qP, is an estimate 
of the redox state of the PQ pool and can also be 
modulated by both light and temperature. Here, we 
test the hypothesis that the redox state of PQ pool 
during leaf development regulates the extent of 
variegation in the immutans mutant of Arabidopsis 
thaliana.

Materials and methods

Growth conditions and experimental design. 
Arabidopsis thaliana (ecotype Columbia) wild type 
(WT) as well as an immutans mutant of immutans 
seeds, were germinated and grown under control-
led environmental conditions at 25°C with a pho-
tosynthetic photon flux density of 5 µmol photons 
m−2 s−1 for 1 week. Plants were thinned to one plant 
per pot and grown under environmental conditions 
of either 25°C or 12°C at increasing light intensi-
ties of 50, 150, and 450 µmol photons m−2 s−1. All 
plants were grown with an 8/16 h day/night cycle to 
prevent the induction of flowering.

Percentage of white sectors. The percentage 
of white sectors was measured by performing a 
threshold analysis to ensure that all green sectors 
could be resolved from white sectors. All images 
were converted from color to grayscale and a 
threshold value of 75 out of a total of 255 was 
established to distinguish between white and green 
sectors. Area of white sectors divided by the total 

area of the leaf to determine the percentage vari-
egation for each leaf examined.

Chlorophyll a fluorescence and the relative redox 
state of QA. Steady state fluorescence measurements 
of green sectors were made using an Imaging PAM 
Chlorophyll Fluorometer (Heinz Walz, Effletrich, 
Germany). The relative redox state of the PQ pool is 
calculated as 1-qP which has been termed excitation 
pressure (Huner et al. 1998).

Results

Leaves of im seedlings developed at 25/50 pro-
duced no white sectors (Fig. 1A, G) and thus 
exhibited an “all green” phenotype as previously 
reported in Rosso et al. (2006). The extent of vari-
egation increased from 0% to 27% at 25/150 and 
59% when grown at 25/450 (Fig. 1C, E, G). Since 
at irradiance greater than 50 µmol photons m−2 s−1 
was required to induce the variegated phenotype in 
im seedlings, we also tested the effect of tempera-
ture on the development of variegation. In contrast 
to growth of immutans seedlings at 25°C, immu-
tans seedlings exhibited a variegated phenotype 
at all growth irradiances tested at 12°C (Fig. 1B, 
H). immutans seedlings exhibited 22% variega-
tion when grown at 12°C even at an irradiance of 
50 µmol photons m−2 s−1. We noted with interest 
that cotyledons (Fig. 1C) and the first true leaves 
(Fig. 1, 1st) of im plants exhibited an “all green” 
phenotype irrespective of the growth conditions 
(Fig. 1A–F).

Excitation pressure was also measured in im 
seedlings under their specific developmental con-
ditions during steady state growth. im seedlings 
grown at either 25/50 exhibited the lowest excita-
tion pressure (0.20 ± 0.05) in comparison to plants 
grown at either 25/150 (0.40 ± 0.07) or at 25/450 
(0.60 ± 0.08). Similar trends were observed for 
im seedlings grown at 12°C. Thus, the measure-
ment of excitation pressure under the specific 
growth conditions are consistent with the fact that 
seedlings grown at 50 µmol photons m−2 s−1 were 
exposed to low excitation pressure, those grown 
at 150 to moderate excitation pressure whereas im 
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seedlings grown at 450 µmol photons m−2 s−1 were 
exposed to high excitation pressure.

All experiments described in this report were 
performed under a short day photoperiod to prevent 
flowering and to maintain the Arabidopsis seed-
lings in a vegetative state. Phytochrome is a major 

photoreceptor in plants that regulates photoperiod-
sensitive developmental responses such as greening 
and its associated light regulation of gene expres-
sion as well as flowering (Tobin and Silverthorne 
1985). If phytochrome does play a significant 
role in the observed response of variegation of 
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Fig. 1 Leaf scans illustrating the extent of variegation on excised leaves of immutans. Leaf scans were performed on 
immutans plants that were grown at 25°C (A) or at 12°C (B) with an irradiance of 50 µmol photons m−2 s−1, as well as 25°C 
(C) or 12°C (D) with an irradiance of 150 µmol photons m−2 s−1, and 25°C (E) or 12°C (F) with an irradiance of 450 µmol 
photons m−2 s−1. The leaf scans are arranged in order of development, from the cotyledons labeled as C, to the youngest leaf 
labeled as Y. Leaf pairs are labeled as 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th. The percentage of white sectors was calculated from the 
scans for plants grown at 25°C (G) and 12°C (H) with irradiances of 50, 150 and 450 µmol photons m−2 s−1. All plants were 
grown with an 8/16 h day/night cycle. Letters represent statistically significant differences between means ± SE from 5 to 8 
different plants per treatment, at the 95% confidence interval
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immutans seedlings to irradiance and temperature, 
we hypothesized that this would be eliminated by 
growth and development in the absence of a pho-
toperiod, that is, growth under continuous light. 
Thus, we expected variegation in immutans seed-
lings developed under continuous light to exhibit 
an altered response to growth irradiance and tem-
perature compared to seedlings developed under the 
short-day photoperiod regime. However, the results 
illustrated in Fig. 2A indicate that im seedlings 
grown under continuous light exhibited an increase 
in variegation at 25°C as irradiance increased from 
50 to 450 µmol photons m−2 s−1 (Fig. 2A) similar 
to that observed for im seedlings grown under the 
short day photoperiod (Fig. 1). We noted that, in 
contrast to growth under a short day photoperiod 
(Fig. 1), immutans seedlings grown under continu-
ous light at 50 µmol photons m−2 s−1 exhibited 30% 
variegation which is similar to that observed for im 
seedlings grown at 50 µmol photons m−2 s−1 but at 
low temperature (12°C) (Fig. 1B, H). Furthermore, 
a comparison of the results in Fig. 2A and B indi-
cates that the  irradiance-induced increase in vari-
egation was positively correlated to the excitation 
pressure (R2 = 0.995) (Fig. 2C).

Discussion

The results from this study suggest that variega-
tion can not be explained as a simple irradiance 
effect since growth at the same low irradiance but 
combined with low temperature (12°C) resulted in 
significant variegation of im seedlings (Fig. 1). We 
show for the first time that excitation pressure regu-
lates variegation in im seedlings of Arabidopsis 
thaliana through modulation of the redox state 
of the PQ pool of the photosynthetic intersystem 
electron transport chain. This is consistent with the 
model proposed by Rodermel and co-workers (Wu 
et al. 1999; Aluru et al. 2006).
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Fig. 2 Relationship between variegation (A) and excita-
tion pressure (B and C). The percentage of white sector 
area was calculated from immutans plants grown at 25°C 
at irradiances of 50, 150 and 450 µmol photons m−2 s−1 
under continuous illumination. Photos are representatives 
of the plants grown in this experiment at the different light 
conditions of 25/50 (D), 25/150 (E), and 25/450 (F). Data 
represent the mean ± SE from 5 to 6 different plants per 
treatment. Letters represent statistically significant differ-
ences between means at the 95% confidence interval
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Importance of the Balance Between Protein Synthesis 
and Degradation in Chloroplasts Revealed by the Studies 
of Arabidopsis Yellow Variegated Mutants

Eiko Miura, Yusuke Kato, and Wataru Sakamoto

Abstract In Arabidopsis, yellow variegated 
(var) is one of the best characterized among the 
mutants showing leaf variegation. VAR1 and VAR2 
encode different FtsH proteases (FtsH5 and FtsH2, 
respectively) involved in the quality control of 
chloroplast proteins, particularly in the turnover 
of D1 reaction center protein. To investigate the 
precise role of FtsH in protein degradation and 
understand how the variegated sectors are formed, 
we recently identified a suppressor of var2 named 
fug1. Characterization of the fug1 locus showed 
that it encodes a chloroplast translation initiation 
factor 2 (cpIF2) and indeed acts on chloroplast pro-
tein synthesis. Based on this suppressor analysis, 
we hypothesized that the balance between protein 
synthesis and degradation determines leaf vari-
egation in var mutants. Here, we present another 
type of evidence that supports our hypothesis, by 
supplementing var2 with exogenous translational 
inhibitors.

Keywords Chloroplast, leaf variegation, protease, 
translation

Introduction

Variegated plants are often seen in nature or 
as mutants in genetic studies. In general, leaf 
variegation is derived from a formation of sectors 
composed of two different types of cell clusters, 
containing either normal-appearing chloroplasts or 
abnormal plastids. Such a sector formation allows 
us to decipher molecular mechanisms controlling 
chloroplast development and assembling photosyn-
thetic apparatus.

We have been studying leaf-variegated mutants 
yellow variegated1 (var1) and var2, which exhibit 
a typical leaf-variegated phenotype in Arabidopsis 
thaliana. The responsible genes VAR1 and VAR2 
encode different FtsH metalloproteases (FtsH5 
and FtsH2, respectively) in thylakoid membranes 
(Chen et al. 2000; Takechi et al. 2000; Sakamoto 
et al. 2002). Arabidopsis has 12 FtsH homologs, 
and 9 of them, including FtsH2 and FtsH5, are 
targeted to chloroplasts (Sakamoto et al. 2003). In 
Arabidopsis, the variegated phenotype is specific 
to the loss of either FtsH2 or FtsH5, whereas the 
knockouts of other FtsH genes do not show any 
visible phenotype (Sakamoto et al. 2003). FtsH2 
and FtsH5 appear to form a major FtsH heterocomplex 
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of ~400 kD and they are abundant among all chlo-
ropalstic FtsHs. Consistent with this, protein levels 
of FtsHs correlate with the degree of variegation. 
As FtsH2 accumulates higher than that of FtsH5, 
var2 shows severer variegation than var1 in leaves. 
Currently, FtsH is proposed to play a dual role in 
chloroplasts. It is thought to function in the qual-
ity control of photosystems as a protease and also 
in the formation of thylakoid membranes through 
a yet incompletely defined function (Chen et al. 
2000; Takechi et al. 2000; Yu et al. 2004; Zaltsman 
et al. 2005).

Although the aforementioned studies revealed 
the importance of FtsHs in chloroplasts, a precise 
mechanism leading to leaf variegation in var2 
remains unclear. To address this question geneti-
cally, we investigated second-site mutations that 
suppress or enhance leaf variegation of var2. One 
of the suppressors named fu-gaeri1 (fug1) has been 
reported very recently (Miura et al. 2007). Our 
map-based cloning of the FUG1 locus assigned an 
amino acid substitution to be in At1g17220 that 
potentially encodes a prokaryotic translation initia-
tion factor 2 (IF2). Subsequent characterization of 
the FUG1 locus, including GFP transient assay, 
complementation of the E. coli infB null mutation, 
and in vivo protein labeling experiment, demon-
strated that the protein encoded in At1g17220 is 
chloroplastic (termed cpIF2) and indeed functions 
in chloroplast protein synthesis.

To further assess the effect of fug1 on the loss of 
FtsH, we crossed var2-1 fug1-1 to var1-1 and isolated 
plants having the genotypes of var1-1 fug1-1 and 
var1-1 var2-1 fug1-1. Similarly to var2, coexistence 
of fug1 with var1 fully suppressed leaf variegation. 
While the triple mutant showed slight variegation, 
the green sectors of var1–var2 clearly increased. 
These results suggest that the inhibitory effect of 
fug1 in chloroplast translation can suppress variega-
tion induced by the loss of FtsH, regardless of which 
particular FtsH gene is defective. Based on these, we 
hypothesized that the balance between protein syn-
thesis and degradation is one of the determining fac-
tors of leaf variegation. Here, we attempted to verify 
this hypothesis by exogenously applying translation 
inhibitors to var2.

Materials and methods

Plant materials and growth condition. Arabidopsis 
thaliana ecotype Columbia (Col) was used as a 
source of wild type plant material. Alleles of 
var2 (var2-1, var2-6, var2-13) were used in 
this study were described previously (Sakamoto 
et al. 2004; Miura et al. 2007). The suppressor of 
var2 (var2 fug1) isolated from mutagenesis var2 
population was also identified previously (Miura 
et al. 2007). Basically, plants were germinated 
and grown on 0.7% (w/v) agar plates contain-
ing Murashige and Skoog (MS) medium with 
Gamborg’s vitamins (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, 
MO). These plates were supplemented with 
1.5% (w/v) sucrose and arbitrary concentration 
of Kanamycin or Streptomycin. Plants were 
incubated under 12/12 light (60 µmol/m2/s) /dark 
cycle at 22°C.

Results and discussion

In our previous study, we tested if the suppression 
of leaf variegation in var results from a reduced 
translational activity in chloroplasts but not from a 
reduced IF2 activity per se. Another viable muta-
tion, sco1 (snowy cotyledon 1), in which chloro-
plast elongation factor G (cpEF-G) is mutated by 
an amino acid substitution (Albrecht et al. 2006), 
allowed us to test this supposition. Our results 
clearly showed that sco1 acts as a suppressor, 
suggesting that a subtle loss of chloroplast transla-
tion activity affects leaf variegation (Miura et al. 
2007).

Although the suppression of the var1 and var2 
variegation was evidenced by second-site muta-
tions, we were interested to know whether or not 
an exogenous application of chloroplast trans-
lational inhibitors can suppress leaf variegation. 
Prokaryotic IF2 plays a central role in binding 
fMet-tRNAmet with 30S ribosomes and subse-
quently forms a large complex with 50S ribos-
omes in a GTP-dependent manner. Based on these 
properties, we selected kanamycin or streptomycin 
as antibiotics for chloroplast translation inhibitor. 
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Both kanamycin and streptomycin are aminogly-
coside derivatives, and are known to inhibit the 
binding fMet-tRNAmet to P site and evoke errors 
in translation.

To assess the effect of kanamycin and strep-
tomycin in var2, Col and var2 alleles (var2-
1, var2-6 and var2-13) were grown in MS 
plates supplemented with various concentra-
tions of these antibiotics. Supplement of the 
antibiotics, at increasing their concentrations, 
caused retarded growth of all plants (Fig. 1A) 
except for var2-6 (data not shown). Because 
var2-6 was generated by our T-DNA inser-
tion mutagenesis in which kanamycin was 
used as a selectable marker (Takechi et al. 
2000), it showed complete resistance to kan-
amycin and was regarded as a negative con-
trol. Both kanamycin and streptomycin did 
not cause any visible phenotype at a relatively 
low concentration (0.1, 0.5 and 1 µg/mL). At 
a higher concentration of kanamycin (10 and 
20 µg/mL), however, the degree of variegation 
appeared to decrease in var2-1 and var2-13 
alleles compared to that in var2-6. Especially in 
primary true leaves, variegation appeared nota-
bly suppressed (Fig. 1B). Most plants grown in 
MS medium containing 20 µg/mL of kanamycin 
severely suffered from the inhibitory effect and 
true leaves did not emerge normally. Similarly 
to kanamycin, we observed suppressing effect 
with streptomycin. Arabidopsis plants seemed 
to show more resistance to streptomycin than to 
kanamycin, and therefore the suppressing effect 
was observed when var2 alleles were placed 
under 20 µg/mL streptomycin (Fig. 1C). Taken 
together, these results strengthen our hypothesis 
that the balance between protein synthesis and 
degradation is an important factor in chloroplast 
maintenance and thylakoid development.

Variegated leaves in var2 consist of two differ-
ent cell types, a green cell with normal- appearing 
chloroplasts and a white cell with abnormal 
plastids. Such mutants provide us with a novel 
way of studying chloroplast differentiation. Our 
recent studies revealed that the white sectors of 
var2 are active tissues that are formed by viable 

cells with undifferentiated plastids (Kato et al. 
2007). Furthermore, the variegation pattern neither 
changes during leaf development nor is irre-
versible once developed (Zaltsman et al. 2005). 
According to the proposed model, a threshold 
level of FtsH exists during chloroplast differentia-
tion. Our results imply that balancing the synthe-
sis and degradation of plastid proteins may alter 
the threshold level and thus recover thylakoid 
formation.

Fig. 1 Effect of exogenous translation inhibitors on leaf 
variegation in var2. A. Twenty-day-old plants grown on the 
MS medium supplemented with 0.1 (left to right, respec-
tively), 0.5, 1, 10 and 20 µg/mL antibiotics. Each plate 
contained Columbia (upper), var2-1 (middle) and var2-13 
(lower). Bars = 1 cm. B. Twenty-day-old var2-1 plants on 
the MS medium supplemented with 10 µg/mL Kanamycin 
(upper) or without Kanamycin (lower). Bars = 1 mm. 
C. Thirty-eight-day-old var2-1 plants on the MS medium 
supplemented with 20 µg/mL Streptomycin (upper) or with-
out Streptomycin (lower). Bars = 5 mm
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CHAPTER TWELVE

The Function of MgDVP in a Chlorophyll d-Containing 
Organism

Martin Schliep, Min Chen, Anthony Larkum, and Rosanne Quinnell

Abstract  The cyanobacterium Acaryochloris 
marina is an exceptional organism utilising chlo-
rophyll d (Chl d) as its major photosynthetic 
pigment. Acaryochloris cells contain 90–99% 
Chl d with minor amounts of chlorophyll a and a 
chlorophyll c-like pigment. These unusual char-
acteristics make it an excellent candidate to study 
various aspects of photosynthesis driven by Chl d. 
However, little is known about the pathway of 
Chl d biosynthesis. We specifically designed 
HPLC methods to analyse pigment compositions 
of Acaryochloris. This enabled us to detect inter-
mediate products of the chlorophyll biosynthesis. 
We identified Mg-Protoporphyrin IX monomethyl 
ester (MgPMe) and Mg-2,4-divinyl pheoporphyrin 
(MgDVP) and the environmental factors influenc-
ing their concentration levels. HPLC-facilitated 
analysis of pigments from Acaryochloris cells cul-
tured under various light quantities was performed; 
light stress conditions induced an increase in the 
ratio of MgDVP to Chl d. Pigment analysis of 
Acaryochloris cells grown under oxygen-stressed 

conditions demonstrated a decrease in MgDVP 
levels. We propose that the Chl d biosynthesis 
pathway favours an aerobic environment despite 
the fact that Acaryochloris cells can survive under 
anaerobic conditions.

Keywords  Chlorophyll d, biosynthesis, MgDVP, 
HPLC, Acaryochloris, protoporphyrin, protochlo-
rophyllide

Introduction

Chlorophyll d (Chl d) is the major functional 
photo pigment in Acaryochloris marina, account-
ing for 90–99% of the total chlorophyll content. 
Since the Chl d-containing marine cyanobacterium 
Acaryochloris marina was identified by Miyashita 
et al. in 1996, significant progress has been made 
in elucidating the role of Chl d in photosynthesis 
(Hu et al. 1998; Chen et al. 2005; Tomo et al. 
2007). Five detectable pigments were reported in 
Acaryochloris, a Chl c-like pigment, zeaxanthin, 
Chl d, Chl a and α-carotene (Miyashita et al. 
1997). The function of the minor Chl c-like pigment 
in Acaryochloris is not yet clear.
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A Chl c-like pigment in Prochloron, a marine 
symbiotic prokaryotic alga, was reported to exhibit 
a light-harvesting function (Larkum et al. 1994). 
This pigment was identified as Mg-2,4-divinyl 
pheoporphyrin (MgDVP) (Helfrich et al. 1999) and 
is also referred to as Divinyl Protochlorophyllide 
(Pchlide). MgDVP is an important intermediate 
product of the chlorophyll biosynthesis pathway 
in Chl a-containing organisms. It is formed in the 
aerobic transformation reaction of Mg-protopor-
phyrin IX monomethyl ester (MgPME) catalysed 
by the enzyme MgPME cyclase (see review of 
Bollivar 2006). This reaction step of the chloro-
phyll biosynthesis pathway will be referred to as 
Reaction 1 from here on. Then, MgDVP is reduced 
to chlorophyllide a via the light-dependent enzyme 
Pchlide reductase, and this reaction step will be 
referred to as Reaction 2.

Little is known about the Chl d biosynthesis 
pathway, especially the introduction of the formyl 
group in Ring I of Chl d. As a first step to get further 
insights into the Chl d biosynthesis pathway we tested 
whether Reactions 1 and 2 of the pathway behave in 
a similar manner to higher plants. Therefore, the 
pigment compositions of Acaryochloris cells grown 
under normal and O2-stressed conditions were ana-
lysed by HPLC after dark incubation.

Materials and method

Growth. Acaryochloris cells were cultured under 
white fluorescent light (~30 µmol photons m−2 s−1), 
12/12 h light/dark cycle at 25°C under continuous 
shaking (~90 rpm). Normal O2 concentrations main-
tained by culturing 40 mL medium in a 100 mL con-
ical culture flask, O2 stress conditions achieved by 
completely topping up the 100 mL conical culture 
flask with medium, sealed with an airtight stopper.

Pigment extraction and HPLC analysis. Cells 
were harvested in exponential growth phase at the 
end of dark cycle. Pigments were extracted in 100% 
pre-chilled methanol on ice. Sample volume was 
reduced in vacuum centrifuge and resuspended in 
equilibration buffer. All work was carried out fast 
and under dim light. HPLC analysis was performed 

on a Shimadzu VP series HPLC system with a 
SCL-10A system controller and a SPD-M10A 
diode array detector, data analysis with Shimadzu 
Class-VP 5 software. All analysis were performed 
on a reverse phase C18 column (Phenomenex, 
Synergi Fusion-RP 80A), 250 mm in length and 
inner diameter of 4.6 mm, 4 µm pore size with a 
flow rate of 1 mL/min. HPLC method was 0–5 min: 
Line A/Line C (1:1); 5–25 min: linear gradient to 
100% Line C; 25–47 min 100% Line C (Line A: 
80% Acetonitrile, 20% 0.1 M NH4Ac; Line C: 
100% Methanol; column equilibration buffer: 50% 
Methanol, 40% Acetonitrile, 10% 0.1 M NH4Ac). 
All solvents used were HPLC-grade.

Spectrometry and fluorescence measurements. 
HPLC-collected fractions of MgPME and MgDVP 
from Acaryochloris were further analysed at 295 K. 
Sample solvent was methanol:acetonitrile:0.1 M 
NH4Ac (5:4:1). Analyses were conducted in acetone, 
methanol and ethanol as well to confirm the isolated 
compounds (M. Schliep 2007, unpublished results). 
Spectrophotometry analyses were performed on 
a Shimadzu UV-2550 UV/Vis Spectrophotometer. 
Fluorimetry experiments were carried out on a Varian 
Cary Eclipse Spectrofluorometer. Fluorescence 
emission spectra of MgPME and MgDVP exhib-
ited distinct peaks at 593 and 638 nm, respectively. 
Absorbance wavelength λmax of 416 nm for MgPME 
and 438 nm for MgDVP were used as excitation 
wavelengths for each measurement.

Data integration. Calculation values were based 
on HPLC chromatogram peak areas (Jeffrey and 
Vesk 1997; Pinta et al. 2002). Each peak was 
evaluated individually in silico at its published 
absorption maxima wavelength and normalised to 
its extinction coefficient at this wavelength (molar 
extinction coefficient of ε = 308 mol−1 cm−1 at 
416 nm for MgPME; ε = 36 mol−1 cm−1 at 628 nm 
for MgDVP; after Jones, 1963).

Results

To distinguish MgPME and MgDVP in 
Acaryochloris, we specifically designed an HPLC 
method capable of resolving the two closely 
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together eluting peaks. Figure 1 represents a typical 
HPLC elution profile obtained from methanol 
extracted Acaryochloris pigments. Inset 1 demon-
strates that we were able to clearly resolve MgPME 
and MgDVP from each other.

Isolated fractions of peaks 1 and 2 were analysed 
by spectrophotometry and fluorimetry confirming 
the presence of both MgPME and MgDVP, two 
important intermediate products of the chlorophyll 
biosynthesis pathway, in Acaryochloris marina.

The ratio of MgDVP to Chl d in the dark signifi-
cantly decreased under oxygen stress conditions 
compared to the ratio under normal oxygen condi-
tions. Furthermore, the ratio of MgPME to Chl d 
in the dark increased under O2 stress conditions 
(Fig. 2A). Therefore, we concluded that Reaction 1 
in Acaryochloris is oxygen-dependent.

Interestingly, the ratio of Chl a to Chl d is consist-
ent under both conditions; i.e. the Chl a/d ratio was 
not affected by O2-stressed conditions (Fig. 2B).
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Discussion

Reactions 1 and 2 in the Chl d biosynthesis path-
way of Acaryochloris were similarly regulated 
as in the well-known Chl a biosynthesis path-
way. O2 stress after dark incubation significantly 
increased the ratio of MgPME to MgDVP. This led 
to the assumption that Reaction 1, and therefore 
the enzyme most likely to catalyse this reaction, 
MgPME cyclase, were O2-dependent.

The fact that the ratio of MgDVP to Chl d was 
reduced after dark incubation suggested Reaction 2 
could be regulated by the light-dependent Pchlide 
reductase and not the light-independent type com-
mon for cyanobacteria. Under high light conditions 
(~30 µmol photons m−2 s−1), compared to cells 
grown under low light culture conditions (~5 µmol 
photons m−2 s−1), cells had higher MgDVP levels. 
This indicates that MgDVP in Acaryochloris might 
not be involved in a light-harvesting reaction (data 
not shown).

Further experiments under various light quality 
and light quantity regimes will be conducted to 
more fully elucidate the biosynthesis pathway of 
Chl d in Acaryochloris.

The ratio of Chl a to Chl d was not changed 
under a range of oxygen levels; this could either be 
due to the fact that the last step of Chl d synthesis is 
regulated independently of the presence O2 or that 
the dark incubation left no chlorophyllide available 
to be transformed into chlorophylls. In the future 
we hope to study this further through isotopic 
tracer studies carried out on Acaryochloris cells 
grown under an 18O2-containing atmosphere or in a 
H2

18O-containing medium. The origin of the oxy-
gen atom in the formyl group of Chl d, revealed by 
isotopic analyses, will allow us to understand the 
properties of the enzymes and reactions involved.
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Knockout of AtFKBP13 Proves Degeneration of Prolyl 
Isomerase Activity in the Thylakoid Lumen of Arabidopsis 
thaliana

Alexey Shapiguzov, Björn Ingelsson, and Alexander V. Vener

Abstract  Immunophilins are ubiquitous enzymes 
catalyzing protein folding and known for their 
 peptidyl-prolyl isomerase (PPIase) activity. The 
chloroplast thylakoid lumen of Arabidopsis 
 thaliana contains up to 16 immunophilins. 
However, only two of them, AtCYP20-2 and 
AtFKBP13, were found to be active PPIases. The 
analysis of AtCYP20-2 knockout mutants revealed 
that all PPIase activity of their thylakoid lumen 
was sustained by AtFKBP13. The total PPIase 
activity of the mutant thylakoid lumen was indis-
tinguishable from that of the wild type, which was 
due to the compensatory increase in the activity of 
AtFKBP13. In the current work we isolated two 
Arabidopsis mutant lines deficient in AtFKBP13. 
Neither of the AtFKBP13 knockout mutants dem-
onstrated any obvious phenotypic deviations, but 
the thylakoid lumenal activity of both of them was 
dramatically decreased as compared to the wild 
type. These findings indicate that the PPIase activ-
ity in the thylakoid lumen of Arabidopsis is not the 
essential physiological requirement.

Keywords  Immunophilins, FKBPs, cyclophilins, 
peptidyl-prolyl isomerase activity, Arabidopsis 
thaliana, thylakoid lumen

Introduction

The spontaneous conversion between the cis and 
the trans conformers of a proline residue is a 
relatively slow process, which often makes it a 
rate limiting step of protein (un)folding (Fischer 
and Aumuller 2003). Immunophilins are ubiqui-
tous enzymes known for their cis/trans peptidyl-
prolyl isomerase (PPIase) activity and, therefore, 
considered to be protein folding catalysts. These 
enzymes are involved in diverse cellular processes 
in all major groups of living organisms (Vener 
2001). PPIase activity has been documented for 
three unrelated families of enzymes: cyclophilins, 
FKBPs and parvulins, the former two commonly 
referred to as immunophilins. Proteomic and bio-
informatic studies revealed that a large number of 
immunophilins is targeted to the thylakoid lumen 
of plant chloroplasts (Peltier et al. 2002; Schubert 
et al. 2002; Romano et al. 2005). The functions, 
substrate specificities and protein partners of thylakoid 
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lumenal immunophilins are virtually unknown and 
the question about why this tiny compartment has 
such a diverse set of immunophilins remains open.

The potential catalytic activity of immunophi-
lins prompted speculations that protein folding 
activity is one of the major functions of the 
thylakoid lumen (Peltier et al. 2002; Schubert 
et al. 2002). However, measurements of isomerase 
activities in the thylakoids of Arabidopsis thaliana 
has demonstrated that all PPIase activity can be 
attributed to just two immunophilins: AtCYP20-2 
and AtFKBP13 (Shapiguzov et al. 2006). These 
results were supported by sequence analyses of 
the potential catalytic domains of lumenal cyclo-
philins and FKBPs, which demonstrated that only 
AtCYP20-2 and AtFKBP13 possess all of the 
amino acid residues essential for PPIase activ-
ity (Edvardsson et al. 2007). The analysis of the 
AtCYP20-2 knockout mutants established that all 
lumenal PPIase activity in these mutants was 
sustained by AtFKBP13 while none of the other 
potential PPIases increased their abundance. The 
total PPIase activity of the mutant thylakoid lumen 
was indistinguishable from that of the wild type, 
which was due to the compensatory increase in the 
activity of AtFKBP13 (Edvardsson et al. 2007). 
These studies indicated that (i) the majority of the 
lumenal immunophilins have evolved as proteins 
with highly specific functions and interacting 
partners; and (ii) that the PPIase activity in the 
thylakoid lumen is redundant, since knockout of an 
active cyclophilin AtCYP20-2 was compensated 
by the increase in the activity of AtFKBP13. It 
was, however, unclear if the stable PPIase activity 
in the thylakoid lumen was the obligate physi-
ological requirement. To address this question, we 
in the present work isolated and characterized two 
AtFKBP13 knockout lines of Arabidopsis.

Materials and methods

Plant material. Arabidopsis thaliana ecotype 
Columbia-0 plants and plants homozygously carry-
ing T-DNA insertions in the AtFKBP13 gene (locus 
At5g45680), were grown hydroponically under 

8/16 h light/dark photoperiods at 23°C, with a light 
intensity of 150 and 800 µmol photons m−2 s−1 for 
the standard growth light and high light conditions, 
respectively (Noren et al. 1999).

Isolation of thylakoid lumen proteins. Soluble 
proteins from the thylakoid lumen were isolated as 
in Schubert et al. (2002).

Peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans isomerase assays. 
PPIase activities were measured and calculated as 
described in Edvardsson et al. (2007). Reductive 
inhibition of PPIase activity was measured by 
calculating the difference in the activities of the 
lumenal proteins assayed before and after incubation 
in the presence of 2 mM DTT for 30 min at 22°C.

Results

Isolation of AtFKBP13 knockout mutants. Two 
independent lines of Arabidopsis with T-DNA 
insertions in the AtFKBP13 gene were obtained 
from the Salk Institute collection (Alonso et al. 
2003). Homozygous mutants were verified by 
PCR analysis of genomic DNA and the lack 
of AtFKBP13 protein expression was confirmed 
by immunoblotting. Neither of the two mutant lines 
demonstrated any obvious phenotypic deviations 
regarding growth rate, biomass or flowering during 
standard or high light growth conditions compared 
to the wild type.

Analysis of the lumenal PPIase activity. We iso-
lated thylakoid lumenal proteins from AtFKBP13 
deficient Arabidopsis plants and assayed their 
enzymatic activity to examine the effect of the 
absence of AtFKBP13 on PPIase activity. Two syn-
thetic substrates, the so-called A- and L- peptides, 
were used to provide specificity both for cyclophi-
lins and FKBPs, respectively (Harrison and Stein 
1990). Measurements demonstrated a significant 
decrease in the total lumenal PPIase activity of the 
AtFKBP13 mutants as compared to the wild type: it 
comprised about 40–55% and 10–20% of the wild 
type values for the A- and L-peptides, respectively. 
We previously found that the lumenal PPIase 
activity towards both A- and L-peptides can be 
significantly inhibited by the thiol- reducing agent 
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DTT (Shapiguzov et al. 2006). The mechanism of 
this inhibition involved reduction of intramolecular 
thiol links within the AtFKBP13 molecule that 
lead to dramatic decrease of its enzymatic activ-
ity (Gopalan et al. 2004). Therefore, we tested the 
effect of thiol reducing environment on the isomer-
ase activity in the thylakoid lumen of AtFKBP13 
deficient mutants. No statistically significant 
changes of the PPIase activity were observed after 
DTT treatment (data not shown).

Discussion

The diversity of immunophilins in the thylakoid 
lumen of higher plants is one of the challenging 
mysteries of chloroplast proteomics. Experimental 
evidence suggests that immunophilins are involved 
in the regulation of photosynthetic processes but the 
functions and protein partners are, with rare excep-
tions, unknown. AtFKBP13 precursor was previ-
ously reported to interact with Rieske protein in the 
chloroplast stroma (Gupta et al. 2002) and spinach 
cyclophilin TLP40 was shown to interact with the 
thylakoid membrane protein phosphatase regulat-
ing thylakoid protein dephosphorylation (Fulgosi 
et al. 1998). Contrary to our initial  expectations, 
we found that all lumenal PPIase activity was 
determined only by two enzymes: AtCYP20-2 and 
AtFKBP13 (Shapiguzov et al. 2006). In the study 

of AtCYP20-2 knockout mutants, we found that the 
lumenal PPIase activity was redundant since the 
lack of AtCYP20-2 was completely compensated 
by the increased activity of AtFKBP13, which sug-
gested the physiological importance of the stable 
levels of this parameter (Edvardsson et al. 2007). 
To test this assumption, we isolated two lines of 
Arabidopsis with homozygous T-DNA insertions 
in the AtFKBP13 gene and measured the isomerase 
activity of their isolated lumenal protein samples. 
These measurements showed a dramatic decrease 
in the total lumenal PPIase activity. This decrease 
comprised 45–60% and 80–90% of the wild type 
values with A- and L-peptides, respectively. These 
values were similar to the percentage of AtFKBP13 
contribution to the wild type levels of lumenal 
PPIase activity as estimated in (Shapiguzov et al. 
2006), which indicated that no significant compen-
satory increase in the activity of AtCYP20-2 or any 
other lumenal immunophilins took place against 
the background of the lacking AtFKBP13. This 
observation was further supported by the mapping 
of PPIase activities in the chromatographically 
fractionated lumen of AtFKBP13 mutants (data 
not shown). However, the AtFKBP13 mutants did 
not demonstrate any visible phenotypic changes as 
compared to the wild type plants. These findings 
indicate that, contrary to the previously existing 
views, PPIase activity per se is not an indispensa-
ble physiological requirement for the functioning 
of chloroplast thylakoid lumen at standard growth 
conditions. We expect to draw definitive conclu-
sions regarding the role of lumenal PPIase activity 
by characterizing the AtFKBP13/AtCYP20-2 dou-
ble mutant Arabidopsis plants.
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Abstract  When exposed to salt stress, leaves 
from dark-grown wheat seedlings (Triticum aes-
tivum, cv. Giza 168) showed reduced accumula-
tion of chlorophyll during irradiation. Plastids from 
salt-treated leaves had highly swollen prothylakoids 
(PTs) whereas the prolamellar bodies (PLBs) were 
regular. The long-wavelength Pchlide form emitting 
at 656 nm was intact and the phototransformation of 
Pchlide to Chlide was not affected. Newly formed 
thylakoids in the salt-stressed leaves were also swol-
len and showed traversing stromal strands. Dispersal 
of PLBs was partly inhibited and remnants of the 
PLBs formed an electron-dense structure. Newly 
formed Chlide had a delayed blue-shift (Shibata 
shift) both after irradiation with flashes and with 
continuous light. The reformation of Pchlide in dark-
ness after a flash irradiation or after a period of 3 h 
irradiation was retarded in the salt-treated leaves. 
The main chlorophyll form in salt-stressed leaves 
had a fluorescence emission maximum at shorter 

wavelength (681 nm) than the chlorophyll in control 
leaves (683 nm) indicating a restrained formation of 
the photosynthetic apparatus during irradiation. The 
increase in the low temperature fluorescence emis-
sion spectrum at 735 nm, which occurred gradually 
during several hours of irradiation with continuous 
light in control leaves, was completely suppressed in 
salt-treated leaves.

Keywords  Chloroplasts, electron microscopy, 
etioplasts, fluorescence spectrum, prolamellar bod-
ies, prothylakoids, protochlorophyllide, salt stress

Introduction

Many plants grown at high salinity conditions show 
chlorotic symptoms. Thus the plastid development 
is an interesting process to study during salinity 
stress. Dark-grown angiosperm plants contain pro-
tochlorophyllide (Pchlide). The long-wavelength 
Pchlide form with a fluorescence emission band 
located around 656 nm represents a large aggregate 
of the ternary complex of NADPH, Pchlide and 
NADPH-Pchlide-oxidoreductase (POR) located 
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in PLBs (Böddi et al. 1989). During irradiation 
Pchlide is transformed to chlorophyllide (Chlide), 
which undergoes a spectral shift (the Shibata shift) 
seen as a change in the fluorescence emission 
maximum from 694 to 680 nm. During irradiation 
the PLBs in the plastids are also rapidly dispersed 
and disappear within a few hours. At the same 
time the PTs increase in length. Some components 
of the PLBs are transported into the PTs, which 
are gradually transformed into photosynthetically 
active membranes. In this work the impact of salt 
stress was studied on the Shibata shift and Pchlide 
regeneration in connection with changes in the 
ultrastructure of the etioplasts when dark-grown 
plants were irradiated.

Materials and methods

Plant material and growth conditions. Wheat seed-
lings (Triticum aestivum, cv. Giza 168, National 
Research Institute, Cairo, Egypt) were grown for 
8 days at room temperature in darkness. For the 
measurements two cm long leaf  sections were 
floated in Petri dishes on Hoagland’s solution with 
or without 600 mM salt as indicated under Results. 
The salt was a mixture of NaCl: KCl (1:1) on a 
molar basis. The leaf sections were irradiated with 
continuous white light (Osram, L20 W/30S warm 
white, light intensity 50 µmol s−1 m−2) or three 
flashes from a Braun F800 flash aggregate as indi-
cated under Results. For detailed descriptions see 
also Abdelkader et al. (2007a, b).

Transmission electron microscopy. Leaf pieces 
(1 × 1 mm) were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde 
and post-fixed in 1% osmiumtetroxide dissolved 
in 70 mM Na-K phosphate buffer (pH 7.2). The 
samples were embedded in Durcupan ACM resin 
and ultrathin sections (70 nm) were stained with 
uranyl acetate and Reynold’s lead citrate and 
examined with a Hitachi 7100 transmission elec-
tron microscope.

Fluorescence spectroscopy. Low temperature 
(77 K) in vivo fluorescence emission spectra were 
recorded using a Fluorolog 3 spectrofluorimeter 
(Spex Instruments S.A. Inc. New Jersey, USA).

Results

Effects of salt treatment on spectral shifts of 
newly formed Chlide. The Pchlide form fluoresc-
ing around 655 nm was dominating even after 
salt treatment (results not shown) and irradiation 
led to the formation of Chlide. The leaf sections 
floated on nutrients had a faster blue shift after 
flash  irradiation than the salt treated sections 
(Fig. 1A). The peak position stabilised at 682 nm 
(Fig. 1A). As the samples were kept in darkness 
after the flash irradiation Pchlide was regenerated 
as seen in an increased ratio of the fluorescence 
at 655 nm in leaves floated on nutrients (Fig. 1C). 
This increase at 655 nm was strongly inhibited in 
the salt treated leaves indicating an inhibition of 
Pchlide regeneration.

The salt-induced reduced rate of the Shibata shift 
was less evident during continuous irradiation (Fig. 
1B). In this case the chlorophyll peak stabilised at 
681 nm for salt treated leaves and at 683 nm for 
leaves floated on nutrients. During prolonged con-
tinuous irradiation the fluorescence around 740 nm 
started to increase in leaves floated on nutrients 
(Fig. 1D). However, for the salt-treated leaves 
hardly any increase was found in the fluorescence 
at 740 nm during the whole irradiation time.

Effect of salt stress on the ultrastructure of plas-
tids. Dark-grown leaves floated for 4.5 h in dark-
ness on nutrients or nutrients with 600 mM salt had 
etioplasts with an intact PLB structure (Fig. 2A, B). 
The percent fractions of the plastid occupied with 
PLBs were also similar for the samples, i.e. 20.7% 
and 21.9% for leaves floating on nutrients and salt, 
respectively. However, in the salt-treated samples 
(Fig. 2B) the lumen of the PTs had expanded leaving 
a clear space between the two PT membranes. In this 
way the PTs appeared to be swollen, which was not 
seen in the nutrient treated samples (Fig. 2A).

After 3 h irradiation the plastids from leaves 
floated on nutrient solution showed a complete 
 dispersal of the PLBs (Fig. 2C). In contrast, plastids 
from leaves floated on salt solution had incomplete 
dispersal of PLBs and lacked formation of regular 
thylakoids (Fig. 2D). Many etioplasts had a less 
electron-dense area, in the centre of the partially 
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Fig. 1 Time dependent changes in fluorescence emis-
sion after irradiation of dark-grown leaves. Sections of 
dark-grown wheat leaves were pretreated by floating on 
nutrient solution with (salt) or without (nutr) 600 mM 
salt for 1.5 h in darkness and were then irradiated with 
three flashes (A, C) or with continuous light (B, D). 
Low temperature (77 K) fluorescence emission spectra 
were recorded (excitation wavelength 440 nm) after dif-
ferent time periods and the chlorophyll peak position 
was determined  (A, B). The ratio of the fluorescence 
intensity at 655 to that of the chlorophyll peak  illus-
trates the regeneration of Pchlide (C) and the ratio 
of the fluorescence intensity at 740 nm to that of the 
chlorophyll peak  illustrates the accumulation of the 
photosystem I antenna complex (D)

transformed PLBs, surrounded by a more dense 
structure (Fig. 2D). The central area contained 
vesicle-like structures indicating that the tube trans-
formation had occurred. When the PTs/thylakoids 
were enlarged due to salt stress, stromal strands 
could be seen traversing the thylakoids over a 
 considerable distance (Fig. 2D).

Discussion

The salt treatment inhibited plastid development 
by reducing the Pchlide formation, chlorophyll 
accumulation and formation of photosystem I. The 
etioplasts from salt-treated leaves had regular PLBs 
but a considerable swelling of the PTs (Fig. 2). 
A similar resistance of the PLBs to salt induced 
swelling was also found by Mitsuya et al. (2000). 
This implicates that the lumen of the PLBs and the 
lumen of the PTs are separate compartments in as 
much as ions can’t move freely between the two 
compartments. The perforations found in young and 
newly formed PTs (Henningsen and Boynton 1970) 
are obviously not open perforations as ions then 
should have leaked back into the stroma. However, 
the perforations might facilitate a stroma connec-
tion through the PTs/young thylakoids. When the 
thylakoids became swollen the stroma could form 
strands traversing the thylakoids over a considerable 
distance (Fig. 2D).

The phototransformation of Pchlide to Chlide 
induces a morphological change of the plas-
tid ultrastructure. The PLBs loose their regular 
appearance and tubuli are transformed and dis-
persed (Fig. 2C, D). However, in salt-treated leaves 
the dispersal after irradiation is inhibited. The 
structural appearance is changed and the areas cor-
responding to PLBs are dense and heavily stained. 
The tube transformation and the dispersal of the 
PLB  membranes are multistep processes partly 
reflected in the spectral changes that Pchlide and 
Chlide molecules undergo when forming chloro-
phyll. A lipid phase transition occurs (Klement et 
al. 2000) together with a conformational change or 
dissociation of POR-aggregates (Solymosi et al. 
2007). The salt-induced reduced rate of the Shibata 
shift and the concomitant PLB dispersal indicate 
the correlation between the processes, but further 
experiments are needed to reveal their molecular 
mechanisms.
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Fig. 2 Electron micrographs of plastids in wheat leaves exposed to high salt stress in darkness and during irradiation. 
Leaves floated for 4.5 h in darkness on nutrients (A) or on nutrients supplied with 600 mM salt (B). Leaves exposed to 
light for 3 h after pretreatment for 1.5 h in darkness on nutrients (C) and on nutrients supplemented with 600 mM salt 
(D). Abbreviations used refer to prolamellar body (PLB), prolamellar body remnants (PLBr), stromal strands (SS), 
swollen prothylakoids (SPT), thylakoids (T). The bar indicates 0.5 µm



Abstract  P-loop GTPases and related ATPases 
represent an abundant and remarkable group 
of  proteins in bacteria, which perform essential 
 biological functions. The Obg and Era superfamily 
comprises a group of ancient GTPases belonging to 
the TRAFAC (for translation factors) class. GTPases 
of the Obg/Era superfamily have been reported 
to be involved in several diverse bacterial func-
tions, including ribosome assembly, DNA repair, 
sporulation, and morphological development. These 
GTPase are also conserved in eukaryotes. However, 
little is known about the biological role of these 
GTPases in eukaryotic cells. In this study, inten-
sive search on gene and protein databases revealed 
that Arabidopsis thaliana have 10 (ten) proteins 
belong to the Obg-Hflx superfamily and 8 (eight) 
proteins belong to the TrmE-Era superfamily. We 
found that most bacterial homologues were targeted 
to chloroplasts (eight) or mitochondria (three) or 
both (two), whereas other Archaea related proteins 

were mainly targeted to nucleus (two), retained in 
the cytoplasm (two), or targeted to cytoplasm and 
nucleus. Furthermore, many Arabidopsis Obg/Era 
family genes were found to be essential for plant 
development in Arabidopsis. These results suggest 
that members of the GTP-binding Obg/Era family 
play crucial roles in the biogenesis and/or the func-
tioning of plant organelles, including chloroplasts.

Keywords  Blast, small GTPases, organelle, cell, 
signal targeting

Introduction

The evolutionary origin of eukaryotic cells is marked 
by the endosymbiotic uptake of two eubacteria (an α-
proteobacterium and a cyanobacterium) and their grad-
ual conversion into the DNA-containing cell organelles 
of present-day eukaryotes, mitochondria and chloro-
plasts, respectively (Moreira et al. 2000). The endo-
symbiosis was accompanied by the loss of dispensable 
and redundant genetic information, and the large-scale 
translocation of information from the genome of the 
endosymbiont to that of the host cell. Consequently, 
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plant organellar genomes are greatly reduced, whereas 
nuclei have acquired various prokaryotic genes. Thus 
it has been generally assumed that eukaryotic and 
prokaryotic proteins function together as compo-
nents of diverse biological processes, including gene 
expression and signal transduction.

The Obg and Era superfamily comprises a group 
of ancient GTPases belonging to the TRAFAC (for 
translation factors) class. GTPases of the Obg/Era 
family are also conserved in eukaryotes. However, 
little is known about the biological role of these 
GTPases in eukaryotic cells. The genomic data 
showed that plants have higher numbers of Obg and 
Era superfamily homologues (18 on A. thaliana) 
than yeast (9 on S. chereviciae), mammals (11 on 
H. sapien), and bacteria (10 on E. coli), suggesting 
plant specific roles of Obg and Era super family 
homologues. Here we showed that 10 out of 18 
Arabidopsis proteins are targeted to chloroplasts. 
The present data suggests that chloroplast localized 
Obg/Era homologues may play critical roles in pro-
tein synthesis or photosynthesis or other biological 
processes in chloroplasts.

Materials and methods

Blast search, phylogenetic analysis and classifica-
tion. A Fasta search of genes was performed on the 
NCBI, TAIR and KEGG (the Kyoto Encyclopedia 
of gene and genomes) databases, using the amino 
acid sequences of Obg E. coli as queries. The 
obtained amino acid sequences of the Obg homo-
logues were aligned with a Clustalx program. 
Phylogenetic analysis was performed on the protdist 
and neighbor programs of the phylip 3.6 package. 
The name and classification proposed here was 
based on P-loop proteins classification according 
Leipe et al. (2002).

Plant and cell growth conditions. WT Arabidopsis 
plants were grown on jiffy under continuous light 
and 23°C. Arabidopsis culture cells were grown in 
MS medium with continuous shacking under 23°C 
and dark condition.

Molecular cloning of cDNA and transient expres-
sion assay. Each gene was cloned into PUC 18 

vector in front of GFP sites. The chimera plasmid 
was then transiently expressed in A. thaliana proto-
plasts of either from leaves or culture cells, using 
PEG (Poly Ethylene Glycol) system (Yanagisawa 
et al. 2003; Uemura et al. 2004). After over night 
incubation in 23°C, GFP signal was observed using 
CLSM.

Results and discussion

Arabidopsis has 18 proteins homolog of Obg and 
Era superfamily. Intensive search on gene and 
protein databases revealed that A. thaliana has ten 
genes that belong to the Obg-Hflx superfamily 
(Table 1) and eight genes that belong to the TrmE-
Era superfamily (Table 2). Phylogenic analysis 
revealed that plants contain bacterial-origin genes 
(Obg, Yyaf/Ychf, HflX, TrmE, YihA (EngB), Era, 
YfgK (EngA) that are conserved among bacteria 
and eukaryotes and some archaea-origin genes 
(Nog1 and Drg,). On the other hand, plants lack 
several genes (Ygr210, FeoB and Septin) that are 
commonly found in bacteria or archaea, but not in 
mammals. It is likely that both plants and mammals 
use the same sets of Obg/Era super family proteins. 
The only exceptions are EngA homologues, which 
are not conserved in mammals.

Ten of 18 proteins are targeting to chloroplast. 
Plants have higher numbers of Obg/Era superfamily 
homologues (18 on A. thaliana) than yeast (9 on 
S. cereviciae), mammals (11 on H. sapience), and 
bacteria (10 on E. coli). As shown in Tables 1 and 
2, Arabidopsis has multiple homologues in most 
subfamilies, including Obg, Yyaf/Ychf, Nog1, 
Drg, TrmE, YihA (EngB), Era, YfgK (EngA). 
Each homologue may function in distinct cellular 
compartments. In order to examine this possibility, 
we first searched probable subcellular localization 
of each protein using various subcellular locali-
zation prediction programs, including TargetP, 
ChloroP, P-sort and Predotor. As shown in Tables 
1 and 2, bacterial-origin subfamilies, including 
Obg, Yyaf/Ychf, YihA (EngB), Era, YfgK (EngA) 
contain at least one homologue which is predicted 
to be targeted to chloroplasts On the other hand, all 
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archaea-origin genes are predicted to be targeted to 
nuclei (Nog1) or cytoplasm (Drg).

To determine the subcellular localization of the 
plant Obg/Era superfamily proteins, we fused their 
cDNAs to the GFP coding region under the con-
trol of the cauliflower mosaic virus 35S promoter, 
transfected the plasmids into Arabidopsis mesophyll 
protoplasts and/or culture cells, and examined the 
transformed cells by using confocal laser microscopy. 
We found that all of bacterial-origin subfamilies 
have at least one chloroplast localized homologue, 
whereas four of seven bacterial- origin subfamilies 
have mitochondria homologues. Interestingly, the 
GFP fusion data with ObgA2, Era1, Eng A2 suggest 

that GTPases are involved in the chloroplast nucle-
oids. On the other hand, Archaea related Nog1 and 
Drg homologues are mainly targeted to nucleus and 
cytoplasm, respectively. These results suggest that 
plant might have acquired additional GTPases that 
function in plant-specific chloroplasts.

SXnSD/V motif is essential signal in  protein 
 targeting into mitochondria. Chloroplast and 
 mitochondria targeting of proteins is commonly 
based on the N-terminal transit peptides. In this 
study, we searched a specific sequence that is con-
served among mitochondria targeting or chloroplast 
targeting Obg-Era superfamily GTPase proteins. 
We found that mitochondria targeting proteins have 

Table 1 Classification and sub-cellular localization of Arabidopsis Obg-Hflx superfamily

 Subcellular localization

Family Sub family ID Name Prediction Transient expression

Obg Obg At1g07615 Obg A-1 Nucleus/mit Mitochondria
  At5g18570 Obg A-2 Chloroplast Chloroplast
 EngD/YyaF At1g30580 EngD-1 Cyt or other Chloroplast
  /YchF
  At1g56050 EngD-2 Chl/Mit Mitochondria
 Ygr210    
 Drg At4g39520 Drg1-1 Cytoplasm Cytoplasm
  At1g72660 Drg1-2 Cyt/nuc Cytoplasm
  At1g17470 Drg1-3 Cytoplasm Cyt and nuc
 Nog At1g50920 Nog1-1 Nucleus Nucleus
  At1g10300 Nog1-2 Nucleus Nucleus
Hflx  At5g57960 Hflx Chloroplast Chloroplast

Table 2 Classification and sub-cellular localization of Arabidopsis TrmE-Era superfamily

 Subcellular localization

Family ID Name Prediction Transient expression

TrmE/ThdF At1g78010 TrmE Mitochondria Mitochondria
FeoB    
EngB/YihA At2g22870 EngB-1 Mitochondria Chloro and Mit
 At5g11480 EngB-2 Chloroplast Chloro and Mit
 At5g58370 EngB-3 Nucl/mit/Cyt Chloroplast
Era At5g66470 Era 1 Chloroplast Chloroplast
 At1g30960 Era 2 Mitochondria Mitochondria
EngA/YfgK At3g12080 EngA-1 Chloroplast Chloroplast
 At5g39960 EngA-2 Mitochondria Chloroplast
Septin    
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a SXnSD/V (n = 0–1) sequence in their N-terminal 
regions, while chloroplast targeting proteins contain 
a SSS motif in the transit peptides. Interestingly 
dual-targeting GTPases (EngB1 and EngB2) con-
tain both sequences.

To examine if SXnSD/V and SSS motives are 
involved in targeting proteins into mitochondria and 
chloroplasts, respectively, we examined the subcel-
lular localization of transiently expressed mutated 
proteins in protoplasts. Substitution of the SVSD 
motif of EngB-2 protein into AVRD impaired 
mitochondria localization of EngB2 and resulted in 
targeting it into chloroplast only or into cytoplasm 
on the chloroplast-free cell, suggesting the SXnSD/
V motif is essential for mitochondrial targeting. On 
the other hand, substitution of the SSS motif of Era 1 
into AAA did not change the chloroplast localiza-
tion of the protein, although the modified protein 
is likely present in small dots in chloroplasts. By 
contrast, deletion of the N-terminal 50 amino acids 
including SSS motif of EngA2 resulted in a defect 
in chloroplast targeting of the modified protein. 
These results suggest that the SSS motif is not 
essential for targeting proteins to chloroplasts.

Several Obg and Era homologues are essential 
genes. It has been shown that Obg/Era superfamily 
homologue proteins play essential roles in bacte-
rial growth. In order to examine the molecular 
functions of plant Obg/Era superfamily homo-
logues, we identified and analyzed several T-DNA 
insertion mutants of Arabidopsis. We found that 
knock-out mutants of Obg A-1, Obg A-2, Nog1-1, 
TrmE, Eng B-2, and Eng B-1 showed embryogenic 
lethal phenotypes, suggesting these genes play 
critical roles in plant development. On the other, 
EngA-1, Yyaf 1, Yyaf 2, Nog1-2 and Hflx are not 
essential genes for plant growth and development. 

In order to characterize the function of essential 
Nog1-1, we generated RNAi mutants of the Nog1-1. 
The knock down mutants of Nog1-1 showed albino 
phenotype or impaired growth, suggesting that 
nuclear-localized Nog1-1 plays a critical role in 
plant development.

Taken together, we found that plant cells have 
all types of Obg/Era superfamily small GTPases 
that are conserved among eukaryotes. We found 
that all of bacterial-origin GTPase subfamilies 
have at least one chloroplast localized homologue. 
Plant might have acquired additional GTPases that 
function in plant-specific chloroplast during plant 
evolution. The abundance of Obg-Era homologue 
proteins in chloroplasts suggest that these GTPases 
may play important roles in chloroplast biogenesis 
and/or photosynthetic regulation.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

Thermal Stability of Protein Import into Chloroplasts 
in Response to Temperature Stress

Siddhartha Dutta, Sasmita Mohanty, and Baishnab C. Tripathy

Abstract  Temperature has a profound effect on 
chloroplast biogenesis and associated greening 
processes. Therefore, the import efficiency of 
in vitro translated precursor of nuclear coded small 
subunit of ribulose 1,5 bisphosphate carboxylase/
oxygenase (pRSS) into chloroplasts isolated from 
pea plants exposed to chill-stress (7°C), and heat-
stress (40°C) for 24–48 h was studied. The binding 
of precursor proteins to the envelope membranes 
was not affected in chill-stressed plants. The 
protein import into chloroplasts in chill-stressed 
plants was reduced. In heat-stress, binding of 
pRSS was impaired most likely due to reduced 
presence of the receptor. When isolated intact 
chloroplasts were given 10 min of heat stress at 
35°C their protein import efficiency was severely 
inhibited implying that protein import apparatus in 
pea has a low thermal stability. Down-regulation 
of plastid development in temperature stress could 
be partly attributed to reduced protein import 
into chloroplast.

Keywords  Chloroplast biogenesis, chill-stress, 
heat-stress, protein import, Rubisco, temperature-stress

Introduction

The chloroplast proteome is estimated to consist 
of 3,500–4,000 polypeptides, whereas the coding 
capacity of the chloroplast genome rarely exceeds 
200 genes (Race et al. 1999; Leister 2003). A host 
majority of chloroplastic proteins are synthesized 
in the cytoplasm by the nuclear genome and post-
translationally imported into chloroplast in an 
energy-dependent manner (Grossman et al. 1980). 
Targeting of nuclear-encoded chloroplastic pro-
teins is mediated by a set of targeting signals that 
are intrinsic to the nuclear-encoded proteins (For 
recent reviews see Reumann and Keegstra 1999; 
Jarvis and Soll 2002; Kessler and Schnell 2006) 
and transport is processed via TOC (translocons 
of the outer envelope of chloroplast) and TIC 
(translocons of the inner envelope of chloroplast) 
complex, located in the outer and inner membrane 
respectively (Schnell et al. 1997; Keegstra and 
Froehlich 1999; Jarvis and Soll 2001).
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Temperature has a profound effect on plant 
development (Guy 1999; Browse and Xin 2001). 
Plant development and their greening processes 
are highly inhibited due to impairment of chloro-
phyll biosynthetic reaction in chill- and heat-stress 
(Tewari and Tripathy 1998, 1999). Down-regulation 
of the greening process and plastid development 
in temperature stress could be attributed to the 
reduced synthesis of respective RNA/proteins 
(Mohanty et al. 2006) and/or reduced import of 
nuclear coded proteins into the chloroplast.

As the import of precursor of small subunit of 
Rubisco (pRSS) into pea chloroplast is well char-
acterized pea is taken as the experimental material 
for protein targeting. In the present study it is 
shown that temperature stress, i.e., both heat- and 
chill- stress impair protein import into chloroplast.

Materials and methods

Plant material. Pea (Pisum sativum) seeds were 
obtained from Indian Agricultural Research Institute, 
New Delhi. The seeds were treated with 0.1% HgCl2 
solution for 2 min, washed with tap water several 
times. They were grown in vermiculite in cool white 
fluorescent light (70 µmol m−2 s−1) at 25°C for 12 
days. For temperature stress treatment, plants were 
transferred to 7°C (chill-stress) and 40°C (heat-
stress) in light (70 µmol m−2 s−1) for 24 or 48 h. One 
set of plants was kept at 25°C as control.

Isolation of intact chloroplasts. Intact plastids 
were isolated as described before (Tewari and 
Tripathy 1999).

Preparation of precursor proteins. 35S-
Met-labelled precursor proteins (pRSS) were pre-
pared by the TNTcoupled SP6 polymerase in vitro 
translation system (Promega, Wisconsin, USA).

Import/binding of precursor proteins. Chloroplast 
protein binding and import reactions were per-
formed as described (Olsen and Keegstra 1992).

Results

Import of pRSS into chloroplasts isolated from pea 
plants exposed to 24 and 48 h of chill- or heat-stress. 
Chill- or heat-stress was applied to seedlings for 24 
and 48 h as described in Materials and Methods. 
Intact chloroplasts were isolated from control, chill- 
and heat-stressed-seedlings and import of pRSS into 
chloroplasts was studied in the dark in the presence 
of 3 mM ATP at 25°C. Figure 1A shows the autora-
diogram demonstrating the import of in vitro trans-
lated pRSS protein into chloroplasts isolated from 
control plants and those exposed to chill-, or heat-
stress for 24 h. The upper band at 20 kDa refers to 
pRSS bound to the chloroplast envelope membrane 
and not imported into chloroplast. The lower band of 
14 kDa is the mature subunit (mSS) after its import 
into the stroma. The import efficiency of pRSS was 
reduced by 49% in chill-stressed plants and by 57% 
in heat-stressed plants (Fig. 1B). After 48 h of expo-
sure to low temperature the protein import efficiency 
was similar to that of 24 h-chill-stressed samples. 
However, in plants exposed to heat-stress for 48 h 
protein import into chloroplast was reduced by 67% 
(Fig. 1C, D). Due to reduced protein import into 
chloroplast isolated from heat-stressed plants the 
non-imported and envelope membrane bound pRSS 
abundance was higher than control. To understand if 
the preprotein binding was altered by temperature-
stress the precursor-protein binding to the envelope 
membrane was studied under conditions that prevent 
import and allow preprotein binding.

Fig. 2 (A–B) Binding of pRSS to the envelope membranes of chloroplasts isolated from control, chill- and heat-stressed 
pea plants. Pea plants were grown under cool-white fluorescent light for 12 days at 25°C and exposed to chill- (7°C) and 
heat-stress (40°C) for 48 h in light. Intact chloroplasts were isolated and precursor-binding reactions were performed using 
in vitro translated radio-labeled pRSS at 0°C. (A) Autoradiogram showing the binding of pRSS in to chloroplasts isolated 
from control, chill- and heat-stressed pea plants. (B) Histogram showing the number of pRSS bound to each chloroplast. 
Data points represent the mean of five independent experiments. (C–D) Import and binding of pRSS to isolated chloroplasts 
heated at different temperatures. Pea plants were grown under cool-white fluorescent light for 12 days at 25°C. Intact 
chloroplasts were isolated and heated in vitro at 0°C, 25°C, 30°C, 35°C, and 40°C. Import and precursor binding reactions 
were performed using in vitro- translated radio-labeled pRSS. (C) Autoradiogram showing the import of pRSS into isolated 
in vitro-heated intact chloroplasts (D) autoradiogram of pRSS bound to isolated in vitro-heated intact chloroplasts
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Binding of pRSS to the envelope membranes. The 
inhibition of protein import into chloroplast isolated 
from chill- and heat- stressed plants may be due 
to impairment of binding of pRSS into chloroplast 
envelope membrane, i.e., reduced efficiency of receptor-
pRSS interaction or due to damage to Toc and Tic 
complex of the protein import apparatus. To distin-
guish between these possibilities, binding of pRSS 
with chloroplast envelope membrane was studied. 
Intact chloroplasts isolated from control plants and 
those exposed to chill- and heat-stress for 48 h were 
incubated with pRSS in presence of 0.3 mM ATP at 
0°C in dark to prevent protein import and allow bind-
ing. As shown in Fig. 2, binding of pRSS was almost 
similar in control and chill-stressed plants. However, 
in heat-stress, binding of pRSS was reduced 50%.

Thermal stability of protein import apparatus. 
To understand the thermal stability of protein 
import apparatus, chloroplasts isolated from pea 
plants grown at 25°C were suspended at a con-
centration of 1 mg Chl mL−1 and incubated for 
10 min at 0°C, 25°C, 30°C, 35°C and 40°C and 
immediately cooled in an ice bucket. Some chlo-
roplast might have broken due to heat treatment. 
Therefore, untreated as well as heat-treated chloro-
plasts were again passed through a Percoll gradient 
to sediment the intact chloroplasts that were again 
resuspended at concentration of 1 mg Chl mL−1 and 
aliquots of chloroplast having 35 µg of chlorophyll 
were taken for import assay at 25°C as described in 
Materials and Methods. Chloroplast protein import 
almost remained the same in 0°C-, 25°C-, and 
30°C- pretreated chloroplasts. Protein import was 
highly inhibited (90%) in chloroplasts pretreated 
at 35°C and was completely abolished in those 
pretreated at 40°C (Fig. 2C). However, the binding 
of pRSS was only marginally affected in 35°C- or 
40°C- pre-treated chloroplast (Fig. 2D).

Discussion

The results demonstrate that ATP-driven import of 
pRSS into darkened plastid is downregulated both in 
chill- and heat- stressed pea plants. However, at high 
temperature, protein import was severely affected. 

Reduction in binding of the precursor protein in heat 
stressed plants could be due to the down regulation 
of the receptor, i.e., Toc159 or Toc 34. Protein import 
efficiency of heat-treated (10 min) intact chloroplast 
at various temperatures prior to import at 25°C, was 
reduced by 75% at 35°C and completely abolished at 
40°C which suggests that there may be a heat-labile 
component involved in the protein import process. 
Impairment of protein import in chill-stressed or 
heat-stressed plants may be due to down-regulation 
of components of protein import apparatus and/or 
molecular chaperones or stromal processing enzyme.
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CaS – A Novel Phosphoprotein in Thylakoids of Arabidopsis 
thaliana

Julia Vainonen, Virpi Paakkarinen, and Eva-Mari Aro

Abstract  Exposure of Arabidopsis thaliana 
plants to high light revealed specific phosphoryla-
tion of 40 kDa protein in photosynthetic thylakoid 
membranes. The protein was identified by mass 
spectrometry as an extracellular calcium sens-
ing receptor (CaS), previously reported to be 
located in the plasma membrane (Han et al. 2003). 
Localization of CaS to chloroplasts was proved by 
immunoblot analyses of subcellular fractions with 
specific antibody. Both the content of CaS in the 
thylakoid membrane and its phosphorylation level 
strongly responded to light intensity. STN8 protein 
kinase is shown to be involved in CaS phosphor-
ylation. The phosphorylation site was mapped to 
the stroma-exposed threonine residue 380 located 
in motifs for interaction with 14-3-3 proteins and 
forkhead-associated domain, which suggests the 
involvement of CaS in stress responses and signal-
ing pathways.

Keywords  Protein phosphorylation, thylakoid 
membrane, STN8 kinase, stress response

Introduction

Phosphorylation of plant photosynthetic mem-
branes is known to be light- and redox-dependent 
and apparently used for the acclimation of the 
photosynthetic apparatus according to environmen-
tal cues (Aro and Ohad 2003). PSII core protein 
phosphorylation is likely to play an important role 
in the repair cycle of reaction center protein D1 and 
the assembly of PSII (Baena-Gonzalez et al. 1999). 
Reversible phosphorylation of LHCII proteins reg-
ulates state transitions, the mechanism that ensures 
balanced excitation of PSI and PSII in changing 
environmental and metabolic conditions (Allen 
1992; Wollman 2001; Tikkanen et al. 2006).

Here we report the identification of a novel 
phosphoprotein, CaS, in thylakoid membranes of 
Arabidopsis. STN8 protein kinase is essential for 
CaS phosphorylation at Thr-380, and both the con-
tent of the CaS protein and its phosphorylation are 
strongly regulated by light intensity.

Department of Biology, Plant Physiology and Molecular 
Biology, Turku University, FI-20014 Turku, Finland
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Materials and methods

Plant material and growth conditions. Arabidopsis 
ecotype Columbia (Col-0) was used for all experi-
ments. Plants were grown in a phytotron with a 
100 µmol photon m−2 s−1 light intensity 8 h pho-
toperiod, at 23°C and relative humidity of 70%. 
The T-DNA insertion lines of the STN7 gene 
(At1g68830) and the STN8 gene (At5g01920) 
were obtained from the Salk Institute (for details 
see Vainonen et al. 2005; Tikkanen et al. 2006).

Isolation of plasma membrane, intact chlo-
roplasts, stroma and thylakoids. The plasma 
membrane fraction of Arabidopsis was isolated 
according to Palmgren et al. (1990). Intact chlo-
roplasts were isolated from mature Arabidopsis 
leaves using a two-step Percoll gradient (Cline 
1986). Thylakoid membranes were isolated as 
described in (Suorsa et al. 2004).

SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting. The proteins 
were separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred 
to an Immobilon polyvinyldifluoride membrane. 
The membranes were blocked with milk or bovine 
serum albumin, and incubated with CaS or pThr 
specific antibody.

Phosphopeptide isolation, in-gel digestion and 
mass spectrometry. Isolated thylakoids were sub-
jected to trypsin digestion (Vener et al. 2001). 
Phosphopeptides were enriched by immobilized 
metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) according 
to (Vainonen et al. 2005). In-gel trypsin digestion 
was performed according to (Shevchenko et al. 
1996). Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) was 
performed on API QSTAR equipped with a nano-
electrospray source and connected in-line with the 
nano-HPLC system. Aliquots (8 µL) of samples 
were loaded onto a C18 PepMap, 5 µm, 1 × 300 µm 
I.D. nano-precolumn (LC Packing), desalted for 
1.5 min and subjected to reverse-phase chromatog-
raphy on a C18 PepMap 3 µm (15 cm × 75 µm I.D.) 
nanoscale LC column (LC Packing). The acquisi-
tion of MS/MS data was performed on-line using 
fully automated IDA feature of the Analyst QS 
software. Analyses of MS/MS data were performed 
with the Analyst QS software followed by protein 
identification by Mascot.

Results

CaS is a 40 kDa phosphoprotein in the thyla-
koid membrane of Arabidopsis regulated by light. 
Analysis of light-induced changes in protein phos-
phorylation in thylakoid membranes of Arabidopsis 
revealed the phosphorylation of a novel polypeptide 
with molecular mass around 40 kDa whose level of 
phosphorylation was strongly increased with rising 
irradiance (Fig. 1A).

The gel region corresponding to the 40 kDa 
phosphoprotein band was cut out and subjected to 
in-gel digestion for protein identification by LC-
MS/MS. The thylakoids isolated from high light 
exposed leaves were subjected to trypsin (Vener 
et al. 2001), and the phosphopeptides were enriched 
from the resulting peptide mixture by IMAC with 
the subsequent analyses by LC-MS/MS.

CaS (At5g23060, MW 41.3 kDa) was identified 
in the gel region corresponding to the 40 kDa phos-
phoprotein band among 14 other thylakoid proteins. 
Moreover, the CaS originated phosphopeptide 
SGtKFLPSSD was sequenced by tandem MS after 
the phosphopeptide enrichment. The phosphorylation 
site corresponds to the Thr-380 of CaS.

Fig. 1 Regulation of CaS by light intensity. Thylakoids 
were isolated from dark-adapted (D) leaves or leaves 
exposed for 3 h to growth (GL, 100 µmol photon m−2 s−1) 
and high light (HL, 600 µmol photon m−2 s−1), proteins were 
separated by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotted with (A) pThr 
or (B) CaS antibody. The positions of thylakoid phospho-
proteins are indicated
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CaS antibody was then used to determine if 
the increased occurrence of phosphorylated CaS 
at high light was related to an increase in the 
amount of CaS per se. The level of the CaS protein 
increased markedly in thylakoid membranes when 
plants were transferred from darkness to growth 
light. However, in contrast to its phosphoryla-
tion level, the amount of the CaS protein did not 
increase further when plants were transferred to 
high light (Fig. 1B).

Localization of CaS in chloroplasts. In a previ-
ous report (Han et al. 2003) the CaS was localized 
to the plasma membrane. However, the study was 
done with onion epidermis which lack chloro-
plasts. We performed immunoblot analyses of 
purified plasma membrane, intact chloroplasts, 
thylakoid and stroma fractions with CaS specific 
antibody which demonstrated the presence of CaS 
in chloroplasts and thylakoids but not in the plasma 
membrane (Fig. 2).

STN8 protein kinase is required for CaS phos-
phorylation. To address the question as to which of 
the two protein kinases, STN7 or STN8, is required 
for the light-dependent phosphorylation of CaS, we 
isolated thylakoids from wild type plants and two 
mutant lines lacking STN7 or STN8 (stn7 and stn8, 
respectively). The phosphopeptides were isolated 
from the wild type and the stn7 and stn8 thylakoids 
and analyzed by LC-MS/MS. The CaS-originated 
phosphopeptide SGtKFLPSSD was specifically 
in the thylakoids of stn8 mutant. Immunoblot 
analyses of stn8 thylakoids with pThr antibody also 
showed the absence of the 40 kDa CaS phosphor-
ylation whereas the CaS protein level was similar 
to wild type (data not shown). These results sug-
gest that CaS is either a direct target of the STN8 
protein kinase or STN8 is a crucial component of 

the protein phosphorylation cascade involved in 
CaS phosphorylation.

Discussion

The CaS protein described here is a newly identi-
fied phosphoprotein in the thylakoid membrane 
of Arabidopsis, with its expression and phospho-
rylation level being strongly dependent on light 
intensity. CaS is phosphorylated at Thr-380 in the 
extreme C-terminus of the protein and the phos-
phorylation is dependent on STN8 protein kinase.

The previous study performed in onion epider-
mis using transient expression of a CaS-GFP fusion 
protein indicated the plasma membrane as the site 
of CaS location (Han et al. 2003). However, these 
cells lack chloroplasts and therefore the plasma 
membrane localization detected in that study is 
inconclusive. Our finding of CaS in thylakoids 
corroborate with the respective proteome study of 
thylakoid membranes in Arabidopsis (Frizo et al. 
2004). The CaS localization in chloroplasts was 
proved by immunoblot analyses of chloroplasts 
and purified Arabidopsis plasma membrane with 
CaS specific antibody, which clearly showed the 
absence of CaS in the plasma membrane.

Network-based tools TargetP and ChloroP 
strongly predict the CaS protein to be targeted to 
chloroplasts with the transit peptide to be residues 
1–33 and the C-terminus oriented to the stromal part 
of the thylakoid membrane. The C-terminus of CaS 
contains a motif that is involved in interaction with 
14-3-3 proteins and proteins with the  “forkhead-
associated (FHA)” domain. These domains are 
found in a variety of signaling proteins and can 
bind directly to a phosphothreonine residue (Yaffe 
and Elia 2001). The identified phosphorylation 
site, Thr-380, of CaS lies within this motif, which 
suggest the potential role of CaS in a signal trans-
duction cascade sensing light and propagating the 
signal via direct protein-protein interactions.
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Fig. 2 Localization of CaS in chloroplasts. Plasma mem-
brane (PM), intact chloroplasts (Chl), thylakoids (Th) and 
soluble stroma (S) were isolated from Arabidopsis, proteins 
were separated by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotted with CaS 
antibody
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Abstract  Plastids are plant-specific organelles 
that originated from cyanobacteria, and possess 
their own genome and generic system. In higher 
plants, plastids may differentiate into several forms, 
such as chloroplasts and amyloplasts. Unlike cyano-
bacteria, plastid genes in higher plants are tran-
scribed by two distinct RNA polymerases: plastid 
encoded eubacterial-type RNA Polymerase (PEP) 
and nuclear encoded phage-type RNA Polymerase 
(NEP). It has been established that plastid transcrip-
tion plays an important role in plastid differen-
tiation. However, molecular mechanism underlying 
plastid differentiation is still unclear. To identify 
genes involved in nuclear control of plastid differ-
entiation, we screened for albino mutants in RIKEN 
phenome database and found 12 candidates. Among 
them, we focused on At3g04260, since it is pre-
dicted to be localized in chloroplasts and has been 
identified in several plastid transcription complex 
proteomes. At3g04260 contains a SAP domain that 
is involved in DNA binding in eukaryotic matrix 
attachment region binding proteins. Transient and 

Gel shift assays suggested that the N-terminal 
sequences of At3g04260 act as a plastid transit 
peptide and that its SAP domain had DNA bind-
ing activity. To understand the role of At3g04260 
in plastid differentiation, we isolated T-DNA 
insertion mutant of At3g04260. As expected, the 
mutant showed an albino phenotype. The tilling 
microarray analysis showed that expression of all 
PEP-dependent genes including photosynthesis and 
rRNA genes were significantly reduced, however 
NEP-dependent transcripts were not decreased in 
the mutant plants. These results suggested that the 
plastid localized DNA binding protein, At3g04260 
is involved in the regulation of plastid gene expres-
sion during chloroplast development.

Keywords  Plastid, chloroplast, DNA binding, 
PEP, NEP, Arabidopsis

Introduction

Plastids are descended from endosymbiotic cyano-
bacteria, and possess their own genome and 
 complete gene expression system. In higher plants, 
plastids may differentiate into several forms, 
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including  chloroplasts, amyloplasts, chromoplasts 
and  etioplasts, depending upon developmental 
and environmental cues. It is evident that plastid 
transcription plays an important role in chloroplast 
differentiation. Unlike cyanaobacteria, two distinct 
RNA polymerases: NEP, nuclear encoded plastid 
RNA polymerase and PEP, plastid encoded plas-
tid RNA polymerase, transcribe distinct groups 
of genes in higher plants. NEP is a phage-type 
RNA polymerase and is largely responsible for the 
transcription of housekeeping genes needed early 
in chloroplast development. By contrast, PEP is a 
bacterial-type multisubunit enzyme comprised of 
four plastid encoded core subunits and a nuclear 
encoded sigma factor and plays a critical role in 
transcription of photosynthesis genes in mature 
chloroplasts (Shiina et al. 2005).

Plastid DNA exists as a large protein-DNA 
 complex that is called a nucleoid. In bacteria and 
chloroplasts of Chlamydomonas a histon-like protein 
Hu is a major component of nucleoids. However, no 
Hu homolog is present in higher plants. It is impli-
cated that prokaryote-nucleoid protein genes have 
been lost from the nuclear genome during evolu-
tion of higher plants (Sato 2001). DNA-binding 
proteins involved in organization and maintenance 
of chloroplast nucleoid structure remain largely 
unknown. The plastid genome contains a subset 
of photosynthesis genes and several housekeeping 
genes encoding major rRNAs, some tRNAs and 
four core subunits of PEP, whereas it lacks genes 
for DNA binding proteins. It is very likely that the 
structure and function of plastid nucleoids are regu-
lated by nuclear-encoded eukaryotic DNA-binding 
proteins. Here we report that the novel chloroplast 
localized eukaryotic DNA binding protein (SAP 
domain containing protein) plays a critical role in 
PEP-dependent photosynthesis gene expression and 
chloroplast development.

Materials and methods

Plant material. The Arabidopsis sap1 (SALK
110045) mutant (Columbia Ecotype) was identified 
from T-DNA insertion mutant line collection gener-

ated at the SALK institute. Wild-type (Columbia) 
and sap1 were grown on half MS medium contain-
ing 1% sucrose under 16 h light and 8 h dark condition 
(50–60 µmol m−2 s−1).

Transient transformation of protoplasts. The 
N-terminal 66 amino acid sequences of At3g04260 
(N66) were cloned between CaMV35S promoter 
and sGFP. Protoplasts preparation and transient 
transformation method is described in Tsunoyama 
et al. (2004). GFP fluorescence was detected by 
confocal microscopy.

Gel shift analysis. The SAP domain containing 
fragment (D433-I600) of At3g04260 was amplified 
by PCR, cloned into pET16b vector (Novagen) 
and transformed into BL21 cells. The recombinant 
protein was induced by IPTG at 28°C for 3 h, and 
purified by using Ni-NTA column. A synthesized 
AT-rich DNA fragment (Okubo et al. 2004) was 
labeled with α32P-dCTP and used as a probe in a 
gel shift assay. The purified recombinant protein or 
BSA and labeled DNA were incubated in a binding 
buffer containing 4 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8) and 5% 
Glycerol for 20 min at 25°C. Incubated samples 
were subjected to polyacrylomide electrophoresis 
in 1/4 TBE running buffer. After electrophoresis, 
gels were dried and the RI signal was detected.

DNA macroarray analysis and northern blot 
analysis. Total RNAs were extracted from 8 day 
grown W.T. and sap1 plants using RNeasy plant 
mini kit (Qiagen). We used a plastid tiling microar-
ray containing 257 of 500 bp DNA fragments cover-
ing all Arabidopsis plastid genome. The membrane 
arrays were hybridized with 33P-labeled cDNA 
probes synthesized using spot specific primer sets 
and analyzed by a phosphor-imager. For northern 
blot analysis, 5 µg total RNA was separated by 1% 
agarose gel and the blot was hybridized with 32P 
labeled probes.

Results

Screening for genes involved in chloroplast devel-
opment. To identify novel genes involved in nuclear 
control of plastid transcription during chloroplast 
development, we first screened for albino mutants 
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using the RIKEN phenome database (http://rarge.
gsc.riken.jp/phenome/). Twelve albino mutant lines 
were obtained from the database. Next, we selected 
seven candidate genes that are most likely targeted 
to chloroplasts by using a subcellular localization 
prediction program TargetP (http://www.cbs.dtu.
dk/services/TargetP/). Among them, we became 
interested in At3g04260 that contains a SAP 
domain, a eukaryotic-type DNA binding domain 
found in diverse nuclear proteins involved in chro-
mosomal organization.

At3g04260 encodes a chloroplast localized 
DNA binding protein. To determine whether the 
At3g04260 protein is localized to chloroplasts, 
we examined the intracellular localization of a 
At3g04260-GFP fusion protein. The N-terminal 
putative plastid targeting peptides (1–66 amino 
acids) of At3g04260 were fused to the GFP cod-
ing region and expressed transiently in protoplasts 
prepared from Arabidopsis leaves under the control 
of the constitutive CaMV 35S promoter. Confocal 
microscopy revealed co-localization of GFP fluo-
rescence with chlorophyll autofluorescence in 
chloroplasts (Fig. 1A), indicating that the N-terminal 

66 amino acid sequence of At3g04260 acts as a 
chloroplast transit peptide. GFP lacking transit 
peptide was used as the control of cytoplasmic 
localization. Furthermore, At3g04260 has been 
reported to be a component of chloroplast tran-
scription complexes by proteome analyses (Suzuki 
et al. 2004; Pfalz et al. 2006).

SAP domain (after SAFA/B, Acinus’s and PIAS) 
is a DNA binding domain which is found in matrix 
attachment region binding protein (reviewed in 
Aravind and Koonin 2000). In PIAS, NMR analy-
sis showed that its sap domain binds to AT-rich 
sequences (Okubo et al. 2004). To confirm whether 
the SAP domain of At3g04260 (D433-I600) also 
display DNA binding activity, we performed gel 
shift analysis. As shown in Fig. 1B, a gel shift 
was observed when a radio labeled AT-rich DNA 
fragment was used as a probe in the binding reac-
tion with the purified SAP domain fragment of 
At3g04260. A similar band shift was not observed 
with BSA. These results clearly suggested that SAP 
domain of At3g04260 has DNA binding activity.

PEP dependent genes were significantly 
reduced in At3g04260 deficient mutant plants

To understand the role of At3g04260 in chloro-
plast development and transcription, we examined 
Arabidopsis T-DNA insertion mutants of At3g04260 
(SALK110045 (sap1) ). Homozygous individuals 
were identified by PCR analysis. Sequencing the 
T-DNA flanking region showed that the insertion 
was located in the second axon of At3g04260. As 
expected, homozygous individuals displayed an 
albino phenotype but not heterozygous individuals. 
RT-PCR analysis showed that At3g04260 expres-
sion was completely abolished in the homozygous 
mutants (data not shown). We further analyzed 
plastid gene expression in 8-day-old sap1 and WT 
seedlings by using plastid DNA tiling microarray. 
As shown in Fig. 2A, expression of PEP-dependent 
photosynthesis genes was significantly reduced in 
sap1 mutant plants. The accumulation of 16S and 
23S rRNAs was also greatly reduced in the mutant 
plants (Fig. 2B). In contrast, increased expression of 
NEP-dependent genes, including PEP core subunit 

A
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Fig. 1 Subcellular localization and DNA-binding assay 
of At3g04260 in Arabidopsis. A, Confocal images of 
Arabidopsis protoplasts transfected with 35S- GFP (a, d) and 
35S- At3g04260-GFP (e–h). Bright field (a, e), Chlorophyll 
(b, f), GFP (c, g) and merged images (d, h) are shown. B, 
Gel shift analysis of DNA binding activity of SAP domain. 
The labeled AT-rich DNA fragments were incubated with 
80, 160, 190 ng sap domain containing recombinant 
protein (2, 3, 4), or 100, 200, 300 ng BSA (5, 6, 7), and were 
electrophoresed by 4% polyacrylamide gel. (*) is position 
of sifted band
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genes, such as rpoA, rpoB, rpoC1 and rpoC2 was 
observed in the sap1 mutant plants. These results 
demonstrated that SAP domain containing protein 
At3g04260 plays a crucial role in expression of PEP-
dependent genes during chloroplast development.

Discussion

The number and size of chloroplast nucleoids are 
regulated dynamically during chloroplast develop-
ment. It has been implicated that chloroplast nucle-
oids may play a role in the developmental regulation 
of plastid gene expression. However, DNA-binding 
proteins involved in organization and maintenance 
of chloroplast nucleoid structure remain largely 

unknown. Here, we demonstrated that a novel sap 
domain containing protein At3g04260 is primarily 
localized in the chloroplast and has DNA-binding 
activity. A knock-out mutant of At3g04260 had 
an albino phenotype, indicating that At3g04260 
plays a critical role in chloroplast development. 
Furthermore, we demonstrated that expression of 
PEP-dependent genes is dependent on At3g04260. 
Taken together, we concluded that At3g04260 is 
likely a plastid nucleoid protein and is required for 
expression of PEP-dependent genes.
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Fig. 2 Analysis of plastid gene expression in sap1 plants. 
A, Microarray analysis of plastid gene expression. Scatter 
plots of relative transcript levels in sap1 and W.T. Lines 
represent three-times decreased and increased. Decreased 
(psbA, psbB, ycf6, rbcL, psbB and psbD) and increased 
(rpoA, rpoB, rpoC1, rpoC2, and clpP) signals in sap1 were 
partially shown. B, Northern blot analysis of plastid ribos-
omal RNAs. Five micrograms total RNA was separated by 
electrophoresis (left), and blot was probed with plastid 16S 
and 23S specific probes (right)
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Redox Switches and Evolutionary Transitions

John F. Allen, Carol A. Allen, and Sujith Puthiyaveetil

Abstract  A redox switch is a signal transduction 
event or pathway that places gene expression under 
the regulatory control of the redox state of an elec-
tron carrier. Here we propose that the redox state 
of a quinone such as plastoquinone, ubiquinone or 
menaquinone is sensed and used as information to 
decide on the expression of genes for components 
of photosynthesis. Three quinone redox switches 
are proposed. The first, and most ancient, selects 
between transcription of type I and type II reac-
tion centres. It is proposed that simple mutation in 
this redox switch produced constitutive expression 
of type I and type II reaction centres and so gave 
rise to the “Z-scheme” of oxygenic photosynthesis, 
where photosystem I and photosystem II are 
present in the same membrane at the same time, 
and are connected in series. The second redox 
switch controls the relative rates of synthesis of the 
reaction centres of photosystem I and photosystem 
II. This second switch is therefore responsible for 
control of photosystem stoichiometry. The need for 
continued operation of the second switch may have 
required the conservation of a chloroplast genome 
and chloroplast genetic system. The third redox 

switch governs post-translational modification of 
light-harvesting antenna proteins, and is responsi-
ble for complementary changes in the absorption 
cross-sections of photosystem I and photosystem 
II. There is extensive experimental support for 
the second and third redox switches, though the 
molecular mechanisms involved are uncertain. It is 
proposed that these three redox switches are based 
on bacterial two-component regulatory systems, 
are homologous, and that their application and 
modification produced the striking evolutionary 
transitions that flowed as consequences from the 
transition from anoxygenic to oxygenic photosyn-
thesis, and from the transition from prokaryotic to 
eukaryotic cells.

Keywords  Plastoquinone, ubiquinone, redox 
sensor, redox response regulator, oxygen evolution, 
chloroplast genome, state transitions, photosystem 
stoichiometry

Introduction

Reduction-oxidation or “redox” chemistry is the 
transfer of electrons or hydrogen atoms from a 
donor to an acceptor. In the course of the reaction, 
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the donor, which reduces the acceptor, itself 
becomes oxidized. In the same reaction, the accep-
tor, which oxidises the donor, itself becomes 
reduced. Thus two redox couples are connected, 
and electrons flow from the more reducing couple 
to the more oxidizing couple.

Biological energy transduction involves chains 
of such redox couples, each couple acting as both 
donor and acceptor. In aerobic respiration, the 
initial electron donor in the respiratory electron 
transport chain is NADH or succinate, while the 
terminal electron acceptor is molecular oxygen, O2, 
which becomes reduced to water.

In oxygenic photosynthesis, two different, pri-
mary photochemical reactions co-operate in con-
version of absorbed light energy. Together, the 
reaction centres oxidise the initial electron donor, 
water, and reduce the terminal electron acceptor, 
NADP+. Oxidation of water in photosynthesis 
produces the oxygen that is required for aerobic 
respiration, and that now occupies one-fifth of the 
Earth’s atmosphere, by volume.

It is proposed that a redox switch that selected 
synthesis of one of two types of reaction centre 
became disabled by mutation, giving rise to the 
first cyanobacterium (Allen 2005; Allen and Martin 
2007). The “redox switch hypothesis” also sug-
gests an evolutionary origin for a sensor of the rela-
tive turnover of the two photochemical reactions of 
oxygenic photosynthesis. “State transitions” are a 
post translational modification of photosynthetic 
unit structure and function, serving to distribute 
absorbed light energy to the photochemical reac-
tions in proportion to their capacity to use it (Allen 
2003a). In state transitions, the ready-made redox 
switch, as a quinone redox sensor, was applied, 
adventitiously, to control activation of different 
mechanisms of distribution of light-harvesting 
function. In chloroplasts, the redox switch governs 
phosphorylation of membrane proteins and molec-
ular recognition of the two photosystems by their 
shared, mobile light-harvesting complex.

Continued, additional application of the redox 
switch in gene expression may explain the persist-
ence of genomes in both chloroplasts and mito-
chondria (Allen 1993a, b, 2003b). Chloroplasts 

exhibit the predicted redox control of gene expres-
sion (Allen and Allen 2007; Pfannschmidt et al. 
1999; Puthiyaveetil and Allen 2007). Chloroplasts 
are now known to retain a bacterial redox sensor 
kinase, and this conserved and ancestral Chloroplast 
Sensor Kinase (CSK) is required for redox switch-
ing between transcription of chloroplast genes for 
the reaction centres of photosystem I and photosys-
tem II (Puthiyaveetil and Allen 2007).

Redox switch 1: choosing between reaction centres

All known species of anaerobic phototrophs seem 
to have opted for specialisation to type I (typically 
photolithotrophic) or type II (typically photoor-
ganotrophic) behaviour. However, photosynthetic 
bacteria are usually versatile in their ability to use 
energy, carbon, and electron sources. Adaptation 
– division of labour according to different environ-
mental conditions – is common, if not universal. 
Therefore evolutionary divergence of type I and 
type II reaction centres may not have required loss 
of one type of reaction centre and its genes, and 
could have occurred within a single lineage of cells 
that retained different reaction genes for deploy-
ment in different environmental circumstances. 
Metabolic flexibility in anaerobic photosynthesis 
is particularly advantageous in environments with 
fluctuating supplies of H2S, such as hot springs, 
and in the vicinity of hydrothermal vents.

Figure 1 proposes that redox regulation of gene 
expression, under anaerobic conditions, determines 
whether type I or type II reaction centre genes are 
expressed in a single bacterial cell containing them. 
Quinone-level redox control of transcription of 
genes for type I reaction centres (RC I) and type II 
reaction centres (RC II) provides a suitable mecha-
nism. Redox regulatory control of gene transcrip-
tion is well established in both phototrophic and 
chemotrophic bacteria (Bauer et al. 1999, 2003; 
Eraso and Kaplan 2002; Oh and Kaplan 2000).

The emergence of two-photosystem, oxygen-
evolving photosynthesis from anaerobic, bacterial 
photosynthesis must have required either an anaer-
obic, two-photosystem precursor (Allen 2005), or 
else wholesale, lateral, and fully-functional gene 
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transfer from one single-photosystem anaerobe 
into another.

Once a mechanism for water oxidation was in 
place, however inefficient, any mutation produc-
ing constitutive expression of both type I and type 
II genes would provide new functions for the two 
reaction centres. Their coupling to a single quinone 
pool allowed the reaction centres to function, for 
the first time, in series, and in cooperation: the 
acceptors for the type II centre, oxidising water, 
became the donors for the type I centre, reduc-
ing ferredoxin. This coupling provided the first 
oxygen-evolving bacteria with the advantages of 
both modes of photosynthesis (ATP synthesis and 
reduction of soluble electron carriers), and released 
them from dependency on transient supplies of 
H2S for photoautolithotrophic growth. The novel 
electron donor, H2O, was ubiquitous, and present at 
a concentration of 55.5 M (1,000/18 mole/L). It is 
proposed that the origin of the “Z-scheme” of two 
light reactions, connected in series (Allen 2005; 
Allen and Martin 2007), occurred by means of a 
simple mutation that disabled the regulatory switch 
depicted in Fig. 1.

The selective advantage of using water as an 
electron donor might initially have been small, 
since the reaction would have been slow, and the 
product, molecular oxygen, was toxic. Subsequent 

selection, however, increased the redox midpoint 
potential of the primary (bacterio)chlorophyll 
electron donor, while more effectively coupling 
the manganese-containing water-oxidation com-
plex to re-reduction of that donor, now observed in 
oxygenic photosynthetic organisms as the reaction 
centre chlorophyll a, P680.

Redox switch 2: adjusting the stoichiometry 
of photosystem I and photosystem II

It is suggested that direct redox control of expression 
of certain genes was present in the cyanobacterial 
progenitors of chloroplasts and was vital for selec-
tively advantageous cell function before, during, 
and after the transition from bacterium to eukaryo-
tic organelle. The mechanisms of this control have 
been conserved (Allen 1993a, 2003b).

Plastoquinone, an electron and hydrogen atom 
carrier located strategically between photosys-
tems I and II of photosynthesis, exerts redox 
regulatory control over chloroplast transcription 
(Pfannschmidt et al. 1999), as outlined in Fig. 2. The 
direction in which the effect is exerted makes functional 
sense: reduction of plastoquinone increases photo-
system I transcription and decreases photosystem II 
transcription; oxidation of plastoquinone decreases 
photosystem I transcription and increases photosystem 

Fig. 1 Redox switch 1. Quinone-level redox control of gene expression in switching transcription between a single reac-
tion centre of either type I or type II. This is the switch predicted to operate in protocyanobacteria. Protocyanobacteria are 
anoxygenic phototrophs able to adapt to different redox environments according to the presence of, for example, hydrogen 
sulphide as an electron donor. Failure of redox switch 1 produces constitutive expression of type I and type II reaction 
centres. In conjunction with a catalyst of water oxidation (Allen and Martin 2007), a mutation causing this redox switch 
failure gave rise to two photosystems, I and II, and to oxygenic photosynthesis (Allen 2005; Allen and Martin 2007; Allen 
and Puthiyaveetil 2005)
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II transcription. Since plastoquinone becomes 
reduced by the action of photosystem II and 
becomes oxidised by the action of photosystem I, 
redox control of chloroplast gene expression pro-
vides for a compensatory, self-adjusting response 
(Pfannschmidt et al. 1999), and provides part of 
an explanation for the ability of plants and algae to 
balance the ratio of the two photosystems despite 
changes in light quality.

Chloroplast plastoquinone redox control of 
transcription. This complementary, self-adjusting 
transcriptional response (El Bissati and Kirilovsky 
2001; Li and Sherman 2000), suggests strongly 
that redox control of photosynthetic reaction cen-
tre gene transcription was present in the proto-
chloroplast. Thus the mechanism of regulation 
is likely to have been conserved throughout the 
evolutionary transition from bacterial symbiont to 
cytoplasmic organelle. A conserved mechanism of 
redox regulation of transcription in photosynthetic 
prokaryotes (Bauer et al. 2003) and chloroplasts 
(Allen 1993c; Pfannschmidt et al. 1999), is pre-
dicted if evolutionary continuity of the process has 
been maintained.

Other possible precedents for redox signalling 
components of cytoplasmic organelles include 
the prr (Eraso and Kaplan 2002; Oh and Kaplan 
2000) and reg (Bauer et al. 1999) redox regulatory 
systems of purple non-sulphur bacteria. The TspO 

“oxygen sensor” of Rhodobacter sphaeroides is 
present in mammalian mitochondria as a protein 
known there as a benzodiazepine receptor, and 
each protein will complement loss of the other 
(Yeliseev and Kaplan 2000).

Redox switch 3: adjusting the absorption cross-
section of photosystem I and photosystem II

If chloroplasts inherited redox switch 2 from 
cyanobacteria, then, by the same argument, a func-
tionally equivalent post-translational mechanism 
of redox control of light-harvesting function by 
photosystems I and II may have been conserved 
during the transition from prokaryote to eukaryotic 
subcellular organelle.

Protein phosphorylation is known to be involved 
in the plastoquinone redox switch that produces 
light-state transitions or chloroplasts and algae that 
contain the light-harvesting antenna protein LHC II 
(Allen 1992; Allen et al. 1981).

The broad outline of the mechanism that achieves 
redistribution of absorbed excitation energy is 
summarised in Fig. 3. When electrons pile up 
in plastoquinone, an electron carrier connecting 
photosystem I with photosystem II, then a protein 
kinase (Bellafiore et al. 2005) acts to phosphorylate 
the apoproteins of the light-harvesting chlorophyll-
protein complex, LHC II. Upon phosphorylation, 

Fig. 2 Redox switch 2. Quinone-level redox control of gene expression in transcriptional adjustment of the stoichiometry 
of type I and II centres as photosystems I and II of cyanobacteria and chloroplasts. This is the switch that acts as a gain 
control determining the relative rates of synthesis, and therefore abundance, of photosystem I and photosystem II (Allen 
1992; Pfannschmidt et al. 1999). Control of the stoichiometry of photosystem I and photosystem II is seen in all oxygenic 
phototrophs. Genes are retained in chloroplasts in order that this redox switch can operate upon them (Allen 1993a, 2003b; 
Allen et al. 2005). Gene and gene product are CO-located for Redox Regulation (CORR) (Allen 2003b)
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LHC II leaves photosystem II, and acts, instead, 
as the light-harvesting antenna for photosystem I. 
Activation of an LHC II kinase therefore decreases 
absorption of light by photosystem II and increases 
absorption of light by photosystem I.

Phosphorylation of LHC II is the basis of the 
transition to “state 2”, a state of adaptation to 
photosystem II-specific light. The transition to 
state 2 clears the pile-up of electrons in plastoqui-
none in two ways: it decreases electron flow into 
plastoquinone from photosystem II, and increases 
electron flow out of plastoquinone to photosystem 
I. Conversely, a shortage of electrons in the plasto-
quinone pool between the photosystems is a signal 
that electrons are leaving faster than they enter. 
The LHC II kinase is then switched off, LHC II 
becomes dephosphorylated by a phospho-LHC II 
phosphatase, and the return of LHC II to photosys-
tem II makes good the imbalance of energy distri-
bution by driving a transition to “state 1”.

Discussion

All three redox switches proposed here operate in 
response to a change in the redox state of a quinone 
pool. It is possible that a single quinone redox sens-
ing mechanism has been conserved, and applied: 
(i) to reaction centre gene transcription as a purely 

“on-off” device (Fig. 1); (ii) to reaction centre gene 
transcription to adjust the relative rates of synthesis 
of the apoproteins of photosystem I and II reac-
tion centres (Fig. 2), and (iii) post-translationally 
to control light-harvesting complex structure and 
relative affinity for photosystems I and II (Fig. 3).

Quinone redox state may be an over-riding 
important factor in cellular metabolism generally, 
since quinone pools serve as points of intersection 
of electron transport chains that are constructed of 
controllable modules whose stoichiometry relative 
to each other must be controlled in the interests 
both of thermodynamic efficiency and of safety.

Grasping new and unpredictable chemical 
opportunities to use free energy for metabolism 
and growth, cells have tinkered with redox switches 
and transformed both themselves and the geology 
of our planet (Dietrich et al. 2006; Russell et al. 
2007; Russell and Hall 2006).
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Ketocarotenoids in Chlorosomes of the Acidobacterium 
Candidatus Chloracidobacterium Thermophilum

Amaya M. Garcia Costas, Joel E. Graham, and Donald A. Bryant

Abstract  Candidatus Chloracidobacterium (Cab.) 
thermophilum is a recently discovered aerobic 
chlorophototroph that belongs to the phylum 
Acidobacteria. It grows in a highly enriched 
coculture with Anoxybacillus sp. and was initially iso-
lated from Octopus Spring in Yellowstone National 
Park. It has unique properties in that it synthesizes 
type 1 reaction centers, the bacteriochlorophyll 
(BChl) a-binding protein FMO, BChl c and chlo-
rosomes, but it does so in the presence of oxygen. 
Here we report the first isolation of chlorosomes 
from Cab. thermophilum and an initial analysis of 
their carotenoid content. Unlike the chlorosomes of 
Chlorobi (green sulfur bacteria) and Chloroflexi, the 
chlorosomes of Cab. thermophilum contain large 
amounts of ketocarotenoids, including echinenone 
and cis and all-trans isomers of canthoxanthin, 
which are typically found in aerobic phototrophs. 
We hypothesize that these carotenoids play an 
important photoprotective role in the chlorosomes 
of Cab. thermophilum.

Keywords  Carotenoids, chlorosomes, acidobacteria, 
photoprotection

Introduction

The phylum Acidobacteria is a poorly charac-
terized bacterial division that contains members 
that are ubiquitous in soils worldwide (Ludwig 
et al. 1997). The phylum was first defined in 1997 
and was named after its first cultured representa-
tive, Acidobacterium capsulatum, an isolate from 
an acid mine drainage site (Kishimoto et al. 
1991). Since then, 16 S RNA sequence studies have 
revealed the acidobacteria to be a phylogenetically 
diverse group, with as many as 11 subdivisions 
(Zimmermann et al. 2005) and with some reports 
suggesting even 26 subdivisions (Barns et al. 
2007). Little or nothing is known, however, about 
the role these microorganisms play in these habi-
tats and only a few examples have been isolated in 
pure culture (Eichorst et al. 2007).

Recently, an acidobacterium capable of pho-
totrophic growth was discovered (Bryant et al. 
2007). Similar to the green sulfur bacteria, this 
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acidobacterium, Candidatus Chloracidobacterium 
(Cab.) thermophilum, has type 1 reaction centers, 
the FMO protein and synthesizes BChl c and 
chlorosomes as antenna structures. However, Cab. 
thermophilum differs from all known green 
sulfur bacteria in that it grows aerobically. Here 
we report that the carotenoids present in the chlo-
rosomes of Cab. thermophilum are unique among 
all other chlorosome-containing phototrophs. They 
are more similar to the carotenoids synthesized 
by other aerobic phototrophs, such as the cyano-
bacteria and the aerobic anoxygenic phototrophs, 
than to those produced by anaerobic anoxygenic 
chlorophototrophs.

Materials and methods

Growth of bacterial cultures. Cab. thermophilum 
was grown in a highly enriched culture with 
Anoxybacillus sp. as previously described (Bryant 
et al. 2007).

Isolation and electron microscopy of chloro-
somes. Cab. thermophilum chlorosomes were iso-
lated as previously described (Vassilieva et al. 
2002) with the following modifications. After 
the ultracentrifugation step, both supernatant and 
pellet fractions contained significant amounts of 
chlorosomes as verified spectrospically. The pellet 
fraction was loaded onto a 7–47% (w/v) sucrose 
gradient in chlorosome isolation buffer (CIB: 2 M 
sodium thiocyanate, 10 mM Tris-HCl, 5 mM EDTA, 
1 mM PMSF and 2 mM DTT) and centrifuged for 
18 h at 220,000 × g. The supernatant fraction was 
brought to 20% (w/v) sucrose and overlaid with 
a 5% (w/v) sucrose solution in CIB. This gradi-
ent was also centrifuged for 18 h at 220,000 × g. 
The chlorosome fractions obtained from both 
gradients were resuspended in phosphate-buffered 
saline (10 mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.2, 
150 mM NaCl) and pelleted by centrifugation (2 h 
at 240,000 × g). The pelleted chlorosomes were 
resuspended in a small volume of phosphate-buff-
ered saline, aliquoted, and stored at −80°C until 
required. Isolated chlorosomes were negatively 
stained with 1% (w/v) uranyl acetate and visualized 

in a JEOL 1200 EXII transmission electron micro-
scope (Peabody, MA).

HPLC analyses. Pigments from chlorosomes, 
whole cells and a canthaxanthin standard were 
extracted with a 7:2 (v/v) acetone:methanol mix-
ture. Whole cells were subject to sonication. Prior 
to injection into the HPLC column, samples were 
filtered and adjusted with 0.1 volume of 1 M ammo-
nium acetate. The column, diode array  detector, 
analyzing software and buffer system used to 
separate the pigments have been described before 
(Bryant et al. 2007; Frigaard et al. 1997).

Results

Chlorosome isolation and electron microscopy. 
Following a protocol previously described for the 
isolation of chlorosomes from green sulfur bac-
teria, we were able to isolate chlorosomes from 
Cab. thermophilum. A significant fraction (about 
66%) of the chlorosomes of Cab. thermophilum 
were “lighter” than those of the green sulfur 
bacteria and remained in the supernatant fraction 
following ultracentrifugation. These chlorosomes 
were termed “light chlorosomes,” while “heavy 
chlorosomes” (~1/3 of the total) were found in the 
pellet fraction. The heavy chlorosomes appeared 
as a dark brownish-green band on top of a 7–47% 
continuous sucrose gradient following ultracen-
trifugation at 220,000 × g for 18 h. The light 
chlorosome fraction was found as a broad green 
band on the top of a 5–20% step sucrose gradient. 
The presence of chlorosomes in all fractions was 
verified by BChl c absorption, which was maximal 
at approximately 745 nm for both light and heavy 
chlorosome fractions.

Electron microscopy of the final chlorosome 
fractions revealed that these structures closely 
resemble those of the green sulfur bacteria and 
the Chloroflexi (Fig. 1). They are oval-shaped 
and, in general, about 200 nm in length and 
70 nm wide.

HPLC analysis. The HPLC elution profile of 
isolated chlorosomes revealed eight compounds 
that showed strong absortion at 491 nm (Fig. 2). 
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We were able to positively identify peak 8 as β, 
β-carotene, since its two absorbance maxima of 
452 and 478 nm in acetone/methanol match the 
known absorbance maxima for β, β-carotene, and 
its retention time corresponded to the retention 
time of β, β-carotene in Synechococcus sp. PCC 
7002 using the same HPLC elution protocol. Peaks 
6 and 7 have tentatively been identified as lycopene 
and γ-carotene, respectively. These are the precur-
sors to β, β-carotene, and their elution times cor-
respond to species slightly less hydrophobic than 
β, β-carotene.

The absorption spectra of peaks 1, 2, and 5 
were typical of ketocarotenoids, in which a keto 
group has been added to either the ring or the open 
chain. The addition of a keto group causes loss of 
fine structure in the absorption spectra and results 
in a single broad peak (Fig. 2). The absorption 
maximum of peak 5 corresponds to the absorption 
maximum of echinenone (465 nm), and this com-
pound eluted at the same time as echinenone from 
Synechococcus sp. PCC 7002 (data not shown). 
Peak 1 had an absorption maximum of 478 nm, a 
value that closely matches the maximum for can-
thaxanthin in ethanol (474 nm). This compound 
eluted at the same time as an authentic canthax-
anthin standard. Peak 2 corresponded to a slightly 
more hydrophobic species and had an absorption 
maximum at 466 nm. The presence of a “cis-peak” 
in the absorption spectrum at 365 nm, and its simi-
larity to a compound in the canthaxanthin standard, 
allow us to tentatively identify this compound as 
13- or 15-cis-canthaxanthin (or both).

Discussion

Three phyla of the Bacteria, Chlorobi, Chloroflexi, 
and now Acidobacteria, have chlorophototrophic 
members that can synthesize chlorosomes. The 
isolated chlorosomes of the newly described aci-
dobacterium, Cab. thermophilum are similar in 
size and overall appearance to those of C. tepidum 
(Frigaard et al. 2005). However, Cab. thermophilum 
is presently the only organism that has been shown 
to synthesize and to utilize these  structures under 
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Fig. 1 Electron micrograph of negatively stained Cab. 
thermophilum chlorosomes

Fig. 2 A Elution profile monitored at 491 nm of pigments 
extracted from Cab. thermophilum’s chlorosomes. B In-line 
absorption spectrum of peak 1. C In-line absorption spec-
trum of peak 5
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oxic conditions. Cab. thermophilum was discov-
ered in the microbial mats of alkaline, siliceous 
hot springs in Yellowstone National Park that 
are subject to very high irradiances. Because of 
both the high light intensity and the presence of 
oxygen, we anticipated that Cab. thermophilum 
might have unique photoprotection mechanisms 
to minimize the deleterious effects of reactive 
oxygen species and triplet states of BChl c due 
to excessive excitation. This study shows that the 
chlorosomes of Cab. thermophilum contain high 
levels of carotenoids that have not been reported to 
occur in the chlorosomes of organisms that grow 
in anoxic environments. This observation suggests 
that the ketocarotenoids may play an important 
role in photoprotection in this microorganism. 
Interestingly, we have identified a divergent, CrtO-
type carotenoid ketolase, which likely derives from 
Cab. thermophilum, in the metagenomic sequence 
library created for the mats of Octopus Spring. 
This type of ketolase, which requires oxygen as 
a co-substrate, would presumably oxidize β, β-
carotene to echinenone and subsequently convert 
echinenone to canthaxanthin. Prior to this study, 
ketocarotenoids had only been found in pho-
totrophs belonging to the cyanobacteria, algae, 
higher plants, as well as the aerobic Bradyrhizobia. 
Our study shows that ketocarotenoids are also 
present in another aerobic anoxygenic phototroph, 
Cab. thermophilum.
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CHAPTER THREE

Conversion of Chl a into Chl d by Heat-Treated Papain

Sohjiro Fukuyo1, Shunsuke Ohashi1, Koji Iwamoto2, Yoshihiro Shiraiwa2, 
and Masami Kobayashi1

Abstract  In 1943, Chl d was first reported as a 
minor pigment in several red macroalgae. In 1996, 
a novel cyanobacterium, Acaryochloris marina, 
was isolated from colonial ascidians, and A. marina 
was found to contain Chl d as the dominant chlo-
rophyll. However, the biosynthesis pathway of Chl 
d has not been clarified yet. Chl d is thought to be 
synthesized from Chl a, like Chl b, while no exper-
imental evidence was given. In 2004, we came 
across the formation of Chl d from Chl a in acetone 
or ethanol containing 10 % water in the presence 
of papain (EC 3.4.22.2) at room temperature in 
the dark. Chl d was not formed when papain was 
absent. Here we report the conversion of Chl a into 
Chl d in aqueous acetone at room temperature in 
the presence of papain treated at 96°C for 20 min. 
The yield of Chl d from Chl a did not change, 
when the heat-treated papain was used. The result 
indicate that conversion of Chl a into Chl d was not 

enzymatically caused by papain, but by something 
else contained in commercially available papain.

Keywords  Acaryochloris marina, chlorophyll 
a, chlorophyll d, photodynamic therapy (PDT), 
 photosensitizer, photosynthesis

Introduction

In a screening for photosensitizers for tumor cell 
destruction we have searched for pure compounds 
that have strong absorption in the red spectral 
region. Chl a is one of the favorable candidates, 
since it can be easily prepared from green plants and 
has a high extinction coefficient in the red region. 
However, Chl a has a fundamental problem: Chl a 
cannot be dissolved in water, because of the pres-
ence of a hydrophobic long alkyl chain. Release 
of the long chain by hydrolysis is effective to give 
the pigment solubility in water. In this context, we 
used acid for the hydrolysis of Chl a (Komiyama 
et al. 1991; Kobayashi et al. 1994a, b, 1997). In 
this method, however, the central metal, Mg, was 
also released from Chl a, producing pheophorbide 
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(Phde) a instead of chlorophyllide (Chlide) a. In 
order to obtain Chlide a, we tried to hydrolyze 
Chl a by several esterases, but did not succeed 
(Kobayashi et al. 2005). We next used some pro-
teases, because some proteases can also function as 
esterase in aqueous organic solvents (Gill et al. 1996; 
Ooe et al. 1999; Hasegawa et al. 2003).

During these studies, we serendipitously came 
across the formation of Chl d from Chl a in the 
presence of papain in aqueous organic solution 
(Kobayashi et al. 2005; Koizumi et al. 2005). 
Chl d is dominant in a unique cyanobacterium 
Acaryochloris marina (Miyashita et al. 1996). 
However, the biosynthetic pathway of Chl d in 
A. marina has not yet been clarified. From the 
molecular structure of Chl d it is expected to be 
oxidatively biosynthesized from Chl a, like Chl 
b. Oxidative cleavage of a C � C double bond of 
a vinyl group in Chl a (-CH � CH2 → -CHO) is 
necessary to yield Chl d, and thus it is very diffi-
cult to explain why papain catalyzed this reaction. 
If the reaction was really enzymatic, Chl d would 
not been produced by denatured papain. Here, we 
report that Chl d was produced, even when the 
heat-treated papain was used.

Materials and methods

Pigment preparation. Chls a and b were extracted 
from parsley (Petroselinum crispum) and Chl d 
from Acaryochloris marina MBIC11017, which 
were then purified by normal-phase HPLC.

Heat treatment of papain. Commercially avail-
able powder-type papain (EC 3.4.22.2) (Sigma 
P3250, Wako 164-00172, Acros 416760100, 
Calbiochem 5125, Merck 1.07144.0025) was used 
without further purification. The 5 mL of aqueous 
solution containing 20 mg powder enzyme was 
heat-treated at 96°C for 20 min, and then cooled to 
room temperature.

Reaction of Chl a with papain. The 0.5 mL of 
aqueous solution of papain was added to 5 mL of 
acetone solution of Chl a (ca. 2 × 10−5 M). The 
mixture was shaken gently in the dark. Pigment 
analysis was performed by reversed-phase HPLC.

Results and discussion

Reaction of Chl a with untreated papain. The novel 
formation of Chl d from Chl a in aqueous acetone 
was observed with all untreated papain samples 
examined. The yield is in the range 0.1–2% after 
2-day incubation at 30°C; papain of Calbiochem 
5125 showed the highest and papain of Sigma 
P3250 showed the lowest yield. Chlide a was 
also produced in the range 0.24–8%; papain of 
Calbiochem 5125 showed the highest and papain 
of Sigma P3250 showed the lowest yield. Note that 
the yield of Chl d formation went along with that 
of Chlide a formation.

Reaction of Chl a with heat-treated papain. 
Contrary to our expectation, almost the same result 
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was obtained, when Chl a was incubated with the 
heat-treated papain. As shown in Fig. 1A, Chl d 
production yield by heat-treated papain was almost 
the same as that by untreated papain. Further, the 
yield increased with incubation time. The results 
strongly indicate that Chl d and Chlide a produc-
tion from Chl a in aqueous acetone in the presence 
of papain was not enzymatic, and that some impurities 
might catalyze the reactions.

If the reactions were not enzymatic, produc-
tion yields of Chl d and Chlide a are expected to 
increase with incubation temperature. According to 
expectation, both yields increased with incubation 
temperature from 30°C to 70°C (Fig. 2). About a 
17% yield of Chlide a was obtained at 70°C with 

untreated papain (Fig. 2B), while the yield was a 
little smaller (ca. 11%) when heat-treated papain 
was used. Further studies are needed.

Note that Chl a has many C � C bonds in the 
macrocycle and that it is too difficult to oxidize 
only the C � C bond in the -CH � CH2 moiety at 
ring I to yield the -CHO group. Moreover, Chl a 
is known to be unstable in vitro and to be easily 
oxidized to yield many artifacts, e.g., allomers which 
is formed by the oxidation at ring V. The mild and 
selective oxidation of the -CH � CH2 substituent 
in a Chl a molecule by papain is one of the grate 
marvels. Our finding may provide insight into 
the biosynthetic pathway of Chl d in A. marina. 
Further, a new photosensitizer, Chlide a, will be 
easily prepared from Chl a with papain (or most 
probably with extracts of papaya).
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CHAPTER FOUR

Origin and Evolution of Photosynthesis: Clues 
from Genome Comparison

Armen Y. Mulkidjanian1,2, Eugene V. Koonin3, Kira S. Makarova3, 
Robert Haselkorn4, and Michael Y. Galperin3

Abstract  Fifteen complete cyanobacterial genome 
sequences were characterized revealing 1,054 
protein families (Cyanobacterial clusters of 
Orthologous Groups of proteins, or CyOGs), 
encoded in at least 14 of them. While the majority 
of the core CyOGs were shared with other bacteria, 
84 were exclusively shared by cyanobacteria and 
plants and/or other plastid-carrying eukaryotes that 
indicate their relation to the photosynthetic machin-
ery (hereafter denoted as photosynthetic CyOGs). 
Only a few photosynthetic CyOGs find counter-
parts in the genomes of anoxygenic phototrophic 
bacteria Chlorobium tepidum, Rhodopseudomonas 
palustris, Chloroflexus aurantiacus or Heliobacillus 
mobilis. These observations, coupled with the 

recent geological data on the properties of the 
ancient phototrophs, suggest that photosynthesis 
has originated in the cyanobacterial lineage and 
spread to other phyla via horizontal gene transfer 
under the selective pressure of the UV light, avail-
ability of electron donors and, eventually, oxygen. 
We propose that the first phototrophs were anaero-
bic ancestors of cyanobacteria that conducted 
anoxygenic photosynthesis using photosystem 
I-type reaction center, similarly to the heterocysts 
of modern-day filamentous cyanobacteria.

Keywords  Origin of photosynthesis, comparative 
genomics, evolution, cyanobacteria, phototrophic 
organisms

Introduction

Cyanobacteria are one of the earliest branching 
groups of organisms and the only known prokaryotes to 
carry out oxygenic photosynthesis; there is little 
doubt that they played a key role in the formation of 
atmospheric oxygen (Bekker et al. 2004). Despite 
the evolutionary, environmental and geochemical 
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importance of cyanobacteria, many aspects of their 
life remain obscure. In the last several years, com-
plete genome sequences of several freshwater and 
marine cyanobacteria became available, provid-
ing ample sequence information for a systematic 
analysis of cyanobacterial genomes (see, e.g. Hess 
2004). Studies of the genes shared by cyanobac-
teria and other photosynthetic organisms allowed 
delineation of the ‘photosynthetic gene set’ and 
demonstrated a significant amount of horizon-
tal gene transfer (HGT) among photoautotrophic 
bacteria (Raymond et al. 2002, 2003; Sato 2002; 
Zhaxybayeva et al. 2004). A somewhat surpris-
ing result of the latter work was that most known 
photosynthetic genes did not belong to the ‘photo-
synthetic gene set’.

We compared proteins encoded in 15 complete 
cyanobacterial genomes, including five genomes of 
P. marinus, to define the minimal set of genes com-
mon to all cyanobacteria (Mulkidjanian et al. 2006). 
While the majority of such core CyOGs are genes 
for central cellular functions that are shared with 
other bacteria, 84 (hereafter photosynthetic CyOGs) 
are exclusively shared by cyanobacteria and plants 
and/or other plastid-carrying eukaryotes that indicate 
their relation to the photosynthetic machinery. The 
latter group included 35 families of uncharacterized 
proteins, which are likely to be previously unrecog-
nized components of the photosynthetic machinery 
(see Mulkidjanian et al. 2006 for details).

The revealed set of photosynthetic CyOGs might 
be helpful upon addressing the identity of the first 
phototrophs, the subject of intense discussion in recent 
years (Pierson and Olson 1989; Blankenship 1992; 
Green and Gantt 2000; Xiong et al. 2000; Dismukes 
et al. 2001; Raymond et al. 2002, 2003; Gupta 2003; 
De Las Rivas et al. 2004; Mix et al. 2004, 2005; 
Nelson and Ben- Shen 2005; Olson and Blankenship 
2004; Allen 2005; Allen and Martin, 2007).

Results and discussion

Uneven distribution of photosynthetic genes among 
phototrophic bacteria. As documented elsewhere, 
the vast majority of CyOGs had no detectable 

homologs in bacterial phototrophs (Mulkidjanian 
et al. 2006). Non-cyanobacterial photosynthetic 
machineries share only a small set of proteins 
with cyanobacterial PSI or PSII, and even these 
shared proteins are different in different bacteria. 
Out of the six groups of cyanobacterial genes that 
are directly related to photosynthesis, only the 
genes of chlorophyll biosynthesis are shared by 
all other prokaryotic phototrophs (Mulkidjanian 
et al. 2006). It is noteworthy that the phyletic dis-
tribution of CO2 fixation mechanism through the 
Calvin-Benson-Bassham cycle also proved to be 
very uneven. Whereas all cyanobacteria encode the 
full set of the Calvin cycle enzymes, Chlorobium 
and Heliobacillus genomes lack the genes for the 
pathway-specific enzymes (Mulkidjanian et al. 
2006). Both these organisms encode Rubisco-like 
proteins, which, however, are likely to participate 
in methionine salvage, rather than in CO2 fixation 
(Hanson and Tabita 2001).

Evolution of photosynthesis and horizontal 
gene transfer. The availability of the cyanobac-
terial genome core allowed us to reassess the 
origin of the (bacterio)chlorophyll-based photo-
synthesis (chlorophotosynthesis). In addition to 
Cyanobacteria, photosynthetic bacteria are found in 
the Bacteroidetes/Chlorobi group (e.g. Chlorobium 
tepidum), Firmicutes (e.g. Heliobacillus mobilis), 
Proteobacteria, and Chloroflexi (green nonsulfur 
bacteria, e.g. Chloroflexus aurantiacus). The first 
two phyla have photosynthetic reaction centers 
of the RC1 type that use FeS clusters as electron 
acceptors and are similar to the cyanobacterial 
PSI. The reaction centers of proteobacteria and 
Chloroflexi (RC2-type) use bound quinones as 
electron acceptors and are similar to the cyano-
bacterial PSII. Since all these phyla, except for 
Cyanobacteria and, perhaps, Chlorobi, also contain 
non-photosynthetic representatives, evolution of 
photosynthesis must have included frequent loss 
of photosynthetic genes and/or acquisition of such 
genes via HGT (Blankenship 1992; Olson and 
Blankenship, 2004). The HGT scenario, under 
which photosynthesis emerged in a certain group 
of bacteria and was disseminated via HGT, is sup-
ported by the fact that the photosynthesis-related 
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proteins are often encoded on a single contiguous 
chromosomal region (superoperon) (Alberti et al. 
1995; Xiong et al. 1998) and by the observation 
that photosynthetic genes can be transduced by 
cyanophages (Lindell et al. 2004).

The propensity of photosynthetic genes to be 
horizontally transferred between distantly related 
organisms explains their patched distribution 
among bacterial lineages. This propensity, at the 
same time, makes identification of the lineage that 
was the first to develop chlorophyll-based photo-
synthesis especially challenging.

In the past few years, photosynthesis has 
been proposed to have emerged in Heliobacillus 
(Vermaas 1994; Gupta 2003), Chlorobium (Buttner 
et al. 1992), Chloroflexus (Pierson 1994), or 
proteobacterial (Xiong et al. 2000) lineages (see 
Olson and Blankenship 2004 for a review). While 
the arguments in favor of proteobacteria do not 
appear valid (Green and Gantt 2000; Mulkidjanian 
et al. 2006), there seems to be some support for 
each of the other candidates. Thus, Heliobacillus 
and Chlorobium possess apparently primitive 
homodimeric RCs of type I (Buttner et al. 1992; 
Liebl et al. 1993), whereas Chloroflexus is believed 
to be an early-branching lineage of phototrophs 
(Pierson 1994). Cyanobacteria are usually not con-
sidered as a lineage where photosynthesis could 
have emerged because of the far greater complex-
ity of their photosynthetic machinery. This fact, 
however, can be interpreted both ways. Indeed, the 
total number of genes involved in photosynthesis in 
cyanobacteria is much greater than that in any of the 
other prokaryotic phototrophs (see Mulkidjanian 
et al. 2006 for details). Only cyanobacteria possess 
photosynthetic reaction centers of both types, RC1 
and RC2, and have chlorophyll-containing proteins 
whose main function is to dissipate the light energy 
to prevent photodamage. Thus, the majority of 
photosynthetic genes must have first appeared in 
the cyanobacterial lineage anyhow. This suggests 
that the core RC genes might have the same origin 
and that cyanobacteria also should to be considered 
as candidate first phototrophs.

Sequence data alone do not allow us to establish 
the direction for an ancient lateral gene transfer; 

this requires additional information from inde-
pendent sources. Indeed, important clues as to 
the nature of the first phototrophs can be gained 
from geological data. Tice and Lowe (2004, 2006) 
have provided geological evidence that the Buck 
Reef Chert – a 250–400-m-thick rock running 
along the South African coast – was produced by 
phototrophic microbial communities ca. 3.4 Gy 
ago. Tice and Lowe defined the inhabitants of 
the primordial microbial communities as partially 
filamentous phototrophs, which, according to the 
carbon isotopic composition, used the Calvin cycle 
to fix CO2. As argued in more detail elsewhere 
(Mulkidjanian et al. 2006), the mechanism of 
CO2 fixation, the morphology of these organ-
isms and their location in the upper layer of the 
ancient microbial mat all unite them with modern 
cyanobacteria. Thus, the analysis of the gene con-
tent and the geologic evidence both suggest that 
photosynthesis has evolved in the cyanobacterial 
lineage. Since there is sufficient evidence that 
anoxygenic photosynthesis was already happening 
in the period between 3.5 and 2.5 Gy ago, i.e. prior 
to oxygenic photosynthesis appeared, we propose 
that the first phototrophs were anoxygenic ancestors 
of the extant cyanobacteria that relied on type 
1 RCs to reduce NAD(P)+ to NAD(P)H. These 
anoxygenic phototrophic ancestors of cyanobac-
teria (APAC) would resemble heterocysts, the 
specialized nitrogen-fixing cells that some modern 
filamentous cyanobacteria produce in response to 
starvation for fixed nitrogen. Heterocysts have PSI 
but not PSII and therefore do not conduct oxygenic 
photosynthesis (Haselkorn 1998). Thus, heterocyst 
formation can be viewed as a recapitulation of the 
ancestral cyanobacterial state.

Driving forces in the origin and evolution of 
photosynthesis. The complexity of the photosyn-
thetic machinery leaves no doubt that its origin 
and subsequent evolution must have occurred in 
multiple steps under constant selective pressure. 
This selective pressure could come from at least 
two key factors: the damaging effects of the UV 
light and the necessity for the cells to conduct 
redox reactions to gain and store energy. As proposed 
by several authors, RC1 could evolve, via multiple 
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duplication events, from simpler chlorophyll-con-
taining membrane proteins, similar to the HLIPs 
of modern cyanobacteria (Mulkidjanian and Junge 
1997, 1999; Montane and Kloppstech 2000). As 
argued previously, these proteins might serve to pro-
tect the cell DNA from the damaging effects of UV 
light (Mulkidjanian and Junge 1997). Participation 
of the modern pigment-proteins in photosynthesis 
masks their ability to perform the UV-protection. 
Still this ability is not lost: comparison of absolute 
action spectra for pyrimidine dimer formation in 
alfalfa seedlings versus T7 bacteriophage shows 
over a 100-fold decrease in the rate of damage 
induced by UV-irradiation of 260–280 nm in the 
former case (Quaite et al. 1992). The emergence 
of RC1 from the primordial UV protectors could 
be driven by the need of an alternative source of 
reducing power as the atmospheric hydrogen con-
tent gradually decreased owing to hydrogen escape 
from the atmosphere and oxidation. This could be 
the reason for the production by RC1 of reduced 
NAD(P)H, which has a redox potential similar to 
that of hydrogen and can replace hydrogen in cer-
tain metabolic chains, as long as the membrane 
hydrogenase and NADH-hydrogenase differ only 
in the substrate-oxidizing module (Friedrich and 
Scheide 2000). The charge separation in the 
primordial RC1 led not only to the generation of 
reduced compounds but also to the generation of 
strong oxidants, which were in short supply under 
primordial reducing condition. It is attractive to 
speculate that the cytochrome bc1/b6f complexes 
have emerged in the same protocyanobacterial 
lineage – initially as menaquinol-oxidoreduct-
ases – to complete the cyclic electron transfer 
around first RC1 and to derive energy from the 
light-generated difference in redox potentials. 
The appearance of such (mena)quinol-oxidizing 
enzymes, as well as the need for further sources of 
redox equivalents could drive the formation of a 
high-potential RC2 that could use the light energy 
to extract electrons from Fe(II) compounds and 
to use this electrons for (mena)quinol genera-
tion. Further depletion of electron donors upon 
oxidation of the available Fe(II), as discussed by 
several authors (Blankenship 1992; Mulkidjanian 

and Junge, 1997; Dismukes et al. 2001; De Las 
Rivas et al. 2004; Allen 2005; Allen and Martin, 
2007) could have driven the transition of RC2 
into the water-oxidizing and oxygen-generat-
ing PS2. The oxygen was extremely poisonous 
for the primordial microorganisms. While other 
bacteria could escape in the anoxic environments, 
the procyanobacteria had to choose between 
developing oxygen-protecting gadgets and being 
literally burned/oxidized. Only those procyano-
bacteria that learned to cope with oxygen passed 
this major evolutionary bottleneck and became 
cyanobacteria.

In this framework, modern cyanobacteria 
inherited their photosynthetic apparatus from the 
ancestral phototrophs, whereas other phototrophic 
bacterial lineages obtained theirs via HGT. These 
transfer events must have happened at different 
stages of evolution: the ancestors of Chlorobium 
and Heliobacterium acquired their RC1 soon after 
its emergence when it was still homodimeric, 
whereas Proteobacteria and Chloroflexus acquired 
RC2 before it “learned” to oxidize water. As noted 
above, the anoxygenic phototrophs were subject 
to a weaker selective pressure from light and 
oxygen than cyanobacteria that remained on the 
surface, allowing preservation of those laterally 
transferred genes. In this sense, photosynthetic 
enzymes of anaerobic bacteria can be considered 
snapshots of the ancient RCs: the homodimeric 
RC1 (PshA) of anoxic Heliobacillus is probably 
more similar to the ancient homodimeric RC1 
than the highly sophisticated heterodimeric PSI 
(PsaA/PsaB) of modern cyanobacteria. While the 
photosynthetic arsenal of cyanobacteria became 
increasingly complex to resist light and oxygen, 
the photosynthetic machineries of the buried, 
anoxic phototrophs evolved towards compact 
mobile superoperons that could be switched on/
off when needed, similarly to the genes of antibi-
otic resistance.
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Fig. 1 Distribution of the photosynthetic genes content in different lineages of phototrophs and the directions of proposed 
lateral gene transfer from (Mulkidjanian et al., 2006). 

The phototrophic phyla are depicted in accordance with the depth of their location in modern (and, perhaps, primordial) 
microbial mats (Nisbet and Sleep 2001). The text boxes show the extent of photosynthetic gene transfer between the phyla; 
the numbers of CyOGs transferred are indicated in parentheses. The dashed text boxes show major photosynthesis-relevant 
“inventions” that occurred outside the (pro)cyanobacterial lineage. The coloring of the Chloroflexi reflects the presence in 
this group of both green chlorosome-containing organisms (Pierson and Castenholz 1974) and the pink ones, lacking the 
chlorosomes (Hanada et al. 2002). The existence of the latter suggests that the chlorosomes originated in the Chlorobi (see 
Frigaard and Bryant, 2004, on the relation between the chlorosomes of Chlorobi and Chloroflexi). The chlorosome-less 
Chloroflexi carry their photosynthetic genes in an operon that is similar in gene content and even in the gene order to the 
photosynthetic RC2 operon of purple bacteria (Yamada et al. 2005). Because of this similarity, no conclusion can be drawn 
on (i) whether the RC2 was attained by purple bacteria via Chloroflexi or the other way around and (ii) whether the bacterial 
light-harvesting complexes (LHC, see Law et al. 2004 for a review), found in purple bacteria and Chloroflexi have originated 
in purple bacteria or in Chloroflexi. In purple bacteria, a new protein was recruited, the “heavy” H-subunit that cups/protects 
RC2 from the cytoplasmic site. In other phototrophs, the RCs are cupped either by phycobilisomes (cyanobacteria) or by 
chlorosomes (Chlorobi and Chloroflexi), so that part of the light excitation energy pours into the RC2 through this interface. 
The gene for the H-subunit, although present in the photosynthetic gene cluster, is located separately from the genes of the 
other two RC subunits (Suwanto and Kaplan 1989). In Chlorobi, a unique bacteriochlorophyll-binding FMO protein (Fenna 
et al. 1974) is used to mediate the excitation transfer from the chlorosome to the RC1. 

The picture emphasizes that while the surface phototrophs, moving along the time arrow from the anoxic into the 
self-made oxygenated world, underwent a major transformation from anoxygenic procyanobacteria to cyanobacteria, the 
inhabitants of the more light- and oxygen protected bottom layers of microbial communities could retain their ancient traits 
in the course of evolution
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Succession of Co-factors in Photosystem I

Shunsuke Ohashi1, Tohru Tsuchiya2, Koji Iwamoto3, Hideaki Miyashita2, Tadashi Watanabe4, 
Yoshihiro Shiraiwa3, Mamoru Mimuro2, and Masami Kobayashi1

Abstract  The succession of co-factors in PS 
I-type reaction centers (RCs) from anoxygenic 
photosynthesis into oxygenic photosynthesis was 
considered from the viewpoint of the molecular 
structures. In the PS I-type RCs, BChl g succeeded 
to Chl a. The epimers of BChl g and Chl a, BChl g’ 
and Chl a’, function as the primary electron donors 
in respective organisms. In Acaryochloris marina 
PS I, Chl d’ function as the primary electron donor. 
The primary electron acceptors of PS I, A0, are Chl 
a derivatives even in anoxygenic photosynthesis. 
The secondary electron acceptors in the PS I-type 
RCs, A1, are naphtoquinone molecules, and side 
chains are modified after the origin of cyanobac-
teria, leading to succession from menaquinone to 

phylloquinone in oxygenic organisms. Note that 
change in quinone did not occur in accordance with 
the origin of oxygenic photosynthesis, but an inter-
mediary organisms, such as in the cyanobacterium 
Gloeobacter violaceus PCC 7421, would give an 
idea for the succession.

Keywords  Acaryochloris marina, bacteriochlo-
rophyll g, chlorophyll a, chlorophyll d, Gloeobacter 
violaceus, heliobacteria

Introduction

Photosynthetic reaction centers (RCs) are classi-
fied as PS I-type and PS II-type, depending on the 
electron transfer components. Green sulfur bacteria 
and heliobacteria possess PS I-type RCs, and purple 
bacteria and green filamentous bacteria have PS II-
type RCs. Oxygenic photosynthesis contains both 
types of RC. Chl a is present in oxygenic photosyn-
thesis, but their derivatives function as the primary 
electron acceptors, A0, in green sulfur bacteria 
and heliobacteria; 81-OH-Chl a esterified with 
farnesol in heliobacteria and Chl a esterified 
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with ∆2,6-phytadienol in green sulfur bacteria 
(Kobayashi et al. 2000). In PS I-type RCs, chlo-
rophyll epimers function as the primary electron 
donors; Chl a’ in oxygenic organisms (Kobayashi 
et al. 1988), Chl d’ in Acaryochloris marina 
(Akiyama et al. 2001), BChl a’ in green sulfur 
bacteria (Kobayashi et al. 2000), and BChl g’ in 
heliobacteria (Kobayashi et al. 1991).

Gloeobacter violaceus PCC 7421 is an early-
diverging cyanobacterium (Rippka et al. 1974) and 
is assigned to a connecting site between anoxy-
genic and oxygenic photosynthesis. In 1996, a 
Chl d dominated cyanobacterium, Acaryochloris 
marina, was discovered (Miyashita et al. 1996). 
Here, we report the minor but key chlorophylls as 
well as the secondary electron acceptor quinones, 
A1, in G. violaceus and A. marina, and consider 
their succession from the chemical viewpoint.

Materials and methods

Chlorophyll and quinone analysis. Chlorophylls 
were analyzed by both normal-phase and reversed-
phase HPLC, and quinones by reversed-phase 
HPLC. Authentic MQ-4, MQ-7 and PhQ were pur-
chased from Wako pure chemicals. Quinones were 
identified by APCI-mass analyses.

Results and discussion

Minor but key chlorophylls in PS I. G. violaceus 
cells contained Chl a as a major component, and 
two minor pigments, Phe a and Chl a’ (Ohashi et al. 
2007). The pigment composition was identi-
cal to that of typical cyanobacteria, even though 
G. violaceus is assigned to an early-branched 
species in the phylogenetic tree of cyanobacteria 
on the basis of the 16S rRNA. G. violaceus PS I 
also showed the same chlorophyll composition as 
typical cyanobacterial PS I (Ohashi et al. 2007).

In A. marina cells, Chl a, Phe a and Chl d’ are 
present as minor components as well as dominant 
Chl d (Akiyama et al. 2001). P740 was initially pro-
posed to be a Chl d homodimer (Hu et al. 1998), later 

a Chl d’ homodimer (Akiyama et al. 2001), and 
finally a Chl d/d’ heterodimer (Akiyama et al. 2002, 
2004), just like the Chl a/a’ for P700 (Kobayashi 
et al. 1988). The primary electron acceptor, A0, in 
PS I of A. marina is Chl a (Kumazaki et al. 2002), 
supporting our hypothesis that Chl a derivative 
is a general feature of A0 in the PS I-type RCs 
(Kobayashi et al. 2006).

Quinone molecules in PS I. The secondary 
electron acceptors, A1, is phylloquinone (PhQ) in 
almost all oxygenic photosynthetic organisms. PhQ 
was clearly detected in A. marina cells (Fig. 1B) 
(Ohashi et al. 2007). The stoichiometry of PhQ/Chl 
d’ was 2/1, indicating that two molecules of PhQ 
are present in PS I.

In contrast, PhQ was absent from G. violaceus 
PS I, but a peak corresponding to menaquinone-4 
(MQ-4) was clearly observed (Fig. 1A) (Mimuro et 
al. 2005). The component showed the same absorp-
tion spectrum as a MQ-4 standard. The stoichiom-
etry of MQ-4/Chl a’ was 2/1, meaning the presence 
of two MQ-4 molecules in PS I.

The APCI-mass spectrum of quinone purified 
from the PS I particles of G. violaceus showed a 
molecular ion peak [M + H]+ at m/z 445.2, which is 
the same value as a MQ-4 standard (C31H40O2; mol 

Fig. 1 Reversed-phase HPLC profiles for (A) PS I com-
plexes of G. violaceus, (B) A. marina cells, and (C) a 
mixture of authentic MQ-4, PhQ and MQ-7. Detection 
wavelength is 248 nm
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wt = 444.6) (Ohashi et al. 2007). The quinone puri-
fied from A. marina showed a molecular ion peak 
[M + H]+ at m/z 451.3, which was the same value 
as a PhQ standard (C31H46O2; mol wt = 450.7) 
(Ohashi et al. 2007). The peak of PhQ was larger 
by 6.1 mass units than the respective peak of MQ-4, 
which can be ascribed to a difference in the long 
chains; three C&dbond;C bonds in the long chain 
of MQ-4 are reduced by six hydrogen atoms in 
PhQ. We thus concluded that A1 of A. marina and 
G. violaceus are PhQ and MQ-4, respectively.

Succession of chlorophyll: BChl g Æ Chl a. 
Heliobacteria are candidates for the ancestor of the 
Chl a-type PS I RC (Kobayashi et al. 2006). Large 
difference between heliobacteria and the G. violaceus 
PS I is seen in antenna pigment and the primary 
electron donor; antenna and P798 in heliobacteria 
are BChl g and (BChl g’)2 and antenna and P700 
in G. violaceus are Chl a and Chl a/a’ (Fig. 2). The 
molecular structures of BChl g/g’ and Chl a/a’ look 
very different from each other, but if the isomerization 
might happen, BChl g/g’ underwent to yield Chl a/a’. 
Such an isomerization took place under the weak 
acidic condition (Kobayashi et al. 1998).

Succession of chlorophyll: Chl a ~ Chl d. The 
Chl d-dominant A. marina has the advantage of 
utilizing longer wavelength red light that cannot be 
efficiently absorbed by Chl a-type algae in colonial 
ascidians. The biosynthetic pathway of Chl d has 
not yet been clarified, while Chl d is supposed to be 
biosynthesized from Chl a, like Chl b. Recently, we 
came across the formation of Chl d from Chl a with 
papain in aqueous organic solvents (Koizumi et al. 
2005). One can easily imagine from the chemical 
viewpoint that simple oxidation of Chl a to yield 
Chl b (−CH3 → −CHO) had much more chance to 
happen in nature than complex oxidation of Chl a 
to Chl d (−CH&dbond;CH2 → −CHO).

Succession of quinone in PS I: MQ Æ PhQ. 
The present study indicates that the molecular 
evolution of A1 had not happened during the 
evolution from anoxygenic heliobacteria into an 
early-diverging oxygenic cyanobacteria, and that 
the molecular conversion of MQ into PhQ took 
place after the birth of cyanobacteria (Fig. 2). 
These results demonstrated that the optimization 
of photosynthetic system might be delayed from 
the biological evolution.

Fig. 2 Schematic evolution of the PS I-type RCs based on the key chlorophylls and quinones
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A Bacterial-Type Sensor Kinase Couples Electron Transport 
to Gene Expression in Chloroplasts

Sujith Puthiyaveetil and John F. Allen

Abstract  Two-component systems, comprising 
sensor histidine kinases and response regulators, 
are ubiquitous signal transducers in bacteria. 
Chloroplasts, despite having a cyanobacterial 
ancestry, do not appear to possess two-component 
systems as signal transducers. Apart from a few 
reported cases of two-component systems of the red 
algal chloroplasts, it is generally believed that the 
two-component systems of the ancestral symbiont 
were lost or recruited in various locations of the 
host cell other than chloroplasts. Here we report a 
typical bacterial-type sensor kinase in chloroplasts. 
The gene for this kinase is found in cyanobac-
teria, from which chloroplasts evolved, and has 
moved, in evolution, to the nuclear genomes of 
algae and green plants. The gene encoding this 
Chloroplast Sensor Kinase (CSK), when inactivated 
in Arabidopsis, results in plants that are disabled 
in photosynthetic control of chloroplast gene tran-
scription. This CSK-dependent process requires a 
sensor of electron transport between chloroplast 

photosystems I and II. Thus CSK is involved in a 
redox regulatory mechanism that couples photo-
synthesis to chloroplast gene expression. Sequence 
similarity searches find homologues of CSK to be 
present in many different lineages of algae and 
plants and to be related phylogenetically to the 
known plastid two-component systems of red algae. 
The persistence of this ancient signalling system 
of cyanobacteria in chloroplasts and its function in 
coupling photosynthesis to chloroplast gene expres-
sion bears directly on the premise that chloroplasts 
retain genes whose expression must be regulated 
by photosynthetic electron transport and that the 
mechanism of regulation has been conserved from 
the prokaryotic, ancestral endosymbiont.

Keywords  Chloroplast, photosynthesis, two-
component systems, redox, transcription, gene 
expression

Introduction

Photosynthesis is the conversion of radiant energy 
into chemical potential energy by plants, algae, 
and certain species of bacteria. These organisms 
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thereby harness sunlight to drive the biogeochemi-
cal cycles of carbon and oxygen, sustaining life on 
Earth. The primary processes of photosynthesis 
are light absorption by chlorophyll and stabilised 
electrical charge separation, resulting in transfer 
of electrons along a chain of carriers (Blankenship 
2002). In transfer of one or more electrons, each 
carrier undergoes a cycle of chemical reduction 
and oxidation, becoming reduced by accepting an 
electron from the previous carrier, and then oxi-
dised by donating the electron to the next carrier 
in the chain. This reduction–oxidation or “redox” 
chemistry underpins energy conversion not just 
in photosynthesis but also in respiration – the 
re-mobilisation of the energy originally captured 
from sunlight and stored as the free energy of 
reactions between reductants and oxidants.

One type of photosynthesis uses water as the 
initial electron donor for the photosynthetic elec-
tron transport chain, and so produces free, molecu-
lar oxygen as the product of water oxidation. This 
“oxygenic” photosynthesis is now found in cyano-
bacteria and in their evolutionary descendants, the 
chloroplasts of eukaryotic plants and algae (Allen 
and Martin 2007). The ancient endosymbiosis that 
co-opted cyanobacteria as photosynthetic com-
partments of eukaryotic cells must have involved 
uptake and maintenance of the both the genetic and 
photosynthetic systems of the cyanobacterial endo-
symbiont (Gray 1992; McFadden 2001). Today, the 
chloroplasts of photosynthetic eukaryotes carry out 
oxygenic photosynthesis indistinguishable, except 
in fine detail, from that seen in cyanobacteria, 
while the chloroplast genome has been greatly 
decreased in size, as cyanobacterial genes have 
been lost or relocated to the eukaryotic cell nucleus 
(Martin et al. 2002).

Cyanobacterial genes retained in chloroplasts 
always include those encoding apoproteins of 
the photosynthetic reaction centres catalysing the 
primary, light-driven redox chemistry of photosyn-
thesis. Why is this? One proposal is that expression 
of these special, structural genes must be subject 
to redox regulatory control, in order for the pho-
tosynthetic reaction centres to be synthesised in 
a precisely co-ordinated way, even when the light 

environment changes, or when metabolic supply 
and demand will otherwise alter the redox balance 
of the electron transport chain (Allen 1993a, 2003). 
Thus a co-location of gene with gene product 
within the same cellular compartment – the chlo-
roplast – serves to ensure redox homeostasis, and 
a rapid and direct feedback control from photosyn-
thesis to its genes.

Here we identify a bacterial sensor kinase (Allen 
1993b; Ashby and Houmard 2006; Stock et al. 2000) 
in chloroplasts of higher plants, now encoded by a 
gene in the cell nucleus. Inactivation of this gene in 
Arabidopsis thaliana disrupts redox control of tran-
scription of chloroplast. These results reveal a mech-
anism that couples photosynthesis to chloroplast 
genome function. This coupling has been conserved 
from the chloroplast’s cyanobacterial ancestor, and 
therefore provides evidence for the function of cyto-
plasmic genetic systems in eukaryotes.

Materials and methods

Sequence analysis. Sequence similarity searches 
were performed with blastp and tblastn programs. 
Sub-cellular localization prediction was done 
with TargetP, ChloroP, Predotar, PCLR and Wolf 
PSORT. Domains and motifs were identified with 
SMART database. Sequence alignment was gener-
ated with ClustalW and the alignment was edited 
with Jalview editor.

Immuno-localization of CSK in thylakoid frac-
tions. A partial cDNA clone (U13211) encoding 
450 residues from the carboxy-terminal of CSK was 
obtained from ABRC and expressed in a pGEX4T2 
(Amersham) vector system as a GST fusion pro-
tein. Over-expressed CSK was purified by affin-
ity chromatography (Glutathione Sepharose) and 
GST tail was removed with thrombin. A polyclo-
nal Anti-CSK serum was generated in rabbit by 
injecting the purified CSK (Innovagen, Sweden). 
Standard western blotting procedures were fol-
lowed for probing the Arabidopsis proteome with 
the Anti-CSK antibody.

Genotyping of the SALK T-DNA insertion 
lines. Two T-DNA lines (SALK_027360 and 
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SALK_018074) harbouring insertions in the gene 
(At1g67840) encoding the CSK protein were 
obtained from ABRC. Genomic DNA was isolated 
from these lines and genotyped for homozygous 
insertion lines by using genomic and T-DNA cas-
sette primers. A confirmative reverse transcriptase 
PCR was also done to ensure that the expres-
sion from the locus At1g67840 is completely 
knocked-out. The genomic flanking sequence and 
the exact insertion site of T-DNA were determined 
by sequencing the PCR products.

Plant growth conditions. For the Light switch 
time-course experiment, Wild Type (Col-0) and 
CSK knockout mutant Arabidopsis lines were 
grown in white light (100 µE m−2 s−1) for 12 days 
and then transferred to Light 1 or Light 2 cabinets 
and allowed to acclimatize in Light 1 or 2 condi-
tions for 4 days. At the end of the fourth day, lights 
were switched. Leaves from —two to three plants 
were collected for RNA extraction before the light 
switch and at various time points extending to 32 h 
after the light switch. Chlorophyll a/b ratios were 
determined from plants, which were 2–4 weeks old 
and grown under 2 days of light 1, light 2 and white 
light conditions. Chlorophyll content was estimated 
by methods established by Porra et al. (2002).

RNA isolation and quantitative real time PCR. 
Total RNA was isolated from the leaves of 15–17-
day old Arabidopsis plants with Qiagen RNeasy 
Plant mini kit. RNA was treated with RNase free 
DNase (Qiagen) to eliminate possible DNA con-
tamination. Quantitative RT PCR was performed 
with Quantitech SYBR green kit from Qiagen, in a 
Chromo4 cycler (Bio-Rad).

Results

Figure 1 shows the predicted amino acid sequence 
of CSK, the At1g67840 gene product of Arabidopsis 
thaliana, aligned with sequences of three bacterial 
histidine sensor kinases and with sequences of 
selected homologous proteins from plant whole 
genomes or expressed sequence tags (EST). The 
bacterial sensor kinases ArcB, RegB and EnvZ all 
contain a histidine residue that has been characterised 

as the site, in the complete protein, of autophos-
phorylation by phosphoryl group transfer from 
ATP (Bauer et al. 2003; Duplessis et al. 2007; Iuchi 
and Lin 1992; Mizuno et al. 1982a, b). Arabidopsis 
and other plant CSKs contain an homologous 
“H-box” motif in which the histidine itself is 
replaced by a glutamic acid residue (Fig. 1a).

The predicted molecular mass of Arabidopsis 
CSK is 66 kDa for the cytosolically synthesised 
chloroplast thylakoid–targeted precursor and 
57 kDa for the mature form of the protein. The 
mature 57 kDa CSK polypeptide is predicted by 
hydropathy analysis to contain one membrane-
spanning α-helix with a short N-terminal seg-
ment exposed at the lumenal, P-phase surface of 
the chloroplast thylakoid membrane, according 
to the “positive inside” rule (von Heijne 1992). 
The extended, C-terminal domain is therefore 
exposed to the chloroplast stroma (N-phase) where 
its kinase domain is expected to interact with its 
substrate and to bind ATP. Figure 1b shows the 
result of a Western blot in which Arabidopsis and 
spinach thylakoid proteins were probed with a pol-
yclonal antibody raised against the over-expressed 
and purified CSK. In Fig. 1b an immunoreactive 
band is seen in the thylakoid membrane fraction 
at an electrophoretic mobility corresponding to a 
molecular mass of 57 kDa, the predicted mass of 
the mature CSK. It is seen (Fig. 1c) that sequence 
motifs of the ATP-binding domain; N, G1, F, G2 
and G3 are common to bacterial sensor kinases 
ArcB, RegB and EnvZ and to CSK.

Figure 2a–d shows kinetics of psaA and psbA 
transcript accumulation in wild type and CSK 
mutant Arabidopsis plants in response to shifts in 
spectral quality of incident light. When light 1 is 
replaced by light 2, transcripts of the chloroplast 
psaA gene for a photosystem I reaction centre pro-
tein accumulate up to 11-fold in 26 h for the Wild 
Type (Fig. 2a), a functional response of up-regulation 
of genes for the rate-limiting reaction centre. 
In contrast, the CSK-mutant plants show only a 
fivefold increase in psaA gene transcription under 
the same conditions (Fig. 2a). This change repre-
sents a decrease of 55% in the psaA transcriptional 
response in the mutant. The reverse light switch, 
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Fig. 1 CSK is modified histidine kinase that is targeted to chloroplasts. a. The HisKA domain (dimerization and phosphoac-
ceptor domain as defined by SMART database) of CSK and its homologues along with that of three canonical histidine kinases, 
ArcB, RegB and EnvZ, are aligned. The site of auto-phosphorylation, H-box, is shown at the bottom. The auto-phosphorylat-
ing histidine is replaced by glutamate in CSK of higher plants, while a tyrosine replaces histidine in the Ostreococcus protein. 
b. Immuno-localization of CSK in thylakoids. Western blot of Arabidopsis proteome, probed with a polyclonal antibody raised 
against over-expressed CSK. An immunoreactive band is seen in the thylakoid fraction with an electrophoretic mobility cor-
responding to a protein of 57 KDa, the predicted molecular weight of mature CSK. A fainter band is also seen around 52 kDa, 
which is likely to be a cleavage product from the CSK. In the control, the polyclonal serum is tested against the over-expressed 
and affinity purified CSK protein. Spinach thylakoid shows similar immuno-reactive bands when probed with the CSK poly-
clonal serum. The arrow indicates the position of the major immunoreactive band. c. Sequence alignment of the ATP-binding 
domain of CSK and its homologues along with that of ArcB, RegB and EnvZ from bacteria. All the signature motifs (shown as 
N, G1, F, G2 and G3) characteristic of ATP binding domain of histidine kinases are conserved in CSK and its homologues

Fig. 2 psaA and psbA gene transcription kinetics in Wild Type (solid lines) and CSK knockout mutant (broken lines) as quanti-
fied with real time RT PCR. Changes in gene expression are shown as fold change plotted against time. Experimental conditions 
are PS1 to 2 and PS2 to 1 light switches. The time point at which the lights are switched is taken as zero time and the fold change 
thereupon (up or down regulation) is calculated by taking the expression at the time of light switch (zero time) as baseline. Error 
bars represent ±SE from three replicates. An 8-h dark photoperiod is shown as dark shaded rectangle on the X-axis
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from light 2 to light 1, produces a 2.5-fold decrease 
in psaA expression in the wild type (Fig. 2b), while 
the psaA transcript quantity does not fall under the 
same conditions in the CSK-mutant. Instead, psaA 
transcript quantity increases for 8 h in the mutant, 
eventually falling in the same way as in the wild 
type between 26 and 32 h (Fig 2b).

Transcription of the chloroplast gene psbA, which 
encodes a reaction centre protein of photosystem II, 
follows comparable kinetics to psaA in response 
to light switches (Pfannschmidt et al. 1999a, b), 
but the with the opposite sign. When photosystem 
I becomes rate-limiting, psbA for the photosystem 
II protein is switched off (Fig. 2c). Thus transcript 
quantity of psbA in the wild-type plants decreases 
by 2.5-fold in the first 2 h following the switch 
from light 1 to light 2, while the decrease is smaller 
in the mutant (Fig. 2c). Conversely, when light 
2 is replaced by light 1, psbA transcript quantity 
increases in the wild type after 24 h, but decreases 
in the CSK-mutant (Fig. 2d).

Figure 3 shows a phylogenetic tree constructed 
from CSK sequences of two cyanobacteria, one 
red alga, one green alga, and four green plants. All 
CSKs have a common ancestor in the cyanobacterial 
histidine kinase, Hik2. This a maximum likelihood 
tree generated by the PHYML program.

Discussion

In green plants, CSK appears as a cyanobacterial 
sensor kinase (Fig. 1a, c) that is targeted to chlo-
roplasts (Fig. 1b) and encoded by a gene that has 
moved from the chloroplast to the cell nucleus. 
Inactivation of this gene in Arabidopsis thaliana 
disrupts functional redox control of transcription 
of chloroplast genes (Fig. 2a–d). These results 
suggest that a two-component system underlies the 
mechanism that couples photosynthesis to chloro-
plast genome function. This coupling has evidently 
been inherited, and maintained, from the chloro-
plast’s cyanobacterial ancestor, and may illustrate 
a general function for cytoplasmic genetic systems 
in eukaryotes (Allen 1993a, 2003). Local, redox 
control of gene expression by energy transduction 
may explain the persistence, in evolution, of both 
chloroplast and mitochondrial genetic systems as 
extra-nuclear elements (Kirk and Tilney-Bassett 
1978) responsible for non-Mendelian inheritance 
of characters connected with photosynthesis and 
respiration (Allen et al. 2005).
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Inorganic Complexes Enabled the Onset of Life 
and Oxygenic Photosynthesis

Michael J. Russell1, John F. Allen2, and E. James Milner-White3

Abstract  Mackinawite ([Fe>>Ni)S]), greigite 
(NiS2[Fe4S4]S2Fe) and a tunnel manganite 
(CaMn4O8) similar in structure to hollandite were 
minerals that enabled the onset of chemosynthesis 
and, later, of oxygenic photosynthesis – the two 
events to make the greatest impact at the surface of 
our planet. The inorganic complexes contributing 
to the growth of such minerals – ([FeS2Fe]4H2O; 
[Fe4S4]

2+/1+; [Fe3S4]
+1/0; NiFe5S8, CaMn4O8 as well 

as HP2O7
3−) – were later sequestered by small 

organic molecules (initially polypeptides or 
carboxylate groups) to become active centres of 
the enzyme precursors that initially catalyzed the 
primary reactions of energy conversion and nutrient 
cycling. Examples of such adventitious cooptions 
were to produce (i) pyrophosphate ‘eggs’ in successive 
main chain NH peptide nests; (ii) protoferredoxins 
as thiolated metal sulfide eggs in peptide nests; 
(iii) precursors to carbon monoxide dehydrogenase 

(CODH)/acetyl CoA synthetase (ACS) as a Ni-
peptide and a thiolated egg in a peptide nest and 
(iv) the precursor to the active centre of the OEC by 
periplasmic carboxylates and hydroxyls adjacent to 
RC II in a protocyanobacterium.

Keywords  Greigite, hollandite, mackinawite, origin 
of life, oxygen evolving complex

Introduction

Autogenic life emerged as the most effective way 
to discharge geochemical energy on the early 
Earth. The steepest chemical and electrochemical 
gradients obtained where alkaline hydrothermal 
spring waters at ≤120°C, issued into a cool Hadean 
ocean. This is where CO2 in the acidulous ocean 
reacted with hydrothermal hydrogen and ammonia 
in reactions catalysed by pyrophosphate and trace 
metal sulfides. The strong chemical and physical 
gradients focussed at the surfaces of the hydrother-
mal mound thereby drove the acetyl-CoA pathway 
into existence. Acetate (joined later by methane) 
was the effluent produced during biosynthesis. These 
first microbes were to evolve into the acetogenic 
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bacteria and the methanoarchaea (Martin and 
Russell 2007).

Ocean floor spreading was eventually to convey 
the prokaryotes (now including secondary het-
erotrophs) that had expanded from the mound and 
occupied the ocean floor, to the photic zone where 
some bacteria evolved to exploit solar energy along 
the ocean shore. Here much of the protection from 
hard UV would have been provided initially by 
fine-grained manganite and manganate photopre-
cipitates. We investigate here how minerals and 
transition metal-ion clusters first set the scene for 
the onset of both chemosynthesis and oxygenic 
photosynthesis.

Mineral precipitates enabling life’s emergence

Although a strong disequilibrium obtained between 
hydrothermal H2 and the atmospheric CO2 dis-
solved in the early ocean, activation energies and 
catalysis were required to conquer the kinetic bar-
riers to reaction. A submarine mound produced 
at a hydrothermal alkaline Mg-bearing submarine 
spring presents itself as a potential reaction site. 
In part comprised of sulfides of iron and minor 
nickel and phosphates, the mound could act as a 
catalytic flow reactor, the margins of which sup-
ported strong redox and pH gradients (Russell and 
Hall 2006). These gradients supplied the activation 
energies required for reaction. Acetate or methane 
and other organic molecules were the products 
(Martin and Russell 2007). The ‘ready-made’ cata-
lyst enabling the reactions were freshly precipitated 
mackinawite ([Fe>>Ni]S) and greigite (NiFe5S8). 
Comprised of transition metals and sulfur—ele-
ments of variable valences – these minerals could 
transfer electrons, act as protohydrogenases, and 
catalyse reductions of carbon oxides to carboxylic 
and amino acids (Heinen and Lauwers 1996; Huber 
and Wächtershäuser 1997, 2003).

Low temperature pyrophosphates such as 
kanonerovite (MnNa3P3O10.12H2O) are more rare 
(Popova et al. 2002). However, pyrophosphate has 
bond energies similar to those in ATP and thus 
may have acted as a condensing agent in emerging 

life. The pyrophosphate could have been produced 
both by the proton gradient acting across the 
freshly precipitated inorganic barrier at the inter-
face between the acidulous ocean and the alkaline 
hydrothermal fluid (Russell and Hall 2006) as well 
as by the generation of acetate through the acetyl 
CoA pathway (Fuchs 1989; de Zwart et al. 2004).

Peptide takeover

While the iron-nickel sulfides and the pyrophos-
phates may have been moderate catalysts or condens-
ing agents, they were variously prone to dissolution, 
hydration and oxidation. On the other hand, were 
the inorganic clusters of what otherwise went to 
makeup the mineral forms of the phosphates and the 
iron sulfides, to have been sequestered via the partial 
positive charges of the NH groups of short peptides 
(cf. Huber and Wächtershäuser 1998), these would 
have then acted as uncoded proto-enzymes or coen-
zymes. Thus [Fe4S4](RS)4

2−/3−) or [Fe3S4](RS)4
3−/4−)/

peptide complexes may have acted as simple ferre-
doxins (Milner-White and Russell 2005) (Fig. 1a). 
A similar arrangement involving a thiolated cubane 
juxtaposed to a nickel-diamine of a peptide may 
have produced an uncoded precursor to a bifunc-
tional CODH/ACS. And a nitrogenase may have 
developed in a comparable fashion (Table 1) (Russell 
and Hall 2006). That phosphate anions were ligated 
in such a manner (Fig. 1b) is suggested by the fact 
that to this day the commonest phosphate binding 

Fig. 1 Stick pictures showing early nests of short peptides 
produced by main chain atoms of polypeptides: (a) (left) 
[Fe3S4](RS)4

3−/4− bound to RLRLR nest (cf. a ferredoxin), 
(b) (right) phosphate bound to LRLR nest (cf. the P loop) 
(carbon, green; oxygen, red; iron, rust; nitrogen blue; phos-
phorus, orange; sulfur, yellow) (From Milner-White and 
Russell 2008)
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motif is the ‘P’ or phosphate loop comprising five 
or six amino acid residues that invariably include 
at least one glycine. This achiral amino acid lacks a 
carbon-containing side chain which gives it a wide 
range of bond angles and freedom in the articulation 
of the peptide chain.

Mineral precipitate enabling oxygenic 
photosynthesis

The process of oxygenic photosynthesis entails 
the extraction of four electrons and four protons 
from two water molecules through the activities 
of another metalloenzyme, the oxygen evolving 
complex (OEC) located in PS II. PS II feeds 
electrons to PS I. In strong contrast to the iron 
and nickel-iron-sulfide complexes that enabled the 
onset of life, at the heart of the OEC lies a calcium-
manganese-oxide cluster. Below we explore how 
such a complex might have been first incorporated.

Allen (2005) has argued that evolution to cyano-
bacteria was via a proto-cyanobacterium that had 
the two reaction centres, RC I and RC II, either 
of which could function depending on the avail-
able substrates. RC I and RC II were to evolve 
into PS I and PS II. RC I is similar to the reaction 
centre housed in Chlorobium that extracts electrons 
linearly from hydrogen sulfide to energize bio-
synthesis, and operates at low reduction potential. 
RC II now occurs in Rhodopseudomonas spp. and 

Chloroflexus spp. Allen (2005) suggests that RC II 
evolved from the ancestral complex RC I within a 
single anaerobic lineage to oxidize organic detri-
tus at a higher redox potential as the H2S supply 
occasionally waned. In times of extreme dearth, 
and if the potential were high enough, we imagine 
H2O could have supplied electrons through RC II 
directly to RC I in place of CH2Odetritus if the puta-
tive redox switch, which prevented both centres 
from operating at the same time, were to have been 
disabled by mutation (Allen 2005). However, for 
water to be oxidized by a modified RC II required a 
cooptable ‘ready-made’ manganese-bearing redox 
cluster. And for RC II to be transformed into PS II 
required such a redox catalyst to have a potential 
high enough to oxidize water.

In the anaerobic conditions obtaining on the 
early Earth micromolar concentrations of manga-
nese would have been present in surface waters, 
wherefrom manganate and manganite minerals 
would have been precipitated on photooxidation. 
Anaerobic photosynthetic bacteria may have used 
these photolytic manganese oxide-bearing miner-
als (and their soluble clusters) as electron donors, 
acceptors and UV shields. We imagine hydrated 
manganese clusters within a shallow aqueous 
environment and adsorbed onto the cell wall of a 
photosynthetic bacterium, adventitiously losing 
electrons to RC II during dehydrogenation, while 
ferrous iron and hydrogen sulfide were oxidized. 
Before considering the likely makeup of the 

Table 1 Suggested inorganic complexes and alternative pathways either to mineral structures or inorganic "ready-made" 
protoenzyme clusters and their likely first chelators

Mineral Complex Enzyme cluster Chelator

Kanonerovite 
 MnNa3P3O1012H2O

2HPO4
2− + H+ →HP2O7

3− + 
 H2O

Pyrophosphate HP2O7
3− Successive main chain NH+ 

 peptide nests
Mackinawite (Fe>>Ni)S [FeS2Fe]4H2O [FeS2Ni]4H2O (Rieske protein) 

 Hydrogenase e−
Thiolated egg in peptide 
 nests?

Greigite cuboidal moiety 2[FeS2Fe] → [Fe4S4]
2+ + 2e− Ferredoxins [Fe4S4]

0/+, 
 [Fe3S4]

+/2+
Thiolated egg in peptide 
 nests?

Greigite as NiS2[Fe4S4]S2Fe NiFe5S8 CODH/ACS NiFe4S5 and 
 [Fe4S4]cys-Ni-cys2-Ni

Ni-peptide and thiolated 
 egg in peptide nests

Greigite twin as 
 [Fe4S3]S4[S3Fe4]

[Fe4S4]
2+/+ and MoS4

2− Nitrogenase 
 [Fe4S3]NS3[S3Fe3Mo]

Peptide nests + carboxyl 
 group?

Hollandite or tunnel 
 manganite

Ba(Mn4+,Mn2+)8O16 or 
 CaMn4O8

O2 evolving complex 
 CaMn4O5(aa)8 ± 2H2O

Periplasmic carboxyl groups
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original manganese cluster affecting the oxidation 
of water we need to understand the nature of the 
present-day active centre.

The metal oxide complex at the heart of the 
OEC comprises an isosceles triangle with calcium 
at the apex 3.4 Å from the two manganese atoms, 
themselves 2.8 Å apart at its base. One of these man-
ganese lies ~2.7 Å from a third manganese which 
itself lies ~2.7 Å from a distal manganese (Yano et al. 
2006). The OEC does not change topology on the 
loss of four electrons in the oxidation cycle. This 
open structure contrasts to the cubanes comprising 
the ferredoxins associated with CODH/ACS which 
only require the transfer of one or two electrons at a 
time before recharge. Recognising that a manganese-
only OEC does not work, we consider structures 
comprising various manganese compounds or 
minerals (and thereby the likely mineral clusters) 
with comparable stoichiometries or at least formula 
that might inform us as to the nature and origin of 
the ‘ready-made’ active centre to the OEC.

Because of its somewhat similar stoichiometry 
to the OEC we originally considered a ranciéite 
cluster (3H2O.CaMn4

IVO9) to have been the likely 
precursor (Russell and Hall 2006). However, 
Sauer and Yachandra (2004) have shown that 
the layered conformation of ranciéite make this 
unlikely. Nevertheless it is instructive to know 
that, while the comparable all-manganese mineral 
birnessite (3H2O.MnIIMn4

IVO9) may be reduced 
to the cubane-bearing spinel mineral hausmannite 
(Mn2

IIO4[Mn4
IIIO4]) – ranciéite cannot. This is 

paralleled by the fact that the would-be calcium 
spinel (Ca2O4[Mn4

IIIO4]) does not exist (Post 
1999). We have argued that it is the relatively 
low ionic potential of calcium that disallows 
the formation of a CaMn3O4 cubane. This may 
be one explanation for why an all-manganese 
OEC does not function, for if a cubane were to 
form on reduction, the kinetic energy required 
to open it again would be too great to allow the 
speedy delivery of the four electrons required for 
biosynthesis during the Kok reaction cycle (cf. 
Lind 1988). Another implication is that models 
involving a cubane at the heart of OEC cannot be 
correct. Furthermore, Chen et al. (1995) demon-

strate that calcium encourages the photoassembly 
of (Mn)4-clusters.

In their explanation for the origin of the OEC, 
Sauer and Yachandra (2004) note that the bond 
types and lengths of the manganese atoms in the 
tunnel mineral hollandite (Ba(Mn4+,Mn2+)8O16) are 
directly comparable to those in the OEC (Table 1). 
We assume here, given the likely high calcium:
barium ratios in littoral waters, that a calcium 
ion could take the place of barium in a holland-
ite structure to give a mixed valence cluster with 
the formula CaMn4O8. In this vein we note that 
an open structure mixed valence tunnel calcium 
manganite (CaMn4O8) has recently been dry-syn-
thesized (Table 1) (Barrier et al. 2005). Judging 
from the OEC’s present placement, we suggest that 
such a tunnel manganite structure was first seques-
tered by periplasmic carboxylate and hydroxyl 
ions. Such a sequestered ‘ready-made’ cluster 
would have been available for cooption by Allen’s 
protocyanobacterium, perhaps near subaerial sul-
furous and manganiferous springs (Russell and 
Hall 2006) (Table 1). Once the genetic machinery 
evolved to place the CaMn4−complex reliably at 
the peripheral end of what became PS II, this part 
of the membrane was invaginated. Thus, although 
the OEC is presently situated in the lumen side 
of the thylakoid membrane, it is topologically still 
on the cell’s exterior (Fig. 2).

In contrast to this thesis, Sauer (2007) now 
suggests that the development of oxygenic pho-
tosynthesis developed in steps, the first involving 
only two manganese atoms (initially as MnIII and 
Mn2+) that oxidized two water molecules to hydro-
gen peroxide, so releasing two protons and two 
electrons to RC II (cf Blankenship and Hartman 
1998; Barynin et al. 2001). Catalase activity is held 
to have seen to the production of dioxygen, though 
ambient ferrous iron may have been the direct and 
initial recipient.

Conclusions

Without an inorganic start, life could not have come 
into being. And without a ready-made inorganic 
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redox catalyst, oxygenic photosynthesis could not 
have emerged. Life is grounded in autotrophy and 
its chief representatives at the base of the food 
chain are the acetogenic bacteria, the methanoar-
chaea and the oxygenic cyanobacteria. Enabling 
the emergence of these three stalwarts of life were 
variously pyrophosphate, nickel-iron sulfides and 
eventually calcium-manganese oxide photo-pre-
cipitates, as well as the clusters from which the 
minerals were built. In time, these same clusters 
were spontaneously coopted; the phosphates and 
the thiolated sulfides by the main chains of achiral 
peptides, whereas the open MnCaMn3 oxide clus-
ter was sequestered by extracellular carboxylates 
of side chains and C-termini of proteins.
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Introduction

Chloroplasts are essential plant organelles in which 
photosynthesis and various fundamental intermedi-
ary metabolic reactions are housed. Chloroplasts 
evolved from endosymbiotic cyanobacteria and 
have their own genome that closely related to that 
of bacteria. The chloroplast genome consists of 
a single circular molecule of DNA and ranges in 
size from 30 to 200 Kb. In angiosperms and most 
algae, chloroplast DNA is highly conserved both 
in genomic structure and gene order. It is now 
commonly believed that all chloroplasts are mono-
phyletic, and that there was only one universal 
ancestor to all plants.

In higher plants, chloroplast maturation is 
highly visible developmental process. During 
the transition from proplastids to chloroplasts in 
angiosperms, plastid genome is transcribed by two 
types RNA polymerases the eubacterial-type PEP 
(Plastid-encoded plastid RNA polymerase), and 
the T7 phage-type NEP (Nuclear-encoded plastid 
RNA polymerase). NEP preferentially transcribes 
housekeeping genes in non-photosynthetic plastids, 
whereas, PEP is essential for transcription of pho-
tosynthesis genes in chloroplasts. PEP is composed 
of plastid-encoded catalytic core enzyme (α, β, β′, 
β″) and a nuclear-encoded sigma factor that confers 
promoter recognition and specific transcription 
initiation. In Arabidopsis thaliana six sigma fac-
tor genes (Sig1–Sig6) have been identified. Early 
in chloroplast development, NEP activity pre-
dominates, but PEP activity eventually overtakes 
it in mature chloroplasts. Furthermore, nuclear-
encoded chloroplast sigma factors coordinately 
orchestrate the transcription program during chlo-
roplast development.

Unlike higher plants, the unicellular green alga 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii possesses only chloro-
plasts and contains a single sigma factor and lacks 
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NEP. Unicellular algae may lack the specialized 
transcription system needed during developmental 
transition that occur in higher plants. Interestingly, 
the moss Physcomitrella patens contains a putative 
plastid-type NEP and multiple sigma factors. 
However, the evolution of the chloroplast transcrip-
tion machinery system is largely unknown.

PEP promoters generally have the bacterial 
sigma-70 type recognition sequences composed of 
canonical −35 and −10 elements. Among chloro-
plast PEP promoters, psbD light-responsive pro-
moter (psbD LRP) is one of the most unique 
promoters (Tsunoyama et al. 2004). The psbD 
LRP is specifically activated by high irradiance of 
blue light (Christopher and Mullet 1994), various 
stress signals, including low temperature, high 
salt and high osmotic conditions (Nagashima et al. 
2004), and by biorhythms (Nakahira et al. 1998). 
The psbD LRP lacks a functional −35 element and 
requires an upstream activating sequences (AAG 
box) for transcription (Nakahira et al. 1998; Kim 
et al. 1999). Interestingly, a special sigma factor, 
AtSIG5 is involved in the recognition of the psbD 
LRP lacking −35 promoter element (Tsunoyama 
et al. 2004). A homologue of AtSIG5 gene has 
been identified in Physcomitrella patens of moss, 
however, it is not clear when during land plant 
evolution the psbD LRP was acquired. Genomic 
databases suggest that the AAG box is conserved 
in angiosperms and in part in gymnosperm, but not 
in ferns and mosses. In this study, we determined 
the upstream sequence of the psbD in 21 species 
of gymnosperm and 9 species of fern and found 
that the psbD LRP sequences were acquired during 
early gymnosperm evolution. In addition, extensive 
mapping of the psbD LRP transcription initiation 
sites revealed that the general sigma-70 type pro-
moters are used in ferns, suggesting that the AAG 
box-dependent psbD LRP has been changed from 
the general PEP promoter during gymnosperm 
evolution. Furthermore, we found that the psbD 
LRP activity is not regulated by light in primitive 
angiosperms, gymnosperms and ferns. It is likely 
that the light-dependent transcription of the psbD 
LRP was acquired sometime after the evolution of 
the psbD LRP sequences. Here we report the evolu-

tion of psbD LRP in terms of the promoter structure, 
function and physiology.

Materials and methods

Plant material. Plants used in this study were 
harvested in the Kyoto Botanical Garden. DNA 
was isolated using a standard phenol-chloroform 
protocol. RNA was also isolated from 72 h dark-
adapted plants, or 4 h illuminated plants after the 
dark-adaptation using the Plant RNA Reagent 
(Invitrogen).

Primer extension analysis. Primer extension 
analysis was carried out using Primer Extention 
System – AMV Reverse Transcriptase (Promega). 
Specific primers were designed for each plant, and 
were labeled at the 5′ end using T4 polynucleotide 
kinase and γ-32P-ATP. The annealing and primer 
extension reactions were conducted according to 
the manufacture’s instructions. After reverse tran-
scription the radiolabeled cDNAs were electro-
phoresed in 5% denaturing acrylamide gel.

Northern-blot analysis. Total cellular RNA was 
separated by 1% agarose denaturing gels. The blots 
were hybridized with DIG-labeled probes.

Results and discussion

The psbD LRP sequences were acquired during 
early gymnosperm evolution. To clarify when dur-
ing land plant evolution the psbD LRP sequences 
were acquired, we determined the upstream 
sequence of the psbD in 21 species of gymno-
sperm and 9 species of fern (Fig. 1). AAG box is 
a main feature of the psbD LRP and is conserved 
in almost all gymnosperms and angiosperms 
examined. The only exceptions are three spe-
cies of Gnetales, including Gnetum gnemon L., 
Welwitschia mirabilis and Ephedra distachya L 
that completely lack the psbD LRP sequences. 
Unlike gymnosperms and angiosperms, however, 
the moss and ferns lack the conserved AAG box, 
although the −10 element is almost complete. 
Interestingly, the fern sequences (psbD LRP-like 
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sequences) may contain a putative −35 element 
(under line) in addition to the conserved −10 element, 
suggesting that ferns use a general sigma-70 type 
promoters. Extensive sequence analysis revealed 
that the psbD LRP sequences were likely acquired 
during the evolution of Cycads. Cycads are primi-
tive gymnosperms that first appear in the geological 
record about 170–180 million years ago. The 
GACC/T repeat in the AAG box is less conserved 
in Stangeriaceae and Zamiaceae than those in 

other gymnosperms. These results demonstrated 
that the psbD LRP sequences were acquired during 
early gymnosperm evolution.

The psbD LRP-like sequences of ferns may 
function as a sigma-70 type promoter

The promoter activity of the psbD LRP has been 
investigated mainly in several dicots and cereals. 
In order to examine whether the psbD LRP function 

Nicotiana tabacum
Triticum aestivum
Laurus nobilis
Nymphaea alba
Amborella trichopoda
Pinus thunbergii
Chamaecyparis obtusa
Podocarpus nagi
Podocarpus macrophyllus
Sciadopitys verticillata
Metasequoia glyptostroboides
Cryptomeria japonica
Araucaria angustifolia
Taxus cuspidata
Ginkgo biloba
Cycas revoluta
Zamia floridana
Zamia loddigesii
Dioon edule
Macrozamia fawcettii 
Encephalartos lehmannii
Encephalartos caffer
Stangeria eriopus
Arachniodes standishii
Dryopteris crassirhizoma
Polystichum polyblepharum 
Diplazium subsinuatum
Microlepia strigosa
Pteris nipponica
Adiantum capillus-vaneris
Equisetum hyemale
Huperzia lucidula
Psilotum nudum
Physcomitrella patens
Anthoceros formosae
Marchantia polymorpha
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii
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AAGTAAGTAGACCTGACC / T

AAGT repeat GACC / T repeat

Green alga

Fig. 1 Alignment of psbD LRP sequences from various land plants. Nucleotide sequences of the psbD LRP of various 
 gymnosperms and angiosperms were aligned. Conserved nucleotide sequences in the AAG box and −10 element was indi-
cated by green and blue characters, respectively. Nucleotide substitutions are shown by red characters. Putative −35 elements 
of ferns are indicated by underlines
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as a promoter for transcription initiation in other 
plants, we mapped the transcription initiation 
sites of the psbD gene in Adiantum capillus-van-
eris (fern), Pinus thunbergii (conifer), Bay laurel 
(primitive angiosperm) and Arabidopsis thaliana 
(dicot). Primer extension analyses revealed that the 
psbD LRP and psbD LRP-like sequences function 
as a promoter in all plants examined. Since the 
AAG box is conserved among Pinus thunbergii, 
bay laurel, and Arabidopsis thaliana, it is suggested 
that transcription from the psbD LRP is dependent 
on the conserved AAG box in gymnosperm and 
angiosperm. On the other hand, the AAG box is not 
conserved in the fern psbD LRP-like sequences. 
As shown in Fig. 1, the fern psbD LRP-like 
sequences may contain a putative −35 element in 

addition to the conserved −10 element, suggesting that 
ferns use the general sigma-70 type PEP promot-
ers. Taken together, these results suggest that the 
psbD LRP has changed from the general sigma-70 
type promoter to the AAG box-dependent promoter 
during early gymnosperm evolution.

Interestingly, the psbD LRP and psbD LRP-
like sequences have been mapped almost 900 bp 
upstream region of the psbD translation initiation 
site in all plants examined (Fig. 2). We further 
identified several additional promoters around the 
psbD LRP. Putative sigma-70 type −35/−10 pro-
moter elements were identified upstream of the 5′ 
terminuses of the psbD transcripts, suggesting that 
these sites represent transcription initiation sites. 
However, the location of the identified additional 
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Fig. 2 Mapping of transcription initiation sites of psbD gene in various plants.
We mapped the transcription initiation sites of the psbD gene in Arabidopsis thaliana (angiosperm), bay laurel (primitive 
angiosperm), Pinus thunbergii, Gnetum gunemon, Ephedra distachya (gymnosperm), Adiantum capillus-vaneris, Equisetum hyemale 
(fern). (A–D) Primer extension analyses of psbD transcripts. (E) Transcription map of the psbD gene in various land plants
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promoters and their sequences are not conserved. 
In contrast to the psbD LRP that has evolved from 
an ancestral sigma-70 type promoter, other psbD 
promoters have been likely acquired independent 
in each group during land plant evolution.

As shown in Fig. 2, the psbD LRP-like sequences 
are not identified in Gnetales. Primer extension 
analyses mapped a single sigma-70 type promoter 
in the conserved region of Gnetales (Gnetum gne-
mon L, Welwitschia mirabilis, Ephedra distachya 
L) suggesting that Gnetales have lost the psbD LRP 
and acquired the other sigma-70 type promoter 
during early Gnetales evolution.

Light-dependent Activation of the psbD LRP has 
been acquired during late Angiosperm Evolution. 
Light-dependent activation of the psbD LRP has 
been reported in several cereals (barley, rice and 
wheat) and dicots (Arabidopsis, and tbacco). To 
know when the light-dependent activation of the 
psbD LRP was acquired during land plant evolu-
tion, we examined the light-induced transcription 
of the psbD LRP by Northern blot and primer 
extension analyses. Total RNAs were isolated from 
leaves of 72 h dark-adapted plants or 4 h illumi-
nated plants after the dark-adaptation. We exam-
ined Arabidopsis thaliana (angiosperm,) bay laurel 
(primitive angiosperm), Pinus thunbergii and Cycas 
revoluta (gymnosperm), and Adiantum capillus-
vaneris (fern). The psbD LRP transcripts were 
clearly induced by light in Arabidopsis thaliana 
(data not shown). However, to our surprise, the 
psbD LRP was constitutively transcribed in both 

dark and light in other plants including the primitive 
angiosperm. These results suggest that the light-
induced transcription of the psbD LRP have been 
acquired during late angiosperm evolution, after the 
evolution of the psbD LRP sequences which likely 
occurred during early gymnosperm evolution.
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GUN1 (GENOMES UNCOUPLED1) Encodes 
a Pentatricopeptide Repeat (PPR) Protein Involved 
in Plastid Protein Synthesis-Responsive Retrograde 
Signaling to the Nucleus

Amanda J. Cottage1, Ellie K. Mott1, Jun-Hui Wang1,2, James A. Sullivan1,3, 
Dan MacLean1,4, Linh Tran1, Mun-Kit Choy1, Christine Newell1, 
Tony A. Kavanagh1,5, Sue Aspinall1, and John C. Gray1

Abstract  Plastid-to-nucleus signaling coordi-
nates the expression of nuclear and plastid genes 
required for the assembly of functional chlo-
roplasts. We have isolated new alleles of gun1 
(genomes uncoupled1) by screening EMS-muta-
genised lines of Arabidopsis thaliana contain-
ing the GFP reporter gene under the control of a 
tobacco RbcS promoter for GFP expression in the 
presence of norflurazon, a carotenoid biosynthesis 
inhibitor, or lincomycin, an inhibitor of plastid 
translation. gun1 mutants were able to express pho-
tosynthesis-related nuclear genes in the presence of 
lincomycin, unlike other gun (gun2-gun5) mutants. 
Microarray analysis identified CA1 (CARBONIC 
ANHYDRASE1) as the gene most responsive to 
lincomycin in wild-type seedlings, and a CA1 

promoter::GFP reporter gene was used to map 
the gun1 mutation to a 224 kb region on chromo-
some 2. Sequencing of candidate genes identified 
GUN1 as At2g31400, encoding a pentatricopeptide 
repeat (PPR) protein of 918 amino acid residues. 
gun1-100 contained a point mutation creating a 
stop codon at amino acid 56, whereas gun1-1 con-
tained a point mutation resulting in an Ala259Val 
change. GUN1-GFP fusion proteins were targeted 
to chloroplast nucleoids following microprojectile 
bombardment of Arabidopsis and tobacco leaves.

Keywords  Arabidopsis, chloroplast, gun1, linco-
mycin, PPR protein, retrograde signaling

Introduction

The formation of functional chloroplasts requires 
the coordinate expression of genes distributed 
between the plastid and nuclear genomes, and there 
is now abundant evidence that signals from plastids 
regulate the expression of a subset of nuclear 
genes encoding photosynthesis-related proteins 
(Nott et al. 2006). Experiments with inhibitors, 
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such as norflurazon or lincomycin, or mutant 
plants affected in plastid processes have indicated 
that the perturbation of tetrapyrrole biosynthesis, 
plastid protein synthesis or photosynthesis results 
in plastid signaling to the nucleus. The analysis of 
Arabidopsis gun mutants, which express the GUS 
reporter gene under the control of the Arabidopsis 
Lhcb1*2 promoter in the presence of norflurazon 
(Susek et al. 1993), has provided evidence for the 
involvement of Mg-protoporphyrinIX as a plas-
tid-derived signal negatively regulating photosyn-
thesis-related nuclear genes (Strand et al. 2003). 
Four of the five characterised gun mutants (gun2, 
gun3, gun4 and gun5) encode proteins involved 
in tetrapyrrole biosynthesis (Nott et al. 2006). 
However, the analysis of gun double mutants sug-
gested that GUN1 does not function in the same 
signaling pathway as GUN2, GUN3, GUN4 and 
GUN5 (Vinti et al. 2000; Mochizuki et al. 2001).

We have conducted a new genetic screen for 
gun mutants in Arabidopsis using a different 
promoter and reporter gene to those used previ-
ously (Susek et al. 1993). We have isolated new 
alleles of gun1 and shown they are able to express 
photosynthesis-related nuclear genes in the pres-
ence of lincomycin, unlike other gun (gun2-gun5) 
mutants. We have identified At2g31400 as the 
locus of gun1 mutations and shown that GUN1 
encodes a plastid nucleoid-located pentatricopep-
tide repeat (PPR) protein.

Materials and methods

Gene constructs and plant transformation. Standard 
molecular biology methods were used to produce 
constructs for plant transformation. The RbcS pro-
moter::GFP construct was assembled in pBIN-
mGFP (Haseloff et al. 1997) and the CA1 promoter::
GFP and CA1 promoter::uidA constructs were 
assembled in pBINPLUS. Agrobacterium tumefa-
ciens LBA4404 or GV3101 containing a binary vec-
tor was then used to transform Arabidopsis thaliana 
(Ws, Col-0 or gun1-1) by floral dip (Clough and 
Bent 1998) and transformants were identified using 
a rapid selection method (Harrison et al. 2006).

Mutagenesis and isolation of putative gun 
mutants. Mutagenesis was carried out with 50 
or 100 mM ethylmethane sulphonate (EMS), as 
described by Rédei and Koncz (1992), or by 
exposing seed to 16 krad γ radiation for 1 h in the 
centre of a Torrex 150 X-ray machine. M2 seeds 
were grown for 7 days on agar containing half-
strength MS medium and 1 µM norflurazon at 
22°C under white light of 100 µmol m−2 s−1 with a 
photoperiod of 16 h. Putative mutants were iden-
tified by screening for GFP fluorescence using a 
hand-held UV lamp.

Transcript analysis. Total RNA extraction, 
RNA gel blot assay and quantitative analysis of 
hybridisation signals were performed as described 
previously (Sullivan and Gray 2002). cRNA prepa-
ration, hybridisation to Affymetrix ATH-121501 
microarrays, array scanning, and data normalisa-
tion were carried out by MRCGeneService or the 
Nottingham Arabidopsis Stock Centre (NASC), 
according to standard Affymetrix protocols.

Transient expression and confocal microscopy. 
Bombardment of leaves of Arabidopsis or tobacco 
with tungsten or gold particles coated with DNA 
encoding various GFP fusion proteins, and exami-
nation of GFP fluorescence by confocal micros-
copy (Leica TCS-NT) were carried out exactly as 
described by Helliwell et al. (2001).

Results

Isolation of new gun1 mutants. Putative gun 
mutants were identified by screening 7-day-old 
M2 seedlings of an EMS-mutagenised transgenic 
line containing a tobacco RbcS promoter::GFP 
reporter construct for GFP fluorescence in the 
presence of norflurazon. Putative gun mutants 
were allowed to self-pollinate and the seedling 
progeny examined for GFP fluorescence in the 
presence of lincomycin, an inhibitor of plastid 
translation. Lincomycin was able to distinguish 
two classes of gun mutants. A small number of 
mutants showed GFP fluorescence when grown in 
the presence of lincomycin, although most puta-
tive gun mutants did not.
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Putative gun mutants were crossed to gun1-1, 
gun4-1 and gun5-1 (Susek et al. 1993; Mochizuki 
et al. 2001), and to hy1-6.2 (=gun2) and hy2-1 
(=gun3), and GFP fluorescence in the cotyledons 
of the F1 progeny grown in the presence of norflu-
razon was examined. This indicated that one of the 
lines showing GFP fluorescence in the presence 
of lincomycin was allelic to gun1-1. These gun1 
mutants were able to express endogenous RbcS 
and Lhcb1 genes in the presence of lincomycin or 
norflurazon, as shown by northern blot hybridi-
sation (Fig. 1), whereas expression of RbcS and 
Lhcb1 was sensitive to lincomycin in the other gun 
mutants (gun2-gun5).

Microarray analysis. Microarray analysis using 
Affymetrix ATH-121501 arrays was carried out 
with RNA extracted from 7-day-old gun1-1 and 
wild-type seedlings grown in the light or dark, and 
in the presence or absence of lincomycin. In wild-
type seedlings, lincomycin affected the expression 
of ∼2,500 genes in the light and ∼600 genes in the 
dark. The most highly down-regulated gene was 
CA1 (CARBONIC ANHYDRASE1, At3g01500). 
However, comparison of the transcripts in 7-day-
old wild-type and gun1-1 seedlings grown in the 
absence of lincomycin showed only a single gene 
difference in the light or the dark. Photosynthesis-
related genes did not show any differences in tran-
script abundance between wild-type and gun1-1 
seedlings grown in the absence of lincomycin. This 

indicates that plastid protein synthesis-responsive 
retrograde signaling does not occur in seedlings 
grown in the light or the dark in the absence of 
inhibitors.

The response of the CA1 gene to lincomycin 
treatment of wild-type and gun1-1 seedlings was 
examined by RT-PCR (Fig. 2). Transcripts of CA1 
were undetectable in wild-type seedlings grown in 
the presence of lincomycin, whereas gun1-1 seed-
lings contained similar amounts of transcripts to 
untreated wild-type or gun1-1 seedlings.

The effect of lincomycin on CA1 expression in 
wild-type and gun1-1 seedlings was also confirmed 
by examination of transgenic Arabidopsis lines con-
taining CA1 promoter fusions to the GFP or GUS 
reporter genes. GFP fluorescence and GUS activity 
were abolished by growth of wild-type seedlings in 
the presence of lincomycin. In contrast, lincomycin 
had no detectable effect on GFP fluorescence and 
GUS activity in gun1-1 seedlings.

Mapping and identification of gun1. Preliminary 
mapping experiments were carried out with F2 
mapping populations derived from crosses between 
gun1-100 (Ws background) and Ler and between 
gun1-1 (Col background) and Ler. Mapping using 
CAPS and SSLP markers located both gun1 alle-
les to a similar region of chromosome 2, but was 
constrained by the insertion of the GUS or GFP 
reporter gene in the vicinity of gun1 in each of the 
mutant lines. To provide an alternative reporter 

Fig. 1 RNA gel blot analysis of seedlings of parental and 
gun mutant lines. Total RNA was extracted from 7-day-
old seedlings grown in the light on W (half-strength MS 
medium), Lin (250 mg/L lincomycin in half-strength MS 
medium) and NF (1 µM norflurazon in half-strength MS 
medium). RNA (6 µg) was fractionated by electrophoresis in 
a 1% agarose gel, blotted onto GeneScreen Plus membrane 
and hybridised to 32P-labelled probes for RbcS, Lhcb1 and 
CHS. Equal loading was confirmed by hybridisation with a 
rRNA probe. CHS was examined as a light-regulated, but 
non-plastid regulated, gene

Fig. 2 RT-PCR analysis of transcripts of CA1 in wild-type 
and gun1-1 seedlings. Total RNA was extracted from 7-day-old 
seedlings grown in the presence or absence of lincomycin 
(250 mg/L) and subjected to RT-PCR analysis using primers 
specific for CA1 and ACT2 (as an internal standard). PCR 
products were separated by agarose gel electrophoresis. W, 
water; Lin, lincomycin
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gene for the detection of homozygous F2 mutant 
progeny, a gun1-1 line containing the CA1 pro-
moter-GFP construct was crossed with Ler and the 
homozygous F2 mutant seedlings selected by their 
GFP fluorescence when grown in the presence of 
lincomycin. CAPS and SSLP markers were used 
to map the mutation to a 224 kb region of chromo-
some 2. Several candidate genes, selected because 
of their expression patterns or the predicted loca-
tions of the gene products, were sequenced and 
this approach detected mutations in At2g31400 
in both gun1-1 and gun1-100. gun1-1 contained a 
point mutation resulting in an Ala to Val change at 
amino acid residue 259, and gun1-100 contained a 
point mutation creating a stop codon at amino acid 
residue 56. This identifies GUN1 as At2g31400, 
encoding a pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) protein 
of 918 amino acid residues, with a putative N-
terminal plastid targeting sequence, ten copies of 
the PPR motif and an SMR (small mutS-related) 
domain near the C-terminus (Fig. 3).

Subcellular location of GUN1

To examine the subcellular location of the GUN1 
protein and to identify the regions of the protein 
responsible for targeting, we made a series of gene 
constructs, under the control of the CaMV 35S pro-
moter, encoding C-terminal GFP fusions to various 
lengths of the GUN1 pre-protein. These constructs 
were introduced into Arabidopsis and tobacco 
leaves by particle bombardment, and the location 
of the GFP fluorescence detected by confocal 
microscopy 24–48 h after bombardment. A chimeric 

protein consisting of the full-length GUN1 protein 
fused to GFP produced a punctate pattern of 
GFP fluorescence in chloroplasts, suggesting that 
GUN1 was localised in plastid nucleoids. This pat-
tern was also observed with the GFP fusion protein 
consisting of GUN1 amino acid residues 1–554, 
suggesting that the C-terminal SMR domain was 
not necessary for the localisation to nucleoids. 
Removal of the PPR domains in a fusion protein 
consisting of residues 1–151 resulted in loss of the 
punctate pattern, and produced an even distribution 
of GFP fluorescence throughout the chloroplasts, 
suggesting that the PPR domains are responsible 
for association with the nucleoids. However, GFP 
fluorescence from this fusion protein was also 
detected in the cytosol and the nucleus, suggest-
ing that the protein was not efficiently targeted to 
the chloroplasts. Chimeric proteins consisting of 
amino acid residues 1–53 and 1–64 fused to GFP 
were detected only in the cytosol and the nucleus, 
suggesting that these regions were not sufficient for 
targeting to the chloroplasts.

Discussion

The identification of GUN1 as a chloroplast nucle-
oid-associated PPR protein provides information 
on one of the proteins involved in plastid-to-
nucleus retrograde signaling. However, its role in 
retrograde signaling is still not clear. Its associa-
tion with nucleoids is consistent with a role in the 
pathway responding to the state of plastid protein 
synthesis, although it is not clear if it is part of the 
signal-generating system or if it acts downstream 
as a signal transducer (Nott et al. 2006). Many of 
the PPR proteins have roles in RNA processing 
in chloroplasts and mitochondria, and it will be 
important to establish whether GUN1 associates 
with specific RNA molecules, or whether it is a 
DNA-binding protein with enzymic properties. 
The SMR domain is found in proteins involved in 
recombination and repair, and has been shown to 
have nuclease activity in some proteins. Whether 
the GUN1 SMR domain has nuclease activity, and 
whether the nuclease activity is required for plastid 

gun1-100
Q56Stop

gun1-1
A259V 918

TP PPR domains SMR

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of GUN1. GUN1 encodes 
a plastid-targeted PPR protein with a C-terminal SMR 
domain. The diagram shows the location of the plastid-
targeting sequence (TP), the PPR motifs and the SMR 
domain, and the locations of the mutations in the gun1-1 
and gun1-100 alleles
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signaling, are questions that can now be addressed. 
The isolation of GUN1 will allow biochemical 
studies on the properties of the protein and its inter-
action partners and should eventually lead to the 
characterisation of components of the downstream 
signaling pathway.
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Visualization of Rubisco-Containing Bodies Derived 
from Chloroplasts in Living Cells of Arabidopsis

Hiroyuki Ishida1, Kohki Yoshimoto2,4, Daniel Reisen3,5, Amane Makino1, Yoshinori Ohsumi2, 
Maureen R. Hanson3, and Tadahiko Mae1

Abstract  During senescence and times of stress, 
plants can mobilize needed nitrogen from chloro-
plasts in leaves to other organs. Much of the total 
leaf nitrogen is allocated to the most abundant 
plant protein, ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxy-
lase/oxygenase (Rubisco). Previously by immuno-
electron microscopy (IEM), we demonstrated that 
Rubisco is released from the chloroplast into 
Rubisco-containing bodies (RCBs) in naturally 
senescent leaves (Chiba et al. 2003). In this study, 
we visualized RCBs in living cells of transgenic 
Arabidopsis plants containing stroma-targeted 
green fluorescent protein (GFP). When leaves 
of transgenic Arabidopsis plants were incubated 
under starvation conditions with a vacuolar-ATPase 

inhibitor, spherical bodies exhibiting GFP fluo-
rescence without chlorophyll fluorescence were 
observed. Spherical bodies were not observed 
when leaves were provided with a sugar and 
nutrient solution. IEM of concanamycin-A-treated 
leaves with anti-Rubisco antibodies confirmed the 
existence of RCBs in the vacuolar compartment. 
These results suggest the hypothesis that stromal 
proteins can be mobilized to the vacuole via RCBs 
by possibly autophagy for the degradation.

Keywords  Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana), 
chloroplast, GFP, ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carbox-
ylase/oxygenase (Rubisco, EC 4.1.1.39), senescence

Introduction

In C3 plants, 75–80% of total leaf nitrogen is dis-
tributed to mesophyll chloroplasts, and most of this 
nitrogen is incorporated into proteins (Makino and 
Osmond 1991). The most abundant plant protein 
is ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygen-
ase (Rubisco, EC 4.1.1.39). Rubisco accounts for 
12–35% of total leaf protein (Evans and Seemann 
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1989). The degradation of Rubisco and most other 
stromal proteins begins at an early stage of senes-
cence, and the released nitrogen can be remobilized 
to growing organs and finally be stored in seeds. 
In addition, these proteins are also degraded under 
various stressful conditions, such as nutrient depri-
vation, oxidation, excess light, chilling, low light or 
darkness, and drought.

By immuno-electron microscopy (immuno-EM) 
of fixed tissues, we previously found that Rubisco 
is localized in small spherical bodies, named 
Rubisco-containing bodies (RCBs) that are located 
mostly in the cytoplasm and occasionally in the 
vacuole (Chiba et al. 2003). RCBs were 0.4–1.2 µm 
in diameter, and had a staining density similar to 
that of the stroma. They did not include thylakoid 
membranes. These features indicated that only a 
part of the stroma is pinched off from chloroplasts 
and is degraded possibly by autophagy. Recent 
advances in imaging techniques using a green fluo-
rescent protein (GFP) has made it possible to moni-
tor dynamics of organelles and protein trafficking 
in living plant cells (Hanson and Köhler 2001). 
Recently, a monitoring system for autophagy in 
plants was established with ATG8-GFP fusion 
protein (Yoshimoto et al. 2004). Autophagic bodies 
accumulated in the vacuole in roots in the presence 
of the vacuolar ATPase inhibitor, concanamycin 
A. In this study, we became interested in using 
transgenic Arabidopsis expressing stroma-targeted 
GFP to determine whether RCBs can be detected 
in living cells.

Materials and methods

Plant growth. Arabidopsis were grown on soil at 
23°C on a 12/12 h photoperiod with fluorescent 
lamps in a growth room for 3–5 weeks.

Microscopy. Laser-scanning confocal micros-
copy (LSCM) was performed with a Leica TCS-
SP2 confocal scanning head mounted on a Leica 
DMRE-7 (SDK) upright microscope equipped with 
a 63×HCX PL APO water immersion objective (NA 
= 1.20). Both GFP and chlorophyll were excited 
with the 488 nm line of a 4-line Argon ion laser 

and emission of GFP was detected between 500 
and 581 nm. Emission of chlorophyll was detected 
between 636 and 724 nm. Immuno-EM was per-
formed with a transmission electron microscope 
(H-8100, Hitachi Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) operated at 
75 kV as previously described (Chiba et al. 2003).

Results

We examined transgenic Arabidopsis in which GFP, 
expressed in the nucleus under control of a double 
35S promoter, is targeted to plastids by transit pep-
tide of the Arabidopsis Rec-A protein (Holzinger 
et al. 2007). As previously observed, GFP fluores-
cence was normally detected within plastids in leaf 
cells of these plants by LSCM (Fig. 1a).

Leaves were incubated in various media before 
microscopic observations (Fig. 1b–f). When leaves 
were incubated in darkness in the presence of 
concanamycin A in a nutrient-free media, GFP 
signal was observed in small spherical bodies in 
the centre of cells, as well as in chloroplasts (Fig. 
1b). These GFP bodies were also found when 
leaves were incubated in light at the same inten-
sity as the plant growth condition in the presence 
of concanamycin A (Fig. 1c). These bodies were 
0.5–1.5 µm in diameter and did not exhibit chloro-
phyll autofluorescence. These features match those 
of RCBs previously found in wheat leaf cells fixed 
for EM (Chiba et al. 2003). The GFP bodies seem 
to show Brownian movement in a cell. Their move-
ment was clearly different from that occurring by 
cytoplasmic streaming, indicating that these bodies 
are located in the vacuole. GFP bodies were rarely 
seen when concanamycin A was absent (Fig. 1d). 
Concanamycin A is a vacuolar ATPase inhibitor 
that has the effect of accumulating autophagic 
bodies in the vacuolar lumen of plant cells when 
it is added exogenously (Yoshimoto et al. 2004). 
It is likely that GFP bodies are rapidly degraded in 
the vacuole when the activity of a vacuolar ATPase 
is not inhibited by concanamycin A. When leaves 
were incubated in Murashige and Skoog medium 
(MS medium) without sucrose in the presence of 
concanamycin A, GFP bodies were also found 
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Fig. 1 Visualization of stroma-targeted GFP in living leaf 
cells by LSCM. Fresh leaf was excised from plant and 
observed immediately (a). Excised leaves were incubated 
at 23°C for 20 h in 10 mM Mes-NaOH (pH 5.5) with the 
addition of 1 µM concanamycin A in darkness (b) or in 
light at the same intensity as the plant growth condition 
(c), in 10 mM Mes-NaOH (pH 5.5) with the addition 1% 
(v/v) dimethyl sulfoxide (d), or in MS medium with 1 µM 
concanamycin A with (f) or without (e) 2% (v/v) sucrose. 
Bars = 10 µm

though the number per cell tended to be less than 
that in a nutrient-free medium (Fig. 1e). GFP 
bodies were not seen when leaves were incubated 
in MS medium with sucrose even in the presence 
of concanamycin A (Fig. 1f).

The evidence that wild-type leaf cells contain 
RCBs was obtained by immuno-EM of concan-
amycin A-treated leaves using anti-Rbc L antibod-
ies (Fig. 2).

RCBs were found in the vacuolar compart-
ment as expected. As Rbc L is synthesized within 
chloroplasts, it proves that RCBs located in the 
vacuole originate from chloroplasts. The size of 
RCBs seen in the fixed tissue nearly matched that 
of GFP bodies observed in live cells. In addition to 
RCBs, many other spherical bodies, which did not 
react with antibodies to Rbc L, were also detected 
(Fig. 2).

Discussion

In this study we have shown that we can visualize 
RCBs in the vacuoles of living cells. The results 
suggest that a part of stromal proteins are actually 
mobilized to the vacuole in vivo. The accumula-
tion of RCBs in the vacuole was seen when leaves 
were incubated with concanamycin A in a nutri-
ent-free medium in either light or darkness, or 
in MS medium without sucrose in darkness, but 
not in MS medium with sucrose in darkness. This 
data is in agreement with prior observations that 
the degradation of Rubisco is stimulated when 
plants are placed in darkness or under nutrient-
starved conditions (Wardley et al. 1984; Ferreira 
and Teixeira 1992). Our findings also are con-
sistent with previous reports that show that plant 
autophagy is stimulated under nutrient-deprived 
conditions (Aubert et al. 1996; Moriyasu and 
Ohsumi 1996). The data presented here supports 
the hypothesis that stromal proteins of chloroplasts 
can be transferred to the vacuole and then degraded 
before the destruction of the whole chloroplast in 
both carbon- and nutrient- starved conditions. 
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However, it remains unknown how much autophagy 
contributes to the degradation of stromal proteins at 
different leaf developmental stages or under various 
nutrient conditions in whole plants.
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CHAPTER THREE

PPR Proteins Function as a Trans-Factor in Chloroplast 
RNA Editing

Kenji Okuda and Toshiharu Shikanai

Abstract  In higher plants, RNA editing is a 
post-transcriptional process of altering a specific C 
nucleotide to U in an RNA molecule in mitochon-
dria and plastids. For site-specific RNA editing, a 
cis-element is essential and consists of fewer than 
thirty nucleotides surrounding the editing site. 
This cis-element is considered to be a binding 
site for a trans-factor that may include the edit-
ing activity converting C to U. We have identified 
Arabidopsis crr4 and crr21 mutants specifically 
defective in the distinct RNA editing events in the 
plastid ndhD gene. Both genes encode members of 
the pentatrico-peptide repeat (PPR) protein family, 
which is extraordinarily large in higher plants. We 
showed that the recombinant CRR4 binds to the 
sequence surrounding the editing site. Both CRR4 
and CRR21 belong to the E+ subgroup in the PLS 
subfamily that is characterized by the presence of a 
conserved C-terminal region. This region is highly 
conserved and exchangeable between CRR4 and 
CRR21, although it is not essential for the RNA 
binding. We conclude that a PPR protein is a trans-factor 

in the plastid RNA editing and the C-terminal 
region in the E and E+ subgroups might have a 
common function among trans-factors.

Keywords  Chloroplast, RNA editing, PPR protein

Introduction

In higher plants, RNA editing is a post-transcrip-
tional process of altering a specific C nucleotide to 
U in an RNA molecule in mitochondria and plastids 
(Shikanai 2006). In higher plants, about 30 editing 
sites have been detected in the genomes of plastids 
and more than 400 in mitochondria. A key question 
in RNA editing is how specific C nucleotides are 
recognized precisely from all other C nucleotides 
in transcripts. For site-specific RNA editing, a cis-
element is essential and consists of fewer than 30 
nucleotides surrounding the editing site in plastids 
(Chaudhuri and Maliga 1996; Hirose and Sugiura 
2001). Although, little is known about the trans-fac-
tor responsible for this recognition, various indirect 
data suggest that editing sites would be recognized 
by specific protein factors encoded in the nuclear 
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genome (Hirose and Sugiura 2001). The factor 
responsible for the specific RNA editing event was 
discovered in the genetic study of photosynthetic 
electron transport. The Arabidopsis crr4 mutants 
are defective in RNA editing that creates the trans-
lational initial codon of the plastid ndhD gene (the 
ndhD-1 site) (Kotera et al. 2005). The ndhD gene 
encodes a subunit of the chloroplast NDH com-
plex that is involved in cyclic electron flow around 
photosystem I (Kotera et al. 2005). The CRR4 gene 
encodes a member of the pentatrico-peptide repeat 
(PPR) protein family (Kotera et al. 2005). The PPR 
protein family is defined by the tandem array of a 
PPR motif, which is a degenerate unit of 35 amino 
acids (Lurin et al. 2004). The PPR protein family 
is extraordinarily large, especially in higher plants, 
consisting 466 members in Arabidopsis (Lurin et al. 
2004). Genetic, biochemical, and bioinfomatic data 
suggest that many PPR proteins influence specific 
post-transcriptional processes in mitochondria or 
plastid gene expression and that they may typically 
bind RNA (Lurin et al. 2004). Our genetic results 
suggest that a PPR protein is a trans-factor in 
plastid RNA editing. Here, we show biochemical 
evidence that a PPR protein functions as a trans-
factor in plastid RNA editing. We also report that 
PPR proteins with a conserved C-terminal region 
would have been adopted as trans-factors of RNA 
editing in plastids.

Materials and methods

Protein and RNA binding assay. The recom-
binant CRR4 protein was expressed in E. coli 
and purified as described (Okuda et al. 2006). 
Electrophoretic mobility shift assay were also per-
formed as described (Okuda et al. 2006).

Analysis of RNA editing. Total RNA was isolated 
from rosette leaves and was reverse-transcribed 
with random hexamers as described (Okuda et al. 
2007). RNA editing was analyzed as described 
(Okuda et al. 2007).

Plant transformation. Plant transformation was 
performed via Agrobacterium tumefaciens MP90 
as described (Okuda et al. 2007).

Results

PPR protein is a trans-factor in chloroplast RNA 
editing. Our genetic result suggests that CRR4 
may be the first representative of the long sought 
RNA editing trans-factors (Kotera et al. 2005). In 
the case, CRR4 must directly bind to the sequence 
surrounding the editing site. To investigate this 
possibility, RNA binding activity was determined 
using electrophoretic mobility shift assay. The 
CRR4 protein fused with GST was expressed in 
E. coli and purified. Finally, we showed that the 35 
nucleotides surrounding the ndhD-1 site is suffi-
cient for the binding (Okuda et al. 2006). To assess 
the RNA-binding specificity of CRR4 to the probe, 
competition was tested with a non-labeled probe 
and the negative control RNA which does not 
contain the cis-element. Competition was observed 
with a three- to tenfold excess of non-labeled 
probe, whereas it did not occurred with 100-excess 
of control RNA. These results indicate that CRR4 
binds to the putative cis-element of ndhD-1 site in a 
sequence-specific manner. Taking together with the 
genetic evidence, we conclude that a PPR protein, 
CRR4, is a trans-factor required for the RNA edit-
ing of ndhD-1 (Fig. 1).

Conserved domain structure of PPR proteins 
involved in chloroplast RNA editing. We identified 
an Arabidopsis crr21 mutant, in which RNA edit-
ing of ndhD-2 site is specifically impaired (Okuda 
et al. 2007). The CRR21 gene encodes a PPR 

Fig. 1 Working model for chloroplast RNA editing. 
A trans-factor, PPR protein, binds to a cis-element 
surrounding editing site followed by the recruitment of a 
second editing factor which carries enzymatic activity. The 
C-terminal region of PPR protein might be used to interact 
with the unknown enzyme
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protein. On the basis of their motif structure, the 
family is divided into two subfamilies: the P sub-
family and the PLS subfamily. (Lurin et al. 2004). 
The PLS subfamily which is specific to plants is 
further divided into four subgroups: PLS, E, E+, 
and DYW on the basis of the C-terminal motifs 
(Lurin et al. 2004). Both CRR4 and CRR21 belong 
to the E+ subgroup of the PLS subfamily (Fig. 2). 
CRR21 does not show a significant sequence 
similarity to CRR4 with respect to N-terminal PPR 
motifs. However, the C-terminal region of CRR4 
and CRR21, especially, the boundary of the E 
and E+ motifs is highly conserved (Fig. 2). This 
result implies that the highly conserved C-terminal 
region might have a common function between 
CRR4 and CRR21, rather than the specific func-
tion of recognizing distinct RNA sequences. To 
assess this possibility, CRR4 truncated in the 
C-terminal region was expressed in crr4-3, in which 
RNA editing of ndhD-1 is completely impaired. In 
these plants, extent of ndhD-1 RNA editing was 
significantly reduced (7%). It is noted that the 
ndhD-1 site is partially edited, even in the wild 
type (42%). Moreover, deletion of the C-terminal 
region of CRR4 was not affected an RNA binding 
activity in vitro (Okuda et al. 2007). We considered 

that the C-terminal region is required for activity 
of the editing. To further investigate whether the 
C-terminal region has a common function, the 
C-terminal region of CRR4 was exchanged with 
that of CRR21, and the chimeric gene was intro-
duced into crr4-3. The introduction of the chimeric 
gene restored the RNA editing of ndhD-1 (Okuda 
et al. 2007). This was also confirmed by a recipro-
cal experiment in which the C-terminal region of 
CRR21 was exchanged with that of CRR4. These 
results suggest that the C-terminal region in CRR4 
and CRR21 have a common function in RNA editing.

Discussion

In our model the C-terminal region of CRR4 and 
CRR21 has a common function in distinct RNA 
editing events. It might be possible that the region 
has an editing activity. However, another PPR 
protein CRR2 (a member of DYW subgroup) that 
contains all of the motifs present in CRR4 and 
CRR21 is specifically involved in the RNA cleavage 
but not RNA editing (Fig. 2) (Hashimoto et al. 2003). 
Furthermore, truncation of the C-terminal region 
did not cause the complete loss of an RNA editing 
activity in vivo (Okuda et al. 2007). These observa-
tions suggest that the C-terminal region is unlikely 
to directly catalyze the reaction of RNA editing. 
It is therefore necessary to hypothesize another 
factor which carries the editing activity. Binding of 
the PPR protein to the cis-element might induce a 
conformational change in the mRNA structure to 
facilitate the access of an editing enzyme (Fig. 1). 
The enzyme then would be recruited by an interac-
tion with the PPR/RNA complex or RNA (Fig. 1). 
The C-terminal region of CRR4 and CRR21 might 
facilitate the enzyme to access the editing site via 
protein-protein interaction or stabilize the PPR/RNA 
complex. Further details concerning the mechanism 
of RNA editing in plastids might be uncovered by 
the functional analysis of the C-terminal region. 
PPR protein family mainly specifies the site of RNA 
in various RNA metabolisms (Lurin et al. 2004). 
During evolution a PPR protein of the E or E+ sub-
group might have been used to guide the RNA editing 

Fig. 2 Comparison of motif structures among CRR21, 
CRR4, and CRR2. Motifs and the highly conserved C-ter-
minal region between CRR21 and CRR4 are indicated
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activity to the specific site. Once this recognition 
system was established, these protein genes could 
have been duplicated and adopted to serve different 
editing sites. This may be one of the reasons why the 
PLS subfamily is specific to plants.
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CHAPTER FOUR

A Robust Method for Determination of Chlorophyll 
Intermediates by Tandem Mass Spectrometry

Michael Moulin and Alison G. Smith

Abstract  Plant tetrapyrroles are the most abun-
dant pigments on the earth and are cofactors of 
many apoproteins essential for plant function. The 
four end-products sirohaem, chlorophyll, haem and 
phytochromobilin, are synthesised by a common 
branched pathway, which is tightly regulated to 
ensure a continuous supply to the cognate apopro-
teins. This may induce strong competition between 
different branches of the pathway for common 
substrates. In addition the intermediates, which are 
phototoxic, must not be allowed to accumulate in 
the cell. Recent work has also implicated the path-
way in the communication between chloroplast and 
nucleus, strengthening the necessity to have a tight 
regulation. However, intermediates remain difficult 
to quantify, mainly due to their low content in plant 
tissue and to the different properties of the interme-
diates. Here we describe an accurate and sensitive 
method using HPLC coupled to tandem electro-
spray mass spectrometry for the determination of 
tetrapyrroles in plants. We can readily detect all 

chlorophyll branch intermediates, providing the 
means to test whether these are involved in plastid 
signaling.

Keywords  Electrospray tandem mass spectrometry, 
fragmentation pattern, tetrapyrrole, chlorophyll, 
Mg-protoporphyrin IX

Introduction

Higher plants synthesize four major tetrapyrrole 
molecules, chlorophyll, haem, sirohaem and phy-
tochromobilin, cofactors that play essential roles 
in the functioning of the plant (Moulin and Smith 
2005). The initial precursor, 5-aminolaevulinic 
acid (ALA) is made in three steps from glutamate, 
then eight molecules of ALA are used to form 
uroporphyrinogen III, the common primogenitor of 
all biological tetrapyrroles. This is either methyl-
ated and Fe2+ is inserted to form sirohaem, or it is 
oxidatively decarboxylated to form protoporphyrin 
IX (Proto). Insertion of Fe2+ into this porphyrin 
macrocycle leads to haem and phytochromobilin, 
whereas insertion of Mg2+ is the first step on the 
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chlorophyll branch (Cornah et al. 2003; Papenbrock 
and Grimm 2001). Tetrapyrrole co-factors are 
required in different amounts in different parts of 
the plant, and during development, therefore their 
synthesis has to be tightly regulated. In addition, all 
the tetrapyrrole intermediates are phototoxic and 
generate radicals and singlet oxygen species when 
they are excited by light (Op den Camp et al. 2003), 
so during periods of rapid chlorophyll production, 
for example during greening of etiolated seedlings, 
the intermediates must not be allowed to accumulate. 
In plants with altered levels of tetra  pyrrole can lead 
synthesis enzymes, which to porphyrin accumula-
tion, lesions are frequently observed on the aerial 
parts of the plant (Ishikawa et al. 2001; Papenbrock 
et al. 2001).

During the generation of the photosynthetic 
apparatus, careful coordination of synthesis of 
the cofactors with their cognate apoproteins is 
required. Due to the phototoxic nature of chloro-
phylls, plants need to ensure chlorophyll synthesis 
and that of its apoproteins occur in parallel, avoid-
ing free chlorophyll accumulation. One way in 
which this is achieved appears to be via retrograde 
signaling, where the metabolic and developmental 
status of the chloroplast influences transcription 
of genes for nucleus-encoded photosynthetic pro-
teins, such as those for light harvesting chlorophyll 
proteins (Lhc genes) (Mayfield and Taylor 1984; 
Oelmuller and Mohr 1986). Since several mutants 
defective in retrograde signaling have lesions in 
tetrapyrrole biosynthesis (Mochizuki et al. 2001), it 
has been proposed that the signal is an intermediate 
of the pathway. Strand et al. (2003) reported that 
Mg-protoporphyrin IX (Mg-Proto), the first chlo-
rophyll intermediate, accumulates on treatment 
with norflurazon (NF), a photobleaching herbicide 
that represses expression of Lhc genes However, 
firm conclusions remain difficult to draw, because 
clear and consistent changes in endogenous levels 
of tetrapyrroles under physiological conditions (as 
opposed to treatment with inhibitors) have not been 
demonstrated. This is because reliable and quan-
titative measurement of these compounds is dif-
ficult with current methods, both because levels of 
intermediates are low in plant tissues, and because 

of high levels of chlorophyll, which interferes with 
the measurements.

Current methods employed to determine tetra-
pyrroles in plant tissues involve extraction into 
organic solvent then determination by spectrofluor-
imetry usually after separation by high performance 
liquid chromatography (HPLC) coupled to a spec-
trofluorimeter (Oster et al. 1991). Alternatively, 
tetrapyrroles may be analysed by spectrofluor-
imetry without HPLC separation. Determination 
is made by employing specific wavelengths for 
excitation and emission at 77 K, concentrations 
being calculated by empirical formulae (Kopetz 
et al. 2004). However there are disadvantages to 
these methods. The work-up required, including 
extraction in hexane to remove chlorophyll, and 
derivatisation to facilitate HPLC separation, can 
lead to differential losses and is time consuming. 
In addition fluorescence detection can also lead to 
misidentification of related pigments having simi-
lar fluorescence properties at room temperature 
(Kolossov and Rebeiz 2003).

To study regulation of the tetrapyrrole pathway 
and its impact on other cellular processes under 
physiological conditions, it would be of great 
benefit to have a reliable and sensitive method 
to determine all the tetrapyrroles simultaneously 
in a single extract, with a minimal work-up. The 
advent of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and 
mass spectrometry (MS) for measuring metabolites 
provides a possible means to do this. Tetrapyrroles 
can be detected by 1H NMR (Gough et al. 2000), 
but the sensitivity of the detectors remains too low 
for the determination of endogenous tetrapyrroles in 
plants. On the other hand MS (Halket et al. 2005) 
is much more sensitive and commonly use in medi-
cal science in order to study porphyrin disorders 
in humans (Bu et al. 2003), and for the isolation 
and the characterization of transformation prod-
ucts of chlorophyll pigments in sediment (Airs et 
al. 2001). Here we describe a novel method using 
HPLC coupled to an electrospray (LC-ESI MS/
MS) that is able to detect chlorophyll intermediates 
in Arabidopsis reliably and quantitatively. We use 
this method to test whether these compounds accu-
mulate in NF treated tissues.
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Materials and methods

Tetrapyrroles. Standards of deuteroporphyrin IX 
(Deutero), Mg-Proto, Proto and Pheophorbide 
were obtained from Frontier Scientific Inc., UK. 
Protoporphyrin IX methyl ester (Proto ME) was 
synthesized by incomplete esterification with 
methanol-sulfuric acid (95/5, v/v). MS-grade 
water, acetonitrile, methanol and trace analy-
sis grade-acetone were purchased from Fisher 
Scientific.

Plant growth conditions. Seeds were surface-
sterilized in 70% ethanol for 1 min and then in 5% 
(w/v) NaClO containing 0.02% (v/v) Triton X-100 
for 5 min, followed by five washes with distilled 
water before plating. Seeds were plated onto a 
medium containing 8% Agar and 1/2X Murashige 
and Skoog salts, with and without 5 µM norflura-
zon. Plates were placed at 4°C in darkness for 2 
days prior to receiving a 30-min light irradiation in 
order to synchronize germination. Seeds were left 
to germinate in darkness at 22°C for 3 days before 
further treatment. Seedlings were de-etiolated by 
exposure to white light at 22°C for up to 24 h. For 
ALA treatment, 1 mM ALA was added to the filter 
paper, followed by incubation in constant darkness 
for further 16 h.

Liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry (LC-
ESI-MS/MS) analysis. Tetrapyrroles were extracted 
under green light conditions based on the method 
of Strand et al. (2003). Etiolated Arabidopsis 
seedlings were ground to a fine powder in liq-
uid nitrogen, 20 µL of Deutero 1 µM was added 
to the powder to act as internal standard, then 
the sample was homogenized in methanol-0.1 M 
NH4OH (90:10, v/v), followed by centrifugation 
at 10,000 xg for 10 min. Supernatants were kept 
and the pellets re-homogenized with acetone:0.1 M 
NH4OH (80:20, v/v), twice, and the supernatants 
were combined. The extract was dried under 
nitrogen and resuspended in a minimal volume of 
acetone: 0.1 M NH4OH (80:20, v/v) then centri-
fuged at 10,000 xg for 10 min. The supernatant was 
collected and kept in dark until analysis by HPLC 
and identification by MS. A post column formic 
treatment was included to facilitate ionization.

The LC-UV and LC-MS were carried out with 
Thermofinnigan Surveyor HPLC serially coupled 
to a Finnigan LCQDECA XP mass spectrometer with 
electron spray ionization source (Thermo Electron, 
San Jose, Calif). Chromatographic separation was 
performed with a Nova-Pak C18 column (150 
× 2.1 mm; 4 µm particle diameter). The solvent 
elution program was as follows : 0 min A%: 40, 
B%: 60, C%: 0, D%: 0; 2 min A%: 40, B%: 60, 
C%: 0, D%: 0; 25 min A%: 10, B%: 0, C%: 70, 
D%: 20; 35 min A%: 10, B%: 0, C%: 70, D%: 20; 
40 min A%: 40, B%: 60, C%: 0, D%: 0. A: 20 mM 
ammonium acetate, pH 5.16; B: methanol; C: ace-
tonitrile; D: acetone. Flow rate was 0.2 mL min−1. 
Absorption spectra of tetrapyrroles were detected 
by a photodiode array detector (PDA) in the range 
of 350–800 nm. MS was used in positive ion mode 
by SIM-MS. The mass spectra were recorded for 
the range of m/z 400–800, sheath gas flow at 35 
(arbitrary units); capillary temperature, 300°C; 
capillary voltage, 3 kV. Source voltage 3.6 kV colli-
sion energy level: 70%. On line post column formic 
acid treatment: 4 µL/min.

Results and discussion

Analysis strategy and optimization of the LC-ESI-
MS conditions. The first step was to optimise LC 
conditions in order to separate the different chlo-
rophyll intermediates using available standards. 
To minimise the work-up, we wanted to develop a 
chromatographic system that would give good sep-
aration without the need for esterification, or chlo-
rophyll removal. As shown in Fig. 1A, using a C18 
column with a quaternary gradient as described 
in Materials and Methods, Mg-Proto and Proto 
could be distinguished by their different retention 
times (21 and 24 min, respectively). Deutero (with 
a retention time of 19 min) was used in order to 
estimate the loss occurring during the extraction, 
the first time that a non biological porphyrin has 
been used as an internal standard for tetrapyrrole 
determination in plants.

Optimization of the ESI-MS conditions was 
 performed in the positive ion mode by flow  injection 
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(i.e. directly without HPLC) of 10 µM Mg-Proto 
standard prepared in the appropriate proportion of 
the elution solvents corresponding to its elution time. 
Results revealed a poor signal of the Mg-Proto (m/z 
= 585, [M + H+]) (data not shown) either due to a 
high pH or the presence of the Mg ion in the tetrapyr-
role ring, which prevented the ionization. In order to 
increase the sensitivity, 2% formic acid was added to 
the Mg-Proto solution and flow injected into the sys-
tem. This time, the mass detected did not correspond 
to that of Mg-Proto (585 amu), but rather to the mass 
of Proto (m/z = 563, [M + H+]) (Fig. 1B), showing 
that an acidification induces loss of the Mg2+ ion. 
Such acidification could not be performed prior to 
HPLC analysis, for example during extraction, since 
this would result in a conversion of Mg-Proto to Proto, 
which would then co-elute with endogenous Proto. 

Instead, we introduced a post column online acidifi-
cation, which allowed us to combine clear separation 
of Mg-Proto and Proto by LC (Fig. 1A), with a good 
ionization of Mg-Proto (Fig. 1B).

Diagnostic fragmentation to identify tetrapyr-
roles. Fragmentation optimization was performed 
by flow injection with the same preparation of Mg-
Proto standard acidified with 2% formic acid, using 
the positive ion mode. As shown in Fig. 1C, the 
major fragment was the ion of m/z = 504 caused by 
the loss of 59 mass units, corresponding to one of 
the acetate groups. Fragments of m/z = 545 and of 
m/z = 490 were also observed in the spectrum but 
with lower intensities. The ion of m/z = 545 ([M + 
H+ −18]) is due to a loss of a water molecule while 
the ion of m/z = 489 ([M + H+ −74]) is formed by 
loss of a propionate group from the 563 amu ion.
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Fig. 1 A HPLC analysis of Deutero, Mg-Proto and Proto. B ESI-MS of a 10 µM Mg-Proto solution acidified with 2% for-
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D Standard curve for quantification of Mg-Proto and Proto. E LC–MS/MS spectra of demetallated Mg-Proto Methyl ester 
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Two minor signals corresponding to the ions of 
m/z = 445 ([M + H+ −118]) and of m/z = 431 ([M + 
H+ −132]) were also found. The maximum signal 
for the major fragment at 504 amu was found at 
a 70% collision energy level, and this fragment 
was used specifically for the determination and 
quantification to produce standard curves of Mg-
Proto. A very good linearity was obtained (see 
Fig. 1D). Similarly Proto itself could be measured 
and quantified (Fig. 1D). We attributed a threshold 
of sensitivity to 200 fmol injected for accurate 
quantification, since below this the fragmentation 
signal was frequently hard to distinguish from 
background noise.

In order to verify that these conditions were 
suitable for determination of the other tetrapyrroles 
Deutero, Proto ME and Pheophorbide (chloro-
phyllide without Mg ion) were analyzed by flow 
injection under the same conditions optimized pre-
viously for Mg-Proto. Proto ME was prepared by 
partial esterification of Proto by methanol-sulfuric 
acid (95/5, v/v) treatment. The mass spectra of the 
Deutero, Proto ME and Pheophorbide all revealed 
a major ion of m/z = 511, 577 and 593 respec-
tively (data not shown). Fragmentation of these 
compounds gave rise to the loss of the carboxy-
late group first, confirming that this is diagnostic 
of tetrapyrroles (Fig. 1E, example of Proto ME). 
Mixtures of the standards could be separated by 
LC, treated post column with formic acid, resulting 
in demetallation, and then identified by single-ion 
monitoring MS/MS (SIM-MS/MS).

Identification of chlorophyll biosynthesis inter-
mediates in plant tissue. In order to identify 
other intermediates of the chlorophyll branch, 
Arabidopsis seedlings were fed with 1 mM ALA 
in the dark, which leads to a large accumulation 
of the intermediates up to protochlorophyllide 
(Terry and Kendrick 1999). Chlorophyllide was 
determined after photoconversion of protochloro-
phyllide by analyzing seedling grown in the dark 
then illuminated for at least 30 min. The aerial parts 
of the plant were solvent-extract as described in 
Materials and Methods, and then the tetrapyrroles 
were analyzed as for the standards by HPLC, post-
column formic acid treatment, and SIM-MS/MS. 

Each tetrapyrrole involved in chlorophyll synthesis 
was identified according to its mass estimated 
after Mg2+ removal, and the fragmentation pattern. 
Figure 2A shows the intensity of the major daughter 
ion for each of the intermediates found in etiolated 
Arabidopsis tissue fed with ALA. Clearly the 
compounds overlap on the chromatogram to some 
extent, however the diagnostic mass/fragmentation 
pattern allows them to be distinguished unequivo-
cally. In order to ensure that the compounds found 
corresponded to Mg-porphyrins in the plant, the 
extract was acidified prior to HPLC with 2% for-
mic acid (v/v), then this was analysed by LC-MS 
as before. For example, for divinyl protochloro-
phyllide (m/z = 589), which has a normal retention 
time of 22.43 min (Fig. 2A), acidification of plant 
extract before injection induced a shift in retention 
time to 24.7 min (Fig. 2B), without changing the 
fragmentation pattern (compare Fig. 2C with 2D).

We then analysed plant tissue that had not been 
fed with the precursor ALA, to determine the sensi-
tivity of the method. In etiolated plant material we 
could detect and quantify Proto, divinyl protochlo-
rophyllide, and monovinyl protochlorophyllide, 
and in light-grown tissue we could detect chloro-
phyllide. In each case the signal given by the frag-
mentation was sufficient to confirm the identity of 
the tetrapyrrole analyzed. However, no Mg-Proto 
or Mg-Proto-ME were detectable with certainty. 
Figure 3 shows the chromatogram for Mg-Proto 
and Proto analysis of etiolated Arabidopsis (top 
panel) and light-grown tissue (middle panel). The 
peak corresponding to the retention time of Proto 
gives a clear fragmentation pattern in the etiolated 
tissue, which is identical to that for the authen-
tic standard (Fig. 1C), even though the level of 
intensity is some tenfold less than that detected in 
plant tissue supplemented with ALA (Fig. 2A). In 
light-grown tissue, in contrast, although there are 
possible peaks in the chromatogram corresponding 
to the retention time for Mg-Proto and Proto, they 
are at or below the threshold, and the fragmentation 
patterns are not as expected.

We also analyzed plant material that had been 
grown on NF, a treatment that represses nuclear 
gene expression. Strand et al. (2003), using HPLC 
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and spectrofluorimetry reported that NF leads to an 
accumulation of 6.4 nmol/g FW Mg-Proto, compared 
to 0.4 nmol/g FW in untreated tissue. However, we 
detected no Mg-Proto nor Proto (Fig. 3, lower panel), 
and moreover, none of the other intermediates were 

elevated. To confirm that the lack of detection of 
Mg-Proto and Proto was not due to the extraction or 
to lack of sensitivity of the method with a complex 
mixture, the plant sample was spiked with standard 
solutions of Mg-Proto or Proto at the equivalent to 
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1 pmol injected into the source. The recovery was 
greater than 80%. The levels of Mg-Proto reported 
by Strand et al. (2003) would be equivalent to 
60 pmol injected, some 60 times greater than we 
found in ALA-treated plants (Fig. 2A), and thus 
should be easily detectable by our method.

Concluding remarks

The LC-ESI MS/MS method described here allows 
a rapid and accurate determination of chlorophyll 
intermediates from plant material grown under 

physiological conditions, without the need for deri-
vatisation or removal of chlorophyll, and avoiding 
the problems of misidentification that can occur by 
fluorimetric or spectrophotometric determinations 
(Kolossov and Rebeiz 2003). Using this method we 
were unable to demonstrate accumulation of Mg-
Proto in plant tissue treated with NF, suggesting 
that the model of Mg-Proto accumulation and exit-
ing the chloroplast to signal to the nucleus (Strand 
et al. 2003) needs to be reexamined.
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CHAPTER ONE

Genetic Engineering of “C4 Rice”: Expression of Maize 
PEP Carboxykinase in Rice Mesophyll Chloroplast 
to Raise CO2 Concentration and Photosynthesis

Yu-rong Huang1, Yujia Wu2, Katsura Izui3, and Maurice S. B. Ku1,2

Abstract  Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxyki-
nase (PCK) is a C4-acid decarboxylation enzyme 
located in the cytosol of bundle sheath cells of 
PCK subtype C4 plants. In this study, we have 
introduced the maize PCK gene into rice genome 
and targeted the enzyme to mesophyll chloroplast 
as a first step in an attempt to raise CO2 concentra-
tion in the chloroplast of rice via decarboxylation 
of  oxaloacetate. Molecular analyses confirmed the 
integration of the maize gene into rice genome and 
its expression at transcript level in several trans-
genic lines. Although expression of the maize PCK 
gene in transgenic rice plants was driven by the 
tomato rbcS3C promoter the protein was expressed 
in an organ-specific manner: high in leaf, stem 
and floret, but not in root. The protein amounts in 
the leaf were 4-6 fold higher in transgenic than in 
wild type plants. The photosynthetic rates of three 
greenhouse grown transgenic lines were compa-

rable or slightly higher than that of untransformed 
wild type plants. In a preliminary field trial, 
transgenic rice plants exhibited enhanced growth 
(20–50%) and grain yields (10–50%) than did 
wild type. Since PCK is only one of the biochemi-
cal steps in the entire C4 pathway other affiliated 
mechanisms, such as effective CO2 acquisition 
and rapid carboxylation by PEP carboxylase, will 
have to be in place in order to have a functional 
“C4 rice”.

Keywords Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase, 
C4 rice, transgenic rice, photosynthesis, growth

Introduction

Rice feeds half of the world’s population. An 
increase in rice production by 40% is required to 
meet the projected increases in population growth, 
from the current 6–9 billion in the next 25 years. 
Based on photosynthetic mechanism, rice is clas-
sified as a C3 plant. Compared to C4 plants, such 
as maize and sugarcane, C3 plants suffer from 
O2 inhibition of photosynthesis and the associated 
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Photosynthesis. Energy from the Sun: 
14th International Congress on Photosynthesis,
1225–1230. © 2008 Springer.
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photorespiration via the oxygenase activity of 
Rubisco and, therefore, have a lower photosynthetic
capacity, lower water- and nitrogen-use efficien-
cies. Consequently, C3 crops such as rice and 
wheat have a lower productivity. The major func-
tion of the C4 pathway of photosynthesis, evolved 
in response to decreased atmospheric CO2 con-
centrations over geologic time, is to raise CO2 
 concentration in the bundle sheath chloroplast, 
where Rubisco is located, and suppress the oxyge-
nase activity of Rubisco.

There is a great interest in engineering the C4 
pathway of photosynthesis into C3 crops, such 
as rice, in order to increase their photosynthetic 
capacity by accelerated supply of CO2. In early 
studies, several components of the C4 pathway 
in maize (an NADP-malic enzyme subtype C4 
plant): PEP carboxylase (PEPC), NADP-malic 
enzyme (NADP-ME) and pyruvate  orthophosphate 
 dikinase (PPDK) have been introduced individu-
ally or in combination into rice in the hope to 
increase its photosynthetic efficiency through a 
functional C4 pathway (Ku et al. 1999; Jiao et al. 
2002; Fukayama et al. 2001; Tsuchida et al. 2001). 
The enhanced photosynthetic capacity in some 
transgenic rice plants is mainly related to enhanced 
stress tolerance (e.g. tolerance to photoinhibition), 
rather than a functional C4 photosynthesis (Ku 
et al. 1999; Jiao et al. 2002). Most seriously, in 
mimicking the NADP-ME subtype C4 pathway in 
C3 plants, one encounters the problem of metabolic 
imbalance. Overexpression of maize C4-specific 
NADP-ME in rice mesophyll chloroplast at high 
levels led to photoinhibition and retarded growth, 
especially under high light (Fukayama et al. 2001; 
Tsuchida et al. 2001). Presumably, this is due 
to the drain of NADP pool, which is required 
for NADPH production through PSII, by the 
high  levels of NADP-ME. In NADP-ME subtype 
C4 plants (e.g. maize, sorghum), bundle sheath 
 chloroplast is deficient in PSII and thus avoids this 
problem. Therefore, engineering rice to express 
C4  photosynthesis using NADP-ME as a C4 acid 
decarboxylation mechanism is not feasible.

To avoid the problem caused by overexpression 
of NADP-ME in C3 mesophyll chloroplast, which 

has normal PSI and PSII activities, an alternative 
approach has been taken to decarboxylate C4 acid 
in C3 mesophyll chloroplast. Gene encoding the 
phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (PCK) from 
Urochloa panicoides (PCK subtype C4 plant) has 
been overexpressed in rice and transgenic rice 
plants with elevated PCK is capable of decarboxy-
lating exogenously supplied oxaloacetate (OAA) 
(Suzuki et al. 2000). PCK is a cytosolic enzyme 
located in the bundle sheath cell of PCK subtype C4 
plants; it catalyzes the decarboxylation of oxaloac-
etate, the product of PEP carboxylation, to release 
PEP and CO2 with the input of one ATP. Since 
PCK is located in the cytosol of bundle sheathe 
cells in the PCK subtype C4 plants, in the study 
by Suzuki et al. (2000) the gene from U. pani-
coides was linked to the transit peptide sequence 
of Rubisco small subunit gene in order to target 
the protein to the chloroplast of rice leaf. However, 
in a recent study when PCK was simultaneously 
overexpressed with maize PEPC gene in rice the 
transgenic plants showed a poor growth (Suzuki 
et al. 2006). The reason for this is unclear. In this 
study, we have introduced the maize PCK gene 
into rice genome and targeted the enzyme to the 
chloroplast as a first step in an attempt to raise CO2 
concentration in the rice mesophyll chloroplast 
through a synthetic C4 pathway.

Materials and methods

Maize PCK cDNA (Tsuyoshi et al. 1999) was first 
linked to tomato rbcS3C transit peptide sequence 
in order to target its protein to chloroplast and then 
constructed in pCAMBIA 1301. Its  expression 
was driven by the tomato rbcS3C promoter and 
terminated by Nos terminator. Agrobacterium 
strain AGL1 harboring the vector was used for 
transformation of Tainoung 67 (japonica) via 
Agrobacterium-mediated method according to Ku 
et al. (1999). Hygromycin resistance, conferred by 
HtpII, was used for selection of transgenic calli and 
seedlings.

More than 30 transgenic rice plants, derived 
from five independent transformation events, were 
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obtained and regenerated seedlings were grown 
in the greenhouse for further molecular (Southern 
and northern blot analyses) and physiological (leaf 
photosynthesis) studies. Untransformed wild type 
and four transgenic lines were also grown in the 
field for growth and yield analysis.

Results

Confirmation of integration of maize PCK gene 
into rice genome by Southern blot hybridization

Southern blot analysis showed that the maize 
PCK gene has been integrated into transgenic rice 
genome at one (Line 2, 4, 14) or two copies (Line 5, 
11) (Fig. 1A). Northern blot analysis also showed 
the enhanced expression of PCK at the transcript 
level in these transgenic lines. A small amount of 
PCK was detected in the wild type plant.

Expression of maize PCK gene – northern blot and 
western blot analysis

 1. Northern blot analysis showed high levels of 
expression of PCK in transgenic Line 2, 5 and 
11, whereas low-level expression was detected 
in the wild type (WT) plant, presumably due to 
expression of the rice’ own endogenous PCK 
gene (Fig. 1B).

 2. Western immuno-blot analysis showed that 
the amounts of PCK protein were higher in all 
transgenic lines, relative to that in wild type. 
Consistent with the results of northern blot 
analysis, PCK protein was highly expressed 
in the leaf of Line 5 and 11 (Fig. 2A), which 
appears to be correlated with gene copy. Only 
a small amount of PCK was detected in the 
untransformed wild type plant.

 3. Also, PCK was highly expressed in leaf, stem 
and floret, but not in root in the transgenic 
rice (e.g. Line 11). In maize the protein was 
specifically expressed in the leaf. In contrast, 
only a low level of the protein was detected in 
the wild type (Fig. 2B).

Photosynthetic physiology and growth character

Preliminary measurements of leaf photosynthesis 
with greenhouse-grown plants indicated that the 
rates of photosynthesis in three transgenic lines 
were comparable or slightly higher (10%) than 
in the wild type plants (Table 1). Consistently, under the 
field condition all three transgenic rice plants 
tested also exhibited enhanced growth in terms of 
total biomass (20–50%) and grain yield (10–50%) 
(Table 2).

Discussion and conclusion

Many transgenic rice plants overexpressing maize 
PCK were obtained via Agrobacterium-mediated 
transformation. The transgenic rice plants had ele-
vated expression of PCK as compared with untrans-
formed wild type, especially in leaf, stem and floret. 
Photosynthetic rates of the PCK  transgenic plants 

Fig. 1 Southern blot analysis of maize PCK gene in the 
genome of untransformed wild type (WT) and five trans-
genic rice lines. The maize gene was inserted into the 
genome of transgenic rice at one (Line 2, 4, 14) or two cop-
ies (Line 5, 11). A rice endogenous PCK gene was detected 
in all genotypes
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Fig. 2 Organ-specific expression of PCK in maize, wild type (WT) and transgenic rice plants, as detected by western 
immunoblotting

were comparable of slightly higher than that of 
wild type plants. Consistently, PCK transgenic rice 
plants also grew better and produced more grains 
than untransformed wild type plants. The results 
suggest that overexpression of PCK in the mesophyll 
chloroplast of rice may bring stimulate its growth 
and productivity. However, it is not anticipated 
that the transgenic plants, which overexpress PCK 
alone, will be capable of performing a functional 

C4 photosynthesis yet, as PCK is only one of the 
several biochemical steps required in the entire 
C4 pathway. Other affiliated mechanisms, such as 
effective CO2 acquisition and rapid carboxylation 
by PEPC, will have to be in place in order to have 
a functional “C4 rice”.

We propose to install a synthetic C4 pathway in 
rice in order to have a functional CO2 concentrating 
mechanism. This synthetic C4 pathway involves a 

Table 1 Photosynthetic rates of greenhouse-grown untrans-
formed wild type and two transgenic rice lines, measured at 
1,200 µmol photon/m2/s and 400 µL/L CO2. Data = means 
± SD, n = 5–8. Different letters represent significance of 
difference at p < 0.05

Line Photosynthetic rates (µmol/m2/s)

WT 22.66 ± 0.91 (100%)c

Line 2 23.34 ± 0.65 (103%)a

Line 4 22.70 ± 0.99 (100%)b

Line 11 24.97 ± 1.18 (110%)a

Table 2 Growth and grain yield of field-grown PCK transgenic and untransformed wild type 
rice plants. Data = means ± SD, n = 4–8. Different letters represent significance of difference 
at p < 0.05

Line Straw weight (g/plant) Grain weight (g/plant) Total biomass (g/plant)

WT 17.45 ± 1.54(100%)c 17.69 ± 0.31(100%)c 35.15 ± 3.35(100%)c

Line 2 27.51 ± 4.69(158%)b 19.79 ± 1.46(112%)a 47.31 ± 6.15(135%)ab

Line 4 29.05 ± 2.99(166%)a 24.18 ± 4.20(137%)a 53.23 ± 7.19(151%)a

Line 5 26.05 ± 3.71(149%)a 26.68 ± 4.94(151%)ab 52.74 ± 8.65(150%)a

Line 11 21.48 ± 3.98(123%)ab 21.63 ± 2.64(122%)b 43.11 ± 6.63(123%)b
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high affinity bicarbonate transport system, coupled 
with rapid PEP carboxylation in the cytosol and the 
subsequent decarboxylation of oxaloacetate by PCK 
with the release of CO2 in the mesophyll chloroplast. 
Work is underway to simultaneously overexpress 
these three components in the same plants.
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CHAPTER TWO

Developmental Changes in Leaf Photosynthesis 
and Nitrogen Use Efficiency in Rice Cultivated 
in Venezuela: Historical Trends Over the Past 50 Years

Alejandro J. Pieters1, Shaybeth Irazábal1, Eduardo Graterol2, Geraldinee Bernal1,
and Malfy Benitez1

J.F. Allen, E. Gantt, J.H. Golbeck, and B. Osmond (eds.), 
Photosynthesis. Energy from the Sun: 
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Abstract  We analyzed the photosynthetic per-
formance, leaf nitrogen, protein, Rubisco and 
carbohydrates contents of field grown rice of 
the 11 cultivars planted in Venezuela during the 
period from 1950 until present. Included were 
also IR8 and the most recently released cultivars. 
Measurements were carried out from 60 days after 
transplant (DAT) up to the grain maturing stage 
(harvest). Despite important cultivar-dependent 
changes in the parameters considered, we did 
not find any time trend associated with year 
of release. Photosynthetic rates decreased with 
plant development being highest during vegeta-
tive growth and lowest at harvest. The decrease in 
photosynthesis was correlated with a progressive 
decrease in leaf N, soluble proteins and Rubisco. 
Panicle weight varied greatly among varieties 
ranging from nearly 6 g panicle−1 down to 3 g 
panicle−1. Leaf soluble sugars were higher at har-
vest than 60 DAT. Panicle weight was negatively 
correlated to photosynthesis but positively corre-

lated to the ratio of leaf sucrose to protein. Our data 
indicate that there has been no improvement in the 
rate of photosynthesis or panicle weight during 
the last 50 years of rice breeding in Venezuela. 
The high positive correlation between panicle 
weight and the sucrose/protein ratio in the leaf 
suggests that a shift in balance of C/N relation in 
the leaf is important for grain filling. This shift 
favors remobilization of N reserves at the expense 
of dismantling the photosynthetic apparatus.

Keywords  Rice, panicle weight, photosynthesis, 
nitrogen, Rubisco, carbohydrates

Introduction

Rice production must be increased globally to meet 
predicted increases in human demand. Specifically 
in Venezuela rice commercial production intensified 
since 1948, with a consequent rise in production 
of over tenfold. This trend was the result of both, a 
larger acreage and substantial increases in yield at 
a rate of approximately 84 kg ha−1 year−1. However, our 
current production is just enough to satisfy demand. 
Therefore, further increases in yield are needed.

1Instituto Venezolano de Investigaciones Científicas. 
Apartado 20632, Caracas, Venezuela
2Fundación para la Investigación Agrícola DANAC, 
Carretera San Javier-Guarataro, San Felipe, Edo, Yaracuy, 
Venezuela
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Photosynthesis represents a major target to 
increase yield potential as leaf area and harvest 
indexes are already high (Mitchell and Sheehy 
2006; Richards 2000). However, data on the 
relation between saturated rates of photosynthe-
sis, growth and grain production are frequently 
conflicting (Zhang and Kokubun 2004; Murchie 
et al. 2002). Further investigation is required to 
understand the mechanisms that contribute to the 
maintenance of leaf Pn and genetic differences in 
panicle weight.

Materials and methods

Seedlings of the 11 most cultivated cultivars in 
Venezuela since 1951 until present, including IR8 
and 2 recently released cultivars were transplanted 
to the field 20 days after germination, in Venezuela 
(10°30´0˝ N and 66°50´60˝ W) during the dry  season 
of 2006–2007. Four 2.1 × 4.5 m2 plots were used per 
cultivar. Hill spacing was 0.3 × 0.25 m with one 
plant per hill. Fertilization was applied at a rate of 
150 kg ha−1 N (as urea), 60 kg ha−1 P (as super-triple 
phosphate) and 60 kg ha−1 K (as KCl). Application 
of P and K was as basal dressing 5 DAT and N 
 fertilization was split into four applications at rates 
of 50 kg ha−1, 5 DAT and 33.3 kg ha−1 at 35, 45 
and 55 DAT. Pest and diseases were prevented by 
 current management practices.

Measurements of photosynthesis and sam-
pling. Light saturated rates of photosynthesis were 
measured with an IRGA, CIRAS 2 (PPSystems, 
Hitching, UK). Light was provided by a LED set at 
2,000 µmol photons m−2 s−1 and CO2 concentration 
was 370 µmol mol−1. Measurements were made 
between 0900 and 1100 h on the youngest fully 
expanded leaf starting 60 DAT until grain maturity. 
During each sampling date, leaf sections were 
taken and immediately frozen in liquid N2 for bio-
chemical analysis and the rest of the leaf was dried 
in an oven at 65°C for 48 h for N determinations. 
Once panicles emerged, these were also collected 
and taken to the lab, dried in an oven at 65°C for 
48 h and weighed. At least five leaves and panicles 
were taken for each cultivar and sampling date.

Nitrogen determination. Dried leaf material was 
ground to a fine powder and 50 mg of the dried mate-
rial was digested in a mixture of H2SO4 and H2O2 and 
total N determined by the microkhjeldal method.

Rubisco and soluble protein determination. 
Rubisco concentration was determined from frozen 
leaf material essentially as described by Makino et 
al. (1997), and soluble proteins were determined 
according to Bradford (1976).

Carbohydrate determination. Before the protein 
extracts were centrifuged, 200 µL aliquots were 
taken and immediately added to 70% ethanol for 
soluble carbohydrates extraction at 80°C for 30 min 
and determined by an enzymatic method according 
to Stitt et al. (1989).

Results

Photosynthesis rate, leaf N, carbohydrates 
and panicle weight

CO2 assimilation was highest 60 DAT in all varie-
ties (Fig. 1A) and decreased at harvest time, aver-
aging approximately 50% of the values recorded 
60 DAT. Panicle weight was highest in the oldest 
and newest cultivars and varied between 3 and 
nearly 6 g panicle−1 (Fig. 1B). Leaf soluble car-
bohydrates (sucrose, glucose and fructose) were 
larger at harvest than 60 DAT (Fig. 1C) increasing 
on average by 40% from 60 DAT to harvest time. 
Sucrose represented over 80% of total soluble car-
bohydrates (not shown).

Leaf N, varied widely among cultivars but no 
trend according to the year of release was observed 
(Fig. 1D) and decreased by over 50% with plant 
development. Leaf proteins were on average 18 g 
m−2 60 DAT and 8 g m−2 at harvest. Rubisco repre-
sented over 50% of soluble proteins and decreased 
by over 60% with leaf senescence.

Correlation analysis

To gain more insight on the physiological processes 
taking place at the leaf level that may be responsi-
ble for changes in photosynthesis and grain filling, 
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we carried out a correlation analysis. Pn was posi-
tively correlated to leaf N (Fig. 2A) and negatively 
correlated with panicle weight (Fig. 2B). Pn was 
also highly and negatively correlated to the ratio of 
leaf sucrose to protein (Fig. 2C). Contrarily, pani-
cle weight was positively correlated to the sucrose 
to protein ratio (Fig. 2D).

Discussion

In this work we found no evidence of any his-
torical trend in leaf photosynthesis and associated 

mechanisms at different developmental stages in 
rice cultivated in Venezuela during the last 55 
years. However, important differences among 
cultivars were detected allowing variability in 
photosynthesis to be related to differences in 
panicle weight. These results contrast with those 
reported by Zhang and Kokubun (2004), in which 
they found a slight trend towards higher Pn rates 
in recent rice cultivars. However, the oldest cul-
tivars used by Zhang and Kokubun (2004) dated 
back to the 19th century. When a comparison is 
made among cultivars released since mid 20th 
century, no relation between year of release and 
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Pn emerged. This lack of trend is probably a con-
sequence that Pn has not been part of the selection 
criteria normally used by breeders.

Similarly as with Pn no trend was found in the 
weight of individual panicles associated with the 
year of release. However, we have found differ-
ences in yield which are indeed correlated with 
the year of release (Graterol E, Pieters AJ, Alvarez 
R, Peña Z and Lozada C, 2007, unpublished). 
Therefore, other yield components may, together 
with the size of individual panicles contribute to 
historical increments in yield.

In rice, like in other cereals, grain filling 
coincides with the onset of leaf and whole plant 
senescence, compromising carbon gain during 
this stage. In some studies (Murchie et al. 2002), 
however, it has been found that Pn in the flag 

leaf decreases relatively little compared with 
an accelerated breakdown of Rubisco and leaf 
soluble proteins. In our study leaf Pn was highly 
and positively correlated to leaf N, proteins and 
Rubisco, suggesting that leaf N economy limits 
carbon gain by photosynthesis and also imply 
that Rubisco breakdown and photosynthesis are 
tightly coupled (Makino et al. 2000).

Interestingly, we found that leaf soluble car-
bohydrates were higher at harvest time than dur-
ing the period of maximal vegetative biomass 
production (60 DAT). This suggests that carbon 
supply for grain filling is not limiting for grain 
development. However, correlations between either 
panicle weight or photosynthesis and leaf soluble 
carbohydrates were weak and not significant (data 
not shown).
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Sucrose is the main export carbohydrate from 
source organs and represents over 80% of soluble 
sugars in photosynthesising rice leaves, there-
fore the ratio of leaf sucrose to soluble proteins, 
provided information on the capacity of carbon 
export relative to the N investment in photosyn-
thesis. The strong negative relation found between 
Pn and the ratio sucrose/protein indicates that a 
shift in the balance between carbon export and 
photosynthesis favors export at the expense of 
maintenance of carbon gain during grain develop-
ment. This view is also supported by the negative 
correlation found between panicle weight and leaf 
photosynthesis and the highly significant regres-
sion between panicle weight and the ratio sucrose/
protein in the flag leaf.
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CHAPTER THREE

Harnessing Photosynthesis in Tomorrow’s World: Humans, 
Crop Production and Poverty Alleviation

John E. Sheehy1, Anaida B. Ferrer1, and P. L. Mitchell2

Abstract  Photosynthesis is the solar energy-
dependent process on which food production for 
human existence ultimately depends. Each day 
passes with 854 million people hungry and, for that 
reason, the United Nations Millennium Declaration 
committed the world’s nations to ‘eradicate extreme 
poverty and hunger’. Sixty percent of the world’s 
population lives in Asia, where each hectare of land 
used for rice production currently provides food for 
27 people, but by 2050 that land will have to sup-
port at least 43 people. In 2007, about 250 million 
tonnes of carbon will be fixed in rice grains; by 
2050, fixation will have to rise to about 400 mil-
lion tonnes. However, the elite rice cultivars, which 
dominate the food supply of the millions of poor 
people in Asia, have approached a yield barrier 
and growth in production is slowing. In this paper, 
the role of photosynthesis in solving some of the 
food and environmental problems of tomorrow’s 

world is discussed. In particular, the possibilities 
and constraints associated with producing a very 
large increase in yield, water-use efficiency and 
nitrogen-use efficiency by developing a C4 rice are 
examined.

Keywords  Poverty alleviation, crop photosynthesis, 
food, yield, rice

Introduction

Agriculture is the indispensable base of human 
society and the nature and productivity of agricul-
ture is determined by water, climate and agricultural 
research. Today, 75% of the world’s 6.6 billion 
people live in the developing world where most 
of the world’s existing poverty is concentrated. 
Currently, a billion people live on less than a 
dollar a day and spend half their income on food; 
854 million people are hungry and each day about 
25,000 people die from hunger-related causes. The 
United Nations Millennium Declaration, agreed in 
September 2000, commits the world’s nations to 
‘eradicate extreme poverty and hunger’. Solving 
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that problem as it exists now is sufficiently 
challenging, but what makes it even more daunting 
is that the problem is being magnified by a number 
of dynamic, aggravating features (Table 1). Over 
the next 50 years, the population of the world will 
increase by about 50%, climate change will likely 
result in more extreme variations in weather and 
cause adverse shifts in the world’s existing climatic 
patterns. Water scarcity will grow; the increasing 
demand for biofuels will result in competition 
between grain for fuel and grain for food resulting 
in price increases. Furthermore, more than 75% of 
the world’s people will live in cities, the popula-
tions of which will need to be largely supported by 
a continuous chain of intensive food production and 
delivery. All of these adverse factors are growing 
now, at a time when the developed nations are both 
reducing their investments in agricultural research 
and turning their remaining research investments 
away from productivity gains (Pardey et al. 2006). 
If all of this was not bad enough the elite rice 
cultivars, which dominate the food supplies of the 
millions of poor people in Asia, have approached 
a yield barrier (Kropff et al. 1994) and the Green 
Revolution is slowing (Dawe 2007). Rice, wheat, 
maize, millet, and sorghum provide 70% of the 
calories and up to 90% of all protein consumed 
by the world’s population. About half the world’s 
population has rice as the staple cereal and almost 
all of the 600 million tons of rice produced each 
year are consumed directly by humans.

Ninety-seven percent of the water on the earth is 
sea water, 2% is ice and there is rising competition 
for the remaining 1% which is needed not only for 
agriculture and human consumption, but also for 

industry. Seventy percent of all water withdrawn 
is used for irrigation and in the most populated 
country in the world, China, agriculture accounts 
for more than 80% of all water consumption. Only 
29% of the earth’s surface is land (15.3 B ha) and 
only a little over a third of that is suitable for agri-
culture (crops 1.4 B ha; grass/rangeland 3.9 B ha); 
the rest is ice, desert, forest (4.8 B ha) or mountains 
and is unsuitable for farming (Costanza et al. 1997; 
Noble and Dirzo 1997; de Haan et al. 1997). More 
simply stated, only 10% of the surface of the earth 
has topographical and climatic conditions suit-
able for producing the food requirements of the 
9 billion people expected to inhabit the planet by 
the year 2050. In 1950, there were about 2 ha of 
farmland available to meet the food requirements 
of each person on the planet by 2050 the avail-
able farmland will have fallen to 0.6 ha/person; 
assuming forests and wetlands are to remain free 
of agriculture. Furthermore, each hectare of land 
used for rice production in Asia currently provides 
food for 27 people, but by 2050 that land will have 
to support at least 43 people.

For humans, agriculture is about providing food 
in a manner that is economically, socially and envi-
ronmentally sustainable. For scientists, rice pro-
duction has to be about converting the maximum 
fraction of solar energy into the maximum amount 
of chemical energy in grain in the shortest possible 
time; that conversion should be achieved using the 
smallest amount of land, water, and fertilizer. In 
his acceptance speech for the Nobel Peace Prize in 
1970, Norman Borlaug warned that if the frighten-
ing power of human reproduction was not curbed 
the success of the Green Revolution would only 
be ephemeral. Since that speech, world population 
has already increased by 75% and is continuing to 
increase; in the 21st century the population of Asia 
will rise by about 50% to 5.6 billion. A second 
‘Green Revolution’ will be required to feed Asia 
but it will have to be achieved with less water 
and fertilizer. Theoretical models suggest that for 
rice, an increase in yield of 50% accompanied by 
improvements in water and nitrogen use efficien-
cies can be achieved only by converting rice from 
a C3 to a C4 plant. Such a feat will require the integration 

Table 1 Modeled percentage increases in rice yields 
required by 2050 resulting from population increases, the 
combination of increases in temperature and CO2, and 
extreme weather events in four Asian countries

 Percentage yield increase required

Country Population CO2 + °C Disaster Total

Philippines 62 4 30 96
China 8 2 9 19
India 51 5 35 91
Bangladesh 78 4 18 100
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of efforts from those engaged in fundamental 
and applied research in many different countries; 
particularly those engaged in research concern-
ing photosynthesis. All forms of research require 
funding, but funding mechanisms to both integrate 
and sustain the fundamental and applied research 
required to produce C4 rice, across national and 
disciplinary boundaries are almost non-existent.

The questions addressed in this paper are: (1) 
is it feasible to build a C4 rice using existing tech-
nologies; (2) would it really deliver a simultaneous 
quantum increase in yield, water-use efficiency and 
nitrogen-use efficiency; and (3) what would be the 
cost-benefit ratio? Furthermore, I hope to demon-
strate that it can be done on a time scale relevant to 
food security during the next half century. Failure, 
in this endeavor will mean a huge increase in human 
misery, a massive loss of natural environments and 
its associated negative impact on climate change.

The green revolution exhausted

The Green Revolution in Asia began at the 
International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) in the 
1960s. It was based on the development of erect-
leaved, semi-dwarf rice cultivars that had higher 
harvest indices and were much more fertilizer 
responsive than the traditional cultivars. The Green 
Revolution more than doubled food supply in Asia 
in 25 years, with an increase of only 4% in net 
cropped area (Lipton 2007; Rosegrant and Hazell 
2000). Since the early eighties the impact of green 
revolution rice has been slowing down (Fig. 1).

Sakamoto et al. (2006) suggested manipulat-
ing brassinosteroid levels could improve erect 
leaf erectness and hence improve yield in elite 
rice. However, plant breeders have been selecting 
for canopy erectness for many years (Sheehy and 
Cooper 1973; Khush 2000). Measurements of the 
extinction coefficient (k) for photosynthetically 
active radiation in a rice canopy of the elite indica 
cultivar IR72 (Sheehy et al. 2007a) showed that 
k varies with solar elevation; the variation was 
more marked in clear conditions than overcast 
conditions. This means the apparent erectness of 

the canopy varies with solar elevation, appearing 
to be more prostrate earlier in the morning and 
more erect closer to noon. At noon, when the sun 
is directly overhead, the leaves of the IR72 rice 
canopy, when calculated from the k values, have an 
inclination of about 79° to the horizontal. It must 
be remembered that structures other than leaves 
intercept light so, in the calculation of k, the leaves 
appear to be more prostrate to compensate for the 
interception by those structures. Canopy ‘gross’ 
photosynthesis (Pc) can be calculated using the 
equation of France and Thornley (1984):

Pc
p

k
In KqI p m

kqIoe kL p m

= + −

− + −
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1

where pmax is the maximum rate of leaf photo-
synthesis, Io is light incident on the crop in the 
units of W m−2, q is the leaf quantum yield in low 
irradiance, L is the leaf area index, m is the leaf 
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Fig. 1 (a) The average yield of paddy rice for Asia between 
1961 and 2004. The curve shown is y = 1.78 + 2.40/(1 + 
exp(−(x−1981)/8.12) ) with r2 = 0.99 (data from D. Dawe, 
personal communication 2007) and (b) the rate of change in 
average yield of paddy rice in Asia over the same period
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transmittance. Calculations of canopy photosynthe-
sis using the equation showed that further improve-
ments in leaf erectness (85°) would not result in 
improvements in canopy photosynthesis whereas 
converting leaf photosynthesis from C3 to C4 would 
positively contribute over the whole of the crop’s 
growing period (Fig. 2).

Rothschild (1996) suggested that a New Plant Type 
(NPT) with increased sink size would lead to improve 
yields. However, the yields of the NPT did not surpass 
those of the Green Revolution rice cultivars (Sheehy 
et al. 2000) suggesting that tropical rice was perhaps 

source limited. Subsequent work by Sheehy et al. 
(2001) showed that the sink capacity in rice was 
greatly in excess of that actually utilized even at high 
yield suggesting the yield barrier reported by Cassman 
(1994) was the consequence of source limitations.

The maximum yields and radiation-use effi-
ciencies of rice and maize growing unrestricted 
by water and nutrients in the dry season in the 
tropics were measured concurrently (Sheehy 
et al. 2007a). The radiation use efficiencies of 
maize and rice were 4.4 g DW MJ−1 and 2.9 g 
DW MJ−1 respectively; the ratio of the values was 
1.52. At 14% moisture content the grain yield for 
maize was 13.9 t ha−1 and for rice was 8.3 t ha−1. 
Rice growing unrestricted by water and nutrients 
reached a yield limit set by canopy photosynthesis 
that was about 60% of that achieved by maize.

The results presented here suggests that the 
gains made from the original Green Revolution 
technologies centered on canopy architecture and 
crop nutrition have been fully exploited (Dawe 
2007; Sheehy et al. 2007a).

Powering a second green revolution

Significant future yield improvements in rice must 
come from increases in canopy photosynthesis of 
a magnitude comparable to a change from C3 to 
C4 photosynthesis. The C4 system is seen as an 
addition to the C3 system and the repeated evolu-
tion of C4 photosynthesis indicates it should be 
possible to create C4 rice by engineering C4 genes 
into C3 rice. Furthermore the C3 and C4 systems 
are not as rigidly separated as once thought. There 
is a well developed C4 pathway in green tissue 
around vascular bundles and rice spikelets and in 
the opposite direction in maize there patches of C3 
tissue wherever a mesophyll cell is not adjacent 
to a bundle sheath cell. The culms of Eleocharis 
vivipara switch from C3 when submerged to C4 
with Kranz anatomy when they are terrestrial and 
the cells of Hydrilla verticillata switch between 
C3 and C4 modes of photosynthesis depending on 
environmental conditions. Novel C4-like systems 
have already been engineered in plants with vary-
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ing degrees of success (Suzuki et al. 2000; Kebeish 
et al. 2007). Rice belongs to the tribe Oryzeae 
which consists of 12 genera and the genus Oryza 
contains 24 species, two of which are cultivated 
and the others are ‘wild rice’. There are about 6,000 
wild accessions in the IRRI germplasm collection 
and it has been suggested that they may contain C4 
characteristics. Work is underway to screen all the 
accessions for both anatomical and physiological 
characteristics of C4 and C3&bond;C4 syndromes.

Currently, it is not clear whether a single-cell 
system of C4 photosynthesis, a non-C4 method or a 
full Kranz C4 system will be sufficient to power the 
yields required later this century; each approach is 
discussed in Sheehy et al. (2007b). However, it is 
worth remembering that the full C4 system brings 
with it not only high yields, but also better use of 
water and nitrogen fertilizer.

Constraints on progress towards C4 rice

In the absence of evidence to the contrary, it is easy 
to suggest that the construction of C4 rice would 
be difficult and the cost would be unusually high 
for agricultural research. However, the required 
knowledge is available, or becoming available 
and essential techniques in genetic engineering 
are advancing rapidly. The various strategies to 
be adopted to make C4 rice a reality over the next 
10–15 years are discussed by an international 
group of scientists in Sheehy et al. (2007b).

There are a number of initial hurdles to be 
overcome in constructing a truly international 

collaborative program with the aim of producing 
C4 rice. The immediate challenge is to establish 
a funding bridge that enables researchers to come 
together as a functioning team. That team can then 
provide the proof of concept required to facilitate 
the large investment necessary for the production 
of C4 rice. It is constructive to compare scientific 
challenges of a comparable magnitude in the life 
sciences in terms of their impact on humanitarian 
problems and the funding available to solve those 
problems. Table 2 shows that the money spent 
annually on research aimed at curing malaria or 
HIV/AIDS far exceeds that spent on C4 rice; it is 
clear that the major funding obstacle to producing 
C4 rice is the small scale of funding available for 
research in the agricultural sciences. The economic 
benefits that would flow from a C4 rice are sub-
stantial, the benefits accruing from increases in 
yield, water and nitrogen fertilizer savings would 
amount to many billions of dollars annually. The 
likely cost of constructing a C4 rice is of the order 
of hundreds of millions of dollars; the cost-benefit 
ratio is enormous.

The imperative for converting the photosyn-
thetic system in rice from C3 to C4 is necessity 
rather than curiosity. It is not good enough to be 
optimistic that ‘business as usual’ will solve the 
problem of increasing rice yield. New and possibly 
radical approaches need to be explored urgently.
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Table 2 Large scale human problems and annual costs of research aimed at solving them

 Number of humans  Number of deaths  Money spent annually
 affected (millions) each day on research

Problem (million US$)

Malaria 400 5,500 323a

HIV/AIDS 40 8,200 550 (vaccines)
Malnutrition 854 25,000 0.75b

a Gates Foundation Grants (2005) $258.3 million
b IRRI funding for a New Frontier C4 Rice Project; The Consultative Group for International 
Agricultural Research (CGIAR) $450 million annually for 15 institutes and IRRI’s income was $33.6 
million in 2006
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CHAPTER FOUR

Transgenic Rice Expressing Cyanobacterial Bicarbonate 
Transporter Exhibited Enhanced Photosynthesis, Growth 
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Abstract  Under low CO2 or alkaline water 
conditions, cyanobacteria use bicarbonate transport-
ers to pump in bicarbonate as a major carbon 
source. This adaptive CO2 concentrating mecha-
nism allows cyanobacteria to survive unfavorable 
growth conditions. In this study, we have consti-
tutively expressed the high affinity bicarbonate 
transporter gene, ictB, from cyanobacterium in 
rice. All four transgenic rice lines expressing 
the transporter exhibited enhanced photosynthetic 
capacity, growth and grain yield. Relative to 
untransformed wild type plants, the transgenic 
plants had 10–30% higher photosynthesis rates, 
15–20% higher carboxylation efficiencies, and 
lower photosynthetic CO2 compensation points. 
Activities of ribulose 1,5-bisphosphate carboxy-
lase and PEP carboxylase were also higher in these 
transgenic lines. Consistently, the transgenic plants 
produced 10–120% more tillers or panicles per 
plant and 10–70% more grains, relative to the wild 

type. The enhancements in growth and grain yield 
are closely related with the increased photosyn-
thetic capacity among the transgenic lines. Yield 
increases were also confirmed in a preliminary 
field trial. This study demonstrates that the simple 
CO2 concentrating mechanism from cyanobacterium 
can largely improve the photosynthetic efficiency, 
growth and productivity of C3 crops.

Keywords  Cyanobacterium, bicarbonate trans-
porter, transgenic rice, photosynthesis, growth

Introduction

Rice is a staple food for more than half of the 
world’s population. The world’s population is 
projected to grow from the present 6 billion to 
8 billion by 2025, with the growth concentrated 
in rice consuming countries. Thus, rice yield 
will have to be increased by 40% in the next 
two decades in order to meet the demands. Rice 
yields are fast approaching a theoretical limit set 
by its efficiency in harvesting sunlight and using 
its energy to make carbohydrate. So, to feed the 
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world, rice will have to be reengineered at the 
biochemical level. The only way to increase 
yields and reduce the nitrogen fertilizers is to 
increase its photosynthetic efficiency.

Plants evolved several CO2 concentrating 
mechanisms (CCMs) in response to decreasing 
 atmospheric CO2 levels over geologic time (Badger 
et al. 2006). These include C4 and CAM in land 
plants and bicarbonate transport systems in algae 
and aquatic plants. There has been a great interest 
in engineering these CCMs in C3 crops to improve 
their photosynthetic efficiency and yield (e.g. Ku 
et al. 1999; Lieman-Hurwitz et al. 2003). It is a 
daunting job to introduce the complex C4 syndrome 
into C3 plants. In this study, attempt has been made 
to introduce the simple bicarbonate transporter from 
cyanobacterium to rice. Under low CO2 or alkaline 
water conditions, cyanobacteria is known to use 
various bicarbonate transport systems to effectively 
pump in bicarbonate as the major carbon source.

Materials and methods

Cyanobacterium bicarbonate transporter gene 
(slr1515) was introduced to pCAMBIA 1300 
and used for transfection of Agrobacterium strain 
AGLI. A joponica rice cultivar, Tainoung 67, 
was used for transformation via Agrobacterium-
mediated method (Ku et al. 1999). Homozygous 
transgenic rice plants were used for analyses of 
photosynthetic performance and growth in the 
greenhouse or in the field.

Results

Confirmation of integration of ictB into rice 
genome by southern blot hybridization

Southern blot analysis shows that the cyanobacteria 
ictB gene is integrated into rice genome at one to two 
copies: one copy in Line 1, 2 and 6, and two copies 
in Line 4 and 5, while ictB gene was lost in Line 3 
(Fig. 1). Thus Line is treated as a transgenic negative 
control (NC).

Expression of ictB – northern blot analysis

(A) Northern blot analysis shows that ictB is 
expressed in Line 1, 2, 5 and 6, but not in 
Line 3 (NC), which did not contain ictB (data 
not show). Line 4 does not show any expres-
sion of ictB and is therefore excluded from 
the subsequent physiological and biochemical 
analyses.

(B) ictB is highly expressed in leaf than in root, 
stem and floret of transgenic rice plants in spite 
of the fact that its expression is driven by the 
constituitive 35S promoter (data not shown).

Physiological characters

(A) Temperature response. ictB transgenic plants 
exhibit higher photosynthesis rates at all tem-
peratures tested (15–40°C) than the wild type 
(data not shown). Line 3 (negative control) has 
a similar response as wild type.

(B) CO2 response. ictB transgenic plants show 
higher photosynthetic rates at all CO2 lev-
els tested (50–2,000 µL/L), higher carboxyla-
tion efficiencies and lower CO2 compensation 
points, as compared with WT (Table 1). In 
contrast, Line 3 (negative control) exhibits 
only marginal enhancement in these traits.

 (C) Enzyme activity. On a Chl basis, leaves of 
ictB trangenic plants have higher Rubisco and 
PEP carboxylase activities (Table 2).

Agronomic traits

(A) Growth – ictB transgenic plants grew more 
vigorously, as compared with the wild type 
(data not show).

Fig. 1 Southern blot analysis of hptII (hygromycin phos-
photransferase) and ictB (bicarbonate transporter) in the 
genome of untransformed wild type (WT) and six transgenic 
rice lines. Note Line 3 does not contain ictB
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Table 2 Activities of PEPC carboxylase and Rubisco of untransformed wild type and five 
transgenic rice lines. Line 3 did not contain ictB and is treated as a transgenic negative con-
trol (NC). Enzyme activity, assayed 30°C, is expressed as µmol/mg Chl/h. Data = means ± 
SD, n = 4. Different letters represent significance of difference at p < 0.05

Sample PEPC (P < 0.05) Rubisco (P < 0.05)

Corn 1,679.7 ± 270.6 43.90 ± 5.6
Line 5 77.3 ± 3.8 (113%)b 117.8 ± 10.8 (127%)ab
Line 6 80.6 ± 4.9 (118%)ab 118.1 ± 10.3 (128%)ab
Line 2 82.5 ± 5.3 (120%)a 120.5 ± 9.4 (130%) a
Line 1 82.3 ± 4.9 (120%)a 117.4 ± 7.9 (127%)

Table 1 Photosynthetic rate at 400 µL/L or 2,000 µL/L CO2, carboxylation efficiency and CO2 compensation point of 
untransformed wild type and six transgenic rice lines. Carboxylation efficiency was calculated from the initial slope of the 
photosynthetic response curve to CO2 and CO2 compensation point was determined from the interception of the initial slope 
to the x-axis. Line 3 did not contain ictB and is treated as a transgenic negative control (NC). Data = means ± SD, n = 4. 
Different letters represent significance of difference at p < 0.05

 Photosynthetic rate Photosynthetic rate Carboxylation CO2 compensation
Line at 400 µL/L at 2,000 µL/L efficiency point (µL/L)

Line 5 26.0 ± 3.4 (127%)a 40.6 ± 1.1 (125%)a 0.087 ± 0.0025 (120%)a 53.00 ± 1.94a
Line 6 23.8 ± 1.1 (116%)b 39.5 ± 3.2 (122%)b 0.085 ± 0.0014 (116%)b 53.73 ± 2.13ab
Line 2 23.1 ± 1.2 (113%)b 39.7 ± 0.8 (122%)b 0.084 ± 0.0013 (115%)b 54.63 ± 1.90b
Line 1 22.9 ± 1.0 (111%)b 35.7 ± 1.9 (107%)c 0.081 ± 0.0010 (111%)c 56.80 ± 1.70c
NC 21.4 ± 1.0 (105%)c 34.6 ± 2.1 (106%)c 0.074 ± 0.0010 (101%)d 58.43 ± 0.78d
WT 20.5 ± 2.1 (100%)c 32.5 ± 2.7 (100%)d 0.073 ± 0.0013 (100%)d 59.15 ± 1.03d
Corn                   0.101 ± 0.0065 2.1 ± 1.9
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Fig. 2 Tiller number/plant, panicle number /plant, total biomass/plant, grain weight/plant of untransformed wild type and six 
transgenic rice lines, grown in the greenhouse. Line 3 did not contain ictB and is treated as a transgenic negative control (NC)
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(B) Yield – ictB transgenic plants produced more 
biomass (up to 120%), more tillers, panicles 
and grains per plant (up to 75%) (Fig. 2). 
These increases, especially in Line 5 and 6, 
are correlated with the enhanced photosyn-
thesis rates. Line 3 or NC, lack of ictB, does 
not show any improvements in these traits in 
comparison to the wild type.

Discussion and conclusion

Transgenic rice plants expressing the cyanobacte-
rium bicarbonate transporter gene (ictB) showed 
higher photosynthetic enzyme activities and higher 
photosynthetic rates, produced more biomass, and 
have higher grain yields. Consistent with this study, 
transgenic Arabidopsis expressing ictB gene also 
exhibited enhanced photosynthesis rates under low 
humidity and low CO2 conditions (Lieman-Hurwitz 
et al. 2003). Taken together, these studies have dem-

onstrated that the simple CO2 concentrating mecha-
nism from cyanobacterium can largely improve the 
photosynthetic efficiency, growth and productivity of 
C3 crops.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Application of Photosynthetic Parameters in the Screening 
of Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) Genotypes for Improved 
Drought and High Temperature Tolerance

Marek Zivcak, Marian Brestic, and Katarina Olsovska

Abstract  Use of physiological criteria in the 
screening process helps considerably to improve 
wheat breeding efficiency. In vegetation pot experi-
ments with a collection of winter bread wheat 
genotypes of different provenance the drought 
and high temperature tolerance screening methods 
were applied. Although methods of chlorophyll 
fluorescence measurement are not directly related 
to yield, fast chlorophyll a fluorescence  kinetics 
measurements seem to be a useful tool for detec-
tion of drought and heat stress effects on the 
photosynthesis. We developed a high temperature 
test with leaf segments based on the fluorescence 
parameters enabling measurement of many geno-
types in a short time and we observed significant 
differences in genotypes sensitivity. Evaluation of 
drought effect in selected genotypes by chlorophyll 
fluorescence was based on the Performance Index 
(PI), the most sensitive fluorescence parameter 
characterizing better the drought susceptibility of 
studied genotypes. The gas exchange measure-
ments of photosynthesis showed that decrease CO2 
assimilation rate was mainly due to the stomatal 

closure. The non-stomatal effect was only observed 
in the severely stressed leaves with very low CO2 
assimilation rates. The genotypes differed in sen-
sitivity of stomatal closure, and hence in the CO2 
assimilation rate. In drought conditions the delayed 
stomatal closure and higher net assimilation rate 
were correlated with higher grain yield. Similarly, 
transpiration efficiency of non-stressed plants was 
also related to their higher drought tolerance.

Keywords  Wheat, drought stress, heat stress, 
chlorophyll fluorescence, stomatal conductance

Introduction

Plant breeding for abiotic stress tolerance, espe-
cially drought, is still a very complicated and 
time-consuming process. Identification of limiting 
factors is necessary before traits can be used as 
indirect selection criteria (Araus et al. 2002). For 
this purpose use of fast and reliable methods for 
identifying the differences between susceptible and 
tolerant genotypes is advantageous.

Plant photosynthesis is related to the plant 
production, and moreover it is a good indicator of 
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Photosynthesis. Energy from the Sun: 
14th International Congress on Photosynthesis,
1247–1250. © 2008 Springer.
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the overall plant fitness. Therefore measurements 
of gas exchange and chlorophyll a fluorescence 
measurements can provide valuable information. 
In our experiments with seven winter wheat 
genotypes we measured leaf gas exchange and 
chlorophyll fluorescence and we aimed to discover 
if the sensitivity observed at the photosynthetic 
level correlates with the sensitivity of production 
parameters.

Materials and methods

Cultivation of plants. Plants of winter wheat 
(Triticum aestivum L.), genotypes Viginta (abbr. VIG), 
Ilona (ILO), Arida (ARI), Eva (EVA) /Slovakia/; 
Pobeda (POB) /Serbia/; Stephens (STE) /USA/ and 
BU-9 (BU9) /France/, were cultivated in the pot 
experiments.

Induction of drought stress. After anthesis some 
plants were exposed to slowly developing water 
stress induced by restricted irrigation. Water supply 
by rain was avoided using a transparent foil shelter.

Plant heat treatment. The heat test was done 
with leaf segments exposed to high temperatures 
(30–45°C) for 1 h. The segments were closed in 
glass tubes immersed in thermostated water bath.

Measured characteristics. Leaf water status was 
calculated as relative water content /RWC (%) = 
(W − WD)/(WFT − WD) * 100/ from the fresh 
(W), saturated (WFT) and dry mass weight of leaf 
segments.

The chlorophyll a fluorescence emitted by 
leaves after excitation with red light was meas-
ured in the dark adapted plants (30 min) using a 
fluorometer (Handy PEA, Hansatech Instruments, 
UK). Collected data were analyzed by the JIP-
test (Strasser et al. 1995) and software Biolyzer. 
Measurements were performed over several days 
between 9.00 and 11.00 h.

Stomatal conductance was measured by a 
porometer Delta T AP4 (Delta-T Devices, UK) 
on both abaxial and adaxial part of flag leaves 
between 9.00 and 11.00 h.

Gas exchange measurements were made on 
the same leaves with the open gas exchange 

measurement system Ciras-2 (PP-systems, UK). 
Measurements were made over several days 
between 9.00 and 11.00 h and between 13.00 and 
15.00 h using an artificial light source (800 µmol 
m−2 s−1) to get saturating irradiance. From Pn and 
E values we calculated the Leaf Transpiration 
Efficiency (TEL) as TEL = Pn/E.

Data analysis. Data measured or calculated 
from replicates were averaged and plotted with a 
standard deviation.

To compare the effect of drought stress on yield 
and other parameters we selected the drought sus-
ceptibility index (SIX), a relative parameter, calcu-
lated for each genotype after Fischer and Maurer 
(1978). The relationships between the selected 
parameters and grain yield were assessed under 
drought by correlation analysis using analysis of 
variance (SigmaPlot 9.0 software). The correlation 
level was assessed according to Cohen (1988).

Results

Drought stress

Parameters related to stomatal closure. Stomatal 
closure was one of the most rapid reactions induced 
by water deficit. Wheat genotypes differed in the 
sensitivity of stomatal closure; however, the dif-
ferences were most pronounced during moderate 
drought stress. A similar trend was observed from 
the measurements of CO2 assimilation (Fig. 1). 
Our results with similar courses of both stomatal 
conductance and CO2 assimilation rate during the 
drought stress confirm previous observations that 
photosynthesis remains uneffected at water deficits 
up to 30%.

Parameters of chlorophyll a fluorescence. Water 
deficit initiated only moderate changes in the fluo-
rescence transient. However, many of fluorescence 
parameters derived from the JIP-test, reflected 
changes during the drought stress. The most sensi-
tive fluorescence parameter at 80% dehydration 
was Performance Index (PI), which showed a sta-
tistically significant correlation with RWC level in 
comparison to Fv/Fm, which was reduced only at 
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a very strong water deficit (less than 70% RWC). 
The sensitivity of PI to water loss was almost simi-
lar to the sensitivity of stomata.

Relationship between the observed parameters 
and grain yield. Expression of measured char-
acteristics in relative units allows comparison of 
their susceptibility to water stress (Fig. 1). The 
data showed similar trends in the stomatal con-
ductance, net assimilation rate, PI and grain yield 
parameters under water stress and also significant 
correlations were observed between the grain yield 
and all physiological parameters (Table 1). In addi-
tion, two more characteristics measured in control 
plants showed a high relation to drought tolerance: 
stomatal conductance and leaf transpiration effi-
ciency.

High temperature test

Maximum quantum yield of the PSII photochem-
istry (Fv/Fm) was used to determine genotypic 

differences in heat stress effects and plant response 
to the stress. Temperatures up to 37.5°C had only 
small impact on Fv/Fm with almost no genotypic 
variation. The temperature of 40°C allowed dis-
tinguishing the genotypes according to their ther-
mostability (Fig. 2A, B). At higher temperatures 
(over 40°C), the differences among genotypes were 
also diminished (Fig. 2C).

Fig. 1 The relative average values of stomatal conductance (gs), net assimilation rate (ACO2), Performance index (PI) and 
grain yield of each wheat genotype as related to the relative average value of all genotypes (1); parameters and genotypes 
exceeding the average value (1) represent higher relative decrease of selected trait and higher susceptibility to stress

Table 1 Data correlation between the relative values of 
grain yield and both selected parameters of stressed plants 
and control plants, respectively

Trait Correlation index (r) Level of correlation

gs (control) 0.650 Higha

TEL (control) 0.638 High
PN (stressed) 0.628 High
PI (stressed) 0.567 High
gs (stressed) 0.523 High

aStatistically significant (α = 0.05)
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Discussion

The developing water deficit was followed by the 
decreasing CO2 assimilation resulting from stomatal 
closure. The non-stomatal effect did not occur up 
to 70% RWC (Chaves et al. 2002). The stomatal 
response to stress represents one of the main pro-
tective mechanisms against water loss, as closed 
stomata are a main barrier for CO2 diffusion into 
the leaves. The delay in stomatal closure supports 
continuing growth and CO2 assimilation in case if 
it is accompanied with cell osmotic adjustment and 
turgor maintenance (Blum et al. 1999). One of the 
traits which signal saving of water in plants is the 
leaf transpiration efficiency (Turner 1997).

Applied physiological research and breeding 
practice look for reliable and time-consuming 
testing methods enabling to test a lot of biological 
material in a relatively short time (Reynolds 2001). 

It is already known that Fv/Fm parameter is sta-
ble under drought, unlike the performance index, 
which is very sensitive to many stresses (Strasser 
et al. 2000) and can detect moderate water deficits 
(Zivcak 2006). The most typical feature of the 
heat stress effect is occurrence of the K-step dur-
ing the chlorophyll fluorescence transient kinetics 
measured at 0.3 ms which is evidently related to 
inhibition of the oxygen evolving complex (OEC) 
(Strasser et al. 2000).
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CHAPTER ONE

Visible Light Induced Water Oxidation in Photosynthesis
from Green Plants

Yutaka Amao and Ami Ohashi

Abstract  It is known that the manganese clus-
ter in the oxygen evolving complex (OEC) of 
green plants consists of four manganese ions, 
hence, the effect of added manganese (III) ions on 
2,6-dichlorophenolindophenol (DCIP) reduction is 
investigated in grana isolated from spinach. When 
manganese (III) acetate is added up to a concen-
tration of 80 µM, the amount of reduced DCIP 
as a result of irradiation is increased compared to 
the absence of manganese (III) acetate. At 80 µM 
manganese (III) acetate, 28 µM of reduced DCIP 
is produced and the ratio of reduced DCIP to oxi-
dized DCIP is 0.41 after 240 min of irradiation. 
The amount of DCIP reduction in the presence of 
80 µM manganese (III) acetate is 4.7 times higher 
than in the absence of manganese (III) acetate. This 
result shows that light-induced DCIP reduction 
using grana is promoted by addition of manganese 
(III) ions. In contrast, the amount of DCIP reduced 
in the presence of 120 µM manganese (III) acetate 
is 1.5 times higher than that in the absence of man-

ganese (III) acetate, indicating that photoreduction 
of DCIP in grana is inhibited at higher concentrations 
of manganese (III) ions.

Keywords  Artificial photosynthesis, grana, 
manganese (III) ion, oxygen evolved center (OEC), 
Photosystem II, water photolysis

Introduction

Light-induced hydrogen and oxygen production 
based on water photolysis has been studied exten-
sively as a means of converting solar energy to 
chemical energy (Kiwi and Grätzel 1979; Brugger 
et al. 1981; Darwent et al. 1982; Kiwi et al. 1982; 
Okura 1985, 1986; Okura et al. 1985). Visible light 
induced hydrogen production systems containing 
an electron donor (D), a photosensitizer (P), an 
electron relay (C), and a catalyst have been widely 
developed. In this system, colloidal platinum (Kiwi 
and Grätzel 1979; Darwent et al. 1982; Kiwi et al. 
1982) and hydrogenase (Okura 1985, 1986; Okura 
et al. 1985) are widely used as catalysts. Colloidal 
platinum is stable against long-term visible light 
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irradiation. The pigment chlorophyll, which acts 
as the effective light-harvesting compound in 
photosynthesis of green plants, has an absorption 
maximum around 430 and 670 nm (Scheer 1991). 
Chlorophyll exhibits the following physiological 
functions; light-harvesting for the photolysis of 
water and the reduction of NADP+, and CO2 fixa-
tion under visible light irradiation. Thus, the light-
harvesting function of chlorophylls is attractive for 
photoinduced hydrogen production systems. We 
previously reported photoinduced hydrogen production 
with the light harvesting function of chlorophyll-a 
and colloidal platinum (Tomonou and Amao 2002, 
2004a, b; Sugiyama et al. 2006) and the effect 
of wavelength of light source on photoinduced 
hydrogen production. However, the development 
of water splitting into hydrogen and oxygen has not 
yet been attained. The development of the optimal 
catalyst for oxidizing water is especially appealing. 
Photosystem II (PSII) in photosynthesis is attract-
ing attention as an oxidation catalyst of water 
(Barber 1998). The oxygen evolving center (OEC) 
contained in PSII functions as an oxidization cata-
lyst of water. The manganese cluster consists of 
four manganese ions and is the active site for water 
oxidation. The biophysical properties of the man-
ganese cluster have been widely studied (Sugiura et 
al. 1998; Kamiya and Shen J-R 2003; Maly et al. 
2004; Kusunoki 2007; Taguchi and Noguchi 2007). 
PSII purified from green plants such as spinach is 
an unstable protein. We previously suggested that 
the water photolysis system in grana from green 
plants may be useful (Saiki and Amao 2004; Amao 
and Nakamura 2006) for the splitting of water 
into hydrogen and oxygen. Thus, grana act as an 
effective material for an oxygen evolving catalysis, 
but stabilization of oxygen production activity is 
required.

In this study, a photoinduced water oxidation 
system is developed with grana from spinach and 
2,6-dichloroindophenol (DCIP) as the electron 
acceptor. It known that the manganese cluster 
consists of four manganese ions in the OEC, and 
the effect of manganese (III) ions on the pho-
toinduced water oxidation system is therefore 
investigated.

Materials and methods

Reagents. Sucrose, sodium chloride, mag-
nesium chloride and potassium hydroxide are 
obtained from Wako Chemical Co. Ltd. Tricine 
and D-β-octylglucoside are purchased from Dojin 
Laboratory Co. Ltd. Dicholoindophenol (DCIP) and 
3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea (DCMU) 
are purchased from Tokyo Kasei Co. Ltd.

Isolation of grana from spinach. Grana is iso-
lated from spinach according to a previous reported 
method (Åkerlund et al. 1976). Spinach leaves 
(100 g) are homogenized in a solution containing 
0.4 M sucrose, 10 mM potassium chloride and 
2 mM magnesium chloride in 200 mL of 50 mM 
tricine-KOH buffer (pH 8). Impurities are removed 
by filtration. The filtrate is centrifuged at 5,000 g 
for 2 min at 5°C and grana are obtained as a 
suspension. The grana are solubilized in 1% d-β-
octylglucoside solution. The amount of chlorophyll 
in the grana is measured using a photodiode array 
UV-vis spectrophotometer (Scinco S-3100). The 
amount of manganese ions in the grana solution 
is measured using an inductively coupled plasma-
optical emission spectrometer (ICP–OES, Optima 
3000DV, Perkin Elmer).

Photoinduced oxygen production. The photoin-
duced oxygen production activity of grana is car-
ried out as follows. A sample solution containing 
0.6 mL grana, 2 mM DCIP, and 0.42 mM DCMU in 
3 mL of phosphate buffer solution (pH 8) is purged 
with nitrogen gas. The sample solution is irradi-
ated with a 150 W halogen lamp. Wavelengths less 
than 600 nm are removed by optical sharp cut-off 
filter. The amount of oxygen produced is deter-
mined with a Clark-type polarographic electrode 
(Strathkelvin Instruments Ltd. Model 482 with a 
SI130 microcathode oxygen electrode).

Photoreduction of DCIP. Photoreduction of 
DCIP is carried out by the following method. 
A sample solution containing 0.02 mL grana, 
66 µM DCIP, 10 µM DCMU, manganese (III) 
acetate in 3 mL of phosphate buffer solution (pH 8) 
is deaerated by six freeze-pump-thaw cycles, and 
substituted by argon gas. The sample solution is 
irradiated with a 150 W halogen lamp. Wavelengths 
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less than 600 nm are removed by a optical sharp 
cut-off filter. The concentration of reduced DCIP 
is determined by the absorption at 603 nm (molar 
coefficient of DCIP: 1.4 × 104 M−1 cm−1). The 
concentration of manganese (III) acetate is altered 
between 0 and 120 µM.

Results and discussion

Water photolysis activity of grana from spinach

The properties of grana from spinach were first 
studied. To check for the presence of the OEC, 
the amount of manganese ions in the grana was 
measured using IPC-OEM. A total of 36 µmol of 
manganese ions is present in 1 mL of grana solu-
tion. The manganese cluster in the OEC consists of 
four manganese ions. Thus, it is calculated that 5.4 
× 1017 manganese clusters are contained in 1 mL of 
grana solution. Next, the amount of chlorophyll is 
measured. A total of 1.5 µmol of chlorophyll (chlo-
rophyll-a and b) is contained in 1 mL of grana solu-
tion. Finally, light-induced oxygen evolution with 
the system containing grana, DCIP, and DCMU is 
measured. After 240 min irradiation, 1.3 × 10−8 mol 
of oxygen are evolved. In contrast, the no oxygen is 
evolved in the absence of irradiation. These results 
show that grana obtained from spinach have water 
oxidation activity based on a functional OEC.

Visible light induced DCIP reduction

Light induced DCIP reduction based on water 
photolysis was attempted next. To attain a sta-
ble and effective oxygen production system, the 
effect of manganese (III) ions on photoinduced 
water oxidation was investigated. Figure 1 shows 
the time dependence of reduced DCIP generation 
with a system containing grana, DCIP, DCMU and 
manganese (III) acetate. In all cases, increased 
reduction of DCIP occurs with increased irra-
diation time. In contrast, no reduction of DCIP is 
observed in the absence of irradiation. As there is 
no added electron-donating reagent in the reaction 
system, water acts as an electron donating reagent. 

By addition of manganese (III) acetate up to 80 µM, 
the concentration of reduced DCIP with irradiation 
is increased compared with the absence of manga-
nese (III) acetate. By addition of 80 µM manganese 
(III) acetate, 28 µM of reduced DCIP is produced 
and the reduction ratio of the reduced DCIP to 
oxidized DCIP is 0.41 after 240 min irradiation. 
On the other hand, the 5.9 µM of reduced DCIP is 
produced after 240 min irradiation in the absence 
of manganese (III) acetate. The activity of DCIP 
reduction in the presence of 80 µM manganese (III) 
acetate is 4.7 times higher than that in the absence 
of manganese (III) acetate. This result shows that 
DCIP photoreduction with grana is promoted by 
addition of manganese (III) ions.

The relationship between the DCIP photoreduc-
tion rate and the concentration of manganese (III) ion 
was studied next. The photoreduction rate of DCIP 
increases with the concentration of manganese (III) 
ion up to 0.80 µM and then decreases (Fig. 2). These 
results show that the photoreduction of DCIP and the 
activity of oxygen-evolved complexes are inhibited at 
higher concentrations of manganese (III) ions.

Fig. 1 Time dependence of reduced form of DCIP pro-
duction with the system containing 0.02 mL grana, 66 µM 
DCIP, 10 µM DCMU, manganese (III) acetate in 3 mL of 
phosphate buffer solution (pH 8). Concentrations of man-
ganese (III) acetate: Square; 0, Triangle; 40, circle; 80 and 
diamond; 120 µM. Open circle: dark condition
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In conclusion, the photoreduction of DCIP in a 
system containing grana, DCIP and DCMU is pro-
moted by the addition of manganese (III) ions up to 
80 µM. By using this system, the splitting of water 
into hydrogen and oxygen will be accomplished in 
the future.
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CHAPTER TWO

De novo Peptides Modeling the Binding Sites of [4Fe-4S] 
Clusters in Photosystem I

Mikhail L. Antonkine1,2, Christoph Breitenstein1, Boris Epel1, Eckhard Bill1, 
Wolfgang Gärtner1, and Wolfgang Lubitz1

Abstract  Photosystem I (PS I) converts the energy 
of light into chemical energy. The terminal electron 
transfer cofactors in PS I are three iron-sulfur clus-
ters named FX, FA and FB. The PsaC subunit of PS I 
harbors binding sites of the [4Fe-4S] clusters FA and 
FB. We modeled them by preparing two peptides 
(maquettes), sixteen amino acids each, using Fmoc 
solid state peptide synthesis. These model peptides 
incorporate the consensus iron-sulfur binding motif 
along with amino acids from the immediate envi-
ronment of the respective iron-sulfur cluster. The 
[4Fe-4S] clusters were successfully incorporated 
into these model peptides, as shown by their optical 
absorbance, EPR and Mössbauer spectra. The oxi-
dation-reduction potential of the iron-sulfur clusters 
in the model peptides is close to that of FA and FB in 
PsaC at room temperature and is considerably lower 
than that observed for other [4Fe-4S] model systems 
described earlier.

Keywords  [4Fe-4S], model peptides, photosys-
tem I, EPR, Mössbauer, reduction potential

Introduction

Three low-potential [4Fe-4S] clusters are part of the 
electron transfer chain of photosystem I (PS I), usually 
they are referred as FX, FA and FB (reviewed in Vassiliev 
et al. 2001). The Iron-sulfur clusters FA and FB are 
bound to the PsaC subunit of PS I, which is located on 
the stromal side of the thylakoid membrane. PsaC has 
sequence similarity to bacterial dicluster ferredoxins.

Owing to their biological significance, sev-
eral attempts to synthesize model compounds 
(reviewed in Rao and Holm 2004) and peptide-
ligated [4Fe-4S] were made (Gibney et al. 1996; 
Coldren et al. 1997; Scott and Biggins 1997; 
Mulholland et al. 1998, 1999). For the latter, two 
main approaches were explored: the first relies on 
designing synthetic peptides containing an iron-
sulfur binding site (Gibney et al. 1996; Mulholland 
et al. 1998, 1999); the second relies on introduction 
of the iron-sulfur cluster-binding site into a natural 
or synthetic protein that previously was incapable 
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of binding iron-sulfur clusters (Coldren et al. 1997; 
Scott and Biggins 1997).

This work has the following goals: first, to model 
the binding sites of the [4Fe-4S] clusters FA and FB of 
PS I; second, to investigate the biochemical and bio-
physical properties of the model systems by spectro-
scopic techniques and to compare them to the [4Fe-4S] 
clusters FA and FB bound to the PS I subunit PsaC.

Materials and methods

Peptide synthesis. Peptide synthesis was performed 
on an Advanced Chemtec 348 Ω synthesizer. The 
overall yield after purification (>99%) was 17% 
for both peptides. Purity was proven by analytical 
HPLC and MALDI-TOF-MS (Matrix Assisted 
Laser Desorption Ionisation – Time-of-Flight-Mass 
Spectrometry) for apo-FA (found 1850.5, calc. 
1852.8) and apo-FB (found 1845.6, calc. 1845.7). 
The [4Fe-4S] clusters were inserted into the apo-
peptide by a procedure similar to that originally 
described (Lovenberg et al. 1963).

Redox titration. The redox potential was deter-
mined in a thin-layer three-electrode cell inside a 
glove box. A reference Ag/AgCl electrode was used 
and working and counter electrodes were made 
from glassy carbon. The potential of the reference 
electrode was determined by measuring the media-
tor methyl viologen. The use of redox mediators 
had no measurable effect on the redox potential.

EPR experiments. Continuous wave EPR sam-
ples were measured on a Bruker E500 spectrometer 
operating at X-band. The temperature was control-
led by an Oxford ESR continuous flow cryostat 
model 910 combined with an Oxford ITC 503 intel-
ligent temperature controller. Sample was reduced 
by addition of sodium dithionite at pH=10.

Results

Design of model peptides

The sequence similarity between PsaC and bacte-
rial dicluster ferredoxins is restricted to the two 
[4Fe-4S] cluster binding motifs C(I)xxC(II)xxC(III
)xxxC(IV)P and C(I’)xxC(II’)xxC(III’)xxxC(IV’)P. 

Cysteines I, II, III and IV’ ligate the first iron-sulfur 
cluster (FB) and cysteines I’, II’, III’ and IV ligate 
the second iron-sulfur cluster (FA). In our design 
approach these two ligation schemes are separated 
into two distinct peptides. The obvious point to 
dissociate the two binding sites is between cysteine 
IV and cysteine I’. In a second step the fourth ligand 
for each binding site needs to be relocated to get into 
close vicinity to the first three cysteines. This can be 
achieved by introducing a short loop consisting of the 
residues KPE, where Pro is supposed to initiate the 
loop formation and the residues lysine and glutamate 
form a salt bridge to stabilize the preformed turn. 
Except for the designed loop region, the native amino 
acid sequence of PsaC has been used, i.e. Tyr 7 to 
Cys 16 for the sequence TEDCVGCKRCKPECPW 
(apo-FB peptide); Thr 44 to Cys 53 for the sequence 
YDTCIGCTQCKPECPW (apo-FA peptide). These 
sequences are especially interesting since they show 
major differences in amino acid composition in the 
consensus binding motif with respect to previ-
ously investigated model peptides that bind 
[4Fe-4S] clusters.

Characterization of model peptides. After syn-
thesis and insertion of iron-sulfur clusters into apo 
peptides (see methods) both holo-FA and holo-FB 
peptides show a broad absorption in the visible 
range with a maximum around 400 nm, which is 
reduced by approximately 50% of its initial inten-
sity upon reduction of the sample with sodium 
dithionite (Fig. 1A). In summary, the UV/Vis 
spectra of the holo-FA and holo-FB peptides in the 
oxidized and reduced states are typical for protein/
peptide-bound iron-sulfur clusters.

We used CW EPR spectroscopy to probe the 
identity of the iron-sulfur clusters bound to the 
holo-FA and holo-FB peptides. In the reduced state 
the holo-FA peptide has a rhombic EPR spectrum 
with g-values 2.04 (gx), 1.93 (gy), 1.90 (gz) (Fig. 1B), 
while the holo-FB peptide has a rhombic EPR 
spectrum with g-values 2.05 (gx), 1.93 (gy), and 
1.92 (gz). EPR signals of the [4Fe-4S] clusters 
bound to the holo-FA and holo-FB peptides can 
be observed only at temperatures below 40 K and 
they show a strong temperature dependence. The 
g-values and relaxation properties, i.e. microwave 
power and temperature dependence, of holo-FA 
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and holo-FB peptides are typical of reduced [4Fe-4S] 
proteins. Similar EPR spectra were observed 
earlier for mono cluster ferredoxins, model pep-
tides (Gibney et al. 1996; Mulholland et al. 1998, 
1999) and in PsaC (C13G C33S and C50G C33S 
mutants), where one of the iron-sulfur clusters 
is not detectable in the g = 2 region of the EPR 
spectrum (Antonkine et al. 2007). Binding of the 
[4Fe-4S] cluster to apo-FA and apo-FB peptides 
is verified by the Mössbauer spectra of the holo-
FA and holo-FB peptides in both oxidized and 
reduced states (data not shown).

Oxidation-reduction potential of the holo-FA 
and holo-FB peptides

Reduction of the sample by sodium dithionite was 
followed by optical spectroscopy, additionally at 
several potentials EPR samples were taken to inde-
pendently control the reduction of [4Fe-4S]. The 
titrations were stopped when excess of the dithionite 
was detectable by optical spectroscopy. This corre-
sponds to a complete reduction of the sample. The 
redox titration resulted in redox potentials of −490 
± 30 mV and −475 ± 30 mV (all potentials vs. SHE) 
for holo-FA and holo-FB peptides respectively.

Discussion

We successfully modelled the [4Fe-4S] clusters 
FA and FB of the PsaC subunits of PS I. By several 
techniques we have proven that low-potential [4Fe-4S] 
clusters are formed with both model peptides.

Fully reduced, unbound wild-type PsaC shows 
an interaction spectrum due to magnetic coupling 
between the two closely-spaced S = 1/2 [4Fe-4S]1+ 
clusters. The EPR spectra of unmodified cluster FA 
of PsaC can be observed in the C13G C33S variant 
of the protein (gx = 2.04, gy = 1.93 and gz = 1.90) 
and of FB in the C50G C33S variant (gx = 2.04, 
gy = 1.93 and gz = 1.89) (Antonkine et al. 2007). 
These values are identical to those obtained for the 
holo-FA and only slightly different for the holo-FB, 
with gz = 1.92.

Despite the variation of amino acid composi-
tion most of the maquettes investigated in previous 
studies have a redox potential of about −350 mV 
(Gibney et al. 1996; Mulholland et al. 1998, 1999). 
Scott and Biggins (1997) incorporated a binding 
motif of the [4Fe-4S] cluster FX into a 4-α-helix 
bundle. This model exhibits the lowest reduction 
potential found for the [4Fe-4S] cluster bound to 
peptide maquette up to date (−420 mV). Midpoint 
reduction potentials of FA and FB in fully assem-
bled PS I were measured at cryogenic temperature 
by redox titration with EPR detection and found 
to be −540 and −590 mV respectively (Evans and 
Heathcote 1980). However, by titration of PS I with 
optical detection of charge recombination between 

Fig. 1 A. UV-visible spectra of the holo-FA peptide in the 
oxidised (solid line) and reduced (dashed line) state. B. 
EPR spectra of the reduced holo-FA peptide. EPR condi-
tions: temperature 15 K, microwave frequency 9.436 GHz, 
microwave power 10 mW, modulation frequency 100 kHz, 
modulation amplitude 10 G
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the iron-sulfur clusters and P700+ at room tempera-
ture potentials of −465 and −440 mV were found 
for FA and FB, respectively (Jordan et al. 1998). 
The latter potentials are closer to typical midpoint 
redox potentials found for [4Fe-4S] clusters in 
bacterial ferredoxins. They are also within the error 
range of the potentials that were determined for the 
peptides modeling the binding sites of [4Fe-4S] 
clusters FA and FB in this work.
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Designing Artificial Photosynthesis: Production 
of a Light-Activated Metalloprotein

Brendon Conlan, Warwick Hillier, and Tom Wydrzynski

Abstract  Natural photosynthesis involves the 
conversion of light into chemical energy through 
a series of electron transfer events within mem-
brane-bound pigment/protein complexes. In the 
unique Photosystem II complex these electron 
transfer events result in the oxidation of water to 
molecular oxygen (Wydrzynski and Satoh 2005). 
The exact nature of the water oxidizing process 
however still remains poorly understood and the 
aim of this work is to ultimately produce an in vitro 
model to help in the elucidation of the mechanism. 
As the starting point for the development of an 
artificial light-activated, metal-binding protein, we 
chose to use the naturally occurring bacterioferritin 
protein (cytochrome b1 or BFR) from Escherichia 
coli. This protein is not light-active but has many 
design features which can be utilized to engineer 
a functional electron transport chain. BFR is an 
18.5 kDa four helix bundle protein which dimerises 
to form a hydrophobic heme binding pocket with 
axial ligands to the heme iron from each monomer. 
This heme group can be removed and replaced 

with a photoactive zinc-chlorin molecule. BFR 
also naturally contains a di-iron metal binding site 
which has very similar ligands to those found in a 
number of manganese binding proteins. Using EPR 
we have been able to show that manganese can 
be bound to the di-iron binding site in a redox active 
form and upon light activation of the pigment the 
manganese is oxidised.

Keywords  Artificial photosynthesis, PSII, EPR, 
electron transfer, manganese, protein engineering, 
bacterioferritin, zinc chlorin e6

Introduction

In order to design and engineer a mimic of a 
light activated redox enzyme such as PSII it is 
necessary to understand the physiological limita-
tions of electron transfer within redox enzymes. 
Intraprotein electron transfer is rate-limited by tun-
neling between the edges of the donor and acceptor 
redox centers (Moser et al. 2005). The cofactors 
present in PSII generally have a redox cofactor 
separation distance of around 10 Å for any one 
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component and all are closer than 14 Å (Loll et al. 
2005; Noy et al. 2006). The design of a minimalist 
model enables us to choose just those cofactors that 
are essential to function and incorporate these into 
a matrix. For PSII the essential elements are the 
light activated P680 special pair, the redox active 
tyrosinez and the oxygen evolving complex with its 
manganese center capable of catalyzing the oxida-
tion of water. BFR presents a useful starting point 
for engineering a multi-step, light-activated protein 
since it is amenable to the incorporation of all of 
the basic elements required for electron charge 
separation found in PSII (see Fig. 1).

BFR is a soluble oligomeric protein which con-
sists of a four-helix bundle with a molecular mass 
of ~18.5 kDa and self-assembles into a spherical-
shaped shell consisting of 12 homodimeric units 
binding 12 heme groups (Frolow et al. 1994). 
A heme group binds symmetrically at the inter-
face between the two protein monomers in each 
homodimer via bis methionine ligation while the 
protein monomer contains a binuclear metal bind-
ing site that links the four helices together (Frolow 
et al. 1994). BFR normally acts to oxidize FeII to 
FeIII converting it to a hydrated ferric oxide mineral 

stored within the hollow cavity of the multimeric 
protein sphere (Harrison and Arosio 1996). The 
metal binding ligands for BFR are very similar to 
a number of manganese binding proteins (Barynin 
et al. 2001).

This development of a minimalist multi-step, 
light-activated protein allows the system to be stud-
ied in detail and easily modified. We see this as one 
of the first steps in the development of synthetic 
‘green enzymes’ which can utilize light energy to 
catalyze industrially relevant chemical reactions 
(Koder and Dutton 2006).

Materials and methods

The bfr gene encoding bacterioferritin was cloned 
from Escherichia.coli strain BL21, and ligated 
into the Novagen vector pET30 Xa/LIC. The 
plasmid was transformed into E.coli strain BL21 
pLysS DE3 cells for subsequent protein expres-
sion. All mutants were made using the Stratagene 
Qickchange sitedirected mutagenesis kit. BFR was 
purified via a His-tag, expressed at the N- terminus, 
which was later cleaved. All measurements were 
carried out on BFR1 which has the following muta-
tions; H46R, H112R. The heme was removed from 
the heme binding pocket of the dimeric holoprotein 
by the method of Hay and Teale (Hay et al. 2004; 
Teale 1959). UV-Vis spectroscopy was used to 
confirm binding of the zinc to the centre of the 
chlorin ring (Razeghifard and Wydrzynski 2003). 
EPR spectra were acquired at room temperature 
on a Bruker ESP 300E spectrophotometer with a 
TM011 cavity. CD spectroscopy was carried out 
on the wild type and mutant BFR using a Jobin and 
Yovin type III + spectrometer. Molecular modeling 
was carried out with the aid of HyPERCHEM 
(Hypercube, Gainsville Florida) and PyMOL v0.99 
(Delano Scientific).

Results and discussion

The crystal structure for BFR was initially pro-
duced with two MnII ions bound in the metal 
binding site and showed that a heme was bound 

Fig. 1 Comparison of the distances between the cofactors in 
both the engineered BFR1 and PSII. The similar distances of 
the cofactors inspired the use of this protein
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between homodimers (Frolow et al. 1994). This 
introduced the idea for making a PSII mimic from 
this protein. Binding of manganese to BFR1 was 
characterized at room temperature using the six 
line EPR signal characteristic of Mn hexa-aqua 
(Mn[H2O]6) to characterize the amount of free 
versus bound MnII. The titration of MnII into BFR1 
showed that 91% of metal binding sites are filled 
when manganese is present in a stoichiometric 
ratio of 2:1 (MnII:BFR1).

In making the BFR1 mutant, replacement of the 
histidine residues with arginine residues did not have 
any noticeable effect on the UV-visible spectrum 
or the chemical stability of the protein as measured 
using circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy. Titration 
of BFR1 with ZnII chlorin e6 (ZnCe6) produces a shift 
in the absorbance maxima of the Qy band of ZnCe6 
from 637 to 634 nm. Monitoring of this shift upon 
titration of ZnCe6 into a solution of BFR1 reveals 
a binding affinity (Kd) of 0.83 uM. The ZnCe6 
binds with a stoichiometry of 1:2 (ZnCe6: BFR1) as 
expected for a relatively tight binding species.

When ZnCe6 is bound to the protein, with 
no metal ions present, a distinct narrow radical 
signal centered at g = 2 is observed (Fig. 2). The 
protein appears to stabilise the radical so that 
even samples prepared under low levels of green 
light show some radical signal. The samples that 
were exposed to three saturating flashes show a 
two- to –threefold increase in the radical signal 
as compared to the samples prepared under green 
light. ZnCe6 with no protein present did not show 
any radical signal even if it was flashed with light 
before freezing. This suggests that the relaxation 
time for the unbound ZnCe6 is much faster than 
for ZnCe6 bound to the protein. Samples prepared 
with BFR1, ZnCe6 and manganese do not show 
this same radical signal (Fig. 2). The narrow 
ZnCe6 cation radical signal (ZnCe6

+•) is very small 
set within a broad radical signal. The ZnCe6

+• 
signal may be either broadened and decreased in 
amplitude due to homogeneous broadening or the 
ZnCe6

+• gains an electron and is reduced leading to 
the disappearance of this radical signal and reveal-
ing another underlying radical. For the ZnCe6

+• to 
be reduced the only electron donors present are the 

tyrosines within BFR1 and the manganese center. 
This suggests we are oxidizing a species, most 
likely manganese, producing electron transfer to 
the ZnCe6 cation radical. The underlying broad 
radical appears similar to a tyrosine radical species 
though this result is unconfirmed.

Samples containing BFR1, Mn and ZnCe6 pro-
duced a distinct low field EPR signal, all three 
components were required to produce this low 
field signal (Fig. 3). This signal contains hyperfine 
structure spanning g = 3.8 to g = 13.6 and has been 
assigned to monomeric MnII bound within a highly 
structured site giving a reproducible and distinct 
signal (Whittaker et al. 2003). This signal is found 
in samples of BFR1 with manganese bound only 
upon the addition of either free-base Ce6 or ZnCe6. 
The formation of this signal upon binding of the 
chlorin is probably due to structural changes in 
the protein as the axial ligand, methionine 52, sits 
opposite glutamic acid 51 which forms a µ-1,3 
carboxylato bridge linking the two metal ions, this 
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Fig. 2 Light minus dark EPR spectra of BFR1 with ZnCe6 
(black) and BFR1, ZnCe6 and Mn (grey). The presence of 
manganese bound to BFR1 reduces the ZnCe6 radical, reveal-
ing a broad underlying radical signal. Microwave frequency 
9.68 GHz, microwave power 1 µW, modulation amplitude 
3 G, modulation frequency 100 kHz, temperature 5 K
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bridge is found in a number of manganese binding 
proteins (Frolow et al. 1994; Dismukes 1996). BFR 
normally contains a di-µ-1,3-caboxylato bridge, 
and it is possible that the binding of the chlorin 
causes an interconversion from the µ-1,3 geometry 
in which each oxygen atom is coordinated to differ-
ent metal ions, to a geometry where it coordinates 
with only one of the metal ions. The binding of 
heme to BFR1 doesn’t produce the distinct low 
field signal. One of the metal binding sites in BFR 
has been reported to have a lower affinity for MnII 
than the other producing lower occupancy levels 
for this site (van Eerde et al. 2006). It is most likely 
this site that can become vacant upon binding of the 
chlorin. Addition of an excess of EDTA to samples 
exhibiting the characteristic low field signal caused 
an almost complete removal of the six-line signal 
at g = 2 due to collation of all unbound MnII in 
solution, but had very little effect on the low field 
signal. This indicates that the signal is definitely 
produced as a result of manganese bound within 
the protein matrix.

Under certain experimental conditions a multi-
line EPR signal has been observed in this protein 
complex. This multiline was particularly obvious 
on one occasion where the oxidant hexachloro 

iridate (IV) was present and upon thawing the 
sample and illuminating with saturating light for 5 s 
the signal was seen to disappear. The appearance of 
a multiline signal is indicative of a mixed valence 
complex containing either Mn2

II,III or Mn2
III,IV 

(Carrell et al. 2002). I would suggest that it is due 
to the Mn2

II,III form as stable higher oxidation states 
of manganese are difficult to achieve. Upon illu-
mination this signal completely disappeared with 
a concomitant 26% increase in the Mn2

III,III signal 
suggesting that we have increased the putative oxi-
dation state of the metal centre by one.

The paper by (Whittaker et al. 2003) detail-
ing the mutagenesis of Lactobacillus plantarum 
manganese catalase protein shows an EPR spec-
tra which is very similar to that found for BFR1 
with manganese and ZnCe6 bound. In this paper 
Whittaker et al. have produced a mutant of man-
ganese catalase with tyrosine 42 mutated to phe-
nylalanine. Whittaker and coworkers interpret the 
parallel mode low field feature as a homovalent 
dimeric Mn2

III,III complex bound within the cata-
lase metal binding site. Parallel mode EPR of 
BFR, ZnCe6, and Mn similarly shows an absorb-
ance band stretching from 300 Gauss out to zero 
field which we have also attributed to a Mn2

III,III 
homodimer (Fig. 3) (Whittaker et al. 2003). This 
signal coincides with a similar signal stretching out 
to zero field in perpendicular mode. Addition of 
ZnCe6 induces this signal in the dark and upon illu-
mination this signal increases by between 10–30%. 
The increase in homodimeric Mn2

III,III is more 
obvious in samples that remain completely frozen 
during illumination. If samples are thawed during 
illumination there can be a decrease in the overall 
MnIII content. This may be a result of oxidation of 
the Mn ions with a concomitant loss of one of the 
Mn ions either to the core of the bacterioferritin 
sphere or to the external milieu.

The parallel EPR signal seen for BFR1, Mn and 
ZnCe6, suggest a small proportion of the Mn2

II,II 
which was added to the bacterioferritin has been 
oxidised to Mn2

III,III. This is completely possible 
as animal ferritin can oxidize MnII to MnIII under 
high pH conditions (pH 9) and considering the very 
similar structure and function of these two proteins 

Fig. 3 The low field EPR spectra of BFR1 with Mn and 
ZnCe6 bound (black – perpendicular mode; grey – parallel 
mode). Microwave frequency 9.68 GHz, microwave power 
50 mW, modulation amplitude 10 G, modulation frequency 
100 kHz, temperature 5 K
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its seems logical that BFR would also be able to 
oxidize MnII under certain conditions (Meldrum et 
al. 1991). So upon increasing the oxidation state 
to Mn2

III,III it is possible that oxygen is consumed 
through the formation of a µ-oxo bond between the 
two Mn ions. This theory is backed up by experi-
mental evidence from oxygen electrode meas-
urements that show oxygen consumption upon 
illumination of BFR1 when manganese and ZnCe6 
are present. This oxygen consumption is not evi-
denced in the dark and only in samples containing 
all three components. BFR1 with or without heme 
bound cannot oxidize MnII to MnIII even under high 
pH conditions in which animal ferritins can carry 
out this oxygen consuming reaction. The addition 
of superoxide dismutase (SOD) and catalase makes 
no difference to the oxygen consumption rate sug-
gesting that superoxide and peroxide are not being 
formed when activating the complex with light. 
The amount of oxygen consumed coincides with 
5–6% of the sites being oxidized in a two electron 
oxidation of Mn with a concomitant formation of 
a µ-oxo bond. This promotes the idea that the Mn 
present is being oxidised from MnII to MnIII in a 
light and oxygen dependent process.
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Charge Separation and Charge Compensation 
in Artificial Photosynthetic Complexes

Ann Magnuson, Reiner Lomoth, Magnus Falkenström, Gerriet Eilers, Olof Johansson, 
Magnus Anderlund, Stenbjörn Styring, and Leif Hammarström

Abstract  Our approach is to design and 
synthesize supramolecular complexes that mimic 
structural and functional aspects of natural photo-
synthetic systems. We have studied photo-induced 
electron transfer in covalently linked molecular 
assemblies containing dinuclear manganese com-
plexes as donors, and ruthenium(II)trisbipyridine 
complexes as photosensitizers. Here we describe 
how a manganese dimer can be oxidized three suc-
cessive steps, from Mn2II,II to Mn2III,IV thanks to 
a charge compensating ligand exchange in the pres-
ence of water. Each oxidation step is coupled to a 
proton release of water-derived ligands, analogous 
to oxidation reactions of the manganese cluster of 
Photosystem II. Moreover, this dimer is the donor 
unit in a triad molecule containing a linked electron 
acceptor, which forms a very long-lived charge-
separated state.

Keywords  Manganese, water oxidation, electron 
transfer

Introduction

The reaction center Photosystem II (PSII) uses 
light energy to drive the oxidation of water, obtain-
ing reducing equivalents for reduction of CO2 to 
carbohydrates in all plants, algae and cyanobacte-
ria. In PSII the primary donor, P680, is excited by 
light, after which an electron is transferred from 
P*

680 to the quinones QA and QB. The resulting P680
+ 

is highly oxidizing, with an estimated potential of 
E0 = +1.12 V vs. NHE (Diner and Rappaport 2002), 
or +1.26 V (Cuni et al. 2004). P680

+ oxidizes a 
nearby tyrosine residue (YZ), generating the neutral 
YZ

• radical. YZ
• oxidizes the water oxidizing cluster 

(WOC) that consists of four manganese ions and 
one calcium. After four such photo-induced oxi-
dation events, two water molecules are oxidized, 
molecular oxygen is released and the manganese 
cluster returns to its most reduced state.

Recent advances has led to a structural model of 
the WOC where three manganese ions are at a shorter 
Mn-Mn distance, while the fourth one is at a longer 
distance from its closest neighbor, bound together by 
di-µ-oxo and di-µ-carboxylato bridges (Haumann 
et al. 2005; Pushkar et al. 2007). However, a deeper 
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insight into the mechanism of water oxidation and 
oxygen formation requires more mechanistic studies, 
involving synthetic model compounds.

The reaction center Photosystem II (PSII) uses 
light energy to drive the oxidation of water, obtain-
ing reducing equivalents for reduction of CO2 to 
carbohydrates in all plants, algae and cyanobacte-
ria. In PSII the primary donor, P680, is excited by 
light, after which an electron is transferred from 
P*

680 to the quinones QA and QB. The resulting P680
+ 

is highly oxidizing, with an estimated potential of 
E0 = +1.12 V vs. NHE (Diner and Rappaport 2002), 
or +1.26 V (Cuni et al. 2004). P680

+ oxidizes a 
nearby tyrosine residue (YZ), generating the neutral 
YZ

• radical. YZ
• oxidizes the water oxidizing cluster 

(WOC) that consists of four manganese ions and 
one calcium. After four such photo-induced oxi-
dation events, two water molecules are oxidized, 
molecular oxygen is released and the manganese 
cluster returns to its most reduced state.

Recent advances has led to a structural model 
of the WOC where three manganese ions are at 
a shorter Mn-Mn distance, while the fourth one 
is at a longer distance from its closest neighbor, 
bound together by di-µ-oxo and di-µ-carboxylato 
bridges (Haumann et al. 2005; Pushkar et al. 2007). 
However, a deeper insight into the mechanism of 
water oxidation and oxygen formation requires 
more mechanistic studies, involving synthetic 
model compounds.

Results and discussion

Biomimetic ruthenium-manganese dimers

In our research, we aim for functional mimics 
of the light-induced chemistry in PSII (Lomoth 
et al. 2006). To mimic the role of P680, we have 
chosen ruthenium(II)-trisbipyridine (Ru(bpy)3

2+) 
complexes that, when oxidized, have a high oxi-
dation potential (1.26 V vs. NHE). The first Ru-
Mn systems contained mononuclear manganese 
complexes attached to ruthenium photo-sensitizers 
(Sun et al. 1997; Abrahamsson et al. 2002). When 
Ru(bpy)3 was photo-oxidized in the presence of an 

electron acceptor, the RuIII complex oxidized the 
MnII to MnIII by intramolecular electron transfer, 
at varying rates depending on the identity of the 
complex. The electron transfer rates for some of 
the Ru-Mn reactions were then analyzed using 
Marcus theory:

 kET = A exp(–(DG0 + λ)2/4λRT (1)

where kET is the electron transfer rate constant, and 
λ is the reorganization energy. It was found that the 
reorganization energy was higher (λ = 1.4–2 eV) 
than expected for electron transfer dominated by 
solvent reorganization. This suggests significant 
inner reorganization of the manganese complex, 
which slows the electron transfer as it goes from 
MnII to MnIII.

Since forward electron transfer competes with 
recombination reactions, large reorganization ener-
gies may be an obstacle for water oxidation, which 
requires multiple oxidations. In PSII, the interme-
diate donor YZ prevents recombination of the P680

+-
QA charge-separated state, and the WOC can be 
oxidized by YZ

• on the slower time scale (50–1 ms) 
demanded by the reorganizations of the manganese 
cluster. However, large inner reorganization energies 
might also be beneficial for maintaining long-lived 
charge separated states (see below).

Accumulative electron transfer in manganese 
containing assemblies

Very few artificial systems have been presented 
that couple light-induced charge separation to 
accumulation of redox equivalents in a single 
molecule. One reason is that the resulting charge 
build-up makes further oxidation more difficult 
unless a charge compensating reaction occurs. 
In a symmetric di-m-oxo bridged manganese dimer, 
the oxidation from Mn2

III,IV to Mn2
IV,IV occurs at 

~0.8 V higher potential than the step from Mn2
III,III to 

Mn2
III,IV (Baldwin and Pecoraro 1996). If four oxi-

dative equivalents would be stored on a manganese 
complex, and the potentials were 0.8 V apart, the 
potential span would be as much as 2.4 V. However, 
if deprotonation reactions are allowed to compen-
sate for the accumulated charge, it is feasible to 
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drive accumulative oxidation by a single oxidant. 
As a comparison, the four redox potentials of the 
WOC in PSII span only ~0.3 V, thanks to charge 
compensating proton release or other types of 
bridging mode changes.

We have studied light-induced oxidation of 
the manganese containing complex in Fig. 1A. 
This complex was the first molecular assembly 
where a manganese dimer was linked to a ruthe-
nium complex. The manganese complex starts in 
the Mn2

II,II state. Laser flash photolysis resulted 
in a very rapid (k < 100 ns) light-induced elec-
tron transfer from the manganese dimer to the 
RuIII(bpy)3. The reaction rate was limited by 
the initial quenching with the external electron 
acceptor.

Electrochemical measurements in acetonitrile 
showed that the potentials for oxidation to the 
Mn2

II,III and the Mn2
III,III states (E0 = + 0.50 and 

+1.06 V vs. SCE) were below the potential for the 
photo-oxidized RuIII(bpy)3 unit, making a two-
step oxidation of manganese at least theoretically 
possible. At that time we were aiming to achieve 
two-step oxidation to the Mn2

III,III state. To avoid 
re-reduction to Mn2

II,II by the reduced acceptor, 
we performed the experiments in partially aqueous 
solution, and used the irreversible electron accep-
tor [Co(NH3)5Cl]2+. The accumulated products 
after a given number of flashes were analyzed by 
EPR. After a few flashes the initial Mn2

II,II state 
had disappeared, and after a few more flashes the 
EPR signal of the Mn2

III,IV state appeared instead 
(Huang et al. 2002). This unexpected result means 
that the complex had been oxidized three steps. 
In dry acetonitrile it was not possible to achieve 
the Mn2

III,IV state even if potentials above that 
of RuIII(bpy)3 were applied. However, if a small 
amount of water (1–10%) was added, additional 
oxidations became possible.

The addition of water to the acetonitrile solution 
had no effect on the potential for the first oxidation 
(Mn2

II,II→Mn2
II,III), but the behavior was very dif-

ferent for the second, Mn2
II,III →Mn2

III,III oxidation 
(Eilers et al. 2005). In 10% water the potentials 
of the complex are lowered, allowing a further 
oxidation to the Mn2

III,IV state to take place. We 

suggested that a ligand exchange occurs when the 
complex is oxidized to Mn2

III,III, where the labile 
acetates dissociate and the complex acquires water-
derived ligands. For the Mn2

III,IV state we proposed 
that two di-m-oxo bridges had been formed by 
deprotonation of the water ligands, which is a very 
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Fig. 1 (A) The dimeric complex Mn2(bpmp)(OAc)2 linked 
to a ruthenium photosensitizer. Ru(bpy)3 is photo-oxidized 
by the electron acceptor [Co(NH3)5Cl]2+. In aqueous solu-
tion the manganese dimer is oxidized from Mn2

II,II to 
Mn2

III,IV. (B) Different bridging modes in the Mn-dimer 
shown in A. By varying the water content, ligand exchange 
is obtained to different degrees in different oxidation states 
(Eilers et al. 2005)
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plausible structure for a Mn2
III,IV complex and 

consistent with the obtained EPR spectrum.

Ligand exchange studies

By using EXAFS we could establish that the man-
ganese coordination sphere changes considerably 
upon oxidation to the Mn2

III,III state in the presence 
of small amounts of water (Magnuson et al. 2006). 
The decreased Mn–Mn distance of 2.9 Å for Mn2

III,III 
compared to 3.4 Å in the original Mn2

II,II complex 
was explained by a change in the bridging mode 
for the complex, where at least one of the bridging 
acetates where exchanged for a di-µ-oxo bridge.

We investigated the reactions using FTIR, by 
performing in situ electrochemical oxidation in 
different water/acetonitrile mixtures (Eilers et al. 
2005). The FTIR absorption from acetate bound 
to the complex is strong, with bands at 1,586–
1,594 cm−1 and 1,384–1,422 cm−1 (the higher val-
ues are for Mn2

II,II and the lower ones are for 
Mn2

III,III). When water was added to Mn2
II,II, or add-

ing water after oxidation to the Mn2
II,III or Mn2

III,III 
state, these peaks were lower in intensity. Instead, 
new peaks were present that corresponded to the 
IR-absorption from uncoordinated acetate (1,574 
and 1,410 cm−1) and acetic acid (ca. 1,730 cm−1). 
The tendency to loose the acetate ligands was dis-
tinctively higher in the Mn2

III,III state, and occured 
at lower water concentrations in this state than in 
the lower oxidation states. We could conclude that 
the Mn2

II,II complexes released acetate (at high 
water content) that was unprotonated, whereas oxi-
dation to Mn2

II,III or Mn2
III,III released acetic acid, 

corresponding to one proton per complex. From the 
quantitative formation of acetic acid in the Mn2

III,III 
state, we concluded that ligand exchange results in 
the formation of a complex with one acetate and 
one oxo ligand, which corroborates our results 
from EXAFS measurements.

Using an electrochemical flow cell coupled to 
an ESI-mass spectrometer we could detect products 
of the manganese dimer oxidation (Fig. 1B, Eilers 
et al. 2005). In this way we obtained direct support 
for the formation of several ligand-exchanged species, 
in particular the proposed Mn2

III,IV complex.

The results are summarized in Fig. 1B. 
An exchange of acetate ligands for water-derived 
ligands occurs in the presence of water, resulting 
in lower potentials for oxidation and the possibility 
to reach even the Mn2

III,IV state electrochemically 
or by photolysis with a Ru(bpy)3

2+ complex. This 
opens the possibility for a proton-coupled oxida-
tion, in which the oxidized state is stabilized by a 
charge-compensating proton release. These reac-
tions mimic the important step-wise oxidation of 
the manganese cluster of PSII, which is coupled to 
a charge compensating deprotonation, presumably 
of water-derived ligands.

Long-lived charge separation in a Mn-Ru-acceptor 
triad

We were interested in linking the Mn2-Ru complex 
(Fig. 1A) to an intramolecular acceptor such as the 
naphthalenediimide (NDI), which would result in 
a first biomimetic D-P-A triad using a manganese 
complex as electron donor (Fig. 2, Borgström et al. 
2005). Photo-induced electron transfer in the triad 
was probed by transient absorption measurements 
and EPR spectroscopy. Flash photolysis resulted in 
a charge separation between the Ru(bpy)3 moiety 
and the NDI acceptor, and resulted in the formation 
of the NDI•− radical on the ns time scale (Fig. 3A). 
The oxidized RuIII(bpy)3 was then rapidly re-reduced 
by intramolecular electron transfer from the manga-
nese dimer. We used EPR spectroscopy to follow the 
oxidation of Mn2

II,II to Mn2
II,III, as well as the forma-

tion and decay of NDI•−. Quantitative measurements 
of the Mn2

II,III and NDI•− EPR signals showed that 
the charge-separated Mn2

II,III(bpmp)–RuII(bpy)3–
(NDI)(NDI)•− state was formed in a 20% quantum 
yield (Fig. 3B). The most surprising result was that 
the charge separated state recombined very slowly, 
at room temperaturet1 =15 ms (50%), t2 = 200 ms 
(25%) and t3 = 2.3 ms (25%). Compared to other tri-
ads based on RuII-polypyridyl photosensitizers, our 
complex has a more than two orders of magnitude 
longer lifetime of the charge-separated state.

The very long-lived charge-separated state in 
the Mn2

II,II-RuII-(NDI)2 triad can be explained by 
a high activation energy. A fit of the temperature 
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Fig. 2 The first “triad” assembly with a manganese electron 
donor, producing long-lived (ca. 2 ms) charge separation. 
The first “triad” assembly with a manganese electron donor, 
producing long-lived (ca. 2 ms) charge separation

Fig. 3 Measuring charge separation. (A) Transient absorption 
of RuII(bpy)3 (bottom trace) and the NDI•− radical (top trace) 
after a flash at 298 K. (B) EPR spectra of the starting compound 
(Mn2

II,II, top) and after flash photolysis (Mn2
II,III, bottom)

 dependence of the recombination rate from 140 to 
298 K using Eq. 1, showed that the activation energy 
significantly slows down the rate constant even at 
room temperature. The high activation energy is 
a consequence of the recombination reaction hav-
ing a driving force of 1.07 eV and a reorganization 
energy of 2 eV. From crystallographic data of the 
manganese unit in the Mn2

II,II and Mn2
II,III states, 

we calculated that structural changes could con-
tribute ca. 1 eV to the reorganization energy, while 
the remaining ca. 1.0 eV would be due to solvent 
reorganization (Borgström et al. 2005). This result 
is interesting since it mimics the reactions in PSII. 
Water oxidation involves large reorganizations, 
resulting in slow turnover rate. A large reorgani-
zation energy for reactions involving manganese, 
might contribute to the long-lived charge separation 

during water oxidation in PSII, similarly to in our 
Mn2

II,II-RuII-(NDI)2 triad.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Sensitization of Light-Induced Charge Separation 
in Photosystem I by Synthetic Fluorescent Dyes

Akimasa Nakamura1,2, Shinji Mizoguchi1, Yoshitaka Miyajima1, Yuki Kato1, 
and Tadashi Watanabe1

Abstract  An attempt has been made to sensitize 
the photochemical process within photosystem (PS) 
I to green light using artificial fluorescent dyes. 
Rhodamine (Rh) derivatives, which exhibit intense 
light absorption for green light, were introduced to PS 
I surfaces as an additional light-harvesting antenna. 
To mimic the soluble extrinsic light- harvesting 
antenna such as phycobilisomes in cyanobacteria, X-
Rh was introduced covalently to stroma and lumenal 
surfaces of PS I through an amide linkage. Further, 
an amphiphilic polymer bearing Rh6G moieties was 
complexed with the hydrophobic membrane integral 
regions of PS I. Under preferential excitation of the 
Rh derivatives, Rh-modified PS I exhibited a larger 
absorbance change attributed to the photooxida-
tion of the primary electron donor P700 than that 
observed in native PS I. These results show that 
Rh derivatives function as artificial light-harvesting 
antennae to drive successfully PS I photochemistry 
by green light.

Keywords  Photosystem I, light-harvesting com-
plex, P700, fluorescent dyes, rhodamine

Introduction

The photosynthetic machinery harvests photons 
of solar radiation efficiently using a large array 
of antenna pigments surrounding the primary 
 electron donor and the electron transfer chain 
where light-induced charge separation takes 
place. The antenna pigments exploited by nature 
are chlorophylls (Chl) and phycobilines. These 
pigments absorb strongly blue or red lights but 
poorly green light. Because the photochemistry 
within PS is limited by the spectroscopic proper-
ties of the antenna pigments, photochemical reac-
tions are not sensitive to green light. To examine 
whether the spectral window for the photochemi-
cal reaction in natural photosynthesis can be 
expanded with the use of artificial fluorescent 
dyes, we have attempted to introduce Rhodamine 
(Rh) derivatives to PS I surfaces as an additional 
 light-harvesting antenna for green light. Two 
methods were examined using Rh derivatives as 
the artificial light-harvesting antenna for PS I.
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One is to mimic membrane-extrinsic light-
harvesting complexes such as phycobilisomes in 
cyanobacteria (Ke 2001). In cyanobacteria, phyco-
biliproteins are attached to the stromal surface of 
PS and transfer their excitation energy to antenna 
Chl a in PS. In PS I, most of the antenna Chl a 
molecules are located within 10 Å from the stromal 
and lumenal surfaces (Jordan et al. 2001). An effi-
cient energy transfer is hence expected between the 
antenna Chl a within PS I and artificial fluorescent 
dyes bound covalently to amino acid residues on 
the PS I surfaces. We choose a succinimidyl ester 
of 5-(and 6)-carboxy-X-rhodamine (X-Rh) as the 
dye and introduced this to the NH2-groups (lysine 
residues and N-terminal amines) on stromal and 
lumenal PS I surfaces through an amide linkage.

Another attempt is to mimic the membrane-
intrinsic light-harvesting complex found in green 
algae and higher plants. For this purpose, we syn-
thesized a polyacrylate-based amphiphilic poly-
mer (Tribet et al. 1996) modified with Rh6G 
(Miyajima et al. 2006). This amphiphilic polymer 
was expected to bind tightly to the hydrophobic 
membrane-integral region of PS I, and the Rh6G 
molecules covalently attached to the polymer 
would transfer its excitation energy to the antenna 
Chl a.

Materials and methods

PS I was isolated from a cyanobacterium Spirulina 
platensis as described elsewhere (Nakamura et al. 
2003).

Covalent modification of surface amino acid 
residues of PS I with Rh derivatives. A Rhodamine 
dye was incubated with PS I in 50 mM NaHCO3 
(pH 9.8) and 0.025% DM for 30 min at room 
temperature. The dye-modified PS I was purified 
by gel permeation chromatography and sucrose 
density gradient centrifugation (Nakamura et al. 
2005).

Association of amphiphilic polymer bearing 
Rh6G moieties with PS I. The amphiphilic polymer 
modified with Rh6G (AP-Rh6G) was synthesized 
from polyacrylic acid (MW = 5,000), 1-ami-

nododecane, N-methyl-d-glucamine, and Rh6G 
at a molar ratio of 1/14/50/1 (Miyajima et al. 
2006; Wang et al. 1988). To obtain AP-Rh6G/PS 
I complexes, concentrated Spirulina PS I (5 mg 
Chl a mL−1) was diluted with AP-Rh6G solution 
(6 µM Rh6G) to a Chl a concentration of 22 µM 
(Miyajima et al. 2006).

Results and discussion

Construction of artificial antenna by covalent 
modification Figure 1a shows the absorption spec-
tra of PS I modified with X-Rh (PS I/X-Rh) and 
native PS I. In the absorption spectrum of PS I/X-
Rh, only the region where X-Rh exhibits absorp-
tion was altered while keeping the shapes for other 
regions intact; this shows that introduction of X-Rh 
did not cause significant alterations in antenna sys-
tem of PS I (Fig. 1a).

Whether the bound X-Rh can function as 
additional light-harvesting antenna for PS I was 
 examined by observing the light-induced absorbance 

Fig. 1 (a) Absorption spectra of native PS I and X-Rh, (b) 
Light-induced ∆A700 of native PS I and PS I-X Rh under 
580 nm illumination
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change caused by P700 photooxidation at around 
700 nm (∆A700) in the presence of methyl viologen. 
If X-Rh introduced to PS I can transfer its excita-
tion energy to antenna Chl a in PS I, which eventu-
ally excite P700, the magnitude of ∆A700 in the PS 
I/X-Rh is expected to be larger than that of native 
PS I under preferential excitation of X-Rh. Figure 
1b shows the ∆A700 of PS I/X-Rh and native PS I 
induced by 580-nm light preferentially exciting X-
Rh. The ∆A700 of PS I/X-Rh was enhanced by about 
1.4-fold from that of native PS I. This shows that the 
X-Rh molecules bound to PS I actually transfer their 
excitation energy to the antenna Chl a molecules 
in PS I. Similar results were obtained also for PS I 
modified with RhB (Nakamura et al. 2005).

Artificial antenna based on AP-Rh6G AP-Rh6G 
(Fig. 2) was made to associate with PS I by diluting 
concentrated a PS I sample with buffer containing 
AP-Rh6G. PS I was only solubilized by dilution with 
AP-Rh6G, and dilution with buffer alone did not give 
solubilized PS I. This suggests that the hydrophobic 
moieties of AP-Rh6G were associated with the mem-
brane-integral region of PS I and the hydrophilic 
moieties stabilized PS I in the aqueous buffer.

To examine the antenna function of Rh6G, light-
induced ∆A700 was determined under preferential 
excitation of Rh6G. The magnitude of ∆A700 in 
PS I/AP-Rh6G was higher by 1.5 fold than that 
in native PS I as described above, showing that 

AP-Rh6G can function as additional light-har-
vesting antenna for PS I. The results indicate 
that the AP-Rh6G plays double roles in PS I/AP-
Rh6G complex, that is, artificial antenna for green 
light and a solubilization reagent (Miyajima et al. 
2006).

To summarize, we have demonstrated that the 
spectral window for photochemistry within a pig-
ment-protein complex can be extended by intro-
ducing artificial fluorescent dyes to hydrophilic 
stromal/lumenal surfaces or hydrophobic mem-
brane integral regions.
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CHAPTER SIX

Improvement of Nitrogenase-Based Photobiological 
Hydrogen Production by Cyanobacteria by Gene 
Engineering – Hydrogenases and Homocitrate Synthase

H. Sakurai1,2,3, H. Masukawa3, Xh Zhang2, H. Ikeda2, and K. Inoue3

Abstract We have created several cyanobacte-
rial mutants of hydrogenase and of homocitrate 
synthase for improvement of nitrogenase-based 
hydrogen production activity. From Nostoc sp. 
PCC 7120, mutants were engineered that were 
disrupted in the uptake hydrogenase gene (∆hupL), 
the bidirectional hydrogenase gene (∆hoxH), and 
both (∆hupL/∆hoxH). Disruption of the Hup struc-
tural gene, but not of the Hox structural gene, 
was very effective in increasing H2 accumulation 
capacity in this strain. Disruption of hypF, which 
encodes for one of NiFe-hydrogenase maturation 
proteins, was also effective. These results indicate 
that elimination of Hup activity is effective in 
improving the hydrogen production. The ∆hupL 
mutant from Nostoc sp. PCC 7422 was able to 
accumulate hydrogen to 20–30% (v/v) in 3–8 days, 

and the efficiency of light energy conversion into 
hydrogen was 3.7% in visible light or about 1.7% 
in total radiation. The presence of 20% O2 in the 
initial gas phase inhibited H2 accumulation by less 
than 20% until day 7. Nostoc PCC 7120 has two 
homocitrate synthase genes, nifV1 and nifV2, and 
homocitrate bound to Fe-Mo cofactor of dinitro-
genase is considered to be important for efficient 
nitrogen fixation, but not for hydrogen production. 
We have created mutants disrupted in one of the 
two genes and the both of them with ∆hupL as the 
parent, and found that modulation of homocitrate 
synthase activity is effective in prolonging the high 
hydrogen production period.

Keywords Cyanobacteria, solar energy conver-
sion, hydrogen, hydrogenase, nitrogenase, renew-
able energy

Introduction

Concerns for the future of our environment and 
the dwindling fossil fuel supply are compelling 
reasons to explore renewable energy sources suf-
ficiently large in scale to meet worldwide demand. 
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The amount of solar energy received on the Earth’s 
surface is vast and consequently photobiological 
production of H2 by cyanobacteria and microalgae 
that use H2O as the electron donor is expected to 
become an environmentally acceptable renewable 
energy alternative on a large scale (Hall et al. 1995;
Rao and Cammack 2001).

The enzymes that catalyze H2 production in 
cyanobacteria are nitrogenase and hydrogenase 
(Tamagnini et al. 2002). We have chosen the nitro-
genase system as a starting point for hydrogen 
production based upon its potential for optimiza-
tion as part of long-term R&D strategies (Sakurai 
and Masukawa 2007; Sakurai et al. 2004). Notably, 
nitrogenase catalyzes essentially a unidirectional 
production of H2, in contrast with reversible or 
bidirectional hydrogenase that catalyzes reversible 
reactions of evolution and absorption of H2 in the 
presence of O2. We are improving cyanobacteria by 
gene engineering in order to realize large-scale pho-
tobiological hydrogen production on sea surfaces.

Materials and methods

Creation and characterization of mutants, growth 
conditions, and activity measurements were as 
described in (Masukawa et al. 2002; Yoshino 
et al. 2007).

Results

Elimination of uptake hydrogenase activity greatly 
improves photobiological H2 production in Nostoc/
Anabaena sp. PCC 7120

We have been developing nitrogenase-based 
photobiological H2 production utilizing cyanobac-
teria. One of the major obstacles to efficient solar 
energy conversion to H2 is the presence of hydroge-
nases that take up the H2 produced especially in the 
presence of O2. Many heterocystous cyanobacteria 
contain both an uptake hydrogenase (Hup) and a 
bidirectional (or reversible) hydrogenase (Hox), 
though a few have only Hup. We chose Nostoc 
sp. PCC 7120 as a model strain for optimization 

(Masukawa et al. 2002) because it is amenable to 
gene engineering and its complete genome sequence 
had been reported. We have created three hydroge-
nase-related mutants by gene disruption: two single 
mutants ∆hupL and ∆hoxH, and a double mutant 
∆hupL/∆hoxH, and found that elimination of Hup 
activity is very effective for H2 production. Effects 
of elimination of Hox activity on H2 production 
were not apparent under the conditions tested 
(Fig. 1). The biosynthesis of [NiFe]-hydrogenases 
is a complex process that requires the function of 
the Hyp proteins. HypF is involved in the CO and 
CN ligands synthesis of [NiFe]-hydrogenase. We 
have created ∆hypF mutant from the strain from 
Nostoc sp. PCC 7120, and found that the mutant 
produced several times more H2 than the parent 
(Fig. 1). (Wakai M. et al., unpublished observation)

The catalytic metal cluster of nitrogenase binds 
homocitrate, which is synthesized by homocitrate 
synthase encoded by nifV gene. The genome of 
Nostoc sp. PCC 7120 contains two nifV genes 
(nifV1 and nifV2). We have created mutants dis-
rupted in the one and the both of the genes with 

Fig. 1 Time course of H2 production activity of various 
hydrogenase mutants of Nostoc sp. PCC 7120. Cyanobacteria 
cells grown in BG11 medium containing nitrate were washed 
by centrifugation, and transferred into a combined nitrogen-
free BG110 medium (0 time). Portions of the cultures were 
sampled at the time indicated in the figure, H2 production 
activity of the cells were determined for 1 h by illuminating 
with light of ~70 µmol m−2 s−1 PAR, and H2 concentration 
in the gas phase was determined by gas chromatography as 
described by Masukawa et al. (2002)
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∆hupL as the parent. In the presence of nitrogen 
gas, the H2 production activities of the mutants 
∆nifV1/∆hupL and ∆nifV1/∆nifV2/∆hupL were less 
susceptible to inhibition by nitrogen. In the pres-
ence of nitrogen gas, the hydrogen production and 
nitrogenase activities of the parent ∆hupL were 
quickly decreased in about 10 h after the maxima 
were attained, but the activities of ∆nifV mutants 
were sustained longer. Modulation of homoci-
trate synthase activity can be a valuable tool for 
improving hydrogen productivity of cyanobacteria 
(Masukawa et al., in preparation).

Accumulation of H2 up to about 30% 
by mutant ∆hupL from Nostoc sp. PCC 7422

To improve photobiological H2 production in the 
presence of O2, we speculated that selection of 
wild-type strains with high photobiological nitro-
gen fixing activity followed by knocking out Hup 
activity will entail good results (Yoshino et al. 
2007). We have chosen Nostoc sp. PCC 7422 as the 
parent strain because it had the highest nitrogenase 
activity under air among about 12 heterocystous 

cyanobacteria strains tested. Under continuous 
illumination, the ∆hupL disruption mutant accu-
mulated H2 up to 20–30% (v/v) (Fig. 1). Energy 
conversion efficiencies of the mutant cells at their 
maximum H2 production activity were determined 
for 1 h at incident light of 70 µmol m−2 s−1 PAR, and 
were 3.7% and 1.8% vs. PAR and total solar radia-
tion, respectively. Accumulation of H2 by the cells 
grown with the starting gas containing 20% O2 was 
not very much lower than that of those grown with 
the starting gas containing no O2, the difference 
between the two being less than 20% until day 7.

Discussion

In order to realize large-scale photobiological H2 
production by mariculture-raised cyanobaceria, 
intensive research is required. One of the chal-
lenges is to improve energy conversion efficiency 
under field conditions. Under short term (several 
hours) laboratory conditions, photobiological H2 
production efficiencies of 2% (vs. Par) corre-
sponding to 1% (vs. total radiation) or higher 
are reported. However, under long term (days) 
field conditions, the highest efficiencies reported 
were 0.1% or lower. One of the causes of the low 
efficiency is low light saturation properties of 
cyanobacteria, and several means for overcoming 
these shortcomings are discussed (see, Sakurai and 
Masukawa 2007).
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Oxygen Evolving Reactions by Synthetic Manganese 
Complexes

Stenbjörn Styring1, Katrin Beckmann2, Gustav Berggren1, Hannes Uchtenhagen1, 
Magnus Anderlund1, Anders Thapper1, Johannes Messinger2, and Philipp Kurz1

Abstract  Four manganese complexes were 
screened for O2 formation under coherent experi-
mental conditions. We identified several new 
oxygen evolving reactions and in one case 18O 
labelling with the expected isotope ratio indicates 
observation of water oxidation.

Keywords  Manganese, oxygen evolution, bio-
mimetic, MIMS, EPR

Introduction

Photochemical splitting of water into oxygen and 
hydrogen to generate H2 as a “solar fuel” from 
water and sunlight is a target reaction for artificial 
photosynthesis (Meyer 1989; Bard et al. 1995; 
Sun et al. 2001; Lewis et al. 2006). A key reac-
tion is the four-electron oxidation of water to O2. 
We aim to develop bio-inspired assemblies able 

to oxidise water in a fashion similar to PS II (Sun 
et al. 2001).

Many Mn-complexes have been characterised 
(Mukhopadhyay et al. 2004) but studies about their 
ability to oxidise water to O2 are rare.

Here, we have systematically probed all reac-
tion combinations of four manganese complexes 
and four oxidants for their ability to evolve oxygen. 
For cases where oxygen formation was detected, 
we carried out reactions with 18O-labelled water 
using membrane inlet mass spectrometry (MIMS) 
to determine the origin of the O2.

Materials and methods

Complexes 1–4 (Fig. 1) were synthesised accord-
ing to literature (Chan et al. 1990; Sun et al. 2000; 
Lomoth et al. 2002; Baffert et al. 2003).

Oxygen detection. The polarographic signal 
from a Clark electrode (Hansatech) was recorded 
using the CalMeter software. The volume at the 
beginning of each experiment was 1 mL, ther-
mostated at 25°C and continuously stirred. The 
volume above the sample solution was reduced to 
~100 µL with a plunger to minimise gas exchange 
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processes. A thin channel through the plunger 
allowed us to purge the cell with argon.

Complexes were freshly dissolved before each 
experiment in mixtures of 25% acetonitrile and 
water (1–3) or in water (4). Samples (final metal 
concentration 2 mM) were made anaerobic with 
argon and after 20 min, 50 equivalents of oxidant 

per metal centre were injected (5–50 µL) from 
concentrated, argon-purged solutions and the 
oxygen formation was monitored. Stock solutions 
in water were: H2O2: 0.2 M; tert-butyl hydroper-
oxide (TBHP): 7 M; oxone: 1 M KHSO5/0.5 M 
KHSO4/0.5 M K2SO4; OCl−: 1.25 M NaOCl. The 
oxygen evolution rates in Table 1 were deter-
mined by a linear fit for the first 2 min after oxi-
dant injection.

MIMS. A magnetic sector field mass spectrometer 
(Thermo Finnigan, Delta plusXP) was used to 
separate 16O2 (m/z = 32), 16O18O (m/z = 34) and 
18O2 (m/z = 36). A Teflon membrane resting on a 
porous Teflon support, permeable only for gases, 
separated the high vacuum from the solutions in 
the sample chamber (volume 150 µL) which was 
equipped with stirring and thermostated to 20°C.

As in the Clark electrode experiments, solutions 
of 1–4 (150 µL, 2 mM metal) were filled into the 
reaction chamber. Water was enriched in H2

18O by 
7% or 10%. Degassing was achieved through the 
gas consumption by the adjacent vacuum. Nitrogen-
purged solutions of the oxidants were injected and 
the resulting gas evolution was detected online 
with the simultaneous measurement of argon (m/z 
= 40) serving as a control.

EPR spectroscopy. EPR spectra were recorded 
on a Bruker EleXsys E500 spectrometer equipped 
with an ER 4116DM dual mode resonator at liquid 
He-temperatures.

Fig. 1 Top: Structures of the studied complexes 1–4 Lower: 
development of the EPR signal of 1 during oxidation by 
oxone. The spectrum of 1 in its Mn2

III,IV state is shown for 
comparison (dotted line)

Table 1 Oxygen evolution rates [mMO2 min−1 Mmetal
−1]a

Compound H2O2
b TBHP HSO5

− ClO−

1 33 ~1 16 n.d.
2 200 n.d. n.d. n.d.
3 >500c 34 105 n.d.
4 7.5 Traces 38 Traces

aRates 2 min after the addition of 50 eq. of the oxidants 
(Fig. 1)
bOnly 2 eq. of H2O2 added
cDetected oxygen evolution faster than the upper detec-
tion limit of ~500 mMO2 min−1 Mmetal

−1. n.d.: no oxygen 
evolution detected above the lower detection limit of 
~1 mMO2~min−1~Mmetal

−1
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Results and discussion

Figure 2 shows typical oxygen evolution traces. The 
oxygen formation rates are presented in Table 1. 
Four new oxygen evolving reactions (bold in 
Table 1) were found when 1 and 3 were reacted 
with tert-butyl hydroperoxide (TBHP) or oxone 
(HSO5

−). The redox chemistry of 1 and 3 has been 
studied in detail. However, their ability to form 
O2 in presence of these oxidants was unknown. 
Additionally, we discovered that 4 is a very versa-
tile catalyst: the slow reaction with TBHP has been 
described (Poulsen et al. 2005), and we discovered 
that reactions of 4 with oxone and hypochlorite 
(ClO−) yield O2 as well.

Our results indicate that a much larger number 
of manganese complexes than previously thought 
can produce oxygen. All studied compounds yield 
O2 with H2O2, while only 4 does so with hypochlo-
rite. This will serve as a useful guideline for the 
future screening of novel manganese complexes.

We also studied the isotope patterns of the 
evolved oxygen in the presence of 18O enriched 
water. Most of the systems produced unlabelled 
and/or singly 18O-labelled O2 (see Fig. 2 for 4 and 
oxone). This indicates that at least one oxygen 
atom originated not from water but from the oxidant, 
which is not unexpected since both TBHP and 
oxone can act as oxygen transfer agents (Poulsen 
et al. 2005; Chen et al. 2007). Reactions with 
TBHP showed no 18O labelling at all.

However, and very interestingly, we found that 
the initial phase of the reaction of 1 with oxone 
produces doubly enriched oxygen 18O2 (Fig. 2). 
The labelling percentage matched the theoretically 
expected value very well (Table 2). Thus, in this 
case water is the source of both oxygen atoms of 
the evolved O2, indicating oxidation of water to 
molecular oxygen. The reaction mechanism and 
the active species involved are unclear at this early 
stage but will be of supreme interest.

EPR spectra taken at different times during the 
initial phase of the reaction indicate that the com-
pound is oxidised rapidly by oxone from its original 
Mn2

II,II oxidation state to a Mn2
III,IV compound (Fig. 1, 

lower; middle spectrum). In parallel, a large fraction 

Fig. 2 Oxygen evolution traces for reactions of oxone with 
1 (A) and 4 (B) (injection of 10 eq. HSO5

− at t = 0 min) 
recorded with a Clark electrode and by MIMS. The evolu-
tion of doubly labelled oxygen 18O2 (dotted line) is only 
detected for 1

Table 2 Isotope fractions of the evolved oxygen for reac-
tions with oxone (in %)

 O2 species detected

 H2
18O     18O

Compound added 16/16O 16/18O 18/18O detected

1 7 85.91 13.62 0.47 7.3
Theoretical  7 86.49 13.02 0.49
 ratioa

3 10 89.18 10.4 0.42 5.6
4 10 91.14 8.83 0.03 4.4
Theoretical  10 81.00 18.00 1.00
 ratioa

aAs expected for both oxygen atoms of O2 originating from 
water
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of 1 (~60–80%) decomposes into Mn2+, recognised 
by its six-line EPR spectrum (Fig. 1, lower; bottom 
spectrum). The decomposition of 1 occurs within 
60 s and might explain the low observed yield of the 
O2 forming (~5% O2 per 1).

The results presented make 1 a promising can-
didate for water oxidation catalysis. They addition-
ally gain significance as:

(a) 1 has been covalently linked to photosensitis-
ers in supramolecular assemblies in attempts 
to achieve light-driven water oxidation 
(Borgström et al. 2005).

(b) It is known that water interactions greatly 
influence the redox behaviour of 1 (Eilers et al. 
2005).

(c) The formation of µ-oxo-bridged species has 
been detected for oxidised samples of 1 by 
EXAFS (Magnuson et al. 2006). Such species 
might be of key importance for oxygen forma-
tion.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Syntheses and Photochemical Properties of Trimanganese 
Complexes Containing Naphtyl Moieties

Shigenobu Yano1, Misaki Nakai1, Hiromi Ohi1, Takuzo Funabiki1, Rika Tanaka2, 
Isamu Kinoshita2, and Makoto Obata1

Abstract  Two trinuclear manganese complexes, 
[Mn3(µ3-O)(µ-O2CCH2-1-naph)6(py)3] (1) and 
[Mn3(µ3-O)(µ-O2CCH2–2-naph)6(py)3] (2) (1 or 
2-naph-CH2CO2H = 1 or 2-naphtylacetic acid, 
py = pyridine), were synthesized and characterized 
by elemental analysis, EXAFS analysis, and X-ray 
crystallography. Their electrochemical and pho-
tochemical behaviors were investigated by cyclic 
voltammetry (CV), electron absorption spectros-
copy, and emission spectroscopy.

Keywords  Manganese cluster, trinuclear complex, 
PSII OEC model complex, mixed-valence state, 
photochemical property, luminescence

Introduction

In the biological photosystem II, a manganese 
cluster, which is referred to an oxygen evolution 
center (OEC), plays a key role in water oxidation 

(Mukhopadhyay et al. 2004). Since this manganese 
cluster is believed to consist of four manganese 
atoms and one calcium atom (Ferreira et al. 2004), 
development of manganese cluster complexes is an 
important target for artificial photosynthesis systems. 
So far, a lot of di- (Vincent et al. 1993; Wieghardt et 
al. 1985), tri- (Vincent et al. 1987; Ribas et al. 1997), 
and tetra-nuclear manganese complexes (Vincent 
et al. 1989; Libby et al. 1991) were synthesized as 
functional or structural model complexes of OEC. 
However, there are a few manganese complexes 
having photofunctional moieties. Recently, we 
synthesized diruthenium complexes having naphtyl 
or porphyrin moieties, and investigated their 
photochemical properties (Obata et al. 2004; Nakai 
et al. 2006). As the further extension to the structural 
OEC model complexes having a manganese cluster, 
we wish to report the synthesis and photochemical 
properties of trinuclear manganese complexes 
containing naphtyl moieties.

Materials and methods

General. Reagents and solvents used in this study 
were commercial products of the highest available 
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purity. NnBu4MnO4 has been synthesized  according 
to the reported method.

Physical measurement. Electrospray ioniza-
tion mass spectra (ESI-MS) were recorded on a 
JEOL JMS-T100LC. Elemental analyses were 
carried out using a Perkin-Elmer PE2400 Series 
II CHNS/O Analyzer (Nara Institute of Science 
and Technology). IR spectra were recorded on a 
JASCO FT/IR 8900 µ as KBr disks. UV-visible 
(UV-vis) spectra were recorded on a JASCO V-570 
UV/VIS/NIR spectrometer at room temperature. 
Static fluorescence spectra were measured at room 
temperature in a 1 cm quartz cell with fluorescence 
spectrometer (Hitachi, F-4500) in toluene, CH2Cl2, 
and CH3CN with exciting at 295 nm. The cyclic 
voltammetry (CV) was performed on a BAS CV-
50 W voltammetric analyzer in deaerated CH2Cl2, 
DMF, and CH3CN containing 0.1 M n-Bu4NPF6 as 
supporting electrolyte. The working electrode was 
a glassy carbon and the counter electrode was plati-
num wire. The measured potentials were recorded 
to an Ag/AgPF6 reference electrode. All electro-
chemical measurements were carried out at 25°C 
under an atmospheric pressure of nitrogen.

Synthesis of [Mn3(m3-O)(m-O2CCH2-1-naph) 

6(py)3] (1). A pyridine solution (3.0 mL) of NnBu4

MnO4 (60 mg, 0.17 mmol) was added slowly to a 
mixture of Mn(CH3CO2)2•4H2O (107 mg, 0.43 mmol) 
and 1-naphthylacetic acid (1-naph-CH2CO2H = 1-
naphtylacetic acid; 359 mg, 1.93 mmol) in pyridine 
solution (1.0 mL). After the mixture was stirred for 
15 min at room temperature, it was concentrated 
till a 1/3 volume under reduced pressure and then 
added 30 mL of EtOH. The solution was filtered 
and the filtrate was allowed to stand undisturbed at 
room temperature for several days, single crystals 
were obtained. Yield 130.2 mg (42%) Anal. Calcd 
for C87H69Mn3N3O13 (1): C, 68.33; H, 4.55; N, 2.75; 
Found: C, 67.93; H, 4.59; N, 2.81. IR (KBr, cm−1): 
2939, 1628, 1573, 1487, 1385, 1257, 1219, 1069, 
779, 760, 691, 646, 631, 544.

Synthesis of [Mn3(m3-O)(m-O2CCH2-2-naph) 

6(py)3] (2). The complex was prepared by follow-
ing the same procedure as described above using 
2-naphthylacetic acid (2-naph-CH2CO2H = 2-naphty-
lacetic acid) instead of 1-naphthylacetic acid. Yield 

197 mg (65%) Anal. Calcd for C87H71Mn3N3O13 (2) 
+ H2O: C, 67.53; H, 4.63; N, 2.72; Found: C, 67.64; 
H, 4.65; N, 2.74. IR (KBr, cm−1): 2939, 1622, 1560, 
1508, 1489, 1484, 1420, 1389, 1221, 1072, 824, 779, 
762, 739, 691, 648, 478.

X-ray analysis. A single crystal was mounted on a 
glass fiber. Diffraction data of complex 1 were col-
lected by a Rigaku AFC/CCD Mercury area detector 
using a graphite-monochromated Mo Kα radiation 
to a 2qmax of 55°. All data sets were corrected for 
Lorentz polarization effects and for absorption. 
Figure 1 shows the  crystal structure of 1 solved by 
the direct method and refined by full matrix least-
squares using SIR92. All non-hydrogen atoms and 
hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically and 
isotropically, respectively. The final full-matrix least-
square refinement on F converged to R = 0.0435 and 
RW = 0.0913 (I > 2s(I)). The largest peak in the final 
differential Fourier map was 0.26 e•Å−3.

EXAFS analysis. Extended X-ray absorp-
tion fine structure (EXAFS) measurements 
were performed at beam line 7C of the Photon 
Factory of High Energy Acceleration Research 
Organization (KEK-PF), Tsukuba, Japan. A 
channel-cut Si(111) monochromator was used. 
The ring current was 300–350 mA, and the stor-
age ring was operated with an electron energy 

Fig. 1 ORTEP drawing of 1 showing 50% probability ellip-
soids. The hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity
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of 2.5 GeV. The experiment at the Mn K edge 
was carried out at room temperature in trans-
mission mode with boron nitride for powdered 
sample of 2. The k3χ(k) value for the case of 
single scattering is theoretically given by Eq. 1
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where ri, Ni, Fi(k), fi(k), and si represent the 
interatomic distance, the coordination number, 
the backscattering amplitude, the phase shift, and 
the Debye-Wakker factor of the ith coordination 
shell, respectively, and k is the photoelectron 
wave vector defined as k = [(2 m/h2)(E–E0)

1/2] 
with the threshold energy E0. The backscattering-
amplitude [Fi(k)] and phase-shift [fi(k)] func-
tions for corresponding bounds, such as between 
Mn and N/O atoms, were derived from complex 
1, using the bond distances derived from X-ray 
crystallography. Parameters ri, Ni, and si were 
values of E0 (6558.02 eV). Spectral analysis was 
performed by using REX2000, version 2.0.7 
(Rigaku Co.).

Results and discussion

The X-ray crystallography showed that the com-
plex 1 has the trinuclear complex containing a 
[Mn3O-(O2CR)6] core with mixed-valent Mn3- 
(II,III,III) centers (Fig. 1).

The EXAFS analysis data suggested that 
the complex 2 has the similar structure as 1. 
CV exhibited two reduction peaks which are 
ascribed to Mn2(II)Mn(III)/Mn(II)Mn2(III) and 
Mn3(II)/Mn2(II)Mn(III) in CH3CN. This result 
shows that the solid-state structures of com-
plexes 1 and 2 remain in the CH3CN solution. 
The electronic absorption spectra of 1 and 2 were 
measured in CH2Cl2 at room temperature. The 
peaks at 200–400 nm, which are characteristic 
of naphthyl moieties, are assigned to the π-π* 
transition in the naphthalene moieties (Picraux et al. 
2003), and the broad shoulder in the visible region 
(near 500 nm) is assign to LMCT from the bridging 
ligands to Mn atoms (Tanase et al. 2003). Static 
emission spectra of 1-naphthylacetic acid, 2-
naphthylacetic acid, 1, and 2 were observed 
at room temperature in toluene, CH2Cl2, and 
CH3CN with exciting at 295 nm.
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Fig. 2 Static fluorescence spectra of (a) 1-naphthylacetic acid (solid line) and 1 (dashed line) and (b) 2-naphthylacetic 
acid (solid line) and 2 (dashed line) at room temperature. lex = 295 nm (blue line = toluene, green line = CH2Cl2, red line = 
CH3CN). Inset: Maximum emission intensities of 2 in several solvents are normalized
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The fluorescence intensities of 1 and 2 were sig-
nificantly lower than that of 1- and 2-naphthylace-
tic acid (Fig. 2), and additionally decreased in the 
order of the solvent’s polarity (toluene > CH2Cl2 
> CH3CN). This dependence suggests the electron 
transfer from naphtyl moieties to manganese core. 
The fluorescence spectrum of 2 was broadened in 
the low energy portion of the emission envelope 
(400–450 nm), but that of 1 was not. Since the 
static fluorescence spectra of dinuclear Fe and Ru 
complexes were reported to become broadened 
because of the formation of the excimer (Obata et 
al. 2004; Nakai et al. 2006; Picraux et al. 2003), the 
broadened fluorescence spectrum of 2 suggests the 
formation of excimer in this complex. These dif-
ferences between 1 and 2 suggest that the excimer 
formation depends on the interaction between the 
two naphthyl moieties. We are now studying the 
detailed photophysical properties of these com-
plexes such as fluorescence lifetimes in order to 
clarify this hypothesis.
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CHAPTER ONE

Photoreaction of Cyanobacterial BLUF Protein PixD 
Studied by Low Temperature Spectroscopy and Site-Directed 
Mutagenesis

Yoshimasa Fukushima1, Yoshiya Murai1, Koji Okajima2,3, Masahiko Ikeuchi1, and Shigeru Itoh1

Abstract  BLUF domain (Sensor of Blue Light 
Using FAD) is a newly identified class of flavin-
binding photoreceptor domain. Cyanobacterial 
BLUF-domain protein PixD has been revealed 
to regulate the positive phototaxis of cells in the 
cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC6803. BLUF 
proteins show 10–20 nm red-shifts of their flavin 
absorption bands upon the blue-light absorption.

In this study, we studied the photoconversion 
mechanisms of TePixD protein of the thermophilic 
cyanobacterium Thermosynechococcus elongatus 
BP-1 by low temperature spectroscopy and site-
directed mutagenesis. Although the deletion of the 
Tyr8 residue of PixD protein had been shown to 
abolish the photoconversion at room temperature, 
we show here that illumination at 80 K produces a 
normal red-shift even in Y8F and Y8A mutant pro-
teins. The red-shifted forms that are trapped at 80 K 
are stable in the dark, and decay by dark annealing 

at 280 K. The illumination at 150 K of Y8F and 
Y8A mutant proteins, on the other hand, formed an 
anionic form of flavin suggesting the existence of 
multiple reaction pathways.

The accumulations of the red-shifted forms in 
Y8F and Y8A mutant proteins at 80 K occurred 
with 43- and 137-times slower than that of wild-
type protein, respectively, with the extents at about 
1/2 and 1/4 of that of wild-type. It is shown that 
the photoconversion of the BLUF-domain protein 
occurs even without the Tyr8 residue, and that 
Tyr8 is necessary to enhance the photoconversion 
efficiency.

Keywords  Flavin, BLUF, low-temperature spec-
troscopy, blue-light photoreceptor

Introduction

BLUF domain is the protein family of blue-light 
photoreceptor utilizing flavin (Sensor of Blue 
Light Using FAD). Several photosynthetic organ-
isms have been known to sense the blue-light by 
BLUF-domain protein to regulate physiological 
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functions. The BLUF-domain proteins, SyPixD, 
AppA and PAC are known to regulate phototaxis in 
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803, expression of photo-
synthetic genes in Rhodobacter sphaeroides, and 
photoavoidance in Euglena gracilis, respectively.

These BLUF proteins show reversible photocon-
versions between the dark-adapted and signaling 
states. Upon blue light absorption, the absorption 
spectrum of the flavin shows a 10–20 nm red shift. 
The red-shifted form decays to the dark-adapted 
form within several seconds to minutes. This revers-
ible photoreaction makes a clear contrast to those 
of other flavoproteins, such as LOV domain and 
cryptochrome. TePixD (of Thermosynechococcus 
elongatus BP-1) and SyPixD accumulate the inter-
mediates at low temperature. The illumination 
at 5 K (I form) induces a small red shift of 5 or 
9 nm (I5 and I9 intermediate states), respectively, 
in TePixD and SyPixD (Fukushima et al. 2005, 
2006). The shift widths were narrower than those 
of the signaling state formed by the illumination 
at 290 K. Upon warming to 230 K in the dark, 
the I5 of TePixD turns into a further red-shifted 
form (J11), and warming to 280 K then induces the 
transition to the final signaling state (F490). It has 
been suggested that the conformational-changes 
of the amino-acid residues near the flavin propa-
gate to the whole protein, presumably through the 
hydrogen-bond network. It is also proposed that 
strengthening of hydrogen bond at C4 = O of flavin 
couples to the red-shift, based on the FTIR studies 
and Raman spectroscopy at medium low and physi-
ological temperatures.

The conserved Tyr8 or its counterparts have 
been predicted to be important for the photocon-
version of BLUF domain. The mutations of cor-
responding tyrosine (Y8F in TePixD and SyPixD, 
Y21F in AppA, and Y472F in PACα-F2) abolished 
the photoconversion activities at room temperature. 
The flavin inside the hydrophobic cavity of the 
protein can be assumed to be hydrogen bonded 
directly by Gln50 and Asn32 in the structure mod-
els of TePixD revealed by X-ray crystallography. 
Tyr8 is not directly in contacted with flavin but 
is assumed to form hydrogen bond to the Gln50. 

This arrangement of Gln50 and Tyr8 are resolved 
in all the 3D-structure models of BLUF-domain 
proteins and expects the essential role for Tyr8. It 
has also been reported that the deletions of Tyr8 
and Gln50 (Y8F, Y8A, Q50N, and Q50A) abol-
ish the ability to undergo the red-shift (Okajima 
et al. 2006), while a mutant of Asn32 (N32A) 
shows the normal red shift. However, the role of 
Tyr8 that is not directly in contacted with flavin 
in the photoconversion is not yet clear. Ultrafast 
spectroscopy, on the other hand, suggested that 
transient electron transfer from Tyr8 to flavin on 
a picosecond time-scale triggers rearrangements 
of the hydrogen bonds between Gln50 and flavin. 
In this study, we investigated the role of Tyr8 and 
the reaction mechanisms by the low temperature 
spectroscopy. At 80 K, we detected the accumula-
tion of normal red-shift of flavin even in Y8F and 
Y8A proteins upon illumination. We propose a 
new model of function of conserved Tyr of BLUF-
domain proteins.

Materials and methods

The protocol for cloning, expression and puri-
fication of the WT, Y8F and Y8A proteins of 
TePixD are described elsewhere (Okajima et al. 
2006). Absorption spectra at cryogenic tempera-
ture were measured with a spectrophotometer (UV-
3100PC; Shimadzu) in combination with a cryostat 
(DN1704; Oxford Instruments). The TePixD pro-
teins were dissolved in a medium containing 
20 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 1 M NaCl, and 500 mM 
imidazole. Glycerol was added to the medium 
up to a final concentration of 63% (v/v). A blue-
LED centered at 455 nm was used as an actinic 
light-source at the intensity of 4 mW cm−2 (LXHL-
MRRC; Lumileds).

Results

The photoreactions of WT and mutant proteins 
were measured at 80 K. The sample was cooled 
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down to 80 K in dark, and then the absorption 
spectra were recorded before and after the illumination 
at 80 K. The difference spectrum induced by the 
10 s-illumination showed peaks at 479 (+)/460 
(−)/448 (+)/433 (−)/420 (+)/410 (−)/394 (+) nm 
(Fig. 1, lower-a). This result indicates the forma-
tion of intermediate that exhibits the 11 nm red-
shift of absorption band, which is comparable to 
the intermediate state known as J11 revealed by 
the 5 K spectroscopy, previously. The extent of the 
light-induced absorption change almost saturated 
after a few minutes of illumination (Fig. 2a).

At 80 K, formations of the similar red-shifted 
forms were observed in Y8F and Y8A proteins. 
The reactions at 80 K are, therefore, different from 
the reactions at room temperature that accumulated 

mainly the reduced forms of flavin (just bleaching 
of the absorption bands) in the mutant proteins as 
previously reported. The light-minus-dark differ-
ence spectrum obtained after the 40-min illumina-
tion of the Y8F protein at 80 K showed peaks at 475 
(+)/456 (−)/445 (+)/429 (−)/417 (+)/408 (−)/396 
(+)/387 (−) nm (Fig. 1, lower-b). The difference 
spectrum in Y8A protein at 80 K showed peaks 
at 477 (+)/457 (−)/446 (+)/432 (−)/417 (+)/410 
(−)/391 (+) nm (Fig. 1, lower-c). The extents of 
absorption changes did not decay at 80 K. These 
spectral features resemble that detected in the WT, 
indicating the formation of the red-shifted forms 
by the illuminations at 80 K in Y8F and Y8A 
proteins.

The shift width of the red-shifted form of Y8F and 
Y8A proteins were estimated to be 8 nm (370 cm−1) 
and 9 nm (380 cm−1), respectively, judging from the 
simulation by assuming the simple red-shift of the 
spectrum of the dark-adapted form. These shift-
width are close to that of 5 or 11 nm shifted interme-
diate in the WT suggesting the initiation of similar 
conformational changes in WT and mutant proteins. 
The accumulation rates of the red-shifted forms 
in Y8F and Y8A proteins were 43 and 137 times-
slower than that in WT (Fig. 2b, c). The saturated 
extents of the red-shifted form of mutant proteins 
were about 1/2 and 1/4 of WT assuming the molar 
absorption coefficient in the dark-adapted and red-
shifted form to be the same as those in WT.

Fig. 1 Upper: The structural model of the Tyr8, Gln50 and 
Asn32 around flavin in dark-adapted form. Lower: the light-
minus-dark difference spectra recorded at 80 K of WT (a), 
Y8F (b) and Y8A (c) proteins. The WT and mutant proteins 
were illuminated for 10-s and 40-min, respectively. For the 
comparison, the WT spectrum was also plotted with dotted 
lines for traces (b) and (c)

Fig. 2 Time course of the absorption changes at 80 K in WT 
at 479 nm, Y8F at 475 nm and Y8A proteins at 477 nm
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Discussion

Illumination at 80 K resulted in the accumulation 
of the red-shifted forms of the Y8F and Y8A pro-
teins. The shift-widths of Y8F and Y8A proteins 
were estimated to be about 8 and 9 nm, suggest-
ing essentially similar nature in the red-shifted 
forms of mutant and WT proteins. The result 
indicates that Tyr8 is not indispensable for the 
photoconversion. However, the amounts of the 
accumulated red-shifted forms were smaller than 
that in WT. Their accumulation rates were slower 
than in WT. These results suggest that Tyr8 
has a function in regulating the rate/efficiency 
and the amounts/yield of the red-shifted form. 
A strengthening of the hydrogen bond between 
flavin and Gln50 residue has been reported to be 
coupled to the red-shift. H-bond rearrangements 
around flavin and Gln50 seem to take place also 
in Y8F and Y8A proteins at low temperature as 
seen in the case of I or J intermediates of WT. 
The functional role of Tyr8 can, then, be assumed 
to fix the orientation of the Gln50 residue to 
achieve normal photoconversion. The absence of 
the hydroxyl group of Tyr8 would have increased 
the instability of the configuration of Gln50. This 

will decrease the population of the protein that 
is trapped in proper conformation to favor the 
photoconversion at 80 K to form the normal red-
shifted form as in WT.
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CHAPTER TWO

Light Acclimation of Leaf Chlorophyll Content

Lea Hallik and Olevi Kull

Abstract  We studied light acclimation of leaf 
chlorophyll (Chla) and nitrogen (Na) contents per 
unit area, and leaf dry mass per unit area (LMA) 
along a vertical light gradient in natural herbaceous 
and tree canopies. We found that LMA increased 
strongly with increasing irradiance in the tree can-
opy but not in the herbaceous canopy, and that Chla 
was much more variable in the herbaceous canopy 
(coefficient of variation 82%) compared to the tree 
canopy (16%). This finding can indicate that in 
the herbaceous canopy mature leaves had under-
gone re-acclimation to changed light conditions, 
while in the tree canopy measured light conditions 
reflected the light gradient during leaf develop-
ment. Path analysis revealed that the acclimation 
of leaf chlorophyll content to increased light avail-
ability consists of two opposing responses, which 
operate in different time scales: (I) an increasing 
effect, which is mediated via changes in LMA and 
Na, and is therefore related to light conditions dur-
ing leaf development; (II) and a decrease, which is 
a rapid photoprotective response.

Keywords  Chlorophyll, herbaceous canopy, light 
acclimation, nitrogen, tree canopy

Introduction

Leaf chlorophyll, as a major photosynthetic pigment, 
is easy to measure with both laboratory analysis 
and remote sensing technology from air-borne sen-
sors (e.g. Filella and Peñuelas 1994; Maire et al. 
2004). However, the use of this information is lim-
ited because, while leaf nitrogen content is closely 
related to its photosynthetic performance, the same 
may not apply to leaf chlorophyll content, particularly 
if the difference in irradiance is the source of varia-
tion (Evans 1989; Kull 2002). Hence a better under-
standing of light acclimation of leaf total chlorophyll 
content would have great practical value.

Materials and methods

Study sites located in south-east Estonia.
Measurements in herbaceous canopy. Ten sample 

plots (1 m2) were established in old-field, where all 
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agricultural activities had been abandoned 5 years 
earlier. The most prevalent graminoid species in 
studied plots were Dactylis glomerata L., Festuca 
pratensis Huds. and Phleum pratense L. The 
most common forbs were Achillea millefolium L., 
Cirsium arvense (L.) Scop. and Taraxacum offici-
nale Weber ex Wigg. The canopy was divided into 
between three and five layers, depending on the 
height of vegetation. Irradiance was measured with 
an LI-185B quantum meter equipped with an LI-
191SB line quantum sensor (Li-Cor, Inc., Lincoln, 
Nebraska, USA) above and below each layer. To 
assess the variation in the diffuse component of 
solar radiation, the measurements were conducted 
early morning before sunrise. Leaf area, leaf dry 
mass, chlorophyll and nitrogen contents were sepa-
rately assessed for each species in each layer.

Measurements in tree canopy. In the mixed 
deciduous forest three tree species were investi-
gated: Populus tremula L., Betula pendula Roth. 
and Tilia cordata Mill. Access to the foliage was 
provided by permanent scaffoldings present at the 
site. For each species, four to five sample points 
were chosen along the light-gradient in different 
heights. In each samplepoint the light conditions 
were assessed by hemispherical photographs using 
a Nikon CoolPix 950 camera with a FC-E8 “fish-
eye” lens (Nikon, USA) and the computer program 
Winscanopy 2001a Pro (Regent Instruments Inc., 
Quebec, Canada). Relative penetration of diffuse 
irradiance in the horizontal plane, indirect site fac-
tor (ID), was calculated. From each sample point, 
five leaves were analysed for nitrogen (N) and 
chlorophyll (Chl) content, leaf area and dry mass.

Chemical analyses. Chlorophyll content was 
determined in 80% aqueous acetone with a PS2000 
spectrophotometer (Ocean Optics, USA) using the 
equations of Porra et al. (1989). Nitrogen content 
was measured by standard Kjeldhal method with 
the analyser Kjeltec Auto 1030.

Results and discussion

Light-dependent regulation of the amount of leaf 
chlorophyll appears to consist of a series of mor-
phological and physiological changes which operate 
in different time scales.

Leaf dry mass per area (LMA) is known to be 
determined by light conditions in spring during 
leaf development (e.g. Niinemets et al. 2004) or 
even by light conditions of previous year in the 
tree canopy (Eschrich et al. 1989), and leaves that 
have already matured possess very little capacity 
for adjustments in LMA (Frak et al. 2001). In our 
data, LMA showed a strong positive correlation 
with light availability in the tree canopy (r2 = 0.83, 
p < 0.0001) while in the herbaceous canopy this 
relationship was not significant (r2 = 0.1, p = 0.3).

Nitrogen content per leaf area (Na) increased 
with increasing LMA in both the herbaceous (r2 
= 0.84, p < 0.0001) and tree canopy (r2 = 0.94, 
p < 0.0001), independently of whether LMA was 
related to measured light conditions or not. Thus, 
to some extent the adjustment in leaf nitrogen con-
tent appears to occur within the same time-scale as 
leaf morphogenesis.

Leaves of an herbaceous canopy undergo severe 
changes in light conditions as new leaves, which 
develop in the upper layer of the community, tend 
to become shaded as plants grow taller. As mature 
leaves have only a very limited ability respond to 
changed irradiance by changing LMA, re-accli-
mation of mature leaves should result in lack of 
correlation between LMA and light availability, 
accompanied with increased variation of chloro-
phyll content per leaf area (Chla). Indeed, transfer 
experiments have shown that the variation in Chla 
increases after transfer, as leaves developed in 
shade decrease Chla after exposure to high irradi-
ance while sun leaves increase Chla after transfer 
to shade conditions (Frak et al. 2001; Oguchi et al. 
2003). We found that for Chla the coefficient of 
variation (CV) was 82% in the herbaceous canopy 
and 16% in the tree canopy, suggesting that in the 
herbaceous canopy mature leaves had undergone 
re-acclimation to changed light conditions.

The results of path analysis, as presented in 
Fig. 1, revealed that light had two opposing influ-
ences on Chla: (I) the positive effect of irradiance 
was to increase Chla through an increase in the 
amount of photosynthetic apparatus to utilise extra 
available energy, which was mediated via changes 
in LMA and Na; (II) the direct effect of irradiance 
was to decrease Chla by a decrease in the amount of 
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light harvesting complexes relative to the rest of the 
photosynthetic apparatus, to avoid excess excitation 
of photosystems. It is important to consider the dif-
ferences in time scales of these processes. As LMA 
depends on light availability during leaf develop-
ment, light acclimation of Chla during leaf develop-
ment consists both the increasing and decreasing 
responses, which results in relatively constant Chla. 
Mature leaves, however, can not respond to changed 
light conditions by changing LMA and therefore the 
re-acclimation of Chla after leaf maturation is domi-
nated only by the negative effect of irradiance that 
results in increased variation of Chla.
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Effect of Action Potential on Photosynthesis and Proton 
Transport in the Plant Cell

Natalia Krupenina and Alexander Bulychev

Abstract Effects of plasma membrane action 
potential (AP) on external pH and chlorophyll 
(Chl) fluorescence in Chara corallina cells were 
examined in the absence and presence of an elec-
tron transport inhibitor and electron acceptors. 
In intact cells, energy-dependent quenching qE 
developed at high photon flux densities (PFD) 
and appeared transiently after electrically stimu-
lated AP at moderate PFD. Diuron (DCMU) 
fully inhibited qE established by light and AP. 
The artificial cyclic electron flow restored qE 
imposed by light but not the electrically induced 
qE. Methyl viologen (MV) at concentrations 
0.1–0.83 mM had no effect on fluorescence and 
quantum efficiency of photosystem II (PSII) 
until the first excitatory stimulus was applied. 
However, triggering AP in the presence of MV 
induced rapid qE formation at low PFD indicat-
ing that a divalent cation MV became instantly 
accessible to thylakoids and partially diverted 
electron flow from PSI to MV reduction.

Keywords  Characeae, action potential, non-
photochemical quenching, electron transport, 
methyl viologen, permeability

Introduction

Photosynthetic energy conversion and electron 
transport (ET) respond to environmental changes 
because of complex regulation. Chemical, mechan-
ical or thermal stimuli induce electrical signals 
that propagate over plants and temporally sup-
press photosynthesis (Fromm and Lautner 2007). 
Characean algae are perfectly suited for studying 
the influence of plasma membrane (PM) excita-
tion on photosynthetic ET. Membrane excitation 
and photosynthesis are attributed to internode cells 
that generate “all or none” action potentials (AP) 
upon stimulation. Their chloroplasts are fixed in a 
single-layer array, convenient for chlorophyll (Chl) 
fluorescence measurements and for estimating the 
quantum yield of photosystem II (PSII) and protec-
tive non-photochemical quenching.

During AP generation the cytoplasmic Ca2+ 
concentration increases greatly to the peak level 
as high as 6–40 µM and may affect chloroplast 
functions, which are Ca2+-sensitive (Johnson et al. 
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CHAPTER THREE
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2006). The AP temporally smoothes the external 
pH pattern, quenches maximal Chl fluorescence 
Fm’, and suppresses linear electron flow (Krupenina 
and Bulychev 2007). The AP effects on chloro-
plasts originate presumably from Ca2+-mediated 
increase of thylakoid ∆pH and energy-dependent 
quenching, qE. The AP-induced changes in Fm’ are 
light dependent, implying a link between this phe-
nomenon and photosynthetic ET. Here we examine 
relations between the AP-induced quenching and 
ET with the use of an inhibitor DCMU, artifi-
cial cofactor phenazine methosulfate (PMS), and 
acceptor methyl viologen (MV). The AP was found 
to act as a switch of ET pathways.

Materials and methods

Chara corallina internodes were placed in solution 
containing 0.1 mM KCl, 1.0 mM NaCl, and 0.1 mM 
CaCl2 (pH 6.8–7.2) and examined with Axiovert-25 
CFL microscope (Carl Zeiss, Germany). The meth-
ods were described in detail elsewhere (Krupenina 
and Bulychev 2007).

Chl fluorescence was measured on small 
(∼100 µm) cell regions with a Microscopy-PAM 
fluorometer (Walz, Germany). Actinic light from 
the upper light source passed through a blue 
filter (< 580 nm) and neutral glass filters. Non-
photochemical quenching coefficient (NPQ) and 
the effective quantum yield of PSII (∆F/Fm’) were 
estimated from standard equations. Specifically, 
NPQ was calculated as:

NPQ = (Fm–Fm’)/Fm’,

where Fm and Fm’ designate maximal fluorescence 
induced with saturation pulse after dark adaptation 
and under actinic light, respectively.

Cell regions of H+ entry and extrusion were 
detected with pH microelectrodes. The term “alka-
line cell regions” denotes cell parts producing high 
external pH (9.5–10). Fluorescence and pH were 
mostly measured in alkaline regions where AP-
induced changes of Fm’ and ∆F/Fm’ are larger than 
in acidic cell regions.

The AP was elicited with a pulse of transcel-
lular electric current (∼10 µA, 150 ms). Chemical 

agents were obtained from Serva (DCMU), Sigma 
(PMS), and Acros Organics (MV). Experiments 
were performed at least in four replicates. Figures 
display results of representative experiments, 
with bars showing standard deviations.

Results

Effects of AP on external pH and Chl fluorescence 
depend on linear electron flow

At the plasmalemma, AP transiently arrested counter-
directed H+ flows in acidic and alkaline regions, thus 
lowering pH in alkaline zones (Fig. 1a, solid line). In 
chloroplasts, AP caused a large drop of Fm’ (open cir-
cles) and a kinetically similar decrease of ∆F/Fm’ (from 
0.65 to 0.45 for the given experiment). The decrease in 
Fm’ was argued to represent energy-dependent quench-
ing, qE (Krupenina and Bulychev 2007).

The AP-induced changes in pH and Fm’ were 
completely inhibited with DCMU. The pH pat-
tern disappeared, and pH did not change after 
AP. The Fm’ became high and, similarly to exter-
nal pH, was insensitive to AP (solid symbols). 
The effect of DCMU was reversed upon wash-
ing. The AP-induced Fm’ changes were restored 
faster than the pH pattern.

Figure 1b shows light-response plots of NPQ 
that were measured before and after DCMU addi-
tion. The NPQ plots for untreated cells fit well to 
sigmoid curves. After DCΜU treatment, qE was 
eliminated at all photon flux densities (PFD).

The DCMU/PMS combination allows operation of 
PSI-driven cyclic ET associated with H + uptake and 
qE formation. In the presence of DCMU/PMS, the 
elevation of PFD produced qE not saturated at intensi-
ties used. Although the capacity of qE formation was 
restored, no effect of AP on Fm’ was observed.

Effect of AP on Chl fluorescence in the presence 
of methyl viologen

MV accepts electrons from PSI, competing with 
ferredoxin at concentrations as low as 40 nM 
(Neuhaus and Stitt 1989). As MV reduction does 
not consume ATP, it increases thylakoid ∆pH 
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and qE (Salvucci et al. 1987; Neuhaus and Stitt 
1989). Reduced MV is oxidized by oxygen; thus, 
MV can act as a catalyst. Since oxidized MV is a 
divalent cation, it slowly permeates through cell 
membranes.

In contrast to the expected qE formation in 
presence of MV (Salvucci et al. 1987; Neuhaus 
and Stitt 1989), the addition of MV to Chara cells 
at concentrations up to 0.83 mM did not quench 
Fm’ over 30 min of observation, which indicates 
the existence of impermeable barrier for MV under 
resting conditions. However, triggering a single AP 
caused an irreversible drop of Fm’ as large as 65% 
of the initial value. Figure 2a shows AP-induced Fm’ 
changes measured before and after MV addition.

The AP-induced Fm’ decrease was reversible 
under control conditions and irreversible in the 
presence of MV. Furthermore, Fm’ decreased faster 
in the presence of MV. Apparently, AP generation 
makes thylakoids accessible to MV, which redirects 
a portion of electron flow to MV reduction with the 
consequent increase in ∆pH and qE formation. In 
experiments with pea leaves, the Fm’ depression by 
about 15% was observed after MV treatment and 
explained as being due to incomplete QA reduction 
(Schansker et al. 2005). However, the Fm’ changes 
described here were much larger. We suppose that 
Fm’ quenching after AP represents qE caused by 
energization (lumen acidification) after the entry of 
MV into chloroplasts and onset of MV reduction.

Fig. 1 Effects of 1.3 µM DCMU on (a) AP-induced 
changes of external pH and Fm’ and (b) light-response plots 
for NPQ in alkaline region of Chara cell. The PFD in (a) 
was 40 µE m−2 s−1; zig-zag arrows in (a) and Fig. 2 mark the 
moment of AP generation

Fig. 2 Influence of a single AP on (a) Fm’ and (b) light-
response plots for NPQ in Chara cells in the presence of 
0.83 mM methyl viologen (MV). The control response in (a) 
was measured before the MV addition; measurements were 
made at PFD 40 µE m−2 s−1
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Figure 2b shows light curves for NPQ measured 
in MV-treated cells before and after AP generation. 
Even at high concentration (0.83 mM), MV did not 
affect Fm’ and light-response plots in resting cells. 
After triggering a single AP in presence of MV, 
the NPQ plot shifted irreversibly towards low PFD 
(open symbols). Strong qE was established at very 
low PFD, similar to that seen in leaf disks treated 
overnight with MV (Neuhaus and Stitt 1989). 
Thus, a single AP was critical for the onset of MV 
photoreduction.

Discussion

The present results prove the necessity of photosyn-
thetic ET for AP-induced Fm’ quenching. Although 
PMS-dependent cyclic ET restored qE in Chara 
cells, it did not support the AP-induced quenching. 
Unlike native ET, which was inhibited after AP (as 
indicated by decrease in ∆F/Fm’), the electron flow 
to MV was switched on instantly. The onset of MV 
operation resulted in qE formation and shifted the 
NPQ plot to lower PFD range.

Oxidized MV is a divalent cation poorly 
 permeable across membranes. The access of MV to 
thylakoids is usually ensured by overnight incubation 
of leaf segments (Neuhaus and Stitt 1989; Schansker 
et al. 2005), spraying leaves with a mixture of MV 
and detergent (Salvucci et al. 1987), or intense stir-
ring of leaf segments. Our results show that resting 
cells are impermeable to MV, but become permeable 
after AP. On the one hand, MV permeation through 
ion channels involved in AP generation is not 
excluded, because even a small influx of MV (100–
1,000 times lower than the Ca2+ influx during AP) 
would raise the cytosolic MV level to the effective 
nanomolar range. On the other hand, the increase 
in permeability of the inner envelope membrane 

during AP also seems probable. The permeability 
of  aqueous pores to MV in synthetic membranes 
is strongly controlled by electrostatic interactions 
(Létant et al. 2006). Likewise, the chloroplast enve-
lope may become permeable to MV because of an 
increase in cytosolic Ca2+ concentration.

The AP-induced qE developed faster in MV-treated 
than in untreated cells. Possibly, the AP generation 
is linked to qE formation with a shorter chain of 
events in the presence of MV than under physi-
ological conditions. Thus, the PM excitation acted 
as a switch that redirected a portion of electron flow 
from its natural pathway to MV reduction.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Chloroplastic NADPH Thioredoxin Reductase Mediates 
Photoperiod-Dependent Development of Leaves 
in Arabidopsis

Anna Lepistö1, Saijaliisa Kangasjärvi1, Eeva-Maria Luomala1,2, Kati Hännikäinen1, 
Günter Brader3, and Eevi Rintamäki1

Abstract  Homozygous plants lacking chlo-
roplastic NADPH thioredoxin reductase (ntrc) 
showed retarded growth and a pale green pheno-
type when grown under short day conditions (8 h 
light/16 h dark). The number of chloroplasts per 
mesophyll cell and the total chlorophyll content 
per leaf area were significantly reduced in ntrc. 
Moreover, mesophyll cells had irregular shapes and 
their size was remarkably reduced, density of sto-
mata had increased, and flowering and senescence 
were significantly delayed. Biochemical analysis 
revealed that the pale green phenotype of ntrc did 
not result from deficiencies in the accumulation or 
function of the photosynthetic membrane protein 
complexes nor from impaired carboxylation capac-
ity of Rubisco. The low rate of photosynthetic CO2 
fixation was more likely to have been caused by a 
doubled respiration rate and by unbalanced transpi-
ration of the ntrc leaves. Interestingly, the mutant 

phenotype was less distinct when plants were 
grown under long day conditions or under continu-
ous light. The photoperiod-dependent modulation 
of ntrc leaf structure was associated with hormonal 
imbalance: auxin content in young ntrc seedlings 
grown in short day conditions was diminished 
when compared to wild type plants.

Keywords  Auxin, chloroplast metabolism, NTRC, 
photoperiod, thioredoxin

Introduction

Thioredoxins mediate disulphide-dithiol exchange 
in their target proteins, and are thus involved 
in regulation of numerous cellular processes. 
Chloroplastic thioredoxins are reduced by ferre-
doxin and ferredoxin-thioredoxin reductase, 
whereas cytosolic and mitochondrial thioredoxins 
are reduced by NADPH via NADPH thioredoxin 
reductase (NTR) (Buchanan and Balmer 2005). 
A single copy gene for an NTR with a chloroplast 
targeting sequence (NTRC) was recently found 
in the genome of Arabidopsis thaliana (Serrato 
et al. 2004). We have isolated Arabidopsis SALK 
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T-DNA insertion lines of the NTRC gene (ntrc). 
The structural and biochemical characterization of 
the ntrc lines grown under various light conditions 
indicated that NTRC enzyme exerts a control on 
chloroplast metabolic reactions involved in adjust-
ment of photoperiod-dependent development.

Materials and methods

Homozygous T-DNA insertion mutant for NTRC 
(SALK_096776) was screened from the SALK insti-
tute’s collection by PCR analysis of genomic DNA 
according to the institute’s protocols. The absence 
of NTRC in the ntrc line was confirmed by immu-
noblotting with polyclonal antibody raised against 
NTRC thioredoxin domain. Wild type Arabidopsis 
ecotype Columbia and mutant plants were grown 
under controlled conditions of 130 µmol m−2 s−1 and 
20°C with a short day (8 h light/16 h dark, SD) or 
long day (16 h light/8 h dark, LD) photoperiod.

Gas exchange measurements. The response of 
net photosynthesis to the reference CO2 was meas-
ured with CIRAS-1 Combined infrared gas analy-
sis system (PP Systems, Hitchin, UK) equipped 
with an Arabidopsis pot under saturating photon 
flux density (PPDF).

Confocal microscopy. For imaging mesophyll 
and epidermal cells of wild type and ntrc leaves 
we used Zeiss LSM510 META laser scanning con-
focal microscope with argon laser. Stomata were 
counted from the images.

Indole-3-acetic acid measurement. The meas-
urements of endogenous auxin, IAA in 10-day-old 
seedlings, were performed according to Schmelz 
et al. (2003) with small modifications.

Results

Knockout ntrc mutant shows a photoperiod-dependent 
phenotype

ntrc plants grown at 8-, 16- and 24-h photoperiods 
showed altered growth rate, diminished chlorophyll 
content and extended life cycle when compared to 

wild type plants (Lepistö A et al., 2008, unpublished). 
Under SD conditions, growth of the first true ntrc 
leaves was remarkably retarded, chlorophyll con-
centration of leaves was reduced and the flower-
ing and senescence of plants were significantly 
delayed. Confocal microscopy revealed that the 
size of SD-ntrc mesophyll cells was significantly 
smaller and contained fewer chloroplasts than wild 
type leaves (Fig. 1.). Despite the low chlorophyll 
content, the pattern and subunit compositions of 
thylakoid protein complexes in ntrc was com-
parable to that of the wild type plants (Lepistö 
et al., 2008, unpublished). The net CO2 assimi-
lation rate of ntrc plants varied and was only 
10–50% of the wild type rate under all tested 
CO2 concentrations. However, the low capacity 
for assimilation of CO2 was not the result of an 
impaired function of Rubisco since maximal car-
boxylation rate of Rubisco in ntrc plants equaled 
the rate measured for wild type plants. The 
impaired net CO2 fixation was associated with a 
doubled mitochondrial respiratory rate.

The growth of ntrc plants under LD photope-
riod (Fig. 1) and continuous light partially restored 
leaf chlorophyll concentration, increased the cell 
size and the number of chloroplasts as well as net 
assimilation of CO2, and reduced the developmen-
tal disorders.

NTRC is involved in photoperiod-dependent 
adjustment of stomatal pattern

The reduced photosynthetic CO2 fixation was 
related to severely impaired control of leaf tran-
spiration in SD-grown ntrc rosettes (Fig. 2). The 
unbalanced water economy was associated with 
the higher number of stomata per leaf area and 
increased stomatal index in ntrc leaves compared 
to wild type leaves. Growth at prolonged daily pho-
toperiod increased stomatal density and stomatal 
index distinctly in wild type epidermis, while mar-
ginal changes took place in ntrc leaves (Fig. 2).

The small cell size of leaves indicated an 
arrested cell elongation during the growth of 
ntrc under SD conditions. Auxin is the primary 
hormonal regulator of plant cell elongation and the 
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biosynthesis of endogenous auxin, IAA, depends 
on plastid-synthesized tryptophan (Woodward and 

Bartel 2005). Thus we measured the amount of 
IAA in young seedlings that began to display the 
visible ntrc symptoms. ntrc plants grown under SD 
conditions produced 2.09 ± 0.43 ng IAA g fresh 
weight−1 which is significantly less than in wild 
type plants, 2.94 ± 0.13 ng IAA g fresh weight−1. 
Growth at prolonged daily photoperiod diminished 
the IAA content in wild type seedlings to 2.25 ± 
0.11 ng g fresh weight−1, while only minor changes 
occurred in ntrc plants (1.96 ± 0.30 ng g fresh 
weight−1)

Discussion

Young ntrc plants expressed a pronounced mutant 
phenotype under SD-growth conditions. The lack 
of the NTRC enzyme under SD conditions reduced 
elongation of mesophyll cells and the number of 
chloroplasts, while both the stomatal density and 
stomatal index of leaves were increased compared 
with wild type plants. The severe symptoms also 
included reduced net CO2 fixation capacity of leaves 
and enhanced transpiration of ntrc plants. NTRC 

Fig. 1 Phenotypes of the rosettes and confocal microscopy 
of mesophyll cells in wild type (WT) and ntrc plants grown 
under short (SD) and long (LD) day conditions. The figures 
represent 28-day-old SD-plants and 21-day-old LD-plants, 
respectively. The confocal images are projections of chloro-
phyll fluorescence. The scale bar corresponds to 100 µm

Fig. 2 Loss of water and stomatal pattern of wild type 
(WT) and ntrc leaves grown under short (SD) or long (LD) 
day conditions. The loss of water from leaves was followed 
by weighing the excised rosettes at regular intervals and 
expressing their weight as a percentage of the original value. 
Stomatal density is expressed as the number of stomata per 
leaf area and stomatal index as the proportion of number of 
stomata to number of total leaf epidermal cells
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was present solely in green plant tissues (Lepistö 
et al. 2008), which emphasizes its role in light-
dependent functions of plastids. NTRC has been 
demonstrated to control the reduction of plastidial 
2-Cys peroxiredoxins (Perez-Ruiz et al. 2006), thus 
serving as a regulator of ROS in chloroplast. The 
mutant phenotype was less severe in ntrc plants 
grown under long day conditions and in continuous 
light, suggesting that the light-dependent oxidative 
stress is not solely a cause of the SD-associated 
developmental disorders. We propose that the lack 
of NTRC enzyme interferes with photoperiod-
dependent development of Arabidopsis by induc-
ing imbalance in chloroplast reactions linked to 
hormone metabolism.

We show in this paper that the extending of the 
daily photoperiod from 8 to 16 h stimulated the 
production of stomata in wild type Arabidopsis 
leaves by increasing both stomatal density and 
stomatal index (Fig. 2). Intriguingly, young ntrc 
plants grown under SD photoperiod had similar 
stomatal index and auxin content than LD-grown 
wild type plants, and extending daily photoperiod 
did not further change either stomatal index or 
auxin content in ntrc.

Light intensity and CO2 partial pressure (Lake 
et al. 2001) are well-known environmental fac-
tors controlling the number of stomata in plant 
leaves, while photoperiod-dependent regulation of 
stomatal development has been less studied. The 
experiments of Lake et al. (2001) indicated that sto-
matal development is linked with the environmental 
adjustments of leaf photosynthesis. Furthermore, it 
has been suggested that hormonally regulated cell 
elongation among other processes controls the spa-
tial pattern of stomata in leaves (Masle et al. 2005). 
We propose that growth of Arabidopsis at SD con-
ditions increases auxin content and that auxin exerts 
its effect on stomatal pattern via regulation of cell 
elongation. ntrc plants are incapable of enhancing 
auxin levels under SD conditions and this results 
in small-cell leaf phenotypes with a high density 

of stomata. Because of the high number of stomata 
per leaf area, ntrc leaves suffered from severe 
water loss. The inability to control water balance 
clearly decreases the growth of ntrc plants, espe-
cially under SD conditions. Plastid-synthesized 
tryptophan serves as a precursor for IAA biosyn-
thesis in Arabidopsis (Woodward and Bartel 2005). 
Metabolic profiling of amino acids in Arabidopsis 
seedlings indicated a distinct photoperiod-dependent 
imbalances in aromatic amino acid metabolism 
in ntrc plants (Rintamäki et al. 2008). Therefore 
we propose that NTRC contributes to the modula-
tion of amino acid and hormone biosynthesis in 
chloroplast.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Characterization of a T-DNA Inserted STN8 Kinase 
Mutant of Oryza sativa L.

Krishna Nath1, Sujata R. Mishra1, Ismayil S. Zulfugarov1, Sharif-Ar-Raffi1, 
Chin-Bum Lee2, Gynheung An3, and Choon-Hwan Lee1

Abstract  In Arabidopsis two Stt7-like proteins 
exist, STN7 and STN8. Loss of STN8 kinase blocks 
photosystem II (PSII) core protein phosphorylation 
whereas STN7 is required for LHC II phosphoryla-
tion. In this work, a T-DNA inserted stn8 kinase 
mutant line of rice (Oryza sativa L.) was selected 
and characterized to understand the role of STN8 
kinase in rice. The mutant plants were slightly 
shorter than wildtype (WT). The transcript level 
was observed only in photosynthetic organs in WT, 
but not in the mutant. Inactivation of photochemi-
cal efficiency under high light stress was more 
severe in the stn8 mutant than in WT. Recovery 
of PSII activity was also slower in the mutant. 
However, in the presence of lincomycin changes in 
photochemical efficiency and its recovery process 
of mutants was similar to WT. The phosphorylation 
of the PSII core proteins in the stn8 kinase mutant 
was abolished without changing LHC II phos-

phorylation indicating that STN8 kinase in rice is 
required for PSII core phosphorylation but not for 
LHC II phosphorylation and state transition. The 
discrepancy observed in stn8 mutant of a model 
monocot plant, rice, from those reported in a model 
dicot plant, Arabidopsis, is discussed.

Keywords  D1 protein, photochemical efficiency, 
PSII core phosphorylation, STN8 kinase, T-DNA

Introduction

Light is the ultimate substrate in photosynthesis, 
but it can be harmful and leads to oxidative dam-
age of the photosynthetic apparatus. Illumination 
changes elicit modifications of thylakoid proteins 
and repair and reorganization of the photosynthetic 
machinery. This process involves short term phos-
phorylation of the photosystem II (PSII) core and 
light harvesting complex II (LHCII) proteins. The 
PSII repair cycle is regulated by the phosphoryla-
tion of PSII core proteins, primarily the D1 pro-
tein, whose degradation is proposed to occur only 
after its prior dephosphorylation (Rintamäki et al. 
1996). A homologue of Stt7 called Stt7.2 exists in 
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Chlamydomonas and its orthologue named STN8 
protein kinase presents in Arabidopsis (Depege et 
al. 2003). Although STN8 kinase has been well 
characterized in Arabidopsis recently (Bonardi 
et al. 2005), but function of its orthologue Stt7.2 
is still unknown in Chlamydomonas (Depege 
et al. 2003). In these contexts, it is essential to 
examine the role of STN8 kinase, the orthologue 
of stt7.2 in crop plants such as rice. Therefore, 
in the present study, we characterized its T-DNA 
inserted knockout mutant plant selected from a 
pool of T-DNA tagged rice mutant lines (Jeon 
et al. 2000) to understand its function in this 
crop plant.

Materials and methods

Plant material and growth condition. A rice stn8 
kinase knockout mutant line was selected from a 
T-DNA inserted mutant pool that was generated by 
transformation with a T-DNA vector, pGA2707, 
containing the promoterless GUS gene next to left 
border of the T-DNA (Jeon et al. 2000). Plants 
were grown in a green house under sunlight at 
30/26°C day/night with relative humidity 60–80% 
in a 16-h photoperiod.

Total RNA extraction and gene expression. 
After RNase-free DNase treatment, reverse tran-
scription was performed according to the manu-
facturer’s instructions using total RNA extracted 
from frozen leaf, stem and root tissues using TRI 
Reagent (Life technologies, USA) according to 
manufacturer’s protocol. PCR amplification was 
performed according to Zulfugarov et al. (2007) 
using STN8 kinase gene specific primers and actin 
primers as an internal control.

Photoinhibitiory treatment. Using 1 month old 
plants, photoinhibitory treatment was performed 
by exposing their leaf discs floated on water to 
high light (HL) (3,300 µmol m−2 s−1) at 34 ± 2°C 
for 2 h. To block the synthesis of chloroplast 
encoded proteins, detached leaf discs were floated 
on water containing 3 mM lincomycin and prein-
cubated in darkness for 4 h before HL treatment. 
After HL stress leaf discs were kept under low light 

(20 µmol m−2 s−1) at room temperature for 10 h for 
their recovery from HL stress.

Measurement of chlorophyll fluorescence. 
Chlorophyll fluorescence was measured using Plant 
Efficiency Analyzer (PEA, Hansatech, England). 
The leaf discs treated in the absence and in the 
presence of 3 mM lincomycin were dark adapted 
for 10 and 30 min, respectively.

SDS-PAGE and Western blot analysis. For 
immunoblot analysis of PSII core phosphopro-
teins, plants were dark adapted for 15 h (DD), 
subsequently exposed to growth light (GL) and 
then to HL for 3 h. Thylokoids were isolated, and 
SDS-PAGE and Western blotting was carried out 
according to Towbin et al. (1979). Phosphorylated 
PSII core proteins were detected using phospho-
threonine antibody (New England Biolab) accord-
ing to manufacturer’s instructions. Degradation of 
D1 was determined using specific antibody against 
C-terminal of D1 protein.

Results

Isolation and characterization of the STN8 
kinase knock-out rice mutant

Amino acid sequence of the STN8 kinase in rice had 
more than 80% similarity with that in Arabidopsis. 
We selected its mutation line from a pool of 
T-DNA tagging lines. The T-DNA was found to be 
inserted in the second exon. Homozygous plants 
at T2 generation were shorter in their height than 
wildtype (WT) (Fig. 1A). Their genotyping was 
done at T1 generation (Fig. 2A). RT-PCR analysis 
of mRNA showed that stn8 transcript level was 
only observed in photosynthetic organ tissues of 
WT, but not in the mutant (Fig. 2B).

stn8 kinase mutants are more sensitive 
to photoinhibition in rice

Under HL stress, Fv/Fm ratio, a Chlorophyll a 
fluorescence parameter for photochemical effi-
ciency of PSII, decreased faster and was recovered 
more slowly in the mutant than in WT (Fig. 1B). 
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In the presence of lincomycin, an inhibitor of pro-
tein translation in chloroplasts, the ratio decreased 
further and its recovery was significantly hindered 
in both the mutant and WT (Fig. 1C).

PSII core phosphoproteins was decreased 
significantly in mutant plants

Phosphorylated PSII core proteins were detected 
using phosphothreonine-specific antibody. With 
the lack of STN8 kinase, a marked decrease in 
the total amount of PSII core phosphoproteins 
were observed in mutant plants, whereas levels of 
LHCII phosphorylation in the mutant was similar 
to those in WT (Fig. 2C). Both phosphorylated 
(band marked as D1*) and nonphosphorylated 
(band marked as D1) forms of D1 protein could 
be separated in SDS-PAGE experiment and the 

amount of phosphorylated form was shown to be 
less in mutant compared with WT (Fig. 2D).

Furthermore, a 7.5 kDa degradation product of 
D1 protein was more in WT than in mutant when 
C-terminal D1 specific antibody was used (Fig. 2D).

Discussion

Phenotype of STN8 kinase mutant was different 
in rice as compared to Arabidopsis

Photosynthetic efficiency of both mutant plants and 
WT were similar, but growth of the mutant plants 
was slightly hindered and its flowering, the pani-
cle emergence was delayed by 6–10 days. These 
observations were not reported in Arabidopsis stn8 
mutant (Frenkel et al. 2007). The role of STN8 
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kinase in monocot has not been identified in terms 
of plant fitness until now. In this regards, hierarchi-
cal functionality of STN8 kinase in different plant 
species might be a possible reason for different 
phenotypes observed in rice. Although expression 
of this gene was observed specifically in photosyn-
thetic tissues in WT indicating that its function is 
related to photosynthesis.

Photochemical efficiency, PSII core phosphorylation 
and D1 protein degradation

The level of PSII phosphoproteins was decreased 
significantly in stn8 kinase rice mutant, which is 
similar to previous finding in Arabidopsis (Bonardi 
et al. 2005). The phosphorylation of the core 
proteins in stn8 is specifically abolished without 
changing LHC II phosphorylation indicating that 
the substrates of STN8 and STN7 are distinct and 
they may work together in different environmental 
conditions for plant fitness. In this report, we took 
an attempt to correlate the reduction of PSII phos-
phoproteins (Fig. 2C), less D1 protein degradation 

(Fig. 2D) and sensitivity to photoinhibition (Fig. 1B) 
in rice mutant.

Our results showed that photochemical effi-
ciency of PSII was significantly decreased in mutant 
in response to HL stress and the subsequent recov-
ery was slower than WT indicating that enhance-
ment of susceptibility might be due to lack of stn8 
kinase. When similar experiment was done with 
lincomycin, there was no difference between WT 
and mutant in PSII inactivation and its subsequent 
recovery implicating that D1 protein synthesis was 
blocked in chloroplast and that leads to similar 
extent of decrease in photochemical efficiency and 
the subsequent recovery in both genotypes.

However, our observations with respect to phe-
notype, sensitivity to photoinhibition and in D1 
protein level in rice stn8 kinase mutant were differ-
ent from the report in Arabidopsis (Bonardi et al. 
2005). It has been proposed that phosphorylation 
of the PSII core proteins is required for D1 protein 
turn over and PSII repair by controlling the timing 
of the proteolytic degradation of photodamaged 
D1 protein in thylakoids (Rintamäki et al. 1996). 
However, mutation of STN8 kinase gene could 
not block the turn over process in Arabidopsis 
(Bonardi et al. 2005).

Although rice mutants showed significant 
decreases in photochemical efficiency and less 
 degradation of D1 protein under HL stress com-
pared with WT, the D1 turn over was not completely 
blocked by the mutation of STN8 kinase alone in 
the absence of lincomycin. Similarly, mutations in 
the genes for proteases for D1 degradation could 
block the D1 turn over significantly, but the block-
age was also not complete as in the samples treated 
with lincomycin (Kapri-Pardes et al. 2007; Sun 
et al. 2007).

However, in addition to PSII core phosphoryla-
tion, other factors may account for enhancement 
of susceptibility and different phenotype of stn8 
mutant of rice. One of the possible reasons might 
be that due to overlap of stn7 and stn8 with respect 
to their substrate specificity, the hierarchical func-
tionality of STN8 kinase could not be ignored and 
secondly, the role of different proteases for D1 

Fig. 2 (A) Segregated genotypes after genotyping, (B) stn8 
gene expression, (C) Phosphoprotein levels in thylakoids 
and (D) D1 protein levels and its degraded products in WT 
and a STN8 kinase rice mutant. DD stands dark adapted, 
GL for growth light and HL for high light treated plants 
respectively
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protein turnover and PSII repair mechanism can 
not be excluded. Therefore, it is suggested here that 
the lack of STN8 kinase in mutant plants renders 
them more sensitive to photoinhibition, possibly as 
a decreased ability to degrade the photodamaged 
D1 protein. However, the importance of this par-
ticular protease in degradation of D1 protein and 
substrate specificity level of STN8 and STN7 are 
still unclear for plant fitness.
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CHAPTER SIX

Role of Elongation Factor G in the Inhibition of the Synthesis 
of the D1 Protein of Photosystem II Under Oxidative Stress

Kouji Kojima, Masaru Oshita, Hidenori Hayashi, and Yoshitaka Nishiyama

Abstract Oxidative stress inhibits the repair of 
photodamaged photosystem II (PSII) via suppres-
sion, by reactive oxygen species (ROS), of the syn-
thesis de novo of proteins that are required for the 
repair of PSII, such as the D1 protein, at the level 
of translational elongation. Using a translation 
system from the cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. 
PCC 6803 in vitro, we recently demonstrated that 
three isoforms of elongation factor G (EF-G) are 
the primary targets of inhibition by ROS within 
the translational machinery (Kojima et al. 2007). 
In the present study, we examined the role of 
another putative EF-G encoded by slr1105 in the 
genome of Synechocystis. When the reduced form 
of Slr1105 was added to the translation system 
in vitro, which had been inhibited by exogenous 
H2O2, the translation system resumed synthesis 
of the D1 protein. Overexpression of Slr1105 in 
another cyanobacterium Synechococcus sp. PCC 
7942 increased the tolerance of cells to H2O2 in 
terms of protein synthesis. These observations sug-

gest that oxidation of Slr1105, as well as that of 
the other three isoforms of EF-G, is critical for the 
inhibition of translation by ROS.

Keywords  D1 protein, elongation factor G, in 
vitro translation, oxidative stress, photosystem II, 
repair

Introduction

Photoinhibition of PSII is caused by an imbalance 
between the rate of photodamage to PSII and the 
rate of repair of photodamaged PSII (Nishiyama et 
al. 2006). Separate examinations of photodamage 
and repair have revealed that photodamage to PSII 
is a purely light-dependent event (Hakala et al. 
2005; Ohnishi et al. 2005), while ROS, including 
H2O2 and 1O2, act primarily by inhibiting the repair 
of PSII (Nishiyama et al. 2001, 2004). Moreover, 
inhibition of repair has been attributed to the sup-
pression, by ROS, of the synthesis de novo of 
proteins that are required for the repair of PSII, 
such as the D1 protein (Nishiyama et al. 2001, 
2004). Analysis of polysomes has revealed that 
ROS inhibit synthesis of the D1 protein de novo 
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at the elongation step of translation (Nishiyama 
et al. 2001, 2004). Biochemical studies using a 
translation system in vitro from the cyanobac-
terium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (hereafter 
Synechocystis) have recently demonstrated that 
three isoforms of elongation factor G (EF-G), 
Sll1098, Slr1463, and Sll0830, are the primary tar-
gets of inhibition by ROS within the translational 
machinery (Kojima et al. 2007).

In the genome of Synechocystis, there is another 
gene whose product has high homology to EF-G at 
the amino acid level. This protein, Slr1105, which 
is tentatively assigned to tyrosine-phosphorylated 
protein A (TypA), possesses three domains char-
acteristic of EF-G but lacks the IV domain. TypA 
of Escherichia coli interacts with the ribosome 
and is likely to be a component of the translational 
machinery (Owens et al. 2004).

In the present study, we examined whether oxi-
dation of Slr1105 might be related to the inhibition 
of the translational machinery by ROS as observed 
in the three EF-G proteins.

Materials and methods

Organisms and culture conditions. Cells of 
Synechocystis and Synechococcus sp. PCC 7942 
(hereafter Synechococcus) were grown photoau-
totrophically at 32°C in BG-11 medium under 
light at 80 µmol photons m−2 s−1 with aeration 
by sterile air that contained 1% CO2 (Nishiyama 
et al. 2001).

Translation reaction in vitro. Cell extracts 
for translation, which included thylakoid mem-
branes, were prepared from wild-type cells of 
Synechocystis as described previously (Kojima et 
al. 2007). The translation reaction was performed 
by addition to the cell extract of psbA mRNA for 
the D1 protein, [14C]Leu, and several components 
required for translation, as described previously 
(Kojima et al. 2007).

Preparation of Slr1105 protein. Recombinant 
Slr1105 protein with a histidine tag was overex-
pressed in E. coli and extracted in the presence 

of β-mercaptoethanol as described previously 
(Kojima et al. 2007). Inclusion bodies that the 
recombinant Slr1105 formed were denatured by 
8 M urea and refolded as described previously 
(Nishiyama et al. 2003).

Overexpression of Slr1105 and labeling of proteins 
in vivo. Slr1105 was overexpressed in Synechococcus 
and the synthesis of proteins de novo was analyzed by 
labeling proteins with [35S]Met in vivo as described 
previously (Nishiyama et al. 2001).

Results

Reversal of the inhibition of translation 
by H2O2 upon addition of Slr1105

Synthesis of the D1 protein in vitro in a cell extract 
was strongly suppressed in the presence of 5 mM 
H2O2 and 40 mM NaN3 (Fig. 1, opened circles), 
suggesting that H2O2 inhibited the translational 
machinery. Inclusion of NaN3 was necessary to 
inhibit the activities of catalases and peroxidases, 
which had been concentrated at high levels during 
the preparation of the extract. Addition of the 
reduced form of Slr1105 to extract that had been 
treated with 5 mM H2O2 was able to reverse the 
inhibition of translation (Fig. 1, closed circles). 
Thus, oxidation of Slr1105 appears to be critical 
for the inhibition of translation by H2O2.

Overexpression of Slr1105 in Synechococcus

We constructed Synechococcus cells that 
 overexpressed Slr1105 and examined the effects 
of oxidative stress on the synthesis of proteins 
de novo. In the presence of 1 mM H2O2, cells 
that overexpressed Slr1105 exhibited higher 
rates of synthesis of proteins de novo than wild-
type cells (Fig. 2). Not only synthesis of the D1 
 protein but also synthesis of almost all proteins 
in the thylakoid membranes was enhanced. Thus, 
elevated levels of Slr1105 appear to enhance the 
tolerance of the translational machinery to oxidative 
stress in vivo.
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Discussion

Reversal of translation upon addition of Slr1105, 
as observed in the present study, is essentially the 
same effect as that of the other three types of EF-
G of Synechocystis, namely Sll1098, Slr1463, and 
Sll0830 (Kojima et al. 2007). Since no recovery of 
translation is observed when other types of protein, 
such as bovine serum albumin and creatine phos-
phate kinase, are added to the H2O2-suppressed 
translation system (Kojima et al. 2007), the recov-
ery effect might be specific to EF-G. Thus, Slr1105 
may function as an EF-G and, along with the other 
isoforms of EF-G, might be a primary target of inhi-
bition by ROS within the translational machinery.

The enhanced tolerance of protein synthesis to 
oxidative stress in Synechococcus cells overex-
pressing Slr1105 suggests that elevated levels of 

Slr1105 within the cell might minimize oxidative 
damage to protein synthesis. Essentially the same 
effects were observed previously in Synechococcus 
cells that overexpressed Slr1463 and Sll0830 indi-
vidually (Kojima et al. 2007). Thus, the oxidation 
of EF-G is most likely the rate-determining step 
in the inhibition of translation by ROS. In other 
words, EF-G might be the Achilles heel of the 
translational machinery under oxidative stress.

DNA microarray analysis of Synechocystis has 
revealed that expression of the slr1105 gene is 
enhanced by strong light (Hihara et al. 2001) 
and also by other types of environmental stress, 
including oxidative stress due to H2O2, salt stress, 
osmotic stress, and high- and low-temperature 
stress (Y. Kanesaki and N. Murata, personal com-
munication, 2007). In contrast, expression of the 
other three genes for EF-G is constitutive and not 
affected by these types of stress (ibid.). The stress-
inducible features of gene expression suggest that 
Slr1105 might play a regulatory role in translation 
under environmental stress in Synechocystis. Future 
studies should be directed towards the full charac-
terization of the specific role of each EF-G protein 
in the translational machinery.
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Fig. 1 Effect of Slr1105 protein on the H2O2-inhibited 
translation system. Prior to the translation reaction, the 
extract from Synechocystis cells was incubated for 10 min in 
the presence of 5 mM H2O2 and 40 mM NaN3. Components 
required for synthesis of the D1 protein were added at zero 
time. After incubation for 5 min, 5 µg of Slr1105 protein was 
added to the extract as indicated by the arrow. The levels of 
synthesis of the D1 protein upon addition of Slr1105 (closed 
circles), upon addition of buffer used for preparation of 
Slr1105 (open circles), and in the absence of H2O2 and NaN3 
(closed squares) are shown by radioactivities indicated as 
disintegrations per minute (dpm), as determined by liquid 
scintillation counting. Values are means SD (bars) of results 
from three independent experiments

Fig. 2 Effects of the overexpression of Slr1105 on the 
synthesis of proteins de novo under oxidative stress in 
Synechococcus. Cells were labeled with [35S]Met at 32°C 
for the indicated times in light at 1.5 µmol photons m−2 s−1 
in the presence of 1 mM H2O2. After separation of proteins 
in thylakoid membranes, equivalent to 0.67 µg of chloro-
phyll, on a 12.5% polyacrylamide gel that contained 6 M 
urea, labeled proteins on the gel were visualized with the 
BAS-2500 system
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Ozone Effects on the Metabolism and the Antioxidant System 
of Poplar Leaves at Different Stages of Development

Isabel Nogués1, Silvano Fares1, Elina Oksanen2, and Francesco Loreto1

Abstract  During leaf development significant 
metabolic changes occur. Leaf development in its 
first stages has been associated with an increase in 
photosynthetic activity and in the oxidative dam-
age, which may be exacerbated by exposure to 
ozone. In this work, poplar saplings were subjected 
to a high but realistic ozone level (100 ppb) for 
10 days. H2O2 and lipid peroxidation levels, photo-
synthesis and photosynthetic metabolites (glucose, 
pyruvate), antioxidants (phenolics, ascorbic acid) 
and some antioxidant enzyme activities were meas-
ured in control and ozone-treated poplar leaves at 
two stages of development. Young control leaves 
showed a lower photosynthesis and a higher con-
centration of all studied metabolites than mature 
control leaves. The latter finding supports the 
theory that developing, more vulnerable, leaves 
need more chemical defence. However, developing 
ozone-treated leaves presented higher photosynthe-
sis and lower levels of metabolites than developing 

control leaves. This may indicate a faster develop-
ment of ozone treated leaves. In fully expanded 
(mature) leaves, as a response to ozone, the activi-
ties of antioxidant enzymes (ascorbate peroxidase 
and catalase), and the concentration of phenolics 
increased, whereas ascorbate concentration did not 
change. This may indicate that both induction of 
phenolics and the action of the ascorbate-glutathione 
cycle play a significant role in protecting fully 
developed poplar leaves against ozone. In the last 
case, the higher activity seems to be controlled by 
the enzyme activities and not by the concentration 
of ascorbic acid.

Keywords  Ozone, development, ascorbic acid, 
phenolic compounds, ascorbate-glutathione cycle

Introduction

During leaf development significal metabolic 
changes occur. Leaf development in its first stages 
has been associated with changes in pigments 
content and with an increase in photosynthetic 
activity and in the oxidative stress, which may be 
exacerbated by exposure to ozone. In fact ozone 
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has been demostrated to induce the formation 
of ROS (Reactive Oxygen Species) in addition 
to altering basic metabolic processes of trees, 
including reducing photosynthetic rate (Reich and 
Amundson 1985; Coleman et al. 1995), and decreas-
ing Rubisco quantity and activity (Pell et al. 1997). 
Concomitantly, there is a general increase in the 
functioning of the catabolic pathways (glycolysis, 
pentose phosphate pathway) and in mitochondrial 
respiration. All these changes in cellular metabo-
lism are directed towards repair and maintenance 
of the cell structure. Under non perturbed conditions, 
a steady-state equilibrium prevails between the 
formation of ROS and their scavenging through 
non-enzymatic antioxidants (mainly ascorbic acid 
(AA), glutathione, carotenoids, flavonoids and 
phenolic compounds) and enzymatic antioxidants, 
such as superoxide dismutase, catalase (CAT) 
and peroxidases (Noctor and Foyer 1998; Podila 
et al. 2001). Under environmental stress (such as 
ozone), an excessive production of hydrogen per-
oxide (H2O2) has been observed in chloroplasts, 
mitochondria, peroxisomes, plasma membrane and 
in the apoplast (Vanacker et al. 1998; Pellinen 
et al. 1999). Catalase is found mainly in peroxi-
somes whose number has been shown to increase 
under elevated ozone (Oksanen et al. 2003) and 
which therefore play a significant role in defence 
against ozone stress (del Rio et al. 2002). AA is an 
abundant antioxidant in plant tissues (Noctor and 
Foyer 1998). It can directly scavenge superoxide, 
hydroxyl radicals, and singlet oxygen and reduce 
H2O2 to water via the ascorbate-glutathione cycle 
(Noctor and Foyer 1998). AA can also recycle 
the lipid-soluble α-tocopherol by reduction of its 
oxidised form (Sharma and Buettner 1993). The 
structural chemistry of polyphenols make them 
ideal for free radical scavenging activity, as they 
are high reactive as hydrogen or electron donor. As 
a response of the plant to different stresses, phe-
nolic compounds are synthetised (Dixon and Paiva 
1995). They include flavonoids, tannins, hydroxy-
cinnamate esters and lignin and have different 
protective functions. When used as substrates of 
peroxidase in the presence of AA, phenolics are 
initially oxidized by the peroxidase and the phe-

noxyl radicals formed are reduced by AA producing 
monodehydroascorbic acid (MDHA) and dehy-
droascorbic (DHA) acid. The phenolics/AA/POX 
systems can scavenge H2O2 without accumulating 
oxidation products of phenolics in vacuoles and 
the apoplast.

The goal of this work was to study the effects 
of ozone on the antioxidant system at two differ-
ent stages of leaf development, in fast-developing 
poplar leaves.

Materials and methods

Six black poplar (Populus nigra) saplings were 
fumigated with ozone (100 ppb) 8 h per day during 
10 days in a growing chamber. Ozone treatment 
began when saplings were 2 months old and had 
eight leaves on the main stem. For control, plants 
were grown in the growing chamber but not fumi-
gated with ozone.

Net photosynthesis (A), and stomatal conductance 
(Gs) were measured by a portable open- system 
infrared gas analyzer Li-Cor 6400 (LI-COR, 
Lincoln, NE, USA), under the following environ-
mental conditions: leaf temperature 25°C, light 
intensity 800 µmol m−2 s−1, relative humidity 60%, 
CO2 concentration 380 ppm and O3 concentration 
100 ppb. Leaves of around 3 cm2 in the upper part 
of the stem (developing leaves) and leaves of the 
fourth node from the bottom of the stem (mature 
leaves) were selected. For destructive samplings 
leaf discs of 4 cm2 (in the case of developing leaves, 
complete leaves) were freeze-clamped in two metal 
drums prechilled in liquid nitrogen. Samples were 
maintained at −80°C until use.

H2O2 content in leaves from control plants and 
from plants exposed to ozone was determined 
spectrophotometrically according to Velikova et al. 
(2000). The content of H2O2 was calculated by 
comparison with a standard calibration curve pre-
viously made by using different concentrations of 
H2O2. For the measurements of lipid peroxydation 
in leaves, the thiobarbituric acid (TBA) test, which 
determines malonyldialdehyde (MDA) as an end 
product of lipid peroxydation (Heath and Parker 
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1968), was used. The amount of MDA-TBA complex 
(red pigment) was calculated from the extinction 
coefficient 155 mM−1 cm−1 at 532 nm.

Total phenolics were extracted twice with 80% 
methanol (1.5 mL) for 3 min in ultrasonic bath. 
The amount of extracted total phenolics was deter-
mined with the Folin-Ciocalteau reagent (Singleton 
and Rossi 1965). For each sample extract four 
replicates were made. Gallic acid was used as 
standard and the total phenolics were expressed as 
mg of gallic acid equivalents (GAE) per g of fresh 
matter.

Some photosynthetic intermediates (pyruvate, 
glucose-6-phosphate (G-6-P) ), were also measured 
in control and treated leaves. The determination of 
these metabolite were based on the change of the 
redox state of NADH/NADPH. We followed the 
absorption change at 340 nm (ε = 6.3 mM cm−1).

AA/DHA content was determined using the 
spectrophotometer method described previously 
(Takahama and Oniki 1992). For AA, initial 
absorbance of a 50 µL aliquot of extract was meas-
ured at 265 nm in 100 mM K-phosphate buffer (pH 
6.1), then measured again 1 min after the addition 
of ascorbate oxidase (1 U mL−1). DHA content 
was determined in another 50 µL aliquot. Initial 
absorbance was recorded as for AA, and then the 
sample was measured again following the addition 
of 2 mM DL-dithiothreitol (DTT). An extinction 
coefficient of 14 mM−1 cm−1 for AA at 265 nm was 
used in calculations (Nakano and Asada 1981).

Ascorbate peroxidase (APX) activity was deter-
mined spectrophotometrically by a decrease in 
absorbance of AA at 265 nm (ε = 14 mM cm−1) 
(Nakano and Asada 1981). The reaction mixture 
contained 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer pH 
7, 5 mM ascorbic acid, 0.5 mM H2O2 and enzyme 
extract. Addition of H2O2 started the reaction. 
Activity was expressed as µmol AA/min/mg pro-
tein. CAT activity was determined by consumption 
of H2O2 (Dhindsa et al. 1981). The reaction mix-
ture contained 50 mM potassium phosphate buffer 
pH 7, 15 mM H2O2 and 20 µL of enzyme extract. 
The consumption of H2O2 was monitored spectro-
photometrically at 240 nm (ε = 0.0435 mM cm−1). 
The activity was expressed as µmol H2O2 min−1 

mg−1 protein. Protein concentration were deter-
mined spectrophotometrically using Coomassie 
brilliant blue R-250 (Bradford 1976). All assays 
were performed at 25°C.

Differences between means were analyzed with 
independent t-test or ANOVA and Tukey test using 
Graph Pad Prism 4 software (Graph Pad Software, 
San Diego, CA). An alpha significance level of 
0.05 was adopted. Measurements were made on 
6–8 different leaves for each treatment, and dif-
ferent letters indicate differences between means 
significant at p < 0.001.

Results and discussion

While stomatal conductance was not significantly 
affected by ozone (Table 1), photosynthesis results 
were be different in developing control leaves 
with respect to the other samples. It is known 
that photosynthesis increases in the first stages of 
development (Kennedy and Johnson 1981). The 

Table 1 Photosynthesis (A, µmol m−2 s−1), stomatal con-
ductance (Gs, mol m−2 s−1), content of H2O2, malonyldi-
aldehyde (MDA), glucose-6-phosphate (G-6-P), pyruvate, 
ascorbic acid (AA), and dehydroascorbate (DHA) (all 
expressed as µmol g−1 f.w.), phenolic compounds (PheC, 
mg of gallic acid equivalents (GAE) g−1 f.w.), and activities 
of ascorbate peroxidase (APX) and catalases (CAT) (both 
expressed as µmol min−1 mg−1 protein) in developing and 
mature control and ozone-treated leaves. Mean ± SE (n = 
6) is shown. Different letters indicate differences between 
means significant at p < 0.001

 Developing  Developing  Mature  Mature
Leaves control treated control treated

A 2.74a 6.24b 6.68b 4.61b

Gs 0.0273a 0.0575a  0.0326a

  0.0208a

H2O2 2.04a 1.60a 5.04b 10.2c

MDA 0.010a 0.0070a 0.0550b 0.0700c

G-6-P 0.64a 0.24b 0.25b 0.27b

Pyr 0.64a 0.47a 0.37b 0.66a

AA 2.77a 2.55a 2.80a 2.55a

DHA 2.25a 0.76b 0.75b 0.86b

PheC 17.45a 6.70b 6.30b 9.50a

APX  0.009a 0.1043a 0.18a 1.30b

Activity
CAT  488a 908b 396a 925b

Activity
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fact that developing treated leaves presented a 
value similar to the mature leaves may indicate a 
faster development of ozone treated leaves. Also 
noticeable it is the fact that ozone treatment did 
not produce a decrease in photosynthesis in mature 
leaves indicating that the ozone treatment was not 
strong enough to impair the photosynthetic capac-
ity of black poplar. Ozone may have several nega-
tive effects on leaves. Ozone reacts rapidly with 
cellular structures generating active oxygen species 
(O2

−, OH−, and H2O2) whose action results in lipid 
peroxidation (Pell et al. 1997). As a consequence 
products such as MDA accumulate (Heath and 
Parker 1968). To evaluate the damage that ozone 
had produced to the leaves, H2O2 and MDA levels 
were measured. As expected, both levels were 
higher in adult leaves subjected to ozone than in 
control leaves (Table 1).

The content of several photosynthetic metabo-
lites was also determined. Pyruvate was found to 
be higher in mature ozone-treated leaves than in 
control ones (Table 1). Elevated levels of pyru-
vate in the leaves of ozonated poplar suggested 
an increased availability of respiratory substrates 
to support higher respiratory capacity needed for 
repair, growth and maintenance (Robinson and 
Rowland 1996). On the other hand G-6-P, resulted 
to be higher in control leaves than in ozone-treated 
leaves in the developing stage (Table 1). Numerous 
physiological and biochemical studies have sug-
gested that photosynthesis is feedback regulated by 
the accumulation of carbohydrates in leaves (Foyer 
1988). This may also explain why developing con-
trol leaves present lower levels of photosynthesis in 
our experiments. In leaf cells, G-6-P is the precur-
sor of the antioxidant L-ascorbate, and is a source 
of NADPH needed to support antioxidant activity 
(Robinson and Rowland 1996). In our case, more 
G-6-P means effectively more L-ascorbate. In fact, 
both, total and reduced ascorbate were higher in 
young control leaves than in any of the other cases 
(Table 1). Moreover, this result is in agreement 
with the theory of optimal defence (McKey 1979), 
according to which developing leaves that cannot 
be very tough or strong because of the constraints 
of cell expansion, need more chemical defences 

because they are more vulnerable to mechanical 
damage (Read et al. 2003). It is also noticeable 
that in mature leaves, neither total ascorbate nor 
ascorbate redox state changed when comparing 
control leaves and ozone-treated leaves, in spite 
of the major oxidative damage presented in leaves 
subjected to ozone. This may be explained by the 
different activity of APX. The higher activity of 
APX in treated leaves allowed the faster regenera-
tion of reduced ascorbate that can react again with 
a H2O2 molecule. In control plants phenolic com-
pounds resulted to be less in mature leaves than 
in expanding ones (Table 1), supporting again the 
theory of optimal defence. However the level of 
phenolic compounds in developing ozone-treated 
leaves, was similar to the level in mature control 
leaves (as happened with photosynthesis values,
G-6-P, ascorbic acid and pyruvate). This may indi-
cate a faster development of ozone treated leaves or 
the interruption of leaf development due to ozone. 
In fact it is known that ozone accelerates leaf senes-
cence (Pell and Pearson 1983; Pell et al. 1997) and 
several studies revealed that changes in the concen-
trations of ROS may regulate cell expansion and 
plant development (Laloi et al. 2004). On the other 
hand in mature leaves, phenolic compounds were 
higher in ozone treated leaves than in control ones, 
indicating that phenolics may play a significant 
role in protecting fully developed poplar leaves 
against ozone (Saleem et al. 2001). Finally catalase 
activity was also higher in ozone-treated leaves 
than in control leaves (Table 1), at both stages of 
development. It had been previously shown that 
ozone-induced proliferation of peroxisomes and 
increased transcript levels of CAT and CAT activity 
in leaves of Populus tremuloides (Wustman et al. 
2001; Oksanen et al. 2004).

On the basis of our results it is concluded 
that, in ozone-treated poplar leaves, the photo-
synthetic rates are preserved but the biosynthesis 
of biochemical compounds probably related to 
ozone detoxification mechanisms (phenolics and 
antioxidant enzymes) are elicited. Since photo-
synthesis and metabolite levels of developing 
ozone-treated leaves were similar to those of con-
trol mature leaves, we speculate that ozone levels 
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that are not toxic to the photosynthetic apparatus 
may affect normal ontogeny of leaves, accelerat-
ing leaf development.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Functional Analysis of an 8-Oxo-7,8-Dihydro-2’-
Deoxyguanosine 5’-Triphosphate Pyrophosphohydrolase, 
AtNUDX1, Involved in Repair of Oxidative DNA Damage 
in Arabidopsis thaliana

Takahisa Ogawa1, Kazuya Yoshimura2, and Shigeru Shigeoka1

Abstract  Cellular DNA, RNA, and their precur-
sor nucleotides are at high risk of being oxidized 
by reactive oxygen species, resulting in the genera-
tion of oxidized forms such as 8-oxo-7,8-dihydro-2’-
(deoxy)guanosine 5’-triphosphate [8-oxo-(d)GTP]. 
This oxidized base can pair with both adenine 
and cytosine, and thus would cause both repli-
cational and translational errors. To prevent the 
mutagenic consequences of 8-oxo-G, organisms 
have developed cellular defense mechanisms by 
the sanitization of nucleotide pools and base exci-
sion repair pathway. Previously, we have reported 
that AtNUDX1 protein hydrolyzes 8-oxo-dGTP 
and completely suppresses increased frequency of 
spontaneous mutations in the E. coli mutT strain 
(Ogawa et al. 2005). Here, we report the physio-
logical function of AtNUDX1. The results obtained 
here  indicate that AtNUDX1 functions in cellular 
defense  system against oxidative DNA and RNA 
damages through the sanitization of their precursor 
pools in the cytosol of Arabidopsis cells.

Keywords  Nudix hydrolase, 8-oxo-(d)GTP, oxi-
dative stress, oxidized DNA damage, sanitization 
of nucleotide pool

Introduction

Cellular DNA, RNA, and their precursor nucleotides 
are at high risk of being oxidized by ROS. Among 
the various types of oxidized damage in nucleic acids, 
8-oxo-7,8-dihydro-2’-guanosine (8-oxo-G) is one of 
the most predominant, generated by base modifica-
tions produced by the reaction of a •OH at the C8 
position of 2’-deoxyguanosine in DNA or on the free 
nucleotide form of guanine in the nucleotide pools 
(Haghdoost et al. 2006). 8-Oxo-G has the poten-
tial to alter genetic information, since it pairs with 
adenine and cytosine with almost the same efficiency 
(Shibutani et al. 1991). Therefore, 8-oxo-G-containing 
nucleotides [8-oxo-(deoxy)guanosine 5’-triphosphate: 
8-oxo-(d)GTP] can be incorporated into DNA as well 
as RNA and would cause both replicational and tran-
scriptional errors (Sekiguchi and Tsuzuki 2002).

For the sanitization of nucleotide pools, MutT-
type Nudix (nucleoside diphosphates linked to 
some moiety X) hydrolase plays an important role 
in various organisms. In Escherichia coli, MutT 
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has the pyrophosphohydrolase activity toward both 
oxidized deoxyribonucleotide and ribonucleotide, 
8-oxo-(d)GTP, is almost solely responsible for 
reducing the level of mutagenic nucleotides in 
the cells, and thus prevents both replicational and 
translational errors (Maki and Sekiguchi 1992). 
Mammalian cells also have enzymes, such as MTH1 
capable of eliminating oxidized nucleotides from 
DNA and RNA precursor pools (Cai et al. 2003).

Previously, we have reported that one of the 
Arabidopsis Nudix hydrolases, AtNUDX1 
(At1g68760), acts on the hydrolysis of 8-oxo-dGTP 
with high affinity and completely reduces the fre-
quency of spontaneous mutations in the E. coli mutT 
strain (Ogawa et al. 2005). In this report, we ana-
lyzed the ability of AtNUDX1 to prevent the mis-
incorporation of 8-oxo-GTP into mRNA, leading to 
transcriptional errors. Furthermore, we determined 
the levels of 8-oxo-G in the genomes of wild-type 
plants and knockout AtNUDX1 mutants (KO-nudx1) 
under normal and stressful conditions.

Materials and methods

Complementation assay of transcriptional errors in 
mutT-deficient E. coli. The pTrc100 empty  vector, the 
plasmid pTrc100/AtNUDX1, which was  constructed 
as described previously (Ogawa et al. 2005), and 
pTrc100/hMTH1 were introduced into the E. coli 
CC101 (wilt-type) and CC101T (mutT) strains. The 
transformants obtained were grown on LB medium 
containing 20 µg mL−1 Ampicillin and 0.5 mg mL−1 
X-gal. Quantitative assays for β-galactosidase 
activity were  performed by measuring the absorb-
ance at 420 nm, which represents the hydrolysis of 
o-nitrophenyl-β-d-galactoside to o-nitrophenol as a 
substrate, in crude extracts prepared from transform-
ants grown to a mid-exponential phase in liquid LB 
medium containing 20 µg mL−1 Ampicillin.

Analysis of 8-oxo-G in DNA with an HPLC-elec-
trochemical detector. The knockout Arabidopsis line 
(SALK_025320: KO-nudx1) containing a T-DNA 
insert in the AtNUDX1 gene was obtained through 
the SIGnAL project (http://signal.salk.edu/tabout.
html). Genomic DNA was extracted from 1 g of 
plant tissue. Measurement of 8-oxo-G in genomic 

DNA was carried out according to Minowa et al. 
(2000) with some modifications.

Results

Prevention of transcriptional errors by AtNUDX1

We examined the ability of AtNUDX1 to eliminate 
the mismatch-evoking oxidized nucleotides from the 
RNA precursor pool using two E. coli lacZ strains 
(CC101 and CC101T) (Ishibashi et al. 2005). When 
the hMTH1 or AtNUDX1 cDNA was introduced into 
the CC101T cells, the formation of blue colonies 
was mostly suppressed the same as for the CC101 
cells (data not shown). Furthermore, the β-galactosi-
dase activity in the CC101T cells increased approx. 
40,000-fold compared with that in the CC101 
cells, on the other hand, the increase in activity in 
the CC101T cells was significantly suppressed by 
the expression of the hMTH1 or AtNUDX1 cDNA 
(Fig. 1). These results clearly show that AtNUDX1 
can compensate for a lack of MutT in E. coli cells.

Effect of absence of AtNUDX1 on oxidative 
stress tolerance and accumulation of 8-oxo-G

To investigate the effect of a lack of the AtNUDX1 
protein on oxidative stress tolerance, the tolerance 
of the wild-type and KO-nudx1 plants to 3 µM PQ 
was evaluated. The content of chlorophyll in the 
wild-type plants decreased during the progres-
sion of stress treatments. No significant difference 
was observed in chlorophyll content between the 
wild-type and KO-nudx1 plants under the stressful 
conditions (data not shown).

To determine whether AtNUDX1 plays a role 
in the defense against oxidative DNA damage, we 
examined the amount of 8-oxo-G in the genomeic 
DNA of the wild-type and KO-nudx1 plants under 
normal and oxidative stress conditions by conducting 
an HPLC-ECD-based analysis. The level of 8-oxo-G 
was approximately 2.5-fold higher in the KO-nudx1 
plants than in the wild-type plants under normal con-
ditions. Furthermore, the 8-oxo-G level in KO-nudx1 
plants was significantly increased by the oxidative 
stress caused by 3 µM PQ (Fig. 2).
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Discussion

Sanitization of the nucleotide pool is an important 
defense against replicational and translational errors 
induced by oxidized DNA and RNA precursors. 
Twenty-seven genes encoding Nudix hydrolases, 
that are classified based on their predicted subcellular 
distribution as either cytosolic (AtNUDX1~11, 25), 
mitochondrial (AtNUDX12~18), or chloroplastic 
(AtNUDX19~24, 26, 27), exist in the Arabidopsis 
genome. We demonstrated here that, among the 
27 AtNUDXs, AtNUDX1 is the sole MutT-type 
Nudix hydrolase with pyrophosphohydrolase activity 
toward an oxidized (deoxy) ribonucleotide, 8-oxo-
(d)GTP, in Arabidopsis cells.

The accumulation of 8-oxo-G in the genomic 
DNA of KO-nudx1 plants was significantly 
increased compared with that in the wild-type plants 
under normal conditions and oxidative stress (data 
not shown). This result indicates that AtNUDX1 

 functions in the suppression of oxidative DNA dam-
age leading to spontaneous mutations in Arabidopsis 
cells. However, the KO-nudx1 plants did not show 
any discernible phenotype, such as visible changes 
in leaves, under normal or stressful conditions 
(Fig. 2). It is notable that a deficiency of OGG1 in 
mammalian and yeast cells reduced mitochondrial 
DNA integrity under oxidative stress, resulting in 
a decrease in cell viability (Chatterjee et al. 2006). 
However, it has been demonstrated that Arabidopsis 
lacking both types of 8-oxo-G DNA glycosylases/
lyase, AtOGG1 and AtMMH, in the base excision 
repair pathway did not exhibit a clear phenotype 
under normal conditions or forms of stress such as 
UV-A, H2O2, and γ-radiation (Murphy 2005). These 
findings suggest that the spontaneous mutation due 
to the accumulation of 8-oxo-G might not directly 
relate to the degree of stress tolerance in plant cells. 
It is possible that deleterious phenotypes caused by 
the depletion of individual cellular defense systems 
comprised of the sanitization of nucleotide pools 
and the base excision repair pathway might appear 
over several generations by self-pollination (Murphy 
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experiments (n = 3). Different letters indicate significant 
differences (P < 0.05)
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2005). Therefore, long-term multigenerational tests 
comparing several phenotypes and mutation rates in 
the KO-nudx1mutants and wild-type plants will be 
needed to reveal the significance of AtNUDX1.
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CHAPTER NINE

Stress Regulated DnaK Expression in Synechocystis 
sp. PCC 6803

Eva Rupprecht1,2, Eva Fuhrmann1,2, and Dirk Schneider1

Abstract  In the cyanobacterium Synechocystis 
sp. PCC 6803 at least three DnaK proteins are 
functionally expressed, two of which (DnaK2 
and DnaK3) are essential for cell viability. The 
Synechocystis DnaK2 protein shows the highest 
sequence similarity to Hsp70 proteins from other 
bacteria and chloroplasts. Therefore, this protein 
has been suggested to have a privileged function 
in vivo. We show here that the expression of dnaK2 
alters most significantly when Synechocystis 
cells are grown under different cellular stresses. 
Furthermore, the expression of dnaK3 also varies 
at certain stress conditions.

Keywords  Cyanobacteria, DnaK, stress, pro-
moter activity, Synechocystis

Introduction

Molecular chaperones of the Hsp70 protein family 
are usually constitutively expressed and are 
involved in several cellular processes in pro- and 
eukaryotes. The prokaryotic Hsp70 protein DnaK 
is involved in folding of newly synthesized pro-
teins as well as in protein transport to and translo-
cation across the cytoplasmic membrane. Together 
with its co-chaperones DnaK assists refolding of 
misfolded proteins or prevents protein aggrega-
tion. An interesting feature of cyanobacteria is that 
their genomes encode multiple DnaK proteins, the 
function of which is largely unknown. We previ-
ously showed that in the mesophilic cyanobacte-
rium Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 at least three 
different DnaK proteins (DnaK1-3) are expressed 
(Rupprecht et al. 2007). Furthermore, only the 
dnaK1 gene could be deleted without altering 
the phenotype, while dnaK2 and dnaK3 appear 
to be essential. A privileged chaperone function 
of DnaK2 has been suggested and DnaK2 shows 
the highest sequence homology to other bacterial 
DnaK proteins and to chloroplast Hsp70 proteins.

In this study we analyzed the expression of 
three Synechocystis DnaK proteins under different 
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growth conditions. We compared the expression of 
the Synechocystis DnaK’s in response to different 
cellular stresses after heat, cold, high light, oxida-
tive, osmotic, and acidic stress. Our results confirm 
a privileged function of DnaK2, the expression of 
which was increased significantly under all tested 
stress conditions.

Materials and methods

Cell culture. Synechocystis wild-type (wt) and 
reporter strains were grown in liquid BG11 medium 
(Rippka et al. 1979) at 34°C under 33 µE m−2 s−1 of 
fluorescent white light. Heat shock or cold shock 
was achieved by shifting the cultures to elevated 
(43°C) or lowered (16°C) temperatures. For induc-
tion of high light stress, cells were shifted to 
430 µE m−2 s−1. To obtain oxidative, acidic, or 
osmotic stress conditions, 1 mM H2O2, HCl to pH 
5.5, or 0.5 M mannitol were added directly to the 
cells, respectively.

Generation of Synechocystis reporter strains and 
luciferase activity measurements are described in 
detail in (Rupprecht et al. 2007).

Detection of DnaK proteins by immunoblot-
ting. Synechocystis cells were broken with glass 
beads in 50 mM HEPES pH 8. Unbroken cells 
were removed by centrifugation at 6,000 g. After 
SDS-PAGE and Western blotting individual DnaK 
proteins were detected using specific antibodies 
(Rupprecht et al. 2007) and anti-rabbit IgG peroxi-
dase-conjugated secondary antibody.

Results and discussion

Expression of Synechocystis DnaK’s under 
different growth conditions

One aim of our study was to test if the three 
DnaK proteins from Synechocystis are differ-
entially expressed under various growth condi-
tions. We used a glucose-tolerant Synechocystis 
strain, the growth of which not strictly depends 
on photosynthesis. This allows maintaining of 

cultures under photomixotrophic (+10 µM glucose) 
and photoheterotrophic (+10 mM glucose and 
10 µM DCMU) conditions. To determine the DnaK 
expression on a protein level, cell extracts from 
wt Synechocystis cells were analyzed by Western 
blotting. As can be seen in Fig. 1A no significant 
differences in the protein amounts of DnaK1 
and DnaK2 under the different conditions were 
observed, while the amount of DnaK3 proteins 
appeared to be slightly increased under hetero-
trophic growth conditions.

Furthermore, specific Synechocystis reporter 
strains were used to analyze activities of the indi-
vidual dnaK promoters in vivo. As can be seen 
in Fig. 1B, the activity of each dnaK promoter 

Fig. 1 (A) Comparison of DnaK protein levels under dif-
ferent growth conditions. Equal protein concentrations of 
cell extracts from Synechocystis wt grown under photoauto-
throphic, -mixotrophic, and -heterotrophic conditions were 
subjected to Western blot analysis. (B) Relative promoter 
activities of the three dnaK genes under the different growth 
conditions
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differed under the different growth conditions as 
well as the relative activities of the promoters when 
compared to each other. While the promoter activ-
ity of dnaK1 remains constantly the lowest, the 
dnaK3 promoter is most active under autotrophic 
growth conditions. Under these conditions the 
dnaK2 promoter activity is rather low. However, 
the dnaK2 promoter has the highest activity under 
each tested condition.

The observation that the dnaK promoter activi-
ties and the corresponding protein levels do not 
completely correspond suggests that the protein 
amounts might also be regulated on a translational 
level and/or by protein degradation.

Response of dnaK expression to cellular stress

The regulation of stress genes in cyanobacteria has 
been extensively studied by transcriptomics and 
proteomics in the recent years, and an enhance-
ment of the dnaK2 expression in Synechocystis 
has already been observed under high light (Mary 
et al. 2004), under moderate salt (Kanesaki et al. 
2002; Fulda et al. 2006), and hyperosmotic stress 

conditions (Kanesaki et al. 2002), in addition to 
heat stress (Varvasovszki et al. 2003; Suzuki et al. 
2006). Interestingly, in none of these studies a sig-
nificant increase in the expression of any of the two 
other dnaK genes has been reported. In this study 
we analyzed and compared the activities of all 
three dnaK promoters at various cellular stresses. 
We have tested the dnaK promoter activities under 
heat, cold, oxidative, osmotic, and acidic stress, as 
well as under high light conditions. The promoter 
activities were followed for 6 h, and the activities 
were determined at various time points (Table 1).

Under all stress conditions tested, the activity 
of the dnaK2 promoter was upregulated and the 
promoter activity often decreased after an initial 
increase with an activity maximum at 30–60 min 
after transfer of the cells to stress conditions, where 
after the activity declined subsequently. After shift-
ing the Synechocystis cells from, e.g. low light to 
high light conditions, the dnaK2 promoter activity 
increased about tenfold after 30 min and decreased 
continuously afterwards. Under high light stress 
the dnaK2 promoter activity has returned to about 
the staring level already after 60 min, although 

Table 1 Activities of the individual dnaK promoters under different stress conditions determined at various time points. 
A >twofold increase in the promoter activity was considered to be significant and these values are highlighted in bold

time (min) 15 30 45 60 120 180 360

DnaK
 1 0.92 ± 0.05 0.45 ± 0.04 0.23 ± 0.01 0.16 ± 0.01 0.53 ± 0.09 0.26 ± 0.02 0.43 ± 0.06
heat 2 1.95 ± 0.23 4.78 ± 0.55 5.47 ± 0.47 2.60 ± 0.28 6.99 ± 0.28 3.64 ± 0.27 4.34 ± 0.28
 3 1.92 ± 0.06 1.75 ± 0.10 0.59 ± 0.04 0.17 ± 0.01 0.42 ± 0.02 0.26 ± 0.03 0.55 ± 0.04

 1 0.89 ± 0.13 0.79 ± 0.15 0.98 ± 0.16 0.78 ± 0.14 0.83 ± 0.18 0.63 ± 0.15 1.13 ± 0.03
cold 2 1.55 ± 0.10 1.70 ± 0.11 2.81 ± 0.04 2.84 ± 0.09 4.09 ± 0.07 5.64 ± 0.05 16.63 ± 0.05

3 1.21 ± 0.05 0.90 ± 0.12 1.16 ± 0.14 1.30 ± 0.03 1.14 ± 0.11 1.17 ± 0.12 2.31 ± 0.01

1 1.39 ± 0.22 0.84 ± 0.26 0.69 ± 0.29 0.76 ± 0.32 0.76 ± 0.33 0.41 ± 0.16 0.73 ± 0.29
high light 2 6.06 ± 0.14 9.69 ± 0.08 4.08 ± 0.11 2.92 ± 0.18 1.22 ± 0.22 0.64 ± 0.08 0.90 ± 0.21

3 2.76 ± 0.11 2.47 ± 0.17 1.78 ± 0.17 1.34 ± 0.12 1.49 ± 0.08 0.81 ± 0.11 1.17 ± 0.19

1 0.98 ± 0.01 0.93 ± 0.03 1.01 ± 0.08 1.02 ± 0.02 0.82 ± 0.10 0.90 ± 0.02 0.95 ± 0.01
H2O2 2 0.59 ± 0.04 1.58 ± 0.04 4.04 ± 0.04 6.84 ± 0.06 3.39 ± 0.07 1.99 ± 0.03 1.61 ± 0.01

3 0.72 ± 0.06 0.89 ± 0.01 1.13 ± 0.07 1.54 ± 0.06 1.23 ± 0.02 0.90 ± 0.02 0.63 ± 0.06

1 0.79 ± 0.31 0.75 ± 0.27 0.88 ± 0.28 1.10 ± 0.35 0.77 ± 0.17 1.32 ± 0.21 1.09 ± 0.19
0.5 M mannit 2 1.12 ± 0.19 2.39 ± 0.11 4.23 ± 0.14 6.58 ± 0.06 5.64 ± 0.09 4.70 ± 0.06 1.71 ± 0.06

3 0.98 ± 0.03 0.98 ± 0.07 1.77 ± 0.18 2.62 ± 0.10 2.41 ± 0.05 3.11 ± 0.05 2.08 ± 0.05

1 0.95 ± 0.20 1.50 ± 0.28 1.52 ± 0.35 0.71 ± 0.54 0.48 ± 0.70 0.36 ± 0.72 0.90 ± 0.52
pH 5.5 2 1.57 ± 0.09 3.60 ± 0.15 4.17 ± 0.14 2.66 ± 0.16 1.51 ± 0.20 1.52 ± 0.18 3.25 ± 0.14

3 0.97 ± 0.16 2.60 ± 0.28 2.43 ± 0.63 2.09 ± 0.13 0.89 ± 0.25 0.50 ± 0.12 1.27 ± 0.28
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the cells were still exposed to high light. The 
observation that expression of dnaK2 showed an 
initial strong increase under all tested stress condi-
tions and decreased afterwards may indicate that 
expression of dnaK2 is a fast and initial cellular 
response to stress conditions and the expression is 
normally regulated after adjustment of the cells to 
the environmental change. Only under cold stress 
the dnaK2 promoter activity increased continu-
ously and the activity was 16 times higher after 6 h 
of cold stress. This effect could be caused by a 
much slower adjustment of the Synechocystis cells 
to cold stress, which would result in a prolonged 
overexpression of DnaK2. Furthermore, we cannot 
rule out the possibility that the luciferase, which 
is used as a reporter, is more stable at lowered 
temperatures, resulting in an accumulation of the 
reporter in the Synechocystis cells.

Under high light conditions as well as under 
osmotic and acidic stress conditions we further 
observed a slight but significant upregulation of 
the dnaK3 promoter activity. Under none of the 
applied stress conditions we could see a significant 
increase in the dnaK1 promoter activity.

In contrast to the situation in Synechocystis it has 
been shown for the cyanobacterium Synechococcus 
sp. PCC 7942 that the DnaK1 protein level decreases 
during heat stress. In line with the observations 
made with Synechocystis, also the DnaK2 protein 
level increases in Synechococcus during heat stress 
(Nimura et al. 2001).

Besides the proven privileged function of dnaK2 
expression in Synechocystis under various stress 
conditions, our measurements further indicate that 

expression of dnaK3 alters after heat and acidic 
stress. Therefore, also DnaK3 could be involved in 
a stress response similar to DnaK2, although DnaK2 
is clearly the major Hsp70 in Synechocystis.
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CHAPTER TEN

KIN10/11 Are Master Regulators of the Convergent 
Stress Transcriptome

Elena Baena-González1, Filip Rolland1,2,3, and Jen Sheen1

Abstract  Different types of stress result in 
both specific and convergent responses that 
modulate plant growth and development. The 
elucidation of common regulatory nodes may 
provide insight into the functional basis of stress 
tolerance and cross-protection. Large-scale gen-
eration and comparison of microarray data has 
recently revealed that part of the cross-talk 
among the various stress response pathways 
occurs at the gene expression level, with diverse 
types of stress triggering overlapping transcrip-
tional responses. We have identified Arabidopsis 
KIN10 and KIN11 as central regulators of the 
convergent stress transcriptome. Sensing and sig-
naling stress-associated energy deprivation, these 
protein kinases (PKs) trigger global gene expres-
sion reprogramming, enabling the adjustment of 

energy homeostasis necessary for coping with 
stress. The remarkably broad transcriptional pro-
gram promotes catabolism and autophagy, and 
suppresses anabolism and ribosome biogenesis. 
Significantly, KIN10/11 also target a plethora 
of transcriptional and signaling regulators to 
orchestrate global responses beyond metabolic 
regulation. Analyses of gain- and loss-of-func-
tion mutants uncover the picture that KIN10/11 
are central regulators for the integration of meta-
bolic, environmental and hormonal cues during 
plant growth and development.

Keywords  KIN10, KIN11, SnRK1, starvation, stress 
transcriptome, energy sensor, Arabidopsis

Introduction

Exposure to stress often triggers stress-specific 
adaptive responses as well as general responses that 
confer basic protection to adverse conditions. With 
the advent of large-scale microarray and metabolic 
studies it has become increasingly clear that this 
triggering is partly the result of an extensive cross-
talk among stress response pathways that were 
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once considered linear (Yamaguchi-Shinozaki and 
Shinozaki 2006; Ma and Bohnert 2007). Although 
some of the stress-signalling cascades have been 
dissected in detail, the intersection points between 
different types of stress as well as the identity of 
the signalling intermediates and key regulators 
remain largely unknown. Interestingly, different 
stress conditions induce similar alterations in carbon 
and nitrogen metabolism and lead to overlapping 
patterns of gene expression, with many genes being 
induced or repressed by multiple stimuli. As a major 
target of diverse stress conditions is photosynthesis, 
decreased cellular energy levels are an obvious 
common consequence. Certain conditions, such as 
flooding, also impair mitochondrial respiration and 
result in similar energy deprivation. The ability to 
cope with both long-term and short-term stress and 
energy starvation is critical to prevent inhibition of 
growth and irreversible senescence and cell death.

In the present study, we developed sensi-
tive and quantitative cell-based assays using 
a well-characterized stress–responsive marker 
gene and Arabidopsis leaves. This system facil-
itated the identification of the Arabidopsis 
SnRK1 (Snf1-related PKs) orthologs, KIN10 
and KIN11, as central mediators of various 
stress responses that alter cellular energy home-
ostasis. Furthermore, it allowed the application 
of powerful global gene expression profiling to 
uncover a large array of metabolic and regula-
tory genes that are coordinately activated or 
repressed by KIN10/11 in leaf cells. Extensive 
microarray data and genetic analyses revealed 
that KIN10/11 play a central role in the regula-
tion of anabolic and catabolic pathways linked 
to starvation and stress signalling, and, unex-
pectedly, to normal growth and development 
(Baena-González et al. 2007).

Materials and methods

Effector and reporter constructs. KIN10 and KIN11 
were fused to the HA tag and cloned between 
a 35S-derived promoter and NOS terminator. 

The 624 bp promoter/5′UTR sequence of DIN6 
was fused to the LUC reporter gene to generate 
DIN6-LUC as described (Lam et al. 1994; Baena-
González et al. 2007).

Protoplast transient expression assay. 
Protoplasts (1–4 × 104) were incubated for 6 h in 
1 mL buffer in 6-well plates or submerged in 1 mL 
buffer in a 1.5 mL microfuge tube for hypoxia 
treatment as described (Baena-González et al. 
2007). For dark treatment, plates were covered 
with aluminium foil. DCMU was added at 20 µM.

Global gene expression analyses. For global 
gene expression analyses, protoplast transfection 
experiments were scaled up 50-fold. RNA was 
extracted from cells transfected with control or 
KIN10-expressing plasmid DNA and used for 
hybridization of Arabidopsis ATH1 GeneChips. 
Original data (GEO accession number GSE8257) 
was filtered following three independent strate-
gies based on: (i) Affymetrix GCOS presence 
(P) or absence (A) calls and a twofold cutoff, 
(ii) rma or gcrma normalization (http://www.
bioconductor.org/) and RankProd analysis as 
described (Baena-González et al. 2007), using 
a p-value cut-off (0.012) based on the validated 
MYB75 marker gene expression. Only genes 
overlapping in the three independently generated 
lists were considered (“KIN10-regulated genes”). 
An additional filtering step was used to provide 
physiological significance to the data: using a set 
of KIN10 marker genes (At3g47340, At1g12780, 
At4g15530, At2g33830, At3g15450, At5g18630, 
At5g20250, At5g22920, At4g35770, At1g12240, 
At1g70290) matching transcriptional profiles 
were identified through Genevestigator (https://
www.genevestigator.ethz.ch/) and only genes 
with consistent expression patterns in all datasets 
were considered (induced in all positively corre-
lated profiles and repressed in all negatively cor-
related profiles, “KIN10 and starvation- regulated 
genes”) (see Baena-González et al. 2007 for 
further details).

Filtered genes were classified according to the 
MapMan functional categories (Thimm et al. 2004) 
with some modifications.
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Results

Dark-inducible DIN genes are activated by  multiple 
stresses and repressed by sugar

We surveyed public microarray databases using 
Genevestigator and found that DIN genes, origi-
nally identified as dark-inducible genes (Lam et al. 
1994) are induced by multiple other stresses, as 
diverse as heat, wounding and high salt concentra-
tions. Accordingly, DIN genes are strongly induced 
in Arabidopsis protoplasts when subjected to 
darkness, hypoxia, or herbicide (3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-
1,1-dimethylurea, DCMU) treatment (Fig. 1a). 
Importantly, this induction can be blocked, in a 
hexokinase 1 (HXK1)-independent manner (Baena-
González, Rolland et al. 2007), by the addition of 
sugar, as well as by K-252a, a serine/threonine PK 
inhibitor (Fig. 1a; Fujiki et al. 2000), suggesting 
that the signal may be metabolic and that it may be 
mediated through a PK.

DIN6 is specifically induced by the 
SnRK1 PKs KIN10 and KIN11

To test the possibility of a convergent metabolic 
signal in the stress response we developed a cell 
model system using a sensitive reporter by fusing the 
putative DIN6 (encoding the glutamine-dependent 
asparagine synthetase, ASN1) promoter to the 
luciferase (LUC) gene. Regulation of DIN6-LUC 
expression in transfected protoplasts was similar 
to that of the endogenous gene (Baena-González 
et al. 2007). Since energy levels in other organ-
isms are sensed by a highly conserved group 
of serine/threonine PKs, comprising yeast Snf1 
and animal/human AMP-activated PK (AMPK), 
we hypothesized that the orthologous plant PKs, 
SnRK1s, might be implicated in the DIN6 activa-
tion triggered by various stresses. DIN6-LUC was 
indeed activated by the two SnRK1 members, 
KIN10 and KIN11, and the kinase activity was 
required for this activation (Fig. 1b). Related PKs 
from the SnRK2 and SnRK3 families did not 
have an effect on DIN6-LUC expression (Baena-
González et al. 2007).

Global gene expression regulation by KIN10

To determine the extent of KIN10 transcriptional 
regulation and identify its downstream target 
genes, we performed global gene expression pro-
filing using the 22 K ATH1 GeneChips, taking 
advantage of the protoplast system transiently 
expressing KIN10. To increase the robustness 
of our data, data was imported and processed 
following three independent sets of criteria and 
only genes overlapping in the resulting three lists 
were considered. A final filtering step involved 
the cross-comparison with published microar-
ray datasets identified as exhibiting matching 
expression profiles (see Materials and Methods). 
A striking positive correlation (Pearson coefficients 
0.85–0.87) of KIN10-regulated gene expression 
was found with profiles obtained under extended 
night-induced carbon deprivation (Thimm et al. 
2004), short-term sucrose starvation (Contento et al. 
2004), and starvation- (Buchanan-Wollaston et al. 

Fig. 1 DIN genes are regulated by stress and KIN10/11. 
(a) Various types of stress induce DIN gene expression 
in Arabidopsis protoplasts. This induction is repressed by 
glucose (25 mM) and the PK inhibitor K252a (2 µM). (b) 
DIN6-LUC is activated by KIN10 and KIN11. The induction 
is impaired in the kinase dead mutants (K48M and K49M). 
D, dark; H, hypoxia; C, control DNA
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2005) and dark-induced senescence (Lin and Wu 
2004). Importantly, KIN10 target genes also exhib-
ited strong negative correlations (Pearson coef-
ficients −0.87 to −0.92) with gene expression 
profiles obtained from glucose-(Price et al. 2004) 
or sucrose-treated seedlings (Palenchar et al. 2004) 
and differentially CO2-fixing plants (Bläsing et al. 
2005). The stringent and multi-step filtering proc-
ess selected a reliable list of 278 genes co-activated 
by KIN10 and sugar starvation conditions, but 
co-repressed in sugar-treated seedlings or during 
maximal CO2 fixation. A second list of 322 genes 
was also identified based on their co-repression 
by KIN10 and sugar starvation conditions, but 
co-activation in sugar-treated seedlings or during 
maximal CO2 fixation.

In general, a clear trend of gene expression 
reprogramming from anabolic to catabolic proc-
esses was observed in response to transient expres-
sion of KIN10 in mesophyll protoplasts. Previous 
functional studies of mammalian AMPK and plant 
SnRK1 have mainly focused on enzyme activity 
regulation and expression of selected marker genes 
(Halford et al. 2003; Kahn et al. 2005). The present 
work provides for the first time a detailed overview 
of the extensive transcript changes induced by these 
conserved kinases in a multicellular organism.

KIN10-upregulated (but sugar-repressed) genes 
represent a variety of mainly catabolic pathways, 
consistent with a global metabolic switch induced 
by SnRK1 to provide an alternative source of 
metabolite and energy supplies through amino acid 
catabolism, protein degradation, starch, sucrose, 
cell wall and polysaccharide hydrolysis, and lipid 
mobilization and beta-oxidation (Fig. 2a; Table 1). 
Conversely, genes involved in the biosynthesis of 
these and other compounds (e.g. nucleotides) were 
repressed by KIN10 and starvation conditions. The 
most prominent and evolutionarily conserved set 
of repressed genes included 87 genes involved in 
protein synthesis (Fig. 2a).

The central and previously unrecognized regu-
latory role of SnRK1 was further illustrated by the 
large number of transcription regulation genes that 
are activated or repressed by KIN10 and starva-
tion (Fig. 2a). In addition, a significant number 

of hormone metabolism and hormone respon-
sive genes were affected, as well as many genes 
encoding other signal transduction components, 
including PKs, protein phosphatases, and cal-
cium modulators. Changes in metabolism genes 
were also accompanied by increased expression 
of genes encoding carbohydrate, amino acid, pep-
tide, ion transporters and aquaporins, presumably 
to facilitate mobilization and recycling of these 
molecules.

Being the major source of energy, photosyn-
thesis was also affected by KIN10 expression, 
probably in an attempt to increase ATP production. 
KIN10 induced the expression of several photo-
synthesis-related genes, encoding both components 
of the electron transport chain and the carbon 
assimilation pathways (Table 1). These genes were 
filtered out during the cross-comparison with the 

Fig. 2 Global gene expression regulation by KIN10. 
(a) The transcriptional program induced by KIN10 mark-
edly overlaps with that induced by various starvation condi-
tions and is antagonized by increased sugar availability (see 
text for details on the compared conditions). The induced 
and repressed genes comprise a wide range of functional 
categories. (b) Silencing of KIN10 and KIN11 (“double 
knockout”, dko) abrogates the induction of a set of KIN10 
marker genes in response to darkness

REPRESSED GENES

INDUCED GENES catabolism
signaling

redox / stress
transcriptional regulation
chromatin modification
transport / targeting
trehalose

miscellaneous metabolism
others

not assigned

biosynthetic processes

*

*protein synthesis

a

b

DIN6  At3g47340
SEN5  At3g15450
AXP  At2g33830
SEN1  At4g35770
PGPD  At5g22920
TPS8  At1g70290

WT dko
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public datasets, due to their reduced expression 
in the experiments involving dark treatment (e.g. 
Thimm et al. 2004; Lin and Wu 2004). Another 
gene, BMY3/BAM9 β-amylase, is also induced by 
KIN10 but not by some of the starvation treatments 
(Table 1). Altered BMY3/BAM9 expression may be 
related to the more than sevenfold higher starch 
levels measured in KIN10/11 silenced plants than 
in the WT (Baena-González et al. 2007). Under 
starvation conditions, another potentially important 
source of energy is the cell wall, and starvation 
indeed triggers hydrolysis of some of its main com-
ponents (Lee et al. 2007). Extensive transcriptional 
changes in genes related to cell wall modification, 
synthesis and degradation (Fig. 2a) might reflect 
cell wall utilization as an alternative energy source 
as well as a restriction of cell growth and elonga-
tion. Interestingly, the trehalose metabolism genes 
TPS8-11 were also upregulated by KIN10 and star-
vation conditions (Table 1), possibly altering the 
level of trehalose-6-P (T6P), a regulator of plant 
carbohydrate metabolism, growth and development 
(Ramon and Rolland 2007).

While Snf1 mediates the switch from fermen-
tation to respiration in yeast and AMPK stimu-
lates mitochondrial biogenesis in muscle, KIN10 
expression appears to downregulate respiration in 
mesophyll protoplasts with repression of several 
mitochondrial electron transport and TCA cycle 
genes. This contrasting regulation of conserved 
genes in different systems may be explained by the 
unique role of leaf cells as the main energy suppli-
ers from photosynthesis in plants. Leaf cells may 
lack external carbon sources to promote respiration 
and the TCA cycle and need to stimulate a global 
metabolic switch for an alternative energy supply 
under starvation conditions. However, similar to 
the situation in yeast and liver cells (DeRisi et al. 
1997; Kahn et al. 2005), starvation might stimulate 
gluconeogenesis in leaf cells through transcrip-
tional upregulation of the rate-limiting anaplerotic 
enzymes fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase (FBPase) 
and phosphoenol pyruvate (PEP) carboxykinase 
(PEPCK). Conversely, expression of glycolytic 
enzymes such as glyceraldehyde 3-P dehydroge-
nase (GAPDH), PEP carboxylase (PEPCase) and 

phosphofructokinase (PFK) was downregulated by 
KIN10 expression in protoplasts (Table 1). AMPK 
activity, however, represses gluconeogenic gene 
expression in liver cells and stimulates glucose 
uptake and glycolytic flux in muscle cells (Kahn 
et al. 2005). Direct comparison between different 
experimental systems and organs is complicated by 

Table 1 Selection of KIN10- and starvation-regulated 
genes. Complete lists are provided in Baena-González et al. 
(2007). Values correspond to KIN10-mediated induction. * 
denote regulation by KIN10 but not jointly by all described 
stresses. Functional categories are based on the classifica-
tion in MapMan with some modifications

AGI number  Signal

Photosynthesis Functional category log2ratio

At2g13360* PS.aminotransferases 2.9
At3g62410* PS.calvin cyle.CP12-2 2.4
At1g12900* PS.calvin cyle.GAP 2.1
At1g80380* PS.calvin cyle.PRK 2.2
At3g16250* PS.lightreaction.ferredoxin 1.8
At1g76100* PS.lightreaction.plastocyanin 2.4
At1g03130* PS.lightreaction.PS I 1.8
At1g14150* PS.lightreaction. PS II 2.3
At3g50820* PS.lightreaction. PS II 1.8
At1g51400* PS.lightreaction. PS II 1.5
Amino acid metabolism
At3g47340 aa synthesis asparagine DIN6 5.3
At5g18170* aa degradation.glutamate  2.4
  GDH
At1g03090 aa degradation.leucine 4.6
At4g34030 aa degradation.leucine 3.0
At3g45300 aa degradation.leucine 3.4
At4g33150 aa degradation.lysine 2.7
At1g64660 aa degradation.methionine 6.2
At3g30775 aa degradation.proline 4.5
At3g06850 aa degradation.shared 3.9
At3g13450 aa degradation.shared 4.0
At1g55510 aa degradation.shared 3.2
At5g54080 aa degradation.tyrosine 2.3
At2g14170 aa degradation.valine 2.0
Carbon metabolism
At4g37870* gluconeogenesis.PEPCK 1.8
At4g15530 gluconeogenesis.PPDK 2.2
At1g43670* gluconeogenesis.FBPase 2.6
At1g07110 glycolysis.Fruc2,6BisPase 1.6
At3g49160 glycolysis.PK 2.0
At5g18670* starch.degradation  3.6
  BMY3/BAM9
At1g70290 trehalose.AtTPS8 3.0
At1g23870 trehalose.AtTPS9 3.3
At1g60140 trehalose.AtTPS10 1.8
At2g18700 trehalose.AtTPS11 2.2
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the fact that the specific responses likely depend 
on the severity of the starvation condition (requir-
ing mere ‘balancing’ of metabolism, e.g. for 
blood glucose homeostasis, or a more dramatic 
switch to ‘survival’ mode), or the availability of 
alternative carbon sources and the specific func-
tions of the cell type or tissue under study. The 
coordinated induction of PEPCK, pyruvate phos-
phate dikinase (PPDK) and pyruvate kinase (PK), 
together with glutamate dehydrogenase (GDH) 
and asparagine synthetase (DIN6/ASN1) may 
be related to a novel cycle proposed to generate 
asparagine for more energy-economical nitrogen 
remobilization under darkness, stress and starva-
tion conditions (Table 1) (Lam et al. 1996; Lin 
and Wu 2004).

Remarkably, KIN10 activity induced expres-
sion of several APG8/ATG8 (AUTOPHAGY) 
orthologs, whose induction also coincided with 
vacuolar autophagy triggered by sucrose star-
vation in Arabidopsis suspension culture cells 
(Contento et al. 2004). The APG8/12 conjugation 
pathways are conserved in plants and may have 
important roles in autophagic recycling during 
situations that require substantial nutrient mobi-
lization (Thompson and Vierstra 2005). Other 
SnRK1 target genes included a large number of 
putative histone and histone deacetylase genes 
(Fig. 2a). KIN10 target genes include also highly 
regulated transcription factors (TFs), as well as 
chromatin proteins, photoreceptors, and signalling 
components that can amplify the regulatory impact 
through transcriptional and signalling cascades. 
Finally, global inhibition of protein synthesis, a 
conserved starvation response, is reflected by mas-
sive repression of RNA metabolism and ribosomal 
protein gene expression (Fig. 2a).

To establish a definitive molecular and quanti-
tative link between KIN10/11 action and the abil-
ity to mount transcription activation in response 
to stress and energy deprivation, we examined 
the response of WT and KIN10/11 silenced plant 
leaves to a 10 h dark treatment. As shown in 
Fig. 2b, transcriptional activation by darkness of 
a set of KIN10 marker genes was abolished in 
KIN10/11 silenced plants. Impairment of marker 

gene induction was also observed in response to 
hypoxia and DCMU treatments (Baena-González 
et al. 2007).

Conclusion

The wealth of the whole-genome microarray data 
available for Arabidopsis offers new tools to exam-
ine the stress-specific and convergent transcriptomes 
triggered by multiple stress conditions. Applying 
integrative approaches, our studies have identi-
fied KIN10/11 as key regulators of the convergent 
stress responses, and established a molecular link 
between the cellular energy status and the response 
and tolerance to stress. Identification of common 
regulatory components may provide further under-

Energy Deprivation

S-bZIPs (and others)

Sugar

Energy homeostasis, Growth,
Stress response, Survival, Development,

Reproduction, Senescence

KIN10/11 Post-translational
regulation

TFs

Dark, Hypoxia, Herbicide, Other Stresses

TRANSCRIPTIONAL REPROGRAMMING

Stress-specific
responses

Fig. 3 KIN10/11 are central integrators of sugar, metabolic, 
stress, and developmental signals. Multiple types of stress 
ultimately converge as an energy-deficiency signal in the 
cell, triggering the activation of KIN10/11. Conversely, sug-
ars have a repressive effect. Activated KIN10/11 initiates an 
energy-saving program at several levels, including massive 
transcriptional reprogramming that targets a wide range of 
cellular processes. This is partly mediated by the S-class 
of bZIP TFs. In addition to contributing to the maintenance 
of cellular energy homeostasis and tolerance to (nutrient) 
stress, KIN10/11 have profound effects at the whole organ-
ism level influencing growth, viability, reproduction and 
senescence and are thus proposed to be central in the integra-
tion of metabolic, stress and developmental signals
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standing on the mechanisms of crosstalk between 
different types of stress and on the molecular basis 
of stress cross-protection. We have begun dissecting 
the components of the KIN10/11 signalling cascade 
through the identification of key TFs and common 
cis-elements using cellular and genomic tools 
(Fig. 3) (Baena-González et al. 2007). By integrat-
ing the new tools with the characterisation of gain- 
and loss-of-function mutants, we have provided 
compelling evidence not only for the involvement 
of KIN10/11 in plant protection and survival under 
stress, darkness and sugar deprivation conditions, 
but also for unexpected pivotal roles of KIN10/11 in 
growth and development under normal conditions 
(Baena-González et al. 2007).
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Allelopathic Inhibition by Scenedesmus obliquus 
of Photosynthesis and Growth of Microcystis aeruginosa

Xiao-Hui Jia1, Ding-Ji Shi2,3*, Rui-Juan Kang4, Hui-Min Li1, Yu Liu2, Zhen-Zhen An1, 
Si-Si Wang2, Dong-Hui Song2, and Gui-Sen Du1*

Abstract Microcystis aeruginosa is a species 
of unicellular cyanobacterium which synthesizes 
toxic microcystin. This work reports that the photo-
synthesis and growth of M. aeruginosa is inhibited 
by Scenedesmus obliquus when the two species 
are cultivated in BG-11 medium, even when the 
ratio of cell numbers between S. obliquus and 
M. aeruginosa is reduced to 1:100, or when 
M. aeruginosa was cultivated in a filtered medium 
in which S. obliquus had previously grown. As a 
result, the net photosynthesis and chlorophyll a 
content of M. aeruginosa decreased.

Keywords Allelopathy, photosynthesis, growth, 
scenedesmus obliquus, Microcystis aeruginosa

Introduction

Microcystis aeruginosa has been spreading 
all over the world, as a result of increasing 
 eutrophication of water bodies (Babica et al. 
2006). The heptapeptide compound Microcystin, 
produced by unicellular cyanobacteria, not only 
causes human liver cancer, but also affects nor-
mal growth of aquatic plants and animals, finally 
resulting in serious ecosystem unbalance (Haider 
et al. 2003). Therefore, the term “ecology cancer” 
has been taken seriously in many countries 
in recent years. In biological controls, allelo-
pathic inhibitions by microalgae were deemed 
to be the most promising method (Gross 2003). 
Allelopathy means the influence of the growth 
and development in biological and agriculture 
systems by any compound or process involving 
secondary metabolites produced by plants, algae, 
bacteria and fungi and released into the environ-
ment (Reigosa et al. 1999; Legrand et al. 2003). 
Selecting an appropriate species of microalgae is 
perhaps the key. Fortunately, when Scenedesmus 
obliquus was mix-cultivated with M. aeruginosa, 
the growth of the latter was inhibited under cer-
tain conditions.

1College of Life Sciences, Capital Normal University, 
Beijing 100037, P.R. China
2School of Marine Science & Engineering, Tianjin 
University of Science of Technology, Tianjin 300457, P.R. 
China
3Institute of Botany, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 
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4Institute of Process Engineering, Chinese Academy of 
Sciences, Beijing 100080, P.R. China
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Materials and methods

The cyanobacterium Microcystis aeruginosa 
and the green alga Scenedesmus obliquus were 
obtained from The Institute of Hydrobiology, 
Chinese Academy of Sciences.

Purified or mix cultivation. In BG11 medium 
at 25°C, 30–50 µmol s−1 m−2. Also, M. aeruginosa 
was cultivated in the cell-free filtered medium of 
the S. obliquus.

Oxygen determination. Clark type Oxygen 
electrode (Hansatech Ltd., UK) was used (Shi 
1987).

Chlorophyll a determination. See Shi (1987).
Room temperature absorption spectra. Using 

UV-3010 spectraphotometer (Shi 1987).

Results and discussion

Allelopathic inhibition by Scenedesmus obliquus 
of Microcystis aeruginosa

In the process of mixed cultivation, the morphol-
ogy of M. aeruginosa changed, its cell division 
became slower and cell volume became larger 
than in the control, their cell diameters being about 
4.7 µm (Fig. 1A, C). In contrast, in S.obliquus cell 
division became faster and cell volume became 
smaller relative to the control; cell lengths were 
about 6.85 µm and widths were about 4.32 µm 
(Fig. 1B, C). S.obliquus inhibited growth of M. aeru-
ginosa in BG11 medium (Fig. 1D) and even though 
cell density of M.aeruginosa was 100 times that of 

Fig. 1 Alleopathic inhibition of Scenedesmus obliquus on growth of Microcystis aeruginosa
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S. obliquus the growth of M. aeruginosa was still 
inhibited (Fig. 1E). This may be a new way to con-
trol the growth of M. aeruginosa.

When M. aeruginosa was cultivated in the 
cell-free filtered medium of S. obliquus, growth of 
M. aeruginos was inhibited (Fig. 1F), which may 
be a results of the allelopathy by S. obliquus. This 
is the most common mode of action of allelochemi-
cals (Legrand et al. 2003).

Allelopathic effects of Scenedesmus obliquus 
on photosynthesis of Microcystis aeruginosa

Net photosynthetic activities of M.aeruginosa 
became gradually stronger in BG11 medium, became 

gradually lower in the filtrate, and increased slowly 
in autoclaved filtrate (Fig. 2A).

Absorption spectra showed that there was no 
change in pigment composition of M.aeruginosa 
growth in BG11 medium and the filtrate, however 
their relative pigment contents were apparently 
different (Fig. 2C). Chlorophyll a content per cell 
of M. aeruginosa in filtrate became lower during 
growth. This suggested that chlorophyll synthesis 
was blocked in M. aeruginosa by the allelopathy 
(Fig. 2D) that resulted in increases of the relative 
contents of carotenoid and phycobilin in the filtrate.

The allelopathy of S. obliquus finally resulted 
in death of M. aeruginosa by inhibition of pho-
tosynthesis. We suggest that phytoplankton alle-

Fig. 2 Alleopathic effect of of Scenedesmus obliquus on photosynthesis of Microcystis aeruginosa
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lochemicals have the potential to control harmful 
algal blooms.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

The Mehler Reaction as an Essential Link Between 
Environmental Stress and Chloroplast Redox Signaling

Irina Strizh

Abstract  Oxygen photoreduction in chloroplasts 
in the Mehler reaction (MR) is one amongst the 
well-known, but still confusing topics in photo-
synthesis. Current data on wide range of plant 
responses triggered by H2O2 accumulated in chlo-
roplasts suggest that the MR plays an important 
role in stress sensing and redox signaling. We have 
found that resistance of wheat and oat seedlings to 
environmental stresses that result in leaf osmotic 
stress correlate with the lower ability to form 
superoxide in the locality of photosystem I and 
higher rate of H2O2 photogeneration. The regula-
tion of the reactive oxygen species generation in 
the MR may determine plant stress resistance.

Keywords  Environmental stress, hydrogen per-
oxide, Mehler reaction, photosynthetic electron 
transport, reactive oxygen species, redox signaling

Introduction

Since H2O2 generation was found in thylakoids 
under illumination by Alan Mehler (Mehler 1951), 
the significance and relative rate of the O2 pho-
toreduction in vivo were amongst the controversial 
topics in photosynthesis (Allen 1977; Badger et al. 
2000; Heber 2002 and references therein). It was 
commonly accepted that the Mehler reaction (MR) 
serves as the way to prevent over-reduction of 
the electron carriers, to provide proper poising of 
redox states for components of the photosynthetic 
electron transport chain (PETC), to dissipate excess 
photons, ∆pH- and non-photochemical quenching-
formation and to improve the balance of ATP/
NADPH (Heber 2002). It was proposed that pho-
toreduction of O2 in intense light might be associ-
ated with acclimation to environmental stresses 
(Asada 1999; Ort and Baker 2002). However, after 
the statement about the low rate of O2 uptake in 
chloroplasts (Badger et al. 2000) the significance 
of this reaction seemed to be diminished. Recently, 
interest in the MR has increased significantly 
because of its role in generation of reactive 
oxygen species (ROS) that can be involved not only 
in destructive processes, but also in control and 
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regulation of various cell processes (Apel and Hirt 
2004). According to the commonly accepted view, 
the reduction of O2 in PETC is largely confined to 
the photosystem (PS) I complex where superox-
ide is produced during the univalent reduction of 
oxygen that finally becomes reduced to water via 
ascorbate peroxidase reaction in the water-water 
cycle (Asada 1999). Thus ROS production in the 
vicinity of PSI in the MR leads to redox changes 
in several antioxidant systems, such as ascorbate-
glutathione pools, peroxiredoxins and gluthatione 
pools that may trigger signaling pathways (Baier 
and Dietz 2005). Another possibility is that H2O2 
may directly oxidize key regulatory proteins such 
as transcription factors and phosphatases (Hancock 
et al. 2006). Whether such alterations under envi-
ronmental stresses lead to the acclimation or result 
in programmed cell death is still unclear.

Evidence that H2O2 generated in chloroplasts is 
involved in stomata closure, probably as an inter-
mediate in abscisic acid signaling in Vicia faba 
guard cells (Zhang et al. 2001) and that photopro-
duced H2O2 may alter the ascorbic acid redox state 
in guard cells, thus controlling stomata movements 
(Chen and Gallie 2004), support the viewpoint of 
a positive role of the MR in stress resistance. The 
systemic redox changes in the proximity of PSII 
and H2O2 accumulation in chloroplasts were sup-
posed to be the key determinants of the systemic 
acquired acclimation, particularly, in acclimation 
to excess light (Karpinski et al. 1999) and in the 
regulatory network, controlling biotic and abiotic 
stress responses in the cell (Karpinski et al. 2003). 
However the site of H2O2 generation in PETC 
that triggers signal transduction is still unclear: 
the possibility of ROS formation not just in the 
locality of PSI cannot be excluded. According to 
the redox potentials and numerous experimen-
tal data on O2 photoreduction in vitro, oxygen 
photoreduction may take place at multiple sites 
in the PETC. The idea of PSII or plastoquinone 
(PQ)-pool associated MR appeared about 30 years 
ago (Bekina et al. 1976) and is supported by new 
evidence (Mubarakshina et al. 2006). ROS genera-
tion near the Fe-containing proteins may lead to the 
hydroxyl radicals formation in a Fenton-type reac-

tion, thus it is potentially dangerous for PSI and 
other photosynthetic complexes. We have tested 
whether the capacity to photoreduce oxygen in 
sites other than PSI locality is an advantage under 
environmental stresses.

Materials and methods

The data compared in the present paper were 
obtained with thylakoids membranes isolated by 
standard methods from 14 days old seedlings of 
wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) or oat (Avena sativa L.) 
growing in soil at 24°C, 8/16 h dark/light photo-
period and PPFD of 100 µE m−2 s−1. Different water 
or nutrition supplies, oil and Na+ contamination of the 
soil were tested. Leaf relative water content (RWC) 
was determined according to Flexas et al. (1999). 
Measurement of electron transport activities was 
performed polarographically using a Clark-type 
oxygen electrode as described previously (Strizh 
et al. 2005) with saturating light of about 500 µE 
m−2 s−1 in the presence of various Hill or Mehler 
reagents as indicated in the figure captions. The 
data presented is the average of at least three inde-
pendent experiments. The curves displayed in Fig. 
1 are fits of the experimental data with Boltzmann 
or Gaussian functions using Origin 7 software.

Results and discussion

We analyzed the ability of the PETC to reduce artifi-
cial electron acceptors and oxygen in wheat and oat 
seedlings, growing in stressed soil. Electron transport 
activity in the whole PETC slightly increased in a 
drought-resistant cultivar, but decreased in a drought 
non-resistant one under drought stress. However the 
electron transport activities of PSI and PSII were 
decreased in both cultivars (Fig. 1A–C). The data 
obtained were supported by measurements of chlo-
rophyll fluorescence (Strizh et al. 2006). An increase 
in the whole electron transport rate when both pho-
tosystems decrease their activity may be caused by 
more effective reoxidation of PQ pool promoted by 
O2 photoreduction. Indeed, it was found that oxygen 
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photoreduction with H2O2  generation increases sig-
nificantly in drought-resistant wheat, but decreases 
in the sensitive cultivar under drought stress. On the 
contrary, the PSI-associated MR decreases in the 
resistant cultivar and stays constant in the  sensitive 
one (Fig. 1D, E). Activity of ROS-scavenging 
enzymes such as ascorbate peroxidase (APX, EC 
1.11.1.11) and glutatione reductase (EC 1.6.4.2) 
decreased in both cultivars (T. Zhigalova 2007, per-
sonal communication), therefore the changes in rela-
tive rate of oxygen photoreduction in PETC should 
be important for plants.

In analogous experiments, performed with the 
thylakoids isolated from oat seedlings growing 
on the oil- and Na+-contaminated oligotrophic 
peats, we found comparable results. Decrease in 
seedlings growth was correlated with increasing 

rate of superoxide generation on the PSI acceptor 
side. The nutrient supply promotes growth of seed-
lings and lowers the rate of superoxide formation, 
but increases H2O2 photogeneration in thylakoids 
(Strizh et al. 2007). Summarizing several inde-
pendent studies of the oxygen photoreduction 
in plants, growing under different environmental 
stresses that result in osmotic stress, the conclusion 
is made that superoxide formation in the locality of 
PSI is a disadvantage, whereas slightly increased 
H2O2 generation in thylakoids is related to plant 
stress tolerance (Fig. 2). Detailed analysis of the 
molecular mechanisms of this signal transduction 
is a challenge for future.
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

Identification of Interacting Factors with a High-Light 
Responsible SR Protein, atSR45a, Involved in the Regulation 
of Alternative Splicing in Arabidopsis

Noriaki Tanabe1, Ayako Kimura1, Kazuya Yoshimura2, and Shigeru Shigeoka1

Abstract  Alternative splicing of pre-mRNAs 
contributes greatly to proteomic complexity and 
increases the coding potential of a genome. A regula-
tory mechanism for the alternative splicing of genes 
caused by environmental stress seems to exist in 
higher plants, since alternative splicing profiles 
are often affected by stress conditions. Serine/
arginine-rich (SR) proteins are involved in both the 
constitutive splicing and the alternative splicing 
in animals and plants. We demonstrated here the 
molecular characterization of a homologue of SR 
protein, atSR45a, in Arabidopsis plants. Six types 
of mRNA variants (atSR45a-1a~e and atSR45a-2) 
were generated by the alternative selection of 
transcriptional initiation sites and the alternative 
splicing of introns in atSR45a pre-mRNA. Both the 
atSR45a-1a and atSR45-2 mRNAs accumulated in 
response to high-light irradiation (400 µE m−2 s−1). 
A yeast two-hybrid system showed that atSR45a-1a 

and atSR45a-2 proteins, presumed to be in their 
mature forms, interact with U1-70 K, which is 
the member of the spliceosome assembly and is 
involved in the initial definition of the 5′ splice site. 
Furthermore, we demonstrated that interaction of 
both atSR45a-1a and atSR45-2 with U1-70 K takes 
place through a specific association of their C-
terminal SR-rich regions. They also interacted with 
atSCL28, a SC35-like SR protein, through their 
C-terminal SR-rich regions. These results suggest 
that atSR45a serves as a component in constitutive 
and/or alternative splicing.

Keywords  SR protein, alternative splicing, Arabi-
dopsis, high-light irradiation

Introduction

Both constitutive splicing and alternative splicing 
events occur within a large macromolecular com-
plex called the spliceosome, which is composed 
of U1, U2, U4/U6, and U5, small nuclear ribonu-
cleoprotein particles, and a large number of non-
small nuclear ribonucleoprotein particle proteins 
(Zhou et al. 2002). The latter includes a number of 
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members of the SR protein family that have been 
shown to play important roles in both constitu-
tive splicing and the selection of alternative splice 
sites. The SR proteins are characterized by similar 
structural features including one or two RNA-
recognition motifs (RRMs) at their N termini and 
an arginine/serine-rich (RS) domain with multiple 
RS dipeptide repeats at the C-terminus (Reddy 
2004). The family of SR proteins in Arabidopsis 
comprises at least 19 proteins. In addition, a gene 
encoding a protein with RS and RRM domains 
designated atSR45a (At1g07350) has been regis-
tered in the Arabidopsis genome database (RIKEN 
Genomic Sciences Center, http://rarge.gsc.riken.
go.jp/db_home.pl). In higher plants, little is known 
about the physiological roles of individual SR pro-
teins, although it has been demonstrated that some 
of these SR proteins function in the developmental 
and morphological regulation of alternative splic-
ing in Arabidopsis (Lopato et al. 1999; Kalyna 
et al. 2003). Interestingly, a regulatory mechanism 
for the alternative splicing of genes affected by 
environmental stress seems to exist in higher plants 
(Kazan 2003). Therefore, it is likely that there is a 
regulatory mechanism for stress-responsive genes 
by alternative splicing at the post-transcriptional 
level in plants. Here, we analyzed the changes in 
transcript levels and splicing patterns of atSR45a 
under stress conditions and the interaction of 
atSR45a with U1 snRNP 70 K protein (U1-70 K), 
one of the components of spliceosome assembly. 
The results obtained here indicate that the expres-
sion of atSR45a might be regulated by several 
stressful conditions.

Materials and methods

RT-PCR analysis

To examine the expression of each splicing variant 
of atSR45a, the semi-quantitative PCR amplifica-
tion was carried out with 26 cycles of 95°C for 60 s, 
55°C for 60 s, and 72°C for 60 s, followed by 72°C 
for 10 min. Amplified products were resolved by 
electrophoresis on a 2% (w/v) agarose gel.

Yeast two-hybrid system

We carried out a yeast two-hybrid screen accord-
ing to the manufacturer’s instructions (The Hybrid 
Hunter; Invitrogen). The full-length cDNAs encod-
ing atSR45a-1a, atSR45a-2, and U1-70 K proteins 
were cloned into the pHybLex vector for the 
production of bait protein. The cDNAs encoding 
atSR45a-1a, atSR45a-2, atSCL28 and U1-70 K 
proteins were also cloned into the pYESTrp2 
vector for the production of prey protein. The 
interaction between bait and prey proteins was 
analyzed by co-transforming appropriate plasmids 
into the yeast strain L40. The transformed yeast 
cells bearing both plasmids were selected by the 
YC medium, containing X-gal as a chromogenic 
substrate, and lacking Uracil and tryptophan, and 
then were grown at 30°C for 3 days.

Results

Changes in the splicing patterns of atSR45a 
pre-mRNAs in response to various types of 
stress treatment

atSR45a produces six types of mRNA variants by 
the alternative selection of transcriptional initia-
tion sites located upstream of exon 1 and 2 and 
the alternative splicing of introns located between 
exons 4 and exon 6 (Fig. 1A). The transcription 
of atSR45a was affected by various types of stress 
treatment. Since some Arabidopsis SR proteins 
are subjected to alternative splicing events lead-
ing to the production of splicing variants (Lopato 
et al. 1999; Lazar and Goodman 2000); therefore, 
we checked the splicing patterns of atSR45a 
pre-mRNAs under various types of stressful 
condition by the semi-quantitative RT-PCR. Both 
atSR45a-1a and atSR45-2 mRNAs accumulated in 
response to the high-light irradiation, although the 
levels of atSR45a-1b∼e mRNAs did not change 
under the same conditions. On the other hand, the 
expression of atSR45a-1a and atSR45a-2 mRNAs 
was decreased at low temperature. Under the treat-
ment with PQ or salinity, there was no difference 
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in the splicing patterns of atSR45a pre-mRNA 
(Fig. 1B).

Interactions of atSR45a-1 and atSR45a-2 
proteins with splicing factors

We studied whether atSR45a-1a and atSR45a-
2 proteins serve as components of spliceosome 
assembly. The interactions of atSR45a-1a and 
atSR45a-2 proteins with U1-70 K and atSCL28 

were analyzed by the yeast two-hybrid system. The 
transformed yeast cells expressing the atSR45a-1a 
or atSR45a-2 proteins as bait proteins together 
with the U1-70 K protein or atSCL28 as a prey 
protein showed an ability of the growth on the 
selection plates, containing 15 mM 3-aminotriazole 
and lacking Ura, His, and Trp. The colonies were 
blue by the expression of second reporter gene, 
encoding encodig β-galactosidase, on the medium, 
containing X-gal. Furthermore, the activity of 
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encoding β-galactosidase was highly detected in 
the presence of the atSR45a-1a or atSR45a-2 pro-
teins together with the U1-70 K protein or atSCL28 
(Fig. 2).

Discussion

The U1-70 K protein is the fundamental member of 
spliceosome assembly and is involved in the initial 
definition of 5′ splice site in both constitutive and 
alternative splicing events (Rosbash and Seraphin 
1991). In Arabidopsis plants, several types of SR 
protein, such as atSR45 proteins, interacted with 
the U1-70 K protein (Lorkovic et al. 2004). Yeast 
two-hybrid system showed that both atSR45a-1a 
and atSR45a-2 proteins interacted with the U1-
70 K protein or atSCL28 (Fig. 2). These findings 
suggest that both atSR45a-1a and atSR45a-2 func-
tion as a splicing factor involved in constitutive 
and/or alternative splicing events in Arabidopsis.

Among six types of atSR45a mRNA variants, the 
levels of both atSR45a-1a and atSR45-2 mRNAs 
accumulated in leaves in response to the high-light 
irradiation, whereas the levels of atSR45a-1b∼e 
mRNAs did not change. In contrast, the levels of 
atSR45a-1a and atSR45a-2 mRNAs decreased at 
low temperature (Fig. 1B). These results indicate 

that the transcription, the alternative selection of 
the transcriptional initiation sites, and the alterna-
tive splicing of introns located between exons 
4 and 6 are affected by the high-light irradiation 
and low temperature. Recently, it has been reported 
that the alternative splicing patterns of pre-mRNAs 
of several Arabidopsis SR proteins are altered 
under various types of stress, such as salinity, 
high temperature, and cold (Palusa et al. 2007). 
Therefore, it is proposed that alternative splicing 
of pre-mRNAs of Arabidopsis SR proteins might 
contribute to the regulation of alternative splicing 
and be an important part of the regulation of 
expression of genes involved in stress responses.
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The SigB Sigma Factor of the Cyanobacterium 
Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 Is Necessary for Adaptation 
to High-Salt Stress

Maija Pollari and Taina Tyystjärvi

Abstract  The sigma (σ) factors of RNA polymer-
ase are required for transcription initiation. In 
addition to a primary σ factor, cyanobacteria have 
several primary-like σ factors that have important 
roles when bacteria adapt to a changing environ-
ment. Salt stress reduces cyanobacterial growth 
and photosynthesis and results in the expression 
of chaperones and the synthesis of compatible sol-
utes as a means of defense. We studied salt stress 
responses in the glucose tolerant control strain 
of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 and in a σ factor 
inactivation strain, ∆sigB. At the beginning of salt 
stress the sigB gene is strongly expressed in the 
control strain. Under salt stress ∆sigB lost more 
of its PSII capacity than the control strain. In pro-
longed salt stress the inactivation strain recovered 
its PSII capacity less efficiently than the control 
strain and grew poorly. Based on these results we 
concluded that the SigB σ factor of Synechocystis 
sp. PCC 6803 is crucial for acclimation to salt 
stress.

Keywords  Gene regulation, sigma (σ) factor, 
salt stress, Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803, cyano-
bacterium

Introduction

Unpredictable changes in the living environment 
are a challenge to any organism. Acclimation 
to stressful conditions involves modifications of 
gene expression as well as of the physiological 
properties of the cell. An important step of gene 
regulation in eubacteria is transcription initiation 
mediated by the RNA polymerase holoenzyme. 
The holoenzyme consists of the catalytically active 
core and a σ factor that is responsible for promoter 
binding (Burgess et al. 1969). Switching between 
different σ factors is a major determinant for suc-
cessful acclimation. The Synechocystis genome 
codes for nine σ factors. SigA is the primary σ 
factor required for growth. Typically for cyanobac-
teria Synechocystis has also several primary-like 
σ factors, SigB, SigC, SigD and SigE, which are 
similar to the primary σ factor but non-essential. 
SigF, SigG, SigH and SigI are alternative σ factors. 
We study the roles of the primary-like σ factors in 
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Synechocystis and show that the SigB σ factor is 
crucial in adaptation to salt stress.

Materials and methods

Strains and growth conditions. A glucose tolerant 
strain of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 was used as 
the control strain. The construction of the ∆sigB 
inactivation strain was described by Tuominen 
et al. (2006). Both strains were grown in BG-11 
medium pH 7.5 under standard growth condi-
tions at 32°C, under continuous light of 40 µmol 
photons m−2 s−1. We induced high-salt stress by 
supplementing BG-11 medium with 0.7 M NaCl. 
In growth experiments initial optical density at 
730 nm was set to 0.1. Growth was monitored by 
measuring the optical density of the cultures.

Salt treatments and northern blot. Cells (10 µg 
chlorophyll ml−1) were treated in BG-11 medium 
supplemented with 0.7 M NaCl under standard 
growth conditions. Samples were drawn before 
the treatments and after 10 min, 6 h, and 24 h (sigB 
hybridization) or after 10 min and 1 h (hspA hybridi-
zation) of salt treatment. Total RNA was isolated 
and Northern blot was performed as described in 
Tyystjärvi et al. (2001). The membranes were hybrid-
ized with a sigB or hspA probe, which were ampli-
fied by PCR from genomic DNA of Synechocystis.

PSII capacity measurements. PSII capacity 
was measured with a Clark type oxygen electrode 
(Hansatech) under saturating white light in the 
presence of 0.7 mM 2,6-dichloro-p-benzoquinone 
(DCBQ) and 0.7 mM ferricyanide. PSII capacity was 
measured in vivo from control samples and after 2, 3 
and 4 days of incubation in high-salt conditions.

Results and discussion

The SigB sigma factor is important for 
acclimation to salt stress in Synechocystis

Our results show that inactivation of sigB gene 
dramatically weakened the ability of Synechocystis 
to acclimate to high-salt stress. The growth of both 

the control and ∆sigB strains was similar under 
standard growth conditions (Fig. 1A). Salt stress 
slowed down the growth of the control strain by 
circa 30% whereas the ∆sigB strain was more 
severely affected. Its growth was approximately 
80% slower under salt stress than under stand-
ard conditions (Fig. 1A). By the fourth day the 
∆sigB cultures were bleached, whereas control 
strain cultures remained green. Because such a 
drastic effect was observed, we studied the expression 
pattern of the sigB gene in salt stress. Salt stress 
rapidly induced a transient expression of the sigB 

Fig. 1 (A) Growth of the control (open symbols) and ∆sigB 
(solid symbols) strains in standard conditions (triangles) 
and in high-salt stress (squares). Error bars denote S.E. 
(B) The amount of sigB mRNA in the control strain after sup-
plementing the BG-11 medium with 0.7 M NaCl. (C) PSII 
capacities of the control and ∆sigB strains in salt stress. Day 
0 represents untreated controls. Each bar represents three 
independent experiments and the error bars show SE. (D) The 
amount of hspA mRNA in the control and ∆sigB strain after 
supplementing the BG-11 medium with 0.7 M NaCl
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gene in the control strain. The greatest amount of 
sigB mRNA was observed after 10 min of salt treat-
ment, but after the initial activation the expression 
of the sigB gene diminished (Fig. 1B). After 6 h 
the level of sigB mRNA had decreased to the 
control level, and it dropped even lower after 24 h 
of treatment (Fig. 1B). This transient induction 
pattern is typical for the sigB gene in many condi-
tions, for example in heat-shock and in dark-light 
transitions (Kanesaki et al. 2002; Tuominen et al. 
2003 and our unpublished results).

Salt stress is known to disrupt the photosynthetic 
apparatus (Sudhir and Murthy 2004). We observed 
that the light-saturated PSII activity of Synechocystis 
cells was severely lowered by the addition of 0.7 M 
NaCl to the growth medium. Salt shock caused an 
initial reduction of PSII capacity: by day 2 the control 
strain had lost 70% of PSII capacity and the ∆sigB 
strain more than 80%. However, on the third day of 
salt stress the control strain had re-established 100% 
of its original PSII capacity, whereas the ∆sigB strain 
had recovered only partly (Fig. 1C). Inactivation of 
the sigB gene thus makes photosynthesis more vul-
nerable to salt stress. Under high temperature condi-
tions, the SigB σ factor promotes the expression of 
heat shock proteins (Imamura et al. 2003; Singh et 
al. 2006; Tuominen et al. 2006). In particular, HspA, 
an important heat shock protein in Synechocystis, is 
required for protection of the phycobilisome antenna 
of PSII (Asadulghani et al. 2004; Nakamoto and 
Honma 2006). We found that in salt stress the ∆sigB 
strain produces fewer hspA transcripts than the con-
trol strain (Fig. 1D). Based on this knowledge we sug-
gest that the PSII of the ∆sigB strain is more sensitive 
to salt stress partly because it has fewer chaperones 
than the control strain.

Histidine kinases are sensory proteins involved 
in the perception of environmental signals (Ashby 
and Houmard 2006) and Hik34 acts as a sensor of 
salt concentration in the cytoplasm (Marin et al. 
2003). Marin et al. (2003) determined that the sigB 
gene probably responds to signals from Hik34 
because in a ∆Hik34 salt-sensitive inactivation 
strain the sigB gene was no longer induced in 
response to salt stress. When environmental conditions 
change, then signals from sensory proteins cause 

the induction of the sigB gene. In turn, the SigB 
σ factor contributes to the acclimation process by 
modifying the gene expression pattern.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

The Adaptation Mechanism to Copper Deficiency via 
MicroRNA in Arabidopsis

Hiroaki Yamasaki1, Salah E. Abdel-Ghany2, Christopher M. Cohu2, Yoshichika Kobayashi1, 
Marinus Pilon2, and Toshiharu Shikanai1

Abstract Copper is an essential micronutrient 
for all living organisms. However, excess copper is 
toxic because of a production of free radicals via 
the free form of copper. Therefore, copper levels 
must be precisely regulated in a cell. In higher 
plants, major copper proteins are plastocyanin 
localized to the thylakoid lumen of chloroplasts, 
and copper/zinc superoxide dismutase localized 
to the cytoplasm and in the chloroplast stroma. 
Under copper-limited conditions, expression of 
copper/zinc superoxide dismutase is down-regu-
lated and its function is compensated by iron 
superoxide dismutase in chloroplasts. Here, we 
present several lines of evidence indicating that 
microRNA, miR398, is involved in this regulation 
in Arabidopsis thaliana, by directing degradation 
of copper/zinc superoxide dismutase mRNAs when 
copper is limited. This regulation via miR398 takes 
place in response to changes in copper concentra-
tion of less than 0.5 µM, indicating that miR398 is 
involved in a response to copper limitation. On the 
other hand, another major copper protein, plasto-

cyanin which essential for photosynthetic electron 
flow in higher plants was not regulated via miR398. 
In low copper conditions, limited copper is prefer-
entially transported to plastocyanin. We conclude 
that miR398 is a key factor in copper homeostasis 
in higher plants.

Keywords Arabidopsis, chloroplast, copper, 
microRNA, superoxide dismutase

Introduction

Copper is involved in several metabolic proc-
esses and is an essential trace element for higher 
plants (Pilon et al. 2006). The most abundant 
copper protein in higher plants is plastocyanin 
(PC), which is localized in the thylakoid lumen 
of chloroplasts and is involved in photosynthetic 
electron transport (Weigel et al. 2003). Another 
major copper protein is copper/zinc superoxide 
dismutase (Cu/Zn SOD), which is involved in the 
scavenging of reactive oxygen species (Bowler et 
al. 1994). In Arabidopsis, Cu/Zn SOD localizes 
to the cytoplasm (CSD1), stroma of chloroplasts 
(CSD2), and also peroxisomes (CSD3). Despite 
the significance of copper, excess copper is toxic 
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for plants and growth of plants on tissue culture 
media containing more than 20 µM copper causes 
visible damage to plants (Murphy and Taiz 1995). 
Therefore, copper levels must be precisely regu-
lated in a cell. Previously, it has been shown that 
the abundance of CSD1 and CSD2 is up-regulated 
at the mRNA level in copper sufficient conditions 
(Abdel-Ghany et al. 2005). On the contrary, iron 
superoxide disumutase (FeSOD) is specifically 
expressed and compensates the function of CSD2 
in copper-deficient conditions. Therefore, limited 
copper is preferentially transported to PC in copper-
deficient conditions.

MicroRNAs are small RNAs (21–22 nucle-
otides) regulating the expression of specific genes 
by inducing the degradation of target mRNAs 
(Carrington and Ambros 2003). While microR-
NAs are well-known as a regulator in a variety of 
developmental processes (Zhang et al. 2006), they 
are also involved in response to the environmental 
stresses including deficiency in sulfur (Bonnet 
et al. 2004) and phosphate (Chiou et al. 2006). 
Previously, one microRNA, miR398, was identified 
by computational analysis and predicted to target 
CSD1 and CSD2 mRNAs (Jones-Rhoades and 
Bartel 2004). Here, we show that miR398 degrades 
CSD1 and CSD2 mRNAs only in low copper 
conditions and is a key factor in copper homeostasis 
in higher plants.

Materials and methods

Luciferase (LUC) assay. LUC activity was detected 
in 2-week-old seedlings. One millimole luciferin 
(Molecular Probe, Eugene, OR) was sprayed onto 
plants. Images of luminescence were captured by a 
CCD camera, and light intensities were calculated 
using AQUACOSMOS software (Hamamatsu 
Hotonics, Japan).

RNA extraction and RNA gel blot analysis. 
Total RNA was isolated from 3-week-old seed-
lings grown on MS agar plates using the TRIzol 
reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). For small 
RNA analysis, 20 µg of total RNA was loaded 
per lane and resolved on a denaturing 17% poly-

acrylamide gel containing 8 M urea in TBE buffer 
(89 mM Tris base, 89 mM boric acid, 1 mM EDTA) 
and transferred electrophoretically to Hybond N+ 
(Amersham, Piscataway, NJ). DNA oligonucleotide 
probes were end-labeled with 32P-ATP using T4 
polynucleotide kinase (Ferments, Hanover, MD). 
All primer sequences were shown in Yamasaki 
et al. (2007). Blots were prehybridized for 1 h 
and hybridized overnight using ULTRAhybo-oligo 
hybridization buffer (Ambion, Austin, Texas) at 
38°C. Blots were washed four times, 20 min each 
(two times with 2 × SSC, 0.2%SDS, one time with 
1 × SSC, 0.1% SDS and one time with 0.5 × SSC, 
0.1% SDS) at 50°C. Membranes were briefly dried 
and signals were detected using a phosphoimager.

RT-PCR analysis. Ten micrograms of total RNA 
were treated with DNaseI (Fermentas, Hanover, MD) 
and cDNA was synthesized using Moloney murine 
leukemia virus-reverse transcriptase (Promega, 
Madison, WI) according to instructions. All primer 
sequences are shown in Yamasaki et al. (2007).

Results and discussion

CSD2 mRNA is post-transcriptionally regulated 
by copper availability

The expression of CSD1 and CSD2 is up-regu-
lated in response to copper feeding at the mRNA 
level (Abdel-Ghany et al. 2005). To study the 
molecular mechanism that regulates the CSD2 
mRNA level in response to copper availability, we 
constructed transgenic Arabidopsis plants express-
ing LUC under the control of the CSD2 promoter 
(CSD2pro::LUC). The in vivo luciferase activity 
was monitored under a CCD camera in seedlings 
cultured on standard MS medium containing low-
copper (0.1 µM CuSO4) and sufficient-copper (5 
and 10 µM CuSO4). Unexpectedly, the same level 
of luminescence was detected at all copper condi-
tions (Fig. 1). This result suggests that the level 
of CSD2 mRNA is not regulated in response to 
copper at transcriptional levels. Subsequently, we 
constructed transgenic Arabidopsis plants that con-
stitutively transcribe CSD2 mRNA. Despite the 
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control by the constitutive CaMV35S promoter, the 
CSD2 mRNA level was down-regulated only in low 
copper media (Yamasaki et al. 2007). These results 
indicate that CSD2 mRNA is post-transcriptionally 
regulated only in low copper conditions.

miR398 is involved in the degradation of CSD1 
and CSD2 mRNA directly in copper deficient 
conditions

A computational analysis of the Arabidopsis 
genome has suggested that one of microRNA, 
miR398, targets the CSD1 and CSD2 mRNA 
(Jones-Rhoades and Bartel 2004). Therefore we 
hypothesized that miR398 was expressed in low 
copper conditions and degraded CSD1 and CSD2 
mRNA. To test this possibility, the accumulation 
of miR398 RNA was analyzed under different cop-
per conditions. The RNA gel blot analysis revealed 
that miR398 RNA accumulated at low copper con-
centration (less than 0.5–1 µM CuSO4) but not at 
sufficient copper concentrations (2–10 µM CuSO4) 
(Fig. 2A). This result indicates that miR398 expres-
sion is regulated by copper.

Subsequently, to test if miR398 is directly 
involved in the degradation of the CSD2 mRNA, 

we generated transgenic Arabidopsis plants, which 
constitutively express miR398b. We cultured sev-
eral individual T2 seedlings on medium contain-
ing 5 µM CuSO4 and extracted RNA from each 
seedling. RT-PCR analysis showed that the level 
of miR398b RNA was much higher in seven out 
of nine T2 seedlings than in the wild type, but was 
reduced to the wild-type level in two seedlings 
(#21-3 and #23-3) possibly due to gene silencing 
(Fig. 2B). RT-PCR indicated that the higher accu-
mulation of miR398b RNA co-segregates with the 
repression of CSD2 expression even in the presence 
of 5 µM CuSO4. Taking all the results together, we 
conclude that miR398 is expressed only in low 
copper conditions and is directly involved in the 
degradation of CSD1 and CSD2 mRNA.

In contrast, the most abundant copper protein, 
PC, is not regulated by this mechanism (Abdel-
Ghany et al. 2005). The regulation allows limited 
copper to be preferentially transferred to PC, which 
is essential for photosynthesis in higher plants. 
In contrast to PC, CSD2 function is not essential 
because of functional replacement by FSD1, which 
uses iron as a cofactor under low-copper conditions. 
The down-regulation of CSD2 expression seems to 
be coordinated with CSD1. We consider that the 

WT WTWT

0.1 µM Cu 5 µM Cu 10 µM Cu 

CSD2pro::LUC
#123

CSD2pro::LUC
#123

CSD2pro::LUC
#123

Fig. 1 Copper does not affect the LUC activity in CSD2pro::LUC lines. Luminescence of the wild type (WT) and 
CSD2pro::LUC line (#123) grown at the indicated copper concentrations was recorded by a CCD camera
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miR398-mediated response to copper limitation is 
part of a homeostatic control mechanism allow-
ing plants to thrive in a range of copper regimes. 
Indeed, Arabidopsis seedlings grew healthy at all 
concentrations tested and only minor effects were 
seen on photosynthesis by varying copper levels 
between 0.1 and 10 µM (Abdel-Ghany et al. 2005). 
We conclude that miR398 is a key regulatory factor 
in copper homeostasis in higher plants.
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Fig. 2 (A) Northern blot detection of miR398 levels and CSD2 mRNA levels in response to copper. U6 snRNA was 
detected as a loading control. (B) Elevated miR398 RNA levels and suppression of CSD2 mRNA at 5 µM CuSO4 co-segre-
gate in the T2 generation of 35S::miR398b lines. RT-PCR analysis was performed for the indicated transcripts in individual 
T2 plants grown on MS medium supplemented with 5 µM CuSO4. The wild-type plants grown at 5 µM and 0.1 µM CuSO4 
were used as controls



CHAPTER SIXTEEN

Applications of Green Mutants Isolated from Purple 
Bacteria as a Host for Colorimetric Whole-Cell Biosensors

Kazuyuki Yoshida1, Daiki Yoshioka1, Koichi Inoue1, Shinichi Takaichi2, and Isamu Maeda1

Abstract  We generated several green mutants to 
examine the color change using biosensors. The 
blue-green crtI-deleted mutant, Rhodopseudomonas 
palustris no.711, accumulated the colorless caro-
tenoid precursor, phytoene. Green Rhodovulum 
sulfidophilum M31, isolated using chemical muta-
genesis, accumulated neurosporene, a downstream 
product of phytoene. Another green mutant, 
Rhodobacter sphaeroides Ga, accumulated neu-
rosporene and chloroxanthin, which are both down-
stream products of phytoene. All green mutants 
accumulated bacteriochlorophyll a. The colors of 
the green mutants and their wild-type strains were 
plotted in the CIE-L*a*b* color space, and the 
color difference (∆E*ab) values between a green 
mutant and its wild-type were calculated. ∆E*ab 
values were higher in the green mutants than in 
Rdv. sulfidophilum CDM2, the yellowish host 
strain of reported biosensors. These data indicate 
that change in bacterial color from green to red is 
more distinguishable than that from yellow to red 

as a reporter signal of carotenoid-based whole-cell 
biosensors.

Keywords  Whole-cell biosensor, carotenoid, 
Rhodopseudomonas palustris, Rhodobacter sphaer-
oides, Rhodovulum sulfidophilum

Introduction

A novel type of colorimetric whole-cell biosensor has 
recently been established based on using the pho-
tosynthetic bacterium, Rhodovulum sulfidophilum, 
as a sensor strain and its carotenoid synthetic gene, 
crtA, as a reporter (Maeda et al. 2006; Fujimoto 
et al. 2006). The reporter gene, crtA, is expressed 
in the presence of pollutants such as arsenite, and 
biosensors change the carotenoid-based color from 
yellow to red. This change is obvious to the naked 
eye without additional reagents and equipment. 
However, the reporter gene for carotenoid-based 
bacterial biosensors can undergo further improve-
ment. Because CrtA catalyzes the ketolation reac-
tion, the change from yellow to red is very sensitive 
to dissolved oxygen. Furthermore, because yellow 
and red belong to a warm color group, distinguishing 
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a reporter event from a yellow background might 
be difficult under some conditions. Taking these 
features into consideration, crtI is a candidate gene 
for the construction of an ideal reporter system. In 
carotenogenic pathways, phytoene desaturase CrtI 
catalyzes several desaturation steps and converts 
the colorless carotenoid, phytoene, into colored 
carotenoids without a requirement for molecular 
oxygen. The crtI mutant confers a blue-green color 
instead of red upon several photosynthetic bacteria. 
If green mutants with a mutation in the caroteno-
genic pathways can be isolated, the change from a 
cool background color to a warm color upon com-
pletion of a reporter event will be more obvious in 
whole-cell biosensors, regardless of the dissolved 
oxygen concentration.

To establish a biosensor eliciting such a color 
change, we initially generated green mutants of 
Rhodopseudomonas palustris and Rdv. sulfido-
philum. The differences in color between 
a corresponding wild-type strain and these two 
mutants as well as the green mutant, Rhodobacter 
sphaeroides Ga (Cogdell et al. 1976), were calcu-
lated using CIE-L*a*b* color space, respectively, 
and compared with the crtA-deleted mutant, the 
host strain of currently available carotenoid-based 
biosensors.

Materials and methods

Bacterial strains and growth conditions. Rdv. sulfi-
dophilum W-1S and its green mutant, M31, were 
incubated in modified Okamoto medium contain-
ing 3% NaCl. Rps. palustris no.7 (Fujii et al. 1983) 
and its crtI-deleted mutant, no.711, as well as Rba. 
sphaeroides ATCC17023 and its green mutant, Ga, 
were grown in MOM containing 0.02% NaCl. All 
photosynthetic bacterial strains were incubated in 
glass tubes or rectangular glass bottles at 30°C under 
an incandescent lamp at a photon flux intensity of 
40–45 µmol s −1 m −2. Semiaerobic light conditions 
were achieved by covering the cultivation vessels 
with screw caps or silicone caps without agitation.

Construction of a crtI-deleted mutant of Rps. 
palustris. The crtI gene was disrupted in Rps. 

palustris no.7 through homologous recombination 
by double-crossover events. Substitution of the crtI 
ORF region for the kanamycin-resistance cassette 
through a double crossover event was confirmed 
by PCR.

Isolation of green mutant of Rdv. sulfidophilum. 
The wild-type strain, Rdv. sulfidophilum W-1S, 
underwent mutagenesis by exposure to ethyl meth-
anesulfonate. Green colonies on MOM-agar plates 
were selected and inoculated into liquid MOM.

HPLC analysis of pigments. Pigments were 
analyzed using a high-performance liquid chro-
matography system (HPLC) equipped with a 
µBondpack C18 column (3.9 Å × 300 mm, 125-
Å pore size, Nihon Waters, Tokyo, Japan) and 
monitored with a photodiode array detector (type 
2996, Nihon Waters). All pigments were identified 
based on absorption spectra and specific retention 
times.

Colorimetric analysis. When the OD600 
reached 1 cm−1, cells were concentrated to OD600 
of 5 cm−1. Samples were colorimetrically analyzed 
by spectrophotometry (CM-3500d, Konica Minolta 
Sensing, Tokyo, Japan). Colors based on light 
spectra transmitted through the cultures were plot-
ted in the CIE-L*a*b* color space. ∆E*ab, which 
indicates the color difference between objects, 
was used to compare color changes between 
mutants and their wild types. ∆E*ab is defined by 
the following equation, ∆E*ab = [(∆L*)2 + (∆a*)2 + 
(∆b*)2]1/2, where ∆L*, ∆a*, and ∆b* are differences 
in L*, a*, and b* values between culture colors, 
respectively.

Results

Construction of green mutants

The ORF region of crtI in the Rps. palustris no.7 
chromosomal DNA was replaced with a kanamycin-
resistance cassette, which caused Rps. palustris 
no.711 to become weakly blue-green (Yoshida et al. 
2007). The mutants Rdv. sulfidophilum M31 and 
Rba. sphaeroides Ga were bright green and yellowish 
green, respectively.
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Accumulation of pigments in green mutants

Bchl was detected in all the three of green mutants. 
HPLC analysis monitored at A450 revealed that 
Rps. palustris no.7 had accumulated five caroten-
oids that were identified as rhodovibrin, rhodopin, 
spirilloxanthin, anhydrorhodovibrin, and lycopene 
(Fig. 1a). However, Rps. palustris no.711 lacked all 
of these carotenoids. Analysis by HPLC monitored 
at A280 showed that phytoene accumulated in Rps. 
palustris no.711 but not in Rps. palustris no.7 
(Fig. 1b). These results suggested that the blue-
green color of Rps. palustris no.711 was derived 
from bacteriochlorophyll a (Bchl).

HPLC analysis monitored at A450 revealed the 
accumulation of spheroidenone in Rdv. sulfidophi-
lum W-1S and of spheroidenone and spheroidene 

in Rba. sphaeroides ATCC 17023 (Fig. 1c, d). 
On the other hand, the major accumulated carote-
noid in Rdv. sulfidophilum M31 was neurosporene 
instead of spheroidenone (Fig. 1c), and in Rba. 
sphaeroides Ga, neurosporene and chloroxanthin 
instead of spheroidenone and spheroidene (Fig. 
1d). These results suggested that the green colors 
of Rdv. sulfidophilum M31 and Rba. sphaeroides 
Ga were derived from Bchl in combination with the 
yellow carotenoid(s).

Colorimetric analysis using the CIE-L*a*b* 
color space

In comparison with Rps. palustris no.7, the a* 
value obviously decreased from 18.27 to −2.22 
as a consequence of the defect in the carotenoids 

Fig. 1 Comparison of pigment composition by HPLC. (a, b) Chromatograms of Rps. palustris no.7 and no.711; (c) 
Chromatograms of Rdv. sulfidophilum W-1S and M31; (d) Chromatograms of Rba. sphaeroides ATCC17023 and Ga. 
Chromatograms of wild-type (lower) and its mutant (upper) are placed in parallel with retention time. All pigments were 
identified based on the absorption spectrum and specific retention time. AHRV, anhydrorhodovibrin; BCH, bacteriochlo-
rophyll a; CHX, chloroxanthin; LYC, lycopene; NEU, neurosporene; PHY, phytoene; RP, rhodopin; RV, rhodovibrin; SE, 
spheroidene; SO, spheroidenone; SP, spirilloxanthin
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(Table 1), and the L* value increased from 75.08 to 
89.40 in no.711. These changes increased ∆E*ab 
in no.711 (25.52), compared with that in Rdv. 
sulfidophilum CDM2 (11.57). In comparison with 
Rba. sphaeroides ATCC 17023, the a* value 
obviously decreased from 8.35 to −4.27 as a 
consequence of the defect in red carotenoid, 
spheroidenone, and the b* value also significantly 
increased from 14.78 to 36.46 as a consequence 
of accumulating the yellow carotenoids, neu-
rosporene and chloroxanthin, in Ga (Table 1). The 
tendencies in the a* (from 8.42 to −1.32) and b* 
(from 6.22 to 19.79) values were the same in Rdv. 
sulfidophilum W-1S and M31 due to the defect in 
red carotenoid, spheroidenone, and accumulation 
of the yellow carotenoid, neurosporene (Table 1). 
Only the b* value increased from 6.22 to 16.57 in 
Rdv. sulfidophilum CDM2 as a consequence of 
accumulating the yellow carotenoids, spheroidene 
and demethylspheroidene, as reported previously 
(Maeda et al. 2005). The ∆E*ab values in Rba. 
sphaeroides Ga (25.13) and Rdv. sulfidophilum 
M31 (17.46) were also higher than that in Rdv. 
sulfidophilum CDM2 (11.57).

These results demonstrated that the three 
green mutants caused the obvious increases in 
∆E*ab in comparison with their wild-type strains 
and that signals caused by complementation of 
the mutation might be more distinguishable than 
those obtained from CDM2-based biosensors.

Discussion

Increased L* and a* values in Rps. palustris no.711 
and increased a* and b* values in Rdv. sulfido-
philum M31 and Rba. sphaeroides Ga contributed 
the obvious increases in ∆E*ab. Thus, the green 
mutants will serve as a useful tool for inducing 
the obvious reporter signal in carotenoid-based 
whole-cell biosensors. The three green mutants 
with different color coordinates have consider-
able potential as host strains for carotenoid-based 
biosensors, as they could improve the signal-to-
noise ratio in a reporter event. Introducing a sen-
sor plasmid composed of the reporter gene and a 
DNA response element into green mutants will 
generate biosensor strains that change color from 
green to red.
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CHAPTER ONE

No Down-Regulation of Photosynthesis in the Offspring 
of Rice Grown Under Free-Air CO2 Enrichment (FACE)

Gen-Yun Chen1, Zhen-Hua Yong1, Yong Han2, Gang Liu2, Dao-Yun Zhang1, Yue Chen1, 
Juan Chen1, Jian-Guo Zhu2, and Da-Quan Xu1*

Abstract Rising CO2 increases photosynthesis in 
C3 plants owing to the increase of its substrate con-
centration and inhibition of photorespiration. After 
long-term exposure to elevated CO2, however, the 
stimulatory effect decreases gradually in many C3 
plants so that the net photosynthetic rate (Pn) is lower 
than that in plants grown in ambient air when meas-
ured at the same CO2 concentration. This phenome-
non, the so called down-regulation of photosynthesis, 
is often reported in CO2-enriched current generation 
plants. It has not been known whether the down-regu-
lation is preserved or eliminated in the offspring from 
seeds of plants grown at elevated CO2. In Chinese 
free-air CO2 enrichment experiments the leaf Pn was 
significantly lower in CO2-enriched rice but not in 
the CO2-enriched rice offspring grown in ambient air 
when measured at comparable CO2 concentrations, 
indicating that no down-regulation of photosynthesis 
occurred in the offspring of CO2-enriched rice.

Keywords Down-regulation, free-air CO2 
enrichment, photosynthesis, rice, offspring

Introduction

Since the Industrial Revolution the atmospheric CO2 
has been increasing. For the past decades, there have 
been numerous reports about the response of plant 
photosynthesis to an elevated CO2. When measured 
at elevated CO2 concentration the net photosynthetic 
rate (Pn) is often lower in plants grown at a high CO2 
than in those grown in ambient air, indicating that 
down-regulation of photosynthesis occurs (Bowes 
1993; Xu et al. 1994; Ainsworth et al. 2003; Long 
et al. 2004). However, all photosynthetic down-
regulations to date were observed in plants treated 
by a sudden increase in CO2 concentration. It has 
not been known if the down- regulation occurs in the 
offspring from seeds of plants that had been grown 
under high CO2. The aim of this study was to answer 
the question by comparing leaf photosynthesis of 
CO2-enriched current generation and offspring rice 
plants grown in free-air CO2 enrichment (FACE) 
and ambient rings.

Materials and methods

FACE site and rice growth. The Chinese FACE 
facilities are located at Xiaoji village (119°42´0˝ 
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E, 32°35´5˝ N), a typical rice production region, 
Yangzhou city in Jiangsu Province, East China. The 
running and controlling systems of the facilities 
were from Japanese rice at the FACE site. The FACE 
facilities were located in three blocks, namely, each 
block contained a FACE ring and ambient control 
ring. Target CO2 in the center of FACE rings was 
200 µmol mol−1 above ambient control.

The growth duration (from transplanting to har-
vesting) of rice cultivar (Oryza sativa L, Japonica 
9915) was about 130 days (from medium June to 
medium October). Seedlings of E0 and E3 respec-
tively from the seeds of plants grown in ambient 
air (E0), and plants grown at elevated CO2 (E1 
and E4) were transplanted into the rings mentioned 
above. Rice cultivation and fertilization were per-
formed using the typical agronomic management 
techniques for this region.

Gas exchange measurement. During a period 
from 10:00 to 14:30 leaf photosynthesis meas-
urements were made in situ at a photosynthetic 
photon flux density (PPFD) of 1,200 µmol m−2 s−1, 
at a CO2 concentration of 580 µmol mol−1 at about 
30°C using a portable gas analysis system LI-6400 
(LI-COR Inc. USA). CO2, temperature, and light 
intensity were controlled respectively with a CO2 
injection system, temperature control system and 
an LED light source of LI-6400. Measurement 
of Pn/Ci curves and calculations of Vcmax and Jmax 
were performed according to Farquhar et al. (1980) 
and Bernacchi et al. (2003).

Statistical analysis. Statistical analysis was per-
formed by the software SPSS 10.0 (SPSS Inc., 
USA) using Univariate-Custom of general linear 
model, and the mean of parameters from a ring was 
considered as a replicate. Differences were consid-
ered significant only when P < 0.05.

Results

When measured at a constant CO2 concentration 
(580 µmol mol−1) the leaf Pn in E0 plants grown 
in FACE rings (E0E) was found to be significantly 
lower than that in E0 plants grown in ambient rings 
(E0A) (Fig. 1A). This indicates that photosynthetic 

down-regulation occurs in E0 plants grown in 
FACE rings. Interestingly, the down-regulation did 
not occur in the offspring of CO2-enriched rice 
plants (E1E and E4E) compared with those grown in 
ambient air (E1A and E4A) (Fig. 1A). Namely, there 
was no significant difference in Pn of the CO2-
enriched rice offspring between those grown in 
ambient air and FACE rings (Fig. 1A). Also when 
E0 and E1 plants grown in ambient air were com-
pared no significant difference in Pn was observed 
between them (Fig. 1B). In consonance with the 
results of Pn, significant differences in Vcmax and 
Jmax (Table 1) were observed between E0 grown in 
FACE rings and E0 grown in ambient rings, but not 
between E1 (or E4) grown in FACE rings and E1 
(or E4) grown in ambient rings.

All of the results mentioned above indicate 
that photosynthetic down-regulation occurs in E0 
plants but not in E1 and E4 plants. Similar results 
were obtained in 2002–2006. Figure 1 and Table 1 
show the results from 2005.

Discussion

Although there have been many reports on 
photosynthetic down-regulation in response to 
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Fig. 1 Effects of free-air CO2 enrichment (FACE) on 
photosynthesis in rice plants of CO2-enriched current gen-
eration and its progeny. (A) Rice plants grown in ambient 
and FACE rings; (B) Rice plants grown in ambient rings. 
Measurements were made at constant CO2 concentration 
(580 µmol mol−1) at the later joining stage for (A), heading 
(H) and filling stage (F) for (B). Each value in this figure is 
the mean of three rings (the mean of 6–8 leaves in each ring 
is considered as a replicate) with SE expressed as bar. The 
different alphabetic letters denote the significant differences 
(p < 0.05) between the columns within a group
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long-term CO2 enrichment (Bowes 1993; Xu 
et al. 1994; Long et al. 2004; Chen et al. 2005; 
Yong et al. 2007), it is unclear whether the 
down-regulation persists in the offspring of 
CO2-enriched plants because all reports are 
from CO2-enriched current generation plants 
rather than their offspring. Our experimental 
results indicate that photosynthetic down-regu-
lation occurs in CO2-enriched current gen-
eration plants (E0) but not in the offspring of 
CO2-enriched rice (E1 and E4) (Fig. 1).

Because the result of no photosynthetic down-
regulation in the offspring of CO2-enriched rice 
plants was unexpected we originally were suspi-
cious of its authenticity. Nevertheless, the following 
facts convinced us. First, no down-regulation has 
been observed repeatedly in 5 years (2002–2006) 
at two FACE sites (Anzhen and Xiaoji) (data not 
shown). Second, the phenomenon is not solitary: 
no down-regulation in Pn is accompanied by the 
changes in Vcmax, Jmax (Table 1), the Rubisco content 
and SPS activity are not changed (data not shown). 
Therefore, our finding is unlikely to be an artefact.

Photosynthetic down-regulation induced by 
elevated CO2 has been reported in FACE experi-
ments involved in many species. Then, people 
may imagine a photosynthetic down-regulation of 
photosynthetic capacity in the offspring of plants 
grown in the atmosphere with increasing CO2 since 
the Industrial Revolution. However, our findings 
reported here imply that photosynthesis in rice 
can operate with an approximately constant capac-
ity from generation to generation with increasing 
atmospheric CO2 concentrations.

The validity of the above supposition is prob-
ably doubted because after long-term exposure to 

high CO2 the photosynthetic down-regulation has 
been observed in many species. Nevertheless, it 
should be pointed that all of the photosynthetic 
down-regulation reported in the literature, are 
the responses to an abrupt increase rather than a 
gradual increase in atmospheric CO2. An excel-
lent experiment has demonstrated that a single-
step rise (200 µmol mol−1) of CO2 resulted in a 
significant change in mycorrhizal diversity and 
function in the first generation, with little change 
after additional generations. On the contrary, a 
gradual approach (increasing by 10 µmol mol−1 
at each subsequent generation) had no significant 
effect on mycorrihizal community over 21 gen-
erations (Klironomos et al. 2005). These results, 
are similar to our finding in some respect, support 
our supposition.
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CHAPTER TWO

Effects of an Extended Drought Period on Grasslands 
at Various Altitudes in Switzerland: A Field Study

Constant Signarbieux and Urs Feller

Abstract  From recent investigations it can be 
concluded that extreme events (e.g. heat waves, 
extreme drought periods) will become more rel-
evant in Central Europe during the next decades 
(Schär et al. 2004). The effects of an artificial 
drought period (installation of rain shelters for 
10 weeks) on physiological traits of representa-
tive grasslands species was investigated at two 
altitudes (400 and 1,000 m a. s. l.) in Switzerland. 
The net assimilation rate (Pn) and stomatal con-
ductance (gs) were affected in Phleum pratense 
and in other gramineae at both altitudes, while 
these effects were only relevant at high altitudes 
in dicots (Rumex obtusifolius, Trifolium repens). 
The decline of Pn was paralled by a decrease of gs, 
but the intrinsic efficiency of photosystem II was 
not affected by the treatment. The still high Pn of 
Rumex in lowland under drought may explain the 
dominance of this plant at the end of the drought 
period. Differences in the species composition and 
differences in reversible and irreversible damages 
caused by drought in the various species may con-
tribute to the overall response of grasslands in a 
site-specific manner.

Keywords  Photosynthesis, stomatal conduct-
ance, leaf water potential, chlorophyll fluores-
cence, drought, grassland

Introduction

A very high percentage of the agronomically 
used area in Switzerland is covered by grasslands 
(around 70%). Environmental conditions, commu-
nity structure, nutrient dynamics and productivity 
vary in a wide range at various altitudes. Changes 
in climatic conditions will impact ecosystem func-
tioning (e.g., nutrient cycling, productivity, water 
use). From recent investigations it can be concluded 
that besides an increase in mean temperature, tem-
perature variability will increase considerably in 
Central Europe during the next decades (Schär 
et al. 2004). This increase in summer temperature 
variability is mainly due to the feedbacks between 
the land surface and the atmosphere (Seneviratne 
et al. 2006). The understanding of the role of land-
atmosphere interactions is crucial in the future for 
basic science as well as agriculture.

The effect of drought on representative grass-
lands along an elevation gradient in Switzerland 
(400 and 1,000 m a.s. l.) was studied to understand 
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the response of key processes to changed cli-
matic conditions. The performance of selected 
species (Phleum pratense, Lolium multiflorum and 
Alopecurus pratensis, Trifolium repens and Rumex 
obtusifolius) was examined in the field, using gas 
exchange, fluorescence and water status measure-
ments.

Materials and methods

The study was conducted in semi-natural grass-
lands near Zug in the central region of Switzerland 
(Chamau 400 m a. s. l. and Früebüel 1,000 m a. s. l.). 
At each site, five control plots and five drought 
plots (3 × 3.5 m each) were established. Artificial 
drought was initiated by installing roofs (rainfall 
shelters with a steel frame and covered with trans-
parent foil) on the drought plots from day 157 to 
day 230. Soil moisture (but not air temperature) 
was severely affected by this treatment (Kahmen 
et al. 2005). Data were collected between June and 
September 2006 (day 157 to day 249) including the 
recovery phase after removing the shelters on day 
230. Leaf water potential (pre-dawn: Ψlp; midday: 
Ψlm), net photosynthetic CO2 assimilation rate (Pn) 
and stomatal conductance (gs) were measured on 
sunny days on the youngest fully expanded leaves 
for each species. Abundant species were selected: 
Phleum pratense, Lolium multiflorum (gramineae 
species), Trifolium repens and Rumex obtusifolius 
in Chamau. Phleum pratense, Alopecurus prat-
ensis (gramineae species), Trifolium repens and 
Rumex obtusifolius were analysed in Früebüel. 
Photosynthetic gas exchange measurements were 
performed using an open infrared gas analyzer 
(IRGA) system (CIRAS-1, PP-Systems, Hitchin, 
UK). Pn max and gs max were measured at midday in 
saturating light. Chlorophyll a fluorescence meas-
urements were made with a portable modulated 
fluorometer PAM-2000, with the leaf clip holder 
2030-B (Heinz Walz GmbH, Effeltrich, Germany) 
and the leaf was illuminated with actinic light via 
the fiber optic of the fluorometer using the halogen 
lamp of the instrument. The fluorescence param-
eters were analysed according to Maxwell and 

Johnson (2000). Leaf water potential was meas-
ured using a Scholander pressure chamber (Skye 
Instruments Ltd, Powys, UK).

Results and discussion

Initial state of the plants. For all species inves-
tigated, Pn increased in the morning with PPFD, 
reached a maximum (similar for all species) before 
noon and stayed nearly constant until light became 
the limiting factor for Pn in the late afternoon 
when it decreased to very low levels. In contrast, 
gs differed between plant species. The gramineae 
were characterized by a small gs whereas Trifolium 
repens and Rumex obtusifolius (dicotyledonous 
species) showed a high gs. Therefore, the species 
could be separated into functional groups. The 
gramineae species were characterized by a high 
water use efficiency (WUE = Pn/gs) whereas the 
dicotyledonous species were characterized by a 
small WUE.

Response to drought. Figure 1 shows the impact 
on physiological properties of Lolium multiflorum 
in Chamau during a period of 10 weeks. Around 
200 mm of precipitation were eliminated by the 
roofs (data not shown). Ψlp differed significantly 
between drought and control plots 10 weeks after 
starting treatment (Fig. 1A), while no significant 
differences in the Ψlm (measured at midday) were 
observed (Fig. 1B). Pn (Fig. 1C) and gs (Fig. 1D) 
were significantly lower in drought stressed than in 
control plants. Chlorophyll a fluorescence measure-
ments differed not significantly between drought 
and control plots. The quantum yield of photosytem 
II (ΦPSII) (Fig. 1E) and the maximum quantum 
yield of the PSII primary photochemistry (Fv/Fm 
ratio) (Fig. 1F) were similar on drought and control 
plots. Most parameters differing between control 
and stressed plants recovered during 2 weeks after 
removing the roofs. gs represented an interesting 
exception in this context and was 2 weeks after 
starting the recovery phase still significantly lower 
in stress than in control plants (Fig. 1D).

Figure 2 summarizes the effects of drought on 
all species considered at both locations. For all 
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species analyzed Ψlp was affected by the treat-
ment in Chamau as well as in Früebüel, while for 
Ψlm no significant differences between control 
and drought-stressed plants were detected at both 
locations. In Chamau, only the gramineae spe-
cies, Lolium multiflorum and Phleum pratense, 
were affected by drought with significant effects 
on the Ψlp, Pn, gs and Φ PSII. The decrease in the 
gas exchange variables (Pn and gs) for these spe-
cies was about 30% in stressed plants as compared 
to controls. ΦPSII (but not Fv/Fm) was affected 
by drought in the gramineae, while for Trifolium 
repens and Rumex obtusifolius the chlorophyll a 
fluorescence data were very similar in drought and 

control plots. The dicotyledonous species differed 
not significantly during drought stress in the gas 
exchange measurements, although Ψlp decreased. 
In Chamau, Pn and gs in Trifolium repens and 
Rumex obtusifolius were not significantly affected 
by the drought treatment. However, in Früebüel, 
the four species were affected by drought. Ψlp was 
considerably decreased. The decrease in Pn was 
around 30% for the four species in Früebüel, while 
the decrease in gs depended on the plant species 
ranging from about 30% in the gramineae and 60% 
in the dicotyledonous species. Chlorophyll a fluo-
rescence properties were also similar in control and 
stressed plants at this location.

In conclusion, this study shows how grassland 
species can be affected differently by drought at 
various altitudes. The simulated drought in the 
field affected dicotyledonous species far less than 
the gramineae. Actually, biomass data in Chamau 
(AK Gilgen, personal communication, 2007) indi-
cated a stable or even an increased biomass of 
Rumex obtusifolius during the drought treatment 
leading to a strong expansion of this species. 

Fig. 1 Effect of drought on physiological properties of a 
gramineae species, Lolium multiflorum, during the growing 
season 2006 in lowland (Chamau). (A) Pre-dawn leaf water 
potential, (B) leaf water potential minimum at midday, (C) 
CO2 assimilation rate at midday, (D) stomatal conductance 
at midday, (E) quantum yield of PSII, (F) maximum quan-
tum yield of PSII. For drought treatments, rainfall shelters 
(roofs) were installed from day 157 to day 230. The last 
measurements were taken during the recovery phase after 
removing the shelters, control plots without shelters were 
analyzed at the same location
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Fig. 2 Summary of drought effects on physiological prop-
erties of four grassland species at two altitudes in central 
Switzerland. Arrows indicate changes in stressed plants 
as compared to controls (one arrow: minor decline; two 
arrows: major decline). No or minor changes are indicated 
by “ = ” and not significant trends by “ns”
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The different responses of the various grassland 
species affects the competition and may as a con-
sequence lead to a lower biomass production for 
certain plants and allow at the same time the expan-
sion of other species. Undesired grassland plants 
(e.g. Rumex obtusifolius) may become a practical 
problem. Since the photosynthetic apparatus was 
well protected during drought, a rapid recovery of 
many species after the stress phase was possible. 
Not only the drought period, but also the subse-
quent recovery phase is important for the overall 
behavior of a species.
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CHAPTER THREE

CO2 Enrichment Modulates Both Proteases and Proteinase 
Inhibitors in Maize

Anneke Prins1,2, Paul Verrier3, Karl J. Kunert2, and Christine H. Foyer1

Abstract  Proteolytic enzymes are essential for 
protein turnover and hence the ability of cells to 
respond to changing environmental conditions. 
We have therefore characterized the maize leaf 
proteinases and their responses to growth with CO2 
enrichment. Shoots contain high activities of both 
serine and cysteine proteases. Leaf protease activi-
ties were greatly increased by growth with CO2 
enrichment. Transcriptome analysis was performed 
on young and old source leaves of maize plants that 
had been grown for 8 weeks under either 350 µL 
L−1 (low) or 700 µL L−1 (high) CO2. However, 
relatively few protease transcripts were modified 
by CO2 in young and old source leaves. Growth 
at high CO2 favors decreased source leaf cysteine 
proteases and increased cystatins.

Keywords  Acclimation, CO2 enrichment, protein 
turnover, cystatins, maize, CO2 assimilation

Introduction

Growth with CO2 enrichment causes extensive 
acclimation of photosynthesis involving down-
 regulation of carbon assimilation and up-regula-
tion of carbohydrate synthesis and respiration. This 
massive reorganization of metabolism requires 
specific expression and regulation of proteases. 
These are involved in the selective breakdown 
of regulatory proteins and enzymes by the ubiq-
uitin/proteasome pathway and also in the post-
translational modification of proteins by limited 
proteolysis for protein assembly and subcellular 
targeting. However, while it is widely recognized 
that the serine, cysteine, aspartic, metallopro-
teases and metacaspases are intricately involved 
in many aspects of plant growth and development, 
little attention has been paid to the responses and 
regulation of these major proteolytic enzymes by 
high CO2. To characterize high CO2-responsive 
proteases compared the transcriptome of young 
and old source leaves in maize plants grown to 
maturity at either 350 or 700 µL L−1 CO2.
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Materials and methods

Maize (Zea mays hybrid H99) seeds were germi-
nated on moistened filter paper. Some batches of 
seedlings were harvested at 6 days. Each seed-
ling was separated into seed, shoot and root for 
analysis.

Protease activity was determined via the azoca-
sein method according to Michaud et al. (1993b). To 
inhibit cysteine proteases, samples were pre-incu-
bated with 100 µM (2S,3S)-3-(N-{(S)-1-[N-(4-gua
nidinobutyl)carbamoyl]3-methylbutyl}carbamoyl) 
oxirane-2-carboxylic acid (E64 Sigma, UK). To 
inhibit serine proteases, samples were preincubated 
in the presence of 1 mM phenylmethanesulphonyl-
fluoride (PMSF; Sigma, UK).

Protease activities were also determined by in-
gel detection methods as described by Michaud 
et al. (1993a). Tissue soluble protein extracts 
(15–50 µg) were pre-incubated at 37°C for 15 min 
in the absence or presence of 100 µM E64 or 1 mM 
PMSF, prior to the addition of sample buffer. The 
different protein bands were separated by SDS-
PAGE as described by Sambrook et al. (1989). The 
subsequent in-gel detection of protease activities 
was performed in buffer containing 5 mM dithi-
otreitol (DTT).

Other batches of seedlings were transferred to 
compost in 8.5 L volume (25 cm diameter) pots, 
in controlled environment rooms (Sanyo, Osaka) 
where atmospheric CO2 was strictly maintained 
at either 350 µL L−1 or at 700 µL L−1, with a 16-
h  photoperiod with light intensity of 800 µmol 
m−2 s−1, temperature of 25°C (day)/19°C (night), 
and 80% relative humidity. At 8 weeks the above 
parameters were measured in leaf 5.

Transcriptome analysis was performed using 
total RNA extracted from leaves 12 (young source 
leaf) and leaf 3 (old source leaf) using Trizol rea-
gent (Invitrogen, UK). Eight plants from each treat-
ment were sampled, with equal amounts of RNA 
from two to three plants being pooled to obtain 
three replicate samples. Total RNA was puri-
fied with RNeasy Mini Spin Columns (Qiagen). 
Purified RNA was processed and hybridised to 
maize microarray chips in triplicate (total number 

of chips = 12) by ArosAB, Denmark. Raw intensity 
values from the scanned array were analysed using 
the Robust Multichip Average method (RMA) 
(Bolstad, B.M., Irizarry R. A., Astrand, M., and 
Speed, T.P., 2003; supplemental information) as 
implemented in RMAExpress (http://rmaexpress.
bmbolstad.com/). Normalised intensity values were 
compared. Genes were identified by comparing the 
probe targets (as defined by Affymetrix (https://
www.affymetrix.com/analysis/netaffx/index.affx) 
to public domain sequences using standard BLAST 
techniques. Gene annotation was taken from the 
consensus BLAST results.

Results

Protease activities. The tissue-specific protease activ-
ities of seeds, shoots and roots were examined in 
6-day-old maize seedlings (Fig. 1). Four well-defined 
activity bands were identified in the seed extracts 
(Fig. 1B). Band (i) was also present in the root, which 
also showed a large but very diffuse band of activity 
between bands (ii) and (iii). The seedling shoots also 
showed a large diffuse band of activity between bands 
(ii) and (iii; Fig. 1B), a characteristic that was also 
observed in mature source leaves. The intensity of 
large diffuse band of protease activity that was char-
acteristic of shoots and leaves was enhanced in the 
leaves of the plants grown with high CO2 compared 
to those grown in air (Fig. 1C).

The inhibitory effect of PSMF on activity 
band (i), in shoot and seed extracts from 6-day-
old seedlings, suggests that it comprises largely 
serine proteases but the presence of PMSF plus 
DTT caused less suppression of band (i) activity 
in roots (Fig. 2B). Seed protease bands (ii) and 
(iv) were faint. They were absent in the presence 
of E64 but present in PSMF (Fig. 2B). In contrast 
seed protease band (iii) was unaffected by E64 or 
PMSF. Similarly, neither E64 nor PMSF had any 
effect on the intensity of the diffuse zone of activity 
between bands (ii) and (iii) in roots, suggesting that 
this activity in roots arises largely from aspartic 
proteases. In contrast, the diffuse band of activity 
between bands (ii) and (iii) in shoots was diminished 
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in the presence of E64 and PMSF, suggesting that 
this activity arises from a complex mixture of dif-
ferent proteases (cysteine, serine, aspartic proteases 
and possibly others; Fig. 2B).

Quantification of the protease activities, meas-
ured on a protein basis in the different tissues 
of germinating 6-day-old seedlings showed that 
seeds had the highest protease activities (Fig. 2C). 
A substantial proportion (61%) of the seed protease 

activity was inhibited by E64. Similarly, about half 
of the total root protease activity was inhibited by 
E64 (Fig. 2C).

Transcriptome analysis. A preliminary analysis 
of the transcriptome data (Table 1) revealed that 
the abundance of two cysteine proteases and a 
chloroplast protease was decreased in the young 
source leaves of high CO2 grown maize plants. An 

Fig. 1 Protease activities in different maize organs. Tissue 
soluble proteins were identified on Commassie-stained gels 
loaded with equal protein (30 µg; A) and protease activities 
were detected by the in-gel assay (B and C). The gels in (B) 
had been loaded with different amounts of protein according 
to band intensity. The protein loadings were: 30 µg shoot; 
50 µg seed; 15 µg root. The gels in (C) had been loaded with 
equal leaf protein (30 µg)

Fig. 2 Characterization of protease activities in seed 
shoot and root. Tissue soluble proteins were identified on 
Commassie-stained gels loaded with equal protein (30 µg; 
A) and protease activities were detected by the in-gel assay 
(B). The samples in (B) had been pre-incubated either in 
the absence of inhibitor (N) or in the presence of E64 (E) or 
PMSF (P). Gels had been loaded with 30 µg protein in each 
case. Spectrophotometric analysis of protease activity (C) 
was performed on replicate samples to those in A and B. 
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aspartic protease was repressed by high CO2 in the 
older source leaves. In contrast to the rather modest 
effect of CO2 enrichment on protease transcripts, 
a large number of cysteine proteinase inhibitor 
(cystatin) transcripts were differentially regulated 
in the leaves of high CO2-grown plants (Table 1). 
In particular, trypsin inhibitor transcripts were 
much higher in air. In contrast, transcripts encoding 
corn cystatin 1 were much higher in the leaves at 
elevated CO2. Surprisingly, a wound-induced pro-
tein (WIP1) transcript encoding an endoprotease 
inhibitor showed the greatest overall response 
to growth with CO2 enrichment in young source 
leaves but not in old source leaves. The response 
of ubiquitin transcripts to CO2 enrichment also 
varied with the stage of development, showing 
the greatest response in the old source leaves 
(Table 1).

Discussion

Growth with CO2 enrichment had a pronounced 
affect on both source leaf protease activities 

and  transcripts. However, high CO2 also had a 
marked affect on the abundance of transcripts 
 encoding  protease inhibitors, particularly cystat-
ins. Interestingly, high CO2 led not only to marked 
decrease in the abundance of transcripts encod-
ing a number of cysteine proteinases but also to 
an increase in abundance of endogenous  cystatin 
transcripts, particularly in young leaves. This 
would suggest that high CO2 causes modulation 
of cysteine proteinase activity at the level of inter-
action with  endogenous inhibitors. Regulation of 
protease activity in addition to abundance might be 
a key feature of this response.
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Table 1 Protease and protease inhibitor transcripts modified in response to CO2 enrichment in maize source leaves

  Change (%)

Probe set Gene title Young source leaf  Old source leaf

Proteases   
Zm.7736.1.S1_at Cysteine proteinase Mir2 −21.5 3.0
Zm.5987.1.A1_at Cysteine protease −18.1 −10.5
Zm.18435.1.A1_at Protease Do-like 8,  −11.3 1.3
  chloroplast precursor
Zm.10845.1.A1_at Nucellin-like aspartic protease 2.1 −17.7
Zm.5987.2.A1_at Cysteine proteinase Mir3 −1.3 9.9
Protease inhibitors   
Zm.6656.1.A1_at Trypsin inhibitor −31.9 −10.4
Zm.14272.4.S1_x_at Corn cystatin I 22.2 −17.6
Zm.14272.2.A1_a_at corn cystatin I 20.2 −8.5
Zm.14272.5.S1_x_at Corn cystatin I 20.0 −13.5
Zm.14795.1.A1_at Putative cystatin −15.2 −6.9
Zm.15278.1.S1_at Proteinase inhibitor 12.8 −1.2
Zm.3347.1.A1_at Putative cystatin −10.0 3.4
Other   
Zm.186.1.S1_at Wound induced protein −120.3 3.4
Zm.3830.1.S1_at Ubiquitin 1.6 11.7



CHAPTER FOUR

The Effects of Elevated CO2 on Tropical Trees Are Related 
to Successional Status and Soil Nutritional Conditions

Carlos Alberto Martinez, Eduardo Dias de Oliveira, Jose Renato Legracie Jr., 
and Andressa Approbato

Abstract  Nutrient requirements for plant growth 
are expected to impact changes in atmospheric 
carbon dioxide concentration [CO2] and tempera-
ture. We examined the effects of elevated [CO2] 
and soil nutrient availability on photosynthesis and 
biomass enhancement of pioneer and late succes-
sional tropical tree species. Plants were grown in 
open-top chambers at 380, 555 or 740 µmol mol−1 
of [CO2]. The pioneer tree Croton urucurana, 
grown under low nutrient showed only half the 
photosynthetic stimulatory effect of elevated [CO2] 
when compared to plants grown under high nutri-
ent content. Photosynthesis was higher in the late-
type successional plant Essenbeckia leiocarpa at 
high [CO2] (555 µmol mol−1), under both high and 
low nutrient levels. Elevated [CO2] significantly 
increased the total biomass of stem, root, and leaf 
only under the high nutrient, but the magnitude of 
this response depended on the functional group. 
In late successional species, the diurnal minimum 

Fv/Fm was significantly higher under 740 µmol 
mol−1 of [CO2], thus decreasing the susceptibility 
of plants to suffer photoinhibition. These findings 
support the hypothesis that soil nutrition has the 
potential to influence the response of plant species 
to changes in [CO2], and that elevated CO2 would 
partially protect PSII from photoinhibition when 
grown under high nutrient levels by providing 
adequate sinks for extra photosynthate.

Keywords  Atmospheric change, chlorophyll flu-
orescence, elevated carbon dioxide, photosynthesis, 
tropical trees

Introduction

The evidence of significant increases in atmos-
pheric global greenhouse gas concentrations 
(IPCC 2007), and of rapid changes in climate 
due to human activities and their impacts on 
plants and animals, grows daily (Morison and 
Morecroft 2006). Photosynthesis is the primary 
process by which carbon enters into the bio-
sphere and by which plants sense permanently 
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rising atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations 
[CO2]. Forest trees constitute a critical component 
of the global carbon budget accounting for over 
half of the total net carbon uptake into terrestrial 
vegetation (Saxe et al. 1998). It has been sug-
gested that trees will only respond to increas-
ing [CO2] when other resources are not limiting 
(Eamus and Jarvis 1989). Forests are frequently 
found on nutrient-poor soils and their productiv-
ity is strongly related to soil fertility (Norby et 
al. 1992). Therefore, it is important to understand 
how photosynthesis of main tree species will 
respond to changes of [CO2].

The objective of this work was to determine 
the effects of CO2 concentration, and soil nutrient 
availability, on the photosynthesis and biomass 
enhancement of pioneer and late successional 
tropical tree species. We aimed to test whether 
elevated [CO2] influences the growth of trees dif-
fering in their successional characteristics in a 
predictable way.

Materials and methods

Plant material and growth conditions. Two pioneer 
(Croton urucurana and Cecropia pachystachya) 
and two late successional (Essenbeckia leiocarpa 
and Cariniana legalis) tropical tree species were 
studied. We conducted two experiments in open 
top chambers (OTCs). On the first experiment, 
the species C. urucurana and C. legalis grown 
under high nutrition level were exposed to three 
levels of [CO2]: 380 µmol mol−1 (approximated as 
ambient); 555 µmol mol−1; and 740 µmol mol−1. In 
the second experiment, the species C. pachystachya 
and E. leiocarpa grown under high (fertilized) and 
low (no fertilized) nutritional levels, were exposed 
to three levels of [CO2]. In both experiments, plants 
were grown in 15 L pots containing soil from a 
forestry area. Plants were well-watered throughout 
the experiment.

Measurements. Leaf net photosynthesis was meas-
ured at constant temperature (25°C) with an open-
flow infrared gas analysis system (LCpro+, ADC, 
Hoddesdon, UK). Measurements of chlorophyll fluo-

rescence parameters, following dark-adaptation for 
15 min, were made with an OS-30P fluorimeter 
(Opti-Science, USA). After 2 months under CO2 
treatments, the plants were harvested to determine 
the dry biomass.

Statistical analysis. To avoid pseudo replica-
tion, average values were calculated for each 
OTC treatment (n = 3). The average for an OTC 
was then treated as the individual in deriving 
mean and variance for the population of the 
chambers.

Fig. 1 Scaling of photosynthesis response ratio of Cecropia 
pachystachya (A), a pioneer tropical tree species and 
Essenbeckia leiocarpa (B), a late successional tree spe-
cies to elevated atmospheric CO2 concentrations (555 and 
740 µmol mol−1), relative to 380 µmol mol−1. Plants were 
grown under low (LN) and high (HN) nutritional levels
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Results

Photosynthesis response ratio. Regardless the 
[CO2] treatment, the rates of light saturated 
photosynthesis were generally greater in the 
early successional (C. urucurana and C. pachys-
tachya) compared to the late-successional species 
(C. legalis and E. leiocarpa) (Data not shown). 
However, elevated [CO2] allowed substantially 
higher rates of photosynthesis in both species. 
This was particularly evident at 740 µmol mol−1 
[CO2] in the pioneer species, and at 555 µmol 
mol−1 [CO2] in the late successional species 
(Fig. 1).

In the pioneer species C. pachystachya, rates 
of net uptake of CO2 were generally greater in the 
high nutrient treatment, compared to low nutrient 
treatment, regardless [CO2] levels. The pioneer 
plants grown at 555 µmol mol−1 [CO2], under low 
nutrient level, showed only half the photosynthetic 
stimulation (+22%) of plants growing under high 
nutrient treatment (+52%). The highest stimulation 
of [CO2] on the net CO2 uptake was particularly 
evident at the 740 µmol mol−1 [CO2] under high 
nutrient level (Fig. 1A).

In the late successional species E. leiocarpa, 
rates of net CO2 uptake were greater in high nutri-
ent levels compared to low nutrient level; however, 
the highest stimulation of [CO2] on photosynthesis 

Table 1 Biomass response ratio B[C.C0] by effect of elevated atmospheric carbon dioxide concentra-
tion [CO2] on pioneer (P) and late successional (LS) tropical tree species grown under high or lower 
nutritional levels. B[C.C0] = B(C)/B(C0), where, B(C) is the biomass at elevated CO2, B(C0) is the bio-
mass at ambient CO2 concentration. In the experiments, reference ambient CO2 = 380 µmol mol−1

   B[C.C0]

   Nutrient [CO2]    Total
Species   level  (µmol mol−1) Roots Stems Leaves biomass

Croton urucurana (P) High 555 1.04 1.35 1.26 1.20
  740 0.98 1.65 1.73 1.44
Cariniana legalis (LS) High 555 1.00 1.24 1.30 1.19
  740 1.12 1.04 1.09 1.10
Cecropia pachystachya (P) High 555 1.05 1.12 1.20 1.15
  740 1.10 1.25 1.22 1.20
 Low 555 0.98 1.11 1.15 1.10
  740 0.97 1.04 1.08 1.05
Essenbeckia leiocarpa (LS) High 555 1.25 1.13 1.17 1.15
  740 1.60 1.46 1.27 1.40
 Low 555 0.90 1.09 0.88 0.92
  740 0.75 1.15 1.00 1.00

Fig. 2 Diurnal Fv/Fm in plants of a late succesional 
(Cariniana legalis) (A) and a pioneer (Croton urucurana) 
(B) species grown under three atmospheric CO2 concentra-
tions. Symbols shown are the means (±SE) of measurements 
made in three open top chambers
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was particularly evident at the 555 µmol mol−1 
[CO2] under high nutrient level (Fig. 1B).

Biomass response ratio. In the pioneer species 
grown under high nutrition level, biomass increases 
15–20% and 20–44%, with 555 and 740 µmol 
mol−1 [CO2], respectively. Under low nutrient level, 
the enhancement of biomass was reduced to 10% 
and 5% at 555 and 740 µmol mol−1 [CO2], respec-
tively. In the late successional species, grown under 
high nutrition level, the biomass effects of 555 and 
740 µmol mol−1 [CO2] were 15–19% and 10–40%, 
respectively. However, when plants were grown 
under low nutrient level, no enhancement on bio-
mass it was observed at elevated [CO2] (Table 1).

Fv/Fm ratio. In the late successional species 
C. legalis the diurnal maximum quantum yield of 
photosystem II expressed by the Fv/Fm ratio was 
significantly higher at 740 µmol mol−1 [CO2] than at 
555 and 380 µmol mol−1 [CO2] (Fig. 2A). However, 
in the pioneer species C. urucurana the Fv/Fm ratio 
was unaffected by the [CO2] (Fig. 2B).

Discussion

The data support the hypothesis that under high 
nutrient conditions the growth of pioneer plants 
is limited by carbon, and thus increasing [CO2] 
(consequently photosynthetic production) and high 
nutrient supply will have synergistic effects on 
plant biomass production. The persistent increases 
in plant biomass under elevated [CO2] can only be 
maintained when nutrient uptake is increased (Saxe 
et al. 1998). These results suggest that young trees 
of other pioneer species with fast rates of juvenile 
growth and high nutrient demand would respond to 
CO2 elevation and fertilization in a similar fashion 
as C. urucurana did in this study. However, species 
with other successional status characteristics may 
respond differently even when the nutrient ratios 
are kept constant. We did not observe significant 
effects of elevated [CO2] on biomass production of 
the late successional C. legalis under low nutrient 
treatment (Table 1).

In the late successional C. legalis the Fv/Fm 
was significantly increased by elevated [CO2] and 
decreasing the susceptibility to photoinhibition. 
These findings supported the hypothesis that elevated 
[CO2] would partially protect PSII from photo-
inhibition when growth provides adequate sinks for 
additional photosynthate. According to Hymus 
et al. (2001) the decreasing on photoinhibition 
under elevated [CO2] is associated to increased rate 
of linear electron flow through photosystem II.

In summary, our results suggest that soil nutrition 
has the potential to influence the response of plant 
species to changes in [CO2] (Thornley and Cannell 
1996). However, considering the functional differ-
ences between early and late successional species in 
response to elevated [CO2] and nutrient levels, the 
real adaptive value of plasticity of tropical trees in a 
global change scenario deserves more attention.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Modification of Photosynthesis Temperature Response 
by Long-Term Growth in Elevated CO2 and Temperature 
in Wheat Field Crops

Aitor Alonso, Pilar Pérez, Rosa Morcuende, Angel L. Verdejo, and Rafael Martinez-Carrasco

Abstract To test whether long-term growth in ele-
vated CO2 and temperature modifies photosynthe-
sis temperature response, wheat (Triticum aestivum 
L.) was grown in ambient CO2 (370 µmol mol−1) 
and elevated CO2 (700 µmol mol−1) combined 
with ambient and 4°C warmer temperatures, using 
temperature gradient chambers in the field. Flag 
leaf photosynthesis was measured at temperatures 
ranging from 20°C to 35°C and 330 µmol mol−1 or 
lower CO2 concentrations between ear emergence 
and anthesis. The maximum rate of carboxyla-
tion was determined in vitro in the first year of the 
experiment and from the photosynthesis- intercellular 
CO2 response in the second year. Growth tem-
perature had no effect on flag leaf photosynthe-
sis in plants grown in ambient CO2, while it 
increased  photosynthesis in elevated growth CO2 
without modifying the response of photosynthesis 
to measurement temperatures. Growth in elevated 
CO2 increased the temperature response (activation 
energy) of the maximum rate of carboxylation. The 
results provide field evidence that growth under 

CO2 enrichment enhances the response of Rubisco 
activity to temperature in wheat.

Keywords  Climate change, elevated CO2, elevated 
temperature, photosynthetic acclimation, Rubisco 
activity, temperature response

Introduction

Atmospheric temperature and CO2 changes could have 
major interactive effects on plants, since biochemical 
photosynthesis models predict that the response of 
CO2 assimilation in C3 plants to short-term increases 
in CO2 is largest at high temperatures (Long 1991). 
However, short- and long-term responses of photo-
synthesis and productivity to increased CO2 are very 
different (Morison et al. 1999). No interaction of 
CO2 and temperature was found on photosynthetic 
characteristics of winter wheat (van Oijen et al. 1998). 
In contrast, the beneficial effect of doubling CO2 on 
grain yield in wheat was reduced and even negated 
by an increase in temperature (Batts et al. 1998). We 
have previously found that downward acclimation 
of photosynthesis to elevated CO2 was decreased by 
warmer temperatures (Del Pozo et al. 2005).

Institute for Natural Resources and Agricultural Biology 
of Salamanca, CSIC, Apartado 257, E-37071 Salamanca, 
Spain
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This study was undertaken to ascertain whether 
the temperature response of photosynthesis in wheat 
is modified by long-term growth in a warmer, CO2-
enriched atmosphere, and to identify the processes 
underlying these possible modifications.

Materials and methods

This study was conducted with spring wheat 
(Triticum aestivum L. cv. Alcalá) in a field experi-
ment repeated for 2 years (Del Pozo et al. 2005) 
under temperature gradient chambers (Rawson et al. 
1995), to maintain a difference of 4°C between 
the two extreme modules of each chamber. One of 
these was set to ambient (370 µmol mol−1) and the 
other to elevated (700 µmol mol−1) CO2 concentra-
tion during light hours.

Gas exchange measurements. Gas exchange of 
flag leaves was measured between ear emergence 
and anthesis (20 May–6 June), from 3 to 8 h after 
the start of photoperiod, with 1,500 µmol m−2 s−1 
irradiance, using a portable infrared gas analyzer 
(CIRAS-2, PP Systems, Hitchin, Herts., UK). 
Responses to temperature were determined by 
increasing the leaf temperature from 20°C to 35°C 
in 5°C steps with the Peltier system of the analyzer. 
Gas exchange was measured at 200 µmol mol −1 
air CO2 in the first year and at 60, 130, 225 and 
330 µmol mol−1 CO2 in the second year, in four 
randomly chosen leaves from each CO2-temperature 
combination.

Rubisco activity. Maximal Rubisco activity 
(Vcmax) was determined with in vitro assays in 
the first year and from in vivo responses of CO2 
assimilation (A) to Ci in the second. In the first 
year, four groups of four flag leaves were harvested 
and rapidly plunged in situ into liquid nitrogen and 
then stored at −80°C until analyzed. In vitro assays 
of fully carbamylated Rubisco activity were carried 
out with a spectrophotometric method (Lilley 
et al. 1974) at 20°C, 25°C, 30°C or 35°C. At each 
of the four measurement temperatures from 20°C 
to 35°C in the second year, Vcmax was obtained 
from the response of A to Ci according to Farquhar 
et al. (1980), with the kinetic parameters and 

temperature responses taken from Bernacchi et al. 
(2001). The temperature dependence of Vcmax was 
obtained by fitting an Arrhenius function normal-
ized to 25°C:

Ln V Ln V H((Tk-298)/R 298 Tk)cmax = + ⋅ ⋅25  (1)

to solve for V25 (Vcmax at 25°C), and H (activation 
energy). R is the molar gas constant.

Statistical analysis. Temperature responses of 
photosynthesis and Vcmax were analyzed through 
regressions (Genstat 6.2), fitting second degree poly-
nomials (photosynthesis) and simple linear regressions 
(Vcmax, Eq. 1). The curves fitted to each treatment were 
compared through an analysis of parallelism (Genstat 
6.2) to assess whether common or separate constant 
(intercept) and regression coefficients (slope) should 
be fitted to each treatment. With only two blocks, the 
threshold for significance was set at P < 0.09, to avoid 
the possibility of a Type II error.

Results

Carbon assimilation. Absence of parallelism of the 
photosynthesis temperature curve in 200–225 µmol 
mol−1 measurement CO2 (significant separate 
curves model, Table 1) indicated that photosynthe-
sis increased more and to higher temperatures in 
elevated than ambient CO2 (about 32°C and 24°C, 
respectively, Fig. 1). Photosynthesis temperature 
responses were not significantly different for plants 
grown in ambient and ambient +4°C temperatures 
and ambient CO2. In contrast, this response was 
different for both growth temperatures in high CO2 
(significant separate intercepts model, Table 1), 
with higher elevation for ambient +4°C tempera-
tures (Fig. 1). This shows that warmer temperatures 
had a positive effect on photosynthesis in elevated, 
but not in ambient CO2. This positive effect con-
sisted in an increase in photosynthesis rates, not in 
a change in temperature response (non-significant 
separate curves model, Table 1).

Rubisco activity. The Vcmax measurement meth-
ods (in vitro or in vivo) yielded comparable values 
and increases with temperature. The Arrhenius 
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Fig. 1 Responses of photosynthesis to leaf temperature (200–225 µmol mol−1 CO2, 1,500 µmol mol−1 irradiance) in flag 
leaves of wheat grown in 370 (open symbols) or 700 (closed symbols) µmol mol−1 CO2 combined with ambient (circles) or 
ambient +4°C (squares) temperatures. The means ± standard errors (vertical bars) are shown

Table 1 Variance ratios (F) and significance (sig.) in the 
analysis of parallelism of the temperature response curves of 
photosynthesis (A), and Rubisco Vcmax. AC, ambient CO2; 
EC, elevated CO2; T ambient temperature, T4 ambient +4°C 
temperature. The regressions to be fitted are shown in bold. 
ns, not significant; *, significant

Regression model

Common 
curve

Separate 
intercept/

V25

Separate 
curves

F sig. F sig. F sig.

A All 1.9 (ns) 31 (*) 1.1 (ns)

AC 
vs. EC

1.0 (ns) 70 (*) 2.8 (*)

AC: T vs. 
T4

1.9 (ns) 0.1 (ns) 0.2 (ns)

EC: T vs. 
T4

2.9 (ns) 28 (*) 0.3 (ns)

Vcmax All 351 (*) 14 (*) 1.7 (ns)

AC vs. 
EC

341 (*) 35 (*) 3.1 (*)

AC: T vs. 
T4

682 (*) 4.4 (*) 0.0 (ns)

EC: T vs. 
T4

125 (*) 2.8 (ns) 1.1 (ns)

in ambient than in elevated CO2 (separate V25 
model, Table 1). In addition, the slope for these 
functions (activation energy, Fig. 2), indicative of 
the temperature response, was significantly higher 
in elevated than ambient CO2 (separate curves 
model, Table 1). Within plants in ambient CO2, the 
Arrhenius functions for both growth temperatures 
were parallel (significant separate V25 model, Table 
1), with slightly lower values for warmer tempera-
tures (Fig. 2). The small positive effect of warmer 
temperatures on the Arrhenius functions for plants 
in elevated CO2 was not significant.

Discussion

A central finding of this study is that acclimation 
to elevated CO2 modifies the photosynthesis tem-
perature response. In plants grown in elevated CO2, 
the increase in photosynthesis with temperature is 
higher than in those grown in ambient CO2, and 
the temperature optimum for photosynthesis shifts 
to higher values (Fig. 1). Measurements of Vcmax 
response to temperature, both in vitro and in vivo, 
show that prolonged exposure to elevated CO2 modi-
fies the temperature response of Rubisco activity. 
Plants grown in elevated CO2 had increased activa-
tion energy for the maximum rate of carboxylation.

functions fitted to Vcmax data (Fig. 2) showed 
a higher intercept – maximum Rubisco rate of 
carboxylation at 25°C (V25) – for plants grown 
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Fig. 2 Arrhenius plots for Rubisco Vcmax temperature 
response in flag leaves of wheat. The 25°C normalized x-
axis is (Tk-298)/Rc

.
298c

. 
Tk, where R is the molar gas con-

stant and Tk the leaf absolute temperature. The intercepts of 
the lines are the logarithms of Vcmax at 25°C, and the slopes 
are the activation energies (kJ mol−1). Symbols as in Fig. 1
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The change in the Rubisco response to temperature 
will modify the effects of growth under doubling air 
CO2 concentrations on photosynthesis, compensating 
in part for the loss of Rubisco protein and positively 
interacting with temperature. This change will increase 
the temperature optimum for photosynthesis.
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CHAPTER SIX

FLEX – Fluorescence Explorer: A Remote Sensing Approach 
to Quantify Spatio-Temporal Variations 
of Photosynthetic Efficiency from Space

Uwe Rascher1, Beniamino Gioli2, and Franco Miglietta2

Abstract Photosynthetic efficiency is greatly 
affected by internal and external factors and until 
now no remote sensing approach is available to 
globally quantify photosynthetic efficiency from 
air- or space-borne platforms. Quantification of 
sun-induced steady state fluorescence that can be 
detected in the atmospheric absorption bands is 
currently the most promising approach towards 
a global monitoring platform. This approach was 
recently highlighted due to the selection of the 
FLEX proposal as one of the future candidate mis-
sions for an ‘Earth Explorer’. Currently several 
modeling, laboratory and field studies are under-
taken to (i) better understand the technical feasibil-
ity to monitor the comparably weak fluorescence 
signals from space; (ii) to proof the correlation 
of steady state fluorescence with photosynthetic 
carbon uptake; and (iii) to test the approach for 
a better modeling of regional carbon fluxes. This 
paper gives an overview over the status of this 
ESA project that may be the first and most ambi-

tious remote sensing approach ever undertaken to 
globally map photosynthesis.

Keywords Chlorophyll fluorescence, FLEX, 
satellite mission, sun-induced fluorescence, spatio-
 temporal variations, global mapping, photosynthetic 
efficiency

Introduction

Chlorophyll fluorescence analyses have become 
one of the most powerful techniques to quantify 
photosynthetic efficiency and non-photochemical 
energy dissipation non-destructively. Non-imaging 
and imaging fluorescence techniques have shown 
that efficiency of photosynthesis is regulated by 
external, environmental as well as internal, devel-
opmental and physiological factors, often render-
ing photosynthesis heterogeneously distributed in 
time and space from the level of single cells to 
leaves. In contrast our knowledge of variations of 
photosynthesis on the canopy or ecosystem level 
is still sketchy at best. The leaf level biochemical 
model proposed by Farquhar et al. (1980) has been 
widely used to model and transfer knowledge of leaf 
photosynthesis to canopy and ecosystem exchange. 

1Institute of Chemistry and Dynamics of the Geosphere 
ICG-3: Phytosphere, Forschungszentrum Jülich, 
Stetternicher Forst, 52425 Jülich, Germany
2Istituto di Biometeorologia – Consiglio Nazionale delle 
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This bottom-up scaling approach involved empiri-
cal species-dependent parameters and has proven 
effective in reproducing assimilation fluxes. The 
accuracy of the approach depends on the validity 
and robustness of the assumed scaling principles, 
which are strongly non-linear and hampered by 
variations of photosynthesis in time and space 
(Norman 1993).

The most commonly used technique to quantify 
photosynthetic light use efficiency (LUE) is the 
saturating light pulse method (Schreiber and Bilger 
1993). This methodology in combination with field 
portable pulse amplitude modulated (PAM) devices 
has been widely applied to individual leaves, and 
provides an approach for bottom-up validation 
of canopy photosynthesis models. Unfortunately 
a saturating light flash has to be applied, which 
restricts this method to clip on devices and limits is 
application for remote sensing as a saturating light 
flash cannot be applied by from air- or space borne 
platforms. Sun-induced fluorescence measures 
steady-state fluorescence (Ft or Fs) under the pre-
vailing light conditions and can be obtained from 
remote sensing platforms. There is experimental 
and theoretical evidence that steady-state fluores-
cence can also be correlated with photosynthetic 
efficiency and stress induced limitation of photo-
synthetic electron transport and thus may serve as a 
proxy to quantify ∆F/Fm’ and photosynthetic LUE 
(see, e.g. Flexas et al. 2000, 2002).

Materials and methods

Technical specifications of the proposed fluores-
cence satellite FLEX. In order to monitor continen-
tal vegetation and to map photosynthetic activity at 
large scales a consortium of scientist from about 
50 institutions have submitted a proposal to ESA’s 
Living Planet Program (http://www.esa.int/esaLP/
index.html). The FLuorescence EXplorer (FLEX) 
mission proposes to launch a satellite for the global 
monitoring of steady-state chlorophyll fluorescence 
of terrestrial vegetation. The early responsiveness 
of fluorescence to atmospheric, soil and plant 
water balance, as well as to atmospheric chemis-

try and human intervention in land usage makes 
it an obvious biological indicator for improving 
our understanding of Earth system dynamics. The 
amenability of fluorescence to remote, even space-
based observation qualifies it to join the emerging 
suite of space-based technologies for Earth obser-
vation. FLEX would encompass a three-instrument 
array for measurement of the interrelated features 
of fluorescence, hyperspectral reflectance, and 
canopy temperature.

Altogether 28 proposal were submitted to the 
ESA call and in 2006 FLEX was selected as one of 
six candidate missions to proceed into pre-phase A. 
Beginning in 2008 two to four missions will be 
selected to proceed to phase A and one will finally 
be launched between 2012 and 2015. In prepara-
tion of the satellite Mission a Mission Assessment 
Group (MAG) was formed that defined the details 
of the proposed satellite mission. The proposed 
specifications of FLEX are given in Fig. 1.

Measurement principles of the proposed 
 fluorescence satellite FLEX. The amount of 
chlorophyll fluorescence emitted by a leaf under 
natural sunlight is only 1–5% of the total light that 
is reflected, which makes it a principle difficulty 
to quantitatively extract the fluorescence signal 
for remote sensing. However, at certain wave-
lengths the solar spectrum is absorbed in the solar 
or earth atmosphere (the so called Fraunhofer 
lines) and thus there is no, or greatly reduced, 
incoming radiation from the earth surface in these 
wavebands. Solar irradiance exhibits three main 
absorption bands in the red and near infrared part: 
the Hα line at 656.3 nm is due to the hydrogen 
absorption by the solar atmosphere whereas two 
bands at 687 (O2-A) and 760 nm (O2-B) are due to 
the molecular oxygen absorption by the terrestrial 
atmosphere. As the fluorescence signal is always 
shifted to longer wavelengths, it also occurs in 
the otherwise ‘black’ absorption bands and can 
be selectively quantified. Especially the O2-A and 
O2-B bands overlap with the chlorophyll fluores-
cence emission spectrum and are wide enough 
to have the potential to be retrieved from air and 
space borne platforms. They thus can potentially 
be use to monitor the chlorophyll fluorescence 
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emission under daylight excitation by the method 
of the Fraunhofer lines in-filling (Moya et al. 
2004). Measurements within the centre of the 
absorption bands in comparison to both flanks 
next to the absorption bands can be used (Plascyk 
and Gabriel 1975).

Results

Airborne demonstrator (AirFLEX). AirFlex is an 
interference-filter based airborne sensor devel-
oped in the framework of the Earth Observation 
Preparatory Programme of the European Space 
Agency. Basically, it is a six-channel photometer 
aimed at measuring the in-filling of the atmos-
pheric O2 bands (687 and 760 nm). A set of three 
different channels (each with a specific interfer-
ence filter) are used to characterise each absorption 
band: one at the absorption peak and two others 
immediately above and below the O2 absorption 
feature. The FWHM (Full Width Half Maximum) 
is 0.5 and 1 nm for the O2-B and O2-A bands 
respectively. The use of two filters out of the band 
allows interpolation of the reflectance within the 
band. In addition to the narrow band filters, long 
pass coloured filters (Schott RG645) are used in 
each channel to reduce the stray light. The FOV is 
34 mrad, giving a swath of 10 m at 300 m altitude. 

AirFlex has been calibrated radiometrically, with 
a calibration source (Li-Cor 1800–02) and a refer-
ence spectrometer (HR4000, Ocean Optics, USA).

Vegetation reflectance-fluorescence model. 
A fluorescence model (FluorMod) based on 
PROSPECT and SAIL was developed and is avail-
able to the science community (details and model 
see: http://www.ias.csic.es/fluormod/).

Campaigns

SIFLEX campaign

This campaign, which was performed under unfa-
vorable light conditions over a boreal forest in 
Finland, delivered the first proof of concept data 
that showed that solar induced fluorescence could 
be obtained from an air-borne platform.

SEN2FLEX campaign

The SEN2FLEX campaign provided the oppor-
tunity to carry out a historical first as it was the 
first time that measurements of fluorescence had 
been acquired by the new air borne instrument 
AIRFLEX. Proof of concept – signal observ-
able from airborne instrument; spatial variability 
analysis and first FluoMod model validation is 
on-going.

Fig. 1 Technical specifications of the FLEX satellite as proposed by the scientific proposal and as reviewed and agreed 
by FLEX-MAG. Industrial quotes and feasibility studies are expected by the end of 2007, which will greatly determine the 
coming steps of the FLEX endeavor
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CEFLES2 campaign (ongoing)

CEFLES2 (CarboEurope, FLEX and Sentinel-2) is 
carried out in Southern France (Gascony), Madrid 
and Mediterranean Coast (Spain). This multi-
objective campaign exploits the synergies between 
large panoply of concomitant airborne and ground 
measurements performed in coordination with 
CERES (CarboEurope Regional Experiment). The 
campaign supports the development of the Sentinel-
2 mission as well as the candidate Earth Explorer 
FLEX mission. Airborne and ground measurements 
are being acquired in April, June and September 
2007 to capture different growth stages of vegeta-
tion. Airborne measurements are taken of carbon 
flux, fluorescence and hyperspectral imagery cover-
ing the visible, near-, shortwave- and thermal- infrared 
wavelengths. Ground measurements include rates 
of photosynthetic carbon dioxide uptake, efficiency 
of light reaction, evapo-transpiration, leaf area 
index and leaf chlorophyll content (see also www.
fz-juelich.de/icg/icg-3/cefles/ and http://www.esa.
int/esaLP/SEMQACHYX3F_index_0.html).

Discussion

Uncertainty of the physiological significance of 
steady-state fluorescence is still a crucial point within 
the FLEX proposal. From a physiological point, we 
have to understand what we can learn from steady 
state fluorescence and how we can relate remotely 
sensed fluorescence values to physiological changes 
in the photosynthetic apparatus. First steps in this 

direction are undertaken in the frame of the above 
mentioned campaigns, but further laboratory and 
field work may be needed to really elucidate the cor-
relations of steady state fluorescence with canopy 
and ecosystem photosynthetic efficiency.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Photoprotective Role of Endolithic Algae Colonized in Coral 
Skeleton for the Host Photosynthesis

Seitaro S. Yamazaki1, Takashi Nakamura1,2, and Hideo Yamasaki1

Abstract  Reef-building corals have established 
an obligate symbiosis with dinoflagellates that 
is advantageous to survive in oligotrophic coral 
reef environment. Although corals can thrive in 
low nutritional conditions by utilizing photosyn-
thetic products assimilated by their symbionts, the 
coral-alga symbiotic relationship is susceptible to 
environmental stress and its disruption leads to 
the coral bleaching phenomenon, a major impact 
of global warming. Because corals are important 
primary producers in tropical ocean, solutions are 
urgently needed to protect corals from the impacts 
of global climate changes. Here we report that 
endolithic algae colonizing the skeleton of corals 
may help to protect coral photosynthesis from 
high-light stress. Using the PAM chlorophyll a 
fluorescence technique, we compared the pho-
tosynthetic activity of endolithic alga-infected 
reef-building coral Acropora digitifera to that of 
a non-infected group. Short-term lab experiments 
(7 h) showed that the infected group maintained 

a higher maximal quantum yield of PSII (Fv/Fm) 
compared to the non-infected group under photoin-
hibitory stress conditions at normal growth tem-
perature. Similar results were obtained during the 
course of a long-term monitoring (6 months from 
summer to winter) during which the infected and 
non-infected coral groups were exposed to ambient 
light conditions. Results from this study suggest 
that colonization of endolithic algae within the 
coral skeleton provides beneficial effects on coral 
photosynthesis in terms of high-light tolerance.

Keywords  Endolithic algae, Fv/Fm, high-light 
stress, photoinhibition, photoprotective effect, reef-
building coral

Introduction

Global climate change has threatened many spe-
cies of plants, algae and animals inhabiting from 
terrestrial to aquatic environments. Reef-building 
corals, primary producers in tropical and subtropical 
oceans, are no exceptions. Indeed, the mass scale 
decline of reef-building corals reported worldwide 
has been associated with climate change (Wilkinson 
1999; Hughes et al. 2003). To ensure their survival 
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in oligotrophic environments, reef-building corals 
have evolved by acquiring the capability of carbon 
and nitrogen assimilation through the establish-
ment of an obligate endosymbiotic relationship 
with dinoflagellates referred to as “zooxanthellae”. 
This symbiotic relationship, however, is susceptible 
to high-light stress and its disruption can lead to 
“coral bleaching”. The coral bleaching phenom-
enon can be induced by the photoinhibition of the 
symbiont photosynthesis, a process which itself 
can be exacerbated by high water temperature 
(Takahashi et al. 2004).

Reef-building corals can be categorized into two 
types, namely, massive-type corals and branch-
ing-type corals. Massive-type coral species are 
generally more tolerant to environmental stress 
than branching-type coral species (McClanahan 
et al. 2001; Loya et al. 2001). In addition to the 
zooxanthellae found in their tissue, massive-type 
corals are  characterized by the presence of endolithic 
algae found within their skeleton as a green band. 
The microbial community found within this green 
band includes green algae, cyanobacteria and fungi 
that are together dissolved in the calcium carbonate 
structure (Le Campion-Alsumard et al. 1995). We 
hypothesized that presence of endolithic algae may 
protect the coral-alga symbiotic system from high-
light stress. In this study we report that novel branch-
ing-type corals harboring endolithic algae present 
a higher tolerance against high-light stress than 
branching-type corals harboring no endolithic algae.

Materials and methods

The branching-type coral Acropora digitifera was 
collected in May 2005 from a shallow intertidal 
area of Bisezaki, Okinawa, Japan. After 2 weeks 
pre-acclimation in a lab tank, chlorophyll a fluo-
rescence from the symbiotic algae within the cor-
als was assessed using a DIVING-PAM under 
water fluorometer (Walz, Germany). In order to 
assess the recovery from photoinhibition, short-term 
experiments were performed during which corals 
were exposed to high-light (400 µmol photons 
m−2 s−1) for 5 h followed by a 2 h exposure to low-

light (20 µmol photons m−2 s−1). To determine the 
light intensity to be used for the high-light treat-
ment, a rapid light curve (RLC) was drawn with 
the DIVING-PAM and the light intensity at which 
photosynthesis saturated, i.e., 400 µmol photons 
m−2 s−1, was selected as the high-light treatment. 
The maximum quantum yield of PSII (Fv/Fm) was 
measured after 15 min of dark adaptation. Seawater 
temperature was controlled with a thermominder 
system (SM-05R, TAITEC, Japan) and maintained 
at 26°C, 28°C, 30°C and 32°C.

Long-term experiments were also performed in 
order to assess the differential capabilities to sustain 
exposure to ambient light conditions in endolithic 
alga-infected and non-infected coral groups. For 
these experiments, twelve samples of both endolithic 
alga-infected branches and non-infected branches 
were cultured in an outdoor tank supplied with run-
ning seawater. Fv/Fm was measured weekly after 
sunset for a 6 month period. Light intensity and 
water temperature were monitored using a HOBO 
2 K light intensity data logger (Onset Computer 
Corporation, USA) and a TidbiT temp data logger 
(Onset Computer Corporation, USA), respectively.

Results

The PAM chlorophyll a fluorescent technique is 
a powerful tool for coral photosynthesis research 
because it is a non-destructive method that allows 
the monitoring of in vivo photosynthetic activity 
(Takahashi et al. 2004). Similar to land plants, 
coral exposure to high-light or excessive irradiance 
can lead to photoinhibition of photosynthesis, a 
phenomenon frequently assessed by a decline in 
the Fv/Fm parameter. Figure 1 shows declines in 
Fv/Fm during the high-light treatment and its sub-
sequent recovery from photodamaged conditions 
upon exposure to low light conditions. Decline 
in Fv/Fm was more pronounced in non-infected 
colonies (Fig. 1a). Because coral photosynthesis 
is temperature-sensitive, four temperatures were 
tested to examine the effect on infected and non-
infected colonies. Temperatures tested were 26 
(optimum growth temperature), 28°C, 30°C and 
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32°C and although there was no substantial differ-
ences in the initial Fv/Fm values between infected 
and non-infected colonies, upon the onset of high-
light (400 µmol photons m−2 s−1), Fv/Fm values 
rapidly decreased under all temperatures tested 
but to a greater extent under 32°C (Fig. 1d). In all 
cases, the decreased Fv/Fm value recovered after 
switching from high to low light intensity (20 µmol 
photons m−2 s−1).

Infected colonies including endolithic algae 
within the skeleton maintained significantly higher 
Fv/Fm compared with non-infected colonies at 
optimum temperature (P < 0.05 t-test) (Fig. 1a). In 
contrast, such differences between infected and 
non-infected colonies disappeared when water tem-

perature was elevated (Fig. 1c, d). Overall, results 
from these short-term experiments suggest that, 
at optimal temperature, coral colonies containing 
endolithic algae are more tolerant to high-light stress 
(Fig. 1). We further tested the effect of colonization 
of endolithic algae on coral photosynthesis during a 
long-term monitoring of infected and non-infected 
coral colonies kept in an outdoor tank under natural 
light conditions. Fv/Fm of both infected and non-
infected colonies showed a seasonal variation over 
the 6 month study period with a generally lower Fv/Fm 
during the summer period followed by gradually 
increasing Fv/Fm during the autumn-winter period 
(Fig. 2). During this long-term monitoring the pres-
ence of endolithic algae inside the coral skeleton of 
the infected group helped maintaining higher Fv/Fm 
values compared to the non-infected group (Fig. 2). 
These results are in agreement with those obtained 
during the short-term experiments and suggest a 
protective effect of the presence of endolithic algae 
inside the coral skeleton.

Discussion

Results from both short-term (Fig. 1) and long-term 
(Fig. 2) experiments reveal that the extent of high-
light induced photoinhibition is smaller in infected 
colonies than in non-infected ones. Results of 
Fig. 1 suggest that the presence of endolithic algae 
is beneficial for the branching-type coral A. digitif-
era in terms of suppression of photoinhibition. This 
photoprotective role was supported by the long-
term experiments (Fig. 2). One might argue that the 
photosynthetic response of endolithic algae might 
be superimposed in PAM measurements. However, 
it was estimated that only 0.1% of photosyntheti-
cally active radiation (PAR) is transmitted into the 
coral skeleton (Halldal 1968). It can thus be 
assumed that chlorophyll detected originated from 
zooxanthellae and that interference from endolithic 
alga chlorophyll emission could be negligible.

The mechanism of photoprotective effect of the 
colonization of endolithic algae within the coral 
skeleton remains unsolved. It has been suggested 
that endolithic algae assist the host coral in bleaching 

Fig. 1 Photoinhibition induced by high-light in the coral 
Acropora digitifera. Fv/Fm value is compared between 
endolithic alga-infected colonies (black square) and non-
infected colonies (white diamond) of A. digitifera at 26°C 
(a), 28°C (b), 30°C (c) and 32°C (d). Corals were exposed 
to 400 µmol photons m−2 s−1 for 5 h (white bars) followed by 
an exposure to 20 µmol photons m−2 s−1 for recovery (black 
bars). Values are means ± SD of three replicates
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recovery by providing their photosynthetic prod-
ucts. Recently, Rodriguez-Roman et al. (2006) 
have proposed that endolithic algae may contribute 
to photoprotection of coral photosynthesis from 
excessive radiation by reducing the reflectivity of 
white coral skeleton.

Production of harmful reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) is known to be involved in the mechanism 
of oxidative damage induced by phoinhibition. In 
addition to ROS, reactive nitrogen species (RNS) 
such as nitric oxide (NO) have been suggested 
to cause nitrosative stress which potentially dis-
turbs metabolism (Yamasaki 2000). We consider it 
plausible that the endolithic microbial community 
would function as a sink for such harmful reactive 
species produced during coral exposure to high-
light stress conditions.

The presence of calcium carbonate skeleton 
is a unique feature of the photosynthetic system 
in reef-building corals. Coral tissue including 
zooxanthellae cover the surface of the skeleton 
and makes the inside space hypoxic. Owing 
to the sealing effect, there seems a gradient of 
redox potential towards the core of the skeleton. 
A micro-diversity in internal oxygen tension, as 
well as redox potential, would allow corals to 
harbor a range of microbial communities from 
aerobic to anaerobic microbes. The disappear-
ance of photoprotective effects at high tempera-
ture observed in the present study (Fig. 1) could 
suggest an increased thermal  sensitivity for the 
microbial community compared to that of the host 
symbionts (Fine et al. 2005).

Higher stress tolerance in massive-type corals 
may be ascribed to the colonization of endolithic 
algal community that forms mutual metabolic 
network with the coral-alga symbiotic system. 
The present study is, to our knowledge, the first 
report on the beneficial role of endolithic algae in 
branching-type coral. Protective effects of endo-
lithic algae in both massive and branching types of 
coral could be indicative of a novel “secondary or 
facultative symbiosis” in addition to the obligatory 
symbiosis with zooxanthellae.
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CHAPTER ONE 

Physiological and Photosynthetic Toxicity of Thallium 
in Synechocystis sp. PCC6803

Motohide Aoki, Hitoshi Suematsu, Hidetoshi Kumata, and Kitao Fujiwara

Abstract  The physiological and photosynthetic 
toxicity mechanism of monovalent thallium, Tl(I), 
in a cyanobacteria, Synechocystis sp. PCC6803, 
was examined based on a series of batch culture 
experiments, determination of the pigments con-
tent and measurements of photosynthetic activi-
ties under the metal exposure conditions. Results 
showed that micro-molar level of Tl(I) drastically 
inhibit its growth, then 50% inhibitory concentra-
tion (IC50) was approximately 1 µM. An acclimat-
ing incubation with 0.5 µM Tl(I) for 72 h bring no 
significant changes in IC50 of thallium for growth. 
Chlorophyll a and phycobiliproteins content per 
cell basis decreased by 71% and 94% during 72 h 
incubation with 2.5 µM Tl(I), respectively. Results 
from pigments determination suggested that meta-
bolic defect was rose by thallium exposure in 
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803. Then, to investigate 
the effect of thallium on energy generation proc-
ess, acute dose-response of Tl(I) on photosynthetic 
O2 evolution activities were measured. No effect 
on net photosynthetic O2 evolution activity per 
chlorophyll basis was observed in 1 mM and below 
Tl(I) exposure, while 20 mM Tl(I) decrease the 

activity by 60%. Furthermore, 20 mM thallium did 
not affect 1,4-benzoquinone dependent PSII activ-
ity. These photosynthetic 50% inhibitory doses of 
thallium were approximately 2,000-fold higher 
than IC50 of growth. Thus, photosynthetic energy 
metabolism did not constitute a limiting factor of 
growth under the thallium exposure. These results 
suggested that substance metabolic defect and/or 
NADP reducing processes could be the main proc-
ess involved in thallium toxicity in Synechocystis 
sp. PCC6803.

Keywords  Thallium, heavy metal, toxicity, pho-
tosynthesis, cyanobacteria

Introduction

Thallium is part of a heavy metal element existing 
naturally in every environment at an infinitesimal 
level. In a location adjacent to cement factory, 
smelter, and mine the contamination level of thal-
lium elevated were observed (Sholl 1980; Zhou 
and Liu 1985; Asami et al. 2002). Thallium is 
a very high toxic heavy metal alongside lead, 
mercury, and cadmium for most organisms, and 
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is concentrated through the food chain. Thallium 
has been studied to a much lesser than other heavy 
metals such as cadmium, mercury, and lead in 
photosynthetic organisms. In this study, therefore, 
to investigate physiological and photosynthetic 
toxicity mechanism of thallium, we examined the 
effect of monovalent thallium on biochemical and 
energy productive apparatus in a cyanobacterium, 
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803.

Materials and methods

Organism and culture conditions. The glucose-
tolerant wild type of Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 
was grown photomixotrophycally at 34°C in BG-11 
medium (Allen 1968) supplemented with 5 mM 
glucose and 30 mM HEPES-NaOH (pH 7.5), with 
shaking (120 rpm). Light, 30 µEin/m2 s, was irradi-
ated constantly by fluorescent lamps (Fish-lux, 
Toshiba, Tokyo, Japan). Thallium nitrate was 
exposed to the cells culture at the indicated concen-
tration for toxicity test. The growth was monitored 
by measuring the optical density at 730 nm (OD730) 
of the culture.

Determination of pigments content. After chlo-
rophyll was extracted from cells with 100% metha-
nol, its content was determined according to the 
method of Porra et al. (1989). The total amounts of 
phycobiliproteins were estimated from the differ-
ential absorption spectrum obtained by subtracting 
the absorbance of heat-treated and untreated cells 
at 620 nm, as described by Zao and Brand (1989).

Measurement of photosynthetic activities. 
Photosynthetic O2 evolution was measured for 
intact cells equivalent to 2–2.5 µg Chl/mL in 
the culture medium containing 10 mM NaHCO3 
using a Clark-type oxygen electrode (Hansatech, 
Norfolk, UK). PSII activity was measured for cells 
in a solution comprising 50 mM Tricine-KOH 
(pH 7.5), 2 mM NH4Cl, and 2 mM 1,4-benzoqui-
none, as an electron acceptor. PSI activity was 
examined for cells as oxygen consumption in the 
culture medium including 1 mM ascorbic acid, 
50 µM DCIP, 2 mM MV, 20 µM DCMU, and 1 mM 
KCN. For  measurement of these photosynthetic 

activities, the reaction mixture was kept at 30°C 
and illuminated with a tungsten projector lamp by 
2,000 µEin/m2•s.

Results and discussion

Thallium toxicity test for the growth

The Growth of Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 was 
tested in the presence of 0.1–10 µM thallium nitrate 
which were about 1,000–10 times lower than the 
reported inhibitory concentrations for the cells of 
Escherichia coli (0.5 mM) and Pseudomonas aeru-
ginosa (0.6 mM) (Norris et al. 1976; Kunze 1972). 
Submicro to micro-molar levels of thallium sharply 
suppressed the growth of Synechocystis with 
bleaching, and on 72 h incubation with  thallium the 
50% inhibitory concentration (IC50) for growth was 
1 µM (Fig. 1). Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 growth 
was 200-times sensitive to  thallium than E. coli and 
P aeruginosa. On the other hand, it was reported 
that 39 mM thallium did not prevent the growth of 
Staphylococcus aureus and Streptococcus faecalis 
(Kunze 1972). Concerning the effects of thallium on 
the growth of bacteria, the sensitivities to thallium 
have wide variation. Difference in sensitivity to 
thallium of bacteria could depend on its integrity on 
metabolisms and thallium accumulation affinity.

Fig. 1 Dose-inhibition test of monovalent thallium in growth 
of Synechocystis sp. PCC6803. Wild-type of cells were 
incubated for 72 h with various concentrations of thallium 
nitrate. Values are the means ± SD of triplicate tests
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Changes in photosynthetic pigments content 
by thallium exposure

To investigate the effect of thallium on the photo-
synthetic biochemical components in Synechocystis, 
we determined chlorophyll a and phycobiliproteins 
contents per cell basis by photometric measurement 
for 72 h incubation with 2.5 µM thallium nitrates.

Chlorophyll a content was promptly decreased 
by 71% in the cells exposed to thallium for incu-
bation times, whereas control cells increased to 
twice the content (Table 1). On the other hand, 
 phycobiliproteins content of the cells was  belatedly, 
compared with chlorophyll, decreased to 6% at 
72 h incubation with thallium, at this time control 
cells rose to sixfold the phycobiliproteins content 
(Table 1). These results indicated that thallium has 
inhibitory effect on the photosynthetic pigments 
maintenance machinery. Thallium may bind with 
sulfhydryl groups of polypeptides to inactivate 
some enzymatic reactions.

Inhibition of the energy production process 
by thallium

Net photosynthesis and dark respiration 
 activities. The integrities of energy production 
processes were examined under thallium expo-
sure in Synechocystis sp. PCC6803. The glucose-
tolerant strain of Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 
can use glucose as its carbon source and grow 

photomixotrophycally. Net photosynthetic O2 
evolution under the saturated light condition and 
dark respiratory O2 consumption activities were 
measured after incubation for 5 min with various 
concentrations of thallium nitrate. Net photosyn-
thesis was suppressed by 60% of control with 
increasing in thallium nitrate concentration up 
to 20 mM while the respiration was not affected 
(Fig. 2A, B). IC50 in the net photosynthesis was 
10 mM which concentration was 104 times higher 
than the IC50 for growth. Thus, the energy pro-
duction processes might not be direct limiting 
factors on the growth.

Table 1 Photosynthetic pigments contents under the mono-
valent thallium stress in Synechocystis sp. PCC6803. The 
cells (0.7 × 108 cells/mL) were incubated with indicated 
concentrations of thallium for 72 h. The values are indicated 
as the averages of two independent measurements

   Chlorophyll a  Phycobiliproteins
 Incubation (µg Chl/108 (R.U.a/108 cells)
Condition time (h) cells)

Control  0 1.15 43.2
 (0 µM Tl)
 72 2.41 259
2.5 µM Tl 0 1.19 25.9
 72 0.34 1.68

aR.U., relative unit

Fig. 2 Effect of the monovalent thallium exposure on the 
whole cell photosynthesis and respiration activities. (A) 
Maximum photosynthetic (light) oxygen evolution and 
(B) respiratory (dark) oxygen consumption activities were 
measured after 5 min incubation with various concentrations 
of monovalent thallium using Clark-type oxygen electrode. 
Values are the means ± SD of triplicate measurements
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Effect of thallium on the photosystems. To elu-
cidate the cause of inhibition on photosynthesis, 
we initially measured the photosynthetic elec-
tron transport activities. Maximum photosystem 
II and photosystem I activities were constant at 
the  original level under thallium up to 20 mM 
exposure conditions (data not shown). Thereby, 
the  inhibitory effect of thallium on photosyn-
thesis would not stem from the photosynthetic 
electron transport defections in Synechocystis. 
Consistent data were previously reported by 
Overnell (1975) in a green alga Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii that inhibitory effect of thallium on 
the photosynthesis principally resulted from 
inhibition of NADP reduction or dark reactions, 
in contrast to the inhibition by cadmium and 
methyl-mercury of the Hill reaction and modi-
fied Mehler reactions.

These results suggested that substance  metabolic 
defect and/or NADP reducing processes could be 
the main process involved in thallium toxicity in 
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803.
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CHAPTER TWO

Paraheliotropism in Robinia pseudoacacia Plants: 
An Efficient Means to Cope with Photoinhibition

Carmen Arena, Luca Vitale, and Amalia Virzo De Santo

Abstract  The contribute of paraheliotropism in 
PSII photoprotection at high light and temperature 
was assessed by gas exchange and chlorophyll fluo-
rescence. Measurements were performed at 10:00, 
12:00, 15:00 and 18:00 on blocked leaves (BL) and 
on control unblocked leaves (UL) of R. pseudoacacia. 
In BL at midday as well as at 15:00 and 18:00, An, 
gCO2, ΦPSII, IPO and F’q/F’v declined compared to 
10:00 whereas Ci/Ca ratio and qN increased sig-
nificantly. Differently from BL, UL maintained 
an higher An, IPO and ΦPSII as well as a lower qN 
throughout the day. At 18:00, An, gCO2, ΦPSII and 
F’q/F’v of BL recovered as compared to 15:00 even 
if the values remained lower than 10:00 and UL. 
Moreover, conversely to UL, a significant decrease 
of Fv/Fm was observed in the evening. Data suggest 
that in R. pseudoacacia leaf movements represent 
an efficient strategy to face the photoinhibition at no 
cost for plant in terms of An reduction.

Keywords  Robinia pseudoacacia, paraheliotro-
pism, high light, photoinhibition, photosynthesis

Introduction

In C3 plants, the photosynthesis steady-state 
occurs at photon flux densities lower than those 
reached under full sun-light in the central hours 
of the day; consequently light energy absorbed 
by  photosystems often results in excess of that 
can be used in photochemistry leading to pho-
toinhibition (Anderson et al. 1997). The ability of 
plants to cope with photoinhibition depends on the 
 efficiency of photon energy utilization in metabolic 
reactions and/or safe dissipation of this energy as 
heat (Niyogi 2000; Muller et al. 2001). Among 
different photoprotective mechanisms engaged 
by plant, paraheliotropism represents an efficient 
strategy that, reducing light interception, is able 
to limit excitation pressure to reaction centres due 
to high irradiance, elevated temperature and water 
stress (Pastenes et al. 2005; Jiang et al. 2006). The 
aim of the present study was to assess the contrib-
ute of leaf movement to PSII photoprotection in 
Robinia pseudoacacia L. plants grown outdoor and 
exposed during summer to a combination of high 
irradiance and temperature. Several studies have 
characterized the photosynthetic activity of this 
species in response to temperature, irradiance and 
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CO2 concentration (Mebrahtu et al. 1991, 1993) 
but no information is available on the potential 
importance of paraheliotropic movement as a mean 
to prevent photoinhibition.

Materials and methods

Plant material and growth conditions. Plants of 
R. pseudoacacia L. were grown outdoor in pots 
at environmental conditions of light, temperature 
and relative humidity of the season, irrigated every 
day and fertilized weekly with complete nutritive 
solution.

Gas exchange and chlorophyll fluorescence 
measurements. Simultaneous measurements of gas 
exchange (HCM-1000, Walz, Germany) and chlo-
rophyll fluorescence (MINI-PAM, Walz, Germany) 
were performed during the day in June 2005 at 
10:00 and 12:00 a.m., and at 15:00 and 18:00 
p.m. on young control unblocked leaves (UL) and 
blocked leaves (BL). In BL leaflets movements were 
restrained fixing their petioles to the rachis with 
narrow adhesive band. Gas exchange parameters 
were calculated according to von Caemmerer and 
Farquhar (1981). Photorespiration was determined as 
percentage of inhibited photosynthesis by O2 (IPO) 
according to Zelitch (1992). Non-photochemical 
quenching (qN), quantum yield of PSII electron 
transport (ΦPSII) and PSII efficiency factor (F’q/F’v) 
were expressed according to van Kooten and Snel 
(1990), Genty et al. (1989) and Oxborough and 
Baker (1997), respectively. Maximum PSII photo-
chemical efficiency (Fv/Fm) was determined on 30’ 
dark-adapted leaves. The statistical analysis of the 
data was performed by one-way ANOVA followed 
by Student-Newman-Keuls test.

Results

Daily gas exchange measurements

At 10:00 no difference was found between UL and 
BL in net CO2 assimilation (An), stomatal conduct-
ance (gCO2), ratio of intercellular to ambient CO2 
concentration (Ci/Ca) and IPO. From 10:00 to 15:00 
An and gCO2 declined in both leaf groups showing 
for BL values lower (p < 0.01) than UL (Fig. 1a, b). 
The strongest reduction of An and gCO2 (p < 0.001) 
was registered at 15:00 in BL when the highest 
leaf temperature was reached (Table 1). In con-
strained leaves Ci/Ca ratio increased progressively 
(p < 0.01) after 10:00 getting a maximum in the early 
afternoon (Fig. 1c) conversely to UL where the 
values did not vary significantly throughout the day 
(Fig. 1d). As regards IPO, UL showed an increase 
(p < 0.01) from the morning with a spike at 15:00 
followed by a drop at 18:00, whereas BL exhibited 
a progressive decline (p < 0.01) during the day. At 
18:00 with the decrease of light intensity and leaf 
temperature, An and gCO2, compared to values meas-
ured at 10:00, slightly increased in BL but remained 
lower (p < 0.01) than in UL.

Photochemical activity and thermal dissipation

At 10:00 incident light and temperature were the 
same on UL and BL and no difference was detected 
between leaf groups in ΦPSII, F’q/F’v and qN (Fig. 
2a–c). At midday as well as at 15:00, ΦPSII and 
F’q/F’v decreased (p < 0.001) in BL compared to 
UL whereas qN raised (p < 0.001) reaching a maxi-
mum at 15:00. At 18:00 BL showed a recovery of 
ΦPSII and F’q/F’v compared to 15:00 but the values 
remained lower than at 10:00, as well as lower than 

Table 1 Daily photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) and leaf temperature on UL and BL. Data 
are means ± SE (n = 8)

Time of day (h)  10:00 12:00 15:00 18:00

PPFD (µmol m−2 s−1) UL 815 ± 56a  625 ± 47b  898 ± 55c 316 ± 62d

 BL 821 ± 47a 1560 ± 50e 1407 ± 73e 378 ± 59d

Leaf T (°C) UL  30 ± 1a   33 ± 1b   34 ± 1b  29 ± 1a

 BL  31 ± 1a   38 ± 1c   39 ± 1c  29 ± 1a

Different letters show statistically significant differences among hours and between UL and BL
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those of UL. Differently from constrained leaves, 
UL did not exhibit differences in ΦPSII, F’q/F’v 
and qN from 10:00 to 15:00; at 18:00, when tem-
perature and light intensity declined on the leaflets 
surface, a significant rise of ΦPSII and F’q/F’v was 
registered in parallel with qN decrease (p < 0.05). 
In early morning maximum quantum efficiency of 
PSII (Fv/Fm) was similar in UL and BL (Fig. 2d). 
Conversely, in the evening a significant decrease 
(p < 0.05) of Fv/Fm was found in BL compared to 
UL where it remained unchanged.

Discussion

Restraining leaf movements BL were exposed to 
light intensities and temperatures higher than opti-
mum for photosynthesis as found by Mebrahtu et al. 
(1991, 1993); this resulted in a drop of An, ΦPSII 
and F’q/F’v at midday and at 15:00. The decrease 
of An and the Ci/Ca rise in BL during the hottest 
hours of the day suggests the occurring of non-
stomatal limitation related to  photochemical and/or 

biochemical constraints. Consistently, both pho-
tosynthetic and photorespiratory activity declined 
and F’q/F’v dropped under the threshold of 0.5 
indicated as limit value for the onset of photoin-
hibition (Chow 1994). The significant decrease of 
IPO at 12:00 and 15:00 when the highest leaf tem-
perature was reached, suggests that the  prolonged 
exposure of BL to elevated temperatures could 
have induced an impairment of Rubisco or an 
inactivation of Rubisco activase (Feller et al. 1998; 
Law and Crafts-Brandner 1999). At 18:00, when 
light and temperature dropped on leaves, An, ΦPSII 
and F’q/F’v recovered compared to 15:00 but did 
not return to initial values indicating a limitation 
at Calvin cycle and/or PSII reaction centres. The 
Fv/Fm decrease in late afternoon, compared to early 
morning, confirms a stress condition at PSII. The 
strong increase of qN at midday and 15:00  suggests 
that thermal dissipation, when photochemical path-
ways are reduced and paraheliotropic movements 
disabled, acts as main dissipative process for 
the excess of absorbed light. The leading role of 
paraheliotropism to afford photoprotection was 
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evident in UL that showed high values of ΦPSII 
and F’q/F’v throughout the day and no change in 
Fv/Fm. Thus, the An decrease at 15:00 was not due 
to non-stomatal limitations because Ci/Ca ratio 
remained unchanged during the day, but rather to 
an increase of photorespiration consistent with the 
highest IPO. Data show that paraheliotropism in 
R. pseudoacacia reducing the photon flux densities 
on leaf surface in the more critical hours of the day, 
avoids the excess of light and temperature on PSII 
thus allowing reaction centres to balance efficiently 
light capture and utilization.
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CHAPTER THREE

Functional Study of PS II and PS I Energy Use 
and Dissipation Mechanisms in Barley Wild Type 
and Chlorina Mutants Under High Light Conditions

Marian Brestic, Marek Zivcak, Katarina Olsovska, and Jana Repkova

Abstract  In the experiments with spring barley, 
wild type (cv. Kompakt) and antenna mutants (chlo-
rina f2, 104) the photosynthetic reactions of plants 
were studied under high light conditions based on 
the measurements of changes in energy use and 
distribution between PSII and PSI and dissipation 
mechanisms evoked by high light treatment. The 
results show the similar responses of wild type 
and chlorina 104 in the electron transport rate, 
 effective quantum yield of PSII, non-photochemi-
cal quenching as well as the net CO2 assimilation 
rate as compared to chlorina f2, which was more 
prone to photoinhibition due to the restricted abil-
ity to form cyclic electron transport at higher light 
intensities. This may explain to a decisive extent a 
low non-photochemical quenching which is usu-
ally co- generated by cyclic electron transport.

Keywords  Barley, antenna mutants, chlorophyll 
fluorescence, cyclic electron transport, photoinhi-
bition

Introduction

Irradiation by light could be a factor leading 
to impairment of photosynthetic mechanism. 
Autotrophic organisms dispose of acclimation 
mechanisms to high irradiance conditions. The 
knowledge of how plants respond to high light 
and how they involve complementary regulation 
mechanisms helps us to understand the limits 
in radiation use efficiency and their tolerance to 
stressful environment. Solar energy absorbed by a 
leaf is distributed between the two photosystems 
(PS II and PS I). It drives linear and cyclic elec-
tron transport producing NADPH and ATP needed 
for CO2 fixation. The ratio of these products is 
limiting for the regulation of photosynthetic proc-
ess (Allen 2003).

Cyclic electron transport is probably a key 
mechanism supplying additional ATP for CO2 fixa-
tion (Munekage et al. 2004). Various demands for 
ATP caused by variability of environmental condi-
tions could be compensated through establishment 
of ∆pH gradient by the cyclic electron transport. 
It might help to dissipate excess energy from PS 
II via non-photochemical quenching (Heber and 
Walker 1992).

J.F. Allen, E. Gantt, J.H. Golbeck, and B. Osmond (eds.), 
Photosynthesis. Energy from the Sun: 
14th International Congress on Photosynthesis,
1407–1411. © 2008 Springer.

Department of Plant Physiology, Slovak University of 
Agriculture, Tr. A. Hlinku 2, 949 76 Nitra, Slovakia
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Studies based on photosynthetic mutants help 
us know better the flexibility and complementarity 
of individual photosynthetic mechanisms. Chlorina 
barley mutants are characterized by unique changes 
in content and composition of light harvesting pig-
ment protein complexes associated with both PS II 
and PS I. Chlorina f2 mutant primarily lacks the 
major component of Lhcb1 and Lhcb6 proteins asso-
ciated with PS II and Lhca4 protein  associated with 
PS I. The chlorina 104 mutant lacks a large comple-
ment of Lhcb1 in addition to lacking 23 kD Lhca2 
protein of PS I (Bossman et al. 1997). Reactions of 
mutants to high irradiation could offer important 
information about functional  relationships within 
the photosynthetic processes and serve potentially 
for construction of new genotypes with improved 
tolerance to environmental stresses.

Materials and methods

Biological material. Barley (Hordeum vulgare L.), 
wild type (cv. Kompakt, Slovakia), chlorophyll 
b-less mutant chlorina f2 and chlorina 104.

Cultivation. Pot experiments with soil sub-
strate, growth chamber with artificial light source 
(250 µmol m−2 s−1, photoperiod 12/12 h light/dark, 
temperature 25°C/20°C day/night). Measurements 
were carried out on the fifth fully expanded leaf.

High light treatment. Thirty-minutes dark 
 adaptation of leaves at 50 µmol m−2 s−1, high light 
treatment with 1,500 µmol m−2 s−1 for 1 h, after a 
30-min dark recovery.

Measurements of modulated chlorophyll a 
 fluorescence parameters (Maxi Imaging PAM, Walz, 
Germany) after dark adaptation of leaves, 1-h high 
light treatment and after 1-, 5-, 10-, 15- and 30-min 
recovery in the dark after switching the light off.

Fast fluorescence light curves (LC): dark adap-
tation (30 min), induction curve at 125 µmol m−2 s−1 
(10 min), 30-s interval for each light intensity (21, 
45, 78, 134, 224, 347, 539, 833, 1,036, 1,295 µmol 
m−2 s−1); simultaneous measurements of modulated 
chlorophyll a fluorescence and PS I transmittance 
(Dual PAM 100, Walz, Germany) with an internal 
light source.

CO2 light curves (IRGA, CIRAS 2 and CMS, PP 
Systems, UK) with artificial light source simultane-
ously measured with chlorophyll a fluorescence using 
saturation pulse method (saturation pulse intensity 
6,500 µmol m−2 s−1 for 1 s; 30-min dark adaptation); 
Fv/Fm measured after light pre- adaptation (250 µmol 
m−2 s−1, 30 min), LC with increasing light intensity 
(0, 25, 50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 500, 800, 1,000, 
1,200 µmol m−2 s−1) and  duration 6 min, measure-
ments of gas exchange and fluorescence parameters 
after applying saturation pulse.

Fast chlorophyll a fluorescence kinetics meas-
ured by Handy PEA (Hansatech, GB) in 30-min 
dark-adapted leaf samples; saturation pulse 
(3,500 µmol m−2 s−1, 1 s) in control plants and 
after 30-min dark recovery following the high light 
treatment. Data analyzed by JIP-test (Strasser et al. 
1995) using software Biolyzer.

Results

The CO2 assimilation rate (ACO2) of barley  control 
(unstressed) plants was similar in wild type 
and chlorophyll b-deficient chlorina f2 and 104 
mutants (Fig. 1).

Chlorina f2 mutant was characterized by very 
low non-photochemical quenching (NPQ), and 
thereby a very high electron transport rate through 
the PS II as compared with wild type and chlorina 
104 mutant.

Relationship between the net CO2 assimilation 
rate (ACO2) and ETR showed a linear trend for 
chlorina f2 mutant, while wild type and chlorina 
104 obtained non-linear trends due to the values 
measured at high light intensities.

Relationship between the ACO2/ETR ratio and 
PPFD indicates a strong increase of ETR efficiency 
use for CO2 assimilation at high light intensities in 
wild type and chlorina 104, but not for chlorina f2 
mutant.

Ratio of the PS I and PS II quantum yields 
measured from rapid light curves shows higher 
values and stronger curve slope in wild type and 
chlorina 104 as compared with chlorina f2 mutant. 
Under the high light (1,500 µmol m−2 s−1, 1 h) 
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a considerable decrease of maximum quantum 
yield of PS II during dark recovery and impair-
ment of its donor side was obtained for chlorina f2 
mutant comparing to wild type and chlorina 104, 
which indicates a strong predisposition to pho-
toinhibition of PSII. We observed a PSII donor 
side inhibition shown as increase of variable 

fluorescence in the fast fluorescence kinetics in 
time 0,3 ms (K-step).

The shape of dark recovery curve and analysis 
its time fractions show markedly reduced qT phase 
of the non-photochemical quenching related to the 
state transition and redistribution of LHC com-
plexes between the both PS II and PS I (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1 Photosynthetic characteristics of barley plants recorded by simultaneous measurements of CO2 assimilation and 
chlorophyll fluorescence: (a) net photosynthesis (ACO2 µmol m−2 s−1) (b) electron transport rate (ETR µmol m−2 s−1), (c) 
nonphotochemical quenching (NPQ rel. units) as related to light intensity, (d) relationship between ACO2 and ETR, (e) ACO2/
ETR ratio related to light intensity, (f) quantum yield ratio of PSI and PSII (ΦPSI/ΦPSII) related to light intensity
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Discussion

To understand better how plants optimize their life 
and functioning in natural environment it is essen-
tial to know the interplay between the  different 
mechanisms of photosynthesis. As it is already 
known from the different light sensitivity studies of 
various plant species, keeping the  photosynthesis at 
work in stress conditions through evolving numer-
ous photoprotective mechanisms is critical for 
plant fitness and survival. Recent  studies have pro-
vided new insights into the ways that plants may 
dissipate excess photons and electrons, thereby 
protecting the photosynthetic apparatus against 
photodamage.

Number of studies (Golding and Johnson 2003; 
Johnson 2005; Munekage 2004) have demonstrated 

that cyclic electron transport may be important for 
photosynthesis and photoprotection, although the 
contribution of cyclic electron flow to regula-
tion of ATP/NADPH ratio and non-photochemical 
quenching through generation of trans-thylakoid 
∆pH is still discussed (Kramer et al. 2004; Laisk 
et al. 2005). Our results show an interference 
of photochemical and non-photochemical proc-
esses as well as involvement of cyclic electron 
transport and redistribution of LHC complexes 
between PSII and PSI as found previously in 
Haldrup et al. (2001) and Yang et al. (2006), which 
may protect the photosynthetic apparatus against 
photoinhibition. We found in chlorina f2 almost 
constant low PSI/PSII quantum yield ratio suggest-
ing a restricted ability to drive the cyclic electron 
transport, which may along with a low NPQ values 
caused probably by insufficient trans-thylakoid 
∆pH necessary also for ATP biosynthesis (Heber 
and Walker 1992; Munekage et al. 2002, 2004). 
The results suggest that one possible reason which 
may cause higher susceptibility to photoinhibition 
in chlorina f2 is decreased ability of state transi-
tion, by which plants can balance the distribution 
of absorbed light energy between the two photo-
systems. It leads to restricted ability to activate the 
cyclic electron transport at higher light intensities 
in this mutant, which might partly explain low val-
ues of the non-photochemical quenching generated 
effectively by cyclic electron transport.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Response to Ozone of Fagus sylvatica L. Seedlings 
Under Competition, in an Open-Top Chamber Experiment: 
A Chlorophyll Fluorescence Analysis

Filippo Bussotti1, Chiara Cascio1, Reto J. Strasser2, and Kristopher Novak3

Abstract  This study was carried out within an 
open-top chamber facility in Southern Switzerland. 
The experiment was performed in the year 2004 
and consisted in small populations of Fagus sylvatica 
L. seedlings growing in pure culture and under the 
competition of Viburnum lantana L. seedlings, in 
sub-plots in four non filtered (NF, i.e. treated with 
ambient air) and four charcoal-filtered chambers 
(CF, i.e. treated with air containing 50% of ambi-
ent air ozone). Chlorophyll a fluorescence of the 
PS II was measured once a month from June to 
September 2004. PS II efficiency and performances 
tended to decrease over time in the NF chambers as 
compared to CF ones, in the Fagus sylvatica plants 
growing without competition. On the other hand, 
the presence of Viburnum lantana (which grows 
faster than Fagus sylvatica) seemed to protect the 
photosynthesis machinery of the Fagus sylvatica 
plants growing under competition.

Keywords  Chlorophyll fluorescence, competi-
tion, Fagus sylvatica, rising transient, open-top 
chambers, ozone

Introduction

Ozone is a well-known factor affecting photo-
synthesis functionality in plants. Damage occurs 
primarily in the processes of carbon sequestra-
tion, through the inactivation of Rubisco (Dann 
and Pell 1989). The most commonly detected 
first response consists in the lowering of net pho-
tosynthesis (Gravano et al. 2004; Novak et al. 
2005). However, mechanisms of photosynthesis 
recovery and  compensation have been highlighted 
in  previous papers (Bussotti et al. 2007). Many 
experiments were carried out on seedlings of forest 
tree species in growth chambers or open-top cham-
bers. In natural conditions young trees cope with 
fluctuating ecological factors, especially with the 
variation of soil moisture and light environment. 
These conditions are usual at the edge of wood-
lands, and are due to competitive relations within 
the native vegetation. The role of competition on 
the responses to ozone of young Fagus sylvatica 
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trees was studied in a open-top chamber experi-
ment in Southern Switzerland, in order to evaluate 
the influence of ozone on forest recruitment.

Materials and methods

Experimental set-up. The study was conducted 
at an open-top chamber (OTC) facility located at 
Lattecaldo, Southern Switzerland. The experimen-
tal design consisted of two ozone treatments with 
four replications (eight plots): four non filtered 
(NF) with 93% of the ambient ozone concentrations 
and four charcoal-filtered (CF) OTCs with 47% of 
the ambient ozone. AOT40 (ozone concentration 
accumulated over a threshold of 40 ppb)  values 
from the end of April to the middle of October 
2004 reached 26.8 ppm h in open air; 21.8 ppm h 
in NF and 4.1 ppm h in the CF plots. Each OTC 
was divided into equal thirds. In spring of 2003, 
each third was planted with 28 seedlings arranged 
in a grid design using 20 cm spacing between 
plants. One section of the chamber was planted 
with a monoculture of 4-year-old Fagus sylvatica L. 
seedlings, a second section with a monoculture of 
2-year-old Viburnum lantana L. seedlings and the 
third section with a 1:1 mixture of the two species 
(14 seedlings of Fagus sylvatica and 14 seedlings 
of Viburnum lantana).

Fluorescence measurements. Fluorescence 
parameters were measured on 9 June, 6 July, 3 
August and 10 September 2004. Measurements 
were performed on eight Fagus sylvatica per plot 
(four in the monoculture, four in the mixed col-
ture), on four leaves per plant. Measurements were 
carried out by means of an FIM 1500  fluorimeter 
(ADC Bioscientific Ltd., Hodderston, UK). The 
leaves were dark-adapted for 30 min. One of the 
most important parameter derived from the tran-
sient analysis is the maximum quantum yield of 
primary photochemistry ϕP0 [=(FM − F0)/FM = 
FV/FM]. The efficiency by which a trapped photon 
can move an electron into the electron transport 
chain further than QA

− is expressed by ψ0 [= 1 − VJ 
= (F2ms − F0)/(FM − F0)], where VJ is the value of 
the variable fluorescence at the step J. The density 

of the QA
− reducing reaction centres per excited 

leaf cross section is expressed by RC/CS0 [= ϕP0 
(VJ/M0)F0], where M0 is the initial slope of the 
rising transient. These parameters were combined 
into a performance index on absorption basis, PIABS 
(Strasser et al. 2004).

Results

Our observations were carried out in the second 
year after planting. Viburnum lantana grew faster 
than Fagus sylvatica and, in the mixed plots, Fagus 
sylvatica seedlings were completely shaded from 
the tallest plants of Viburnum lantana (the height 
of Viburnum lantana was about 90 cm vs. the 60 cm 
of Fagus sylvatica). The eight of Viburnum lantana 
was significantly higher in mixed respect to the 
monocolture plots of this same species (Novak 
et al., in press), but no differences were found in 
the eighth of Fagus sylvatica plants throughout 
the different plots. No significant differences were 
found between NF and CF plots.

The monthly behaviour of relative values (NF/
CF) of selected JIP-test parameters (ϕP0; ψ0; PIABS) 
is shown in Fig. 1A. In the monoculture plots, these 
values tended to decrease over the season, whereas 
in the mixed plots the annual trends were very less 
evident. On a yearly basis, the values of the con-
sidered parameters were higher in the mixed than 
in the monoculture plots (Table 1A): ϕP0: +3.2% in 
CF and +5% in NF chambers; Ψ0: +6.6% in CF and 
+9.8% in NF chambers; PIABS: +25.3% in CF and 
+38.4% in NF chambers. On the other hands, the 
values of NF as compared to CF were significantly 
lower only for ϕP0 in mixed culture (−2.1%). 
ANOVA analysis (Table 1B) reveals that all param-
eters responded significantly only to the variable 
“Population” (monoculture vs. mixed plots).

The rising transients were normalized per F0 
and FM (F0 = 0; FM = 1) to make them comparable. 
The so-called ∆V curves (Strasser et al. 2004) were 
constructed by subtracting for each point from 0 
to P, the corresponding values (NF-CF to high-
light the effect of ozone both in monoculture and 
mixed conditions). The ∆V curves show the peaks 
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of fluorescence, in particular the J and I steps at 
about 2 and 30–50 ms (∆VJ and ∆VI). These peaks 
are specially evident in the Mono(NF) plots at the 
end of the growing season (September, Fig. 1B), 
thus indicating the accumulation of fluorescent 
compounds and a lowering of the efficiency of the 
electron transport in respect to Mixed plots in the 
same conditions.

The earliest fluorescence behaviour can be evi-
denced by subtraction of the fluorescence transient 
curves normalized between F0 and FJ (1C). The 
∆VK band, at 0.2–0.4 ms, represents the inactivation 
of the oxygen evolving system (OES, Strasser et 
al. 2004); whereas at 0.15–0.2 ms, ∆VL band indi-
cates a loss of the energetic connectivity and the 
onset senescence processes (Strasser et al. 2004). 
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There, we have reported only the data from the assessment of September, when the effect of ozone was higher
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A (K–L) band has been found a September in 
monoculture (NF) plots.

Discussion

In a previous paper on this same experiment 
(Novak et al., in press), Fagus sylvatica seedlings 
grown in mixed culture with Viburnm lantana 
plantlets showed a lesser sensitivity to foliar ozone 
symptoms and a reduced growth as compared 
to the same species grown in monoculture. This 
behaviour was probably caused by the alteration of 
the light environment, because in mixture condi-
tions Fagus sylvatica leaves were shaded by the 
tallest hypogeous apparatus of Viburnum lantana. 
Lack of light caused the reduction of stomatal 
conductance and ozone uptake. The behaviour of 
the seedlings in monoculture, on the other hand, 
displayed some typical traits of ozone stress, as 
described by Cascio et al. (submitted): the relative 

stability of ϕP0; a negative yearly trend of the PSII 
performances (expressed as PIABS) over the year 
and the ∆VI peak in Fig. 1C.

The data here presented suggest that shaded 
leaves are also protected against photoinhibition, 
and always remain more efficient than sun-exposed 
leaves. Growing in a competitive environment may 
be an advantage at least in the first period of the 
seedling’s life.
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Table 1 A. Relative values selected JIP-test parameters 
in relation to the cultural conditions (Mixed/Mono ratios 
in CF and NF plots), and ozone treatment – (NF/CF ratios 
in monoculture and mixed populations). Legend: Ozone 
Treatment: NF = not filtered chambers; CF = charcoal fil-
tered chambers; Population: Mono = monoculture; Mixed 
= Mixed culture with Viburnum lantana. B. Factorial 
ANOVA: P level according to treatment, Population and 
their interaction. In bold are evidenced the factors signifi-
cant with P < 0.05

 ϕP0 Ψ0 PIABS

A
Mixed/Mono CF 1.0511 1.0664 1.2982
 NF 1.0329 1.0981 1.6253
NF/CF Mono 0.97937 0.9812 0.91309
 Mixed 0.99760 0.9984 1.10600
B    
Ozone (NF–CF)  0.1291 0.4469 0.8537
Population  0.0000 0.0043 0.0028
(Mixed–Mono)
Interaction ozone  0.2322 0.5852 0.44367
X Pop.



CHAPTER FIVE

Variability of Photosynthetic Performances in Tree 
Seedlings Under Ozone and Water Stress

Chiara Cascio1, Filippo Bussotti1, Reto J. Strasser2, and Riccardo Marzuoli3

Abstract  Analysis of the variability in photo-
synthetic properties and responses (within and 
among individuals) is important in assessing the 
impact of stress factors in plant population and 
communities, as well as in supporting remote sens-
ing techniques. Photosynthesis parameters, namely 
the Performance Index (PIABS), assessed by direct 
fluorescence techniques, were measured during 
an open-top chamber experiment at Curno (North 
Italy) in 2005. This experiment consisted in treat-
ments of seedlings belonging to different tree spe-
cies, in non filtered (NF, i.e. treated with ambient 
air) and charcoal-filtered (CF, i.e. treated with air 
with 50% of ambient air ozone) air, in watered (W) 
and not watered (D) conditions. The variability of 
PIABS was tested by means of the coefficient of var-
iation (CV% = standard deviation/mean expressed 
as percent). CV% changed over time: it is higher at 
the beginning of the season and lower in the central 

months of the summer. CV% was usually higher in 
stressful conditions and correlated negatively with 
PIABS. This finding indicates that moderate stress 
factors act selectively on different individuals, 
and individual differences within population are 
enhanced.

Keywords  Chlorophyll fluorescence, coefficient 
of variation, drought, open-top chambers, ozone, 
Performance Index

Introduction

The photosynthesis behaviour of plants under 
 environmental stress factors is a crucial item to 
study the fate of plant communities in a  changing 
environment. Species-specific differences of 
 sensitivity can alter the relative growth and, con-
sequently, the competitiveness among members 
of a same plant assemblage. However, different 
responses can be found not only among differ-
ent species (inter-specific differences), but also 
among different populations of a same species (see, 
e.g., Paludan-Müller et al. 1999) according to the 
acclimation levels reached with the environmental 
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 factors, and among different individuals within a 
same population. Lastly, the same individual can 
respond differently, due to specific  ecological 
and physiological conditions, and to the age and 
position of the leaves on the branch or in the 
crown (e.g., sun vs. shade leaves). The study and 
the knowledge of the photosynthesis heterogene-
ity is important to assess properly the responses 
to stress agents at the whole plant or community 
level. In this work, the data already presented in a 
previous paper (Cascio et al., submitted), have been 
re-elaborated in order to identify the main factors 
influencing their variability.

Materials and methods

Experimental set-up. The experiment was conducted 
at the open-top chambers (OTCs)  facilities at Curno. 
The experimental set-up consisted in eight OTCs, 
four were charcoal-filtered (CF, that received about 
50% of the ozone present in the open air concentra-
tion) and four treated with ambient, non-filtered air 
(NF, that received about 98% of the ozone present in 
the open air concentration). The experimental set-up 
was subdivided into two blocs, separated by a steel 
slab. In the W (watered) bloc, the plots were watered 
regularly. In the D (dry) bloc, only emergency water-
ing was performed. Overall, over the period from 
April to September, W plots were given 1,063 mm; 
while D plots were given 582 mm. Ozone exposures 
were reported as AOT 40 (cumulated concentrations 
above the ozone threshold of 40 ppb): in the period 
April-September 2005 it was 26,060 ppb h in the 
open air conditions, 17,410 in NF plots and 1,230 in 
CF plots. In each chamber were grown four seedlings 
2–3 years old of Populus nigra L. (PN), Fagus syl-
vatica L. (FS) and Quercus robur L. (QR).

Fluorescence measurements. Fluorescence 
parameters were measured on 30 May, 28 June, 
26 July, 30 August and 26 September of 2005. All 
measurements were carried out between 9 and 12 
a.m. on two plants per plot per each species, on 
four leaves per plant. Measurements were taken 
by means of a HandyPea fluorimeter (Hansatech 
Instruments, Pentney – Norfolk, UK). The leaves 

were  dark-adapted for 30 min with leaf clips. The 
rising transients were induced by a red light (peak 
at 650 nm) of 600 W m−2. Several parameters can be 
derived from the polyphasic Chl a fluorescence rise 
OJIP that provides information on photosynthesis. 
One of the most important parameters is the maxi-
mum quantum yield of primary photochemistry ϕP0 
[=(FM − F0)/FM = FV/FM]. ϕP0 corresponds to the effi-
ciency by which an absorbed photon will be trapped 
by PSII reaction centres (TR0/ABS). The efficiency 
with which a trapped photon can move an electron 
into the electron transport chain further than Q−

A is 
expressed by ψ0 [= 1 − VJ = (F2ms − F0)/(FM − F0)], 
where VJ is the value of the variable fluorescence at 
the step J. The density of the Q−

A reducing reaction 
centres per excited leaf cross section is expressed by 
RC/CS0 [= ϕP0 (VJ/M0)F0], where M0 is the initial 
slope of the rising transient. These parameters were 
combined into a performance index on absorption 
basis, PIABS (Strasser et al. 2004):
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where γRC is the fraction of reaction centre chlo-
rophyll relative to total chlorophyll: γRC = ChlRC/
Chltotal Since Chltot = Chlantenna + ChlRC, we get: 
γRC/(1 − γRC) = ChlRC/Chlantenna = RC/ABS.

Results

The coefficients of variation (CV%) of the 
Performance Index (PIABS), expressed as % of the 
mean (CV% = [standard deviation/mean]*100), 
were calculated for each homogeneous experi-
mental condition, represented by four independent 
variables (Species [PN, QR, FS] × Ozone treatment 
[CF, NF] × Drought Treatment [W, D] × Month 
[May, June, July, August, September]). Means and 
standard deviations were calculated on four repli-
cates, each representing a different seedling.

Overall, CV% was higher in Fagus sylvatica 
(35.6%) than Quercus robur (28%) and Populus 
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Table 1 Factorial ANOVA. The significance of the effects (ozone treatment, drought 
treatment and their interactions) is expressed with P level. In bold are evidenced the fac-
tors significant with P < 0.05. FS = Fagus sylvatica; QR: Quercus robur; PN = Populus 
nigra

Treatment  Species  

 FS QR PN All species

Ozone (NF–CF) 0.212551 0.027826 0.773924 0.366464
Drought (D–W) 0.004813 0.40655 0.875538 0.044275
Ozone × drought 0.029148 0.131899 0.077984 0.400533
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Fig. 1 A, B. Correlations between the relative variation of the Average PI(abs) and the corresponding relative variation of CV%, 
on logarithmic scale, in the overall sample. A. Relative values express the effect of drought (D/W). B. Relative values express 
the effect of ozone (NF/CF). Labels represent: the month of sampling (1 = May, 2 = June, 3 = July, 4 = August, 5 = September), 
the species (FS = Fagus sylvatica; QR = Quercus robur; PN = Populus nigra) and the treatment condition (nf = not filtered 
plots; cf = charcoal filtered plots). The correlation values for drought effect are (1A): All species: r = −0.4729, p = 0.0170; 
FS: r = −0.7003, p = 0.0241; QR: r = −0.5757, p = 0.0816; PN: r = −0.5443, p = 0.4329. The correlation values for ozone effect 
are (1B): All species: −r = −0.3654, p = 0.0664; FS: −r = −0.1101, p = 0.7620; QR: −r = 0.00713, p = 0.8448; PN: −r = 0.6733, 
p = 0.1426. C, D. Drought (C) and ozone (D) effect on Fagus sylvatica. The dotted lines represent the mean relative 
values of PIABS respect to the drought (Fig. 1C = D/W) and ozone treatment (Fig. 1D = NF/CF) in the different months 
(magnified ×50). Error bars represent the mean CV%. Thin bars are relative to the more stressful treatment (D in Fig. 1C and 
NF in Fig. 1D), whereas thick bars are relative to the less stressful treatment (W in Fig. 1C and CF in Fig. 1D)
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nigra (21.8%). Table 1 shows the significance of 
the effects of ozone and drought treatments on 
a yearly basis (by pooling all dates), and their 
interactions, for the different species. Drought 
treatment was the most relevant factor affecting 
the variability of the data. CV% increased in D 
conditions, as compared to W plots, both in Fagus 
sylvatica (+28% in CF plots) and Quercus robur 
(+15% in NF plots).

Figure 1A, B reports respectively the effects of 
drought and ozone in affecting the CV%, for the 
overall sample. Generally speaking, the increase of 
the relative value of PIABS was accompanied to the 
decrease of the corresponding CV%, both in con-
sequence of ozone and water stress. This effect can 
be recorded also on Fagus sylvatica and Quercus 
robur under drought stress, but no specific behav-
iour was found in the case of ozone treatment.

The pattern of CV % over the year is reported 
in Fig. 1C, D for Fagus sylvatica (this species was 
taken in account as example), in relation both to 
the Drought (C) and Ozone (D) treatments. In most 
cases CV% declined in July, whereas was higher 
in the first and in the latter months of the growth 
season (the first corresponding to the leaf maturation 
period and the latter to the senescence processes and 
stress factor effects). In presence of one stress factor 
(respectively drought and ozone), CV% increased.

Discussion

The main result was the increase of CV% in 
stressful conditions, and that is inversely related 
to with the mean PIABS values (cf. data of Cascio 

et al., submitted). This finding indicates that 
moderate stress factors act selectively on differ-
ent individuals, and differential responses are 
enhanced. Drought represents a more powerful 
factor affecting the plant responses variability 
than ozone. CV% was higher at the beginning 
(immature leaves) and the end of the season 
(because of the effect of stress factors and aging 
processes) than in the central months, when leaves 
were fully functioning.
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CHAPTER SIX

A Universal Correlation Between Flash-Induced P700 
Redox Kinetics and Photoinactivation of Photosystem II 
in All Leaves?

Pasquale Losciale1,2, Riichi Oguchi1,3, Luke Hendrickson1,4, Alexander B. Hope5, 
Luca Corelli-Grappadelli2, and Wah Soon Chow1

Abstract  Assaying functional Photosystem II 
(PSII) complexes by flash-induced oxygen yield 
from leaf tissue after photoinhibition is most direct 
but time-consuming, while measurement of chloro-
phyll fluorescence in leaves is only representative 
of chloroplasts near the leaf surface. To circumvent 
these deficiencies, we obtained an excellent linear 
correlation between (a) the integrated, transient 
electron flow (Σ) to PS I, after superimposing a 
single-turnover flash on steady far-red light, and 
(b) the relative oxygen yield per flash during 
progressive photoinactivation of Photosystem II. 
Leaves of C3 and C4 plants, woody and herbaceous 
species, wild type and a chlorophyll b-less mutant, 
and monocot and dicot plants gave a single linear 

correlation, which seems to be a universal relation 
for predicting the relative oxygen yield per flash 
from Σ.

Keywords  Chlorophyll fluorescence, P700, pho-
toinactivation, photoinhibition, Photosystem I, 
Photosystem II

Introduction

Illumination with saturating single-turnover, repet-
itive flashes allows quantification of Photosystem 
(PS) II reaction centres in leaf tissue from the O2/
flash (Chow et al. 1989). This method is direct, but 
time-consuming. Commonly, a chlorophyll (Chl) 
fluorescence parameter such as Fv/Fm(e.g. Park et al. 
1996) or 1/Fo − 1/Fm (e.g. Lee et al. 1999) has been 
found to be correlated with the oxygen yield per 
flash. However, the precise correlation may depend 
on plant species and growth conditions.

The main obstacle to establishing a  universal rela-
tion between a Chl fluorescence parameter and that 
of the oxygen yield per flash after a  photoinhibition 
treatment is that the former is representative of 
chloroplasts near the leaf surface, while the (slow) 
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oxygen measurement refers to the whole tissue. In 
search for a rapid, whole-tissue assay of functional 
PS II reaction centres remaining after photoinhi-
bition, we explored the integrated, flash-induced 
delivery of electrons (Σ) from PS II to P700+, the 
oxidized primary donor in PS I. Detection of P700+ 
formation is by an absorbance change at 820 nm 
(reference 870 nm), a wavelength at which the radia-
tion penetrates the whole tissue. In this study, we 
found Σ to be robustly correlated with the oxygen 
yield per flash among C3 and C4 plants, herbaceous 
and woody plants, a wild type and a Chl b-less 
mutant, and monocot and dicot plants.

Methods

PS II functionality. The functional PSII content 
was quantified by flash-induced oxygen evolution, 
using repetitive single-turnover, saturating flashes 
(Chow et al. 1989). The O2 yield flash−1 m−2 of 
photoinhibited leaf segments was normalized to 
that of the non-photoinhibited control to obtain the 
functional fraction of PSII.

Measurement of redox kinetics of P700. After 
O2 measurements, each leaf segment was used 
for measuring redox changes of P700 with a dual 
wavelength (820/870 nm) unit and a PAM fluor-
ometer (Walz, Germany) (Chow and Hope 2004). 
To obtain redox changes due to a flash superim-
posed on continuous far-red light, a steady-state 
was sought by illumination with far-red light 
(12 µmol m−2 s−1, 102-FR, Walz, Germany). Then 
a saturating, single-turnover flash was applied. 
The analogue signal (representing [P700+]) was 
digitized and stored in a computer using a home-
written program. Flashes were given at 0.2 Hz, 
and 25 signals were averaged. The maximum 
signal after the flash was taken as the total amount 
of photo-oxidizable P700, and used to normalize 
the trace.

A kinetic model of the redox kinetics of P700+. 
Consider a reservoir of P700+, at a fractional con-
centration y, the maximum value of y being 1.00. 
Under far-red illumination of leaf discs, P700+ is 
generated by photo-oxidation at a rate ko(1 − y), 

where ko is the rate coefficient of photo-oxidation. 
P700+ is reduced by a steady basal electron flux 
B. When a flash is applied, a transient electron 
flux arrives (predominantly from PS II) at P700+ 
with a time-dependent rate R(t); next, far-red light 
restores y to the steady-state value yss. At a given 
instant, the rate of increase of y is

 dy/dt = ko(1-y) – B – R(t) (1)

 ∴ R(t)= ko(1-y) – B – dy/dt (2)

The integrated transient electron input to PS I is

= →∫∑ R T, y
T

T

0

, where at time ( )t dt yss i

Substituting ko(1 − y) − B − dy/dt from Eq. 2 for 
R(t),

 ∑ = −( ) + −∫1
0

y k y y dtss o ss

T

( )  (3)

Results

Redox kinetics of P700 induced by a flash 
in the presence of far-red light

In the presence of far-red light, the majority (~90%) 
of P700 was oxidized in the steady state (Fig. 1). 
When a flash was superimposed, the remaining 
P700 was oxidized, giving a transient peak signal 
corresponding to the total photo-oxidizable P700. 
Normalized to the transient peak value, the kinetic 
traces depict the fraction of P700 oxidized at any 
instant. Thus, as electrons arrived at P700+ from 
PSII, a downward signal corresponded to reduc-
tion of P700+. Concurrently, the continuous far-red 
light oxidized P700 back to the steady-state level 
with rate coefficient ko. Figure 1A shows that with 
increasing extent of photoinactivation of PSII, the 
dip became shallower, as fewer electrons per flash 
were delivered to PS I.

A measure of the transient electrons arriving 
at P700+ per flash is given by the parameter Σ 
(Eq. 3). Evaluation of Σ requires an estimation of 
ko. We estimated ko by fitting each trace (details in 
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Losciale et al. 2008). Figure 1B displays an exam-
ple of a curve fitted to the data points.

Correlation between Σ and the oxygen yield 
per flash

Figure 2 depicts the linear correlation of Σ with the 
oxygen yield per flash for the various plant species 
(r2 = 0.96). There was a residual value (0.083) of Σ 
when the oxygen evolution per flash was zero.

Discussion

Advantages in using P700 redox kinetics 
for monitoring PS II functionality

Measurement of P700 in a leaf segment involved 
the whole tissue because the measuring beam at 
820 nm (reference 870 nm) readily penetrated the 
tissue. The saturating actinic flash was able to 
excite all PS II complexes in the tissue. Since the 
whole tissue was sampled, the P700 kinetic signal 
well matched the oxygen signal, also induced by 
saturating flashes. Indeed, a plot of the transient 
electrons per flash against O2/flash gave a straight 
line with relatively little scatter (r2 = 0.96). Even 
the Chl b-less barely mutant, with only half the Chl 
per area compared with the wild type, followed the 
same straight line as other plants (Fig. 2).

Measurement of P700 redox kinetics is rapid, 
requiring only 1–2 min; it can be made on an 
attached leaf. In contrast, measurement of the 
oxygen was very slow, and the oxygen yield 
per flash had a significant scatter because of the 
small amount of oxygen evolved, especially from 
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severely-photoinhibited leaf segments. Further, the 
Fv/Fm ratio of the samples had a much poorer 
correlation with O2/flash, and depended on plant 
material and on which side the fluorescence was 
measured from (data not shown).

A residual value of Σ

In Fig. 2, the straight line intercepted the y-axis at 
0.083, i.e., about 8% of the flash-induced transient 
electrons arrived at P700+ even when there were no 
functional PS II reaction centres. The residual tran-
sient electrons could have travelled along a cyclic 
path involving PS I. Therefore, if the quantity Σ 
is used to calculate the fraction of functional PS 
II, the small residual, flash-induced electron flow 
should be taken into account.

The magnitude of Σ

The magnitude of Σ (~0.75 units of P700+ in con-
trol samples) was less than the total content of 
P700. This is an under-estimation of the input of 
flash-induced electrons from PS II, because the 
ratio of PS II to PS I reaction centres is consider-
ably greater than 1 (Fan et al. 2007). Therefore, one 
expects more electrons to be transferred from PS II 
to P700+ than the magnitude of Σ indicates.

Evaluation of Σ depends on an accurate value 
of ko. Estimation of ko in leaf tissue is difficult. In 
Fig. 2B, the curve fitting to the data points only 
gave an apparent ko, because as electrons from 
PS II percolated through highly-oxidized carri-
ers (in far-red light) towards P700+, they were 

shared among P700, plastocyanin and cytochrome 
f. Consequently, when a far-red photon oxidized 
P700, another shared electron could quickly fill the 
electron hole. A more rigorous determination of Σ 
will have to await a more accurate determination 
of ko. The validity of the correlations reported here, 
however, is not affected by this factor.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Oxygen Evolution and Chlorophyll Fluorescence 
Under Extreme Desiccation in the Aquatic Bryophyte 
Fontinalis antipyretica

Ricardo Duarte Cruz1, Cristina Branquinho2,3, and Jorge Marques da Silva1

Abstract  Our objective was to measure the 
impact of different levels and periods of desic-
cation in photosynthesis and respiration in the 
aquatic bryophyte Fontinalis antipyretica, using 
oxygen evolution, chlorophyll a fluorescence and 
ion leakage techniques. We found a substantial 
increase in O2 consumption during the dark that 
was not inhibited by the mitochondrial inhibitors 
myxothiazol and propyl gallate. Photosynthetic 
activity decreased severely under extreme desicca-
tion as shown by oxygen evolution and chlorophyll 
fluorescence parameters. F. antipyretica showed 
to be extremely sensitive to the imposed desicca-
tion conditions being unable to recover its normal 
metabolic activity. This can be the result of cellular 
membrane damage since a substantial electrolyte 
leakage was observed.

Keywords  Mosses, oxidative burst, photosynthe-
sis, electrolyte leakage, respiration

Introduction

In face of the current climate changes, drought 
has been increasing worldwide. In particular it is 
expected that the Mediterranean region suffers in 
future with more severe and prolonged droughts. 
This will be particularly important in intermittent 
Mediterranean streams. Fontinalis antipyretica is 
an aquatic bryophyte of river springs which is 
adapted to intermittent streams being able to loose 
or gain water in response to environmental changes 
in particular during the dry season (Glime and Vitt 
1984). During the drying process, terrestrial bryo-
phytes suffer several impacts including chloroplast 
ultrastructural changes, mitochondrial deformation, 
vacuolar breakdown into smaller vesicles (Glime 
2007) and membrane damage which compromises 
cell structure and induces ion leakage (Brown 
and Buck 1979; Oliver et al. 2005). The impacts 
may last only for a few minutes or may cause 
permanent damage (Oliver and Bewley 1984). 
During  rehydration loss of nutrients may occur 
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(Gupta 1977). Terrestrial desiccation-tolerant bryo-
phytes protect their cell membranes from oxidative 
destruction. In these species, there is induction of 
H2O2 production in light, reduction of the loss of 
K+, and reduction in oxygen release from photo-
system II (Glime 2007). On the other hand, dehy-
dration of desiccation-intolerant bryophytes causes 
disruption of cellular membranes, leakage of cyto-
plasmic solutes and protein denaturation due to the 
accumulation of reactive oxygen species (Oldenhof 
et al. 2006) and the removal of water from biomol-
ecules (Crowe et al. 1992). The rate of desiccation 
is important since even desiccation- tolerant plants 
require a slow drying process to induce protective 
mechanisms that allow tissues to survive dehy-
dration (Glime 2007). Most of the information 
concerning the mechanisms of tolerance to desic-
cation was obtained in terrestrial bryophytes. Our 
objective was to measure the impact of different 
levels and periods of desiccation in photosynthesis 
and respiration of the aquatic bryophyte Fontinalis 
antipyretica, using oxygen evolution, chlorophyll a 
fluorescence and ion leakage techniques.

Materials and methods

Plant material. Samples of the aquatic moss 
Fontinalis antipyretica L. ex Hedw. were collected 
at Serra de S. Mamede, Portugal, and brought to the 
laboratory under cooling conditions. Mosses were 
rinsed in distilled water and grown in a growth 
chamber at 17°C day/12°C night, 20–30 µmol 
m−2 s−1 PAR and photoperiod of 16 h. Ten shoot 
moss tips with 1 cm each (three replicates) were 
 collected for each measurement.

Desiccation conditions. During the desiccation 
period, samples were maintained under controlled 
temperature (21°C) and at different relative humid-
ities (RH) (23%, 50%, 95%), using saturated salt 
solutions of KC2H3O2, Ca(NO3)2.4H2O and K2SO4, 
respectively, for several periods of time (30 min up 
to 40 days). After desiccation, recovery was made 
through immersion in 1 mL deionised water with 
20 µL 5 mM KHCO3 at 17°C, during oxygen evolu-
tion measurements.

Oxygen exchange measurements. Measurements 
of oxygen exchange were done before and after 
desiccation induction using a Clark type liquid 
phase oxygen electrode (Hansatech Instruments 
Ltd., Norfolk, UK), for 10 min in the dark, 10 min 
under PAR 46 µmol m−2 s−1 and in the dark again 
for 5 min. Gross photosynthesis was calculated as A 
+ R (A = net photosynthesis; R = dark  respiration). 
Photoinhibition was minimized by the addition of 
KHCO3 (non-limiting inorganic carbon source).

Chlorophyll fluorescence measurements. 
Chlorophyll fluorescence measurements were made 
simultaneously with oxygen exchange measure-
ments with a PAM 101 Chlorophyll Fluorometer 
(Heinz Walz GmbH, Effeltrich, Germany). At 
the end of the dark period, a saturating light 
pulse (approximately 4,000 µmol m−2 s−1) (KL2500 
LCD, Schott AG, Mainz, Germany) was applied 
over the measuring light to determine maximum 
efficiency of photosystem II (Fv/Fm), and another 
saturating pulse was given at the end of the light 
period to determine the effective efficiency of pho-
tosystem II (ΦPSII).

Conductivity measurements. After oxygen evo-
lution measurements, the solution from the elec-
trode chamber was collected, diluted in 3 mL of 
deionised water and conductivity was measured 
with a conductimeter (Con 5 – EcoScan, Eutech 
Instruments, Singapore).

Mitochondrial respiration inhibition experiments. 
Independent experiments were made to determine 
the effects of mitochondrial respiration inhibitors 
(0.03 mM myxothiazol and 0.3 mM propyl gallate) 
on oxygen consumption.

Results

Oxygen exchange

In the dark, control samples presented average 
values of oxygen consumption of 15 µmol O2 kg−1 
DW s−1. After 30 min in a RH controlled atmos-
phere (23%, 50%, 95%), samples presented very 
high oxygen consumption in the dark for the first 
5 min (Fig. 1), which was not inhibited by the 
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 mitochondrial respiration inhibitors myxothiazol 
and propyl gallate (Table 1).

The increase was highest (about 1,000%) in RH 
23%. After 30 min of desiccation, this increase in 
O2 consumption was already present. However, 
after 1 week, this value was about half of the 
observed maximum.

Control samples presented an average value of 
gross photosynthesis of about 23 µmol O2 kg−1 
DW s−1. After 30 min in 23% RH (Fig. 2A) and 50% 
RH (Fig. 2B), oxygen production decreased about 
60% and 35%, respectively, and after 1 h oxygen 

production was almost absent. In 95% RH, only 50% 
of the oxygen production was inhibited, and after 
7 days there was still some degree of measurable 
oxygen production, although very low (Fig. 2C).

Chlorophyll fluorescence

The average control value of Fv/Fm was 0.735. 
After 30 min at 23% RH, it decreased 25% being 
completely inhibited after 2 h (Fig. 2D). In 50% 
RH, the decrease of Fv/Fm was less rapid (Fig. 2E). 
In 95% RH, only a 5–10% decrease was observed 
after 24 h and of 60% after 1 week, being totally 
inhibited after 2 weeks (Fig. 2F). For 23% and 
50% RH an inhibition of about 10% of ΦPSII was 
observed after 30 min of stress over the control 
value of 0.395. However, in the first case, the 
effective PSII photochemical efficiency decreased 
to 0 after 2 h (Fig. 2D), while in the second case 
an inhibition of only 40% had occurred (Fig. 2E). 
At 95% RH, an inhibition of 20% after 24 h and 
of 75% by the end of the week was observed (Fig. 
2F). Total inhibition occurred after 2 weeks. These 
values are in accordance with the trend of gross 
photosynthesis.

Fig. 1 Oxygen consumption in the dark by Fontinalis antipyretica after several periods of drought stress (30 min up to 40 
days) at different RH (23%, 50%, 95%)

Table 1 Inhibition of oxygen consumption of Fontinalis 
antipyretica by the mitochondrial respiration inhibitors 
myxothiazol and propyl gallate

 Oxygen consumption (µmol O2 kg−1 DW s−1)

  Myxothiazol   
  0.03 mM + 
 No propyl gallate Inhibition
 inhibitors 0.3 mM (%)

Control 6.1 0 100
Stressed 210 210 0
samples
(23% RH)
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Fig. 2 Gross photosynthesis (●) and chlorophyll fluorescence parameters Fv/Fm (°; —) and ΦPSII (∆; - - -) of Fontinalis 
antipyretica after several periods of drought stress (30 min up to 40 days) at different RH (A, D: 23% RH; B, E: 50% RH; 
C, F: 95% RH)

Conductivity

A small increase in the conductivity was meas-
ured in the three tested conditions after 30 min. 

However, with the increase of the stress period, a 
higher increase in the conductivity was observed 
presenting maximum values after 24 h in 23% HR 
and 50% HR (Table 2).
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Discussion

In this work we found a substantial increase in 
the O2 consumption during the dark that was 
not suppressed by mitochondrial inhibitors. Other 
authors also have found that the initial burst of 
oxygen consumption after a stress period, was 
insensitive to mitochondrial respiration inhibitors, 
like myxothiazol and propyl gallate (Marré et al. 
1998). Although there are many oxygen consuming 
reactions in the cell, namely in the glyoxysome, 
in the chloroplast (Mehler reaction) and in the 
plasma membrane (due to the activity of membrane 
NADPH oxidase) (Bhattacharjee 2005), that could 
explain this non-mitochondrial oxygen consump-
tion, the magnitude of that phenomenon suggests 
that it may be due to a generalised non-specific oxi-
dative process, possibly associated with the activity 
of polyphenol oxidases (Thipyapong et al. 2004). 
In fact, the loss of tonoplast integrity may bring the 
vacuolar content, enriched in phenols, in contact 
with cytosolic enzymes, namely polyphenol oxi-
dases, leading to the oxidation of the former and 
to the measured oxygen consumption burst. The 
observed browning of the photosynthetic  tissues 
supports this hypothesis.

Gross photosynthesis was highly affected by 
desiccation, decreasing significantly with lower 
RH. This was in accordance with the decrease 
observed in the Fv/Fm, a measure of the maximum 
quantum efficiency of photosystem II, in the more 

extreme conditions. These results show the impact 
of water loss on photosystem II integrity in this 
aquatic bryophyte. Results with more desiccation-
tolerant species like Anomodon viticulosus showed 
recovery of Fv/Fm in 10 min after 8–10 days of des-
iccation (Proctor and Smirnoff 2000). Deltoro et al. 
(1998) found that species from hydric habitats were 
unable to resume photosynthesis, which could result 
from photoinhibition or membrane damage. In fact, 
F. antipyretica showed to be extremely sensitive to 
the imposed desiccation conditions being unable to 
recover its normal metabolic activity (Figs. 1 and 
2). One of the suggested sites of damage might be 
the cellular membranes since a substantial electro-
lyte leakage was observed (Table 1).
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Growth and Gas Exchange Response of Sugar Beet 
(Beta vulgaris L.) Cultivars Grown Under Salt Stress

Alireza Dadkhah and Seyed Hashem Moghtader

Abstract  This study investigated intra-specific 
variation in the growth parameters and photosyn-
thetic rates of individual attached leaves of sugar 
beet (Beta vulgaris L.) plants during salinisation. 
Sugar beet plants grown in sand culture were 
gradually exposed to different levels of salinity. 
Although growth parameters such as leaf area 
and dry matter accumulation were stimulated or 
 unaffected at low level of salinity higher salt 
 concentrations significantly decreased all growth 
traits. Net photosynthesis (ACO2) was plotted 
against computed leaf internal CO2 concentration 
(Ci), and the initial slope of this ACO2-Ci curve was 
used as a measure of photosynthetic ability. Leaves 
from plants exposed to 50 mM salinity showed lit-
tle change in photosynthesis, whereas those treated 
to high level of salinity had up to 91.5% inhibition, 
with increase in CO2 compensation point. Leaves 
appeared healthy and leaf chlorophyll content 
increased with increasing salinity. Although partial 
stomatal closure occurred with salinisation, reduc-
tions in photosynthesis were partly non-stomatal at 
high levels of salt treatment. Photosynthetic ability 

was inversely related to the concentration of either 
Na+ and Cl− in the leaf laminas sampled at the end 
of experimental period.

Keywords  Gas exchange, growth, salt stress, 
sugar beet

Introduction

The basis of decline in growth under saline condition 
is poorly understood. Salinity may reduce expansion 
of young leaves followed by premature desicca-
tion and senescence of the old leaves. The reduction 
in growth is consequence of several physiological 
responses including modification of ion balance, 
water status, mineral nutrition, stomatal behaviour 
and photosynthetic efficiency (Massimiliano et al. 
2002; Dadkhah and Griffiths 2004).

The photosynthetic capacity of plants grown 
under saline conditions is depressed depending on 
type of salinity, duration of treatment, species and 
plant age. This could be due to a failure in osmotic 
adjustment and improper functioning of stomata thus 
affecting CO2 diffusion into the mesophyll or due to 
the non-stomatal factors (Chartzoulakis et al. 2002).
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Materials and methods

A pot experiment was designed to investigate the 
effect of salt stress on growth and gas exchange of 
four sugar beet (Beta vulgaris) cvs, three of Iranian 
origin (7233-P12, 7233-P21 and 7233-P29) plus a 
British cultivar (Madison).

Seeds of sugar beet plants were sown 5 mm deep 
in 15 cm diameter plastic pots containing washed 
sand. The growth conditions were 26 ± 1°C/ 16 
± 1°C (day/night), relative humidity was between 
45–55%. PFD was about 250 µmol photon m−2 s−1 
at canopy height with 16-h photoperiod. Five levels 
of salinity (0, 50, 150, 250, 350 mM NaCl + CaCl2 
in 5:1 molar ratio) were imposed through irrigation 
from the time most plants were at the four-leaf stage 
and continued for 8 weeks. Salts were added to the 
modified Hoagland nutrient solution. Plants were 
harvested at 8 weeks of salt treatment and were dried 
for 48 h at 70°C in a convention oven and weight.

Net photosynthesis (ACO2) of the attached youngest 
fully expanded leaves were measured by a Combined 
Infra Red Gas Analysis System (CIRAS-1 Portable 
photosynthesis system) at week 8th. In order to 
study photosynthetic ability, photosynthetic rates of 
individual attached leaves were measured at ambi-
ent CO2 concentration and different levels of exter-
nal CO2 concentrations ranging from approximately 
70–1,500 µ mol CO2 mol−1 air and saturated light 
intensity (1,500 µmol photon m−2 s−1).

Extraction of chlorophyll pigments from the finely 
ground leaf samples was carried out using 80% ace-
tone. The absorbance of optically clear filtrates were 
measured by using a Beckman spectrophotometer.

Leaf chlorophyll fluorescence measurements 
were done on youngest fully expanded leaves at 
week 8th by using the Plant Efficiency Analyser 
(PEA) (Hansatech, Norfolla England).

For Na+ and K+ analysis, the leaves blade that 
were used for gas-exchange measurement were 
removed from the plants and were ashed in furnace 
for 24 h at 500°C. The ashes were dissolved in 50% 
Hydrochloric acid, diluted in distilled water and 
filtered through a sheet of Whatman paper. Na+ and 
K+ contents were determined by flame photometer 
(JENWAY, PEP-7).

Chloride (Cl−) determinations were made on 
a distilled water extract of the dried sample, 
shaken for 24 h and then filtered through a 90 mm 
Whatman No. 2 filter paper. The amount of Cl− 
was measured by ion-exchange chromatography 
using DIONEX Model DX 500, fitted with a CD20 
conductivity Detector, IP 25 pump and AS 14 Ion 
Exchange Column.

This experiment was carried out base on ran-
domized complete block design. The data for 
all characters were analysed using the analy-
sis of variance procedure of Statistical Analysis 
System (SAS) software, version 6.12. Means were 
 compared by Duncan’s multiple range tests at the 
0.05 probability level for all comparisons.

Results and discussion

All growth characters were significantly decreased by 
increasing salinity in the nutrient solution, However, 
The sensitivity of the different characters varied. 
Total leaf area was reduced by 58.7% (average of 
four cvs) in plants grown at high level of salinity 
(350 Mm) compared to leaf area of non-stressed 
plants after 8 weeks of salinisation. Leaf number per 
plant significantly decreased as salinity increased in 
all cvs. However, low level of salt treatment (50 mM) 
slightly increased the leaf number per plant in all cvs. 
This increase was not, however statistically signifi-
cant. The results show that the leaf number was less 
affected than leaf area by salinity. It suggested that 
the most of reduction in plant leaf area was caused 
by the inhibition of leaf expansion. This is consistent 
with the result of previous research, which showed 
that high levels of salinity decreased leaf area due to 
a combination of a decrease in cell number and in cell 
size (De-Herralde et al. 1998).

Salt stress significantly reduced dry matter 
production. Shoot dry weight was significantly 
reduced by salinity. Shoot dry weight at highest 
salinity (350 mM) was decreased 38% (mean of all 
cvs) compared to non-stressed plants. Salt stress 
also had a significant reducing effect on root dry 
weight. The effect of salinity on root dry weight 
is greater than shoot dry weight because root dry 
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weight of all cvs decreased even at lowest level of 
salt concentration. Root dry weight at low level 
of salinity was decreased 33.6% compared to root 
dry weight of non-stressed plants. This might be 
due to the type of sugar beet root (storage root). 
Abdollahian-Noghabi (1999) found that shoot/root 
ratio of Beta vulgaris increased under drought 
stress condition. A possible reason for dry matter 
reduction could be the greater reduction in uptake 
and utilization of mineral nutrients by plants under 
salt stress (Pessarakli and Tucker 1988).

Figure 1a shows the results for youngest fully 
expanded leaves of four sugar beet cvs at five levels 
of salinity. Photosynthesis (A) significantly (P ≤ 
0.001) decreased with increasing salt concentra-
tion. Plants grown at low and high levels of salinity 
had rates of 80% and 8.3%, respectively compared 
with controls.

The adverse effect of salinity on photosynthesis 
(A) was associated with a significant (P ≤ 0.001) 

decrease in the stomatal conductance (gs) up to 
250 mM salinity but no significant differences in 
gs or A were observed between 250 and 350 mM 
salinity (Fig. 1b).

The ratio of intercellular to ambient CO2 con-
centration (Ci/Ca) decreased up to 150 mM salinity 
compared to controls (data not shown). In spite 
of decreasing A and gs with increasing levels of 
salinity (Fig. 1), Ci/Ca ratio not only showed no 
significant reduction at 250 mM but also increased 
at 350 mM. Leaf chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b and 
total chlorophyll content generally increased with 
increasing salinity (data not shown).

Reduction in A which may be a consequence of 
non-stomatal inhibition of A by salt has also been 
observed (Delfine et al. 1998). These alterations 
in capacity must be the result of either a change 
in the leaf content of photosynthetic machinery 
and/or alteration in the efficiency with which this 
machinery operates.

Total chlorophyll pigment contents in all cvs 
under saline conditions increased. This increasing 
in chlorophyll can be due to inverse effect of salin-
ity on specific leaf area (SLA). As SLA is consid-
ered a measure of leaf density or thickness (Cramer 
et al. 1994), leaves of stressed plants became thicker 
than un-stressed plants, and thicker leaves contain 
more cells in a certain leaf area. Therefore, as both 
photosynthesis and chlorophyll concentration are 
expressed per leaf area, chlorophyll content could 
not be a limiting factor on photosynthesis in the 
presence of salinity.

The initial slope of A-Ci curve is a con-
venient measure of efficiency often defined as 
the carboxylation efficiency (CE), and greater 
decreases in CE were observed with increased 
salinity level (Fig. 2). Changes in carboxylation 
efficiency with salinisation have been reported 
previously and may indicate a lower activity of 
Rubisco, because the initial slope of the A-Ci 
curve is thought to be controlled mainly by abil-
ity of the enzyme to fix CO2 (von Caemmerer 
and Farquhar 1986). Another limiting factor 
could be RuBP regeneration which could limit 
electron capture and transport for quinone reduc-
tion (Long and Hällgern 1993).

Fig. 1 Photosynthesis (A) and stomatal conductance (gs) of 
four sugar beet cultivars at five levels of salinity
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The fluorescence data suggested that the rate 
of energy translocation or light capture might be 
limited by salinity (Long and Hällgern 1993). In 
this study although there were significant differ-
ences in Fv/Fm in different salt treatments, values 
of Fv/Fm were relatively high for both control and 
salt stress treatments (0.80–0.91). Similar values of 
Fv/Fm were found by Kafi (1996) for wheat grown 
in the presence of salinity.

In this experiment Ci/Ca ratio decreased up to 
150 mM salinity. However, at 250 and 350 mM 
despite reduction in A and gs the Ci/Ca ratio actually 
increased. It is likely that the increased intercellular 
CO2 concentration (Ci) was mainly associated with 
the decreased CO2 fixation of mesophyll cells due to 
the decreased CO2 assimilation capacity or because of 
increasing CO2 concentration from increasing respira-
tion relative to photosynthesis (Lu and Zhang 1998).
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CHAPTER NINE

Effect of Herbicides (Diuron and Oxadiazon) 
on Photosynthetic Energy Dissipation Processes of Different 
Species of Cyanobacteria and Two Green Algae

Charles P. Deblois1, Baosheng Qiu2, and Philippe Juneau1

Abstract  Blooms of cyanobacteria are a major 
concern for freshwater ecosystems because of cya-
notoxin production and economic impact of these 
blooms. Despite a better understanding of environ-
mental factors such as nutrient and light avail-
ability on cyanobacteria proliferation, little is 
known about the contribution of herbicides in 
these events. By using fluorometric methods, we 
have investigated the energy dissipation processes 
of photosynthesis in species from three genera of 
cyanobacteria (Synechococcus sp., Synechocystis 
sp., and Microcystis aeruginosa) and two green 
algae (Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata and 
Chlorella sp.) when exposed to two herbicides 
having different modes of action (diuron and oxa-
diazon). For all cyanobacteria, the maximal photo-
system II quantum yield (ΦM) was not affected by 
diuron, but the operational photosystem II quantum 
yield (Φ’M) was decreased by 50% at 30, 9.4 and 
5.1 nM of diuron for M. aeruginosa, Synechocystis 

sp. and Synechococcus sp. respectively. In presence 
of 2.89 µM oxadiazon, the only affected cyanobac-
teria were Synechocystis sp. and Synechococcus 
sp. (5.4% and 40% decrease of Φ’M respectively). 
For green algae, 0.3 µM of oxadiazon decreased 
Φ’M by 98.1% (Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata) 
and 0.6% (Chlorella sp.). These data showed that 
cyanobacteria have different sensitivity to herbi-
cide and are more resistant than green algae. These 
results may help to explain why M. aeruginosa is a 
frequently reported species in bloom events.

Keywords  Herbicide, photosynthesis, cyanobac-
teria, oxadiazon, diuron

Introduction

Freshwater blooms of cyanobacteria and cya-
notoxin production have important ecological and 
economical impact worldwide. Despite a better 
understanding on the role of environmental factors 
such as nutrient and light availability (Chorus and 
Bartram 1999), little is known about the possible 
effect of herbicides on cyanobacterial blooms pro-
liferation. Herbicides are widely used and reached 
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lakes and river by leaching and run off waters. 
The majority of these compounds act directly on 
the photosynthetic processes or indirectly through 
inhibition of photosynthetic pigments and lipid/
protein synthesis (Tomlin 2000), therefore, affect-
ing the physiological state of photosynthetic organ-
isms. Furthermore, the difference in sensitivity 
of phytoplankton species to these herbicides may 
change the algal and cyanobacterial community. 
Among herbicides, diuron is well known to block 
the electron transport between photosystem II and I 
preventing ATP production and NADPH synthesis 
(Samuelsson and Öquist 1977). A study by Haynes 
et al. (2000) has demonstrated different sensi-
tivities of phytoplankton taxa to diuron. Another 
herbicide oxadiazon, an inhibitor of chlorophyll a 
synthesis (Sandmann et al. 1984) is widely used 
in rice fields of Asia and Europe (Comoretto et al. 
2007). Despite the widespread use of this herbi-
cide, little is known about its effect on photosyn-
thesis and electron transport in phytoplankton. In 
this study, the effect of diuron and oxadiazon on 
photosynthetic activity of three genera of cyano-
bacteria and two green algae was investigated in 
order to establish if they can play a significant role 
in cyanobacterial bloom proliferation.

Materials and methods

Five strains of cyanobacteria: Synechococcus 
sp. (PCC7942), Synechocystis sp. (FACHB898), 
Microcystis aeruginosa (FACHB 315, 469 and 905) 
and two green algae Chlorella sp. (FACHB271) and 
Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata (FACHB1068) 
were grown at 24°C in BG11 media in semi-batch 
culture and maintained in exponential growing 
phase during all the experiments. Growing light 
intensity was 40 µmol photons m−2 s−1 with a light: 
dark cycle of 16:8 h. The five strains of cyanobac-
teria were exposed in triplicate for 72 h to diuron 
concentrations up to 757 nM and the amount of her-
bicide per cell was kept constant during the whole 
experiment by addition of diuron every morning to 
account for growth in the culture. Oxadiazon was 
added at the beginning of the 72 h long experiment 

for all seven species at concentrations up to 2.89 µM 
(maximum solubility in water). The effect of her-
bicides on photosynthesis and energy dissipation 
processes was measured using Pulse Amplitude 
Modulated (PAM) fluorometer, rapid rise fluo-
rescence (PEA) and Fluorescence Induction and 
Relaxation (FIRe) systems after 15 min dark adap-
tation to ensure total oxidation of QA-QB-PQ pool. 
Calculation of the different parameters was done 
according to Juneau et al. (2005). Chlorophyll a 
was measured according to Sartory and Grobelaar 
(1984) and cell numbers were measured using a 
Beckman Coulter Counter system. The concen-
tration inhibiting the activity of the operational 
photosystem II quantum yield (Φ’M) and the con-
nectivity factor (ρ) by 50% (IC50) were calculated 
using jump 5.1 statistical software.

Results and discussion

Effect of diuron

The effect of diuron on cyanobacterial strains, 
compared by the IC50 values of ρ, showed that 
M. aeruginosa (FACHB 315, 469 and 905) were the 
most resistant (455.4, 508.3 and 530 Nm, respec-
tively) followed by Synechocystis sp. (130.4 nM) 
and Synechococcus sp. (38.6 nM) (Table 1). The 
Φ’M-IC50 responded similarly to ρ-IC50 with 
M. aeruginosa (FACHB 315, 469 and 905) being 
less sensitive (30.6, 31.3 and 30 nM, respectively) 
then Synechocystis sp. (9.37 nM) and Synechococcus 
sp. (5.1 nM) (Table 1). These data showed that Φ’M 
was more sensitive than ρ by a factor of 8–18. Our 
Φ’M-IC50 values (5.1–31.3 nM) showing a difference 
in sensitivity of cyanobacteria to diuron are in the 
same range than those (9–25 nM) reported in studies 
on phytoplankton reviewed in Juneau et al. (2007).

The relative absorption cross section per reac-
tion center (ABS RC−1) was differently affected 
for the three genera studied. The ABS RC−1 for 
Synechocystis sp. was not affected for all concen-
trations used in this experiment (0–80 nM). For 
M. aeruginosa, the only observed effect was obtained 
with concentration ten times higher (757 nM) 
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(Table 1). On the other hand, Synechococcus sp. 
was the most affected species since ABS RC−1 
decreased up to 69% with increasing concentration 
of diuron.

The parameter UQFREL (unquenched fluores-
cence) reflecting the PSII reduction state under 
continuous illumination, increased with diuron 
concentration for every species (data not shown). 
According to Table 1, diuron concentration 
between 1.4 and 1.8 nM was needed to double the 
UQFREL parameter for all M. aeruginosa strains, 
while only 0.4 and 0.6 nM produced this effect for 
Synechocystis sp. and Synechococcus sp. respec-
tively. We have shown that UQFREL was much 
more sensitive than the other parameters used in 
this study (Φ’M, ρ, ABS RC−1), but give the same 
result with respect to sensitivity between species.

Our results regarding diuron are in agreement 
with its expected effect, the inhibition of electron 
transport at the QB level.

Effect of oxadiazon

The effect induced by 2.89 µM of oxadiazon varied 
greatly between species ranging from no effect 
for M. aeruginosa to complete inhibition of the 
cell growth for Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata 
(Table 2). For Synechocystis sp., Φ’M decreased by 
5.6% compared to the control and no effect was 
observed at 0.3 µM. For this specie, the chlorophyll 

a content per cell decreased by 17.9% at 2.89 µM 
and did not change at 0.3 µM. Similar results were 
found with Synechococcus sp. for chlorophyll a 
per cell but Φ’M was more affected and decreased 
by 40.1%. Chlorella sp. was less affected than 
Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata by a factor of 10 
and 100 at 2.89 and 0.3 µM respectively (Table 2). 
Because, for Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata, Φ’M 
was not affected at 0.03 µM and completely inhib-
ited at 0.3 µM, the IC50 should be between those 
concentrations. As seen in Table 2, the strong effect 
on chlorophyll a concentration was not reflected 
in the operational PSII quantum yield except for 
Synechococcus sp. This suggests the involvement of 
a protective mechanism, such as carotenoid synthe-
sis, to maintain photosynthetic activity unaffected, 
which might not be present in Synechococcus sp. In 
comparison, the chlorophyll a content in cyanobac-
teria was less affected than for green algae. These 
results on the effect of oxadiazon on chlorophyll 
a inhibition in green algae are in accordance with 
previous study on Scenedesmus sp. (Sandmann 
et al. 1984)

This study clearly showed that diuron and 
oxadiazon have different effects on cyanobacterial 
cells with diuron being more toxic. Moreover, we 
have demonstrated that cyanobacterial species had 
large variation in photosynthetic activity when 
exposed to these herbicides. To our knowledge, 
this is the first study showing a difference in the 

Table 1 Concentration of diuron required for the inhibition of 50% of the parameters values (Φ’M and p) for each strains 
of cyanobacteria. The unquenched fluorescence (UQFREL) and the absorption cross section per reaction center (ABS RC−1) 
are also presented

 M. aeruginosa FACHB Synechocystis sp. Synechococcus sp.

Method Parameter 315 469 905 FACHB 898 PCC 7942

PAM F’M 30.6 nM 31.3 nM 30.0 nM 9.37 nM 5.1 nM
 SD ±2.8 ±2.2 ±4.4 ±2.3 ±0.8
 UQFREL

a 1.8 nM 1.4 nM 1.7 nM 0.4 nM 0.6 nM
FIRe r 455.4 nM 508.3 nM 530.0 nM 130.4 nM 38.6 nM
 SD ±19.9 ±57.7 ±72.2 ±34.4 ±11.5
PEA ABS RC−1 b 120.1% 149.5% 77.4% 98.0% 31.5%
 SD ±4.4 ±11.4 ±7.9 ±26.1 ±8.2

a DCMU concentration required to double UQFREL
b Effect at highest concentration of DCMU (757, 80 and 65 nM for Microcystis, Synechocystis and Synechococcus, 
respectively)
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sensitivity of cyanobacteria and green algae when 
exposed to diuron and oxadiazon. Our result 
concerning higher tolerance of M. aeruginosa to 
these herbicides may explain why it is one of the 
most frequently reported species in cyanobacterial 
bloom events. Therefore, we recommend including 
herbicide as a relevant factor in the study of cyano-
bacterial blooms.
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CHAPTER TEN

Evaluation of Early Vigour and Photosynthesis 
of Industrial Chicory in Relation to Temperature

S. Devacht1, P. Lootens1, L. Carlier1, J. Baert1, J. Van Waes1, and E. Van Bockstaele1,2

Abstract  The aim of this study is to evaluate the 
effect of cold stress on the early vigour and the 
photosynthesis efficiency for industrial chicory, 
Chicorium intybus L.

From a preliminary experiment, with 17 indus-
trial chicory cultivars/lines, 8 are chosen for their 
contrasting early vigour at 10°C. The selected ones 
are thorough evaluated for cold stress by growing 
them in growth chambers at 16°C (reference), 8°C 
(intermediate) and 4°C (stress).

First, the germination of the cultivars/lines at 
20°C is determined. There is a variation from 1 to 3 
days. Based on this information the plants are sown 
at 20°C at different days to exclude the germina-
tion phase in the further experiments. For the cold 
stress experiments all plants started at the same 
stage (seedlings with two cotyledons, germinated 
at 20°C) when the appropriate growth temperature, 
16, 8 or 4°C is applied. The following analyses 
are performed to study the effect of cold stress: (i) 
growth analysis, (ii) photosynthesis and chlorophyll 

fluorescence measurements for the evaluation of 
the photosynthesis process, and (iii) evaluation of 
the pigment concentration.

The evaluation of the performed analyses through 
statistical and correlation analysis offers a first 
glance on the discriminating power of the param-
eters. These analyses showed significant differences 
in discriminating power for the different cultivars 
and growth temperatures for the following param-
eters: the non-photochemical quenching, the yield 
of the photochemical and non-photochemical proc-
esses and the slope of the photosynthesis curve. In 
the future, these parameters could be used for the 
physiological screening method.

Keywords  Ecophysiological screening param-
eters, industrial chicory, cold stress, early vigour

Introduction

Industrial chicory, Chicorium intybus L. (Asteraceae), 
is mostly cultivated for its inulin production. 
The concentration of inulin is cultivar depend-
ent. The quality of inulin, the chain length 
(cultivar and harvest dependent), is the highest 
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in September, but the optimal root biomass is 
reached only a few weeks later. Therefore, cultivars 
are needed that could be sown earlier and that show 
a good early vigour. However, lower temperatures 
limit the early vigour of chicory. The combination 
of low temperature and high light causes photoin-
hibition in plants, which leads to a decrease in 
photosynthetic activity. Photoinhibition is a light 
dependent process, in which photosystem II (PSII) 
is damaged through an excess of light (Osmond 
1994). The inhibition could be both dynamic and 
chronic, where PSII is either down regulated or 
sustains photodamage by degradation of protein D1 
(Osmond 1994). To select cultivars, we could use a 
series of parameters: photosynthesis parameters and 
chlorophyll fluorescence parameters to distinguish 
the cold sensitive from the cold resistant cultivars 
(Fracheboud et al. 1999; Maxwell and Johnson 
2000; Lootens et al. 2004). The parameters used, 
i.e. minimum fluorescence, quantum  efficiency of 
the light processes and  photosynthesis, maximum 
photosynthetic velocity … are described in 
Maxwell and Johnson (2000) and Rohaçek (2002). 
In higher plants several pigments take part in 
the light absorption process: chlorophylls, caro-
tenoids and anthocyanins (Gitelson et al. 2001). 
These pigments are indicators for various stress 
situations, i.e. cold, high light.… In case of cold 
and high light, the content of chlorophyll a and b 
diminish, the content and composition of the caro-
tenoids change and the anthocyanins accumulate 
(Haldimann 1999; Niyogi et al. 1997; Gitelson 
et al. 2001). The aim of this study is to evaluate 
the effect of cold stress on the early vigour and 
photosynthesis efficiency for industrial chicory 
through the following analyses: (i) growth analysis, 
(ii) photosynthesis and chlorophyll a fluorescence 
measurements and (iii) the evaluation of the 
pigment content.

Materials and methods

Industrial chicory. Seeds of Chicorium intybus L. 
were planted in 5,5-cm pots containing universal 
soil and placed in trays (6 × 9). The fertilizer 

(6/12/36 + 3, 0.5 g/L) was added during daily 
watering. Plants were grown in growth chambers 
(JohnsonControl, Belgium) with the following set-
tings: temperature (16°C, 8°C and 4°C), 250 µmol 
quanta/m2 s, 60% relative humidity and 16 h day 
length. Preliminary we selected eight cultivars 
(Eva, Hera, Maurane, Melci (cultivars), RegaloG 
(population), VL 41, VL 42 and VL 49 (line) ) for 
their contrasting growth at 10°C.

Germination. The germinative power was deter-
mined at 20°C with two methods: the germination 
on the growth table (Sietses, The Netherlands) and 
in the growth chamber (JohnsonControl, Belgium). 
For the first method we determined the germination 
of the seeds on the wet filter papers placed on the 
table under a top and for the second we determined 
the germination of the seeds planted in soil, both 
during 7–8 days.

Growth analysis. This analysis includes the 
determination of the dry root and leaf weight, 
the determination of the leaf area and leaf area 
index through image analysis. For each growth 
temperature (16°C, 8°C and 4°C), the dry weight 
was measured in five repeats, where the leaves and 
roots were weighed separately (Sartorius BP121S, 
Belgium) fresh and dry (after 24 h in a dry oven 
(Binder 9010-0212, Germany) ). Simultaneous the 
leaf area and leaf area index were measured through 
image analysis before drying the leaves. For the 
image analysis we used the following equipment: 
a camera (JVC), a light box for uniform lighting, 
a white background, a frame grabber, a reference 
(101 cm2) and the image analysis software (WiT 
8.1). The equations of the growth parameters were 
provided by Hunt (1982).

Photosynthesis and chlorophyll a fluorescence. 
An open gas-exchange system (LI-6400, LI-COR, 
Lincoln, NE, USA) was used with a dew point 
generator (LI-610, LI-COR, Lincoln, NE, USA) 
and the leaf chamber fluorometer (LI-6400-40, 
LI-COR, Lincoln, NE, USA), placed in a growth 
chamber (Weiss Technik 1600US, Germany) to 
obtain the same conditions as during growth. Light 
response curves were measured at the experiment 
temperature and 400 µmol CO2/mol. The irradi-
ances applied were 800, 400, 200, 100, 50, 25 and 
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0 µmol quanta/m2 s. The chlorophyll a fluorescence 
was simultaneous determined as the photosynthesis 
measurements. The equations of the chlorophyll a 
fluorescence parameters are provided by Maxwell 
and Johnson (2000) and Rohaçek (2002).

Pigment content. The pigment concentration 
was determined with two different methods. The 
first method is non-destructive, where the pigment 
content is measured in a chlorophyll meter (CCM-
200, Optisciences, USA). The second method 
is destructive using the N,N-DiMethylFormamid 
(DMF) extraction method and the equations of 
Wellburn (1994). The chlorophyll is extracted with 
DMF and the concentration is determined through 
spectrophotometrical measurements (Cary 50 conc 
UV-VIS, Varian, Australia).

Results and discussion

Preliminary study

In the preliminary study we performed two experi-
ments: (i) the germination duration of the cultivars/
lines at 20°C, to exclude the germination phase in 
the further experiments; and (ii) the selection of 
the cultivars/lines with contrasting early vigour, 
through growth analysis at 10°C.

Cold stress study

For the cold stress study the chosen cultivars/lines 
were evaluated at the appropriate growth  temperatures 
16°C, 8°C and 4°C. The subsequent analyses were 
executed: growth analysis,  photosynthesis and chlo-
rophyll a fluorescence measurements and the evalu-
ation of the pigment content. Only Hera and VL 
49 will be discussed, two extremes in growth and 
photosynthesis.

Growth analysis. Dry weight measurements of 
the total biomass showed a better early vigour for 
Hera in comparison to VL 49. For the reference 
temperature (16°C) a difference of 28% could be 
detected. The difference increased further with 
lower temperature, for 8°C the decline was 30% and 

for 4°C the decline was 42%. The effect of tempera-
ture on the total dry weight was the same for both, a 
decline of 59% for 8°C and of 91% for 4°C.

Photosynthesis and chlorophyll a fluorescence. 
Light response curves of Hera and VL 49 were 
measured for the different temperatures (Figure 1). 
A decrease in temperature resulted in a decrease 
in net photosynthesis (Pn) for both, but was more 
pronounced for VL 49. The maximum net photo-
synthesis (Pmax) decreased with 22% for Hera when 
temperature dropped from 16°C to 8°C and 4°C and 
decreased respectively 53% and 65% for VL 49 when 
temperature dropped from 16°C to 8°C and to 4°C. 
The quantum efficiency (αc) only decreased for VL 
49, 19% and 37% at 8°C and 4°C, respectively. The 
chlorophyll a fluorescence measurements indicated 
that Hera used more energy from the light reactions 
for the Calvin cycle then VL 49 (Figure 2). Hera 
showed higher values for the photochemical quench-
ing (qP) and lower values for the non-photochemical 
quenching (qN) in comparison to VL 49. The effect 
of the lower temperature implied a decline in qP and 
an increase in qN, although more pronounced for VL 
49. Janda (1998) reviewed that qP is a suitable indi-
cator for the ability of the photosynthetic apparatus 
to tolerate suboptimum temperatures.

Pigment content. The chlorophyll content index 
(CCI) method indicated a difference between Hera 
and VL 49 with a lower temperature, 28% for 
16°C and 43% for 8°C and 4°C. The effect of the 
temperature was less pronounced for Hera in com-
parison to VL 49, 11% and 29%, respectively when 
the temperature dropped from 16°C to 8°C. The 
DMF method showed also the difference between 
Hera and VL 49 for the different temperatures, 
especially the carotenoïd/xanthophyll pool. The 
pool showed a difference of 15% for 16°C, of 34% 
for 8°C and of 23% for 4°C between Hera and VL 
49. The effect of the temperature was even more 
pronounced. Hera showed an increase of 31% 
when temperature dropped from 16°C to 4°C, 
whereas VL 49 only increased 24%. This could 
confer to the protective role of the xanthophyll 
cycle in stress situations, as previously described 
by Haldimann (1999) for Zea mays sensitivity to 
low temperature.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Maize (Zea Maize L.) Performance Under Drought: Decreased 
Photosynthetic Area vs. Decreased Efficiency of PSII

Hamid Reza Ashghizadeh and Parviz Ehsanzadeh

Abstract  Crop production in arid and semiarid 
conditions is faced with water limitation. Corn 
production in Iran accounts for a considerable 
amount of the annual irrigation water use of this 
drought-prone country. Thus a field experiment 
was conducted to investigate the impact of irriga-
tion regimes on growth, chlorophyll fluorescence 
and grain yield of maize in 2006 at the Research 
Farm, College of Agriculture, Isfahan University 
of Technology, using a three-replicate split-plot 
RCBD. Four irrigation regimes (I1, I2, I3 and I4, 
representing no drought, slight, moderate and 
severe drought, respectively) were the main plots 
and four corn hybrids (SC704, SC700, SC500 and 
TC647) served as subplots. Chlorophyll fluores-
cence parameters such as F0, Fm and Fv/Fm in addi-
tion to LAI and grain yield were studied. While 
hybrids differed in their F0 at leaf10 stage, they 
differed with regard to Fm at tasseling stage. No 
significant difference was found between irriga-
tion regimes in terms of chlorophyll fluorescence 

parameters, though LAI decreased with drought. 
Grain yield differed among hybrids and irrigation 
regimes, with the I4 producing the lowest grain 
yield, compared to other irrigation regimes. SC700 
outperformed other hybrids in terms of grain yield. 
It seems that, at least with the present study, a 
decreased photosynthetic area leaves a more pro-
nounced impact on plant productivity, compared 
to a decreased efficiency of PSII under drought 
conditions.

Keywords  Maize, chlorophyll fluorescence, 
LAI, grain yield

Introduction

Iran is overwhelmed by the arid-semiarid cli-
matic conditions, then its agricultural products 
suffer from a shortage of water resources. In 2006, 
nearly 360,000 ha have been under corn produc-
tion, nationwide, with less than 5 t/ha grain yield 
(FAO 2006).

Corn is moderately drought-sensitive, the degree 
of damage being dependent on the developmen-
tal stage in which water deficit is experienced. 
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Therefore in areas where water resources for corn 
irrigation are limited, delay in irrigation could 
result in sever grain yield reductions, if it coincides 
with the drought-sensitive growth stage of the plant 
(Cakir 2004; Earl and Davis 2003).

Amongst sensitive plant functions, to environ-
mental stress factors, is the photosynthetic appara-
tus. A mal-functioned PSII under stress conditions, 
results in a lowered ATP and NADPH production 
by photosynthetic light reactions and a decrease 
in quantum efficiency of the PSII (Andrews et 
al. 1995). Under such conditions, quenching of 
energy by the excited electron is diverted to non-
photochemical processes. Under a normal radiation 
environment, photosynthetically active radiation 
is mainly involved in photochemical reactions, 
leaving a minimal portion of the PAR to fluores-
cence (non-photochemical quenching), known as 
F0 (Maxwell and Johnson 2000), the energy of 
the excited electron is assumingly photochemi-
cally quenched. Under adverse environmental con-
ditions, however, non-photochemical quenching, 
due to maximized chlorophyll fluorescence (Fm), 
accounts for a major portion of the absorbed energy, 
and therefore the energy of the excited electron 
is non-photochemically quenched. The difference 
between Fm and F0 is defined as variable fluores-
cence (Fv) and the ratio of Fv/Fm is considered as 
the maximum of quantum efficiency for PSII.

Since environmental stresses affect PS II func-
tioning, some researchers have proposed that Fv/Fm 
could be employed as a tool for assessing damage 
to the photosynthetic apparatus of the crop plants 
due to varying environmental stresses (Grafts-
Brander and Salvucci 2002; Masojidek et al. 1991). 
In a study on sorghum and pearl millet (Masojidek 
et al. 1991), it was found that both CO2 assimila-
tion and chlorophyll fluorescence were inhibited 
by drought and high light intensities. While the 
Fv/Fm under control conditions was 0.64–0.69 
for sorghum and 0.75 for pearl millet, the ratio 
declined up to 13–16% with high light and drought 
conditions. The drought-sensitive genotype indi-
cated a more notable decrease, compared to the 
non-sensitive sorghum genotype. For corn, another 
C4 plant, stressful high temperatures (45°C) led to 

considerable decreases in F/Fm (Grafts-Brander 
and Salvucci 2002).

Leaf area Index (LAI), is another measure of 
photosynthetic capacity of the plants which its 
maximal values are achieved when crop plants 
such as corn approach the anthesis. Both grain and 
biological yield of wheat are correlated to LAI at 
anthesis. For corn, some studies have indicated that 
LAI at tasseling is fairly correlated to grain yield. 
According to Wolfe et al. (1988a), under water 
deficit conditions maximum green area surfaces of 
corn plants suffered a 25–40% decrease compared 
to control conditions, leading to decreases in eco-
nomic yield. Drought leads to decreases in corn 
grain yield both through its negative impact on 
seeds/ear (Grant et al. 1989) and 1,000-seed weight 
(Jurgens et al. 1978).

This experiment was aimed at studying chlo-
rophyll fluorescence parameters under different 
irrigation regimes and their relation to corn grain 
yield at Isfahan-Iran.

Materials and methods

The experiment was conducted in 2006 at the 
Lavark Research Farm, College of Agriculture, 
Isfahan University of Technology (lat: 32° 32′N 
and long: 52° 22′ E), using a three-replicate split-
plot RCBD. Four irrigation regimes (I1, I2, I3 and 
I4, representing no drought, slight, moderate and 
severe drought, respectively) were the main plots 
and four corn hybrids (SC704, SC700, SC500 and 
TC647) served as subplots. Based on accumula-
tive evaporation from a Standard Class A Pan 
during three growth phases, planting to transfer, 
transfer to dough and dough to physiological 
maturity the four irrigation regimes were: I1 = 
85−70−85, I2 = 110−70−110, I3 = 135−95−135 and 
I4 = 160−95−160 mm. Each plot consisted four 
6 m long rows distanced 0.75 m apart, with plants 
seeded 0.15 m apart on each row. While sowing 
was done on June 1, 2006, irrigation regimes were 
applied after seedlings were fully established.

Fluorescence measurements were conducted at 
leaf-10 and tasseling stages, using fully matured 
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active leaves of four plants per plot. The F0, Fm 
and Fv/Fm measurements were taken between 
1100 and 1300 h by a fluorometer (Opti-Sciences, 
OS-30p, London). LAI was measured at tasseling 
by an area meter (LI-3000A, LI-COR, Lincoln, 
Nebraska) using four plants per plot. At physi-
ological maturity (early October 2006), two mid-
dle rows of each plot were harvested, plants dried 
at 75°C for 48 h and weighed and grain yield 
was determined based on 12% moisture content. 
Data were analyzed using ANOVA Procedure of 
SAS software and means were compared using 
Duncan’s Multiple Range Test at 0.05 level.

Results and discussions

Both irrigation regime and hybrid affected corn 
LAI at tasseling stage. While I1 and I4 produced 
the highest (5.43) and lowest (3.66), SC700 and 
TC647 produced the highest (4.93) and lowest 
(3.85) LAI, respectively (Table 1). Negative impact 
of drought on leaf area of corn has been reported 
by other researchers (Cakir 2004; Michelena and 
Boyer 1982).

Among chlorophyll fluorescence parameters 
studied in this experiment, only Fm at leaf-10 stage 
differed among corn hybrids, with SC704 and 
SC500 indicating the highest (1,110) and lowest 

(762) values (Table 2). Furthermore the Fv/Fm 
for SC704 was 13% greater than that for SC500 
and the same difference was found between I3 
and I1. However, at tasseling stage, Fv/Fm differed 
with irrigation regime and Fm differed with corn 
hybrid. The I2 and I4 irrigation regimes indicated 
the highest (0.683) and lowest (0.592) Fv/Fm ratios, 
respectively. The TC647 and SC500 corn hybrids 
indicated the highest (1,090) and lowest (851) 
Fm, compared to the rest of hybrids. Results of 
some studies on different crop species suggest 
that, at least under moderate stress conditions, 
photosynthetic capacity and thylakoid functioning 
is maintained (Grafts-Brander and Salvucci 2002; 
Morant-Manceau et al. 2004) and changes in fluo-
rescence parameters due to stress are reversible.

Grain yield was affected by irrigation regime 
and hybrid. The I1 and I4 irrigation regimes 
resulted in the greatest (12,340) and smallest 
(7,670) grain yield (Table 1); the above 37% dif-
ference in grain yield being mostly proportional 
to differences in seeds/ear in I1 and I4 (data not 
shown). SC700 produced the greatest grain yield 
(11,220 kg/ha), amongst genotypes studied in this 
experiment, due apparently to its greater 1,000-seed 
weight (data not shown). Our results agree with pre-
vious reports (Jurgens et al. 1978; Grant et al. 1989; 
Li et al. 2004) in that drought left negative impact on 
corn grain yield. The 37% decrease in grain yield 

Table 1 Means for leaf area index and grain yield in differ-
ent irrigation regimes and corn hybrids

Experimental factor Leaf area index Grain yield (kg/ha)

Irrigation
I1 5.43a 12,340a

I2 4.28b 11,380ab

I3 3.89bc 9,610bc

I4 3.66c 7,670c

Hybrid
SC704 4.60a 10,220ab

SC700 4.93a 11,220a

SC500 3.89b 10,280ab

TC647 3.95b 9,280b

In each column and for each experimental factor means fol-
lowed by a same letter are not significantly different at 5% 
level of probability base on Duncan’s multiple range test

Table 2 Means for fluorescence parameters (F0, Fm and 
Fv/Fm) of four corn hybrids under different irrigation regimes 
in 10-leaf and tasseling stages

Experimental 
factor

Ten-leaf stage Tasseling stage

F0 Fm Fv/Fm F0 Fm Fv/Fm

Irrigation
I2 401a 945a 0.517a 309a 975a 0.645a

I2 349a 955a 0.582a 351a 994a 0.683a

I3 338a 977a 0.591a 442a 971a 0.510b

I4 339a 877a 0.589a 339a 1016a 0.592a

Hybrid
SC704 342a 1110a 0.608a 381a 1071a 0.636a

SC700 368a 907ab 0.579a 432a 944ab 0.533a

SC500 347a 762b 0.527a 320a 851b 0.615a

TC647 369a 975ab 0.565a 308a 1090a 0.646a

In each column and for each experimental factor means fol-
lowed by a same letter are not significantly different at 5% 
level of probability base on Duncan’s multiple range test
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of corn hybrids under severe drought (I4) is pro-
portional to the 32% decrease in LAI under later 
conditions, compared to the control (I1). When 
water deficit is imposed on corn from early stages 
of development, photosynthetic area available 
during ear development and grain filling becomes 
limited, then the later impact results in a decrease 
in plant productivity (Denmead and Shaw 1960). 
Furthermore, water limitation results in an early 
senesced leaf area an as a result a decrease in both 
biological and grain yield (Wolfe et al. 1988a, b; 
Westgate 1994). Evidence for such impacts in 
present experiment is obtained from a strong cor-
relation between grain yield and LAI (Fig. 1).

Considering the strong correlation of LAI at tas-
seling with grain yield and lack of a considerable 
correlation between Fv/Fm and grain yield (Fig. 2) 

with the current experiment, it could be concluded 
that corn photosynthetic area at tasseling is a more 
reliable attribute for grain yield, compared to maxi-
mum efficiency of photosynthetic PS II.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

Differential Sensitivity of the Photosynthetic Apparatus 
of a Freshwater Green Alga and of Duckweed Exposed 
to Salinity and Heavy Metal Stress

Laszlo Fodorpataki and Laszlo Bartha

Abstract  The present study investigates the 
changes induced by salt and copper stress in photo-
synthetic parameters of a cosmopolitan freshwater 
green alga (Scenedesmus opoliensis) and of duck-
weed (Lemna minor), both originating from the 
same kind of habitat and both being highly suitable 
for bioindication of water quality. Duckweed is 
much more sensitive to high concentration of NaCl 
than the freshwater alga, this being well reflected 
by decrease in the quantum yield efficiency of PSII 
(both Fv/Fm and Φ). The green alga is less tolerant 
to copper, stress effects being reflected by deple-
tion of oxygen and biomass production.

Keywords  Aquatic plants, chlorophyll fluores-
cence, copper, oxygen evolution, salt stress

Introduction

In terrestrial plants salt stress highly overlaps 
with drought, but the latter does not exist in 
aquatic environments, so aquatic plants did not 

develop protective strategies against water deficit. 
This makes freshwater plants more susceptible to 
increasing salinity, which may occur, e.g. upon 
intense evaporation of water from lakes, in relation 
with climate warming. Water pollution with heavy 
metals interferes with mechanisms of salt tolerance 
and cross-tolerance may occur upon combined 
stress conditions. Salt-stressed plants exhibit a 
decrease in photosynthetic efficiency, but it is not 
clear how this actually occurs (Dajic 2006).

Planktonic algae and duckweed are important 
primary producers in freshwaters. Their metabolic 
plasticity leading to stress tolerance makes them 
good bioindicators of the quality of aquatic habi-
tats. For an efficient biomonitoring of water qual-
ity, reliable biomarkers are needed, but the great 
variety of physiological responses to environmen-
tal stress factors makes the selection of suitable 
indicator parameters rather difficult (Perales-Vela 
et al. 2007). The aim of the present study is to 
compare the sensitivity of different photosynthetic 
parameters of a cosmopolitan green alga and of 
duckweed to salt stress and heavy metal toxicity 
caused by copper overdose, as well as to investi-
gate the physiological effects of the simultaneous 
application of the above mentioned stress factors.
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Materials and methods

Plant material and treatment. Axenic monoalgal 
cultures of Scenedesmus opoliensis P. Richter 
strain AICB171 were grown for 15 days in 200 mL 
of EDTA-free Kuhl-Lorenzen nutrient solution, 
being continuously aerated. In vivo measurements 
were performed during the exponential growth 
phase, the algal samples being adjusted at the same 
optical density (0.4) at 680 nm. Duckweed (Lemna 
minor L.) was cultured axenically for 15 days in 
¼ Hoagland solution without EDTA, each repli-
cate containing 50 individuals on 200 mL nutrient 
medium. In vivo measurements were performed on 
the fifth day of treatment.

For both plants, filter-sterilized stock solutions 
were used to supply the experimental variants 
with 150 mM NaCl, 0.025 mM CuSO4. 5H2O, and 
a combination of 150 mM NaCl and 0.025 mM 
CuSO4. 5H2O. Algae and duckweed cultures were 
maintained in a growth chamber at 22C and 
120 µmol m−2 s−1 of PAR provided by cool white 
fluorescent lamps, with a daily 14-h light/10-h 
dark cycle.

In vivo chlorophyll fluorescence measurements. 
Parameters of induced chlorophyll a fluorescence 
were measured with a pulse amplitude modulated 
chlorophyll fluorometer (PAM-FMS1, Hansatech). 
Plant samples were dark adapted for 15 min, algal 
cells were collected by low pressure filtration, 
providing a uniform layer of algal cells on a 
13 mm glass fiber filter. The modulated light was 
sufficiently weak (0.04 µmol PAR m−2 s−1) so 
as not to produce any significant variable fluo-
rescence. A single saturating flash (2,000 µmol 
m−2 s−1 for 0.5 s) was applied to reach Fm. After the 
decline of the signal, the actinic light was turned 
on (100 µmol m−2 s−1) to start the induction kinet-
ics, then saturating light pulses were applied to 
determine photochemical and non-photochemical 
quenching (Fodorpataki and Papp 2002; Dewez 
et al. 2007).

Measurement of oxygen emission. Oxygen pro-
duction was measured with a Clark type oxygen 
electrode in an Oxy-Lab chamber (Hansatech) at 
22°C and 90 µmol m−2 s−1 of PAR. Measurements 

were made with algal cultures adjusted to 0.4680 
optical density and with 1 g fresh weight of duck-
weed stirred continuously.

Determination of photosynthetic pigments. 
Extraction of pigments was performed with dimeth-
ylformamide. Chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b and 
carotenoid pigments were determined spectrophoto-
metrically.

Growth measurement. On the 15th day, the dry 
weight of 100 mL filtered algal culture and of the 
duckweed cultures was determined by dehydration 
to constant weight at 80°C.

Statistical analysis. In data sets with paramet-
ric distribution, significant differences between 
treatment means were determined using the post-
ANOVA Tukey test, while in data sets with non-
parametric distribution, significant differences 
between means were established with the Mann-
Whitney U-test.

Results and discussion

Photosynthetic pigments

In the alga Scenedesmus opoliensis salt and copper 
stress both induce a significant decrease in the pho-
tosynthetic pigment content, their influence being 
additive when applied simultaneously. Chlorophyll 
b content is more sensitive to salt stress than 
chlorophyll a content. Carotenoids are drastically 
decreased by the combined effect of salt and copper. 
In duckweed the pigment content is only slightly 
decreased by 0.025 mM Cu, but NaCl enhances the 
effect of copper on the reduction of chlorophyll and 
carotenoid content. Reduction of photosynthetic 
pigment content is a more sensitive marker of salt 
and copper stress in the alga than in duckweed.

Chlorophyll fluorescence and quantum yield 
of PSII

Changes in ground chlorophyll fluorescence (F0), 
reflecting variations in the energy dissipation from 
antenna pigments before PSII primary photochemi-
cal reaction happens, indicate that under stress 
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conditions F0 values increase significantly. This 
may be related to an impaired energy transfer 
among pigment molecules towards the reaction 
centre. While in the alga 0.025 mM copper induces 
a pronounced increment of the F0, in duckweed the 
same copper concentration causes no significant 
change in the value of this parameter.

The potential or maximal quantum yield of 
PSII, reflected by the Fv/Fm ratio, is not modified 
by 150 mM NaCl, but it is significantly reduced by 
0.025 mM copper in the case of alga. In duckweed 
this parameter is much more sensitive to salt stress 
than to copper overdose (Fig. 1). The potential 
quantum yield can be used as a sensitive biomar-
ker of environmental stress conditions in aquatic 
plants. This parameter was also proposed as a 
biomarker of heavy metal pollution of freshwaters 
when the moss Fontinalis antipyretica is used as 
bioindicator (Rau et al. 2007).

Changes in the effective quantum yield of PSII 
reflect that salt stress affects negatively only the 
photochemical light use efficiency of the duckweed. 
Copper overdose reduces the value of this param-
eter in a higher extent in the case of alga.

Non-photochemical quenching of chlorophyll 
fluorescence changes in a higher extent than 

photochemical quenching in aquatic plants exposed 
to salt and copper stress. Its values reflect that 
energy dissipation in the thylakoids is increased by 
salt stress much more in duckweed, while in the 
alga this increment is more pronounced in the pres-
ence of 0.025 mM copper. In the alga an additive 
effect of simultaneous salt and copper stress can 
also be detected, while in duckweed increased non-
photochemical quenching is only due to salt stress.

Oxygen production

In the alga Scenedesmus opoliensis net photosyn-
thetic oxygen production is influenced significantly 
only by copper, while in duckweed it is diminished 
mainly by salt stress (Fig. 2). In duckweed oxygen 
evolution is highly reduced by salt stress but it is 
only moderately inhibited by copper overdose. Net 
photosynthetic oxygen production can be used as 
a selective biomarker for salt and copper stress in 
duckweed and in algae.

Biomass production

Net dry biomass production of 15 days old cultures 
proved to be very sensitive to copper overdose 

Fig. 1 Influence of salt stress (150 mM NaCl) and copper 
toxicity (0.025 mM CuSO4) on the potential quantum yield 
of photosystem II in cultures of Scenedesmus opoliensis 
and Lemna minor. Vertical bars represent means ± SE of 
five independent replicates. Significant differences between 
control and treatments are indicated by asterisks (p < 0.05). 
Fm – maximal fluorescence; Fv – variable fluorescence; PS 
II – photosystem II

Fig. 2 Net photosynthetic oxygen production of axenic 
cultures of Scenedesmus opoliensis and of Lemna minor 
exposed to long-term salt stress and copper toxicity (22°C, 
120 µM photons m−2 s−1). Bars represent means ± SE, 
significant differences between control and treatments are 
indicated by asterisks (* for p < 0.05, ** for p < 0.01, n = 5). 
d.w. – dry weight
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(0.025 mM) in the alga Scenedesmus opoliensis 
and to salt stress (150 mM) in duckweed. The 
simultaneous presence of salt and copper leads to a 
higher biomass production of the algal populations 
than in the case of the same copper concentration 
unassociated with salt. Growth inhibition of a 
related algal species (Scenedesmus incrassulatus) 
was found to be a more sensitive indicator than 
photosynthetic pigment content and oxygen evo-
lution for water pollution with 0.003 mM copper 
(Perales-Vela et al. 2007).

In the case of duckweed, copper overdose 
resulted in an increased biomass accumulation as 
compared to the control, but this increment was 
abolished by the simultaneous presence of salt.

It can be concluded that the investigated pho-
tosynthetic parameters of duckweed are more 
sensitive to salt stress than the same param-
eters registered in the freshwater green alga 
Scenedesmus opoliensis, while the alga is much 
less tolerant to copper overdose. In duckweed 
the most sensitive parameters that indicate salt 
stress are the non-photochemical quenching of 
chlorophyll fluorescence, the ground fluores-
cence F0, and the net oxygen production. In the 
green alga Scenedesmus opoliensis the decrease 
in chlorophyll and carotenoid content, as well 
as increased F0 and decreased Fv/Fm values 
are good indicators of stress caused by elevated 
concentrations of copper. For the related species 
Scenedesmus obliquus photochemical and non-

photochemical quenching were proposed as valid 
biomarkers of water toxicity (Dewez et al. 2007). 
Differences between the stress tolerance of pho-
tosynthetic parameters of algae and duckweed 
enable a more selective assessment of water 
quality when different polluting agents accumu-
late in the aquatic habitats.
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CHAPTER THRITEEN

Magnesium Chemical Rescue to Cobalt-Poisoned Cells 
from Rhodobacter sphaeroides

Livia Giotta1, Francesca Italiano2, Alessandro Buccolieri1, Angela Agostiano2,3, 
Francesco Milano2, and Massimo Trotta2

Abstract  Rhodobacter sphaeroides is able to 
tolerate high cobaltous ion concentrations, not-
withstanding the detrimental effects on growth 
parameters and bacteriochlorophyll content (Giotta 
et al. 2006). In order to study the influence of mag-
nesium concentration on cobalt toxicity, growth 
experiments were performed with variable mag-
nesium and cobalt concentrations. At high cobalt 
concentration the increase of Mg2+ in the growth 
medium results in a significant increase in growth 
rate and population size reached at the stationary 
phase, contrasting cobalt toxic effect. Moreover 
cobalt-exposed bacteria showed a reduced Mg 
content with respect to control cells. These results 
demonstrate the existence of an interrelationship in 
the metabolism of magnesium and cobalt.

Keywords  Rhodobacter sphaeroides, magne-
sium, cobalt, phototrophic growth

Introduction

Cobalt is one of the essential trace elements, 
required as coordinating metal in vitamin B12 and 
as prosthetic group in various enzymes in animals, 
yeasts, bacteria, archaea, and plants (Kobayashi 
and Shimizu 1999). In excess, however, this metal 
becomes toxic and potential hazard for the cell.

Cobalt increases oxidative stress in cells by rais-
ing the concentration of reactive oxygen species 
(Leonard et al. 1998) and can mimic or replace 
ions like magnesium and calcium in various essen-
tial reactions (Jennette 1981). In Escherichia coli 
cobalt toxicity was dependent on growth condi-
tions being more toxic in case of aerobic metabo-
lism (Wu et al. 1994). The influence of magnesium 
on cobalt toxicity has been demonstrated in a 
number of microorganisms (Abelson and Aldous 
1950; Joho et al. 1991; Venkateswerlu and Sastry 
1970; Webb 1970). The toxicity of Co2+ is mark-
edly lowered in the presence of high magnesium 
concentration. Usually, if magnesium is not present 
in the medium, the heavy metal ion is toxic at very 
low levels.

Rhodobacter sphaeroides strain R26.1 was 
found markedly tolerant to Co2+ contamination, 
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being able to grow at concentration as high as 
10 mM (Giotta et al. 2006). In spite of this high 
tolerance, microbiological parameters (growth rate 
and population size at the stationary phase) appear 
affected ever since low concentration (<0.1 mM), 
indicating that cell metabolism is highly sensitive 
to Co2+ exposure. Therefore, being both toler-
ant and sensitive towards Co2+ contamination, 
Rhodobacter sphaeroides is an excellent model 
for investigating the interaction of this heavy 
metal ion with photosynthetic microorganisms, 
allowing to understand the grounds for toxicity 
and the biochemical mechanisms of response to 
cobalt stress.

The aim of this work is to demonstrate that 
the interrelation between cobalt toxicity and mag-
nesium availability occurs also for this micro-
organism during phototrophic growth and that 
competitive uptake mechanisms involving these 
ions are mainly responsible for diminished Co tox-
icity at high magnesium concentration.

Materials and methods

Bacterial strain and culture conditions. R. sphaeroides 
strain R26.1 was grown anaerobically in 
the medium 27 of the German Collection of Micro-
organisms and Cell Cultures (DSMZ), as described 
in Giotta et al. (Giotta et al. 2006). Co2+ and Mg2+ 
enriched media were obtained by dissolving the 
appropriate amount of CoCl2 and MgCl2 into the 
broth using citric acid as a chelant in a 1:1 ratio for 
achieving complete solubilization. Photosynthetic 
growth was monitored spectrophotometrically, 
following absorbance changes at 535 nm, 
and growth curves were fitted by the modified 
Gompertz equation (Zwietering et al. 1990) in 
order to extrapolate microbiological parameters, 
i.e. lag phase length (λ), maximum growth rate 
(µmax) and the population increment at the station-
ary phase (A). The effect of magnesium upon 
the photosynthetic growth of R. sphaeroides was 
investigated by adding MgCl2 to the growth media 
in concentration ranging from 60 µM to 100 mM. 
The value of the lowest Mg concentration is due 

to the presence of such metal in the components of 
the medium.

Metal analysis. For the determination of bioac-
cumulated metals, bacterial cells were grown in 
1.2 L Pyrex bottles inoculated with 75 mL of (1 ± 
0.5) × 109 CFU/mL starting culture in exponential 
growing phase. Blue-green cells of R. sphaeroides 
were harvested by centrifugation at the early sta-
tionary phase. The biomass was washed at least 
three times in 100 mL of 20 mM Tris-HCl at pH 
= 8 and dried at 60°C as described in Buccolieri 
et al. (Buccolieri et al. 2006). The dry biomass 
was previously digested in a microwave system 
(Milestone, model MLS-1200 MEGA) and ana-
lyzed by ICP-AES technique with a Varian model 
Liberty 110 spectrometer.

Results and discussion

In order to study the influence of magnesium 
concentration on cobalt toxicity, growth experi-
ments were performed in which the magnesium 
concentration was either diminished or increased 
with respect to the value in the control medium 
(3.2 mM). The growth curves recorded in presence 
of two cobalt concentrations, namely 8 × 10−4 mM 
(trace amount) and 5 mM (toxic amount) are shown 
in Fig. 1.

In the control growth medium, where cobalt 
is present in traces, Mg2+ concentrations span-
ning from 60 µM to 100 mM did not influence 
significantly the bacterial growth (see panel A in 
Fig. 1). This indicates that in absence of poison-
ing ions, the required magnesium concentration 
for R. sphaeroides photosynthetic growth is rather 
small. When Co2+ concentration was increased up 
to 5 mM, about seven times the EC50 concentra-
tion, and Mg2+ was 3.2 mM, the maximum growth 
rate and the population size at the stationary phase 
decreased by 70% and 30% of the initial values 
respectively. At the same cobalt concentration, 
lower Mg2+ concentrations produced a further 
reduction of both A and µmax reaching a complete 
lack of growth with [Mg2+] as low as 60 µM, whilst 
the increase of magnesium concentration above 
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3.2 mM resulted instead in a significant increase 
of the growth rate and cellular yield (see panel B 
in Fig. 1). This means that cobalt EC50 values for 
these microbiological parameters increase as Mg2+ 
concentration increases, indicating that magnesium 
abundance plays a role in reducing cobalt toxicity. 
Thus, at high magnesium levels R. sphaeroides is 
much more tolerant towards cobalt contamination 
and the toxic effect of this heavy metal cation could 
be even reversed with suitable amounts of magne-
sium in the growth medium.

The magnesium and cobalt content in R. sphaeroides 
cells grown in presence of increasing concentra-
tions of cobaltous ions is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
Cells grown in Co-enriched media were found 
to contain increasing amounts of cobalt as its 
concentration was raised in the culture broth. This 
monotonic increase was accompanied by a simul-
taneous decrease in the magnesium content. The 
exposure of R. sphaeroides to Co2+ 5 mM resulted 

in the increment of cobalt content by four orders 
of magnitude with respect to control cells, whilst a 
twofold magnesium reduction was observed.

These data suggest a possible competitive 
uptake between the two ions due to mass action 
effect and the existence of an interrelationship 
in the metabolism of magnesium and cobalt, 
which appears common to several microorganisms. 
Mg2+ is taken up into cells by the CorA trans-
port system in Gram-negative bacteria (Smith and 
Maguire 1995), archaea (Smith and Maguire 1998) 
and baker’s yeast (MacDiarmind and Gardner 
1998). Nevertheless, very little information is 
available in the case of anoxygenic phototrophs. 
In Rhodobacter capsulatus the transport system 
for the energy-dependent uptake of magnesium 
has been described and the competitive inhibition 
by several divalent cations, included Fe2+ and Co2+ 
has been demonstrated (Jasper and Silver 1978). 
As suggested by genome sequence, CorA transport 
system is present also in R. sphaeroides and our 
data would be in agreement with the ability of 
this transporter to carry both Co2+ and Mg2+ ions. 
It should be mentioned that the finding that high 
levels of cobalt diminish the amount of magnesium 
bound by the cell is consistent with a competition 
mechanism involving not only the transport but 
also the accumulation of these ions. The pres-
ence of accumulation sites outside the cell (outer 
membrane and bacterial wall) is not excluded and 
makes more complicated the correlation between 

Fig. 1 The rescue effect on the photosynthetic growth of 
R. sphaeroides

Fig. 2 Cobalt antagonistic effect on magnesium uptake
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microbiological and analytical data. However our 
results demonstrate that Co detrimental effects are 
not merely due to the reduction of Mg availability, 
but further mechanisms account for Co toxicity in 
R. sphaeroides. Very low concentrations of mag-
nesium are indeed sufficient for a normal growth 
if cobalt stress is not present. In this light the 
interrelationship between cobalt and magnesium 
metabolism is expected to involve tangled regula-
tion mechanisms where expression might play a 
significant role. Further investigations, involving 
proteome and transcriptome analysis, are therefore 
needed for elucidating the interaction mechanisms 
of Mg and Co in phototrophic cells.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

Water Stress Induced Thermotolerance of Photosynthesis 
in Two Bean Varieties (Phaseolus vulgaris L.)

Javiera González-Cruz and Claudio Pastenes

Abstract  We have observed that bean plants 
grown under water stress conditions develop resist-
ance to high temperature, phenomenon known 
as cross resistance. Such resistance, however, is 
observed in one variety: Orfeo Inia (OI), but not 
another: Arroz Tuscola (AT), the former known as 
a stress resistant and the latter as a stress sensitive 
variety in the field. The aim of the present work 
was to study both varieties grown under water 
stress and well watered (control) conditions, as 
a means to gain knowledge on the precise site 
either structural or physiological which improves 
resistance of photosynthesis to high temperature. 
Threshold temperature for non-reversible dam-
age in OI is increased in about 2.5°C but not in 
AT when plants are gradually exposed to water 
stress. Also, the water stressed OI plants continue 
to evolve oxygen at temperatures which causes a 
strong decrease in photosynthesis in control plants. 
As for AT, well watered and control plants are 
negatively affected at a similar temperature. Water 

stressed plants in the growing chamber does not 
increase their leaf temperature since bean plants 
are able to move their leaves upon excess light, 
therefore, cross resistance is not due to previ-
ous heat on leaves. Malondihaldehyde content in 
leaves, carotenoids, relative leakage rate as well as 
leaf anatomy and chloroplasts ultra-structure does 
not reveal differences in OI and AT growing under 
stress conditions. At present, lipid composition is 
under examination in which monogalactosyldia-
cylglycerol (MGDG) decreases and sulpholipids 
(SQDG) and phosphatidylglycerol (PG) increases 
in OI.

Keywords  Water stress, temperature, xantho-
phylls, lipids, MDA

Introduction

Higher plants are constantly exposed to environ-
mental stresses against which they must develop 
protective mechanisms. It has been commonly 
observed that exposure to a particular stressing fac-
tor would induce protection against a different one, 
phenomenon known as crossed tolerance. Such is 
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the case for water stress induced thermotolerance 
of the photosynthetic apparatus in higher plants. 
We have found that the temperature threshold for 
non reversible damage in bean plants would be 
significantly increased when grown under drought 
conditions as observed by the temperature depend-
ent minimal fluorescence (Fo) kinetics. Also, oxy-
gen evolution under high CO2 air is negatively 
affected in water stressed plants up to a lesser 
extent compared to well watered plants. However, 
such induced thermotolerance is observed in Orfeo 
INIA (OI) but not in the Arroz Tuscola (AT) 
variety. In the present study, an attempt has been 
made in order to have a better understanding of the 
mechanisms underlying the induced resistance to 
heat, comparing the two varieties: OI and AT.

Materials and methods

Plant material and growth conditions. Bean plants 
were grown in a growth chamber with 350 µmol 
photons m−2 s−1 light from 400 W lamps with a 
12 h light and 12 h dark photoperiod, 50% rela-
tive humidity and a thermal regime of 25°C/17°C 
day/night in 2 l pots. Until plants reached the first 
fully expanded tripholiate leaf, they were watered 
and fertilized in a regular basis according to water 
demand, with a Hoagland II solution. When plants 
reached the first fully expande trifoliate leaf, water 
stressed was imposed on some plants watering 
them with 1/6 of the control (well watered) plants, 
for 14 days.

Threshold temperature for non-reversible damage. 
Attached first trifoliate leaves were enclosed in a 
temperature-controlled dark chamber over a wet 
surface. The temperature was increased at a rate of 
1°C/2 min from 20°C to 52°C by means of a circu-
lating water bath. Fo was measured by means of a 
Hansatech (FMS 2, UK) fluorimeter, according to 
Seeman et al. (1984). The thermal limit of irreversible 
damage to the photosynthetic apparatus can be 
assessed by extrapolating the linear portion of the 
fluorescence-temperature course above and below 
the threshold at which fluorescence raises, to a 
point of intersection in the temperature axis.

Measurement of oxygen-evolving activity. O2 
evolution rate was determined at different tem-
peratures using a modified O2 electrode. Leaf was 
placed in the chamber over a capillary matting 
wetted with CO2 buffer, pH 9 (NaHCO3-Na2CO3), 
to maintain a high concentration of CO2.

Leaf temperature was always measured on the 
same leaf during water restriction period with an 
infrared thermometer.

Pigment analysis. The pigments were extracted 
with 80% acetone and then separated and quanti-
fied by HPLC.

Lipid peroxidation. Malondihaldehyde deter-
mination was carried out as in (Esterbauer and 
Cheeseman 1990) with minor modifications. Fresh 
leaves were extracted in 1 mL ice cold 5% w/v 
trichloracetic acid and centrifuged at 4,000 g for 
10 min. 0.6 mL of the supernatant was mixed with 
an equal volume of 0.67% w/v thiobarbituric acid, 
incubated at 100°C for 20 min and chilled immedi-
ately. An absorbance difference (600 and 532 nm) 
was measured in a spectrophotometer. Extinction 
coefficient used was 155 mM−1 cm−1.

Relative leakage rate. Leaf discs were sub-
merged in 20 mL double distilled water and shaken 
in darkness. The electrical conductivity was meas-
ured periodically (ECi) during a 24 h period. Finally 
the samples were autoclaved for 15 min, cooled to 
room temperature and the maximal conductivity 
(CEf) of the solutions was read once more. Relative 
leakage rate (RLR) was calculated as CEi/CEf.

SDS-page. Leaves were exposed to 40°C for 
4 h and then intact chloroplasts were isolated on 
Percoll gradients as described by Leegood and 
Walker (1993). Chloroplast protein samples (30 µg/
lane) were separated on 15% polyacrylamide SDS 
gels and blotted to nitrocellulose. The blots were 
probed for 1 h with a rabbit polyclonal antibody 
prepared against HSP24 and a commercial anti-
Rubisco antibody. Blots were developed by immu-
nodetection using alkaline phosphatase-conjugated 
secondary antibodies.

Lipids determination. Lipids were extracted 
from isolated chloroplast by the method of Bligh 
and Dyer (1959) and lipid classes were separated 
on thin-layer chromatography.
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Results

A higher threshold for non-reversible damage of 
photosynthesis upon heat is observed in water 
stressed OI plants compared to the well watered 
plants (Fig. 1A). Such difference, however, is not 
significant for the AT variety, in which only a small 
increase in the thermal threshold is observed for 
the stressed plants. In Fig. 1B, upon 35°C, well 
watered and water stressed AT plants decreased 
the O2 evolution rate. As for OI, the well watered 
plants reduced their photosynthetic activity mean-
while the water stressed plants maintained its O2 
evolution rate under non-photorrespiratory con-
ditions constant from 35°C to at least 38°C. Fo 
and Fo’ were measured during a gradual increase 
of leaf temperature as for threshold temperature 
determination (0.5°C/min), with no differences 
between both fluorescence parameters in any of 
the varieties studied, suggesting that kinetics of 
minimal fluorescence increase upon temperature 
is not caused by limitations on the electron accep-
tor side of PSII. Also, no significant differences 
in leaf temperature between watered and water 
stressed AT and OI plants along the growing period 
were observed. This results suggest that the water 
stressed induced resistance to high temperature is 
not due to a thermal acclimation in stressed plants 
compared to control.

AT reduced the carotenoid content when watered 
stressed, contrary to OI, which maintained the con-
centration as for chlorophyll basis. On the other 
hand, higher membrane permeability was observed 
in AT leaves independently of water treatment, being 
the stressed plants only slightly higher in their RLR 
compared to control. As for OI, control leaves were 
significantly less permeable compared to stressed 
plants. A similar feature is observed in MDA content, 
with high values for water and control OI leaves, and 
a significant less content in control OI leaves.

Rubisco content in AT and OI leaves have simi-
lar values at 25°C comparing watered and stressed 
plants. At 40°C, however, stressed AT plants have 
a lower content compared to control, while no 
differences are observed in OI. HSP24 was only 
expressed at 40°C and its expression was reduced 
by water restriction.

Significant changes in the lipid composition 
occurred in OI chloroplasts when exposed to water 
stress, increasing SQDG and PG and decreasing 
MGDG. At measurements are under way.

As for leaf morphology, water stressed leaves 
were thinner than control ones possibly because 
of a reduced turgidity. The number of chloroplasts 
was similar but its size was reduced by starch 
loss in stressed compared to watered. The overall 
structure was not affected probably because water 
restriction was imposed in fully expanded leaves.
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Fig. 1 (A) Temperature threshold of photosynthesis in two bean varieties, Arroz Tuscola (AT) and Orfeo INIA (OI) with 
two different water treatment. (B) O2-evolution rate at different temperatures in AT and OI bean leaves with two different 
water treatment
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Chloroplast ultraestructure revealed differences 
in starch content and thylakoid stacking between 
treatments in both varieties. Unstacked grana is 
more notorious in AT stressed plants (Fig. 2).

Discussion

So far, it has been difficult to establish the precise 
site of water stress induced acclimation to high 
temperature in beans, particularly OI. Our results 
suggest that the major difference between OI and 
AT lies in the capacity of the former to maintain 
carotenoids such as xanthophyll, lutein and neox-
anthin when grown under water stress compared to 
well watered conditions. This difference between 
varieties, however, does not explain the acclima-
tion of OI. Further studies measuring carotenoids 
and antioxidants are being carried out. It has to 

be mentioned, however, that in both varieties, the 
amount of plastoglobulines, as observed from 
electron microscopy are clearly induced in water 
stressed samples compared to control, suggest-
ing a relationship between the water restriction 
effect on photosynthesis and the involvement of 
plastoglobulines as a source of antioxidants and 
photo-protectors.
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

Effect of Water Deficit on Rubisco and Carbonic Anhydrase 
Activities in Different Wheat Genotypes

Novruz Guliyev, Shahniyar Bayramov, and Hasan Babayev

Abstract  An influence of drought stress on the 
dynamics of activities of ribulose 1.5-bisphosphate 
carboxylase/oxygenase (Rubisco) and carbonic 
anhydrase (CA) in bread and durum wheat geno-
types differing in their drought tolerance and pro-
ductivity was investigated under field conditions. 
Rubisco activity was primarily constant in plants 
with normal watering and subjected to drought, 
while it decreased at the duration of vegetation in 
all genotypes. CA activity increased during the first 
period of drought in flag leaves of drought resist-
ance genotypes, but decreased at the last stage of 
vegetation. The activities of Rubisco and CA were 
lower in ear elements at an early stage in generative 
development than in flag leaves and decreased less 
in flag leaves under water stress.

Keywords  Drought, Rubisco, carbonic anhydrase, 
flag leaves, ear elements, wheat

Introduction

Water stress is considered as the main environmen-
tal factor limiting plant growth and yield in semi-
arid areas (Chaves et al. 2003). Photosynthetic 
assimilation of CO2 is more sensitive to water 
deficit among metabolic processes. However, there 
is a long-standing controversy as to whether water 
stress mainly limits photosynthesis through sto-
matal closure or metabolic impairment (Lawlor and 
Cornic 2002). It is necessary to know the precise 
sequence of events leading to photosynthetic inhi-
bition under progressive water stress because pho-
tosynthesis is one of the key determinants for plant 
productivity and survival. The data on water stress 
induced regulation of the activity of Calvin cycle 
enzymes other than Rubisco are scarce (Flexas 
et al. 2004). Rubisco activity decreases under water 
stress, for reasons as yet unclear. Similarly, some 
reports have shown strong drought-induced reduc-
tions of Rubisco activity per unit leaf area (Maroco 
et al. 2002) and per mg protein (Parry et al. 2002) 
but other studies have shown no effect (Lal et al. 
1996). Under Mediterranean field conditions, Parry 
et al. (1993) found that Rubisco activity in tobacco 
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was decreased under drought stress, and proposed 
that this was caused by the accumulation of tight-
binding inhibitors within the catalytic sites. An 
influence of water stress on CA activity has not 
been investigated sufficiently by now. In response 
to polyethylene glycol-mediated water stress CA 
activity in wheat seedling decreased under mild 
stress, but increased under severe water stress 
(Kicheva and Lazova 1997). But these experiments 
were performed during a short-term water stress. 
The drought effect on CA activity in plants grown 
under field conditions during a long-term water 
stress has not been studied. Therefore, the investi-
gation of Rubisco and CA activities participating 
in the CO2 initial photosynthetic assimilation in 
some wheat genotypes differing in their drought 
stress tolerance has a scientific and practical 
importance.

Materials and methods

Materials. Flag leaves and ear elements of durum 
(Barakatli, Garagilchig) and bread (Azamatli, 
Giymatli) wheat genotypes, created on the base 
of Agricultural Research Institute which is situ-
ated on the Apsheron peninsula, were used as the 
object of the investigation. Some of the plants were 
watered periodically, while others were subjected 
to drought. Plants under water stress developed 
only because of the natural precipitation. To deter-
mine enzyme activities, samples from plants were 
taken starting with the stage of the formation of 
generative organs (May–June).

Methods. Rubisco activity was determined 
spectrophotometrically (Aliev et al. 1996) and 
CA activity with the electrometrically method of 
Wilbur and Anderson (1948).

The total soluble protein was determined 
according to the method of Sedmak (Sedmak and 
Grossberg 1977).

Results and discussion

An activity of the key enzyme of Calvin cycle- 
Rubisco was primarily constant in plants with nor-
mal watering and subjected to drought. CA activity 
per mg protein increased during the first period of 
drought in flag leaves of drought resistance geno-
types (Barakatli and Azamatli), while it decreased 
at the last stage of vegetation in all genotypes 
(Table 1). Depending on the development of the ear 
elements the changes of CA and Rubisco activities 
were different. So activities of these enzymes were 
high in awns at the milk stage of grain matura-
tion but it was much higher at the dough stage in 
glumes. Rubisco activity was grater in awns and 
glumes than in maturated grains. This indicates to 
much more active roles of awns and glumes in CO2 
photosynthetic assimilation as compared to grains. 
The total activities of Rubisco and CA were lower 
in ear elements than in young flag leaves. But at the 
last stage of the generative development the activi-
ties of both enzymes were higher in ear elements 
than in the flag leaf. In ear elements, especially 
in maturated grains CA activity was much less 
in comparison with glumes and awns (Table 2). It 

Table 1 Rubisco and CA activities (mmol CO2 min−1 mg−1 protein) in flag leaves of different wheat genotypes; WW – 
well-watered, WS – water-stressed

Genotypes Variants

02.05.06 11.05.06 19.05.06 25.05.06 01.06.06

Rubisco CA Rubisco CA Rubisco CA Rubisco CA Rubisco CA

Barakatli WW 0.48 9.61 0.34 8.54 0.17 5.36 0.34 4.86 0.25 3.19
WS 0.47 10.3 0.22 8.27 0.05 6.42 0.09 2.92 0.03 1.93

Garagilchig WW 0.61 12.6 0.48 8.54 0.06 5.84 0.17 4.84 0.06 1.33
WS 0.52 10.4 0.35 6.39 0.10 3.20 0.08 2.70 0.01 0.62

Azamatli WW 0.80 11.9 0.59 9.0 0.09 7.92 0.13 4.03 0.07 2.50
WS 0.66 12.4 0.46 7.79 0.09 3.84 0.07 2.34 0.03 1.10

Giymatli WW 0.36 7.21 0.71 7.07 0.09 5.78 0.10 4.52 0.07 3.53
WS 0.33 6.43 0.55 5.14 0.10 4.08 0.12 3.28 0.02 2.65
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suggests that CA takes part only in CO2 photosyn-
thetic assimilation. Recent investigations showed 
that CA activity of wheat leaves increased to the 
maximum at the flag-leaf visible stage, and then 
decreased to a minimum before tending to increase 
at the dough stage, whereas CA activity in both 
lemmas and pericarps considerably increased from 
the milk to the dough stage. CA activities at the 
milk stage were significantly higher in ear parts 
than in leaf tissues (Li et al. 2004).

In general, parallel changes of CA and Rubisco 
activities in different wheat genotypes both sub-
jected to drought stress and well watered plants 
indicate to the correlation between them. The 
previous investigations carried out in our labora-
tory showed that Rubisco, phosphoenolpyruvate 
carboxylase and CA activities changed parallely in 
flag leaves and ear elements and took part in the 
formation of the final product (Aliev et al. 1996). 

Holaday et al. (1992) found that total Rubisco 
activity of flag leaves decreased when drought 
stress was applied at anthesis. This decrease was 
accompanied by a decrease in both soluble pro-
tein and chlorophyll. When water stress comes 
slowly as it mainly happens in field conditions the 
decrease of the biochemical capacity for the carbon 
assimilation and utilization can take place equally 
to the limitation of gas diffusion. For example, 
in grapevine plants growing at the field the CO2 
assimilation is significantly limited owing to the 
stomata closure as the summer drought increasing 
and activities of different Calvin cycle enzymes are 
also observed to decrease proportionally (Maroco 
et al. 2002). The last investigations showed that in 
ear elements of wheat water potential and relative 
water content less decreased under drought than 
in the flag leaf. Photosynthetic activity of ear 
elements was also higher in comparison to the 

Table 2 Rubisco and CA activities (mmol CO2 min−1 mg−1 protein) in ear elements of different wheat genotypes; 
WW – well-watered, WS – water-stressed

Genotypes Variants Ear elements

Milk stage Dough stage

Rubisco CA Rubisco CA

Barakatli WW Awn 0.12 12.9 0.05 2.30
Glume 0.10  5.80 0.11 8.05
Grain  0.06 0.14 0.05 0.03

WS Awn 0.10 14.1 0.06 1.01
Glume 0.08  8.20 0.28 6.28
Grain  0.04 0.10 0.02 0.01

Garagilchig WW Awn 0.12  8.40 0.09 2.71
Glume 0.09  5.20 0.18 4.52
Grain  0.03 0.09 0.01 0.05

WS Awn 0.14  7.01 0.10 1.40
Glume 0.08  4.30 0.15 2.22
Grain  0.03 0.10 0.01 0.01

Azamatli WW Awn 0.14  6.70 0.06 2.10
Glume 0.07  5.10 0.15 6.53
Grain  0.01 0.18 0.02 0.05

WS Awn 0.11  7.50 0.02 1.80
Glume 0.06  6.50 0.05 4.05
Grain  0.03 0.19 0.03 0.01

Giymatli WW Awn 0.14 10.3 0.01 1.80
Glume 0.07  6.66 0.05 3.96
Grain  0.04 0.07 0.02 0.03

WS Awn 0.11  7.21 0.09 1.10
Glume 0.09  4.38 0.05 2.82
Grain  0.02 0.27 0.01 0.02
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flag leaf (Tambussi et al. 2005). In plants grown 
under field conditions limited water availability in 
conjunction with high temperature and radiation 
are known to affect plant productivity and growth 
greatly. These results suggest that some genotypes 
obtain drought tolerance owing to the CO2 concen-
trating mechanism.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

Response of Ferritin Over-Expressing Tobacco Plants 
to Oxidative Stress

Éva Hideg1, Katalin Török1, Iva Šnyrychová1,2, Györgyi Sándor1, Ernő Szegedi3, 
and Gábor V. Horváth1

Abstract  In order to evaluate the role of ferritin as 
potential stress protector, stress-induced changes 
in photosynthetic activity and reactive oxygen 
production were compared in leaves of control 
and alfalfa ferritin expressing tobacco plants under 
a variety of abiotic stress conditions, such pho-
toinhibition by excess photosynthetically active 
radiation, 290–320 nm ultraviolet radiation or 
chemically induced oxidative stress. Our results 
illustrate a protective role of ferritin against the 
oxidative stress induced through the superoxide 
– hydrogen peroxide – hydroxyl radical cascade in 
the chloroplasts.

Keywords  Oxidative stress, reactive oxygen
species, UV radiation, ferritin, transgenic 
tobacco

Introduction

Ferritin is a multi-subunit protein, in which iron 
can be stored in a readily available but non-toxic 
form. Because free intracellular iron catalyzes 
the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
(Halliwell and Gutteridge 1984), ferritin is con-
sidered to be an important part of the antioxidant 
system by limiting the free intracellular iron pool 
(Theil 1987). On the other hand, superoxide has 
been shown to mobilize ferritin iron and promote 
oxidative damage (Reif 1992) Partial degradation 
of ferritin at an early stage of stress has also been 
suggested to activate defence mechanisms both in 
plants (Lobreaux et al. 1995) and in animals (Cairo 
et al. 1995). Stress conditions that promote iron 
release may lead to increased oxidative damage.

The aim of the present study was to compare 
stress-induced changes of photosynthetic activity in 
ferritin over-expressing and control tobacco leaves. 
Photoinhibition by excess photosynthetically active 
radiation (PAR) and UV-B (290–320 nm) radia-
tion were used as abiotic oxidative stress condi-
tions. Paraquat was used as an intra-plastid source 
of ROS. Hydrogen peroxide and photodynamic 
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agents Rose Bengal and riboflavin were used as 
non-specifically localized ROS sources.

Materials and methods

Plant material. To create alfalfa ferritin express-
ing tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum L.), SR1 plants 
were transformed with the full-length MsFer cDNA 
including the chloroplast targeting sequence as 
described earlier (Deák et al. 1999). For controls, 
those plants were chosen from a segregating line, 
which did not contain the alfalfa ferritin gene. All 
plants were grown in the greenhouse at 22–24°C 
with a natural photoperiod, under daytime irradia-
tion maxima around 220–250 µmol m−2 s−1 PAR. 
The youngest fully expanded leaves of 4-week-old 
plants were used in all experiments.

Light stress. To achieve photoinhibition, 
detached tobacco leaves were infiltrated with 5 mM 
lincomycin to inhibit protein synthesis and PS II 
repair processes, then irradiated with 1,500 µmol 
m−2 s−1 PAR. UV-B stress was applied to intact 
plants a 290–320 nm radiation supplemental to 
PAR in the greenhouse. During this treatment, 
10.3 kJ m−2 day−1 biologically effective UV-B 
radiation was delivered for 7 days.

Direct oxidative stress. Detached tobacco leaves 
were infiltrated with either 20 mM H2O2 or with a 
2.5 µM paraquat. Singlet oxygen and superoxide 
radicals were generated by infiltrating the leaves 
with water solutions of either 2 mM Rose Bengal 
or with 1 mM riboflavin, respectively. After the 
application of one of the above treatments, leaves 
were exposed to 15 µmol m−2 s−1 PAR. All applied 
chemicals were infiltrated into the leaves.

Photosynthetic activity. Photochemical yield 
of PS II electron transport (ΦPSII) was calculated 
from variable chlorophyll fluorescence parameters, 
measured with the MINI-version of the Imaging-
PAM (Heinz Walz GmbH, Effeltrich, Germany), 
as ΦPSII = (Fm’ – F’)/Fm’ according to Schreiber 
et al. (1986). F’ and Fm’ are fluorescence intensities 
measured before and after a saturating (8,000 µmol 
m−2 s−1) light pulse applied at 210 µmol m−2 s−1 
PAR.

ROS measurements. Hydrogen peroxide produc-
tion was estimated with DAB staining (Thordal-
Christensen et al. 1997). Singlet oxygen (1O2) 
and superoxide radicals (O2

−•) were measured 
with a newly developed imaging apparatus (Hideg 
and Schreiber 2007) using DanePy (Kálai et al. 
1998) and HO-1889NH (Kálai et al. 2002) as 
fluorescent ROS sensors, respectively. Hydroxyl 
radicals (•OH) were measured using terephthalate 
(Šnyrychová and Hideg 2007). Lipid peroxidation 
was estimated from the level of malondialde-
hyde (MDA) using the TBARS-assay (Heath and 
Packer 1968).

Results and discussion

Figure 1 compares photosynthesis responses 
of control (Cont) and alfalfa ferritin expressing 
tobacco (FR) leaves to various oxidative stress 
conditions. Times of treatments were chosen to 
achieve half-inhibition of ΦPSII in the Cont leaves. 
Photoinhibition resulted in the same loss of photo-
synthetic function in Cont and FR plants (Fig. 1). 
There was no difference between the two geno-
types in the amount of photoinhibition-induced 
production of 1O2 (data not shown). Moreover, 
when 1O2 was photo-generated from Rose Bengal 
non-specifically, instead of triggering the internal, 
thylakoid membrane localized source of 1O2 by 
photoinhibition (Hideg et al. 1998), the extent of 
this PS II photo-damage was the same in both 
Cont and FR. These data show that ferritin does 
not provide extra protection from 1O2-mediated 
oxidative stress, regardless of the localization of 
1O2 production.

Paraquat (methyl-viologen) is a radical-propagating, 
redox-cycling herbicide known to mediate O2

−• 
production in the thylakoid membrane (Babbs et al. 
1989). FR plants were more tolerant to paraquat 
than controls without the extra ferritin (Fig. 1) 
confirming the protective role of this protein (Deák 
et al. 1999). However, when O2

−• was photo-generated 
from riboflavin non-specifically, the protective 
effect of ferritin was lost and photosynthesis was 
even slightly more reduced in the FR than in the 
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Cont plants (Fig. 1). This was not caused by a 
difference in ROS concentrations: HO-1889NH, 
which is mainly localized in the chloroplasts did 
not detect different O2

−• levels in FR and Cont 
leaves, neither for the paraquat nor for the ribofla-
vin treatment (Fig. 2A). This result suggests that 
the protective effect of ferritin is direct, aiming 
at oxidative stress reactions initiated inside the 
chloroplasts, which is in line with the localization 
of the chloroplast targeted extra ferritin in our FR 
plants.

Hydrogen peroxide was produced in response to 
both paraquat and riboflavin treatment, at approxi-
mately the same concentrations in FR and in Cont 
leaves (data not shown). However, when H2O2 was 
applied directly, its effect on photosynthesis was 
the same in the two genotypes (Fig. 1), suggesting 
that the tolerance of FR plants to paraquat was not 
related to a better ability to scavenge H2O2. Similar 
levels of O2

−• and H2O2 may result in different 
damaging effects in the presence of different iron 
concentrations available for a Fenton-type reaction 
to generate •OH from the H2O2. In the chloroplasts 

of the FR plants, the excess ferritin is supposed to 
prevent the above reaction and thus limit oxidative 
damage initiated by O2

−• from paraquat.
In our experiments, steady state concentrations 

of •OH were too low to detect, but observing lower 
amounts of paraquat-triggered lipid peroxidation 
products in FR plants than in Cont ones (Fig. 2B) 
supports the above hypothesis. The role of ferritin 
in vivo is illustrated by an increased stress toler-
ance of the FR plants to supplemental UV-B radia-
tion (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Quantum efficiency of photosynthetic electron trans-
port (ΦPSII) at 210 µmol m−2 s−1 PAR in control (Cont) 
and alfalfa ferritin expressing (FR) tobacco leaves before 
(unt) or after one of the following treatments: 30 min of 
1,500 µmol m−2 s−1 PAR in the presence of lincomycin (PI), 
5 min of 15 µmol m−2 s−1 PAR in the presence 2 mM Rose 
Bengal (RoseB), 45 min of 15 µmol m−2 s−1 PAR in the pres-
ence 2.5 µM paraquat (Pq), 15 min of 15 µmol m−2 s−1 PAR 
in the presence 1 mM riboflavin (Ribo), 15 min of 15 µmol 
m−2 s−1 PAR in the presence 20 mM H2O2 (H2O2) or 7-days 
of supplemental 10.3 kJ m−2 day−1 biologically effective UV-
B radiation (UV). Data are mean values of 3–5 repetitions, 
error bars represent standard deviations

Fig. 2 Superoxide and reactive aldehyde detection in 
untreated (unt), paraquat- or (Pq) or riboflavin-treated 
(Ribo) areas of control (Cont) and alfalfa ferritin expressing 
(FR) tobacco leaves. Superoxide was detected in the leaves 
as partial quenching of HO-1889NH fluorescence (A), 
reactive aldehydes were detected from leaf extracts as 
TBA-reactive substances (B). See legend to Fig. 1 and 
Materials and Methods for details of treatments. The single 
vertical bar in (A) illustrates the typical error level of the 
technique. Data in (B) are mean values of three repetitions, 
error bars represent standard deviations
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

Identification of the Degradation Products Involved 
in Bacteriopheophytin Photodamage of the Photosynthetic 
Reaction Centers from Rb. sphaeroides by Liquid 
Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry

Harvey J. M. Hou

Abstract  The molecular mechanisms of photoin-
hibition has been a topic of central importance in 
understanding the structure and function of photo-
synthetic membrane proteins. We have previously 
observed the unidirectional photodamage of pheo-
phytins in the photosystem II reaction centers from 
spinach and of bacteriopheophytins in the reaction 
centers from Rb. sphaeroides under strong illumi-
nation (Hou et al. 1996, 2005). Here we identified 
three degradation products of the bacteriopheo-
phytin photodamage reactions by liquid chroma-
tography-mass spectrometry. These products were 
probably produced by the hydration, de-hydrogen, 
and de-methylation reactions of bacteriopheophy-
tin molecule. The major degradation product was 
likely formed by the de-methylation at C-8 in the 
bacteriopheophytin molecule.

Keywords  Reaction center, photodamage, phe-
ophytin, bacteriopheophytin, PSII, Rhodobacter 
sphaeroides, photoinhibition, liquid chromatogra-
phy, mass spectrometry

Introduction

Higher plants decrease their photosynthetic activity 
when levels of excitation energy exceed the capac-
ity for photosynthesis, which is usually known as 
photoinhibition. The molecular basis of photoin-
hibition has been a topic of central importance in 
understanding the structure function relationship of 
photosynthetic membrane proteins from cyano-
bacteria, algae, and green plants (Aro et al. 1993; 
Murata et al. 2007). Photosensitivity of the photo-
synthetic pigments of photosystem II reaction center 
(PSII RC) D1/D2/cytochrmoe b559 complexes from 
spinach revealed the unexpected photodamage of 
pheophytin using high performance liquid chroma-
tography (HPLC). Due to the fact that the concentra-
tion of pheophytin in the photodamaged PSII RCs 
was decreased to 47 ± 5% of the original value and 
remained nearly unchanged for an additional 80 min 
of strong light treatment, we proposed a hypothesis 
that one of the two pheophytin molecules protects 
PSII against photodamage (Hou et al. 1996).

As the type-II photosynthetic RCs, the purple 
bacterial and PSII RCs show substantial similari-
ties in structure. We examined the photodamage 
of the bacterial photosynthetic RC under identical 
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photoinhibitory conditions. Our experimental data 
demonstrated that one bacteriopheophytin mol-
ecule associated with photoactivity of the isolated 
RCs from Rb. sphaeroides is damaged under strong 
light illumination, and that the damaged bacteri-
opheophytin is likely located in the L subunit of the 
RCs (Hou et al. 2005). However the detailed mech-
anism of the photodamage of bacteriopheophytin 
in the bacterial photosynthetic RCs is unclear 
and deserves to be studied. Here we will identify 
possible degradation products involved in the bac-
teriopheophytin photodamage reactions by liquid 
chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS).

Materials and methods

Isolation of bacterial RCs. Engineered polyhisti-
dine-tagged Rb sphaeroides RCs were purified utilizing 
the Ni-NTA resin (Hou et al. 2005). The RC samples 
were concentrated to ∼50 µM and stored at −80°C.

Photoactivity measurements. Light-induced absorb-
ance changes at 430 nm were measured using a flash 
spectrophotometer as previously described (Xu and 
Gunner 2001).

Photodamage experiments. The RC samples 
were stirred at room temperature in 10 mM, pH 
8 Tris, 0.5% LDAO and illuminated by a 300 W 
white light. To prevent sample heating during 
illumination a layer of water (3.5 cm) was placed 
between the sample and the light source.

LC-MS analysis. The acetone extracts of the 
photosynthetic RC complexes from Rb. sphaeroides 
was examined in a C18 column using an Agilent 
Model 1100 Capillary HPLC system coupled with 
ThermoScientific Model LTQ-FT mass spectrometer 
with electrospray ionization.

Results and discussion

HPLC analysis revealed the photodamage 
of bacteriopheophytin

UV-vis spectrometric data revealed the photodamage 
of bacteriopheophytin from the photosynthetic 
RCs from Rb. sphaeroides (Hou et al. 2005). One 
possible reason could be the damage in chemical 

structure. The second possibility may be due to the 
detachment or disconnection of bacteriopheophytin 
molecule from the protein backbone. The third 
option could be the temporary formation of bacteri-
opheophytin ion. All the three cases could generate 
a diminish phenomenon of absorbance in their UV-
vis absorption spectra. To distinguish these pos-
sibilities, LC-MS was used to monitor the effect of 
strong illumination on pigments in the RCs from 
Rb. sphaeroides. If the damage is purely arisen 
from the detachment of bacteriopheophytin from 
protein or the temporary formation of bacteriophe-
ophytin ion, HPLC profile will show no decrease of 
the bacteriopheophytin chromatographic peak.

The isolated RC complexes from Rb. sphaeroides 
have three protein subunits (L, M, and H), four 
bacteriochlorophyll, two bacteriopheophytin, one 
carotene, and two phylloquione molecules per 
RC. HPLC profile of the acetone extract of the 
RCs from Rb. sphaeroides in the absence of light 
treatment using a C-18 column showed four major 
chromatographic peaks (data not shown). The first 
chromatographic peak (P1) was at 4.37 min with a 
dominant m/z ratio of 927, the second peak (P2) 
at 4.75 min with m/z 663, the third peak (P3) at 
9.43 min with m/z 905, and the fourth peak (P4) at 
12.59 min with m/z 705. The chromatographic peak 
P1 was assigned to the bacteriochlorophylls, and the 
peak P2 was the phylloquiones in the RC. The peak 
P3 was bacteriopheophytins, which have a differ-
ence of 22 in m/z than the peak P1. The peak P4 was 
attributed to the carotene in the photosynthetic RC.

Upon illumination the chromatographic peaks, 
P1 (bacteriochlorophyll) and P3 (bacteriopheophytin), 
were decreased significantly (data not shown). 
This strongly supported the conclusion of the 
photodamage of bacteriopheophytin and bacte-
riochlorophyll in the RCs from Rb. sphaeroides 
proposed based on the UV-vis spectrometric 
observation (Hou et al. 2005). The reduction of 
peaks P1 and P3 eliminated the possibility of the 
detachment or disconnection of pigment from 
protein matrix or of the short-lived formation of 
bacteriochlorophyll and bacteriopheophytin ionic 
species. The photodamage was due to the chemi-
cally photodamage of bacteriochlorophyll and 
bacteriopheophytin in structure.
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However, the chromatographic peaks, P2 (carotene) 
and P4 (phylloquionone), was almost not reduced in 
contrasting to peaks P1 and P3, demonstrating that 
the carotene and phylloquione in the RCs of Rb. 
sphaeroides are stable and not light susceptible. The 
behavior of the stable carotene to illumination was 
comparable to that of the PSII RC D1/D2/cytochrome 
b559 complexes from spinach chloroplasts (Hou et 
al. 1996), and suggested that the photodamage of the 
RC complexes from Rb. sphaeroides is probably cor-
related to the acceptor-side photoinhibition.

Mass spectra identified three degradation products 
of photodamage reactions

The UV-vis absorption spectrometric and HPLC 
data have established the involvement of bacteri-
opheophytin damage in the photosynthetic RCs 

from Rb. sphaeroides. What are the degradation 
products produced from the bacteriopheophytin 
photodamage reactions?

Figure 1 showed the bacteriopheophytin chro-
matographic region between the retention time 8 
and 11.5 min in the HPLC profile. In the Panel A, 
a single bacteriopheophytin peak at the retention 
time of 9.35 min was observed in the native RCs. 
After 30 min strong illumination, the bacteriopheo-
phytin peak was decreased and a small new peak 
at retention time 11.04 min was created (Fig. 1B). 
The new chromatographic peak at 11.04 min was 
increased with increasing illumination time, and, 
in contrast, the original chromatographic peak at 
9.35 min was decreased accordingly (Fig. 1C). 
There was clearly one isobestic point at 10.60 min, 
which demonstrated that there are at least two spe-
cies presented in the illumination period. In other 

Fig. 1 Chromatograph profiles of the acetone extracts from the photosynthetic RC complexes of Rb sphaeroides obtained 
in the dark (A), after 30 min (B), 170 min (C), and 240 min (D) light treatment. A 10 µL aliquot of RC complexes was col-
lected after different illumination time intervals and extracted by 80% acetone. A 5 µL sample of the supernatant of acetone 
extracts was injected for HPLC analysis
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word, a new photodamage degradation species was 
observed at retention time of 11.04 min. We noted 
that the retention time of the original peak was 
shifted to longer slightly from 9.35 to 9.85 min, 
which is probably due to the variation of HPLC 
experimental separation conditions as judged by 
the fact of their identical mass spectra.

The chromatographic peak area at 9.35 was 
decreased to approximately half of its original 
value when the RCs was illuminated for 170 min 
(Fig. 1A, D), which was corresponding to the 
entirely loss of photochemical activity as deter-
mined by photoinduced absorption spectrometry 
at 435 nm (data not shown). This indicated that 
only one of the two bacteriopheophytin molecules 
was light sensitive and photodamaged during 
strong illuminations. This further confirmed the 
earlier observation of one bacteriopheophytin 
photodamage in the RCs of Rb. sphaeroides 

(Hou et al. 2005). We noted that the peak area 
of bacteriopheophytin was almost equal to that 
at 11.04 min, the observed degradation product 
of the photodamage reactions. It implied that the 
observed degradation product at retention time 
11.04 min was the principal species, and that 
the 11.04 min degradation product was almost 
produced quantitatively if we assume that it has 
the same chromatographic response factor as 
bacteriopheophytin.

To gain the chemical structural information of the 
identified degradation products of bacteriopheophy-
tin photodamage in the RCs from Rb. sphaeroides, 
the mass spectra at 9.35 and 10.35 min were recorded. 
The mass spectrum of the acetone extract from the 
native RCs showed major peaks at z/m 927, 921, 905, 
834, 626, 609, 577, and 452 (Fig. 2A). The observed 
degradation component of bacteriopheophytin pho-
todamage at 11.04 min gave major peak at z/m 919, 

Fig. 2 Mass spectra of the degradation components of bacteriopheophytin photodamage reactions after illumination of 
240 min. Panel A was the mass spectrum at the retention time 10 min; Panel B was the mass spectrum at 10.47 min; Panel 
C at 10.94 min, and Panel D at 11.26 min. The most abundant peaks were m/z 905 in Panel A, m/z 903 in Panel B, m/z 919 
in Panel C, and m/z 889 in Panel D
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911, 889, 705, 649, 610, 529, and 444 (Fig. 2D). The 
differences in z/m were −8, −16, and −38. The −16 in 
m/z suggested that the degradation product of bacteri-
opheophytin photodamage in the bacterial RCs might 
be the de-methylation (loss of CH4). The possible 
reaction was the formation of CH–CH2 from 
CHCH2CH3 group at C-8 position. The assign-
ments of the formation of −8 and −38 in m/z were 
 undecided.

When we carefully examined the mass spectra in 
the range of retention time between 8.5 to 11 min, 
three different patterns were observed in Fig. 2. 
As discussed above, the Panel A and D were the 
native bacteriopheophytin and the observed deg-
radation species deduced from the de-methylation, 
respectively. The second degradation product 
showed mass peaks at m/z 927, 921, 903, 834, 649, 
609, and 451 (Fig. 2B). The dominant peak was at 
z/m 903 instead of z/m 905, indicating the decline 
of 2 in m/z. It may be attributed to the de-hydrogen 
(loss of H2) in the bacteriopheophytin during pho-
todamage reactions. One possibility would be that 
the hydrogens at C-7 and C-8 may be detached, 
and a double bond may form between C-7 and 
C-8. Alternatively, the hydrogens at C-17 and C-18 
may be lost to produce a double bond. The third 
degradation product gave mass peaks at m/z 935, 
919, 889, 786, 705, 649, 529, and 459 (Fig. 2C). 
The differences in z/m were +18, −8, and −38. 
The +18 in m/z may be explained as a degradation 
component due to the hydration (addition of H2O) 
during the photodamage reactions.

Conclusions

The photodamage mechanisms of bacteriopheo-
phytin in the RCs from Rb. sphaeroides was 
investigated by LC-MS. Based on the experimental 
results we proposed the following arguments: 
(1) One of the two bacteriopheophytin molecules 
in the RCs from Rb. sphaeroides accompanying 
with the complete loss of photochemical activity 
was damaged under strong illumination, and the 
damage was due to the destruction of its chemi-
cal structure. (2) Three degradation products of 

the bacteriopheophytin photodamage reactions 
were identified and probably produced by the 
hydration, de-hydrogen, and de-methylation of 
bacteriopheophytin molecule under strong light 
conditions. (3) The main degradation product 
may be formed by the de-methylation at C-8 
in the bacteriopheophytin molecule, and the 
de-methylation step is likely quantitative. (4) 
No photodamage of carotene and phylloquiones 
in the RCs were observed. These opinions offer 
novel details towards the molecular basis of the 
photodamage in bacterial RCs. It also provides 
insightful information to the PSII photoinhibition 
in general.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

Effect of Cobalt Ions on the Soluble Proteome 
of a Rhodobacter sphaeroides Carotenoidless Mutant

Francesca Italiano1, Francesco Pisani2, Francesca De Leo3, Luigi R. Ceci3, Raffaele Gallerani2, 
Lello Zolla4, Sara Rinalducci4, Livia Giotta5, Francesco Milano1, Angela Agostiano1, 
and Massimo Trotta1

Abstract  Rhodobacter sphaeroides strain R26.1 
showed tolerance to Co2+ ions, up to 10 mM con-
centration. Interestingly the bacteriochlorophyll 
biosynthesis was found to decrease upon addition 
of such metal in the growth medium. Analysis of R. 
sphaeroides proteome from cells grown in control 
and in Co2+ enriched media was performed by two 
dimensional electrophoresis (2DE) followed by 
mass spectrometry. Proteome and functional analy-
ses of differentially expressed proteins in cobalt 
response clearly highlighted the involvement of 
several metabolic pathways, and in particular of 
some enzymes involved in tetrapyrrole biosynthe-
sis pathway.

Keywords  Photosynthesis, Rhodobacter sphaer-
oides, cobalt, porphobilinogen deaminase, proteom-
ics, 2DE analysis

Introduction

Rhodobacter (R.) sphaeroides is a purple, non-
sulphur bacterium, capable of anoxygenic photo-
synthesis, and is amongst the most metabolically 
diverse organisms known. The R. sphaeroides 
carotenoidless mutant strain R-26.1 (Sistrom et al. 
1956) showed a significant tolerance to relatively 
high concentrations of cobaltous ions (Giotta 
et al. 2006) and a high removal ability from 
contaminated media (Buccolieri et al. 2006). 
Interestingly tolerance to Co2+ is accompanied 
with a noteworthy detrimental effect on the pho-
tosynthetic apparatus of the microorganism, and 
in details on the biosynthesis of photosynthetic 
pigments (Giotta et al. 2006).

Several investigations concerning the inter-
actions between heavy metal ions and photo-
synthetic microorganisms have been reported. 
Influence on photosynthetic activity and pigment 
content was in some cases observed (Danilov and 
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Ekelund 2001; Horne et al. 1998; Rai et al. 1994; 
Zaccaro et al. 2001), even though the heteroge-
neity of the metal stress response suggests that 
the interaction cannot be confined to the sole 
photosynthetic apparatus.

In order to have a wide overview of the phys-
iological and metabolic processes involved in 
R. sphaeroides ability to grow in heavy metal con-
taminated environments, a comparative proteome 
analysis was performed for cells harvested from 
cultures in both control and Co2+ enriched media. 
Herein we report the results obtained for soluble 
proteins that contribute to a better understanding 
of the resistance and/or tolerance mechanisms and 
explain cobalt effect on the enzymes involved in 
bacteriochlorophyll biosynthetic pathway.

Materials and methods

Bacterial strain and culture condition. Rhodobacter 
sphaeroides R-26.1 cells were grown in light 
under anaerobic conditions, as described previ-
ously (Giotta et al. 2006). Cells in late exponential 
growing phase were harvested from control or 
cobalt contaminated media kept under the same 
growth conditions of temperature and illumination 
and used for 2DE analysis.

Water soluble protein fraction extraction. Cells 
were harvested by centrifugation for 15 min at 
14,000 × g (4°C), washed three times in 20 mM 
Tris-HCl at pH 8 and then resuspended in ice-cold 
20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8)-1 mM PMSF and disrupted 
by two passages through a French press (150 bars) 
with DNase (1 mg/mL) and RNase A (10 mg/mL). 
The soluble and membrane fractions were sepa-
rated by ultracentrifugation for 2 h at 150,000 × g 
(4°C). The water soluble fraction was precipitated 
with 14 volumes of acetone:methanol:tri n-butyl-
phosphate (12:1:1) overnight at 4°C, according to 
Mastro et al. (Mastro and Hall 1999). The pellet 
was collected by 20 min centrifugation (2,800 × g, 
4°C) and washed with 30 mL of each component 
of the precipitating solution in the following order: 
tri n-butylphosphate, acetone, and methanol. The 
total protein content was determined according to 

the Bradford method (Biorad Protein Assay) using 
Bovine Serum Albumin as standard.

Two dimensional gel electrophoresis. Three hun-
dred and fifty micrograms of proteins were loaded 
onto linear Immobilised pH Gradient (IPG) strips 
(13 cm, pH ranges: 4–7, GE-Healthcare) for elec-
trophoretic separation. Isoelectrofocusing (IEF) 
was performed programming the protocol in order 
to reach 70,000 volt-hours. IPG strips coming 
from IEF were initially equilibrated for 15 min in 
50 mM TRIS-HCl pH 8.8, 6 M Urea, 30% Glycerol, 
2% Sodium dodecylsulphate (SDS), Dithiothreitol 
(DTT) (10 mg/mL), then for other 15 min in 50 mM 
TRIS-HCl pH 8.8, 6 M Urea, 30% Glycerol, 2% 
SDS, Iodoacetamide (25 mg/mL), and finally sealed 
to a 15 × 15 cm gel (10% Polyacrylamide) by 0.5% 
Agarose in TGS buffer (25 mM TRIS, 192 mM 
Glycine and 0.1% SDS, pH 8.3). Electrophoresis 
was performed at 18°C using TGS as running buffer 
at 25 mA for 1 h and at 50 mA for 4 h. 2DE gels 
were stained with Coomassie Colloidal G250 and 
destained with Milli Q water.

Gel data analysis. Two dimensional gel electro-
phoresis was run on two sets of four independent 
batches of soluble protein fractions obtained from 
control and Co2+ cultures respectively. 2DE gels 
were scanned with an Image Scanner (Amersham 
Biosciences) and analysed with the software Image 
Master 2D 6.0 Platinum (GE-Healthcare).

MS analysis. After in-gel tryptic digestion of 
excised spots, proteins were identified by peptide 
mass fingerprinting (PMF) as described previously 
(Bossi et al. 2007).

Porphobilinogen deaminase assay. Porpho-
bilinogen deaminase was assayed by following 
the disappearance of the substrate porphobilinogen 
according to the method described by Davies and 
Neuberger (Davies and Neuberger 1973).

Results and discussion

Proteomic analysis

Analysis of 2DE maps demonstrated a complex 
metabolic response to cobaltous ions. Cobalt 
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exposure induced a metabolic stress with the up-
regulation of catabolic enzymes responsible for 
the enhancement of protein and DNA degrada-
tion and a robust down-regulation of enzymes 
involved in ammonia assimilation, DNA replica-
tion and protein biosynthesis (F. Italiano, unpub-
lished results), indicating that the microorganism 
reduces somehow cell replication, in agreement 
with the observed reduction of bacterial growth in 
Co2+ enriched medium (Giotta et al. 2006).

Moreover our study showed the down-expression 
of aconitate hydratase and porphobilinogen deam-
inase, two enzymes involved in bacteriochlo-
rophyll biosynthesis (Table 1, Fig. 1). The first 
enzyme catalyzes the reversible isomerization of 
citrate to isocitrate, a precursor of succinyl-CoA, 
involved in bacteriochlorophyll biosynthesis 
(Blankenship et al. 1995), whilst the second one 
catalyses the tetramerization of porphobilinogen 
(PBG) to give hydroxymethylbilane, the first 
tetrapyrrolic product in the biosynthetic pathway 
(Jordan and Berry 1980).

The down-expression of aconitate and porpho-
bilinogen deaminase might partially explain the 
decreased level of bacteriochlorophyll in cobalt 
treated cells.

Enzymatic assays

In order to evaluate the cobalt effect on por-
phobilinogen deaminase cell-free R. sphaeroides 
extracts were prepared and the activity of porpho-
bilinogen deaminase was determined. Interestingly 
enzymatic assays showed a threefold decrease in 
the porphobilinogen deaminase specific activity 
of water-soluble proteins extracted from cobalt 

exposed cells as compared to control (the specific 
enzymatic activity was 18 nmol of substrate con-
sumed mg−1 protein min−1 for control cells and 
6.4 nmol of substrate consumed mg−1 protein min−1 
for cobalt exposed cells) (Fig. 2).

Cobalt inhibition on porphobilinogen deaminase 
appears to be the result of two contributions:

(a) A transcription or translation effect, strongly 
suggested by the 2DE map analysis

Table 1 Soluble proteins involved in bacteriochlorophyll biosynthesis differentially expressed under cobalt stress

Protein
NCBI accession 
number

Number of 
peptidesa

Sequence coverage 
(%) Mascot scoreb Fold decreasec

Porphobilinogen 
deaminase

gi|77464252 11 40 665 1.83 ± 0.13

Aconitate hydratase gi|83371831 15 16 941 2.24 ± 0.08
a Number of unique peptides identified by MS/MS for the protein
b Protein score assigned by Mascot
c Fold decrease for cobalt treated cells compared to control cells

Fig. 1 Sections of 2D gels (A) and 3D-view (B) of porpho-
bilinogen deaminase spot under control and cobalt enriched 
medium conditions
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(b) The direct effect of Co2+ on the enzyme which 
is in agreement with enzymatic assays

Even though the former effect might be sufficient 
to explain the results of enzymatic assays, further 
investigations using dialyzed extracts have demon-
strated that Co2+ inhibits directly the enzyme (data 
not shown). This finding is in agreement with simi-
lar observations on the inhibitory effect of cobaltous 
ions on the porphobilinogen deaminases from other 
organisms, including Arabidopsis  thaliana (Jones 
and Jordan 1994), yeast (Correa Garcia et al. 1991) 
and pea (Spano and Timko 1991).

Transcriptional and biochemical analyses are 
currently directed to further delineate the mecha-
nisms whereby cobalt exerts its regulatory effects on 
gene expression and activity of enzymes involved 
in the bacteriochlorophyll biosynthetic pathway.
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CHAPTER NINETEEN

Effect of Light Intensity on Energy Dissipation Processes 
in the Diatom Cyclotella sp.

Gabrielle Vernouillet, Charles P. Deblois, Annie Chalifour, and Philippe Juneau

Abstract  Phytoplankton has developed strate-
gies, at the photosynthetic apparatus level, to cope 
with fluctuating light intensities found in their 
environment. These strategies will be reflected in 
energy dissipation via photochemical and non-
photochemical pathways. Nevertheless, even in 
presence of protection mechanisms excessive light 
can produce modification of the photosynthetic 
apparatus. By using Pulse-Amplitude-Modulated 
fluorometry and rapid rise fluorescence (PEA), 
we investigated the effect of high light inten-
sity on a diatom, Cyclotella sp., Dark-adapted 
Cyclotella sp., previously exposed to high light 
intensity (1,000 µE m−2 s−1), demonstrated a strong 
diminution of FM  fluorescence level compared 
to algae exposed to 75 µE m−2 s−1. The use of 
NH4Cl, as an uncoupler which eliminates the pH 
gradient in thylakoid  membranes, restored the 
FM level, therefore suggesting the presence of 
non- photochemical quenching. The mechanism, 
by which this  non-photochemical quenching was 

build, was  further studied by using different inhibi-
tors of the  photosynthetic and respiratory systems 
permitting to  discuss about a possible model of 
energy dissipation processes, involving chlorores-
piration,  triggered under strong light intensity.

Keywords  Energy dissipation pathways, chlorores-
piration, freshwater diatom, fluorescence kinetics, 
light intensity

Introduction

In natural environment, phytoplankton may be 
exposed to highly variable light conditions. In this 
context, phytoplankton has developed strategies to 
cope with fluctuating light intensity and these strat-
egies are reflected through differences in energy 
dissipation pathways (fluorescence, photochemical 
and non-photochemical processes). Among the dif-
ferent algal groups, diatoms may play an important 
role in phytoplankton community (Richardson 
et al. 1983). In spite of their ecological importance, 
little is known about energy dissipation processes 
of these organisms when exposed to different light 
conditions.
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In order to prevent photosynthesis against 
excess light damage, algae have developed photo-
protective mechanisms. The main way to dissipate 
photons in excess is through non-photochemical 
quenching mechanisms. Under certain conditions, 
alternative electron sinks may also play a role in 
photoprotection (Niyogi 2000). Cyclic electron 
transport and Mehler reaction are known to be pos-
sible electron sinks. Chlororespiration is another 
possible route for excess electrons and involves 
the reduction of plastoquinone (PQ) pool by a 
stromal reductant (NAD(P)H) and the subsequent 
PQ oxidation involving O2 consumption (Bennoun 
1982). Chlororespiration was originally described 
in green algae (Bennoun 1982) but was also found 
in marine diatoms (Caron et al. 1987; Lavaud 2002 
et al.). Although this process was shown to be 
increased under high light conditions in one marine 
diatom specie (Lavaud 2002 et al.), such alternative 
electron sink for excess electrons has received little 
attention in freshwater diatoms in relation to the 
photosynthetic electron transport.

The aim of this work was to investigate, to our 
knowledge for the first time, the role of chlorores-
piration and its relationship with other energy dis-
sipation processes under physiological and extreme 
light conditions in freshwater diatom.

Materials and methods

Cyclotella sp. (UTCC 432) was maintained in 
CHU-10 growing medium (pH = 6.4) at 24 ± 1°C 
under a light intensity of 75 µE m−2 s−1 (light:dark 
cycle = 16:8 h). Samples (20,000 algal cells mL−1) 
were transferred in a photosynthetron for 1 h and 
were exposed to 1,000 µE m−2 s−1.

Rapid fluorescence rise (O-J-I-P transients) 
was studied by using a plant efficiency ana-
lyzer (PEA) system according to Strasser and 
Strasser (1995). Slow chlorophyll fluorescence 
kinetics were measured with a WATER-PAM 
(Pulse-Amplitude-Modulated) system (Heinz 
Walz GmbH, Effeltrich, Germany). Priory to 
fluorescence measurements, algal cells were dark-
adapted for 15 min in order to reoxydised PSII 

associated electron carriers. Actinic light intensity 
was adjusted to approximate the growing light 
irradiance. Fluorescence parameters were calcu-
lated according Juneau et al. (2005):

ΦM = (FM – FO)/FM  (1)

Φ′M = (F′M – FS)/F′M  (2)

qPREL = (F′M – FS)/(FM – F′O)  (3)

qNREL = (FM – F′M)/(FM – F′O)  (4)

UQFREL = (FS – F′O)/(FM – F′O)  (5)

In order to study the interaction between chlorores-
piration and other energy dissipation processes, 
samples were exposed 10 min to the following 
inhibitors: 3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylu-
rea (DCMU) 50 µM; ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) 
5 mM; propylgallate (PG) 1 mM; salicylhydroxamic 
acid (SHAM) 0.5 mM.

Results and discussion

The use of an electron transport inhibitor (DCMU) 
suggested the presence of a pH gradient across 
the thylakoid membrane of dark adapted algae, as 
it was previously demonstrated in cyanobacterial 
cells (Campbell et al.1998). Indeed, the apparent 
maximum fluorescence level (FM) of Cyclotella 
grown under 75 µE m−2 s−1 was 20% lower than 
the FM obtained in presence of DCMU (FM DCMU) 
(data not shown). This suggests the involvement of 
a building pH gradient process in the dark such as 
chlororespiration. High light treatment exacerbated 
this effect since the FM obtained with a saturating 
flash was 55% lower compared to FM DCMU. On top 
of this effect on FM level, energy dissipation proc-
esses of Cyclotella sp. exposed to 1,000 µE m−2 s−1 
for 1 h were drastically affected compared to con-
trol algae (see below for further details).

As expected from the fluorescence kinetics, the 
maximum PSII photochemical yield (ΦM) obtained 
in presence of DCMU suggested the presence of 
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a ∆pH in the dark (Table 1). The addition of an 
uncoupler, NH4Cl, permitted to recover ΦM to its 
maximum level, confirming the presence of a pH 
gradient in the dark for control algae exposed to 
low light intensity (75 µE m−2 s−1). Similar conclu-
sion can be done for algae exposed to 1,000 µE 
m−2 s−1, although the addition of NH4Cl did not 
permit to recover ΦM completely, indicating pos-
sible photoinhibitory effect or the presence of other 
processes which quench the maximal fluorescence 
yield.

For the low light exposed algae, the rapid fluores-
cence rise was drastically affected by the presence 
of SHAM (Salicylhydroxamic acid) an inhibitor of 
mitochondrial alternative oxydase (AOX) (Fig. 1A). 
The J phase increased considerably indicating that 
the PSII primary electron acceptor QA was kept in 
more reduced state than the control. Concomitantly 
to this effect, it appeared that electrons are effi-
ciently drained from QB and PQ pool since the 
I/P transient was at the same level than J. This 
might be explained by the fact that the inhibition 
of AOX favoured the activation of chlororespira-
tion and diminished PSII-PSI electron transport 
(Cournac et al. 2002). Therefore, we may suppose 

that chlororespiration played an important role in 
the observed oxidation of PQ pool. In the presence 
of propylgallate (PG), which inhibits both mito-
chondrial and chloroplastic respiration processes 
by blocking AOX and PTOX (plastid terminal 
oxidase) respectively, similar effect was observed 
on QA reduction state (J level) but at a less extent 
than for SHAM treated algae. However under this 
condition (when chlororespiration is inhibited), 
we noticed a rapid reoxydation of QB and PQ pool 
suggesting an increase in activity of other electron 
sinks (PSI and/or Mehler reaction).

Under high light condition, similar results can 
be found although the effects are much less visible 
due to the PSII photoinhibition and the strong pH 
gradient present in the dark.

When the alternative oxidase (AOX) mitochon-
drial activity was inhibited by the addition of SHAM, 
steady state fluorescence level of low light exposed 
algae was drastically increased, indicating that PQ 
pool was highly reduced (data not shown). This was 
depicted by the high UQFREL value obtained under 
these conditions (Fig. 2). The inhibition of the AOX 
mitochondrial activity resulted also in the alteration 
of the PSII dependant electron flow (Φ’M) and of 

Table 1 Maximum PSII quantum yield of Cyclotella sp. exposed to 75 µE m−2 s−1 or 1 h to 1,000 µE m−2 s−1 in presence of 
different modulators

 Control Control + DCMU NH4Cl NH4Cl + DCMU

75 0.685 ± 0.001 0.714 ± 0.001 0.714 ± 0.011 0.749 ± 0.013
1,000 0.244 ± 0.022 0.680 ± 0.004 0.316 ± 0.004 0.712 ± 0.086

Fig. 1 PEA fluorescence kinetics of Cyclotella sp. treated with PG or SHAM exposed to 75 µE m−2 s−1 (A) or to 1,000 µE 
m−2 s−1 (B)
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the photochemical quenching, as it was previously 
reported for Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Cournac 
et al. 2000; Peltier and Thibault 1988).

However, in the presence of PG, the PSII-
PSI electron transport seem to be less affected 
than when only mitochondrial respiration was 
blocked and PQ pool was also not highly reduced. 
Consequently, the non- photochemical quenching 
(qNREL) was more  pronounced than in the con-
trol. When algae were exposed to 1,000 µE m−2 
s−1, we noticed that the photochemical activity 
(qPREL) decreased and that the non-photochemi-
cal energy dissipation (qNREL) and unquenched 
fluorescence (UQFREL) increased. The addition of 
SHAM caused further decrease in photochemical 
activity and increase in UQFREL. However, these 
effects were less important than in the control 
sample (75 µE m−2 s−1), which may suggest that 
chlororespiration plays a more important role in 
the high light exposed algae. In the  presence of 
PG, sample illuminated at 1,000 µE m−2 s−1 did not 
demonstrate any change compared to the low light 
exposed Cyclotella, which indicates that chlorores-
piration play a key role in energy dissipation when 

Cyclotella was exposed to high light intensity. This 
report showed that chlororespiratory activity is 
not a negligible process in Cyclotella and that the 
importance of this process was increased after high 
light exposure, which may be important for this 
species in aquatic environment where light condi-
tions vary rapidly.
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CHAPTER TWENTY

Differential Radiation Sensitivities of Arabidopsis Plants 
at Various Developmental Stages

Jin-Hong Kim, Yu Ran Moon, Seung Gon Wi, Jae-Sung Kim, Min Hee Lee, 
and Byung Yeoup Chung

Abstract Arabidopsis plants were exposed to 
γ-rays of 200 Gy at one vegetative and three repro-
ductive stages such as 23, 30, 36, and 43 days after 
sowing the seeds (DAS). The plants irradiated 
at certain reproductive stages, 30 and 36 DAS, 
showed a marked delay in leaf senescence in spite 
of inhibited growth of inflorescence stems and 
abnormalities in leaf morphology. The delay in leaf 
senescence was first characterized as increased lev-
els of chlorophylls and carotenoids. The irradiated 
leaves also showed higher values in the maximum 
apparent electron transport rate, ETRmax, than 
the control ones. Moreover, microscopic analysis 
revealed the increased number of chloroplasts and 
the integrity of thylakoid membranes in the irradi-
ated leaves of the 30 and 36-DAS plants at the later 
reproductive stage after γ-irradiation. The obtained 
results suggest that radiation-induced responses of 
Arabidopsis plants would be strongly dependent 
on the developmental stage including differential 
effects in leaf senescence.

Keywords  Arabidopsis, chlorophyll fluores-
cence, development, ionizing radiation, photosyn-
thesis, pigment

Introduction

Sensitivity of plants to environmental factors, 
e.g., water stress, low temperature, and salinity, 
is influenced by the stage of a plant develop-
ment (Amzallag 2001; Arnholdt-Schmitt 2004). In 
developmental terms, older tissues imply that they 
are nearer to senescence than are young ones. Cells 
from senescent tissues invest fewer resources in 
protective mechanisms (Casano et al. 1999).

As an environmental factor, ionizing radiation 
causes various phenotypic aberrations in plants 
due to genetic alteration as well as biochemical 
and physiological disorders (Wada et al. 1998; 
Nagata et al. 1999; Wi et al. 2007). However, our 
preliminary study showed that the senescence of 
mature leaves could be delayed by γ-irradiation 
different from the general belief. In the present 
study, we attempted to elucidate radiation-induced 
responses of Arabidopsis plants in relation to the 
developmental stage. The delay in leaf senescence 
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of Arabidopsis when irradiated with γ-rays at cer-
tain reproductive stages is discussed with changes 
in the photosynthetic abilities.

Materials and methods

Plant material and gamma-irradiation. Arabidopsis 
thaliana (ecotype Columbia) plants were grown 
under a photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) 
of 100 µmol m−2 s−1 with a 16-h photoperiod. The 
temperature regime was 22°C/18°C (day/night). 
Plants of 23, 30, 33, 36, or 43 days after sowing 
seeds (DAS) were irradiated with 200 Gy of γ-rays, 
which were generated by a γ-irradiator (60Co, ca. 
150 TBq of capacity; AECL, Canada).

Pigment analysis. After five leaf disks from 
different plants were frozen in liquid nitrogen and 
ground with a mortar and pestle, their pigments 
were extracted with ice-cold 100% acetone. The 
extracts were filtered through a 0.2-µm syringe 
filter after centrifugation at 4°C and 15,000 g for 
15 min. Pigment separation and concentration esti-
mation were performed as previously described by 
Gilmore and Yamamoto (1991).

Photosynthesis analysis. The apparent electron 
transport rate (ETR) of photosynthesis was calcu-
lated using a chlorophyll fluorometer, IMAGING-
PAM (Walz, Effeltrich, Germany) as follows: ETR 
= (1 − Ft/Fm′) × 0.5 × PPFD × leaf absorptivity, 
where Fm′ is the maximum yield of fluorescence at 
the steady-state level reached during an application 
of a saturation pulse in light-acclimated leaves; Ft is 
the steady-state fluorescence level under continuous 
actinic illumination; 0.5 is a constant that assumes an 
equal distribution of the absorbed photons between 
PSII and PSI; and leaf absorptivity was taken as 
0.84. Relative ETRs were plotted against the PPFD 
of actinic light and the maximal ETR (ETRmax) 
was determined by a regression analysis.

Microscopy analysis. Leaves were cut into 
1-mm2 segments and placed immediately in a 
freshly prepared mixture of 2% (w/v) glutaralde-
hyde and 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde in 50 mM 
sodium cacodylate buffer (pH 7.4). The segments 
were then de-gassed and fixed under vacuum for 

4 h at room temperature. After washing in the same 
buffer, they were post-fixed in 1% (w/v) osmium 
tetroxide (in the same buffer) for 1 h and washed 
again. Dehydration was done through a graded 
acetone series. The specimens were then infiltrated 
and embedded in a Spurr’s low viscosity resin 
(EMC, Hatfield, PA, USA). Finally, semi-thin sec-
tions (1 µm) were stained with 1% toluidine blue 
and examined in a Nikon TE300 microscope.

Results and discussion

Pigment contents of the control and irradiated 
rosette leaves

Leaves at the reproductive stage start to senesce and 
suffer from degradation of photosynthetic pigments 
such as chlorophylls and carotenoids (Abarca et al. 
2001). The death of the leaves as a functional unit is 
associated with completion of the reproductive stage 
(Hensel et al. 1993). Similarly, gradual decreases in 
the contents of chlorophylls and carotenoids were 
observed in the control leaves of the 23, 30, 36, and 
43-DAS plants during the post-irradiation period 
(Fig. 1). Chlorophyll degradation is also observable 
in the plants irradiated with a high dose of γ-rays 
(Wada et al. 1998). However, the irradiated leaves 
of the 30 and 36-DAS plants showed the reverse, a 
delay in senescence. This phenomenon was never or 
much less observable in the 23 and 43-DAS plants, 
suggesting a strong developmental dependency. In 
good agreement with this result, a recent genome-
wide analysis of transcripts in the irradiated leaves 
of the 33-DAS plants showed that the transcripts 
of glutamyl-tRNA reductase 1 (hemA1), NADPH-
protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase A and B (porA 
and porB), which are major enzymes for chlorophyll 
synthesis, were noticeably increased during the 
post-irradiation period (Kim et al. 2007).

Photosynthetic activities of the control 
and irradiated rosette leaves

A stay-green cultivar of maize, P3845, has a high 
photon-saturated photosynthetic rate as well as 
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increased levels of chlorophyll and nitrogen, result-
ing in a delay in leaf senescence (He et al. 2005). 
Similarly, the maximal electron transport rate of 
photosynthesis, ETRmax, was 46–81% higher in 
the irradiated leaves of the 30 and 36-DAS plants 
than in the respective control ones at 16 days after 
γ-irradiation (Table 1). However, the irradiated 
leaves of the 23-DAS plants showed the reverse. 

The ETRmax can be associated with the overall 
content and activity of a Calvin cycle enzyme, 
ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase 
(Rubisco) (Bischof et al. 2000). Therefore, leaf 
senescence of the 30 and 36-DAS plants would be 
substantially delayed in terms of photosynthesis 
– both the photochemistry and CO2 fixation after 
γ-irradiation.

Fig. 1 Photosynthetic pigment contents in the rosette leaves during the post-irradiation period. Open and closed circles 
represent the control and irradiated leaves. Chl, chlorophyll; tCar, β-carotene plus neoxanthin plus lutein plus violaxanthin 
plus antheraxanthin plus zeaxanthin. All the values were expressed as means ± SE (n = 3). Invisible error bars are smaller 
than their symbols

Table 1 Relative ETRs of the control and irradiated leaves at 16 days after γ-irradiation. All values were expressed as means 
± SE (n = 5). Numbers in parentheses represent the percent values relative to the control

 ETRmax (rel. units)

 23 DAS 30 DAS 36 DAS 43 DAS

Control 14.0 ± 0.9 (100) 12.7 ± 0.8 (100) 18.5 ± 4.2 (100) 17.4 ± 1.8 (100)
Irradiated  7.1 ± 1.6 (51) 22.4 ± 1.8 (176) 33.5 ± 2.8 (181) 18.4 ± 2.7 (106)
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Microscopic structures of mesophyll cells in the 
control and irradiated rosette leaves

Structural changes in mesophyll cells were investi-
gated in relation to the high pigment contents and 
photosynthetic activities in the irradiated leaves of 

the 30 and 36-DAS plants. The number of chloro-
plasts per cell was much more in the irradiated leaves 
of the 30 and 36-DAS plants than in the control 
ones, while the 23-DAS plants showed the reverse 
(Fig. 2). The increased numbers of chloroplasts may 
contribute to the high photosynthetic activities in the 
irradiated leaves of the 30 and 36-DAS plants at the 
later reproductive stages after γ-irradiation.

In conclusion, the present data suggest a sub-
stantial delay in leaf senescence of Arabidopsis 
plants irradiated at certain reproductive stages – 30 
and 36 DAS, relating to photosynthetic abilities. 
For further study, alterations in gene expression 
and cellular signaling leading to the delay in leaf 
senescence and the change in photosynthesis after 
γ-irradiation need to be elucidated.
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Photosynthetic Responses of Japanese Lily to Fluctuated 
Light Condition on the Understory of a Temperate 
Deciduous Forest in Early Spring

Masaru Kono, Akihiro Dedachi, and Yoshihiro Suzuki

Abstract  Diurnal light intensities were deter-
mined in the understory of secondary deciduous 
forest in Hiratsuka Japan. In early spring total 
photon flux was 80 times higher than those 
in summer. Strong light was characterized by 
wide ranges of fluctuations with slow cycles. In 
early spring light intensities fluctuated between 
113 and 913 µmol photons m−2 s−1 with ca. 
10 min cycles, although it did between 30 and 
250 µmol photons m−2 s−1 with 2.5 s cycles in 
summer. Japanese lily (E. japonicum) inhabit-
ing there blooms only in early spring and can 
acclimate to those light conditions. Acclimated 
plants to the simulated light in the understory 
maintained 13% higher photosynthetic rates 
than those without acclimation, and showed 
rapid induction at the beginning of the strong 
illumination.

Keywords Light condition, understory, Erythronium 
japonicum, photosynthesis, acclimation

Introduction

Understories of forests are illuminated by two 
kinds of characteristic light, such as background 
light transmitting tree leaves and direct light called 
as sunfleck. Sunfleck often maintains its intensi-
ties more than 70% of the full sunlight although 
background light was decreased to less than 20% 
(Chazdon 1988; Bungard RA et al. 2002). The 
light conditions fluctuate between sunfleck and 
background light in short periods of time. Some 
plants could use sunfleck efficiently by rapid acti-
vations of photosynthetic systems at the beginning 
of strong illuminations (Chen and Klinka 1997). 
Some other plants avoid these conditions and 
grow only in the early spring without tree leaves 
(Kawano et al. 1982). Latter plants are called as 
vernal species. During these seasons direct sunlight 
could illuminate understory and vernal species for 
a long period of time. A typical vernal species 
of Erythronium americanum responded to strong 
illuminations well (Taylor and Pearcy 1976). 
Other vernal species of perennial Japanese lily, 
Erythronium japonicum Decne, growing in the 
understory also responded to strong illumination, 
although they did not show same responses as 
those growing in the open (Sawada et al. 1997). 
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Their responses suggested the different light 
conditions in the understory from those in the open 
and possible responses of the plants to the differ-
ent conditions characteristic of the understory. In 
this study, we determined the light conditions in 
the understory of secondary deciduous forest in 
Hiratsuka Japan in early spring and estimated the 
responses of E. japonicum to the conditions.

Materials and methods

Photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) was 
measured with a PPFD sensor (LI-190SA, Li-Cor) 
set on a stand of 30 cm height in the open area and 
in the understory of the secondary deciduous forest 
dominated by Japanese Oak (Quercus serrata) in 
Hiratsuka campus of Kanagawa University (35°34′ N, 
139°25′ E). Signals from the sensor were recorded 
with a datalogger (LI-1400, Li-Cor). At around 
noon the signals were also recorded by PC with 
an A/D converter (ADC-42) at 10 ms intervals. 
Fluctuation cycles of PPFD were evaluated using 
Fourier analysis by a program of the fast Fourier 
transformation algorithm (Fukuda 1997).

Bulbs of perennial Japanese lily inhabiting on 
the understory of temperate deciduous forests, 
Erythronium japonicum Decne, were sown in 1.3 L 
pod. It was one of the typical vernal species expand-
ing its leaves in late March and losing them in early 
May. The pods were placed in the open from sum-
mer to winter. They were watered every 2 day not 
to be dried up and were moved to the understory in 
March. Soon after budding they were moved in a 
incubator and were grown at 22°C. Light intensi-
ties in the incubator were controlled by the LED 
light (NSPW510BS, NICHIA) regulated by an 
electric power controller (DTL22A, DATEL) with 
D/A converter (TSDAC-0412, Techno System).

Results

Analysis of light conditions in the understory

Every 2 weeks hemispheric photographs (COOL
PIX990 and LC-ER1, NIKON) were taken in the 

understory of the forest, and porosities of the 
canopy were estimated by an analyzing program 
(Canon version1.11). The porosities did not change 
remarkably from May to November and maintained 
18.0 ± 2.5% (average ± S.D., n = 3). They increased 
rapidly in December, and maintained higher values 
of 66.7 ± 4.2% (average ± S.D., n = 3) from January 
to March. Trees in the canopy expanded and lost 
their leaves in April and in December, respectively. 
Clearly different conditions of the canopy were 
observed. Light conditions in the understory and 
in the open were determined in early spring and 
summer. Daily total PPFD amounted to 136.2 × 
103 ± 221 µmol photons m−2 s−1 in the understory, 
which was 49.5% of that determined in the open 
(Fig. 1A). In summer daily total PPFD decreased 
to 1.72 × 103 ± 98 µmol photons m−2 s−1, which 
was only 2.4% of that determined in the open (Fig. 
1B). Daily total PPFD in early spring was 80 times 
greater than those in summer.

Under the canopy without tree leaves, direct 
sunlight was shaded by tree stems and branches 
in the early spring. The PPFD in the understory 
fluctuated between 113 and 913 µmol photons 
m−2 s−1 (Fig. 1A), although it did between 30 and 
250 µmol photons m−2 s−1 in summer. The PPFD 
was also determined much precisely at 10 ms inter-
vals and estimated fluctuation cycles by Fourier 
analysis. Fluctuations of PPFD in early spring and 
in summer were predominated by 10 min cycle 
and 2.5 s cycle, respectively. Light conditions in 
the understory of the forests in early spring were 
characterized by stronger intensities and wider 
range fluctuations with slower cycles than those 
in summer.

Responses of photosynthetic rates to the fluctuated 
light condition

E. japonicum was grown under the light conditions 
fluctuated between 100 and 500 µmol photons m−2 s−1 
PPFD at 10 min cycle predominated in spring (10 M 
plants). E. japonicum was also grown under 12/12-h 
light-dark cycle (12 H plants).

Net photosynthetic rates determined under 
fluctuating light condition showed different 
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changes of the rates between 10 M and 12 H 
plants (Fig. 2). Under 500 µmol photons m−2 
s−1 PPFD, the rates of 10 M plants maintained 
7.39 ± 0.22 µmol CO2 m−2 s−1 on average, 
which was 8.4% higher than those of 12 H 
plants. Soon after decreasing the light intensity 
to 100 µmol photons m−2 s−1 PPFD, the rates 
of 10 M plants rapidly decreased to 2.20 µmol 
CO2 m−2 s−1 and soon increased to 5.04 µmol 
CO2 m−2 s−1 (Fig. 2). The rates of 12 H plants 
also decreased rapidly to 2.26 µmol CO2 m−2 
s−1, and did not increase rapidly. It reached the 
steady rates of 4.15 ± 0.12 µmol CO2 m−2 s−1 
only after 3 min, which were 20% lower than 
those of 10 M plants. After increasing light 
intensity again, the rates of 10 M and 12 H 
plants increased rapidly and soon reached the 
steady rates. Because of the higher steady rates 
and rapid induction after decreasing the light 
intensities, total rates of 10 M plants were 13% 
higher than those of 12 H plants.

Discussion

Characteristic light condition in understories is 
one of the most important subjects to consider the 
forest ecosystems of forests and was often studied 
in relation to gap dynamics, sunflecks and species 
coexistence etc. (McDonald and Norton 1992). The 
light conditions under the canopy with leaves were 
characterized by their spectrum, low intensities 
and strong fluctuation by sunflecks. Some plants 
inhabiting in the understories avoid these light 
conditions. These species called as vernal plants 
(Kawano et al. 1982) bloom only in early spring 
and lose their leaves before summer. A vernal plant 
of E. americanum responded well to the strong illu-
mination (Taylor and Pearcy 1976). The other ver-
nal plants of E. japonicum also showed responses 
to the strong illumination. However the response 
of this plants in the understory were quite differ-
ent from those in the open. Vernal plants would 
respond not only to the strong illumination but also 

Fig. 1 Diurnal PPFD in the understory of temperate deciduous forests (U) and in the open (O) at Hiratsuka Japan determined 
at 1 s intervals in spring (23 March) (A) and in summer (16 July) (B)
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Fig. 2 Net photosynthetic rates of leaves of E. japonicum grown under light conditions of 10 min (&cir;) and 12 h (×) 
cycles between 100 and 500 µmol photons m−2 s−1 PPFD after light adaptation at 500 µmol photons m−2 s−1, and 100 and 
500 µmol photons m−2 s−1 light were supplied at 10 min intervals

to the other characteristics of the light condition in 
the understory.

In this study diurnal PPFD in the understory were 
determined in early spring and were compared with 
those in summer. PPFD showed stronger illumination 
on average in early spring than that in summer. Even 
in the understory in spring light intensities fluctuated 
without tree leaves. The fluctuations could be due to 
the shade of tree trunks and branches. Its ranges were 
wider and its cycles were longer than those in summer 
(Fig. 1A). The plants of E. japonicum incubated under 
the simulated light condition by a LED light showed 
some acclimations. The acclimated plants showed 
strong decrease of the photosynthetic rates, possibly 
due to photorespiration, at the beginning of each period 
of the lower illumination and a more rapid induction 
(Fig. 2). The acclimated plants also showed higher 
steady rates, which maintained 13% higher rates than 
those of the plants without acclimation (Fig. 2).

In this study, we evaluate some characteristics 
of the light condition in the understory in early 
spring and possible acclimation of vernal species 
inhabiting there. The understory in early spring 

would not be open space. Our results suggest the 
importance of the light condition there to consider 
the physiology and ecology of the vernal plants.
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Effect of Trifluoroacetate, a Persistent Degradation Product 
of Fluorinated Hydrocarbons, on C3 and C4 Crop Plants

M. F. Smit1, G. H. J. Krüger1, P. D. R. van Heerden1, J. J. Pienaar2, L. Weissflog3, 
and R. J. Strasser4

Abstract  TFA is a pollutant generated in the 
atmosphere by the degradation of hydrofluoro-
carbons (HFCs), as well as other anthropogenic 
sources such as teflon-cookware. The aim of this 
study was to quantify the physiological and bio-
chemical basis of the inhibition of photosynthesis 
imposed by trifluoroacetate (TFA) in Phaseolus 
vulgaris and Zea mays, crop plants representing C3 
and C4 photosynthesis respectively. Photosynthetic 
gas exchange and fast phase fluorescence kinetics 
were measured in parallel over a 12-day period 
in plants cultivated in a hydroponic system under 
strictly controlled conditions. Although initial 
stimulation of some photosynthetic parameters 
was observed at low TFA concentrations, marked 
inhibition occurred at higher concentrations. The 
inhibitory effect was reflected by chlorophyll a 
fluorescence and photosynthetic gas exchange 

derived parameters. Analysis of photosynthetic 
gas exchange revealed that besides constraints on 
mesophyll processes such as Rubisco activity and 
RuBP regeneration capacity, stomatal limitation 
also increased with increasing TFA concentration, 
especially in P. vulgaris. Although the mechanism 
of inhibition was similar in both species, the C4 
plants were affected more severely. In depth analy-
sis of the fast phase fluorescence transients pointed 
at TFA-induced uncoupling of the oxygen evolving 
complex (OEC) and inhibition of electron transport 
beyond QA including constraints on ferredoxin-
NADP+ oxidoreductase (FNR)-function.

Keywords Trifluoroacetate, photosynthetic gas 
exchange, chlorophyll a fluorescence, C3 and C4 
crop plants

Introduction

Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) and hydrochlorofluor-
ocarbons (HCFCs) have been the main substi-
tutes for CFCs since the signing of the Montreal 
Protocol in 1987. According to the literature (Tang 
et al. 1998) HFCs can degrade in the troposphere 
by the action of OH, NO and O2 radicals, amongst 
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others to trifluoroacetate (TFA). Studies have also 
shown that thermolysis of fluoropolymers, such as 
Teflon, can lead to the formation of HFCs (Ellis 
et al. 2002). The occurrence of TFA has been 
detected in water and air samples from many 
 geographical areas and studies have confirmed 
the fact that TFA is a ubiquitous contaminant of the 
hydrosphere with current levels as high as 41 µg L−1 
(Frank et al. 1996). Although data on phytotoxic 
effects is available for the analogous compound 
trichloroacetate (TCA) (Strauss et al. 2004), little 
is known about the phytotoxic effects of TFA. The 
prediction of higher estimated future concentrations 
of TFA (Tang et al. 1998), highlights the necessity 
for research on the phytotoxic relevance of TFA. 
The present investigation concentrates on effects 
of NaTFA applied to the growth medium on 
 photosynthesis.

Materials and methods

Both Phaseolus vulgaris and Zea mays, rep-
resenting C3 and C4 crop plants respectively, 
have been used as test plants. Experiments were 
carried out over a 12-day treatment period with 
plants grown and treated in water culture under 
controlled conditions. In vivo photosynthetic gas 
exchange (Farquhar and Sharkey 1982) and fast 
phase chlorophyll a fluorescence measurements 
were routinely done during the treatment period 
on the third fully expanded leaves. Chlorophyll 
a fluorescence induction curves (O-J-J-P) were 
analysed according to the JIP-test formulae 
(Strasser et al. 2004), enabling  calculation of 
 several phenomenological and biophysical 
expressions for quantifying the energy fluxes 
and energy ratios through photosystem II (PSII). 
Extended analysis of the fluorescence transients 
were done by calculation of the difference in 
relative variable fluorescence (V) to present ∆V 
curves, i.e. subtracting fluorescence values of 
the controls of transients normalised between F0 
and FJ, FJ and FM, F0 and FM, respectively, from 
the fluorescence values of their  respective treat-

ments. The Energy Transport fluxes (ET) through 
PSII and PSI (RE) as Reduction of End acceptors 
(RE) and the corresponding flux ratios or yields are 
shown (Tsimilli-Michael, M and Strasser RJ, 2008). 
The quantum yield (RE/ABS) for the Reduction of 
End-acceptors such as Fd and NADP+ was calcu-
lated according to Paillotin (1976):

jRo =  RE0/ABS = 1 – FI/FM = jRo(1 – VI), where 
VI = (FI – F0)/(FM –F0).

Results and discussion

Shoot growth was stimulated at low TFA concen-
trations in Z. mays and P. vulgaris, but inhibited at 
higher concentrations in both species. Since root 
growth was inhibited more than shoot growth in 
both species, increased shoot:root ratios occurred. 
Z. mays however displayed greater inhibition of 
root growth (results not shown).

Photosynthetic gas exchange data indicated 
increasing reduction of Rubisco activity (decrease 
in apparent carboxylation efficiency, CE) with 
increasing NaTFA concentration for both P.  vulgaris 
and Z. mays, which was confirmed by in vitro 
assays of Rubisco activity. Data derived from A:Ci 
response curves revealed differences in response to 
NaTFA treatment between P. vulgaris and Z. mays 
(Fig. 1). The CE was most markedly decreased 
in Z. mays (−69%). On the other hand a larger 
decrease in stomatal conductance (Gs) occurred in 
P. vulgaris (Fig. 1). Higher NaTFA concentrations 
induced a marked decline in the maximum CO2 
assimilation rate (Jmax), especially in Z. mays, sug-
gesting that RuBP regeneration became limiting. 
This finding was corroborated by the chlorophyll a 
fluorescence data, indicating that the formation of 
reducing equivalents (ϕR0) was reduced by NaTFA 
treatment (Fig. 1).

Analysis of the fluorescence transients 
revealed that although for both P. vulgaris and 
Z. mays the major effects of trifluoroacetate 
occurred in the multiple turnover events of PSII 
(i.e. the J-P transition), changes were also evi-
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dent in the O-J phase. Detailed analysis of the 
transients showed that NaTFA induced concen-
tration dependent ∆K- and ∆J-bands (Fig. 2). 
Note that these bands were induced at NaTFA 
concentration as low as 0.625 mg L−1. ∆K-bands 
are associated with uncoupling of the OEC 
and ∆J-bands are associated with accumulation 
of QA

− , i.e. inhibition of the reoxidation of QA
− 

(Strasser 1997). The appearance of ∆K bands 
in the fluorescence transients of stressed plants 
furthermore pointed at foliar N-limitation pos-
sibly due to inhibition of root growth and nutri-
ent uptake (Strauss et al. 2007). The appearance 
of NaTFA concentration dependent ∆I-bands, 
which indicates inhibition of FNR activity, was 
particularly prominent in Z. mays corroborating 
the marked decrease in Jmax and CE (Fig. 1). 
These results were reconcilable with data, using 
thylakoids and artificial electron donors and 
acceptors in an oxygraph system, which showed 
that NaTFA inhibited electron transport between 
QA and QB. We conclude that a primary target of 

NaTFA inhibition of the photosynthetic apparatus 
is PSII, leading to a reduction of assimilatory 
power, especially in Z. mays. Increased stomatal 
limitation, however, played an important role in 
P. vulgaris.

The results of this study have shown that NaTFA 
affects not only photosynthesis, but also the utilisa-
tion of photosynthates. Photosynthesis in Z. mays 
was more severely affected, possibly due to the 
complex nature of the C4 photosynthetic pathway, 
particularly the mechanism and shuttles provid-
ing assimilation power (NADPH and ATP to the 
Calvin cycle indirectly. Environmental TFA as a 
co-stress factor may have considerable constraints 
on crops as well as natural vegetation. The fact 
that this study has shown some phytotoxic effect 
of NaTFA at much lower concentration than previ-
ously reported (0.625 mg NaTFA L−1), and the fact 
that environmental concentrations are predicted to 
rise by orders of magnitude, point out the relevance 
of this work in the understanding of this pollutant’s 
phytotoxicity.

Fig. 1 NaTFA-induced changes in selected gas exchange and fluorescence parameters 12 days after initiation of treatment. 
P. vulgaris (left) displayed the larger decrease in stomatal conductance (Gs), while in Z. mays (right) larger non stomatal 
inhibition (decrease in ACE and Jmax) was evident, The insert illustrates the good correlation that existed between the quan-
tum efficiency for the Reduction of the End acceptors [j Ro = REo /ABS = 1 – FI/FM = j Ro(1 – VI)], and Jmax. Significant 
differences compared to control values are indicated by * and ** (p < 0.05 and p < 0.01 respectively)
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Fig. 2 Change in the chlorophyll fluorescence transients of P. vulgaris (left) and Z. mays (right) after 12 days of treatment 
with NaTFA in water culture (expressed as W = f(t) ) normalised between F0 and FJ (W = (F − F0)/(FJ − F0), ∆W = Wtreatment 
− Wcontrol) (a), FJ and FM (W = (F − FJ)/(FM − FJ), ∆W = Wtreatment − Wcontrol) (b) and between F0 and FM (W = (F − F0)/(FM 
− F0), ∆W = Wtreatment − Wcontrol) (c)
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Plastoquinol as a Singlet Oxygen Scavenger 
in Photosystem II

Jerzy Kruk1, Jolanta Gruszka1, and Achim Trebst2

Abstract  We have found that in control 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cells, under high-light 
stress, the level of reduced plastoquinone consider-
ably increases while in the presence of pyrazolate, 
an inhibitor of plastoquinone and tocopherol bio-
synthesis, the content of reduced plastoquinone 
quickly decreases, similarly to α-tocopherol. 
Photodegradation of both prenyllipids was par-
tially reversed by diphenylamine, a singlet oxygen 
scavenger. It was concluded that under high-light 
stress plastoquinol, as well as α-tocopherol is 
degraded as a result of a scavenging reaction of 
singlet oxygen generated in photosystem II. The 
lack of photodegradation of α-tocopherol and of 
the reduced plastoquinone in the absence of the 
inhibitor is due to a fast turnover of both prenyl-
lipids, i.e., their degradation is compensated by 
fast biosynthesis. We have also found that the level 
of α-tocopherol quinone, an oxidation product of 
α-tocopherol, increases as the α-tocopherol is 

consumed. The same correlation was also observed 
for γ-tocopherol and its quinone form.

Keywords Photosystem II, plastoquinol, plasto-
quinone, singlet oxygen, tocopherol, tocopherol-
quinone

Introduction

We have recently proposed that the specific function 
of α-tocopherol is the protection of photosystem II 
(PSII) against singlet oxygen formed by the reac-
tion center triplet chlorophyll in Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii (Trebst et al. 2002; Kruk et al. 2005). 
Tocopherol scavenges singlet oxygen and prevents 
degradation of D1 and D2 reaction center proteins 
and the loss of photosynthetic activity. In scavenging 
of singlet oxygen, tocopherol is irreversibly oxidized 
and its continuous resynthesis takes place to keep 
its level sufficient for the photoprotection.

It was shown that α-tocopherol is oxidized by 
singlet oxygen to α-tocopherolquinone in vitro 
(Munne-Bosch and Alegre 2002) and an indica-
tion that such a reaction may proceed in vivo is 
its increased level under stress conditions. It has 
been previously demonstrated that during high 
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light illumination of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 
cultures, grown in the presence of tocopherols and 
plastoquinone biosynthesis inhibitors, the addition 
of short-chain tocopherols analogues and plasto-
quinone homologues rescued the photosynthetic 
activity and D1 and D2 protein degradation (Kruk 
et al. 2005). These observations suggested that 
also plastoquinones might have photoprotective 
action on PSII and may take the role of tocophe-
rol in singlet oxygen detoxification. The reduced 
plastoquinone, as a phenolic compound is a potent 
singlet oxygen quencher and the antioxidant activ-
ity of plastoquinol has been already shown (Kruk 
et al. 1994, 1997).

In the present studies, we analyzed the content 
of both oxidized and reduced forms of plastoquinone 
together with tocopherols under high light conditions 
in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cultures, as well as 
of tocopherolquinones as possible oxidation products 
of tocopherols.

Materials and methods

Chlamydomonas reinhardii was grown photoau-
totrophically at 25°C under low-light (70 µmol m2 
s−1) conditions as described by Trebst et al. (2002). 
The experiments were started at Chl concentration of 
6 µg/mL (with or without pyrazolate). The cultures 
were grown for 18–24 h under low-light and addi-
tionally under high-light (1,500 µmol m2 s−1) for 
up to 2 h. For HPLC analysis, 2 mL of the culture 
was centrifuged (10,000 g × 30 s), the pellet was 
extracted with 0.5 mL of acetone, evaporated under 
nitrogen, dissolved in HPLC-solvent and analyzed 
by HPLC.

Tocopherol standards were from Merck. The 
oxidized and reduced plastoquinone standards, and 
tocopherolquinones were obtained as described by 
Kruk and Strzalka (1988).

The HPLC measurements were performed using 
Jasco pump PU-980 and UV-VIS  detector sys-
tem UV-970, a Shimadzu RF10-AXL  fluorescence 
detector (excitation/emission detection at 
290/330 nm), a Teknokroma (Barcelona, Spain) C18 
reverse-phase column (Nucleosil 100, 250 × 4 mm, 

5 µm). Tocopherols, as well as oxidized and reduced 
plastoquinone were separated in methanol/hexane 
(340/20) at the flow rate of 1.5 mL/min and analyzed 
simultaneously during the same run.

Tocopherolquinones were determined using 
post column reduction with Zn-column and fluo-
rescence detection of the reduced prenylquinones 
according to Pollok and Melchert (2004). The 
solvent was methanol, containing 10 mM ZnCl2, 
5 mM Na-acetate, 5 mM acetic acid at the flow rate 
of 1 mL/min.

Singlet oxygen quenching constant rates (kq) 
were measured by time resolved detection of 
singlet oxygen phosphorescence. As sensitizers, 
tetraphenylporphyrin and bengal rose were used in 
CCl4 and acetonitrile, respectively.

Results

When Chlamydomonas reinhardii culture grown 
for 18 h under low conditions was exposed to high 
light for 2 h, a slight increase in α-tocopherol and 
chlorophyll is observed, as well as twofold increase 
in plastoquinol content (Fig. 1).

The increase in plastoquinol level is only par-
tially at the expense of the oxidized form, and 
mostly due to de novo synthesis of plastoquinol 
which manifests in the increase of total plastoqui-
none. Among other prenyllipids, γ-tocopherol was 
also found to increase gradually during high light 
treatment. Both α- and γ-tocopherolquinones, the 
possible oxidation products of the corresponding 
tocopherols, were identified in minor amounts 
but their level did not change significantly during 
strong light treatment.

In order to investigate turnover rate of prenyl-
lipids under high light, analogical experiments 
were performed in the presence of low concentra-
tions of pyrazolate, an inhibitor of tocopherols and 
plastoquinone synthesis. In this case during high 
light illumination, α-tocopherol level gradually 
decreases (Fig. 2) in contrast to the control culture 
without the inhibitor (Fig. 1). When total plasto-
quinone content is compared with the α-tocopherol 
level during light stress, a similar time dependence 
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can be found. The observed plastoquinone(ol) 
degradation under high light stress, in the presence 
of the inhibitor suggests that is a high resynthe-
sis rate of plastoquinol, even higher than that of 
α-tocopherol. The evident difference between the 
plastoquinol level after 1 h of illumination, with 
and without the inhibitor, suggests that plasto-
quinol is an effective scavenger of singlet oxygen 
generated in photosystem II and that this process 
results in plastoquinol degradation. Together with 
the decrease in tocopherols level, an increase in the 
content of the corresponding tocopherolquinones 
was observed. After 2 h of high light exposure, 
α-tocopherolquinone level approximates that of 
α-tocopherol. The reason for both fast tocopherol 
and plastoquinone(ol) consumption in the pres-
ence of the inhibitor is probably oxidation of 
these prenyllipids by singlet oxygen formed in the 

 reaction center of PSII. However, in the absence 
of the inhibitor no consumption of the prenyllipids 
is observed. This was explained by fast turnover 
of tocopherol under high light conditions, i.e., 
the loss of tocopherol is compensated by its fast 
biosynthesis (Trebst et al. 2002). This is prob-
ably also the case for plastoquinone in the present 
study. It has been already shown that the addition 
of homogentisic acid to the pyrazolate-inhibited 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii cultures rescued toco-
pherol consumption in high light to the original 
levels (Trebst et al. 2002) and we observed this 
effect here both for tocopherol and plastoquinone 
(data not shown). This confirms high turnover rate 
of these prenyllipids under light stress.

In order to verify if singlet oxygen is responsible 
for plastoquinone consumption during high-light 

Fig. 1 The effect of high light on tocopherols, tocopherol-
quinones and plastoquinones content in Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii cultures

Fig. 2 The effect of high light on tocopherols, tocophe-
rolquinones and plastoquinone content in Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii cultures in the presence of 5 µM pyrazolate
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treatment, we checked for the effect of diphenylamine, 
a singlet oxygen quencher, on the investigated 
reaction. It was found that diphenylamine inhibits 
both tocopherol and total plastoquinone uptake in 
the presence of pyrazolate (data not shown), sug-
gesting that singlet oxygen is responsible for both 
tocopherol and plastoquinone degradation. We 
have compared the singlet oxygen quenching activ-
ity of all tocopherol isomers with that of oxidized 
and reduced plastoquinone in organic solvents 
(Table 1) and it is evident that α-tocopherol is most 
active among all the isomers, followed by β- and 
γ-tocopherol. Plastoquinol is also an efficient sin-
glet oxygen scavenger although its kq value is 3–4 
times less than that of α-tocopherol, depending on 
the solvent polarity. On the other hand, plastoqui-
none is a poor quencher in both the solvents used.

Discussion

It is well established that singlet oxygen is formed in 
photosystem II in the process of quenching of triplet 
state of the reaction center chlorophyll P680 and that 
the formed singlet oxygen induces degradation of 
the D1 protein (Keren et al. 1997). We have recently 
proposed that α-tocopherol is an efficient quencher 
of singlet oxygen formed by PSII in Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii (Trebst et al. 2002; Kruk et al. 2005). 
During scavenging of singlet oxygen, tocopherol 
is oxidized and irreversibly consumed. Continuous 
resynthesis of α-tocopherol is required to keep its 
concentration sufficient for PSII protection, thus high 
turnover rate of the tocopherol pool takes place.

In the present studies we have shown that apart 
from tocopherol, also plastoquinol undergoes high 
turnover rate under high light conditions and it is a 

singlet oxygen scavenger in vivo. The data obtained 
previously (Kruk et al. 2005) indicate that synthetic 
short-chain plastoquinones rescued photosynthetic 
activity in the presence of the inhibitor, indicating 
similar photoprotective action of plastoquinones 
as that of tocopherol. α-Tocopherol is an efficient 
singlet oxygen scavenger in organic solvents and 
it was most active among the four isomers (Table 1). 
We have found that plastoquinol shows similar to 
α-tocopherol singlet oxygen quenching activity, 
while plastoquinone is a poor quencher. In contrast 
to tocopherol, which is irreversibly oxidized by 
singlet oxygen, plastoquinol is oxidized to plasto-
quinone that can be regenerated to plastoquinol by 
PSII and recycled this way.

Our data clearly demonstrate that plastoquinol, 
like tocopherol, shows photoprotective function for 
PSII by scavenging singlet oxygen generated by the 
triplet chlorophyll in the reaction center and under 
high light conditions, when plastoquinol is quickly 
consumed, there must be a high turnover rate of this 
prenyllipid to keep its level constant to fulfill its 
function as a singlet oxygen quencher and hydrogen 
shuttle in the photosynthetic electron transport chain.
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Time Course of the Appearance of Cd Effects 
on Photosynthetically Competent Poplar Leaves

Péter Szegi1, Brigitta Basa1, Ádám Solti1, László Gáspár1, László Lévai2, Ferenc Láng1, 
László Tamás1, Ilona Mészáros3, and Éva Sárvári1

Abstract  Cd effects on photosynthetic perform-
ance of the third leaf of hydroponically cultured 
poplar (Populus glauca var. Kopeczkii) plants were 
followed during a 2-week treatment with 10 µM 
Cd(NO3)2. Growth and chlorophyll concentration 
were reduced by about 20%. Chlorophyll a/b ratio 
was strongly lowered due to the stronger reduction 
in the amount of photosystem I than that of light-
harvesting complex II. A delayed and fast decrease 
in the transcript levels of lhca1 and lhca2-4 genes, 
respectively, and a transient increase in those of 
lhca5 and lil1 were detected by quantitative RT-
PCR. Actual quantum efficiency of photosystem 
II did not change in spite of an early (after second 
day) decrease in stomatal conductance and CO2 
fixation probably due to the increased photores-
piration rate (elevated glycolate oxidase activity). 
Decline in ascorbate peroxidase activity resulted in 
a moderately higher malondialdehyde level in leaves. 

In conclusion, decreased stomatal conductance/CO2 
fixation and thylakoid reorganization were the first 
detectable symptoms of Cd treatment in photosyn-
thetically competent leaves.

Keywords  Cadmium, ELIP, Lhca, oxidative 
stress, photosynthetic activity, poplar

Introduction

Cd is a highly toxic metal for living organisms. 
In plants, it interacts with various physiologi-
cal processes such as photosynthesis, respiration, 
N/S metabolism, ion- and water balance (Van 
Assche and Clijsters 1990; Krupa and Baszynski 
1995). Exposure to toxic Cd concentrations also 
causes oxidative stress (Gratao et al. 2005). All 
these effects lead to root damage, chlorosis, and 
growth inhibition (Sanita di Toppi and Gabbrielli 
1999). Although the effects of Cd have been 
studied very intensively, its exact mechanism of 
action, direct or indirect nature of the impact is 
poorly understood due to the restricted approaches 
applied in most studies and the very different 
circumstances in regard to the plant species, age 
of plants (Skórzynska-Polit and Baszynski 1997), 
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and conditions of treatments used in the different 
experiments. Our approach to study the mechanism 
of action of Cd on photosynthesis is to follow the 
time course of appearance of effects and protective 
mechanisms in leaves that have already reached 
their full photosynthetic competence at the beginning 
of the treatment.

Materials and methods

Micropropagated poplar plants (Populus glauca 
var. Kopeczkii) were grown in hydroponics up to 
a four-leaf stage and treated with 10 µM Cd(NO3)2 
for a 2-week period. Third leaves of plants were 
used in all measurements. Experiments were 
repeated three times with 3–5 plants per treat-
ment and stage of development. Chlorophyll and 
carotenoid contents were determined by spec-
trophotometric method in 80% acetone extracts 
and reverse-phased HPLC (Jasco), respectively. 
Pigment-proteins and proteins were separated as in 
Sárvári and Nyitrai (1994). Fluorescence induction 
parameters were measured by a PAM chlorophyll 
fluorometer (Walz), stomatal conductance with an 
infrared gas analyzer (LCA-2), and CO2 fixation by 
an isotopic method. Ascorbate peroxidase and gly-
colate oxidase activity were determined according 
to Nakano and Asada (1981) and Archer and Ting 
(1996), respectively. Malondialdehyde content was 
determined by the thiobarbituric acid reaction. 
Ion contents were analysed by ICP OES/MS after 
HNO3/H2O2 digestion.

Sequences of the lhca1-5 and lil1 genes were 
extracted from the Populus EST (http://comp-
bio.dfci.harvard.edu/tgi/cgi-bin/tgi/gimain.
pl?gudb=poplar) and Populus Genome (http://
genome.jgi-psf.org/Poptr1_1/Poptr1_1.home.html) 
databases. Primers were designed with a G:C ratio 
of between 50% and 60% using the Primer 3 soft-
ware (www.es.embnet.org/cgi-bin/primer3_www.
cgi). They were tested by sequencing the cloned, 
amplified fragments into an appropriate plasmid.

PolyA+ RNA was isolated from frozen leaf 
materials using GenoPrep mRNA kit (QIAGEN). 
Genomic DNA contaminants, if any, were removed 

using RNase-free DNase (Promega). cDNA synthe-
sis was performed with the iScriptcDNA Synthesis 
Kit (Bio-Rad). Copy DNA was checked using a 
primer pair designed for the tubulin gene.

Quantitative PCR was carried out in the Applied 
Biosystem SBS 7000 detection system. The reac-
tion mixture contained 0.25 µL 100,000× Sybr 
Green, 10× Thermo Start puffer; 1.5 mM MgCl2; 
0.32 mM dNTP; 0.5–0.7 µM primers; 0.1–0.2 ng 
cDNS template, 0.05 U/µL Thermo Start polymer-
ase (Abgene) in a total reaction volume of 25 µL. 
An initial step of 95°C for 15 min was used to 
activate the polymerase. Cycling conditions were: 
95°C for 15 s, annealing-extension at 57–65°C for 
40 s in 45 cycles. All reactions were performed in 
triplicates. QPCR data were analysed using the 
GeneAmp 5700 software (Applied Biosystem). For 
each experiment a range of four dilutions of cDNA 
was measured to calculate the relative cDNA level 
of each sample. Ratio of the relative transcript level 
of each gene versus the relative transcript level of 
ubiquitin, as internal control gene, was calculated 
for each sample.

Results

Third leaves reached about 50% of their mature 
size and 40% of their total chlorophyll content 
before the start of Cd treatment. They had a con-
stant chlorophyll a/b ratio of 3.51 ± 0.06 referring 
to a developed thylakoid system. Concerning their 
CO2 fixation activity and the maximal and actual 
efficiency of photosystem II they were totally 
competent photosynthetically.

Characteristic symptoms of Cd treatment devel-
oped on the first week when the Cd content of 
leaves increased (55 µg/g dry weight), and iron 
content (101.6 ± 10.1 µg/g dry weight) was not 
significantly different from that of the control (but 
later it was lowered by 10%). There seems to be 
a short stimulatory phase at the beginning of the 
treatment, but it needs more detailed analysis (Fig. 
1A). First effects of Cd were stomatal closure (about 
40%) and moderate inhibition (20%) of CO2 fixation 
(Fig. 1A). Glycolate oxidase activity increased in 
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a more protracted manner. Reduction of carbon 
assimilation did not depend on the chlorophyll 
content. Fluorescence induction parameters, Fv/
Fm, ∆F/Fm’, Fv’/Fm’, qP were not affected dur-
ing the treatment (not shown). Non-photochemical 
quenching (NPQ), however, decreased similarly to 
CO2 fixation (Fig. 1A). Towards the end of treat-
ment some recovery of stomatal conductance/CO2 
fixation and NPQ could be observed. Changes 
in NPQ seemed to be parallel to changes in the 
de-epoxidation index, which decreased to 60% of 
the control during 4 days of treatment and then 
elevated above the control value (not shown).

Malondialdehyde content of Cd treated leaves 
increased by 30% compared to the control (Fig. 
1B). It mirrored the change in the activity of ascor-
bate peroxidase.

Total chlorophyll accumulation in leaves was 
inhibited by 40%, but chlorophyll concentration 
was only decreased by 20%. Lowering of chlo-
rophyll a/b ratio (3.28 ± 0.09) could be detected 

from the third day. Accumulation of all complexes 
diminished (photosystem I > light-harvesting 
complex II). Changes in the antenna composition 
of photosystem I could not be detected by one-
dimensional PAGE. However, quantitative RT-PCR 
indicated significant changes at transcript levels of 
the lhca1-5 genes and their lil1 (ELIP) relative as 
early as the second day. While the transcript level 
of lhca1-4 genes decreased gradually (lhca1 with 
a delay), a transient increase in those of lhca5 and 
lil1 were detected at the beginning of the treatment, 
and lil1 was less inhibited than the others even in 
the late period of treatment (Fig. 2).

Discussion

Studying Cd effects on poplar leaves reached their 
total photosynthetic competence before the treat-
ment we found that stomatal conductance and CO2 
fixation showed quick response. Stomatal closure 
triggered by the elevated abscisic acid content of Cd 
treated leaves (Sanita di Toppi and Gabbrielli 1999) 
could cause the decline in CO2 fixation as it was 
not related to retarded chlorophyll accumulation, 
and electron transport activity was not inhibited. 
This moderate change in CO2 fixation could be 
counterbalanced by an increased photorespiratory 
rate (higher activity of glycolate oxidase), therefore 
actual efficiency of photosystem II did not change. 
However, photosystem I can be more sensitive due 
to the decreased activity of ascorbate peroxidase. 

Fig. 1 Cd induced changes in activity parameters, malon-
dialdehyde, and enzyme activities. A – Stomatal conductance 
(cond.), CO2 fixation (fix.), non-photochemical quenching 
(NPQ), glycolate oxidase (gl. ox.); B – ascorbate per-
oxidase (APX), malondialdehyde (MDA). All values (±SD) 
are expressed in the percentage of the appropriate control 
values
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All these processes, together with the decrease in 
NPQ, might have contributed to the higher level of 
malondialdehyde in treated plants. Some recovery 
was observed later, probably due to the increasing 
activity of antioxidant defence system and reorgani-
zation of the photosynthetic apparatus.

Retardation of chlorophyll synthesis and pho-
tosystem biogenesis may be another target in 
these photosynthetically competent but still devel-
oping leaves. In spite of the similar iron content 
of treated leaves during the development of 
symptoms, Cd inhibition of the iron transloca-
tion during the treatment, i.e. diminished iron 
flux could have contributed to the retardation of 
these processes. Higher malondialdehyde content 
and transitional increase in the lil1 (ELIP) gene 
transcripts reflected Cd induced oxidative and 
light stress, respectively. Light excess also cause 
reorganization of the light-harvesting antennae 
(Bailey et al. 2001). Though 1D polypeptide pat-
tern of photosystem I antenna in Cd treated plants 
was similar to the control, we demonstrated tran-
scriptional up-regulation of the lhca5 gene, as it 
was detected earlier under light stress (Klimmek 
et al. 2006), and delayed and immediate decrease 
in transcript levels of the lhca1 and lhca2/3, lhca4 
genes. Activity changes of protective enzymes 
could have induced by active oxygen forms 
(Gratao et al. 2005).
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Leaf Senescence in a Stay-Green Rice Variety, SNU-SG1, 
and a Mutant, sgr

Min-Hyuk Oh1, Tae-Shik Park1, Woon-Ho Yang1, Kang-Su Kwak1, Jin-Chul Shin1, 
Rana B. Safarova2, Young-Jae Eu2, Nam-Chon Paek3, Choon-Hwan Leeb2*, 
and Kyung-Jin Choi1*

Abstract  During leaf senescence, the most 
characteristic visible change is leaf yellowing due 
to the preferential breakdown of chlorophyll (Chl) 
with concomitant chloroplast degradation. In this 
study, we examined the characteristics for the stay-
greenness during dark-induced senescence (DIS) 
in two stay-green varieties, SNU-SG1 and sgr. 
During DIS, Chl loss was delayed in SNU-SG1 
and sgr compared with that in wild type (WT), 
but the photochemical efficiency of PSII (Fv/Fm) 
was not. The content of the functional PSII during 
DIS, estimated as (1/Fo – 1/Fm) was high in WT, 
but low in SNU-SG1 and sgr. In both varieties, 
Fo parameter increased during DIS, indicating 
the detachment of LHCII in PSII. In western blot 
analysis, the D1 and LHCII of WT were detected 
even when leaves turned yellowed. However, D1 
protein in sgr completely disappeared after 2 days 

without significant decrease in LHCII. These 
results suggest that both of the SNU-SG1 variety 
and sgr mutant are non-functional stay-green 
species and largely attributed to the high stability 
of LHCII with an early degradation of D1 protein 
as a key protein of PSII.

Keywords  Chlorophyll-protein complex, senes-
cence, LHCII, PSII, rice, stay-green mutant

Introduction

During leaf senescence, cells undergo changes 
in metabolism and cellular structure. The most 
prominent visible change is leaf yellowing, which 
occurs in response to the preferential breakdown 
of chlorophyll (Chl) together with chloroplast 
degradation. Several mutations have been reported 
to affect leaf senescence in various plant species 
(Thomas and Smart 1993; Bachmann et al. 1994; 
Nooden and Guiamet 1996; Oh et al. 1997). In 
this study, we examined the characteristics for the 
stay-greenness during dark-induced senescence 
(DIS) for a stay-green variety, SNU-SG1, and a 
stay-green mutant, sgr, in rice.
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Materials and methods

Plant materials. A japonica rice cultivars, SNU-
SG1, reported to have a functional stay-green phe-
notype (Park and Lee 2003), and a non-functional 
stay-green mutant, sgr (Cha et al. 2002) were 
grown in 16-cm diameter pots in a phytotron under 
a 16-h photoperiod. For the treatment of DIS, the 
second leaf of a plant in the middle of grain-filling 
stage was excised, cut to 2-cm segments and floated 
on 3 mM MES buffer (pH 5.8) for dark-incubation 
with the adaxial side up.

Measurement of Chl content and photochemi-
cal efficiency of PSII. The relative Chl content 
was measured with a chlorophyll meter (SPAD-
502, Minolta, Japan). The relative Chl content 
was presented as a relative value (%) to that 
of non-senesced control leaves. Chl fluorescence 
images were taken using an imaging fluorometer 
(FluorCAM 700MF, P.S. Instruments, Brno, Czech 
Republic) referring to the operating manual.

Measurement of functional PSII content. A Fo 
image for a set of 12 leaf segments was measured 
after dark-adaptation for 30 min using the imaging 
fluorometer (FluorCAM 700MF, P.S. Instruments, 
Brno, Czech Republic) and used as a control Fo 
image for the set. The set of leaf segment was 
then dark-incubated to induce the leaf senes-
cence. After dark-incubation, Fo and Fm images 
were taken for a given set. After measurement, 
the average values of Fo and Fm were calculated 
from the image, and all the calculated values were 
divided by the Fo value from the control Fo image 
for a given leaf segment in a given set. In other 
words, all Fo and Fm values for a given leaf seg-
ments were normalized to become a relative value 
to its Fo value measured before dark-incubation. 
Because of this normalization, 1/Fo – 1/Fm equals 
to Fv/Fm for leaf segments before dark-incuba-
tion. This parameter has been suggested to be 
an indicator of PSII reaction centre functional-
ity (Walters and Horton 1993), and empirically 
correlated linearly with the oxygen yield per 
single-turnover flash in pea (Park et al. 1995) and 
Capsicum (Lee et al. 1999). We used this parameter 
as functional PSII content and we represented it as 

a relative value (%) to the value measured before 
dark-incubation of the leaf segment.

Western blot analysis. Thylakoid proteins were 
separated by SDS-PAGE in gels with 12% acrylamide. 
Samples were loaded at 5 µg of Chl per lane. After the 
SDS-PAGE, the separated proteins were transferred 
to nitrocellulose membrane for  immunostaining of 
LHCII and D1 proteins using antibodies against 
Lhcb2 (Agrisera, Sweden) and D1 (kindly pro-
vided by Dr. Mitsue Miyao, National Institute of 
Agrobiological Sciences (NIAS), Japan).

Results and discussion

Chl contents and photochemical efficiency of PSII 
during dark-induced senescence in the stay-green 
rice variety, SNU-SG1 and a mutant, sgr

Changes in photochemical efficiency of PSII (Fv/
Fm) and Chl content were measured during DIS 
using leaf segments taken from two rice varieties, 
SNU-SG1 and sgr known to have stay-green phe-
notype. During DIS, Chl content of the WT leaves 
started to decrease after 1 day and significantly 
decreased after 2 days (Fig. 1A). The leaves after 
4 days had turned completely yellow (not shown). 
However, SNU-SG1 and sgr leaves were vis-
ibly green until 6 days, and about 65% Chl were 
still remained compared with the non-senescing 
control. The photochemical efficiency of PSII 
began to decrease after 2 days in both stay-green 
varieties, while the decrease did not begin in WT 
(Fig. 1B). These results suggest that both varieties 
have non-functional stay-green phenotype during 
DIS, although SNU-SG1 was reported to have a 
functionally delayed stay-green character during 
natural senescence process (Park and Lee 2003).

The changes of functional PSII fraction 
during DIS

Although photochemical efficiency of PSII (Fv/
Fm) is a measure of potential PSII quantum yield 
or PSII activity, the measurement of the functional 
PSII content (1/Fo − 1/Fm) is a more direct way 
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Fig. 1 Changes in Chl meter (SPAD-502) values (A), Fv/Fm (B), 1/Fo − 1/Fm (C), and Fo (D) in WT, SNU-SG1 and sgr 
leaves during dark-induced senescence

for estimating PSII damage (Lee et al. 2001). 
Functional PSII content in WT was remained sta-
ble during DIS, but the values in both SNU-SG1 
and sgr decreased gradually (Fig. 1C), similar to 
the changes in Fv/Fm shown in (Fig. 1B).

The changes of the Fo fluorescence parameter 
during DIS

A decrease in energy coupling between the LHCII 
and PSII traps leads to increased fluorescence 
emission from LHCII itself, which results in an 
increase of Fo. Thus, the Chl fluorescence param-
eter, Fo, often used as a indicator for detachment 
between the LHCII and PSII (Havaux and Tardy 
1996). During DIS, the Fo fluorescence in SNU-
SG1 and sgr significantly increased after 2 days, 
but not in WT (Fig. 1D).

Abundance of thylakoid proteins during DIS

In WT, the content of LHCII protein significantly 
decreased at 2 days after the start of DIS and gradu-
ally decreased until 6 days (Fig. 2A). However, in 
the sgr mutant the LHCII content was not changed 
significantly until 6 days after the start of DIS (Fig. 
2A). In contrast, the decrease in the content of D1 
protein was more rapid in the sgr mutant still than 
WT (Fig. 2B). Therefore, these results show that 
the remaining Chls during DIS in WT are bound to 
PSII that is functionally active, although the number 
of functional PSII decreased significantly with the 
loss of Chl contents. However, the relative amount 
of Chls bound to functional PSII during DIS are less 
in both SNU-SG1 and sgr compared to WT.

In Arabidopsis, the ore10 mutant has increased 
LHCII trimer stability due to the formation of 
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aggregates of trimmed LHCII (Oh et al. 2003). In the 
BN-PAGE and two-dimensional SDS-PAGE analysis, 
D1 protein in sgr gradually decreased during DIS 
and then the protein of the PSII reaction center com-
pletely degraded by 6 days, but most Chl-protein 
complexes except PSII were stable (data not shown). 
From these results, the disassembly process of 
Chl-protein complexes of sgr mutants seemed to 
be different from the process of the ore10 mutants, 
which is probably due to their different lesion sites 
in their genomic DNA. The Arabiodopsis genome 
contains two Sgr orthologs, designated At Sgr1 
(At4g22920) and At Sgr2 (At4g11910). These two 
Sgr orthologs, At Sgr1 and At Sgr2, are located on 
chromosome 4. However, ore10 mutant was recently 
mapped to within 2 cM of the RCI1b locus on chro-
mosome 5 (data not shown).
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Evaluation of Acid Stress Tolerance in Synechocystis sp. PCC 
6803 Mutants Lacking Signal Transduction-Related Genes 
sigB, sigD, and rre15

Hisataka Ohta1, Yousuke Shibata1, Youhei Haseyama1, Yuka Yoshino1, Takehiro Suzuki1, 
Atsushi Moriyama1, Isao Enami1, and Masahiko Ikeuchi2

Abstract Genes upregulated by acid stress in 
cyanobacteria Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 
(Photosynthesis Research 84, 225–230, 2005) 
have been identified by DNA microarray analysis. 
Among these genes, our focus is on sigB, sigD, and 
rre15, which are involved in signal transduction 
and investigated the impact of these genes’ null 
mutation on the survival of Synechocystis cells in 
a low-pH medium. The survival rates of sigB and 
sigD mutants at pH 6 were lower than the survival 
rates of wild-type cells. Quantitative real-time 
RT-PCR revealed that sigB expression was 47% 
in the DsigD mutant compared with wild-type 
cells. These results suggest that SigB and SigD are 
required for acid tolerance, and that SigD is located 
in the upstream of the signal transduction pathway 
of acid stress response in the Synechocystis sp. 
PCC 6803 compared with SigB.

Keywords  Acid stress, cyanobacteria, gene expres-
sion, sigma factor, response regulator

Introduction

Living organisms need to sense their environment 
to adapt to the changes. The acclimation proc-
esses of microorganisms to environmental stress 
are mainly regulated at the level of transcriptional 
activation or repression. In the signal pathways, 
two component systems and sigma factors play an 
important role in cyanobacteria. In Synechocystis 
6803, there are 43 proteins containing authentic 
histidine kinase sensor domains, 40 proteins con-
taining response regulator signature, and 9 RNA 
polymerase sigma factors (Kaneko et al. 1996). 
Until date, functional roles have been determined 
for only a limited number of such proteins in 
cyanobacteria.

DNA microarray analysis has identified 
genes upregulated by acid stress in cyanobac-
teria Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (Ohta et al. 
2005). Among these genes, it has been proposed 
that two RNA polymerase sigma factors (sigB:
sll0306; sigD:sll2012) and a response regulator 
(rre15:slr1214) are directly involved in the stress. 
The deletion mutants of these genes have been 
established and the acid tolerance evaluated. The 
relationship of these genes regarding the signal 
cascade of acid stress response was intensively 
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investigated using quantitative real-time RT-PCR 
of the deletion mutants.

Materials and methods

Generation of insertion mutants. Mutants impaired 
in selected genes were generated by reverse 
genetics. The coding sequences and neighboring 
sequences were amplified by PCR. Approximately 
2 kb of PCR products were cloned into pUC19 
(TOYOBO). The primers for amplification were 
designed using the complete genome sequence of 
Synechocystis (Kaneko et al. 1996). Sequences that 
contained appropriate restriction sites were selected 
to improve the cloning of the fragments. The aphII 
gene (aminoglycoside phosphotransferase II con-
ferring kanamycin [Km] resistance) isolated from 
plasmid pUC4K (Pharmacia) was inserted into 
unique restriction sites of the encoding sequences. 
Transformants were initially selected on a medium 
containing 10 µg Km mL−1 (Wako), whilst the 
segregation of clones was performed by numer-
ous restreaking (at least three transfers) of primary 
clones on plates supplemented with 50 µg Km 
mL−1. During the cultivation of mutants, 50 µg Km 
mL−1 was added to the liquid media.

Acid stress conditions. Exponentially-growing 
cells were acid-stressed by centrifuging the cell 
cultures and resuspending the cell pellets in a pH-
adjusted BG-11 medium. A BG-11 medium was 
acidified using MES (pH 5.5–7.0) buffers instead 
of a TES buffer (pH 8). Centrifugation alone did 
not inhibit growth (data not shown). The pH of 
the medium was measured before inoculation but 
after the medium had been autoclaved and cooled. 
Cultures were streaked onto pH-adjusted BG-11 
plates and cultured for 14 days. Experiments were 
performed in duplicate at least three times.

RNA isolation and quantitative real-time RT-
PCR. Total RNA was isolated using the RNeasy 
Midi kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) as described 
in Hihara et al. (2001). For the reverse transcriptase 
(RT) reaction, 100 ng RNA was incubated with a 
mixture of PCR reverse primers for 10 min at 70°C 
prior to adding 100 U Superscript II RT (Gibco-BRL). 

The RT reaction was performed at 42°C for 1 h and 
stopped by placing the reaction at 72°C for 10 min. 
A Perfect Real Time kit (Takara) was used according 
to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Results and discussion

Expression profiles of sigB, sigD, and rre15

Acid stress-induced transcription of sigB (sll0306), 
sigD (sll2012), and rre15 (slr1214) is involved in 
signal transduction in Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 
(Ohta et al. 2005). Figure 1 shows the expression 
profiles of sigB, sigD, and rre15 compared with 
wild-type cells. All the genes increased steadily 
during acid stress treatment for 4 h and showed 
maximal increase at 1 h (16.7-, 10.6-, and 16.2-fold, 
respectively). Among these genes, sigB (sll2012) 
and (sll0306) were categorized into group 2 sigma 
factors, which are similar to the group 1 types in 
molecular structure, and they are non-essential for 
cell viability. In fact, the segregation of the deletion 
mutants of these two genes supported this clas-
sification. It has been reported that the transcript 
abundance of sigB is increased by osmotic and 

Fig. 1 The transcript abundance as affected by time after 
transfer of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 from BG-11 to low 
pH medium (sigB: open bar, sigD: solid bar, rre15: shaded 
bar). Accumulation levels of transcripts are expressed on the 
vertical axis as ratios under normal conditions. Values are 
averages of duplicate results for three independent experi-
ments (six data points in total)
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salt stress (Kanesaki et al. 2002) and that of sigD 
is upregulated by high light (Hihara et al. 2001) 
and inorganic carbon limitation (Wang et al. 2004). 
Rre15 (slr1214) is a member of the PatA family of 
regulators that possess CheY-like response motifs 
but do not have discernible DNA-binding domains. 
It has also been reported that the expression of 
rre15 is increased by Ci limitation. Thus, the dele-
tion mutants of these genes have been constructed 
and their phenotypes analyzed.

Acid stress tolerance of the deletion mutants

It is shown that the growth rate of deletion mutants 
is similar to wild-type cells when the mutants are 
cultured in a normal BG-11 liquid culture medium 
(data not shown). This suggests that these genes 
are not necessary for cell viability and regulate 
the genes’ expression, which is directly involved 
in stress response. We have examined the assay 
for acid tolerance at various conditions and treat-
ments. As a result, Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 
does not show sustained growth below pH 6. Thus, 
we have evaluated the acid tolerance of the deletion 
mutants on a pH 6 BG-11 plate. Each cell cultured 
in a normal BG-11 liquid medium were streaked 
onto pH 6 plates and cultured for 14 days (Fig. 2). 
The deletion mutant of rre15 did not show an acid-
sensitive phonotype in a medium of pH 6. On the 
other hand, DsigB and DsigD exhibited depressed 
growth compared with the wild-type cells. These 
results suggest that DsigB and DsigD play a role in 
the transcriptional regulation of certain factors that 
affect acid stress response.

Real-time RT-PCR analysis

The relationship of these genes in the signal cascade 
of acid stress response was intensively investigated 
by quantitative real-time RT-PCR of the deletion 
mutants. In a pH 8 medium, the expression of sigB is 
not significantly reduced in the DsigD mutant (80%), 
but sigD expression is 33% in the DsigB mutant com-
pared with wild-type cells under normal conditions. 
On the other hand, the transcriptional level of sigB 
was repressed in the DsigD mutant at pH 3 for 30 min 

(47%) compared with the sigD level in the DsigB 
(72%). These results suggest that SigB is located in 
the upstream of SigD in the signal transduction path-
way of acid stress response in Synechocystis sp. PCC 
6803. We have found that the deletion of sigD affects 
the expression of other acid-responsible genes (data 
not shown). This may suggest that the depression 
of acid tolerance in DsigB mutant is caused by the 
repression of sigD, which regulates the expression of 
the genes directly involved in acid response.
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Proteomic Analysis of Barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) Leaves 
as Affected by High Temperature Treatment

Datko M., Zivcak M., and Brestic M.

Abstract  Many intensive studies have been pro-
vided to understand plant vulnerability to changing 
environment and photosynthetic reactions under 
changing environment in research of molecular cri-
terions. In barley leaves treated by high temperature 
we identified a new 14-3-3ζ protein with a potential 
regulatory function. We also suppose that the down-
regulation of transketolase in stressed leaves may 
induce inhibition of photosynthesis and metabolism 
of aromatic acids, and consequently influence nega-
tively plant productivity in conditions of heat stress. 
We also found a LHC1 up-regulation in stressed plant 
comparing to control, which protects PSI against the 
damage. Identification of other spots can reveal new 
possible markers involved in the plant stress response 
and can help improve their tolerance to heat stress.

Keywords  Heat shock proteins, heat stress, 
chlorophyll a fluorescence, photosystems, barley

Introduction

In natural conditions the plant photosynthetic 
apparatus is frequently forced by environmental 

stresses affecting their photosynthetic efficiency. 
Nowadays, an intensive discussion related to the 
climate change impact has taken place and needs 
have risen to increase crop stress tolerance and 
a parameterization has been looked for sensitive 
components of the photosynthetic apparatus as 
related to stress. There are many studies with a 
high temperature treatment on photosynthesis 
provided by Havaux and Tardy (1996), Lu and 
Zhang (1999), Yamane et al. (1998), Georgieva 
et al. (2003), etc. Chloroplasts are of particular 
interest for plant biologists because of their 
 complex biochemical pathways for essential 
metabolic functions. However, most of the ana-
lyzed plant species were not submitted to pro-
teomic analyses and still only few chloroplastic 
regulatory proteins were identified, which may 
play a protective role in stabilizing the photosyn-
thetic apparatus in crops.

Materials and Methods

Barley plants (cv. Kompakt) were cultivated in 
pot vegetation experiments. The measurements 
of chlorophyll a fluorescence parameters and 
proteomic analyses were provided on the second 
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(penultimate) fully expanded leaf before (control) 
and after (stress) heat treatment (40°C, 1 h). Leaf 
proteins were isolated by TCA/acetone isolation 
method. In the first dimension we applied the proteins 
into the electrofocusing solvent on IPG strips of 
pH 4–7. After the first dimension we applied 
strips on SDS-PAGE gels and after a running 
time we stained gels with silver. Consequently, 
the stained gels were analyzed by the PDQuest 
software for the image analysis of qualitative and 
quantitative distribution of spots on the gels. The 
differentiating spots were cut off and digested 
in the gel. The peptides were identified by the 
MALDI/ToF and LC/MS mass spectrometry and 
N-terminal degradation methods.

Fast fluorescence light curves (LC) were per-
formed in control and heat-treated samples after 
dark adaptation (30 min) and induction curve at 
125 µmol m−2 s−1 (10 min), with 30-s interval for 
each light intensity (21, 45, 78, 134, 224, 347, 
539, 833, 1,036, 1,295, 1,630 and 1,960 µmol m−2 
s−1); simultaneous measurements of modulated 
chlorophyll a fluorescence and PS I transmittance 
(Dual PAM 100, Walz, Germany) with an internal 
light source were performed using saturation pulse 
method (Klughammer and Schreiber 1994).

Fast chlorophyll a fluorescence kinetics meas-
ured by Handy PEA (Hansatech, GB) in 30-
min dark-adapted leaf samples; saturation pulse 
(3,500 µmol m−2 s−1, 1 s) in control plants and after 
heat treatment. Data analyzed by JIP-test (Strasser 
et al. 1995) using software Biolyzer.

Results

High temperature treatment induced in barley 
plants strong changes of photochemistry param-
eters and also reduced markedly a number of active 
PSII reaction centers (Fig. 1a). The presence of 
K-step in the JIP-chlorophyll a fluorescence tran-
sient (data not shown) indicates impaired donor 
side of the PS II (oxygen evolving complex). The 
ratio of PS I and PS II quantum yield (Fig. 1b) 
indicates that the PS II was much more susceptible 
to high temperature than PS I.

Decrease of PS I quantum yield was caused 
mainly by limited donor side of PS I, especially by 
limited electron transport from the PS II. Acceptor 
side was not strongly affected.

Proteomic analysis confirmed considerable 
changes within the photosynthetic apparatus after 
high temperature treatment. We found 16 differ-
ent protein spots (Fig. 2b) in the treated samples 
(40°C, 1 h) as compared with the control samples 
(Fig. 2a). We identified presence of a regulatory 
14-3-3ζ protein.

Statistical quantity between heat shock and 
control sample showed 31 more intensive spots 
(Fig. 2c) and statistical quantity between control 
sample and heat shock sample showed 23 contrast 
spots, which are more intensive in control samples 
Fig. (2d). Further identification of spots is still 
under investigation. In the treated plants we found 
up-regulation of the LHC1 protein and opposite 
down-regulation of transketolase.

Discussion

During the last few years, several chloroplast 
proteomics studies have been published that 
focused on suborganellar compartment such 
as the thylakoid lumen or chloroplast envelope 
membrane system (Peltier et al. 2000; Baginski 
and Gruissem 2004). Chloroplasts are of particular 
interest for plant biologists because of their 
complex biochemical pathways for essential 
metabolic functions. The aim of proteomics is 
the definition of the function of every protein 
encoded by a given genome, and the analysis 
of how that function changes in different envi-
ronmental or developmental conditions, with 
different modification states of the protein, 
and interaction with different partners (Roberts 
2002; Leister and Pesaresi 2005).

14-3-3 proteins are a family of conserved 
regulatory molecules expressed in all eukaryotic 
cells. 14-3-3 proteins have the ability to bind 
a multitude of functionally diverse signaling 
proteins, including kinases, phosphatases, and 
transmembrane receptors. The 14-3-3 protein 
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belongs to a large approximately 30 kD fam-
ily of acidic proteins, which exist primarily as 
homo- and hetero-dimeric proteins within all 
eukaryotic cells (Isobe et al. 1991; Yaffe 2002). 
In Drosophila cells, the 14-3-3 is up-regulated 
under heat stress conditions through a process 
mediated by a heat shock transcription factor. As 
the biological action linked to heat stress, 14-3-3 
interacts with apocytochrome c, a mitochondrial 
precursor protein of cytochrome c, in heat-treated 
cells, and the suppression of 14-3-3 expres-
sion by RNAi resulted in the formation of sig-
nificant amounts of aggregated apocytochrome 
c in the cytosol (Yano et al. 2006). We found 
14-3-3  protein (gi/2266662), which can induce 
in treated plants dis-aggregation of abundant 
proteins or regulate transcriptions of heat shock 
genes. Transketolase catalyzes reactions of the 
Calvin cycle and oxidative pentose phosphate 
pathway and produces erythrose-4-phosphate, 

which is a precursor for the shikimate pathway 
leading to phenylpropanoid metabolism. Twenty 
percent to 40% reduction of transketolase activity 
inhibited ribulose-1, 5-bisphosphate regenera-
tion and photosynthesis and decreased the level 
of aromatic amino acids, other intermediates 
(caffeic acid and hydroxycinnamic acids) and 
metabolic products (chlorogenic acid, tocophe-
rol, and lignin) of phenylpropanoid metabolism 
(Henkes et al. 2001). We found decrease of tran-
sketolase on the 2-D gels under high temperature 
treatment and we suppose that the heat shock 
probably influences regeneration of ribulose-1,5-
bisphosphate. A lot of authors are convinced the 
proteomics will become a routine technology for 
the description and the analysis of physiological 
responses in systems biology approaches.
Acknowledgements: This work was supported by 
projects APVV LPP-0345-06 – Signalization of 
stress within photosynthetic apparatus under changing 

Fig. 1 Photosynthetic characteristics derived from fast light curves in non-stressed and heat-treated leaves of barley: Actual 
quantum yield of PSII (a), PSI/PSII quantum yield ratio (b), quantum yield of PSI (c), non- photochemical quenching NPQ (d)
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Does Elevated CO2 Mitigate the Salt Effect 
on Photosynthesis in Barley Cultivars?

Usue Perez-Lopez1, Anabel Robredo1, Maite Lacuesta2, Amaia Mena-Petite1,
and Alberto Muñoz-Rueda1

Abstract  Stomatal conductance and photosyn-
thesis are very responsive to the osmotic stress 
caused by salinity, a major abiotic stress in agri-
culture worldwide. In parallel, global atmospheric 
carbon dioxide concentration is rising and could 
reach 700 ppm by the end of the 21st century. CO2 
enrichment also changes the behaviour of the sto-
mata and constitutive assimilation levels.

The impact of these environmental future con-
ditions on photosynthetic response was studied 
in two barley cultivars, submitted to four salinity 
treatments (0, 80, 160 and 240 mM NaCl) and two 
CO2 levels (350 and 700 ppm) for 14 days.

Under ambient CO2, salinity caused a greater 
decrease of Chl-a than Chl-b. At 240 mM NaCl, 
the assimilation of CO2 decreased by 40% and 
30% in Alpha and Iranis, respectively. However, 
when plants were submitted to elevated CO2, the 
reduction was less pronounced. Under the most 
extreme salt treatment, stomatal conductance 
decreased approximately a 75% in both cvs. and 
at both CO2 treatments.

Since transpiration rate decreased more than 
assimilation did, increased instantaneous water use 
efficiency was observed in both cvs. and for both 
CO2 concentrations.

The lower decreases of pigment content and 
assimilation rates and the higher rates of instan-
taneous water use efficiency observed in plants 
grown under salinity and elevated CO2 would 
indicate a better photosynthetic capacity than their 
counterparts at ambient CO2.

Keywords Assimilation, barley, elevated CO2, 
pigment, salinity, transpiration

Introduction

Soil salinity is one of the major environmental 
factors limiting plant productivity and determining 
their distribution. Pressure of increasing popula-
tions and demand for plant production needs to 
bring new saline lands into agricultural production 
(Chaparzadeh et al. 2004). Moreover, saline land 
area is increasing with time due to bad irrigation 
systems and poor quality water. On the other hand, 
the increasing CO2 concentrations and the following 
increases in temperature, known as climate change, 
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will elevate plant evapotranspiration rates, thus 
rising the saline areas still more. Stomatal con-
ductance and photosynthesis are very responsive 
to the osmotic stress caused by salinity. On the 
other hand, the CO2 enrichment also changes the 
behaviour of the stomata and constitutive assimi-
lation levels (Ainsworth and Rogers 2007). And 
although it is supposed that elevated CO2 helps 
plant growth and development, this positive effect 
depends on other ambient constraints (Robredo 
et al. 2007). Thus, the picture emerging from all 
these experimental conditions is an important issue 
to be elucidated.

Materials and methods

In order to asses the impact of these environmental 
future conditions on photosynthetic response, the 
following study was carried out. Seedlings of two 
barley cultivars (Hordeum vulgare L., cvs. Alpha 
and Iranis) were grown in a mixture of perlite/ver-
miculite (3:1) and watered with Hoagland’s solu-
tion every 2 days. Plant growth was carried out in a 
Conviron E15 (Conviron, Manitova, Canada) con-
trolled environment growth chamber under a daily 
regime of 14 h of light and 10 h of darkness with 
an average day/night temperature of 24°C/20°C 
and a relative humidity of 70%/80% day/night. 
During the entire light period, the photosynthetic 
photon flux density in the chamber was 400 µmol 
m−2 s−1. The growth chamber was maintained under 
ambient (350 ppm) or elevated (700 ppm) CO2 con-
centration along the experimental period. Once the 
first leaf was completely expanded the salt treat-
ment was imposed by adding 0, 80, 160 or 240 mM 
NaCl to Hoagland’s solution. After 15 days of salt 
treatment the following parameters were measured. 
Chorophyll and carotenoids were extracted with 
DMSO and determined according to Barnes et al. 
(1992), expressing the results on leaf area and dry 
weight basis. The rate of photosynthesis, stomatal 
conductance and transpiration rate were deter-
mined using a programmable, open-flow portable 
photosynthesis system Li-Cor 6400 (Li-Cor Inc., 

Lincoln, NE, USA). Instantaneous plant water use 
efficiency was calculated as the division between 
assimilation rate and transpiration rate both simul-
taneously obtained from the Li-Cor 6400.

Results and discussion

In Alpha cultivar and under ambient CO2, the most 
severe salinity treatment caused a 17% decrease in 
Chl-a whereas Chl-b remain constant (Fig. 1A). 
So chlorophyll-a/b ratio decreased as salt stress 
became more acute. In Iranis, both chlorophyll-
a and -b decreased, 25% Chl-a and 20% Chl-b 
(Fig. 1C). On the other hand, when chlorophyll con-
tent was expressed by area, the decreases were less 
pronounced. When same salt conditions were sub-
mitted under elevated CO2, the observed decrease 
in the pigment content was lower in both cultivars 
(Fig. 1B, D). It is also important to note that elevated 
CO2 alone caused a decrease in pigment content in 
both cultivars when expressed by dry weight but not 
when expressed by area. Not significant changes 
were observed in carotenoid levels.

Under control conditions, the fact of observing 
lower pigment contents when expressed by dry 
weight but not by area could imply a dilution effect 
due to starch accumulation on leaves under elevated 
CO2 This trend was also observed by Kurasová 
et al. (2003). On the other hand, under saline 
conditions, the fact of observing lower decreases 
in pigment content when expressed by area than by 
dry weight would imply a greater succulence under 
salinity conditions which could make barley leaves 
more tolerant to salt stress. The lower reductions of 
pigment content under combination of salinity and 
elevated CO2 could be thanks to a lower reduced 
chlorophyll degradation due to improved water 
relations as proposed by Sgherri et al. (2000) in 
alfalfa plants under combination of elevated CO2 
and drought conditions.

Under ambient CO2 and 240 mM NaCl, the 
assimilation of CO2 decreased by 40% and 30% 
in Alpha and Iranis, respectively (Fig. 2A, B). 
However, when plants were submitted to elevated 
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Fig. 1 Changes in Chl-a, Chl-b and carotenoids expressed by area and dry weight in leaves of Alpha (A, C) and Iranis (B, 
C) under four NaCl treatment (0, 80, 160, 240 mM) and two CO2 concentrations (350 and 700 ppm). Data are means of 
nine replicates ± SE

CO2, the reduction was less pronounced, 25% 
and 20%, respectively (Fig. 2A, B). Besides, as 
salinity treatment became more severe, the posi-
tive effect of CO2 was more marked. Stomatal 
conductance and transpiration rate decreased 
approximately a 75% and 65%, respectively for 
both cvs. and for both CO2 treatments at the 
most extreme salt treatment (Fig. 2C, D). It is 
important to observe that under control condi-
tions and elevated CO2, assimilation was 15% 
and 26% higher in Alpha and Iranis, respectively, 
whereas transpiration rate and stomatal conduct-
ance were 50% and 35% lower in Alpha and 
Iranis, respectively. Under salinity conditions, 
transpiration rate decreased more than assimila-
tion did, thus, increased instantaneous water use 

efficiency  values were observed in both cvs, and 
for both CO2 concentrations (Fig. 2E, F).

The capacity of reducing stomatal conductance 
and transpiration rates, without decreasing photo-
synthesis in the same percentage, could suggest that 
for barley leaves the occurred severe reductions in 
stomatal conductance and transpiration rate repre-
sent adaptative mechanisms to cope with excessive 
salt, rather than merely a negative consequence, 
also suggested by Parida and Das (2005). On the 
other hand, the lesser reduction of assimilation rates 
under combined elevated CO2 and salinity condi-
tions could come from the fact that elevated CO2 
improves soil and plant water relations, thus miti-
gating the effects of salinity. This was also observed 
under drought conditions by Robredo et al. (2007).
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CHAPTER TWENTY NINE

Alteration of Energy Dissipation by Dichromate in 
Xanthophyll Deficient Mutants of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii

Perreault François1, Ait Ali Nadia1, Saison Cyril1, Juneau Philippe2, and Popovic Radovan1

Abstract  Energy dissipation via Photosystem II 
(PSII) and I (PSI) activity was investigated when 
xanthophylls deficient mutant of Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii was exposed to hexavalent chromium, 
dichromate, inhibitory effect. To determine simul-
taneous dichromate and light intensities (30 and 
320 µE) effect on PSII and PSI functional proper-
ties, algal mutant npq1, lacking xanthophylls cycle, 
was exposed for 24 h to 12.5 and 25 µM of dichro-
mate concentration. To study PSII and PSI energy 
dissipation and PSII structural properties we used 
Dual-PAM-100 (Walz) fluorimeter and western 
blot analysis. No dichromate deteriorating effect 
on PSII D1 protein was found either in wild type 
or npq1 mutant exposed to 30 µE light intensity. 
However, under high light intensity (320 µE) and 
25 µM of dichromate, 95% of PSII energy dissipation 

via non-photochemical pathway in mutant missing 
xanthophylls cycle was detected. In PSII photo-
chemistry was decreased by more than two times 
comparing sample not being exposed to dichro-
mate. Under the same conditions, dichromate 
deteriorating effect on D1 protein was found in 
both wild type and npq1 mutant. However between 
85% and 90% of PSI energy was dissipated via 
non-photochemical pathways in both algal species 
when exposed to 25 µM dichromate effect. This 
result obtained on npq1 mutant indicated that there 
are different energy dissipation mechanisms which 
are not always dependant of xanthophyll cycle.

Keywords  Dichromate, energy dissipation, xan-
thophyll cycle, npq1, heavy metals

Introduction

Photosystem II (PSII) electron transport is a sen-
sitive inhibitory site for hexavalent chromium, 
dichromate, effect (Hörcsik et al. 2007). Alteration 
of D1 protein and 33 kDa protein of oxygen evolv-
ing complex by dichromate effect gave evidences 
for inhibition site to be located on PSII oxidizing 
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and reducing side (Ait Ali et al. 2006). For such 
dichromate deteriorating effect we may suppose 
to be associated with PSII photoinhibition process 
as it has been already reported for cadmium and 
copper (Pätsikkä et al. 2002; Pagliano et al. 2006). 
Photoinhibition process is regulated by heat energy 
dissipation via xanthophyll cycle, process control-
led by enzyme violaxanthin epoxidase, where vio-
laxanthin is reversibly transformed into zeaxanthin 
via its intermediate antheraxanthin. Zeaxanthin 
may accept excitation energy directly from light 
harvesting antenna chlorophylls therefore result-
ing in non radiative thermal energy dissipation 
(Demmig-Adams et al. 1996; Krause and Jahns 
2004). However zeaxanthin may react with protein 
of light-harvesting complex (LHC) inducing their 
conformation change which will also result in heat 
dissipation (Pospisil 1997). For photosynthesis of 
higher plants and algal species, it has been indi-
cated to change remarkably the energy dissipation 
process under different environmental conditions. 
This effect has been interpreted as result of PSII 
and PSI structural and functional change dur-
ing ecological adaptation (Serôdio et al. 2005). 
Therefore, further understanding of this process 
affecting PSII and PSI functions may provide new 
information on energy dissipation mechanism via 
other regulatory processes. In this report we used 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii mutant npq1, having 
reduced non-photochemical quenching property 
(Niyogi et al. 1997; Govindjee and Seufferheld 
2002), to investigate dichromate effect on PSII 
and PSI energy dissipation process when algae are 
exposed to different light intensity.

Materials and methods

Algae culture. Chlamydomonas reinhardtii algal 
strains (wild type: CC-400, npq1 mutant deficient 
in zeaxanthin: CC-4100) were obtained from the 
Chlamydomonas Genetic Center (Duke University, 
Durham, NC). Stock of algal cultures were culti-
vated under continuous illumination of 100 µE in 
High Salt Medium (HSM) (Harris 1989) and treated 
algal samples were exposed 24 h to dichromate 

(K2Cr2O7): 0, 12.5 and 25 µM. During dichromate 
treatment samples were placed under low (30 µE) 
and high light intensity (320 µE).

Western blot analysis. SDS-polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis and Western blotting : Proteins of 
thylakoid membranes were separated by SDS-PAGE 
according to Laemmli (1970). The primary anti-
body used for Western blot analysis was against D1 
(Agrisera). As secondary antibody, horseradish perox-
idase-conjugated anti-rabbit (Amersham Biosciences) 
was used to detect the immuno-reactions.

Chlorophyll fluorescence measurement. Chloro-
phyll fluorescence parameters were measured at room 
temperature with a dual-wavelength pulse-amplitude-
modulated fluorescence monitoring  system (Dual-
PAM, Heinz Walz, Effeltrich, Germany) according 
to Schreiber et al. (1986). The PSII and PSI energy 
dissipation parameters were calculated as: the effec-
tive quantum yield of PSII, Y(II) = (FM’ − F)/FM’; 
the quantum yield of non-regulated energy dissipa-
tion of PSII, Y(NO) = 1/(NPQ + 1 + qL (FM/FO − 
1) ), where non-photochemical quenching value was 
NPQ = (FM – FM’)/FM’; the parameters qL = qP × 
FO’/F and qP = (FM’ – F)/(FM’ − FO’) were used as 
indicators for fraction of open PSII reaction center 
participating in electron transport; the quantum yield 
of regulated energy dissipation of PSII was estimated 
as Y(NPQ) = 1 − Y(II) − Y(NO); the photochemical 
quantum yield of PSI was estimated as Y(I) = 1 − 
Y(ND) − Y(NA).; the non photochemical quantum 
yield of PSI, the fraction of oxidized PSI Y(ND) was 
estimated as Y(ND) = 1 − P700red, where P700red 
was the redox change of P700 obtained by the dif-
ference between the 875 and 830 nm transmittance. 
The non photochemical quantum yield of PSI which 
cannot be oxidized by a saturation pulse Y(NA) was 
estimated as Y(NA) = (Pm − Pm’)/Pm where Pm 
and Pm’ are the maximum change of P700 signal in 
dark and light adapted state respectively.

Results and discussion

When both algal species were exposed to dichro-
mate toxic effect under low light intensity (30 µE) 
the decrease of cell growth was very similar. 
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However, under high light intensity (320 µE) 
growth of algal mutant not having xanthophyll 
cycle (npq1) was more inhibited compared to wild 
type (results not shown). In this study we examined 
the effect of light intensity on PSII structural and 
functional behavior when two algal genotypes have 
been exposed to dichromate effect. For dichromate 
concentration of 12.5 and 25 µM we found to 
induce D1 protein deterioration in a similar way for 
wild-type of C. reinhardtii (CC-400) and for npq1 
mutant deficient in xanthophyll cycle when they 
have been exposed to 320 µE during 24 h. However, 
dichromate deteriorating effect on D1 protein was 
not found when the same algal genotypes were 
exposed to low light intensity (30 µE) (Fig. 1).

Similar effect was reported earlier when higher 
plant (Lemna gibba) was exposed to dichromate 
effect (Ait Ali et al. 2006). When exposed to varia-
tion of light intensity photosynthetic organisms was 
known to have different regulatory mechanisms of 
energy dissipation which prevent photosynthetic 
apparatus to cope efficiently with changes of light 
intensity. When PSII electron transport in algae 
was inhibited by dichromate, it is important to find 
out how different pathways of energy dissipation 
compete with each others and provide different 
regulatory mechanisms when light intensity was 
changed. Under low light intensity (30 µE) PSII 

energy dissipation in both algal genotypes was reg-
ulated mostly concomitantly by electron transport 
and by non-regulated non-photochemical pathways. 
However, when algal genotypes were exposed to 
25 µM of dichromate, non-photochemical quenching 
effect appeared to be present. The energy dissipa-
tion via PSII photochemistry was decreased from 
60% to 40% in algae missing xanthophyll cycle 
(Fig. 2). Both genotypes showed similar pathway 
of energy dissipation via PSII when exposed to high 
light intensity. However, when algae were exposed 
to dichromate, dissipation of energy via PSII in npq1 
mutant was evidently changed. In this algal mutant, 
energy dissipation via PSII photochemistry was 
reduced for more than two time and most of energy 
was dissipated via non regulated non photochemical 

Fig. 1 Protein gel blots analysis of thylakoid membranes 
isolated from C. reinhardtii wild type and mutant after being 
exposed to Cr(VI) during 24 h. Proteins were detected by 
using specific antibodies raised against D1 protein. Numbers 
represent: 1 control (-Cr); 2: 12.3 and 3: 25 µM Cr(VI)

Fig. 2 The change of the effective quantum yield of PSII 
(Y(II) ) and PSI ( (Y(I) ), the non photochemical energy 
dissipation pathways via regulatory Y(NPQ) and non regu-
latory processes Y(NO) of PSII. Non photochemical quan-
tum of PSI in oxidized state Y(ND) and in reduced state 
Y(NA) ) when C. reinhardtii genotypes were exposed 24 h 
to chromium at different light intensities. Numbers represent 
percent of total measured energy dissipation 
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pathway (65%). However, under the same condi-
tion (light intensity of 320 and 25 µM of dichro-
mate no change was noticed in wild type algae.

By using advantage of Dual-PAM measurements 
(Walz), we found for energy dissipation via PSI in 
mutant npq1 to be more affected by dichromate even 
under low light intensity. Under low light intensity, 
energy dissipation via PSI photochemistry was 
decreased from 93% to 58%, where 22% was dis-
sipated via non photochemical pathway caused by 
the limitation of donor side to PSI. We may interpret 
that PSI oxidized form efficiently dissipates energy 
via heat when electron transport from PSII toward 
PSI was decreased by dichromate effect. However, 
under high light intensity, in mutant npq1 affected 
by dichromate, energy dissipation via PSI non 
photochemical (Y(NA) + Y(ND) ) pathway reached 
84%, while dissipation via PSI photochemistry was 
decreased by half. Such change in wild type was 
also found (Fig. 2). In conclusion, this study showed 
for energy dissipation via PSII photochemistry to 
be more affected by dichromate in mutant missing 
xanthophyll cycle even when it was exposed to low 
light intensity. However, energy dissipation via PSI 
photochemistry was similarly affected by dichro-
mate in both wild type and npq1 mutant at high light 
intensity. It appeared that dissipation of energy via 
PSI was highly dependant to PSII activity. However, 
this result obtained on npq1 mutant indicated that 
there are different energy dissipation mechanisms 
which are not always depend to xanthophyll cycle.
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CHAPTER THIRTY

Remote Monitoring of Photosynthetic Efficiency Using Laser 
Induced Fluorescence Transient (LIFT) Technique

Roland Pieruschka1,2, Denis Klimov3, Uwe Rascher2, Zbigniew S. Kolber3, 
and Joseph A. Berry1

Abstract  The interaction of phototrophic organ-
isms with their environment is a dynamic and 
variable system. Studying the underlying processes 
is important for understanding and modeling the 
response to changing environmental conditions 
and requires continuous and spatially distributed 
monitoring. Limited access to many canopies and 
scale of observation with portable instrumentation 
make it difficult to examine dynamics of canopy 
photosynthesis. We report here on the application 
of a recently developed technique, Laser Induced 
Fluorescence Transient (LIFT), for continuous 
remote measurement of photosynthetic efficiency 
of selected leaves within an oak tree canopy, grass 
community below this tree and, thalli of lichen 
on branches of the tree over 50 days in spring. 
While the oak tree showed very little variation of 
quantum yield throughout the measuring period, a 
reduction of photosynthetic efficiency of the grass 

community was observed and, the photosynthetic 
efficiency of lichens was strongly correlated with 
relative humidity.

Keywords  Photosynthesis, chlorophyll fluores-
cence, quantum yield, LIFT, remote sensing

Introduction

Photosynthetic carbon uptake is a key regulator 
of ecosystem carbon cycles and is largely affected 
by the interaction of photosynthetically active 
organisms with their environment. Photosynthetic 
processes have been studied under laboratory con-
ditions and are well understood on the molecular 
and leaf level (von Caemmerer 2000). The transi-
tion of the laboratory findings into natural environ-
ment provides a challenge because of exposure 
of plants to complex environmental conditions 
including heterogeneous light environment, water 
and nutrient availability, variable temperatures, 
etc. Continuous monitoring of photosynthetic per-
formance under natural conditions is necessary to 
study and to understand ecosystem processes. Yet, 
large canopies are limited by accessibility with 
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portable instrumentation which results in a limited 
scale of observations. Ecosystem CO2 exchange 
can also be measured by the eddy-correlation 
method (Baldocchi 2003) or estimated by remote 
sensing techniques (Asner et al. 1998). These 
techniques provide estimates over extended areas 
while neglecting obvious small to mesoscale het-
erogeneities. In order to study these heterogeneities 
a Laser Induced Fluorescence Transient (LIFT) 
apparatus was developed for measuring of photo-
synthetic properties in inaccessible canopies from 
a distance up to 50 m and was successfully tested at 
the Biosphere II Laboratories (Ananyev et al. 2005; 
Kolber et al. 2005). In the present study the LIFT 
approach was applied in a field experiment for 
monitoring photosynthetic performance of differ-
ent parts of an oak canopy, a grass community and, 
lichens on the oak branches. The LIFT approach 
was tested with the widely used PAM technique 
during the late spring and early summer on the 
Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve in California.

Materials and methods

Study site. The study site is an annual grassland at 
the Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve of Stanford 
University (37°24′ N, 122°13′ W, 150 m a.s.l.) in 
San Mateo County, Northern California.

Studied plant species. The photosynthetic effi-
ciency was studied on an oak tree, Quercus agri-
folia, within a grass community below the tree 
dominated by the following species: Avena bar-
bata, Lolium multiflorum, Nasscella pulchra and, 
on lichens community, Ramalina leptocarpha and 
Flavoparmelia caperata both associated with green 
algal photobiont and occupying the oak branches.

Experimental setup. The studied plants were on 
an open field approximately 30 m east of the field 
station at the preserve. Photosynthetic efficiency of 
the plants was monitored by chlorophyll fluores-
cence using the PAM (Schreiber et al. 1986) and 
the LIFT approach (Kolber et al. 2005; Ananyev 
et al. 2005). Air temperature and photosynthetic 
photon flux density (PPFD) was measured using 
a quantum sensor (LI-190, LI-COR Biosciences, 

Lincoln, NE, USA) within the grass community 
30 cm aboveground and the data were recorded 
every 15 min using data logger (LI-1000, LI-COR 
Biosciences, Lincoln, NE, USA).

Chlorophyll fluorescence measurements. The 
maximum Fv Fm’−1 and effective F Fm’−1 quan-
tum yield was calculated as Fv Fm−1 = (Fm − 
Fs)/Fm (F Fm’−1 = (Fm’ − Fs)/Fm’) ) with PAM 
based and LIFT based minimum FsPAM and FsLIFT 
and maximum FmPAM and FmLIFT fluorescence 
yield for dark and light adapted leaves, respec-
tively. Predawn values of maximum quantum 
yield was measured every third day between 0600 
and 0630 h using PAM 2000 (Heinz Walz GmbH, 
Efeltrich, Germany) and averaging LIFT based 
data between 0530 and 0630 h. A detailed descrip-
tion of the LIFT system and the model for fitting 
the fluorescence transient is presented by Kolber 
et al. (1998, 2005).

Results

During the study period (May 5–June 26) the 
minimum temperature was above 9°C and the 
maxima ranged between 34°C and 40°C on most 
of the days with only few days reaching tempera-
tures below 30°C. The maximum PPFD reached 
values around 1,600 µmol m−2 s−1 (Fig. 1A). The 
resulting chlorophyll fluorescence revealed recur-
ring patterns for the grass community. The night-
time F , 1

LIFTFm −  ranged around 0.65 and decreased 
to values around 0.55 at the end of the experiment. 
The daytime F Fm’−1 decreased throughout the 
experiment from 0.3 to values below 0.2. Figure 
1B represents an extract of diel F Fm’−1 courses 
for several days with little changes in nighttime 
F Fm’−1 and a continuous decrease in daytime F 
Fm’−1 The changes in F Fm’−1 were caused by vari-
ation in the Fm’ levels whereas Fs of the grass com-
munity remained constant (Fig. 1B). The chlorophyll 
fluorescence values for the oak tree revealed a recur-
ring patterns throughout the leaf development with 
small diel variations and F Fm’−1 ranging around 0.7 
during the night and between 0.4–0.5 during the day; 
as for the grass community F Fm’−1 changes were 
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caused by variation in the Fm’ levels whereas Fs 
remained constant (Fig. 1C). For the lichens F Fm’−1 
increased, paralleled by continuous increase of both 
Fm and Fs, after the sunset to a maximum level and 
the sunrise triggered a dramatic decrease in fluores-
cence (Fig. 1D).

Photosynthetic efficiency of the lichens was 
affected by air humidity. The F Fm’−1

LIFT maxima 

obtained for the lichens during the night correlated 
with relative humidity R2 = 0.79 and 84% night-
time relative humidity represents a threshold for 
the PSII activity (Fig. 2A). Predawn measurements 
of Fv Fm−1

LIFT and Fv Fm−1
PAM were correlated 

with R2 = 0.69 for the lichens and R2 = 0.52 for 
the grass (Fig. 2B, C). The accessibility of the oak 
crown prevented any Fv Fm−1

PAM measurements.

Fig. 1 Diel courses of (A) photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) and air temperature (T) and the resulting fluorescence 
pattern quantified by LIFT for (B) a grass community, (C) an oak tree and, (D) a lichens community, with effective quantum 
yield (∆F Fm 

LIFT’−1 gray symbols), minimum (Fs, open symbols) and maximum (Fm, closed symbols) fluorescence; the 
black bars on top indicate night
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Discussion

The LIFT approach proves to be very useful in 
monitoring photosynthetic performance within nat-
ural environment and diel courses of photosynthetic 
efficiency may provide a new insight into physi-
ological processes within plant canopies (Fig. 1).

The oak tree showed no changes in photosyn-
thetic efficiency throughout leaf development 
(Fig. 1C) and the grass community below also 

showed little changes in F Fm−1
LIFT (Fig. 1B) 

although at the end of the experiment large grass 
areas turned brown. We interpret this finding with 
the microenvironment of the study site includ-
ing sufficient water supply by a nearby drainage 
system of the field station. Additionally the grass 
community was shaded in early afternoon (see Fig. 
1A) and though the grass started to turn brown 
obviously it still contained large amount of chlo-
rophyll.
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The lichens photosynthetic activity was cou-
pled to relative humidity (Figs. 1D, 2A) which 
corresponds to reported studies where green 
algal lichens activity is initiated by a certain 
relative humidity threshold or fog (Lange et al. 
2001). In the present study the correlation of 
F Fm’−1 with relative humidity indicates that 
dew was not involved in activation of lichens 
photosynthetic activity and below a relative 
humidity of 84% photosynthetic activity ceases 
(Fig. 2A).

The LIFT approach is a non-invasive remote 
technique with a minimal perturbation of the 
photosystem II and no influence of the leaf micro-
environment. Whereas the PAM approach perturbs 
the photosystem II with the prolonged saturating 
pulse, variable fluorescence may be affected by the 
redox state of the plastoquinone pool (Samson et al. 
1999) and, the use of a leaf clips may influence the 
leaf microenvironment. Despite these differences 
a good correlation between predawn Fv , 1

LIFTFm −  
and Fv PAM

, 1Fm −  was observed (Fig. 2B). In general, 
the LIFT provides a tool for extended scanning 
of heterogeneities in photosynthetic efficiency in 
canopies and may provide new insight in canopy 
processes and increase the certainty of canopy 
models.
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CHAPTER THIRTY ONE

Role of Plastoquinone Redox State in Plants Response 
Under High Temperature

Natallia Pshybytko1, Jerzy Kruk2, Liudmila Kabashnikova1, and Kazimierz Strzalka2

Abstract  The effect of high temperature treatment 
(40°C, 3 h, illumination at 100 µmol m−2 s−1) on the 
photosynthetic electron flow in thylakoids of barley 
seedlings was investigated. The thermoinduced par-
tial inhibition of electron flow on PSII acceptor side 
was shown by measurements of oxygen evolution 
using of benzoquinone or potassium ferricyanide 
as electron acceptors and following QA

− reoxida-
tion kinetics in absence and presence exogenous 
electron acceptors DCBQ and DMBQ. Using HPLC 
analysis, the increase in oxidation of photoactive 
plastoquinone pool under heating was shown. It 
is proposed that thermoinduced change of redox 
state of PQ-pool and redistribution of plastoquinone 
molecules between photoactive and non-photoactive 
pools are the mechanisms regulating response of the 
photosynthetic apparatus on stress reactions.

Keywords  Heat shock, photosynthetic electron flow, 
plastoquinone-pool, QA reoxidation, photosystem II

Introduction

Photosystem II (PS II) is considered as the most 
thermosensitive component of thylakoid mem-
branes. Its sensitivity to stress varies widely 
depending on the organization level of a treated 
system (Havaux et al. 2000). Under heating of 
intact plants, PS II is inactivated by lower tempera-
tures then in case of heat treatment of BBY-parti-
cles or thylakoids. Thereupon, the primary causes 
of thermoinactivation of PS II in vitro and in vivo 
could be various.

It was shown in vitro that the oxygen-evolv-
ing complex is frequently the most susceptible 
to heat stress, although both the PS II reaction 
center and the light-harvesting complexes can be 
disrupted by high temperature as well (Keren 
et al. 1997). It is known, the redox state of the 
plastoquinone (PQ) pool is key element in regula-
tion of photosynthetic reactions. The redox state 
of the PQ-pool includes in the regulation of state-
transition, chlorophyll biosynthesis, light-harvest-
ing complex polypeptide accumulation, rates of 
photosystem protein synthesis and the balance of 
photosystem stoichiometry (Maxwell et al. 1995; 
Pfannschmidt 2001).
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In the present work, we investigated the mechanism 
of PS II thermoinactivation in vivo. The possibility 
of thermoinactivation of both acceptor and donor 
sides of PS II was investigated. The application of 
spectral, fluorometric and HPLC methods allowed 
us to show specific role of plastoquinone pool 
redox state in limitation of the photosynthetic 
electron flow under heat treatment.

Materials and methods

Barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) plants were grown 
on tap water at 100 µmol photons m−2 s−1, 16-h 
light/ 8-h dark period, 70% humidity, and a thermal 
regime of 24°C/ 22°C day/ night. Heat stress was 
obtained by the heating of intact 4-day-old seed-
lings for 3 h under 40°C and continuous illumina-
tion at 100 µmol m−2 s−1.

Oxygen evolution activity of thylakoids isolated 
according to (Robinson et al. 1980) was measured 
using a Clark-type electrode (Hansatech, UK) 
under continuous illumination with white light 
(600 µmol m−2 s−1) at 20°C and in presence of 
1 mM 1-4-benzoquinone or 0.5 mM K3Fe(CN)6.

The dark reoxidation kinetics of QA
− was meas-

ured after 1-s irradiation of dark-adapted barley 
seedlings by red actinic light (480 µmol m−2 s−1) 
during 10 s with sampling rate of 0.5 point/ms 
with a PAM 201 chlorophyll fluorometer (Walz, 
Germany).

Redox state of PQ in leaves and photoactive PQ 
pool was measured using HPLC methods accord-
ing to (Kruk and Karpinski 2006). The PQ-pool 
was completely reduced by 15 s illumination of 
leaves by light with PFD 2000 µmol m−2 s−1. The 
conditions for total oxidation of the PQ-pool were 
obtained by infiltration of the leaves with 50 µM 
DCMU solution in water and after 5 min of incuba-
tion by illumination at 500 µmol m−2 s−1.

Results

High temperature did not affected O2-evolving 
capability measured in presence benzoquinone 

(Fig. 1). At the same time, the heat treatment 
suppressed O2-evolving capability measured in 
presence ferricyanide. Thus, activity of PSII donor 
side was not affected under heat shock and linear 
electron flow was suppressed apparently on acceptor 
side of PSII.

The state of PSII acceptor side was estimated 
by means of dark relaxation of chlorophyll fluores-
cence in the millisecond range. After deconvolution 
of kinetic of QA

− dark relaxation in semi-logarithmic 
plots, three kinetically distinct components were 
observed. The fast component is characterized by a 
half-time τ1/2 = 5–10 ms and an amplitude of about 
40% of the total chlorophyll fluorescence level. 
According to (Renger et al. 1995) the fast component 
shows rapid oxidation of QA

− during electron flow 
to the plastoquinone pool. The middle component 
of Fv dark relaxation (50–100 ms, 40–45%) is 
an indicator of restricted electron transfer from 
QA

− to a largely reduced plastoquinone pool. In 
this case, QA

− reoxidation is limited by diffusion 
of PQ molecules to an empty QB site. The slow 
component (500–700 ms, 15–20%) is suggested to 
represent a quantity of inactive PSII centers. The 
slow component is formed only after full reduction 
of plastoquinone pool and is caused by recombina-
tion between QA

− and the S2 (S3) state of the water-
splitting complex.

Heat treatment led to decreased amplitude of 
the fast component and concomitant increase in the 

Fig. 1 Oxygen evolving capacity of thylakoid membranes 
of control and heated barley seedlings in presence of 2.5 mM 
[K3Fe(CN)6] or 1 mM 1-4-benzoquinone
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amplitudes of the middle and slow components of 
Fv dark relaxation (Fig. 2). Thus, under high tem-
perature, the quantity of free PQ molecules, which 
are capable to accept quickly electrons from QA

− 
during illumination of dark-adapted leaves, was 
reduced and the reduction of PQ pool was raised.

The addition of exogenous DCBQ and DMBQ, 
which accepts electrons from QA

− and QB
2− accord-

ingly, diminished the effect of heat shock (Fig. 2). 
The effect of DMBQ on the amplitude of the fast 
component of QA

− reoxidation kinetics was smaller 
than the effect of DCBQ. These data reflected a ther-
moinduced inhibition of fast reoxidation of QA

− due 
to increased level of plastoquinone pool reduction. 
Electron flow between QA

− and QB was not limiting 
step under heat stress.

The redox state of plastoquinone pool was esti-
mated directly by mean of HPLC. The thermoinduced 
variation in ratio of photoactive and non-photoactive 

PQ fractions was observed. The contribution of 
photoactive PQ-pool was decreased after heat treat-
ment of barley seedlings (Table 1). Moreover, the 
PQ-pool became more oxidized after heating.

Discussion

According to obtained data the slowing down of 
electron flow by heat treatment was occurred on the 
site of plastoquinone pool. The modification of plas-
toquinone redox state could be considered as limited 
electron transport factor and as regulator of photosyn-
thetic apparatus response. It is known that the redox 
signalling by various chloroplast molecules involved 
in photosynthesis provides a feedback link between 
the degree of photosynthetic efficiency and the expres-
sion of plastid and nuclear photosynthesis genes, 
which help to acclimate the photosynthesis process 
to varying environmental conditions (Pfannschmidt 
et al. 2001). Thus, regulated by the redox state of 
the PQ pool changes in the transcription of the 
nuclear-encoded chlorophyll-binding proteins of the 
light-harvesting complex genes in algae Dunaliella 
tertiolecta and Dunaliella salina and in the transcrip-
tion of the nuclear APX genes in Arabidopsis were 
observed under high light intensities and temperatures 
(Maxwell et al. 1995; Fryer et al. 2003). In our case 
the change in redox state of PQ-pool could control 
the activation of protective mechanism, for example, 
cyclic electron transport around PSII. Barber and De 
Las Rivas (1993) have shown that low potential form 
of cytochrome b559 can accept electrons from pho-
toreduced pheophytin, preventing the photoinhibition 
on PSII acceptor side. In this case, the high potential 
cytochrome b559 is converted to the low potential 

Fig. 2 Effect of high temperature treatment and exogenous 
electron acceptors on amplitudes of QA

− relaxation compo-
nents in thylakoid membranes of barley leaves
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Table 1 The effect of high temperature treatment on the PQ content and redox state of PQ in barley seedlings (PQtotal = PQ 
oxidized + PQ reduced); N = 3 ± SE

     Photoactive PQ
   (PQ-pool)  Non-photoactive PQ

 PQtotal/1,000 PQox/PQtotal PQ-pool/ PQox/PQ- PQnonph/ PQox/
Treatment Chl (mol/mol) (%) PQtotal (%) pool (%) PQtotal (%) PQnonph (%)

Control 24.9 ± 1.4 45.0 ± 3.5 35.4 ± 3.7 36.4 ± 8.5 64.4 ± 5.7 50.0 ± 9.3
Heated 25.1 ± 1.0 50.7 ± 1.4 30.5 ± 3.0 50.5 ± 4.7 69.5 ± 4.0 50.7 ± 5.7
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form. Both reoxidation of reduced low potential cyto-
chrome b559, and reduction of oxidized high potential 
cytochrome b559 occur through unknown factor with 
redox potential 100–300 mV. Plastoqiunone pool is 
suggested as this factor.

The thermoinduced redistribution of plastoqui-
nones between photoactive and non-photoactive 
pools was observed. That could be considered 
and as adaptation to decreased level of active 
PSII reaction centers and as limitative factor for 
chloroplast electron transport. Decreased level of 
reduced photoactive plastoquinones confirmed 
the first assumption. The rise of non-photoactive 
plastoquinone pool size could be caused by segre-
gation of plastoquinone molecules from thylakoid 
membranes to plastoglobuli or photochemically 
inactive aggregates within thylakoid membrane.
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CHAPTER THIRTY TWO

Investigation of Non-photochemical Processes in 
Photosynthetic Bacteria and Higher Plants Using 
Interference of Coherent Radiation – A Novel Approach

Karel Rohacek1, Miroslav Kloz2, David Bina1,2, Frantisek Batysta3, and Frantisek Vacha1,2

Abstract  Photosynthetic light energy utilisation 
is accompanied with the pH-gradient formation, 
O2 production, CO2 fixation, heat propagation and 
other processes, which result in dynamic changes 
in a volume of chloroplasts, whole cells or plant 
tissue. Here, we present a new concept, in which 
the volume changes in chloroplasts, photosynthetic 
bacteria, and plant leaves are measured using inter-
ference of coherent light beams produced by a HeNe 
laser (λ 632.8 nm). The aim and main advantage of 
this interferometric method applied newly to photo-
synthesis research is the possibility to quantify 
the non-photochemical processes in photosynthetic 
samples measured in vivo using the parallel record-
ing of interferograms and chlorophyll a fluorescence 
induction kinetics. In this way, the heat produc-
tion in bacteria (Rhodobacter sphaeroides) treated 
with a gramicidin, as well as the O2 evolution, 

CO2 uptake and transverse dilatations in leaves of 
bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) stressed by the exces-
sive radiation were studied. We found that the heat 
production was enhanced by approximately 20% in 
stressed samples. Using interferometry, we have also 
observed pronounced transverse dilatations in a leaf 
tissue of bean during photosynthesis caused prob-
ably by transpiration.

Keywords  Fluorescence, interference, laser, non-
photochemistry, photoinhibition

Introduction

Photochemical processes (a charge separation in 
reaction centres of Photosystems I and II followed 
by a linear electron transport) and non-photochem-
ical processes (heat dissipation, fluorescence) are 
the main mechanisms participating in a photosyn-
thetic light energy conversion into the biochemi-
cally useful form. They are connected with the 
pH-gradient formation, O2 evolution, CO2 fixation, 
heat propagation and other processes, which result 
in dynamic volume changes of chloroplasts, whole 
cells or plant tissue. To register these changes, the 
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photoacoustic techniques have been developed in 
the 1980s of the last century (see, e.g. Buschmann 
and Prehn 1990; Malkin 1996), which involve 
measurements of thermal volume expansion dur-
ing photosynthesis in closed sample cells using 
a high-sensitivity microphone. Assuming that 
these phenomena should bring about detectable 
changes in a sample volume, at least on the scale 
of hundreds of nanometers, we decided to use 
interferometry, which copes with the interfer-
ence of beams of coherent light. Interferometry 
is commonly used for a precise measurement of 
distances. Observation of interference patterns 
enables the difference in path length to be meas-
ured very precisely (to a fraction of a wavelength λ 
of a measuring radiation) using an interferometer, 
first assembled by A.A. Michelson (Hariharan 
2003, 2007). For this purpose, we constructed a 
new apparatus based on the Michelson interfer-
ometer and used it for in vivo measurements on 
photosynthetically active samples of purple bac-
teria (Rhodobacter sphaeroides) and bean plants 
(Phaseolus vulgaris).

Materials and methods

Interferometry. Our apparatus consists of a HeNe-
laser (LASOS, Germany, λpeak 632.8 nm, 15 mW), 
two beam splitters and other optical components 
(mirrors, lenses), sample holders (a cuvette type for 
liquid samples, ventilated pre-darkening chamber 
for plant leaves), two PIN-detectors with a power 
supply unit (Photon Systems Instruments, Czech 
Republic), two light absorbers, PC with a data 
acquisition software (Photon Systems Instruments), 
and a vibration-proof laboratory bench. The func-
tional device with accessories was assembled and 
tested in the Institute of Plant Molecular Biology, 
Biology Centre, p.r.i., Academy of Sciences of the 
Czech Republic during 2005 and 2006.

PAM-fluorimetry. For a parallel recording of 
slow Chl a fluorescence induction kinetics dur-
ing interferometric measurements, a PAM 2000 
fluoro meter (H. Walz, Germany) was connected 

to the sample using fiberoptics. Fluorescence 
measurements were done according to Rohacek and 
Bartak (1999).

Samples. Intact chloroplasts were isolated from 
3-week-old leaves of pea (Pisum sativum) using 
a standard procedure (Robinson and Portis 1988). 
Isolated resuspended chloroplasts (4.42 mg Chl 
mL−1) were set up in a closed 3-mL-cuvette and 
immediately measured. Fully developed leaves of 
6/8-week-old potted bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) 
were measured in vivo in a ventilated pre-darkening 
chamber. Plants were grown in a greenhouse under 
controlled conditions (temperature ca. 20°C, 
irradiance ca. 350 µmol m−2 s−1). Purple bacterium 
Rhodobacter sphaeroides, strain Y, was grown photo-
heterotrophically in Sistrom medium using 25 mL 
screw top flasks under irradiance of 150 µmol m−2 s−1 
provided by a 60 W incandescent bulb. The cultures 
were harvested after 24 h of cultivation, resuspended 
in fresh medium to bacteriochlorophyll a concen-
tration of 100 µmol L−1 and immediately measured 
in a cuvette.

Results and discussion

Isolated pea chloroplasts

In Fig. 1, the first successful interferogram recorded 
on a photosynthetically active sample (isolated 
pea chloroplasts) is shown. After adaptation of a 
sample to darkness for 20 min, the switching on of 
actinic radiation with photon flux density (PFD) 
ca. 1,000 µmol m−2 s−1 for 250 s brought about the 
expansion of a sample volume in a range of 3 µm 
followed by a dark relaxation phase. Expansions 
and/or contractions of the sample result in changes 
of a path difference between the sample and refer-
ence beams. These changes affect the phase dif-
ference between both beams followed by changes 
in the interference pattern (Hariharan 2003). Then 
a movement of alternating “white” (constructive 
interference) and “dark” (destructive interference) 
stripes across a fixed detector is observed (see 
curve 1 in Fig. 1A). Figure 1 demonstrates all 
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features of our new apparatus, which allows to 
study the photosynthetic activity of isolated pea 
chloroplasts by both interferometry (Fig. 1A) and 
PAM-fluorimetry (Fig. 1B).

Photoinhibition experiments

Bean in vivo. The excessive radiation (PFD of 
1,050 µmol m−2 s−1) affected photosynthetic and 
physiological conditions of a bean leaf tissue, 
which resulted in a large dilatation changes within 
the sample (compare curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 2A). 
In agreement with data obtained using photoa-
coustics (Tabrizi et al. 1998), the light stage of 
photosynthesis shows the positive photobaric phase 

connected with a heat release and O2 evolution, 
followed by the negative phase corresponding to a 
CO2 uptake. A large leaf transverse dilatation in the 
second part of a graph is probably the outgrowth 
of effects caused by leaf transpiration. In this case, 
the leaf transpiration should play a dominant role 
in changes of a leaf thickness. The strong photoin-
hibition of a leaf tissue by a very high irradiance 
(PFD ca. 15,000 µmol m−2 s−1) resulted in a loss of 
its physiological activity; see curve 3 in Fig. 2A.

Uncoupler effect. Gramicidin-treated samples 
of Rhodobacter sphaeroides exhibited the more 
pronounced heat evolution (by 20%) in comparison 
with the control (Fig. 2B). It is due to the uncoupler-
effect of gramicidin, which increases permeability 
of the plasmatic membrane for protons and thus 
prevents the creation of pH-gradient. Consequently, 
the ATP synthesis is blocked, efficiency of primary 
photosynthesis is suppressed whereas efficiency of 
non-photochemical processes, namely the heat pro-
duction, increases. In both samples, the exponential 
expansion of their volumes in a range of 6–8 µm 
under the actinic irradiance can be observed fol-
lowed by a relaxation phase in a dark.

Fig. 1 Results of parallel measurements on isolated pea 
chloroplasts kept in a closed cuvette by means of: (A) the 
interferometry, and (B) the PAM-fluorimetry. From the 
interferogram (1), dilatation changes of the sample volume 
(2) were calculated and supplemented with the slow Chl a 
fluorescence induction kinetics (B). Actinic radiation with 
PFD of approximately 1,000 µmol m−2 s−1 was switched 
on (+AR) for 250 s. A fiberoptics for application of the 
measuring radiation (MR), actinic radiation (AR) and satu-
ration pulses (SP) was placed tightly to the middle part of 
a cuvette.

Fig. 2 (A) Transverse dilatations in a leaf of bean (Phaseolus 
vulgaris) measured in vivo: on the healthy plant (1), 
51 min after exposure to excessive radiation with PFD of 
1,050 µmol m−2 s−1 for 4 min (2), and 90 min after a leaf tis-
sue photodamage by PFD of ca 15,000 µmol m−2 s−1 applied 
for 4 min (3). Actinic irradiance (LIGT) during all records 
was 1,050 µmol m−2 s−1, the same position on a leaf was 
applied. (B) Light-induced expansion of the gramicidin-
treated (dashed line) and non-treated (solid line) samples 
of Rhodobacter sphaeroides during the 4 min lasting light 
period (PFD approximately 2,000 µmol m−2 s−1) followed 
by the dark relaxation.
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In summary, our results confirm that absorption 
of light in a photosynthetically active sample 
brings about changes in its volume due to a release 
of heat (thermal dilatation), O2 evolution, CO2 
uptake, transport processes, surface deformations, 
etc. These changes are measurable by means of 
the interferometry. We observed pronounced trans-
verse dilatation changes in bean leaves during pho-
tosynthesis caused more probably by effects of a 
leaf transpiration. A strong photoinhibition by very 
high irradiance induced large changes in a bean 
leaf tissue monitored as a loss of its physiologi-
cal activity. We observed increased production of 
heat (by 20%) in the gramicidin-treated cells of 
Rhodobacter sphaeroides in comparison with the 
non-treated sample.
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CHAPTER THIRTY THREE

First Application of Terephthalate as a Fluorescent Probe 
for Hydroxyl Radicals in Thylakoid Membranes

Iva Šnyrychová1,2 and Éva Hideg1

Abstract  The method of hydroxyl radical detection 
via the conversion of terephthalate (TPA) into the 
strongly fluorescent hydroxyterephthalate has been 
used for a long time in radiation research. However, 
attempts to apply it in biological research appeared 
only recently. Possibilities and limitations of the 
TPA method were investigated in order to adapt it 
for chlorophyll-containing samples. Using model 
chemical sources of various reactive oxygen species 
we confirmed that TPA very sensitively detects 
hydroxyl radicals, but is not reactive to either hydro-
gen peroxide or superoxide. Moreover, using Rose 
Bengal as a photosensitiser, we showed that TPA 
is also insensitive to singlet oxygen. Here we sug-
gest the optimal conditions for using the method 
in thylakoid preparations and these conditions were 
applied to detect the production of hydroxyl radicals 
induced by 365 nm UV radiation. The high selectivity 
of terephthalate hydroxylation towards hydroxyl 
radicals, the relatively low toxicity, light-insensitivity 

and chemical stability of both probe and its hydrox-
ylated form make this simple method highly promis-
ing for application in in vitro studies.

Keywords  Oxidative stress, hydroxyl radicals, 
UV-A, terephthalate, thylakoids

Introduction

Although direct and unambiguous detection of 
hydroxyl radicals (•OH) is particularly important 
in plant stress physiology, the detection techniques 
are limited by the radical’s short life-time as well 
as by its high reactivity, yielding a multiplicity of 
products. Spin traps, capable to convert •OH into 
more stable free radicals, have much contributed 
to a progress in detecting •OH in cells by EPR 
spectroscopy (Finkelstein et al. 1980), but they 
are not without drawbacks. In adddition, EPR 
spectrometers may not always be available in plant 
stress laboratories. Consequently, methods based 
on detecting the hydroxylated products arising from 
the attack of •OH on externally added unsaturated 
or aromatic compounds gained a considerable popu-
larity, even though many among these methods 
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require HPLC and electrochemical detection to get 
accurate results.

Terephthalic acid (1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid) 
is well established as a fluorescence dosimeter for 
•OH in a variety of physical and chemical systems 
(Armstrong et al. 1963; Matthews 1980; Fang et al. 
1996). The detection of hydroxyl radicals is based 
on the conversion of terephthalate (TPA) into the 
strongly fluorescent hydroxyterephthalate (HTPA). 
There are only a few studies reporting its applica-
tion for the detection of biologically generated •OH 
(Barreto et al. 1995; Qu et al. 2000; Mishin and 
Thomas 2004; Yan et al. 2005) and in photosynthe-
sis research it has not been used until now. In this 
report, we investigated the prospects and limita-
tions of this method and used it to demonstrate the 
formation of •OH in isolated thylakoid membranes 
exposed to UV-A radiation.

Materials and methods

Terephthalic acid and reactive oxygen sources. 
Terephthalic acid was neutralized with NaOH 
and used as 200 mM stock solution in water. Even 
though terephthlalate (TPA) is non-fluorescent, a 
background fluorescence can be observed from 
this solution, which can be ascribed to 2-hydroxy-
terephthalate (HTPA) impurities (Li et al. 2004). 
The xanthine/xanthine oxidase system and the 
Fenton reaction were used for generating super-
oxide and hydroxyl radicals, respectively. Singlet 
oxygen was produced by illuminating Rose Bengal 
(5 or 25 µM) for 5 min with 500 µmol photons m−2 
s−1 PAR (KL-1500 lamp, Schott, Germany).

Fluorescence spectroscopy. Fluorescence of 
HTPA was measured at room temperature using a 
Quanta Master QM-1 spectrofluorometer (Photon 
Technology Inc., Birmingham, New Jersey, USA) 
in emission scan (excitation 315 nm) mode. When 
measuring UV-A induced hydroxyl radicals in thyl-
akoids, samples contained 2 mM TPA and thylakoid 
membranes (50 µg mL−1 Chl) in 50 mM phosphate 
buffer, pH 7.2, 15 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2 and 
5 mM sucrose. Thylakoid membranes were irradi-
ated in an open glass dish under continuous stirring 

on ice. An UV-A lamp (model VL-215 M, Vilbert-
Lourmat, Marne-la-Vallée, France) with maximum 
emission at 365 nm and an average intensity 10 W 
m−2 was used as a source of UV radiation. After 
the UV-A treatment, thylakoid membranes were 
removed by centrifugation (10,000 g, 5 min, 4°C) 
and the chlorophyll-free supernatant was used for 
fluorescence measurements.

Results and discussion

The selectivity and possible interferences 
of the TPA method

TPA is a non-fluorescent molecule that has been 
shown to form HTPA in reaction with •OH via a 
hydroxycyclohexadienyl radical intermediate (Fang 
et al. 1996) (Fig. 1). Contrary to TPA, HTPA is 
strongly fluorescent, with an emission maximum at 
425 nm. The sensitivity of TPA towards various reac-
tive oxygen species (ROS) was tested using model 
chemical systems. In line with previous reports 
(Barreto et al. 1995; Yan et al. 2005; Li et al. 2004; 
Tang et al. 2005), we confirmed that TPA is able to 
detect •OH produced in the Fenton reaction, but does 
not form fluorescent HTPA in the presence of H2O2 
or xanthine/xanthine oxidase. For the application of 
TPA in photosynthetic systems, it was necessary to 
check the sensitivity of TPA to singlet oxygen. No 
detectable formation of HTPA was observed when 
Rose Bengal was used as a photosensitiser (data 
not shown), confirming high specifity of the TPA 
method. The pH sensitivity of HTPA fluorescence 
is also of special importance when considering 
biological application. Using a series of buffers with 
pH’s ranging from 4 to 11 we have shown that the 
fluorescence of HTPA is considerably stable with 

Fig. 1 The scheme of TPA oxidation by hydroxyl radicals
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respect both to fluorescence intensity and maximum 
emission wavelength (data not shown).

An obvious obstacle of the application of the 
TPA method for •OH detection in plant samples is 
the overlapping of HTPA fluorescence emission spec-
trum with the Soret band of chlorophyll absorption. 
However, using isolated systems (thylakoids, PSII 
particles, etc.), the optical shielding can be simply 
avoided by removing the chlorophyll containing 
material by centrifugation prior to fluorescence 
measurements.

Since •OH is extremely reactive, all con-
stituents of the sample should be considered as 
potential scavengers, including buffers, sugars 
and even thylakoid membranes themselves. 
In order to lower the concentration of •OH 
scavenging sucrose in the sample, but still 
avoid inhibition of photosynthetic activity of 
thylakoids, the viability of thylakoid membranes 
(measured as Fv/Fm variable chlorophyll fluo-
rescence parameter) was tested in a low sucrose 
buffer. We found that the thylakoid preparations 
maintained their activity as long as 120 min in a 
5 mM sucrose buffer, regardless of the presence 
of 2 mM TPA (data not shown), and therefore 
this sucrose concentration was used in further 
experiments with the thylakoids.

Thylakoid membranes, as lipid membrane 
embedded pigment-protein complexes, contain 
a variety of potential reaction partners for •OH 
and therefore are strong competitors of TPA. 
We found that above 100 µg Chl mL−1, 2 mM 
TPA was not able to compete with thylakoid 
membranes for •OH effectively, even when these 
radicals were produced at a very high rate in 
the Fenton reaction, which by far exceeds the 
physiologically relevant rates (data not shown). 
Therefore, lower concentration of thylakoids is 
desirable for this method, and we used 50 µg Chl 
mL−1 as a compromise.

UV-A induced production of •OH in thylakoid 
membranes

To demonstrate that the TPA method can be used 
as an alternative approach for the detection of •OH 

in plant samples, we measured the UV-A inducible 
production of these radicals in isolated thylakoid 
membranes. Hydroxyl radicals were produced 
gradually during the exposure of thylakoids to UV-
A doses up to 3 J cm−2, corresponding to 50 min of 
irradiation (Fig. 2). Addition of catalase or electron 
transport inhibitors lowered the amount of trapped 
•OH and the same effect was observed when the 
water splitting complex of PSII was inactivated 
by TRIS treatment prior to UV-A exposure (data 
not shown). On the other hand, more •OH were 
detected in samples with NH2OH (an electron 
donor to PSII) or superoxide dismutase (data not 
shown). These findings suggest that the electron 
transport-dependent, superoxide – hydrogen per-
oxide – hydroxyl radical pathway is the source of 
reactive oxygen species in UV-A treated isolated 
thylakoids.
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Fig. 2 Hydroxyl radicals trapped in thylakoid mem-
branes exposed to various doses of UV-A radiation. 
Samples containing thylakoids (50 µg Chl mL−1) were 
exposed up to dose 3 J cm−2 of 365 nm radiation in the 
presence of 2 mM TPA. After the treatment, the fluores-
cence of HTPA was measured as described
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CHAPTER THIRTY FOUR

The Role of Light and Photosynthesis During Pathogen 
Defence in Tobacco Leaves

Hardy Schön, Judith Scharte, Jutta Essmann, Ina Schmitz-Thom, and Engelbert Weis

Abstract  The influence of light and photosyn-
thesis on the onset of the hypersensitive reaction 
(HR) was investigated in tobacco leaves during 
infection with Phytophthora nicotianae. In leaves 
of the resistant tobacco cultivar SNN, infection 
during darkness was followed by a rapid and 
local increase in oxidative pentose phosphate path-
way (OPPP) and respiration, before hypersensitive 
lesions appeared 13 h post infection (hpi). If SNN 
was infected in the light, these processes were 
retarded by several hours, compared to darkness. 
In the more susceptible tobacco cultivar Xanthi 
hardly any change in respiration, OPPP and pho-
tosynthesis was detected after infection in the light 
and no hypersensitive lesions appeared. However, 
in Xanthi kept dark after infection, we observed a 
stimulation of OPPP and respiration and the forma-
tion of hypersensitive lesions. These observations 
underline the crucial role of plant primary metabo-
lism during defence. Obviously, the development 
of hypersensitive lesions is delayed or even can-
celled during photosynthesis. The photosynthetic 

metabolism may efficiently compete with processes 
 important for HR, such as the cytosolic OPPP.

Keywords  Photosynthesis, defence, hypersensi-
tive reaction, chlorophyll-a-fluorescence imaging, 
Nicotiana tabacum L.

Introduction

The influence of light on plant defence has been 
investigated frequently (e.g. Genoud et al. 2002; Zeier 
et al. 2004; Bechtold et al. 2005; Roberts and Paul 
2006) but still no clear concept on the role of pho-
tosynthesis in plant defence exists. Usually, defence 
is preceded by the establishment of a ‘high-sugar 
state’ and the activation of carbohydrate consuming 
pathways, such as OPPP and respiration (Scharte 
et al. 2005). The cytosolic OPPP, in particular 
the cytosolic glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase 
(cG6PDH) reaction, is assumed to provide reducing 
power for the plasmalemma NADPH-oxidase during 
hypersensitive reaction (HR; Pugin et al. 1997). In 
source leaves, carbohydrate-consuming pathways 
are tuned down during photo synthesis. Thus, in the 
light, mesophyll cells are possibly not well suited 
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for defence. In fact, photosynthesis rapidly declines 
in tobacco leaves after infection with P. nicotianae 
before HR occurs (Scharte et al. 2005).

Here, we compare pathogen defence in either 
darkened or illuminated leaves of resistant (SNN) 
or susceptible (Xanthi) tobacco cultivars after 
infection with P. nicotianae. We demonstrate 
that in light, defence-related processes such as 
the increase in respiration and OPPP and the 
formation of hypersensitive lesions are retarded 
or suppressed as long as photosynthesis remains 
high. These observations affirm the idea that pho-
tosynthesis competes with metabolic processes 
supporting HR.

Materials and methods

Plant material. Nicotiana tabacum L. cv SNN 
and Xanthi were grown in growth chambers with 
24°C/22°C day/night temperature and 14 h pho-
toperiod (PPFD 350 µmol quanta m−2 s−1).

Pathogen treatment. Small areas of 
tobacco source leaves were infiltrated with a 
zoospore suspension (500–1.000 spores/µL) of 
Phytophthora nicotianae isolate 1828 (DSMZ 
GmbH, Braunschweig) or autoclaved tap water 
(control) 1 h after beginning of the photoperiod. 
After infection, plants were either kept in dark-
ness or illuminated for 13h and then transferred 
to their regular day-night cycle. Further condi-
tions as described in Scharte et al. 2005.

Imaging of photosynthesis. Images of photosyn-
thesis (PPFD 820 µmol quanta m−2 s−1, 700 ppm 
CO2, 21% O2) were derived from a chlorophyll-a-
fluorescence imaging system, connected with a gas 
exchange system, as basically described by Siebke 
and Weis (1995). Leaf temperature was maintained 
at 22°C to 24°C.

Imaging of photosynthetic induction was 
performed and images of ‘integrated photosyn-
thetic electron transport’ were calculated as first 
described in Meng et al. (2001) under a PPFD 
of 280 µmol quanta m−2 s−1, 65 ppm CO2 and 
21% O2.

Results

Twenty-four hours post infection, in either light or 
darkness, leaves of the highly resistant SNN cultivar 
exhibited hypersensitive lesions, indicating suc-
cessful HR (Fig. 1). However, formation of visible 
lesions was retarded in the light and preceded by a 
local decline in photosynthesis (compare Figs. 1 and 
2a). In Xanthi infected in the light, photosynthesis 
stayed high and no hypersensitive lesions appeared 
(Figs. 1 and 2a). If kept in darkness, Xanthi formed 
hypersensitive lesions within 24 hpi (Fig. 1). Taken 
together, these results indicate that the formation of 
hypersensitive lesions is retarded in the light.

Figure 2b displays images of the induction of 
photosynthesis after a dark period (21% O2 and 
65 ppm CO2). Under these conditions ‘photosyn-
thetic electron transport’ is mainly a flux due to 
photorespiration. Electrons transported during the 
first 120 s of illumination were summed up pixel-
by-pixel and displayed as an ‘induction image’. 
In a source leaf, the intermediates of the Calvin 
cycle (CC) may decline to low levels during dark-
ness. Hence, after beginning of illumination, the 
photorespiratory flux is strictly limited by the 
availability of intermediates of the CC (slow induc-

Fig. 1 Images of hypersensitive lesions in leaves of SNN or 
Xanthi leaves kept in darkness or light (24 hours post infec-
tion). In each leaf, three or four spots were infected with 
zoospores of P. nicotianae (i), 2 or 3 spots were infiltrated 
with sterile tap water as a control (c). Visible hypersensitive 
lesions were formed at the infection sites, except in Xanthi 
leaves kept in the light. No lesions were formed after water 
infiltration. c – control; i – infected
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tion). However, under conditions with high levels 
of soluble carbohydrates (Scharte et al. 2005) and 
an activated OPPP – as during defence – the CC 
is fed by the cytosolic OPPP and photorespiratory 
flux can start immediately after illumination (fast 
induction). Therefore, ‘areas of fast induction’ 
indicate those regions where the activity of the 

cytosolic OPPP is high. Areas of fast induction 
in infected leaves coincide well with an increase 
in soluble sugar, respiration and cG6PDH-activ-
ity and can be taken as an indicator for the local 
defence-related induction of the OPPP (Scharte 
et al. 2005). In SNN, the areas of fast induction 
correlate well with the decline in photosynthesis 
(Fig. 2) and hypersensitive lesions (Fig. 1). In 
Xanthi, ‘fast induction zones’ and hypersensitive 
lesions appeared exclusively in darkness, but not in 
the light (Figs. 1 and 2b).

Discussion

Formation of hypersensitive lesion indicates suc-
cessful HR. In tobacco leaves, lesion formation is 
preceded by a local activation of the OPPP (‘fast 
induction zones’; Fig. 2b). Furthermore, this activa-
tion correlates with a depression in photosynthesis 
(Fig. 2a, b). Overall, these observations fit well to the 
‘high sugar’ concept of plant defence and strongly 
underline the importance of the primary metabolism 
for plant resistance. A close linkage between plant 
carbohydrate-status and the outcome of a plant 
pathogen interaction is evident (e.g. Herbers et al. 
2000). Carbohydrate consuming pathways like res-
piration and OPPP may be important, perhaps even 
obligatory for HR. NADPH-oxidases, mainly driven 
by the cG6PDH reaction, are considered to be the 
main sources for the oxidative burst during defence. 
In healthy, differentiated mesophyll cells, the level of 
soluble sugars is kept low by rapid export and carbo-
hydrate-consuming pathways are tuned down. Thus, 
photosynthetic active, sugar exporting cells may not 
be well suited for defence or may even be unable 
to support HR. The ability to shift mesophyll cells 
from an assimilatory to a carbohydrate-consuming 
(heterotrophic) metabolism seems to be a significant 
factor determining their resistance (see discussion 
in Scharte et al. 2005) and depression of photo-
synthesis is an important factor during this shift. In 
SNN, infection in darkness is followed by a sharp 
increase in respiration (1 hpi; data not shown), while 
in the light, when the photosynthetic fluxes are high, 

Fig. 2 (a) Images of photosynthesis, 9 hours post  infection. 
PPFD: 820 µmol quanta m−2 s−1; gas phase: 21% O2; 
700 ppm CO2. Note the local decline of photosynthesis in 
SNN. The inactivation area coincides with the inoculation 
area and with hypersensitive lesion formed 24 hpi (compare 
to Fig. 1). Water infiltration had no effect. (b) Images of 
the induction of photosynthetic electron transport (9 h past 
infection) taken after 60 min pre-darkening and measured 
in 280 µmol quanta m−2 s−1, 21% O2 and 65 ppm CO2. 
Electrons transported during the first 120 s of illumina-
tion were summed up pixel-by-pixel and displayed as an 
image of photosynthetic induction. Fast induction zones 
coincide with zones of decreased photosynthesis (Fig. 2a) 
and with hypersensitive lesions (Fig. 1), except from Xanthi 
infected in the light, where no effect was seen. c – control; 
i – infected
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the infection-related stimulation of respiration is 
retarded by several hours and preceded by a stepwise 
depression in photosynthesis (Scharte et al. 2005). 
In the susceptible Xanthi cultivar the effect of light 
and photosynthesis on the onset of plant defence is 
even more evident: only in darkness, hypersensitive 
lesions are formed. In light, however, photosynthesis 
stays high and no lesions are formed at all. Possibly, 
the inability of this cultivar to repress photosynthe-
sis after infection is a crucial factor determining its  
weak resistance against the pathogen.

Yet, we do not fully understand the mechanism 
of the defence-related inhibition in photosynthesis. 
Also, its role in the concert of defence processes is 
not yet clear at all. Decline in photosynthesis as a 
part of the metabolic shift in leaves towards a ‘het-
erotrophic’ state is one feature of the phenomenon. 
In addition, one may not exclude the possibility 
that HR is directly supported by light, e.g., through 
the generation of ROS by obstructed photosyn-
thetic pathways.
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CHAPTER THIRTY FIVE

Effect of NaCl and Exogenously Supplied ABA on 
Xanthophyll Cycle Pigments and Energy Dissipation 
in Rice Plants Under High Light Stress

Prabhat Kumar Sharma and Janet Vaz

Abstract  In the present study rice (Oryza sativa 
L. cv. Jyothi) plants grown in the shade and direct 
sunlight were subjected to salt stress (100 mM) or 
fed with ABA (10 mM) through roots to investigate 
their influence on the light-dependent Z formation 
and energy dissipation. Plants (both −NaCl/+NaCl 
and −ABA/+ABA) were then treated with high 
light by exposing them to direct sunlight (1,200–
2,200 µmol m−2 s−1 PFD). Leaf samples were 
collected for chlorophyll fluorescence measure-
ments, pigment and ABA analysis at different 
intervals during the exposure. Results show plants 
subjected to salinity and high light stress showed 
an increase in the endogenous ABA level while Z 
was absent. Fv/Fm and qN remained more or less 
same in plants grown with NaCl and photoinhibited 
and plants grown without NaCl and photoinhibited. 
Neoxanthin (Nx) content were much higher in 
salt grown plants but declined initially after onset 
of sun light treatment but increased after longer 
duration of the exposure. When plants were grown 
with exogenously supplied ABA and subsequently 
exposed to sunlight most of the V was made available 

for conversion to Z and this was correlated with 
higher level of qN and better photoprotection.

Keywords  ABA, high light stress, NaCl, non-
photochemical quenching, xanthophyll cycle

Introduction

To avoid photoinhibitory damage under excess light 
conditions the plants have developed several adap-
tive and protective mechanisms, one such process 
is ∆pH dependent xanthophyll cycle which play an 
important role in the heat dissipation under exces-
sive light. This cycle consists of light dependent 
conversion of three xanthophylls in a cyclic reaction, 
i.e., violaxanthin (V) is de-epoxidised to zeaxanthin 
(Z) via an intermediate antheraxanthin (A).

Violaxanthin also act as a precursor to bio-
synthesis of abscisic acid (ABA), a stress-related 
hormone, by a dioxygenase via the synthesis of 
xanthoxin (Hirschberg 2001). Endogenous lev-
els of ABA increases in response to a variety of 
stresses, including salinity (Cramer and Quarrie 
2002). Since V serves as a common precursor for 
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ABA (Zeevaart and Creelman 1988; Parry and 
Horgan 1991) a plant hormone, involved in stress 
adaptation and Z, a carotenoid, which is involved 
in energy dissipation (Sharma et al. 2002) there-
fore, plants supplied with exogenous ABA should 
show a better protection under high light treatment, 
since more of the V pool shall be available for the 
formation of Z, while increase in the ABA content 
in plants subjected to salt stress, presumably from 
V, may limit the V pool for Z formation, undermining 
energy dissipation function.

Therefore, in the present study we have inves-
tigated the influence of NaCl and exogenously 
applied ABA on the light-dependent Z formation, 
under high light condition, to study the interrela-
tionship between xanthophyll cycle and non-pho-
tochemical quenching under exogenously supplied 
ABA (to maintain high V pool for de-epoxidation 
to Z) and salt stress condition (to limit the V pool 
to depoxidation to Z) in rice plants grown under 
different light conditions for 30 days and then 
exposed to full sunlight.

Materials and methods

Growth conditions. Rice (Oryza sativa L. cv. 
Jyothi) plants were grown in earthen pots contain-
ing garden soil and vermiculite in the ratio 3:1 
under shade (600–800 µmol m−2 s−1 PFD) as well 
as direct sunlight (1,200–2,200 µmol m−2 s−1 PFD). 
After 25 days the rice plants were subjected to salt 
stress (100 mM) for duration of 6 days.

Rice plants were also grown in small plastic 
pots having a diameter of 9 cm, containing ver-
miculite under shade and watered with Hoagland 
solution (−ABA). Seven days old seedlings were 
watered with Hoaglands solution supplemented 
with 10 µM ABA (pH 7) for next 15 days (+ABA). 
Control plants were watered with only Hoagland 
solution without adding ABA (−ABA).

Photoinhibition of plants (both −NaCl/+NaCl 
and −ABA/+ABA). Plants (both −/+100 mM NaCl 
and −/+10 µM ABA) were treated with high light 
by exposing them to natural sunlight (1,200–
2,200 µmol m−2 s−1 PFD). Leaf samples were  collected 
for chlorophyll fluorescence measurements,  pigment 

and ABA analysis at different intervals during the 
exposure. Control readings were taken before the 
plants were exposed to sunlight from both −NaCl/
+NaCl and −ABA/+ABA plants.

Chlorophyll fluorescence measurements. 
Chlorophyll fluorescence was measured using a 
pulse amplitude modulation fluorometer (PAM 
101, Walz, Effelrich, Germany) as described by 
Sharma et al. (1998).

Extraction and identification of xanthophyll 
cycle pigments. Pigment extraction and separa-
tion was carried out according to Sharma and Hall 
(1996) using a reverse phase C18 HPLC column 
(Waters Spherisorb ODS2 5 µm, 4.6 × 250 mm) 
and a detection programme (Waters 2996 Phase 
diode array detector).

Analysis of ABA. Separation and quantitative 
estimation of ABA was carried out according to 
Cowan et al. (1997).

Results

Shade plants which were not subjected to salt stress 
showed higher photosynthetic efficiency (measured 
as Fv/Fm) than plants which were subjected to salt 
stress, but on exposure to sunlight till 1630 h plants 
grown with or without NaCl showed a decline in 
their photosynthetic efficiency (Table 1). qN level 
increased on exposure to sunlight in both −NaCl 
as well as +NaCl plants (Fig. 1). In shade grown 
plants without NaCl the antheraxanthin increased
 gradually on exposure to sunlight till 1630 h (Table 1) 
while zeaxanhin appeared only at 1330 h and fur-
ther increased at 1630 h (Fig. 1A). In shade grown 
plants with NaCl, A content increased gradually on 
exposure to sunlight till 1630 h, while Z was absent 
in control as well as sun exposed plants (Fig. 1B). 
Shade grown plants, which were subjected to salt 
stress and exposed to sunlight till 1630 h, showed a 
greater level of endogenous ABA content (Fig. 2B) 
as well as Nx as compared to control plants (Table 
1, Fig. 1). Shade grown plants with NaCl showed 
higher level of V than sun plants grown with NaCl 
(Fig. 1A).

For plants, grown in direct sunlight, there was a 
decrease in the Fv/Fm ratio as the day progressed, 
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Fig. 1 Effect of sunlight on zeaxanthin (Z; mg pigment g−1 FW), ABA (µg g−1 FW) and qN in shade (A and B) and sun 
(C and D) grown plants grown with or without NaCl (100 mM). Control readings were taken before the plants were exposed 
to direct sunlight in the shade grown plants and at predawn for sun grown plants

Table 1 Effect of sunlight on photosynthetic efficiency (Fv/Fm ratio), violaxanthin (V), antheraxanthin (A) and neoxanthin 
(Nx) content (mg pigments g−1 FW) in shade and sun grown plants with or without NaCl (100 mM) and plants with or with-
out ABA (10 µM). Control readings were taken before the plants were exposed to direct sunlight in the shade grown plants 
and at predawn for sun grown plants. The photon flux density (PFD; µmol m−2 s−1) at 1130, 1430 and 1630 h was 2,050, 
2,156, and 1,336 µmol photons m−2 s−1, respectively

Time (h) NaCl treatments Fv/Fm V A Nx ABA treatments Fv/Fm V A Nx

Control Shade plants  0.723 3 1 3 Shade plants −  0.746 13 1.25 9
1130 − NaCl 0.653 6 1.2 6 ABA 0.673 7 1.54 8
1330  0.493 2.4 1.4 4  0.606 4 1.82 8
1630  0.573 3 2 5  0.700 7 1.75 7
Control Shade plants +  0.695 8.3 0.6 6 Shade plants +  0.730 15 1.5 10
1130 NaCl 0.662 3 1 4 ABA 0.706 5 2.56 7
1330  0.655 3 2 4  0.696 4 2.16 6
1630  0.560 7.5 3.3 8  0.686 7 3.57 4
Control Sun plants −  0.726 10 1 6.6 Sun plants −  0.726 10 1 6.6
1130 NaCl 0.703 0.5 2 2 ABA 0.727 0.6 0.7 6
1330  0.706 1 2 0.2  0.689 0.1 0.3 4
1630  0.693 0.3 2 0.1  0.667 4 2 3
Control Sun plants +  0.696 4 3 4 Sun plants +  0.726 10 1 6.6
1130 NaCl 0.690 5 1 4 ABA 0.741 8 2 5
1330  0.722 2 0.7 3.5  0.713 9 2 6
1630  0.755 3 3 3  0.739 3 1 6
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but this decrease was less than observed in shade 
grown plants on exposure to sun light (Table 1). 
NaCl treated sun grown plants showed higher level 
of qN, Nx and ABA content than non NaCl treated 
sun grown plants (Table 1, Fig. 1C, D).

Shade grown plants which were exogenously 
supplied with ABA and photoinhibited had 30% 
higher qN (Fig. 2B) then −ABA plants (Fig. 2A). 
The content of A increased on exposure to sun 
light but the increase was more in −ABA plants 
(138%) than seen in +ABA plants (40%) as com-
pared to their respective control (Table 1). Content 
of Z was more in +ABA plants (40%) than −ABA 
plants (Fig. 2). Plants grown without exogenously 
supplemented ABA showed a lower level of endog-
enous ABA in comparison to that of plants grown 

with ABA supplemented medium. On exposure to 
sunlight the ABA levels increased in both types of 
plants but increase was more in +ABA than −ABA 
plants (Fig. 2).

Discussion

The greater decrease observed in the Fv/Fm ratio 
(photosynthetic efficiency) in the shade grown 
plants as compared to sun plants on exposure to 
full sunlight might be because in contrast to sun 
plants, shade plants are grown at low light intensi-
ties (600–800 µmol m−2 s−1), and upon transfer to 
high light conditions (1,200–2,200 µmol m−2 s−1), 
undergo a decrease in the photosynthetic efficiency 

Fig. 2 Effect of sunlight on the Zeaxanthin (Z; mg pigment g−1 FW), ABA (µg g−1 FW) and qN in shade (A and B) and sun 
(C and D)grown plants which were fed with or without ABA (10 µM). Control readings were taken before the plants were 
exposed to direct sunlight in the shade grown plants and at predawn for sun grown plants
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on account of excess energy. Since rice plants are 
genetically capable to grow in full sunlight, they 
adapt to the high light conditions on continuous 
exposure to full sunlight, through better dissipation 
of excess energy as seen by the increase in the qN 
in our results, as shade plants on exposure to sun 
light showed continuous increase in qN while sun 
plants show decrease in qN as day grows.

Plants subjected to salinity stress showed an 
increase in the endogenous ABA level while Z was 
absent, probably V pool is used for ABA synthesis it 
limits the formation of Z in plants treated with NaCl 
and exposed to sunlight. This probably is the reason 
why Z is not observed in plants subjected to salt 
stress in our study. Shade grown plants with NaCl 
and exposed to sun light show a correlation that these 
plants had more ABA content and no Z compared 
to plants without NaCl. However, sun grown plants 
show no such direct relationship as qN and ABA is 
higher but Z is absent. Level of endogenous ABA in 
plants grown on ABA supplemented medium was 
greater than in plants grown in −ABA medium. With 
+ and −ABA grown shade or sun plants there is more 
direct correlationship between ABA and Z content, 
as whenever ABA is more Z content are less and vice 
versa, but no such direct relationship was observed 
with qN but ABA supplied plants showed better 
protection under high light treatment probably more 
of V was available for the formation of Z. These 
preliminary results indicate a possible role of ABA 
in energy dissipation, probably by further stimulating 

the xanthophyll cycle. Sharma et al. (2002) have also 
shown that seedlings grown on ABA supplemented 
medium had better energy dissipation (greater qN) 
and much greater level of de-epoxidation (high level 
of Z) than non-ABA seedlings. No further increase in 
the qN in longer duration of treatment, while Z was 
still being produced in ABA treated plants probably 
suggest saturation level of energy dissipation by the 
xanthophyll cycle.
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CHAPTER THIRTY SIX

Survival Strategies Cannot Be Devised, They 
Do Exist Already: A Case Study on Lichens

Vineet Soni and Reto J. Strasser

Abstract  Lichens found the strategy to survive in 
a physiologically dormant dehydrated state. Like 
reverse micelles or ternary systems lipid, surfactant, 
protein systems used as models of membrane func-
tions in biochemistry (Darszon et al. 1979; Strasser 
et al. 1992; Srivastava et al. 2000), so called low 
water systems. In the dehydrated state they become 
inactive, but extremely resistant to long term high 
and low temperatures, high salt and high light 
conditions. Traces of water (like in ternary lipid 
photo active protein complexes (Gruszecki et al. 
1994) can activate these complexes, which how-
ever become sensitive to extreme temperatures and 
light intensities. We know that 1–6% of water v/v 
is enough to activate the dormant biochemical reac-
tions of immobilized cells, photochemically active 
chlorophyll light harvesting complexes and photo-
synthetic membranes of bacteria. Lichens seem to 
behave this way.

Primary reactions as well as integral photosyn-
thetic activities are detectable and distinguishable 
by measuring the fast fluorescence rise (Strasser 
1978; Strasser et al. 1995). The JIP test equations 

allow calculations that estimate the activation of 
several photosynthetic parameters within a time 
range of second or sub-second. The immediate 
activation of photosynthetic functions upon adding 
water to dry lichens is shown in the present study.

Keywords Lichen, chlorophyll fluorescence, OJIP 
transient, induction of activities

Introduction

Every observation is immediately evaluated by the 
observer in a qualitative way, as being, e.g. “good” 
or “bad”, and in a quantitative way, i.e. estimating 
the amount of what is observed. Cultural, political 
and religious criteria may change these classifica-
tions. However in nature the roles are unambiguous: 
What increases the survival chance of an individual, 
a species or a whole ecosystem, is considered as 
favorable and good. The selection principle of evo-
lution dictates that what is “good” is what survives 
best, according to the roughest and steady “winner-
looser-battle”. The deviation from this pragmatic 
principle is called Culture and Ethics, practiced only 
by the highest living systems found on earth, i.e. the 
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human beings. Amazingly both behavior patterns 
were until now successful during evolution.

The first, so-called purely natural biological sys-
tem, is autoregulated by the selective survival of the 
fittest. The second, the cultural, ethic system of a 
society, depends on its intellectual capacity to cope 
steadily with the omnipresent selection system of the 
fittest. Therefore a permanent learning and observa-
tion activity is a necessity for adaptation and survival 
of mankind in all situations. Observing (not invent-
ing or devising) nature’s survival strategies under 
extreme conditions offers awareness for already 
tested successful behavior patterns applicable to opti-
mize the survival chance of a cultivated society.

Plants and microorganisms are specialists to 
survive under extreme conditions. Living cells sur-
vive in hot springs and steaming Geysers. Higher 
desert plants, such as Myrothamnus flabellifolius, 
developed the remarkable ability to survive regular 
periods of dehydration to an air-dry state strategy 
to conserve the vital “engines” of life, by drying, 
folding and conserving the leaves during long dry 
periods. Welwitschia mirabilis, a higher flower 
plant, remains photosynthetically fully active the 
whole year, even above 40°C, over more than 
1,000 years. Nearly without biomass production or 
growth, the steady high photosynthetic activity is 
used for survival work, e.g. work against drying, 
over-heating and photodamages.

Lichens developed other survival strategies 
which work under conditions where no other living 
system remains. It is the strategy of auto-conserva-
tion on places with extreme and variable conditions 
(Heber et al. 2007).

The goal of these investigations is:

1. To find, in different lichens, the time needed to 
activate the full photosynthetic function upon 
watering of dehydrated lichens

2. To detect what functions can be activated in 
the first phase after the addition of water to 
dehydrated lichens

These investigations are as well important in respect 
to analytical tests in “dry Biochemistry”, where inac-
tivated enzymes are immobilized on carrier sticks 

and activated upon watering. Observations concern-
ing the survival possibilities of many desert plants 
under extreme hostile conditions, invite to search for 
the hidden mechanisms which make their survival 
possible.

Materials and methods

Thalli of lichen Physcia aipolia were collected 
from dry dead branches of an Oak tree, about 150 
years old, in the county of Geneva, Switzerland. 
All lichens used were air-dried and fixed on the 
original dead wood support. Some experiments 
were done under dry standard conditions, after 
drying in a chamber of 30°C for 48 h. The lichens 
and their natural support were kept in a leaf clip 
of a HandyPEA and PocketPEA fluorimeter of 
Hansatech Instruments GB. The leaf-clip was 
modified so that it was possible to add water from 
the back side, even during the multiple OJIP light 
pulse measurements. After the measurements the 
samples were kept in the leaf-clip and dried again 
for 48 h at 30°C before repeating the same experi-
ments on the same sample. A high reproducibility 
of the signals of the same samples was found in the 
present investigations.

For pre-experiments, the PocketPEA instrument 
(10 µs time and 16 bit signal resolution) was used 
manually to collect fluorescence traces, because 
it provides multiple actinic strong red light pulses 
of 3,500 µE/m2 h (from red LED; peak at 650 nm) 
separated by different dark intervals.

A HandyPEA instrument was used for auto-
mated sequences of the same light pulses but 
of 300 ms duration, 10 µs time and 12 bit sig-
nal resolution, every 5 or 10 s. During the time 
between the light pulses (4.7 or 9.7 s) the sample 
was kept in darkness or illuminated with far-red 
light (center 730 nm), strong enough to re-oxidize 
the plastoquinone pool within a few seconds. 
In another experiment, the darkness was inter-
changed with the first ten light pulses, far-red 
light with the next ten light pulses, again darkness 
and so on. Two hundred light pulses were given. 
The water was given to the sample by a syringe 
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from the back side of the clip. The digitized data 
were transferred to the PC and stored as xxx.HAN 
files by the Hansatech software PEA-plus. The 
data can then be treated by Excel or any other 
commercial or custom made program.

The data are presented as fast OJIP kinetics 
(Strasser et al. 1995) of 300 ms. From each of these 
curves, one for each light pulse, the fluorescence 
values at different times are extracted, namely the 
F10 µs or F50 µs = Fo, F300 µs = FK, F2 ms = FJ, F30 ms 
= FI, and FP = maximal measured fluorescence 
intensity Fmax, and plotted versus the total experi-
mental time. The data are used to calculate all the 
parameters proposed by the JIP-test (for a review, 

see Strasser et al. 2004). Due to the fast induction 
of activities after addition of water to the dry sam-
ples, the measurements were limited by the diffu-
sion of water to the sample and into the sample. 
To overcome these diffusion restrictions dry 
lichens powder was prepared in a mortar. The dry 
lichens powder was hold in the same leaf clips, 
where a thin glass was keeping the powder in place.

Results and discussions

Pre-experiments have shown that illumination by 
multiple light flashes of dry lichens did not change 

Fig. 1 Top left: shows all the traces spaced by 9.7 s of darkness. Top right: shows traces spaced by 9.7 s of far red light. 
Bottom left: shows the response of lichen powder after addition of water. Immediately variable fluorescence is generated 
second and sub-second time range upon addition of water. Bottom right: shows the experiment with alternating ten light/dark 
cycles. The overall trend of activation is determined by the addition of water and it shows that this light regime only had an 
effect on the redox state of plantoquinone (far red light lowers the FI fluorescence intensity by oxidizing plantoquinone)
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the intensity of their low fluorescence emission at 
all. After the addition of water the fluorescence 
intensity increases immediately, exhibiting an ini-
tial fluorescence F0 and a variable fluorescence 
with all intermediate steps FJ, FI, FP. The increase 
of the variable fluorescence is attributed to the 
reduction of Qa (O to J phase), concomitant with 

the reduction of the plastoquinone pool (J to I 
phase) and the reduction of the electron acceptors 
of photosystem I (I to P phase).

Experiments show a time dependent appearance 
of a typical OJIP transient, with higher amplitudes 
for longer water incubation times (Fig. 1). The use 
of far-red light between the light pulses induces 
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the expected lowering of the J step for all tran-
sients. Every light pulse reduces the total electron 
transport chain, which gets again re-oxidized in 
the dark. However 9.7 s are not enough to reach 
full oxidation (like in all oxygenic photosynthetic 
systems). The addition of far-red light, pumping 
the electrons mainly through PS I, oxidizes the 
plastoquinone pool. This is reflected in the lower-
ing of the J step.

The high linearity of the scatter plots indicates 
that immediately (within the observable time and 
signal range) after addition of water, fully func-
tional photosynthetic units are activated, all exhib-
iting an intact OJIP shape like any dark adapted 
oxygen evolving and CO2 consuming photosyn-
thetic system (Fig. 2).

The quality of the activated units, indicated by 
the expressions TR/RC, ET/RC and ET/TR, seems 
to be constant during the whole activation phase 
(for technical reasons calculated for the upper 80% 
of the full activation kinetics). The electron trans-
port per leaf cross section, ET/CS, indicates the 
increasing amount of activated photosynthetic units 
(Fig. 2 bottom left).

Conclusion

The appearance of a full fluorescence transient, 
with the shape of OJIP, after watering of dry 
lichens is due to an accumulation of fully active 
photosynthetic units of qualitatively similar con-
formation and high integrity.
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CHAPTER THIRTY SEVEN

Quantitative Analysis of Chlorophyll Fluorescence Induction 
Kinetics of the Cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC6803

Hiroshi Ozaki and Kintake Sonoike

Abstract  Chlorophyll fluorescence induction 
kinetics of cyanobacteria is known to reflect vari-
ous cellular metabolisms. A simple mathematical 
method was developed to quantify the kinetic simi-
larity of the chlorophyll fluorescence, and applied 
to cyanobacterial mutants involved in the regula-
tion of photosystem stoichiometry. We showed that 
simple sum of the squared deviation between two 
fluorescence kinetics could be used as a measure of 
similarity. Appropriate weighting function enabled 
us to characterize the kinetics further. When the 
mutant having similar fluorescence kinetics to that 
of a certain photosystem stoichiometry mutant was 
listed according to the similarity distance, other 
photosystem stoichiometry mutants ranked high 
in the list. Apparently, the mutants with similar 
fluorescence induction kinetics share the common 
phenotype among them, thus opening the way to 
reveal the function of genes by chlorophyll fluores-
cence induction kinetics.

Keywords  Chlorophyll fluorescence, photosystem 
stoichiometry, quantitative analysis

Introduction

The major challenge in biology of the post-genome 
era is to determine the function of genes on 
genomes. As a first step to the large-scale identi-
fication of gene function, we previously created 
mutant collection of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 by 
transposon-mediated mutagenesis that includes 500 
mutants and covers approximately 15% of genes on 
its genome (Ozaki et al. 2007). The chlorophyll fluo-
rescence kinetics of those mutants were determined 
for the cells grown under either high light condition 
or low light condition. By comparing their fluores-
cence kinetics with that of two known photosystem 
stoichiometry mutants of sll1961 (Fujimori et al. 
2005) and pmgA (Hihara et al. 1998), five mutants 
with modified photosystem stoichiometry were 
isolated (Ozaki et al. 2007). Thus, it was assumed 
that the induction kinetics of the chlorophyll fluo-
rescence could be used to identify the function of 
genes in cyanobacteria. Although the fluorescence 
kinetics could be compared one by one in the previ-
ous study, the quantitative analysis is necessary for 
the accurate, objective and large-scale comparison. 
In this study, we developed simple quantitative 
parameters to describe the similarity between two 
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kinetic data sets. The method was successfully 
applied for the analysis of the mutants with modi-
fied photosystem stoichiometry. The quantitative 
analysis of chlorophyll fluorescence kinetics seems 
to be an effective tool to identify the function of 
genes in cyanobacteria.

Materials and methods

Fluorescence kinetics data. The chlorophyll fluo-
rescence kinetics data of about 500 mutants were 
determined in the previous work (Ozaki et al. 
2007) and now available as “Fluorome” (http://sun-
light.k.u-tokyo.ac.jp/fluorome/).

Quantification of kinetics similarity by similar-
ity distances. The relative fluorescence intensity 
at time point t (t = 0–134) of mutant A, FA(t), is 
given by

FA(t) = fA(t) / fA(0),

where fA (t) is the absolute fluorescence intensity 
at time point t of mutant A, fA (0) is the initial 
absolute fluorescence intensity of mutant A. The 
growth of cyanobacterial cells on one plate is 
slightly different from the cell on other plates, so 
that the fluorescence induction kinetics on different 
plates could not be directly compared. To compare 
mutants on different plates, we grow wild type 
cells in each plate and used it as a reference. The 
normalized relative fluorescence intensity, nFA(t), 
is defined as

nFA(t) = FA(t) / FWT(t),

where FWT(t) is the relative fluorescence intensity 
of the wild type on the same plate that mutant A 
is spotted. The simple similarity distance between 
mutant A and mutant B, sD(A, B), is calculated as

sD(A,B) =  � ((nFA(t) - nFB(t))2).

Several weighting functions were devised to ana-
lyze specific characteristics of the fluorescence 
kinetics. eW(t), the weighting function that gives 
weight on the early phase of the fluorescence 
induction, is defined as

eW(t) = (135-t)2.

Using this weighting function, the early-phase 
weighted similarity distance between mutant A and 
mutant B, eD(A,B), is calculated as

eD(A,B) = � ((eW(t) x (nFA(t) – nFB(t)))2).

Results

Similarity distances between sll1961 mutant 
and the other mutants

Our method was based on the idea that the devia-
tions of relative chlorophyll fluorescence intensi-
ties of a mutant from that of wild type at each 
time point could be regarded as a phenotype of the 
mutant. To quantify the “phenotype”, sum of the 
squared deviations of fluorescence intensities at 
each time point between two fluorescence kinetics 
was calculated and defined as the simple similarity 
distance (for details, see Materials and Methods). 
To assess effectiveness of the quantification, we 
calculated the simple similarity distance between 
the sll1961 mutant that shows defect in the regula-
tion of photosystem stoichiometry (Fujimori et al. 
2005) and other mutants in the mutant collection 
we made. We specially focused on the similarity 
ranking of pmgA (sll1968), ccmK2 (sll1028), ctaCI 
(slr1136), ctaEI (slr1138), slr0645 and slr0249 
mutants, which were identified as the mutants with 
similar fluorescence kinetics to that of the sll1961 
mutant and confirmed to show modified photo-
system stoichiometry (Ozaki et al. 2007). When 
mutants grown under high-light condition were 
listed by the order of the simple similarity distance, 
the sll1028, slr1136, slr0645 and slr1138 mutants 
were ranked in the first, second, fourth and fifth 
position in the list, respectively (Table 1). Thus, 
we conclude that this simple similarity distance 
reflects the “shape” of the chlorophyll fluores-
cence kinetics, and could be used for the quantita-
tive analysis of the mutant phenotype. However, 
sll1968 and slr0249 mutants were not ranked high 
on the list of simple similarity distance. The two 
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mutants were ranked at 125th and 375th in the list 
(Table 1), although the fluorescence kinetics of the 
two mutants looks quite similar to that of sll1961 
mutant to our eyes. The simple similarity distance 
could be a measure of the mutant phenotype, but 
not sufficient to search for all the mutants picked 
up by eye in the previous study.

Introduction of weighting function

Although fluorescence kinetics of sll1961 mutant 
was quite similar to sll1968 mutant until around 
1 s, the difference between the two sets of fluo-
rescence kinetics became larger with time (Fig. 1). 
Considering this time dependent difference, we set 
weights that become sequentially lighter with time 
before summing squared deviations. The early-
phase weighted similarity distances of all the 
mutants against sll1961 mutant were calculated and 
arranged in ascending order (Table 2). When grown 
under high light condition, all the candidates identi-
fied in the previous study and the sll1968 mutant 
were ranked high on the list of the early-phase 
weighted similarity distances. On the other hand, 
the early-phase weighted similarity distance of the 
photosystem stoichiometry related mutants grown 
under low-light condition were more widely distrib-
uted in the list (Table 2) than that of mutants grown 
under high-light condition, in agreement with the 
mild phenotype in the low-light grown cells of these 

mutants (Ozaki et al. 2007). Thus, the early-phase 
weighted similarity distance is useful quantitative 
parameter to isolate photosystem stoichiometry 
related mutants, and could be used successfully to 
collect the mutants with fluorescence kinetics simi-
lar to that of sll1961 mutant.

Discussion

In this study, two kinds of procedure to evaluate 
the similarity between two fluorescence kinet-
ics were compared. Apparently, early-phase 
weighted similarity gave better results than sim-
ple similarity. There is no wonder in that point, 
since the fluorescence intensity at the later time 
points is affected by the preceding time points 
as well as by the accumulated noise and error. 
Still, the fluorescence at the later time points 
should have some information, and the constant 
application of early-phase weighted similarity 
is not preferable. In the case of photosystem 
stoichiometry mutants, we have several differ-
ent independent mutants so that it is possible to 
make weighting function that is specific to the 
characteristics of the photosystem stoichiom-
etry mutants. For example, when the deviation 
between the two photosystem stoichiometry 
mutants is large, the weight could be light. On 
the other hand, when the deviation between 
the mutant and wild type is large, the weight 
could be heavy. By this way, we could make the 
weighting function that is as effective as that 
of early-phase weighted similarity (data not 
shown). This mutant-specific weighting func-
tion has an advantage that information at the 
later time point could be utilized. However, the 
calculation should be carried out for the respec-
tive mutants and generality would be sacrificed 
in this case. It may be necessary to use different 
weighting functions in the right place. Since 
many mutants of genes that are not directly 
involved in photosynthesis showed different 
fluorescence kinetics from that of wild type 
(Ozaki et al. 2007), there is a possibility that 
the function of the non-photosynthetic genes 

Table 1 Ranking of simple similarity distances of mutants 
calculated against the sll1961 mutant. Only the sll1968 
mutant and the photosystem stoichiometry mutants obtained 
in previous study are listed

 Low light High light 

Rank Similarity  Rank  Similarity
order distance ORF order distance ORF

3 57.38 slr1916 1 196.38 sll1028
9 122.63 sll1028 2 293.47 slr1136
70 515.90 slr1138 4 404.35 slr0645
85 580.03 sll1968 5 658.13 slr1138
137 764.42 slr0645 12 909.31 slr1916
156 799.99 slr1136 125 1,560.58 sll1968
475 7659.02 slr0249 375 2,802.33 slr0249
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Fig. 1 Chlorophyll fluorescence kinetics and its deviations of high light grown cyanobacterial cells. (A) Relative fluores-
cence of the wild type (dotted line), sll1961 mutant (thick solid line) and sll1968 mutant (thin solid line). (B) Absolute 
deviations of relative fluorescence intensity of the two mutants from that of wild type

can be analyzed by our method through, cf. the 
cluster analysis of similarity distance. For such 
purpose, more general and effective weighting 
function should be devised in future.
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68 96.32 sll1968 13 102.60 slr1916
253 173.15 slr1136 22 148.97 slr0249
475 1687.94 slr0249 26 187.12 slr0645



CHAPTER THIRTY EIGHT

The Synthesis of Thylakoid Membrane Proteins 
in Wheat Plants Under Salt Stress

Saftar Suleymanov and Irada Huseynova

Abstract  The response of wheat (Triticum durum L.) 
genotypes to salt stress was studied by growing 
the seedlings in the presence of 100 up to 250 mM 
NaCl. It was found out that lower salt concentra-
tions treatment of plants had a little effect on the 
content and composition of thylakoid membrane. 
Some proteins presented in control samples either 
disappeared (48.5; 27.5, 25.5 &Hslash; 21.5 kDa), 
or remained in slight amounts (β-subunit CF1, and 
34.5; 28.5; 24; 23; 19.5; 18; 17.5; 15 and 13 kDa 
proteins) after being influenced by 150 mM NaCl. 
Upon increase of salt concentration up to 200 mM, 
thylakoid membrane contained plentiful contents 
of polypeptides (apoprotein CPI, α- and β-subunits 
CF1, 45.5 kDa polypeptide of PS II) in comparison 
with the seedlings grown in 150 mM NaCl. The 
synthesis of 48.5 and 21.5 kDa proteins was recov-
ered. Further increase of NaCl concentration up 
to 250 mM resulted in substantial increase of 
apoprotein CPI, CF1 proteins, and also 45.5, 34.5 
and 28.5 kDa polypeptides. PS II activity in the 
treated preparations rose with increasing of sodium 
chloride concentration and reached to maximum 

at 200 mM, and then decreased sharply, whereas 
salinity reduced PS I activity insignificantly.

Keywords  Salt stress, thylakoid membrane, 
polypeptides, photosystems, wheat

Introduction

Environmental stresses are among the most limiting 
factors to plant development, growth and produc-
tivity. Soil salinity is one of the most significant 
abiotic stresses which present an increasing threat 
to plant agriculture. High salinity exerts its detri-
mental effects on plants because of ion toxicity as 
well as osmotic stress (Liu and Zhu 1997). In most 
saline soils, Na+ is one of its major toxic cation. 
Salt tolerance of plants is a complex phenomenon 
that involves biochemical and physiological proc-
esses as well as morphological and developmental 
changes (Zhu 2002). Much effort has been devoted 
toward understanding the adaptive mechanisms of 
plant salt tolerance (Bohnert and Jensen 1996). 
A common approach used to determine such mech-
anisms has been to identify cellular processes and 
genes whose activity or expression is regulated by 
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salt stress that can be the markers of plant stability 
and are used for creation of transgenic salt-tolerant 
plants (Naqvi et al. 1995). There is a hypothesis 
that new polypeptides induced under salt stress, 
probably, bind to membranes to facilitate the 
operation of ion pump.

The aim of present study was to define changes 
in protein composition and functional characteris-
tics of photosynthetic membranes of wheat chloro-
plasts after exposure to various degrees of sodium 
chloride stress.

Materials and methods

Seeds of wheat (Triticum durum L., cv Barakatli-95) 
were surface-sterilized in 30% (w/v) H2O2 for 
2 min, rinsed with sterile water and after swelling 
for 12 h they were germinated and grown on wet 
filter paper that was wetting by water for 3 days in 
full darkness in a growth chamber. Then they were 
transferred to light with intensity of 6,000 lux under 
12/12 light/dark cycle photoperiod, 25°C/20°C 
day/night temperature and at a relative humidity of 
50–60%. Seven- to eight day old wheat seedlings 
were subjected to salt stress by adding NaCl to the 
growth medium (100; 150; 200 and 250 mM) for 
72 h. Control plants were maintained in a NaCl-free 
solution. Seedlings from control and treated plants 
were harvested in tenth day after sowing.

Chloroplast isolation and thylakoid membrane 
sedimentation were carried out by osmotic shock 
according to Aliev et al. (2001). Chlorophyll con-
tent was determined spectrophotometrically in 80% 
acetone extract (Mc-Kinney 1941). The analysis of 
polypeptide composition of samples was performed 
by electrophoresis in gradient polyacrylamide gel 
(10–25%) with Ds-Na according to Laemmli (1970). 
The plates were scanned with laser Densitometer 
Ultroscan-2002 (LKB, Sweden).

Photochemical activity of chloroplasts was fol-
lowed polarographically on O2 evolution and uptake 
using a Clark-type platinum electrode chamber 
under illumination with saturating white actinic 
light (850 µE m−2 s−1), as described by us (Aliev 
et al. 2001). Reaction mixture contained 80 mM 

sucrose, 10 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 30 mM 
Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.4. Chloroplast concentra-
tions equivalent to 100 µg Chl were used for all 
measurements.

Results and discussion

As shown in Figure, thylakoid membranes isolated 
from wheat seedlings grown under normal condi-
tions appeared to have approximately 25 polypep-
tides with Mr from 68 to 10 kDa. Lower salt 
concentrations treatment of plants had a little effect 
on the content and composition of thylakoid mem-
brane. We revealed that addition of high concentra-
tions of NaCl to growth medium is accompanied 
not only by quantitative, but also by qualitative 
changes in protein composition of thylakoid mem-
brane. Some proteins presented in control samples 
either disappeared (48.5, 27.5, 21.5 and 25.5 kDa), 
or remained in slight amounts (α- and β-subunits 
CF1 of ATP-synthase complex with Mr 57.5 and 
53.5 kDa, respectively, and 34.5, 28.5, 24, 23, 19.5, 
18, 17.5, 15 and 13 kDa proteins) being influenced 
by 150 mM NaCl (Fig. 1). Simultaneously there 
appears a new peak in 36.5 kDa region. It seems 
that seedlings are in a depression at 150 mM salt 
concentration. Upon increase of salt concentration 
up to 200 mM, thylakoid membrane possess plenti-
ful content of polypeptides (apoprotein CP I with 
Mr 68 kDa, 57.5, 53.5 kDa proteins of CF1, 48.5 
and 45.5 kDa polypeptides of core PS II) in com-
parison with the seedlings grown in the presence 
of 150 mM NaCl. It is interesting to note that after 
influence of 200 mM NaCl synthesis of 48.5 and 
21.5 kDa proteins was recovered. Especially strong 
increase is observed in the region of low-molecular 
polypeptides of 19.5–13 kDa. The obtained data 
suggest that these proteins can be responsible for 
recovery of a normal metabolism in the cell and 
their synthesis concerns a physiological condition 
of plant adaptation more likely. Further increase 
of NaCl concentration up to 250 mM results in 
substantial growth of apoprotein CP1, α- and 
β-subunits of CF1 ATP-synthase, and also 45.5, 
34.5 and 28.5 kDa polypeptides. The new peak 
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was detected in 51 kDa region and synthesis of low-
molecular proteins is appreciably decreases.

As seen from Figure, the intensity of the 34.5 kDa 
polypeptide rises with increase of salt concentration 
in the environment that especially is seen clearly at 
250 mM NaCl. Substantial accumulation of 34 kDa 
protein (called cdsp34) also was defined in thyla-
koids exposed to water deficit (Pruvot et al. 1995) 
and after thylakoid fractions being washing with 
high salt concentrations (200 mM). Using immuno-

blot analysis of proteins from thylakoids of stroma 
and grana it was defined that cdsp34 protein content 
was more in lamellae than in grana thylakoids. Thus, 
it is possible to believe that cdsp34 protein is mainly 
located in unstacked thylakoids of stroma and plays 
a structural and protective role in photosynthetic 
membranes tolerance to salinity and drought.

According to density patterns (Figure 1) synthesis 
of polypeptide in 17.5 kDa region also enhances with 
increase of salt concentration. Enhanced synthesis 
of cdsp34 and 17.5 kDa polypeptides under stress 
caused by sodium chloride assumed an essential role 
of these polypeptides in the protective mechanism 
of photosynthetic membranes. Hence, protein syn-
thesis responds dramatically to salt stress, where the 
synthesis of most proteins ceases and the synthesis 
of a new set of proteins is induced.

Significant changes are also observed in func-
tional activity of photosynthetic apparatus at the 
level of photochemical reactions of chloroplasts 
under salinity (Table 1). Rate of oxygen evolution 
(the test on PS II activity) in the treated preparations 
rose with increasing of sodium chloride concentra-
tion and reached to maximum at 200 mM of salt, and 
then sharply decreased. Under incubation of prepa-
rations with 250 mM NaCl rate of oxygen evolution 
is strongly suppressed. PS I activity (O2 uptake rate), 
however, was affected much less under used concen-
trations of NaCl (Table). It can be caused by a high 
ability of PS I to adapt to salt stress.

Thus, the presented data allow to conclude that 
salt stress, possible, changed the rate of synthesis of 
separate polypeptides of photosynthetic membranes, 

Fig. 1 Density patterns from Coomassie blue staining 
SDS-PAGE (10–25%) analysis of thylakoid membrane 
proteins of chloroplasts from wheat seedlings grown under 
normal conditions (C) and at the presence of 150, 200 and 
250 mM NaCl. M – standard proteins (kDa): bovine serum 
albumin (66), glyceroaldehydes-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 
(36), carbonic anhydrase (29), trypsinogen (24), trypsin 
inhibitor (20.1), α-lactalbumin (14.2). Electrophoresis was 
carried out in Tris-glycine buffer, pH 8.3, at 4°C for 14 h

Table 1 The Photosystem II and Photosystem I activity of 
chloroplasts from wheat seedlings grown under saline con-
ditions (µ mol O2⋅mg−1chlorophyll⋅h−1)

Treatment

Photosystem II 
H2O→
K3Fe(CN)6 In %

Photosystem I 
DCIP⋅H→
MV In %

Control (mM) 45 ± 4 100 120 ± 5 100

N
aC

l

100 35 ± 3 77 110 ± 5 92

150 56 ± 4 124 95 ± 4 79

200 60 ± 5 133 90 ± 4 75

250 16 ± 2 36 80 ± 3 68
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subsequently perturbation of their relative share in 
groups with different molecular mass observed. The 
results testify considerable reorganization in the 
photosynthetic apparatus of wheat during adaptation 
to stress conditions and can be useful in the further 
search of genes and groups of genes responsible for 
stability of given plant. Molecular genetic and plant 
transformation advances have made feasible to asses 
targeted gene or protein expression or alteration of 
the natural stress responsiveness of genes for devel-
opment of salt tolerant crops.
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CHAPTER THIRTY NINE

Plastochromanol, a‘New’ Lipophilic Antioxidant 
Is Synthesized by Tocopherol Cyclase in Arabidopsis Leaves: 
The Effect of High-Light Stress on the Level of Prenyllipid 
Antioxidants

Renata Szymańska and Jerzy Kruk

Abstract  Plastochromanol, a γ-tocotrienol homo-
logue with a longer side-chain, has been known for 
years as the component of linseed oil, however 
its biosynthesis and function remains unclear. 
Presently, we have identified plastochromanol in 
Arabidopsis leaves and this lipophilic antioxi-
dant was shown to be synthesized by tocopherol 
cyclase, the key enzyme in tocopherols biosynthe-
sis pathway, as revealed analysis of vte1 tocopherol 
cyclase mutant. Dissection of γ-tocopherol meth-
yltransferase activity (vte4 mutant) did not affect 
plastochromanol synthesis. The analysis of age-
dependent plastochromanol content in the wild-
type showed that its level increases tenfold during 
development, reaching about 50% of total toco-
chromanols in 3-months-old plants. Tocopherols 
content increased 3–4 times during that time. 
Plastochromanol was detected also in seeds at 10% 
of all tocochromanols.

Arabidopsis wild-type plants grown under high-
light conditions showed increased level of α-toco-

pherol, especially in older leaves, while the higher 
content of plastochromanol was found in young 
leaves. For the vte4 mutant, high-light stimulated 
γ-tocopherol synthesis in both type of leaves, while 
plastochromanol level was increased only in young 
leaves but to a higher extent than in the wild-type.

However, the most affected among prenyllipids 
was plastoquinol. Its content increased over tenfold 
both in young and old leaves under high-light con-
ditions as compared to low-light grown plants.

The obtained results were discussed in terms of 
the antioxidant function of lipophilic antioxidants 
during high-light stress.

Keywords  Arabidopsis, plastochromanol, plas-
toquinol, plastoquinone, tocopherol

Introduction

Tocopherols are lipophilic antioxidants synthesized 
by photosynthetic organisms, occurring mainly in 
leaves and seeds (Munne-Bosch and Alegre 2002). 
Their antioxidant function is attributed to inhibition 
of membrane lipid peroxidation and scavenging of 
reactive oxygen species such as singlet oxygen 
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generated in the reaction center of photosystem II 
(Trebst et al. 2002; Kruk et al. 2005) or superoxide 
anion radical formed in photosystem I (Kruk et al. 
2003), but also other functions have been shown 
such as role in sugar export from leaves to floem. 
Under high-light conditions, when generation of 
reactive oxygen forms is enhanced, the level of α-
tocopherol (α-Toc) was found to increase consider-
ably in leaves of Arabidopsis and others.

Plastoquinol (PQH2) known as component of 
electron transport chain in photosynthesis was 
shown to have similar to tocopherols antioxidant 
activity in vitro (Kruk et al. 1994, 1997) and it was 
also demonstrated that in vivo it may inhibit mem-
brane lipid peroxidation (Hundal et al. 1995), scav-
enge singlet oxygen (Kruk and Trebst 2007) and 
superoxide (Kruk et al. 2003). Since there are no 
data on PQH2 response to high-light stress in higher 
plants we performed such studies on Arabidopsis 
wild-type plants and Toc-deficient mutants.

Plastochromanol (PC-8), another lipophilic anti-
oxidant, is a γ-tocotrienol homologue with a longer 
isoprenoid side-chain found in linseed and rapeseed 
oils but its occurrence in leaves has not been thor-
oughly examined. Since Arabidopsis belongs to the 
same family as rape, we investigated Arabidopsis 
leaves and seeds for PC-8 content in low and high-
light grown plants and in dependence of leaves age 
in wild-type plants and Toc-deficient mutants.

Materials and methods

Arabidopsis thaliana plants (wild-type Columbia, 
vte4 and vte1 mutants) were grown under low-light 
conditions (100 µmol/m2/s, 22°C, 12 h photoperiod) 
and high-light conditions (380 µmol/m2/s, 26/17°C, 
12 h photoperiod). For analysis, 4–5 weeks old 
plants were used, unless otherwise stated.

For prenyllipids analysis, 25–130 mg of 
Arabidopsis leaves was ground with cold ethyl ace-
tate. The extract was then transferred to Eppendorf 
tube and evaporated under nitrogen. The evapo-
rated extract was then dissolved in HPLC solvent 
(methanol/hexane, 340/20, v/v), shortly centrifuged 
(10,000 g × 10 s) and analysed by HPLC.

HPLC measurements were performed using 
Jasco pump PU-980 and UV-VIS detector UV-
970, Shimadzu RF10-AXL fluorescence detec-
tor (excitation/emission detection at 290/330 nm), 
Teknokroma (Barcelona, Spain) C18 reverse-phase 
column (Nucleosil 100, 250 × 4 mm, 5 µm). All 
prenyllipids were separated in methanol/hexane 
(340/20) at the flow rate of 1.5 mL/min and analyzed 
simultaneously during the same run. Oxidized PQ 
was followed by absorption at 255 nm while other 
prenyllipids using fluorescence detection.

The size of the PQ-pool and the redox state of 
photochemically non-active PQ in Arabidopsis WT 
leaves was measured as described by (Kruk and 
Karpinski 2006).

Results

Figure 1 shows that among prenyllipids of leaves 
of low-light grown Arabidopsis WT, PC-8 and 
its hydroxyl-derivative (PC-OH) is found. In vte4 
mutant, no α-Toc is found as expected, but instead 
γ-Toc occurs in high levels. The levels of both 
PC-8 and PC-OH are not affected in this mutant. 
However, in vte1 tocopherol cyclase mutant, where 
no Tocs are synthesized and only their biosyn-
thetic precursor accumulates (DMPQ), also no PC 
and PC-OH are found indicating that tocopherol 

Fig. 1 HPLC chromatograms of leaves extracts from 
Arabidopsis WT, tocopherol biosynthetic mutants (vte4, 
vte1) and seeds of the WT
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cyclase is required for PC-8 synthesis from PQH2. 
PC was also identified in the WT seeds at the 
amount of 10% of total tocopherols.

The comparison of prenyllipids content of WT 
leaves from low- and high-light conditions shows 
(Fig. 2) that under high-light α-Toc level increases 
over fourfold, while PQH2 over 16-fold in older 
leaves. In young leaves the increase in α-Toc level 
is considerably lower (1.6-fold), while for PQH2 still 
high – over ninefold. The total PQ level (oxidized and 
reduced) increased 7.8-fold and 11-fold in old and 
young leaves, respectively. PC-8 level corresponded 
to about 30% of α-Toc level in old leaves and its level 
did not change under high-light conditions. However, 
in young leaves its level increased by 33%.

In the vte4 mutant, γ-Toc substitutes for α-Toc 
and similar response of γ-Toc to high-light both in 

old and young leaves was found (not shown) as that 
of α-Toc in the WT. PC-8 represents 38% of γ-Toc 
amount under low-light conditions and high-light 
increases PC-8 level by over 50% only in young 
leaves. PQH2 level increased similarly to WT in old 
leaves but to a considerably lower extend that in the 
case of WT in young leaves. High-light increases 
PQH2 level in Tocs-free vte1 mutant similarly as in 
the WT in old leaves but to a considerably lower 
level in young leaves.

Chlorophyll content analysis (not shown) 
revealed that its level was not much influenced by 
the leaves age or light-intensity.

The analysis of age-related contents of Tocs and 
PC-8 in the WT showed that both Tocs levels are 
not changed up to 2-months old leaves and only in 
3-month-old leaves the level of both Tocs increases 
several-fold (not shown). PC-8 level increased 
gradually with leaves age and its relative propor-
tion increased with age reaching 65% and 50% in 
2- and 3-months-old leaves, respectively.

In order to examine if the strongly increased 
PQH2 level is related to photochemically active 
PQ-pool or to photochemically non-active PQ 
which is found mainly in plastoglobuli, we ana-
lyzed size of the PQ-pool and the redox state of 
the photochemically non-active PQ in the WT. The 
obtained results show (Table 1) that under low-
light conditions, PQ-pool represents about 30% of 
total PQ in chloroplasts while under high-light con-
ditions it corresponds to only 8% of the total PQ. 
In this case, the photochemically non-active PQ 
is mostly in the reduced state. These results show 
that under high-light most of PQH2 is photochemi-
cally non-active and is localized outside thylakoids 

Fig. 2 Prenyllipids content in young and old leaves of 
Arabidopsis WT plants grown under low-light and high-light 
conditions

Table 1 The size of the PQ-pool and the redox state of 
the photochemically non-active PQ (PQNP) in Arabidopsis 
WT leaves grown under low-light (LL) and high-light (HL) 
conditions

 PQ-pool  Redox state PQNP 
 (% total) (% reduced)

WT-LL 28.2 ± 3.4 71.1 ± 6.7
WT-HL 8.2 ± 1.4 91.8 ± 2.4
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in plastoglobuli. As a results of antioxidant action 
of PQH2, it is probably degraded and replaced by 
PQH2 from the storage site in plastoglobuli.

The growth of Tocs-deficient mutants did not 
affect their growth as compared to the WT plants 
under low-light conditions, while under high-light the 
growth of both mutants was impaired (not shown).

Discussion

Our results have shown that PC-8 is a component 
of Arabidopsis WT leaves occurring at the amount 
of 30% of α-Toc in low-light grown plants and 
at 10% of all Tocs in seeds. PC-8 is synthesized 
by tocopherol cyclase from PQH2 and PC-8 level 
is not much influenced by high-light conditions 
in leaves but its level increases gradually with 
the leaves age accounting for 50% of α-Toc in 
3-months-old leaves. PQH2 content was found to 
be most strongly affected by high-light among pre-
nyllipids and its level increased over tenfold under 
high-light conditions. The increase in PQH2 level 
under high-light was found mainly in photochemi-
cally non-active PQ, localized in plastoglobuli 
where it is stored and acts as an antioxidant in thy-
lakoid membranes by scavenging reactive oxygen 
forms generated in both photosystems. The level of 
PQH2 in young leaves of WT form was increased 
under high-light to a similar level as in old leaves, 
in contrast to Toc-deficient mutants (vte4 and vte1) 
where the increase was considerably lower. This 
suggests a functional role of α-Toc in mediating 
response of PQH2 to high-light in young leaves.
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CHAPTER FORTY

Photosynthetic Response to Environmental Stress 
in Prochlorococcus

Claire S. Ting, Elizabeth Hambleton, and Jennifer McKenna

Abstract  Prochlorococcus is a cyanobacterium 
that is abundant in the world’s subtropical/tropi-
cal open oceans and a major participant in global 
carbon and energy cycles. A key environmental 
factor limiting the distribution of Prochlorococcus 
is temperature. In light of predicted changes in 
global climate and increases in ocean tempera-
tures, it is essential to understand the effects of 
temperature on the molecular physiology and 
photosynthetic capability of Prochlorococcus. Our 
large-scale comparative genomic analyses suggest 
that Prochlorococcus strains might respond differ-
ently to temperature stress and that certain strains 
could be more susceptible to thermal inhibition 
of photosynthesis. We report here that thermal 
stress has an immediate effect on cell division of 
Prochlorococcus strain MED4. This particular 
strain belongs to a large clade of recently differ-
entiated lineages and possesses one of the smallest 
genomes of any photosynthetic organism. The 
lower chlorophyll concentration of heat stressed 
MED4 cultures compared to control cultures is 

attributable primarily to a decrease in cell divi-
sion, though our preliminary results indicate that 
decreases in chlorophyll per cell also contribute. 
Notably, in contrast to other cyanobacteria and 
bacteria, thermal stress does not induce the synthe-
sis of many polypeptides in MED4. This suggests 
that fundamental differences could exist in the abil-
ity of this strain to maintain active photosynthesis 
and productive protein folding, assembly and sta-
bilization at elevated temperatures.

Keywords  Prochlorococcus, temperature stress, 
cell ultrastructure, protein synthesis, marine cyano-
bacteria

Introduction

Prochlorococcus is an ecologically important 
cyanobacterium that contributes from 32–80% 
of the primary production in open ocean waters 
of the subtropical and tropical Atlantic and 
Pacific (Partensky et al. 1999). Temperature is a 
critical factor limiting the global distribution of 
Prochlorococcus (Johnson et al. 2006). In labora-
tory cultures, the temperature optimum for growth 
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of Prochlorococcus strains is about 24°C, with 
maximum temperature limits for growth occurring 
only a few degrees higher at 28°C (MED4, SS120) 
(Moore et al. 1995) to about 33°C (MIT9312) 
(Johnson et al. 2006).

Prochlorococcus strain MED4 possesses one 
of the smallest genomes (1.66 Mbp) of any known 
photosynthetic organism (Rocap et al. 2003). 
Recent characterization of the near-native archi-
tecture of MED4 indicates that this strain has 
evolved a relatively streamlined cellular structure 
that includes a reduced cell wall and less extensive 
intracytoplasmic (photosynthetic) membrane sys-
tem compared to other strains (Ting et al. 2007). 
Through comparative genomic analyses we have 
found that MED4 is missing several genes that 
are likely to have an important role in its ability 
to acclimate to environmental stress (Rocap et al. 
2003; Ting et al. 2005). These and other observa-
tions have led us to hypothesize that the MED4 
strain might be more susceptible to thermal inhi-
bition of photosynthesis (Ting et al. 2005). As a 
component of our on-going characterization of the 
molecular responses of Prochlorococcus to envi-
ronmental stress, the current work addresses the 
effects of heat stress on MED4.

Materials and methods

Prochlorococcus strain MED4 was grown in batch 
cultures in an artificial sea water medium at 21 ± 
1°C and 20 µmol photons m−2 s−1. Illumination was 
provided by cool white fluorescence lights on a 
14 h light:10 h dark cycle. For the heat stress treat-
ments, cells were exposed to their maximum tem-
perature limit for growth (28°C for MED4, 35°C 
for Synechococcus WH8103; Moore et al. 1995) 
for different lengths of time under identical irradi-
ance conditions. Cell concentrations were deter-
mined using an Olympus BX-41 phase-contrast 
microscope and a Petroff-Hausser hemacytom-
eter. In order to isolate photosynthetic pigments 
from MED4, cells were collected on Whatman 
GF/F filters and chlorophyll was extracted in 90% 
acetone. Cell diameters and volumes (calculated 

based on the equation for a sphere (4/3πr3; r is the 
radius) ) were determined for MED4 cells visual-
ized using scanning electron microscopy. Prior 
to examination with a Fei Quanta 400 scanning 
electron microscope, cells were fixed with glutar-
aldehyde/osmium tetroxide, exposed to an ethanol 
dehydration series, and sputter coated with a 
gold/palladium mixture (SEM Autocoating Unit, 
Model E5200, Polaron Equipment Ltd. Watford, 
UK). For characterization of cellular protein 
synthesis, control and heat-stressed MED4 cells 
labeled with [35S]-methionine for different lengths 
of time were collected, lysed, and resuspended in 
SDS sample buffer. Proteins were separated on 
SDS polyacrylamide gels (7.5% to 15% gradient 
gels or 14% gels) and radiolabeled proteins were 
visualized following exposure of the gel to a 
phosphor screen.

Results and discussion

Physiological responses to thermal stress

Exposure of Prochlorococcus MED4 cells that 
have been cultured at 21°C to a heat stress tem-
perature of 28°C results in a rapid decrease in 
the rate of cell division. Under our growth condi-
tions, control cells maintained at 21°C continued 
to divide once approximately every 48 h. Over a 
96 h period, while control cells continued to divide 
actively and increased their cell concentrations 
by approximately 4.3 times, the concentration of 
the heat stressed cells increased by only about 
1.4 times. During this time period, the Chl a (ug 
Chl a/mL) concentration of the heat stressed 
cultures remained well below that of the control 
cultures (Fig. 1). The significant difference in Chl 
a concentrations between control and heat stressed 
cultures was attributable primarily to the decrease 
in cell division rates and to the lower cell concen-
trations in the heat stressed cultures compared to 
the control cultures. Our preliminary results 
indicate that decreases in chlorophyll levels per 
cell in the heat-stressed cultures also contributed 
in part to the observed differences and suggest that 
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exposure to thermal stress affects the photosynthetic 
capabilities of these cells.

We have found that MED4 cells maintained at 
higher temperatures (28°C) exhibit an increase in 
their cell diameter and volume relative to cells at 
21°C. MED4 control cells cultured at 21°C possess 
a cell diameter of 0.5 um and a volume of 0.06 um3. 
In contrast, cells exposed to heat stress (28°C) for 
100 h possess a cell diameter of 0.7 um and a vol-
ume that is approximately three times (0.18 um3) 
that of control cells. Thus in MED4, thermal stress 
is likely to have different effects on the processes 
involved in increases in cell size and in cell divi-
sion, and could affect the association between these 
events.

Effects of heat stress on protein synthesis

When organisms are exposed to high temperatures 
and other abiotic stresses, there is typically a rapid 
and selective induction in the synthesis of several 
proteins, many of which belong to a specific class 
that are highly conserved among bacteria, archaea, 

plants, and animals (Ellis and van der Vies 1991). 
These heat stress proteins function as molecu-
lar chaperones, promoting the folding of newly 
synthesized or unfolded proteins, or as proteases, 
degrading abnormal and misfolded proteins. We 
characterized heat stress-induced alterations in 
protein synthesis in MED4, as well as marine 
Synechococccus WH8103, immediately following 
exposure of cells to thermal stress and have estab-
lished that the heat stress response of MED4 differs 
significantly at the molecular level from closely-
related cyanobacteria and other bacteria.

In marine Synechococcus WH8103, exposure of 
cells to thermal stress induces the synthesis of over 
a dozen polypeptides that range in their apparent 
molecular mass from 8 to 105 kDa (Fig. 2). Moreover, 
down regulation of the synthesis of specific proteins 
was also observed. These results indicate that the 
overall heat stress response of marine Synechococcus 
is very similar to what has been reported for other 
bacteria.

In contrast, we found that exposure of MED4 
to heat stress induces the synthesis of significantly 
fewer proteins (Fig. 2). Notably, only four major 
proteins are induced and their apparent molecular 
masses (66, 73, 75, 80 kDa) span a much narrower 
range than in marine Synechococcus WH8103. As 
the majority of heat stress-induced proteins function 
as molecular chaperones or proteases, these results 
suggest that fundamental differences could exist 
between Prochlorococcus and Synechococccus in 
their abilities to maintain productive protein fold-
ing, assembly, stabilization, and/or degradation 
at elevated temperatures. The response of MED4 
is striking also because the polypeptides that are 
induced are all of a higher apparent molecular 
mass, and proteins of < 36 kDa are not induced 
immediately following exposure of MED4 cells to 
heat stress. In particular, these results suggest that 
short-term heat stress does not induce significant 
changes in the synthesis of key photosynthetic 
apparatus polypeptides, such as the Photosystem II 
reaction center PsbA protein (32 kDa). We are cur-
rently characterizing how thermal stress of longer 
durations affects the levels of specific photosyn-
thetic apparatus polypeptides in Prochlorococcus.

Fig. 1 Changes in Prochlorococcus MED4 Chlorophyll a 
concentrations (ug Chl a/mL) in control and heat stressed 
cultures over time. This experiment was repeated four times 
and data from a representative experiment are shown. While 
control cells were maintained at their growth temperature of 
21°C, heat stressed cells were exposed to 28°C
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CHAPTER FORTY ONE

Photoinhibitory Efficiency of Saturating Laser Pulses 
Depends on Pulse Energy

Esa Tyystjärvi, Marja Hakala, and Taina Tyystjärvi

Abstract  Laser-pulse-induced photoinhibition of 
Photosystem II (PSII) was earlier assumed to be 
caused by singlet oxygen arising due to recombi-
nation reactions between QA

− or QB
− and the S2 or 

S3 states of the oxygen-evolving complex (OEC). 
We photoinhibited pumpkin thylakoids with 4-ns, 
532-nm laser pulses and found that the photoin-
hibitory efficiency of the pulses increased with 
pulse intensity although all pulses were saturating 
for PSII electron transport. This finding indicates 
that recombination reactions did not cause pho-
toinhibition, as the number of recombination reac-
tions is the same irrespective of the intensity of a 
saturating pulse. In a set of parallel experiments, 
we measured the intensity of chlorophyll fluores-
cence induced by the laser pulses and found that 
the fluorescence yield was significantly lowered 
with increasing pulse intensity due to exciton anni-
hilation. The decrease in fluorescence yield and 
increase in photoinhibitory efficiency occurring 
with increasing pulse energies suggests that the 

chlorophyll antenna of PSII is not the photorecep-
tor of laser-pulse-induced photoinhibition.

Keywords  Quenching, exciton annihilation, 
OEC, photoinhibition, photosystem II

Introduction

Photoinhibition of PSII (for review, see Aro et al. 
1993) is usually induced by continuous light, but 
also short intense flashes or laser pulses cause pho-
toinhibition. The photoinhibitory efficiency of laser 
pulses increases with the time interval between the 
pulses, which was earlier interpreted to indicate 
that laser-pulse-induced photoinhibition is caused 
by recombination reactions of the type QB

−S2 → 
QBS1 (Keren et al. 1997). According to this ‘low-
light hypothesis’, recombination produces triplet 
P680 which converts oxygen to the dangerous singlet 
form. According to this hypothesis, the photoin-
hibitory efficiency of laser pulses depends on the 
number of QB

−S2 charge pairs that the pulse induces 
in the sample, and thus the photoinhibitory effi-
ciency of laser pulses saturates at the pulse energy 
density that saturates PSII electron transport. 
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We tested this crucially important feature of the low-
light mechanism of photoinhibition by illuminating 
thylakoids with laser pulses that were saturating for 
PSII electron transport. We also compared fluores-
cence to photoinhibition in order to test whether the 
chlorophyll antenna of PSII is the photoreceptor of 
laser-pulse-induced photoinhibition.

Materials and methods

Thylakoid membranes were isolated from pumpkin 
leaves as earlier described (Pätsikkä et al. 1998) 
and stored at −80°C. For photoinhibition, thyla-
koids (23 µL, 3 µg Chl) were suspended in buffer 
containing 50 mM Hepes-KOH, pH 7.4, 10 mM 
MgCl2, 1 M glycine betaine and 10 mM NaCl and 
illuminated in a cylindrical 3 mm dia. aluminium 
cuvette at 20°C with 4 ns, 532 nm pulses from an 
Nd:YAG laser (Minilite, Continuum, Santa Clara, 
CA). The number of illumination pulses was 
between 70 and 5,000, depending on the intensity 
of the pulses and on the time interval between the 
pulses. Before and after illumination, light-satu-
rated oxygen evolution was measured with dichlo-
robenzoquinone as electron acceptor, and the rate 
constant of photoinhibition (kPI) was calculated 
with the first-order reaction equation as kPI = ln(Ai/
Af)/N, where Ai = light saturated rate of oxygen 
evolution of untreated thylakoids, Af = oxygen 
evolution after treatment and N = the number of 
pulses fired.

Fluorescence was measured from similar thy-
lakoid samples as used in the photoinhibition 
experiments. The thylakoid sample was enclosed 
in a home-made plastic cuvette, and fluorescence 
was measured at 90° angle with S2000 spectro-
photometer (Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL) during 
short bursts of laser pulses (ten pulses per s for a 
few seconds per one measurement) in the presence 
of 10 µM 3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea 
(DCMU) at 688 nm at room light. The fluorometer 
was protected by two high-pass filters (LS-600 and 
LS-650, Corion, Franklin, MA). In order to avoid 
photoinhibitory lowering of chlorophyll fluores-
cence, the thylakoid sample was changed often.

Results

We photoinhibited 23-µL thylakoid samples with 
532-nm pulses from a YAG laser. The pulse 
energy densities were 14, 114 and 229 mJ cm−2. 
Oxygen evolution in similar thylakoid samples sat-
urates fully when the pulse energy density exceeds 
8 mJ cm−2 (Hakala M, Keränen M, Tyystjärvi T, 
Khriachtchev L and Tyystjärvi E, manuscript in 
preparation), and thus all pulses used for the pho-
toinhibition experiments of the present study were 
saturating for PSII electron transport.

The photoinhibitory efficiency of laser pulses 
was found to increase non-linearly with the energy 
density of the saturating laser pulses in the tested 
pulse energy density range of 14–229 mJ cm−2 (Fig. 1). 
In addition to the new finding that kPI depends on 
the intensity of the saturating pulses, the experi-
ment confirmed an earlier observation (Keren et al. 
1997) that the photoinhibitory efficiency of laser 
pulses increases with the time interval between 
the pulses (Fig. 1). The difference between the kPI 
value obtained using the pulse rate of 1 pulse/10 s 
and the kPI value obtained using the rate 10 pulses/s 
was proportional to the photoinhibitory efficiency 
of the pulses.

In a set of parallel experiments, we measured 
the maximum intensity of chlorophyll fluorescence 
from similar thylakoid samples in the presence 
of DCMU. These measurements showed that the 

Fig. 1 Photoinhibitory efficiency of 532-nm laser pulses 
fired at the rate of 10 pulses/s (solid bars) or at 1 pulse/10 s 
(open bars). Three pulse energy density values were tested. 
Each bar represents an average of two independent experi-
ments. The circles show the fluorescence intensity measured 
in the presence of DCMU from similar thylakoid samples at 
different pulse energy densities. Each circle shows the result 
of one fluorescence measurement.
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fluorescence yield decreased to approximately one 
fourth when the pulse energy density increased 
from 14 to 229 mJ cm−2 (Fig. 1). An apparent 
explanation for this lowering is annihilation of sin-
glet excitons occurring when an antenna complex 
simultaneously contains two excited chlorophylls 
(see Van Amerongen et al. 2000).

Discussion

Contrary to the prediction of the low-light hypoth-
esis, the rate constant of photoinhibition, kPI, 
was found to increase strongly when the energy 
density of the laser pulses was increased above 
the already saturating value of 14 mJ cm−2 (Fig. 1). 
At all pulse energy values, photoinhibition pre-
served the key characteristic of laser-pulse-
induced photoinhibition, as pulses fired with a 
10-s interval were found to be more photoinhibi-
tory than pulses fired with a 0.1 s interval. This 
pulse interval dependence indicates that photoin-
hibition induced by the high-intensity pulses is 
not additional, non-specific inhibition that occurs 
on top of the phenomenon that causes the pulse 
interval dependence.

The finding that kPI increases with the intensity 
of saturating pulses indicates that laser-pulse-induced 
photoinhibition is not caused by singlet oxygen 
produced by S2/3QB

− recombination reactions, as 
a saturating pulse induces the same number of 
recombination reactions irrespective of how much 
oversaturating the pulse is. In particular, the find-
ing that the magnitude of the pulse interval effect 
increases with the energy of the saturating pulses 
(Fig. 1) shows that the pulse interval effect is not 
caused by singlet oxygen produced by the S2/3QB

− 
recombination reactions.

In continuous light, the low protective effi-
ciency of non-photochemical quenching is one 
piece of evidence showing that chlorophyll is 
not the sole photoreceptor of photoinhibition 
(Tyystjärvi et al. 1999, 2005; Hakala et al. 2005; 
Sarvikas et al. 2006). When laser pulses are used 
as photoinhibitory light, exciton annihilation phe-
nomena offer a possibility to test the protective 

efficiency of non-photochemical quenching in 
vitro. The kPI values obtained with pulse energies 
14, 114 and 229 mJ cm−2 at the illumination rate of 
1 pulse per 10 s have roughly the ratios 1:4:16, and 
an even stronger dependence of kPI on the pulse 
energy density was obtained at 10 pulses/s (Fig. 
1). The fluorescence yield decreased to one fourth 
at the same pulse energy range. Thus, any hypoth-
esis explaining laser-pulse-induced photoinhibi-
tion with light absorbed by PSII chlorophylls must 
also explain why PSII antenna excitons are much 
more photoinhibitory when the pulse energy den-
sity is 229 mJ cm−2 than at 14 mJ cm−2. The find-
ing that kPI increases despite of strong quenching 
of PSII excitations suggests that the chlorophyll 
antenna of PSII is not the photoreceptor of laser-
pulse-induced photoinhibition. We suggest that the 
manganese cluster of OEC functions as the pho-
toreceptor of laser-pulse-induced photoinhibition, 
possibly in an analogous way as manganese func-
tions as a photoreceptor of photoinhibition under 
continuous light (Hakala et al. 2005; Ohnishi et 
al. 2005).
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CHAPTER FORTY TWO

Changes in O-J-I-P Fluorescence Rise Kinetics During Dark 
Chilling Provide Insight into Genotype-Specific Effects 
on Photosynthesis and N2 Fixation in Soybean

Abram J. Strauss1, Philippus D. R. van Heerden1*, Misha de Beer1, Gert H. J. Krüger1, 
and Reto J. Strasser2

Abstract  Dark chilling affects growth and yield 
of warm-climate crops such as soybean [Glycine 
max (L.) Merr.]. Several studies have investigated 
chilling stress effects on photosynthesis and other 
aspects of metabolism, but none have compared 
effects of whole plant chilling (shoots and roots) 
with that of aboveground chilling in legumes. This 
is important since low root temperatures might 
induce additional constraints, such as inhibition 
of N2 fixation, thereby aggravating chilling stress 
symptoms. Effects of dark chilling on photosystem 
II, shoot growth, leaf ureide content and photo-
synthetic capacity were studied in two soybean 
genotypes, Highveld Top (chilling tolerant) and 
PAN809 (chilling sensitive), in experiments com-
paring effects of whole plant chilling (WPC) with 
that of shoot chilling (SC). Both treatments inhib-
ited shoot growth in PAN809, but not Highveld 
Top. Also, WPC in PAN809 caused a decrease in 
leaf ureide content followed by severe chlorosis 

and alterations in O-J-I-P fluorescence rise kinetics, 
distinct from SC. A noteworthy difference was the 
appearance of a ∆K-peak in the O-J-I-P fluores-
cence rise in response to WPC. These genotypic 
and treatment differences also reflected in the 
degree of inhibition of CO2 assimilation rates. The 
appearance of a ∆K-peak, coupled with growth 
inhibition, reduced ureide content, chlorosis and 
lower CO2 assimilation rates, provide novel mecha-
nistic information about how WPC might have 
aggravated chilling stress symptoms in PAN809.

Keywords  Chlorophyll a fluorescence, dark 
chilling, nitrogen limitation, photosynthesis, soil 
temperature, soybean

Introduction

Chilling stress is a major agricultural problem in 
many regions of the world. Many studies have 
investigated the effects of chilling stress on pho-
tosynthesis and water relations in potted plants 
grown under controlled conditions (e.g. Anderson 
et al. 1995; Bertamini et al. 2005). In most of 
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these experiments both the shoots and roots of 
plants were chilled. In legumes, however, low root 
temperatures might induce inhibition of symbiotic 
nitrogen fixation (SNF) (Duke et al. 1979) and pre-
mature root nodule senescence. We are not aware 
of any detailed studies that have focused on a com-
parison of whole plant chilling (WPC) and shoot 
chilling (SC) effects on warm-climate legumes 
such as soybean.

The effects of low night temperatures (dark 
chilling) on growth, O-J-I-P fluorescence rise 
kinetics, CO2 assimilation, SNF and leaf ureide 
(the products of SNF) content were investigated 
in two South African soybean genotypes of known 
but contrasting chilling tolerance (Strauss et al. 
2006). This study encompassed a comparison of 
WPC and SC effects, providing novel information 
on the modulation of chilling response by these 
treatments.

Materials and methods

Plant growth and dark chilling treatments. 
Nodulating seedlings of the soybean genotypes 
Highveld Top (chilling tolerant) and PAN809 
(chilling sensitive) were grown under controlled 
environment conditions in pots. Four-week-old 
seedlings were dark chilled (6°C) for 12 consecu-
tive nights in two types of treatments where both 
the roots and shoots were chilled (WPC) or where 
only the shoots were chilled (SC). Control plants 
were kept at 20°C. The following measurements 
were conducted at regular intervals during the 
treatment period:

Chlorophyll a fluorescence and CO2 assimi-
lation. Chlorophyll a fluorescence (O-J-I-P) 
transients were recorded with a Plant Efficiency 
Analyser (PEA, Hansatech Instruments Ltd.) 
in leaves of control, WPC and SC plants. The 
Biolyzer software package was used to visualize 
treatment effects on O-J-I-P kinetics. The JIP-test 
(Strasser and Strasser 1995) was used to translate 
the original recorded data to biophysical param-
eters (including the performance index, PIABS) that 
quantify the energy flow through photosystem II 

(PSII). CO2 saturated rates of photosynthesis (Jmax) 
were measured in the same leaves with a portable 
photosynthesis system (CIRAS-1, PP Systems). 
The chlorophyll content of these leaves was deter-
mined with a portable chlorophyll content meter 
(CCM-200, Opti-Sciences).

Nitrogenase activity and leaf ureide content. 
Whole root systems with nodules were used for the 
measurement of nitrogenase activity with the acet-
ylene reduction assay (Turner and Gibson 1980). 
Leaf ureide content was determined according to 
the method of Young and Conway (1942).

Results

Both the WPC and SC treatments markedly 
inhibited shoot growth in the chilling sensitive 
genotype PAN809, with no visual effect in 
Highveld Top (results not shown). The WPC 
treatment also led to severe chlorosis in PAN809 
(Table 1).

Treatment-dependent changes in O-J-I-P fluo-
rescence rise kinetics were revealed by construc-
tion of difference in variable fluorescence (∆V) 
curves (Fig. 1). The progressive development of 
two peaks in fluorescence intensity in chilled 
leaves, namely a ∆K (at ca. 300 µs) and ∆J peak (at 
ca. 2 ms), which depended on genotype and type of 
chilling treatment, can be seen. The ∆J peak, which 
was much larger in PAN809 (Fig. 1 C, D) than in 
Highveld Top (Fig. 2 A, B), was induced by both 
WPC and SC treatment. However, a clearly defined 
∆K-peak was only induced by WPC treatment in 
PAN809 (Fig. 2 D).

Both the WPC and SC treatments caused large 
reductions (P < 0.01) in Jmax and PIABS in PAN809 
(data not shown). Also no significant (P > 0.05) 
effects on Jmax in Highveld Top could be detected. 
In the WPC treatment of PAN809 large increases 
in apparent antenna size per active reaction centre 
(ABS/RC) and specific (per reaction centre) trap-
ping flux (TR/RC) occurred, resulting in smaller 
effects on both the phenomenological and specific 
energy fluxes for electron transport (ET/CS and ET/
RC respectively) than on PIABS (data not shown). 
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Table 1 Effects of 12 nights of dark chilling on chlorophyll and leaf ureide content of SC and WPC-treated 
plants expressed as percentages (six replicates ± SE) relative to values in control plants at each time point

 Nights

 3 6 9 12

Highveld top Chlorophyll content SC 6.1 ± 3 12.1 ± 2 4.6 ± 3 2.6 ± 2
   WPC −8.7 ± 2 −16.5 ± 3 −17.5 ± 2* −14.7 ± 1
 Leaf ureide content SC 8.5 ± 10 −15.2 ± 4* −16.3 ± 5 −11.5 ± 8
   WPC −2.9 ± 6 5.7 ± 6 −15.7 ± 8 −13.8 ± 4
PAN809 Chlorophyll content SC −13.4 ± 2 −15.6 ± 3 −25.6 ± 3* −22.4 ± 6*

   WPC −9.2 ± 1 −27.2 ± 3* −32.4 ± 4** −56.8 ± 2**

 Leaf ureide content SC −0.1 ± 6 −19.1 ± 4* −18.8 ± 6 −18.0 ± 5
   WPC −2.2 ± 11 −10.7 ± 3 −42.6 ± 6** −34.5 ± 5**

Significant differences compared to control values are indicated by * (P < 0.05) and ** (P < 0.01)

Fig. 1 Effects of dark chilling on O-J-I-P kinetics of SC (A, C) and WPC (B, D) plants of Highveld Top and PAN809. 
Difference in variable fluorescence (∆V) curves was constructed by subtracting the normalised (between O and P) fluores-
cence values recorded in SC and WPC plants from those recorded in control plants
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The PIABS was the fluorescence parameter that 
reflected the inhibition of Jmax in PAN809 the best.

The effects of chilling stress on chlorophyll and 
leaf ureide content were much larger in PAN809 

than in Highveld Top (Table 1). In the WPC treat-
ment of PAN809 the pronounced reduction in 
chlorophyll content that occurred between 9 and 
12 nights of chilling was preceded (between 6 and 
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9 nights) by a large decrease in leaf ureide content 
that did not occur in SC plants.

Discussion

The ∆J-peak that appeared in the O-J-I-P transients 
under both treatments, especially in PAN809, can 
be interpreted as evidence of decreased elec-
tron transport downstream of QA

− (Govindachary 
et al. 2004). The exclusive appearance of a 
clearly defined ∆K-peak in the WPC treatment 
of PAN809, on the other hand, points towards 
uncoupling of the oxygen-evolving complex 
(OEC) (Srivastava et al. 1995).

On a mechanistic level the ∆K-peak, coupled 
to the decrease in shoot growth, Jmax and chloro-
phyll/ureide content, provide information about how 
the WPC treatment aggravated chilling stress in 
PAN809. Interestingly, the appearance of a K-peak 
has been observed previously in the presence of 
foliar N-limitation (Strasser et al. 2004). We hypoth-
esise that the WPC treatment led to the progressive 
development of N-limitation in the leaves.

Novel evidence is provided linking changes in 
O-J-I-P fluorescence rise kinetics to changes in 
carbon and nitrogen metabolism in soybean during 
chilling stress, which ultimately manifests itself as 
symptoms on the whole-plant level. These concepts 
are depicted in a model (Fig. 2), which attempts to 
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explain why dark chilling affects chilling sensitive 
genotypes so severely. According to this model, 
chilly air and soil temperatures not only reduce 
photosynthesis, but also simultaneously affect the 
roots, the Bradyrhizobium bacteria housed in the 
root nodules as well as the signals (e.g. photo-
synthate supply to nodules and ureide export to 
shoots) by which these two biological systems 
interact. Under these conditions leaf ureide content 
(Fig. 2, middle left hand graph insert) is severely 
reduced because of lower ureide synthesis in root 
nodules due to a near-complete arrest of bacterial 
nitrogenase activity (Fig. 2, bottom left hand graph 
insert). This leads to the progressive formation of a 
∆K-peak in the leaves (Fig. 2, top left hand graph 
insert), making analysis of O-J-I-P kinetics in leg-
umes potentially a sensitive tool for use in chilling 
stress studies and field-applied research in areas 
where sub-optimal root-zone temperatures occur.
 * Corresponding author. Address from September 
2007: South African Sugarcane Research Institute, 
170 Flanders Drive, P/Bag X02, Mount Edgecombe 
4300, South Africa. E-mail: riekert.vanheerden@
sugar.org.za
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CHAPTER FORTY THREE

Effects of Hypergravity on the Chlorophyll Content 
and Growth of Root and Shoot During Development 
in Rice Plants

Pandit Vidyasagar, Sagar Jagtap, Amit Nirhali, Santosh Bhaskaran, and Vishakha Hase

Abstract  Earlier studies on hypergravity effects 
showed modification in the metabolism of cell 
wall components, promotion of metaxylem devel-
opment and decrease in extensibility of secondary 
cell walls in Arabidopsis thaliana (Tamaoki et al. 
2006; Nakabayashi et al. 2006).

In the present study, the effects of hypergravity 
on rice seeds which were exposed to hypergravity 
conditions and grown under normal gravity have 
been studied. Rice seeds (PRH-10 obtained from 
National Seeds Corporation, Govt. of India) were 
suspended in water in a test tube and were exposed to 
hypergravity ranging from 500–3,000 g for 10 min. 
Seeds exposed to hypergravity were grown on 0.8% 
agar under ambient conditions and light intensity 
of 1,250 Lux for 16 h per day. Seeds unexposed 
to hypergravity grown under the same conditions 
acted as control. Length of roots and shoots were 
measured. Chlorophyll was extracted on the fifth 
day and absorption and fluorescence spectra were 
recorded in both control and hypergravity samples. 
The cross sections of the roots were obtained and 
studied under the microscope. The results obtained 

showed that the chlorophyll content was less in the 
samples exposed to hypergravity. The roots showed 
changes in the diameter of cells at the core. To the 
best of our knowledge, such type of study has been 
reported for the first time.

Keywords  Hypergravity, rice, absorbance, fluo-
rescence, chlorophyll content, root structure

Introduction

Studies carried out earlier shows that stem elonga-
tion in Arabidopsis thaliana inflorescence stems 
was suppressed while dry weight of the inflores-
cence stems increased in hypergravity (Tamaoki 
et al. 2006; Nakabayashi et al. 2006). Root length 
and fresh weight of roots and epicotyls of pea 
decreased as g increased (Waldron and Brett 
1990). Similar results have been obtained for azuki 
bean epicotyls (Koizumi et al. 2007) and wheat 
coleoptiles (Wakabayashi et al. 2005). Primary 
and secondary cell wall contents (Tamaoki et al. 
2006; Nakabayashi et al. 2006) and shoot diam-
eter (Nakabayashi et al. 2006) were increased in 
hypergravity. However, hypergravity reduced cell 

J.F. Allen, E. Gantt, J.H. Golbeck, and B. Osmond (eds.), 
Photosynthesis. Energy from the Sun: 
14th International Congress on Photosynthesis,
1599–1602. © 2008 Springer.

Biophysics Laboratory, Department of Physics, University 
of Pune, Pune – 411 007, India
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wall extensibility in Arabidopsis (Nakabayashi 
et al. 2006), cress (Hoson et al. 1996) and azuki 
bean epicotyls (Koizumi et al. 2007). Development 
of metaxylem is promoted by hypergravity 
(Nakabayashi et al. 2006). Lignin formation and 
cell wall polysaccharide content in cress hypocotyls 
(Hoson et al. 1996) and hemicellulosic polysac-
charides in wheat coleoptiles (Wakabayashi et al. 
2005) increased in hypergravity. Similar results 
have been obtained for maize coleoptiles and meso-
cotyls exposed to hypergravity (Soga et al. 1999a) 
and azuki bean epicotyls (Soga et al. 1999b). 
Hypergravity increased sterol levels in azuki bean 
epicotyls while no change was observed in fatty 
acid compositions in phospholipid and glycoli-
pid (Koizumi et al. 2007). Hypergravity causes 
growth inhibition possibly by thickening cell walls 
(Tamaoki et al. 2006; Hoson et al. 1996; Soga 
et al. 1999) as well as by modifying xyloglucan 
metabolism making the cell wall mechanically 
rigid (Soga et al. 1999). Centrifugation is found 
to increase production of nitric oxide and hence 
DNA fragmentation and cell death in Kalanchoe 
daigremontiana and Taxus brevifolia (Pedroso 
et al. 2000; Pedroso and Durzan 2000). The up-
regulation of the expression of tubulin genes was 
higher at 300 g than at 30 g (Matsumoto et al. 2007) 
in Arabidopsis. Also expression of HMGR genes 
increased in hypergravity (Yoshioka et al. 2003).

Only few reports on effects of hypergravity dur-
ing seed germination are available (Wakabayashi 
et al. 2005; Waldron and Brett 1990) while in most 
reports, seedlings were exposed to hypergravity. 
However, no reports are available for seeds exposed 
to hypergravity before germination occurs. Also no 
studies have been done on the effects of hypergrav-
ity on chlorophyll. All reports have been carried 
out for hypergravity upto 300 g except for one 
where effects of 370, 1,050 and 10,050 g have been 
studied (Waldron and Brett 1990). In these studies, 
the effects reported are when plants were exposed 
to hypergravity during development. The present 
study reports the effects when seeds were exposed 
to hypergravity conditions before they were sowed. 
This type of study has not been reported so far to the 
best of our knowledge. Rice seeds were exposed to 
hypergravity ranging from 500 to 2,500 g and then 

allowed them to germinate under normal gravity 
for 5 days. The effects on plant growth, chlorophyll 
content in shoots and vascular tissues in roots have 
been studied.

Materials and methods

Rice (Oryza sativa var. PRH-10) seeds obtained 
from National Seeds Corporation, Govt. of India 
were surface-sterilized with 0.5% fungicide (Uthane 
M-45 manufactured by United Phosphorus Limited), 
washed 4–5 times with distilled water to remove 
traces of fungicide and imbibed in distilled water 
for 24 h. They were then suspended in water in a test 
tube and were exposed to hypergravity ranging from 
500–2,500 g for 10 min using a high-speed centrifuge 
(Hitachi himac CR21 E). Seeds exposed to hyper-
gravity were allowed to grow normally on 0.8% agar 
under ambient conditions and light intensity of 1,250 
Lux with 16 h photoperiod per day. Seeds unexposed 
to hypergravity grown under the same conditions 
acted as control. Lengths and fresh weights of roots 
and shoots were measured. Chlorophyll was extracted 
from the shoots on the fifth day using standard tech-
niques and absorption and fluorescence spectra were 
recorded for both control and hypergravity samples. 
The cross- sections of the roots were obtained and 
studied under the microscope.

Chlorophyll spectra. Shoots were removed from 
the seedlings. Same amount of shoot material 
(by weight) from all samples was considered for 
the extraction and crushed in equal volume of 
80% acetone and filtered using Whatmann filter 
paper. The extracted chlorophyll was then stored 
at 8–10°C overnight. Absorption spectra were 
taken using UV-visible spectrometer (Lambda-
950, Perkin Elmer, Singapore) and fluorescence 
spectra at an excitation wavelength of 440 nm were 
taken using Luminescence spectrometer (LS-55, 
Perkin Elmer, Singapore) respectively. Chlorophyll 
a, chlorophyll b and total chlorophyll contents 
were calculated from the absorption spectra using 
Arnon’s method (Arnon 1949).

Sectioning of roots. Roots about 5 mm long were 
cut from tip. Root cross-sections were obtained by 
the technique described by Khasim (Khasim 2002) 
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using Rotary microtome (Model No. 45, USA). 
These sections were then viewed and photographed 
on a phase contrast inverted microscope (TE2000-
S, NIKON ECLIPSE, Japan).

Results and discussion

Hypergravity effects on plant growth

Root length decreased with increase in g except at 
1,500 g where a slight increase was observed (Fig. 
1). Similar results are observed for shoot length 
as well. The root and shoot weights also showed a 
similar trend. This suggests that hypergravity sup-
presses plant growth. This is in agreement to those 
results obtained for Arabidopsis (Tamaoki et al. 
2006) pea (Waldron and Brett 1990), maize (Soga 
et al. 1999) and cress (Hoson et al. 1996). Also, the 
root and shoot weights decreased with increasing 
g which is in agreement to that obtained for wheat 
(Wakabayashi et al. 2005). An interesting result that 
was observed was that the roots of seeds exposed to 
hypergravity followed a curve path in air and then 
grew back on agar gel. This curvature increased as g 
increased from 500 to 2,500 g (data not shown).

Hypergravity effects on chlorophyll spectra

The chlorophyll absorption spectra showed a 
decrease in intensity as g increased except for a 
slight increase at 1,500 g (Fig. 2). An interesting 

thing that was observed is that the peaks shifted by 
1–2 nm towards the higher wavelengths for both 
435 and 665 nm. Fluorescence spectra also showed 
a similar trend.

The absorption and fluorescence spectra suggest 
that chlorophyll content decreases with increase in g 
except at 1,500 g (Table 1). It is possible that hyper-
gravity promotes senescence. This is in agreement with 
that for Kalanchoe leaves (Pedroso and Durzan 2000). 
However, it should be noted that only leaves were 
exposed to hypergravity while in our case, the seeds 
were exposed to hypergravity before germination.

Hypergravity effects on roots

Transverse cross-sections of roots show an increase 
in the diameter of xylem vessels with increasing 
g. This could possibly explain the increase in diam-
eter of stele (data not shown).

In the present study, seeds were exposed to 
hypergravity before they were sowed. During the 
development, no gravity stress was present. Yet 
the effects observed under hypergravity conditions 
are seen. It implies that the memory of exposure to 
hypergravity conditions is retained by the seeds. 
The results obtained are new and could be a begin-
ning of a new research proposition.
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Table 1 Chlorophyll content for varied hypergravity

 Chl a Chl b Total Chl
g Conc. g/L Conc. g/L Conc g/L

Control 0.002796 0.000857 0.003982
500 0.0025671 0.0005194 0.0033422
1,000 0.0023 0.0005 0.003
1,500 0.00246 0.000423 0.003115
2,000 0.00196 0.000198 0.002318
2,500 0.00086 0.0000825 0.001012
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CHAPTER FORTY FOUR

Effects of Nitrogen and/or Sulphur Deprivation 
on the Regulation of Photosynthesis in Barley Seedlings

Luca Vitale1, Simona Carfagna2, Sergio Esposito1, and Carmen Arena1

Abstract  The effects of nitrogen and sulphur 
deprivation on photosynthetic apparatus were 
investigated in barley grown in hydroponic cul-
ture: no difference was observed in AN, qP, 
and ETR/AN among control (C), nitrogen (-N), 
and sulphur (-S) deprivation. Conversely, plants 
grown in nitrogen and sulphur deprivation (-N-S) 
exhibited a reduction of AN and qP, a significant 
increase of NPQ and ETR/AN, as well as higher 
levels of glutathione and cysteine. The lowest total 
protein content was found in -N and -N-S plants. 
Data indicate that the simultaneous starvation of 
N and S leads to an alteration of plant metabolism 
that affects negatively photosynthesis. However, 
since no difference in Fv/Fm was found, it may 
be hypothesized that in -N-S seedlings processes 
other than photosynthesis and thermal dissipation 
are effective in photoprotection at low light. In 
-N-S plants, the highest glutathione content could 
represent a mean to face oxidative stress triggered 

within photosynthetic membranes by carbon fixa-
tion decline.

Keywords  Barley, nitrogen and sulphur starvation, 
photochemical efficiency, photoprotection, photo-
synthesis

Introduction

Nitrogen and sulphur are macronutrients essen-
tial for plant growth and their availability seri-
ously affect CO2 assimilation (Qi 1989; de Groot 
et al. 2003). A large part of nitrogen is associated 
to chlorophylls, light-harvesting complex and 
carbon assimilation enzymes as Rubisco (Evans 
and Poorter 2001), so its deficiency may reduce 
the functionality of photosynthetic machinery. 
Similarly, sulphur deprivation affects negatively 
photosynthesis influencing chlorophyll content 
and Rubisco protein (Terry 1976; Gilbert et al. 
1997). Several studies analyzed the effects of 
N and/or S deprivation on plant metabolism but 
the view that N or S deficient leaves are more 
susceptible to photoinhibition has received less 
attention. It has been demonstrated that sulphur is 
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mobilized from protein reserves not only during 
N starvation (Sunarpi and Anderson 1997) but 
also under adequate nitrogen supply (Ferreira and 
Teixeira 1992). Upon these conditions Rubisco 
degradation may limit CO2 uptake, thus providing 
sulphur compounds. Such limitations could lead 
to an increased proportion of absorbed photons 
by PSII inducing both photoprotective processes 
and oxidative damages. The interaction between 
light use efficiency and N and/or S deprivation 
may be very complex. Photochemical efficiency 
and photoprotection has been widely studied in 
N deficient plants at saturated light intensities 
(Verhoeven et al. 1997; Lu et al. 2001) but no 
information are available about simultaneous N 
and S deprivation at low light.

This study examines the effect of nitrogen and 
sulphur starvation on photosynthetic activity and 
photoprotective strategies in barley grown under 
low irradiance.

Materials and methods

Plant growth conditions. Hordeum vulgare L. seed-
lings were grown in hydroponic culture at 100 µmol 
photons m−2 s−1, 20°C, and 60% RH at four differ-
ent growth conditions: Control, -N, -S, -N-S. The 
control growth conditions has been described pre-
viously (Rigano et al. 1996). In nitrogen (-N) and 
sulphur deprived (-S) conditions, SO4

2− and NO3− 
were replaced by Cl− salts whereas NH4

+ salts were 
substituted by K+ salts.

Biochemical analysis. Soluble amino acids 
(Rigano et al. 1996), protein content (Bradford 
1976) and thiol levels (Newton et al. 1981) were 
determined on shoots of 21 days old barley plants.

Gas exchange and fluorescence measurements. 
Gas exchange and chlorophyll fluorescence 
measurements were performed simultaneously 
on leaves at growth conditions by HCM-1000 
and Mini-PAM (Walz, Germany), respectively. 
Net photosynthesis and fluorescence parameters 
were calculated according to von Caemmerer 
and Farquhar (1981), and Van Kooten and Snel 
(1990), Bilger and Schreiber (1986), Krall and 

Edwards (1992), respectively. The statistical 
analysis was performed by Student’s t-test. Data 
are means ± SE (n = 5).

Results

Biochemical behavior

Glutathione content declined in -S compared to 
control; conversely it increased in -N-S (Table 1). 
A significant rise in cysteine content was observed 
in -S and -N-S seedlings as compared to control 
and -N. Protein content was strongly affected by N 
and S starvation: the lowest levels were detected in 
-N and -N-S.

Gas exchange and fluorescence measurements

N or S starvation did not significantly affect net 
photosynthesis (AN) (Fig. 1); conversely, the 
combined N and S deficiency caused a decrease 
(P < 0.001) in AN compared to other conditions.

The photochemical quenching (qP) decreased 
(P < 0.005) in -N-S seedlings as compared to other 
conditions (Fig. 2A); upon S and N-S deprivation 
non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) increased 
(P < 0.001). In -N-S leaves the partitioning of reduc-
tive power between CO2 assimilation and processes 
other than photosynthesis (ETR/AN) increased (P < 
0.001) (Fig. 2B, C). Maximum PSII photochemi-
cal efficiency (Fv/Fm) was not affected by nutrients 
availability among different conditions (Fig. 2D).

Table 1 Glutathione, cysteine, and protein content in shoots 
of barley plants grown in different nutrient conditions

Shoot Control -N -S -N-S

Glutathione 250 ± 34a 235 ± 30a 112 ± 1b 534 ± 14c
 (nmol/g FW)
 100 95% 40% 210%
Cysteine  63 ± 8a 90 ± 13b 67 ± 3a 105 ± 9b
 (nmol/g FW)
 100 140% 110% 150%
Proteins content  3.3 ± 0.2a 1.1 ± 0.12b 1.9 ± 0.5c 1.2 ± 0.2b
 (mg/g FW)
 100 34% 58% 37%
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Discussion

Photochemical activity and CO2 assimilation may 
be limited by nitrogen or sulphur availability. In 
our study, N or S deprivation did not affect the 
photochemistry and CO2 fixation at low light. Terry 
(1976) reported that PSII activity in sugar beet 
was influenced only when the leaf sulphur level 
dropped below 2,000 µg/g dw. The lack of effect 

on PSII activity was probably due to the fact that 
this threshold was not reached in -S plants, as sug-
gested by cysteine levels maintained by glutathione 
degradation.

The reduced protein content both in -S and -N 
plants suggests a nutrient stress condition. It is 
known that when plants were grown under nitro-
gen or sulphur deprivation, the degradation of the 
soluble proteins as well as Rubisco is enhanced 
(Ferreira and Teixeira 1992). However, under low 
light the Rubisco control of carbon flux is  limited, 
hence leaves can loose part of their Rubisco 
protein without consequences on photosynthesis. 
This may be consistent with the absence of nega-
tive effects on CO2 fixation observed both in -N 
and -S seedlings.

Nitrogen and sulphur starvation determined 
an impairment of carbon metabolism in -N-S 
plants according to the significant reduction in 
AN and photochemical activity (qp). The high-
est levels of cysteine found in -N-S seedlings 
suggest that Rubisco, upon these conditions, 
was likely degraded more rapidly than soluble 
proteins thus negatively influencing CO2 assimi-
lation. In wheat plants Rubisco degradation is 
enhanced under nitrogen or sulphur deprivation 
only slightly with respect to the total soluble 
protein (Esquível et al. 2000).

The reduction of photochemical activity may 
suggest a nutrient-induced limitation of CO2 fixation. 
However, although qP decreased under nitrogen and 
sulphur starvation, Fv/Fm was not affected. This can 
be related to the electron transport  utilization by 
processes other than photosynthesis, according to 
the highest ETR/AN ratio which contributes to keep 
PSII electron acceptors oxidized. Moreover, the 
highest glutathione content found in -N-S seedlings 
could represent a mean to face oxidative stress trig-
gered within photosynthetic membranes by carbon 
fixation decline, confirming the central role of 
glutathione system in the antioxidative defence 
(Tausz et al. 2004). Besides, in -N-S barley plants, 
thermal dissipation of absorbed light (NPQ) was 
enhanced, contributing to photoprotection.

Data show that the combined nitrogen and 
sulphur starvation, differently from nitrogen or 

Fig. 1 Net photosynthesis (AN) in shoots of barley plants 
grown in different nutrient conditions
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sulphur deprivation, determines an impairment 
of carbon metabolism. Under these conditions, 
highest glutathione content as well as thermal 
dissipation and alternative pathways to photosyn-
thesis are effective in PSII photoprotection at low 
light too.
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CHAPTER FORTY FIVE

Light Induced Energy Dissipation in Iron-Starved 
Cyanobacteria

Adjélé Wilson, Clémence Boulay, and Diana Kirilovsky

Abstract  In iron-containing cyanobacteria cells, 
strong blue light induces a mechanism dissipating 
excess absorbed energy in the phycobilisome, the 
extramembranal antenna of cyanobacteria. In this 
photoprotective mechanism the soluble Orange-
Carotenoid-binding Protein (OCP) plays an  essential 
role. Under iron-starvation conditions, blue-light 
also induces a large fluorescence reversible quench-
ing that it has been proposed to be related to the 
Iron-stress-induced chlorophyll-binding protein, 
IsiA. Here, we demonstrate that in iron-starved cells, 
the absence of IsiA does not affect the induction 
of fluorescence quenching. In contrast, blue light 
is unable to quench fluorescence in the absence of 
the phycobilisomes or the OCP. We conclude that 
in cyanobacteria grown under iron starvation con-
ditions, the blue light-induced non-photochemical 
quenching involves the phycobilisome-OCP related 
energy dissipation mechanism and not IsiA.

Keywords  Cyanobacteria, non-photochemical-
quenching, carotenoids, orange-carotenoid-protein, 
iron starvation

Introduction

Results revealing the existence of a phycobilisome-
related blue-light induced non- photochemical 
quenching (NPQ) mechanism in cyanobacteria 
were first described in 2000 (El Bissati et al. 
2000). Subsequently, spectral and kinetics data 
were presented suggesting that blue-light acti-
vated carotenoids induce quenching of phycobili-
some  fluorescence emission (Rakhimberdieva et 
al. 2004). Wilson et al. 2006 demonstrated that 
a soluble carotenoid-binding protein, the Orange 
Carotenoid Protein (OCP), is specifically involved 
in this photoprotective phycobilisome-related NPQ. 
The OCP, a 35 kDa protein that contains a single 
non-covalently bound carotenoid, is encoded by 
the slr1963 open reading frame in Synechocystis 
6803 (for review: Kerfeld 2004a, b).

Under iron-starvation conditions, blue-light also 
induces a large reversible fluorescence quenching 
(Cadoret et al. 2004; Bailey et al. 2005; Joshua 
et al. 2005). It was proposed that the IsiA protein 
(Iron-stress-induced protein), a chlorophyll-bind-
ing protein, was essential in this NPQ process 
(Laudenbach and Straus 1988; Burnap et al. 1993). 
IsiA encircles the PS I reaction center, forming 

J.F. Allen, E. Gantt, J.H. Golbeck, and B. Osmond (eds.), 
Photosynthesis. Energy from the Sun: 
14th International Congress on Photosynthesis,
1607–1610. © 2008 Springer.
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complexes consisting of a trimeric PSI and 18 
IsiA molecules (Bibby et al. 2001; Boekema et al. 
2001). Empty rings of IsiA (without PS I) are also 
accumulated and are very abundant in long-term 
iron-depleted cells (Yeremenko et al. 2004). These 
IsiA aggregates, in vitro, are in a strongly quenched 
state suggesting that they are responsible for 
thermal dissipation of absorbed energy (Ihalainen 
et al. 2005).

Materials and methods

Iron starvation. WT and mutant Synechocystis 
PCC 6803 cells were precipitated and resuspended 
(OD800 = 0.6) in the modified BG11 medium lack-
ing Fe and grown under low light (30–40 µmol 
photons m−2 s−1). During the first week the cells 
were diluted each day, then once every 2–3 days 
and finally undiluted. The PAL mutant was diluted 
only every 3 days consistently.

Fluorescence measurements. The yield of Chl 
fluorescence was monitored in a modulated fluor-
ometer (PAM; Walz, Effelrich, Germany) adapted 
to a Hansatech oxygen electrode as previously 
described (El Bissati et al. 2000). Fluorescence 
quenching was induced by a blue-green light 
(400–550 nm) at 740 µmol photons m−2 s−1 of light 
intensity. Saturating pulses (2,000 µmol photons 
m−2 s−1, 1 s) were applied to measure Fm.

Immunoblot analysis. Total cell protein was ana-
lysed by SDS-PAGE on a 12% polyacrylamide/2 M 
urea in a TRIS/MES system (Kashino et al. 2001). 
The OCP protein was detected by a  polyclonal anti-
body against OCP (Wilson et al. 2007). Binding of 
OCP antibody was monitored by an alkaline phos-
phatase colorimetric reaction.

Results

In order to test the possibility that the phycobili-
some-OCP related NPQ mechanism could play a 
role in the light-induced fluorescence quenching 
observed under iron starvation conditions and 
 currently attributed to an IsiA mediated process, 
we studied light induced fluorescence quenching 
in several iron-starved Synechocystis 6803 mutant 

cells: a mutant without IsiA (∆IsiA), a mutant 
without OCP (∆OCP) and a mutant without phy-
cobilisomes (PAL).

Figure 1 compares the room temperature fluo-
rescence traces after 10, 12 and 14 days of iron 
starvation from WT and ∆isiA cells measured with 

Fig. 1 (A and B) Blue-green light induced fluorescence 
quenching in iron-starved WT and ∆isiA cells. Ten days (red), 
12 days (green) and 14 days (blue) iron-starved ∆isiA (A) and 
WT (B) cells (at 3 µg Chl/mL) were dark-adapted and then 
were illuminated successively with low intensity blue-green 
light (400–550 nm, 80 µmol photons m−2 s−1) and high inten-
sity blue-green light (740 µmol photons m−2 s−1). Saturating 
pulses were applied to measure maximal fluorescence levels. 
(C) Immunoblot detection of OCP in iron-starved ∆IsiA (lane 
1) and WT (lane 2) cells and non-starved ∆IsiA (lane 3), 
WT (lane 4), PAL (lane 6) and ∆OCP (lane 7) cells. Lane 5 
molecular mass markers. Each lane contained 1.5 µg of Chl
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a PAM fluorometer. Dark-adapted cells were suc-
cessively illuminated by dim and strong blue-green 
light. The cells under dim blue-green light, which 
preferentially excites PSI, showed a high level of 
fluorescence characteristic of “State 1” induced 
by oxidation of the PQ pool upon illumination of 
dark-adapted cells. Subsequently, exposure of cells 
to strong blue-green light induced the quenching of 
all levels of fluorescence (Fm’, Fs and Fo) in both 
WT and ∆isiA cells. The fluorescence quenching 
increased with the prolongation of iron starvation. 
This increase was faster and more marked in ∆IsiA 
cells. In ∆isiA cells, the large increase of Fo can 
be explained by a rapid increase of a population 
of energetically uncoupled phycobilisomes. In WT 
cells, the increase of Fo could be related not only to 
an increase of fluorescence emitted by the uncou-
pled phycobilisome population but also to fluores-
cence emitted by IsiA complexes. To elucidate if 
there was a relationship between the larger NPQ 
in iron-starved cells relative to non-starved cells 
and to the quantity of OCP present, Western-Blot 
analyses were undertaken. Total cellular proteins 
were separated by SDS-PAGE and the OCP was 
detected by an anti-OCP antibody (Fig. 1C). The 
antibody reacts with a 35-kD polypeptide absent in 
the ∆OCP mutant. The immunoreaction was more 
pronounced in iron-starved cells than in non-iron 
starved cells. Moreover, there was more OCP in 
∆IsiA iron-starved cells (per Chl) than in WT iron-
starved cells.

To further characterize the light-induced NPQ 
generated under iron-starvation conditions, two 
additional mutants were studied: one lacking 
 phycobilisomes (PAL mutant, ∆apcAB, ∆apcE, 
PC−) (Ajlani and Vernotte 1998), and the other 
one lacking the OCP, the essential protein for 
the induction of the phycobilisome-related NPQ 
under normal growth conditions (∆OCP mutant) 
(Wilson et al. 2006). In PAL cells grown in 
iron-containing medium, high intensities of blue-
green light were unable to induce any fluores-
cence quenching (Wilson et al. 2006). Figure 2A 
shows that this is also the case with PAL cells 
grown under iron-starvation conditions. Figure 
2B shows that in the absence of OCP, blue-green 

light did not induce any fluorescence quenching 
in iron-starved cells.

A larger characterization of the fluorescence 
changes induced by iron starvation in WT and mutant 
cells were described in Wilson et al. (2007).

Conclusions

The light induced photoprotective phycobilisome-
OCP mediated NPQ mechanism that we described 

Fig. 2 Blue-green light induced fluorescence quenching in iron-
starved PAL and ∆OCP cells. Fourteen days iron-starved PAL 
(A) and ∆OCP (B) cells (at 3 µg Chl/mL) were dark-adapted and 
then were illuminated successively with low intensity blue-green 
light (400–550 nm, 80 µmol photons m−2 s−1) and high intensity 
blue-green light (740 µmol photons m−2 s−1). Saturating pulses 
were applied to measure maximal fluorescence levels
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recently, also occurs under iron starvation condi-
tions. This mechanism is solely responsible for the 
light induced fluorescence quenching observed in 
iron-starved cyanobacteria cells. In iron-containing 
and iron-starved cells, blue-green light absorbed 
by the carotenoid of the OCP induces changes in 
the carotenoid and/or the protein that facilitates the 
interaction between the OCP and the phycobili-
some core and renders the OCP capable to absorb 
the energy arriving from the phycobilisomes and 
dissipated it as heat. Under iron starvation condi-
tions, conditions in which a large population of 
phycobilisomes disconnected from the photosys-
tems exist, energy dissipation in phycobilisomes 
increases (increased NPQ) in order to better protect 
the cells by diminishing the energy arriving to the 
thylakoids.
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CHAPTER ONE

Why Do We Need to Teach the Evolution of Photosynthesis?
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Abstract  The teaching of evolution in schools 
has long been a controversial societal issue, espe-
cially in secondary school education in the USA. 
In recent years, repeated attempts to rewrite science 
standards and modify textbooks to downplay evo-
lution or present alternatives have been made. 
The most visible of these recent efforts has been 
spearheaded by the Intelligent Design (ID) move-
ment, which has its origins in the creationist 
movement. ID proposes that certain biological 
systems are “irreducibly complex”, in that they 
are so complicated that it is impossible that they 
arose via the gradual accumulation of mutations 
and therefore must have been created by an “intel-
ligent designer”. Conversely, if a process follows 
physical laws and logic that are understood, it also 
must have been created by this intelligent designer 
according to a “master plan”. The identity of the 
intelligent designer is usually not explicitly stated 
but is meant to be God. Photosynthesis is a process 

that has been portrayed in ID literature as irreduc-
ibly complex in those aspects that are not well 
understood, and elegant by design in those that are. 
It thus becomes a central issue in this larger societal 
debate. It is important that scientists clearly articu-
late the existing evidence relating to the origin and 
evolution of photosynthesis and communicate this 
information to the community at large in a way that 
is both accessible and scientifically valid.

Keywords  Photosynthesis, evolution, intelligent 
design, creationism, education

Introduction

All educated people should possess an understand-
ing of biological evolution; how life on Earth 
has developed to the extraordinary diversity and 
complexity that is a source of wonder to everyone, 
as well as how living organisms are continually 
changing. This knowledge helps people deal with 
larger societal issues such as invasive species, 
climate change, or antibiotic resistance. It is thus 
a critical issue in education that cannot be taken 
for granted. However, the teaching of evolution 
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has historically been and continues to be a very 
emotionally charged and political topic, especially 
in the USA, where a third of people responding to a 
2005 survey indicated that evolution is “absolutely 
false” (Miller et al. 2006). Challenges to evolu-
tion are increasing also in other parts of the world, 
in particular in Australia and several countries 
in Europe. Similar efforts are underway in some 
Muslim communities, most notably in Turkey 
(Yahya 2006).

Intelligent Design (ID) has been promoted as 
an alternative to the standard scientific explanation 
for the diversity of life. ID grew out of the older 
creationist movement that adopts a literal reading 
of the Bible, but has been updated to embrace 
some scientific findings. Creationists have made 
claims about aspects of the world that make them 
appear unscientific such as that the Earth is only a 
few thousand years old and that humans coexisted 
with dinosaurs. In contrast, ID has the patina of a 
scientific endeavor, accepting the age of the Earth 
and even that “microevolution” has taken place. 
However, ID proposes that certain biological struc-
tures or processes are “irreducibly complex” in 
that they are too complex to have evolved by the 
natural selection mechanism that underlies the 
scientific description of evolution. Some molecular 
structures and systems that have been used repeat-
edly as examples of irreducibly complex systems 
are bacterial flagella, the blood clotting system and 
the immune system. ID proposes that irreducibly 
complex systems have been designed by an intel-
ligent designer, the identity of which is usually not 
explicitly stated but is clearly meant to be God. 
The ID community also uses scientific knowledge 
that is more complete or which has been shown 
to follow natural laws as evidence there must 
be a ‘master plan’ formulated by the intelligent 
designer. As scientific knowledge is gained, items 
may be transferred from the irreducible category to 
part of the master plan. In contrast to certain fun-
damentalist religious movements, which embrace 
creationist and ID teachings, most organized reli-
gious groups accept the scientific understanding 
of evolution and teach that religious and scientific 
understanding are compatible.

Photosynthesis is an extremely complex biolog-
ical process that has been studied extensively by a 
multitude of scientific disciplines. Its evolutionary 
origins and trajectory are still not well understood. 
Many aspects of photosynthesis that have been 
studied in detail show elegance and symmetry. 
Photosynthesis is thus a natural candidate to be 
included in some ID writings as an example of an 
irreducibly complex system on the one hand, and 
as part of the master plan on the other. Here we 
address why photosynthesis should not be consid-
ered as an irreducibly complex system or one that 
requires a master plan. While we certainly do not 
understand all the details of the extraordinary evo-
lutionary history of the process of photosynthesis, 
there is nothing that suggests that it is beyond the 
reach of human understanding.

The ID movement

History

While it is beyond the scope of this document 
to adequately outline the entire history of the ID 
movement, several recent books and articles have 
reviewed its background (Brockman 2006; Scott 
and Matzke 2007; Forrest and Gross 2007). ID 
has its roots in the creationist movement but has 
been modernized and has assumed a more scien-
tific appearance by appropriating molecular data. 
The “defining purpose of the ID movement is to 
advance the argument that neo-Darwinism has 
failed to explain the origin of the highly com-
plex information systems and structures of living 
organisms, from the first cells to new body plans.” 
(Johnson 2007). The concept of “irreducible com-
plexity” of biological structures and pathways has 
become one of the most successful strategies of 
the ID movement, largely articulated by biochem-
ist Michael Behe, author of Darwin’s Black Box 
and The Edge of Evolution (Behe 1996, 2007). 
Irreducible complexity proposes that any system 
that cannot function properly without all its com-
ponent parts could not have arisen by evolution and 
therefore must have been designed by a conscious 
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designer. Classic examples of the eye and the wing 
have given way to examples taken from biochem-
istry and molecular biology. This is an updated 
version of the classical “argument from design” for 
the existence of God, perhaps made most famous by 
the Englishman William Paley in his watchmaker 
analogy, in which he argues that a watch is much 
too complex a structure to have arisen by chance; it 
can only have been created by a watchmaker (Paley 
1802). The extension is made by the ID commu-
nity that the complexities of the natural world, in 
particular living organisms, similarly can only be 
explained by an intelligent designer at work. While 
this analysis has been widely criticized, e.g. (Miller 
2007) it has if anything increased in visibility in the 
past several years.

The creationist and ID community also uses the 
argument that since evolution is “just a theory” for 
how life has come to be, then alternative explana-
tions to it must be presented in science classes. 
While this simplistic argument misuses the meaning 
of the word “theory” in scientific contexts (Krebs 
2001), it has a resonance with many. The position 
that ID is science rather than religion has not been 
supported in recent court cases, e.g. Edwards vs. 
Aguillard, 1987; Kitzmiller et al. v. Dover Area 
School District, 2005; the judge’s opinion in the 
latter case is quoted in Brockman (2006). Despite 
these recent setbacks in court, the ID community 
is still growing and attempting to make inroads 
into the standard science curriculum by chal-
lenging science standards in many US states and 
local districts, and even producing “alternative” 
textbooks like Of Pandas and People (Davis and 
Kenyon 1993) which has the look of a biology 
textbook but uses ID explanations for many topics. 
Creationism has also been introduced into the 
science curriculum in mainstream secondary 
schools in England (BBC News 2006). The gov-
ernmental exam board insists that it is not being 
taught as a subject but as a means to make students 
aware of the debate. In part in response to these 
developments, the Royal Society issued a state-
ment in 2006 supporting the teaching of evolution 
in schools (The Royal Society 2006). Intelligent 
Design textbooks such as The Atlas of Creation 

(Yahya 2006) are also being embraced by some in 
the Muslim community.

Blocked from the public science curriculum, 
the ID movement accuses the scientific community 
of the secularization of education, the govern-
ment, and society. Furthermore, the ID movement 
presents science as a puppet of secularized phi-
losophy rather than a discipline of its own right 
(Wiker 2003). In fact, the secularization of the US 
schools resulted from violent outbreaks between 
Catholic and Protestant Christians over which 
version of the Bible should be read in the public 
schools, which culminated in the removal of the 
Bible from the public schools (Minor vs. Board 
of Education of Cincinnati, 1872). The scientific 
vs ID explanation for the natural world debate is 
often misconstrued as a science vs. religion debate. 
This is not accurate, as many scientists have strong 
religious beliefs (Miller 1999; Collins 2006) and 
most religious traditions are entirely comfortable 
with the standard scientific explanations for the 
natural world, including evolution. Some scientists, 
most notably Richard Dawkins, author of many 
popular science books, including The Selfish Gene; 
The Blind Watchmaker and The God Delusion have 
tried to use scientific arguments to challenge the 
basis of all religious beliefs, and have further polar-
ized the situation.

ID community arguments surrounding 
photosynthesis

As part of the effort to discredit evolution, the ID 
community turns to scientific literature and por-
trays the interpretation of data, not the data itself 
as faulty. Scientific methods are not used to make 
these counterarguments, and often the arguments 
against the field are circular. In order for photosyn-
thesis and its evolution to be accurately presented 
to the general public, it thus becomes necessary 
for scientists to be aware of the arguments being 
made that run contrary to logical interpretation of 
the data.

Photosynthesis is irreducibly complex. One 
argument that has been explicitly advanced in 
support of an intelligent designer is the supposed 
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irreducible complexity of photosynthesis (http://
www.churchact.org.au/study_topics/id/id.htm). 
Photosynthesis is indeed an extremely complex 
process whose origin and evolutionary develop-
ment is still not well understood. It is thus a natural 
candidate to be used as an example of an irreduc-
ibly complex designed biological system.

Photosynthesis has been designed according to 
a master plan. Although the main thrust of most 
ID arguments surrounds the concept of irreducible 
complexity, if scientific discoveries have brought 
understanding to a process then the ID community 
uses this information to propose that there must 
have been an intelligent purposeful force behind 
this design. Using the scientific method of experi-
mentation, scientists have developed a vast body of 
knowledge. The data often reveals nested levels of 
symmetry and elegance. This twisting of scientific 
evidence to suit their own theories is perhaps one 
of the most frustrating aspects of the ID movement 
and it must be taken into account by the scientific 
community in framing its response. One of the 
premises of science is that the natural world oper-
ates according to universal and understandable 
laws. With regard to the field of photosynthesis, 
the ID community has used the concept that pho-
tosynthetic pigments harvest the solar energy that 
is available to them. In regard to the matching of 
light-harvesting pigments to the solar irradiance 
in the environment the ID movement seeks this 
“evidence of fine-tuning” as proof of an intelligent 
purposeful force and that this “approach is both 
quite natural and scientifically fruitful” (Wiker 
2003). The ID community has also decided that 
because the surface temperature of the earth is 
just right for photosynthesis this is further proof 
of a designer, as part of the “Anthropic Principle” 
(Corey 1993). The argument is made that even if 
other molecules besides chlorophyll had evolved to 
harvest solar energy they would have similar quan-
tum states, and thus require similar temperatures. 
Endosymbiosis has even been taken as evidence of 
a benevolent God. Natural selection is considered 
“cruel and harsh” by the ID community, and thus 
chloroplasts and mitochondria are accepted as a 
result of a more altruistic association between the 

endosymbionts which exist in line with “the origi-
nal goodness of God” (Buratovich 2005).

Fallacies of the ID movement

As responsible scientists concerned about scientific 
literacy, it is relevant and urgent that we convey to 
the general public clear and accurate knowledge 
about photosynthesis so that it is not used to but-
tress faulty arguments that would lead scientific 
education in our public schools backwards. One 
type of faulty reasoning is called a “bifurcation” or 
a “false dilemma”. This if often referred to as the 
either/or fallacy when someone claims that there 
are only two alternatives, and usually one alterna-
tive is not desirable. In this case ID advocates claim 
that the order and symmetry of the universe must 
be either the result of blind chance or a master 
designer.

The ID movement also maintains mutually 
contradictory premises. When science has yet to 
explain a natural process it is deemed irreducibly 
complex. Conversely, when science does offer 
accessible explanations of natural phenomena this 
becomes evidence of the master plan. The concept 
of irreducible complexity is arbitrary and relative: 
it will vary for each individual and system being 
observed. What makes perfect sense to someone 
knowledgeable may look like irreducible complex-
ity to someone who is ignorant of the subject. The 
ID movement is unique from earlier attempts to 
discredit evolution in that it embraces the strengths 
and weaknesses of evolution to its own advantage. 
This is done by presenting partial information in a 
manner that is accessible to the public. Unlike the 
earlier creationist movement, it accepts some of 
the central tenets of evolution such as the age of 
the Earth, and that species change. ID advocates 
simply interpret this as the designer at work.

How the ID community is dangerous and how 
might we respond

History repeats itself. Thomas Aquinas is consid-
ered by some Medieval scholars as a bright spot 
of the Middle Ages, but are we really prepared to 
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return to that era? His writings are the central tenet 
of the ID community.

We see that things which lack intelligence, such as 
natural bodies.… Hence it is plain that not fortui-
tously, but designedly, do they achieve their end. … 
Therefore some intelligent being exists by whom all 
natural things are directed to their end; and this 
being we call God. (Aquinas 1274)

Using Aristotelian logic to provide a rational expla-
nation for questions of faith, he united religion with 
science and began a movement that resulted in the 
stifling of scientists such as Galileo. What may 
have been a bright spot of the Middle Ages is not 
the direction science should be moving in the 21st 
century. Scientists are often seen as separated from 
the general public, but this is a dangerous position 
to take. We have already seen how public opin-
ion driven by religious and political ideology has 
restricted stem cell research in the public sphere 
both in the US and the UK. Should ID gain similar 
popularity then not only public education, but also 
funding and support for many types of scientific 
inquiry will be in jeopardy. It is not necessary for 
the ID community to ‘win’ the scientific debate for 
significant negative impact; they merely need to 
win in the court of public opinion and politics.
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Abstract  ‘Life is Bottled Sunshine’ is a four-
word summary of the significance of photosynthe-
sis for life on Earth. We all know the importance of 
the audio visual tools for communicating scientific 
principles to the students. During my 40 years of 
teaching BS to PhD level students, I have found 
that they have learned some of the photosynthe-
sis concepts faster and with ease when they were 
encouraged to imagine themselves either (a) as 
molecules participating in exciton transfer from 
antenna to reaction center molecules, or as elec-
trons/ protons moving through the Z-scheme; or (b) 
as scientists of the past describing their own results. 
Further, the inclusion of analogies, photographs 
and personal aspects of the discoverers fascinates 
students as they absorb the scientific concepts. 
In addition, simple movies such as those show-
ing Photosystem II, exciton transfer, and rotating 
ATP Synthase imprint the dynamic nature of the 
processes in their minds. In this Chapter, I discuss 
some thoughts about teaching. In my experience, a 

historical perspective inspires students to learn and 
encourages a desire to solve problems.

Keywords  Significance of photosynthesis, his-
tory, students as molecules, web sites for teaching, 
books

Introduction

This chapter has the purpose of providing some 
selected general comments on various topics from 
which other educators may extract information 
as to their own needs. I provide here some com-
ments on: the significance of Science (and thus of 
photosynthesis); use of historical aspects; use of 
analogies, and students themselves, acting as pho-
tosynthetic molecules; use of the Internet, particu-
larly from Orr and Govindjee (2007); and use of a 
time sequence concept of the entire process.

Significance

In 1961, Jawaharlal Nehru (1889–1964), India’s 
first Prime Minister, spoke about Science:

Department of Plant Biology, University of Illinois, 265 
Morrill Hall, 505 South Goodwin Avenue, Urbana, IL 
61801-3707, USA
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It is science alone that can solve the problems of 
hunger and poverty, of insanitation and illiteracy, 
of superstition and deadening custom and tradition, 
of vast resources running to waste, of a rich country 
inhabited by starving people…who indeed could 
afford to ignore science? At every turn, we have to 
seek its aid….The future belongs to Science and 
those who make friends with science!

Today, we know that the science of photosynthesis is 
a master key for providing us with not only food and 
oxygen, but fuel of the future, to sustain the grow-
ing population of humankind and decreasing oil 
reserves of our World. Perutz (1989, p. 8) had cited 
Jonathan Swift long before the present biotechnol-
ogy era began about improving plant productivity:

In Gulliver’s Travels, Jonathan Swift wrote of the 
king of Brobdingnag that “he gave it for his opinion 
that whoever could make two ears of corn, or two 
blades of grass to grow upon a spot of ground where 
only one grew before would deserve better of man-
kind and do more essential service to his country 
than the whole race of politicians put together….”

History

About the use of history, I like what Ramasarma 
(2007) recently wrote while giving his view of the 
history of biochemistry in India:

History relates to conquests and defeats and to suc-
cesses and failures of human activity. It is about 
places, people and progress. It takes different forms 
according to the knowledge and perceptions of histo-
rians. A failure for one is a strategy for another. A 
success highlighted by one is ordinary for another. It 
can be twisted, distorted and fixed. It can inspire and 
make you feel good.

In my 40 years of teaching experience, I found that 
a historical perspective inspires many students to 
learn and encourages a desire to solve problems 
facing our world. Thus, I recommend its use, but 
it needs to be done in a way that it does not stray 
away from the significance and the basic scientific 
concepts that we are trying to teach.

A historical approach to teach photosynthesis 
to non-science majors

Non-science majors need to be taught science of 
photosynthesis as they are the ones who are often 

decision makers in Politics, Business, and Law, for 
example, and they have a major role in running our 
countries and thus the World. A majority of our 
undergraduate students are non-science majors. It 
seems to me that it is essential that we be able to 
teach Science in an effective manner and show them 
how basic process of photosynthesis can be linked 
to biotechnology that would give us “two ears of 
corn” or “two blades of grass” where only one grew 
before! A historical approach reflects Science to 
be an ongoing, but continuously changing, and an 
uplifting endeavor. Teachers may strive to show that 
photosynthesis has been and continues to be related 
to them (the students) and their future generations. 
We expect this to enhance their positive attitude 
towards the study of photosynthesis in fulfilling the 
energy needs of our future generations.

In my opinion, interest in the study of photo-
synthesis may be sparked by reading the story of 
the discovery of “oxygen” by the English chemist 
Joseph Priestley (1733–1804), through the mouse 
and the plant studies, and by the chemist French 
Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier (1743–1794) (Jackson 
2005). However, to be effective, historical aspects 
need to be integrated in science curricula (Mamlok-
Naaman et al. 2005).

Can the history of science help science educators 
anticipate students’ misconceptions?

Wandersee (1985) raised the question whether his-
tory of science can be of use in removing students’ 
misconceptions in Science. He devised detailed 
questionnaires that dealt with the experiments of 
Jan Baptista van Helmont (1577–1644) on growth 
of plants in soil, of Joseph Priestley on mouse and 
mint plant, and of Jan Ingenhousz (1730–1799) on 
light and CO2 as the major raw material for making 
food by plants. Based on his research, Wandersee 
(1985) concluded that “the history of science can 
help science educators anticipate students’ miscon-
ceptions about photosynthesis concepts.” Thus, he 
stated that teachers “can plan instructional experi-
ences to modify students’ invalid or inappropriate 
subsuming concepts and increase the probability of 
meaningful learning in their classrooms.”
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Considering the above and my own experience, 
I urge photosynthesis educators to seriously con-
sider integrating historical aspects in their teaching 
to undergraduates; even graduate students enjoy 
and benefit from it. Govindjee and Krogmann 
(2006) have provided a timeline of oxygenic pho-
tosynthesis, whereas Gest and Blankenship (2005) 
have provided one for anoxygenic photosynthesis. 
Many stories and discoveries in photosynthesis, 
written by the discoverers themselves, may be 
found in Govindjee et al. (2005).

Use of analogies and students acting 
as molecules

Analogies, some examples

Rabinowitch and Govindjee (1969) adopted sev-
eral analogies to teach some basic concepts in 
photosynthesis. These included: (i) use of pump 
and water wheels to explain photosynthesis and 
respiration; (ii) comparison of life with steam 
engine and turbine functions; (iii) use of ski run 
(for respiration), and ski jump (for luminescence); 
(iv) use of roof and ceiling concepts to explain the 
curves for the rate of photosynthesis as a function 
of light intensity, as well as of carbon-dioxide; and 
(v) analogy of cobblestone pavement with the pro-
teins on a membrane, among many others. These 

and other analogies, to be invented by the teachers, 
can help many students learn concepts easily.

Students acting as molecules

In my own lectures, I have used throwing and 
transfer of tennis balls and different colored bal-
loons from one student to the other to explain the 
transfer of electrons and protons. The most effec-
tive tool I found was to have students volunteer to 
become specific molecules, both for the excitation 
energy transfer process and for the electron and 
proton transfers. In addition, we also had stu-
dents who volunteered to become inhibitors, e.g., 
Diuron. These students would learn their chemical 
structures and their physico-chemical properties 
from books and/or from me. Then, they would 
participate in the entire process, with a couple of 
students acting as photons. We would cover the 
entire process of water oxidation, NADP reduction 
and ATP formation (see Fig. 1 of students in my 
class, ready to act as molecules). We would make 
sure that the Photosystem I and the Photosystem 
II reactions started simultaneously, not PS II and 
then PS I. The entire show was presented either 
on the stage in a large auditorium or outdoors on 
the campus. Through this demonstration, students 
learned the concepts of Antenna and Reaction 
Centers, of Excitation Energy Transfer, of the Two 
Light Reactions and Two Pigment Systems, of 

Fig. 1 Undergraduate students, in Govindjee’s class, assembled in the Quad of the University of Illinois at Urbana, with 
names of the molecules they represent, and balloons of different sizes and color, representing electrons, protons, and oxy-
gen atoms. Note that P680 and P700 students are sitting down (ground state) and when they receive photons, they stand up 
simultaneously to indicate that both PS I and PS II start almost at the same time
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Energy Drop for ATP Synthesis, of ATP Synthesis, 
and of the Manganese Clock for oxygen evolu-
tion, and of how herbicides inhibit electron flow. 
The best show on the above idea was presented at 
the University of Indore (Indore, India) during a 
Fulbright Lecturer Award in 1996. Here, the show 
was for the public; it included molecules (students) 
performing an Indian dance; photons (a student 
acting as the Sun God, delivering photons), and an 
herbicide (a student, dressed up as a devil) to kill 
the plants.

Internet

The Internet, especially the Google search engine, 
has been the biggest boon in teaching. The avail-
ability of pdf files of research papers and reviews 
is fantastic for the job we do.

● The master site, with links to most of the 
useful web sites in photosynthesis, is that 
published by Orr and Govindjee (2007) (see 
Fig. 2).‘Photosynthesis and the Web: 2008’ 
(http://www.life.uiuc.edu/govindjee/pho-

toweb/ or http://photoscience.la.asu.edu/pho-
tosyn/photoweb) leads the readers to almost 
all the major sites related to photosynthesis. 
Please contact Larry Orr (larry.orr@asu.edu) 
or Govindjee (gov@life.uiuc.edu) to alert us 
to errors and to provide further suggestions.

● An innovative site, where a team (Eve Syrkin 
Wurtele, Diane Bassham, Julie Dickerson and 
Steve Hernnstadt) at Iowa State University is 
making a video game for teaching cell and 
metabolic biology, is at: http://metnet.vrac.
iastate.edu/MetNet_Meta!Blast.htm.

 They hope to release their first version (that 
includes photosynthesis) by October 15, 2007. 
Their wiki site is at: http://virtualcellproject.
net/wiki/index.php?title=Main_Page.

 These sites have some very nice stuff, and 
are still evolving. Please contact Eve Syrkin 
Wurtele (mash@iastate.edu) for further 
details.

● For fun, I recommend the Z-Scheme videos by the 
Ohio State Football team: http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=XsZlPeT3D10&eurl=. There are 
two very distinct versions of the Z-scheme play: 
one lasts for about 4 min, and the other 2 min.

Fig. 2 A copy of the slide, shown in the talk at the Glasgow Congress, includes photographs of Larry Orr, Govindjee (in 
China), covers of three of the books in the Advances in Photosynthesis and Respiration Series, protein complexes, and the 
Z-scheme poster of Wilbert Veit (and Govindjee) (Orr and Govindjee 2007)
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 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XsZlPeT3
D10&mode=related&search=

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OnvuYLvI
nWE&mode=related&search=

● An interesting and enjoyable site on ‘Plants 
in Motion’, although not directly related to 
photosynthesis, is that by Roger Hangarter 
(why not enjoy it and let students get excited 
about plants?): http://plantsinmotion.bio.indi-
ana.edu/plantmotion/starthere.html.

Books and encyclopedia articles

There are books, encyclopedia articles, many papers 
and reviews on the Internet. It is not my inten-
tion to list them here as the list is just enormous, 
and most can be found through Orr and Govindjee 
(2007). However, I recommend that in addition to 
the beautiful chapters in various high quality text 
books, teachers of photosynthesis must read the 
books by Blankenship (2002); and by Falkowski 
and Raven (2007). In addition to the many beauti-
ful Encyclopedia articles, and the Wikepedia site 
for photosynthesis (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Photosynthesis), I recommend the photosynthe-
sis-related articles I have coauthored for the tenth 
Edition of the McGraw Hill Encyclopedia of 
Science and Technology (Berkowitz et al. 2007; 
Blankenship and Govindjee 2007; Govindjee et al. 
2007a, b).

A major point that I had particularly enjoyed in 
my teaching was to present lectures on a time scale 
from femtoseconds to a season (see Kamen 1963, 
for a diagram). Here, I reproduce a simple block 
diagram of the same concept from Blankenship and 
Govindjee (2007) (see Fig. 3). For details, consult 
Rabinowitch and Govindjee (1969), Blankenship 
(2002) and Falkowski and Raven (2007).

Advances in photosynthesis and respiration series

Since papers and reviews in photosynthesis are 
published in journals of many different disciplines, 
it is essential to have different sub-areas summa-
rized in separate books for the benefit of not only 

graduate students, and research associates, but also 
for the Professors and Principal Investigators of all 
research areas related to Biochemistry, Biophysics, 
Microbiology, Plant Biology, Agriculture, and now 
in the area of Bioenergy and Biofuels. For this 
purpose, Springer has published 28 volumes, thus, 
far (see the following web sites: (1) Springer: http://
www.springer.com/west/home/life±sci?SGWID=4-
10027-69-173624465-0&amp;changeHeader=true, 
(2) Arizona State University: http://photoscience.
la.asu.edu/photosyn/books/advances.html, and 
(3) University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign: 
http://www.life.uiuc.edu/govindjee/newbook/Vol19-
25.html and http://www.life.uiuc.edu/govindjee/
Reference-Index.htm).

Music of sunlight

Wilbert Veit (2000) has authored a very interest-
ing book “Music of Sunlight”. In this book, a boy 
enters a leaf and becomes an electron, and the book 
follows his path inside the leaf for the entire pho-
tosynthesis process. The book includes a Z-scheme 
diagram. Adoption of the theme of this book into a 
video game and or a movie is highly desirable.
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Fig. 3 Time sequence of photosynthesis (Redrawn by 
Hyungshim Yoo, from Blankenship and Govindjee 2007)
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